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Factors for Converting AE and CGS Units to SI Units

To convert from To Multiply by

Area

ft2 m2 0.0929

in2 m2 6.452 × 10−4

Acceleration

ft/h2 m/s2 2.352 × 10−8

Density

lbm∕ft
3 kg/m3 16.02

lbm∕gal (US) kg/m3 119.8

g/cm3 kg/m3 = g/L 1000

Diffusivity, Kinematic Viscosity

ft2/h m2/s 2.581 × 10−5

cm2/s m2/s 1 × 10−4

Energy, Work, Heat

ft-lbf J 1.356

Btu (IT) J 1055

cal (IT) J 4.187

erg J 1 × 10−7

kW-h J 3.6 × 106

Enthalpy

Btu (IT)/lbm J/kg 2326

cal (IT)/g J/kg 4187

Force

lbf N 4.448

dyne N 1 × 10−5

Heat-Transfer Coefficient

Btu (IT)/h-ft2-∘F W/m2-K 5.679

cal (IT)/s-cm2 -∘C W/m2-K 4.187 × 10−4

Interfacial Tension

lbf/ft kg/s2 14.59

dyne/cm kg/s2 1 × 10−4

Length

ft m 0.3048

in m 0.0254

Mass

lbm kg 0.4536

ton kg 907.2

tonne (metric ton) kg 1000
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To convert from To Multiply by

Mass Flow Rate

lbm∕h kg/s 1.26 × 10−4

lbm∕s kg/s 0.4536

Mass Flux, Mass Velocity

lbm∕h-ft
2 kg/s-m2 1.356 × 10−3

Power

ft-lbf/h W = J/s 3.766 × 10−4

ft-lbf W = J/s 1.356

hp W = J/s 745.7

Btu (IT)/h W = J/s 0.2931

Pressure

lbf∕ft
2 Pa 47.88

lbf∕in
2 Pa 6895

atm Pa 1.013 × 105

Bar Pa 1 × 105

torr = mmHg Pa 133.3

in Hg Pa 3386

in H2O Pa 249.1

Specific Heat

Btu (IT)/lbm-
∘F J/kg-K 4187

cal/g-∘C J/kg-K 4187

Surface Tension

lbf/ft N/m 14.59

dyne/cm N/m 0.001

erg/cm2 N/m 0.001

Thermal Conductivity

Btu (I/T)-ft/h-ft2-∘F W/m-K = J/s-m-K 1.731

cal (IT)-cm/s-cm2-∘C W/m-K = J/s-m-K 418.7

Velocity

ft/h m/s 8.467 × 10−5

ft/s m/s 0.3048

Viscosity

lbm/ft-s kg/m-s 1.488

lbm/ft-h kg/m-s 4.134 × 10−4

cP kg/m-s 0.001

Volume kg/m-s 0.001

ft3 m3 0.02832

L m3 1 × 10−3

gal (US) m3 3.785 × 10−3
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Preface to the Fourth Edition

INTRODUCTION

Separation Process Principles was first published in 1988 to

provide a rigorous and comprehensive treatment of industrial

separation processes in the form of a student-friendly textbook

format. Both equilibrium-stage and mass-transfer (rate-based)

models were covered. Included also were chapters on thermo-

dynamic and mass-transfer theory for separation operations.

Five of the 15 chapters began with an example of an indus-

trial separation process and descriptions of how and why

modern process design techniques evolved. The 2006 second

edition expanded the coverage of mass-transfer-based design

methods by adding three new chapters (16, 17, and 18)

covering leaching, washing, crystallization, desublimation,

evaporation, and drying of solids. In the 2011 third edition,

the content was enlarged to include approximately 175 pages

on biochemical separations as well as a new Chapter 19

covering mechanical phase separations such as filtration

and centrifugation. The title of the third edition, Separation
Process Principles—Chemical and Biochemical Operations,
reflected this expansion.

This new condensed fourth edition focuses on material

widely taught in undergraduate separations courses and

on process simulations using Aspen Plus, CHEMCAD, and

ChemSep to design separation operations. Hence, the new title

for the fourth edition: Separation Process Principles–with
Applications Using Process Simulators. Professor Seader

began using process simulation programs in 1957 while

engaged in process design in the petroleum industry and was

the AIChE Institute Lecturer on this subject in 1984. Professor

Henley founded what is now Chemstations and was its first

president (when it was named COADE). Professor Roper

introduced simulation to vaccine process development in

1997. Authors of this fourth edition believe that students who

learn to solve separation problems with process simulators as

juniors will be well prepared to tackle difficult process design

problems in their senior year. The fourth edition provides com-

parisons of features of process simulators as well as examples

of how they are used to solve industrial-level design problems.

Much of the material removed from the third edition—

biochemical separation process principles in: sections of

Chapters 1, 2, 3, 8, 14, and 15; Chapters 16, 17, and 18,

and Chapter 19 on mechanical phase separations—is being

prepared by the authors for inclusion in a volume devoted to

bioseparation operations. Meanwhile, this content will remain

available from the publisher in the third edition.

STUDENT-FRIENDLY FEATURES

Each chapter begins by stating an average of nine instructional

objectives to give the student an introduction to the author’s

expectations. In chapters that introduce separation technology,

this is followed by a flow sheet and description of an industrial

process to demonstrate how the technology is used to create

saleable products. The theory needed to design equipment or

simulate a separation operation is developed and applications

are demonstrated by more than 200 examples, many of which

make use of process simulators.

Each chapter ends with study questions suitable for class

discussion (the inverted classroom) or qualitative examination

questions. There are more than 600 homework exercises,

many of which require the use of a process simulator. Other

examples and exercises involve nonlinear equations with rec-

ommendations for using Matlab to solve them. In preparation

of the fourth edition, text was clarified based on student feed-

back, and errors were eliminated. Following a suggestion by

some reviewers, chapter-specific nomenclature sections have

been added. A general nomenclature lists symbols common

to many of the chapters. Each chapter-specific nomenclature

keys symbols to equations, figures, or chapter sections. These

revisions in the fourth edition reflect our desire to prepare an

accessible introduction to chemical separations that includes

the methods and equations used by process simulators and the

problems and opportunities this has created.

TOPICAL ORGANIZATION

Chapter 1 provides the student with a classification of

separation operations and an overview of industrial chemical

engineering separations. The next two chapters review ther-

modynamics and mass transfer, as applied to separation

operations, at a level consistent with the level of this book.

Chapter 4, which introduces design specifications, and

equilibrium flash calculations are a prerequisite for all sub-

sequent chapters. Chapter 5, which is also a prerequisite for

all subsequent chapters, extends the single-stage concept

to multiple-equilibrium-stage processing units, including a

degrees-of-freedom analysis for determining the number of

design variables that can be specified for a given separation

process. A further prerequisite is Chapter 6, which describes

trays and packing, introduces general graphical methods,

stage efficiencies, and a transfer unit design method for

packed units.

v
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Once the contents of the first six chapters have been

mastered, the subsequent chapters can be studied in any

order preferred by the reader or the instructor, with a few

exceptions: (1) Concepts of minimum stage and minimum

reflux are mentioned early in the text, but a quantitative elab-

oration, using McCabe–Thiele diagrams, resides in Section

7.2. McCabe–Thiele diagrams are used in three other chapters

to help readers visualize concepts such as pinch points.

(2) Unique technology such as Freundlich and Langmuir

isotherms is fully developed in Chapter 15 but applied earlier.

(3) Mathematical tools such as solution methods for stiff

differential equations and the Newton–Raphson method for

solving nonlinear algebraic equations are described where

applied. In these three instances, the reader is referred to a

book section where the technique is fully developed.

To help students obtain an awareness of a section’s com-

plexity, section titles listed in the table of contents include the

following symbols as prefixes:

∗ Important for a basic understanding of separations and

therefore recommended for presentation in class, unless

already covered in a previous course.
o Optional because the material is descriptive, probably

covered in a previous course, or can be read outside of

class with little or no discussion in class.
• Advanced material suitable for an undergraduate course

if students are familiar with, and have access to, a process

simulator.

NEW TO THIS EDITION

The focus on using process simulators to design separa-

tion processes required some rearrangement and revision of

Chapters 1, 2, and 4–13, which deal with operations covered

in process simulators. Many of the examples and exercises

have been revised and new ones added. Some chapters contain

correlations that stretch the state of the art. Chapter 7, for

example, develops an improved method for obtaining plate

efficiencies for sieve-tray columns that is just beginning to

appear in process simulators.

HELPUL WEBSITES In the 1980s, local computer net-

works began to interconnect in a global system, called the

Internet. In late 1990, Tim Berners-Lee at the European

Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN), Switzerland,

completed all the tools required for sharing information over

the Internet. This included the HyperText Transfer Protocol

(HTTP), the HyperText Markup Language (HTML), and a

document-information system called the World Wide Web

(WWW). In early 1991, the first-known web page was sent

over the internet by Lee to Paul Jones of UNC-Chapel Hill.

Physicists around the world could now quickly and efficiently

share data. Later that year, the WWW became available to

the public, but its popularity was restrained until the release

of the Mosaic web browser in December 1992. Today the

combination of a web browser (e.g., Chrome, Firefox, and

Internet Explorer) and a general search engine (e.g., Google,

Yahoo, Bing, and Ask) has made it so simple to search for

information that the number of internet users has increased

from about 400 million in 2000 to almost 3 billion (compared

to a world population of 7.2 billion) in 2014.

Some useful websites for the study of separation pro-

cesses are presented in chapters of this book. However, such

websites are sometimes removed from the Internet. Readers

of this book are encouraged to conduct their own searches by

using key words. Many subjects have articles in theWikipedia,

a free, open-ended encyclopedia on the internet. An initial

search, where the word “wiki” is added to the key word(s) is

often useful. For example, if the key words “distillation wiki”

are entered in the Google search engine, a 13-page article

appears that provides excellent background material on a wide

spectrum of the subject.

The 15 most-used websites are:

Search engines (Google, Yahoo, Bing, and Ask)

Social networking websites (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,

LinkedIn, and Pinterest)

News, Entertainment, Purchases, and Information

(YouTube, Amazon, eBay, MSN)

Blog creation (WordPress)

Students using this book are encouraged to communicate

with each other and their instructors via social networking

websites to enhance their learning of separation processes.

RESOURCES FOR INSTRUCTORS

The website www.wiley.com/college/seader furnishes the fol-

lowing resources in the Instructor Companion Site:

1. Instructor’s Solution Manual

2. Resources for Instructors-An introduction

3. Image Gallery

4. PowerPoint slides

5. Sample Preliminary Examination

6. Suggestions for Completing Homework Exercise

7. Suggested Review of Prerequisite Material

Instructors adopting this book must request a password from

their Wiley sales representative.

RESOURCES FOR STUDENTS

Students are encouraged to consult www.wiley.com/college/

seader for the following resources in the Student Companion

Site:

1. Suggestions for Completing HW Exercises

2. Suggested Review of Prerequisite Material

http://www.wiley.com/college/seader
http://www.wiley.com/college
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General Nomenclature

All symbols are defined in the text where they first appear.

The list below contains only those symbols that are com-

mon to two or more chapters.

Other symbols are listed in chapter-specific nomenclatures

at the end of each chapter.

Abbreviations and Acronyms

BWR Benedict–Webb–Rubin EOS, §2.5

CSTR completely stirred tank or reactor, §3.6.3

CW (cw) cooling water, Figure 2.11

DAE differential-algebraic equations, §13.5.2

DDB Dortmund data bank, §2.5.3

DDBST DDB software package, §2.5.3

DECHEMA data bank, §2.5.3

EM equimolar diffusion, Table 6.5

EOS equation of state (P-v-T relationship), §2.2

ESA energy-separation agent, Table 1.1

FUG Fenske–Underwood–Gilliland method, §9.1

HEPT height equivalent to a theoretical plate,

(6-68)

HETS height equivalent to a theoretical stage,

(6-68)

HHK heavier than the heavy key, Figure 9.6

HK heavy key, §9.1

HTU height of a transfer unit, §6.8.3

LK light key, §9.1

LKP Lee–Kessler–Plöcker EOS, §2.11

LLK lighter than the light key, Figure 9.6

LM log mean, (3-33)

LW lost work, Table 2.10

MSA mass-separation agent, Table 1.2

MW molecular weight

NRTL nonrandom, two-liquid model, Table 2.8

NTU number of transfer units, Table 6.5

ODE ordinary differential equations, §13.5.2

PR Peng–Robinson EOS, Table 2.8

PSRK predictive SRK method, §2.8.2

RK Redlich–Kwong EOS, §2.8.2

STP standard conditions, 1 atm, 0∘C
SRK Suave–Redlich–Kwong EOS, Table 2.8

UNIFAC functional group activity coefficient

method, Table 2.8

UM unimolecular diffusion, Table 6.5

UNIQUAC universal quasichemical theory method,

Table 2.8

VLE vapor–liquid equilibrium, Figure 4.6

VLLE vapor–liquid–liquid equilibrium, §11.8

VOC volatile organic compounds

VTPR volume-translated P-R EOS, §2.8.3

Wilson Wilson EOS, Table 2.8

Latin Symbols

Å Angstrom, §14.1

A mass-transfer area, (3-13)

A absorption factor, L/KV, (5-38)

a interfacial area per unit volume, (14-5);

activity, Table 2.1

B identifier for bottoms, Figure 1.12

B bottoms molar flow rate, Figure 5.15

C identifier for condenser, Figure 1.12

C components, (4-1)

CD drag coefficient, Table 3.9

CP heat capacity at constant pressure, (2-38)

c liquid concentration, moles/volume,

(3-40)

D an identifier for distillate, Figure 1.12

DAB molecular diffusivity of A in B, (3-3a)

Di solute diffusivity, (14-14)

DK Knudsen diffusivity, (14-18)

De effective diffusivity, (3-49)

D distillate flow rate, Figure 5.7; diameter,

(3-121)

dH hydraulic diameter, (14-5)

dP particle diameter, (6-58)

E extract mass flow rate, Figure 5.2

E an identifier for extract phase, Figure 5.2

E extraction factor, (4-35)

EMV Murphree vapor tray efficiency, (6-53)

Eo stage (plate efficiency), (6-41)

EOV Murphree vapor point efficiency, (6-51)

F molar feed rate, Example 1.1

F identifier for feed, Figure 1.2

F Faraday’s constant, (3-47)

FD drag force, (6-57)

f pure component fugacity, §2.1.1; Fanning

friction factor, Table 3.9

xiii
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xiv General Nomenclature

f o fugacity at standard state, (2-14)

f partial fugacity, (2-7)

G Gibbs free energy, §2.1: mass velocity,

(3-145)

g Gibbs molar free energy, §2.1; gravitational

constant, (6-94)

gE excess free energy, (2-62)

gc force to mass conversion factor in AE

system of units

H Henry’s law constant (2-31); vessel height,

Figure 4.18

ΔH vap enthalpy of vaporization, (2-43)

HL height of a mass-transfer unit (L) liquid or
(V ) vapor, Table 6.5

HOL height of an overall mass-transfer unit (L or

V ), Table 6.5

h molar enthalpy, §2.2; heat transfer

coefficient, (15-18)

ho ideal gas molar enthalpy, §2.2

J molar flux by molecular diffusion relative to

mixture, (3-3)

j mass flux relative to mixture, (3-5)

jD, jH, jM Chilton–Colburn factors for mass, heat, and

momentum transfer (3-147)

j-factor Table 3.9

K vapor–liquid equilibrium ratio (K-value),
(2-18)

K various subscripted overall mass-transfer

coefficients, Tables 6.5 and 3.12, §3.7.1

KD distribution ratio, partition coefficient,

(2-19)

K ′
D liquid–liquid equilibrium ratio in mole or

mass ratios (4-33)

k various subscripted individual mass-transfer

coefficients, Tables 6.5 and 3.12, §3.7.1

k thermal conductivity, (3-2)

L liquid molar flow rate, Table 1.1; length,

(3-82)

LR liquid reflux flow rate, Figure 5.8

L liquid molar flow rate in stripping section,

Figure 7.5

l component liquid flow rate, (6-15); packed

height, Figure 6.25

lM membrane thickness, (14-1)

M molecular weight

m slope of equilibrium curve dy/dx, Figure
(3-16)

N number of moles, (2.1); number of stages

(5-7); flux, molar flow/area (3-1)

molar trans-membrane flux, (14-1)

NA Avogadro’s number, (3-38)

ND degrees of freedom, number of design

variables, (4-1)

NE number of independent equations, (4-3)

NP number of phases, (4-1)

NV number of variables, (4-1)

NFr Froude number, Table 3.9

NLe Lewis number, Table 3.9

NNu Nusselt number, Table 3.9

NPe Peclet number, Table 3.9

NRe Reynolds number, Table 3.9

NSc Schmidt number, Table 3.9

NSh Sherwood number, Table 3.9

NSt Stanton number, Table 3.9

NWe Weber number, Table 3.9

NG number of gas phase (G) or liquid phase (L)
mass-transfer units, Table 6.5

NOG number of overall gas (G) or liquid phase

(L) mass-transfer units, Table 6.5

n molar flow rate, Example 1.1; mass transfer

rate, §6.5.4

P pressure, (2-1); product flow rate, Figure 5.3

Ps vapor pressure, (2-13)

PM permeability, KD, (14-1), (14-27)

PM = PM∕lM permeance, (14-1)

p partial pressure (for designated component)

Q rate of heat transfer, (4-17); volumetric flow

rate, (7-51)

q heat flux, Q∕A, (3-2); q –line, (4-11)

R universal gas constant, (3-47): retentate,

Example 1.1

R reflux ratio L/D, Table 7.2; raffinate flow
rate, Figure 5.2

R identifier for reflux, Example 2.5: raffinate,

Figure 4.14

r radius, (3-54)

S entropy (2-2); solvent flow rate, (4-32); side

stream, Table 5.4

S stripping factor, (5-51)

ΔSirr irreversible change in entropy, Table 2.11

S identifier for solvent, §4.4

s molar entropy, Table 2.3

T temperature, (2-1)

Tc critical temperature, Table 15.4

Tr reduced temperature, T/Tc, (2-49)

t time

u liquid velocity, (3-71)

V molar vapor flow rate, Table 1.1; volume,

(2-2)

V molar vapor flow in stripping section,

Figure 7.5
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v kinematic viscosity (6-98); vapor

component flow rate, (6-13); liquid molar

volume, (3-43); pore flow velocity, (14-2)

Ws shaft work, Table 2.11

w mass fraction, (3-5)

X mass or mole ratio in liquid, (4-32)

x liquid mole fraction

Y mass or mole ratio in vapor,

Figure 4.19

y vapor mole fraction

z mole fraction of feed component,

Figure 2.9

Z compressibility factor, (2-49)

Greek Symbols

αAB relative volatility, KA∕KB, (4-10)

β relative selectivity, (2-21), (8-4)

γ activity coefficient, Table 2.1

Δ change in value of variable

ε porosity, (15-2)

η second-law efficiency, Table 2.10

μ viscosity, (3-38), chemical potential or partial

molar Gibbs free energy, (2-2)

ρ mass density

ρL liquid mass density, (2-41)

ρV vapor mass density, Table 2.3

σ liquid surface tension, (3-43)

τ tortuosity, (3-49)

ϕ pure species fugacity coefficient, Table 2.1

ϕs pure species fugacity coefficient at saturation

pressure, (2-30)

ϕ partial fugacity coefficient, Table 2.1

Φ̄ local volume fraction, §2.7.1

ω acentric factor, (2-48)

Subscripts

A,B,C components, Figure 5.4

B bottoms, (7-4)

C condenser, (7-37)

D distillate, (7-4)

F feed, (7-6)

c critical point, §2.5

i component in a mixture

irr irreversible

min minimum

j stage, Figure 10.1

n stage, (6-11)

R reboiler, (7-37)

r reference component, (9-14)

sat saturated

x in the x direction

y in the y direction

z in the z direction

o datum (reference state), 1 atm., 25∘C
∞ infinity

Superscripts

F feed, (4-32)

N number of stages, (5-7): a stage, (5-15)

R raffinate, Figure 5.4

s saturation vapor pressure, (2-28)

o reference state, Table 2.3

* phase equilibrium value (with respect to

another phase), Figure 3.16

– average, (3-74); partial molar property, (2-8)
′ derivative, (4-28); mass instead of moles, for

K and D values, etc., (4-33); normalized

values, §4.5; solute free gas or adsorbent, §6.3
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Dimensions and Units

Chemical engineers must be proficient in the use of three systems of units: (1) the Interna-

tional System of Units, SI System (Systeme Internationale d’Unites), which was established

in 1960 by the 11th General Conference on Weights and Measures and has been widely

adopted; (2) the AE (American Engineering) System, which is based largely upon an English

system of units adopted when the Magna Carta was signed in 1215 and is a preferred system

in the United States; and (3) the CGS (centimeter-gram-second) System, which was devised

in 1790 by the National Assembly of France, and served as the basis for the development

of the SI System. A useful index to units and systems of units is given on the website

http://www.sizes.com/units/index.php.

Engineers must deal with dimensions units, and values to express numerical quantities.

Thus, for 10 gallons of gasoline, the dimension is volume, the unit is gallons, and the value
is 10. As detailed in NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) Special Publi-
cation 811, Guide for the Use of the International System of Units (SI), 2008 edition, which

is available at the website http://www.nist.gov/physlab/pubs/sp811/index.cfm, units are base
or derived.

BASE UNITS
The base units are those that are independent, cannot be subdivided, and are accurately defined.

The base units are for dimensions of length, mass, time, temperature, molar amount, electrical

current, and luminous intensity, all of which can be measured independently. Derived units

are expressed in terms of base units or other derived units and include dimensions of vol-

ume, velocity, density, force, and energy. In this book we deal with the first five of the base

dimensions. For these, the base units are:

Base Dimension SI Unit AE Unit CGS Unit

Length meter, m foot, ft centimeter, cm

Mass kilogram, kg pound, lbm gram, g

Time second, s hour, h second, s

Temperature kelvin, K Fahrenheit, ∘F Celsius, ∘C
Molar amount gram-mole, mol pound-mole, lbmol gram-mole, mol

ATOM AND MOLECULE UNITS

atomic weight = atomic mass unit = the mass of one atom

molecular weight (MW) = molecular mass (M) = formula weight∗ = formula mass∗ = the

sum of the atomic weights of all atoms in a molecule ( ∗also applies to ions)
1 atomic mass unit (amu or u) = 1 universal mass unit = 1 dalton (Da) = 1∕12 of the mass of

one atom of carbon-12 = the mass of one proton or one neutron

The units of MW are amu, u, Da, g∕mol, kg∕kmol, or lb∕lbmol (the last three are most

convenient when MW appears in a formula).
The number of molecules or ions in one mole = Avogadro’s number = 6.022 × 1023.

xvii
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xviii Dimensions and Units

DERIVED UNITS

Many derived dimensions and units are used in chemical engineering. Some are listed in the
following table:

Derived Dimension SI Unit AE Unit CGS Unit

Area = Length2 m2 ft2 cm2

Volume = Length3 m3 ft3 cm3

Mass flow rate =Mass/Time kg/s lbm/h g/s

Molar flow rate = mol/s lbmol/h mol/s

Molar amount/Time

Velocity = Length/Time m/s ft/h cm/s

Acceleration = Velocity/Time m/s2 ft/h2 cm/s2

Force =Mass ⋅ Acceleration newton, N = 1 kg-m/s2 lbf dyne = 1 g-cm/s2

Pressure = Force/Area pascal, Pa =
1 N/m2 =
1 kg/m-s2

lbf/in.
2 atm

Energy = Force ⋅ Length joule, J =
1 N-m =
1 kg-m2/s2

ft-lbf, Btu erg = 1 dyne-cm =
1 g-cm2/s2, cal

Power = Energy/Time =
Work/Time

watt, W =
1 J/s =
1 N-m/s

1 kg-m2/s3

hp erg/s

Density =Mass/Volume kg/m3 lbm/ft
3 g/cm3

OTHER UNITS ACCEPTABLE FOR USE WITH THE SI SYSTEM

Amajor advantage of the SI System is the consistency of the derived units with the base units.
However, some acceptable deviations from this consistency and some other acceptable base
units are given in the following table:

Dimension Base or Derived SI Unit Acceptable SI Unit

Time s minute (min), hour (h), day (d), year (y)

Volume m3 liter (L) = 10−3 m3

Mass kg metric ton or tonne (t) = 103 kg

Pressure Pa bar = 105 Pa

PREFIXES
Also acceptable for use with the SI System are decimal multiples and submultiples of SI units
formed by prefixes. The following table lists the more commonly used prefixes:

Prefix Factor Symbol

tera 1012 T

giga 109 G

mega 106 M

kilo 103 k

deci 10−1 d

centi 10−2 c

milli 10−3 m

micro 10−6 μ
nano 10−9 n

pico 10−12 p
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USING THE AE SYSTEM OF UNITS

The AE System is more difficult to use than the SI System because of the units for force,

energy, and power. In the AE System, the force unit is the pound-force, lbf, which is defined to

be numerically equal to the pound-mass, lbm, at sea-level of the earth. Accordingly, Newton’s

second law of motion is written,

F = m
g
gc

where F = force in lbf, m = mass in lbm, g = acceleration due to gravity in ft∕s2, and, to
complete the definition, the constant gc = 32.174 lbm-ft∕lbf-s2, where 32.174 ft∕s2 is the

acceleration due to gravity at sea-level of the earth. The constant gc is not used with the SI

System or the CGS System because the former does not define a kgf and the CGS System does

not use a gf.

Thus, when using AE units in an equation that includes force and mass, incorporate gc to

adjust the units.

EXAMPLE OF UNIT CONVERSIONS
A 5.000-pound-mass weight, m, is held at a height, h, of 4.000 feet above sea-level. Calculate its potential energy above sea-level, P.E. = mgh,
using each of the three systems of units. Factors for converting units are given on the inside front cover of this book.

SI System:

m = 5.000 lbm = 5.000(0.4536) = 2.268 kg

g = 9.807 m∕s2

h = 4.000 ft = 4.000(0.3048) = 1.219 m

P.E. = 2.268(9.807)(1.219) = 27.11 kg-m2∕s2 = 27.11 J

CGS System:

m = 5.000 lbm = 5.000(453.6) = 2268 g

g = 980.7 cm∕s2

h = 4.000 ft = 4.000(30.48) = 121.9 cm

P.E. = 2268(980.7)(121.9) = 2.711 × 108 g-cm2∕s2

= 2.711 × 108erg

AE System:

m = 5.000 lbm

g = 32.174 ft∕s2

h = 4.000 ft

P.E. = 5.000(32.174)(4.000) = 643.5 lbm-ft
2∕s2

However, the accepted unit of energy for the AE System is ft-lbf, which is obtained by dividing by gc. Therefore, P.E. = 643.5/32.174 =
20.00 ft-lbf.

Another difficulty with the AE System is the differentiation between energy as work and energy as heat. As seen in the preceding table,

the work unit is ft-lbf, while the heat unit is Btu. A similar situation exists in the CGS System with corresponding units of erg and calorie

(cal). In older textbooks, the conversion factor between work and heat is often incorporated into an equation with the symbol J, called Joule’s
constant or the mechanical equivalent of heat, where

J = 778.2 ft-lbf∕Btu = 4.184 × 107 erg∕cal

Thus, in the previous example, the heat equivalents are

AE System:
20.00∕778.2 = 0.02570 Btu

CGS System:
2.711 × 108∕4.184 × 107 = 6.479 cal
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In the SI System, the prefix M, mega, stands for million. However, in the natural gas and petroleum industries of the United States, when

using the AE System, M stands for thousand and MM stands for million. Thus, MBtu stands for thousands of Btu, while MM Btu stands for

millions of Btu.

It should be noted that the common pressure and power units in use for the AE System are not consistent with the base units. Thus, for

pressure, pounds per square inch, psi or lbf/in.
2, is used rather than lbf/ft

2. For power, Hp is used instead of ft-lbf/h, where the conversion

factor is

1 hp = 1.980 × 106 ft-lbf∕h

CONVERSION FACTORS

Physical constants may be found on the inside back cover of this book. Conversion factors are

given on the inside front cover. These factors permit direct conversion of AE and CGS values

to SI values. The following is an example of such a conversion, together with the reverse

conversion.

EXAMPLE

1. Convert 50 psia (lbf/in.
2 absolute) to kPa:

The conversion factor for lbf/in.
2 to Pa is 6,895, which results in

50(6, 895) = 345,000 Pa or 345 kPa

2. Convert 250 kPa to atm:

250 kPa = 250,000 Pa. The conversion factor for atm to Pa is 1.013 × 105. Therefore, dividing by the conversion factor,

250,000∕1.013 × 105 = 2.47 atm

Three of the units [gallons (gal), calories (cal), and British thermal unit (Btu)] in the list of conversion factors have two or more definitions.

The gallons unit cited here is the U.S. gallon, which is 83.3% of the Imperial gallon. The cal and Btu units used here are international (IT).

Also in common use are the thermochemical cal and Btu, which are 99.964% of the international cal and Btu.

FORMAT FOR EXERCISES IN THIS BOOK

In numerical exercises throughout this book, the system of units to be used to solve the problem

is stated. Then when given values are substituted into equations, units are not appended to the

values. Instead, the conversion of a given value to units in the above tables of base and derived

units is done prior to substitution into the equation or carried out directly in the equation, as

in the following example.

EXAMPLE
Using conversion factors on the inside back cover of this book, calculate a Reynolds number, NRe = Dvρ∕μ, given D = 4.0 ft, v = 4.5 ft∕s,
ρ = 60 lbm∕ft

3, and μ = 2.0 cP (i.e., centipoise).

Using the SI System (kg-m-s),

NRe =
Dvρ
μ

= [(4.00)(0.3048)][(4.5)(0.3048)][(60)(16.02)]
[(2.0)(0.001)]

= 804,000

Using the CGS System (g-cm-s),

NRe =
Dvρ
μ

= [(4.00)(30.48)][(4.5)(30.48)][(60)(0.01602)
[(0.02)]

= 804,000

Using the AE System (lbm-ft-h) and converting the viscosity 0.02 cP to lbm/ft-h,

NRe =
Dvρ
μ

= (4.00)[(4.5)(3600)](60)
[(0.02)(241.9)]

= 804,000
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Chapter 1

Separation Processes

§1.0 INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

After completing this chapter, you should be able to:

• Explain the role of separation operations in the chemical industries.

• Enumerate the four basic separation techniques.

• Explain the uses of energy-separating agents (ESA) and mass-separating agents (MSA).

• Calculate component material balances around a separation operation based on specifications of component recovery

and/or product purity.

• Understand the concept of sequencing of separation operations, particularly distillation.

Separation processes for chemical mixtures have been known
for millennia. Early civilizations developed processes for:
(1) extraction of metals from ores, perfumes from flowers,
dyes from plants, and potash from burnt plants; (2) evapora-
tion of seawater to obtain salt; (3) refining of rock asphalt; and
(4) distilling of liquors. The human body could not function
if it had no kidney to separate water and waste products from
blood.

Chemical engineers design large-scale facilities that em-
ploy separation methods that most often differ considerably
from those used by chemists in laboratories. For example, che-
mists separate light-hydrocarbon mixtures by chromatogra-
phy, while a manufacturing plant uses distillation to separate
the same mixture. This book discusses methods for the
design of large-scale separation operations for processes that
manufacture chemical products economically. Included are
all of the most common operations, including distillation (both
continuous and batch), gas absorption, stripping, liquid–liquid
extraction, membrane separations, and gas and liquid adsorp-
tion. These design methods are incorporated into commercial
computer-aided process simulators such as Aspen Plus,
Aspen HYSYS, CHEMCAD, ChemSep, ProSimPlus, and
UniSim.

Chemical engineers also design small-scale industrial sep-
aration systems involving manufacture of specialty chemicals
by batch processing; recovery of biological solutes; crystal
growth of semiconductors; recovery of chemicals fromwastes;
and products such as lung oxygenators, espresso machines,
and hemodialysis devices. A companion book, Bioseparation
Process Principles, covers these smaller-scale processes and
the principles of bioseparations. Included in that book are
membranes and adsorption for bio applications, chromatog-
raphy, electrophoresis, leaching, crystallization, drying, and
mechanical separation operations. Both large- and small-scale
operations are illustrated in examples and homework exercises
in this book and in Bioseparation Process Principles.

§1.1 INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL PROCESSES

Chemical companies manufacture products that differ from

those in the feedstocks. Included can be (1) naturally occurring

living or nonliving materials; (2) chemical intermediates that

are precursors for producing other chemicals; (3) “chemicals

in commerce” that can be purchased from the global market;

or (4) waste products that can be processed into valuable

products. Especially common are oil refineries, which process

crude oil, synthetic crude oil from tar sands, and tight oil from

the use of horizontal drilling followed by fracking of shale

deposits, to produce a variety of hydrocarbon-based products.

For example, starting in 1967, Canada began increasing its

oil production dramatically by processing tar sands from the

huge Athabasca deposit in the province of Alberta. Figure 1.1

shows the initial products produced by Great Canadian Oil

Sands Ltd. (GCOS), now Suncor Energy, from its 1967 plant.

The products are the result of numerous separation opera-

tions within the plant. By 2013, several Canadian companies

produced more than 1.6 million barrels per day (bbl/day)

of synthetic crude oil (syncrude). Because Canada produces

more oil than it needs, it exports syncrude to the United

States by the Keystone Pipeline. If phases 3 and 4 of the

pipeline are completed, Canadian syncrude will flow more

than 2,000 miles from the Keystone Hardisty Terminal in

Alberta, Canada, to the Gulf near Houston, Texas.

Chemical plants operate in a batchwise, continuous, or
semicontinuous manner. Plant operations may be key oper-
ations unique to chemical engineering because they involve

changes in chemical composition, or auxiliary operations
that are necessary to the success of the key operations but

are often designed by mechanical engineers because they

do not involve changes in chemical composition. The key

operations involve (1) chemical reactions and (2) separation

of chemical mixtures, such as the separation of a mixture of

chemicals into pure, or nearly pure, species (components).

1
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Plant fuel oil and fuel gas

Sulfur

2.85 × 105 kg/day (314 tons/day)

2.36 × 106 kg/day (2,600 tons/day)

8.41 × 107 kg/day
(92,700 tons/day)

7.22 × 107 kg/day
(79,600 tons/day)

Naphtha

Synthetic
crudeGCOS

Plant

Tar sands

Water

Natural gas
7154 m3/day

(45,000 bbl/day)

Kerosene

2560 m3/day
(16,100 bbl/day)

1685 m3/day
(10,600 bbl/day)

2909 m3/day
(18,300 bbl/day)

Gas oil

Coke

Tailings

Figure 1.1 GCOS process for producing synthetic crude oil from Canadian Athabasca tar sands.

The auxiliary operations include phase separation (e.g., sep-

aration of gas from liquid or separation of two immiscible

liquid phases), heat addition or removal (heat exchangers),

shaft-work (pumps, compressors, turbines), mixing or divid-

ing of streams, solids agglomeration, size reduction of solids,

and separation of solids by size.

Block-flow diagrams can represent key operations in

chemical processes. They indicate, by square or rectangular

blocks, only the chemical reaction and separation steps and,

by connecting lines, the process streams. More detail is shown

in process-flow diagrams, which also include auxiliary

operations and utilize icons that depict the particular type of

equipment employed. Figure 1.2 shows a block-flow diagram

for manufacturing hydrogen chloride gas from chlorine and

hydrogen. Central to the process is a chemical reactor, where

the gas-phase combustion reaction, H2 + Cl2 → 2HCl, occurs.

In this process, no separation operations are necessary because

of the complete conversion of chlorine and the absence of any

side reactions. A slight excess of hydrogen is used, and the

Figure 1.2 Synthetic process for anhydrous HCl production.

product, 99% HCl, with small amounts of H2, N2, H2O, CO,

and CO2, requires no purification. However, simple process

flowsheets that do not require separation operations are rare.

In most process flowsheets, separation operations dominate.

Most industrial chemical processes involve at least one

chemical reactor accompanied by one or more separation

operations. An example is the continuous hydration of ethy-

lene with water to produce ethyl alcohol, shown in Figure 1.3.

Central to the process is a reactor packed with catalyst parti-

cles, in which the reaction C2H4 + H2O → C2H5OH occurs.

Due to chemical equilibrium limitations, conversion of ethy-

lene is only 5% per pass through the reactor. However, by

recovering unreacted ethylene, in a partial condensation sep-

aration step, and recycling the ethylene to the reactor, nearly

complete overall conversion of the ethylene feed is achieved.

Recycling is a common element of chemical processes.

If pure ethylene were available as a feedstock and no

side reactions occurred, the simple process in Figure 1.3

could be realized. It utilizes a reactor, a partial condenser

for unreacted gaseous ethylene recovery, and distillation to

produce an overhead distillate of aqueous ethyl alcohol of

near-azeotropic composition (93 wt%), with a wastewater

bottoms product. Unfortunately, impurities in the ethylene

feed, together with side reactions involving ethylene and the

impurities, increase the number of separators required for the

process, as shown in Figure 1.4. Also, as shown, an additional

reactor may be necessary to convert impurities or by-products

to other chemicals that can be more easily separated from the

main product. Such an escalation of the need for separation

operations is common. Thus, most chemical processes include

many more separation operations than chemical reactors.
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Figure 1.3 Process for hydration of ethylene

to ethanol.

Figure 1.4 Industrial process for hydration of ethylene to ethanol.

Chemical engineers also design products that can involve
separation operations. One such product is the espresso coffee
machine. Very hot water rapidly leaches desirable chemicals
from the coffee bean, leaving behind ingredients responsible
for undesirable acidity and bitterness. The resulting cup of
espresso has (1) a topping of creamy foam that traps the

extracted chemicals, (2) a fullness of body due to emulsifica-
tion, and (3) a richness of aroma. Typically, 25% of the coffee
bean is extracted and the espresso contains less caffeine than
filtered coffee. Cussler and Moggridge [1] and Seider, Seader,
Lewin, and Widagdo [2] discuss other examples of products
designed by chemical engineers that involve the separation of
chemical mixtures.

§1.2 BASIC SEPARATION TECHNIQUES

The separation of a chemical mixture into its components is

not a spontaneous process, like the mixing by diffusion of

soluble components. Separations require energy in some form.

A mixture to be separated into its separate chemical species

is usually a single, homogeneous phase. If it is multiphase, it

is often best to first separate the phases by gravity or centrifu-

gation, followed by the separation of each phase mixture.

A schematic of a general separation process is shown in

Figure 1.5. The phase state of the feed can be a vapor, liquid,
or solid mixture. The products of the separation differ in

composition from the feed and may differ in the state of the
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Figure 1.5 General separation process.

phase. The separation is accomplished by inducing the dif-
ferent chemical species in the feed to partition among the
different product phases. Four basic methods for doing this
are shown in Figure 1.6. Most common is the phase creation
technique in Figure 1.6a. For example, the feedmay be a liquid
mixture. By heating the mixture to partially vaporize the liq-
uid, the more-volatile components tend to move to the vapor,
while less-volatile components tend to remain in the liquid
phase. Alternatively, the feed may be a vapor that is partially
condensed.

A second technique, labeled phase addition, is shown in
Figure 1.6b. For example, a liquid solvent may contact a liq-
uid feed to selectively dissolve certain species from the feed.
Less common is the third separation technique that uses a bar-
rier, such as a membrane, as shown in Figure 1.6c. The barrier
allows passage of certain species in the feed while exclud-
ing or slowing other species. Finally, in a fourth technique,
an external force field or gradient is used to preferentially
attract certain species in the feed as indicated in Figure 1.6d.
The force field might be electrical or centrifugal.

For the techniques of Figure 1.6, the rate of separation
is governed by the rates of mass transfer of the different
components, while the extent of separation is limited by ther-
modynamic equilibrium. These two topics are the subject of
previous chemical engineering courses, but are reviewed here
in Chapters 2 and 3. Also, fluid mechanics and heat trans-
fer play important roles in the separation of mixtures, and
their principles are applied, where appropriate, throughout
this book.

The extent of separation achieved depends on the exploita-

tion of differences in molecular, thermodynamic, and transport

properties of the species in the feedmixture. Of importance are

molecular weight, molecular shape, dipole moment, electric

charge, vapor pressure, solubility, adsorptivity, and diffusivity.

Values of these properties appear in handbooks, reference

books, textbooks, and journals. Many can be obtained from

physical property models in process-simulation programs.

When properties are not available, they are estimated or

determined experimentally.

§1.3 SEPARATIONS BY PHASE CREATION

The simplest and most widely used industrial separation tech-

nique is phase creation. The feed to the separator is a single-

phase vapor, liquid, or solid. The second phase is created by the

transfer of energy to or from the feed by an energy-separating
agent (ESA). The ESA can be heat transfer or shaft work by

means of compression or by the reduction of pressure through

a turbine or across a valve. After sufficient time and agitation

to approach phase equilibrium, the product phases are sepa-

rated. The size of the process vessel depends on the flow rate

in and out of the vessel and the time for the phases to approach

equilibrium.

The most common separation operations using phase

creation are listed in Table 1.1. For these operations, design

procedures are well established and are included as unit

operation models in commercial process simulators.

When the feed mixture is a vapor or a liquid with com-

ponents that differ widely in volatility (e.g., hydrogen and

benzene), partial condensation or partial vaporization,
Operation (1) in Table 1.1, may be adequate to achieve the

desired separation. Heat is transferred to or from the feed in

a heat exchanger followed by phase separation by gravity in a

vessel. Partial vaporization of a liquid occurs in flash vapor-
ization, Operation (2), by reducing the feed pressure with a

valve or turbine, followed by phase separation. Both of these

separation operations are referred to as single equilibrium
stages because experimental evidence shows that interphase

Figure 1.6 Basic separation process

techniques: (a) separation by phase

creation; (b) separation by phase addition;

(c) separation by barrier; (d) separation by

external force field or gradient.
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Table 1.1 Common Separation Operations Based on Phase Creation

Separation Operation Symbol Feed Phase Created Phase Separating Agent(s)

(1) Partial condensation

or vaporization
L

V

V/L Vapor and/or liquid Liquid or vapor Heat transfer (ESA)

(2) Flash

vaporization
L

V

L
Liquid Vapor Pressure reduction

(3) Distillation

L

L

V/L Vapor and/or liquid Vapor and liquid Heat transfer (ESA) and

sometimes shaft work (ESA)

mass transfer of species is so rapid that phase equilibrium

is closely approached. The liquid product is enriched with

respect to the less volatile species, while the vapor product

is enriched with respect to the more volatile species. These

operations are discussed in Chapter 4.

When the degree of separation by a single equilibrium

stage is inadequate because the volatility differences among

key species are insufficiently large (e.g., benzene and toluene),

distillation, Operation (3) in Table 1.1, with multiple stages,

often becomes the separation method of choice. It is and

has long been the most widely utilized industrial separa-

tion method. Distillation involves vigorous mixing during

contacts between countercurrently flowing liquid and vapor

phases. Figure 1.7 shows schematics of three widely used

phase-contacting methods. Figure 1.7a depicts a series of

trays, where the phases are mixed and then disengaged. Each

tray is some fraction of an equilibrium stage. In Figures 1.7b

and 1.7c, the phases are in continuous contact with other. In the

first case, randomly dumped ceramic, metal, or plastic rings

or saddles, called packing, promote turbulence as the vapor

follows a tortuous path through the liquid, which flows over

and through the packing. In the latter case, stacked, structured

packing is used in the form of metal or plastic meshes, grids,

or coils. Depending on the efficiency of the packing, inches or

feet of packed height are equivalent to an equilibrium stage.

In the icon for distillation in Table 1.1, horizontal lines within

the column indicate the stages. As vapor flows up the column,

it is increasingly enriched with respect to the more volatile

species. The liquid flowing down the column is increasingly

enriched with respect to the less-volatile species.

Feed to a distillation column enters at a stage somewhere

between the top and bottom stages. Any vapor in the feed starts

up the column; feed liquid starts down. Liquid is also required

for making contacts with vapor above the feed stage, and vapor

Tray Dumped packing Structured  packing

Tray 1

Tray 2

Tray 3

(a) (b) (c)

L L L

L LL

V

V V

V V V V V V

V V

Downcomer

Figure 1.7 Phase-contacting methods in distillation columns.
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is also required for making contacts with liquid below the feed

stage. Therefore, at the top of the column, vapor is condensed

to provide distillate product and down-flowing liquid (reflux).
Similarly, part of the liquid at the bottom is removed as bot-

toms product, while the other part passes through a reboiler,

where it is heated to provide up-flowing vapor (boilup). Con-
tinuous distillation is introduced in Chapter 5. The separation

of a binary mixture by continuous distillation is discussed in

Chapter 7, while the continuous distillation of multicompo-

nent mixtures is discussed in Chapters 9–12. Batch distillation

is discussed in Chapter 13.

§1.4 SEPARATIONS BY PHASE ADDITION

The next most widely used industrial separation technique

is phase addition. The feed to the separator is a single-phase

vapor, liquid, or solid. The second added phase is called a

mass-separating agent (MSA). Certain components in the feed

move from the feed phase to the MSA phase. After sufficient

time and agitation to approach phase equilibrium, the product

phases are separated. Disadvantages of using an MSA are

(1) the need for an additional separator to recover the MSA for

recycle, (2) the need for MSA makeup, (3) possible product

contamination by the MSA, and (4) more complex design

procedures. Table 1.2 lists the most common separation

operations using phase addition. For these operations, design

procedures are well established and are included in process

simulators.

When the feedmixture is a vapor, and it is desired to remove

the higher molecular weight (heavier) components from the

lower molecular weight (lighter) components, absorption,
Operation (1) in Table 1.2, is used. The feed gas enters at

the bottom of a multistage column and flows up the column

countercurrent to the MSA, called an absorbent, which enters

at the top of the column. Typically, absorbers operate at

near-ambient temperature at an elevated pressure. A subse-

quent separation, often distillation, separates the absorbate

from the absorbent, which is then recycled to the absorber.

The inverse of absorption is stripping, Operation (2) in

Table 1.2. Here, a liquid feed mixture is separated, at ele-

vated temperature and near-ambient pressure, by contacting

the feed, which enters at the top of the column, with a gas

stripping MSA that enters at the bottom. A second separation

operation may be needed if it is necessary to separate the

stripping agent from the components stripped from the liquid

feed and/or to recycle the stripping agent to the stripper.

Absorption and stripping are discussed in Chapter 6. Column

internals for absorption and stripping are those of Figure 1.7.

Liquid–liquid extraction, Operation (3) in Table 1.2,

using a solvent as the MSA, can be used when distillation is

impractical, e.g., because the feed is temperature-sensitive. A

solvent (MSA) selectively dissolves only certain components

in the feed. The products are an extract, LI, containing the

extracted components, and a raffinate, LII, containing the

unextracted species. Several countercurrently arranged stages

may be necessary, either in a staged column with mechanical

Table 1.2 Common Separation Operations Based on Phase Addition

Separation Operation Symbol Feed Phase Added Phase Separating Agent(s)

(1) Absorption

L

V

V
MSA

Vapor Liquid Liquid absorbent (MSA)

(2) Stripping

L

L
V

MSA Liquid Vapor Stripping vapor (MSA)

(3) Liquid–liquid extraction L

LII

LI

MSA

Liquid Liquid Liquid solvent (MSA)

(4) Adsorption L

L

S

MSA

Vapor or liquid Solid Solid adsorbent (MSA)
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agitation or in a series of mixing and settling vessels. Addi-
tional separation operations, often distillation, are needed to
recover the solvent for recycle. Liquid–liquid extraction is
described in Chapter 8.

The MSA may be a porous solid, in the form of granules,
that selectively removes one or more components from a
vapor or liquid feed mixture by adsorption, Operation (4) in
Table 1.2. Adsorption is confined to the exterior and interior
surfaces of the solid adsorbent, unlike absorption, which
occurs throughout the liquid absorbent. Adsorption separa-
tions are often conducted batchwise or semicontinuously in
vessels or columns. However, equipment is available to simu-
late continuous operation, as in Table 1.2.When the adsorbent,
S, becomes saturated with the adsorbed solutes (adsorbate),
it must be regenerated to recover the adsorbate and reuse the
adsorbent. Alternatively, if the adsorbate is a waste product,
the spent adsorbent may be discarded and replaced with fresh
adsorbent. Adsorption is described in Chapter 15.

§1.5 SEPARATIONS BY BARRIER

The use of microporous and nonporous membranes as semi-
permeable barriers for separating vapor or liquid mixtures
is rapidly gaining adherents. The products are the retentate
(components that do not pass through the membrane) and
the permeate (components that do pass through the mem-
brane). For microporous membranes, separation is effected
by differing rates of species diffusion through the membrane
pores. For nonporous membranes, separation is controlled by
differences in solubility in the membrane and rates of species
diffusion through the membrane material. The most complex
and selective membranes are found in the trillions of cells in
the human body.

Table 1.3 lists four of the most common industrial
membrane separation operations. Dialysis, Operation (1) in
Table 1.3, is the transport, by a concentration gradient, of small
solute molecules through a porous membrane. The molecules
unable to pass through the membrane are small, insoluble,

non-diffusible particles. Reverse osmosis, Operation (2), is
the selective transport of a solvent, for example, water, through
a microporous membrane after the pressure of the feed is
increased to a value higher than the osmotic pressure of the
solution. Solutes in the solvent do not permeate the membrane.
It is widely used to produce drinkable water.

Separation of gases by selective gas permeation through
nonporous membranes,Operation (3), using a pressure driving
force, is a process first used by the U.S. government in the
1940swith porous fluorocarbon barriers to separate 235UF6 and
238UF6. Today, nonporous polymer membranes are employed
to enrich mixtures containing hydrogen, recover hydrocarbons
from gas streams, and produce oxygen-enriched air.

To achieve high purities, pervaporation, Operation (4), can
be used. Certain species in the liquid feed diffuse through the
nonporous membrane, where they are evaporated before exit-
ing as permeate. This method uses low pressures to enhance
vaporization and the heat of vaporization must be supplied. It
is used to separate azeotropic mixtures.

All four of the membrane separation operations in Table 1.3
are described in Chapter 14.

§1.6 SEPARATIONS BY AN EXTERNAL FIELD
OR GRADIENT

External fields take advantage of differing degrees of response
of certain molecules. Centrifugation establishes a pressure
field that separates mixtures according to their size, shape, and
density. It is used to separate 235UF6 from 238UF6, and can
also separate large polymer molecules according to molecular
weight.

If a temperature gradient is applied to a homogeneous
solution, concentration gradients induce thermal diffusion. It
has been used to enhance separation of isotopes in permeation
processes.

When water containing 0.000149 atom fraction deuterium
is decomposed by electrolysis into hydrogen and oxygen, the
deuterium concentration in the hydrogen is lower than inwater.

Table 1.3 Common Separation Operations Based on Barriers

Separation Operation Symbol Feed Phase Barrier Separating Agent(s)

(1) Dialysis

L L

L
Liquid Microporous membrane Pressure (ESA)

(2) Reverse osmosis

L L

L
Liquid Microporous membrane Pressure (ESA)

(3) Gas permeation

V V

V
Vapor Nonporous membrane Pressure (ESA)

(4) Pervaporation

L L

V
Liquid Nonporous membrane Pressure and heat transfer (ESA)
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Until 1953, this process was the source of heavy water (D2O).

In electrodialysis, cation- and anion-permeable membranes

carry a fixed charge that prevents migration of species with like

charge. This phenomenon is applied to desalinate seawater. A

related process is electrophoresis, which exploits the different
migration velocities of charged colloidal or suspended species

in an electric field.

These external field separation operations are not discussed

further in this textbook, with the exception of electrodialysis,

which is described in Chapter 14.

§1.7 BRIEF COMPARISON OF COMMON
SEPARATION OPERATIONS

When selecting among feasible separation techniques for

a given application, some major factors to consider are

(1) technological maturity, which allows designers to apply

prior knowledge; (2) cost; (3) ease of scale-up from labora-

tory experiments; (4) ease of providing multiple stages; and

(5) need for parallel units for large capacities. A survey

by Keller [3], Figure 1.8, shows that the degree to which

a separation operation is technologically mature correlates

with its extent of commercial use. Operations based on mem-

branes are more expensive than those based on phase creation

(e.g., distillation) or phase addition (e.g., absorption, extrac-

tion, and adsorption). All separation equipment is limited

to a maximum size. For capacities requiring a larger size,

parallel units must be provided. Except for size constraints

or fabrication problems, capacity of a single unit can be dou-

bled for an additional investment cost of about 60%. If two

parallel units are installed, the additional investment for the

second unit is 100% of the first unit, unless a volume-discount

Technological maturity

U
se

 m
a

tu
ri

ty

Distillation

Gas absorption

Ext./azeo. dist.

Solvent ext.
Crystallization

Ion exchange

Adsorption: gas feed

Membranes: gas feed

Membranes: liquid feed

Chromatography: liquid feed

Adsorption: liquid feed

Supercritical
gas abs./ext.

Liquid
membranes

Field-induced separations

Affinity separations

Invention Technology
asymptote

Use
asymptote

First
application

Figure 1.8 Technological and use maturities of separation

processes.

[Reproduced from [3] with permission of the American Institute of

Chemical Engineers.]

Table 1.4 Ease of Scale-Up of the Most Common Separations

Operation in Decreasing

Ease of Scale-Up

Ease of

Staging

Need for

Parallel Units

Distillation Easy No need

Absorption Easy No need

Liquid–liquid

extraction

Easy Sometimes

Membranes Re-pressurization

required between

stages

Almost always

Adsorption Easy Only for

regeneration

cycle

applies. Table 1.4 lists operations ranked according to ease of

scale-up. Those ranked near the top are frequently designed

without pilot-plant or laboratory data. Operations near the

middle usually require laboratory data, while those near

the bottom require pilot-plant tests. Included in the table is

an indication of the ease of providing multiple stages and

whether parallel units may be required. Ultimately, the most

cost-effective process, based on operating, maintenance, and

capital costs, is selected, provided it is controllable, safe,

and nonpolluting.

Also of interest are studies by Sherwood, Pigford, and

Wilke [4], Dwyer [5], and Keller [3] that show that the cost

of recovering and purifying a chemical depends strongly on

its concentration in the feed. Keller’s correlation, Figure 1.9,

shows that the more dilute the feed in the product, the higher

the product price. The five highest priced and most dilute

chemicals shown are all proteins.

Urokinase

Factor
VIII

Luciferase

Insulin

Rennin

Ag

Co
Hg

Ni
Cu

Zn

Citric
Acid

Penicillin
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P
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e,
 $
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1
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Figure 1.9 Effect of concentration of product in feed material on

price.

[Reproduced from [3] with permission of the American Institute of

Chemical Engineers.]
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§1.8 SEPARATION PROCESSES, PRODUCT
PURITY, COMPONENT RECOVERY, AND
SEPARATION SEQUENCES

Separation processes usually consist of more than one oper-

ation and may produce more than one product. The process

is designed to meet product specifications, given as product
purities and compositions. The process strives to do this with

high component recoveries.
Consider the continuous hydrocarbon recovery process

shown in Figure 1.10, which consists of a sequence of three

multistage distillation operations (C1, C2, and C3). The feed

consists of propane (C3H8), iso-butane (iC4H10), normal-

butane (nC4H10), iso- and normal-pentane (iC5H12 and

nC5H12), higher molecular weight (heavier) hydrocarbons

(C+
6 ), and a small amount of ethane (C2H6). The compo-

nents in the feed are rank-ordered by decreasing volatility

(increasing normal boiling point), with ethane being the most

volatile. The distillation columns were designed with the

Aspen Plus simulator, using mathematical models described

in Chapter 10, to produce four products: a C+
5 -rich bottoms

from C1, a C3 (propane)-rich distillate from C2, and an iC4

(isobutane)-rich distillate and an nC4 (normal butane)-rich

bottoms from C3. A material balance for the process is given

in Table 1.5. Streams 4, 6, and 7 are final products, while

Stream 2 is an intermediate that requires further processing.

Specifications for the products are included in Table 1.6. The

Figure 1.10 Hydrocarbon recovery process using distillation.

C+
5 -rich component for Stream 2 indicates that all components

less volatile than the pentanes are included.

Each column separates two key components in the column

feed. In Column C1, the separation is between nC4H10 (light
key) and iC5H12 (heavy key). This is indicated by the hori-

zontal line separating the flow rates of these two components

Table 1.5 Material Balance for Hydrocarbon Recovery Process of Figure 1.10

Flow rates in lbmol/h

Stream 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Component Feed to C1 C+
5 -rich Product Feed to C2 C3-rich Product Feed to C3 iC4-rich Product nC4-rich Product

C2H6 0.60 0.00 0.60 0.60 0.00 0.00 0.00

C3H8 57.00 0.00 57.00 54.80 2.20 2.20 0.00

iC4H10 171.80 0.10 171.70 0.60 171.10 162.50 8.60

nC4H10 227.30 0.70 226.60 0.00 226.60 10.80 215.80

iC5H12 40.00 11.90 28.10 0.00 28.10 0.00 28.10

nC5H12 33.60 16.10 17.50 0.00 17.50 0.00 17.50

C+
6 205.30 205.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Totals 735.60 234.10 501.50 56.00 445.50 175.50 270.00

Table 1.6 Comparison of Process Product Purities with Product Specifications

mol% in Product

Propane-Rich Iso-Butane-Rich Normal-Butane-Rich

Component Data Spec Data Spec Data Spec

C2H6 1.07 5 max 0 0

C3H8 97.86 93 min 1.25 3 max 0 1 max

iC4H10 1.07 2 max 92.59 92 min

nC4H10 0 6.16 7 max

{
83.11

{
80 min

C5
+ 0 0 16.89 20 max

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00
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in the “Feed to C1” column of Table 1.5. Column C1 pro-
duces a C+

5 -rich product (Stream 2) as bottoms. The distillate
fromC1 is the feed to C2. Column C2 separates between C3H8

(light key) and iC4H10 (heavy key) to produce a C3-rich prod-
uct (Stream 4) as distillate. The bottoms from C2 is the feed
to C3, which produces two products by separating between
iC4H10 (light key) and nC4H10 (heavy key).

In Table 1.5, it should be noted that an overall material
balance equation is satisfied for each of the six components
and the C+

6 multicomponent. For Figure 1.10, that equation in
terms of ni, j, the lbmol∕h flow rate of component i in stream j is

ni,1 = ni,2 + ni,4 + ni,6 + ni,7

For example, for propane (C3H8), 57.00 = 0.00 + 54.80 +
2.20 + 0.00.

From the data in Table 1.5, product purities and compo-
nent recoveries for the process can be computed. For example,
the mol% purity of propane in the C3-rich product, Stream 4,
is 54.80∕56.00 = 0.9786 = 97.86 mol%. The propane recov-
ery in this product is 54.80∕57.00 = 0.9614 = 96.14%. Other
components in the propane product are ethane and isobutene.
Table 1.6 compares the product purities of the final products
of Streams 4, 6, and 7 with commercial product specifications.
Note that all product specifications are achieved.

The following example illustrates the use of material bal-
ances for a separator when product purities and/or component
recoveries are specified.

EXAMPLE 1.1 Material balances around a separator

A feed, F, of 100 kmol∕h of air containing 21 mol% O2 (1) and

79 mol%N2 (2) is to be partially separated by a gas permeation mem-

brane unit, Operation (3) in Table 1.3, according to each of three

sets of specifications. Compute the flow rates (nP and nR) in kmol∕h
and compositions in mol% of the two products (retentate, R, and
permeate, P). In Figure 1.6(c), Phase 1 is the retentate while Phase 2
is the permeate. The membrane is more permeable to O2 than to N2.

Case 1: 50% recovery of O2 to the permeate and 87.5% recovery of

N2 to the retentate.

Case 2: 50% recovery of O2 to the permeate and 50 mol% purity of

O2 in the permeate.

Case 3: 85 mol% purity of N2 in the retentate and 50 mol% purity of

O2 in the permeate.

Solution

The feed (F) rates of oxygen (1) and nitrogen (2) are

n1,F = 0.21(100) = 21 kmol∕h
n2,F = 0.79(100) = 79 kmol∕h

Case 1: Because two recoveries are given:

n1,P = 0.50(21) = 10.5 kmol∕h
n2,R = 0.875(79) = 69.1 kmol∕h
n1,R = 21 − 10.5 = 10.5 kmol∕h
n2,P = 79 − 69.1 = 9.9 kmol∕h

For the permeate: nP = 10.5 + 9.9 = 20.4 kmol∕h
mol% O2 = 10.5∕20.4 = 0.515 = 51.5%
mol% N2 = 100 − 51.5 = 48.5%

For the retentate: nR = 69.1 + 10.5 = 79.6 kmol∕h
mol% O2 = 10.5∕79.6 = 0.132 = 13.2%
mol% N2 = 100 − 13.2 = 86.8%

Case 2: O2 recovery is given; its distribution to the products is

n1,P = 0.50(21) = 10.5 kmol∕h
n1,R = 21 − 10.5 = 10.5 kmol∕h

Using the purity of O2 in the permeate, the total permeate flow rate is

nP = 10.5∕0.5 = 21 kmol∕h

By a total permeate material balance:

n2,P = 21 − 10.5 = 10.5 kmol∕h

By an overall N2 material balance:

n2,R = 79 − 10.5 = 68.5 kmol∕h

For the permeate: nP = 21 kmol∕h
mol% O2 = 10.5∕21 = 0.50 = 50%
mol% N2 = 100 − 50 = 50%

For the retentate: nR = 100 − 21 = 79 kmol∕h
mol% O2 = 10.5∕79 = 0.133 = 13.3%
mol% N2 = 100 − 13.3 = 86.7%

Case 3: Two material-balance equations, one for each component,

can be written:

For nitrogen, with a purity of 0.85 in the retentate and 1.00 − 0.50 =
0.50 in the permeate,

n2,F = 0.85nR + 0.50nP = 79 kmol∕h (1)

For oxygen, with a purity of 0.50 in the permeate and 1.00 − 0.85 =
0.15 in the retentate,

n1,F = 0.50nP + 0.15nR = 21 kmol∕h (2)

Solving (1) and (2) simultaneously for the total flow rates of the prod-

ucts gives

nP = 17.1 kmol∕h and nR = 82.9 kmol∕h

Therefore, the component flow rates are

n1,P = 0.50(17.1) = 8.6 kmol∕h
n2,R = 0.85(82.9) = 70.5 kmol∕h
n1,R = 82.9 − 70.5 = 12.4 kmol∕h
n2,P = 17.1 − 8.6 = 8.5 kmol∕h

For the permeate: nP = 17.1 kmol∕h
mol% O2 = 8.6∕17.1 = 0.503 = 50.3%
mol% N2 = 100 − 50.3 = 49.7%

For the retentate: nR = 100 − 17.1 = 82.9 kmol∕h
mol% O2 = 12.4∕82.9 = 0.150 = 15.0%
mol% N2 = 100 − 15.0 = 85.0%
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§1.8.1 Purity and Composition Designations

The product purities in Table 1.6 are given in mol%, a des-
ignation usually restricted to gas mixtures, for which vol%
is equivalent to mol%. For liquids, purities are more often
specified in mass fractions or wt%. Although vol% is also
common for liquid mixtures, it is not easily calculated when
the liquid mixture is a nonideal solution. To meet environ-
mental regulations, the allowable concentration of an impurity
in gas, liquid, or solids streams is typically specified in parts
of impurity per million parts (ppm) or parts of impurity per
billion parts (ppb), where if a gas, the parts are moles or
volumes; if a liquid or solid, then mass or weight. For aqueous
solutions, especially those containing acids and bases, com-
mon designations for composition aremolarity (M), which is
the molar concentration in moles of solute per liter of solution;
molality (m) in moles of solute per kilogram of solvent; and
normality (N) in number of equivalent weights of solute per
liter of solution. Concentrations (c) in mixtures can be in
units of moles or mass per volume (e.g., mol/L, g/L, kg/m3,
lbmol/ft3, lb/ft3). For some chemical products, an attribute,
such as color, may be used in place of purity in terms of
composition.

§1.8.2 Alternative Separation Sequences

The three-distillation-column recovery process shown in
Figure 1.10 is only one of five alternative sequences of distil-
lation operations that can separate the process feed into four

products when each column has a single feed that is separated

into one distillate and one bottoms. Consider a hydrocarbon

feed that consists, in the order of decreasing volatility, propane

(C3), isobutane (iC4), n-butane (nC4), isopentane (iC5), and

n-pentane (nC5). A sequence of distillation columns is used

to separate the feed into three nearly pure products of C3, iC4,

and nC4; and one multicomponent product of combined iC5

and nC5. Figure 1.11 shows the five alternative sequences.

When two final products are desired, only a single distillation

column is needed. For three final products, there are two alter-

native sequences. As the number of final products increases,

the number of alternative sequences grows rapidly as shown

in Table 1.7.

For the initial selection of a feasible sequence, the following

heuristics (plausible but not infallible rules) are useful and easy

to apply, and do not require an economic evaluation:

1. Remove unstable, corrosive, or chemically reactive

components early in the sequence. Then the materials

of construction used in later columns will be less expen-

sive. Also remove very volatile components early in the

sequence so that column pressures can be reduced in

later columns.

2. Remove final products one by one, in order of decreas-

ing volatility or increasing boiling point, as overhead

distillates.

3. Remove, early in the sequence, those components of

greatest molar percentage in the feed. The remaining

columns will be smaller in diameter.

Figure 1.11 Alternative distillation sequences to produce four products.
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Table 1.7 Number of Alternative Sequences

Number of Final

Products

Number of

Columns

Number of Alternative

Sequences

2 1 1

3 2 2

4 3 5

5 4 14

6 5 42

4. Make the most difficult separations in the absence of the

other components. This will usually lower the diameter

of the tallest column.

5. Leave later in the sequence those separations that pro-

duce final products of the highest purities. This will also

lower the diameter of the tallest column.

6. Select the sequence that favors near-equimolar amounts

of distillate and bottoms in each column. Then the

two sections of the column will tend to have the same

diameter.

Unfortunately, these heuristics sometimes conflict with

one another so that one clear choice may not be possible. If

applicable, Heuristic 1 should always be employed. The most

common industrial sequence is that of Heuristic 2. When

energy costs are high, Heuristic 6 is favored because of lower

utility costs. When one of the separations is particularly diffi-

cult, such as the separation of isomers, Heuristic 4 is usually

applied. For determining an optimal sequence, Seider et al. [2]

present rigorous methods that do require column designs and

economic evaluations. They also consider complex sequences

that include separators of different types and complexity.

EXAMPLE 1.2 Selection of a Separation Sequence
using Heuristics.

A distillation sequence is to produce four final products from five

hydrocarbons. Figure 1.11 shows the five possible sequences. The

molar percentages in the process feed to the sequence are C3 (5.0%),

iC4 (15%), nC4 (25%), iC5 (20%), and nC5 (35%). The most difficult

separation by far is that between the isomers, iC4 and nC4. Use the

heuristics to determine the best sequence(s). All products are to be of

high purity.

Solution

Heuristic 1 does not apply. Heuristic 2 favors taking C3, iC4, and nC4

as distillates in Columns 1, 2, and 3, respectively, with the multicom-

ponent product of iC5 and nC5 taken as the bottoms in Column 3.

Heuristic 3 favors the removal of the multicomponent product (55%

of the feed) in Column 1. Heuristic 4 favors the separation of iC4

from nC4 in Column 3. Heuristics 3 and 4 can be combined with C3

taken as distillate in Column 2. Heuristic 5 does not apply. Heuristic 6

favors taking the multicomponent product as bottoms in Column 1

(45/55 mole split), nC4 as bottoms in Column 2 (20/25 mole split),

and C3 as distillate with iC4 as bottoms in Column 3. Thus, the heuris-

tics lead to three possible sequences as most favorable.

SUMMARY

1. Industrial chemical processes include equipment for sep-

arating chemical mixtures in process feed(s) and/or

produced in reactors within the process.

2. The more widely used separation operations involve trans-

fer of species between two phases, one of which is created

by an energy separation agent (ESA) or the introduction of

a mass-separating agent (MSA).

3. Less commonly used operations employ a barrier to prefer-

entially pass certain species or a force field to cause species

to diffuse to another location at different rates.

4. Separation operations are designed to achieve product

purity and to strive for high recovery.

5. A sequence of separators is usually required when more

than two products are to be produced or when the required

product purity cannot be achieved in a single separator.

6. The cost of purifying a chemical depends on its concentra-

tion in the feed. The extent of industrial use of a particular

separation operation depends on its cost and technological

maturity.
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STUDY QUESTIONS

1.1. What are the two key process operations in chemical

engineering?

1.2. What are the main auxiliary process operations in chemical

engineering?

1.3. What are the four general separation techniques and what do

they all have in common?

1.4. Why is the rate of mass transfer a major factor in separation

processes?
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1.5. What limits the extent to which the separation of a mixture can

be achieved?

1.6. What are the most common methods used to separate two fluid

phases?

1.7. What is the difference between an ESA and an MSA? Give

three disadvantages of using an MSA.

1.8. What is the most widely used industrial separation operation?

1.9. What is the difference between adsorption and absorption?

1.10. The degree of separation in a separation operation is often spec-

ified in terms of product purities and component recoveries.

How do these two differ?

1.11. What is a key component? What is a multicomponent product?

1.12. Why are sequences of separators sometimes necessary to sep-

arate a feed mixture?

EXERCISES

Section 1.1

1.1. Description of the ethanol process.
Considering possible side reactions, describe as best you can what

takes place in each block of the process shown in Figure 1.4.

Section 1.2

1.2. Mixing vs. separation.
Explain, using thermodynamic principles, whymixing pure chem-

icals to form a homogeneous mixture is a spontaneous process, while

separation of that mixture into its pure species is not.

1.3. Separation of a mixture requires energy.
Explain, using the laws of thermodynamics, why the separation

of a mixture into pure species or other mixtures of differing compo-

sitions requires energy transfer to the mixture.

Sections 1.3 and 1.4

1.4. ESA vs. MSA.
Compare the advantages and disadvantages of making separations

using an ESA versus using an MSA.

1.5. Differences among distillation and liquid–liquid
extraction.

Under what conditions should liquid–liquid extraction be consid-

ered over distillation?

Section 1.5

1.6. Osmotic pressure.
The osmotic pressure, π, of seawater is given by π = RTc∕M,

where c is the concentration of the dissolved salts (solutes) in

g∕cm3, M is the average molecular weight of the solutes as ions, T
is temperature in Kelvin, and R is the ideal gas constant. Consider

recovering pure water from seawater containing 0.035 g of salts∕cm3

of seawater and M = 31.5, at 298 K. What is the minimum required

pressure difference across the membrane in kPa to just overcome the

osmotic pressure?

1.7. Basic separation techniques.
For each of the following separation operations, state the basic

separation process technique shown in Figure 1.6: absorption, adsorp-

tion, dialysis, distillation, flash vaporization, gas permeation, liquid–

liquid extraction, pervaporation, reverse osmosis, and stripping.

Section 1.7

1.8. Removing organic pollutants from wastewater.
The need to remove organic pollutants from wastewater is com-

mon to many industrial processes. Separation methods to be consid-

ered are: (1) adsorption, (2) distillation, (3) liquid–liquid extraction,

(4) membrane separation, (5) stripping with air, and (6) stripping with

steam. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each method.

Consider the fate of the organic material.

1.9. Removal of VOCs from a wastewater stream.
Many waste gas streams contain volatile organic compounds

(VOCs), which must be removed. Recovery of the VOCs may be

accomplished by (1) absorption, (2) adsorption, (3) condensation,

(4) freezing, (5) membrane separation, or (6) catalytic oxidation.

Discuss the pros and cons of each method, paying particular attention

to the fate of the VOC. For the case of a stream containing 3 mol%

acetone in air, draw a flow diagram for a process based on absorption.

Choose a reasonable absorbent and include in your process a means

to recover the acetone and recycle the absorbent.

1.10. Separation of air.
Describe threemethods suitable for the separation of air into nitro-

gen and oxygen.

Section 1.8

1.11. Material balance for a distillation sequence.
The feed to Column C3 in Figure 1.10 is given in Table 1.5. The

separation is to be altered to produce a distillate of 95 mol% pure

isobutane with a recovery in the distillate of 96%. Because of the

sharp separation in Column C3 between iC4 and nC4, assume all

propane goes to the distillate and C5s to the bottoms.

(a) Compute the flow rates in lbmol∕h of each component in each of

the two products leaving Column C3.

(b) What is the percent purity of the n-butane bottoms product?

(c) If the isobutane purity in the distillate is fixed at 95%, what

percent recovery of isobutane in the distillate will maximize the

percent purity of normal butane in the bottoms product?

1.12. Material balance for a distillation sequence.
Five hundred kmol∕h of liquid alcohols containing, by moles,

40% methanol (M), 35% ethanol (E), 15% isopropanol (IP), and

10% normal propanol (NP) is distilled in two distillation columns in

series. The distillate from the first column is 98% pure M with a 96%

recovery of M. The distillate from the second is 92% pure E with a

95% recovery of E from the process feed. Assume no propanols in

the distillate from Column C1, no M in the bottoms from Column

C2, and no NP in the distillate from Column C2.

(a) Compute flow rates in kmol∕h of each component in each feed,

distillate, and bottoms. Draw a labeled block-flow diagram.

Include the material balances in a table, similar to Table 1.5.

(b) Compute themole-percent purity of the propanol mixture leaving

as bottoms from the second column.

(c) If the recovery of ethanol is fixed at 95%, what is the maximum

purity of the ethanol in the distillate from the second column?

(d) If instead, the purity of the ethanol is fixed at 92%, what is the

maximum recovery of ethanol (based on the process feed)?

1.13. Material balance for separation by pervaporation.
Ethanol and benzene are separated in a network of distillation

and membrane separation steps. In one step, a near-azeotropic liquid
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mixture of 8,000 kg∕h of 23 wt% ethanol in benzene is fed to a per-

vaporation membrane consisting of an ionomeric film of perfluoro-

sulfonic polymer cast on a Teflon support. The membrane is selective

for ethanol, producing a vapor permeate containing 60 wt% ethanol,

while the non-permeate (retentate) liquid contains 90 wt% benzene.

(a) Draw a flow diagram of the pervaporation using symbols from

Table 1.3 and include all process information.

(b) Compute the component flow rates in kg∕h in the feed stream

and in the product streams, and enter these results in the diagram.

(c) What separation operation could be used to purify the vapor

permeate?

1.14. Material balance for an absorption-distillation sequence.
1,000 kmol∕h of a gas mixture containing 90 mol% acetone and

10% nitrogen is to be processed to recover the acetone. First the gas

is fed to a multistage absorber where 95% of the acetone is absorbed

with 500 kmol∕h of a liquid absorbent of methyl-isobutyl-ketone

(MIBK). Two percent of the entering MIBK is lost to the gas leaving

the top of the absorber. Nitrogen does not dissolve in the MIBK.

The liquid leaving the bottom of the absorber is sent to a distilla-

tion column to separate the acetone from the MIBK. In this column,

a distillate of 98 mol% acetone and a bottoms of 99 mol% MIBK is

obtained.

(a) Draw a flow diagram of the separation process and place the

above data on the diagram.

(b) For each stream in the process, calculate by material balances

the flow rate of each component and enter your results in a table

similar to Table 1.5.

1.15. Separation by Gas Permeation.
The Prism gas permeation process developed by the Monsanto

Company is selective for hydrogen when using hollow-fiber mem-

branes made of silicone-coated polysulphone. A feed gas at 16.7MPa

and 40∘C containing 42.4 H2, 7.0 CH4, and 0.5 N2 kmol∕h is sepa-

rated by themembrane into a retentate gas at 16.2MPa and a permeate

gas at 4.56 MPa.

(a) Assume the membrane is non-permeable to nitrogen, the recov-

ery of H2 is 60.38%, and the mole ratio of CH4 to H2 in the

permeate is 0.0117. Calculate the total flow rate of the retentate

and permeate gases and the flow rates of each component in them.

(b) Compute the percent purity of the hydrogen in the permeate gas.

(c) Draw a process-flow diagram that displays pressure and compo-

nent flow rates.

1.16. Separation by membrane separation and adsorption.
Nitrogen is injected into oil wells to increase the recovery of

crude oil (enhanced oil recovery). It mixes with the natural gas

that is produced along with the oil. The nitrogen must be separated

from the natural gas. A total of 170,000 SCFH (based on 60∘F
and 14.7 psia) of natural gas containing 18% N2, 75% CH4, and

7% C2H6 at 100∘F and 800 psia is to be processed in two steps to

reduce nitrogen content to 3 mol%: (1) membrane separation with

a nonporous glassy polyimide membrane, followed by (2) adsorp-

tion using molecular sieves to which the permeate gas is fed. The

membrane separator is highly selective for N2 (90.83% recovery),

and completely impermeable to ethane. The mole ratio of CH4 to

N2 in the permeate is 1.756. The adsorption step selectively adsorbs

methane, giving 97% pure methane in the adsorbate, with an 85%

recovery of CH4 fed to the adsorber. The non-permeate (retentate)

gas from the membrane step and adsorbate from the adsorption step

are combined to give a methane stream that contains 3.0 mol% N2.

The pressure drop across the membrane is 760 psia. The permeate at

20∘F is compressed to 275 psia and cooled to 100∘F before entering

the adsorption step. The adsorbate, which exits the adsorber during

regeneration at 100∘F and 15 psia, is compressed to 800 psia and

cooled to 100∘F before being combined with non-permeate gas to

give the final pipeline natural gas.

(a) Draw a process flow diagram of the process using appropriate

symbols. Include compressors and heat exchangers. Label the

diagram with the data given and number all streams.

(b) Compute component flow rates of N2, CH4, and C2H6 in lbmol∕h
and create a material-balance table similar to Table 1.5.

1.17. Partial condensation of a reactor effluent.
Toluene (methylbenzene) is used as a solvent and a fuel and is

a precursor for making benzene by hydrodealkylation; benzene and

xylenes by disproportionation; and 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT)—an

explosive used by the military and construction companies—by

nitration. Consider a hydrodealkylation process, where the main

reaction is:

Toluene + H2 → Benzene + CH4

with an undesirable side reaction:

2 Benzene ⇌ Biphenyl + H2

The reactor effluent is cooled and partially condensed. The liquid

phase is then distilled in a sequence of three distillation columns to

give the following four products, one of which is recycled back to

the reactor.

Component

Off-gas,

kmol/h

Benzene

Product,

kmol/h

Toluene

Recycle,

kmol/h

Biphenyl

By-product,

kmol/h

Hydrogen 1.48 0.00 0.00 0.00

Methane 11.07 0.06 0.00 0.00

Benzene 0.80 264.72 1.33 0.00

Toluene 0.00 0.09 88.79 0.45

Biphenyl 0.00 0.00 0.02 4.59

Total 13.35 264.87 90.14 5.04

(a) Calculate for the sequence the percent recoveries for benzene

and biphenyl.

(b) Calculate the mol% purities for benzene and biphenyl.

(c) Why is there a toluene recycle stream?

(d) What would happen if the biphenyl was not separated from the

toluene, but was recycled back to the reactor with the toluene?

1.18. Separation by Gas Permeation.
In a hydrodealkylation process of the type stated in Exercises 1.17

and 1.22, a gas rich in hydrogen and methane is separated from the

reactor effluent by partial condensation. The gas is then sent to a gas

permeation membrane separator (Operation 3 in Table 1.3) to sepa-

rate the hydrogen from the methane. The permeate is recycled to the

reactor and the retentate is used for fuel. The component flow rates

for the membrane feed, retentate, and permeate are as follows:

Component Feed, kmol/h Retentate, kmol/h Permeate, kmol/h

Hydrogen 1575.7 157.6 1418.1

Methane 2388.1 2313.5 74.6

Benzene 29.8 29.8 0.0

Toluene 3.5 3.5 0.0

Biphenyl 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total 3997.1 2504.4 1492.7
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(a) Calculate the percent recoveries and mol% purities of hydrogen

in the permeate and methane in the retentate. (b) Why not sepa-

rate hydrogen from methane by distillation or absorption?

1.19. Distillation sequences.
The feed stream in the table below is to be separated into four

nearly pure products. None of the components is corrosive and, based

on the boiling points, none of the three separations is difficult. As seen

in Figure 1.11, five distillation sequences are possible. (a) Determine

a suitable sequence of three columns using the heuristics of §1.8.2.

(b) If a fifth component were added to give five products, Table 1.7

indicates that 14 alternative distillation sequences are possible. Draw,

in a manner similar to Figure 1.10, all 14 of these sequences.

Component Feed rate, kmol/h Normal boiling point, K

Methane 19 112

Benzene 263 353

Toluene 85 384

Ethylbenzene 23 409

1.20. Distillation sequence for a solution from
fermentation.

Starch from corn or sugarcane can be fermented to an aqueous

solution of acetone (A), n-butanol (B), and ethanol (E). Typically, the
mass ratio of bioproducts is 3(A):6(B):1(E). The solution contains

33 g of bioproducts per liter of water. After removal of solid particles

from the broth by centrifugation, the remaining liquid is distilled in a

sequence of distillation columns to recover (1) acetone with a maxi-

mum of 10 wt%water; (2) ethanol with a maximum of 10 wt%water;

(3) n-butanol (99.5 wt% purity with a maximum of 0.5% water); and

(4) water (W), which can be recycled to the fermenter. If the four

products distill according to their normal boiling points in ∘C of 56.5

(A), 117 (B), 78.4 (E), and 100 (W), devise a suitable distillation

sequence using the heuristics of §1.8.2.

1.21. Separation by a distillation sequence.
A light-hydrocarbon feed streamcontains 45.4 kmol/h of propane,

136.1 kmol∕h of isobutane, 226.8 kmol∕h of n-butane, 181.4 kmol∕h
of isopentane, and 317.4 kmol∕h of n-pentane. This stream is to

be separated by a sequence of three distillation columns into four

products: (1) propane-rich, (2) isobutane-rich, (3) n-butane-rich,
and (4) combined pentanes–rich. The first-column distillate is the

propane-rich product; the distillate from Column 2 is the isobutane-

rich product; the distillate from Column 3 is the n-butane-rich
product, and the combined pentanes are the Column 3 bottoms.

The recovery of the main component in each product is 98%. For

example, 98% of the propane in the feed stream appears in the

propane-rich product.

(a) Draw a process-flow diagram for this distillation sequence,

similar to Figure 1.10.

(b) Complete a material balance for each column and summarize the

results in a table similar to Table 1.5. To complete the balance,

youmust make assumptions about the flow rates of: (1) isobutane

in the distillates for Columns 1 and 3 and (2) n-butane in the

distillates for Columns 1 and 2, consistent with the specified

recoveries. Assume no propane in the distillate from Column 3

and no pentanes in the distillate from Column 2.

(c) Calculate the mol% purities of the products and summarize your

results as in Table 1.6, but without the specifications.

1.22. Distillation sequence for a wide-boiling mixture.
The effluent from the reactor of a toluene hydrodealkylation pro-

cess of the type stated in Exercise 1.17 is as follows:

Component Boiling Point, ∘C Flow Rate, kmol/h

Hydrogen –252.8 1577.1

Methane –169.0 2399.2

Benzene 80.1 296.6

Toluene 110.6 92.8

Biphenyl 255.2 4.6

Total 4370.3

The reactor effluent at 1265∘F and 500 psia is to be separated into

four products: (a) a gaseous mixture rich in hydrogen and methane;

(b) a benzene-rich product of high purity; (c) a toluene-richmixture of

low purity that is recycled to the reactor; and (c) a biphenyl by-product

of high purity. Using the heuristics of §1.8.2, determine one or two

favorable sequences. A sequence can contain one single-stage partial

condenser in place of one multistage distillation column.

1.23. Distillation sequence for an alcohol mixture.
Amixture of five alcohols is to be separated into nearly pure prod-

ucts in a sequence of distillation columns, each of which produces

a distillate and a bottoms. According to Table 1.7, four columns

are needed that can be arranged into 14 different sequences. Using

the heuristics of §1.8.2, determine one or two feasible sequences.

The following table lists the alcohols in the order of volatility. The

volatilities relative to the fifth (least volatile) alcohol, 1-hexanol, are

shown. Also included are the flow rates of the five alcohols in the

feed to the sequence.

Alcohol

Feed flow rate,

kmol/h

Volatility relative to

1-hexanol

1-Butanol 360 3.6

2-Methyl-1-Butanol 180 2.5

3-Methyl-2-Butanol 360 2.3

1-Pentanol 2520 1.8

1-Hexanol 3600 1.0

Total 7020
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Chapter 2

Thermodynamics of Separation Operations

§2.0 INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

After completing this chapter, you should be able to:

• Explain phase equilibria in terms of Gibbs free energy, chemical potential, fugacity, fugacity coefficient, activity, and

activity coefficient.

• Understand the usefulness of phase equilibrium ratios (e.g., K-values and distribution ratios) for determining vapor

and liquid phase compositions.

• Derive K-value expressions in terms of fugacity coefficients and activity coefficients.

• Explain how computer programs use equation of state (EOS) models to compute thermodynamic properties of vapor

and liquid mixtures, including K-values.
• Explain how computer programs use liquid-phase activity-coefficients derived fromGibbs excess free-energy models

to compute thermodynamic properties, including K-values.
• Make energy, entropy, and exergy (availability) balances around a separation process.

Thermodynamic properties play a major role in designing
and simulating separation operations with respect to energy
requirements, phase equilibria, and equipment sizing. This
chapter reviews methods for calculating molar volume or den-
sity, enthalpy, entropy, exergy (availability), fugacities, activity
coefficients, and phase equilibria ratios of ideal and nonideal
vapor and liquid mixtures as functions of temperature, pres-
sure, and composition. These thermodynamic properties are
used for determining compositions at phase-equilibrium, and
for making energy balances, entropy balances, and exergy
balances to determine energy efficiency. Emphasis is on the
thermodynamic property methods most widely used in process
simulators.

Experimental thermodynamic property data should be
used, when available, to design and analyze separation oper-
ations. When not available, properties can often be estimated
with reasonable accuracy bymethods discussed in this chapter.
The most comprehensive source of thermodynamic proper-
ties for pure compounds and nonelectrolyte and electrolyte
mixtures—including excess volume, excess enthalpy, activity
coefficients at infinite dilution, azeotropes, and vapor–liquid,
liquid–liquid, and solid–liquid equilibrium—is the comput-
erized Dortmund Data Bank (DDB), described briefly at
www.ddbst.com, and in detail by Gmehling, et al. [1]. It was
initiated by Gmehling and Onken in 1973. It is updated annu-
ally and widely used by industry and academic institutions on
a stand-alone basis or with process simulators via the DDB
software package (DDBST). In 2014, the DDB contained
more than 6.4 million data sets for more than 49,000 compo-
nents from more than 65,400 literature references. The DDB
contains openly available experimental data from journals,
which can be searched free of charge. A large percentage of the

data is from non-English sources, industry, and MS and PhD
theses. The DDB also presents comparisons of experimental
data with various estimation methods described in this chapter.

§2.1 PHASE EQUILIBRIA

Many separations are determined by the extent to which
species are partitioned among two or more phases at equilib-
rium at a specified T and P. The distribution is determined by
application of the Gibbs free energy, G. For each phase in a
multiphase, multicomponent system, the Gibbs free energy is

G = G{T ,P,N1,N2, . . . ,NC} (2-1)

where T = temperature, P = pressure, and Ni = moles of
species i. At equilibrium, the total G for all phases is a
minimum, and methods for determining this are referred
to as free-energy minimization techniques. Gibbs free
energy is also the starting point for the derivation of com-
monly used equations for phase equilibria. From classical
thermodynamics, the total differential of G is

dG = −S dT + V dP +
C∑

i=1
μidNi (2-2)

where S = entropy,V = volume, and μi is the chemical poten-
tial or partial molar Gibbs free energy of species i. For a closed
system consisting of two or more phases in equilibrium, where
each phase is an open system capable of mass transfer with
another phase,

dGsystem =
NP∑
p=1

[
C∑

i=1
μ(p)i dN(p)

i

]
P,T

(2-3)

16

http://www.ddbst.com
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where superscript (p) refers to each of NP phases. Conserva-
tion of moles of species, in the absence of chemical reaction,

requires that

dN(1)
i = −

NP∑
p=2

dN(p)
i (2-4)

which, upon substitution into (2-3), gives

NP∑
p=2

[
C∑

i=1

(
μ(p)i − μ(1)i

)
dN(p)

i

]
= 0 (2-5)

With dN(1)
i eliminated in (2-5), each dN(p)

i term can be varied

independently of any other dN(p)
i term. But this requires that

each coefficient of dN(p)
i in (2-5) be zero. Therefore,

μ(1)i = μ(2)i = μ(3)i = · · · = μ(NP)
i (2-6)

Thus, the chemical potential of a species in a multicompo-

nent system is identical in all phases at physical equilibrium.
This equation is the basis for the development of all phase-

equilibrium calculations.

§2.1.1 Fugacities and Activity Coefficients

Chemical potential is not an absolute quantity, and the numer-

ical values are difficult to relate to more easily understood
physical quantities. Furthermore, the chemical potential appro-

aches an infinite negative value as pressure approaches zero.
Thus, the chemical potential is not a favored property for
phase-equilibria calculations. Instead, fugacity, invented by

G. N. Lewis in 1901, is employed as a surrogate.
The partial fugacity of species i in a mixture is like a

pseudo-pressure, defined in terms of the chemical potential by

f̄i =  exp
( μi

RT

)
(2-7)

where  is a temperature-dependent constant. Regardless of

the value of, it is shown by Prausnitz, Lichtenthaler, and de
Azevedo [2] that (2-6) can be replaced with

f̄ (1)i = f̄ (2)i = f̄ (3)i = · · · = f̄ (NP)
i (2-8)

where, f̄i is the partial fugacity of species i. Thus, at equi-
librium, a given species has the same partial fugacity in
each phase. This equality, together with equality of phase
temperatures and pressures,

T (1) = T (2) = T (3) = · · · = T (NP) (2-9)

P(1) = P(2) = P(3) = · · · = P(NP) (2-10)

constitutes the well-accepted conditions for phase equilibria.

For a pure component, the partial fugacity, f̄i, becomes the
pure-component fugacity, fi. For a pure, ideal gas, fugac-

ity equals the total pressure, and for a component in an
ideal-gas mixture, the partial fugacity equals its partial pres-

sure, pi = yiP, such that the sum of the partial pressures
equals the total pressure (Dalton’s Law). Because of the close

relationship between fugacity and pressure, it is convenient to

define a pure-species fugacity coefficient, ϕi, as

ϕi =
fi
P

(2-11)

which is 1.0 for an ideal gas. For a mixture, partial fugacity
coefficients for vapor and liquid phases, respectively, are

ϕ̄iV ≡ f̄iV
yiP

(2-12)

ϕ̄iL ≡ f̄iL
xiP

(2-13)

As ideal-gas behavior is approached, ϕ̄iV → 1.0 and

ϕ̄iL → Ps
i∕P, where Ps

i = vapor pressure.

At a given temperature, the ratio of the partial fugacity of a

component to its fugacity in a standard state, f o
i
, is termed the

activity, ai. If the standard state is selected as the pure species

at the same pressure and phase condition as the mixture, then

ai ≡ f̄i
f o
i

(2-14)

Since at phase equilibrium, the value of f o
i
is the same for each

phase, substitution of (2-14) into (2-8) gives another alterna-

tive condition for phase equilibria,

a(1)i = a(2)i = a(3)i = · · · = a(NP)
i (2-15)

For an ideal solution, aiV = yi and aiL = xi.

To represent departure of activities from mole fractions

when solutions are nonideal, activity coefficients based on

concentrations in mole fractions are defined by

γiV ≡ aiV

yi
(2-16)

γiL ≡ aiL

xi
(2-17)

For ideal solutions, γiV = 1.0 and γiL = 1.0

For convenient reference, thermodynamic quantities useful

in phase equilibria are summarized in Table 2.1.

§2.1.2 Definitions of K-Values

A phase-equilibrium ratio is the ratio of mole fractions of

a species in two phases at equilibrium. For vapor–liquid sys-

tems, the ratio is called the K-value or vapor–liquid equilib-
rium ratio:

Ki ≡ yi

xi
(2-18)

For the liquid–liquid case, the ratio is a distribution ratio,
partition coefficient, or liquid–liquid equilibrium ratio:

KDi
≡ x(1)i

x(2)i

(2-19)
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Table 2.1 Thermodynamic Quantities for Phase Equilibria

Thermodynamic Quantity Definition Physical Significance

Limiting Value for Ideal Gas

and Ideal Solution

Chemical potential μi ≡
(
∂G
∂Ni

)
P,T ,Nj

Partial molar free energy, ḡi μi = ḡi

Partial fugacity f̄i ≡  exp
( μi

RT

)
Thermodynamic pressure f̄iV = yiP

f̄iL = xiP
S
i

Fugacity coefficient of a pure

species

ϕi ≡ fi

P
Deviation to fugacity due to pressure ϕiV = 1.0

ϕiL = PS
i

P

Partial fugacity coefficient of

a species in a mixture

ϕ̄iV ≡ f̄iV

yiP

ϕ̄iL ≡ f̄iL

xiP

Deviations to fugacity due to pressure

and composition

ϕ̄iV = 1.0

ϕ̄iL = PS
i

P

Activity ai ≡ f̄i

f o
i

Relative thermodynamic pressure aiV = yi

aiL = xi

Activity coefficient γiV ≡ aiV

yi

γiL ≡ aiL

xi

Deviation to fugacity due to

composition

γiV = 1.0

γiL = 1.0

For equilibrium-stage calculations, separation factors are defi-
ned by forming ratios of equilibrium ratios. For the vapor–
liquid case, relative volatility αi, j between components i and
j is given by

αi, j ≡ Ki

Kj
(2-20)

Separations are easy for very large values of αi, j, but become
impractical for values close to 1.00.

Similarly for the liquid–liquid case, the relative selectivity
βi, j is

βi, j ≡ KDi

KDj

(2-21)

Equilibrium ratios are formulated in a variety of ways using
the thermodynamic quantities in Table 2.1. The two of most
practical interest are formulated next.

§2.1.3 Rigorous K-Value Formulations

For vapor–liquid equilibrium, (2-8) becomes, for each
component,

f̄iV = f̄iL (2-22)

To form an equilibrium ratio, partial fugacities are commonly
replaced by expressions involving mole fractions. From the
definitions in Table 2.1:

f̄iL = γiLxi f o
iL (2-23)

or

f̄iL = ϕ̄iLxiP (2-24)

and

f̄iV = ϕ̄iVyiP (2-25)

If (2-24) and (2-25) are used with (2-18), an equation-of-
state (EOS) formulation of the K-value follows, where the

partial fugacity coefficients are obtained from an EOS, as

described later in this chapter.

Ki =
ϕ̄iL

ϕ̄iV
(2-26)

If (2-23) and (2-25) are used, an activity coefficient or
gamma-phi formulation of the K-value is obtained:

Ki =
γiL f o

iL

ϕ̄iVP
= γiLϕiL

ϕ̄iV
(2-27)

If the ideal gas EOS, Pv = RT applies—where v =
molar volume and R = the ideal-gas constant—and both the

vapor and liquid form ideal solutions, then γiL = 1.0, ϕiL =
Ps

i∕P, and ϕ̄iV = 1.0. If these are substituted into (2-27), the

result is Raoult’s law or ideal K-value expression:

Ki =
Ps

i

P
(2-28)
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If, however, the liquid phase is a nonideal solution,
γiL ≠ 1.0 and (2-28) becomes the modified Raoult’s law
K-value expression:

Ki =
γiLPs

i

P
(2-29)

For moderate pressures, the Poynting correction is intro-
duced into (2-27) by approximating the pure-component liquid
fugacity coefficient in (2-27) by

ϕiL = ϕs
iV

Ps
i

P
exp

(
1

RT ∫
P

Ps
i

viLdP

)
(2-30)

where ϕs
iV

= pure component vapor fugacity coefficient at
the saturation pressure. The exponential term is the Poynting
correction. If the liquid molar volume, v, is reasonably con-
stant over the pressure range, the integral in (2-28) becomes
viL(P − Ps

i ). For moderate to high pressures, an EOS is used
to obtain ϕ̄iV in (2-27).

For a low-molecular-weight gas species, whose tempera-
ture at the critical point, Tc, is less than the system temperature,
the Henry’s law form for the K-value is convenient, provided
Hi, the Henry’s law coefficient, is available. It depends on
composition, temperature, and pressure. At low to moderate
pressures, it replaces the vapor pressure in (2-28) to give

Ki =
Hi

P
(2-31)

Table 2.2 lists the above-mentioned vapor–liquid K-value
expressions and includes recommendations for their appli-
cation.

Regardless of which thermodynamic formulation in
Table 2.2 is used for estimating K-values, its accuracy depends
on the correlations used for the thermodynamic properties
(vapor pressure, activity coefficient, and fugacity coefficients).

For practical applications, the choice of K-value formulation
is a compromise among accuracy, complexity, convenience,
and past experience.

For liquid–liquid equilibria, (2-8) becomes

f̄ (1)
iL

= f̄ (2)
iL

(2-32)

where superscripts (1) and (2) refer to the immiscible liquid
phases. A rigorous formulation for the distribution coefficient
is obtained by combining (2-23) with (2-19) to obtain an
expression involving only activity coefficients:

KDi
= x(1)i

x(2)i

=
γ(2)

iL
f o(2)
iL

γ(1)
iL

f o(1)
iL

=
γ(2)

iL

γ(1)
iL

(2-33)

For vapor–solid equilibria, if the solid phase consists of
just one of the components of the vapor phase, combination
of (2-8) and (2-25) gives

fiS = ϕ̄iVyiP (2-34)

At low pressures, ϕ̄iV = 1.0 and the fugacity of the solid is
approximated by its vapor pressure. Thus, for the vapor-phase
mole fraction of the component forming the solid phase:

yi =
(Ps

i )solid
P

(2-35)

For liquid–solid equilibria, if the solid phase is a pure com-
ponent, the combination of (2-8) and (2-23) gives

fiS = γiL xi f o
iL (2-36)

At low pressure, the fugacity of a solid is approximated by
vapor pressure to give, for a component in the solid phase,

xi =
(Ps

i )solid
γiL(Ps

i )liquid
(2-37)

Table 2.2 Useful K-Value Expressions for Estimating Vapor–Liquid Equilibria (Ki = yi/xi)

Equation Recommended Application

Rigorous forms:

(1) Equation-of-state Ki =
ϕ̄iL

ϕ̄iV

Hydrocarbon and light gas mixtures from cryogenic temperatures to

the critical region

(2) Activity coefficient Ki =
γiLϕiL

ϕ̄iV

All mixtures from ambient to near-critical temperature

Approximate forms:

(3) Raoult’s law (ideal) Ki =
Ps

i

P
Ideal solutions at near-ambient pressure

(4) Modified Raoult’s law Ki =
γiLPs

i

P
Nonideal liquid solutions at near-ambient pressure

(5) Poynting correction Ki = γiLϕs
iV

(
Ps

i

P

)
exp

(
1

RT ∫
P

Ps
i

viLdP

)
Nonideal liquid solutions at moderate pressure and below the

critical temperature

(6) Henry’s law Ki =
Hi

P
Low-to-moderate pressures for species at supercritical temperature
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EXAMPLE 2.1 K-Values from Raoult’s and Henry’s
Laws.

Estimate K-values and the relative volatility, αM,W, of a vapor–liquid

mixture of water (W) and methane (M) at P = 2 atm, T = 20 and

80∘C. What is the effect of T on the K-values?

Solution

At these conditions, water exists mainly in the liquid phase and will

follow Raoult’s law (2-28) if little methane dissolves in the water.

Because methane has a critical temperature of −82.5∘C, well below
the temperatures of interest, it will exist mainly in the vapor phase

and follow Henry’s law (2-31). The Aspen Plus process simulator is

used to make the calculations using the Ideal Properties option with

methane as a Henry’s law component. The Henry’s law constants for

the solubility of methane in water are provided in the simulator data

bank. The results are as follows:

T , ∘C KW KM αM,W

20 0.01154 18,078 1,567,000

80 0.23374 33,847 144,800

For both temperatures, the mole fraction of methane in the water is

less than 0.0001. The K-values for H2O are low but increase rapidly

with temperature. The K-values for methane are extremely high and

change much less rapidly with temperature.

§2.2 IDEAL-GAS, IDEAL-LIQUID-SOLUTION
MODEL

Classical thermodynamics provides a means for obtaining
fluid thermodynamic properties in a consistent manner from
P–v–T EOS models. The simplest model applies when both
liquid and vapor phases are ideal solutions (all activity coef-
ficients equal 1.0) and the vapor is an ideal gas. Then the
thermodynamic properties of mixtures can be computed
from pure-component properties of each species using the
equations given in Table 2.3. These ideal equations apply only
at low pressures—not much above ambient—for components
of similar molecular structure.

The vapormolar volume, vV , andmass density, ρV , are com-
puted from (1), the ideal-gas law in Table 2.3. It requires only
the mixture molecular weight, M, and the gas constant, R. It
assumes that Dalton’s law of additive partial pressures and
Amagat’s law of additive volumes apply.

The molar vapor enthalpy, hV , is computed from (2) in
Table 2.3 by integrating an equation in temperature for the
zero-pressure heat capacity at constant pressure, Co

PV
, starting

from a reference (datum) temperature, To, to the temperature
of interest, and then summing the resulting species vapor
enthalpies on a mole-fraction basis. Typically, To is taken
as 25∘C, although 0 K is also common. Pressure has no
effect on the enthalpy of an ideal gas. A number of empirical
equations have been used to correlate the effect of temperature
on the zero-pressure vapor heat capacity. An example is the
fourth-degree polynomial:

Co
PV

=
[
a0 + a1T + a2T2 + a3T3 + a4T4

]
R (2-38)

Table 2.3 Thermodynamic Properties for Ideal Mixtures

Ideal gas and ideal-gas solution:

(1) vV = V
C∑

i=1
Ni

= M
ρV

= RT
P

, M =
C∑

i=1
yiMi

(2) hV =
C∑

i=1
yi ∫

T

To

(Co
P)iV dT =

C∑
i=1

yih
o
iV

(3) sV =
C∑

i=1
yi ∫

T

To

(Co
P)iV
T

dT − R ln

(
P
Po

)
− R

C∑
i=1

yi ln yi,

where the first term is so
V

Ideal-liquid solution:

(4) vL = V
C∑

i=1
Ni

= M
ρL

=
C∑

i=1
xiviL, M =

C∑
i=1

xiMi

(5) hL =
C∑

i=1
xi(ho

iV − ΔHvap
i )

(6) sL =
C∑

i=1
xi

[
∫

T

To

(
Co

P

)
iV

T
dT − ΔHvap

i

T

]
− R ln

(
P
Po

)
− R

C∑
i=1

xi ln xi

Vapor–liquid equilibria:

(7) Ki =
Ps

i

P

Reference conditions (datum): h, ideal gas at To and zero pressure; s, ideal
gas at To and Po = 1 atm.

Refer to elements if chemical reactions occur; otherwise refer to

components.

where the constants, a, depend on the species. Values of the

constants for hundreds of compounds, with T in K, are tabu-

lated by Poling, Prausnitz, and O’Connell [3]. Because CP =
dh∕dT , (2-38) can be integrated for each species to give the

ideal-gas species molar enthalpy:

ho
V = ∫

T

To

Co
PV

dT =
5∑

k=1

ak−1(Tk − Tk
o)R

k
(2-39)

The molar vapor entropy, sV , is computed from (3) in

Table 2.3 by integrating Co
PV
∕T from To to T for each species;

summing on a mole-fraction basis; adding a term for the

effect of pressure referenced to a datum pressure, Po, which is

generally taken to be 1 atm (101.3 kPa); and adding a term for

the entropy change of mixing. Unlike the ideal vapor enthalpy,

the ideal vapor entropy includes terms for the effects of pres-

sure and mixing. The reference pressure is not zero, because
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the entropy is infinity at zero pressure. If (2-38) is used for the
heat capacity,

∫
T

To

(
Co

PV

T

)
dT =

[
a0 ln

(
T
To

)
+

4∑
k=1

ak(Tk − Tk
o)

k

]
R

(2-40)
The liquid molar volume, vL, and mass density, ρL, are

computed from the pure species using (4) in Table 2.3 and
assuming additive molar volumes (not densities). The effect of
temperature on pure-component liquid density from the freez-
ing point to the near-critical region at saturation pressure is
correlated well by the Rackett equation [4]:

ρL = A
B(1−T∕Tc)2∕7

(2-41)

where values of constantsA andB, and the critical temperature,
Tc, are tabulated for approximately 700 organic compounds by
Yaws et al. [5].

The vapor pressure of a liquid species, Ps, is well repre-
sented over temperatures from below the normal boiling point
to the critical region by an extended Antoine equation:

lnPs = k1 + k2∕(k3 + T) + k4T + k5 lnT + k6Tk
7 (2-42)

where constants k for hundreds of compounds are built into the
physical-property libraries of all process simulation programs.
At low pressures, the molar enthalpy of vaporization is given
in terms of vapor pressure by classical thermodynamics:

ΔHvap = RT2
(d lnPs

dT

)
(2-43)

If (2-42) is used for the vapor pressure, (2-43) becomes

ΔHvap = RT2

(
− k2(

k3 + T
)2 + k4 +

k5
T

+ k7k6Tk7−1

)
(2-44)

The molar enthalpy, hL, of an ideal-liquid mixture is
obtained by subtracting the molar enthalpy of vaporization
from the ideal molar vapor enthalpy for each species, as given
by (2-39), and summing, as shown in (5) in Table 2.3. The
molar entropy, sL, of the ideal-liquid mixture, given by (6), is
obtained in a similar manner from the ideal-gas entropy by
subtracting the molar entropy of vaporization, ΔHvap∕T .

The final equation in Table 2.3 gives the expression for
the ideal K-value, previously included in Table 2.2. It is the
K-value based on Raoult’s law, using

pi = xiP
s
i (2-45)

and Dalton’s law:
pi = yiP (2-46)

Combination of (2-45) and (2-46) gives the Raoult’s law
K-value:

Ki ≡ yi

xi
= Ps

i

P
(2-47)

where the extended Antoine equation, (2-42), is used to esti-
mate vapor pressure. The ideal K-value is independent of com-
position, but exponentially dependent on temperature because
of the vapor pressure, and inversely proportional to pressure.

Note that from (2-20), the ideal relative volatility using (2-47)
is pressure independent.

EXAMPLE 2.2 Thermodynamic Properties of an
Ideal Mixture.

Styrene is manufactured by catalytic dehydrogenation of ethyl ben-

zene, followed by vacuum distillation to separate styrene from unre-

acted ethyl benzene [6]. Typical conditions for the feed are 77.9∘C
(351 K) and 100 torr (13.33 kPa), with the following flow rates:

n, kmol/h

Component Feed

Ethyl benzene (EB) 103.82

Styrene (S) 90.15

Assuming that the ideal-gas law holds and that vapor and liquid

phases exist and are ideal solutions, use a process simulator to

determine the feed-stream phase conditions and the thermody-

namic properties listed in Table 2.2. Also, compute the relative

volatility, αEB,S.

Solution:

The Aspen Plus Simulator with the Ideal Properties option gives the

following results where the datum is the elements (not the compo-

nents) at 25∘C and 1 atm.

Property Vapor Liquid

EB Flow rate, kmol/h 57.74 46.08

S Flow rate, kmol/h 42.91 47.24

Total Flow rate, kmol/h 100.65 93.32

Temperature, ∘C 77.9 77.9

Pressure, Bar 0.1333 0.1333

Molar Enthalpy, kJ/kmol 87,200 56,213

Molar Entropy, kJ/kmol-K –244.4 –350.0

Molar Volume, m3/kmol 219.0 0.126

Average MW 105.31 105.15

Vapor Pressure, Bar 0.1546 0.1124

K-Value 1.16 for EB 0.843 for S

Relative Volatility 1.376

§2.3 GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION
OF THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES

Plots of thermodynamic properties are useful not only for
the data they contain, but also for the graphical representa-
tion, which permits the user to: (1) make general observations
about the effects of temperature, pressure, and composition;
(2) establish correlations and make comparisons with experi-
mental data; and (3) make extrapolations. All process simula-
tors that calculate thermodynamic properties also allow the
user to make property plots. Handbooks and thermodynamic
textbooks contain generalized plots of thermodynamic proper-
ties as a function of temperature and/or pressure. A typical plot
is Figure 2.1, which shows vapor pressure curves of common
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Figure 2.1 Vapor pressure of some common industrial chemicals.

[Reproduced with permission from A.S. Faust, L.A. Wenzel, C.W. Clump, L. Maus, and L.B. Andersen, Principles of Unit Operations, John Wiley & Sons, New York (1960).]
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chemicals for temperatures from below their normal boiling
point to their critical temperature where the vapor pressure
curves terminate. These curves fit the extended Antoine equa-
tion (2-42) reasonably well and are useful in establishing the
phase of a pure species. If the pressure is above the curve, the
phase is liquid, if below it is vapor. Vapor pressures are also
used for estimating Raoult’s law K-values prior to using a pro-
cess simulator.

Before the advent of digital computers and process simula-
tors, various types of graphs were used for determining effects
of temperature and pressure on vapor-liquid K-values for
hydrocarbons and light gases. These graphs, often in nomo-
graph form, were correlations of experimental phase equilibria
data. They were not applicable when mixtures contained suffi-
ciently different hydrocarbons such that liquid-phase activity
coefficients were not close to 1.0 and were strongly dependent
on composition. With the advent of computers, empirical
models that account for effects of composition in addition to
temperature and pressure, and can be applied to mixtures of
organic chemicals as well as hydrocarbons, displaced graph-
ical correlations. These empirical models are available in all
process simulators. Those most widely used are discussed in
subsequent sections of this chapter. Some of the models apply
to liquid–liquid equilibrium.

§2.4 NONIDEAL THERMODYNAMIC
PROPERTY MODELS

Of importance to all separation processes are nonideal thermo-
dynamic properties of mixtures. Models have been formulated
to estimate thermodynamic properties of nonideal, nonelec-
trolyte, electrolyte, and polymer mixtures. Many of these
models, together with the constants and parameters needed
to apply them to the design and simulation of separation
operations, are available in process simulators. In this chapter,
emphasis is on the most widely used models of three types:
(1) P–v–T equation-of-state (EOS) models; (2) Gibbs excess
free-energy (gE) models from which liquid-phase activity
coefficients can be calculated; and (3) predictive thermody-
namic models. Their applicability depends on the nature of
the components in the mixture, the degree of nonideality, the
pressure and temperature, and the reliability of the equation
constants and parameters.

§2.4.1 Reference State (Datum) for Enthalpy

It is important to note that enthalpy is not an absolute thermo-
dynamic property. It is determined relative to a reference state
(datum) and no standard has been accepted. Instead, many
different reference states are used in practice. It is important
to be aware of the enthalpy reference states used in process
simulators.

In the Aspen Plus process simulator, two options, discussed
by Felder and Rousseau [47], are available: (1) elemental

reference state and (2) component reference state. For

both states, the reference temperature is 25∘C (298.15 K).
The default option is the elemental reference state, in which

the enthalpy of a pure component is referenced to its stan-

dard elements by its standard enthalpy of formation. The

component reference state is the pure component as an ideal

gas. The advantage of the default option is that an enthalpy

balance around a chemical reactor automatically accounts for

the heat of reaction because components are referred to the

standard elements. The default option must be used for elec-

trolyte systems. As an example, the enthalpy of superheated

steam at 300∘C and 1 MPa, using the elemental reference

state, is −12,920 kJ∕kg. If the component reference state

is used, the enthalpy becomes 508 kJ∕kg. The difference is

−13,428 kJ∕kg or −241,900 kJ∕kmol, which is the value for

the standard enthalpy of formation at 25∘C for water vapor

from the standard elements by the reaction, H2(g) + 1/2O2(g) →
H2O(g).

In the ChemSep process simulator, the reference tempera-

ture is also 25∘C, but the reference phase state can be vapor

or liquid. The standard enthalpy of formation can be included

or excluded to achieve either the elemental or the component

reference state for enthalpy.

In the CHEMCAD process simulator, the reference tem-

perature is also 25∘C, but only the elemental reference state

is used.

§2.5 P-v-T EQUATION-OF-STATE (EOS)
MODELS

A relationship between molar volume, temperature, and pres-

sure is a P-v-T equation of state. Numerous such equations

have been proposed. The simplest is the ideal-gas law, which

applies only at low pressures or high temperatures because it

neglects intermolecular forces and the volume occupied by the

molecules. All other equations of state attempt to correct for

these two deficiencies. Themost widely used equations of state

are listed in Table 2.4.

Not included in Table 2.4 is the van der Waals equation,

P = RT∕(v − b) − a∕v2, where a and b are species-dependent

constants. This equation was the first successful formulation

of an equation of state for a nonideal gas. It is now rarely

used because of its narrow range of application. However, its

development suggested that all species have approximately

equal reduced molar volumes, vr = v∕vc at the same reduced

temperature, Tr = T∕Tc, and reduced pressure, Pr = P∕Pc,

where the subscript c refers to the critical point. This finding,

referred to as the law of corresponding states, was utilized to
develop the generalized equation-of-state, (2) in Table 2.4,

which defines the compressibility factor, Z = Pv∕RT , where
Z is a function of Pr, Tr, and either the critical compress-

ibility factor, Zc, or the acentric factor, ω. The latter was

introduced by Pitzer et al. [7] to account for differences in
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Table 2.4 Useful Equations of State

Name Equation Equation Constants and Functions

(1) Ideal–gas law P = RT
v

None

(2) Generalized P = ZRT
v

Z = Z{Pr, Tr, Zc or ω} as derived from data

(3) Redlich-Kwong (RK) P = RT
v − b

− a

(v2 + bv)
√

T
b = 0.08664RTc∕Pc

a = 0.42748R2T2.5
c ∕Pc

(4) Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRK) P = RT
v − b

− a
v2 + bv

b = 0.08664RTc∕Pc

a = 0.42748R2T2
c

[
1 + fω

(
1 − T0.5

r

)]2∕Pc

fω = 0.48 + 1.574ω − 0.176ω2

(5) Peng–Robinson (PR) P = RT
v − b

− a
v2 + 2bv − b2

b = 0.07780RTc∕Pc

a = 0.45724R2T2
c

[
1 + fω

(
1 − T0.5

r

)]2∕Pc

fω = 0.37464 + 1.54226ω − 0.26992ω2

molecular shape and is determined from the vapor pressure

curve by:

ω =

[
− log

(
Ps

Pc

)
Tr=0.7

]
− 1.0 (2-48)

The value for ω is zero for symmetric molecules. Some typical

values of ω are 0.264, 0.490, and 0.649 for toluene, n-decane,
and ethyl alcohol, respectively, as taken from the extensive tab-

ulation of Poling et al. [3].

A common empirical P-v-T equation is the virial equation

of state due to Thiesen [8] and Onnes [9]. It is a power series

for compressibility factor, Z, in terms of 1∕v:

Z = 1 + B
v
+ C

v2
+ · · ·

A modification of the virial equation is the Starling form [10]

of the Benedict–Webb–Rubin (BWR) equation for hydro-

carbons and light gases. Walas [11] presents a discussion of

BWR-type equations, which—because of the large number of

terms and species constants (at least 8)—is not widely used

except for pure substances at cryogenic temperatures. A more

useful modification of the BWR equation is a generalized

corresponding-states form developed by Lee and Kesler [12]

with an extension to mixtures by Plöcker et al. [13]. All

of the constants in the LKP equation are given in terms of

the acentric factor and reduced temperature and pressure, as

developed from P-v-T data for three simple fluids (ω = 0),
methane, argon, and krypton, and a reference fluid n-octane
(ω = 0.398). The equations, constants, and mixing rules are

given by Walas [11]. The LKP equation describes vapor and

liquid mixtures of hydrocarbons and/or light gases over wide

ranges of T and P.

§2.5.1 The Redlich–Kwong (RK) Model

In 1949, Redlich and Kwong [14] published the RK equation
of state which, like the van der Waals equation, contains only

two constants, a and b, both of which can be determined from

Tc and Pc, by applying conditions at the critical point:(∂P
∂v

)
Tc

= 0 and

(
∂2P
∂v2

)
Tc

= 0

The RK model, given as (3) in Table 2.4 together with the

two parameters, is an improvement over the van der Waals

equation. When applied to nonpolar compounds, its accuracy

is comparable to other EOS models containing many more

constants. Furthermore, the RK equation can approximate the

liquid-phase region.

A cubic equation in v results when the RK equation is

expanded to obtain a common denominator. Alternatively, (2)

and (3) in Table 2.4 can be combined to eliminate v to give

the more useful compressibility factor, Z, form of the RK

equation:

Z3 − Z2 + (A − B − B2)Z − AB = 0 (2-49)

where

A = aP
R2T2

(2-50)

B = bP
RT

(2-51)

Equation (2-49), a cubic in Z, can be solved for the three roots

using MATLAB with the Roots function. At supercritical

temperatures, where only one phase exists, one real root and a
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complex conjugate pair of roots are obtained. Below the crit-
ical temperature, where vapor and/or liquid phases can exist,
three real roots are obtained, with the largest value of Z apply-
ing to the vapor and the smallest root corresponding to the
liquid (ZV and ZL). The intermediate value of Z is discarded.

To apply the RK model to mixtures,mixing rules are used
to average the constants a and b for each component. The rec-
ommended rules for vapor mixtures of C components are

a =
C∑

i=1

[
C∑

j=1
yiyj

(
aiaj

)0.5]
(2-52)

b =
C∑

i=1
yibi (2-53)

§2.5.2 The Soave–Redlich–Kwong (SRK)
Model

Following the work of Wilson [15], Soave [16] replaced

the
√

T term in the RK EOS with a third parameter, the
acentric factor, ω, to better represent nonspherical molecules.
The resulting Soave–Redlich–Kwong (SRK) or Redlich–
Kwong–Soave (RKS) equation, given as (4) in Table 2.4, was
quickly accepted for application to mixtures of hydrocarbons
and light gases because of its simplicity and accuracy. It makes
the constant a a function of ω and T , as shown in Table 2.4,
achieving a good fit to vapor pressure data, thereby improving
the prediction of liquid-phase properties, and vapor-liquid
K-values as discussed below. This is clearly shown in
Figure 2.2 where experimental equilibrium data at 250∘F
for a mixture of 10 components ranging in volatility from N2

to n-decane is compared to predictions by the SRK EOS over
a pressure range of about 250 to 2,500 psi. Note that at a pres-
sure somewhat above 2,500 psi,K-values of all 10 components
appear to be approaching a value of 1.0. That point is called
the convergence pressure for the mixture. It is analogous to
the critical pressure for a pure chemical.

The mixing rules for the SRK model are (2-52) and (2-53)
except that (2-52) is modified when light gases are present
in the mixture to include a binary interaction coefficient, kij,
giving

a =
C∑

i=1

[
C∑

j=1
yiyj

(
aiaj

)0.5 (
1 − kij

)]
(2-54)

Equation (2-54) is particularly useful for gas mixtures con-
taining N2, CO, CO2, and H2S. Values of kij back-calculated
from experimental data are used in process simulators. Gener-
ally, kij is zero for hydrocarbons paired with hydrogen or other
hydrocarbons.

§2.5.3 The Peng–Robinson (PR) Model

Four years after the introduction of the SRK equation, Peng
and Robinson [17] presented a modification of the RK and
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Figure 2.2 Comparison of experimental K-value data and the SRK
equation.

SRK equations to achieve improved agreement in the critical

region and for liquid molar volume. The Peng–Robinson (PR)

EOS is (5) in Table 2.4. The mixing rules for the PR model are

(2-52), (2-53), and (2-54). Both the SRK and PR equations

are used in process simulators for calculations of vapor–liquid

phase equilibrium compositions for mixtures of hydrocarbons

and light gases.

§2.5.4 Derived Thermodynamic Properties
from EOS Models

If a temperature-dependent, ideal-gas heat capacity or en-

thalpy equation such as (2-38) or (2-39) is available, along

with an EOS, other vapor- and liquid-phase properties can

be derived using the integral equations listed in Table 2.5.

These equations, in the form of departures from the ideal-gas

equations of Table 2.3, apply to both vapor and liquid.

When the ideal-gas law, P = RT∕v, is substituted into

Equations (1) to (4) of Table 2.4, the results for the vapor are

(h − h∘V ) = 0, ϕ = 1 and (s − s∘V ) = 0, ϕ = 1.
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When the RK equation is substituted into the equations of
Table 2.5, the results for the vapor phase are:

hV =
C∑

i=1
(yih

o
iV ) + RT

[
ZV − 1 − 3A

2B
ln

(
1 + B

ZV

)]
(2-55)

sV =
C∑

i=1
(yis

o
iV ) − R ln

( P
Po

)
−R

C∑
i=1

(yi ln yi) + R ln(ZV − B) (2-56)

ϕV = exp

[
ZV − 1 − ln

(
ZV − B

)
− A

B
ln

(
1 + B

ZV

)]
(2-57)

ϕ̄iV = exp

[(
ZV − 1

) Bi

B
− ln (ZV − B)

−A
B

(
2

√
Ai

A
− Bi

B

)
ln

(
1 + B

ZV

)]
(2-58)

Similar results are obtained with the SRK and PR models.
The results for the liquid phase are identical if yi and ZV

(but not ho
iV ) are replaced by xi and ZL, respectively. The

liquid-phase forms of (2-55) and (2-56) account for the
enthalpy and entropy of vaporization. This is because the RK
equation, as well as the SRK and PR equations, are continuous
functions through the vapor and liquid regions, as shown for
enthalpy in Figure 2.3. Thus, the liquid enthalpy, at tempera-
tures below the critical point, is determined by accounting for
four effects. From (1), Table 2.5, and Figure 2.3:

hL = ho
V + Pv − RT − ∫

v

∞

[
P − T

(∂P
∂T

)
v

]
dv

This equation is then divided into four parts as shown in
Figure 2.3:

1. Vapor at zero pressure = ho
V

2. Pressure correction for vapor to saturation pressure =

+(Pv)Vsat
− RT − ∫

vVsat

∞

[
P − T

(∂P
∂T

)
v

]
dv

3. Latent heat of vaporization =

−T
(∂P
∂T

)
sat

(
vVsat

− vLsat

)
4. Correction to liquid for pressure in excess of saturation

pressure =

+
[
(Pv)L − (Pv)Lsat

]
− ∫

vL

vLsat

[
P − T

(∂P
∂T

)
v

]
dv (2-59)

where the subscript “sat” refers to the saturation pressure.

Table 2.5 Integral Departure Equations of Thermodynamics

At a given temperature and composition, the following equations

give the effect of pressure above that for an ideal gas.

Mixture enthalpy:

(1) (h − ho
V ) = Pv − RT − ∫

v

∞

[
P − T

( ∂P
∂T

)
v

]
dv

Mixture entropy:

(2) (s − so
V ) = ∫

v

∞

( ∂P
∂T

)
v
dv − ∫

v

∞

R
v

dv

Pure-component fugacity coefficient:

(3) ϕiV = exp

[
1

RT ∫
P

0

(
v − RT

P

)
dP

]

= exp

[
1

RT ∫
∞

v

(
P − RT

v

)
dv − lnZV + (ZV − 1)

]
Partial fugacity coefficient:

(4) ϕ̄iV = exp

{
1

RT ∫
∞

V

[(
∂P
∂Ni

)
T ,V ,Nj

− RT
V

]
dV − lnZV

}
,

where V = v
C∑

i=1
Ni
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Figure 2.3 Contributions to enthalpy.

The fugacity coefficient, ϕ, of a pure species from the RK

equation, as given by (2-57), describes the vapor for P < Ps
i .

If P > Ps
i , ϕ is the liquid fugacity coefficient. Saturation

pressure corresponds to the condition of ϕV = ϕL. Thus, at
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a temperature T < Tc, the vapor pressure, Ps
i for species, i,

can be estimated from the RK equation of state by setting

(2-57) for the vapor equal to (2-57) for the liquid and solv-

ing for P, which equals Ps
i . Unfortunately, vapor pressure

curves calculated by the RK equation do not satisfactorily

represent experimental data for a wide range of molecular

shapes. This failure is why Soave [16] modified the RK

equation by introducing the acentric factor, ω. Thus, while
the critical constants Tc and Pc are insufficient to generalize

thermodynamic behavior, a substantial improvement results

by incorporating a third parameter, ω, that accounts for mole-

cular shape.

Both the SRK and the PR equations are used for estimating

thermodynamic properties, including K-values, for hydrocar-
bon and light-gasmixtures. However, SRK is limited to tempe-

ratures above about –140∘C, while PR can be used almost to

0 K. The properties are computed from the departure equations

in Table 2.5. K-values are computed using the partial fugacity

coefficients with (2-26), Ki = ϕ̄iL∕ϕ̄iV . Although enhan-

cements to both equations have been made to extend their

application to polar organic chemicals, activity-coefficient

models, discussed next, are preferred at near ambient

conditions.

EXAMPLE 2.3 Use of SRK and PR Equations with
a Process Simulator.

In the thermal hydrodealkylation of toluene to benzene (C7H8 +
H2 → C6H6 + CH4), excess hydrogen minimizes cracking of

aromatics to light gases. In practice, conversion of toluene per

pass through the reactor is only 70%. To separate and recycle

hydrogen, hot reactor–effluent vapor of 5,597 kmol∕h at 500 psia

(3,448 kPa) and 275∘F (408.2 K) is cooled to 120∘F (322 K) and

partially condensed with phases separated in a flash drum. If the

composition of the reactor effluent is as given below and the pressure

is 485 psia (3,344 kPa), calculate equilibrium compositions and

flow rates of vapor and liquid, K-values, and the amount of heat

transferred to partially condense the vapor feed, using a process

simulation program for both the SRK and PR equations. Compare

the results.

Component Mole Fraction

Hydrogen (H) 0.3177

Methane (M) 0.5894

Benzene (B) 0.0715

Toluene (T) 0.0214

1.0000

Solution

The computations were made using Aspen Plus with the SRK-ML

and PENG-ROB methods. The results are as follows:

Equation of State

SRK PR

Vapor flows, kmol/h:
Hydrogen 1,776.1 1,776.2

Methane 3,274.3 3,275.7

Benzene 57.8 59.5

Toluene 6.9 7.1

Total 5,115.1 5,118.5

Liquid flows, kmol/h:
Hydrogen 2.0 1.9

Methane 24.6 23.2

Benzene 342.4 340.7

Toluene 112.9 112.7

Total 481.9 478.5

K-values:
Hydrogen 80.93 85.58

Methane 12.54 13.208

Benzene 0.0159 0.0163

Toluene 0.00573 0.00587

Enthalpy change,
GJ/h

35.108 34.686

Percent of benzene
and toluene
condensed

87.4 87.2

Because the K-values for the two methods are reasonably close,

the percentage of benzene and toluene condensed by the two

methods differ only slightly. Of particular note are the closeness of

the K-values estimated by the two methods for H2 and CH4. Both

components are far above their critical temperatures. H2 values are

within 15% of experimental values measured by Zhou et al. [18].

Raoult’s law K-values for benzene and toluene are 0.01032 and

0.00350, which are considerably lower than the values computed

from the two equations of state because deviations to fugacities due

to pressure are important.

Because the reactor effluent is mostly hydrogen and methane, the

effluent at 275∘F and 500 psia, and the equilibrium vapor at 120∘F
and 485 psia, are nearly ideal gases (0.98 < Z < 1.00), despite the

moderately high pressures. Thus, the enthalpy change is dominated

by vapor heat capacity and latent heat effects, which are indepen-

dent of which equation of state is used. Consequently, the enthalpy

changes differ by only about 1%.

Note that the material balances are accurately satisfied. However,

users of simulation programs should never take this as an indication

that all results are correct, but instead should always verify outputs

in all possible ways.

§2.6 HIGHLY NONIDEAL LIQUID
SOLUTIONS

When a liquid contains dissimilar polar species that can form

or break hydrogen bonds, the use of EOSmodels is not recom-

mended unless their mixing rules are modified. Preferred are
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activity-coefficient models. Ewell, Harrison, and Berg [19]

provide a classification of nonideality based on the potential

for association or solvation due to hydrogen-bond formation.

If a molecule contains a hydrogen atom attached to a donor

atom (O, N, F, and in certain cases C), the active hydrogen

atom can form a bond with another molecule containing a

donor atom. The classification in Table 2.6 permits qualitative

estimates of deviations from Raoult’s law for binary pairs

when used in conjunction with Table 2.7.

Positive deviations correspond to values of γiL > 1. Nega-

tive deviations, which are less common, correspond to γiL < 1.

Nonideality results in variations of γiL with composition, as

shown in Figure 2.4 for several binary systems, where the

Roman numerals refer to classification in Tables 2.6 and

2.7. Starting with Figure 2.4a, the following explanations for

the nonidealities are offered: n-heptane (V) breaks ethanol

(II) hydrogen bonds, causing strong positive deviations. In

Figure 2.4b, similar, but less positive, deviations occur when

acetone (III) is added to formamide (I). Hydrogen bonds are

broken and formed with chloroform (IV) and methanol (II)

in Figure 2.4c, resulting in an unusual deviation curve for

chloroform that passes through a maximum. In Figure 2.4d,

chloroform (IV) provides active hydrogen atoms that form

hydrogen bonds with oxygen atoms of acetone (III), thus

causing negative deviations. For water (I) and n-butanol (II)
in Figure 2.4e, hydrogen bonds of both molecules are broken,

and nonideality is sufficiently strong to cause formation of

two immiscible liquid phases.

Table 2.6 Classification of Molecules Based on Potential for Forming Hydrogen Bonds

Class Description Example

I Molecules capable of forming three-dimensional networks of

strong H-bonds

Water, glycols, glycerol, amino alcohols, hydroxylamines,

hydroxyacids, polyphenols, and amides

II Other molecules containing both active hydrogen atoms and donor

atoms (O, N, and F)

Alcohols, acids, phenols, primary and secondary amines, oximes,

nitro and nitrile compounds with α-hydrogen atoms, ammonia,

hydrazine, hydrogen fluoride, and hydrogen cyanide

III Molecules containing donor atoms but no active hydrogen atoms Ethers, ketones, aldehydes, esters, tertiary amines (including

pyridine type), and nitro and nitrile compounds without

α-hydrogen atoms

IV Molecules containing active hydrogen atoms but no donor atoms

that have two or three chlorine atoms on the same carbon as a

hydrogen or one chlorine on the carbon atom and one or more

chlorine atoms on adjacent carbon atoms

CHCl3, CH2Cl2, CH3CHCl2, CH2ClCH2Cl, CH2ClCHClCH2Cl,

and CH2ClCHCl2

V All other molecules having neither active hydrogen atoms nor

donor atoms

Hydrocarbons, carbon disulfide, sulfides, mercaptans, and

halohydrocarbons not in class IV

Table 2.7 Molecule Interactions Causing Deviations from Raoult’s Law

Type of Deviation Classes Effect on Hydrogen Bonding

Always negative III + IV H-bonds formed only

Quasi-ideal; always positive or ideal III + III No H-bonds involved

III + V

IV + IV

IV + V

V + V

Usually positive, but some negative I + I H-bonds broken and formed

I + II

I + III

II + II

II + III

Always positive I + IV H-bonds broken and formed, but dissociation

of Class I or II is a more important effect(frequently limited solubility)

II + IV

Always positive I + V H-bonds broken only

II + V
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Figure 2.4 Typical variations of

activity coefficients with composition in

binary liquid systems:

(a) ethanol (II)/n-heptane (V);
(b) acetone (III)/formamide (I);

(c) chloroform (IV)/methanol (II);

(d) acetone (III)/chloroform (IV);

(e) water (I)/n-butanol (II).

§2.7 GIBBS EXCESS FREE-ENERGY
(gE) MODELS

Predictions of liquid properties for highly nonideal solu-

tions are based on Gibbs excess free-energy models
for liquid-phase activity coefficients. From these models,

K-values and excess functions, such as volume of mixing and

enthalpy of mixing, can be estimated. The more recent and

most accurate models, Wilson, NRTL, and UNIQUAC, sum-

marized in Table 2.8, are based on the concept of local compo-

sition, introduced byWilson [20]. These models are in process

simulators and are widely used for mixtures containing

polar components. They require experimentally determined

binary interaction parameters. Fortunately, many of the

available parameters are automatically accessible in process

simulators.

The molar Gibbs free energy, g, is the sum of the molar free

energy of an ideal solution and an excess molar free energy gE

for nonideal effects. For a liquid,

g =
C∑

i=1
xigi + RT

C∑
i=1

xi ln xi + gE =
C∑

i=1
xi

(
gi + RT ln xi + ḡE

i

)
(2-60)

where g = h − Ts and excess molar free energy, gE, is the sum

of the partial excess molar free energies, ḡE
i that are related to
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Table 2.8 Empirical and Semitheoretical Equations for Correlating Liquid-Phase Activity Coefficients of Binary Pairs

Name Equation for Species 1 Equation for Species 2

(1) Wilson (two-constant) ln γ1 = − ln (x1 + Λ12x2)

+ x2

(
Λ12

x1 + Λ12x2
− Λ21

x2 + Λ21x1

) ln γ2 = − ln (x2 + Λ21x1)

− x1

(
Λ12

x1 + Λ12x2
− Λ21

x2 + Λ21x1

)

(2) NRTL (three-constant) ln γ1 =
x22τ21G2

21

(x1 + x2G21)2
+ x21τ12G12

(x2 + x1G12)2

Gij = exp (−αijτij)

ln γ2 =
x21τ12G2

12

(x2 + x1G12)2
+ x22τ21G21

(x1 + x2G21)2

Gij = exp (−αijτij)

(3) UNIQUAC (two-constant) ln γ1 = ln
ψ1

x1
+ Z

2
q1 ln

θ1
ψ1

+ ψ2

(
l1 −

r1
r2

l2

)
− q1 ln (θ1 + θ2T21)

+ θ2q1

(
T21

θ1 + θ2T21

− T12

θ2 + θ1T12

)

ln γ2 = ln
ψ2

x2
+ Z

2
q2 ln

θ2
ψ2

+ ψ1

(
l2 −

r2
r1

l1

)
− q2 ln (θ2 + θ1T12)

+ θ1q2

(
T12

θ2 + θ1T12

− T21

θ1 + θ2T21

)

the liquid-phase activity coefficients by

ḡE
i

RT
= ln γi =

[
∂
(
Ntg

E∕RT
)

∂Ni

]
P,T ,Nj

= gE

RT
−

∑
k

xk

[
∂
(
gE∕RT

)
∂xk

]
P,T ,xr

(2-61)

where j ≠ i, r ≠ k, k ≠ i, and r ≠ i.
The relationship between excess molar free energy and

excess molar enthalpy and entropy is

gE = hE − TsE =
C∑

i=1
xi

(
h̄E

i − Ts̄E
i

)
(2-62)

Activity-coefficient models use the K-value formulation
given by (2-27), K = γiLϕiL∕ϕ̄iV . For moderate pressures,
ϕiL is approximated by (2-30), which includes the Poynting
correction. At near ambient pressures, ϕiL = Ps

i∕P. The partial
fugacity coefficient, ϕ̄iV , is obtained from Eq. (4) in Table 2.5
using an EOS such as SRK or PR. At near-ambient pressures,
ϕ̄iV = 1 and (2-27) reduces to (2-29), the modified Raoult’s
law, K = γiL Ps

i∕P.

§2.7.1 The Local-Composition Concept
and the Wilson Model

Following its publication in 1964, the Wilson equation
[20], Eq. (1) in Table 2.8, received wide acceptance because
of its ability to fit strongly nonideal binary systems (e.g.,
alcohol-hydrocarbon) that do not undergo phase splitting.
Figure 2.5 shows the fit of the experimental data of Sinor
and Weber [21] by Cukor and Prausnitz [22] for ethanol
(1)–n-hexane (2). The binary interaction parameters for the
Wilson equation, Λ12 = 0.0952 and Λ21 = 0.2713 from Orye
and Prausnitz [23], fit the experimental data well, even in the
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γ

Figure 2.5 Activity coefficients for ethanol/n-hexane.
[Reprinted from [21] with permission of the American Chemical Society.]

dilute region where the variation of γ1 becomes exponential.

The once-popular van Laar model fails to do so. Correspond-

ing infinite-dilution activity coefficients computed from the

Wilson equation are γ∞1 = 21.72 and γ∞2 = 9.104.

The Wilson equation introduced the concept of local
compositions that differ from overall compositions. The

model accounts for differences in both molecular size and

intermolecular forces. Local volume fractions, Φ̄i, related

to local-molecule segregations caused by differing energies

of interaction between pairs of molecules, are used. This
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x21 =

x21 x11 = 1, as shown+
x12 x22 = 1+
x11 3/8

x21 5/8 

15 of type 2

Figure 2.6 The concept of local compositions.

[Reproduced from [22] with permission of the Institution of Chemical

Engineers.]

concept is illustrated for an overall equimolar binary solution
in Figure 2.6, from Cukor and Prausnitz [22]. About a central
molecule of type 1, the local mole fraction of type 2 molecules
is shown to be 5∕8, while the overall composition is 1∕2.

For local-volume fraction in a binary solution, Wilson
proposed

Φ̄i =
viLxi exp[−λii∕RT]

C∑
j=1

vjLxj exp[−λij∕RT]

(2-63)

where energies of interaction λij = λji, but λii ≠ λjj. Follow-
ing Orye and Prausnitz [23], binary interaction parameters are
defined by

Λ12 =
v2L

v1L
exp

[
−
(
λ12 − λ11

)
RT

]
(2-64)

Λ21 =
v1L

v2L
exp

[
−
(
λ12 − λ22

)
RT

]
(2-65)

Equations (2-64) and (2-65) lead to the excess free energy, pre-
dicted by the Wilson model for a binary system as:

gE

RT
= −x1 ln (x1 + Λ12x2) − x2 ln (x2 + Λ21x1) (2-66)

The expressions for the two activity coefficients of the binary
system (species 1 and 2) in Table 2.8 are obtained by substitu-
tion of (2-66) into (2-61).

The Wilson equation is effective for dilute compositions
where entropy effects dominate enthalpy effects. Values of
Λij < 1 correspond to positive deviations from Raoult’s law,
while values > 1 signify negative deviations. Ideal solutions
result whenΛij = 1. Studies indicate that λii and λij are temper-
ature dependent. Values of viL∕vjL also depend on temperature,
but the variation is small compared to the effect of tempera-
ture on the exponential terms in (2-64) and (2-65).

The Wilson equation is extended to multicomponent mix-
tures by neglecting ternary and higher interactions and assum-
ing a pseudo-binary mixture. The following multicomponent
Wilson equation involves only binary interaction parameters:

ln γk = 1 − ln

(
C∑

j=1
xjΛkj

)
−

C∑
i=1

⎛⎜⎜⎝
xiΛik

C∑
j=1

xjΛij

⎞⎟⎟⎠ (2-67)

where Λii = Λjj = Λkk = 1.

For highly nonideal, but still miscible, multicomponent

mixtures, the Wilson equation (2-67) is preferred over the

older Margules, van Laar, and regular-solution equations,

which are discussed in detail by Walas [11]. The constants in

the Wilson equation for many binary systems are tabulated

in the DECHEMA collection of Gmehling and Onken [24]

and in the Dortmund Data Bank (DDB) and are accessible in

process simulators. Two limitations of theWilson equation are

its inability to (1) predict immiscibility, as in Figure 2.4e, and

(2) predict maxima and minima in activity coefficient–mole

fraction relationships, as in Figure 2.4c.

When insufficient data are available to determine binary

parameters from a best fit of activity coefficients, infinite-

dilution or single-point values can be used. At infinite dilution,

the Wilson equation in Table 2.8 becomes

ln γ∞1 = 1 − ln Λ12 − Λ21 (2-68)

ln γ∞2 = 1 − ln Λ21 − Λ12 (2-69)

If temperatures corresponding to γ∞1 and γ∞2 are not close or

equal, (2-64) and (2-65) should be substituted into (2-68) and

(2-69), with values of (λ12 − λ11) and (λ12 − λ22) determined

from estimates of pure-component liquid molar volumes, to

estimate Λ12 and Λ21.

When the data of Sinor and Weber [21] for n-hexane/
ethanol, shown in Figure 2.5, are plotted as a y–x diagram in

ethanol (Figure 2.7), the equilibrium curve crosses the 45∘
line at y = x = 0.332. The temperature corresponding to this

composition is 58∘C. This is a minimum-boiling azeotrope

for this mixture at 1 atm. The azeotrope temperature is lower

than the normal boiling points of ethanol (78.33∘C) and

n-hexane (68.75∘C). Nevertheless, ethanol is more volatile

than n-hexane up to an ethanol mole fraction of x = 0.322,

the composition of the azeotrope. The azeotrope occurs

because of the close boiling points of the two species and the

high activity coefficients for ethanol at low concentrations.

At the azeotropic composition, yi = xi; therefore, Ki = 1.0

and a separation cannot be made by a single or multistage
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Figure 2.7 Equilibrium curve for n-hexane/ethanol.
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distillation. Applying the modified Raoult’s law, (2-29), to
both species,

γ1Ps
1 = γ2Ps

2 (2-70)

If pure species 2 is more volatile (Ps
2 > Ps

1 ), the criteria for
formation of a minimum-boiling azeotrope are

γ1 ≥ 1 (2-71)

γ2 ≥ 1 (2-72)

and
γ1
γ2

<
Ps
2

Ps
1

(2-73)

for x1 less than the azeotropic composition. These criteria
are most readily applied at x1 = 0. For example, for the
n-hexane (2)/ethanol (1) system at 1 atm when the liquid-
phase mole fraction of ethanol approaches zero, the tempera-
ture approaches 68.75∘C, the boiling point of pure n-hexane.At
this temperature, Ps

1 = 10 psia (68.9 kPa) and Ps
2 = 14.7 psia

(101.3 kPa). Also, from Figure 2.5, γ∞1 = 21.72 when
γ2 = 1.0. Thus, γ∞1 ∕γ2 = 21.72, but Ps

2∕Ps
1 = 1.47. Therefore,

a minimum-boiling azeotrope will occur.
Maximum-boiling azeotropes are less common. They

occur for close-boiling mixtures when negative deviations
from Raoult’s law arise, giving γi < 1.0. Criteria are derived
in a manner similar to that for minimum-boiling azeotropes.
At x1 = 1, where species 2 is more volatile,

γ1 = 1.0 (2-74)

γ∞
2
< 1.0 (2-75)

and
γ∞
2

γ1
<

Ps
1

Ps
2

(2-76)

For azeotropic binary systems, interaction parameters Λ12 and
Λ21 can be determined by solving Equation (1) of Table 2.8
at the azeotropic composition, as shown in the following
example.

EXAMPLE 2.4 Wilson Binary-Interaction Constants
from Azeotropic Data.

From measurements by Sinor and Weber [21] of the azeotropic con-

dition for the ethanol (E)/n-hexane (H) system at 1 atm (101.3 kPa,

14.696 psia), calculate the binary-interaction constants, Λ12 and Λ21

for the Wilson model.

Solution

The azeotrope occurs at xE = 0.332, xH = 0.668, and T =
58∘C (331.15 K). At 1 atm, Raoult’s law, (2-29) can be used to

approximate K-values. Thus, at azeotropic conditions, with Ki = 1

and γi = P∕Ps
i . The vapor pressures at 58

∘C are Ps
E = 6.26 psia and

Ps
H = 10.28 psia. Therefore,

γE = 14.696

6.26
= 2.348

γH = 14.696

10.28
= 1.430

Substituting these values together with the above corresponding val-

ues of xi into the binary form of the Wilson equation in Table 2.8

gives

ln 2.348 = − ln (0.332 + 0.668ΛEH)

+ 0.668

(
ΛEH

0.332 + 0.668ΛEH

− ΛHE

0.332ΛHE + 0.668

)
ln 1.430 = − ln (0.668 + 0.332ΛHE)

− 0.332

(
ΛEH

0.332 + 0.668ΛEH

− ΛHE

0.332ΛHE + 0.668

)
Solving these two simultaneous nonlinear equations with fsolve

of MATLAB gives ΛEH = 0.041 and ΛHE = 0.281. From these

constants, the activity-coefficient curves can be predicted if the

temperature variations of ΛEH and ΛHE are ignored. The results are

plotted in Figure 2.8. The fit of experimental data is good, except for

near-infinite-dilution conditions, where γ∞E = 49.82 and γ∞H = 9.28.

The former is considerably greater than the value of 21.72 obtained

by Orye and Prausnitz [36] from a fit of all data points. A comparison

of Figures 2.5 and 2.8 shows that widely differing γ∞E values have

little effect on γ in the region of xE = 0.15 to 1.00, where the Wilson

curves are almost identical to the data. For accuracy over the entire

composition range, data for at least three liquid compositions per

binary are preferred.

§2.7.2 The NRTL Model

The nonrandom, two-liquid (NRTL) equation devel-
oped by Renon and Prausnitz [25, 26], given for a binary
mixture in Table 2.8, is an extension of Wilson’s local
composition concept to multicomponent liquid–liquid, and
vapor–liquid–liquid systems. The NRTLmodel assumes that a
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Figure 2.8 Liquid-phase activity coefficients for ethanol/n-hexane
system.
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binary mixture is composed of cells of molecules 1 and 2, each
surrounded by assortments of the two molecules, with each of
those molecules surrounded in a similar manner. It is widely

used for liquid–liquid extraction calculations because unlike
the Wilson model, the NRTL model can predict phase split-
ting. The NRTL equation for the activity coefficient is derived
from the following model for the excess Gibbs free energy:

gE = RTx1x2

[
τ21G21(

x1 + x2G21

) + τ12G12

(x2 + x1G12)

]
(2-77)

where Gji = exp (−αjiτji), τij =
gij − gjj

RT
, and τji =

gji − gii

RT
The double-subscripted g values are energies of interaction

for molecule pairs. In the equations, Gji ≠ Gij, τij ≠ τji, Gii =
Gjj = 1, and τii = τjj = 0. Often, (gij − gjj) and other constants
are linear in temperature. For ideal solutions, τji = 0.

For multicomponent systems, only binary-pair parameters

from binary-pair experimental data are required, and the
NRTL expression for activity coefficients becomes

In γi =

C∑
j=1

τjiGji
xj

C∑
k=1

Gkixk

+
C∑

j=1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
xjGij

c∑
k=1

Gkjxk

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
τji −

C∑
k=1

xkτkjGkj

C∑
k=1

Gkjxk

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(2-78)

Accessible data banks in process simulators include fitted val-
ues for τ12 and τ21 binary interaction parameters, sometimes

as a function of temperature.
The third parameter, αji, characterizes the tendency of

species j and i to be distributed nonrandomly. When αji = 0,
local mole fractions equal overall solution mole fractions.

Generally, αji is independent of temperature and depends on
molecule properties similar to the classifications in Tables 2.6
and 2.7. Fitted values of αji usually lie between 0.2 and 0.47.
When αji > 0.426, phase splitting is predicted. Although αji
can be treated as an adjustable parameter determined from
experimental binary-pair data, commonly αji is set according
to the following rules, which are occasionally ambiguous:

1. αji = 0.20 for hydrocarbons and polar, nonassociated
species (e.g., n-heptane/acetone).

2. αji = 0.30 for nonpolar compounds (e.g., benzene/

n-heptane), except fluorocarbons and paraffins; non-
polar and polar, nonassociated species (e.g., benzene/
acetone); polar species that exhibit negative deviations
from Raoult’s law (e.g., acetone/chloroform) and mod-

erate positive deviations (e.g., ethanol/water); mixtures
of water and polar nonassociated species (e.g., water/
acetone).

3. αji = 0.40 for saturated hydrocarbons and homolog per-
fluorocarbons (e.g., n-hexane/perfluoro-n-hexane).

4. αji = 0.47 for alcohols or other strongly self-associated

species with nonpolar species (e.g., ethanol/benzene;
carbon tetrachloride with either acetonitrile or nitro-
methane; water with either butyl glycol or pyridine).

§2.7.3 The UNIQUAC Model

In an attempt to place calculations of activity coefficients

on a more theoretical basis, Abrams and Prausnitz [27] used

statistical mechanics to derive an expression for Gibbs excess

free energy. Their UNIQUAC (universal quasichemical)
model, generalizes an analysis by Guggenheim and extends

it to molecules that differ in size and shape. As in the Wilson

and NRTL models, local concentrations are used. However,

rather than local volume fractions or local mole fractions,

UNIQUAC uses local area fraction θi as the primary concen-

tration variable. As with the NRTL model, the UNIQUAC

model predicts phase splitting and is, therefore, applicable to

LLE and VLLE, as well as for VLE simulations.

The local area fraction is determined by representing a

molecule by a set of bonded segments. Each molecule is char-

acterized by two structural parameters determined relative to

a standard segment, taken as an equivalent sphere of a unit

of a linear, infinite-length, polymethylene molecule. The two

structural parameters are the relative number of segments

per molecule, r (volume parameter), and the relative surface

area, q (surface parameter). These parameters, computed from

bond angles and bond distances, are given for many species

by Abrams and Prausnitz [27,28] and Gmehling and Onken

[24]. Values can also be estimated by the group-contribution

method of Fredenslund et al. [29].

For a multicomponent liquid mixture, the UNIQUAC

model gives the Gibbs excess free energy as

gE

RT
=

C∑
i=1

xi ln

(
ψi

xi

)
+ Z

2

C∑
i=1

qixi ln

(
θi

ψi

)

−
C∑

i=1
qixi ln

(
C∑

j=1
θiTji

) (2-79)

The first two terms on the right-hand side account for

combinatorial effects due to differences in size and shape; the
last term provides a residual contribution due to differences

in intermolecular forces, where

ψi =
xiri

C∑
i=1

xiri

= segment fraction (2-80)

θ = xiqi
C∑

i=1
xiqi

= area fraction (2-81)

where Z = lattice coordination number set equal to 10, and

Tji = exp
(uji − uii

RT

)
(2-82)

Equation (2-79) contains two adjustable parameters for each

binary pair, (uji − uii) and (uij − ujj). Abrams and Prausnitz

show that uji = uij and Tii = Tjj = 1. In general, (uji − uii) and
(uij − ujj) are linear functions of absolute temperature.
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Table 2.9 Partial Molar Excess Functions

Excess volume:

(1)
(

v̄iL − v̄ID
iL

) ≡ v̄E
iL
= RT

(
∂ ln γiL

∂P

)
T ,x

Excess enthalpy:

(2)
(

h̄iL − h̄ID
iL

) ≡ h̄E
iL
= −RT2

(
∂ ln γiL

∂T

)
P,x

Excess entropy:

(3)
(

s̄
iL
− s̄ID

iL

) ≡ s̄E
iL
= −R

[
T

(
∂ ln γiL

∂T

)
P,x

+ ln γiL

]
ID = ideal mixture; E = excess because of nonideality.

If (2-61) is combined with (2-79), the activity coefficient

for a species in a multicomponent mixture becomes:

ln γi = ln γi
C + ln γi

R

= ln (ψi∕xi) + (Z∕2)qi ln (θi∕ψi) + li − (ψi∕xi)
C∑

j=1
xjlj

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
C, combinatorial

+ qi

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 − ln

(
C∑

j=1
θjTji

)
−

C∑
j=1

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
θjTij

c∑
k=1

θkTkj

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

R, residual

(2-83)

where

lj =
(

Z
2

)
(rj − aj) − (rj − 1) (2-84)

For a mixture of species 1 and 2, (2-83) reduces to Eq. (3) in

Table 2.8 for Z = 10.

§2.7.4 Excess Thermodynamic Functions

Values of the excess functions for molar volume, molar

enthalpy, and molar entropy are derived from the expressions

for the liquid-phase activity coefficient for the Wilson, NRTL,

and UNIQUAC equations using the expressions in Table 2.9.

These functions are built into process simulators.

§2.8 PREDICTIVE MODELS

The above Gibbs excess free-energy (gE) models require

binary interaction parameters determined from experimental

data. When EOS models are applied to slightly nonideal sys-

tems, they also perform best when experimentally determined

binary interaction parameters are included in the mixing

rules. When binary parameters are not available, laboratory

experiments can be performed to obtain them or the following

predictive thermodynamic models based on molecular group

contributions can be employed.

The lack of a sufficient number of binary interaction param-

eters for industrial applications is pointed out by Gmehling

et al. [1]. Assuming that N = 1,000 nonelectrolyte compounds

are of industrial interest, then the number of nonelectrolyte

binary systems is given by N (N-1)∕2 = 499,500. As of 2012,

the Dortmund Data Bank (DDB) included more than 64,500

VLE data sets for nonelectrolyte systems, but only for 10,300

binary pairs, corresponding to only 2% of the binary systems

of interest.

§2.8.1 The UNIFAC Model

In the 1960s, Wilson and Deal [30], and then Derr and

Deal [31], developed a predictive method for estimating

liquid-phase activity coefficients, called the analytical solu-

tion of groups (ASOG)method. It is based on functional group

contributions instead of molecular contributions and used the

formulation of the Wilson model. For example, in a solution

of toluene and acetone, the group contributions might be

5 aromatic CH groups, 1 aromatic C group, and 1 CH3

group from toluene; and 2 CH3 groups plus 1 CO carbonyl

group from acetone. Alternatively, larger groups could be

employed to give 5 aromatic CH groups and 1 CCH3 group

from toluene; and 1 CH3 group and 1 CH3CO group from

acetone. As larger functional groups are used, the accuracy

increases, but the advantage of the group-contribution method

decreases because more groups are required. In practice,

about 50 functional groups represent thousands of chemicals.

In 1975, concurrently with the development of the UNI-

QUAC method, Fredenslund, Jones, and Prausnitz [32] publi-

shed a more advanced group-contribution method called the

UNIFAC (UNIQUAC functional-group activity coefficients)

method. Its advantages were: (1) it is theoretically based;

(2) the parameters are essentially independent of temperature;

(3) predictions can be made over a temperature range of 275–

425 K and for pressures to a few atmospheres; and (4) exten-

sive comparisons with experimental data are available. All

components must be condensable at near-ambient conditions.

For partial molar Gibbs excess free energies, ḡE
i , and

corresponding activity coefficients, size parameters for each

functional group and interaction parameters for each pair of

groups are required for the UNIFAC method. Size param-

eters are calculated from theory. Interaction parameters are

back-calculated from experimental phase-equilibria data, and

used with the size parameters to predict properties of mixtures

for which data are unavailable.

The UNIFAC method is based on the UNIQUAC formula-

tion (2-83), wherein themolecular volume and area parameters

are replaced by

ri =
∑

k

v(i)k Rk (2-85)

qi =
∑

k

v(i)k Qk (2-86)
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where v(i)k is the number of functional groups of type k in

molecule i, and Rk and Qk are the volume and area parameters,

respectively, for the type-k functional group.

The residual term in (2-83), which is represented by ln γR
i ,

is replaced by the expression

ln γR
i =

∑
k

v(i)k (ln Γk − ln Γ(i)
k )

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
all functional groups in mixture

(2-87)

where Γk is the residual activity coefficient of group k, and Γ(i)
k

is the same quantity but in a reference mixture that contains

only molecules of type i. The latter quantity is required so that
γR

i → 1.0 as xi → 1.0. Both Γk and Γ(i)
k have the same form as

the residual term in (2-83). Thus,

ln Γk = Qk

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣1 − ln

(∑
m

θmTmk

)
−

∑
m

θmTmk∑
n

θnTnm

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (2-88)

where θm is the area fraction of group m, given by an equation

similar to (2-82),

θm = XmQm∑
n

XnQm

(2-89)

where Xm is the mole fraction of group m in the solution,

Xm =

∑
j

v(j)m xj∑
j

∑
n

(v(j)n xj)
(2-90)

and Tmk is a group interaction parameter given by an equation

similar to (2-82),

Tmk = exp
(
−amk

T

)
(2-91)

where amk ≠ akm. When m = k, then amk = 0 and Tmk = 1.0.

For Γ(i)
k , (2-88) also applies, where θ terms correspond to the

pure component i. Although Rk and Qk differ for each func-

tional group, values of amk are equal for all subgroups within

a main group. For example, main group CH2 consists of sub-

groups CH3, CH2, CH, and C. Accordingly,

aCH3,CHO
= aCH2,CHO

= aCH,CHO = aC,CHO

Thus, the experimental data required to obtain values of amk
and amk and the size of the corresponding bank of data for these

parameters are not as great as might be expected.

Since the publication of the UNIFAC method, a number of

updates have been published that add group parameters and

interaction parameters for binary group pairs. Unfortunately,

it has been found that two sets of parameters were needed,

one based on VLE data and the other on LLE data, with the

temperature range of application of the latter reduced from

280–420 down to 280–310 K. A major improvement of the

UNIFAC model was published in 1993 by Gmehling et al.

[51], referred to as modified UNIFAC (Dortmund). The com-

binatorial part of (2-83) was modified for mixtures having a

range of molecular sizes. For temperature dependence, (2-91)

was replaced with a three-coefficient equation. These changes

permit reliable predictions of activity coefficients (including

dilute solutions and multiple liquid phases), heats of mixing,

and azeotropic compositions, with one set of parameters. In

2013, modified UNIFAC (Dortmund) parameters were avail-

able for 1,530 binary functional group pairs. These parameters

are available to users of most of the process simulators. They

can be used within a temperature range of 290 to 420 K.

Despite the many favorable aspects of the modified UNI-

FAC (Dortmund) model, it has some weaknesses, as described

by Gmehling et al. [1]: (1) it cannot differentiate between

isomers; (2) it cannot make reliable predictions for large

molecules with many different functional groups; and (3)

poor results are obtained for the solubilities of some hydro-

carbons in water.

§2.8.2 The Predictive Soave–Redlich–Kwong
(PSRK) Model

EOS models are mainly useful for mixtures of nonpolar

and slightly polar components, such as hydrocarbons and

light gases. Gibbs excess free-energy models are suitable for

mixtures of subcritical nonpolar and polar organic compo-

nents. When a mixture contains both polar compounds and

supercritical gases, neither method gives satisfactory results.

To describe VLE for such mixtures, more theoretically based

mixing rules for use with the SRK and PR equations of state

have been developed. To broaden the range of applications

of these models, Holderbaum and Gmehling [33] formulated

a group-contribution equation of state called the predictive

Soave–Redlich–Kwong (PSRK) model, which combines the

SRK EOS with the UNIFAC model. To improve the abil-

ity of the SRK equation to predict vapor pressure of polar

compounds, they make the pure-component parameter, a, in
Table 2.4 temperature dependent. To handle mixtures of non-

polar, polar, and supercritical components, they use a mixing

rule for a that includes the UNIFAC model for non-ideal

effects:

a
bRT

=
∑

i

xi
aii

biRT
− 1

0.64663

(
gE

RT
+

∑
i

xi
b
bi

)
(2-92)

where

b =
∑

i

xibi (2-93)

Pure-component and group-interaction parameters for use

in the PSRK model are provided by Fischer and Gmehling

[34]. In particular, [33] and [34] provide parameters for nine

light gases in addition to UNIFAC parameters for 50 groups.

The PSRK model can be used up to high temperatures and

pressures, but it loses accuracy close to the critical point. The

method is available in most process simulators.
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§2.8.3 Predictive Peng–Robinson UNIFAC Models

The Peng-Robinson EOS has also been successfully extended
to handle mixtures of polar components and light supercrit-
ical gases by incorporating the UNIFAC model into mixing
rules for the a and b parameters shown in Table 2.4 for the
PR model. The result is better estimates of liquid density,
heat of mixing, and liquid-phase activity coefficients at
infinite dilution. Most popular are the extensions to the PR
method that use the mixing rules of Huron and Vidal [35] or
those of Wong and Sandler [36], and the Volume-Translated
Peng–Robinson (VTPR) model developed by Ahlers and
Gmehling [37]. Schmid, Schedemann, and Gmehling [38]
increased the number of VTPR group parameters to 252 and
suggested that process simulators add the VTPR model to
their physical-properties libraries.

§2.9 ELECTROLYTE SOLUTION MODELS

Electrolyte solutions are common in the petroleum, chemical,
and biochemical industries. For example, sour water, found in
many petroleum plants, consists of water and five dissolved
gases: CO, CO2, CH4, H2S, and NH3. Because of dissocia-
tion, the aqueous solution includes ionic as well as molecular
species. For sour water, the ionic species include H+, OH−,
HCO3

−, CO3
=, HS−, S=, NH4

+, and NH2COO
−, with the

positive and negative ions subject to electron neutrality. For
example, while the apparent concentration of NH3 in the solu-
tion might be 2.46 moles per kg of water, the molality is 0.97
when dissociation is taken into account, with NH4

+ having
a molality of 1.49. All eight ionic species are nonvolatile,
while all six molecular species are volatile to some extent.
Calculations of vapor–liquid equilibrium for multicomponent
electrolyte solutions must consider both chemical and phys-
ical equilibrium, both of which involve liquid-phase activity
coefficients.

Models are available for predicting activity coefficients in
multicomponent systems of electrolytes. Of particular note are
those of Pitzer [39] and Chen et al. [40, 41, 42], both of which
are included in process simulation programs. Both models can
handle dilute to concentrated solutions, but only the model of
Chen et al., referred to as the electrolyte NRTLmodel, which
is a substantial modification of the NRTL model, can handle
mixed-solvent systems.

§2.10 POLYMER SOLUTION MODELS

Polymer processing involves solutions of solvent, monomer,
and soluble polymer, thus requiring vapor–liquid and, some-
times, liquid–liquid phase-equilibria calculations, for which
activity coefficients of all components are needed. Usually,
the polymer is nonvolatile, but the solvent and monomer
are volatile. When the solution is dilute in the polymer,
activity-coefficient methods of §2.7, such as the NRTL
method, are suitable. Of more interest are mixtures with
appreciable concentrations of polymer, for which the methods
of §2.5 and §2.7 are inadequate. So special-purpose mod-
els have been developed. One method, available in process

simulation programs, is the modified NRTL model of Chen

[43], which combines a modification of the Flory–Huggins

equation for widely differing molecular sizes with the NRTL

concept of local composition. Because Chen represents the

polymer with segments, solvent–solvent, solvent–segment,

and segment–segment binary interaction parameters are

required. These are available from the literature and may be

assumed to be independent of temperature, polymer chain

length, and polymer concentration.

§2.11 K-VALUE METHODS IN PROCESS
SIMULATORS

Process simulators include data banks of numerous methods

for estimating K-values. Table 2.10 is a list of many of the

available methods in Aspen Plus, CHEMCAD, and ChemSep.

Themethods are grouped under three classifications: hydrocar-

bon systems, chemical systems, and special types of systems.

The most widely selected methods in practice are prefixed

with an asterisk. Some of those methods, for example, SRK

and UNIFAC, have multiple versions. Process simulators also

permit user-specified activity coefficients and K-values in the

form of tables or equations. Currently the most extensive set of

K-valuemethods is found inAspenPlus. For those usingAspen

Plus, Sandler [49] presents a step-by-step guide for obtaining

thermodynamic properties for VLE, LLE, and VLLE using

that process simulator. Four of the chapters cover regression

of phase equilibria data to obtain necessary constants.

Table 2.10 K-Value Methods in Process Simulators

Method Aspen Plus CHEMCAD ChemSep

Hydrocarbon Systems:
BWR x x

CSGS x x x

Lee–Kesler–Plöcker x

*PR x x x

*SRK x x x

Chemical Systems:
Margules x x x

*NRTL x x x

PSRK x x x

Regular solutions x x x

*UNIFAC x x x

*UNIQUAC x x x

*Vapor pressure x x x

van Laar x x x

*Wilson x x x

Special Systems:
Amines x x

*Electrolyte NRTL x x

Flory–Huggins x x

*Henry’s law x x

Pitzer electrolyte x x

Polymers x x

Sour water x x
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§2.11.1 Selecting an Appropriate Model

Design or analysis of a separation process requires a suit-
able thermodynamic model. Detailed recommendations for
selecting appropriate physical-property methods are given by
Carlson [44] for users of Aspen Plus. This section presents an
abbreviated selection procedure for any process simulator.

The procedure includes a few thermodynamic models not
covered in depth in this chapter, but for which a literature
reference is given. The procedure begins by characterizing
the mixture by chemical type: light gases (LG), hydrocarbons
(HC), polar organic compounds (PC), and aqueous solutions
(AS), with or without electrolytes (E).

If the mixture is (AS) with no (PC), and if electrolytes
are present, select the Pitzer or electrolyte NRTL method.
Otherwise, select a special model, such as one for sour water
(containing NH3, H2S, CO2, etc.) or aqueous amine solutions.

If the mixture contains (HC), with or without (LG), for a
wide boiling range, choose the corresponding-states method
of Lee–Kesler–Plöcker [12,13]. If the HC boiling range is
not wide, selection depends on the pressure and temperature.
The Peng–Robinson equation is suitable for all temperatures
and pressures. For all pressures and non-cryogenic temper-
atures, the Soave–Redlich–Kwong equation is applicable.
For all temperatures, but not pressures in the critical region,
the Benedict–Webb–Rubin–Starling [10, 45, 46] method is
viable. For mixtures of environmentally safe refrigerants, use
the Lee–Kesler–Plöcker [12,13] method.

If the mixture contains (PC), selection depends on whether
(LG) are present. If they are, the VTPR, PSRK, or one of
the other PR-UNIFAC methods is recommended. If not, then
a Gibbs excess free-energy model should be chosen. If the
binary interaction parameters are available and splitting into
two liquid phases does not occur, select the Wilson or NRTL
equation. Otherwise, if phase splitting is probable, select
the NRTL or UNIQUAC equation. If the binary interaction
coefficients are not available, select the modified UNIFAC
(Dortmann) method.

All process simulators have expert systems that help users
chose what the program designers believe to be the optimal
thermodynamic package for the chemical species and condi-
tions involved. However, since temperature, composition, and
pressure in the various processing units vary, care must be
taken in using any expert system.

§2.12 EXERGY AND SECOND-LAW ANALYSIS

Industrial separation operations utilize large quantities of
energy in the form of heat and/or shaft work. The distillation
of crude oil into its fractions is very energy-intensive, requiring
as much as 40% of the total energy used in a petroleum refin-
ery. Thus, it is important to know the energy consumption in
a separation process, and to what degree energy requirements
might be reduced.

Consider the continuous, steady-state, flow system for a
general separation process in Figure 2.9. The process may

Streams in
n, zi, T, P, h, s, b, υ

(surroundings)
T0

Qin, Ts Qout,

(Ws)in

⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅

⋅⋅⋅ ⋅⋅⋅

⋅⋅⋅ ⋅⋅⋅

(Ws)out

Ts

Streams out
n, zi, T, P, h, s, b, υ

Separation
process
(system)

Shaft work in and out

Heat transfer in and out

ΔSirr, LW

⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅

Figure 2.9 General separation system.

include one or more separation operations of the type intro-
duced in Chapter 1. One or more feed streams flowing into the
system are separated into two or more product streams. Each
stream is characterized by molar flow rates n, component mole
fractions zi, temperature T , pressure P, molar enthalpies h,
molar entropies s, and molar volumes v. If chemical reactions
occur, enthalpies and entropies are best referred to the ele-
ments, as discussed by Felder and Rousseau [47]; otherwise
they can be referred to the compounds. Flows of heat in or
out are denoted by Q, and shaft work crossing the system
boundary of the system is denoted by Ws.

At steady state, if kinetic, potential, and surface energy
changes are neglected, the first law of thermodynamics (con-
servation of energy) states that the sum of energy flows into the
system equals the sum of the energy flows leaving the system.
The energy balance is given by Eq. (1) in Table 2.1, where
all flow-rate, heat-transfer, and shaft-work terms are positive.
Molar enthalpies may be positive or negative, depending on
the reference state.

The first law of thermodynamics provides no information
on energy efficiency, but the second law of thermodynamics,
given by Equation (2) in Table 2.11, does. In the entropy bal-
ance, the heat sources and sinks in Figure 2.9 are at absolute
temperatures, Ts. For example, if condensing steam at 150∘C
supplies heat, Q, to the reboiler of a distillation column, then
Ts = 150 + 273 = 423 K. Unlike the energy balance, which
states that energy is conserved, the entropy balance predicts the
production of entropy, ΔSirr, which is the irreversible increase
in the entropy of the universe. This term, which must be pos-
itive, is a measure of the thermodynamic inefficiency. In the
limit, as a reversible process is approached,ΔSirr tends to zero.
Unfortunately, ΔSirr is difficult to relate to energy lost because
of inefficiency because it does not have the units of energy/unit
time (power).

A more useful measure of process inefficiency is lost
work, LW, also referred to as loss of exergy or availability.
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Table 2.11 Universal Thermodynamic Laws for a Continuous,

Steady-State, Flow System

Energy balance:

(1)
∑
out of
system

(nh + Q + Ws) −
∑
in to
system

(nh + Q + Ws) = 0

Entropy balance:

(2)
∑
out of
system

(
ns + Q

Ts

)
−

∑
in to
system

(
ns + Q

Ts

)
= ΔSirr

Exergy (availability) balance:

(3)
∑
in to
system

[
nb + Q

(
1 − T0

Ts

)
+ Ws

]

−
∑
out of
system

[
nb + Q

(
1 − T0

Ts

)
+ Ws

]
= LW

where b = h – T0s = exergy (availability) of a stream

Minimum work of separation:

(4) Wmin =
∑

out of
system

nb −
∑
in to
system

nb

Second-law efficiency:

(5) η = Wmin

LW + Wmin

, where LW = T0 ΔSirr = lost work

It is derived by combining Equations (1) and (2) to obtain

a combined statement of the first and second laws, given as

(3) in Table 2.11. To perform this derivation, it is necessary

to define an infinite source or sink available for heat transfer

at absolute temperature, T0, of the surroundings. This tem-

perature, typically about 300 K, represents the largest source

of coolant (heat sink) available. This could be the average

temperature of cooling water in a plant, air, or a nearby river,

lake, or ocean. Heat transfer associated with this coolant and

transferred from (or to) the process is Q0. Thus, in both (1) and

(2) in Table 2.11, the Q and Q ∕Ts terms include contributions

from Q0 and Q0∕T0.

In the derivation of Equation (3), as shown by deNevers and

Seader [47], any terms in Q0 are eliminated. The resulting bal-

ance is referred to as an exergy (or availability) balance, where

the word, exergy, was coined in 1956 by Zoran Rant from

the Greek ex ergon meaning “from work.” The synonymous

word, “availability” means “available for complete conversion

to shaft work.” The availability of a stream, b, is a derived

thermodynamic property like h and s, defined by

b = h − T0s (2-94)

It is a measure of the maximum amount of energy that can
be converted into shaft work if the stream is taken to the
reference state. It is similar to Gibbs free energy, g = h – Ts,
but differs in that the infinite source or sink temperature, T0,
replaces the temperature, T of the pure component or mix-
ture. In (3) of Table 2.11, terms that contain Q are modified
to reflect the availability of shaft work from heat. They are
multiplied by (1 − T0∕TS), which, as shown in Figure 2.10,
is the reversible Carnot heat-engine cycle efficiency, repre-
senting the maximum amount of shaft work producible from
Q at Ts, where the residual amount of energy (Q − Ws) is
transferred as heat to a sink at T0. Shaft work, Ws, has no
modifier and is completely available and remains at its full
value in (3). It is important to note that in (1) in Table 2.11,
energy is never destroyed in a process, and Q and Ws have
the same energy value. In the exergy (availability) balance in
(3), exergy (availability) is always destroyed in a real process
involving a temperature change and heat transfer has less
value in (3). Shaft work can be converted completely to heat,
but heat cannot be converted completely to shaft work.

The total availability (i.e., ability to produce shaft work)
entering a system is always greater than the total availability
leaving the system. For that reason, (3) in Table 2.11 is written
with the “in to system” terms first. The difference is the lost
work, LW, also called the loss of availability or exergy. It can
be calculated in either of two ways: (1) from the exergy bal-
ance in Table 2.11, or (2) from the irreversible increase in the
entropy of the universe:

LW = T0ΔSirr (2-95)

Lost work is always positive. The greater its value, for a
given process, the greater the energy inefficiency. In the lower
limit, for a reversible process, it is zero. The lost work has
units of energy, thus making it easy to attach significance
to its numerical value. Its magnitude depends on process

First law:

Qin = Ws + Qout

Second law:

Combined first and
second laws (to
eliminate Qout): 

Ws = [1 – (T0 /Ts)] Q in

Qin

Ts

Qout

T0
=

T = T0

Q = Qout

T = Ts
Q = Qin

Ws

Reversible
heat

engine

(ΔSirr = 0)

Figure 2.10 Carnot heat-engine cycle for converting heat to

shaft work.
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Figure 2.11 Distillation of propylene-propane.

irreversibilities, which include fluid friction, heat transfer due
to finite temperature-driving forces, mass transfer due to finite
concentration or activity driving forces, chemical reactions
proceeding at finite displacements from chemical equilibrium,
mixing streams of differing temperature, pressure, and/or com-
position, etc. To reduce lost work, driving forces for momen-
tum, heat, and mass transfer; and chemical reaction must be
reduced. However, economic limits to reduction exist because,
as driving forces decrease, equipment sizes increase, tending
to infinity as driving forces approach zero.

For a separation without chemical reaction, the availabil-
ity of streams leaving the process is usually greater than that
for streams entering the process. In the limit for a reversible
process (LW = 0), and (3) of Table 2.11 reduces to (4), where
Wmin is the minimum shaft work for conducting the separa-
tion. It is equivalent to the difference in the heat-transfer and
shaft-work terms in (3). This minimum work of separation
is a property independent of the nature (or path) of the separa-
tion process. The actual work of separation for an irreversible
process is greater than the minimum value from (4).

Equation (3) of Table 2.11 shows that as a process becomes
more irreversible, and thusmore energy inefficient, the increas-
ing LW causes the actual work of separation to increase. Thus,
the actual work of separation for an irreversible process is the
sum of the lost work and the minimumwork of separation. The
second-law energy efficiency, therefore, is defined by (5) in
Table 2.11.

EXAMPLE 2.5 Second-Law Efficiency of a Distillation
Operation.

For the distillation of propylene–propane shown in Figure 2.11,

use the following results from a process simulator to calculate:

(a) condenser duty, QC; (b) reboiler duty, QR; (c) irreversible entropy

production, assuming 303 K for T0, the condenser cooling-water

sink, and 378 K for Ts, the reboiler steam source; (d) lost work;

(e) minimum work of separation; and (f) second-law efficiency.

Stream

Phase

Condition

Enthalpy (h),
kJ/kmol

Entropy (s),
kJ/kmol-K

Exergy (b)
kJ/kmol

Feed (F) Liquid 13,338 −4.1683 14,601

Overhead Vapor

(OV)

Vapor 24,400 24.2609 17,049

Distillate (D) and

Reflux (R)

Liquid 12,243 −13.8068 16,426

Bottoms (B) Liquid 14,687 −2.3886 15,411

Solution

Let QC and QR cross the system boundary. That is, the cooling water

for the condenser and the steam for the reboiler are outside of the

system. The following calculations are made using the stream flow

rates in Figure 2.11 and the above thermodynamic properties.
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(a) From an energy balance, (1) in Table 2.11, noting that the

overhead-vapor molar flow rate is given by nOV = nR + nD

and hR = hD, the condenser duty is

QC = nOV (hOV − hR)
= (2,293 + 159.2)(24,400 − 12,243)
= 29,811,000 kJ∕h

(b) An energy balance around the reboiler cannot be made because

data are not given for the boilup rate. From (1), Table 2.11, an

energy balance around the entire system is used instead:

QR = nDhD + nBhB + QC − nFhF

= 159.2(12,243) + 113(14,687)
+ 29,811,000 − 272.2(13,338)

= 29,789,000 kJ∕h

(c) Compute the production of entropy from an entropy balance

around the entire system using (2) from Table 2.11:

ΔSirr = nDsD + nBsB + QC∕T0 − nFsF − QR∕Ts

= 159.2(−13.8068) + 113(−2.3886)
+ 29,811,000∕303 − 272.2(−4.1683)

= 18,246 kJ∕h-K

(d) Compute lost work from its definition at the bottom of Table 2.11:

LW = T0ΔSirr

= 303(18,246) = 5,529,000 kJ∕h

Alternatively, compute lost work from an exergy balance around

the system. From (3), Table 2.11:

LW = nFbF + QR(1 − T0∕TR)
− nDbD − nBbB − QC(1 − T0∕TC)

= 272.2(14,601) + 29,789,000(1 − 303∕378)
− 159.2(16,426) − 113(15,411)
− 29,811,000(1 − 303∕303)

= 5,529,000 kJ∕h (same result)
(e) Compute the minimum work of separation for the entire system.

From (4), Table 2.11,

Wmin = nDbD + nBbB − nFbF

= 159.2(16,426) + 113(15,411) − 272.2(14,601)
= 382,100 kJ∕h

(f) Compute the second-law efficiency for the entire distillation sys-

tem. From (5), Table 2.11,

η = Wmin

LW + Wmin

= 382,100

5,529,000 + 382,100

= 0.0646 or 6.46%

The lost work is much larger than the minimum work. The low

second-law efficiency is typical of a difficult distillation separation,

which in this case requires 150 theoretical stages with a reflux ratio

of almost 15 times the distillate rate.

CHAPTER 2 NOMENCLATURE

Latin Symbols

a activity, Table 2.1

b molar availability, exergy, Table 2.11

f pure component fugacity, Table 2.1

f o pure component fugacity in the standard state, (2-14)

f̄ partial fugacity, Table 2.1

G Gibbs free energy, (2-1)

gE Gibbs excess free energy, (2-60)

H Henry’s law coefficient, (2-31)

h molar enthalpy, Table 2.11

kij binary interaction coefficient, (2-54)

s molar entropy, Table 2.11

Z compressibility factor, Section 2.5

Greek Symbols

γ activity coefficient, Table 2.1

μ chemical potential (partial molar Gibbs free energy),

Table 2.1

ϕ fugacity coefficient, Table 2.1

ϕ̄ partial fugacity coefficient, Table 2.1

ω acentric factor, (2-48)

Subscripts

c critical condition

D distribution ratio, partition coefficient, liquid-liquid

equilibrium ratio

iG component i as a gas

iL component i as a liquid

irr irreversible

min minimum

o reference state

r reduced condition

iS component i as a solid

0 infinite source or sink

Superscripts

E excess, Section 2.7

iL component i as a liquid

iV component i as a vapor

p phase

partial molar

vap vaporization
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SUMMARY

1. Phase equilibrium is expressed in terms of vapor–liquid and

liquid–liquid K-values, which are formulated in terms of

fugacity coefficients and activity coefficients.

2. For separation systems involving an ideal-gas and an

ideal-liquid solution, thermodynamic properties can be

estimated from the ideal-gas law, a vapor heat-capacity

equation, a vapor-pressure equation, and an equation for

the liquid density.

3. Use of graphical representations of thermodynamic prop-

erties have declined because of widespread use of process

simulators that can quickly estimate needed thermo-

dynamic properties from complex and more accurate

formulations.

4. For non-ideal mixtures containing light gases and hydro-

carbons, P-v-T equation-of-state (EOS) models such as

SRK, PR, and LKP are used to estimate density, enthalpy,

entropy, fugacity, and K-values.

5. For non-ideal liquid solutions of nonpolar and/or polar

components, Gibbs excess free-energy (gE) models, such

as Wilson, NRTL, and UNIQUAC, are used to estimate

activity coefficients, volume and enthalpy of mixing,

excess entropy of mixing, and K-values when binary inter-
action parameters derived from experimental phase equili-

brium data are available. The Wilson equation is not

valid for liquid–liquid equilibrium, but the NRTL and

UNIQUAC equations are.

6. Predictive models, such as the UNIFAC model based on

group contributions and models that combine an EOS with

a gE model, are used when binary interaction parameters

are not available.

7. Special models are available for electrolyte solutions and

polymer solutions.

8. Separation processes are energy-intensive. Energy require-

ments are determined by applying the first law of thermody-

namics. Estimates of irreversibility and minimum energy

needs use the second law of thermodynamics with an en-

tropy or exergy (availability) balance.
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STUDY QUESTIONS

2.1. Why is fugacity used in place of chemical potential to deter-

mine phase equilibria? Who invented fugacity?

2.2. How is the K-value for vapor–liquid equilibria defined?
2.3. How is the distribution coefficient for a liquid–liquid mixture

defined?

2.4. Define relative volatility and relative selectivity.

2.5. What are the three types of models used to estimate thermody-

namic properties?

2.6. State the limitation of the Redlich–Kwong equation of state.

How did Soave modify it to overcome the limitation?

2.7. Name the four most widely used methods for estimating

liquid-phase activity coefficients.

2.8. What very important concept did Wilson introduce in 1964?

2.9. What advantage does the NRTL equation have over the Wilson

equation?

2.10. What is a minimum-boiling azeotrope? What is a maximum-

boiling azeotrope? Which type is by far the most common?

2.11. Whymust electrolyte-solution activity-coefficient models con-

sider both chemical and physical equilibrium?

2.12. In an energy balance, what are the two most common refer-

ences (datums) used for enthalpy and entropy? Does one have

an advantage over the other?

2.13. In what way does availability differ from Gibbs free energy?

EXERCISES

Section 2.1

2.1. Expressions for computing K-values.
Which of the following K-value expressions are rigorous? For the

nonrigorous expressions, cite the assumptions.

(a) Ki = ϕ̄iL∕ϕ̄iV

(b) Ki = ϕiL∕ϕiV

(c) Ki = ϕiL

(d) Ki = γiLϕiL∕ϕ̄iV

(e) Ki = PS
i ∕P

(f) Ki = γiLϕiL∕γiVϕiV

(g) Ki = γiLPs
i∕P

2.2. Comparison of experimental K-values to Raoult’s law
predictions.

Experimental measurements of Vaughan and Collins [Ind. Eng.
Chem., 34, 885 (1942)] for the propane–isopentane system, at

167∘F and 147 psia, show a propane liquid-phase mole fraction of

0.2900 in equilibrium with a vapor-phase mole fraction of 0.6650.

Calculate:

(a) The K-values for C3 and iC5 from the experimental data.

(b) The K-values of C3 and iC5 from Raoult’s law, assuming vapor

pressures at 167∘F of 409.6 and 58.6 psia, respectively.

Compare the results of (a) and (b). Assuming the experimental

values are correct, how could better estimates of the K-values
be achieved? To respond to this question, compare the rigorous

Ki = γiLϕiL∕ϕ̄iV to the Raoult’s law expression Ki = Ps
i∕P.

2.3. Distribution coefficients from L/L data.
Mutual solubility data for the isooctane (1) furfural (2) system at

25∘C [Chem. Eng. Sci., 6, 116 (1957)] are:

Liquid Phase I Liquid Phase II

x1 0.0431 0.9461

Compute:

(a) The distribution (partition) coefficients for isooctane and furfural

(b) The selectivity for isooctane relative to that of furfural

(c) The activity coefficient of isooctane in phase 1 and an activity

coefficient of furfural in phase 2, assuming γ(I)2 and γ(II)1 = 1.0

2.4. Activity coefficients of solids dissolved in solvents.
In refineries, alkylbenzene and alkylnaphthalene streams result

from catalytic cracking operations. They can be hydrodealkylated to

yield valuable products such as benzene and naphthalene. At 25∘C,
solid naphthalene (normal melting point = 80.3∘C) has the following
solubilities in liquid solvents including benzene [Naphthalene, API
Publication 707, Washington, DC (Oct. 1978)]:

Solvent Mole Fraction of Naphthalene

Benzene 0.2946

Cyclohexane 0.1487

Carbon tetrachloride 0.2591

n-hexane 0.1168

Water 0.18 × 10−5
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For each solvent, compute the activity coefficient of naphthalene

in the solvent phase using the following equations (with T in K) for

the vapor pressure in torr of solid and liquid naphthalene:

In Ps
solid = 26.0708 − 8,712∕T

In Ps
liquid = 16.1426 − 3992.01∕(T − 71.29)

Section 2.2

2.5. Relative volatility from Raoult’s law.
The separation of isopentane from n-pentane by distillation is

commonly practiced in industry. However, the separation is difficult

(approximately 100 trays are required). Using the extended Antoine

vapor pressure equation, (2-42), with Raoult’s law, calculate relative

volatilities for the isopentane/n-pentane system and compare the

values on a plot with the following experimental values [J. Chem.
Eng. Data, 8, 504 (1963)]:

Temperature, ∘F αiC5 ,nC5

125 1.26

150 1.23

175 1.21

200 1.18

225 1.16

250 1.14

What do you conclude about the applicability of Raoult’s law in this

temperature range for this binary system? Vapor pressure constants

for (2-42) with vapor pressure in kPa and T in K are

Constants in (2-42) iC5 nC5

k1 13.6106 13.9778

k2 −2,345.09 −2,554.60
k3 −40.2128 −36.2529
k4, k5, k6 0 0

2.6. Calculation of condenser duty.
Conditions at the top of a vacuum distillation column for the

separation of ethylbenzene from styrene are given below, where

the overhead vapor is condensed in an air-cooled condenser to give

sub-cooled reflux and distillate. Use a process simulator to estimate

the heat-transfer rate (duty) for the condenser in kJ∕h, assuming

an ideal gas and ideal-gas and liquid solutions. Are these valid

assumptions?

Overhead Vapor Reflux Distillate

Phase condition Saturated vapor Liquid Liquid

Temperature — 5∘C subcooled 5∘C subcooled

Pressure, kPa 6.69 6.40 6.40

Component flow

rates, kg/h:

Ethylbenzene 77,500 66,960 10,540

Styrene 2,500 2,160 340

2.7. Liquid density of a mixture.
Conditions for the bottoms at 229∘F and 282 psia from a

depropanizer distillation unit in a refinery are given below, including

the pure-component liquid densities. Assuming an ideal-liquid solu-

tion (volume of mixing = 0), compute the liquid density in lb∕ft3,

lb∕gal, lb∕bbl (42 gal), and kg∕m3. Compare your results to the

density obtained with a process simulator.

Component Flow Rate, lbmol/h Liquid Density, g/cm3

Propane 2.2 0.20

Isobutane 171.1 0.40

n-butane 226.6 0.43

Isopentane 28.1 0.515

n-pentane 17.5 0.525

Section 2.3

2.8. Phase condition of a mixture.
Toluene is hydrodealkylated to benzene, with a conversion per

pass through the reactor of 70%. The toluene must be recovered and

recycled. The conditions for the feed to a commercial distillation

unit are 100∘F, 20 psia, 415 lbmol∕h of benzene, and 131 lbmol∕h
of toluene. Use Figure 2.1 to determine, if possible, the phase con-

dition of the feed (i.e. superheated vapor, saturated vapor, vapor and

liquid phases, saturated liquid, or subcooled liquid).

Section 2.5

2.9. Volumetric flow rates for an adsorber.
Sub-quality natural gas contains an intolerable amount of N2

impurity. Separation processes that can be used to remove N2 include

cryogenic distillation, membrane separation, and pressure-swing

adsorption. For the last-named process, a set of typical feed and

product conditions is given below. Assume 90% removal of N2 and a

97% methane natural-gas product. Using the RK EOS with a process

simulator, compute the flow rate in thousands of actual ft3∕h for each
of the three streams. Stream conditions are:

Feed (Subquality

Natural Gas)

Product

(Natural Gas) Waste Gas

Flow Rate, lbmol/h:

Nitrogen 174

Methane 704

Temperature, ∘F 70 100 70

Pressure, psia 800 790 280

2.10. K-values from the PR and SRK equations.
Use a process simulation program to estimate the K-values, using

the PR and SRK equations of state, of an equimolar mixture of the

following two butane isomers and four butene isomers at 220∘F and

276.5 psia. Compare the computed values with the following experi-

mental results [J. Chem. Eng. Data, 7, 331 (1962)]:

Component K-value

Isobutane 1.067

Isobutene 1.024

n-butane 0.922

1-butene 1.024

trans-2-butene 0.952

cis-2-butene 0.876

2.11. Cooling and partial condensation of a reactor effluent.
The disproportionation of toluene to benzene and xylenes is car-

ried out in a catalytic reactor at 500 psia and 950∘F. The reactor efflu-
ent is cooled in a series of heat exchangers for heat recovery until a
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temperature of 235∘F is reached at a pressure of 490 psia. The effluent

is then further cooled and partially condensed by the transfer of heat

to cooling water in a final heat exchanger. The resulting two-phase

equilibrium mixture at 100∘F and 485 psia is then separated in a flash

drum. For the reactor-effluent composition given below, use a process

simulation program with the SRK and PR equations of state to com-

pute the component flow rates in lbmol∕h in the resulting vapor and

liquid streams, the component K-values for the equilibrium mixture,

and the rate of heat transfer to the cooling water. Compare the two

sets of results.

Component Reactor Effluent, lbmol/h

H2 1,900

CH4 215

C2H6 17

Benzene 577

Toluene 1,349

p-xylene 508

2.12. Recovery of acetone from air by absorption.
Acetone can be recovered from air by absorption in water. The

conditions for the streams entering and leaving are listed below. If the

absorber operates adiabatically, obtain the temperature of the exiting

liquid phase using a simulation program.

Feed

Gas Absorbent

Gas

Out

Liquid

Out

Flow rate, lbmol/h:

Air 687 0 687 0

Acetone 15 0 0.1 14.9

Water 0 1,733 22 1,711

Temperature, ∘F 78 90 80 —

Pressure, psia 15 15 14 15

Phase Vapor Liquid Vapor Liquid

Concern has been expressed about a possible feed-gas explosion

hazard. The lower and upper flammability limits for acetone in air are

2.5 and 13 mol%, respectively. Is the feed gas within the explosive

range? If so, what can be done to remedy the situation?

Section 2.7

2.13. Condenser duty for two-liquid-phase distillate.
Isopropanol, with 13 wt% water, can be dehydrated to obtain

almost pure isopropanol at a 90% recovery by azeotropic distillation

with benzene. When condensed, the overhead vapor from the column

forms two immiscible liquid phases. Use a process simulator to

compute the heat-transfer rate in Btu∕h and kJ∕h for the condenser.

Water-Rich Organic-Rich

Overhead Phase Phase

Phase Vapor Liquid Liquid

Temperature, ∘C 76 40 40

Pressure, bar 1.4 1.4 1.4

Flow rate, kg/h:

Isopropanol 6,800 5,870 930

Water 2,350 1,790 560

Benzene 24,600 30 24,570

2.14. Minimum work for separation of a nonideal-liquid
mixture.

For a process in which the feed and products are all nonideal solu-

tions at the infinite surroundings temperature, T0, Equation (4) of

Table 2.11 for the minimum work of separation reduces to

Wmin

RT0

=
∑
out

n

[∑
i

xi ln
(
γixi

)]
−

∑
in

n

[∑
i

xi ln
(
γixi

)]
For the separation at ambient conditions (298 K, 101.3 kPa) of a

35 mol% mixture of acetone (1) in water (2) into 99 mol% acetone

and 98 mol% water, calculate the minimum work in kJ∕kmol of

feed. Use a process simulator with the Wilson equation to obtain the

activity coefficients. What is the minimum work if acetone and water

formed an ideal solution?

2.15. Relative volatility and activity coefficients of an azeotrope.
A sharp separation of benzene (B) and cyclohexane (CH) by dis-

tillation is impossible because of an azeotrope at 77.6∘C, as shown by
the data of K.C. Chao [PhD thesis, University of Wisconsin (1956)].

At 1 atm:

T, ∘C xB yB γB γCH
79.7 0.088 0.113 1.300 1.003

79.1 0.156 0.190 1.256 1.008

78.5 0.231 0.268 1.219 1.019

78.0 0.308 0.343 1.189 1.032

77.7 0.400 0.422 1.136 1.056

77.6 0.470 0.482 1.108 1.075

77.6 0.545 0.544 1.079 1.102

77.6 0.625 0.612 1.058 1.138

77.8 0.701 0.678 1.039 1.178

78.0 0.757 0.727 1.025 1.221

78.3 0.822 0.791 1.018 1.263

78.9 0.891 0.863 1.005 1.328

79.5 0.953 0.938 1.003 1.369

(a) Use the data to calculate and plot the relative volatility of benzene

with respect to cyclohexane versus benzene composition in the

liquid phase. What happens in the vicinity of the azeotrope?

(b) Estimate the composition of the azeotrope. Is it a maximum-

boiling or minimum-boiling azeotrope?

(c) Using a process simulator with the Wilson equation to compute

and plot the activity coefficients. How well do they compare with

the experimental data?

Section 2.12

2.16. Minimum work of separation.
A refinery stream is separated at 1,500 kPa into two products under

the conditions shown below. Using the data given, compute the min-

imum work of separation, Wmin, in kJ∕h for T0 = 298.15 K.

Flow Rate, kmol/h

Component Feed Product 1

Ethane 30 30

Propane 200 192

n-butane 370 4

n-pentane 350 0

n-hexane 50 0
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Feed Product 1 Product 2

Phase condition Liquid Vapor Liquid

Temperature, K 364 313 394

Enthalpy, kJ/kmol 19,480 25,040 25,640

Entropy, kJ/kmol-K 36.64 33.13 54.84

2.17. Minimum work of separation.
In refineries, a mixture of paraffins and cycloparaffins is reformed

in a catalytic reactor to produce blending stocks for gasoline and

aromatic precursors for petrochemicals. A typical product from cat-

alytic reforming is ethylbenzene with the three xylene isomers. If this

mixture is separated, these four chemicals can be processed to make

styrene, phthalic anhydride, isophthalic acid, and terephthalic acid.

Compute the minimum work of separation in Btu∕h for T0 = 560∘R
if the mixture below is separated at 20 psia into three products.

Fraction of Feed to Product

Component Feed, lbmol/h Product 1 Product 2 Product 3

Ethylbenzene 150 0.96 0.04 0.000

p-xylene 190 0.005 0.99 0.005

m-xylene 430 0.004 0.99 0.006

o-xylene 230 0.000 0.015 0.985

Feed Product 1 Product 2 Product 3

Phase condition Liquid Liquid Liquid Liquid

Temperature, ∘F 305 299 304 314

Enthalpy, Btu/lbmol 29,290 29,750 29,550 28,320

Entropy, Btu/lbmol-∘R 15.32 12.47 13.60 14.68

2.18. Second-law analysis of a distillation.
Column C3 in Figure 1.10 separates stream 5 into streams 6 and

7, according to the material balance in Table 1.5. The separation is

carried out at 700 kPa in a distillation column with 70 plates and a

condenser duty of 27,300,000 kJ∕h. Using the following data and an
infinite surroundings temperature T0, of 298.15 K, compute: (a) the

duty of the reboiler in kJ∕h; (b) the irreversible production of entropy
in kJ∕h-K, assuming condenser cooling water at 25∘C and reboiler

steam at 100∘C; (c) the lost work in kJ∕h; (d) the minimum work

of separation in kJ∕h; and (e) the second-law efficiency. Assume the

shaft work of the reflux pump is negligible.

Feed

(Stream 5)

Distillate

(Stream 6)

Bottoms

(Stream 7)

Phase condition Liquid Liquid Liquid

Temperature, K 348 323 343

Pressure, kPa 1,950 700 730

Enthalpy, kJ/mol 17,000 13,420 15,840

Entropy, kJ/kmol-K 25.05 5.87 21.22

2.19. Second-law analysis of membrane separation.
A spiral-wound, nonporous cellulose acetate membrane separator

is used to separate a gas containing H2, CH4, and C2H6. The permeate

is 95 mol% pure H2 and contains no ethane. The relative split ratio for

H2 relative to methane is 47, where the split ratio for each component

is defined as n lbmol/h in the permeate to n lbmol/h in the retentate.

Using the following data and an infinite surroundings temperature of

80∘F, compute the: (a) irreversible production of entropy in Btu∕h-R;
(b) lost work in Btu∕h; and (c) minimumwork of separation in Btu∕h.
Why is it negative? What other method(s) might be used to make the

separation?

Stream flow rates and properties:

Feed Flow Rates, lbmol/h

H2 3,000

CH4 884

C2H6 120

Feed Permeate Retentate

Phase condition Vapor Vapor Vapor

Temperature, ∘F 80 80 80

Pressure, psia 365 50 365

Enthalpy, Btu/lbmol 8,550 8,380 8,890

Entropy, Btu/lbmol-K 1.520 4.222 2.742

2.20. Minimum isothermal work of separation.
An ideal-gas mixture of A and B undergoes an isothermal, iso-

baric separation at T0, the infinite surroundings temperature. Starting

with Eq. (4), Table 2.11, derive an equation for the minimum work of

separation, Wmin, in terms of mole fractions of the feed and products.

Use your equation to plot the dimensionless group, Wmin∕RT0nF , as

a function of mole fraction of A in the feed for:

(a) A perfect separation

(b) A separation with 98% of A to product 1 and 2% of B to

product 1.

(c) A separation with the ratio of moles of A in product 1 to moles

of A in product 2 = 9∕1 and the same ratio for B = 1∕9.
How sensitive is Wmin to product purities? Does Wmin depend on the

separation operation used? Prove, by calculus, that the largest value

of Wmin occurs for a feed with equimolar quantities of A and B.

2.21. Exergy change for heating and vaporizing water.
Water at 25∘C and 1 atm (state 1) is heated and compressed to

produce saturated steam at 2 MPa (state 2). Using a process sim-

ulator to obtain enthalpies and entropies, and do flash calculations,

calculate the change in exergy of the stream in kJ∕kmol, assuming an

infinite surroundings temperature, T0 = 298.15 K. Would it be more

energy-efficient to: (1) first heat and vaporize the water and compress

the steam or (2) first pump the water to the higher pressure and then

heat and vaporize it? Give reasons for your choice. How could you

prove that your choice is correct?

2.22. Exergy change for compression and cooling of
methane gas.

100 kmol∕h of methane gas is compressed adiabatically from

0.5 MPa and 300 K to 2.0 MPa, after which it is cooled isobarically

to 300 K by a large amount of water at 300 K. Assume an infinite

surroundings temperature T0 of 300 K. The mechanical efficiency

of the compressor with its motor is 80%. Using a process simulator,

determine Hp of the compressor, heat duty of the cooler in kJ∕h,
and exergies in kJ∕h of the entering and exiting methane. For

the process determine lost work, LW, in kJ∕h, minimum work in

kJ∕h, irreversible change in entropy in kJ∕h-K, and the second-law

efficiency.
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Chapter 3

Mass Transfer and Diffusion

§3.0 INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

After completing this chapter, you should be able to:

• Explain the relationship between mass transfer and phase equilibrium, and why models for both are useful.

• Discuss mechanisms of mass transfer, including bulk flow.

• State Fick’s law of diffusion for binary mixtures and discuss its analogy to Fourier’s law of heat conduction.

• Estimate, in the absence of data, diffusivities for gas and liquid mixtures.

• Calculate multidimensional, unsteady-state molecular diffusion by analogy to heat conduction.

• Calculate rates of mass transfer by molecular diffusion in laminar flow.

• Define a mass-transfer coefficient and explain its analogy to the heat-transfer coefficient.

• Use analogies, particularly those of Chilton and Colburn, to calculate rates of mass transfer in turbulent flow.

• Calculate rates of mass transfer across fluid–fluid interfaces using two-film theory and penetration theory.

Mass transfer is the net movement of a species in a mixture

from one location to another. Different species move at differ-

ent rates and may move in opposite directions. In separation

operations, mass transfer often takes place across an interface

between two phases. Absorption by a liquid of a solute from

a carrier gas involves transfer of the solute through the gas

to the gas–liquid interface, across the interface, and into the

liquid. Extraction of a species from a liquid mixture involves

transfer of the solute through the liquid to the liquid–liquid

solvent interface, across the interface and into the solvent.

A component in a gas or liquid may travel to the interior

surface of a porous particle, where the species is adsorbed.

Mathematical models for these processes, as well as others,

are described throughout this book based on the fundamentals

of mass transfer presented in this chapter.

Two mechanisms of mass transfer are (1) molecular
diffusion by random and spontaneous microscopic movement

of molecules as a result of thermal motion; and (2) eddy
(turbulent) diffusion by random, macroscopic fluid motion.

Both molecular and eddy diffusion may involve the movement

of different species in opposing directions. The total rate of

mass transfer of individual species is increased or decreased

by a bulk flow, which is a third mechanism of mass transfer.

However, bulk flow alone does not provide a separation of the

species in a mixture.

Molecular diffusion is extremely slow, while eddy diffusion

is rapid. Therefore, if industrial separation processes are to

be conducted in equipment of reasonable size, the fluids must

be agitated and/or interfacial areas maximized. For solids, the

particle size is decreased and/or made porous to increase the

surface area/volume for mass transfer and decrease the dis-

tance for diffusion.

In multiphase systems, the extent of the separation is

limited by phase equilibrium (discussed in Chapter 2) because

with time, concentrations equilibrate by mass transfer. When

mass transfer is rapid, equilibration takes seconds or minutes,

and design of separation equipment can be based on phase

equilibrium, rather than on mass transfer rates. For separations

involving barriers such as membranes, mass-transfer rates

govern equipment design.

In binary mixtures, diffusion of species A with respect to

B occurs because of driving forces, which include concentra-

tion gradients (ordinary diffusion), pressure, temperature,

and external force fields that act unequally on different

species. Pressure diffusion requires a large gradient, which

is achieved for gas mixtures with a centrifuge. Thermal
diffusion columns can be employed to separate mixtures by

establishing a temperature gradient. Widely applied is forced
diffusion of ions or charged particles in an electrical field.

This chapter only describes ordinary diffusion driven by

composition gradients (e.g., concentration, mole fraction,

activity, partial pressure), which is the most common type

of diffusion in chemical separation processes. Emphasis is

on binary systems, for which diffusion theory is relatively

simple and applications are straightforward. Multicompo-

nent ordinary diffusion is introduced in Chapter 12. Taylor

and Krishna [1] support advanced study of multicomponent

diffusion.

Molecular diffusion occurs in solids and in fluids that

are stagnant or in laminar motion. Eddy diffusion occurs in

fluids when turbulent motion exists. When both molecular

diffusion and eddy diffusion occur, they are additive. When

mass transfer occurs under bulk turbulent flow but across a

fluid–fluid interface or to a solid surface, flow is generally

46
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laminar or stagnant near the interface or solid surface. Thus,
the eddy-diffusion mechanism is dampened or eliminated
as the diffusing species approaches the interface or solid
surface.

Mass transfer can result in a total net rate of bulk flow or flux
in a direction relative to a fixed plane or stationary coordinate
system. When a net flux occurs, it carries all species present.
Thus, the molar flux of a species can be the sum of all three
mechanisms. If Ni is the molar flux of i with mole fraction xi,
and N is the total molar flux in moles per unit time per unit
area in a direction perpendicular to a stationary plane across
which mass transfer occurs, then the three mechanisms give

Ni = molecular diffusion flux of i

+ eddy diffusion flux of i + xiN
(3-1)

where xiN is the bulk-flow flux. Each term in (3-1) is positive
or negative depending on the direction of the flux relative to
the direction selected as positive. When the molecular and
eddy-diffusion fluxes are in one direction and N is in the
opposite direction (even though a gradient of i exists), the net
species mass-transfer flux, Ni, can be zero.

This chapter covers seven areas: (1) steady-state diffusion
in stagnant media, (2) estimation of diffusion coefficients,
(3) unsteady-state diffusion in stagnant media, (4) mass
transfer in laminar flow, (5) mass transfer in turbulent flow,
(6) mass transfer at fluid–fluid interfaces, and (7) mass transfer
across fluid–fluid interfaces.

§3.1 STEADY-STATE, ORDINARY
MOLECULAR DIFFUSION

Imagine a cylindrical glass vessel partly filled with dyed water.
Clear water is carefully added on top so that the dyed solution
on the bottom is undisturbed. At first, a sharp boundary exists
between layers, but as mass transfer of the dye occurs because
of a dye-concentration difference, the upper layer becomes
colored and the bottom layer below less colored. The upper
layer is more colored near the original interface between
the dyed solution and the clear water, and less colored in
the region near the top of the liquid contents. During this
color change, the motion of each dye molecule is random,
undergoing collisions with water molecules and sometimes
with dye molecules, moving first in one direction and then in
another, with no one direction preferred. This type of motion
is sometimes called a random-walk process, which yields
a mean-square distance of travel in a time interval but not in
a direction interval. At a given horizontal plane through the
solution, it is not possible to determine whether a particular
molecule will cross the plane or not in a given time interval.
On the average, a fraction of all (dye and water) molecules in
the solution below the plane cross over into the region above,
and the same fraction will cross over in the opposite direction.
Therefore, if the concentration of dye molecules in the lower
region is greater than in the upper region, a net rate of mass
transfer of dye takes place from the lower to the upper region.
Ultimately, a dynamic equilibrium is achieved and the dye

concentration will be uniform throughout the liquid in the
vessel. Based on these observations, it is clear that:

1. Mass transfer by ordinarymolecular diffusion in a binary
mixture occurs because of a composition gradient; that
is, a species diffuses in the direction of decreasing
concentration.

2. The mass-transfer rate is proportional to the area normal
to the direction of mass transfer. Thus, the rate can be
expressed as a flux.

3. Net mass transfer stops when concentrations are uni-
form throughout.

§3.1.1 Fick’s Law of Diffusion

The above three observations were quantified by Fick in 1855.
He proposed an analogy to Fourier’s 1822 first law of heat
conduction,

qz = −k
dT
dz

(3-2)

where qz is the heat flux by conduction in the z-direction, k
is the thermal conductivity, and dT∕dz is the temperature gra-
dient, which is negative in the direction of heat conduction.
Fick’s first law also features a proportionality between a flux
and a gradient. For a mixture of A and B,

JAz
= −DAB

dcA
dz

(3-3a)

and

JBz
= −DBA

dcB
dz

(3-3b)

where JA is the molar flux (moles per unit perpendicular area
and per unit time) of A by ordinarymolecular diffusion relative
to the molar-average velocity of the mixture in the z-direction,
DAB is the mutual diffusion coefficient or diffusivity of A
in B, cA is the molar concentration of A, and dcA∕dz is the
concentration gradient of A, which is negative in the direction
of diffusion of A. Similar definitions apply to (3-3b). If the
medium through which diffusion occurs is isotropic, then val-
ues of k and DAB are independent of direction. Nonisotropic
(anisotropic) materials include fibrous and composite solids as
well as noncubic crystals.

Alternative composition driving forces can be used in
(3-3a) and (3-3b). An example is

JA = −cDAB
dxA
dz

(3-4)

where the z subscript on J has been dropped, c = total mixture
molar concentration, and xA = mole fraction of A. Two other
possible driving forces are partial pressure for a gas and activ-
ity for a nonideal liquid.

Equation (3-4) can also be written in an equivalent mass
form, where jA is the mass flux of A relative to the mass-
average velocity of the mixture in the positive z-direction, ρ
is the mixture mass density, and wA is the mass fraction of A:

jA = −ρDAB
dwA

dz
(3-5)
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§3.1.2 Species Velocities in Diffusion

If velocities are based on molar flux, N, and molar diffusion
flux, J, then the molar average mixture velocity, vM , relative to
stationary coordinates for the binary mixture, is

vM = N
c
= NA + NB

c
(3-6)

Similarly, the velocity of species i in terms of Ni, relative to
stationary coordinates, is

vi =
Ni

ci
(3-7)

Combining (3-6) and (3-7) with xi = ci∕c gives

vM = xAvA + xBvB (3-8)

Diffusion velocities, viD
, defined in terms of Ji, are relative

to molar-average velocity and are defined as the difference
between the species velocity and the molar-average mixture
velocity:

viD
= Ji

ci
= vi − vM (3-9)

When solving mass-transfer problems involving net mix-
ture movement (bulk flow), fluxes and flow rates based on vM
as the frame of reference are inconvenient to use. It is preferred
to use mass-transfer fluxes referred to stationary coordinates.
Thus, from (3-9), the total species velocity is

vi = vM + viD
(3-10)

Combining (3-7) and (3-10),

Ni = civM + civiD
(3-11)

Combining (3-11) with (3-4), (3-6), and (3-7),

NA = nA
A

= xAN − cDAB

(
dxA
dz

)
(3-12)

and

NB = nB
A

= xBN − cDBA

(
dxB
dz

)
(3-13)

In (3-12) and (3-13), ni is the molar flow rate in moles per
unit time, A is the mass-transfer area, the first right-hand side
terms are the total fluxes resulting from bulk flow, and the
second terms are the diffusion fluxes. Two cases are important
for a binary mixture: (1) equimolar counter diffusion (EMD)
and (2) unimolecular diffusion (UMD).

§3.1.3 Equimolar Counter Diffusion (EMD)

In EMD, the molar fluxes in (3-12) and (3-13) are equal but
opposite in direction, so

N = NA + NB = 0 (3-14)

Thus, from (3-12) and (3-13), the diffusion fluxes are also
equal but opposite in direction:

JA = −JB (3-15)

This idealization is approached in distillation of nearly ideal
binary mixtures, as discussed in Chapter 7. From (3-12) and
(3-13), in the absence of bulk flow,

NA = JA = −cDAB

(
dxA
dz

)
(3-16)

and

NB = JB = −cDBA

(
dxB
dz

)
(3-17)

If the total concentration, pressure, and temperature are
constant and the mole fractions are constant (but different) at
two sides of a stagnant film between locations z1 and z2, then
(3-16) and (3-17) can be integrated from z1 to any z between
z1 and z2 to give

JA = cDAB

z − z1

(
xA1

− xA
)

(3-18)

and

JB = cDBA

z − z1

(
xB1

− xB
)

(3-19)

At steady state, the mole fractions are linear in distance, as
shown in Figure 3.1a. Furthermore, because total concentra-
tion c is constant through the film, where

c = cA + cB (3-20)

by differentiation,

dc = 0 = dcA + dcB (3-21)

Thus,

dcA = −dcB (3-22)

From (3-3a), (3-3b), (3-15), and (3-22),

DAB

dz
= DBA

dz
(3-23)
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Figure 3.1 Concentration profiles for limiting cases of ordinary molecular diffusion in binary mixtures across a stagnant film: (a) equimolar

counter diffusion (EMD); (b) unimolecular diffusion (UMD).
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Therefore, DAB = DBA. This equality of diffusion coefficients
at a given composition is always true in a binary system.

EXAMPLE 3.1 EMD in a Tube.

Two bulbs are connected by a straight tube, 0.001 m in diameter and

0.15 m in length. Initially, the bulb at End 1 contains N2 and the bulb

at End 2 contains H2. Pressure and temperature are constant at 25∘C
and 1 atm. At a time after diffusion starts, the nitrogen content of the

gas at End 1 of the tube is 80 mol% and 25 mol% at End 2. If the

binary diffusion coefficient is 0.784 cm2∕s, determine:

(a) The rates and directions of mass transfer of N2 and H2 in mol∕s.
(b) The species velocities relative to stationary coordinates, in cm∕s.

Solution

(a) Because the gas system is closed and at constant pressure and

temperature, no bulk flow occurs and mass transfer in the con-

necting tube is EMD.

The area for mass transfer through the tube, in cm2, is

A= 3.14(0.1)2∕4 = 7.85 × 10−3 cm2. By the ideal gas law, the

total gas concentration is c = P∕RT = 1∕(82.06)(298) = 4.09 ×
10−5 mol∕cm3. Take End 1 as the reference plane of the

connecting tube. Applying (3-18) to N2 over the tube length,

nN2
=

cDN2 ,H2

z2 − z1

[(
xN2

)
1
−

(
xN2

)
2

]
A

=
(
4.09 × 10−5

)
(0.784)(0.80 − 0.25)
15

(
7.85 × 10−3

)
= 9.23 × 10−9 mol∕s in the positive z-direction

nH2
= 9.23 × 10−9 mol∕s in the negative z-direction

(b) For EMD, the molar-average velocity of the mixture, vM , is 0.

Therefore, from (3-9), species velocities are equal to species dif-

fusion velocities. Thus,

vN2
=

(
vN2

)
D
=

JN2

cN2

=
nN2

AcxN2

= 9.23 × 10−9[(
7.85 × 10−3

)(
4.09 × 10−5

)
xN2

]
= 0.0287

xN2

in the positive z-direction

Similarly, vH2
= 0.0287

xH2

in the negative z-direction

Thus, species velocities depend on mole fractions, as follows:

z, cm xN2
xH2

vN2
, cm∕s vH2

, cm∕s

0 (End 1) 0.800 0.200 0.0351 −0.1435
5 0.617 0.383 0.0465 −0.0749
10 0.433 0.567 0.0663 −0.0506
15 (End 2) 0.250 0.750 0.1148 −0.0383

Note that species velocities vary along the length of the tube, but at

any location z, vM = 0. For example, at z = 10 cm, from (3-8),

vM = (0.433)(0.0663) + (0.567)(−0.0506) = 0

§3.1.4 Unimolecular Diffusion (UMD)

In UMD, mass transfer of component A occurs through stag-

nant B, resulting in a bulk flow. Thus,

NB = 0 (3-24)

and

N = NA (3-25)

Therefore, from (3-12),

NA = xANA − cDAB
dxA
dz

(3-26)

which can be rearranged to a Fick’s law form by solving

for NA,

NA = − cDAB

(1 − xA)
dxA
dz

= −cDAB

xB

dxA
dz

(3-27)

The factor (1 − xA) accounts for the bulk-flow effect. For a

mixture dilute in A, this effect is small. But in an equimo-

lar mixture of A and B, (1 − xA) = 0.5 and, because of bulk

flow, the molar mass-transfer flux of A is twice the ordinary

molecular-diffusion flux.

For the stagnant component, B, (3-13) becomes

0 = xBNA − cDBA
dxB
dz

(3-28)

or

xBNA = cDBA
dxB
dz

(3-29)

Thus, the bulk-flow flux of B is equal to but opposite its diffu-

sion flux.

At quasi-steady-state conditions (i.e., no accumulation of

species with time) and with constant molar density, (3-27) in

integral form is:

∫
z

z1

dz = −cDAB

NA ∫
xA

xA1

dxA
1 − xA

(3-30)

which upon integration yields

NA = cDAB

z − z1
ln

(
1 − xA
1 − xA1

)
(3-31)

Rearranging (3-31) gives the mole-fraction variation as a func-

tion of z.

xA = 1 −
(
1 − xA1

)
exp

[
NA

(
z − z1

)
cDAB

]
(3-32)

Figure 3.1b shows that the mole fractions are nonlinear in z.
A more useful form of (3-31) can be derived from the def-

inition of the log mean, which is often used for the driving

force in countercurrent heat exchangers. When z = z2, (3-31)
becomes

NA = cDAB

z2 − z1
ln

(
1 − xA2

1 − xA1

)
(3-33)
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The log mean (LM) of (1 − xA) at the two ends of the stagnant
layer is(

1 − xA
)
LM

=
(
1 − xA2

)
−

(
1 − xA1

)
ln

[(
1 − xA2

)
∕
(
1 − xA1

)]
=

(
xA1

− xA2

)
ln

[(
1 − xA2

)
∕
(
1 − xA1

)] (3-34)

Combining (3-33) with (3-34) gives

NA = cDAB

z2 − z1

(
xA1

− xA2

)(
1 − xA

)
LM

= cDAB(
1 − xA

)
LM

(
−ΔxA

)
Δz

= cDAB(
xB

)
LM

(
−ΔxA

)
Δz

(3-35)

EXAMPLE 3.2 Evaporation from an Open Beaker.

In Figure 3.2, an open beaker, 6 cm high, is filled with liquid ben-

zene (A) at 25∘C to within 0.5 cm of the top. Dry air (B) at 25∘C
and 1 atm is blown across the mouth of the beaker so that evapo-

rated benzene is carried away by convection after it transfers through

an air layer within the beaker. The air layer is assumed to be stag-

nant. The vapor pressure of benzene at 25∘C is 0.131 atm. As shown

in Figure 3.2, the mole fraction of benzene in the air at the top of

the beaker is zero and is at equilibrium at the gas–liquid interface.

The diffusion coefficient for benzene in air at 25∘C and 1 atm is

0.0905 cm2∕s. Compute: (a) the initial rate of evaporation of ben-

zene as a molar flux in mol∕cm2-s; (b) initial mole-fraction profiles in

the stagnant air layer; (c) initial fractions of the mass-transfer fluxes

due to molecular diffusion; (d) initial diffusion velocities, and the

species velocities (relative to stationary coordinates) in the stagnant

layer; and (e) time for the benzene level in the beaker to drop 2 cm

if the specific gravity of benzene is 0.874. Neglect the accumulation

of benzene and air in the stagnant layer with time as it increases in

height (quasi-steady-state assumption). In this example, x is the mole

fraction in the gas.

Solution

The total vapor concentration by the ideal-gas law is:

c = P∕RT = 1∕(82.06)(298) = 4.09 × 10−5 mol∕cm3

Mass
transfer

Air 1 atm
25°C

xA = 0

z
xA = PA

s /P

Liquid
benzene

Interface

Beaker

0.5 cm

6 cm

Figure 3.2 Evaporation of benzene from a beaker—Example 3.2.

(a) With z equal to the distance down from the top of the beaker, let

z1 = 0 at the top of beaker and z2 = the distance from the top of

the beaker to the gas–liquid interface. Then, initially, the stagnant

gas layer thickness is z2 − z1 = Δz = 0.5 cm. From Raoult’s and

Dalton’s laws, assuming equilibrium at the liquid benzene–air

interface,

xA1
= Ps

A∕P = 0.131∕1 = 0.131, xA2
= 0

(1 − xA)LM = 0.131

ln
[
(1 − 0) ∕(1 − 0.131)

] = 0.933 = (xB)LM

From (3-35),

NA =
(
4.09 × 10−6

)
(0.0905)

0.5

(
0.131

0.933

)
= 1.04 × 10−6 mol∕cm2-s

(b)
NA(z − z1)

cDAB

=
(
1.04 × 10−6

)
(z − 0)(

4.09 × 10−5
)
(0.0905)

= 0.281z

From (3-32),

xA = 1 − 0.869 exp (0.281z) (1)

Using (1), the following results are obtained:

z, cm xA xB

0.0 0.1310 0.8690

0.1 0.1060 0.8940

0.2 0.0808 0.9192

0.3 0.0546 0.9454

0.4 0.0276 0.9724

0.5 0.0000 1.0000

These profiles are only slightly curved.

(c) Equations (3-27) and (3-29) yield the bulk-flow terms, xAN and

xBN, from which the molecular-diffusion terms are obtained.

xiN Ji

Bulk-Flow Flux, Molecular-Diffusion

mol∕cm2-s × 106 Flux, mol∕cm2-s × 106

z, cm A B A B

0.0 0.1360 0.9040 0.9040 −0.9040
0.1 0.1100 0.9300 0.9300 −0.9300
0.2 0.0840 0.9560 0.9560 −0.9560
0.3 0.0568 0.9832 0.9832 −0.9832
0.4 0.0287 1.0113 1.0113 −1.0113
0.5 0.0000 1.0400 1.0400 −1.0400

Note that the molecular-diffusion fluxes are equal but opposite

and the bulk-flow flux of B is equal but opposite to its molecular

diffusion flux; thus NB is zero, making B (air) stagnant.

(d) From (3-6),

vM = N
c
= NA

c
= 1.04 × 10−6

4.09 × 10−5
= 0.0254 cm∕s (2)

From (3-9), the diffusion velocities are given by

viD
= Ji

ci

= Ji

xic
(3)
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From (3-10), species velocities relative to stationary coordinates are

vi = viD
+ vM (4)

Using (2) to (4), there follows

viD
vi

Molecular-Diffusion Species

Velocity, cm∕s Velocity, cm∕s
z, cm A B A B

0.0 0.1687 −0.0254 0.1941 0

0.1 0.2145 −0.0254 0.2171 0

0.2 0.2893 −0.0254 0.3147 0

0.3 0.4403 −0.0254 0.4657 0

0.4 0.8959 −0.0254 0.9213 0

0.5 ∞ −0.0254 ∞ 0

Note that vB is zero everywhere, because its molecular diffusion

velocity is negated by the molar-mean velocity.

(e) The mass-transfer flux for benzene evaporation equals the rate

of decrease in the moles of liquid benzene per unit cross-section

area of the beaker.

Using (3-35) with Δz = z,

NA = cDAB

z
(−ΔxA)

(1 − xA)LM
= ρL

ML

dz
dt

(5)

Separating variables and integrating,

∫
t

0

dt = t = ρL(1 − xA)LM
MLcDAB(−ΔxA)∫

z2

z1

z dz (6)

where z1 = initial location of the interface and z2 = location of the

interface after it drops 2 cm.

The coefficient of the integral on the RHS of (6) is constant at

0.874(0.933)
78.11

(
4.09 × 10−5

)
(0.0905)(0.131)

= 21,530 s∕cm2

∫
z2

z1

z dz = ∫
2.5

0.5

z dz = 3 cm2

From (6), t = 21,530 (3) = 64,590 s or 17.94 h, which is a long time

because of the absence of turbulence.

§3.2 DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS
(DIFFUSIVITIES)

Diffusion coefficients (diffusivities) are defined for a binary
mixture by (3-3) to (3-5). Measurement of diffusion coeffi-
cients involves a correction for bulk flow using (3-12) and
(3-13), with the reference plane being such that there is no net
molar bulk flow. Binary diffusivities, DAB and DBA, are called
mutual or binary diffusion coefficients. Other coefficients
include DiM

(Di) the diffusivity of i in a multicomponent
mixture; and Dii, the self-diffusion coefficient. In this chapter
and throughout this book, the focus is on the mutual diffusion
coefficient, which will be referred to as the diffusivity or
diffusion coefficient. Experimental values of diffusivity are
available in handbooks. Diffusivities can also be estimated

from the following correlations and by using methods in
process simulators.

§3.2.1 Diffusivity in Gas Mixtures

As discussed by Poling, Prausnitz, and O’Connell [2], equa-
tions are available for estimating the value of DAB = DBA

in gases at low to moderate pressures. The theoretical equa-
tions (based on Boltzmann’s kinetic theory of gases, the
theorem of corresponding states, and a suitable intermolecular
energy-potential function, as developed by Chapman and
Enskog) predict DAB to be inversely proportional to pressure,
to increase significantly with temperature, and to be almost
independent of gas composition. Of greater accuracy and
ease of use is the empirical equation of Fuller, Schettler,
and Giddings [3], which retains the form of the Chapman–
Enskog theory but utilizes empirical constants derived from
experimental data:

DAB = DBA = 0.00143T1.75

PM1∕2
AB

[(∑
V

)1∕3
A

+
(∑

V

)1∕3
B

]2 (3-36)

where DAB is in cm2∕s, P is in atm, T is in K,

MAB = 2

(1∕MA) + (1∕MB)
(3-37)

and
∑

V = summation of atomic and structural diffusion vol-
umes from Table 3.1, which includes diffusion volumes of
simple molecules.

Experimental values of binary gas diffusivity at 1 atm and
near-ambient temperature vary from about 0.10 to 10.0 cm2∕s.
Poling et al. [2] compared (3-36) to experimental data for 51
different binary gas mixtures at low pressures over a temper-
ature range of 195–1,068 K. The average deviation was only
5.4%, with a maximum deviation of 25%. Equation (3-36)

Table 3.1 Diffusion Volumes

Atomic Diffusion Volumes

and Structural Diffusion-Volume Increments

C 15.9 F 14.7

H 2.31 Cl 21.0

O 6.11 Br 21.9

N 4.54 I 29.8

Aromatic ring −18.3 S 22.9

Heterocyclic ring −18.3

Diffusion Volumes of Simple Molecules

He 2.67 CO 18.0

Ne 5.98 CO2 26.7

Ar 16.2 N2O 35.9

Kr 24.5 NH3 20.7

Xe 32.7 H2O 13.1

H2 6.12 SF6 71.3

D2 6.84 Cl2 38.4

N2 18.5 Br2 69.0

O2 16.3 SO2 41.8

Air 19.7

[Reproduced from [3] with permission of the American Chemical Society.]
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Table 3.2 Experimental Binary Diffusivities of Gas Pairs at 1 atm

Gas pair, A-B Temperature, K DAB, cm
2∕s

Air—carbon dioxide 317.2 0.177

Air—ethanol 313 0.145

Air—helium 317.2 0.765

Air—n-hexane 328 0.093

Air—water 313 0.288

Argon—ammonia 333 0.253

Argon—hydrogen 242.2 0.562

Argon—hydrogen 806 4.86

Argon—methane 298 0.202

Carbon dioxide—nitrogen 298 0.167

Carbon dioxide—oxygen 293.2 0.153

Carbon dioxide—water 307.2 0.198

Carbon monoxide—nitrogen 373 0.318

Helium—benzene 423 0.610

Helium—methane 298 0.675

Helium—methanol 423 1.032

Helium—water 307.1 0.902

Hydrogen—ammonia 298 0.783

Hydrogen—ammonia 533 2.149

Hydrogen—cyclohexane 288.6 0.319

Hydrogen—methane 288 0.694

Hydrogen—nitrogen 298 0.784

Nitrogen—benzene 311.3 0.102

Nitrogen—cyclohexane 288.6 0.0731

Nitrogen—sulfur dioxide 263 0.104

Nitrogen—water 352.1 0.256

Oxygen—benzene 311.3 0.101

Oxygen—carbon tetrachloride 296 0.0749

Oxygen—cyclohexane 288.6 0.0746

Oxygen—water 352.3 0.352

[Reproduced from [59] with permission of the American Chemical Society.]

indicates that DAB is proportional to T1.75∕P, which can be
used to adjust experimental diffusivities for T and P. Rep-
resentative experimental values of binary gas diffusivity are
given in Table 3.2.

EXAMPLE 3.3 Estimation of a Gas Diffusivity.

Estimate the diffusion coefficient for oxygen (A) in benzene (B) at
38∘C and 2 atm using the method of Fuller et al. (3-36). No experi-

mental value is available.

Solution

From (3-37), MAB = 2

(1∕32) + (1∕78.11)
= 45.4

From Table 3.1, (ΣV )A = 16.3 and (ΣV )B = 6(15.9) + 6(2.31) −
18.3 = 90.96

From (3-36), at 2 atm and 311.2 K,

DAB = DBA = 0.00143(311.2)1.75

2(45.4)1∕2
[
(16.3)1∕3 + (9.96)1∕3

]2 = 0.0495 cm2∕s

At 1 atm, the predicted diffusivity is 0.0990 cm2∕s, which is about

2% below the experimental value in Table 3.2. The theoretical

equation of Chapman and Enskog predicts 0.092 cm2∕s, while a

modification of the theory by Wilke and Lee (see [2]) predicts

0.096 cm2∕s. The value for 38∘C can be extrapolated to other

temperatures using the T1.75 dependency. For example, for a

temperature of 200∘C, using the experimental value at 38∘C,

DAB at 200∘C and 1 atm = 0.102
(
200 + 273.2

38 + 273.2

)1.75

= 0.212 cm2∕s

For the estimation of binary gas diffusivities at low pres-
sures, Aspen Plus uses the Wilke-Lee modification of the
Chapman–Enskog theory, while ChemSep uses (3-36) of
Fuller et al. unless the diffusion volumes cannot be estimated.
In that case, ChemSep uses the Wilke-Lee modification of the
Chaptman–Enskog theory. CHEMCAD uses the Fuller et al.
method.

For light gases, at pressures to about 10 atm, the pressure
dependence on diffusivity is adequately predicted by the
inverse relation in (3-36); that is, PDAB = a constant. At
higher pressures, deviations are similar to the modification of
the ideal-gas law by the compressibility factor, Z, based on
the theorem of corresponding states. Takahashi [4] published
a corresponding-states correlation, shown in Figure 3.3,
patterned after a correlation by Slattery [5]. In the Takahashi
plot, DABP∕(DABP)LP is a function of reduced tempera-
ture and pressure, where (DABP)LP is at low pressure when
(3-36) applies. Mixture critical temperature and pressure are
molar-average values. Thus, a finite effect of composition is
predicted at high pressure. The effect of high pressure on dif-
fusivity is important in separations at supercritical conditions.

EXAMPLE 3.4 Estimation of a Gas Diffusivity at High
Pressure.

Estimate the diffusion coefficient for a 25/75 molar mixture of argon

and xenon at 200 atm and 378 K. No experimental value is available

for these conditions. At this temperature and 1 atm, the experimental

diffusion coefficient is 0.180 cm2∕s. Critical constants are:

Tc,K Pc, atm

Argon 151.0 48.0

Xenon 289.8 58.0

D
A

B
P

/(
D

A
B

P
) L

P

1.0

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4
1.5
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5

2.0 3.0

Reduced Pressure, Pr

Tr

4.0 5.0 6.0

1.0

0.8

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

Figure 3.3 Takahashi [4] correlation for effect of high pressure on

binary gas diffusivity. Used with permission.
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Solution

Calculate reduced conditions:

Tc = 0.25(151) + 0.75(289.8) = 255.1 K

Tr = T∕Tc = 378∕255.1 = 1.48

Pc = 0.25(48) + 0.75(58) = 55.5 atm

Pr = P∕Pc = 200∕55.5 = 3.6

From Figure 3.3,
DABP

(DABP)LP
= 0.82

DAB = (DABP)LP
P

[
DABP(

DABP
)
LP

]
= (0.180)(1)

200
(0.82)

= 7.38 × 10−4 cm2∕s

§3.2.2 Diffusivity in Nonelectrolyte
Liquid Mixtures

Liquid diffusivities are difficult to estimate because of the lack
of a suitable model for the liquid state. An exception is an
infinitely dilute solute (A) of large, rigid, spherical molecules
diffusing through a solvent (B) of small molecules with no slip
at the surface of the solute molecules. The resulting relation,
based on the hydrodynamics of creeping flow to describe drag,

is the Stokes–Einstein equation:

(DAB)∞ = RT
6πμBRANAV

(3-38)

where μB = the viscosity of the solvent,RA is the solute-mole-
cule radius, and NAV is Avogadro’s number. Equation (3-38)
has long served as a starting point for more widely appli-
cable empirical correlations for liquid diffusivity. The
Stokes–Einstein equation is restricted to dilute binarymixtures
of not more than 10% solutes.

An extension of (3-38) to more concentrated solutions
for small solute molecules is the empirical Wilke–Chang [6]
equation:

(DAB)∞ = 7.4 × 10−8(ϕBMB)1∕2T
μBv0.6A

(3-39)

where the units are cm2∕s for DAB; cP (centipoises) for sol-
vent viscosity, μB; K for T; and cm3∕mol for vA, the solute
molar volume at its normal boiling point. The parameter ϕB is
a solvent association factor with a value of 2.6 for water, 1.9
for methanol, 1.5 for ethanol, and 1.0 for unassociated solvents
such as hydrocarbons. The effects of temperature and viscosity
in (3-39) are identical to the prediction of the Stokes–Einstein
equation, while the radius of the solute molecule is replaced
by vA, which can be estimated by summing atomic contribu-
tions tabulated in Table 3.3. Some representative experimental
values of solute diffusivity in dilute binary liquid solutions are
given in Table 3.4.

Table 3.3 Molecular Volumes of Dissolved Light Gases and Atomic Contributions for Other Molecules at the Normal Boiling Point

Atomic Volume Atomic Volume

(m3∕kmol) × 103 (m3∕kmol) × 103

C 14.8 Ring

H 3.7 Three-membered, as in −6
O (except as below) 7.4 ethylene oxide

Doubly bonded as carbonyl 7.4 Four-membered −8.5
Coupled to two other elements: Five-membered −11.5

In aldehydes, ketones 7.4 Six-membered −15
In methyl esters 9.1 Naphthalene ring −30
In methyl ethers 9.9 Anthracene ring −47.5
In ethyl esters 9.9 Molecular Volume
In ethyl ethers 9.9 (m3∕kmol) × 103

In higher esters 11.0

In higher ethers 11.0 Air 29.9

In acids (—OH) 12.0 O2 25.6

Joined to S, P, N 8.3 N2 31.2

N Br2 53.2

Doubly bonded 15.6 Cl2 48.4

In primary amines 10.5 CO 30.7

In secondary amines 12.0 CO2 34.0

Br 27.0 H2 14.3

Cl in RCHClR′ 24.6 H2O 18.8

Cl in RCl (terminal) 21.6 H2S 32.9

F 8.7 NH3 25.8

I 37.0 NO 23.6

S 25.6 N2O 36.4

P 27.0 SO2 44.8

Source: G. Le Bas, The Molecular Volumes of Liquid Chemical Compounds, David McKay, New York (1915).
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Table 3.4 Experimental Binary Liquid Diffusivities for Solutes, A,

at Low Concentrations in Solvents, B

Temperature,

Diffusivity,

DAB,

Solvent, B Solute, A K cm2∕s × 105

Water Acetic acid 293 1.19

Aniline 293 0.92

Carbon dioxide 298 2.00

Ethanol 288 1.00

Methanol 288 1.26

Ethanol Allyl alcohol 293 0.98

Benzene 298 1.81

Oxygen 303 2.64

Water 298 1.24

Benzene Acetic acid 298 2.09

Cyclohexane 298 2.09

Ethanol 288 2.25

n-Heptane 298 2.10

Toluene 298 1.85

n-Hexane Carbon tetrachloride 298 3.70

Methyl ethyl ketone 303 3.74

Propane 298 4.87

Toluene 298 4.21

Acetone Acetic acid 288 2.92

Formic acid 298 3.77

Water 298 4.56

EXAMPLE 3.5 Estimation of a Liquid
Diffusivity.

Use the Wilke–Chang equation to estimate the diffusivity of aniline

(A) in a 0.5 mol% aqueous solution at 20∘C. The solubility of ani-

line in water is 4 g∕100 g or 0.77 mol%. Compare the result to the

experimental value in Table 3.4.

Solution

μB = μH2O
= 1.01 cP at 20∘C

vA = liquid molar volume of aniline at its normal boiling point of

457.6 K = 107 cm3∕mol

ϕB = 2.6 for water; MB = 18 for water; T = 293 K

From (3-39),

DAB = (7.4 × 10−8)[2.6(18)]0.5(293)
1.01(107)0.6

= 0.89 × 10−5 cm2∕s

This value is about 3% less than the experimental value of 0.92 ×
10−5 cm2∕s in Table 3.4 for an infinitely dilute solution of aniline in

water.

More recent liquid diffusivity correlations due to Hayduk
and Minhas [7] give better agreement than the Wilke–Chang
equation with experimental values for nonaqueous solutions.
For a dilute solution of one normal paraffin (C5 to C32) in
another (C5 to C16),

(DAB)∞ = 13.3 × 10−8
T1.47μεB

v0.71A

(3-40)

where ε = 10.2

vA
− 0.791 (3-41)

and the other variables have the same units as in (3-39). For
nonaqueous solutions in general,

(DAB)∞ = 1.55 × 10−8
T1.29(𝒫 0.5

B ∕𝒫 0.42
A )

μ0.92B v0.23B

(3-42)

where 𝒫 is the parachor,

𝒫i = viσ
1∕4
i (3-43)

When units for liquid molar volume, v, are cm3∕mol and for
surface tension, σ, are g∕s2 (dynes∕cm), then the units of the
parachor are cm3-g1∕4∕s1∕2-mol. Normally, at near-ambient
conditions, 𝒫 is treated as a constant, for which a tabulation
of H.P. Meissner, Chem. Eng. Prog., 45(2) 149−153 (1949)
is given in Table 3.5 from Quayle [8], who also provides in
Table 3.6 a group-contribution method for estimating 𝒫 for
compounds not listed.

Table 3.5 Parachors for Representative Compounds

Parachor,

cm3-g1∕4∕s1∕2-mol

Parachor,

cm3-g1∕4∕s1∕2-mol

Parachor,

cm3-g1∕4∕s1∕2-mol

Acetic acid 131.2 Chlorobenzene 244.5 Methyl amine 95.9

Acetone 161.5 Diphenyl 380.0 Methyl formate 138.6

Acetonitrile 122 Ethane 110.8 Naphthalene 312.5

Acetylene 88.6 Ethylene 99.5 n-octane 350.3

Aniline 234.4 Ethyl butyrate 295.1 1-pentene 218.2

Benzene 205.3 Ethyl ether 211.7 1-pentyne 207.0

Benzonitrile 258 Ethyl mercaptan 162.9 Phenol 221.3

n-butyric acid 209.1 Formic acid 93.7 n-propanol 165.4

Carbon disulfide 143.6 Isobutyl benzene 365.4 Toluene 245.5

Cyclohexane 239.3 Methanol 88.8 Triethyl amine 297.8

[Reproduced from H.P. Meissner, Chem. Eng. Prog., 45(2) 149–153 (1949) with permission from the AIChE.]
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Table 3.6 Structural Contributions for Estimating the Parachor

Carbon–hydrogen: R—[—CO—]—R′

(ketone)

C 9.0 R+R′ = 2 51.3

H 15.5 R+R′ = 3 49.0

CH3 55.5 R+R′ = 4 47.5

CH2 in —(CH2)n R+R′ = 5 46.3

n < 12 40.0 R+R′ = 6 45.3

n > 12 40.3 R+R′ = 7 44.1

—CHO 66

Alkyl groups

1-Methylethyl 133.3 O (not noted above) 20

1-Methylpropyl 171.9 N (not noted above) 17.5

1-Methylbutyl 211.7 S 49.1

2-Methylpropyl 173.3 P 40.5

1-Ethylpropyl 209.5 F 26.1

1,1-Dimethylethyl 170.4 Cl 55.2

1,1-Dimethylpropyl 207.5 Br 68.0

1,2-Dimethylpropyl 207.9 I 90.3

1,1,2-Trimethylpropyl 243.5 Ethylenic bonds:

C6H5 189.6 Terminal 19.1

2,3-position 17.7

Special groups: 3,4-position 16.3

—COO— 63.8

—COOH 73.8 Triple bond 40.6

—OH 29.8

—NH2 42.5 Ring closure:

—O— 20.0 Three-membered 12

—NO2 74 Four-membered 6.0

—NO3 (nitrate) 93 Five-membered 3.0

—CO(NH2) 91.7 Six-membered 0.8

[Reproduced from [8] with permission of the American Chemical Society.]

EXAMPLE 3.6 Estimation of Solute Liquid Diffusivity.

Estimate the diffusivity of formic acid (A) in benzene (B) at 25∘C
and infinite dilution, using the appropriate correlation of Hayduk and

Minhas.

Solution

Equation (3-42) applies, with T = 298 K

From Table 3.5:

𝒫A = 93.7 cm3-g1∕4∕s1∕2-mol; 𝒫B = 205.3 cm3-g1∕4∕s1∕2-mol

μB = 0.6 cP at 25∘C; vB = 96 cm3∕mol at 80∘C

However, for formic acid, 𝒫A is doubled to 187.4.

From (3-41),

(DAB)∞ = 1.55 × 10−8
[
2981.29

(
205.30.5∕187.40.42

)
0.60.92960.23

]
= 2.15 × 10−5 cm2∕s

which is within 6% of the experimental value of 2.28 × 10−5 cm2∕s.

The restrictions that apply to (3-42) are:

1. Solvent viscosity should not exceed 30 cP.

2. For organic acid solutes and solvents other than water,
methanol, and butanols, the acid should be treated as a
dimer by doubling the values of 𝒫A and vA.

3. For a nonpolar solute in monohydroxy alcohols, values
of vB and 𝒫B should be multiplied by 8 μB, where vis-
cosity is in cP.

Liquid diffusivities range from 10−4 to 10−6 cm2∕s for
solutes of molecular weight up to about 200 and solvents with
viscosity up to 10 cP. Thus, liquid diffusivities are five orders
of magnitude smaller than diffusivities for gas mixtures at
1 atm. However, diffusion rates in liquids are not necessarily
five orders of magnitude smaller than in gases because, as
indicated in (3-5), the product of concentration (molar density)
and diffusivity determines the rate of diffusion for a given gra-
dient in mole fraction. At 1 atm, the molar density of a liquid is
three times that of a gas and, thus, the diffusion rate in liquids
is only two orders of magnitude smaller than in gases at 1atm.

Aspen Plus and CHEMCAD use theWilke–Chang method,
while users of ChemSep can choose from among several mod-
els, including Wilke–Chang and Hayduk–Minhas.

Equations (3-39), (3-40), and (3-42) apply only to solute A
in a dilute solution of solvent B. Unlike binary gas mixtures
in which the diffusivity is almost independent of composition,
the effect of composition on liquid diffusivity is complex,
sometimes showing strong positive or negative deviations
from linearity with mole fraction.

Fick’s first law for ordinary molecular diffusion uses a
concentration or mole-fraction driving force. While this is
adequate for gases, except at very high pressure, and for ideal
liquid solutions, experimental evidence sheds doubt on its
validity for nonideal solutions. For thermodynamic consis-
tency, a driving force in terms of chemical potential, activities,
or activity coefficients should be applied. A modification of
(3-5) that utilizes the activity coefficient is:

JA = −cDAB

(
1 + ∂ ln γA

∂ ln xA

)
T,P

dxA
dz

(3-44)

Vignes [9] has shown that, except for strongly associated
binary mixtures, such as chloroform-acetone, which exhibit
a rare negative deviation from Raoult’s law, infinite-dilution
binary diffusivities, (D)∞, can be combined with mixture
activity-coefficient data or correlations thereof to predict liq-
uid binary diffusion coefficients over the entire composition
range. The Vignes equations are:

DAB = (DAB)xB∞ (DBA)xA∞
(
1 + ∂ ln γA

∂ ln xA

)
T,P

(3-45)

DBA = (DBA)xA∞ (DAB)xB∞
(
1 + ∂ ln γB

∂ ln xB

)
T,P

(3-46)

EXAMPLE 3.7 Effect of Composition on Liquid
Diffusivities.

At 298 K and 1 atm, infinite-dilution diffusion coefficients for the

methanol (A)−water (B) system are 1.5 × 10−5 cm2∕s and 1.75 ×
10−5 cm2∕s for AB and BA, respectively.
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Activity-coefficient data over the entire range of compositions as

estimated by the UNIFAC method are:

xA γA xB γB
0.0 2.245 1.0 1.000

0.1 1.748 0.9 1.013

0.2 1.470 0.8 1.044

0.3 1.300 0.7 1.087

0.4 1.189 0.6 1.140

0.5 1.116 0.5 1.201

0.6 1.066 0.4 1.269

0.7 1.034 0.3 1.343

0.8 1.014 0.2 1.424

0.9 1.003 0.1 1.511

1.0 1.000 0.0 1.605

Use the Vignes equations to estimate diffusion coefficients over a

range of compositions.

Solution

A spreadsheet was used to compute the derivatives in (3-45) and

(3-46). They were found to be essentially equal at any composition.

The following results are obtained with DAB = DBA at each compo-

sition. A minimum diffusivity occurs at a methanol mole fraction

of 0.30.

xA DAB, cm
2/s DBA, cm

2/s

0.20 1.10 × 10−5 1.10 × 10−5

0.30 1.08 × 10−5 1.08 × 10−5

0.40 1.12 × 10−5 1.12 × 10−5

0.50 1.18 × 10−5 1.18 × 10−5

0.60 1.28 × 10−5 1.28 × 10−5

0.70 1.38 × 10−5 1.38 × 10−5

0.80 1.50 × 10−5 1.50 × 10−5

If the diffusivity is assumed to be linear with mole fraction, the value

at xA = 0.50 is 1.625 × 10−5, which is almost 40% higher than the

predicted value of 1.18 × 10−5.

§3.2.3 Diffusivities of Electrolytes

For an electrolyte solute, diffusion coefficients of dissolved
salts, acids, and bases depend on the ions present in solution.
However, in the absence of an electric potential, only diffusion
of the electrolyte is of interest. The infinite-dilution diffusivity
in cm2∕s of a salt in an aqueous solution can be estimated from
the Nernst–Haskell equation:

(DAB)∞ = RT[(1∕n+) + (1∕n−)]
F2[(1∕λ+) + (1∕λ−)]

(3-47)

where n+ and n− are valences of the cation and anion; λ+
and λ− are limiting ionic conductances in (A∕cm2) (V∕cm)
(g-equiv/cm3), with A in amps and V in volts; F = Faraday’s
constant = 96,500 coulombs/g-equiv; T = temperature, K;
and R = gas constant = 8.314 J∕mol-K.

Some values of λ+ and λ− at 25∘C are listed in Table 3.7. At
other temperatures, these values are multiplied by T∕334 μB,

where T and μB are in K and cP, respectively. As the concentra-

tion of the electrolyte increases, the diffusivity at first decreases

10% to 20% and then rises to values, at a concentration of

2-N (normal), that approximate the infinite dilution value.

Some representative experimental values from Volume V of

the International Critical Tables are given in Table 3.8.

Table 3.7 Limiting Ionic Conductance in Water at 25∘C, in
(A/cm2) (V/cm) (g-equiv/cm3)

Anion λ− Cation λ+
OH– 197.6 H+ 349.8

Cl– 76.3 Li+ 38.7

Br– 78.3 Na+ 50.1

I– 76.8 K+ 73.5

NO−
3 71.4 NH+

4 73.4

ClO−
4 68.0 Ag+ 61.9

HCO−
3 44.5 Tl+ 74.7

Table 3.8 Experimental Diffusivities of Electrolytes in Aqueous

Solutions

Solute

Concentration,

mol∕L
Temperature,

∘C
Diffusivity, DAB,

cm2∕s × 105

HCl 0.1 12 2.29

HNO3 0.05 20 2.62

0.25 20 2.59

H2SO4 0.25 20 1.63

KOH 0.01 18 2.20

0.1 18 2.15

1.8 18 2.19

NaOH 0.05 15 1.49

NaCl 0.4 18 1.17

0.8 18 1.19

2.0 18 1.23

KCl 0.4 18 1.46

0.8 18 1.49

2.0 18 1.58

MgSO4 0.4 10 0.39

Ca(NO3)2 0.14 14 0.85

EXAMPLE 3.8 Diffusivity of an Electrolyte.

Estimate the diffusivity of KCl in a dilute solution of water at 18.5∘C.
Compare your result to the experimental value of 1.7 × 10−5 cm2∕s.

Solution

At 18.5∘C, T∕334 μB = 291.7∕[(334)(1.05)] = 0.832. Using Table

3.7, at 25∘C, the limiting ionic conductances are:

λ+ = 73.5(0.832) = 61.2 and λ− = 76.3(0.832) = 63.5

From (3-47),

(DAB)∞ = (8.314)(291.7)[(1∕1) + (1∕1)]
96, 5002[(1∕61.2) + (1∕63.5)]

= 1.62 × 10−5 cm2∕s

which is 95% of the experimental value.
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§3.2.4 Diffusivity in Solids

Diffusion in solids takes place by mechanisms that depend

on the diffusing atom, molecule, or ion; the nature of the

solid structure, whether it be porous, nonporous, crystalline,

or amorphous; and the kind of solid material, whether it be

metallic, ceramic, polymeric, biological, or cellular. Crys-

talline materials are further classified according to the type of

bonding, as molecular, covalent, ionic, or metallic, with most

inorganic solids being ionic. Ceramics can be ionic, covalent,

or a combination of the two. Molecular solids have relatively

weak forces of attraction among the atoms. In covalent solids,

such as quartz silica, two atoms share two or more electrons

equally. In ionic solids, such as inorganic salts, one atom loses

one or more of its electrons by transfer to other atoms, thus

forming ions. In metals, positively charged ions are bonded

through a field of electrons that are free to move.

Diffusion coefficients in solids cover a range of many

orders of magnitude. Despite the complexity of diffusion in

solids, Fick’s first law can be used if a measured diffusivity

is available. However, when the diffusing solute is a gas, its

solubility in the solid must be known. If the gas dissociates

upon dissolution, the concentration of the dissociated species

must be used in Fick’s law. The mechanisms of diffusion in

solids are complex and difficult to quantify. In the next sub-

sections, examples of diffusion in solids are given, together

with measured diffusion coefficients that can be used with

Fick’s first law.

Polymers

Diffusion through nonporous polymers is dependent on the

type of polymer, which may be crystalline or amorphous

and, if the latter, glassy or rubbery. Commercial crystalline

polymers are about 20% amorphous, and it is through these

regions that diffusion occurs. Nonporous polymers are widely

used in membrane separations, described in Chapter 14.

Mass transfer is characterized by Fick’s first law using a

solution-diffusion mechanism involving the solubility, S, of
the component at the polymer surface followed by diffusion

throughout the polymer. Accordingly, the concentration of the

solute in the membrane when using Fick’s law is given by:

ci = SiP (3-48)

This is illustrated in the following example.

EXAMPLE 3.9 Diffusion of Hydrogen through a
Nonporous Polymer Membrane.

Hydrogen diffuses through a nonporous polyvinyltrimethylsilane

membrane at 25∘C. Feed and permeate pressures at the upstream

and downstream sides of the membrane are 3.5 MPa (P1) and

200 kPa (P2), respectively. The solubility, S, of hydrogen in the

polymer is 0.54 × 10−4 mol∕m3-Pa. The diffusivity of dissolved

hydrogen in the polymer, DH2
, is 160 × 10−11 m2∕s. If the mem-

brane thickness, Δz, is 1.6 μm, calculate the hydrogen flux, NH2
, in

kmol∕m2-h for a fully developed concentration profile.

Solution

The driving force for diffusion in the membrane is the hydrogen con-

centration difference across the membrane. At the upstream side of

the membrane, the hydrogen concentration is given by (3-48) as

c1 = S P1 = 0.54 × 10−4(3.5)(106) = 189 mol∕m3

At the downsteam side, the hydrogen concentration is

c2 = S P2 = 0.54 × 10−4(200)(103) = 11 mol∕m3

Δz = 1.6 μm = 1.6 × 10−6m

DH2
= 160 × 10−11 (3600) = 5.76 × 10−6 m2∕h

For a fully developed concentration profile, the integrated concentra-

tion form of Fick’s first law (3-13) is used:

NH2
= DH2

(c1 − c2)H2

Δz
= 5.76 × 10−6

[
(189 − 11) ∕1000

1.6 × 10−6

]
= 0.641 kmol∕m2-h

Membranes must be thin to achieve practical permeation rates.

Porous solids

For porous solids, predictions of the diffusivity of gaseous and
liquid solute species in the pores can be made. These methods
are considered only briefly here, with details deferred to
Chapters 14 and 15, where membrane separations and adsorp-
tion are described. Diffusion in pores is also of importance
in reactors using porous solid catalysts. Any of the follow-
ing four mass-transfer mechanisms or combinations thereof
take place:

1. Molecular diffusion through pores, which present tortu-
ous paths and hinder movement of molecules when their
diameter is more than 10% of the pore

2. Knudsen diffusion, which involves collisions of diffus-
ing gaseous molecules with the pore walls when pore
diameter and pressure are such that the molecular mean
free path is large compared to pore diameter

3. Surface diffusion involving the jumping of molecules,
adsorbed on the pore walls, from one adsorption site to
another based on a surface concentration-driving force

4. Bulk flow through or into the pores

When diffusion occurs only in the fluid in the pores, it
is common to use an effective diffusivity, Deff , based on
(1) total cross-sectional area of the porous solid rather than
cross-sectional area of the pore and (2) a straight path, rather
than a tortuous pore path. If pore diffusion occurs only by
molecular diffusion, Fick’s law (3-3) is used with the effective
diffusivity replacing the ordinary diffusion coefficient, DAB:

Deff =
DABε
τ

(3-49)

where ε is fractional solid porosity (typically 0.5) and τ is
pore-path tortuosity (typically 1 to 3), which is the ratio
of the pore length to the length if the pore were straight.
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Effective diffusivity is determined by experiment, or predicted
from (3-49) based on measurement of porosity and tortuos-
ity and use of predictive methods for molecular diffusivity.
Applications of (3-49) to porous membranes are discussed in
Chapter 14.

§3.3 STEADY-STATE AND UNSTEADY-STATE
MASS TRANSFER THROUGH STATIONARY
MEDIA

Mass transfer occurs in (1) stagnant or stationary media,
(2) fluids in laminar flow, and (3) fluids in turbulent flow. Each
requires a different calculation procedure. The first flow
regime is presented in this section for both steady-state
and unsteady-state conditions. Mass transfer in laminar and
turbulent flow is covered in subsequent sections.

Fourier’s law is used to derive equations for the rate of heat
transfer by conduction for steady-state and unsteady-state con-
ditions in stationary media consisting of shapes such as slabs,
cylinders, and spheres. Analogous equations are used for mass
transfer with Fick’s law for diffusion.

In one dimension, the molar flux of A in a binary mixture
with stationary B is given by (3-27), which includes bulk flow
and molecular diffusion. If the mixture is dilute in A, such that
xB ≈ 1, the rate of mass transfer of A, nA = NAA, becomes

nA = −cDABA

(
dxA
dz

)
(3-50)

which is Fick’s first law for one-dimensional diffusion. Alter-
natively, (3-50) can be written in terms of a concentration
gradient:

nA = −DABA

(
dcA
dz

)
(3-51)

This equation is analogous to Fourier’s law for the rate of heat
conduction, Q:

Q = −kA

(
dT
dz

)
(3-52)

§3.3.1 Steady-State Diffusion

For steady-state, one-dimensional diffusion, with constant
DAB, (3-51) can be integrated for various geometries, with the
results being analogous to heat conduction.

1. Plane wall with a thickness, z1 − z2:

nA = DABA

(
cA1

− cA2

z1 − z2

)
(3-53)

2. Hollow cylinder of inner radius r1 and outer radius r2,
with diffusion in the radial direction outward:

nA = 2πL
DAB(cA1

− cA2
)

ln(r2∕r1)
(3-54)

or

nA = DABALM

(cA1
− cA2

)
(r2 − r1)

(3-55)

where

ALM = log mean of areas 2πrL at r1 and r2
L = length of the hollow cylinder

3. Spherical shell of inner radius r1 and outer radius r2,
with diffusion in the radial direction outward:

nA =
4πr1r2DAB(cA1

− cA2
)

(r2 − r1)
(3-56)

or

nA = DABAGM

(cA1
− cA2

)
(r2 − r1)

(3-57)

where AGM = geometric mean of the areas, 4πr2.
When r1∕r2 < 2, the arithmetic mean area is no

more than 4% greater than the log mean area. When
r1∕r2 < 1.33, the arithmetic mean area is no more than
4% greater than the geometric mean area.

§3.3.2 Unsteady-State Diffusion

Consider one-dimensional molecular diffusion of species A
in stationary B through a differential control volume with
diffusion in the z-direction only, as shown in Figure 3.4.
Assume constant diffusivity and negligible bulk flow. The
molar flow rate of species A by diffusion in the z-direction is
given by (3-51):

nAz
= −DABA

(
∂cA
∂z

)
z

(3-58)

At the plane, z = z + Δz, the diffusion rate is

nAz+Δz
= −DABA

(
∂cA
∂z

)
z+Δz

(3-59)

The accumulation of species A in the control volume is

A
∂cA
∂t

Δz (3-60)

Since rate in − rate out = accumulation,

−DABA

(
∂cA
∂z

)
z

+ DABA

(
∂cA
∂z

)
z+Δz

= A
(∂cA

∂t

)
Δz

(3-61)

nAz = –DABA

Flow in Flow outAccumulation

z
A       Δz nAz+Δz = –DABA

z+Δz

z z+Δz

   )cA

  )z

   )cA

  )t

   )cA

  )z

Figure 3.4 Unsteady-state diffusion through a volume A dz.
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Rearranging and simplifying,

DAB

[(
∂cA∕∂z

)
z+Δz

− (∂cA∕∂z)z
Δz

]
= ∂cA

∂t
(3-62)

In the limit, as Δz → 0,

∂cA
∂t

= DAB
∂2cA
∂z2

(3-63)

Equation (3-63) is Fick’s second law for one-dimensional

diffusion.

The more general form of Fick’s second law for

three-dimensional rectangular coordinates is

∂cA
∂t

= DAB

(
∂2cA
∂x2

+ ∂2cA
∂y2

+ ∂2cA
∂z2

)
(3-64)

For one-dimensional diffusion in the radial direction only

for cylindrical and spherical coordinates, Fick’s second law

becomes, respectively,

∂cA
∂t

= DAB

r
∂
∂r

(
r
∂cA
∂r

)
(3-65a)

and
∂cA
∂t

= DAB

r2
∂
∂r

(
r2
∂cA
∂r

)
(3-65b)

These two equations are analogous to Fourier’s second law of

heat conduction, where cA replaces T , and diffusivity, DAB,

replaces thermal diffusivity, α = k∕ρCP.

Analytical solutions to these partial differential equations

in the form of either Fick’s law or Fourier’s law are avail-

able for a variety of boundary conditions. They are derived

and discussed by Carslaw and Jaeger [10] and Crank [11].

Extensions of these solutions to slabs and cylinders with sealed

edges are achieved by the method of Newman [12]. Only the

semi-infinite medium solution is presented here, which is par-

ticularly instructive for gaining an understanding of the large

differences in the rates of diffusion in solids, liquids, and gases.

§3.3.3 Diffusion in a Semi-infinite Medium

The semi-infinite medium shown in Figure 3.5 extends in

the z-direction from z = 0 to z = ∞. The x and y coordinates

extend from −∞ to +∞ but are not of interest because dif-

fusion is assumed to take place only in the z-direction. Thus,
(3-63) applies to the region z ≥ 0. At time t ≤ 0, assume the

concentration of cA0
for z ≥ 0. At t = 0, the surface of the

semi-infinite medium at z = 0 is instantaneously brought to

the concentration cAs
> cA0

and held there for t > 0, causing

diffusion into the medium to occur. Because the medium is

infinite in the z-direction, diffusion cannot extend to z = ∞
and, therefore, as z → ∞, cA = cA0

for all t ≥ 0.

Because (3-63) and its one initial condition in time and two

boundary conditions in distance are linear in the dependent

variable, cA, an exact solution can be obtained by combination

z Direction of
diffusion

Figure 3.5 One-dimensional diffusion into a semi-infinite medium.

of variables [13] or the Laplace transform method [14]. The

result, in terms of fractional concentration change, is

θ =
cA − cA0

cAs
− cA0

= erfc

(
z

2
√

DABt

)
(3-66)

where the complementary error function, erfc, is related to the

error function, erf, by

erfc(x) = 1 − erf(x) = 1 − 2√
π∫

x

0

e−η
2
dη (3-67)

The error function is included in MATLAB and most spread-

sheet programs and is tabulated by Abramowitz and Stegun

[15]. The variation of erf(x) and erfc(x) is:

x erf(x) erfc(x)

0 0.0000 1.0000

0.5 0.5205 0.4795

1.0 0.8427 0.1573

1.5 0.9661 0.0339

2.0 0.9953 0.0047

∞ 1.0000 0.0000

Equation (3-66) determines the concentration in the

semi-infinite medium as a function of time and distance from

the surface, assuming no bulk flow. It applies rigorously to

diffusion in solids and also to stagnant liquids and gases when

the medium is dilute in the diffusing solute.

In (3-66), when z∕2
√

DABt = 2, the complementary error

function is only 0.0047, which represents less than a 1%

change in the ratio of the concentration change at z = z to the

change at z = 0. It is common to call z = 4
√

DABt the pene-
tration depth and to apply (3-66) to media of finite thickness

as long as the thickness is greater than the penetration depth.

The instantaneous rate of mass transfer across the medium

surface at z = 0 can be obtained by taking the derivative of

(3-66) with respect to distance and substituting it into Fick’s

first law applied at the surface of the medium. Then, using

the Leibnitz rule for differentiating the integral in (3-67) with

x = z∕2
√

DABt,

nA = −DABA

(
∂cA
∂z

)
= DABA

(
cAs

− cA0√
πDABt

)
exp

(
− z2

4DABt

) ||||||z=0
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Thus,

nA||z=0 = √
DAB

πt
A
(

cAs
− cA0

)
(3-68)

The total number of moles of solute, 𝒩A, transferred into

the semi-infinitemedium is obtained by integrating (3-68)with

respect to time:

𝒩A = ∫
t

0

nA||z=0 dt =
√

DAB∕π A
(

cAs
− cA0

)
∫

t

0

dt√
t

= 2A
(

cAs
− cA0

)√
DABt
π

(3-69)

EXAMPLE 3.10 Rates of Diffusion in Stagnant Media.

Determine how long it will take for the dimensionless concentra-

tion change, θ = (cA − cA0
)∕(cAs

− cA0
), to reach 0.01 at a depth

z = 100 cm in a semi-infinite medium. The medium is initially at

a solute concentration cA0
after the surface concentration at z = 0

increases to cAs
for diffusivities representative of a solute diffusing

through a stagnant gas, a stagnant liquid, and a solid.

Solution

For a gas, assume DAB = 0.1 cm2∕s. From (3-65) and (3-66),

θ = 0.01 = 1 − erf

(
z

2
√

DABt

)
Therefore,

erf

(
z

2
√

DABt

)
= 0.99

From MATLAB, the value of erf corresponds to
z

2
√

DABt
= 1.8214

Solving,

t =
[

100

1.8214 (2)

]2
1

0.10
= 7,540 s = 2.09 h

In a similar manner, the times for typical gas, liquid, and solid media

are found to be drastically different, as shown below.

Semi-infinite Medium DAB, cm
2/s Time for θ = 0.01 at z = 1 m

Gas 0.10 2.09 hours

Liquid 1 × 10−5 2.39 years

Solid 1 × 10−9 239 centuries

The results show that molecular diffusion is very slow, especially in

liquids and solids. For separations involving liquids and gases, the

rate of mass transfer is greatly increased by agitation to induce tur-

bulent motion. For separations involving solid particles, it is best to

reduce the size of the particles.

§3.4 MASS TRANSFER IN LAMINAR FLOW

Some separations involve diffusion in fluids in laminar flow.

As with convective heat-transfer in laminar flow, the calcu-

lation of such operations is amenable to well-defined theory.

This is illustrated in this section by three common configura-
tions: (1) a fluid falling as a film down a surface; (2) a fluid
flowing slowly along a horizontal, flat surface; and (3) a fluid
flowing slowly through a circular tube, where mass transfer
occurs, respectively, between a gas and the falling liquid film,
from the flat surface into the flowing fluid, and from the inside
surface of the tube into the flowing fluid.

§3.4.1 Falling Laminar, Liquid Film

Consider a thin liquid film containing A and nonvolatile B,
falling at steady state in a laminar flow down one side of a verti-
cal surface and exposed to pure gas, A, which diffuses into the
liquid, as shown in Figure 3.6. The surface is infinitely wide
in the x-direction (normal to the page), flow is in the down-
ward y-direction, and mass transfer of A is in the z-direction.
Assume that the rate of mass transfer of A into the liquid film
is so small that the liquid velocity in the z-direction, uz, is
zero. From fluid mechanics, in the absence of end effects, the
equation of motion for the liquid film in fully developed lam-
inar flow in the y-direction is

μ
d2uy

dz2
+ ρg = 0 (3-70)

Usually, fully developed flow, where uy is independent of
the distance y, is established quickly. If δ is the film thickness
and the boundary conditions are uy = 0 at z = δ (no slip of
fluid at the solid surface) and duy∕dz = 0 at z = 0 (no drag at
the gas–liquid interface), (3-70) is readily integrated, giving a
parabolic velocity profile:

uy =
ρgδ2
2μ

[
1 −

( z
δ

)2
]

(3-71)

The maximum liquid velocity occurs at z = 0,

(uy)max =
ρgδ2
2μ

(3-72)

Liquid
film

element

Bulk
flowGas

Diffusion
of A

Liquid

z = δ z

y +Δy
z +Δz

z = 0, y = 0

y

y

z

uy {z}

cAi (in liquid)

cA {z}

Figure 3.6 Mass transfer from a gas into a falling, laminar

liquid film.
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The bulk-average velocity in the liquid film is

ūy =
∫ δ
0

uydz

δ
= ρgδ2

3μ
(3-73)

Thus, with no entrance effects, the film thickness for fully
developed flow is independent of location y and is

δ =
(
3ūyμ
ρg

)1∕2
=

(
3μΓ
ρ2g

)1∕2
(3-74)

where Γ = liquid film flow rate per unit width of film, W. For
film flow, the Reynolds number (a dimensionless group),
which is the ratio of the inertial force to the viscous force, is

NRe =
4rHūyρ

μ
=

4δūyρ
μ

= 4Γ
μ

(3-75)

where rH = hydraulic radius = (flow cross section)/(wetted
perimeter) = (Wδ)∕W = δ and, by continuity (flow rate =
velocity × density × flow area), Γ = ūyρδ

Grimley [16] found that for NRe < 8 to 25, depending on
surface tension and viscosity, flow in the film is laminar and
the interface between the liquid film and the gas is flat. The
value of 25 is obtained with water. For 8 to 25 < NRe < 1,200,
the flow is still laminar, but ripples may appear at the interface
unless suppressed by the addition of wetting agents.

For a flat interface, I, and a low rate of mass transfer of A,
(3-70) to (3-75) hold, and the film velocity profile is given
by (3-71). Consider a mole balance on A for an incremen-
tal volume of liquid film of constant density, as shown in
Figure 3.6. Neglect bulk flow in the z-direction and axial dif-
fusion in the y-direction. Thus, mass transfer of A from the
gas into the liquid occurs only by molecular diffusion in the
z-direction. Then, at steady state, neglecting accumulation or
depletion of A in the incremental volume (quasi-steady-state
assumption),

− DAB(Δy)(Δx)
(
∂cA
∂z

)
+ uycA||y(Δz)(Δx)

= −DAB(Δy)(Δx)
(
∂cA
∂z

)
z+Δz

+ uycA||y+Δy(Δz)(Δx)

(3-76)

Rearranging and simplifying (3-76),[
uycA||y+Δy − uycA||y

Δy

]
= DAB

[(
∂cA∕∂z

)
z+Δz

− (∂cA∕∂z)z
Δz

]
(3-77)

which, in the limit, as Δz → 0 and Δy → 0, becomes

uy
∂cA
∂y

= DAB
∂2cA
∂z2

(3-78)

Substituting the velocity profile of (3-71) into (3-78),

ρgδ2
2μ

[
1 −

( z
δ

)2
]
∂cA
∂y

= DAB
∂2cA
∂z2

(3-79)

This linear PDEwas solved by Johnstone and Pigford [17] and
Olbrich and Wild [18] for the following boundary conditions,

where the initial concentration of A in the liquid film is cA0
:

cA = cAI
at z = 0 for y > 0

cA = cA0
at y = 0 for 0 < z < δ

∂cA∕∂z = 0 at z = δ for 0 < y < L

where L = height of the vertical surface. The solution of
Olbrich and Wild is in the form of an infinite series, giving
cA as a function of z and y. Of greater interest, however, is
the average concentration of A in the film at the bottom of the
wall, where y = L, which, by integration, is

c̄Ay
= 1

ūyδ∫
δ

0

uycAy
dz (3-80)

For the condition y = L, the result is

cA1
− c̄AL

cA1
− cA0

= 0.7857e−5.1213η + 0.09726e−39.661η

+ 0.036093e−106.25η (3-81)

where

η = 2DABL
3δ2ūy

= 8∕3
NReNSc(δ∕L)

= 8∕3
NPeM

(δ∕L)
(3-82)

NSc = Schmidt number = μ
ρDAB

= momentum diffusivity, μ∕ρ
mass diffusivity, DAB

(3-83)

NPeM
= NReNSc = Peclet number for mass transfer

=
4δūy

DAB

(3-84)

The Schmidt number is analogous to the Prandtl number used
in heat transfer:

NPr =
CPμ

k
= (μ∕ρ)

(k∕ρCP)
= momentum diffusivity

thermal diffusivity

The Peclet number for mass transfer is analogous to the Peclet
number for heat transfer:

NPeH
= NReNPr =

4δūyCPρ
k

Both are ratios of convective to molecular transport.
The total rate of absorption of A from the gas into the liquid

film for height L and width W is

nA = ūyδW(c̄AL
− cA0

) (3-85)

§3.4.2 Mass-Transfer Coefficients

Mass-transfer problems involving flowing fluids are often
solved using graphical or algebraic correlations of mass-
transfer coefficients. These are analogous to heat-transfer
coefficients. For the latter, Newton’s law of cooling defines a
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heat-transfer coefficient, h, by

Q = hAΔT (3-86)

where Q = rate of heat transfer, A = area for heat transfer

(normal to the direction of heat transfer), and ΔT = tempera-

ture driving force.

For mass transfer, a composition driving force replacesΔT.
Because composition can be expressed in a number of ways,

different mass-transfer coefficients apply. If concentration is

used, ΔcA is selected as the driving force and

nA = kcAΔcA (3-87)

which defines the mass-transfer coefficient, kc, in mol/time-

area-driving force, for a concentration driving force.

For the falling laminar film, ΔcA = cAI
− c̄A, where c̄A is

the bulk average concentration of A in the film, which varies

with vertical location, y. This is because even though cAI
is

independent of y, the average film concentration of A increases

with y. A theoretical expression for kc in terms of diffusivity

is formed by equating (3-87) to Fick’s first law, (3-50), in con-

centration form at the gas–liquid interface:

kcA(cAI
− c̄A) = −DABA

(
∂cA
∂z

)
z=0

(3-88)

Although this is the most widely used approach for defining

a mass-transfer coefficient for a falling film, it fails because

∂cA∕∂z at z = 0 is not defined. Therefore, another approach is

used. For an incremental height,

nA = ūyδW dc̄A = kc(cAI
− c̄A)W dy (3-89)

This defines a local value of kc, which varies with distance y
because c̄A varies with y. An average value of kc, over height L,
can be defined by separating variables and integrating (3-89):

kcavg
=

∫ L
0

kcdy

L
=

ūyδ
L ∫

c̄AL

cA0

dc̄A
cAI

− c̄A

=
ūyδ
L

ln
cAI

− cA0

cAI
− c̄AL

(3-90)

The argument of the natural logarithm in (3-90) is obtained

from the reciprocal of (3-81). For values of η in (3-82) > 0.1,

only the first term in (3-81) is significant (error is less than

0.5%). In that case,

kcavg
=

ūyδ
L

ln

[
e5.1213η

0.7857

]
(3-91)

Since ln ex = x,

kcavg
=

ūyδ
L

(0.241 + 5.1213η) (3-92)

In the limit for large η, using (3-82) and (3-84), (3-92) becomes

kcavg
= 3.414

DAB

δ
(3-93)

As suggested by the Nusselt number, NNu = hδ∕k for heat

transfer, where δ is a characteristic length, a Sherwood number

for mass transfer is defined for a falling film as

NShavg
=

kcavg
δ

DAB

(3-94)

From (3-93), NShavg
= 3.414, which is the smallest value the

Sherwood number can have for a falling liquid film. The aver-

age mass-transfer flux of A is

NAavg
=

nAavg

A
= kcavg

(cAI
− c̄A)mean (3-95)

For η < 0.001 in (3-82), when the liquid–film flow regime is

still laminar without ripples, the time of contact of gas with

liquid is short and mass transfer is confined to the vicinity of

the interface. Thus, the film acts as if it were infinite in thick-

ness. In this limiting case, the downward velocity of the liquid

film in the region of mass transfer is uymax
, and (3-78) becomes

uymax

∂cA
∂y

= DAB
∂2cA
∂z2

(3-96)

Since from (3-72) and (3-73) uymax
= 3ūy∕2, (3-96) becomes

∂cA
∂y

=
(
2DAB

3ūy

)
∂2cA
∂z2

(3-97)

where the boundary conditions are

cA = cA0
for z > 0 and y > 0

cA = cAI
for z = 0 and y > 0

cA = cAI
for large z and y > 0

Equation (3-97) and the boundary conditions are equivalent to

the case of the semi-infinite medium in Figure 3.6. By analogy

to (3-63) and (3-66), the solution is

θ =
cA − cA0

cAI
− cA0

= erfc

(
z

2
√
2DABy∕3ūy

)
(3-98)

Assuming that the driving force for mass transfer in the film is

cAI
− cA0

, Fick’s first law can be used at the gas–liquid inter-

face to define a mass-transfer coefficient:

NA = −DAB
∂cA
∂z

||||z=0 = kc(cAI
− cA0

) (3-99)

To obtain the gradient of cA at z = 0 from (3-98), note that erfc

is defined from (3-67) as

erfc(z) = 1 − 2√
π∫

z

0

e−t2dt (3-100)

Combining (3-100) with (3-98) and applying the Leibnitz dif-

ferentiation rule,

∂cA
∂z

||||z=0 = −(cAI
− cA0

)

√
3ūy

2πDABy
(3-101)
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Substituting (3-101) into (3-99) and introducing the Peclet
number for mass-transfer from (3-84), the local mass-transfer
coefficient as a function of distance down from the top of the
wall is obtained:

kc =

√
3D2

ABNPeM

8πyδ
=

√
3DABΓ
2πyδρ

(3-102)

The average value of kc over the film height, L, is obtained by
integrating (3-102) with respect to y, giving

kcavg
=

√
6DABΓ
πδρL

=
√

3D2
AB

2πδL
NPeM

(3-103)

Combining (3-103) with (3-94) and (3-84),

NShavg
=

√
3δ
2πL

NPeM
=

√
4

πη
(3-104)

where, by (3-90), the proper mean concentration driving force
to use with kcavg

is the log mean. Thus,(
cAI

− c̄A
)
mean

=
(
cAI

− c̄A
)
LM

=
(
cAI

− cA0

)
−

(
cAI

− cAL

)
ln

[(
cAI

− cA0

)/(
cAI

− c̄AL

) ] (3-105)

When ripples are present on the liquid surface, the surface area
increases and values of kcavg

and NShavg
are considerably larger

than predicted by the above equations.
The above development shows that asymptotic, closed-form

solutions are obtained with relative ease for large and small
values of η, as defined by (3-82). These limits, in terms of
the average Sherwood number, are shown in Figure 3.7. The
general solution for intermediate values of η is not available
in closed form. Similar limiting solutions for large and small
values of dimensionless groups have been obtained for a
large variety of transport and kinetic phenomena (Churchill
[19]). Often, the two limiting cases can be patched together
to provide an estimate of the intermediate solution, if an
intermediate value is available from experiment or the general

numerical solution. The procedure is discussed by Churchill

and Usagi [20]. The general solution of Emmert and Pigford

[21] to the falling laminar liquid film problem is included in

Figure 3.7.

EXAMPLE 3.11 Absorption of CO2 into a Falling
Water Film.

Water (B) at 25∘C, in contact with CO2 (A) at 1 atm, flows as a film

down a wall 1 m wide and 3 m high at a Reynolds number of 25.

Estimate the rate of absorption of CO2 into water in kmol∕s. Ignore
the vaporization of water into the gas. Applicable properties are:

DAB = 1.96 × 10−5 cm2∕s;
ρ = 1.0 g∕cm3;

μL = 0.89 cP = 0.00089 kg∕m-s

Solubility of CO2 in water at 1 atm and 25∘C = 3.4 × 10−5 mol∕cm3.

Solution

From (3-75),

Γ = NReμ
4

= 25(0.89)(0.001)
4

= 0.00556
kg

m-s

From (3-83),

NSc =
μ

ρDAB

= (0.89)(0.001)
(1.0)(1,000)(1.96 × 10−5)(10−4)

= 454

From (3-74),

δ =
[
3(0.89)(0.001)(0.00556)
1.02(1.000)2(9.807)

]1∕3
= 1.15 × 10−4 m

From (3-72) and (3-73), ūy = (2∕3)uymax
. Therefore,

ūy =
2

3

[
(1.0) (1,000)(9.807)

(
1.15 × 10−4

)2
2(0.89)(0.001)

]
= 0.0486 m∕s

From (3-82),

η = 8∕3
(25)(454)

[(
1.15 × 10−4

)
∕3

] = 6.13

           General solution 

Short residence-time solution

Eq. (3-104)

Long residence-time solution
Eq. (3-93)
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Figure 3.7 Limiting and general solutions for mass transfer to a falling laminar liquid film.
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Therefore, (3-93) applies, giving

kcavg
= 3.41(1.96 × 10−5)(10−4)

1.15 × 10−4
= 5.81 × 10−5 m∕s

To obtain the rate of absorption, c̄AL
is determined. From (3-85) and

(3-95),

nA = ūyδW
(
c̄AL

− cA0

)
= kcavg

A

(
c̄AL

− cA0

)
ln

[(
cAI

− cA0

)/(
cAI

− cAL

)]
Thus,

ln

[
cAI

− cA0

cAI
− c̄AL

]
=

kcavg
A

ūyδW

Solving for c̄AL
,

c̄AL
= cAI

−
(
cAI

− cA0

)
exp

(
−

kcavg
A

ūyδW

)
L = 3 m, W = 1 m, A = WL = (1)(3) = 3 m2

cA0
= 0, cAI

= 3.4 × 10−5 kmol∕cm3 = 3.4 × 10−2 kmol∕m3

c̄AL
= 3.4 × 10−2

{
1 − exp

[
−

(
5.81 × 10−5

)
(3)

(0.0486)
(
1.15 × 10−4

)
(1)

]}
= 3.4 × 10−2 kmol∕m3

Thus, the exiting liquid film is saturated with CO2, which implies

equilibrium at the gas–liquid interface. From (3-85),

nA = 0.0486
(
1.15 × 10−4

) (
3.4 × 10−2

)
= 1.9 × 10−7 kmol∕s

§3.4.3 Molecular Diffusion to a Fluid Flowing
across a Flat Plate—the Boundary Layer Concept

Figure 3.8 shows a flow of fluid (B) over a thin, horizontal, flat

plate. Some possibilities for mass transfer of species A into B

are: (1) the plate consists of solid material A, which is slightly

soluble in B; (2) A is in the pores of an inert solid plate from

which it evaporates or dissolves into B; and (3) the plate is a

dense polymeric membrane through which A can diffuse and

pass into fluid B. Let the fluid velocity profile upstream of the

plate be uniform at a free-system velocity of u0. As the fluid
passes over the plate, the velocity ux in the direction x of flow

is reduced to zero at the wall, which establishes a velocity pro-

file due to drag. At a certain distance z that is normal to and

Velocity
boundary

layer

Free
stream

Flat plate

ux
ux

u0

u0

x

z
ux

u0

u0

δx

Figure 3.8 Laminar boundary layer for flow across a flat plate.

upward out from the plate surface, the fluid velocity is 99%
of u0. This distance, which increases with increasing distance
x from the leading edge of the plate, is defined as the veloc-
ity boundary-layer thickness, δ. This thickness is shown as
the dashed line in Figure 3.8. Essentially all flow retardation is
assumed to occur in the boundary layer, as first suggested by
Prandtl [22]. The buildup of this layer, the velocity profile, and
the drag force can be determined for laminar flow by solving
the Navier–Stokes equations of fluid mechanics.

For a Newtonian fluid of constant density and viscos-
ity, with no pressure gradients in the x- or y-directions, the
Navier–Stokes equations for the boundary layer are

∂ux

∂x
+ ∂uz

∂z
= 0 (3-106)

ux
∂ux

∂x
+ uz

∂ux

∂z
= μ

ρ

(
∂2ux

∂z2

)
(3-107)

The boundary conditions are

ux = u0 at x = 0 for z > 0

ux = 0 at z = 0 for x > 0

ux = u0 at z = ∞ for x > 0

uz = 0 at z = 0 for x > 0

A solution of (3-106) and (3-107) was first obtained by Bla-
sius [23], as described by Schlichting [24]. The result in terms
of a local friction factor, fx; a local shear stress at the wall, τwx

;
and a local drag coefficient at the wall, CDx

is

CDx

2
= fx

2
=

τwx

ρu20
= 0.332

N0.5
Rex

(3-108)

where
NRex

= xu0ρ
μ

(3-109)

The drag is greatest at the leading edge of the plate, where the
Reynolds number is smallest. Values of the drag coefficient
obtained by integrating (3-108) from x = 0 to L are

CDavg

2
=

favg
2

= 0.664

N0.5
ReL

(3-110)

As shown in Figure 3.8, the thickness of the velocity boundary
layer increases with distance along the plate, as given by

δ
x
= 4.96

N0.5
Rex

(3-111)

A reasonably accurate expression for the velocity profile
was obtained by Pohlhausen [25], who assumed the empir-
ical form of the velocity in the boundary layer to be
ux= C1z + C2z3, whereC1 andC2 are constants. The boundary
conditions are:

ux = 0 at z = 0, ux = u0 at z = δ, and ∂ux∕∂z = 0 at z = δ.

If these conditions are applied to evaluateC1 andC2, the veloc-
ity is

ux

u0
= 1.5

( z
δ

)
− 0.5

( z
δ

)3

(3-112)
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This solution is valid only for a laminar boundary layer, which,
by experiment, persists up to NRex

= 5 × 105.
When mass transfer of A from the surface of the plate

into the boundary layer occurs, a species continuity equation
applies:

ux
∂cA
∂x

+ uz
∂cA
∂z

= DAB
∂2cA
∂x2

(3-113)

If mass transfer begins at the leading edge of the plate and
the concentration in the fluid at the solid–fluid interface, cAI

,
is maintained constant, the mass-transfer boundary condi-
tions are

cA = cA0
at x = 0 for z > 0,

cA = cAI
at z = 0 for x > 0,

and cA = cA0
at z = ∞ for x > 0

If the rate of mass transfer is low, the velocity profiles are
undisturbed. The analogous heat-transfer problem was first
solved by Pohlhausen [26] for NPr > 0.5, as described by
Schlichting [27]. The analogous result for mass transfer is

NShx

NRex
N1∕3
Sc

= 0.332

N0.5
Rex

(3-114)

where

NShx
=

xkcx

DAB

(3-115)

and the driving force for mass transfer is cAI
− cA0

.
The concentration boundary layer, where essentially all of

the resistance to mass transfer resides, is defined by

cAI
− cA

cAI
− cA0

= 0.99 (3-116)

and the ratio of the concentration boundary-layer thickness,
δc, to the velocity boundary thickness, δ, is

δc∕δ = 1∕N1∕3
Sc (3-117)

Thus, for a liquid boundary layer where NSc > 1, the
concentration boundary layer builds up more slowly than
the velocity boundary layer. For a gas boundary layer where
NSc ≈ 1, the two boundary layers build up at about the same
rate. By analogy to (3-112), the concentration profile is

cAI
− cA

cAI
− cA0

= 1.5

(
z
δc

)
− 0.5

(
z
δc

)3

(3-118)

Equation (3-114) gives the local Sherwood number. If this
expression is integrated over the length of the plate, L, the
average Sherwood number is

NShavg
= 0.664 N1∕2

ReL
N1∕3
Sc (3-119)

where

NShavg
=

Lkcavg

DAB

(3-120)

EXAMPLE 3.12 Sublimation of Naphthalene
from a Flat Plate.

Air at 100∘C and 1 atm with a free-stream velocity of 5 m∕s flows
over a 3-m-long, horizontal, thin, flat plate of naphthalene, causing it

to sublime. Determine: (a) the length over which a laminar boundary

layer persists, (b) the average rate of mass transfer over that length,

and (c) the thicknesses of the velocity and concentration boundary

layers at the point of transition of the boundary layer to turbulent

flow. The physical properties are: vapor pressure of naphthalene =
10 torr; viscosity of air = 0.0215 cP; molar density of air = 0.0327

kmol∕m3; and diffusivity of naphthalene in air = 0.94 × 10−5 m2∕s.

Solution

(a) NRex
= 5 × 105 for transition to turbulent flow. From (3-109),

x = L =
μNRex

u0ρ
=

[(0.0215) (0.001)]
(
5 × 105

)
(5)[(0.0327)(29)]

= 2.27 m

at which transition to turbulent flow begins.

(b) cA0
= 0, cAI

= 10(0.0327)
760

= 4.3 × 10−4 kmol∕m3.

From (3-83),

NSc =
μ

ρDAB

= [(0.0215)(0.001)]
[(0.0327)(29)]

(
0.94 × 10−5

) = 2.41

From (3-119),

NShavg
= 0.664

(
5 × 105

)1∕2(2.41)1∕3 = 630

From (3-120),

kcavg
=

630
(
0.94 × 10−5

)
2.27

= 2.61 × 10−3 m∕s

For a width of 1 m, A = 2.27 m2,

nA = kcavg
A(cAI

− cA0
) = 2.61 × 10−3(2.27)

(
4.3 × 10−4

)
= 2.55 × 10−6 kmol∕s

(c) From (3-111), at x = L = 2.27 m,

δ = 3.46(2.27)(
5 × 105

)0.5 = 0.0111 m

From (3-117),

δc =
0.0111

(2.41)1∕3
= 0.0083 m

§3.4.4 Molecular Diffusion from the Inside
Surface of a Circular Tube to a Flowing
Fluid—the Fully Developed Flow Concept

Figure 3.9 shows the development of a laminar velocity
boundary layer when a fluid flows from a vessel into a straight
circular tube of inside diameter, D. At the entrance, a, the
velocity profile is flat. A velocity boundary layer then begins
to build up, as shown by the dashed lines from a to e. The
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Figure 3.9 Buildup of a laminar velocity boundary layer for flow in a circular tube.

central core outside the boundary layer has a flat velocity pro-
file where the flow is accelerated over the entrance velocity.
Finally, at plane e, the boundary layer fills the tube. Now the
flow is fully developed. The distance from plane a to plane e
is called the entry length Le. Mathematically, it is the distance
from the entrance to the point at which the centerline velocity
is 99% of fully developed flow. From Langhaar [27],

Le∕D = 0.0575 NRe (3-121)

Experiments show that for fully developed laminar flow in
a tube, the Reynolds number, NRe = D ūx ρ∕μ < 2,100, where
ūx is the flow-average velocity in the axial direction, x. Then
the equation of motion in the axial direction is

μ
r
∂
∂r

(
r
∂ux

∂r

)
− dP

∂x
= 0 (3-122)

with boundary conditions:

r = 0 (axis of the tube), ∂ux∕∂r = 0

and r = rw(tube wall), ux = 0

Equation (3-122) was integrated by Hagen in 1839 and
Poiseuille in 1841. The resulting equation for the velocity
profile, in terms of the flow-average velocity, is

ux = 2ūx

[
1 −

(
r

rw

)2
]

(3-123)

or, in terms of the maximum velocity at the tube axis,

ux = uxmax

[
1 −

(
r

rw

)2
]

(3-124)

According to (3-124), the velocity profile is parabolic.
The shear stress, pressure drop, and Fanning friction factor

are obtained from solutions to (3-122):

τw = −μ∂ux

∂r
||r=rw

= 4μūx

rw
(3-125)

−dP
dx

= 32μūx

D2
= 2fρū2x

D
(3-126)

with
f = 16

NRe

(3-127)

At the upper limit of laminar flow, NRe = 2,100, and
Le∕D = 121, but at NRe = 100, Le∕D is only 5.75. In the entry

region, the friction factor is considerably higher than the fully
developed flow value given by (3-127). At x = 0, f is infinity,
but it decreases exponentially with increasing x, approaching
the fully developed flow value at Le. For example, for NRe =
1,000, (3-127) gives f = 0.016, with Le∕D = 57.5. From x = 0
to x∕D = 5.35, the average friction factor from Langhaar is
0.0487, which is three times the fully developed value.

In 1885, Graetz [28] obtained a solution to the problem of
convective heat transfer between the wall of a circular tube, at
a constant temperature, and a fluid flowing through the tube
in fully developed laminar flow. Assuming constant proper-
ties and negligible heat conduction in the axial direction, the
energy equation, after substituting (3-123) for ux, is

2ūx

[
1 −

(
r

rw

)2
]
∂T
∂x

= k
ρCP

[
1

r
∂
∂r

(
r
∂T
∂r

)]
(3-128)

with boundary conditions:

x = 0 (where heat transfer begins), T = T0, for all r

x > 0, r = rw, T = TI and x > 0, r = 0, ∂T∕∂r = 0

The analogous species continuity equation for mass trans-
fer, neglecting bulk flow in the radial direction and axial dif-
fusion, is

2ūx

[
1 −

(
r

rw

)2
]
∂cA
∂x

= DAB

[
1

r
∂
∂r

(
r
∂cA
∂r

)]
(3-129)

with analogous boundary conditions.
The Graetz solution for (3-129) for the temperature or con-

centration profile is an infinite series that can be obtained
from (3-128) by separation of variables using the method of
Frobenius. A detailed solution is given by Sellars, Tribus, and
Klein [29]. The concentration profile yields expressions for
the mass-transfer coefficient and the Sherwood number. For
large x, the concentration profile is fully developed and the
local Sherwood number, NShx

, approaches a limiting value of
3.656. When x is small, such that the concentration boundary
layer is very thin and confined to a regionwhere the fully devel-
oped velocity profile is linear, the local Sherwood number is
obtained from the classic Leveque [30] solution, presented by
Knudsen and Katz [31]:

NShx
=

kcx
D

DAB

= 1.077

[
NPeM

x∕D

]1∕3
(3-130)
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Figure 3.10 Limiting and general solutions for mass transfer to a fluid in laminar flow in a straight, circular tube.

where

NPeM
= Dūx

DAB

(3-131)

The limiting solutions, together with the general Graetz
solution, are shown in Figure 3.10, whereNShx

= 3.656 is valid
for NPeM

∕(x∕D) < 4 and (3-130) is valid for NPeM
∕(x∕D) >

100. These solutions can be patched together if a point
from the general solution is available at the intersection
like that discussed in §3.4.2. In the region of mass transfer,
an average Sherwood number is derived by integrating the
general expression for the local Sherwood number. An empir-
ical representation for that average, based on a log-mean
concentration driving force, proposed by Hausen [32], is

NShavg
= 3.66 +

0.0668
[
NPeM

∕ (x∕D)
]

1 + 0.04
[
NPeM

∕ (x∕D)
]2∕3 (3-132)

EXAMPLE 3.13 Mass Transfer of Benzoic Acid into
Water Flowing in Laminar Motion through a Tube of
Benzoic Acid.

Linton and Sherwood [33] dissolved tubes of benzoic acid (A) into

water (B) flowing in laminar flow through the tubes. Their data

agreed with predictions based on the Graetz and Leveque equations.

Consider a 5.23-cm-inside-diameter, 32-cm-long tube of benzoic

acid, preceded by 400 cm of straight metal pipe wherein a fully

developed velocity profile is established. Water enters at 25∘C at

a velocity corresponding to a Reynolds number of 100. Based on

property data at 25∘C, estimate the average concentration of benzoic

acid leaving the tube before a significant increase in the inside

diameter of the benzoic-acid tube occurs because of dissolution. The

properties are: solubility of benzoic acid in water = 0.0034 g∕cm3;

viscosity of water = 0.89 cP = 0.0089 g∕cm-s; and diffusivity of

benzoic acid in water at infinite dilution = 9.18 × 10−6 cm2∕s.

Solution

NSc =
0.0089

(1.0)(9.18 × 10−6)
= 970

NRe =
Dūxρ
μ

= 100

from which

ūx =
(100)(0.0089)
(5.23)(1.0)

= 0.170 cm∕s

From (3-131),

NPeM
= (5.23)(0.170)

9.18 × 10−6
= 9.69 × 104

x
D

= 32

5.23
= 6.12

NPeM

(x∕D)
= 9.69 × 104

6.12
= 1.58 × 104

From (3-132),

NShavg
= 3.66 + 0.0668(1.58 × 104)

1 + 0.04(1.58 × 104)2∕3
= 44

kcavg
= NShavg

DAB

D
= 44

(
9.18 × 10−6

5.23

)
= 7.7 × 10−5 cm∕s

Using a log mean driving force,

nA = ūxS
(
c̄Ax

− cA0

)
= kcavg

A

(
cAI

− cA0

)
−

(
cAI

− c̄Ax

)
ln

[(
cAI

− cA0

)/(
cAI

− c̄Ax

)]
where S is the cross-sectional area for flow. Simplifying,

ln
[(

cAI
− cA0

)
∕
(
cAI

− c̄Ax

)]
=

kcavg
A

ūxS

cA0
= 0 and cAI

= 0.0034 g∕cm3

S = πD2

4
= (3.14)(5.23)2

4
= 21.5 cm2

A = πDx = (3.14)(5.23)(32) = 526 cm2

ln
[(
0.0034 − 0

)
∕
(
0.0034 − c̄Ax

)]
= (7.7 × 10−5)(526)

(0.170)(21.5)
= 0.0111

Solving,

c̄Ax
= 0.0034 − 0.0034

e0.0111
= 0.000038 g∕cm3

Thus, the concentration of benzoic acid in the water leaving the

benzoic-acid tube is far from saturation.
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§3.5 MASS TRANSFER IN TURBULENT FLOW

The two previous sections described mass transfer in stagnant

media (§3.3) and laminar flow (§3.4), where in accordance

with (3-1), only two mechanisms needed to be considered:

molecular diffusion and bulk flow, with the latter being often

ignored. For both cases, rates of mass transfer in laminar flow

can be calculated theoretically using Fick’s law of diffusion.

In industrial applications, turbulent flow is more common

because it includes eddy diffusion, which results in much

higher heat-transfer and mass-transfer rates, which reduce
the size of the processing equipment. Lacking a fundamental
theory for eddy diffusion, estimates of mass-transfer rates
rely on empirical correlations developed from experimental
data. These correlations are comprised of the dimensionless
groups of §3.4 and use analogies with heat and momentum
transfer. For reference, the most useful dimensionless groups
for fluid mechanics, heat transfer, and mass transfer are listed
in Table 3.9. Note that most of the dimensionless groups
used in empirical equations for mass transfer are analogous

Table 3.9 Some Useful Dimensionless Groups

Name Formula Meaning Analogy

Fluid Mechanics

Drag Coefficient CD = 2FD

Au2ρ
Drag force

Projected area × Velocity head

Fanning Friction Factor f = ΔP
L

D
2ū2ρ

Pipe wall shear stress

Velocity head

Froude Number NFr =
ū2

gL
Inertial force

Gravitational force

Reynolds Number NRe =
Lūρ
μ

= Lū
v

= LG
μ

Inertial force

Viscous force

Weber Number NWe =
ū2ρL
σ

Inertial force

Surface-tension force

Heat Transfer

j-Factor for Heat Transfer jH = NStH
(NPr)2∕3 jM

Nusselt Number NNu =
hL
k

Convective heat transfer

Conductive heat transfer
NSh

Peclet Number for Heat Transfer NPeH
= NReNPr =

LūρCP

k
Bulk transfer of heat

Conductive heat transfer
NPeM

Prandtl Number NPr =
CPμ

k
= v

α
Momentum diffusivity

Thermal diffusivity
NSc

Stanton Number for Heat Transfer NStH
= NNu

NReNPr

= h
CPG

Heat transfer

Thermal capacity
NStM

Mass Transfer

j-Factor for Mass Transfer (analogous to the j-Factor
for Heat Transfer)

jM = NStM
(NSc)2∕3 jH

Lewis Number NLe =
NSc

NPr

= k
ρCPDAB

= α
DAB

Thermal diffusivity

Mass diffusivity

Peclet Number for Mass Transfer (analogous to the

Peclet Number for Heat Transfer)

NPeM
= NReNSc =

Lū
DAB

Bulk transfer of mass

Molecular diffusion
NPeH

Schmidt Number (analogous to the Prandtl Number) NSc =
μ

ρDAB

= v
DAB

Momentum diffusivity

Mass diffusivity
NPr

Sherwood Number (analogous to the Nusselt Number) NSh =
kcL
DAB

Convective mass transfer

Molecular diffusion
NNu

Stanton Number for Mass Transfer (analogous to the

Stanton Number for Heat Transfer)

NStM
= NSh

NReNSc

= kc

ū
Mass transfer

Mass capacity
NStH

L = characteristic length G = mass velocity = ūρ, Subscripts: M = mass transfer H = heat transfer
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to dimensionless groups used in heat transfer. The Reynolds
number from fluid mechanics is used widely in empirical
equations of momentum, heat, and mass transfer.

As shown by a famous dye experiment conducted by
Osborne Reynolds in 1883 [34], a fluid in laminar flow
moves parallel to the solid boundaries in streamline patterns.
Every fluid particle moves with the same velocity along a
streamline, and there are no normal-velocity components. For
a Newtonian fluid in laminar flow, momentum, heat, and mass
transfer are by molecular transport, governed by Newton’s
law of viscosity, Fourier’s law of heat conduction, and Fick’s
law of molecular diffusion.

In turbulent flow, where transport processes are orders of
magnitude higher than in laminar flow, streamlines no longer
exist, except near a wall, and eddies of fluid (large compared
to the mean free path of the molecules in the fluid) mix with
each other by moving from one region to another in fluctuating
motion. This eddy mixing by velocity fluctuations occurs not
only in the direction of flow but also in directions that are
normal to flow, with the former referred to as axial trans-
port. The latter are of more interest. Momentum, heat, and
mass transfer occur by the two parallel mechanisms given in
(3-1): (1) molecular diffusion, which is slow; and (2) tur-
bulent or eddy diffusion, which is rapid except near a solid
surface, where the flow velocity accompanying turbulence
tends to zero. Superimposed on molecular and eddy diffusion
is (3) mass transfer by bulk flow, which may or may not be
significant.

In 1877, Boussinesq [35] modified Newton’s law of vis-
cosity to add a parallel eddy or turbulent viscosity, μt. Analo-
gous expressions were developed for turbulent-flow heat and
mass transfer. For flow in the x-direction and transport in the
z-direction normal to flow, these expressions are written in flux
form (in the absence of bulk flow in the z-direction) as:

τzx = −(μ + μt)
dux

dz
(3-133)

qz = −(k + kt)
dT
dz

(3-134)

NAz
= −(DAB + Dt)

dcA
dz

(3-135)

where the double subscript zx on the shear stress, τ, stands
for x-momentum in the z-direction. The molecular contribu-
tions, μ, k, and DAB, are properties of the fluid and depend
on chemical composition, temperature, and pressure. The tur-
bulent contributions, μt, kt, and Dt, depend on the mean fluid
velocity in the flow direction and on the position in the fluid
with respect to the solid boundaries.

In 1925, Prandtl [36] developed an expression for μt in
terms of an eddy mixing length, l, which is a function of
position and is a measure of the average distance that an
eddy travels before it loses its identity and mingles with other
eddies. The mixing length is analogous to the mean free path
of gas molecules, which is the average distance a molecule
travels before it collides with another molecule. By analogy,
the same mixing length is valid for turbulent-flow heat transfer

and mass transfer. To use this analogy, (3-133) to (3-135) are

rewritten in diffusivity form:

τzx

ρ
= −(ν + εM)dux

dz
(3-136)

qz

CPρ
= −(α + εH)

dT
dz

(3-137)

NAz
= −(DAB + εD)

dcA
dz

(3-138)

where εM , εH , and εD are momentum, heat, and mass eddy

diffusivities, respectively; ν is the momentum diffusivity

(kinematic viscosity, μ∕ρ); and α is the thermal diffusivity,

k∕ρCP. As an approximation, the three eddy diffusivities

may be assumed equal. This is valid for εH and εD, but data

indicate that εM∕εH = εM∕εD is sometimes less than 1.0 and

as low as 0.5 for turbulence in a free jet.

§3.5.1 Reynolds Analogy

If (3-136) to (3-138) are applied at a solid boundary, they can

be used to determine transport fluxes based on transport coef-

ficients, with driving forces from the wall (or interface), I, at

z = 0, to the bulk fluid condition, designated with an overbar:

τzx

ūx
= −(ν + εM)d(ρux∕ūx)

dz
|||z=0 = fρūx

2
(3-139)

qz = −(α + εH)
d(ρCPT)

dz
|||z=0 = h(TI − T) (3-140)

NAz
= −(DAB + εD)

dcA
dz

|||z=0 = kc(cA − c̄A) (3-141)

To develop useful analogies, it is convenient to use dimen-

sionless velocity, temperature, and solute concentration,

defined by

θ = ux

ūx
= TI − T

TI − T
=

cAI
− cA

cAI
− c̄A

(3-142)

If (3-142) is substituted into (3-139) to (3-141),

∂θ
∂z

|||z=0 = f ūx

2(ν + εM)
= h

ρCP(α + εH)

= kc

(DAB + εD)
(3-143)

which defines analogies among momentum, heat, and mass

transfer. If the three eddy diffusivities are equal and molec-

ular diffusivities are everywhere negligible or equal, i.e., ν =
α = DAB, (3-143) simplifies to

f
2
= h

ρCPūx
= kc

ūx
(3-144)

Equation (3-144) defines the Stanton number for heat transfer

listed in Table 3.9,

NStH
= h

ρCPūx
= h

GCP
(3-145)
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whereG = mass velocity = ūxρ. The Stanton number formass

transfer is

NStM
= kc

ūx
= kcρ

G
(3-146)

Equation (3-144) is referred to as the Reynolds analogy. Its
development is significant, but its application for the esti-

mation of heat-transfer and mass-transfer coefficients from

measurements of the Fanning friction factor for turbulent

flow is valid only when NPr = ν∕α = NSc = ν∕DAB = 1.

Thus, the Reynolds analogy has very limited practical value

and is rarely used. Reynolds postulated its existence in 1874

[37] and derived it in 1883 [34].

§3.5.2 Chilton–Colburn Analogy

A widely used extension of the Reynolds analogy to values

of the Prandtl and Schmidt numbers other than 1 was devised

in the 1930s by Colburn [38] for heat transfer and by Chilton

and Colburn [39] for mass transfer. It is widely applied.

Using experimental data, Chilton and Colburn corrected the

Reynolds analogy for differences in dimensionless velocity,

temperature, and concentration distributions by incorporating

the Prandtl number, NPr, and the Schmidt number, NSc, into

(3-144) to define empirically the following three j-factors,
two of which are included in Table 3.9. Instead of jM , the

Fanning friction factor is listed in Table 3.9.

jM = f
2
= jH = h

GCP
N2∕3
Pr

= jD = kcρ
G

N2∕3
Sc

(3-147)

Equation (3-147) is the Chilton-Colburn analogy or the Col-
burn analogy for estimating transport coefficients for turbulent

flow. For NPr = NSc = 1, (3-147) equals (3-144).

Experiments show that the j-factors depend on the geo-

metric configuration and the Reynolds number, NRe. Based

on decades of experimental turbulent-flow transport data, the

following representative j-factor correlations for turbulent

transport to or from smooth surfaces have evolved. Additional

correlations are presented in later chapters. These correlations

are reasonably accurate for NPr and NSc in the range of 0.5 to

10 and result in average transport coefficients for:

1. Flow through a straight, circular tube of inside diame-

ter D:

jM = jH = jD = 0.023(NRe)−0.2 (3-148)

for 10,000 < NRe = DG∕μ < 1,000,000

2. Flow across a flat plate of length L:

jM = jH = jD = 0.037(NRe)−0.2 (3-149)

for 5 × 105 < NRe = Lu0ρ∕μ < 5 × 108

3. Flow normal to a long, circular cylinder of diameter D,

where the drag coefficient includes both form drag and

skin friction, but only the skin friction contribution
applies to the analogy:

( jM)skin friction = jH = jD = 0.193(NRe)−0.382 (3-150)

for 4,000 < NRe < 40,000

( jM)skin friction = jH = jD = 0.0266(NRe)−0.195 (3-151)

for 40,000 < NRe < 250,000

with NRe = DG∕μ
4. Flow past a single sphere of diameter D:

(jM)skin friction = jH = jD = 0.37(NRe)−0.4 (3-152)

for 20 < NRe = DG∕μ < 100,000

5. Flow through beds packed with spherical particles of
uniform size DP:

jH = jD = 1.17(NRe)−0.415 (3-153)

for 10 < NRe = DPG∕μ < 2,500

The above correlations are plotted in Figure 3.11, where the
curves are not widely separated but do not coincide because of
necessary differences in Reynolds number definitions. When
using the correlations in the presence of appreciable temper-
ature and/or composition differences, Chilton and Colburn
recommend that NPr and NSc be evaluated at the average con-
ditions from the surface to the bulk stream.

§3.5.3 Other Analogies

A theoretical improvement to the Reynolds analogy was made
in 1910 by Prandtl [40], who divided the flow into two regions:
(1) a thin laminar-flow sublayer of thickness δ next to the wall
boundary, where only molecular transport occurs; and (2) a
turbulent region dominated by eddy transport, with εM = εH =
εD. His expression for the Stanton number for heat transfer was
less empirical, but less accurate than the later Chilton–Colburn
analogy.

Further theoretical improvements to the Reynolds anal-
ogy were made by von Karman, Martinelli, and Deissler,
as discussed in detail by Knudsen and Katz [31]. The first
two investigators inserted a buffer zone between the laminar
sublayer and turbulent core. Deissler gradually reduced the
eddy diffusivities as the wall was approached. Other advances
were made by van Driest [41], who used a modified form of
the Prandtl mixing length; Reichardt [42], who eliminated the
zone concept by allowing the eddy diffusivities to decrease
continuously from a maximum to zero at the wall; and Friend
and Metzner [43], who obtained improved accuracy at high
Prandtl and Schmidt numbers up to 3,000. Their results for
flow through a circular tube are

NStH
= f∕2

1.20 + 11∕8
√

f∕2(NPr − 1)N−1∕3
Pr

(3-154)

NStM
= f∕2

1.20 + 11∕8
√

f∕2(NSc − 1)N−1∕3
Sc

(3-155)
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Figure 3.11 Chilton–Colburn j-factor correlations.

where the Fanning friction factor can be estimated for
Reynolds numbers from 10,000 to 10,000,000 using the
empirical correlation of Drew, Koo, and McAdams [44]:

f = 0.00140 + 0.125(NRe)−0∶32 (3-156)

which fits the experimental data of Nikuradse [45] and is
preferred over (3-147) with (3-148), which is valid only to
NRe = 1,000,000. For two- and three-dimensional turbulent-
flow problems, some success has been achieved with the κ
(kinetic energy of turbulence)−ε (rate of dissipation) model
of Launder and Spalding [46], which is used in computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) computer programs.

A more theoretical alternative to (3-154) to (3-156) for
developing equations for turbulent flow is to use time-
averaged velocities, temperatures, and concentrations in the
laws of Newton, Fourier, and Fick. This approach is used in a
series of papers by Churchill and co-workers [47] to [52]. The
equation of Churchill and Zajic [48] for the Fanning friction
for turbulent flow in a straight, smooth cylindrical tube or
pipe is:

(
2

f

)1∕2
= 3.2 − 227

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

(
2

f

)1∕2

NRe

2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+ 2500

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

(
2

f

)1∕2

NRe

2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

2

+ 1

0.436
ln

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

(
2

f

)1∕2

NRe

2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

−1

(3-157)

where the Reynolds number is NRe = Dūxρ∕μ.
Equation (3-157) is in agreement with experimental data

over a Reynolds number range of 4,000−3,000,000 and can
be used up to a Reynolds number of 100,000,000. Table 3.10
is a comparison of the Churchill–Zajic equation, (3-157), with
(3-156) of Drew et al. and (3-148) of Chilton and Colburn.
Equation (3-156) gives satisfactory agreement for Reynolds
numbers from 10,000 to 10,000,000, while (3-148) is useful
only for Reynolds numbers from 100,000 to 1,000,000.

Table 3.10 Comparison of Fanning Friction Factors for Fully

Developed Turbulent Flow in a Smooth, Straight, Circular Tube

NRe

f , Drew et al.

(3-156)

f , Chilton–Colburn
(3-148)

f , Churchill–Zajic
(3-157)

10,000 0.007960 0.007291 0.008087

100,000 0.004540 0.004600 0.004559

1,000,000 0.002903 0.002902 0.002998

10,000,000 0.002119 0.001831 0.002119

100,000,000 0.001744 0.001155 0.001573

An extension of the Churchill approach by Churchill and

Zajic [48] gives an expression for the Nusselt number for

turbulent-flow convective heat transfer in a straight, smooth

cylindrical tube or pipe:

NNu =
1(

NPrt

NPr

)
1

NNu1

+

[
1 −

(
NPrt

NPr

)2∕3
]

1

NNu∞

(3-158)

where, from Yu, Ozoe, and Churchill [50],

NPrt
= turbulent Prandtl number = 0.85 + 0.015

NPr

(3-159)

NNu1
= Nusselt number for (NPr = NPrt

)

=
NRe

f
2

1 + 145
( f
2

)−5∕4 (3-160)

NNu∞
= Nusselt number for (NPr = ∞)

= 0.07443

(
NPr

NPrt

)1∕3

NRe

( f
2

)1∕2
(3-161)

Table 3.11 is a comparison of the Churchill et al. Nusselt-

number correlation (3-158) with those of Friend and Metzner

(3-154) and Chilton and Colburn (3-148), where, from

Table 3.9, NNu = NStNReNPr. At a Prandtl number of 1, which

is typical of low-viscosity liquids and close to that of most

gases, the Chilton–Colburn correlation is within 10% of
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Table 3.11 Comparison of Nusselt Numbers for Fully Developed Turbulent Flow in a Smooth, Straight, Circular Tube

Prandtl number, NPr = 1

NRe NNu, Friend–Metzner (3-154) NNu, Chilton–Colburn (3-148) NNu, Churchill–Zajic (3-158)

10,000 33.2 36.5 37.8

100,000 189 230 232

1,000,000 1210 1450 1580

10,000,000 8830 9160 11400

100,000,000 72700 57800 86000

Prandtl number, NPr = 1000

NRe NNu, Friend–Metzner (3-154) NNu, Chilton–Colburn (3-148) NNu, Churchill–Zajic (3-158)

10,000 527 365 491

100,000 3960 2300 3680

1,000,000 31500 14500 29800

10,000,000 267800 91600 249000

100,000,000 2420000 578000 2140000

the Churchill–Zajic equation for Reynolds numbers up to

1,000,000. Beyond that, serious deviations occur (25% at

NRe = 10,000,000 and almost 50% at NRe = 100,000,000).

Deviations of the Friend–Metzner correlation vary from 15%

to 30% over the entire range of Reynolds numbers. At all

Reynolds numbers, the Churchill–Zajic equation predicts

higher Nusselt numbers and, therefore, higher heat-transfer

coefficients.

At a Prandtl number of 1,000, which is typical of

high-viscosity liquids, the Friend–Metzner correlation is

in fairly close agreement with the Churchill–Zajic equation.

The Chilton–Colburn correlation deviates over the entire

range of Reynolds numbers, predicting values ranging from

27 to 74% of those from the Churchill–Zajic equation as the

Reynolds number increases. The Chilton–Colburn correlation

should not be used at high Prandtl numbers for heat transfer

or at high Schmidt numbers for mass transfer.

The Churchill–Zajic equation for predicting the Nusselt

number shows an exponent dependence on the Reynolds

number. This is in contrast to the typically cited constant

exponent of 0.8 for the Chilton–Colburn correlation. For the

Churchill–Zajic equation, at NPr = 1, the exponent increases

with Reynolds number from 0.79 to 0.88; at a Prandtl number

of 1,000, the exponent increases from 0.87 to 0.93.

Extension of the Churchill–Zajic equation to low Prandtl

numbers typical of molten metals, and to other geometries is

discussed by Churchill [49], who also considers the effect of

boundary conditions (e.g., constant wall temperature and uni-

form heat flux) at low-to-moderate Prandtl numbers.

For calculation of convective mass-transfer coefficients,

kc, for turbulent flow of gases and liquids in straight, smooth

circular tubes, it is recommended that the Churchill–Zajic

equation be employed by applying the analogy between

heat and mass transfer. Thus, as illustrated in the following

example, the Sherwood number is substituted for the Nusselt

number and the Schmidt number is substituted for the Prandlt

number, using Table 3.9 with (3-158) to (3-161).

EXAMPLE 3.14 Analogies for Turbulent Transport in
Straight, Smooth, Circular Tubes.

Linton and Sherwood [33] conducted experiments on the dissolu-

tion of tubes of cinnamic acid (A) into water (B) flowing turbulently

through the tubes. In one run, with a 5.23-cm-i.d. tube,NRe = 35,800,

and NSc = 1,450, they measured a Stanton number for mass trans-

fer, NStM
, of 0.0000351. Compare this value with predictions by the

Reynolds, Chilton–Colburn, and Friend–Metzner analogies, as well

as the Churchill-Zajic equations.

Solution

From either (3-156) or (3-164), the Fanning friction factor is

0.00576.

Reynolds analogy. From (3-144), NStM
= f∕2 = 0.00576∕2 =

0.00288, which, as expected, is in very poor agreement with the

experimental value because the effect of the large Schmidt number

is ignored.

Chilton–Colburn analogy. From (3-147),

NStM
=

( f
2

)
∕N2∕3

Sc =
(
0.00576

2

)
∕(1450)2∕3 = 0.0000225

which is 64% of the experimental value.

Friend–Metzner analogy. From (3-155), NStM
= 0.0000350, which

is almost identical to the experimental value.

Churchill–Zajic equation. Using mass-transfer analogies,

(3-159) gives NSct
= 0.850, (3-160) gives NSh1

= 94,

(3-161) gives NSh∞
= 1686, and (3-158) gives NSh = 1680

From Table 3.9,

NStM
= NSh

NReNSc

= 1680

(35800)(1450)
= 0.0000324,

which is an acceptable 92% of the experimental value.
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§3.6 MODELS FOR MASS TRANSFER IN
FLUIDS WITH A FLUID–FLUID INTERFACE

The three previous sections considered mass transfer mainly

between solids and fluids, where the interface was a smooth,

solid surface. Applications include adsorption and membrane

separations. Of importance in other separation operations is

mass transfer across a fluid–fluid interface. Such interfaces

exist in absorption, distillation, liquid–liquid extraction, and

stripping, where, in contrast to fluid–solid interfaces, turbu-

lence may persist to the interface. The following theoretical

models have been developed to describe such phenomena in

fluids with a fluid-to-fluid interface. Use of these equations to

design equipment is found in many examples in: Chapter 6

on absorption and stripping; Chapter 7 on distillation; and

Chapter 8 on liquid–liquid extraction.

§3.6.1 Film Theory

A model for turbulent mass transfer to or from a fluid-phase

boundary was suggested in 1904 by Nernst [53], who postu-

lated that the resistance to mass transfer in a turbulent fluid

phase is in a thin, relatively stagnant region at the interface,

called a film. This is similar to the laminar sublayer that forms

when a fluid flows in the turbulent regime parallel to a flat

plate. It is shown schematically in Figure 3.12a for a gas–liquid

interface, where the gas is component A, which diffuses into

non-volatile liquid B. Thus, a process of absorption of A

into liquid B takes place. Without vaporization of B, there is

no resistance to mass transfer of A in the gas phase, because

it is pure A. At the interface, phase equilibrium is assumed,

so the concentration of A at the interface, cAI
, is related to

the partial pressure of A at the interface, pA, by a solubility

relation like Henry’s law, cAI
= HApA. In the liquid film of

thickness δ, molecular diffusion occurs with a driving force

of cAI
− cAb

, where cAb
is the bulk-average concentration of

A in the liquid. Since the film is assumed to be very thin, all

of the diffusing A is assumed to pass through the film and into

the bulk liquid. Accordingly, integration of Fick’s first law,
(3-3a), gives

JA = DAB

δ
(
cAI

− cAb

)
= cDAB

δ
(
xAI

− xAb

)
(3-162)

If the liquid phase is dilute in A, the bulk-flow effect can
be neglected so that (3-162) applies to the total flux, and the
concentration gradient is linear, as in Figure 3.12a.

NA = DAB

δ
(
cAI

− cAb

)
= cDAB

δ
(
xAI

− xAb

)
(3-163)

If the bulk-flow effect is not negligible, then, from (3-31),

NA = cDAB

δ
ln

[
1 − xAb

1 − xAI

]
= cDAB

δ(1 − xA)LM

(
xAI

− xAb

)
(3-164)

where

(1 − xA)LM =
xAI

− xAb

ln
[(
1 − xAb

)
∕
(
1 − xAI

)] = (xB)LM (3-165)

In practice, the ratios DAB∕δ in (3-163) and DAB∕
[δ(1 − xA)LM] in (3-164) are replaced by empirical mass-

transfer coefficients kc and k
′
c, respectively, because the

film thickness, δ, which depends on the flow conditions, is
unknown. The subscript, c, on the mass-transfer coefficient
refers to a concentration driving force, and the prime super-
script denotes that kc includes both diffusion mechanisms and
the bulk-flow effect.

The film theory, which is easy to understand and apply, is
often criticized because it predicts that the rate of mass trans-
fer is proportional to molecular diffusivity. This dependency
is at odds with experimental data, which indicate a depen-
dency of Dn

AB, where n ranges from 0.5 to 0.75. However, if
DAB∕δ is replaced with kc, which is then estimated from the

Chilton–Colburn analogy (3-165), kc is proportional to D2∕3
AB ,

which is in better agreement with experimental data. In effect,
δ is not a constant but depends on DAB (or NSc). Regardless

Interfacial
region

Gas

Bulk liquid

pA

(a) (b)

Gas

pA

z = 0 z =   Lδ

Well-mixed
bulk region

at cAb

cAI

cAb

cAI

cAb

Liquid
film

Figure 3.12 Theories for mass transfer from a fluid–fluid interface into a liquid: (a) film theory; (b) penetration and surface-renewal theories.
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of whether the criticism is valid, film theory continues to be

widely used in design of mass-transfer separation equipment.

EXAMPLE 3.15 Mass-Transfer Flux in a Packed
Absorption Tower.

SO2 is absorbed from air into water in a packed absorption tower.

At a location in the tower, the mass-transfer flux is 0.0270 kmol

SO2∕m2-h, and the liquid-phase mole fractions are 0.0025 and

0.0003, respectively, at the two-phase interface and in the bulk

liquid. If the diffusivity of SO2 in water is 1.7 × 10−5 cm2∕s,
determine the mass-transfer coefficient, kc, and the corresponding

film thickness, neglecting the bulk flow effect.

Solution

NSO2
= (0.027)(1,000)

(3,600)(100)2
= 7.5 × 10−7

mol

cm2-s

For dilute conditions, the concentration of water is

c =
(

1

18.02

)
= 5.55 × 10−2 mol∕cm3

From (3-163),

kc =
DAB

δ
= NA

c
(
xAI

− xAb

)
= 7.5 × 10−7

(5.55 × 10−2)(0.0025 − 0.0003)
= 6.14 × 10−3 cm∕s

Therefore,

δ = DAB

kc

= 1.7 × 10−5

6.14 × 10−3
= 0.0028 cm

which is small and typical of turbulent-flow processes.

§3.6.2 Penetration Theory

A more realistic mass-transfer model is provided by Higbie’s

penetration theory [54], shown schematically in Figure 3.12b.

The stagnant-film concept is replaced by Boussinesq eddies

that: (1) move from the bulk liquid to the interface; (2) stay

at the interface for a short, fixed period of time during which

they remain static, allowing molecular diffusion to take place

in a direction normal to the interface; and (3) leave the inter-

face to mix with the bulk stream. When an eddy moves to the

interface, it replaces a static eddy. Thus, eddies are alternately

static and moving. Turbulence extends to the interface.

In the penetration theory, unsteady-state diffusion takes

place at the interface during the time the eddy is static.

This process is governed by Fick’s second law, (3-63), with

boundary conditions

cA = cAb
at t = 0 for 0 ≤ z ≤ ∞;

cA = cAI
at z = 0 for t > 0; and

cA = cAb
at z = ∞ for t > 0

These are the same boundary conditions as in unsteady-state

diffusion in a semi-infinite medium. The solution is a rear-

rangement of (3-66):

cAI
− cA

cAI
− cAb

= erf

(
z

2
√

DABtc

)
(3-166)

where tc = “contact time” of the static eddy at the interface

during one cycle. The corresponding average mass-transfer

flux of A, in the absence of bulk flow, is given by the following

form of (3-69):

NA = 2

√
DAB

πtc

(
cAI

− cAb

)
(3-167)

or

NA = kc

(
cAI

− cAb

)
(3-168)

Thus, the penetration theory gives

kc = 2

√
DAB

πtc
(3-169)

which predicts that kc is proportional to the square root of the

diffusivity, which is at the lower limit of experimental data.

Penetration theory is most useful for describing bubble,

droplet, or random-packing interfaces. For bubbles, the contact

time, tc, of the liquid surrounding the bubble is approximated

by the ratio of bubble diameter to its rise velocity. An air

bubble of 0.4-cm diameter rises through water at a veloc-

ity of about 20 cm∕s, making the estimated contact time

0.4∕20 = 0.02 s. For a liquid spray, when no circulation of

liquid occurs inside the droplets, contact time is the total

time it takes the droplets to fall through the gas. For a packed

tower, where the liquid flows as a film over random packing,

mixing is assumed to occur each time the liquid film passes

from one piece of packing to another. Resulting contact times

are about 1 s. In the absence of any estimate for contact time,

the mass-transfer coefficient is sometimes correlated by an

empirical expression consistent with the 0.5 exponent on DAB,

as in (3-169), with the contact time replaced by a function of

geometry and the liquid velocity, density, and viscosity.

EXAMPLE 3.16 Contact Time for Penetration
Theory.

For the conditions of Example 3.15, estimate the contact time for

Higbie’s penetration theory.

Solution

From Example 3.15, kc = 6.14 × 10−3 cm∕s and DAB = 1.7 ×
10−5 cm2∕s. From a rearrangement of (3-169),

tc =
4DAB

πk2c
= 4(1.7 × 10−5)

3.14
(
6.14 × 10−3

)2 = 0.57 s
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§3.6.3 Surface-Renewal Theory

Penetration theory assumes a constant contact time for all

eddies that reach the surface. This may be unreasonable in

some cases, especially for stirred tanks, contactors with ran-

dom packings, and bubble and spray columns where bubbles

and droplets cover a range of sizes. In 1951, Danckwerts [55]

suggested an improvement to penetration theory that involves

replacement of constant eddy contact time with the assump-

tion of a residence-time distribution, wherein the probability

of an eddy at the surface being replaced by a fresh eddy is

independent of the age of the surface eddy.

Following Levenspiel’s [56] treatment of residence-time

distribution, let F{t} be the fraction of eddies with a contact

time of less than t. For t = 0, F{t} = 0, and F{t} approaches
1 as t goes to infinity. A plot of F{t} versus t, as shown in

Figure 3.13, is a residence-time or age distribution. If F{t}is
differentiated with respect to t,

ϕ{t} = dF{t}∕dt (3-170)

where ϕ{t}dt is the probability that a given surface eddy will

have a residence time t. The sum of probabilities is

∫
∞

0

ϕ{t}dt = 1 (3-171)

Typical plots of F{t}and ϕ{t} are shown in Figure 3.13, where
ϕ{t} is similar to a normal probability curve.

For steady-state flow into and out of a well-mixed vessel,

Levenspiel shows that

F{t} = 1 − e−t∕t̄ (3-172)

where t̄ is the average residence time. This function forms the

basis, in reaction engineering, of the ideal model of a con-

tinuous, stirred-tank reactor (CSTR). Danckwerts selected the

same model for his surface-renewal theory, using the corre-

sponding ϕ{t} function:

ϕ{t} = se−st (3-173)

where

s = 1∕t̄ (3-174)

is the fractional rate of surface renewal. As shown in
Example 3.17 below, plots of (3-172) and (3-173) are much
different from those in Figure 3.13.

The instantaneous mass-transfer rate for an eddy of age t is
given by (3-167) for penetration theory in flux form as

NAt
= 2

√
DAB

πt
(cAI

− cAb
) (3-175)

The integrated average rate is

NAavg
= ∫

∞

0

ϕ{t}NAt
dt (3-176)

Combining (3-173), (3-175), and (3-176) and integrating:

NAavg
=

√
DABs (cAI

− cAb
) (3-177)

Thus,
kc =

√
DABs (3-178)

Surface-renewal theory predicts the same dependency of the
mass-transfer coefficient on diffusivity as penetration theory.
Unfortunately, s, the fractional rate of surface renewal, is as
elusive a parameter as constant contact time, tc. Toor and
Marchello [57] developed a film-penetration theory com-
bining features of the film, penetration, and surface renewal
theories.

EXAMPLE 3.17 Application of Surface-Renewal
Theory.

For the conditions of Example 3.15, estimate the fractional rate of

surface renewal, s, for Danckwert’s theory and determine residence

time and probability distributions.

Solution

From Example 3.15,

kc = 6.14 × 10−3 cm∕s and DAB = 1.7 × 10−5 cm2∕s

From (3-178),

s = k2c
DAB

= (6.14 × 10−3)2
1.7 × 10−5

= 2.22 s−1

Total
area = 1

Fraction of
exit stream

older than t1

F{t}

1

0

0 t

t
0

0
t1

t

(a) (b)

 ϕ{t}

Figure 3.13 Residence-time distribution plots: (a) typical F curve; (b) typical age distribution.
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1
t

1

e–t/t

= 2.22 s–1

 F{t}
 ϕ{t}

t = 0.45 s

Area = 1

t = 0.45 s0
0

0
0

1
t

1 – e–t/t

tt

Area = t

(a) (b)

Figure 3.14 Age distribution curves for Example 3.17: (a) F curve; (b) ϕ{t} curve.

Thus, the average residence time of an eddy at the surface is 1∕2.22 =
0.45 s.

From (3-173),

ϕ{t} = 2.22e−2.22t (1)

From (3-172), the residence-time distribution is

F{t} = 1 − e−t∕0.45 (2)

where t is in seconds. Equations (1) and (2) are plotted in Figure 3.14.
These curves differ from the curves of Figure 3.13.

§3.7 TWO-FILM THEORY AND OVERALL
MASS-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS

Gas–liquid and liquid–liquid separation processes involve

two fluid phases in contact and require consideration of

mass-transfer resistances in both phases. In 1923, Whitman

[58] suggested an extension of the film theory to two films

in series. Each film presents a resistance to mass transfer, but

concentrations in the two fluids at the interface are assumed

to be in phase equilibrium. That is, there is no additional

interfacial resistance to mass transfer.

The assumption of phase equilibrium at the interface, while

widely used, may not be valid when gradients of interfacial

tension are established during mass transfer. These gradients

give rise to interfacial turbulence, resulting, most often, in

considerably increased mass-transfer coefficients. This phe-

nomenon, the Marangoni effect, is discussed in detail by

Bird, Stewart, and Lightfoot [13], who cite additional ref-

erences. The effect occurs at vapor–liquid and liquid–liquid

interfaces, with the latter having received the most attention.

By adding surfactants, which concentrate at the interface, the

Marangoni effect is reduced because of interface stabilization,

even to the extent that an interfacial mass-transfer resistance

(which causes the mass-transfer coefficient to be reduced)

results. Unless otherwise indicated, the Marangoni effect is

ignored here, and phase equilibrium is assumed at the phase

interface.

§3.7.1 Gas (Vapor)−Liquid Systems

Consider steady-state mass transfer of A from a gas of A and
B, across an interface, I, and into a liquid containing A and B.
It is postulated, as shown in Figure 3.15a, that a thin gas film
exists on one side of the interface and a thin liquid film exists
on the other side, with a diffusion resistance in each film. In
terms of film thicknesses and concentration driving forces, the
rate of mass transfer of A is given by:

NA = (DAB)G
δG

(
cAb

− cAI

)
G
= (DAB)L

δL

(
cAI

− cAb

)
L
(3-179)

Alternatively and preferably, the rate of mass transfer
can be expressed in terms of mass-transfer coefficients
determined from any suitable theory, with the driving-force
gradients visualized more realistically as in Figure 3.15b.
Any number of different combinations of mass-transfer coef-
ficients and driving forces are used. For the gas phase, under
dilute or equimolar counter diffusion (EMD) conditions, the
mass-transfer rate in terms of partial pressures is:

NA = kp

(
pAb

− pAI

)
(3-180)

where kp is a gas-phase mass-transfer coefficient based on a
partial-pressure driving force.

For the liquid phase, with molar concentrations:

NA = kc

(
cAI

− cAb

)
(3-181)

At the interface, cAI
and pAI

are in equilibrium. Applying a

version of Henry’s law,1

cAI
= HApAI

(3-182)

1Different forms of Henry’s law are found in the literature. They include

pA = HAxA, pA = cA∕HA, and yA = HAxA

When a Henry’s law constant, HA, is given without citing the defining

equation, the equation can be determined from the units of the constant. For

example, if the constant has the units of atm or atm/mole fraction, Henry’s law

is pA = HAxA. If the units are mol∕L-mmHg, Henry’s law is pA = cA∕HA.
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Figure 3.15 Concentration gradients for two-resistance theory: (a) film theory; (b) more realistic gradients.

Equations (3-180) to (3-182) are commonly used combina-

tions for vapor–liquid mass transfer.

Computations of mass-transfer rates are made using bulk

concentrations cAb
and pAb

. To obtain an expression for NA

in terms of an overall driving force for mass transfer that

includes both fluid phases, (3-180) to (3-182) are combined

to eliminate the interfacial compositions, cAI
and pAI

. Solving
(3-180) for pAI

pAI
= pAb

− NA

kp
(3-183)

Solving (3-181) for cAI
:

cAI
= cAb

+ NA

kc
(3-184)

Combining (3-184) with (3-182) to eliminate cAI
and com-

bining the result with (3-183) to eliminate pAI
gives

NA =
pAb

HA − cAb

(HA∕kp) + (1∕kc)
(3-185)

Overall Mass-Transfer Coefficients. It is customary to

define: (1) a liquid-phase concentration c∗A = pAb
HA, which

is a fictitious liquid concentration of A in equilibrium with

the partial pressure of A in the bulk gas; and (2) an overall

mass-transfer coefficient, KL. Now (3-185) becomes:

NA = KL

(
c∗A − cAb

)
=

(
c∗A − cAb

)
(HA∕kp) + (1∕kc)

(3-186)

where KL is the overall mass-transfer coefficient based on

the liquid phase and defined by

1

KL
= HA

kp
+ 1

kc
(3-187)

The corresponding overall driving force for mass transfer

is also based on the liquid phase, given by (c∗A − cAb
). The

quantities HA∕kp and 1∕kc are measures of gas and liquid

mass-transfer resistances. When 1∕kc ≫ HA∕kp, the resis-

tance of the gas phase is negligible and the rate of mass transfer

is controlled by the liquid phase, with (3-186) simplifying to

NA = kc

(
c∗A − cAb

)
(3-188)

so that KL ≈ kc. Because resistance in the gas phase is negligi-

ble, the gas-phase driving force becomes (pAb
− pAI

) ≈ 0, so

pAb
≈ pAI

.

Alternatively, (3-180) to (3-182) combine to define an over-

all mass-transfer coefficient, KG, based on the gas phase:

NA =
pAb

− cAb
∕HA

(1∕kp) + (1∕HAkc)
(3-189)

In this case, it is customary to define: (1) a gas-phase partial

pressure p∗A = cAb
∕HA, which is a fictitious partial pressure of

A that would be in equilibrium with the concentration of A in

the bulk liquid; and (2) an overall mass-transfer coefficient for

the gas phase, KG, based on a partial-pressure driving force.

Thus, (3-189) becomes

NA = KG(pAb
− p∗A) =

(pAb
− p∗A)

(1∕kp) + (1∕HAkc)
(3-190)

where
1

KG
= 1

kp
+ 1

HAkc
(3-191)

Now the mass-transfer resistances are 1∕kp and 1∕HAkc. If

1∕kp ≫ 1∕HAkc,

NA = kp

(
pAb

− p∗A
)

(3-192)

soKG ≈ kp. Since the resistance in the liquid phase is then neg-

ligible, the liquid-phase driving force becomes
(
cAI

− cAb

)
≈

0, so cAI
≈ cAb

.

The choice between (3-186) and (3-190) is arbitrary, but

is usually made on the basis of which phase has the largest

mass-transfer resistance. If it is the liquid, (3-186) is used.

If it is the gas, (3-190) is used. If neither is dominant, either

equation is suitable.
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Another common combination for two-film, vapor–liquid
mass transfer uses mole-fraction driving forces, which define
another set of mass-transfer coefficients ky and kx:

NA = ky

(
yAb

− yAI

)
= kx

(
xAI

− xAb

)
(3-193)

Equilibrium at the interface can now be expressed in terms of
a K-value for vapor–liquid equilibrium instead of as a Henry’s
law constant. Thus,

KA = yAI
∕xAI

(3-194)

Combining (3-193) and (3-194) to eliminate yAI
and xAI

,

NA =
yAb

− xAb

(1∕KAky) + (1∕kx)
(3-195)

Alternatively, fictitious concentrations and overall mass-
transfer coefficients can be used with mole-fraction driving
forces. Thus, x∗A = yAb

∕KA and y∗A = KAxAb
. If the two values

of KA are equal,

NA = Kx

(
x∗A − xAb

)
=

x∗A − xAb

(1∕KAky) + (1∕kx)
(3-196)

and

NA = Ky

(
yAb

− y∗A
)
=

yAb
− y∗A

(1∕ky) + (KA∕kx)
(3-197)

where Kx and Ky are overall mass-transfer coefficients based
on mole-fraction driving forces with

1

Kx
= 1

KAky
+ 1

kx
(3-198)

and
1

Ky
= 1

ky
+ KA

kx
(3-199)

When using handbook or literature correlations to estimate
mass-transfer coefficients, it is important to determine which
coefficient (kp, kc, ky, or kx) is correlated, because often it is
not stated. This can be done by checking the units or the form
of the Sherwood or Stanton numbers. Coefficients correlated
by the Chilton–Colburn analogy are kc for either liquid or gas
phases. The various coefficients are related by the following
expressions, which are summarized in Table 3.12.

Liquid phase:

kx = kcc = kc

(ρL

M

)
(3-200)

Ideal-gas phase:

ky = kpP = (kc)g
P

RT
= (kc)gc = (kc)g

(ρG

M

)
(3-201)

Typical units are

SI AE

kc m/s ft/h

kp kmol/s-m2-kPa lbmol/h-ft2-atm

ky, kx kmol/s-m2 lbmol/h-ft2

Table 3.12 Relationships among Mass-Transfer Coefficients

Equimolar counter diffusion (EMD):

Gases: NA = kyΔyA = kcΔcA = kpΔpA

ky = kc
P

RT
= kpP if ideal gas

Liquids: NA = kxΔxA = kcΔcA
kx = kcc, where c = total molar concentration (A + B)

Unimolecular diffusion (UMD) with bulk flow:

Gases: Same equations as for EMD with k replaced

by k
′ = k

(yB)LM

Liquids: Same equations as for EMD with k

replaced by k
′ = k

(xB)LM

When working with concentration units, it is convenient to use:

kG(ΔcG) = kc(Δc) for the gas phase

kL(ΔcL) = kc(Δc) for the liquid phase

When unimolecular diffusion (UMD) occurs under non-
dilute conditions, bulk flow must be included. For binary
mixtures, this is done by defining modified mass-transfer
coefficients, designated with a prime, where the subscript on
k depends on the selected driving force for mass transfer.

For the liquid phase, using subscripted kc or kx,

k
′ = k

(1 − xA)LM
= k

(xB)LM
(3-202)

For the gas phase, using subscripted kp, ky, or kc,

k
′ = k

(1 − yA)LM
= k

(yB)LM
(3-203)

Expressions for k′ are convenient when the mass-transfer
rate is controlled mainly by one of the two resistances. Liter-
ature mass-transfer coefficient data are generally correlated in
terms of k rather than k′. Mass-transfer coefficients estimated
from the Chilton–Colburn analogy [e.g., equations (3-148) to

(3-153)] are kc, not k
′
c.

§3.7.2 Liquid–Liquid Systems

For mass transfer across two liquid phases, equilibrium is
again assumed at the interface. Denoting the two phases by
L(1) and L(2), (3-196) and (3-197) become

NA = K(2)
x

(
x(2)∗A − x(2)Ab

)
=

x(2)∗A − x(2)Ab(
1∕KDA

k(1)x
)
+

(
1∕k(2)x

) (3-204)

and

NA = K(1)
x

(
x(1)Ab

− x(1)∗A

)
=

x(1)Ab
− x(1)∗A(

1∕k(1)x
)
+

(
KDA

∕k(2)x
) (3-205)
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where

KDA
=

x(1)AI

x(2)AI

(3-206)

§3.7.3 Case of Large Driving Forces for
Mass Transfer

Previously, phase equilibria ratios such as HA, KA, and KDA

have been assumed constant across the two phases.When large
driving forces exist, the ratios may not be constant. This com-
monly occurs when one or both phases are not dilute with
respect to the solute, A, in which case, expressions for the
mass-transfer flux must be revised. For mole-fraction driving
forces, from (3-193) and (3-197),

NA = ky(yAb
− yAI

) = Ky

(
yAb

− y∗A
)

(3-207)

Thus,
1

Ky
=

yAb
− y∗A

ky

(
yAb

− yAI

) (3-208)

or

1

Ky
=

(
yAb

− yAI

)
+

(
yAI

− y∗A
)

ky

(
yAb

− yAI

) = 1

ky
+ 1

ky

(
yAI

− y∗A
yAb

− yAI

)
(3-209)

From (3-193),

kx

ky
=

(
yAb

− yAI

xAI
− xAb

)
(3-210)

Combining (3-207) and (3-210),

1

Ky
= 1

ky
+ 1

kx

(
yAI

− y∗A
xAI

− xAb

)
(3-211)

Similarly

1

Kx
= 1

kx
+ 1

ky

(
x∗A − xAI

yAb
− yA1

)
(3-212)

Figure 3.16 shows a curved equilibrium line with values of
yAb

, yAI
, y∗A, x∗A, xAI

, and xAb
. Because the line is curved, the

vapor–liquid equilibrium ratio, KA = yA∕xA, is not constant.
As shown, the slope of the curve and thus, KA, decrease with
increasing concentration of A. Denoting two slopes of the
equilibrium curve by

mx =

(
yAI

− y∗A
xAI

− xAb

)
(3-213)

and

my =

(
yAb

− yAI

x∗A − xAI

)
(3-214)

Substituting (3-213) and (3-214) into (3-211) and (3-212),
respectively, gives

1

Ky
= 1

ky
+ mx

kx
(3-215)
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Figure 3.16 Curved equilibrium line.

and
1

Kx
= 1

kx
+ 1

myky
(3-216)

EXAMPLE 3.18 Absorption of SO2 into Water.

Sulfur dioxide (A) in air is absorbed into water in a packed col-

umn, where bulk conditions are 50∘C, 2 atm, yAb
= 0.085, and xAb

=
0.001. Equilibrium data for SO2 between air and water at 50∘C are

pSO2
, atm cSO2

, lbmol∕ft3

0.0382 0.00193

0.0606 0.00290

0.1092 0.00483

0.1700 0.00676

Experimental values of the mass-transfer coefficients are:

Liquid phase: kc = 0.18 m∕h

Gas phase: kp = 0.040
kmol

h-m2-kPa

Using mole-fraction driving forces, compute the mass-transfer flux:

(a) assuming an average Henry’s law constant and a negligible

bulk-flow effect; (b) utilizing the actual curved equilibrium line

and assuming a negligible bulk-flow effect; (c) utilizing the actual

curved equilibrium line and taking into account the bulk-flow effect.

In addition, (d) determine the magnitude of the gas and liquid

resistances and the values of the mole fractions at the interface that

result from part (c).

Solution

Equilibrium data are converted to mole fractions by assuming

Dalton’s law, yA = pA∕P, for the gas and xA = cA∕c for the liquid.

The concentration of liquid is close to that of water, 3.43 lbmol∕ft3
or 55.0 kmol∕m3. Thus, the mole fractions at equilibrium are:

ySO2
xSO2

0.0191 0.000563

0.0303 0.000846

0.0546 0.001408

0.0850 0.001971
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These data are fitted with average and maximum absolute deviations

of 0.91% and 1.16%, respectively, by the equation

ySO2
= 29.74xSO2

+ 6,733x2SO2
(1)

Differentiating, the slope of the equilibrium curve:

m = dy
dx

= 29.74 + 13,466xSO2
(2)

The given mass-transfer coefficients are converted to kx and ky by

(3-200) and (3-201):

kx = kcc = 0.18(55.0) = 9.9
kmol

h-m2

ky = kpP = 0.040(2)(101.3) = 8.1
kmol

h-m2

(a) From (1) for xAb
= 0.001, y∗A = 29.74(0.001) + 6,733(0.001)2 =

0.0365.

From (1) for yAb
= 0.085, solving the quadratic equation

yields x∗A = 0.001975.

The average slope in this range is

m = 0.085 − 0.0365

0.001975 − 0.001
= 49.7

Examination of (3-215) and (3-216) shows that the liquid-phase

resistance is controlling because the term in kx is much larger than

the term in ky. Therefore, from (3-216), using m = mx,

1

Kx

= 1

9.9
+ 1

49.7(8.1)
= 0.1010 + 0.0025 = 0.1035

or Kx = 9.66
kmol

h-m2

From (3-196),

NA = 9.66(0.001975 − 0.001) = 0.00942
kmol

h-m2

(b) From part (a), the gas-phase resistance is almost negligible.

Therefore, yAI
≈ yAb

and xAI
≈ x∗A.

From (3-214), the slope my is taken at the point yAb
= 0.085

and x∗A = 0.001975 on the equilibrium line.

By (2), my = 29.74 + 13,466(0.001975) = 56.3. From

(3-216),

Kx =
1

(1∕9.9) + {1∕[(56.3)(8.1)]}
= 9.69

kmol

h-m2

giving NA = 0.00945 kmol∕h-m2. This is a small change from

part (a).

(c) Correcting for bulk flow, from the results of parts (a) and (b),

yAb
= 0.085, yAI

= 0.085, xAI
= 0.001975, xAb

= 0.001,

yBLM
= 1.0 − 0.085 = 0.915 and xBLM

≈ 0.9986

From (3-202),

k
′
x =

9.9

0.9986
= 9.9

kmol

h-m2
and k

′
y =

8.1

0.915
= 8.85

kmol

h-m2

From (3-216),

Kx =
1

(1∕9.9) + {1∕[(56.3)(8.85)]}
= 9.71

kmol

h-m2

From (3-196),

NA = 9.71(0.001975 − 0.001) = 0.00945
kmol

h-m2

which is only a very slight change from parts (a) and (b), where the

bulk-flow effect was ignored. The effect is very small because it is

important only in the gas, whereas the liquid resistance is controlling.

(d) The relative magnitude of the two mass-transfer resistances is

1∕myk
′
y

1∕k′
x

= 1∕[(56∕3)(8.85)]
1∕9.9

= 0.02

Thus, the gas-phase resistance is only 2% of the liquid-phase

resistance. The interface vapor mole fraction can be obtained from

(3-207), after accounting for the bulk-flow effect:

yAI
= yAb

− NA

k′
y

= 0.085 − 0.00947

8.85
= 0.084

Similarly,

xAI
= NA

k′
x

+ xAb
= 0.00947

9.9
+ 0.001 = 0.00196

CHAPTER 3 NOMENCLATURE

Abbreviations and Acronyms

EMD equimolar counter diffusion, §3.1.3

UMD unimolecular diffusion, §3.1.4

LM log mean, (3-34)

Latin Symbols

A area for transport

DAB diffusivity of A in B, (3-3)

F{t} fraction of eddies with contact time < t,
Figure 3.13

h heat-transfer coefficient, (3-86)

J molar flux by ordinary molecular diffusion,
(3-3)

j mass flux relative to mass-average velocity of
the mixture, (3-5)

jD Chilton–Colburn j-factor for mass transfer,
(3-147)

jH Chilton–Colburn j-factor for heat transfer,
(3-147)

jM Chilton–Colburn j-factor for momentum
transfer, (3-147)

k thermal conductivity, (3-2)

kc, kp, kx, ky mass-transfer coefficient for different driving
forces, (3-200) and (3-201)

Le entry length, (3-121)

NAV Avogadro’s number, (3-38)
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Ni total molar mass-transfer flux of component i,
(3-1)

ni molar rate of mass transfer of component i,
(3-12)

Q rate of heat transfer, (3-86)

q heat flux, (3-2)

r inside radius from axis of a tube, (3-122)

Si solubility of component i, (3-48)

tc contact time of an eddy at an interface, (3-166)

vi component velocity relative to stationary
coordinates, (3-7)

viD
difference between species velocity and
mixture velocity, (3-9)

vM molar-average mixture velocity, (3-6)

W unit width of liquid film, (3-85)

w component mass fraction, (3-5)

Non-Latin Symbols

Δ difference

δ velocity film thickness, (3-71)

δc concentration film thickness, (3-117)

εD, εH , εM eddy diffusivities for mass, heat, and

momentum transfer, respectively,

(3-136)–(3-138)

𝒩A moles, (3-69)

τ sheer stress (3-125)

Γ liquid film flow rate per width of film flow,

(3-75)

θ dimensionless, fractional change in u, T , or c,
(3-142)

Subscripts

avg average

b bulk average, §3.6.1

I interface, Figure 3.12

LP low pressure, Figure 3.3

t turbulent contribution (3-133)

w wall (3-108)

Superscripts

̄ average

SUMMARY

1. Mass transfer is the net movement of a species in a mix-
ture from one region to a region of different concentration,
often between two phases across an interface. Mass trans-
fer occurs by molecular diffusion, eddy diffusion, and
bulk flow. Molecular diffusion occurs by a number of dif-
ferent driving forces, including composition (ordinary),
pressure, temperature, and external force fields.

2. Fick’s first law for steady-state diffusion states that
the mass-transfer flux by ordinary molecular diffu-
sion is equal to the product of the diffusion coefficient
(diffusivity) and the concentration gradient.

3. Two limiting cases of mass transfer in a binary mixture
are equimolar counter diffusion (EMD) and unimolecular
diffusion (UMD). The former is a good approximation for
distillation. The latter includes bulk-flow effects.

4. When data are unavailable, diffusivities (diffusion coeffi-
cients) in gases and liquids can be estimated. Diffusivities
in solids are best measured. For some solids, e.g., wood,
diffusivity is anisotropic.

5. Diffusivities vary by orders of magnitude. Typical values
are 0.10, 1 × 10−5, and 1 × 10−9 cm2∕s for ordinary
molecular diffusion of solutes in a gas, liquid, and an
amorphous solid, respectively.

6. Fick’s second law for unsteady-state diffusion is readily
applied to semi-infinite and finite stagnant media, includ-
ing anisotropic materials.

7. Molecular diffusion under laminar-flow conditions is
determined from Fick’s first and second laws, provided

velocity profiles are available. Common cases include

falling liquid-film flow, boundary-layer flow on a flat

plate, and fully developed flow in a straight circular tube.

Results are often expressed in terms of a mass-transfer

coefficient embedded in a dimensionless group called

the Sherwood number. The mass-transfer flux is given

by the product of the mass-transfer coefficient and a

composition driving force.

8. Mass transfer in turbulent flow can be predicted by anal-

ogy to heat transfer. The Chilton–Colburn analogy utilizes

empirical j-factor correlations with a Stanton number for

mass transfer. A more accurate equation by Churchill and

Zajic should be used for flow in tubes, particularly at high

Reynolds numbers.

9. Models are available for mass transfer near a two-fluid

interface. These include film theory, penetration theory,

and surface-renewal theory. These predict mass-transfer

coefficients proportional to the diffusivity raised to

an exponent that varies from 0.5 to 1.0. Most exper-

imental data provide exponents ranging from 0.5

to 0.75.

10. Whitman’s two-film theory is widely used to predict the

mass-transfer flux from one fluid, across an interface,

and into another fluid, assuming phase equilibrium at the

interface. One resistance is often controlling. The theory

defines an overall mass-transfer coefficient determined

from the separate coefficients for each of the phases and

the equilibrium relationship at the interface.
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STUDY QUESTIONS

3.1. What is meant by diffusion?

3.2. Molecular diffusion occurs by any of four driving forces or

potentials? Which one is the most common?

3.3. What is the bulk-flow effect in mass transfer?

3.4. How does Fick’s law of diffusion compare to Fouriers law of

heat conduction?

3.5. What is the difference between equimolar counter diffusion

(EMD) and unimolecular diffusion (UMD)?
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3.6. What is the difference between a mutual diffusion coefficient

and a self-diffusion coefficient?

3.7. At low pressures, what are the effects of temperature and pres-

sure on the molecular diffusivity of a species in a binary gas

mixture?

3.8. What is the order of magnitude of molecular diffusivity in

cm2∕s for a species in a liquid mixture? By how many orders

of magnitude is diffusion in a liquid slower or faster than dif-

fusion in a gas?

3.9. By what mechanisms does diffusion occur in porous solids?

3.10. What is the effective diffusivity?

3.11. Molecular diffusion in gases, liquids, and amorphous solids

ranges from slow to extremely slow. What is the best way to

increase rate of mass transfer in fluids?

3.12. What is the best way to increase the rate of mass transfer in

solids?

3.13. What is the defining equation for a mass-transfer coefficient?

How does it differ from Fick’s law?

3.14. How is the mass-transfer coefficient analogous to the

heat-transfer coefficient?

3.15. For laminar flow, can expressions for the mass-transfer coeffi-

cient be determined from theory using Fick’s law? If so, how?

3.16. What is the difference between the Reynolds analogy and the

Chilton–Colburn analogy? Which is more useful? Why?

3.17. For mass transfer across a phase interface, what is the dif-

ference between the film, penetration, and surface-renewal

theories, particularly with respect to their dependence on

diffusivity?

3.18. What is the two-film theory of Whitman? Is equilibrium

assumed to exist at the interface of two phases?

EXERCISES

Section 3.1

3.1. Evaporation of liquid from a beaker.
A beaker filled with an equimolar liquid mixture of ethyl alcohol

and ethyl acetate evaporates at 0∘C into still air at 101 kPa (1 atm).
Assuming Raoult’s law, what is the liquid composition when half

of the ethyl alcohol has evaporated, assuming each component

evaporates independently? Also assume that the liquid is always well

mixed. The following data are available:

Vapor Pressure,

kPa at 0∘C
Diffusivity in Air,

m2∕s

Ethyl acetate (AC) 3.23 6.45 × 10−6

Ethyl alcohol (AL) 1.62 9.29 × 10−6

3.2. Evaporation of benzene from an open tank.
An open tank, 10 ft in diameter, containing benzene at 25∘C is

exposed to air. Above the liquid surface is a stagnant air film 0.2 inch

thick. If the pressure is 1 atm and the air temperature is 25∘C, what is
the loss of benzene in lb/day? The specific gravity of benzene at 60∘F
is 0.877. The concentration of benzene outside the film is negligible.

For benzene, the vapor pressure at 25∘C is 100 torr, and the diffusivity

in air is 0.08 cm2∕s.
3.3. Countercurrent diffusion across a vapor film.
An insulated glass tube and condenser are mounted on a reboiler

containing benzene and toluene. The condenser returns liquid reflux

down the wall of the tube. At one point in the tube, the temperature is

170∘F, the vapor contains 30 mol% toluene, and the reflux contains

40 mol% toluene. The thickness of the stagnant vapor film is esti-

mated to be 0.1 inch. The molar latent heats of benzene and toluene

are assumed equal. Calculate the rate at which toluene and benzene

are being interchanged by equimolar countercurrent diffusion at this

point in the tube in lbmol∕h-ft2, assuming that the rate is controlled

by mass transfer in the vapor phase.

Gas diffusivity of toluene in benzene = 0.2 ft2∕h. Pressure =
1 atm (in the tube). Vapor pressure of toluene at 170∘F = 400 torr.

3.4. Rate of drop in water level during evaporation.
Air at 25∘C and a dew-point temperature of 0∘C flows past the

open end of a vertical tube filled with water at 25∘C. The tube has an
inside diameter of 0.83 inch, and the liquid level is 0.5 inch below the

top of the tube. The diffusivity of water in air at 25∘C is 0.256 cm2∕s.

(a) How long will it take for the liquid level in the tube to drop

3 inches?

(b) Plot the tube liquid level as a function of time for the time period

in part (a).

3.5. Mixing of two gases by molecular diffusion.
Two bulbs are connected by a tube that is 0.002 m in diameter

and 0.20 m long. Bulb 1 contains argon, and bulb 2 contains xenon.

The pressure and temperature are maintained at 1 atm and 105∘C.
The binary diffusivity is 0.180 cm2∕s. At time t = 0, diffusion begins

for argon and xenon between the two bulbs. At a later time, the

argon mole fraction at End 1 of the tube is 0.75, and 0.20 at the other

end? Determine at the later time: (a) Rates and directions of mass

transfer of argon and xenon; (b) Transport velocity of each species;

(c) Molar-average velocity of the mixture.

Section 3.2

3.6. Measurement of diffusivity of toluene in air.
The diffusivity of toluene in air was determined experimentally

by allowing liquid toluene to vaporize isothermally into air from a

partially filled, 3-mm diameter, vertical tube. At a temperature of

39.4∘C, it took 96 × 104 s for the level of the toluene to drop from

1.9 cm below the top of the open tube to a level of 7.9 cm below the

top. The density of toluene is 0.852 g∕cm3, and the vapor pressure is

57.3 torr at 39.4∘C. The barometer reading was 1 atm. Calculate the

experimental diffusivity and compare it with the value predicted from

(3-36). Neglect the counter diffusion of air.

3.7. Countercurrent molecular diffusion of H2 and N2 in a
tube.

A tube, 1 mm in inside diameter and 6 inches long, has hydrogen

blowing across one end and nitrogen across the other at 75∘C.
(a) For equimolar counter diffusion, what is the rate of transfer of

hydrogen into nitrogen in mol/s? Estimate the diffusivity from

(3-36).

(b) For part (a), plot the mole fraction of hydrogen against distance

from the end of the tube past which nitrogen is blown.

3.8. Molecular diffusion of HCl across an air film.
HCl gas diffuses through a film of air 0.1 inch thick at 20∘C. The

partial pressure of HCl on one side of the film is 0.08 atm and zero

on the other. Estimate the rate of diffusion in mol HCl∕s-cm2 if the

total pressure is (a) 10 atm, (b) 1 atm, (c) 0.1 atm. The diffusivity of

HCl in air at 20∘C and 1 atm is 0.145 cm2∕s.
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3.9. Estimation of gas diffusivity.
Estimate the diffusion coefficient for a binary gas mixture of

nitrogen (A) and toluene (B) at 25∘C and 3 atm using the method of

Fuller et al. or with a simulator.

3.10. Correction of gas diffusivity for high pressure.
For the mixture of Example 3.3, estimate the diffusion coefficient

at 100 atm using themethod of Takahashi or the high-pressuremethod

in a simulator.

3.11. Estimation of infinite-dilution liquid diffusivity.
Estimate the diffusivity of carbon tetrachloride at 25∘C in a dilute

solution of: (a) methanol, (b) ethanol, (c) benzene, and (d) n-hexane
using the methods of Wilke–Chang and Hayduk–Minhas, either by

hand calculations or with a simulator. Compare values with the fol-

lowing experimental observations:

Solvent Experimental DAB, cm
2∕s

Methanol 1.69 × 10−5 cm2∕s at 15∘C
Ethanol 1.50 × 10−5 cm2∕s at 25∘C
Benzene 1.92 × 10−5 cm2∕s at 25∘C
n-Hexane 3.70 × 10−5 cm2∕s at 25∘C

3.12. Estimation of infinite-dilution liquid diffusivity.
Estimate the liquid diffusivity of benzene (A) in formic acid (B) at

25∘C and infinite dilution from the Hayduk–Minhas equation, either

by hand calculations or using a simulator. Compare the estimated

value to that of Example 3.6 for formic acid at infinite dilution in

benzene.

3.13. Estimation of infinite-dilution liquid diffusivity in
solvents.

Estimate the liquid diffusivity of acetic acid at 25∘C in a dilute

solution of: (a) benzene, (b) acetone, (c) ethyl acetate, and (d) water
by manual calculations using the Hayduk–Minhas or Wilke–Chang

equation, or with a process simulator. Compare your values with the

following experimental data:

Solvent Experimental DAB, cm
2∕s

Benzene 2.09 × 10−5 cm2∕s at 25∘C
Acetone 2.92 × 10−5 cm2∕s at 25∘C
Ethyl acetate 2.18 × 10−5 cm2∕s at 25∘C
Water 1.19 × 10−5 cm2∕s at 20∘C

3.14. Vapor diffusion through an effective film thickness.
Water in an open dish exposed to dry air at 25∘C vaporizes at a

constant rate of 0.04 g∕h-cm2 of interface area. If the water surface is

at the wet-bulb temperature of 11.0∘C, calculate the effective gas-film
thickness (i.e., the thickness of a stagnant air film that would offer the

same resistance to vapor diffusion as is actually encountered).

3.15. Diffusion of alcohol through water and N2.
Isopropyl alcohol undergoes mass transfer at 35∘C and 2 atm

under dilute conditions through water, across a phase boundary,

and then through nitrogen. Based on the data given below, estimate

for isopropyl alcohol: (a) the diffusivity in water using the Wilke

Chang equation; (b) the diffusivity in nitrogen using the Fuller et al.

equation; (c) the product, DABρM , in water; and (d) the product,

DABρM , in nitrogen, where ρM is the mixture molar density.

Compare: (e) the diffusivities in parts (a) and (b); (f) the results

from parts (c) and (d). (g) What do you conclude about molecular

diffusion in the liquid phase versus the gaseous phase?

Data: Component Tc,
∘R Pc, psia Zc vL, cm

3/mol

Nitrogen 227.3 492.9 0.289 —

Isopropyl alcohol 915 691 0.249 76.5

3.16. Estimation of liquid diffusivity over the entire composi-
tion range.

Experimental liquid-phase activity-coefficient data are given

below in terms of natural log functions for ethanol (1)–benzene

(2) at 45∘C. Estimate and plot diffusion coefficients for both com-

ponents of the mixture versus composition using the equations of

Vignes. The diffusivities at infinite dilution are 2.51 × 10−5 cm2∕s
for benzene and 3.4 × 10−5 cm2∕s for ethanol.

x1 ln γ1 ln γ2
0.0374 2.0937 0.0220

0.0972 1.6153 0.0519

0.3141 0.7090 0.2599

0.5199 0.3136 0.5392

0.7087 0.1079 0.8645

0.9193 0.0002 1.3177

0.9591 –0.0077 1.3999

3.17. Estimation of the diffusivity of an electrolyte.
Estimate the diffusion coefficient of NaOH in a 1-M aqueous solu-

tion at 25∘C with the equation of Nernst and Haskell.

3.18. Estimation of the diffusivity of an electrolyte.
Estimate the diffusion coefficient of NaCl in a 2-M aqueous solu-

tion at 18∘C using the equation of Nernst and Haskell. The experi-

mental value is 1.28 × 10−5 cm2∕s.
3.19. Estimation of effective diffusivity in a porous solid.

Estimate the effective diffusivity of N2 in H2 in the pores of a

catalyst at 300∘C and 20 atm if the porosity is 0.45 and the tortu-

osity is 2.5. Assume ordinary molecular diffusion in the pores with

DAB = 0.124 cm2∕s from the Fuller et al. equation.

3.20. Diffusion of hydrogen through a steel wall.
Hydrogen at 150 psia and 80∘F is stored in a spherical, steel

pressure vessel of inside diameter 4 inches and a wall thickness of

0.125 inch. The solubility of hydrogen in steel is 0.094 lbmol∕ft3,
and the diffusivity of hydrogen in steel is 3.0 × 10−9 cm2∕s. If the
inner surface of the vessel remains saturated at the existing hydrogen

pressure and the hydrogen partial pressure at the outer surface is

assumed to be zero, estimate: (a) initial rate of mass transfer of

hydrogen through the wall; (b) initial rate of pressure decrease inside
the vessel; and (c) time in hours for the pressure to decrease to

50 psia, assuming the temperature stays constant at 80∘F.
3.21. Mass transfer of gases through a dense polymer
membrane.

A polyisoprene membrane of 0.8-μm (micron) thickness is used to

separate methane fromH2. Using data in Table 14.9 and the following

partial pressures, estimate the mass-transfer fluxes.

Partial Pressures, MPa

Membrane Side 1 Membrane Side 2

Methane 2.5 0.05

Hydrogen 2.0 0.20
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Section 3.3

3.22. Diffusion of NaCl into stagnant water.
A 3-ft depth of stagnant water at 25∘C lies on top of a 0.10-inch

thickness of solid NaCl. At time < 0, the water is pure. At time = 0,

the salt begins to dissolve and diffuse into the water. If the concen-

tration of salt in the water at the solid–liquid interface is maintained

at saturation (36 g NaCl/100 g H2O) and the diffusivity of NaCl is

1.2 × 10−5 cm2∕s, independent of concentration, estimate, by assum-

ing the water to act as a semi-infinite medium, the time and the

concentration profile of salt in the water when: (a) 10% of the salt

has dissolved; (b) 50% of the salt has dissolved; and (c) 90% of the

salt has dissolved.

Section 3.4

3.23. Diffusion of oxygen in a laminar-flowing film of water.
Estimate the rate of absorption of oxygen at 10 atm and 25∘C into

water flowing as a film down a vertical wall 1 m high and 6 cm in

width at a Reynolds number of 50 without surface ripples. Diffu-

sivity of oxygen in water is 2.5 × 10−5 cm2∕s and the mole fraction

of oxygen in water at saturation is 2.3 × 10−4. Viscosity of water =
0.89 cP. Neglect the vaporization of water.

3.24. Diffusion of carbon dioxide in a laminar-flowing film of
water.

For Example 3.11, determine at what height the average concen-

tration of CO2 would correspond to 50% saturation.

3.25. Evaporation of water from a film on a flat plate into flow-
ing air.

Air at 1 atm flows at 2 m∕s along a 2-inch-long surface that is

covered with a thin film of water. Assume the water surface in not

rippled. If the air and water are at 25∘C and the diffusivity of water in

air is 0.25 cm2∕s, estimate the water mass flux for the evaporation of

water at the middle of the surface, assuming laminar boundary-layer

flow. Is this assumption reasonable? For air, viscosity = 0.018 cP.

Vapor pressure of water = 0.46 psi.

3.26. Diffusion of a thin plate of naphthalene into flowing air.
Air at 1 atm and 100∘C flows across a thin, flat plate of sub-

liming naphthalene that is 1 m long. The Reynolds number at the

trailing edge of the plate is at the upper limit for a laminar boundary

layer. Estimate: (a) the average rate of sublimation in kmol∕s-m2; and

(b) the local rate of sublimation at 0.5 m from the leading edge. Phys-

ical properties are given in Example 3.12.

3.27. Sublimation of a circular naphthalene tube into air flow-
ing through it.

Air at 1 atm and 100∘C flows through a straight, 5-cm i.d. tube,

cast from naphthalene, at a Reynolds number of 1,500. Air entering

the tube has an established laminar-flow velocity profile. Properties

are given in Example 3.12. If pressure drop is negligible, calculate the

length of tube needed for the average mole fraction of naphthalene in

the exiting air to be 0.005.

3.28. Evaporation of a spherical water drop into still, dry air.
A spherical water drop is suspended from a fine thread in still,

dry air. Show: (a) that the Sherwood number for mass transfer from

the surface of the drop into the surroundings has a value of 2 if the

characteristic length is the diameter of the drop. If the initial drop

diameter is 1 mm, the air temperature is 38∘C, the drop temperature

is 14.4∘C, and the pressure is 1 atm, calculate (b) initial mass of

the drop in grams; (c) initial rate of evaporation in grams per sec-

ond; (d) time in seconds for the drop diameter to be 0.2 mm; and

(e) initial rate of heat transfer to the drop. If the Nusselt number is

also 2, is the rate of heat transfer sufficient to supply the required

heat of vaporization and sensible heat? If not, what will happen? The

binary gas diffusion coefficient is 0.273 cm2∕s. The vapor pressure

of water at 14.4∘C is 12.3 torr. The thermal conductivity of air at

38∘C is 58 × 10−6 cal∕s-cm2-(∘C∕cm). The specific heat of steam

is 0.44 cal∕g-∘C and the heat of vaporization of water at 14.4∘C is

589 cal∕g.

Section 3.5

3.29. Dissolution of a tube of benzoic acid into flowing water.
Water at 25∘C flows turbulently at 5 ft∕s through a straight, cylin-

drical tube cast from benzoic acid, of 2-inch i.d. If the tube is 10 ft

long, and fully developed, turbulent flow is assumed, estimate the

average concentration of acid in the water leaving the tube. Physical

properties are in Example 3.13.

3.30. Sublimation of a naphthalene cylinder to air flowing nor-
mal to it.

Air at 1 atm flows at a Reynolds number of 50,000 normal to a

long, circular, 1-inch-diameter cylinder made of naphthalene. Using

the physical properties of Example 3.12 for a temperature of 100∘C,
calculate the average sublimation flux in kmol∕s-m2.

3.31. Sublimation of a naphthalene sphere to air flowing past it.
For the conditions of Exercise 3.30, calculate the initial average

rate of sublimation in kmol∕s-m2 for a spherical particle of 1-inch

initial diameter. Compare this result to that for a bed packed with

naphthalene spheres with a void fraction of 0.5.

Section 3.6

3.32. Stripping of CO2 from water by air in a wetted-
wall tube.

Carbon dioxide is stripped fromwater by air in a wetted-wall tube.

At a location where pressure is 10 atm and temperature 25∘C, the flux
of CO2 is 1.62 lbmol∕h-ft2. The partial pressure of CO2 is 8.2 atm at

the interface and 0.1 atm in the bulk gas. The diffusivity of CO2 in

air at these conditions is 1.6 × 10−2 cm2∕s. Assuming turbulent flow,

calculate by film theory the mass-transfer coefficient kc for the gas

phase and the film thickness.

3.33. Absorption of CO2 into water in a packed column.
Water is used to remove CO2 from air by absorption in a column

packed with Pall rings described in Chapter 6. At a region of the col-

umn where the partial pressure of CO2 at the interface is 150 psia and

the concentration in the bulk liquid is negligible, the absorption rate is

0.017 lbmol∕h-ft2. The CO2 diffusivity in water is 2.0 × 10−5 cm2∕s.
Henry’s law for CO2 is p = Hx, where H = 9,000 psia. Calculate:

(a) liquid-phase mass-transfer coefficient and film thickness; (b) con-
tact time for the penetration theory; and (c) average eddy residence

time and the probability distribution for the surface-renewal theory.

3.34. Determination of diffusivity of H2S in water.
Determine an average diffusivity of H2S in water, using penetra-

tion theory, from the data below for absorption of H2S into a laminar

jet of water at 20∘C. Jet diameter = 1 cm, jet length = 7 cm, and sol-

ubility of H2S in water = 100 mol∕m3. Assume the contact time is

the time of exposure of the jet. The average rate of absorption varies

with jet flow rate:

Jet Flow Rate, cm3∕s Rate of Absorption, mol∕s × 106

0.143 1.5

0.568 3.0

1.278 4.25

2.372 6.15

3.571 7.20

5.142 8.75

Section 3.7

3.35. Vaporization of water into air in a wetted-wall column.
In a test on the vaporization of H2O into air in a wetted-wall

column, the following data were obtained: tube diameter = 1.46 cm;
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wetted-tube length = 82.7 cm; air rate to tube at 24∘C and 1 atm =
720 cm3∕s; inlet and outlet water temperatures are 25.15∘C and

25.35∘C, respectively; partial pressure of water in inlet air is

6.27 torr and in outlet air is 20.1 torr. The diffusivity of water vapor

in air is 0.22 cm2∕s at 0∘C and 1 atm. The mass velocity of air is

taken relative to the pipe wall. Calculate: (a) rate of mass transfer of

water into the air; and (b) KG for the wetted-wall column.

3.36. Absorption of NH3 from air into aq. H2SO4 in a wetted-
wall column.

The following data were obtained by Chamber and Sherwood

[Ind. Eng. Chem., 29, 1415 (1937)] on the absorption of ammonia

from an ammonia-air mixture by a strong acid in a wetted-wall

column 0.575 inch in diameter and 32.5 inches long:

Inlet acid (2-N H2SO4) temperature, ∘F 76

Outlet acid temperature, ∘F 81

Inlet air temperature, ∘F 77

Outlet air temperature, ∘F 84

Total pressure, atm 1.00

Partial pressure NH3 in inlet gas, atm 0.0807

Partial pressure NH3 in outlet gas, atm 0.0205

Air rate, lbmol∕h 0.260

The operation was countercurrent with gas entering at the bottom

of the vertical tower and the acid passing down in a thin film on

the vertical, cylindrical inner wall. The change in acid strength was

negligible, and the vapor pressure of ammonia over the liquid is

negligible because of the use of a strong acid for absorption. Calculate

the mass-transfer coefficient, kp, from the data.

3.37. Overall mass-transfer coefficient for a packed cooling
tower.

A cooling-tower packing was tested in a small column. At two

points in the column, 0.7 ft apart, the data below apply. Calculate the

overall volumetric mass-transfer coefficient Kya that can be used to

design a large, packed-bed cooling tower, where a is themass-transfer

area, A, per unit volume, V , of tower.

Bottom Top

Water temperature, ∘F 120 126

Water vapor pressure, psia 1.69 1.995

Mole fraction H2O in air 0.001609 0.0882

Total pressure, psia 14.1 14.3

Air rate, lbmol∕h 0.401 0.401

Column cross-sectional area, ft2 0.5 0.5

Water rate, lbmol∕h (approximation) 20 20
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Chapter 4

Single Equilibrium Stages and Flash Calculations

§4.0 INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

After completing this chapter, you should be able to:

• Explain what a single equilibrium stage is and why it may be insufficient to achieve a desired separation.

• Extend Gibbs’ phase rule for an equilibrium stage to include extensive variables so that the number of degrees of

freedom, which is the number of variables minus the number of independent relations among the variables, can be

determined.

• Use T–y–x and y–x diagrams of binary mixtures, in conjunction with a q-line, to determine equilibrium compositions.

• Understand the difference between minimum- and maximum-boiling azeotropes.

• Calculate bubble-point, dew-point, and equilibrium-flash conditions.

• Use triangular phase diagrams for ternary systems with component material balances to determine equilibrium com-

positions of liquid–liquid mixtures.

• Use distribution coefficients with component material-balance equations to calculate liquid–liquid phase equilibria

for multicomponent systems.

• Use equilibrium diagrams together with material balances to determine amounts and compositions for solid–fluid

systems (sublimation, desublimation, and adsorption) and for gas absorption in liquids.

When separations require phase creation or phase addition
as in Figure 1.6(a) and (b), two questions are pertinent:
(1) What is the temperature, pressure, and composition of the
phases at equilibrium? (2) How long does it take to closely
approach equilibrium? The first question is answered by
thermodynamics; the second by the rates of diffusion and
chemical kinetics. Thermodynamic equilibrium includes both
physical (phase) equilibrium and chemical (reaction) equi-
librium. This textbook considers, with few exceptions, only
physical equilibrium. Possible chemical reactions are, in most
cases, assumed to be too slow to occur during the interval that
mixtures are being separated. This assumption is not an impor-
tant limitation because with the exception of ionic reactions
in aqueous phases or catalyzed chemical reactions, chemical-
reaction rates are much slower than mass-transfer rates.

This chapter describes separations by phase creation and
phase addition in a single equilibrium step (a stage), as illus-
trated by separation operations in Tables 1.1 and 1.2. At phase
equilibrium, molecules are still moving in both directions
across phase boundaries, but no further temperature, pressure,
or phase composition changes occur. Thus, the equilibrium is
dynamic rather than static. Both the temperature and pressure
are equal in each phase, but the phase compositions differ
except for azeotropic mixtures. These composition differences
allow mixtures to be separated when the phases disengage.

The phases in equilibrium may be gas, liquid, or solid.
Most common are (1) a vapor and a liquid, (2) two partially
immiscible liquids, and (3) two immiscible liquids and a
vapor. Examples of all three are presented in this chapter.

More than two phases can be in physical equilibrium. An

extreme example of multiple-phase (multiphasic) equilibrium

is the seven-component system at near-ambient conditions

shown in Figure 4.1. The phase on top is air followed by six

partially miscible liquid phases of increasing density. Each of

the seven phases contains all seven components. In most of

the phases, mole fractions of many of the components range

from small to very small. For example, the aniline-rich phase

contains on the order of 10 mol% n-hexane and 20 mol%
water, but much less than 1 mol% each of dissolved air,

phosphorous, gallium, and mercury. Even though each phase

is not in direct contact with more than two other phases, all

are in equilibrium with each other. For example, even though

Air

n-hexane-rich
liquid

Aniline-rich
liquid

Water-rich
liquid

Phosphorous
liquid

Gallium
liquid

Mercury
liquid

Figure 4.1 Seven phases in physical equilibrium.
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the n-hexane-rich phase is not in direct contact with the

water-rich phase, approximately 0.06 mol% water is present

in the n-hexane-rich phase at physical equilibrium.

§4.1 GIBBS’ PHASE RULE AND DEGREES
OF FREEDOM

The theoretical foundation for phase equilibrium is theGibbs’
phase rule, derived by J. Willard Gibbs at Yale University in

1875. Consider an equilibrium system consisting of one or

more phases, NP, with one or more chemical components, C.

In the absence of chemical reactions; and for negligible

gravitational, electrical, magnetic, and surface forces, the

intensive thermodynamic variables (those independent of

the mass) are: temperature, T; pressure, P; and composition,

e.g., in mole fractions. Let NV = the number of variables and

NE = the number of independent equations that relate the

intensive variables. Then, the number of degrees of freedom
for the system is ND = NV − NE, where ND is the number

of variables that must be specified so that the remaining

variables can be determined from the independent equations.

The Gibbs’ phase rule, which is derived below is

ND = C − NP + 2 (4-1)

Consider a one-component system (C = 1) of H2O. The phase

diagram is shown in Figure 4.2 in the form of phase bound-

aries in terms of P and T . Phase boundaries are shown between
vapor (water vapor or steam) and liquid (water), vapor and

solid (ice), and liquid (water) and solid (ice). If NP = 1, appli-

cation of (4-1) gives ND = 2. Since the mole fraction is fixed at

1.0, the only intensive variables remaining are T and P, both
of which must be specified to fix the state of the system. As

shown in Figure 4.2, single phases of water vapor, water, and

ice exist over ranges of T and P.
If instead of one phase, NP = 2, (4-1) gives ND = 1.We can

only specify T or P, each of which is the same for both phases.

As shown in Figure 4.2, the remaining intensive variable must

lie on a phase boundary, for example on the vapor pressure

water

water
vapor

T, °C

ice

218

0
0.01

100 374

0.006

critical
point

triple
point

P
, 

a
tm

1

Figure 4.2 Phase diagram for H2O.

curve for water in equilibrium with steam. Finally, if we let

NP = 3, ND = 0 and both T and P are fixed for all three phases,
resulting in a unique triple point shown in Figure 4.2.

The application of (4-1) to binary and multicomponent sys-

tems is elaborated in the remaining sections of this chapter,

after the following derivation of the Gibbs’ phase rule. The

number of intensive thermodynamic variables in a multiphase,

multicomponent system is

NV = NP(C + 2) (4-2)

where NP C = number of composition variables (e.g.,

mole fractions) and 2 NP is for T and P of each phase. The

number of independent equations is

NE = NP + (C + 2)(NP − 1) (4-3)

where the first term on the RHS of (4-3) refers to the require-

ment that the mole fractions in each phase must sum to one.

For example, if the phase is a vapor,

C∑
i=1

yi = 1 (4-4)

If the phase is a liquid,

C∑
i=1

xi = 1 (4-5)

The second term on the RHS of (4-3) accounts for phase

equilibrium for (C + 2) conditions, namely C chemical com-

positions, T , and P. As shown in §2.1 on phase equilibria in

Chapter 2, compositions for two phases in equilibrium are

commonly and most conveniently expressed by component

K-values in terms of ratios of mole fractions in the two phases.

For vapor–liquid equilibrium for component i,

Ki =
mole fraction of i in the vapor phase
mole fraction of i in the liquid phase

= yi∕xi (4-6)

For liquid (1)–liquid (2) phase equilibrium, the K-value is a

distribution or partition coefficient, which for component i is

KDi
= mole fraction of i in liquid phase 1

mole fraction of i in liquid phase 2
= x(1)i ∕x(2)i (4-7)

K-values, (4-6) and (4-7), are widely used as a measure of

the degree to which a chemical component distributes between

two phases. For vapor–liquid equilibrium, high K-values favor

the vapor phase, while low K-values favor the liquid phase.
K-values are thermodynamic properties and need not be

counted as variables because they depend on the intensive var-

iables T , P, and the mole fractions of all components in the

system, as discussed in Chapter 2.

For T and P, the equilibrium equations are

T1 = T2 = · · · = TNP
(4-8)

P1 = P2 = · · · = PNP
(4-9)

where the subscripts denote the phase.
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Note that in (4-3), the number of conditions, C + 2, is mul-

tiplied by (NP − 1) because each condition is in terms of two

phases. For example, for three phases at equilibrium: T1 = T2;

T2 = T3; and T1 = T3. However, only two of these equations

are independent because, for example, the third equation can

be derived by combining the first two equations to eliminate

T2. Subtracting (4-3) from (4-2) gives (4-1), Gibbs’ phase rule:

ND = NV − NE = NP(C + 2) − [NP + (C + 2)(NP − 1)]
= C − NP + 2

EXAMPLE 4.1 Equilibrium Phase Conditions for a
Three-Phase System

For three components (A, B, and C), a vapor phase (V) and two liquid
phases (LI and LII) with mole fractions, yi, x

I
i , and xIIi are at physical

equilibrium.

(a) By Gibbs’ phase rule, how many degrees of freedom are there?

(b) If the temperature and pressure of the vapor phase are specified,

can any other intensive variables be specified? If so, what would

you specify?

(c) What are theNP (C + 2) = 3 (3 + 2) = 15 intensive variables that

apply?

(d) Write the NP + (C + 2) (NP−1) = 3 + (3 + 2) (3 − 1) = 13 inde-

pendent equations that apply.

Solution

(a) From (4-1), ND = C − NP + 2 = 3 − 3 + 2 = 2.

(b) Since TV and PV are specified andNP = 2, no other intensive vari-

ables can be specified.

(c) TV, TLI
, TLII

,PV,PLI
,PLII

, yA, yB, yC, x
I
A, x

I
B, x

I
C, x

II
A, x

II
B, x

II
C

(d) TV = TLI
, TV = TLII

,PV = PLI
,PV = PLII

(Why isn’t TLI
= TLII

included?)∑
i

yi = 1,
∑

i

xIi = 1,
∑

i

xIIi = 1

KI
i = yi∕xIi , i = A,B, C;KII

i = yi∕xIIi , i = A,B, C

(Why isn’t KDi
= xIi∕xIIi , i = A,B, C included?)

§4.2 BINARY VAPOR–LIQUID SYSTEMS
AT EQUILIBRIUM

Experimental vapor–liquid equilibrium (VLE) data for binary

systems are widely available. The data are for either isobaric

or isothermal conditions, with isobaric conditions being most

common and useful. The data are presented in the form of

(1) tables like Tables 4.1 and 4.2; (2) plots like Figure 4.3; and

(3) correlation parameters for equations of state and activity-

coefficient equations of the type discussed in Chapter 2. The

most complete single source of VLE data is the computer-

ized Dortmund Data Bank (DDB) (www.ddbst.com), started

in 1973 under J. Gmehling of the University of Dortmund. The

2013 version of DDB contains 34,116 sets of VLE data. The

DDB software package (DDBSP) is designed to be accessed

Table 4.1 VLE Data for Three Binary Systems at 1 atm Pressure

a. Water (A)–Glycerol (B) System
P = 101.3 kPa

Data of Chen and Thompson, J. Chem. Eng. Data, 15, 471 (1970)

Temperature, ∘C yA xA αA,B

100.0 1.0000 1.0000

104.6 0.9996 0.8846 333

109.8 0.9991 0.7731 332

128.8 0.9980 0.4742 544

148.2 0.9964 0.3077 627

175.2 0.9898 0.1756 456

207.0 0.9804 0.0945 481

244.5 0.9341 0.0491 275

282.5 0.8308 0.0250 191

290.0 0.0000 0.0000

b. Methanol (A)–Water (B) System
P = 101.3 kPa

Data of J.G. Dunlop, M.S. thesis, Brooklyn Polytechnic

Institute (1948)

Temperature, ∘C yA xA αA,B

64.5 1.000 1.000

66.0 0.958 0.900 2.53

69.3 0.870 0.700 2.87

73.1 0.779 0.500 3.52

78.0 0.665 0.300 4.63

84.4 0.517 0.150 6.07

89.3 0.365 0.080 6.61

93.5 0.230 0.040 7.17

100.0 0.000 0.000

c. Para-xylene (A)–Meta-xylene (B) System
P = 101.3 kPa

Data of Kato, Sato, and Hirata, J. Chem. Eng. Jpn., 4, 305 (1970)

Temperature, ∘C yA xA αA,B

138.335 1.0000 1.0000

138.491 0.8033 0.8000 1.0041

138.644 0.6049 0.6000 1.0082

138.795 0.4049 0.4000 1.0123

138.943 0.2032 0.2000 1.0160

139.088 0.0000 0.0000

by process simulators and is available to users of Aspen Plus,

CHEMCAD, and ProSimPlus.

§4.2.1 Zeotropic Binary Mixtures

Binary mixtures are zeotropic or azeotropic. At equilibrium,

vapor and liquid phases of a zeotropic mixture never have the

same composition. An azeotropic mixture at equilibrium has

identical compositions of the vapor and the liquid (yi = xi).
Table 4.1 presents experimental VLE data for three binary

systems at 1 atm (101.3 kPa). Each row of data includes

the temperature and the phase compositions, yA and xA,
of, by convention, the more volatile component. By Gibbs’

phase rule, (4-1), with two phases and two components,

http://www.ddbst.com
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ND = 2 − 2 + 2 = 2. In Table 4.1, the pressure is specified.

Therefore, if xA is specified, then the temperature and yA
are fixed. Because yB = 1 − yA and xB = 1 − xA, the mole

fractions of the less volatile component need not be included

in the table.

For each of the three mixtures in Table 4.1, the first row

of data corresponds to the boiling-point temperature at the

system pressure of A, the more volatile component. The last

row of the table corresponds to the boiling-point temperature

of the less volatile component. Temperatures in the interme-

diate rows of data are between the boiling points of the two

components.

Table 4.1 also includes in the last column of each row

(except when one of the two components is not present) the

calculated value of the relative volatility, αA,B, defined by

αA,B = KA

KB

= (yA∕xA)
(yB∕xB)

= (yA∕xA)
(1 − yA)∕(1 − xA)

(4-10)

For example, for the methanol (A)–water (B) system of

Table 4.1b, when xA = 0.500, yA = 0.779. Therefore, using

(4-6), KA = yA∕xA = 0.779∕0.500= 1.558 and KB = (1− yA)∕
(1 − xA) = (1 − 0.779)∕(1 − 0.500) = 0.442. From (4-10),

αA,B = 1.558∕0.442 = 3.52.

The relative volatility of a binary mixture, αA,B, is a ther-

modynamic separation index that is a measure of the degree

of difficulty for the separation of a more volatile component

from a less volatile component by the three separation opera-

tions in Table 1.1: (1) partial vaporization of the mixture when

a liquid, (2) partial condensation of the mixture when a vapor,

or (3) multistage distillation. For a mixture, αA,B is a function

of pressure, temperature, and phase compositions.

For the water–glycerol system in Table 4.1a, the difference

in boiling points is 190∘C. Accordingly, αA,B values are very

high, and a separation by a single equilibrium stage with

Operations (1) or (2) in Table 1.1 may be sufficient. Industri-

ally, the separation is often conducted in an evaporator, which

produces nearly pure water vapor and a solute-rich liquid.

For example, as seen in the Table 4.1a, at 1 atm and 207∘C,
a vapor of 98 mol% water is in equilibrium with a liquid

containing more than 90 mol% glycerol.

For the methanol–water system, in Table 4.1b, the differ-

ence in boiling points is 35.5∘C and αA,B values are more

than an order of magnitude lower than for the water–glycerol

system. A suitable separation cannot be made with a single

equilibrium stage. Typically, a 30-stage distillation column

is required to obtain a 99 mol% methanol distillate and a

98 mol% water bottoms.

For the paraxylene–metaxylene isomer system in

Table 4.1c, the boiling-point difference is only 0.723∘C and the

relative volatility is very close to 1.0, making separation by

distillation economically impractical because about 1,000

stages would be required to produce nearly pure products.

Instead, crystallization and adsorption, which have much

higher separation indices than the relative volatility, are used

commercially.

Phase-equilibrium calculations and visualization of phase

conditions using VLE data sets like those in Table 4.1 are
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Figure 4.3 Plots of VLE data for methanol–water at 1 atm.

(a) T–y–x plot. (b) y–x plot.

conveniently made from plots of the data. Most useful are
T–yA–xA and yA–xA plots for isobaric conditions. Such plots
for the methanol–water system in Table 4.1b are shown in
Figure 4.3. All of the data appear in the T–yA–xA plot of
Figure 4.3a, while temperature does not appear in the yA–xA
plot of Figure 4.3b.

The T–y–x plot is useful for determining phase states,
phase-transition temperatures, phase compositions, and phase
amounts for a given pressure. Consider the T–y–x plot in
Figure 4.4 for the n–hexane (H)–n-octane (O) system at
101.3 kPa.

Figure 4.4 has two curves labeled “Saturated vapor” and
“Saturated liquid.” The two curves converge at xH = 0, the
normal boiling point of n-octane (258.2∘F), and at xH = 1,
the boiling point of normal hexane (155.7∘F). Mixture con-
ditions above the saturated vapor curve correspond to a super-
heated vapor. Conditions below the saturated liquid curve
correspond to a subcooled liquid. Two-phase mixtures only
exist at conditions on or between the two curves. Temperatures
along the saturated vapor curve are called dew-point temper-
atures, while temperatures along the saturated liquid curve are
bubble-point temperatures.

Consider a mixture of 30 mol% H at 150∘F at point A in
Figure 4.4. Point A is a subcooled liquid. When this mixture
is heated at 1 atm, it remains liquid until a temperature of
210∘F, point B, is reached. This is the bubble point where
the first bubble of vapor appears. The bubble is a saturated
vapor in equilibrium with the liquid at the same temperature.
The composition of the bubble is determined by following
a dashed tie line, BC, from xH = 0.3 to yH = 0.7. This tie
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Figure 4.4 T–y, x phase equilibrium diagram for the

n-hexane–n-octane system at 1 atm.

line is horizontal because the phase temperatures are equal.

If the temperature of the mixture at point B is increased to

point E at 225∘F, two distinct phases are at equilibrium. From

horizontal tie line DEF, the mole fraction of H in the liquid

phase decreases to xH = 0.17 (because it is more volatile than

O and preferentially vaporizes), and the mole fraction of H

in the vapor phase increases to yH = 0.55. It is important to

note that throughout the two-phase region, the equilibrium

vapor is at its dew point, and the equilibrium liquid is at its

bubble point. Of course, the overall composition of the two

phases remains at a mole fraction of 0.30 for hexane. At point

E, the relative molar amounts of the vapor (V) and liquid (L)
phases are determined by the inverse-lever-arm rule using

the lengths of line segments DE and EF. In Figure 4.4, the

molar ratio V∕L = DE∕EF (not EF∕DE). When the tem-

perature is increased to 245∘F, point G, the dew point for

yH = 0.3, is reached, where the last droplet of liquid evapo-

rates. An increase in temperature to point H at 275∘F gives a

superheated vapor with yH = 0.30.

Constant-pressure y–x plots like Figure 4.3b are useful

because the vapor-and-liquid compositions are points on the

equilibrium curve. Such plots usually include a 45∘ reference
line, y = x. The y–x plot of Figure 4.5 for H–O at 1 atm is

convenient for determining compositions as a function of

mole-percent vaporization by geometric constructions.

Consider a feed mixture of F moles, of overall composi-

tion zH = 0.6. To determine the phase compositions of the

equilibrium vapor (V) and liquid (L) if 60 mol% of the feed

is vaporized, make the dashed-line construction in Figure 4.5.

Point A on the 45∘ line represents zH. Point B is reached on the

phase equilibrium curve by extending the dashed line, called

the q-line, upward and to the left toward the equilibrium curve

at a slope equal to [(V∕F) − 1]∕(V∕F). Thus, for 60 mol%
vaporization, the slope = (0.6 − 1)∕0.6 = −2∕3. Point B at

the intersection of line AB with the equilibrium curve is

the equilibrium composition yH = 0.76 and xH = 0.37. The
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Figure 4.5 y–x phase-equilibrium diagram for the

n-hexane–n-octane system at 1 atm.

equation for the slope of the q-line in Figure 4.5 is derived by

combining a component material balance

FzH = VyH + LxH

with the total mole balance,

F = V + L

to eliminate L, giving the q-line equation:

yH =
[
(V∕F) − 1

(V∕F)

]
xH +

[
1

(V∕F)

]
zH (4-11)

Thus, the slope of the q-line passing through the equilibrium

point (yh, xh) is [(V/F) – 1]/(V/F). It is easily verified that the

q-line equation does pass through the point zH = xH = yH on

the 45∘ line.

§4.2.2 Azeotropic Binary Mixtures

At vacuum or near-ambient pressures, when the ideal gas law

holds, the vapor–liquid equilibrium ratio (K-value) for each
component in a mixture can be expressed by the modified

Raoult’s law, derived in Chapter 2:

Ki =
yi

xi
= γiLPs

i

P
(4-12)

where γiL is the activity coefficient for component i in the liq-
uid phase, Ps

i is the vapor (saturation) pressure of component

i, and P is the total pressure. The activity coefficient accounts

for nonideal behavior of the components in the liquid solution

and typically, but not always, has values greater than 1.0.

If the liquid phase is an ideal solution, liquid-phase activity

coefficients of all components are equal to 1.0 and

Ki =
yi

xi
= Ps

i

P
(4-13)

Equation (4-13) is called the Raoult’s law K-value, while
(4-12) is the modified Raoult’s law K-value.
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When a liquid solution is ideal and (4-13) applies, azeo-
tropes will only occur when the vapor pressure curves for the
two components cross each other in the temperature range
between the two boiling points at the system pressure. When
the liquid solution is nonideal and (4-12) applies, the variation
of activity coefficients with composition often cause azeotrope
formation even when the vapor-pressure curves do not cross.
The DDB contains more than 53,200 azeotropic data points.

Liquid-phase activity coefficients can be readily estimated
from binary VLE data when the system pressure is low enough
that (4-12) applies and vapor pressure data are available for the
two components. This is illustrated in the following example.

EXAMPLE 4.2 Calculation of Activity Coefficients from
Binary VLE Data.

In Table 4.1b, at 101.3 kPa and 66.0∘C, methanol equilibrium

mole fractions are y = 0.958 and x = 0.900. From the DDB, the

vapor pressures of methanol and water are respectively, 107.2 kPa

and 26.08 kPa. Calculate the liquid-phase activity coefficients of

methanol and water for these conditions.

Solution

Equation (4-12) applies.

For methanol (A), γA = yAP
xAPs

A

= 0.958(101.3)
0.900(107.2)

= 1.006

For water (W), γB = yBP
xBPs

B

= (1 − 0.958)(101.3)
(1 − 0.900)(26.08)

= 1.631

Values of γ for the other conditions in Table 4.1b are
obtained in the same manner as in Example 4.2. The set of
values can then be fitted to liquid-phase activity-coefficient
models of the type discussed in §2.6. For example, suppose
the two-parameter Wilson equation of Table 2.8 is selected to
fit the methanol–water VLE data. The equations are:

ln γA = − ln (xA + ΛABxB)

+ xB

(
ΛAB

xA + ΛABxB
− ΛBA

xB + ΛBAxA

)
ln γB = − ln (xB + ΛBAxA) (4-14)

− xA

(
ΛAB

xA + ΛABxB
− ΛBA

xB + ΛBAxA

)

The Wilson parameters, ΛAB and ΛBA, are determined (from

the values of γA and γB calculated from the experimental VLE

data and the corresponding liquid mole fractions) by iterative

nonlinear regression, to minimize the objective function (OF):

OF =
∑[(

γexptA − γcalcA

γexptA

)2

+
(
γexptB − γcalcB

γexptB

)2
]

where γexpt values are those from the experimental VLE data as

in Example 4.2 and γcalc are the values calculated from (4-14)

for a set of parametersΛAB andΛBA. Using the nlinfit function

of MATLAB, the converged parameter set is found by regres-

sion to beΛAB = 0.449748 andΛAB = 0.991449. Many of the

experimental VLE data sets in the DDB have been regressed

to provide parameters for the more widely used liquid-phase

activity-coefficient models. These results are included in the

DDBSP available to users of process simulators to predict

K-values.

ThemodifiedRaoult’s law, (4-12), using activity-coefficient

models is widely used when separations involve azeotropic

mixtures. Binary azeotropic mixtures exhibit mainly

minimum-boiling azeotropes, where, under isobaric condi-

tions, the azeotrope boils at a temperature below the boiling

point of either of the two pure components. At the azeotropic

composition, both K-values and the relative volatility are 1.

Figure 4.6 shows y–x and T–y–x plots for the system

isopropyl ether (1)–isopropyl alcohol (2) at 1 atm. Their

normal boiling points are 68.5∘C and 82.5∘C, respectively.
A minimum-boiling azeotrope forms at 66∘C with an iso-

propyl ether mole fraction of 0.78. The liquid-phase activity

coefficients for the system of Figure 4.6 are not less than 1.0

and as high as 3.8 over the composition range. Such behavior

constitutes a positive deviation from Raoult’s law (4-13).

Less common are maximum-boiling azeotropes, where
the azeotrope boils at a temperature greater than the pure-

component boiling points. Figure 4.7 shows y–x and T–y–x
plots for the system acetone (1)–chloroform (2) at 1 atm. Their

normal boiling points are 56∘C and 61.2∘C, respectively. A
maximum-boiling azeotrope forms at approximately 66∘C
with an acetone mole fraction of approximately 0.40. The

liquid-phase activity coefficients for the system in Figure 4.7

are not greater than 1.0 and as low as 0.37 over the composition
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Figure 4.6 VLE diagrams for isopropyl ether (1)–isopropyl alcohol (2) at 1 atm showing a minimum-boiling azeotrope.
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Figure 4.7 VLE diagrams for acetone (1)–chloroform (2) at 1 atm showing a maximum-boiling azeotrope.

range. Such behavior is referred to as a negative deviation
from Raoult’s law (4-13).

Azeotropes are not restricted to binary mixtures. Many
azeotropes have been observed for systems of more than
two components. The two systems of Figures 4.6 and 4.7
form, at equilibrium, homogenous azeotropes with just
one liquid phase. Some systems at equilibrium form het-
erogeneous azeotropes with two liquid phases, where the
overall mole fractions in the combined liquid phases equal
the mole fractions in the vapor. Heterogeneous azeotropes
of even three liquid phases and one vapor phase have been
observed for some mixtures of three or more components. The
separation of azeotropic mixtures is considered in detail in
Chapter 11.

§4.3 EQUILIBRIUM TWO-PHASE FLASH
CALCULATIONS

As discussed in §4.2, phase-equilibrium calculations for
binary vapor–liquid systems are readily made on plots of
experimental T–y–x and y–x data without the need to use
K-values. This is particularly convenient and accurate when
the liquid phase exhibits nonideal behavior. For multicom-
ponent systems of more than two components, graphical
methods are not convenient and common practice is to make
calculations using (1) component material balances coupled
with (2) K-value expressions, such as (4-12) and (4-13), and
(3) an energy balance if heat transfer occurs. The calculations,
referred to as flash calculations, are best made with process
simulators, which can provide the necessary thermodynamic
properties including vapor pressures, activity coefficients, and
enthalpies by accessing property correlations in data banks
such as the DDBSP.

A flash is a single-equilibrium-stage distillation in which
a liquid feed is partially vaporized to give a vapor richer than
the feed in the more volatile components. In Figure 4.8, a pres-
surized liquid feed is heated and flashed adiabatically across a
valve to a lower pressure, resulting in creation of a vapor phase
that is separated from the remaining liquid in a flash drum.
Alternatively, the valve can be omitted and a liquid can be par-
tially vaporized in a heater and then separated into two phases.
Also, in Figure 4.9, a vapor feed can be cooled and partially
condensed to give, after phase separation, a liquid richer in the

V, yi, hV
PV, TV

PL, TL
L, xi, hL

Flash drum

Heater

Valve

Liquid
feed hF

TF, PF Q

F, zi

Figure 4.8 Continuous flash vaporization

Q
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Partial
condenser
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V, yi, hV
PV, TV

PL, TL
L, xi, hL

Figure 4.9 Continuous partial condensation.

less volatile components. For properly designed systems, the
streams leaving the flash drum will be in phase equilibrium.

Several types of flash calculations are available in process
simulators depending upon what variables are specified. Flash
calculations are among the most common calculations in
chemical engineering. They are used not only for separation
operations (1) and (2) in Table 1.1, but also to determine the
phase condition of mixtures anywhere in a process, e.g., in a
pipeline. To determine how many and which variables can be
specified, an extension of Gibbs’ phase rule is useful.

§4.3.1 Extension of Gibbs’ Phase Rule to Include
Extensive Variables

Gibbs’ phase rule as discussed in §4.1 does not deal with
extensive variables in feed, product, and energy streams, for
either a batch or continuous process. However, the rule can
be extended for process applications by adding extensive
variables for flow rates or amounts in material and energy
streams, together with corresponding additional independent
equations. To illustrate, consider the extension of a two-phase
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Figure 4.10 Variables for vapor-liquid phase equilibria: (a) Gibbs’

Phase Rule for Intensive Variables Only; (b) Extension to Contin-

uous Partial Condensation or Vaporization with both Intensive and

Extensive Variables.

(vapor and liquid), multicomponent equilibrium condition
(shown in Figure 4.10a), to a continuous, single-stage par-
tial condensation or flash vaporization process as shown in
Figure 4.10b. The feed is a vapor, liquid, or mixture of the two.
The feed can be heated or cooled in a heat exchanger, and its
pressure can be decreased by passing the feed through a valve.
The equilibrium phases separate in the phase separator. The
vapor phase is enriched in themore volatile components, while
the liquid phase is enriched in the less volatile components.
For the continuous process in Figure 4.10b, the additional
variables are zi,TF ,PF, molar feed flow rate, F; Q for the rate
of heat addition or removal in the heat exchanger; and V , and
L for the product molar flow rates leaving the phase separator.
Thus, C + 6 extensive variables are added. An additional
C + 3 independent equations must be added, as follows:

(C – 1) Component material balances:

Fzi = Vyi + Lxi, i = 1 to C (4-15)

Total material balance:

F = V + L (4-16)

Energy balance:

FhF + Q = VhV + LhL (4-17)

Summation of mole fractions in the feed:

C∑
i=1

zi = 1 (4-18)

where zi is the mole fraction of component i in the feed
(whether it is vapor, liquid or the mixture of the two); F, V ,
and L are molar flow rates; Q is the rate of heat transfer [(+)
if added to the process, (−) if removed from the process]; and
h is the molar enthalpy. In general, for NP product phases,
the additional variables total (C + NP + 4) and the added
equations total (C + 2).

If we revise the degrees of freedom analysis for Gibbs’

phase rule, Equations (4-2), (4-3), and (4-1) are extended to:

NV = NP(C + 2) + (C + NP + 4) (4-19)

NE = NP + (C + 2)(NP − 1) + (C + 2) (4-20)

and

ND = NV − NE

= NP(C + 2) + [C + NP + 4]
−[NP + (C + 2)(NP − 1) + C + 2]

= C + 4 (4-21)

If we restrict NP to two phases (vapor and liquid), NV from

(4-19) becomes (3C + 10) and NE from (4-20) becomes

(2C + 6). Note that we could write C instead of (C − 1)
component material balances (4-15) and eliminate the total

material balance (4-16). However, a procedure for solving

the equations favors the former. For process calculations, it is

common to completely specify the feed variables: F, TF , PF,

but only (C-1) feed mole fractions, because the missing feed

mole fraction must satisfy the sum of feed mole fractions,

(4-18). This totals C + 2 variables, leaving two more variables

to specify. Process simulators permit specification of the

following combinations of two variables:

TV ,PV Isothermal flash

Q = 0,PV Adiabatic flash

Q,PV Nonadiabatic flash

V∕F,PV Percent vaporization flash

V∕F = 0,PL Bubble-point temperature

V∕F = 1,PV Dew-point temperature

TL, V/F = 0 Bubble-point pressure

TV ,V∕F = 1 Dew-point pressure

With some process simulators, it is also possible to specify

one or even two product mole fractions. However, when

attempting this, one must be careful to avoid irrational val-

ues that can lead to infeasible results. For example, if the

components are H2O, N2, and O2, and TV = 100∘F and

PV = 15 psia are specified, a specification of xN2
= 0.8 is

not feasible because at these conditions nitrogen is not this

soluble if a water-rich phase is formed. It is recommended

that all computer-generated results be carefully checked for

feasibility.

§4.3.2 Isothermal Flash Calculation

A widely used algorithm for making two-phase flash cal-

culations is the procedure of Rachford and Rice (RR) [1],
published in 1952 for the case of an isothermal flash. They
recognized that the (2C + 6) equations constituted a nonlinear
system of algebraic equations that could not be solved directly.

They developed the following procedure that reduces the num-

ber of nonlinear equations that need to be solved to just one.
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(1) Use specified (C-1) feed mole fractions with (4-18) to
calculate the remaining feed mole fraction.

(2) Set TV = TL and PV = PL

(3) Combine (4-15) and (4-16) to eliminate L and substi-
tute Ψ for V∕F. This gives

zi = Ψyi + xi − Ψxi (4-22)

(4) Use (4-6) to eliminate yi in (4-22) and rearrange to give

xi =
zi

1 + Ψ(Ki − 1)
(4-23)

(5) Use (4-6) to eliminate xi in (4-23) and rearrange to give

yi =
ziKi

1 + Ψ(Ki − 1)
(4-24)

(6) Subtract summation (4-5) from summation (4-4) to
give

C∑
i=1

yi −
C∑

i=1
xi = 0 (4-25)

(7) Substitute (4-23) and (4-24) into (4-25) to eliminate yi
and xi to give

f {Ψ} =
C∑

i=1

zi(1 − Ki)
[1 + Ψ(Ki − 1)]

= 0 (4-26)

(8) Equation (4-26) is a nonlinear equation in Ψ = V∕F
that can be solved directly if C = 2, but must be solved
iteratively if C > 2. If two phases are to be present,
0 < Ψ < 1.

(9) With a converged value ofΨ, calculate V from V = ΨF

(10) Calculate L from (4-16), L = F – V

(11) Calculate C values of xi from (4-23) and C values of yi
from (4-24)

(12) If a heat exchanger precedes the phase separator, cal-
culate Q from (4-17)

Before applying the RR procedure, a check should be made
to determine whether the mixture is between the bubble and
dew points at the specified conditions. However, these checks
are only valid for ideal mixtures where Raoult’s law (4-13)
applies, such that K-values do not depend on the compositions
of the liquid and vapor phases.

Check 1: At TV and PV , if all Ki > 1, only a superheated
vapor is present; if all Ki < 1, only a subcooled liquid is
present and there is no need to apply the RR procedure.
Otherwise, try Check 2.

Check 2: If one or more Ki are greater than 1 and one or
more Ki are less than 1, calculate f {Ψ} from (4-26) with Ψ =
0. If f {0} > 0, the mixture is below the bubble-point temper-
ature. Alternatively, if Ψ is set to 1 and f {1} < 0, the mixture
is above the dew-point temperature.

The single nonlinear equation (4-26) in the RR procedure is
most commonly solved by process simulators using Newton’s

iterative numerical method. The iterations are made on Ψ(k),
where k is the iteration number. For the first iteration, assume
Ψ(1) = 0.5 (i.e., 50 mol% of the feed becomes vapor). Using
this value of Ψ, f {Ψ} is calculated from (4-26). In general,
f {Ψ} will not be 0 and a second iteration, and probably more
iterations, will be necessary. In general, for the k+1 iteration,
the value for Ψ(k+1) is calculated from the recursive relation

Ψ(k+1) = Ψ(k) − f {Ψ(k)}
f ′{Ψ(k)}

(4-27)

where the derivative, f ′{Ψ(k)}, of f {Ψ(k)} with respect to Ψ is

f ′
{
Ψ(k)} =

C∑
i=1

zi(1 − Ki)2
[1 + Ψ(k)(Ki − 1)]2

(4-28)

The iterations are continued until a sufficient degree of
accuracy for Ψ is achieved. A reasonable criterion is|Ψ(k+1) − Ψ(k)|

Ψ(k) < 0.0001 (4-29)

The RR procedure is illustrated in the following example.

EXAMPLE 4.3 Phase Conditions of a Process Stream.

A 100-kmol∕h feed consisting of 10, 20, 30, and 40 mol% of propane

(3), n-butane (4), n-pentane (5), and n-hexane (6), respectively, enters
a distillation column at 690 kPa and 93∘C. Assuming the feed stream

is at phase equilibrium, what molar fraction of the feed enters as liq-

uid, and what are the equilibrium liquid and vapor compositions in

mole fractions?

Solution

At flash conditions, assume K3 = 4.2, K4 = 1.75, K5 = 0.74, K6 =
0.34, independent of compositions. Because some K-values > 1 and

some < 1, Check 2 is applied to determine if the mixture is partially

vaporized.

f {0} = 0.1(1 − 4.2)
1

+ 0.2(1 − 1.75)
1

+ 0.3(1 − 0.74)
1

+ 0.4(1 − 0.34)
1

= −0.128

Since f {0} is not more than zero, the mixture is above the bubble

point. Now compute f {1}:

f {1} = 0.1(1 − 4.2)
1 + (4.2 − 1)

+ 0.2(1 − 1.75)
1 + (1.75 − 1)

+ 0.3(1 − 0.74)
1 + (0.74 − 1)

+ 0.4(1 − 0.34)
1 + (0.34 − 1)

= 0.720

Since f {1} is not less than zero, the mixture is below the dew point.

Therefore, the mixture is partially vaporized and calculations with

the RR equations can proceed by solving (4-26), for Ψ:

0 = 0.1(1 − 4.2)
1 + Ψ(4.2 − 1)

+ 0.2(1 − 1.75)
1 + Ψ(1.75 − 1)

+ 0.3(1 − 0.74)
1 + Ψ(0.74 − 1)

+ 0.4(1 − 0.34)
1 + Ψ(0.34 − 1)
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Figure 4.11 Rachford–Rice function for Example 4.3.

This equation can be solvedwith fzero inMATLAB by defining f {Ψ}
as the function and using any initial value of Ψ between 0 and 1.

Alternatively, it is solved by Newton’s method. For an initial guess

of Ψ = 0.50, the following iteration history is computed

k Ψ(k) f {Ψ(k)} f
′ {Ψ(k)} Ψ(k+1) ||||Ψ(k+1) − Ψ(k)

Ψ(k)

||||
1 0.5000 0.2515 0.6259 0.0982 0.8037

2 0.0982 −0.0209 0.9111 0.1211 0.2335

3 0.1211 −0.0007 0.8539 0.1219 0.0065

4 0.1219 0.0000 0.8521 0.1219 0.0000

Convergence is rapid, givingΨ = V∕F = 0.1219. The vapor flow rate

is 0.1219(100) = 12.19 kmol∕h, and the liquid flow rate is (100 −
12.19) = 87.81 kmol∕h. Liquid and vapor compositions from (4-23)

and (4-24) are:
x y

Propane 0.0719 0.3021

n-Butane 0.1833 0.3207

n-Pentane 0.3098 0.2293

n-Hexane 0.4350 0.1479

Total 1.0000 1.0000

A plot of f {Ψ} as a function of Ψ is shown in Figure 4.11.

For non-ideal mixtures, when K-values are sensitive to com-

positions, especially in the liquid phase, K-values must be cal-

culated at each iteration as phase compositions change and

the RR procedure may fail to converge. In that case, process

simulators use a modified RR procedure, described in §4.5,

which can handle even higher nonideality for components in

liquid–liquid mixtures.

§4.3.3 Adiabatic, Nonadiabatic, and Percent
Vaporization (𝚿) Flash Calculations

When the pressure of a liquid stream is reduced adiabatically

across a valve as in Figure 4.8b, an adiabatic-flash (Q = 0)

calculation determines the resulting phases, temperature, com-

positions, and flow rates for a specified downstream pressure.

The calculation can be made by applying the isothermal-flash

calculation procedure of §4.3.2 in an iterative manner. First a

guess is made of the flash temperature, TV . ThenΨ, V , x, y, and
L are determined by the RR procedure. The guessed value of

TV (equal to TL) is then checked by an energy balance (4-17)

to determine Q. If Q is not zero to an acceptable degree of

accuracy, a new value of TV is assumed and the RR procedure

is repeated. After the first two guesses, a plot of the calcu-

lated Q versus the assumed TV can be made with interpolation

or extrapolation used to provide the next guess of TV . This

method is tedious because it involves an inner-loop iteration on

Ψ and an outer-loop iteration on TV . The method is successful

for wide-boiling mixtures, but may fail for close-boiling mix-

tures (e.g., mixtures of isomers). In that case, it is preferable to

switch TV to the inner loop and Ψ to the outer loop. For either

case, themethod is too tedious for hand calculations and is best

made with a process simulator.

The nonadiabatic flash (Q ≠ 0) calculation is identical to

the adiabatic-flash calculation except for a non-zero specifi-

cation of Q. The percent vaporization flash can also uti-

lize the RR procedure in the following manner. From two

guesses for TV , two values of Ψ are calculated. From a plot

of the calculated values of Ψ versus the assumed values of

TV , interpolation or extrapolation is used to provide the next

guess of TV .

EXAMPLE 4.4 Adiabatic Flash of a Nonideal Mixture.

An equimolarmixture ofmethanol, ethanol, andwater at 5 atm (5.066

bar) and 127∘C is flashed adiabatically to 1 atm. Select an appropriate

thermodynamic property set and use a process simulator to compute

the equilibrium temperature and phase compositions. Compare the

K-values to the ideal K-values obtained from vapor pressures at equi-

librium conditions.

Solution

Using the ChemSep program with the Wilson equation for activity

coefficients, the SRK model for fugacity coefficients, the extended

Antoine equation for vapor pressure, and the excess enthalpy

equation, the following results were obtained:

Temperature = 76.2∘C
Phase mole fractions and K-values

Component Vapor Liquid K-value Ideal K-value

Methanol 0.4325 0.3123 1.385 1.555

Ethanol 0.3458 0.3307 1.046 0.916

Water 0.2217 0.3570 0.621 0.399

Total 1.0000 1.0000

In the nonideal solution, methanol is less volatile, while ethanol and

water are more volatile than they would be if the mixture were ideal.
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§4.3.4 Bubble- and Dew-Point Calculations

At the bubble point, Ψ = 0 and (4-26) becomes

f {0} =
∑

i

zi(1 − Ki) =
∑

zi −
∑

ziKi = 0

However,
C∑

i=1
zi = 1. Therefore, the bubble-point equation is∑

i

ziKi = 1 (4-30)

At the dew point, Ψ = 1 and (4-26) becomes

f {1} =
∑

i

zi(1 − Ki)
Ki

=
∑ zi

Ki
−

∑
zi = 0

Therefore, the dew-point equation is∑
i

zi

Ki
= 1 (4-31)

For a given feed composition, zi, (4-30) or (4-31) is used to
determine T for a specified P or to find P for a specified T .

The bubble- and dew-point equations are nonlinear in tem-
perature, but only moderately nonlinear in pressure, except at
high pressures. The latter is especially the case in the region
of the convergence pressure, where K-values of very light
or very heavy components change drastically with pressure,
as discussed in §2.5.2. Therefore, iterative procedures are
required to solve for bubble- and dew-point conditions unless
Raoult’s law is applicable. In that case, a direct calculation
of bubble-point pressure for a given temperature can be made
with (4-30). Bubble-point and dew-point calculations for
ideal and nonideal mixtures are readily made using process
simulators.

EXAMPLE 4.5 Bubble- and Dew-Point Calculations for
a Nonideal Mixture.

For an equimolar mixture of methanol and water at 1 atm, use a

process simulator with the Wilson equation for activity coefficients

in the modified Raoult’s law K-value to calculate the bubble- and

dew-point temperatures and compare the results with Table 4.1b and

Figure 4.3a.

Solution

Using the Aspen Plus process simulator with the Wilson property

option, the bubble point is 73.1∘C and the dew point is 85.0∘C. The
mole fraction of methanol in the first bubble of vapor is 0.790, while

for the first droplet of liquid it is 0.141. These values are in reasonable

agreement with Table 4.1b and Figure 4.3a.

§4.3.5 Using a Process Simulator to Estimate
Properties of Pure Components and Mixtures.

Frequently, engineers are required to obtain thermodynamic
and transport properties of pure components or mixtures.
These are readily estimated by executing a run with a flash
model in a process simulator. For example, to determine

the thermodynamic and transport properties of an equimolar
liquid mixture of acetone and water at 0.2 MPa at the sat-
uration temperature, a percent vaporization flash is made.
Specification of the feed to the flash includes an arbitrary total
flow rate and composition. The two required specifications
for the flash model are the same pressure and the percent
vaporized. When the flash is converged, the desired properties
are those reported for the feed. For the above acetone–water
mixture, the ChemSep results are:

Pressure (MPa) 0.200000

Vapour fraction (−) 0.000000

Temperature (C) 84.4177

Enthalpy (J∕kmol) −2.600E+08
Entropy (J∕kmol∕K) 159617

Total molar flow (kmol∕h) 100.000

Total mass flow (kg∕h) 3804.75

Vapour std.vol.flow (m3∕s)
Liquid std.vol.flow (m3∕s) 0.00127308

Mole flows (kmol∕h)
Acetone 50.0000

Water 50.0000

Mole fractions (−)
Acetone 0.500000

Water 0.500000

Mass flows (kg∕h)
Acetone 2904.00

Water 900.751

Mass fractions (−)
Acetone 0.763256

Water 0.236744

Combined feed fractions (−)
Acetone 1.00000

Water 1.00000

Liquid:

Mole weight (kg∕kmol) 38.0475

Density (kg∕m3) 770.710

Std.density (kg∕m3) 830.169

Viscosity (cP) 0.212352

Heat capacity (J/kmol/K) 118158

Thermal cond. (J/s/m/K) 0.396839

Surface tension (dyne/cm) 38.9233

§4.4 TERNARY LIQUID–LIQUID SYSTEMS
AT EQUILIBRIUM

In liquid–liquid extraction, nonideal ternary mixtures undergo
phase splitting to form two liquid phases of different com-
positions. The simplest case is the single equilibrium stage
shown in Figure 4.12a, where only component B, called the
solute, has any appreciable solubility in either component
A, the carrier, or component C, the solvent. The solute
enters the equilibrium stage in the feed, F, with the carrier,
but is not present in the fresh solvent, S. In the stage, B
is extracted by the solvent C to produce the extract, E.
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Figure 4.12 Liquid–liquid extraction with ternary mixtures: (a) components A and C are mutually insoluble; (b) components A and C are

partially soluble.

The unextracted B leaves the stage with carrier A in the
raffinate, R. Neither A nor B are assumed to be soluble in
each other. Therefore, the flow rate, FA, of carrier A is the
same in the feed and in the raffinate, R; and the flow rate, S,
of fresh solvent C is the same in the solvent and in the extract.
By convention, the extract is shown leaving from the top of
the stage even though it may not have the lower density.

Experimental data for liquid–liquid equilibrium are often
reported in mass fractions instead of mole fractions. To illus-
trate the calculation procedure for Case (a) in Figure 4.12 using
mass units, let FA be the mass flow rate of carrier A in the feed
equal to themass flow rate of carrier A in the raffinate; and S be
the mass flow rate of solvent C in the entering solvent equal to
the mass flow rate of solvent C in the extract. The calculations
are facilitated if compositions are in mass ratios, Xi, instead of
mass fractions. Accordingly, let XB be the ratio of the mass of
solute B to the mass of carrier A in the feed (or raffinate) and
YB be the ratio of the mass of solute B to the mass of solvent C
in the extract. A mass balance on solute C is as follows, where
the superscript on the mass ratios, X denotes the stream:

(solute flow rate in the feed)
= (solute flow rate in the extract)
+ (solute flow rate in the raffinate)

X(F)
B FA = Y (E)

B S + X(R)
B FA (4-32)

since the flow rate FA in the feed is equal to the flow rate of A
in the raffinate.

The phase equilibrium ratio for the distribution of B
between the extract and raffinate is expressed as

Y (E)
B = K′

DB
X(R)
B (4-33)

where K′
DB

is a modified form of the distribution ratio in terms
ofmass ratios instead ofmole fractions as in (4-7). Substituting

(4-33) into (4-32) to eliminate Y (E)
B ,

X(R)
B = X(F)

B FA

FA + K
′
DB

S
(4-34)

A useful parameter is the extraction factor, E, for the solute,
B, defined by

E =
K

′
DB

S

FA

(4-35)

Substituting (4-35) into (4-34) gives the fraction of B
unextracted:

Fraction of B unextracted = X(R)
B

X(F)
B

= 1

1 + E
(4-36)

Thus, large values ofE in (4-36), resulting from large values of

K
′
DB

or of the solvent-to-carrier ratio S∕FA in (4-35), give large
degrees of extraction of B.

EXAMPLE 4.6 Single-Stage Extraction of Acetic Acid.

Methyl isobutyl ketone (C) is used as a solvent to remove acetic

acid (B) from a 13,500 kg∕h feed of 8 wt% acetic acid in water (A),

because distillation requires vaporization of large amounts of water.

If the raffinate is to contain 1 wt% acetic acid, estimate the kg∕h of

solvent needed for a single equilibrium stage if C and A are assumed

to be insoluble in each other. From experimental data in the literature,

K′
DB

= 0.657.

Solution

FA = 0.92(13,500) = 12,420 kg∕h
X(F)
B = (13,500 − 12,420)∕12,420 = 0.087

X(R)
B = 0.01∕(1 − 0.01) = 0.0101

From a rearrangement of (4-36),

E = X(F)
B

X(R)
B

− 1 = 0.087

0.0101
− 1 = 7.61

From a rearrangement of (4-35),

solvent flow rate = S = 7.61(12,420)
0.657

= 144,000 kg∕h

This large solvent flow rate can be reduced by using multiple stages

or a solvent with a larger distribution coefficient. Using 1-butanol as

the solvent, with K′
DB

= 1.613, reduces the solvent flow rate by 50%.

§4.4.1 Equilibrium Calculations with a
Triangular Diagram

In the ternary liquid–liquid system shown in Figure 4.12b,
components A and C are partially soluble in each other, and
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component B distributes between the extract and raffinate

phases. This is the most commonly encountered case. Differ-

ent types of phase diagrams, constructed from experimental

liquid–liquid phase equilibrium data, have been devised for

using material balances to calculate equilibrium compositions

and phase amounts.

Consider the ternary system water (A)–ethylene gly-

col (B)–furfural (C) at 25∘C and 101 kPa, which is well

above the bubble-point pressure. Water–ethylene glycol and

furfural–ethylene glycol are completely miscible binary pairs,

while furfural–water is a partially miscible binary pair. The

solute is ethylene glycol, and furfural is the solvent that

removes ethylene glycol from a binary mixture with water.

The furfural-rich phase is the extract, and the water-rich phase

is the raffinate.

Experimental data for the mixture are given by Conway

and Norton [2]. Saturation compositions for a single liquid

phase on the verge of splitting into two phases are listed in

Table 4.2. The first row of data gives the solubility of water

in furfural, while the last row gives the solubility of furfural

in water. Intermediate rows include the solute, ethylene gly-

col. These data are obtained by a cloud-point titration. For

example, if water is added slowly to a completely miscible and

clear 50–50 wt% mixture of furfural and ethylene glycol until

the onset of cloudiness occurs due to the formation of a sec-

ond liquid phase, the resulting wt% composition of the liquid

Table 4.2 Equilibrium Miscibility Data in Weight Percent

for the Furfural–Ethylene Glycol–Water System at 25∘C
and 101 kPa

Furfural Ethylene Glycol Water

95.0 0.0 5.0

90.3 5.2 4.5

86.1 10.0 3.9

75.1 20.0 4.9

66.7 27.5 5.8

49.0 41.5 9.5

44.5 44.5 11.0

34.3 50.5 15.2

27.5 52.5 20.0

13.9 47.5 38.6

11.0 40.0 49.0

9.7 30.0 60.3

8.4 15.0 76.6

7.7 0.0 92.3

saturated with water is: 44.5% furfural, 44.5% ethylene glycol,

and 11.0% water.

Several different plots are used to represent liquid–liquid

phase equilibrium composition data for ternary mixtures. One

uses equilateral triangle graph paper, which can be downloa-

ded from: http://www.waterproofpaper.com/graph-paper/. An

example is shown as Figure 4.13 for the water (A)–ethylene
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Figure 4.13 Liquid–liquid phase equilibrium for furfural–ethylene glycol–water at 25oC, 1 atm.
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glycol (B)–furfural (C) system at 25∘C and a pressure of

101.3 kPa. The miscibility data of Table 4.2 are represented

by the bold miscibility boundary curve, also called the

binodal curve. Above this curve, only a single liquid phase

exists; below the curve, two liquid phases exist.

Each apex of the triangle is a pure component. Each edge is

a mixture of the two pure components at the terminal apexes

of the side. Any point located within the triangle is a ternary

mixture. In this diagram, the sum of the lengths of three per-

pendicular lines drawn from any interior point to the edges

equals the altitude of the triangle. Thus, if each of these three

lines is scaled from 0 to 100, the wt% of furfural in the mix-

ture at any point such as M, is simply the length of the line

perpendicular to the edge opposite the pure furfural apex. The

determination of the composition at an interior point is facil-

itated by the three sets of parallel lines, where each set is in

mass-fraction increments of 0.1 (or 10%) and is parallel to

an edge of the triangle opposite the apex of the component,

whose mass fraction is given. Thus, the point M in Figure 4.13

represents a two-phase mixture (before phase separation) con-

taining 19 wt% water, 20 wt% ethylene glycol, and 61 wt%
furfural.

Also shown in Figure 4.13 are tie lines that connect points
on the miscibility boundary curve. Each pair of points repre-

sents compositions of equilibrium phases. The tie lines are

based on experimental data from Conroy and Norton [2] given

in Table 4.3. These data were obtained by measuring compo-

sitions of different extract (furfural layer) and raffinate (water

layer) phases at equilibrium. If a mixture of 20 wt% ethylene

glycol, 19 wt% water, and 61 wt% furfural, shown as point M,

is brought to equilibrium and the resulting compositions of

the equilibrium extract and raffinate phases are measured, the

extract, point E, is found to be 10 wt% ethylene glycol, 4 wt%
water, and 86 wt% furfural; while the raffinate, point R, is

40 wt% ethylene glycol, 49 wt% water, and 11 wt% furfural.

The tie lines converge to point P, called the plait point, where
the two phases become one. Because the miscibility boundary

Table 4.3 Mutual Equilibrium (Tie-Line) Data for the

Furfural–Ethylene Glycol–Water System at 25∘C and

101 kPa

Glycol in Water Layer, wt% Glycol in Furfural Layer, wt%

41.5 41.5

50.5 32.5

52.5 27.5

51.5 20.0

47.5 15.0

40.0 10.0

30.0 7.5

20.0 6.2

15.0 5.2

7.3 2.5

is established by the data of Table 4.2, only ethylene glycol

compositions in the two layers at the ends of the tie lines are

listed in Table 4.3.

By Gibbs’ phase rule, (4-1), there are three degrees of

freedom for a three-component, two-liquid-phase system,

With T and P specified, the concentration of one component

in either phase suffices to define the equilibrium system. As

shown in Figure 4.13, one value for wt% ethylene glycol

on the miscibility boundary curve fixes that liquid-phase

composition and, by means of the corresponding tie line, the

composition of the other phase is fixed. Figure 4.13 can be

used to solve equilibrium-stage problems by using material

balances in conjunction with data in the diagram, as illustrated

in the following example.

EXAMPLE 4.7 Single Equilibrium-Stage Extraction
of Ethylene Glycol.

Determine (a) equilibrium compositions and (b) amounts of extract,

E, and raffinate, R, when a feed, F, of 100 g of 45 wt% ethylene

glycol (B)–55 wt% water (A) is contacted with 200 g of solvent,

S, of pure furfural (C) at 25∘C and 101 kPa, using data in

Figure 4.13.

Solution

(a) The graphical construct is shown in Figure 4.14, where the

compositions of feed, F, and solvent, S, are plotted as points

and connected by a straight line. Amixing point, M, is defined

as the sum of the amounts of F and S. The composition of

that point corresponds to 45 g of B, 55 g of A, and 200 g of C,

which gives 15.0 wt% B, 18.3 wt% A, and 66.7 wt% C.

By material balance, the amount of M, is the sum of E + R =
S + F. Furthermore, as shown, the mixing point is located

on an equilibrium tie line. Since it is unlikely that a tie line

from experimental data going through point M will already

exist, one is drawn by interpolation between the tie lines on

either side of point M. An interpolated tie line is included

in Figure 4.14 with termination points at the extract, E, at a
composition of 8.5 wt% B, 4.5 wt% A, and 87.0 wt% C; and at

the raffinate, R, at 34.0 wt% B, 56.0 wt% A, and 10.0 wt% C.

The inverse-lever-arm rule can be used with the tie line that

runs through point M to determine the amounts of E and R.
Using a ruler to measure line lengths,

E
F + S

= E
E + R

= MR

ER
= 0.733

Thus, E = 0.733(100 + 200) = 220 g and R = (100 + 200) −
220 = 80 g.

(b) Alternatively, E can be calculated by combining an overall

mass balance around the extraction unit with an overall ethy-

lene glycol mass balance, using the wt% values of ethylene

glycol determined graphically in part (a).
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Figure 4.14 Solution to Example 4.7a.

In Figure 4.13, two pairs of components are mutually sol-

uble, while one pair is only partially soluble. Ternary systems

where two pairs and even all three pairs are only partially

soluble also exist. Figure 4.15, from Francis [3] and Findlay

[4] shows examples of four cases where two pairs of compo-

nents are only partially soluble. In (a), two separate two-phase

regions are formed, while in (c), a three-phase region, RST,

exists in addition to the two separate two-phase regions. In (b),

the two separate two-phase regions merge. For a ternary mix-

ture, as temperature is reduced, phase behavior may progress

from (a) to (b) to (c). In both Figures 4.13 and 4.15, all tie

lines slope in the same direction. In some systems solutropy,
a reversal of tie-line slopes, occurs.

§4.5 MULTICOMPONENT LIQUID–LIQUID
SYSTEMS

Quaternary and higher multicomponent mixtures are encoun-

tered in extraction processes, particularly if two solvents are

used to separate two solutes. Multicomponent liquid–liquid

equilibria are complex, and there is no compact, graphical way

of representing phase-equilibria data. In addition, few sets

of experimental data are available for quaternary and higher

multicomponent mixtures. Accordingly, the computation of
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Figure 4.15 Additional types of ternary liquid phase equilibria:

(a) miscibility boundaries are separate; (b) miscibility boundaries

and tie-line equilibria merge; (c) tie lines do not merge and the

three-phase region RST is formed.
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single-stage, equilibrium-phase compositions is best made

with a process simulator, which uses liquid-phase activity-coef-

ficient models (e.g., NRTL, UNIQUAC, or UNIFAC) from

Chapter 2. These models predict multicomponent coefficients

from binary data and/or use group-contribution methods when

data are not available. When only two liquid phases occur

at equilibrium, process simulators use a modification of the

Rachford–Rice flash procedure of §4.3.2 for multicompo-

nent vapor–liquid equilibrium. For single-stage liquid–liquid

extraction, the following symbol transformations are made,

and extraction calculations are typically made with moles.

Vapor–Liquid Equilibria Liquid–Liquid Equilibria

Feed, F Feed, F, + solvent, S
Equilibrium vapor, V Equilibrium Extract, E (L(1))
Equilibrium liquid, L Equilibrium Raffinate, R (L(2))
Feed mole fractions, zi Mole fractions of combined F and S
Vapor mole fractions, yi Extract mole fractions, x(1)i

Liquid mole fractions, xi Raffinate mole fractions, x(2)i

K-value, Ki Distribution coefficient, KDi

Ψ = V/F Ψ = E/F

The modified Rachford–Rice algorithm is designed to han-

dle isothermal vapor–liquid or liquid–liquid equilibrium-stage

calculations when K-values depend strongly on phase compo-

sitions. For application to the liquid–liquid case, the algorithm

requires that feed and solvent flow rates and compositions be

fixed, and that the system pressure and temperature of one of

the products be specified. An initial estimate is made of the

equilibrium phase compositions, x(1)i of the extract and x(2)i
of the raffinate. These values are used to estimate values of

the two sets of liquid-phase activity-coefficients γ(1)i and γ(2)i
from the NRTL, UNIQUAC, or UNIFAC models discussed in

Chapter 2. A modified Raoult’s law, (4-12), applies to each of

the two equilibrium liquid phases at near-ambient pressure. If

the equations for each phase are combined to eliminate yi, the

following expression is obtained:

γ(1)i x(1)i = γ(2)i x(2)i (4-37)

Substituting (4-37) into the definition of the distribution coef-

ficient, (4-7),

KDi
= γ(2)i

γ(1)i

(4-38)

These KDi
values are then used with (4-26) to iteratively

solve for Ψ = E∕(F + S), from which new values of x(2)i and

x(1)i are computed from (4-23) and (4-24) respectively. Result-

ing values of x(2)i and x(1)i will not usually sum to 1 for each

phase and are normalized by using equations of the form x′i =

xi∕
C∑

i=1
xi, where values of x′i are the normalized values that sum

to 1. For the next iteration, normalized values replace previous

values. This outer loop is repeated until the compositions, x(2)i

and x(1)i , converge.

EXAMPLE 4.8 Liquid–Liquid Equilibrium for a
Four-Component Mixture.

An azeotropic mixture of isopropanol, acetone, and water is dehy-

drated using ethyl acetate in two distillation columns. Benzene,

rather than ethyl acetate was previously used as the dehydrating

agent, but legislation has made benzene undesirable because it is

carcinogenic. The overhead vapor from the first column, at 20 psia

and 80∘Cwith the composition listed below, is condensed and cooled

to 35∘C, without significant pressure drop, resulting in the formation

of two equilibrium liquid phases. Estimate the phase flow rates in

kg∕h and the equilibrium phase compositions in wt%.

Component kg/h

Isopropanol 4,250

Acetone 850

Water 2,300

Ethyl acetate 43,700

Note that from §4.3.1, ND = C + 4 = 8, which is satisfied by the

specifications.

Solution

This example is solved by a process simulator. The simulator converts

mass units to mole units, makes the computations in mole units, and

converts the results to mass units. The results using the CHEMCAD

process simulator with the UNIFAC method to estimate liquid-phase

activity coefficients are as follows:

Weight Fraction

Component Organic-Rich Phase Water-Rich Phase

Isopropanol 0.0843 0.0615

Acetone 0.0169 0.0115

Water 0.0019 0.8888

Ethyl acetate 0.8969 0.0382

Flow rate, kg/h 48,617 2,483

§4.6 LIQUID–SOLID SYSTEMS

Liquid–solid separations include leaching, crystallization, and

adsorption. In leaching (solid–liquid extraction), a multicom-

ponent solid mixture is separated by contacting the solid with a

solvent that selectively dissolves some solid species. Although

this operation is similar to liquid–liquid extraction, leaching

is a more difficult operation to simulate in that diffusion in

solids is very slow compared to diffusion in liquids, making it

difficult to achieve equilibrium. Also, it is impossible to com-

pletely separate a solid phase from a liquid phase. A solids-free

liquid phase can be obtained, but the solids will always be

accompanied by some liquid. In comparison, complete separa-

tion of two liquid phases is easy to achieve by settling vessels

with draw-offs or by continuous centrifugation.
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Crystallization or precipitation of a component from a

liquid mixture is an operation in which equilibrium can be

achieved, but a sharp phase separation is again impossible.

A drying step is needed because crystals occlude liquid.

Adsorption, a third application of liquid–solid systems,

employs porous solid particles that do not undergo phase or

composition change. Instead, they selectively adsorb liquid

species on their exterior and interior surfaces. After a contact

time sufficient to approach equilibrium, adsorbed species are

desorbed and the solid adsorbent particles are regenerated. Ion

exchange and chromatography are variations of adsorption.

§4.6.1 Liquid Adsorption

When a liquid contacts porous solid particles, adsorption

takes place on the external and internal solid surfaces until

equilibrium is reached. Solid adsorbents are essentially

insoluble in the liquid. The adsorbed components are called

solutes when in the liquid and adsorbates when adsorbed.

Higher concentrations of solute in the solution result in higher

adsorbate concentrations. Other component(s) of the solution

are the solvent and carrier, which are assumed not to adsorb.

No theory for predicting adsorption-equilibrium curves,

based on molecular properties of the solute and solid, is uni-

versally embraced. Laboratory measurements are necessary

to provide data for plotting isothermal equilibrium curves,

called adsorption isotherms. Figure 4.16, from Fritz and

Schuluender [5], is an equilibrium isotherm for the adsorption

of phenol from a very dilute aqueous solution onto activated

carbon at 20∘C. The ordinate in millimoles of phenol adsor-

bate per gram of adsorbent is plotted against the concentration

of phenol solute in millimoles per liter of aqueous solution.

The microporous structure of activated carbon provides a high

internal surface area per unit mass of carbon, and therefore a

high capacity for adsorption. Activated carbon preferentially

adsorbs organic compounds when contacted with water con-

taining dissolved organics. Water is treated as a pure carrier,

with negligible adsorption on carbon.

As shown in Figure 4.16, as the concentration of phenol in

water increases, the equilibrium adsorption increases rapidly

at first and increases slowly as saturation is approached. When

the concentration of phenol is 1.0 mmol∕L (0.001 mol∕L of
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Figure 4.16 Adsorption isotherm for phenol from an aqueous

solution with activated carbon at 20∘C.
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Figure 4.17 Equilibrium stage for liquid adsorption.

aqueous solution or 0.000001 mol∕g of aqueous solution),

the concentration of phenol on activated carbon is 2.16mmol∕g
(0.00216 mol∕g of carbon or 0.203 g phenol∕g of carbon).

The extent of adsorption depends on the adsorption process

used and the adsorptivity of the carbon.

Adsorption isotherms are used to determine the amount

of adsorbent required to selectively remove solute from a

liquid. Consider the ideal, single-stage batch adsorption

process of Figure 4.17, where solid adsorbent C and a liquid

mixture of carrier A and solute B are charged to a vessel and

brought to equilibrium. Let: c(F)B = concentration of solute

in the feed; cB = concentration of solute in the product liquid;

q∗B = equilibrium concentration of adsorbate on adsorbent;

Q = volume of liquid (assumed to remain constant during

adsorption); and S = mass of adsorbent particles on a solute-

free basis.

A solute material balance, assuming that the entering adsor-

bent is free of solute and that equilibrium is achieved gives

c(F)B Q = cBQ + q∗BS (4-39)

Rearrangement of (4-39) into a straight-line form with the

coordinates of Figure 4.16 gives:

q∗B = −Q
S

cB + c(F)B
Q
S

(4-40)

When plotted on Figure 4.16, the slope is (−Q∕S) and the inter-
cept is c(F)B (Q∕S). The intersection of the material balance line

with adsorption isotherm curve is the equilibrium point. If an

equation can be fitted to the adsorption isotherm, the equilib-

rium point can be determined algebraically as in the following

example.

EXAMPLE 4.9 Adsorption of Phenol on Activated
Carbon.

A 1.0-L solution of 0.010 mol (10 mmoles) of phenol in water is

brought to equilibrium at 20∘C with 5 g of activated carbon having

the adsorption isotherm shown in Figure 4.16. Determine the per-

cent adsorption and the equilibrium concentration of phenol on and

in the carbon by (a) a graphical method, and (b) an algebraic method.

For the latter case, the curve of Figure 4.16 is fitted closely by an

equation of the form developed by Freundlich using experimental

data for adsorption of organic solutes on charcoal:

q∗
i = Ac(1∕n)

i (4-41)
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where A and n depend on the solute, carrier, and adsorbent. Constant,

n, in the exponent is greater than 1, andA is a function of temperature.

For the phenol, water, activated carbon system at 20∘C, A = 2.16 and

n = 4.35.

Solution

From the data, c(F)B = 10 mmol∕L, Q = 1 L, and S = 5 g.

(a) Graphical method.

Substituting the data into (4-40),

q∗
B = −

(
1

5

)
cB + 10

(
1

5

)
= −0.2cB + 2 (1)

When this equation, with a slope of −0.2 and an intercept of 2 on
the ordinate, is plotted on Figure 4.16, it intersects the adsorption

isotherm curve at q∗
B = 1.9 mmol∕g and cB = 0.57 mmol∕L. The

% adsorption of phenol is

c(F)B − cB
c(F)B

= 10 − 0.57

10
= 0.94 or 94%

(b) Algebraic method.
The Freundlich equation, (4-41), is

q∗
B = 2.16c(1∕4.35)B (2)

Combining the solute material balance, (1) with the adsorption

isotherm, (2) gives

2.16c0.23B = −0.2cB + 2 (3)

Or rewriting (3) in zero form, f {cB} = 2.16c0.23B + 0.2cB − 2 = 0

Solving this nonlinear equation in cB using a nonlinear solver

such as zero in MATLAB, cB = 0.558 mmol∕L. From (2), q∗
B =

1.89 mmol∕g. and the % adsorption is 94.4%.

§4.7 GAS–LIQUID SYSTEMS

In the vapor–liquid systems described in §4.2 and §4.3, com-

ponents in the vapor phase were all condensable at the system

temperature. At near ambient pressure, their K-values are

determined from Raoult’s law, (4-13), if the system is ideal, or

by the modified Raoult’s law, (4-12), if not. In both cases, the

K-value equation requires a value of the vapor pressure of the

component. If a component in the vapor has a critical temper-

ature below the system temperature, it is non-condensable,
its vapor pressure does not exist, and (4-13) and (4-12) do not

apply.

If a vapor includes one or more non-condensable compo-

nents, it is commonly called a gas. Non-condensable com-

ponents can dissolve, to some extent, into a liquid phase

containing other components. Equilibrium K-values of non-

condensable components cannot be calculated from (4-12)

or (4-13). Instead, at near-ambient pressure conditions,

it is common practice to apply the following version of

Henry’s law:

Ki =
yi

xi
= Hi

P
(4-42)
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Figure 4.18 Henry’s law constant for solubility of gases in water.

Adapted from O.A. Hougen, K.M. Watson, and R.A. Ragatz,

Chemical Process Principles. Part I, 2nd ed., John Wiley and Sons,

New York (1954).

where Hi = Henry’s law constant for non-condensable com-

ponent i, which depends mainly on the temperature and

liquid-phase composition. Hi has the same units as P. It

is analogous to and replaces the term, γiLPs
i , in the mod-

ified Raoult’s law. Experimental data for the solubility of

13 pure gases in water are plotted in Figure 4.18 over a

temperature 0 to 100∘C. The ordinate is (1∕Hi) in mole

fraction/atm. Unfortunately, Henry’s law is not applicable to

gases at high pressure or for non-condensable components

with a high solubility in the liquid phase, e.g., ammonia

in water. Then, experimental data at the system T and P
are needed.
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EXAMPLE 4.10 Absorption of SO2 with Water.

200 kmol∕h of feed gas, F, containing 2 mol% SO2 and 98 mol% air

is contacted in a single equilibrium stage with 1,000 kmol∕h of pure
water, W, at 25∘C and 10 atm to absorb SO2. The total flow rates

of equilibrium products are G and L. Determine the fraction of SO2

absorbed. Neglect the absorption of air and the vaporization of water.

Assume the applicability of Henry’s law.

Solution

From Figure 4.18, the reciprocal of the Henry’s law constant for SO2

at 25∘C is 2.7 × 10−2 per atm. Thus, HSO2
= 37 atm. At equilibrium

from (4-42),

ySO2
=

HSO2

P
xSO2

= 37

10
xSO2

= 3.7xSO2
(1)

An SO2 material balance in kmol∕h around the equilibrium stage,

using mole ratios is

0.02F = 0.02(200) = 4.00 =
ySO2

1 − ySO2

(0.98)(200) +
xSO2

1 − xSO2

1000

(2)

Solving (1) and (2) simultaneously for SO2 mole fractions, ySO2
and

xSO2
, using solve in MATLAB, gives ySO2

= 0.00855 and xSO2
=

0.00231.

The kmol∕h of SO2 in the equilibrium liquid = 0.00231(1000) =
2.31 kmol∕h.

Therefore, the fraction SO2 absorbed = 2.31∕4.00 = 0.578.

EXAMPLE 4.11 Absorption of Ammonia from Air by
Water Using an Equilibrium Diagram.

The partial pressure of ammonia (A) in air–ammonia gas mixtures in

equilibriumwith their aqueous solutions at 20∘C is given in Table 4.4.

Using these data, and neglecting the vapor pressure of water and the

solubility of air in water, construct an equilibrium diagram at 101 kPa

using mole ratios YA = mol NH3∕mol air in the gas phase and XA =
mol NH3/mol H2O in the liquid phase as coordinates. Henceforth,

the subscript A is dropped. If 10 mol of feed gas of Y = 0.3 are con-

tacted with 10 mol of aqueous liquid solution of X = 0.1, what are

the compositions of the resulting equilibrium phases? The process is

assumed to be isothermal at 20oC and 1 atm.

Table 4.4 Partial Pressure of Ammonia over

Ammonia–Water Solutions at 20∘C

NH3 Partial Pressure, kPa g NH3/g H2O

4.23 0.05

9.28 0.10

15.2 0.15

22.1 0.20

30.3 0.25

Solution

Equilibrium data in Table 4.4 are recalculated in terms of mole

ratios and listed in Table 4.5. The equilibrium curve is plotted in

Figure 4.19.

Table 4.5 Y–X Data for Ammonia–Water, 20∘C

Y, mol NH3/mol Air X, mol NH3/mol H2O

0.044 0.053

0.101 0.106

0.176 0.159

0.279 0.212

0.426 0.265

Mol NH3 in entering gas = 10[Y0∕(1 + Y0)] = 10(0.3∕1.3) = 2.3

Mol NH3 in entering liquid = 10[X0∕(1 + X0)] = 10(0.1∕1.1)
= 0.91

A material balance for ammonia around the equilibrium stage

shown in the insert in Figure 4.19 is

GY0 + LX0 = GY1 + LX1 (1)

where G = moles of NH3-free air and L = moles of NH3-free H2O.

Subscript 0 refers to feeds, while 1 refers to equilibrium products.

G = 10 − 2.3 = 7.7 mol and L = 10 − 0.91 = 9.09 mol, as shown in

Figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.19 Equilibrium for air–NH3–H2O at 20∘C, 1 atm, in

Example 4.11.

Solving for Y1 from (1),

Y1 = − L
G

X1 +
( L

G
X0 + Y0

)
(2)

This is an equation of a straight line of slope (−L∕G) = −9.09∕7.7 =
−1.19, with an intercept of (L∕G)(X0) + Y0 = −(−1.19)(0.1) + 0.3 =
0.42. The intersection of this material-balance line with the equilib-

rium curve, as shown in Figure 4.19, gives the ammonia composition

of the gas and liquid leaving the stage as Y1 = 0.193 and X1 = 0.19.

This result can be checked by an NH3 balance, since the amount

of NH3 leaving is (0.193)(7.7) + (0.19)(9.09) = 1.48 + 1.73 = 3.21,

which equals the total moles of NH3 entering the stage.

§4.8 GAS–SOLID SYSTEMS

Gas–solid systems are encountered in desublimation and
gas-adsorption separations.
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§4.8.1 Desublimation

In desublimation, one or more components (solutes) in the gas
phase are condensed to form a solid phase without passing
through a liquid state. At low pressure, desublimation is gov-
erned by the solid vapor pressure of the solute. Sublimation of
the solid takes place when the partial pressure of the solute in
the gas phase is less than the vapor pressure of the solid at the
system temperature. When the partial pressure of the solute in
the gas phase exceeds the vapor pressure of the solid, desubli-
mation occurs. At phase equilibrium, the vapor pressure of the
solid is equal to its partial pressure as a solute in the gas phase.

EXAMPLE 4.12 Desublimation of Phthalic Anhydride.

Ortho-xylene is completely oxidized in the vapor phase with air to

produce phthalic anhydride, PA, in a catalytic reactor at about 370∘C
and 780 torr. A large excess of air is used to keep the xylene concen-

tration below 1 mol% to avoid an explosive mixture. 8,000 lbmol∕h
of reactor-effluent gas, F, containing 67 lbmol∕h of PA and other

amounts of N2, O2, CO, CO2, and water vapor, are cooled to separate

the PA from the gas by desublimation to a solid at a total pressure

of 770 torr. If the gas is cooled to 206∘F, where the vapor pres-

sure of solid PA is 1 torr, calculate the number of pounds of PA

condensed per hour as a solid, S, and the percent recovery of PA

from the gas product, G, if equilibrium is achieved.

Solution

At these conditions, only PA condenses. At equilibrium, the partial

pressure of PA in the gas equals the vapor pressure of solid PA, or

1 torr. The partial pressure of PA in the cooled gas, pPA, is given by

Dalton’s law of partial pressures:

n(G)
PA = pPA

P
G (1)

where, n(G)
PA = molar flow rate of PA in equilibrium gas.

The equilibrium gas flow rate, G, is

G = (8,000 − 67) + n(G)
PA (2)

Combining (1) and (2),

n(G)
PA = pPA

P

[
(8,000 − 67) + n(G)

PA

]
= 1

770

[
(8,000 − 67) + n(G)

PA

]
(3)

Solving this linear equation, n(G)
PA = 10.3 lbmol∕h of PA.

The amount of PA desublimed is 67 − 10.3 = 56.7 lbmol∕h. The
percent recovery of PA is 56.7∕67 = 0.846 or 84.6%. It is noteworthy

that the PA remaining in the gas is above EPA standards, so a lower

temperature or catalytic oxidation is required. At 140∘F the recovery

is almost 99%.

§4.8.2 Gas Adsorption

As with liquid mixtures, one or more gas components can be
adsorbed on the external and internal surfaces of a porous,
solid adsorbent. Data for a single solute is represented by an
adsorption isotherm of the type shown in Figure 4.16 or simi-
lar diagrams. However, when two components of a gas mixture
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Figure 4.20 Adsorption equilibrium at 25∘C and 101 kPa of

propane and propylene on silica gel. [Adapted from [6] with

permission of the American Chemical Society.]

are adsorbed and the purpose is to separate them, other meth-

ods of displaying are preferred. Figure 4.20 shows the data of

Lewis et al. [6] for the adsorption of a propane (P)–propylene

(A) gas mixture on silica gel at 25∘C and 101 kPa. At 25∘C, a
pressure of at least 1,000 kPa would be required to initiate sep-

aration by partial condensation of a mixture of propylene and

propane. However, Figure 4.20b shows that in the presence of

silica gel, significant amounts of gas are adsorbed at 101 kPa.

Figure 4.20a is similar to a binary vapor–liquid equilibrium

plot of the type shown in Figure 4.3b. For propylene–propane

mixtures, propane is adsorbed less strongly, so its mole frac-

tion is used in Figure 4.20a. The liquid-phase mole fraction

is replaced by the mole fraction of propane in the adsorbate.
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On the ordinate axis, the vapor-phase mole fraction has
been replaced by the propane mole fraction in the gas. In an
equimolar gas-phase mixture, Figure 4.20a shows that the
adsorbate contains only 27 mol% propane. An adsorption
separation index, similar to the relative volatility used for
vapor–liquid equilibrium, is defined by

Adsorption separation index = yA∕xA
(1 − yA)∕(1 − xA)

which for the above example is

0.50∕0.27
(1 − 0.50)∕0.27

= 2.70

This adsorption separation index is considerably larger than
the relative volatility for vapor–liquid equilibrium, defined by
(4-10), which is only about 1.13 for the propylene–propane
system. Thus, adsorption of propylene from a gas mix-
ture with propane is more thermodynamically favored than
distillation.

Figure 4.20b determines the amount of adsorbent needed.
It plots the total mmols of adsorbate per gram of adsorbent as
a function of the mole fraction, y = yP, of the propane in the
gas equilibrated with the adsorbate, on the abscissa. Dashed
tie lines connect the gas mole fractions with corresponding
liquid mole fractions of propane in the adsorbate, x = xP, on
the equilibrium curve. Using the same example, as above,
when xP = 0.27, the total mmols of adsorbate per gram of
adsorbent = 2.08. Thus, 0.48 grams adsorbent is needed per
mmol of adsorbate for an equimolar gas mixture. Inserting a
tie line in Figure 4.20b at xP = 0.27 on the equilibrium curve
connects to yP = 0.50 on the abscissa (the same value read
from the ordinate of Figure 4.20a).

EXAMPLE 4.13 Separation of Propylene–Propane by
Adsorption.

Propylene (A) and propane (P) are separated by preferential adsorp-

tion on porous silica gel (S) at 25∘C and 101 kPa. Two millimoles

of a feed gas, F, of 50 mol% P and 50 mol% A are equilibrated with

silica gel at 25∘C and 101 kPa. Measurements show that 1 mmol of

gas is adsorbed. If the data of Figure 4.20 apply, what is the mole

fraction of propane in the equilibrium gas and in the adsorbate, and

how many grams of silica gel are used?

Solution

The process is included in Figure 4.20a, where W = millimoles of

adsorbate, G = millimoles of gas leaving, and zA = mole fraction of

propane in the feed. The propane mole balance is

zAF = WxA + GyA (1)

Because F = 2, zA = 0.5, W = 1, and G = F − W = 1, substitution

in (1) gives 1 = x + y. This material balance line, y = 1 − x is plotted
in Figure 4.20a. It intersects the equilibrium curve at x = 0.365, y =
0.635. From Figure 4.20b, at the point x = 0.365, the equilibrium

adsorbate is 2.0 mmol adsorbate/g adsorbent. Therefore, for 1 mmol

of adsorbate, S = 1.0∕2 = 0.50 g silica gel.

§4.9 THREE-PHASE EQUILIBRIUM SYSTEMS

Although in industrial separation processes two-phase systems
predominate, three-phase systems are not uncommon. They in-
clude vapor–liquid–solid systems in pervaporation membrane
separations (separation operation 4 in Table 1.3) and evapora-
tive crystallization. Vapor–liquid–liquid systems occur when
partially condensing, partially evaporating, or distilling mix-
tures of water and organic chemicals that have limited solubil-
ity in water.

Although three-phase equilibrium calculations are based on
the same principles as two-phase systems (i.e., material bal-
ances, physical equilibrium, and, if needed, energy balances),
the number of nonlinear equations in the system increases,
making the computations more difficult and more demanding
in terms of reasonable initial guesses to initiate iterative cal-
culation procedures. These and other rigorous calculations are
best made with process simulators.

§4.9.1 Vapor–Liquid–Liquid Flash Procedure

Rigorous computer methods for treating a vapor–liquid–liquid
equilibrium system at a given temperature and pressure are
called three-phase isothermal flash algorithms. As first pre-
sented by Henley and Rosen [7], it is analogous to the iso-
thermal two-phase flash algorithm in §4.3. Their procedure,
or modifications thereof, is available in all process simulators.

Let the two liquid phases be labeled with superscripts
(1) and (2). The following material balances and two
phase-equilibrium relations apply for each component:

Fzi = Vyi + L(1)x(1)i + L(2)x(2)i (4-43)

K(1)
i = yi∕x(1)i (4-44)

K(2)
i = yi∕x(2)i (4-45)

A distribution coefficient relationship that can be substituted
for (4-44) or (4-45) is

KDl
= x(1)i ∕x(2)i (4-46)

These equations are solved by a modification of the Rachford–
Rice procedure, where Ψ = V∕F and ξ = L(1)∕(L(1) + L(2)),
where 0 ≤ Ψ ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1.

By combining (4-43), (4-44), and (4-45) with∑
x(1)i −

∑
yi = 0 (4-47)

and ∑
x(1)i −

∑
x(2)i = 0 (4-48)

to eliminate yi, x(1)i , and x(2)i , two simultaneous nonlinear
equations in Ψ and ξ are obtained:∑

i

zi(1 − K(1)
i )

ξ(1 − Ψ) + (1 − Ψ)(1 − ξ)K(1)
i ∕K(2)

i + ΨK(1)
i

= 0

(4-49)
and∑

i

zi(1 − K(1)
i ∕K(2)

i )
ξ(1 − Ψ) + (1 − Ψ)(1 − ξ)K(1)

i ∕K(2)
i + ΨK(1)

i

= 0

(4-50)
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Starting guesses are provided for the phase compositions, from

which the corresponding K-values are estimated. Values of

Ψ and ξ are then computed by solving nonlinear equations

(4-49) and (4-50) simultaneously using solve in MATLAB or

Newton’s method. The results are used to calculate the phase

amounts and compositions from

V = ΨF (4-51)

L(1) = ξ(F − V) (4-52)

L(2) = F − V − L(1) (4-53)

yi =
zi

ξ(1 − Ψ)∕K(1)
i + (1 − Ψ)(1 − ξ)∕K(2)

i + Ψ
(4-54)

x(1)i = zi

ξ(1 − Ψ) + (1 − Ψ)(1 − ξ)(K(1)
i ∕K(2)

i ) + ΨK(1)
i
(4-55)

x(2)i = zi

ξ(1 − Ψ)(K(2)
i ∕K(1)

i ) + (1 − Ψ)(1 − ξ) + ΨK(2)
i
(4-56)

If the guessed compositions do not equal the calculated values,

the calculations are repeated with new guesses. The procedure

is iterated in a manner similar to the Rachford–Rice method,

until the phase compositions converge.

Three-phase-flash calculations are difficult, even by the

above procedure, because of the strong dependency of activity

coefficients in the K-values on liquid-phase compositions

when two immiscible liquid phases are present. In addition,

although the presence of three phases is assumed initially,

realistically there are five possible phase situations: (1)

V-L(1)-L(2), (2) V-L(1), (3) L(1)-L(2), (4) V , and (5) L(1). An
algorithm used by process simulators for determining phase

conditions is shown in Figure 4.21. Process simulators can

also perform adiabatic or nonadiabatic three-phase flashes by

also iterating on temperature until the enthalpy balance,

hFF + Q = hVV + hL(1)L
(1) + hL(2)L

(2) = 0 (4-57)

is satisfied. Process simulators also use the three-phase-flash

procedure for calculating phase equilibrium for two liquid

phases. It is not uncommon for three phases to form on some

trays of a distillation column if water is present with certain

organic compounds.

EXAMPLE 4.14 Three-Phase Isothermal Flash.

In a process for producing styrene from toluene and methanol, the

gaseous reactor effluent is as follows:

Component kmol/h

Hydrogen 350

Methanol 107

Water 491

Toluene 107

Ethylbenzene 141

Styrene 350

If this stream is brought to equilibrium at 38∘C and 300 kPa, compute

the amounts and compositions of the phases present.

Solution

Because water, hydrocarbons, an alcohol, and a light gas are present,

the possibility of a vapor and two liquid phases exists, with methanol

distributed among all three phases. The isothermal three-phase flash

module of the CHEMCAD process simulator was used with Henry’s

law for H2 and the UNIFAC method for activity coefficients for the

other components. The results were:

kmol/h

Component V L(1) L(2)

Hydrogen 349.96 0.02 0.02

Methanol 9.54 14.28 83.18

Water 7.25 8.12 475.63

Toluene 1.50 105.44 0.06

Ethylbenzene 0.76 140.20 0.04

Styrene 1.22 348.64 0.14

Totals 370.23 616.70 559.07

As expected, little H2 is dissolved in either liquid. The water-rich

liquid phase, L(2), contains little of the hydrocarbons, but a greater

fraction of the methanol. The organic-rich phase, L(1), contains most

of the hydrocarbons, a small amount of water and a lesser fraction

of the methanol. Additional calculations at temperatures higher than

38∘C and 300 kPa indicate that the organic phase condenses first,

with a dew point of 143∘C, while the aqueous phase condenses with
a secondary dew point of 106∘C.

Solution found with

0≤ Ψ ≤1
0≤ ξ ≤1

Ψ = V/F 

ξ =

Solution found with

0≤ ξ ≤1
Ψ = 1

Solution found with

0≤ Ψ ≤1
ξ = 0 or 1

Ψ >1

Ψ >1
liquid

Vapor

Start
F, z fixed

P, T of equilibrium
phases fixed

Search for
three-phase

solution

Solution
not found

Search for
L(1), L(2)

solution

L(1) + L(2)
L(1)

Search for
V, L(1)

solution

Solution
not found

Solution
not found

Single-phase
solution

Figure 4.21 Algorithm for an isothermal three-phase flash.
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CHAPTER 4 NOMENCLATURE

Abbreviations and Acronyms

RR Rachford–Rice algorithm

OF objective function, below (4-14)

Latin Symbols

A Carrier for solute

A constant in Freundlich equation, (4-41)

B solute in liquid–liquid extraction or in liquid

adsorption

C solvent for B, Figure 4.12; adsorbent, Figure 4.17

c concentration of solute in liquid, Figure 4.17

E extraction factor, (4-35)

G moles of carrier gas (solute free); total gas leaving an

adsorption stage, Figure 4.20

K′
D KD in terms of mass ratios, (4-33)

L moles of liquid free of solute; molar flow of liquid

NE number of independent equations, (4-3)

NP number of phases, (4-3)

NV number of variables, (4-3)

Q total volume of liquid (in adsorption)

q* amount adsorbed by adsorbent at equilibrium, (4-41)

S solvent

S mass flow rate of solvent (identified as component C

in Figure 4.12); adsorbent in Figure 4.20; solid

adsorbent, (4-39) and Figure 4.20

W mass of saturated adsorbate leaving a stage,

Figure 4.20

X mass of solute/mass of carrier (liquid phase), (4-32)

and Figure 4.20

x mass fraction of adsorbate in adsorbent: mole fraction

in liquid

Y mass of solute/mass of carrier (vapor phase),

Figure 4.20

y mole fraction of solute in the gas: mole fraction in

vapor

Greek Symbols

Λ parameters in Wilson equation, (2-63)

Ψ V/F, (4-22)

ξ (L(1)/(L(1) + L(2)), (4-49)

Subscripts

A component, carrier for B

B component, solute adsorbed, absorbed, or extracted

Superscripts

F feed, (4-39)

G gas flow or gas phase

n constant in Freundlich equation, (4-41)

(1) liquid phase one

(2) liquid phase two

l, ll liquid phase one, two

SUMMARY

1. The Gibbs’ phase rule applies to intensive variables at
equilibrium. It determines the number of independent vari-
ables that specify a system. This rule can be extended to
determine the degrees of freedom (number of allowable
specifications) for flow systems, which include extensive
variables. Intensive and extensive variables are related by
material balances, phase-equilibria data or equations, and
energy balances.

2. Vapor–liquid equilibrium conditions for binary systems can
be represented by T–y–x and y–x diagrams. A measure of
the comparative ease or difficulty of separating a binary
system by partial condensation, partial evaporation, or dis-
tillation is the relative volatility.

3. Minimum- or maximum-boiling azeotropes formed by
nonideal liquid mixtures are represented by the same
types of diagrams used for nonazeotropic (zeotropic)
binary mixtures. Highly nonideal liquid mixtures can form
heterogeneous azeotropes having two liquid phases.

4. For multicomponent mixtures, vapor–liquid equilibrium-
phase compositions and amounts can be determined by
isothermal-flash, adiabatic-flash, partial vaporization, or

bubble- and dew-point calculations. For flash calculations,

process simulators should be used.

5. Liquid–liquid equilibrium conditions for ternary mixtures

can be determined graphically from triangular diagrams.

Liquid–liquid equilibrium conditions for multicomponent

mixtures of four or more components must be determined

with process simulators.

6. Solid–liquid equilibrium occurs in leaching, crystalli-

zation, and adsorption. Adsorption equilibria can be re-

presented algebraically or graphically by adsorption

isotherms.

7. Solubilities of sparingly soluble gases in liquids are well

represented by Henry’s law constant that depends on tem-

perature.

8. Solid vapor pressure determines equilibrium desublimation

conditions for gas–solid systems. Adsorption isotherms

and y–x diagrams are useful in calculations for gas mixtures

in the presence of a solid adsorbent.

9. Calculations of three-phase (vapor–liquid–liquid) equilib-

rium conditions are readily made with process simulators.
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STUDY QUESTIONS

4.1. What two types of equations or data are used for single equi-

librium stage calculations?

4.2. How do intensive and extensive variables differ?

4.3. What is meant by the number of degrees of freedom?

4.4. What are the limitations of the Gibbs’ phase rule? Can it be

extended?

4.5. When a liquid and a vapor are in physical equilibrium, why is

the vapor at its dew point and the liquid at its bubble point?

4.6. What is the difference between a homogeneous and a hetero-

geneous azeotrope?

4.7. Why do azeotropes limit the degree of separation achievable

in a distillation operation?

4.8. What is the difference between an isothermal flash and an adi-

abatic flash?

4.9. Why is the isothermal-flash calculation so useful?

4.10. When a binary feed is contacted with a solvent to form two

equilibrium liquid phases, which is the extract and which is

the raffinate?

4.11. Why are triangular diagrams useful for ternary liquid–liquid

equilibrium calculations? On such a diagram, what are the

miscibility boundary, plait point, and tie lines?

4.12. What is the difference between adsorbent and adsorbate?

4.13. In adsorption, why should adsorbents have a microporous

structure?

4.14. Does a solid have a vapor pressure?

4.15. What is themaximum number of phases that can exist at phys-

ical equilibrium for a given number of components?

4.16. In a rigorous vapor–liquid–liquid equilibrium calculation (the

so-called three-phase flash), is it necessary to consider all pos-

sible phase conditions, i.e., all-liquid, all-vapor, vapor–liquid,

liquid–liquid, and vapor–liquid–liquid?

EXERCISES

Section 4.1

4.1. Degrees-of-freedom for three-phase equilibrium.
Consider the equilibrium stage shown in Figure 4.22. Conduct a

degrees-of-freedom analysis by performing the following steps:

(a) list and count the variables,

(b) write and count the equations relating the variables,

Equilibrium
stage

Heat to
(+) or from (–)

the stage

Q

Equilibrium liquid

from another stage

Equilibrium vapor
from another stage

Exit equilibrium
liquid phase II

TL
II, PL

II, xi
II

LII

Feed vapor

Feed liquid

Exit equilibrium
liquid phase I

TL
I, PL

I, xi
I

LI

Exit equilibrium vapor

TV, PV, yi

Figure 4.22 Conditions for Exercise 4.1.

(c) calculate the degrees of freedom, and

(d) list a reasonable set of design variables.

4.2. Uniqueness of three different separation operations.
Can the following problems be solved uniquely?

(a) The feed streams to an adiabatic equilibrium stage consist of liq-

uid and vapor streams of known composition, flow rate, tem-

perature, and pressure. Given the stage (outlet) temperature and

pressure, calculate the compositions and amounts of equilibrium

vapor and liquid leaving.

(b) The same as part (a), except that the stage is not adiabatic.

(c) A vapor of known T ,P, and composition is partially condensed.

The outlet P of the condenser and the inlet cooling water T are

fixed. Calculate the cooling water required.

4.3. Degrees-of-freedom for an adiabatic, two-phase flash.
Consider an adiabatic equilibrium flash. The variables are all

as indicated in Figure 4.8 with Q = 0. (a) Determine the number

of variables. (b) Write all the independent equations that relate the

variables. (c) Determine the number of equations. (d) Determine the

number of degrees of freedom. (e) What variables would you prefer

to specify in order to solve an adiabatic-flash problem?

4.4. Degrees of freedom for a nonadiabatic, three-phase flash.
Determine the number of degrees of freedom for a nonadiabatic,

three-phase equilibrium flash.

4.5. Application of Gibbs’ phase rule.
For the seven-phase equilibrium system shown in Figure 4.1,

assume air consists of N2, O2, and argon. What is the number of

degrees of freedom? What variables might be specified?
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Section 4.2

4.6. Partial vaporization of a nonideal binary mixture.
A liquid mixture contains 25 mol% benzene and 75 mol% ethyl

alcohol. The components are miscible in all proportions. The mix-

ture is heated at a constant pressure of 1 atm from 60∘C to 90∘C.
Using the following T–y–x experimental data, determine (a) the

temperature where vaporization begins; (b) the composition of the

first bubble of vapor; (c) the composition of the residual liquid when

25 mol % has evaporated, assuming that all vapor formed is retained

in the apparatus and is in equilibrium with the residual liquid.

(d) Repeat part (c) for 90 mol% vaporized. (e) Repeat part (d) if, after

25 mol% is vaporized as in part (c), the vapor formed is removed

and an additional 35 mol% is vaporized by the same technique

used in part (c). (f) Plot temperature versus mol% vaporized for

parts (c) and (e).

T–y–x DATA FOR BENZENE–ETHYL ALCOHOL AT 1 ATM

Temperature, ∘C:
78.4 77.5 75 72.5 70 68.5 67.7 68.5 72.5 75 77.5 80.1

Mole percent benzene in vapor:

0 7.5 28 42 54 60 68 73 82 88 95 100

Mole percent benzene in liquid:

0 1.5 5 12 22 31 68 81 91 95 98 100

(g) Use the following vapor pressure data with Raoult’s and

Dalton’s laws to construct a T–y–x diagram, and compare it to the

answers obtained in parts (a) and (f) with those obtained using the

experimental T–y–x data. What are your conclusions?

VAPOR PRESSURE DATA

Vapor pressure, torr:

20 40 60 100 200 400 760

Ethanol, ∘C:
8 19.0 26.0 34.9 48.4 63.5 78.4

Benzene, ∘C:
−2.6 7.6 15.4 26.1 42.2 60.6 80.1

4.7. Steam distillation of stearic acid.
Stearic acid is steam distilled at 200∘C in a direct-fired still. Steam

is introduced into the molten acid in small bubbles, and the acid in

the vapor leaving the still has a partial pressure equal to 70% of the

vapor pressure of pure stearic acid at 200∘C. Plot the kg acid dis-

tilled per kg steam added as a function of total pressure from 3.3 kPa

to 101.3 kPa at 200∘C. The vapor pressure of stearic acid at 200∘C
is 0.40 kPa.

4.8. Equilibrium plots for benzene–toluene.
The relative volatility, α, of benzene to toluene at 1 atm is 2.5.

Construct y–x and T–y–x diagrams for this system at 1 atm. Repeat

the construction of the y–x diagram using vapor pressure data for

benzene from Exercise 4.6 and for toluene from the table below,

with Raoult’s and Dalton’s laws. Use the diagrams to determine the

following: (a) A liquid containing 70 mol% benzene and 30 mol%
toluene is heated in a container at 1 atm until 25 mol% of the original

liquid is evaporated. Determine the temperature. The phases are

then separated mechanically, and the vapors condensed. Determine

the composition of the condensed vapor and the liquid residue.

(b) Calculate and plot the K-values as a function of temperature

at 1 atm.

VAPOR PRESSURE OF TOLUENE

Vapor pressure, torr:

20 40 60 100 200 400 760 1,520

Temperature, ∘C:
18.4 31.8 40.3 51.9 69.5 89.5 110.6 136

4.9. Vapor–liquid equilibrium for heptane–toluene system.
(a) The vapor pressure of toluene is given in Exercise 4.8, and that

of n-heptane is in the table below. Construct the following plots: (a)

a y–x diagram at 1 atm using Raoult’s and Dalton’s laws; (b) a T–x
bubble-point curve at 1 atm; (c) α and K-values versus temperature;

and (d) repeat of part (a) using an average value of α. Then, (e) com-

pare your y–x and T–y–x diagrams with the following experimental

data of Steinhauser and White [Ind. Eng. Chem., 41, 2912 (1949)].

VAPOR PRESSURE OF n-HEPTANE

Vapor pressure, torr:

20 40 60 100 200 400 760 1,520

Temperature, ∘C:
9.5 22.3 30.6 41.8 58.7 78.0 98.4 124

VAPOR–LIQUID EQUILIBRIUM DATA FOR n-HEPTANE/
TOLUENE AT 1 ATM

x, n-heptane y, n-heptane T, ∘C
0.025 0.048 110.75

0.129 0.205 106.80

0.354 0.454 102.95

0.497 0.577 101.35

0.843 0.864 98.90

0.940 0.948 98.50

0.994 0.993 98.35

4.10. Continuous, single-stage distillation.
Saturated-liquid feed of F = 40 mol∕h, containing 50 mol% A

and B, is supplied to the apparatus in Figure 4.23. The condensate is

split so that reflux∕distillate = 1.

(a) If heat is supplied such that W = 30 mol∕h and α = 2, as defined

below, what will be the composition of the overhead and the bot-

toms product?

α = Ps
A

Ps
B

= yAxB
yBxA

(b) If the operation is changed so that no condensate is returned to

the still pot and W = 3D, compute the product compositions.

Still pot

Heat

Feed
F

Bottoms
W

Reflux
R

Vapor

V

Condenser

Distillate
D

Figure 4.23 Conditions for Exercise 4.10.
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4.11. Partial vaporization of feed to a distillation column.
A fractionation tower operating at 101.3 kPa produces a distillate

of 95 mol% acetone (A), 5 mol% water, and a residue containing

1 mol% A. The feed liquid is at 125∘C and 687 kPa and contains

57 mol% A. Before entering the tower, the feed passes through

an expansion valve causing it to be partially vaporized at 60∘C.
From the data below, determine the molar ratio of liquid to vapor

in the feed. Enthalpy and equilibrium data are: molar latent heat of

A = 29,750 kJ∕kmol; molar latent heat of H2O = 42,430 kJ∕kmol;

molar specific heat of A = 134 kJ∕kmol-K; molar specific heat of

H2O = 75.3 kJ∕kmol-K; enthalpy of high-pressure, hot feed before

adiabatic expansion = 0; enthalpies of feed phases after expansion

are hV = 27,200 kJ∕kmol and hL = −5,270 kJ∕kmol. All data except

K-values, are temperature-independent.

EQUILIBRIUM DATA FOR ACETONE–H2O AT 101.3 kPa

T, ∘C 56.7 57.1 60.0 61.0 63.0 71.7 100

Mol% A in liquid: 100 92.0 50.0 33.0 17.6 6.8 0

Mol% A in vapor: 100 94.4 85.0 83.7 80.5 69.2 0

4.12. Enthalpy-concentration diagram.
Using vapor pressure data from Exercises 4.6 and 4.8 and the

enthalpy data provided below (a) construct an h–y–x diagram for

the benzene–toluene system at 1 atm (101.3 kPa) based on Raoult’s

and Dalton’s laws and (b) calculate the energy required for 50 mol%
vaporization of a 30 mol% liquid solution of benzene in toluene

at saturation temperature. If the vapor is condensed, what is the

heat load on the condenser in kJ∕kg of solution if the condensate is

saturated, and if it is subcooled by 10∘C?

Saturated Enthalpy, kJ∕kg
Benzene Toluene

T, ∘C hL hV hL hV

60 79 487 77 471

80 116 511 114 495

100 153 537 151 521

4.13. Phase condition for a mixture of alcohols.
For a mixture of 50 mol% 1-propanol, 30 mol% 2-propanol, and

20 mol% ethanol at 5 atm, use a process simulator with the Wilson

equation for liquid-phase activity coefficients to calculate the tem-

perature in oC and the phase compositions in mol% for the follow-

ing conditions: (a) bubble point; (b) dew point; and (c) 50 mol%
vaporization.

4.14. Azeotrope of chloroform–methanol.
For the chloroform–methanol system at 1 atm, use a process sim-

ulator with the NRTL equation for liquid-phase activity coefficients

to prepare plots like those in Figure 4.6. From the plots, determine

the azeotrope composition, temperature, and type.

4.15. Azeotrope of water–formic acid.
For the water–formic acid system at 1 atm, use a process simulator

with the NRTL equation to prepare plots like those of Figure 4.7 to

determine the azeotrope composition, temperature, and type.

4.16. Partial vaporization of water–isopropanol mixture.
Vapor–liquid equilibrium data for mixtures of water and iso-

propanol at 1 atm are given below. (a) Prepare T–x–y and x–y

diagrams. (b) When a solution containing 40 mol% isopropanol

is slowly vaporized, what is the composition of the initial vapor?

(c) If the mixture in part (b) is heated until 75 mol% is vaporized,

what are the compositions of the equilibrium vapor and liquid?

(d) Calculate K-values and values of α at 80∘C and 89∘C. (e) Com-

pare your answers in parts (a), (b), and (c) to those obtained from

T–x–y and x–y diagrams based on the following vapor pressure data

and Raoult’s and Dalton’s laws. What do you conclude?

VAPOR–LIQUID EQUILIBRIUM DATA FOR ISOPROPANOL

AND WATER AT 1 ATM

Mol% Isopropanol

T , ∘C Liquid Vapor

93.00 1.18 21.95

84.02 8.41 46.20

83.85 9.10 47.06

81.64 28.68 53.44

81.25 34.96 55.16

80.32 60.30 64.22

80.16 67.94 68.21

80.21 68.10 68.26

80.28 76.93 74.21

80.66 85.67 82.70

81.51 94.42 91.60

Notes: Composition of the azeotrope: x = y = 68.54%.
Boiling point of azeotrope: 80.22∘C.
Boiling point of pure isopropanol: 82.5∘C.

Vapor Pressures of Isopropanol and Water

Vapor pressure, torr 200 400 760

Isopropanol, ∘C 53.0 67.8 82.5

Water, ∘C 66.5 83 100

Section 4.3

4.17. Vaporization of mixtures of hexane and octane.
Using the y–x and T–y–x diagrams in Figure 4.4, determine the

temperature, amounts, and compositions of the vapor and liquid

phases at 101 kPa for the following conditions with a 100 kmol

mixture of nC6 (H) and nC8 (C). (a) zH = 0.5, Ψ = V∕F = 0.2;

(b) zH = 0.4, yH = 0.6; (c) zH = 0.6, xC = 0.7; (d) zH = 0.5,Ψ = 0;

(e) zH = 0.5,Ψ = 1.0; and (f) zH = 0.5,T = 200∘F
4.18. Derivation of equilibrium-flash equations for a binary
mixture.

For a binary mixture of components 1 and 2, show that the phase

compositions and amounts can be computed directly from the follow-

ing reduced forms of (4-23, 24, and 26).

x1 = (1 − K2)∕(K1 − K2)
x2 = 1 − x1
y1 = (K1K2 − K1)∕(K2 − K1)
y2 = 1 − y1

Ψ = V
F

= z1[(K1 − K2)∕(1 − K2)] − 1

K1 − 1

4.19. Equilibrium flash using a graph.
A liquid containing 60 mol% toluene and 40 mol% benzene is con-

tinuously distilled in a single equilibrium stage at 1 atm.What percent
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of benzene in the feed leaves as vapor if 90% of the toluene entering

in the feed leaves as liquid? Assume a relative volatility of 2.3 and

obtain the solution graphically.

4.20. Flash vaporization of a benzene–toluene mixture.
Solve Exercise 4.19 with a process simulator assuming an ideal

solution. Also determine the temperature.

4.21. Equilibrium flash of seven-component mixture.
A seven-component mixture is flashed at a fixed P and T . (a)

Using the K-values and feed composition below, make a plot of the

Rachford–Rice flash function

f {Ψ} =
C∑

i=1

zi(1 − Ki)
1 + Ψ(Ki − 1)

at intervals of Ψ of 0.1, and estimate the correct root of Ψ. (b) An
alternative form of the flash function is

f {Ψ} =
C∑

i=1

ziKi

1 + Ψ(Ki − 1)
− 1

Make a plot of this equation at intervals of Ψ of 0.1 and explain why

the Rachford–Rice function is preferred.

Component zi Ki

1 0.0079 16.2

2 0.1321 5.2

3 0.0849 2.6

4 0.2690 1.98

5 0.0589 0.91

6 0.1321 0.72

7 0.3151 0.28

4.22. Equilibrium flash of a hydrocarbon mixture.
One hundred kmol of a feed comprised of 25 mol% n-butane,

40 mol% n-pentane, and 35 mol% n-hexane is flashed at 240∘F.
Using a process simulator with the RK EOS, determine the pressure

and the liquid and vapor compositions if 80% of the hexane is in the

liquid.

4.23. Equilibrium-flash vaporization of a hydrocarbon
mixture.

An equimolar mixture of ethane, propane, n-butane, and

n-pentane is subjected to flash vaporization at 150∘F and 205 psia.

Using a process simulator with the RK EOS, calculate amounts and

compositions of the products? Is it possible to recover 70% of the

ethane in the vapor by a single-stage flash at other conditions without

losing more than 5% of nC4 to the vapor?

4.24. Cooling of a reactor effluent with recycled liquid.
Figure 4.24 shows a system to cool reactor effluent and separate

light gases from hydrocarbons.

Vapor

Liquid

500 psia
100°F

Liquid
quench

1000°F

2,000
2,000
   500
   100

4,600

lbmol/h
H2
CH4
Benzene
Toluene

Reactor
effluent

500°F 200°F

Figure 4.24 Conditions for Exercise 4.24.

The feed pressure is 500 psia and pressure drops are neglected.

The first heat exchanger cools the feed to 200∘F, while the second

reduces it further to 100∘F. Using a process simulator with SRK

EOS:

(a) Calculate composition and flow rate of vapor leaving the flash

drum.

(b) Does the liquid-quench flow rate influence the result? Prove your

answer analytically.

4.25. Partial condensation of a gas mixture.
The feed in Figure 4.25 is partially condensed. Calculate the

amounts and compositions of the equilibrium phases, V and L, using
a process simulator with the SRK EOS.

392°F, 315 psia

kmol/h

72.53
7.98
0.13

150.00

H2
N2
Benzene
Cyclohexane

120°F

300 psia

V

L

cw

Figure 4.25 Conditions for Exercise 4.25.

4.26. Rapid determination of phase condition.
The following stream is at 200 psia and 200∘F. Without making a

flash calculation, determine if it is a subcooled liquid or a superheated

vapor, or if it is partially vaporized.

Component lbmol/h K-value

C3 125 2.056

nC4 200 0.925

nC5 175 0.520

4.27. Determination of reflux-drum pressure.
Figure 4.26 shows the overhead system for a distillation column.

The composition of the total distillates is indicated, with 10 mol%
being vapor. Determine reflux-drum pressure if the temperature is

100∘F. Use a process simulator with the RK EOS.
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Total
distillate

mole fractionComponent
0.10
0.20
0.70
1.00

C2
C3
C4

100°F

Vapor distillate

Liquid distillate

cw

Figure 4.26 Conditions for Exercise 4.27.

4.28. Flash calculations for different K-value correlations.
Determine the phase condition of a stream having the following

composition at 7.2∘C and 2,620 kPa. Use a process simulator with the

SRK and PR options. Does the choice of option influence the results

significantly?

Component kmol/h

N2 1.0

C1 124.0

C2 87.6

C3 161.6

nC4 176.2

nC5 58.5

nC6 33.7

4.29. Flash calculations at different values of T and P.
A liquid mixture consisting of 100 kmol of 60 mol% benzene,

25 mol% toluene, and 15 mol% o-xylene is flashed at 1 atm and

100∘C. Assuming ideal solutions, use vapor pressure data from a

process simulator to: (a) Compute kmol amounts and mole-fraction

compositions of liquid and vapor products. (b) Repeat the calculation

at 100∘C and 2 atm. (c) Repeat the calculation at 105∘C and 0.1 atm.

(d) Repeat the calculation at 150∘C and 1 atm.

4.30. Conditions at vapor–liquid equilibrium.
Using the Rachford–Rice flash algorithm, prove that the vapor

leaving an equilibrium flash is at its dew point and that the liquid

leaving is at its bubble point.

4.31. Bubble-point temperature of feed to a distillation column.
The feed below enters a distillation column as saturated liquid

at 1.72 MPa. Calculate the bubble-point temperature using a process

simulator.

Compound kmol/h

Ethane 1.5

Propane 10.0

n-Butane 18.5

n-Pentane 17.5

n-Hexane 3.5

4.32. Bubble- and dew-point pressures of a binary mixture.
An equimolar solution of benzene and toluene is evaporated at a

constant temperature of 90∘C.What are the pressures at the beginning

and end of the vaporization? Assume an ideal solution and use the

vapor pressure curves of Figure 2.1, or use a process simulator.

4.33. Bubble point, dew point, and flash of a water–acetic acid
mixture.

The following equations are given by Sebastiani and Lacquaniti

[Chem. Eng. Sci., 22, 1155 (1967)] for the liquid-phase activity coef-
ficients of the water (W)–acetic acid (A) system.

log γW = x2A[A + B(4xW − 1) + C(xW − xA)(6xW − 1)]
log γA = x2W[A + B(4xW − 3) + C(xW − xA)(6xW − 5)]

A = 0.1182 + 64.24

T(K)

B = 0.1735 − 43.27

T(K)
C = 0.1081

Find the dew point and bubble point of the mixture xW = 0.5, xA =
0.5, at 1 atm. Flash the mixture at a temperature halfway between the

dew and bubble points.

4.34. Bubble point, dew point, and flash of a mixture.
Use a process simulator with the Wilson equation to find the bub-

ble point and dew point of a mixture of 0.4 mole fraction toluene (1)

and 0.6 mole fraction n-butanol (2) at 101.3 kPa. If the same mixture

is flashed midway between the bubble and dew points and 101.3 kPa,

what fraction is vaporized, and what are the phase compositions?

4.35. Bubble point, dew point, and azeotrope of a mixture.
Use a process simulator with theWilson equation for a solution of

a molar composition of ethyl acetate (A) of 80% and ethyl alcohol (E)

of 20% to: (a) Calculate the bubble-point temperature at 101.3 kPa

and the composition of the corresponding vapor. (b) Find the dew

point of the mixture. (c) Determine whether the mixture forms an

azeotrope? If it does, predict its temperature and composition.

4.36. Bubble point, dew point, and azeotrope of a mixture.
Use a process simulator with the Wilson equation for a solution at

107∘C containing 50 mol% water (W) and 50 mol% formic acid (F)

to: (a) Compute the bubble-point pressure. (b) Compute the dew-point

pressure. (c) Determine if the mixture forms an azeotrope. If so, pre-

dict the azeotropic pressure at 107∘C and the composition.

4.37. Bubble point, dew point, and equilibrium flash of a
ternary mixture.

For a mixture of 45 mol% n-hexane, 25 mol% n-heptane, and

30 mol% n-octane at 1 atm, use a process simulator to: (a) Find the

bubble- and dew-point temperatures. (b) Find the flash temperature,

compositions, and relative amounts of liquid and vapor products

if the mixture is subjected to a flash distillation at 1 atm so that

50 mol% is vaporized. (c) Find how much octane is taken off as

vapor if 90% of the hexane is taken off as vapor. (d) Repeat parts (a)

and (b) at 5 atm and 0.5 atm.

4.38. Vaporization of column bottoms in a partial reboiler.
In Figure 4.27, 150 kmol∕h of a saturated liquid, L1, at 758 kPa of

molar composition propane 10%, n-butane 40%, and n-pentane 50%
enters the reboiler from stage 1. Use a process simulator to find the

compositions and amounts ofVB andB.What isQR, the reboiler duty?

Stage 1

L1 VB

QR

B = 50 kmol/h

Reboiler

Figure 4.27 Conditions for Exercise 4.38.
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4.39. Bubble point and flash temperatures for a ternary
mixture.

For a mixture with mole fractions 0.005 methane, 0.595 ethane,

and the balance n-butane at 50 psia, use a process simulator to: (a)

Find the bubble-point temperature. (b) Find the temperature that

results in 25% vaporization at this pressure and determine the liquid

and vapor compositions in mole fractions.

4.40. Heating and expansion of a hydrocarbon mixture.
In Figure 4.28, a mixture is heated and expanded before entering

a distillation column. Calculate, using a process simulator, mole per-

cent vapor and vapor and liquid mole fractions at locations indicated

by pressure specifications.

150ºF, 260 psia

100 lbmol/h 260ºF, 
250 psia 100 psia

To distillation

column
Valve

Mole
fractionComponent

0.03
0.20
0.37
0.35
0.05

1.00

C2
C3

nC4
nC5
nC6

Steam
Heater

Figure 4.28 Conditions for Exercise 4.40.

4.41. Equilibrium vapor and liquid leaving a feed stage.
Streams entering stage F of a distillation column are shown in

Figure 4.29. Using a process simulator, find the stage temperature

and compositions and amounts of streams VF and LF if the pressure

is 785 kPa.

Bubble-point feed, 160 kmol/h

F + 1

Stream Total flow rate, kmol/h

Composition, mol% 

15 45 40

30

100

196 50 20

VF LF ‒ 1

F – 1

F

VF + 1 LF20
40

C3 
nC4 
nC5 50

C3

LF ‒ 1

VF + 1

nC4 nC5

Mole percent Component

Figure 4.29 Conditions for Exercise 4.41.

4.42. Adiabatic flash across a valve.
The stream below is flashed adiabatically across a valve. Condi-

tions are 250∘F and 500 psia upstream and 300 psia downstream. Use

Component zi

C2H4 0.02

C2H6 0.03

C3H6 0.05

C3H8 0.10

iC4 0.20

nC4 0.60

a process simulator to compute (a) phase condition upstream of the

valve; (b) temperature downstream of the valve; (c) molar fraction

vaporized downstream of the valve; and (d) mole-fraction composi-

tions of the vapor and liquid phases downstream of the valve.

4.43. Single-stage equilibrium flash of a clarified broth.
The ABE biochemical process makes acetone (A), n-butanol (B),

and ethanol (E) by an anaerobic, submerged, batch fermentation

at 30∘C of corn kernels, using a strain of the bacterium Clostridia
acetobutylicum. Following fermentation, the broth is separated from

the biomass solids by centrifugation. Consider 1,838,600 L∕h of

clarified broth of S.G. = 0.994, with a titer of 22.93 g∕L of ABE in

the mass ratio of 3.0:7.5:1.0. A number of continuous bioseparation

schemes have been proposed, analyzed, and applied. In particular,

the selection of the first separation step needs much study because

the broth is so dilute in the bioproducts. Possibilities are single-stage

flash, distillation, liquid–liquid extraction, and pervaporation. In this

exercise, a single-stage flash is to be investigated. Convert the above

data on the clarified broth to component flow rates in kmol/h. Heat

the stream to 97∘C at 101.3 kPa. Use a process simulator to run a

series of equilibrium-flash calculations using the NRTL equation for

liquid-phase activity coefficients. Note that n-butanol and ethanol

both form an azeotrope with water. Also, n-butanol may not be

completely soluble in water for all concentrations. The specifications

for each flash calculation are pressure = 101.3 kPa and V∕F, the
molar vapor-to-feed ratio. A V∕F is to be sought that maximizes the

ABE in the vapor while minimizing the water in the vapor. Because

the boiling point of n-butanol is greater than that of water, and

because of possible azeotrope formation and other nonideal solution

effects, a suitable V∕F may not exist.

4.44. Algorithms for various flash calculations.
Given the isothermal-flash algorithm of Rachford and Rice, pro-

pose procedures for the following flash calculations, assuming that

expressions for K-values and enthalpies are available.

Given Find

hF, P ψ, T
hF, T ψ, P
hF, ψ T, P
ψ, T hF, P
ψ, P hF, T
T, P hF, ψ

4.45. Flash algorithm for specification of a split of one
component.

Develop a procedure, similar to the Rachford–Rice flash algo-

rithm, that is suitable for calculating the mole-fraction compositions

of the vapor and the liquid from an equilibrium flash if the pressure

and the split fraction,ψi = vi∕fi, for one of the components in a multi-

component feed is specified, where vi = molar flow rate of i in the

equilibrium vapor and fi = molar flow rate of i in the feed. Assume

Raoult’s law applies. Hint: Start by using material balances, and the

definition of αij, where j is the reference component (the one whose

split is given), to rewrite (4-26) so that the K-values are replaced by

α values, which are much less dependent on temperature.

4.46. Equilibrium flash for a specified split.
The mixture of benzene, toluene, and o-xylene, listed below, is

flashed at a pressure of 1 bar to achieve a split fraction, ψi = vi∕fi,

for toluene equal to 0.9. Using a flash model in a process simulator,

calculate the flash temperature and the component flow rates in
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kmol/h in the equilibrium vapor and liquid phases. Assume that

Raoult’s law applies.

Component Feed Rate, kmol∕h

Benzene 30

Toluene 50

o-xylene 40

Section 4.4

4.47. Comparison of solvents for single-stage extraction.
A feed of 13,500 kg∕h is 8 wt% acetic acid (B) in water (A).

Removal of acetic acid is to be by liquid–liquid extraction at 25∘C.
The raffinate is to contain 1 wt% acetic acid. The following four

solvents, with accompanying distribution (partition) coefficients

in mass-fraction units, are candidates. Water and each solvent (C)

can be considered immiscible. For each solvent, estimate the kg∕h
required if one equilibrium stage is used.

Solvent KD

Methyl acetate 1.273

Isopropyl ether 0.429

Heptadecanol 0.312

Chloroform 0.178

4.48. Liquid–liquid extraction of ethylene glycol from water by
furfural.

Forty-five kg of a solution of 30 wt% ethylene glycol in water

is to be extracted with furfural. Using Figure 4.13, calculate the

(a) minimum kg of solvent; (b) maximum kg of solvent; (c) kg of

solvent-free extract and raffinate for 45 kg solvent, and the percent-

age glycol extracted; and (d) maximum purity of glycol in the extract

and the maximum purity of water in the raffinate for one stage.

4.49. Representation of a ternary system on a triangular
diagram.

Prove that in a triangular diagram where each vertex represents a

pure component, the composition of the system at any point inside the

triangle is proportional to the length of the respective perpendicular

drawn from the point to the side of the triangle opposite the vertex in

question. Note that it is not necessary that the triangle be of a right or

equilateral type.

4.50. Liquid–liquid extraction of acetic acid from chloroform
by water.

A mixture of chloroform (CHCl3) and acetic acid at 18∘C
and 1 atm (101.3 kPa) is extracted with water to recover the acid.

LIQUID–LIQUID EQUILIBRIUM DATA FOR CHCl3–H2O–

CH3COOH AT 18∘C AND 1 ATM

Heavy Phase (wt%) Light Phase (wt%)

CHCl3 H2O CH3COOH CHCl3 H2O CH3COOH

99.01 0.99 0.00 0.84 99.16 0.00

91.85 1.38 6.77 1.21 73.69 25.10

80.00 2.28 17.72 7.30 48.58 44.12

70.13 4.12 25.75 15.11 34.71 50.18

67.15 5.20 27.65 18.33 31.11 50.56

59.99 7.93 32.08 25.20 25.39 49.41

55.81 9.58 34.61 28.85 23.28 47.87

Forty-five kg of 35 wt% CHCl3 and 65 wt% acid is treated with

22.75 kg of water at 18∘C in a one-stage batch extraction. (a) What

are the compositions and masses of the raffinate and extract layers?

(b) If the raffinate layer from part (a) is extracted again with one-half

its weight of water, what are the compositions and weights of the

new layers? (c) If all the water is removed from the final raffinate

layer of part (b), what will its composition be? Solve this exercise

using the given equilibrium data to construct the type of diagram in

Figure 4.13.

4.51. Liquid–liquid extraction of acetic acid from water by
isopropyl ether.

Isopropyl ether (E) is used to separate acetic acid (A) from

water (W). The liquid–liquid equilibrium data at 25∘C and 1 atm are

given below: (a) One hundred kilograms of a 30 wt% A–W solution

is contacted with 120 kg of ether (E). What are the compositions

and weights of the resulting extract and raffinate? What would the

concentration of acid in the (ether-rich) extract be if all ether were

removed? (b) A solution of 52 kg A and 48 kg W is contacted with

40 kg of E. Calculate the extract and raffinate compositions and

quantities.

LIQUID–LIQUID EQUILIBRIUM DATA FOR

ACETIC ACID (A), WATER (W), AND

ISOPROPANOL ETHER (E) AT 25∘C AND 1 ATM

Water-Rich Layer Ether-Rich Layer

Wt% A Wt% W Wt% E Wt% A Wt% W Wt% E

1.41 97.1 1.49 0.37 0.73 98.9

2.89 95.5 1.61 0.79 0.81 98.4

6.42 91.7 1.88 1.93 0.97 97.1

13.30 84.4 2.3 4.82 1.88 93.3

25.50 71.1 3.4 11.4 3.9 84.7

36.70 58.9 4.4 21.6 6.9 71.5

45.30 45.1 9.6 31.1 10.8 58.1

46.40 37.1 16.5 36.2 15.1 48.7

Section 4.5

4.52. Separation of paraffins from aromatics by liquid–liquid
extraction.

Diethylene glycol (DEG) is the solvent in the UDEX liquid–liquid

extraction process [H.W. Grote, Chem. Eng. Progr., 54(8), 43

(1958)] to separate paraffins from aromatics. If 280 lbmol∕h of

42.86 mol% n-hexane, 28.57 mol% n-heptane, 17.86 mol% benzene,

and 10.71 mol% toluene is contacted with 500 lbmol∕h of 90 mol%
aqueous DEG at 325∘F and 300 psia, calculate, using a process

simulator with the UNIFAC L/L method for liquid-phase activity

coefficients, the flow rates and molar compositions of the resulting

two liquid phases. Is DEG more selective for the paraffins or the

aromatics?

4.53. Liquid–liquid extraction of organic acids fromwater with
ethyl acetate.

A feed of 110 lbmol∕h includes 5, 3, and 2 lbmol∕h, respectively,
of formic, acetic, and propionic acids in water. If the acids are

extracted in one equilibrium stage with 100 lbmol∕h of ethyl acetate
(EA), calculate, with a process simulator using the UNIFAC method,

the flow rates and compositions of the resulting liquid phases. What

is the selectivity of EA for the organic acids?
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Section 4.6

4.54. Adsorption of phenol (B) from an aqueous solution.
Repeat Example 4.9, except determine the grams of activated car-

bon needed to achieve: (a) 75% adsorption of phenol; (b) 90% adsorp-

tion of phenol; and (c) 98% adsorption of phenol.

4.55. Adsorption of a colored substance from an oil by clay
particles.

A colored substance (B) is removed from a mineral oil by adsorp-

tion with clay particles at 25∘C. The original oil has a color index of

200 units∕100 kg oil, while the decolorized oil must have an index of

only 20 units∕100 kg oil. The following are experimental adsorption

equilibrium data measurements:

cB, color units∕100 kg oil 200 100 60 40 10

qB, color units∕100 kg clay 10 7.0 5.4 4.4 2.2

(a) Fit the data to the Freundlich equation. (b) Compute the kg of

clay needed to treat 500 kg of oil if one equilibrium contact is used.

Section 4.7

4.56. Absorption of acetone (A) from air by water.
Vapor–liquid equilibrium data in mole fractions for the system

acetone–air–water at 1 atm (101.3 kPa) are as follows:

y; acetone in air : 0.004 0.008 0.014 0.017 0.019 0.020

x; acetone in water : 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.010 0.012

(a) Plot the data as (1) moles acetone per mole air versus moles

acetone per mole water, (2) partial pressure of acetone versus g ace-

tone per g water, and (3) y versus x. (b) If 20 moles of gas contain-

ing 0.015 mole-fraction acetone is contacted with 15 moles of water,

what are the stream compositions? Solve graphically. Neglect water/

air partitioning.

4.57. Separation of air into O2 and N2 by absorption into water.
It is proposed that oxygen be separated from nitrogen by absorb-

ing and desorbing air in water. Pressures from 101.3 to 10,130 kPa

and temperatures between 0 and 100∘C are to be used. (a) Devise a

scheme for the separation if the air is 79 mol% N2 and 21 mol% O2.

(b) Henry’s law constants for O2 andN2 are given in Figure 4.18. How

many batch absorption steps would be necessary to make 90 mol%
oxygen? What yield of oxygen (based on the oxygen feed) would be

obtained?

4.58. Absorption of ammonia from nitrogen into water.
A vapor mixture of equal volumes NH3 and N2 is contacted at

20∘C and 1 atm (760 torr) with water to absorb some of the NH3.

Partial Pressure of Grams of Dissolved

NH3 in Air, torr NH3/100 g of H2O

470 40

298 30

227 25

166 20

114 15

69.6 10

50.0 7.5

31.7 5.0

24.9 4.0

18.2 3.0

15.0 2.5

12.0 2.0

If 14 m3 of this mixture is contacted with 10 m3 of water, calculate

the % of ammonia in the gas that is absorbed. Both T and P are main-

tained constant. The partial pressure of NH3 over water at 20∘C is

given in the table above.

Section 4.8

4.59. Desublimation of phthalic anhydride from a gas.
Repeat Example 4.12 for temperatures corresponding to vapor

pressures for PA of: (a) 0.7 torr, (b) 0.4 torr, and (c) 0.1 torr. Plot

the percentage recovery of PA vs. solid vapor pressure for 0.1 torr to

1.0 torr.

4.60. Desublimation of anthraquinone (A) from nitrogen.
Nitrogen at 760 torr and 300∘Ccontaining 10 mol% anthraquinone

(A) is cooled to 200∘C. Calculate the % desublimation of A. Vapor

pressure data for solid A are:

T , ∘C: 190.0 234.2 264.3 285.0

Vapor pressure, torr: 1 10 40 100

These data can be fitted to the Antoine equation (2-42) using the

first three constants.

4.61. Separation of a gas mixture by adsorption.
At 25∘C and 101 kPa, 2 mol of a gas containing 35 mol% propy-

lene in propane is equilibrated with 0.1 kg of silica gel adsorbent.

Using Figure 4.20, calculate the moles and compositions of the

adsorbed and unadsorbed gas.

4.62. Separation of a gas mixture by adsorption.
Fifty mol% propylene in propane is separated with silica gel.

The products are to be 90 mol% propylene and 75 mol% propane.

If 1,000 lb of silica gel/lbmol of feed gas is used, can the desired

separation be made in one stage? If not, what separation can be

achieved? Use Figure 4.20.

Section 4.9

4.63. Bubble point of a mixture of toluene, ethylbenzene, and
water.

A liquid of 30 mol% toluene, 40 mol% ethylbenzene, and

30 mol% water is subjected to a continuous flash distillation at

0.5 atm. Assuming that mixtures of ethylbenzene and toluene obey

Raoult’s law and that the hydrocarbons are immiscible in water and

vice versa, calculate, with a process simulator, the temperature and

composition of the vapor phase at the bubble-point temperature.

4.64. Bubble point, dew point, and 50 mol% flash for
water–n-butanol.

Water (W) and n-butanol (B) can form a three-phase system at

101 kPa. For a mixture of overall composition of 60 mol% W and

40 mol% B, use a process simulator with the UNIFACmethod to esti-

mate: (a) dew-point temperature and composition of the first drop of

liquid; (b) bubble-point temperature and composition of the first bub-

ble of vapor; and (c) compositions and relative amounts of all three

phases for 50 mol% vaporization.

4.65. Isothermal flash.
Repeat Example 4.14 for a temperature of 25∘C. Are the changes

significant?
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Chapter 5

Multistage Cascades and Hybrid Systems

§5.0 INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

After completing this chapter, you should be able to:

• Explain how multiple equilibrium stages arranged in a cascade with countercurrent flow can achieve a significantly

better separation than a single equilibrium stage.

• Explain why a two-section countercurrent cascade can achieve a sharp separation between two feed components,

while a single-section cascade can only achieve a sharp recovery for a single feed component.

• Configure a membrane cascade to improve a membrane separation.

• Explain the merits and give examples of hybrid separation systems.

• Determine degrees of freedom for multistage cascades and hybrid systems.

Most often, the separation of a mixture by a single equi-

librium stage is not sufficient to achieve a desired purity and

recovery of a particular component in the feed. For example,

consider the separation of a mixture of 48.3 mol% methanol

(M) and 51.7 mol% water (W). The mixture is brought to

equilibrium at 78∘C and 101.3 kPa, using flash vaporization

(separation operation 2 of Table 1.1). By calculations,

described in Chapter 4 and verified by experiment, a vapor

phase with 66.5 mol% M and a liquid phase of 30.0 mol% M

are produced, with a 69% recovery of M in the vapor phase.

To attain greater degrees of purity and percent recovery of M,

multiple equilibrium stages are required. Common configu-

rations of multiple stages in separation cascades, particularly

with countercurrent flow, are treated in this chapter. Hybrid

separation systems containing two or more different types

of separation operations are also considered because they

can sometimes save energy. The degrees of freedom analysis

of §4.3.1, for a single equilibrium stage, is extended in this

chapter to multistage cascades and hybrid systems.

§5.1 CASCADE CONFIGURATIONS

Figure 5.1 shows a countercurrent cascade configuration

widely used for continuous separations based on phase addi-

tion using a mass separating agent, as introduced in §1.4 and

shown in Table 1.2 for absorption, stripping, and liquid–liquid

extraction. In Figure 5.1, consecutive equilibrium stages are

represented by boxes numbered beginning at the feed and con-

nected by passing streams. In Table 1.2, each stage is shown

as a line immediately adjacent to the next consecutive stage.

Although four stages are shown in Figure 5.1, any number of

stages can be arranged vertically in a column. In Figure 5.1,

the feed enters at Stage 1, while the MSA enters Stage 4 at the

opposite end. The two streams flow countercurrently to each

other, with equilibrium achieved at each stage. If the cascade

is for stripping, the feed liquid enters at the top stage, while

the stripping gas enters the bottom stage. In an absorption

cascade, the feed gas enters at the bottom and the absorbent

liquid enters at the top. If the cascade is for liquid–liquid

extraction, the feed liquid and solvent liquid enter at opposite

ends with the liquid of higher density entering at the top.

Figure 5.2 shows a three-stage crosscurrent cascade,
which, as will be shown, is not as efficient as the countercur-

rent cascade but is suited for batch processing, particularly

liquid–liquid extraction. The MSA, S, is divided into fractions
that are fed individually to each stage of the process. Each box

represents an equilibrium stage with a mixer. In Figure 5.2,

the feed, F, is added to the first stage, where it is brought

to equilibrium with a fraction of the fresh solvent, S. The
extracted feed from the first stage is then added to the second

stage, where it is again contacted with a fraction of the fresh

solvent. In this manner, the feed progresses from stage to

stage. Extracted feed, R, leaving the final stage is the raffinate
(from the French ward raffiner, which means “to refine”). The

extracts, E, leaving each stage can be processed separately or

combined to recover solvent and extracted solutes.

Cascades in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 are single-section cascades
configured and designed to achieve a desired percent recovery

of just one component, called the key component, from a feed

stream that enters at one end and leaves at the other. When it is

desired to achieve a percent purity or percent recovery of two

feed components, called key components, a two-section cas-
cade is necessary. This type of cascade, shown in Figure 5.3,

is common for (a) liquid–liquid extraction when two solvents

are used that are each selective for one of the two key com-

ponents, and (b) distillation. The horizontal lines within the

two columns in Figure 5.3 delineate consecutive equilibrium

stages.

118
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Stage
1

Feed Product 1

Product 2 Mass-separating

agent

Stage
2

Stage
3

Stage
4

Figure 5.1 Countercurrent cascade of equilibrium stages for a

continuous phase-addition separation operation.

1 2 3 R

S

F

E1 E2 E3

Figure 5.2 Crosscurrent cascade for batchwise liquid–liquid

extraction.

(a)
(b)

S1
P1

S2

F

P2

methanol
water

Steam
99 mol% water

99 mol% methanol

cw

Figure 5.3 Two-section cascades: (a) liquid–liquid extraction with

two solvents; (b) distillation.

§5.2 SINGLE-SECTION LIQUID–LIQUID
EXTRACTION CASCADES

In §4.4, a single-equilibrium-stage ternary liquid–liquid
extraction was considered. In this section, that treatment is
extended to multiple stages. First, consider the two-stage co-
current, crosscurrent, and countercurrent single-section
liquid–liquid extraction cascades shown in Figure 5.4, where
benzene (S) is used to extract p-dioxane (B) from water (A).

The single-stage equations derived in §4.4 can be applied to
each two-stage arrangement in Figure 5.4 to derive the overall

degree of extraction. The derivations are extended to any
number of equilibrium stages, N.

§5.2.1 Cocurrent Cascade

In Figure 5.4a, the fraction of B exiting Stage 1 without being
extracted from the aqueous carrier, A, is from (4-36),

X(1)
B

X(F)
B

= 1

1 + E
(5-1)

where the extraction factor,E, which leverages equilibrium and
operational flow rates to achieve the separation, is from (4-35),

E=
K′

DB
S

FA

(5-2)

where the distribution ratio, K′
DB

, modified for mass ratios is,
from (4-33),

Y (1)
B = K′

DB
X(1)
B (5-3)

Assume that streams leaving a stage are at equilibrium. For the
second stage, a material balance for B gives

X(1)
B FA + Y (1)

B S = X(2)
B FA + Y (2)

B S (5-4)

with
Y (2)

B = K′
DB

X(2)
B (5-5)

However, if equilibrium is reached in Stage 1, no additional
extraction takes place when the two exiting streams are recon-
tacted in subsequent stages. Accordingly, a cocurrent cascade
has no merit unless required residence times are so long that
equilibrium is not achieved in a single stage and one or more
extra stages are needed to provide additional residence time.
Long residence times may be needed to achieve sufficient con-
tacting between feed and solvent, or to accommodate slow
mass transfer of solute from feed to solvent. Regardless of
the number of cocurrent equilibrium stages, N, the fraction of
unextracted B in the carrier exiting the terminal stage is

X(N)
B

X(F)
B

= 1

1 + E
(5-6)

§5.2.2 Crosscurrent Cascade

For the crosscurrent cascade in Figure 5.4b, the feed pro-
gresses through each stage, beginning with Stage 1. The total
benzene solvent flow rate, S, is divided into equal fractions,
each of which is sent to a consecutive stage. The following
mass ratios are obtained for each stage in an N-stage system
by application of (4-36), where S is replaced by S∕N so that E
is replaced by E∕N:

X(1)
B ∕X(F)

B = 1∕(1 + E∕N)

X(2)
B ∕X(1)

B = 1∕(1 + E∕N)

⋮

X(N)
B ∕X(N−1)

B = 1∕(1 + E∕N)

(5-7)
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Figure 5.4 Two-stage arrangements: (a) cocurrent cascade; (b) crosscurrent cascade; and (c) countercurrent cascade.

Combining the equations in (5-7) to eliminate intermediate-

stage variables, X(n)
B , the final raffinate solute mass ratio,

corresponding to the fraction of B in the feed that is not

extracted is

X(N)
B ∕X(F)

B = X(R)
B ∕X(F)

B = 1

(1 + E∕N)N
(5-8)

In contrast to the cocurrent cascade, a crosscurrent cascade

decreases the value of XB in each successive stage. For an infi-

nite number of equilibrium stages, N, (5-8) becomes

X(∞)
B ∕X(F)

B = 1

exp(E)
(5-9)

Thus, even for an infinite number of stages,X(R)
B = X(∞)

B cannot

be reduced to zero to completely extract all solute from the

feed carrier.

§5.2.3 Countercurrent Cascade

In the countercurrent arrangement in Figure 5.4c, the feed, a

carrier-rich liquid phase, initially rich in solute, passes through

the cascade countercurrently to the solvent-rich phase, which

is initially solute-poor. For a two-equilibrium-stage system,

the material-balance and equilibrium equations for solute B

for each stage are:

Stage 1: X(F)
B FA + Y (2)

B S = X(1)
B FA + Y (1)

B S (5-10)

K′
DB

= Y (1)
B

X(1)
B

(5-11)

Stage 2: X(1)
B FA = X(2)

B FA + Y (2)
B S (5-12)

K′
DB

= Y (2)
B

X(2)
B

(5-13)

Combining (5-10) to (5-13) with (5-2) to eliminate Y (1)
B , Y (2)

B ,

and X(1)
B gives

X(2)
B ∕X(F)

B = X(R)
B ∕X(F)

B = 1

1 + E + E2 (5-14)

Extending (5-14) to N countercurrent stages,

X(R)
B ∕X(F)

B = 1
/ N∑

n=0
En = E − 1

EN+1 − 1
(5-15)

Can a perfect extraction be achieved with a countercurrent cas-

cade? For an infinite number of equilibrium stages, the limit of

(5-15) gives two results, depending on the value of the extrac-

tion factor, E:

X(∞)
B ∕X(F)

B = 0, 1 ≤ E ≤ ∞

X(∞)
B ∕X(F)

B = (1 − E), E ≤ 1

Thus, complete extraction can be achieved with a countercur-

rent cascade of an infinite N if the extraction factorE > 1. The

countercurrent arrangement is preferred for a continuous pro-

cess because, as will be shown, this arrangement results in a

higher degree of extraction for a given amount of solvent and

number of equilibrium stages.

EXAMPLE 5.1 Liquid–Liquid Extraction with Different
Cascade Arrangements.

Ethylene glycol is catalytically dehydrated to p-dioxane (a cyclic

diether) by the reaction 2HOCH2CH2HO→ H2CCH2OCH2CH2O +
2H2O.Water and p-dioxane have normal boiling points of 100∘C and

101.1∘C, respectively, which precludes using distillation to separate

them. Liquid–liquid extraction at 25∘C using benzene as a solvent is

preferable. A feed of 4,536 kg∕h of a 25 wt% solution of p-dioxane
in water is to be separated continuously with 6,804 kg∕h of benzene.
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glycol
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water,
p-dioxane

Extract
(p-dioxane/

benzene-rich
mixture)

Raffinate
(water-rich
mixture)

L/L
extraction

system

Solvent
benzene

Figure 5.5 Process Flow Diagram for Example 5.1.

Assume that benzene and water are mutually insoluble. Use a con-

stant, average literature value for partitioning of p-dioxane between
water and benzene. Determine the effect of the number and arrange-

ment of stages on the percent extraction of p-dioxane. The process

flow diagram is given in Figure 5.5.

Solution

Three arrangements of equilibrium stages are examined: (a) cocur-

rent, (b) crosscurrent, and (c) countercurrent. Because water and

benzene are assumed mutually insoluble, and the partitioning is

assumed constant, (5-6), (5-8), and (5-15) can be used to estimate

X(R)
B ∕X(F)

B , the fraction of p-dioxane not extracted, as a function of N.

From the equilibrium data of Berdt and Lynch [1], the distribution

coefficient for p-dioxane, varies from 1.0 to 1.4 as a function of

concentration. Assume a constant value of 1.2. From the given

data, S = 6,804 kg∕h of benzene, FA = 4,536(0.75) = 3,402 kg∕h
of water, and X(F)

B = 0.25∕0.75 = 1∕3. From (5-2), the extraction

factor is E = 1.2(6,804)∕3,402 = 2.4.

Single equilibrium stage:
Cocurrent, crosscurrent, and countercurrent arrangements give iden-

tical results for a single stage. By (5-6), the fraction of p-dioxane
remaining unextracted in the raffinate is,

X(1)
B ∕X(F)

B = 1∕(1 + 2.4) = 0.294

The corresponding fractional extraction into the solvent is

1 − X(R)
B ∕X(F)

B = 1 − 0.294 = 0.706 or 70.6%

More than one equilibrium stage:

(a) Cocurrent: For any number of equilibrium stages, extraction is

still only 70.6%.

(b) Crosscurrent: For any number of equilibrium stages, (5-8)

applies. For two stages, assuming equal flow of solvent to each

stage,

X(2)
B ∕X(F)

B = 1

(1 + E∕2)2
= 1∕(1 + 2.4∕2)2 = 0.207

and extraction is 79.3%. Results for increasing values of N are in

Figure 5.6.

(c) Countercurrent: For any number of stages, (5-15) applies. For

example, for two stages,

X(2)
B ∕X(F)

B = 1

1 + E + E2 = 1

1 + 2.4 + 2.422
= 0.109
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Figure 5.6 Effect of multiple equilibrium stages on extraction

efficiency.

and extraction is 89.1%. Results for other discrete values of

N are shown in Figure 5.6, where a probability-scale ordinate

is convenient because for the countercurrent case with E > 1,

100% extraction is approached as N approaches ∞. For the

crosscurrent arrangement, the maximum extraction from (5.9) is

90.9%, while for five stages, the countercurrent cascade achieves
99.2% extraction.

The single-section cascade is applied to absorption and

stripping in Chapters 6 and 10 and to liquid–liquid extraction

in Chapters 8 and 10.

§5.3 TWO-SECTION DISTILLATION
CASCADES

If the feed to a distillation column is a binary zeotropic

mixture, high purity bottoms and distillate can be achieved

as shown in Figure 5.3b for a methanol–water separation. To

illustrate how recovery of two key components, both at high

purity, can be achieved, consider the continuous distillation

of 1,000 kmol∕h of a 50–50 mol% mixture of n-heptane (H)

and n-octane (O) at 101.3 kPa. The normal boiling points for

H and O are 98.4∘C and 125.7∘C, respectively. This mixture

is almost an ideal solution with infinite-dilution liquid-phase

activity coefficients, γ∞iL , of 1.03 for O and 1.04 for H. The

relative volatility, αH,O, varies from 2.277 at the boiling point

of H to 2.087 at the boiling point of O.

The column configuration used for the calculations is

shown in Figure 5.7. Thermodynamic properties are com-

puted with the SRK EOS, described in §2.5. The feed, F, is
a vapor-liquid mixture that has been flashed at the column

pressure of 101.3 kPa for a molar vaporization of 50%, as

described in §4.3, using the Flash2 model in Aspen Plus. The

results of a flash calculation for 1,000 kmol∕h of feed mixture

is shown in the following table. The degree of separation is

minimal.
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Stripping section

Rectifying section

Reflux

Boilup

Partial
condenser

Partial
reboiler

F

D

B

Figure 5.7 Column configuration for distillation of heptane–octane

mixture.

Vapor Liquid Vapor Liquid

Flow Rate, Flow Rate, Mole Mole

Component kmol/h kmol/h Fraction Fraction

n-Heptane 296.0 204.0 0.592 0.408

n-Octane 204.0 296.0 0.408 0.592

Total 500.0 500.0 1.000 1.000

In Figure 5.7, the flashed feed enters near the middle of the

column between the upper (rectifying) and lower (stripping)

sections, each consisting of, as yet, an unspecified number of

consecutive equilibrium stages. The vapor fraction of the feed

rises to the stage above and the liquid fraction flows to the stage

below. The vapor exiting the top stage in the column enters a

partial condenser that produces 500 kmol∕h of a vapor dis-
tillate,D, in equilibriumwith liquid reflux, R, that recirculates
back to the top stage to provide liquid to contact the vapor ris-

ing from stage-to-stage up the column. The R∕D is set at 3.0,

corresponding to a reflux flow rate of 1,500 kmol∕h. Stages
above the feed entry constitute the rectifying section. Increas-
ing the reflux ratio decreases the number of stages required

to achieve a given separation. More stages increases the cap-

ital cost of a column while increasing the reflux increases the

energy cost because more liquid has to be vaporized in the

reboiler. This is an optimization problem that is discussed in

Chapter 7.

The liquid exiting the bottom stage in the column enters

a partial reboiler that produces 500 kmol∕h of a liquid

bottoms, B, in equilibrium with vapor boilup that flows back

to and up from the bottom stage to provide vapor to contact

the liquid flowing from stage-to-stage down the column. Each

stage in the column is assumed to be an equilibrium stage for

which the vapor exiting the stage and flowing upward to the

next stage is in physical equilibrium with the liquid exiting

the stage and flowing downward to the next stage below.

Stages below the feed entry constitute the stripping section.
It should also be noted that the partial condenser and partial

reboiler each act as equilibrium stages. Stages in the column

are adiabatic, while the condenser and reboiler are diabatic

Tray above

Downcomer

Tray

Vapor

Liquid

Tray below

Froth
Weir

Figure 5.8 Typical vapor-liquid contacting tray.

stages, with heat transfer to the system in the reboiler and

from the system in the condenser.

A typical distillation column contains a series of horizon-

tal circular trays, spaced more than 0.3m apart. The trays are

designed for rapidly contacting upflowing vapor with down-

flowing liquid to approach vapor–liquid equilibrium in the

frothymixture flowing across the tray. Figure 5.8 is a schematic

of the details of one type of tray. Vapor rising from the tray

below flows through perforations on the tray above into the

frothy liquid flowing across the tray. Intimate contact between

vapor and frothy liquid enhances component mass-transfer

rates. Trays are spaced sufficiently to allow exiting vapor to

disentrain from exiting liquid. Liquid leaves the tray by flow-

ing over a weir and into a downcomer that directs it onto the

tray below. Formixtures of close-boiling components, physical

equilibrium between the vapor and liquid flows leaving a tray

is closely approached. Thus, each tray may ideally correspond

to one equilibrium stage. However, the efficiency of trays for

wide-boiling mixtures can be significantly less than 100% and

more than a single tray may be needed to achieve separation

equivalent to one equilibrium stage.
A case study of five runs wasmadewith the Aspen Plus pro-

cess simulator to study the effect of the number of equilibrium
stages on percent purity and percent recovery of n-heptane in
the distillate. Because (1) the feed was a binary mixture with
equal molar percentages of H and O; and (2) the molar split
between distillate and bottoms was equal, the overall compo-
nent material balances for the column resulted in the following
equalities:

mol% H in the distillate = mol% O in the bottoms

% recovery of H in the distillate = % recovery of O in the bottoms

The calculations were made with the Radfrac model dis-

cussed in Chapter 10. In all five simulations, the feed entered

the middle of the column, so that the number of rectifying

stages and stripping stages were equal. The following table

shows the number of equilibrium stages in the column, the

total number of equilibrium stages including the partial
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condenser and partial reboiler, and the calculated mol% purity

of H in the distillate:

Mole% Purity of

Run Column Total n-Heptane
Number Stages Stages in the Distillate

Feed Flash 1 59.2

1 0 2 66.7

2 2 4 76.8

3 8 10 91.2

4 18 20 98.2

5 28 30 99.7

Figure 5.9 is a plot of the results. The mol% purity of H

increases rapidly at first with an increasing number of stages

and then asymptotically tends to 100% when the number of

stages approaches 30. This increase in mol% purity is due to

the use of reflux and boilup to allow countercurrent flow of

vapor and liquid. In the rectifying section, the upcoming vapor

is enriched in the lighter component by contact with a liquid

that has a higher concentration of the lighter component. In the

stripping section, the lighter component is stripped out of the

downflowing liquid by the vapor originating in the reboiler,

which has a lower concentration of the lighter component.

To see more clearly the effect of countercurrent flow, con-

sider the results for the top three stages in the rectifying section

for Run 3 as shown in Figure 5.10, where temperature, flow

rate and component mole fractions are shown for four streams.

Stages 2, 3, and 4 are numbered from the top, progressing

downward, where Stage 1 is the partial condenser. Liquid

stream, L2, exiting Stage 2, and vapor stream, V4, exiting Stage

4 are not in equilibrium. Each enters Stage 3 where they are

brought into intimate contact in a froth shown in Figure 5.8.

Mass transfer of the more volatile component, H, is from the

liquid to the vapor, and for the less volatile component, O, is

from the vapor to the liquid as the concentrations tend to equi-

librium to produce streams L3 and V3 that exit Stage 3. The

mole fraction of H in the up-flowing vapor is enhanced from a

mole fraction of 0.686 to 0.769, while the mole fraction of O

in the down-flowing liquid is enhanced from 0.280 to 0.392.

Temperatures on each tray are between pure boiling points

of H and O and increase at each consecutive stage moving

down the column. Liquid streams leaving a stage are at their
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Figure 5.9 Effect of number of stages on mol% product purity.
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0.314 O

Figure 5.10 Profiles for three stages in a distillation column

separating heptane from octane.

bubble point, while vapor streams are at their dew point.
Thus, as the up-flowing vapor becomes enriched with H, the
temperature decreases. The energy to vaporize H at a stage is
almost matched by the energy released by the condensation
of O. Energy differences are reflected in the relatively small
percentage changes in flows of the vapor and liquid streams.
Similar changes occur for other stages. The overall changes in
composition depend on the number of stages. In the limit of
an infinite number of stages, a two-section distillation cascade
could produce a distillate of pure H and a bottoms of pure O.

Two-section distillation cascades are described in depth for
binarymixtures in Chapter 7 and for multicomponent mixtures
in Chapters 9 and 10.

§5.4 MEMBRANE CASCADES

Membrane systems are typically designed to recover and puri-
fy one or more components of a gas or liquid feed by specify-
ing the required membrane area and configuration for a given
feed and operating conditions. Most often they consist of
multiple, parallel membrane units, called modules, to reduce
trans-membrane pressure along the flow path at high feed
rates. Figure 5.11a shows four modules of identical size, oper-
ating in parallel. Feed that has passed through the membrane
in each module (permeate) is combined separately from feed
retained by the membrane (retentate) to give final products.
For example, a membrane-separation system for separating
hydrogen from methane might require a membrane area of
13,000 ft2. If the largest membrane module available has
3,300 ft2 of membrane surface, four modules in parallel are
required. Ideally, the parallel modules function as a single unit.
Membrane modules do not function as equilibrium stages.
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RetentateFeed

Permeate
Stage 1

(a) One stage

Retentate
Feed

Permeate
Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

(b) Multiple stages

Figure 5.11 Parallel units of membrane separators.

The retentate and permeate leaving a membrane module are

not in equilibrium. Instead, the retentate and permeate flow
rates and compositions are governed by differing component

mass-transfer rates through the membrane. The larger the

surface area of a membrane module for a given feed and
operating condition the more permeate and the less retentate.

To increase the fraction of a feed component recovered in

the permeate, the membrane separation is often conducted in

two or more stages, as shown in Figure 5.11b for four stages.
Only the combined retentate from each stage is fed to the next

stage. The number of modules in parallel is reduced for each

successive stage as the flow rate on the feed-retentate side of

the membrane decreases. The combined permeates for each
stage differ in composition from stage to stage. They are all

combined to give the final permeate, as shown in Figure 5.11b.

Not shown are required interstage gas compressors and/or liq-
uid pumps to move the streams from stage to stage.

Single-membrane stages are often limited in the degree of

separation and recovery achievable. It is rare to obtain a high

purity for gas membrane separations, and usually it occurs at
the expense of a low recovery. Usually neither a high purity nor

a high recovery can be achieved. The following table gives two

examples of the separation obtained for a single stage of gas
permeation using a commercial membrane.

Feed More Product

Molar Permeable Molar Percent

Composition Component Composition Recovery

Example 1 85% H2

15% CH4

H2 99% H2

1% N2

in the permeate

60% of H2

in the feed

Example 2 80% CH4

20% N4

N2 97% CH4

3% N2

in the retentate

57% of CH4

in the feed

In the first example in the table, the permeate purity is quite

high, but the recovery is not. In the second example, the purity

of the retentate is reasonably high, but the recovery is not.

To improve purity and recovery, membrane modules are cas-
caded using recycle, similar to the use of reflux in distillation.

Shown in Figure 5.12 are three membrane-separation systems,

studied by Prasad et al. [2] for the production of pure nitrogen
(retentate) from air, using a membrane material that is more
permeable to oxygen. The first system is a single module. The
second system is a cascade of two stages, with permeate recy-
cle from the second to the first stage. The third system is a
cascade of three stages with permeate recycles from stage 3
to stage 2 and from stage 2 to stage 1. The two cascades are
similar to the single-section countercurrent stripping cascade
shown in Figure 5.1.

Prasad et al. [2] give the following results for the three con-
figurations in Figure 5.12:

Mol% N2 % Recovery

Membrane System in Retentate of N2

Single Stage 98 45

Two Stages 99.5 48

Three Stages 99.9 50

Thus, high purities are obtained with a single-section mem-
brane cascade, but little improvement in the recovery is pro-
vided by additional stages. To obtain both high purity and high
recovery, a two-sectionmembrane cascade is necessary, as dis-
cussed in Chapter 14.

Feed
1

Permeate

Retentate

Feed
1 2

Permeate
Recycle

Retentate

Feed
1 2 3

Permeate
Recycle

Recycle

Retentate

Figure 5.12 Membrane cascades.
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§5.5 HYBRID SYSTEMS

Hybrid systems that add two or more different separation

operations in series have the potential for reducing energy and

raw-material costs and accomplishing difficult separations.

Table 5.1 lists some commercial hybrid systems that have

received considerable attention. Examples of applications

are included. Not listed in Table 5.1 are hybrid systems

consisting of distillation combined with extractive distillation,

azeotropic distillation, and/or liquid–liquid extraction, which

are considered in Chapter 11.

The first example in Table 5.1 combines adsorption, to pref-

erentially remove methane, with a gas permeation membrane

operation to remove nitrogen. The permeate is recycled to the

adsorption step. Figure 5.13 compares this hybrid system to

gas permeation alone and to adsorption alone. Only the hybrid

system is capable of making a sharp separation between

Table 5.1 Hybrid Systems

Hybrid System Separation Example

Adsorption—gas permeation Nitrogen—Methane

Simulated moving bed

adsorption—distillation

Metaxylene—paraxylene with

ethylbenzene eluent

Crystallization—liquid–liquid

extraction

Sodium carbonate—water

Distillation—adsorption Ethanol—water

Distillation—gas permeation Propylene—propane

Distillation—pervaporation Ethanol—water

Gas permeation—absorption Dehydration of natural gas

Reverse osmosis—distillation Carboxylic acids—water

Reverse osmosis—evaporation Concentration of wastewater

Stripper—gas permeation Recovery of ammonia and

hydrogen sulfide from sour

water

Feed Membrane

Membrane

(a) Membrane alone

Retentate

Permeate
N2-rich

Feed
PSA

(b) Adsorption alone

Exhaust

Adsorbate
CH4-rich

Feed
PSA

(c) Adsorption–membrane hybrid

Recycle

N2-rich

CH4-rich

Figure 5.13 Separation of methane from nitrogen.

Table 5.2 Typical Products for Processes in Figure 5.13

Flow Rate,

Mscfh

Mol%

CH4

Mol%

N2

Feed gas 100 80 20

Membrane only:

Retentate 47.1 97 3

Permeate 52.9 65 35

PSA only:

Adsorbate 70.6 97 3

Exhaust 29.4 39 61

Hybrid system:

CH4-rich 81.0 97 3

N2-rich 19.0 8 92

methane and nitrogen. Products obtainable from these three
processes are compared in Table 5.2 for 100,000 scfh of feed
containing 80% methane and 20% nitrogen. For all processes,
the methane-rich product contains 97 mol%methane. Only the
hybrid system gives a nitrogen-rich product of greater than
90 mol%, and a high recovery of methane (98%). The me-
thane recovery for a membrane alone is only 57%, while the
adsorber (PSA) gives 86%.

§5.6 DEGREES OF FREEDOM AND
SPECIFICATIONS FOR CASCADES

The solution to a multicomponent, multiphase, multistage
separation problem involves a large number of variables
in material-balance, energy-balance, and phase-equilibrium
equations(relationships).Asufficientnumberof thesevariables
must be specified so that the number of remaining unknown
variables equals the number of independent equations relating
the variables. This concept, referred to as a degrees-of-freedom
analysis, was presented in §4.3.1 for a single equilibrium stage.
In this section, it is extended to single- andmultiple-section cas-
cades. Although the extension is for continuous, steady-state
processes, similar extensions can be made for batch and
semi-continuousprocesses.Processsimulatorsapplyadegrees-
of-freedom analysis to every unit operation model to prevent
users from under- or over-specifying simulations.

A standard method for finding the number of degrees of
freedom, ND, was developed by Kwauk [3] for an element of
an operation, the entire operation, and a process that involves
two or more operations. The method involves an enumeration
of all variables, NV , and all independent equations, NE, that
relate the variables. The number of degrees of freedom is then
found from

ND = NV − NE (5-16)

Typically, there are intensive variables, such as pressure,
composition, and temperature; extensive variables, such
as flow rates, heat-transfer rates, and rates of shaft work;
and equipment parameters, such as number of stages. Phys-
ical properties such as enthalpy or K-values are not counted
because they are functions of intensive variables. The variables
are relatively easy to enumerate for a given operation. More
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difficult is the formulation of all independent equations for
mass and energy conservations, phase-equilibria restrictions,
process specifications, and equipment configurations.

Separation equipment consists of physically identifiable
elements: equilibrium stages, condensers, reboilers, pumps,
etc., as well as stream dividers and streammixers. It is help-
ful to examine each element separately before considering the
complete separation operation unit.

§5.6.1 Stream Variables

A complete specification of intensive variables for a single-
phase stream consists of C mole fractions plus T and P, or
C + 2 variables. However, only C − 1 of the mole fractions
are independent, because the other mole fraction must satisfy
the mole-fraction constraint:

C∑
i=1

mole fractions = 1.0

Thus, only (C + 1) intensive stream variables can be specified.
This is in agreement with the Gibbs’ phase rule (4-1), which
states that, for a single-phase system, the intensive variables
are specified by C − NP + 2 = C − 1 + 2 = C + 1 variables.
The total flow rate, an extensive variable, is added to this
number. Although the missing mole fraction is often treated
implicitly, it is preferable to include all mole fractions in the
list of stream variables and then to include, in the equations,
the above mole-fraction constraint, from which the missing
mole fraction is calculated. Thus, for each stream there are
(C + 3) variables. For example, for a liquid stream, the vari-
ables are liquid mole fractions x1, x2, . . . . . , xC; total flow rate
L; temperature T; and pressure P.

§5.6.2 Adiabatic or Diabatic Equilibrium-
Stage Element

A common element in separation operations is an equilibrium-
stage with two entering and two exiting streams, as in
Figure 5.14. The stage may include heat transfer. The stream
variables are those associated with the four streams plus the
heat-transfer rate. Thus,

NV = 4(C + 3) + 1 = 4C + 13

The exiting streams VOUT and LOUT are in equilibrium, so
there are phase equilibrium equations as well as component
material balances, a total material balance, an energy balance
and mole-fraction constraints. The equations relating the NV
variables are:

VOUTLIN

Q

VINLOUT

Equilibrium-stage

Figure 5.14 Equilibrium-stage element with heat addition or

removal.

Equations Number of Equations

Pressure equality, 1

PVOUT
= PLOUT

Temperature equality, 1

TVOUT
= TLOUT

Phase-equilibrium relationships, C

(yi)VOUT
= Ki(xi)LOUT

Component material balances, C − 1

LIN(xi)LIN = VIN(yi)VIN

= LOUT(xi)LOUT + VOUT(yi)VOUT

Total material balance, 1

LIN + VIN = LOUT + VOUT

Energy balance, 1

Q + hLIN
LIN + hVIN

VIN

= hLOUT
LOUT + hVOUT

VOUT

Mole-fraction constraints in entering 4

and exiting streams,
C∑

i=1
xi or yi = 1 NE = 2C + 7

Alternatively, C, instead of C − 1, component material bal-
ances can be written. Then, the total material balance becomes
a dependent equation that is removed for the list because it can
be obtained by summing the component material balances and
applying the mole-fraction constraint. Regardless of which
two sets of equations are used, ND from (5-16) becomes

ND = (4C + 13) − (2C + 7) = 2C + 6

Onemust now decidewhich variables to specify (thedesign
variables), leaving the remaining variables to be calculated
from the equations. Several different sets of design variables
can be specified. The following set, which is a common one,
includes a complete specification of the two streams entering
the stage, as well as the pressure of the streams leaving the
stage and the heat transfer rate.

Variable Specification Number of Variables

Component mole fractions, xi, in LIN C−1
Total flow rate, LIN 1

Component mole fractions, yi, in VIN C−1
Total flow rate, VIN 1

Temperature and pressure of LIN 2

Temperature and pressure of VIN 2

Stage pressure, PVOUT
1

Heat transfer rate, Q 1

ND = 2C + 6

Specification of these 2C + 6 variables leaves the following
2C + 7 variables to be calculated from the 2C + 7 independent
equations:

(xC)LIN , (yC)VIN
,LOUT, all (xi)LOUT ,TLOUT

,PLOUT
, all

(yi)VOUT
, and TVOUT
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§5.6.3 Single-Section Countercurrent
Cascade Unit

The single-section countercurrent cascade unit in Figure 5.15
contains the N adiabatic or diabatic equilibrium-stage ele-
ments from Figure 5.14. To combine elements into a unit, the
total number of design variables for the unit is obtained by
summing the variables associated with each element, (NV )e,
followed by subtraction of the (C + 3) variables for each of
the NR redundant interconnecting streams that arise when the
output of one element becomes the input to another. Also, if
the unit contains an unspecified number of repetitions, e.g.,
stages, an additional variable is added, one for each group of
repetitions, giving a total of NA additional variables. Thus, the
number of variables for the unit is

(NV )unit =
∑

all elements, e

(NV )e − NR(C + 3) + NA (5-17)

The number of independent equations for the unit is obtained
by summing the values of NE for the elements and then sub-
tracting the NR redundant mole-fraction constraints, giving

(NE)unit =
∑

all elements, e

(NE)e − NR (5-18)

Applying (5-16) to the unit, gives

(ND)unit = (NV )unit − (NE)unit (5-19)

which can also be written as

(ND)unit =
∑

all elements, e

(ND)e − NR(C + 2) + NA (5-20)

To determine (ND)unit for the N-stage cascade unit of
Figure 5.15, note that it consists ofN adiabatic or non-adiabatic
equilibrium-stage elements with ND = 2C + 6. For N stages,
NR = 2(N − 1). NA = 1 because the unit contains an unknown
number of identical elements. Substituting these values into
(5-20) gives

(ND)unit = N(2C + 6) − 2(N − 1)(C + 2) + 1

= 2N + 2C + 5

QN

QN–1

Q2

Q1

LINVOUT

VN–1 LN

V2
L3

VIN LOUT

Stage N

Stage N–1

V1 L2

Stage 2

Stage 1

Figure 5.15 N-stage single-section countercurrent cascade unit.

The same result is obtained using (5-17), (5-18), and (5-19).
Two features of this result should be noted: (1) The coefficient
of C is 2. This corresponds to the number of streams entering
the unit. If three streams entered the unit, the coefficient C
would be 3. (2)The coefficient ofN is 2 and is always this value.
It corresponds to the variablesQ for heat transfer to or from the
stage and P for the pressure of the streams leaving the stage.

The N-stage single-section cascade unit of Figure 5.15
applies to absorbers, strippers, and liquid–liquid extraction
units. A common set of design variables is as follows:

Variable Specification Number of Variables

Heat-transfer rate for each stage

(or adiabaticity)

N

Pressure of vapor leaving

each stage

N

Stream VIN variables C + 2

Stream Linvariables C + 2

Number of stages 1

2N + 2C + 5

Using these specifications, the following variables are com-
puted from the equations: (xC)LIN , (yC)VIN

, LOUT, all (xi)LOUT ,
TLOUT

, PLOUT
, VOUT, all (yi)VOUT

, TVOUT
, and all other inter-

stage stream variables.

§5.6.4 Multiple-Section Countercurrent
Cascade Units

Multiple-section countercurrent cascade units, particularly
two-section units, are widely used to make industrial separa-
tions, e.g., distillation. They consist not only of two or more
single-section countercurrent units, but also various elements
shown in Table 5.3, including total and partial condensers;
partial reboilers; heat exchangers; pumps; compressors; equi-
librium stageswhere a feed,F, enters orwhere a vapor or liquid
sidestream, S, is withdrawn; phase separators; stream mixers;
and streamdividers. The elements inTable 5.3 canbe combined
into anyof a number of complex cascades by applying the given
element values of NV , NE, and ND to (5-17) through (5-20).

Calculations for multistage separation operations involve
solving equations (relationships) for output variables
after selecting values of design variables that satisfy the
degrees-of-freedom requirement. Two common cases are
(1) the design case, in which component recoveries and/or
purities are specified and the number of required equilibrium
stages is determined; and (2) the simulation case, in which
the number of stages is specified and component separations
are computed. The second case is less complex computation-
ally and more widely used in process simulation because the
number of stages is specified, thus predetermining the number
of equations to be solved. Table 5.4 is a summary of possible
variable specifications for each of the two cases for a number
of different separation units discussed in later chapters of this
book. For all separation units in Table 5.4, it is assumed that
inlet streams are completely specified, and that all element and
unit pressures and heat-transfer rates (except for condensers
and reboilers) are specified. Thus, only variable specifications
satisfying the remaining degrees of freedom are listed.
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Table 5.3 Degrees of Freedom for Separation Operation Elements and Units

Schematic Element or Unit Name

NV , Total Number

of Variables

NE, Independent

Equations

ND, Degrees

of Freedom

(a)
Q

VL
Total boiler (reboiler) (2C + 7) (C + 3) (C + 4)

(b)
Q

LV
Total condenser (2C + 7) (C + 3) (C + 4)

(c)
Q

VOUT
LOUT

LIN
Partial (equilibrium) boiler

(reboiler)

(3C + 10) (2C + 6) (C + 4)

(d )
Q

VOUT
LOUT

VIN Partial (equilibrium)

condenser

(3C + 10) (2C + 6) (C + 4)

(e)

VOUT LIN

VIN LOUT

Adiabatic equilibrium stage (4C + 12) (2C + 7) (2C + 5)

(f )

VOUT

Q

LIN

VIN LOUT

Equilibrium stage with

heat transfer

(4C + 13) (2C + 7) (2C + 6)

(g)

VOUT LIN

VIN LOUT

QF
Equilibrium feed stage with

heat transfer and feed

(5C + 16) (2C + 8) (3C + 8)

(h)

VOUT LIN

VIN LOUT

Qas
Equilibrium stage with heat

transfer and sidestream

(5C + 16) (3C + 9) (2C + 7)

(i)

Stage N

Stage 1

VOUT LIN

VIN LOUT

QN
QN – 1

Q2
Q1

N-connected equilibrium

stages with heat transfer

(7N + 2NC + 2C + 7) (5N + 2NC + 2) (2N + 2C + 5)

(j)
L3

Q
L1

L2

Stream mixer (3C + 10) (C + 4) (2C + 6)

(k)

L3

Q

bL1

L2
Stream divider (3C + 10) (2C + 5) (C + 5)

aSidestream can be vapor or liquid.
bAlternatively, all streams can be vapor.
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Table 5.4 Typical Variable Specifications for Design Cases

Variable Specificationa

Unit Operation ND

Case I, Component

Separations Specified

Case II, Number of

Equilibrium Stages

Specified

(a) Absorption (two
inlet streams) N

1

MSAc

F

2N + 2C + 5 1. Recovery of one

key component

1. Number of stages

(b) Distillation (one
inlet stream, total

condenser, partial

reboiler) N

F

2

Total
condenser

Divider

Partial
reboiler

2N + C + 9 1. Condensate at

saturation temperature

2. Recovery of light-key

component

3. Recovery of heavy-key

component

4. Reflux ratio

(> minimum)

5. Optimal feed stageb

1. Condensate at

saturation temperature

2. Number of stages

above feed stage

3. Number of stages

below feed stage

4. Reflux ratio

5. Distillate flow rate

(c) Distillation (one
inlet stream, partial

condenser, partial

reboiler, vapor

distillate only) N

F

2

Partial
condenser

Partial
reboiler

(2N + C + 6) 1. Recovery of light-key

component

2. Recovery of heavy-key

component

3. Reflux ratio

(> minimum)

4. Optimal feed stageb

1. Number of stages

above feed stage

2. Number of stages

below feed stage

3. Reflux ratio

4. Distillate flow rate

(d ) Liquid–liquid
extraction with two

solvents (three inlet

streams)
N

F

1

MSA1
c

MSA2
c

2N + 3C + 8 1. Recovery of key

component 1

2. Recovery of key

component 2

1. Number of stages

above feed

2. Number of stages

below feed

(e) Reboiled
absorption (two

inlet streams) N

F

2

Partial
reboiler

MSAc

2N + 2C + 6 1. Recovery of light-key

component

2. Recovery of heavy-key

component

3. Optimal feed stageb

1. Number of stages

above feed

2. Number of stages

below feed

3. Bottoms flow rate

( f ) Reboiled stripping
(one inlet stream)

N

2

F

Partial
reboiler

2N + C + 3 1. Recovery of one key

component

2. Reboiler heat dutyd

1. Number of stages

2. Bottoms flow rate

(Continued )
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Table 5.4 (Continued )

Variable Specificationa

Unit Operation ND

Case I, Component

Separations Specified

Case II, Number of

Equilibrium Stages

Specified

(g) Distillation (one
inlet stream, partial

condenser, partial

reboiler, both liquid

and vapor

distillates)
N

F

2

Partial
reboiler

Partial
condenser

Liquid
Divider

Vapor 2N + C + 9 1. Ratio of vapor

distillate to liquid

distillate

2. Recovery of

light-key component

3. Recovery of

heavy-key

component

4. Reflux ratio

(> minimum)

5. Optimal feed stageb

1. Ratio of vapor

distillate to liquid

distillate

2. Number of stages

above feed stage

3. Number of stages

below feed stage

4. Reflux ratio

5. Liquid distillate

flow rate

(h) Extractive
distillation (two

inlet streams, total

condenser, partial

reboiler,

singlephase

condensate)

N

MSAc

2

F

Partial
reboiler

Total
condenser

Liquid
Divider

2N + 2C + 12 1. Condensate at

saturation

temperature

2. Recovery of

light-key component

3. Recovery of

heavy-key

component

4. Reflux ratio

(> minimum)

5. Optimal feed stageb

6. Optimal MSA stageb

1. Condensate at

saturation

temperature

2. Number of stages

above MSA stage

3. Number of stages

between MSA and

feed stages

4. Number of stages

below feed stage

5. Reflux ratio

6. Distillate flow rate

(i) Liquid–liquid

extraction (two

inlet streams)
N

1

MSAc

F

2N + 2C + 5 1. Recovery of one key

component

1. Number of stages

(j) Stripping (two inlet
streams) N

1

MSAc

F 2N + 2C + 5 1. Recovery of one key

component

1. Number of stages

aDoes not include the following variables, which are also assumed specified: all inlet stream variables (C + 2 for each stream); all element and unit pressures;

all element and unit heat-transfer rates except for condensers and reboilers.
bOptimal stage for introduction of inlet stream corresponds to minimization of total stages.
cFor case I variable specifications, MSA flow rate must be greater than minimum values for specified recoveries.
dFor case I variable specifications, reboiler heat duty must be greater than minimum value for specified recovery.
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EXAMPLE 5.2 Degrees of Freedom and Specifications
for a Distillation Column.

Consider themultistage distillation column in Figure 5.16, which has

one feed, one sidestream, a total condenser, a partial reboiler, and

the possibility of heat transfer to or from any stage in the column.

Determine the number of degrees of freedom and a reasonable set of

specifications.

VN

54

76

LR

QR

QC

B

F

S

D

L2

V1

N

S + 1

F + 1

S – 1

F – 1

4

3

2

13

Reboiler12

2

3

1

S

8 9

10 11

1

Figure 5.16 Distillation unit with a sidestream.

Solution

The separation unit is assembled from Table 5.3 for the circled

elements and units in Figure 5.16. The total variables are determined

by summing the variables (NV )e for each element from Table 5.3

and subtracting redundant variables due to interconnecting flows.

Redundant mole-fraction constraints are subtracted from the sum of

independent equations for each element (NE)e. The stages are num-

bered as shown in Figure 5.16, with the partial reboiler as the first

equilibrium stage. The total condenser is not an equilibrium stage.

From Table 5.3, element variables and equations are as follows:

Element or Unit (NV )e (NE)e
Total condenser (2C + 7) (C + 3)
Reflux divider (3C + 10) (2C + 5)
(N − S) stages [7(N − S) + 2(N − S)C + 2C + 7] [5(N − S) + 2(N − S)C + 2]
Sidestream stage (5C + 16) (3C + 9)
(S − 1) − F stages [7(S − 1 − F) + 2(S − 1 − F)C + 2C + 7] [5(S − 1 − F) + 2(S − 1 − F)C + 2]
Feed stage (5C + 16) (2C + 8)
(F − 1) − 1 stages [7(F − 2) + 2(F − 2)C + 2C + 7] [5(F − 2) + 2(F − 2)C + 2]
Partial reboiler (3C + 10) (2C + 6)∑

(NV )e = 7N + 2NC + 18C + 59
∑

(NE)e = 5N + 2NC + 4C + 22

Subtracting (C + 3) redundant variables for 13 interconnecting

streams, using (5-17), with NA = 0 (no unspecified repetitions),

gives

(NV )unit =
∑

(NV )e − 13(C + 3) = 7N + 2NC + 5C + 20

Subtracting the corresponding 13 redundant mole-fraction con-

straints, using (5-18), gives

(NE)unit =
∑

(NE)e − 13 = 5N + 2NC + 4C + 9

Therefore, from (5-19),

ND = (7N + 2NC + 5C + 20) − (5N + 2NC + 4C + 9)
= 2N + C + 11

Note that the coefficient of C is only 1, because there is only one

feed, and, again, the coefficient of N is 2. From Table 5.4, for the

same distillation column, but without a sidestream, the number of

degrees of freedom for that unit is 2N + C + 9. Thus, the sidestream

adds two degrees of freedom. One way to rationalize this is that

the location of the sidestream adds one degree of freedom and the

total flow rate of the sidestream adds another. Similarly, the above

example can readily be modified to include a second feed stage. The

second feed adds C + 2 degrees of freedom, while another variable

must be added for the location of the second feed stage. Thus, units

(b) and (h) in Table 5.4 differ by C + 3 degrees of freedom.

A set of feasible design variable specifications is as follows:

Variable Specification Number of Variables

1. Pressure at each stage

(including partial reboiler)

N

2. Pressure at reflux divider outlet 1

3. Pressure at total condenser outlet 1

4.Heat-transfer rate for each stage

(excluding partial reboiler)

(N−1)

5.Heat-transfer rate for divider 1

6. Feed mole fractions and total feed rate C
7. Feed temperature 1

8. Feed pressure 1

9.Condensate temperature

(e.g., saturated liquid)

1

10. Total number of stages, N 1

11. Feed stage location 1

12. Sidestream stage location 1

13. Sidestream total flow rate, S 1

14. Total distillate flow rate, D or D/F 1

15.Reflux flow rate, LR, or reflux ratio, LR/D 1

ND = (2N + C + 11)
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In the above table, the first variable specifications are the stage

pressures. This refers to the pressure of any one of the streams exiting

the stage. The pressures of other streams leaving the same stage are

calculated from the pressure equality equation(s).

The condenser and reboiler heat duties, QC and QR, in
Figure 5.16, are not suitable design variables because they are
difficult to specify. A poorly specified QC might result in a
temperature that is not realizable. Similarly, it is much easier
to calculate QR, knowing the total flow rate and enthalpy of
the bottom stream than vice versa. Also, QR and QC are so
closely related that both should never be specified. Preferably,
QC is fixed by distillate rate and reflux ratio, and QR is then
calculated from an overall energy balance.

Other specification proxies are possible, but the problem
of independence of variables requires careful consideration.
Distillate product rate, QC, and LR∕D, for example, are
closely related. It should also be noted that the equations used
to model equilibrium stages are nonlinear and must be solved
by iterative numerical methods, e.g. Newton’s method as
applied in §4.3.2 to calculate an isothermal flash. If recoveries
of more than two key species are specified, the result can be
non-convergence of the computations because the specified
composition may not exist at physical equilibrium.

CHAPTER 5 NOMENCLATURE

Abbreviations and Acronyms

scfh standard cubic feet per hour

Latin Symbols

C number of components

FA flow rate of carrier, A, in the feed, (5-2)

K′
D distribution ratio based on mass ratios, (5-3)

N number of stages

NA number of additional variables, (5-17)

ND number of degrees of freedom, (5-16)

NE number of independent equations, (5-16)

NP number of phases, (5-16)

NR number of redundant variables, (5-18)

NV number of variables, (5-16)

Q heat transfer rate

QC condenser heat duty

QR reboiler heat duty

S liquid sidestream, Table 5.3h

S solvent flow rate on a solute-free basis, Figure 5.2

XB mass ratio of solute to the carrier, (5-3)

YB mass ratio of solute to the solvent, (5-3)

Script Symbols

E extraction factor, (5-2)

Subscripts

e element, Table 5.3

B solute

F feed

R raffinate, reflux

Superscripts

(1), (2) phase 1 and 2 in (5-7)

N number of stages

SUMMARY

1. A cascade is a sequence of stages arranged to accomplish
a separation not achievable in a single stage.

2. Cascades are single- or multiple-sectioned and configured
in cocurrent, crosscurrent, or countercurrent arrays.

3. Calculations for single-section, multistage liquid–liquid
extraction with constant distribution coefficients and im-
miscible solvent and carrier are readily computed for
crosscurrent and countercurrent flow. The latter is more
efficient.

4. A single-section cascade can achieve a recovery of a sin-
gle key component but cannot make a split between two
key components.

5. A two-section countercurrent cascade can achieve a sharp
split between two key components. In distillation, the
top (rectifying) section purifies the light components and

increases recovery from heavy components. The bottom

(stripping) section provides the opposite functions.

6. Single-section membrane cascades increase the purity of

one product and the recovery of the main component in

that product.

7. Hybrid systems may reduce energy costs and make possi-

ble separations that are otherwise difficult and/or improve

the degree of separation.

8. The number of degrees of freedom (number of speci-

fications) for a mathematical model of a cascade is the

difference between the number of variables and the num-

ber of independent equations relating those variables.

For a single-section countercurrent cascade, the recovery

of one component can be specified. For a two-section

countercurrent cascade, two recoveries can be specified.
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STUDY QUESTIONS

5.1. What is a separation cascade? What is a hybrid system?

5.2. What is the difference between a countercurrent and a cross-

current cascade?

5.3. What is the limitation of a single-section cascade? Does a

two-section cascade overcome this limitation?

5.4. Which is more efficient, a crosscurrent cascade or a counter-

current cascade?

5.5. Under what conditions can a countercurrent cascade achieve

complete liquid–liquid extraction?

5.6. Why is a two-section cascade used for distillation?

5.7. In distillation, what is meant by reflux, boilup, rectification

section, and stripping section?

5.8. Why are membrane stages not equilibrium stages?

5.9. Under what conditions is a membrane cascade of multiple

stages in series necessary?

5.10. Why are hybrid systems often considered?

5.11. Give an example of a hybrid system that involves recycle.

5.12. When solving a separation problem, are the number and kind

of specifications obvious? If not, how can the required number

of specifications be determined?

5.13. Can the degrees of freedom be determined for a hybrid sys-

tem? If so, what is the easiest way to do it?

EXERCISES

Section 5.1

5.1. Batchwise extraction process.
A liquid–liquid extraction process is conducted batchwise as

shown in Figure 5.17. The process begins in Vessel 1 (Original),

Organic

Aqueous

7.4 A
14.8 B

3.7 A
29.6 B

Organic

Aqueous
11.1 A
44.4 B

Organic

Aqueous

2.5 A
9.9 B

1.2 A
19.7 B

Organic

Aqueous

Equilibration 3

Transfer

Equilibration 4

Transfer
3.7 A

29.6 B

29.6 A
14.8 B

14.8 A
29.6 B

29.6 A
3.7 B

14.8 A
7.4 B

22.2 A
22.2 B

22.2 A
22.2 B

14.8 A
14.8 B

7.4 A
29.6 B

7.4 A
14.8 B

14.8 A
29.6 B

44.4 A
11.1 B

29.6 A
7.4 B

14.8 A
14.8 B

29.6 A
14.8 B

14.8 A
7.4 B

19.7 A
1.2 B

9.9A
2.5 B

29.6 A
3.7 B

Vessel 4

Vessel 3

Organic

Aqueous

66.7 A
33.3 B

33.3 A
66.7 B

Organic

Aqueous
100 A
100 B

Organic

Aqueous

22.2 A
22.2 B

11.1 A
44.4 B

Organic

Aqueous

Equilibration 1

Original

Equilibration 2

Transfer
33.3 A
66.7 B

44.4 A
11.1 B

22.2 A
22.2 B

66.7 A
33.3 B

Vessel 2

Vessel 1

Figure 5.17 Liquid–liquid extraction process for Exercise 5.1.

where 100 mg each of solutes A and B are dissolved in 100 mL of

water. After adding 100 mL of an organic solvent that is more selec-

tive for A than B, the distribution of A and B becomes that shown

for Equilibration 1 with Vessel 1. The organic-rich phase is trans-

ferred to Vessel 2 (Transfer), leaving the water-rich phase in Vessel 1

(Transfer). The water and the organic are immiscible. Next, 100 mL

of water is added to Vessel 2, resulting in the phase distribution shown

for Vessel 2 (Equilibration 2). Also, 100 mL of organic is added to

Vessel 1 to give the phase distribution shown for Vessel 1 (Equili-

bration 2). The batch process is continued by adding Vessel 3 and

then 4 to obtain the results shown. (a) Study Figure 5.17 and then

draw a corresponding cascade diagram, labeled in a manner similar

to Figure 5.2. (b) Is the process cocurrent, countercurrent, or cross-

current? (c) Compare the separation with that for a batch equilibrium

step. (d) How could the cascade be modified to make it countercur-

rent? [See O. Post and L.C. Craig, Anal. Chem., 35, 641 (1963).]

5.2. Two-stage membrane cascade.
Nitrogen is removed from a gas mixture with methane by gas per-

meation (see Table 1.3) using a glassy polymer membrane that is

selective for nitrogen. However, the desired degree of separation can-

not be achieved in one stage. Draw sketches of two different two-stage

membrane cascades that might be used.

Section 5.2

5.3. Batch extraction of acetic acid.
An aqueous acetic acid solution containing 6.0 mol∕L of acid

is extracted with chloroform at 25∘C to recover the acid (B) from

chloroform-insoluble impurities in the water. The water (A) and

chloroform (C) are immiscible. If 10 L of solution are to be extracted

at 25∘C, calculate the percent extraction of acid obtained with 10 L

of chloroform under the following conditions: (a) the entire quantity

of solvent in a single batch extraction; (b) three batch extractions

with one-third of the solvent in each batch; (c) three batch extractions

with 5 L of solvent in the first, 3 L in the second, and 2 L in the third

batch.

Assume the distribution coefficient for the acid = K′′
DB

= (cB)C∕
(cB)A = 2.8, where (cB)C = concentration of acid in chloroform and

(cB)A = concentration of acid in water, both in mol/L.
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5.4. Extraction of uranyl nitrate.
A 20 wt% solution of uranyl nitrate (UN) in water is to be treated

with tributyl phosphate (TBP) to remove 90% of the uranyl nitrate in

batchwise equilibrium contacts. Assuming water and TBP are mutu-

ally insoluble, how much TBP is required for 100 g of solution if, at

equilibrium, (g UN∕g TBP) = 5.5(g UN∕g H2O) and (a) all the TBP
is used at once in one stage; (b) half is used in each of two consec-

utive stages; (c) two countercurrent stages are used; (d) an infinite

number of crosscurrent stages is used; and (e) an infinite number of

countercurrent stages is used?

5.5. Extraction of uranyl nitrate.
The uranyl nitrate (UN) in 2 kg of a 20 wt% aqueous solution is

extracted with 500 g of tributyl phosphate. Using the equilibrium data

in Exercise 5.4, calculate and compare the percent recoveries for the

following alternative procedures: (a) a single-stage batch extraction;

(b) three batch extractions with one-third of the total solvent used

in each batch (solvent is withdrawn after contacting the entire UN

phase); (c) a two-stage cocurrent extraction; (d) a three-stage coun-

tercurrent extraction; (e) an infinite-stage countercurrent extraction;

and (f) an infinite-stage crosscurrent extraction.

5.6. Extraction of dioxane.
One thousand kg of a 30 wt% dioxane in water solution is to be

treated with benzene at 25∘C to remove 95% of the dioxane. The ben-

zene is dioxane-free, and the equilibrium data of Example 5.1 applies.

Calculate the solvent requirements for (a) a single batch extraction;

(b) two crosscurrent stages using equal amounts of benzene; (c) two

countercurrent stages; (d) an infinite number of crosscurrent stages;

and (e) an infinite number of countercurrent stages.

5.7. Extraction of benzoic acid.
Chloroform is used to extract benzoic acid from wastewater efflu-

ent. The benzoic acid is present at a concentration of 0.05 mol∕L
in the effluent, which is discharged at 1,000 L∕h. The distribution

coefficient for benzoic acid is cI= KII
DcII, where KII

D = 4.2, cI= molar

concentration of solute in solvent, and cII = molar concentration of

solute in water. Chloroform and water may be assumed immiscible.

If 500 L∕h of chloroform is to be used, compare the fraction benzoic

acid removed in (a) a single equilibrium contact; (b) three cross-

current contacts with equal portions of chloroform; and (c) three

countercurrent contacts.

5.8. Extraction of benzoic acid.
Repeat Example 5.1 with a solvent for E = 0.90. Display your

results in a plot like Figure 5.6. Does countercurrent flow still have

a marked advantage over crosscurrent flow? Is it desirable to choose

the solvent and solvent rate so that E > 1? Explain.

5.9. Extraction of citric acid from a broth.
A clarified broth from fermentation of sucrose using Aspergillus

niger consists of 16.94 wt% citric acid, 82.69 wt% water, and

0.37 wt% other solutes. To recover citric acid, the broth would

normally be treated first with calcium hydroxide to neutralize the

acid and precipitate it as calcium citrate, and then with sulfuric acid

to convert calcium citrate back to citric acid. To avoid the need for

calcium hydroxide and sulfuric acid, U.S. Patent 4,251,671 describes

a solvent-extraction process using N,N-diethyldodecanamide, which

is insoluble in water and has a density of 0.847 g∕cm3. In a

typical experiment at 30∘C, 50 g of 20 wt% citric acid and 80 wt%
water was contacted with 0.85 g of amide. The resulting organic

phase, assumed to be in equilibrium with the aqueous phase, con-

tained 6.39 wt% citric acid and 2.97 wt% water. Determine (a) the

partition (distribution) coefficients for citric acid and water, and

(b) the solvent flow rate in kg∕h needed to extract 98% of the citric

acid in 1,300 kg∕h of broth using five countercurrent, equilibrium

stages, with the partition coefficients from part (a), but ignoring the

solubility of water in the organic phase. In addition, (c) propose a

series of subsequent stages to produce near-pure citric acid crystals.

In part (b), how serious would it be to ignore the solubility of water

in the organic phase?

5.10. Extraction of citric acid from a broth.
A clarified broth of 1,300 kg∕h from the fermentation of sucrose

using Aspergillus niger consists of 16.94 wt% citric acid, 82.69 wt%
water, and 0.37 wt% other solutes. To avoid the need for calcium

hydroxide and sulfuric acid in recovering citric acid from clarified

broths, U.S. Patent 5,426,220 describes a solvent-extraction process

using a mixed solvent of 56% tridodecyl lauryl amine, 6% octanol,

and 38% aromatics-free kerosene, which is insoluble in water. In

one experiment at 50∘C, 570 g∕min of 17 wt% citric acid in a

fermentation liquor from pure carbohydrates was contacted in five

countercurrent stages with 740 g∕min of the mixed solvent. The

result was 98.4% extraction of citric acid. Determine (a) the average

partition (distribution) coefficient for citric acid from the experi-

mental data, and (b) the solvent flow rate in kg∕h needed to extract

98% of the citric acid in 1,300 kg∕h of clarified broth using three

countercurrent, equilibrium stages, with the partition coefficient from

part (a).

Section 5.6

5.11. Degrees of freedom for reboiler and condenser.
Verify the values given in Table 5.3 forNV ,NE, andND for a partial

reboiler and a total condenser.

5.12. Degrees of freedom for mixer and divider.
Verify the values given in Table 5.3 forNV ,NE, andND for a stream

mixer and a stream divider.

5.13. Specifications for a distillation column.
Maleic anhydride with 10% benzoic acid is a by-product of the

manufacture of phthalic anhydride. The mixture is to be distilled in a

column with a total condenser and a partial reboiler at a pressure of

13.2 kPa with a reflux ratio of 1.2 times the minimum value to give

a product of 99.5 mol%maleic anhydride and a bottoms of 0.5 mol%
anhydride. Is this problem completely specified?

5.14. Degrees of freedom for distillation.
Verify ND for the following unit operations in Table 5.4: (b), (c),

and (g). How would ND change if two feeds were used?

5.15. Degrees of freedom for absorber and stripper.
Verify ND for unit operations (e) and ( f ) in Table 5.4. How would

ND change if a vapor sidestream were pulled off some stage located

between the feed stage and the bottom stage?

5.16. Degrees of freedom for extractive distillation.
Verify ND for unit operation (h) in Table 5.4. How would ND

change if a liquid sidestream was added to a stage that was located

between the feed stage and Stage 2?

5.17. Design variables for distillation.
The following are not listed as design variables for the distillation

operations in Table 5.4: (a) condenser heat duty; (b) stage temper-

ature; (c) intermediate-stage vapor rate; and (d) reboiler heat load.

Under what conditions might these become design variables? If so,

which variables listed in Table 5.4 could be eliminated?

5.18. Degrees of freedom for condenser change.
For distillation, show that if a total condenser is replaced by a

partial condenser, the number of degrees of freedom is reduced by 3,

provided the distillate is removed solely as a vapor.
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5.19. Replacement of a reboiler with live steam.
Unit operation (b) in Table 5.4 is heated by injecting steam into the

bottom plate of the column, instead of by a reboiler, for the separation

of ethanol and water. Assuming a fixed feed, an adiabatic operation,

1 atm, and a product alcohol concentration: (a) What is the total num-

ber of design variables for the general configuration? (b) How many

design variables are needed to complete the design? Which variables

do you recommend?

5.20. Degrees-of-freedom for a distillation column.
(a) For the distillation column shown in Figure 5.18, determine

the number of independent design variables. (b) It is suggested that

a feed of 30% A, 20% B, and 50% C, all in moles, at 37.8∘C and

689 kPa, be processed in the unit of Figure 5.18, with 15 plates in a

3-m-diameter column, which operates at vapor velocities of 0.3 m∕s
and an L∕V of 1.2. The pressure drop per plate is 373 Pa, and the

condenser is cooled by plant water at 15.6∘C.

Condenser

Total
reboiler

N

B

F

1

Divider

Divider D

Figure 5.18 Conditions for Exercise 5.20.

The product specifications in terms of the concentration of A in

the distillate and C in the bottoms have been set by the process depart-

ment, and the plant manager has asked you to specify a feed rate for

the column. Write a memorandum to the plant manager pointing out

why you can’t do this and suggest alternatives.

5.21. Degrees of freedom for multistage evaporation.
Calculate the number of degrees of freedom for the mixed-feed,

triple-effect evaporator system shown in Figure 5.19. Assume that

the steam and all drain streams are at saturated conditions and that the

feed is an aqueous solution of a dissolved organic solid. Also, assume

all overhead streams are pure steam. If this evaporator system is used

to concentrate a feed containing 2 wt% dissolved organic to a product

with 25 wt% dissolved organic, using 689-kPa saturated steam, cal-

culate the number of unspecified design variables and suggest likely

candidates. Assume perfect insulation against heat loss.

Condenser

Pump

Steam

Feed
F

D1 D2 D3

P

LQC

Figure 5.19 Conditions for Exercise 5.21.

5.22. Degrees of freedom for a reboiled stripper.
A reboiled stripper, shown in Figure 5.20, is to be designed. Deter-

mine (a) the number of variables; (b) the number of equations relating

the variables; and (c) the number of degrees of freedom. Also indicate

(d) which additional variables, if any, need to be specified.

Overhead

Feed, 40°F, 300 psia

kmol/h
1.0

54.4
67.6

141.1
154.7

56.0
33.3

Comp.
N2
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6 Bottoms

9

2

Figure 5.20 Conditions for Exercise 5.22.

5.23. Degrees of freedom of a thermally coupled distillation
system.

The thermally coupled distillation system in Figure 5.21 separates

a mixture of three components. Determine (a) the number of vari-

ables; (b) the number of equations relating the variables; and (c) the

number of degrees of freedom. Also propose (d) a reasonable set of

design variables.

Liquid

Liquid

Liquid

Total
condenser

M

N

1

2
Partial

reboiler

Feed

Product 1

Product 2

Product 3

Vapor

Vapor

Figure 5.21 Conditions for Exercise 5.23.

5.24. Adding a pasteurization section to distillation column.
When feed to a distillation column contains impurities that are

muchmore volatile than the desired distillate, it is possible to separate

the volatile impurities from the distillate by removing the distillate

as a liquid sidestream from a stage several stages below the top.
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Volatile impurities

Distillate

Bottoms

Feed

2

Pasteurizing
section M

N

Figure 5.22 Conditions for Exercise 5.24.

As shown in Figure 5.22, this additional section of stages from M to

N is referred to as a pasteurizing section. (a) Determine the number

of degrees of freedom for the unit. (b) Determine a reasonable set of

design variables.

5.25. Degrees of freedom for a two-column system.
A system for separating a feed into three products is shown in

Figure 5.23. Determine (a) the number of variables; (b) the number

of equations relating the variables; and (c) the number of degrees of

freedom. Also propose (d) a reasonable set of design variables.

Product 2

Product 3

Cooler

Product 1

Feed

2

F

N

S

2

M

Total
condenser

Valve

Partial
reboiler

Partial
reboiler

Figure 5.23 Conditions for Exercise 5.25.

5.26. Design variables for an extractive distillation.
Figure 5.24 shows a system for separating a binary mixture by

extractive distillation, followed by ordinary distillation for recovery

and recycle of the solvent. Are the design variables shown sufficient to

specify the problem completely? If not, what additional design vari-

ables(s) should be selected?

5.27. Design variables for a three-product distillation column.
A single distillation column for separating a three-component

mixture into three products is shown in Figure 5.25. Are the design

variables shown sufficient to specify the problem completely? If not,

what additional design variable(s) would you select?
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Figure 5.24 Conditions for Exercise 5.26.
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2
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20Valve
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261.5

84.6
5.1
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Toluene
Biphenyl

200°C
1,140 kPa

40

Figure 5.25 Conditions for Exercise 5.27.

5.28. Degrees of freedom for the last column in a three-column
sequence.

Table 1.5 includes the material balance for column C3 in

Figure 1.10. The key components are i-C4H10 and n-C4H10. Note

that the distillate (Stream 6) contains zero percent iC5 and there is

less than 3.2% iC4 in the bottoms. This column is to be shut down

for maintenance and repair. The plan is to use temporary storage and

a smaller spare column containing 12 trays, a total condenser, reflux

splitter, and a partial reboiler to supply current customers. In similar

applications, this column had a tray efficiency of 85%, so assume it

has 11 equilibrium stages. including the reboiler. The condenser has

a maximum capacity of 700 lbmol∕h of condensate. Management

has asked you to provide a report as to what to expect if the feed to

the current column is transferred to the smaller column. Table 1.5

lists the product specifications. It has been suggested that an attempt

to meet the specifications can be made by varying the reflux ratio

and/or amount of distillate. Perform a degrees of freedom analysis

to determine if this approach is valid.
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Absorption and Stripping

§6.0 INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

After completing this chapter, you should be able to:

• Explain the differences among physical absorption, chemical absorption, and stripping.

• Explain why absorbers are best operated at high pressure and low temperature, whereas strippers are best operated

at low pressure and high temperature.

• Compare three different types of trays with respect to cost and efficiency.

• Explain the difference between random and structured packing and cite examples of each.

• Derive the operating-line equation used in graphical methods, starting with a component material balance.

• Calculate the minimum mass-separating agent (MSA) flow rate to achieve a specified key-component recovery.

• Determine algebraically or graphically, by stepping off stages, the required number of equilibrium stages in a coun-

tercurrent cascade.

• Define and explain the significance of absorption and stripping factors.

• Estimate component recoveries in a single-section, countercurrent cascade, using the Kremser group method.

• Define overall stage efficiency and explain why efficiencies are low for absorbers and moderate for strippers.

• Explain two mechanisms by which a trayed column can flood.

• Estimate column diameter for a trayed column.

• Differentiate between overall tray efficiency and individual tray efficiencies based on the Murphree vapor tray

efficiency.

• For a packed column, define the height equivalent to a theoretical (equilibrium) stage (plate or tray), referred to as the

HETS or HETP. Explain how the HETS and the number of equilibrium stages differ, respectively, from the height of

a transfer unit (HTU) and the number of transfer units (NTU).

• Explain the differences between the loading point and flooding point in a packed column.

• Estimate packed height, packed-column diameter, and pressure drop across the packing.

• Understand how design procedures for strippers and absorbers need modification if chemical reactions between

solutes and solvents occur.

Absorption uses a liquid to (1) selectively remove compo-

nents from a gasmixture; (2) remove impurities, contaminants,

pollutants, or catalyst poisons; and (3) recover valuable chem-

icals. The species of interest in the gas mixture may include

all components present in the gas, only the component(s) not

absorbed, or only the component(s) absorbed. The species

transferred to the liquid absorbent are called solutes. When

the solutes have been absorbed, they are called absorbates.
In stripping (desorption), a liquid mixture is brought

into contact with a gas that selectively removes components

by mass transfer from the liquid to the gas phase. Strippers

are frequently coupled with absorbers to permit the recovery

and recycling of the absorbent. When water is used as the

absorbent, it is common to separate the water from the solute

by distillation rather than by stripping.

Industrial Example

Figure 6.1 shows an absorption operation, including stream

flow rates, compositions, temperature, and pressure. The feed

gas is air containing water vapor and acetone vapor. It comes

from a dryer in which water and acetone are evaporated from

solid cellulose acetate fibers. The 30-tray (equivalent to 12.5

equilibrium stages) countercurrent absorber is designed to

remove 99.5% of the acetone from the feed gas. Scrubbed

gas exiting the absorber contains only 143 parts per mil-

lion (ppm) by weight of acetone. It can be recycled to the

dryer, although a small amount must be purged through a

pollution-control device to prevent argon buildup. Acetone is

the main species absorbed, along with minor amounts of O2

and N2. Water present as vapor in the feed gas and as liquid in

the entering absorbent is absorbed and stripped, respectively.

137
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Figure 6.1 Industrial absorption process.

In this example, the net effect is that water is stripped because
more water appears in the exit gas than in the feed gas.

The exit gas is almost saturated with water vapor, and the
exit liquid is almost saturated with air. As shown in §6.4, the
amount of each component absorbed depends on the number
of equilibrium stages and the component’s absorption factor,
Ai = L∕KiV . For Figure 6.1, K-values and absorption factors
based on inlet flow rates are

Component Ai = L∕KiV K-value

Water 89.2 0.031

Acetone 1.38 2.0

Oxygen 0.00006 45,000

Nitrogen 0.00003 90,000

Argon 0.00008 35,000

For acetone, the K-value is obtained from (4) in Table
2.2, the modified Raoult’s law, K = γPs∕P, with γ = 6.7 for
acetone in water at 25∘C and 101.3 kPa, as determined from
the Wilson model in §2.7.1. For oxygen and nitrogen, the
K-values are from (6) in Table 2.2, Henry’s law, K = H∕P,
using constants from Figure 4.18 at 25∘C. For water, the
K-value is from (3) in Table 2.2, Raoult’s law, K = Ps∕P,
because the mole fraction of water is close to 1. For argon, the
Henry’s law constant is from the International Critical Tables
of Numerical Data, Physics, Chemistry and Technology [1].

For absorption and stripping, design procedures are well
developed and commercial processes are common. Table 6.1
lists representative applications. Environmental standards for
the removal of pollutants have greatly increased the use of gas
absorbers.

When water or hydrocarbon oils are used as absorbents
and no significant chemical reactions occur between the

absorbent and the solute, the process is referred to as physical
absorption. When aqueous NaOH is used as the absorbent
for an acid gas, absorption is accompanied by a rapid and
irreversible reaction in the liquid. This is chemical absorp-
tion or reactive absorption. More complex examples are the
processes for absorbing CO2 and H2S with aqueous solutions
of monoethanolamine (MEA) and diethanolamine (DEA),
during which there is a more desirable reversible chemical
reaction in the liquid. Chemical reactions can increase the rate
of absorption and solvent-absorption capacity and convert a
hazardous chemical to an inert compound.

Design procedures for trayed and packed columns for
absorption and stripping operations are described in this
chapter. Trayed columns are presented in §6.5 and 6.6,
while packed columns are covered in §6.7, 6.8, and 6.9.
Equilibrium-based and rate-based (mass-transfer) models,
using both graphical and algebraic procedures, for physi-
cal absorption and stripping of mainly dilute mixtures are
described. The methods also apply to reactive absorption with
irreversible and complete chemical reactions of solutes with
solvents. Calculations for concentrated mixtures and reactive
absorption with reversible chemical reactions are best made
with process simulators, as discussed in Chapters 10 and 12.

§6.1 EQUIPMENT FOR VAPOR–LIQUID
SEPARATIONS

Methods for designing and analyzing absorption, stripping,
and distillation depend on the type of equipment used for
contacting vapor and liquid phases. When multiple stages are
required, phase contacting is mostly carried out in equipment
of the type shown in Figure 6.2. The most common devices are
cylindrical, vertical columns containing trays or packing. Less
common are spray towers, bubble columns, and centrifugal
contactors.

§6.1.1 Trayed Columns

A trayed tower is a vertical, cylindrical pressure vessel in
which vapor and liquid, flowing countercurrently, are con-
tacted on trays (plates) that provide intimate contact of liquid
with vapor in a froth to promote rapid mass transfer. Phase
disengagement occurs above the froth and below the tray
above. An example of a tray is shown in Figure 6.3. Liquid
flows across each tray, over an outlet weir, and into a down-
comer, which takes the liquid by gravity to the tray below.
Gas flows upward through openings in each tray, bubbling
through the liquid on the tray to produce a froth.

When vapor flows through the holes in the tray, any of five
two-phase-flow regimes shown in Figure 6.4 may occur alone,
or in combination, as discussed by Lockett [2], In the spray
regime, the gas phase is continuous. Jets of vapor rise from
the tray openings through the liquid on the tray, entraining and
spraying some of the liquid into the space between trays. This
regime occurs for low weir heights (low liquid depths) at high
gas rates. The most common and favored regime is the froth
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Table 6.1 Representative Commercial Applications of Absorption

Solute Absorbent Type of Absorption

Acetone Water Physical

Acrylonitrile Water Physical

Ammonia Water Physical

Ethanol Water Physical

Formaldehyde Water Physical

Hydrochloric acid Water Physical

Hydrofluoric acid Water Physical

Sulfur dioxide Water Physical

Sulfur trioxide Water Physical

Benzene and toluene Hydrocarbon oil Physical

Butadiene Hydrocarbon oil Physical

Butanes and propane Hydrocarbon oil Physical

Naphthalene Hydrocarbon oil Physical

Carbon dioxide Aq. NaOH Irreversible chemical

Hydrochloric acid Aq. NaOH Irreversible chemical

Hydrocyanic acid Aq. NaOH Irreversible chemical

Hydrofluoric acid Aq. NaOH Irreversible chemical

Hydrogen sulfide Aq. NaOH Irreversible chemical

Chlorine Water Reversible chemical

Carbon monoxide Aq. cuprous ammonium salts Reversible chemical

CO2 and H2S Aq. monoethanolamine (MEA) or diethanolamine (DEA) Reversible chemical

CO2 and H2S Diethyleneglycol (DEG) or triethyleneglycol (TEG) Reversible chemical

Nitrogen oxides Water Reversible chemical

regime, in which both liquid-continuous and gas-continuous
dispersions can coexist. The gas passes through the froth in
the form of jets or a series of bubbles. For low gas rates, the
bubble regime occurs, in which the liquid is fairly quiescent
and bubbles rise in swarms. At high liquid rates, small gas
bubbles may be undesirably emulsified. If bubble coalescence
is hindered, undesirable foam forms. Ideally, the liquid carries
no vapor bubbles (occlusion) to the tray below, the vapor
carries no liquid droplets (entrainment) to the tray above,
and there is no weeping of liquid through the holes in the tray.
With good contacting, equilibrium between the exiting vapor
and liquid phases is approached on each tray, unless the liquid
is very viscous.

Figure 6.5 shows typical tray openings for vapor passage:
(a) perforations, (b) valves, and (c) bubble caps. The simplest
is the sieve or perforated tray with holes, usually 1/8 to
1/2-inch in diameter. A valve tray has openings commonly
from 1 to 2 inches in diameter. Each hole is fitted with a valve
consisting of a cap that overlaps the hole, with legs or a cage
to limit vertical rise, while maintaining the valve cap in a
horizontal orientation. Without vapor flow, each valve covers
the hole. As the vapor rate increases, the valve rises, providing
a larger and larger opening through which the vapor can flow
to create a froth.

A bubble-cap tray consists of a cap, 3 to 6 inches in diam-
eter, mounted over and above a concentric riser, 2 to 3 inches
in diameter. The cap has rectangular or triangular slots cut
around its periphery. The vapor flows up through the tray
opening into the riser, turns around, and passes out through

the slots and into the liquid, forming a froth. An 11-ft-diameter
tray might have 5,000 3/16-inch-diameter perforations, 1,000
2-inch-diameter valve caps, or 500 4-inch-diameter bubble
caps. As shown in Figure 6.5(d), trays more than 3 ft in
diameter may have removable panels in the center to allow
plant operators to climb up the inside of the columns for
periodic cleaning and maintenance.

Improvements are constantly being made to increase the
efficiency and throughput of sieve and valve trays. Recent
changes have increased tray efficiency by several percent
and capacity by more than 20%. Sloley [41] discusses these
changes in detail. They include: (1) sloping or stepping the
downcomer to make the downcomer area smaller at the
bottom than at the top, in order to increase the active flow
area; (2) vapor flow through the tray section beneath the
downcomer, in addition to the normal flow area through the
cap; (3) use of staggered, louvered downcomer floor plates to
impart horizontal flow to liquid exiting the downcomer, thus
enhancing the vapor flow beneath; (4) elimination of vapor
impingement from adjacent valves by using bidirectional
fixed valves; (5) use of multiple downcomers that terminate
in the active vapor space of the tray below, providing very
long outlet weirs leading to low crest heights and lower froth
heights; (6) directional slotting of sieve trays to impart a hori-
zontal component to the vapor, enhancing the plug flow of the
liquid across the tray and eliminating dead areas; and (7) use
of mini-valves and fixed valves to achieve higher efficiencies.
Typical high-performance trays include SUPERFRACTM and
ULTRA-FRACTM produced by Koch-Glitsch.
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Figure 6.2 Industrial equipment for absorption and stripping:

(a) trayed tower; (b) packed column; (c) spray tower; (d) bubble

column; (e) centrifugal contactor.

Table 6.2 compares the cost, pressure drop, mass-transfer

efficiency, vapor capacity, and flexibility of conventional tray

types. Operational flexibility is reported in terms of turndown
ratio (ratio of maximum-to-minimum vapor flow capacity).

At the limiting, flooding vapor velocity, liquid-droplet entrain-
ment becomes excessive, causing the liquid flow to exceed the

downcomer capacity, thus pushing liquid up the column. At

too low a vapor rate, liquid weeping through the tray open-

ings or vapor pulsation becomes excessive. Low cost makes

sieve trays preferable unless operational flexibility in through-

put is required, in which case valve trays are best. Bubble-cap

trays, predominant in pre-1950 installations, are now rarely

specified, but may be preferred when liquid holdup must be

controlled to provide residence time for a chemical reaction or

when weeping must be prevented.
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Figure 6.3 Vapor–liquid contact on a tray. [Adapted from B.F.

Smith, Design of Equilibrium Stage Processes, McGraw-Hill,

New York (1963).]
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Figure 6.4 Possible vapor–liquid flow regimes for a contacting tray.

Table 6.2 Comparison of Tray Types

Sieve

Trays

Valve

Trays

Bubble-Cap

Trays

Relative cost 1.0 1.2 2.0

Pressure drop Lowest Intermediate Highest

Efficiency Lowest Highest Highest

Vapor capacity Highest Highest Lowest

Typical turndown ratio 2 4 5

§6.1.2 Packed Columns

A packed column, shown schematically in Figure 6.6, is a

vertical, cylindrical vessel containing one or more sections of

packing over whose surface the liquid flows downward as a

film on the packing and walls, or as droplets between packing

elements. Feed gas enters at the bottom, passes through a vapor

distributor, and flows upward through the wetted packing, thus

contacting the liquid and passing out the top. Liquid enters at
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Figure 6.5 Three types of tray openings for the passage of vapor up into the liquid: (a) perforation; (b) valve cap; (c) bubble cap; (d) tray with

valve caps.

the top into a liquid distributor, flows downward through the
packed sections, and leaves at the bottom. Figure 6.6 depicts

sections containing random packings and structured pack-
ings. Each packed section is contained between a support

plate, which holds the packing, and a bed limiter or hold-down

grid, which prevents packing movement. A liquid redistributor

ensures uniform distribution of liquid over the cross-sectional

area of the column as it enters a packed section. If the packed

height between redistributors is more than about 20 ft or 6 m,

liquid may channel downward near the wall, where resistance
is the lowest,while gas flowsup the center of the column.Chan-

neling significantly reduces vapor–liquid contact and increases

the height equivalent to a theoretical plate (HETP). Some

industrial columns contain packed sections as well as trays,

as depicted in the bottom third of Figure 6.6.

Commercial packing materials include (1) random

(dumped) packings, some of which are shown in Figure 6.7;

(2) structured packings of crimped layers of mesh or corru-

gated sheets, as shown in Figure 6.8; and (3) grid packings

that have an open-lattice structure. Grid packings are mainly

for heat transfer and washing applications and are not

considered here.

Random packings have evolved through four generations

of design. Raschig rings and Berl saddles appeared between

1895 and 1950 in ceramic, plastic, metal, and carbon forms,

but these packings now see limited use. Metal and plastic

Pall rings and ceramic Intalox saddles were introduced in the

1950s to improve capacity, mass-transfer rates, and column

pressure drop as compared to Raschig rings and Berl saddles.

Metal Intalox IMTP
®
and ceramic, metal, and plastic Cascade
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Feed device

Random packing

Liquid
redistributor

Hold down grid

Support grid

Chimney/collector
tray

Vapor distributor

Fractionation
trays

Structured
packing

Support plate

Bed limiter

Liquid distributor

Figure 6.6 Details of internals in a column with packing and trays.

Mini-Rings
®
(CMR) emerged in the 1970s, reducing friction

and improving mass transfer. In 1995, open “through-flow

design”packings such asRaschigSuper-Rings
®
fromRaschig-

Jaeger, and Intalox
®
Ultra

®
fromKoch-Glitschwere launched.

These designs providemore surface area formass transfer, ease

of flow through the packing with even higher flow capacity and

lower pressure drop through the column.

Many random packings are available in nominal diameters

ranging from less than 1 to 3.5 inches. Nominal packing

size should be less than one-eighth of the column diameter

to minimize liquid channeling. Increased packing diameter

decreases pressure drop at the expense of decreased mass-

transfer efficiency, resulting in an optimal packing size for

a given situation. Packings that feature an open, undulating

geometry that promotes uniform wetting with recurrent

turbulence promotion are an exception. For those packings,

mass-transfer efficiency does not decrease as packing diameter

increases, and larger packing height is possible between liquid

redistributors.

Metal packings are more expensive, but provide superior

strength and good wettability. Ceramic packings have superior

Metal Pall® ring

Ceramic Raschig rings Ceramic Berl saddle

Metal Intalox® IMTP

Metal Raschig
Super-Ring® Metal Intalox®

UltraTM

Metal Cascade
Mini-Ring®(CMR)

Ceramic Intalox® saddle

Figure 6.7 Four generations of random packings.

wettability and are used in corrosive environments at elevated

temperatures. Plastic packings are inexpensive and have su-

fficient strength, but may have poor wettability at low liquid

rates.

Typical structured packings cover four generations of

design evolution. The first, called Panapak, was reported

by R.C. Schofield of Pan American Refining Corporation

in 1950. It is fabricated from thin metal strips to form a

honeycomb. Multiple layers are tacked together. Although

it is still available, Panapak never gained popularity because

of liquid maldistribution. Representative structured packings

of generations 2 to 4 are shown in Figure 6.8. By the early

1960s, the second generation of structured packings, includ-

ing Goodloe
®
of Koch-Glitsch LP and Sulzer wire gauze

®
of

Sulzer Chemtech Ltd., began to gain favor for high vacuum

service because of their very low pressure drop. These pack-

ings are made of multiple strands of thin wire, knitted together

and crimped and coiled or layered. In 1977 a third generation

appeared, typified by Mellapak
®

from Sulzer Chemtech

Ltd., Flexipac
®
from Koch-Glitsch LP, and Raschig-Pak

®
of

Raschig GMBH. These packings are fabricated from thin,
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Sulzer®

Wire Gauze Mellapak® MellapakPlus®

Figure 6.8 Typical structured packings

of the last three of four generations.

Reproduced with permission of Sulzer

Chemtech Ltd.

corrugated and crimped sheets of metal, stacked parallel to
each other into elements. Because they exhibit high capacity,
high mass-transfer rates, and low pressure drop at a low cost,
they have become very popular for vacuum service and tower
revamps. The fourth generation was introduced in 1997 with

MellapakPlus
®
, Flexipac HC

®
, and Raschig Super-Pak

®
.

These are geometric modifications of the corrugated-sheet
packings, designed to direct the vapor to a more vertical
orientation and to achieve a smoother vapor flow as it changes
directions between sections. Widely used structured packings
are available in metals, ceramics, carbon, and plastics.

In Table 6.3, packings are compared using the factors pre-
viously considered for trays. The differences between random
and structured packings are greater than the differences among
the three types of trays in Table 6.2.

§6.1.3 Choice between Trays and Packing

For contacting vapor and liquid streams for absorption,
stripping, and distillation, the designer must choose between
a trayed column and a packed column. Random packing is
favored when the column diameter is less than 2 ft and the
packed height is less than 20 ft. Packed columns are favored
for (1) corrosive services that tend to use ceramic or plastic
materials rather than metals, particularly welded column
internals; (2) services that produce foaming too severe for
the use of trays; (3) vacuum operations and other services for
which pressure drop must be low; and (4) services that benefit
from low liquid holdup in the column. Otherwise, trayed
towers, which can be designed more reliably, are preferred.
Although structured packings are expensive, they are the best

Table 6.3 Comparison of Types of Packing

Random

Raschig Rings “Through Structured

and Saddles Flow”

Relative cost Low Moderate High

Pressure drop Moderate Low Very low

Efficiency Moderate High Very high

Vapor capacity Fairly high High High

Typical turndown ratio 2 2 2

choice for installations when pressure drop is a factor or for
replacing existing trays (retrofitting) when a higher capacity or
degree of separation is required. Trayed towers are preferred
when liquid velocities are low, whereas columns with random
packings are best for high liquid velocities. Use of structured
packing should be avoided at pressures above 200 psi and
liquid flow rates above 10 gpm∕ft2 (Kister [33]). Turbulent
liquid flow is desirable if mass transfer is limiting in the liquid
phase, and a continuous, turbulent gas flow is desirable if mass
transfer is limiting in the gas phase. Usually, the (continuous)
gas phase is mass-transfer-limiting in packed columns and
the (continuous) liquid phase is mass-transfer-limiting in tray
columns.

§6.2 GENERAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Absorber and stripper design or analysis requires considera-
tion of the following factors:

1. Entering feed gas (or liquid) flow rate, composition, T ,
and P

2. Desired degree of recovery of one or more solutes

3. Choice of absorbent (or stripping agent)

4. Column operating P and T , and allowable gas pressure
drop

5. Minimum absorbent (or stripping agent) flow rate and
actual absorbent (or stripping agent) flow rate

6. Heat effects and need for cooling (or heating)

7. Number of equilibrium stages and stage efficiency

8. Type of absorber (or stripper) equipment (trays or
packing)

9. Need for liquid redistributors if packing is used

10. Height of absorber (or stripper)

11. Diameter of absorber (or stripper)

The ideal absorbent has (a) a high solubility for solute(s);
(b) a low volatility to reduce loss; (c) stability and inertness;
(d) low corrosiveness; (e) low viscosity and high diffusivity;
(f) low foaming proclivities; (g) low toxicity and flamma-
bility; (h) availability, if possible, within the process; and
(i) low cost. The most widely used absorbents are water,
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hydrocarbon oils, and aqueous solutions of acids and bases.
The most common stripping agents are steam, air, inert gases,
and hydrocarbon gases.

Absorber operating pressure should be high and temper-
ature low in order to minimize stage requirements and/or
absorbent flow rate, and to lower the equipment volume requi-
red to accommodate the gas flow. Unfortunately, both com-
pression and refrigeration of a gas are expensive. Therefore,
most absorbers are operated at feed-gas pressure, which may
be greater than ambient pressure, and at ambient temperature,
which can be achieved by cooling the feed gas and absorbent
with cooling water, unless one or both streams already exist
at an ambient or subambient temperature.

Operating pressure should be low and temperature high for
a stripper to minimize stage requirements and stripping agent
flow rate. However, because the maintenance of a vacuum is
expensive, and steam jet exhausts are polluting, strippers are
commonly operated at a pressure just above ambient. A high
temperature can be used, but it should not be so high as to cause
vaporization or undesirable chemical reactions. The possibil-
ity of phase changes occurring can be checked by bubble-point
and dew-point calculations.

For a given feed-gas (or liquid) flow rate, extent of solute
absorption (or stripping), operating P and T , and absorbent
(or stripping agent) composition, a minimum absorbent
(stripping agent) flow rate exists that corresponds to an infi-
nite number of countercurrent equilibrium contacts between
phases. In every design problem, a trade-off exists between
the number of equilibrium stages and the absorbent (or
stripping agent) flow rate, which must be greater than the
minimum. The following sections describe graphical and
analytical methods for computing the minimum flow rate
and this trade-off for mixtures that are dilute in solute(s).
For this essentially isothermal case, the energy balance can
be ignored. As discussed in Chapters 10 and 11, the use of
process simulators is preferred for concentrated mixtures, for
which multicomponent phase equilibrium and mass-transfer
effects are complex and an energy balance is necessary.

§6.3 GRAPHICAL METHOD FOR
TRAYED TOWERS

For absorption in the countercurrent-flow, trayed tower shown
in Figure 6.9a, stages are conventionally numbered from
the top, where the absorbent enters, to the bottom. For the
stripper in Figure 6.9b, stages are numbered from the bottom,
where the stripping agent enters, to the top. Phase equilibrium
is assumed between the vapor and liquid leaving each tray.
Assume for an absorber that only one solute transfers. Let:

L′ = molar flow rate of solute-free absorbent

V ′ = molar flow rate of solute-free gas (carrier gas)
X = mole ratio of solute to solute-free absorbent in the

liquid

Y = mole ratio of solute to solute-free gas in the vapor
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Figure 6.9 Continuous, steady-state operation in a countercurrent

cascade with equilibrium stages: (a) absorber; (b) stripper.

With these definitions, the values of L′ and V ′ remain con-

stant throughout the tower because only solute undergoes mass

transfer between phases.

§6.3.1 Equilibrium Curves for the Solute

For the solute at any stage n, the K-value is

Kn = yn

xn
= Yn∕(1 + Yn)

Xn∕(1 + Xn)
(6-1)

where Y = y∕(1 − y) and X = x∕(1 − x).
Figure 6.9 shows representative equilibrium X–Y plots.

In general, the equilibrium curve will not be a straight line,

but it will pass through the origin. If the solute undergoes an

irreversible liquid-phase chemical reaction with the solvent to

make a nonvolatile product, the equilibrium curve will be a

straight line of zero slope, passing through the origin. For a

pure stripping agent, the operating line extends to Y = 0 and

for a pure absorbent, it goes through X = 0.

§6.3.2 Operating Lines (from Solute Material
Balances)

In Figure 6.9, the entering and leaving solute compositions and

solute-free flow rates are paired. For the absorber, the pairs at

the top are (X0,L
′) and (Y1, V ′) and the pairs at the bottom

are (YN+1, V ′) and (XN ,L
′). For the stripper, (XN+1, L′) and

(YN , V ′) are at the top, and (Y0, V ′) and (X1, L′) are at the

bottom. These terminal pairs relate to intermediate pairs for
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passing streams between stages by solute material balances
for the envelopes shown in Figure 6.9. Solute material bal-
ances are written around one end of the tower and an arbitrary
intermediate equilibrium stage, n.

For the absorber, the total solute flow rate into the enve-
lope equals the total solute flow rate out of the envelope in
Figure 6.9a:

X0L′ + Yn+1V ′ = XnL′ + Y1V ′ (6-2)

Solving for Yn+1,

Yn+1 = Xn(L′∕V ′) + Y1 − X0(L′∕V ′) (6-3)

Similarly for the stripper in Figure 6.9b,

Xn+1L′ + Y0V ′ = X1L′ + YnV ′ (6-4)

Solving for Yn,

Yn = Xn+1(L′∕V ′) + Y0 − X1(L′∕V ′) (6-5)

Equations (6-3) and (6-5) are the operating lines plotted
in Figure 6.9. The terminal points represent conditions at the
top and bottom of the tower. For absorbers, the operating
line is above the equilibrium line because, for a given solute
concentration, X, in the liquid, the solute concentration, Y ,
in the gas is always greater than the equilibrium value, thus
providing a mass-transfer driving force for absorption. For
strippers, operating lines lie below equilibrium lines, thus
enabling desorption. In Figure 6.9, operating lines are straight
with a slope of L′∕V ′.

§6.3.3 Minimum Absorbent Flow Rate
(for ∞ Stages)

Operating lines for four different solute-free absorbent flow
rates, L′, are shown in Figure 6.10 for a fixed solute-free gas
feed rate, V ′. In each case, the solute concentration in the exit-
ing gas, Y1, is the same. Therefore, each operating line passes
through the terminal point, (Y1, X0), at the top of the column.
To achieve the desired value of Y1 for given YN+1, X0, and
V ′, the solute-free absorbent flow rate L′ must be between
an ∞ absorbent flow with L′∕V ′ = ∞, as represented by oper-
ating line 1, and a minimum absorbent rate (corresponding
to ∞ stages), L′

min, as represented by operating line 4, with
the equilibrium curve and operating line intersecting at YN+1.
Intermediate operating lines 2 and 3, correspond to 2 and 1.5
times L′

min, respectively. The solute concentration in the outlet
liquid, XN , depends on L′. Using a solute material balance over
the entire absorber, (6-2) with n = N gives

X0L′ + YN+1V ′ = XNL′ + Y1V ′ (6-6)

which rearranges to

L′ = V ′(YN+1 − Y1)
(XN − X0)

(6-7)

Note that the operating line can terminate at the equilibrium
line as in operating line 4 of Figure 6.10, but cannot cross it
because that would be a violation of the second law of thermo-
dynamics.
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Figure 6.10 Range of operating lines for an absorber.

The minimum absorbent flow rate, L′
min, corresponds to a

value of XN (leaving the bottom of the tower) in equilibrium
with YN+1, the solute concentration in the feed gas. Note that
it takes an infinite number of stages for this equilibrium to be
achieved. An expression for L′

min of an absorber can be derived
from (6-7) as follows. For stage N, (6-1) for the minimum
absorbent rate becomes

KN = YN+1∕(1 + YN+1)
XN∕(1 + XN)

(6-8)

Solving (6-8) for XN and substituting the result into (6-7) gives

L′
min =

V ′(YN+1 − Y1){
YN+1∕

[
YN+1

(
KN − 1

)
+ KN

]}
− X0

(6-9)

For dilute solutes, where Y ≈ y and X ≈ x, (6-9) approaches

L′
min = V ′

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
yN+1 − y1
yN+1
KN

− x0

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ (6-10)

If, for the entering liquid, X0 ≈ 0, (6-10) approaches

L′
min = V ′KN (fraction solute absorbed) (6-11)

Equation (6-11) confirms that L′
min increases with increas-

ing V ′, K, and fraction of solute absorbed.
In practice, the absorbent flow rate is somemultiple of L′

min,
typically from 1.1 to 2. In Figure 6.10, operating lines 2 and 3
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.11 Vapor–liquid stream relationships: (a) operating line

(passing streams); (b) equilibrium curve (leaving streams).

correspond to 2.0 and 1.5 times L′
min, respectively. As the oper-

ating line moves from 1 to 4, the number of stages required
increases from zero to infinity. Thus, a trade-off exists between
L′ and N, and an optimal L′ exists.

A similar derivation of V ′
min, for the stripper of Figure 6.9,

is analogous to (6-11):

V ′
min =

L′

KN
(fraction solute stripped) (6-12)

In practice, stripping factors, defined by S = KV∕L, are
optimal at about 1.4.

§6.3.4 Number of Equilibrium Stages

As shown in Figure 6.11a, the operating line relates the solute
concentration in the vapor passing upward between two stages
to the solute concentration in the liquid passing downward
between the same two stages. Figure 6.11b illustrates that the

equilibrium curve relates the solute concentration in the vapor
leaving an equilibrium stage to the solute concentration in the
liquid leaving the same stage. This suggests starting at the top
of the absorber (at the bottom of the Y–X diagram) andmoving
to the bottom of the absorber (at the top of the Y–X diagram) by

constructing a staircase that alternates between the operating
line and the equilibrium curve, as in Figure 6.12a.

Moving up the staircase, steps off the number of stages
required for a given solute-free absorbent flow rate correspon-
ding to the slope of the operating line, which in Figure 6.12a
is (L′∕V ′) = 1.5(L′

min∕V ′). Starting at the point (Y1,X0) on
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the operating line, a horizontal move is made to the right to
(Y1,X1) on the equilibrium curve. From there, a vertical move
is made to (Y2,X1) on the operating line. The staircase is
climbed until the terminal point (YN+1,XN) on the operating
line is reached. This point corresponds to the passing streams
at the bottom end of the column. As shown in Figure 6.12a,
the stages are counted at the points on the equilibrium curve.
In this case, N = 3. As the operating-line slope L′∕V ′ is
increased, fewer equilibrium stages are required. As L′∕V ′ is
decreased, more stages are required until L′

min∕V ′ is reached,
at which the operating line and the equilibrium curve intersect
at a pinch point located on the horizontal line for YN+1. At
L′
min, an infinite number of stages is required. Operating line

4 in Figure 6.10 shows a pinch point at (YN+1,XN). If L′∕V ′

is reduced below L′
min∕V ′ the specified extent of absorption

cannot be achieved.
The stages required for stripping a solute are deter-

mined analogously to absorption. An illustration is shown in
Figure 6.12b. For given specifications of Y0,XN+1, and the
extent of stripping of the solute, X1, V ′

min is determined from
the slope of the operating line that passes through the points
(Y0,X1) and (YN ,XN+1). The operating line in Figure 6.12b
is for: V ′ = 1.5V ′

min or a slope of (L′∕V ′) = (L′∕V ′
min)∕1.5.

In Figure 6.12, the number of equilibrium stages for both the
absorber and stripper is exactly 3. Ordinarily, the result is
some fraction above an integer number, and the result is usu-
ally rounded to the next highest integer to ensure achievement
of the desired composition.

EXAMPLE 6.1 Recovery of Ethyl Alcohol.

In a bioprocess, molasses is fermented to produce a liquor containing

ethyl alcohol. A CO2-rich vapor with a small amount of ethyl alco-

hol is evolved. The alcohol is recovered by absorption with water

in a sieve-tray tower. Determine the number of equilibrium stages

required for countercurrent flow of liquid and gas, assuming isother-

mal, isobaric conditions and absorption of ethanol only.

Entering gas is 180 kmol∕h, 98% CO2 and 2% ethyl alcohol,

30∘C, 110 kPa.

Entering liquid absorbent is 100% water, 30∘C, 110 kPa.
Required recovery (absorption) of ethyl alcohol is 97%.

Solution

From §5.6 for a single-section, countercurrent cascade, the number

of degrees of freedom is 2N + 2C + 5. All stages operate adiabati-

cally at a pressure of approximately 110 kPa, thus fixing 2N design

variables. The entering gas is completely specified by C + 2 vari-

ables. The entering liquid flow rate is not specified; thus, only C + 1

variables are specified for the entering liquid. The recovery of ethyl

alcohol is a specified variable; thus, the total degrees of freedom

taken by the specification are 2N + 2C + 4. This leaves one addi-

tional specification to be made: the entering liquid absorbent flow

rate at 1.5 times the minimum value.

Note that the above degrees-of-freedom analysis assumes an

energy balance for each stage. The energy balances are assumed to

result in isothermal operation at 30∘C. For dilute ethyl alcohol, the

K-value is determined from a modified Raoult’s law, K = γPs∕P.

The ethanol vapor pressure at 30∘C is 10.5 kPa, and from infinite

dilution in water data at 30∘C, the liquid-phase activity coefficient of
ethyl alcohol is 6. Thus, K = (6)(10.5)∕110 = 0.57. The minimum

solute-free absorbent rate is given by (6-11), where the solute-free

gas rate, V ′, is (0.98)(180) = 176.4 kmol/h. Thus, the minimum

absorbent rate for 97.5% recovery is

L′
min = (176.4)(0.57)(0.97) = 97.5 kmol∕h

The solute-free absorbent rate at 50% above the minimum is

L′ = 1.5(97.5) = 146.2 kmol∕h

The alcohol recovery of 97% corresponds to

(0.97)(0.02)(180) = 3.49 kmol∕h

The amount of ethyl alcohol remaining in the exiting gas is

(1.00 − 0.97)(0.02)(180) = 0.11 kmol∕h

Alcohol mole ratios at both ends of the operating line are as follows:

top of the column

{
X0 = 0, Y1 =

0.11

176.4
= 0.0006}

bottom of the column

{
YN+1 =

0.11 + 3.49

176.4
= 0.0204,

XN = 3.49

146.2
= 0.0239

}
The equation for the operating line from (6-3), with X0 = 0, is

YN+1 =
(
146.2

176.4

)
XN + 0.0006 = 0.829XN + 0.0006 (1)

This is a dilute system. From (6-1), the equilibrium curve, using

K = 0.57, is

0.57 = Y∕(1 + Y)
X∕(1 + X)

Solving for Y ,
Y = 0.57X

1 + 0.43X
(2)

For the coordinates to cover the entire column, the necessary range

of X for a plot of Y versus X is 0 to almost 0.025. From the Y–X
equation, (2), the following values are obtained:

Y X

0.00000 0.000

0.00284 0.005

0.00569 0.010

0.00850 0.015

0.01130 0.020

0.01410 0.025

For this dilute ethyl alcohol system, the maximum error in Y is 1.0%,

if Y is taken simply as Y = KX = 0.57X. The equilibrium curve in

Figure 6.13 is plotted using the Y–X data. It is almost a straight

line. The operating line drawn through the terminal points (Y1,X0)
and (YN+1,XN) is straight. The equilibrium stages are stepped off as

shown, starting at the top stage (Y1,X0) located in the plot near the

lower left corner. The required number of equilibrium stages, N, for

97% absorption of ethyl alcohol is between 6 and 7, at about 6.1.
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Figure 6.13 Graphical determination of number of equilibrium stages for an absorber.

§6.4 KREMSER GROUP METHOD FOR
MULTICOMPONENT ABSORPTION AND
STRIPPING

The graphical method of §6.3 for determining N has educa-

tional value because a graph provides a visual insight into

the phenomena involved. However, the graphical method

becomes tedious when the following occurs: (1) problem

specifications fix the number of stages rather than the percent

recovery of solute, (2) more than one solute is absorbed or

stripped, (3) the location of the equilibrium curve is unknown

because the optimal operating T and P have not been estab-

lished, and (4) very low or very high concentrations of solute

force the construction to the corners of the diagram so that

multiple Y–X diagrams of varying scales are needed to achieve

accuracy. When the graphical method is unsuitable, the ana-

lytical method of Kremser is useful for obtaining results

that can be used to initialize rigorous methods in process

simulators.

Kremser [30] introduced a group method that relates the

number of equilibrium stages to the recovery of one key

component in a single-section, countercurrent cascade used

for multicomponent absorption or stripping. The procedure is

called a group method because it only provides an overall

treatment of the group of stages in the cascade. The procedure

does not consider detailed changes in temperature, pressure,

phase compositions, and flow rates from stage to stage. The

treatment here is similar to that of Edmister [31].

Consider a countercurrent absorber of N adiabatic, equilib-

rium stages, as shown in Figure 6.14a, with stages numbered

from top to bottom. The absorbent is pure, and component

molar flow rates are vi and li. In the vapor and liquid phases,

respectively. The following derivation applies to any com-

ponent in the vapor feed. Mole fractions are y and x, and
total molar flow rates are V and L. A material balance around

the top, including stages 1 through N − 1, for any absorbed

species is as follows, with the subscript for species, i, dropped
for convenience:

vN = v1 + lN−1 (6-13)

where

v = yV (6-14)

and

l = xL (6-15)

with l0 = 0 for an entering absorbent free of solute.

The equilibrium K-value at stage N is

yN = KNxN (6-16)

Combining (6-14), (6-15), and (6-16), vN becomes

vN = lN
LN∕(KNVN)

(6-17)

Entering liquid
(absorbent)

Exiting
vapor

Entering vapor

(a)

Exiting
liquid

1
2
3

N – 2
N – 1

N

Entering liquid
Exiting
vapor

N – 1
N – 2

N

Entering vapor
(stripping agent)

(b)

Exiting
liquid

3
2
1

L0, l0 V1, v1

VN+1, vN+1

LN+1, lN+1

LN, lN

VN, vN

V0, v0 L1, l1

Figure 6.14 Countercurrent cascades of N adiabatic stages:

(a) absorber; (b) stripper.
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An absorption factor A, which is analogous to the extrac-

tion factor E, for a given stage and component is defined by

A = L
KV

(6-18)

Combining (6-17) and (6-18) gives

vN = lN
A

(6-19)

Substituting (6-19) into (6-13),

lN = (lN−1 + v1)AN (6-20)

The component flow rate, lN−1, is eliminated by succes-

sive substitution using material balances around successively

smaller sections of the top of the cascade. For stages 1 through

N−2,
lN−1 = (lN−2 + v1)AN−1 (6-21)

Substituting (6-21) into (6-20),

lN = lN−2AN−1AN + v1(AN +AN−1AN) (6-22)

Continuing to the top stage, where l1 = v1A1 expands (6-22) to

lN = v1
(
A1A2A3 · · ·AN +A2A3 · · ·AN

+A3 · · ·AN + · · · +AN

)
(6-23)

Combining (6-23) with the overall component balance,

lN = vN+1 − v1 (6-24)

gives

v1
vN+1

= 1

A1A2A3 · · ·AN +A2A3 · · ·AN

+A3 · · ·AN + · · · +AN + 1

(6-25)

or (6-25) may be rewritten as

v1 = vN+1ϕA (6-26)

where, ϕA is the absorption recovery fraction,

ϕA = 1

A1A2A3 · · ·AN +A2A3 · · ·AN

+A3 · · ·AN + · · · +AN + 1

(6-27)

In the Kremser method, an average, effective absorption fac-

tor, Ae, for each component replaces the separate absorption

factors for each stage, simplifying (6-27) into

ϕA = 1

AN
e +AN−1

e +AN−2
e + · · · +Ae + 1

(6-28)

When multiplied and divided by (Ae − 1), (6-28) reduces to
the Kremser equation:

ϕA = Ae − 1

AN+1
e − 1

= fraction of species not absorbed (6-29)

Because each component has a differentAe,ϕA is also com-

ponent specific. Figure 6.15 from Edmister [31] is a plot of

(6-29) with a probability scale for ϕA, a logarithmic scale for

Ae, and N as a parameter. By specifying any two of these three

quantities, the third can be determined from the plot. Kremser

first developed this plot, using linear coordinates [30].

Next, consider the stripper shown in Figure 6.14b. Assume

the components stripped from the liquid are not present in

the entering vapor, and ignore absorption of the stripping

agent. Stages are numbered from bottom to top. The pertinent

stripping equations are derived in a manner analogous to the

absorber equations. The results are

l1 = lN+1ϕS (6-30)

where

ϕS = Se − 1

SN+1
e − 1

= fraction of species not stripped (6-31)

and

S = KV
L

= 1

A
= stripping factor (6-32)

Figure 6.15 also applies to (6-31). As shown in Figure 6.16,

absorbers are frequently coupled with strippers or distillation

columns to permit the recovery and recycling of absorbent.

Because the stripping action is not perfect, recycled absorbent

contains species present in the vapor feed. Up-flowing vapor

strips these species, as well as others in the makeup absorbent.

A more general absorber equation for handling this situation

is obtained by combining (6-26) for absorption with a form

of (6-30) for stripping species from the entering liquid. For a

species that appears only in the entering liquid of an absorber,

with stages numbered from top to bottom, as in Figure 6.14a,

(6-30) becomes

lN = l0ϕS (6-33)

or, because l0 = v1 + lN ,

v1 = l0(1 − ϕS) (6-34)

Finally, for a component appearing in both entering vapor and

entering liquid, a material balance is obtained by adding (6-26)

and (6-34), giving

v1 = vN+1ϕA + l0(1 − ϕS) (6-35)

which applies to each component in the entering vapor. The

analogous equation to (6-35) for a component appearing in

both entering vapor and entering liquid of a stripper is

l1 = lN+1ϕS + v0 (1 − ϕA) (6-36)

In order to use (6-29) and (6-31) with Figure 6.15, effective

values of absorption and stripping factors, Ae and Se, are

needed. For preliminary calculations prior to rigorous calcu-

lations with a process simulator, as described in Chapter 10,

molar L and V flow rates may be taken as entering values.

As shown in Chapter 2, K-values depend mainly on T , P,
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Figure 6.15 Plot of the Kremser equation for a single-section, countercurrent cascade.

[From [31] with permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.]
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Figure 6.16 Various coupling schemes for absorbent recovery: (a) use of steam or inert gas stripper; (b) use of reboiled stripper; (c) use of

distillation.

and liquid-phase composition. At near-ambient pressure, for
dilute mixtures, some common expressions are

Ki = Ps
i∕P (Raoult’s law) (6-37)

Ki = γ∞iL Ps
i∕P (modified Raoult’s law) (6-38)

Ki = Hi∕P (Henry’s law) (6-39)

Ki = Ps
i∕xs

i P (solubility) (6-40)

Raoult’s law is for ideal solutions involving solutes at
subcritical temperatures. The modified Raoult’s law is useful
for nonideal solutions for which activity coefficients are
known at or near infinite dilution. For solutes at supercritical
temperatures, the use of Henry’s law may be preferable.
For sparingly soluble solutes at subcritical temperatures,
(6-40) is preferred when solubility data xs

i are available. This
expression is derived by considering a three-phase system
that consists of an ideal vapor containing the solute, carrier
vapor, and solvent; a pure or near-pure solute as liquid (1);
and a solvent liquid (2) with dissolved solute. In that case, for
solute i at equilibrium between the two liquid phases,

x(1)i γ(1)iL = x(2)i γ(2)iL

But,
x(1)i ≈ 1, γ(1)iL ≈ 1, x(2)i

Therefore,
γ(1)iL ≈ 1∕xs

i

From (6-38),

K(2)
i = γ(2)iL Ps

i∕P = Ps
i∕(xs

i P)

For moderate to high pressures, vapor fugacity coefficients

must be included, as in (2-27).

The plot of the Kremser equation in Figure 6.15 shows a

strong dependence for the effect of the number of equilibrium

stages, N, (referred to as theoretical plates in Figure 6.15) on

the fraction not absorbed, ϕA, for a given absorption factor,A.
Components with high absorption factors (i.e., greater than

the optimal value of 1.4) show a rapidly decreasing fraction

not absorbed for an increasing number of stages. These are

components that are easily absorbed, as indicated by their

low K-values. As the absorption factor decreases below 1.4,

the effect of an increase in the number of stages diminishes

rapidly. Below an absorption factor of 0.5, there is little effect

on the fraction not absorbed above 3 or 4 stages. These are

components that are difficult to absorb, as evidenced by their

high K-values. In this region, the maximum value of the

fraction that can be absorbed is equal to the absorption factor.

That is, (1-ϕA)max = A. Because the Kremser plot for absorp-

tion is also applicable for stripping, the above analysis applies

equally to strippers. This plot of an approximate analytical

solution relates the state of a system, K = K{T ,P, xi, yi}, and
the operability (L,V) and geometry (N) of corresponding

equipment to performance (ϕ) in a way that is intuitive and

useful to guide design and operation of a separation system.
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EXAMPLE 6.2 Recovery of Ethyl Alcohol Using
the Kremser Equation.

Repeat Example 6.1 for the recovery of ethyl alcohol from CO2 by

absorption in water, using the Kremser method. Assume the absorber

operates at 30∘C and 110 kPa. The total entering gas flow rate is

180 kmol/h with 2 mol% ethanol. The absorbent is pure water. The

specified recovery of ethanol is 97%. From Example 6.1, the K-value

for ethanol is 0.57. Assuming an entering absorbent flow rate of 1.5

times the minimum, determine the following:

(a) The number of equilibrium stages required

(b) The fraction of the entering water stripped into the gas

(c) The fraction of the entering CO2 absorbed by the water

Solution

To calculate the number of equilibrium stages, (6-29) is used with

ethanol as the key component. The ethanol absorption factor, A, is
calculated usingV = 180 kmol/h,K = 0.57, and L = 1.5 Lmin. To find

Lmin, note that, ifAmin < 1.0 at Lmin (i.e., N =∞), then (6-29) reduces

to an analog of (6-11):

Lmin = KV(1 − ϕA) (1)

Using (1), with ϕA = (1 − 0.97) = 0.03, Lmin = 0.57(180)(1 − 0.03)
= 99.5 kmol∕h. This value is close to 97.5 kmol/h, which was

determined in Example 6.1. The corresponding Amin = 99.5∕
[(0.57)(180)] = 0.97. The actual absorbent rate = L = 1.5Lmin =
1.5(99.5) = 149 kmol∕h.

(a) To find N from (6-29), computeAe = 149∕[(0.57)(180)] = 1.45,

which is close to the optimal value. From (6-29),

ϕA = 0.03 = Ae − 1

AN+1
e − 1

= 1.45 − 1

1.45N+1 − 1
(2)

Equation (2) is a nonlinear equation in N. Using MATLAB with

fsolve, N = 6.46. This compares to slightly more than 6 stages,

as determined graphically in Example 6.1

(b) For water, use a Raoult’s law K-value with a water vapor pressure

at 30∘C = 4.24 kPa. Therefore, from (6-37), K = 4.24∕110 =
0.0385. From (6-32),Se for water = 0.0385(180)∕149 = 0.0465.

From (6-31), with N = 6.46, using ethanol as the key com-

ponent, the fraction of water not stripped = Se − 1

SN+1
e − 1

=
0.0385 − 1

0.03856.45+1 − 1
= 0.962, and the fraction of entering water

stripped = 1 − 0.962 = 0.038.

(c) For CO2 absorption into water, use the Henry’s law K-value from

(6-39), with HCO2
= 1900 atm = 195000 kPa from Figure 4.18.

From (6-39), K for CO2 = 295000/110 = 1770, and from (6-18),

Ae = 149∕[1770(180)] = 0.00047. From (6-29),

Ae − 1

AN+1
e − 1

= 0.00047 − 1

0.000476.45+1 − 1
= 0.9995

= ϕA = fraction of CO2 not absorbed

Therefore, the fraction of CO2 absorbed = 1 − 0.9995 = 0.0005.

EXAMPLE 6.3 Absorption of Hydrocarbons
by Oil.

In Figure 6.17, the higher-molecular-weight components, normal

butane (C4), and normal pentane (C5) in hydrocarbon gas are

removed by absorption at 400 psia with a high-molecular-weight

hydrocarbon oil that is equivalent to normal decane. Trace amounts

of each component appear in the entering oil. Estimate the exit vapor

and liquid flow rates and compositions via the Kremser method,

using estimated component absorption and stripping factors from the

entering values of L and V , with the component K-values estimated

with a process simulator, based on an average entering temperature

of (90 + 105)∕2 = 97.5∘F.

Solution

From (6-18), Ai = L∕KiV = 165∕[Ki(800)] = 0.206∕Ki. From

(6-32), Si = 1∕Ai = 4.85Ki; and N = 6 equilibrium stages.

Figure 6.17 shows N = 6. From §2.11, the Lee-Kesler-Plöcker

method is preferred for K-values because of the wide boiling range

of the combined vapor feed and liquid absorbent. The K-values

were estimated by using Aspen Plus to flash the combined feed and

absorbent at 97.5∘F and 400 psia. The resulting values are listed in

the table below. Values of ϕA and ϕS are from (6-29) and (6-31), or

from the Kremser-equation plot in Figure 6.15. The values of (vi)1 in
the exit vapor are from (6-35). The values of (li)6, in the exit liquid,

are computed from an overall component material balance using

Figure 6.14a:

(li)6 = (li)0 + (vi)7 − (vi)1 (1)

Absorbent oil
T0 = 90ºF

Feed gas
T7 = 105ºF

400 psia (2.76 MPa)
throughout

Lean gas
V1

Rich oil
L6

N = 6

1
l0,

lbmol/h

0.05
0.78

164.17

L0 = 165.00

n-Butane (C4)
n-Pentane (C5)
   Oil

160.0
370.0
240.0
25.0
5.0

V7 = 800.0

Methane (C1)
Ethane (C2)
Propane (C3)
Butane (C4)
Pentane (C5)

n-
n-

Ibmol/h
v

Figure 6.17 Specifications for the absorber in Example 6.3.

The computations, made with a spreadsheet, produce the following

results:
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Component K@97.5∘F and 400 psia A S ϕA ϕS v1 l6

C1 7.19 0.0287 — 0.971 — 155.41 4.59

C2 1.73 0.119 — 0.881 — 325.97 44.03

C3 0.604 0.341 — 0.659 — 158.24 81.76

nC4 0.223 0.924 1.082 0.179 0.111 4.52 20.53

nC5 0.0883 2.33 0.429 0.0035 0.573 0.35 5.43

Oil 0.00080 — 0.00039 — 0.9996 0.064 164.106

644.554 320.446

The results indicate that approximately 80% of butane and pentane in the entering gas is absorbed. Less than 0.1% of the
absorbent oil is stripped.

EXAMPLE 6.4 Stripping Volatile Organic Compounds
from Wastewater.

Okoniewski [3] studied the use of air to strip volatile organic com-

pounds (VOCs) from wastewater. At 70∘F and 15 psia, 500 gpm of

wastewater were stripped with 3,400 scfm of air (60∘F and 1 atm)

in a 20-plate tower. The wastewater contained three pollutants in the

amounts shown in the following table. Included are properties from

the 1966 Technical Data Book—Petroleum Refining of the American

Petroleum Institute. For all compounds, the organic concentrations

are less than their solubility values, so only one liquid phase exists.

Organic

Compound

Concentration

in the

Wastewater,

mg/L

Solubility

in Water at

70∘F, mole

fraction

Vapor

Pressure

at 70∘F,
psia

Benzene 150 0.00040 1.53

Toluene 50 0.00012 0.449

Ethylbenzene 20 0.000035 0.149

It is required that 99.9% of the total VOCs must be stripped. The

plate efficiency of the tower is estimated to be from 5% to 20%, so

the number of equilibrium stages in the tower is from 1 to 4. Plot

the percentage of stripping for each organic compound in this range

of equilibrium stages. Under what conditions will the desired degree

of stripping be achieved? What do you suggest be done with the

exiting air?

Solution

Because the wastewater is dilute in the VOCs, the Kremser equation

is applied independently to each organic chemical. The absorption

of air by water and the stripping of water by air are ignored. The

stripping factor for each compound is Si = KiV∕L, where V and L
are taken at entering conditions. K-values are estimated from (6-40)

using the given solubility data:

Ki = Ps
i∕xs

i P (1)

where

V = 3,400(60)∕(379 scf∕lbmol at 60oF and 1 atm)
or 538 lbmol∕h, and

L = 500(60)(8.33 lb∕gal)∕(18.02 lb∕lbmol) or 13,870 lbmol∕h

The applicable K-values and stripping factors are shown in the fol-

lowing table:

Component K at 70∘F, 15 psia S

Benzene 255 9.89

Toluene 249 9.66

Ethylbenzene 284 11.02

A spreadsheet program using the following modification of (6-31) to

give the fraction stripped.

Fraction stripped = 1 − S − 1

SN+1 − 1
= SN+1 − S
SN+1 − 1

(2)

Percent Stripped

Component 1 Stage 2 Stages 3 Stages 4 Stages

Benzene 90.82 99.08 99.91 99.99

Toluene 90.62 99.04 99.90 99.99

Ethylbenzene 91.68 99.25 99.93 99.99

The results are sensitive to the number of stages, as shown in

Figure 6.18, demonstrating that about 90% of the absorption occurs

in just one stage. To achieve 99.9% removal of the VOCs, three stages

are needed. This corresponds to 15% stage efficiency in the 20-tray

tower.

The exiting air must be processed to destroy the VOCs, particu-

larly the carcinogen benzene [4]. The amount stripped is

(500 gpm)(60 min∕h)(3.785 liters∕gal)(150 mg∕liters)
= 17,030,000 mg∕h or 37.5 lb∕h.

If benzene is valued at $0.65/lb, the annual value is almost

$200,000. This would not justify a recovery technique such as

carbon adsorption. It is thus preferable to destroy the VOCs by

incineration. For example, the air can be sent to an on-site utility

boiler, a waste-heat boiler, or a catalytic incinerator.

The amount of air is arbitrarily given as 3,400 scfm. To complete

the design procedure, various air rates should be investigated and

column-efficiency calculations made, as discussed in §6.5.

mailto:K@97.5%E2%88%98F
mailto:K@97.5%E2%88%98F
mailto:K@97.5%E2%88%98F
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Figure 6.18 Results of Example 6.4 for stripping VOCs from water

with air.

§6.5 STAGE EFFICIENCY AND COLUMN
HEIGHT FOR TRAYED COLUMNS

Unless temperatures change significantly from stage to
stage, it can be reasonably assumed that vapor and liquid
phases leaving a tray in a tower are at the same tempera-
ture. The assumption of phase composition equilibrium at
each tray is not reasonable, however. For streams leaving a
tray, vapor-phase mole fractions are not related exactly to
liquid-phase mole fractions by thermodynamic K-values. To
determine the actual number of required trays in a trayed col-
umn, the number of equilibrium stages must be adjusted with
an overall stage efficiency, or efficiencies must be estimated
for each tray.

Stage efficiency concepts are applicable when phases are
contacted and then separated—that is, when discrete stages
and interfaces are identified as in trayed columns. This is
not the case for packed columns. For these, the efficiency is
embedded into equipment- and system-dependent parameters,
such as the HETP or HETS (height of packing equivalent to a
theoretical stage), as discussed in §6.7.

§6.5.1 Overall Stage Efficiency

A simple approach suitable for preliminary design and eval-
uation of an existing column is to apply an overall stage
efficiency, defined by Lewis [5] as

Eo = Nt∕Na (6-41)

where Eo is the fractional overall stage efficiency, usually less
than 1.0; Nt is the calculated number of theoretical stages; and
Na is the actual number of trays required. Based on the results
of extensive research conducted over a period of more than
70 years, the overall stage efficiency has been found to be a

complex function of (a) the geometry and design of the trays,
(b) the flow rates and flow paths of vapor and liquid streams,
and (c) the compositions and properties of vapor and liquid
streams.

For well-designed trays and for flow rates near the col-
umn capacity limit discussed in §6.6, Eo depends mainly
on the physical properties of the vapor and liquid streams.
Values of Eo can be predicted or selected by four methods:
(1) comparison with performance data from similar columns,
(2) use of empirical efficiency equations derived from data on
industrial columns, (3) use of semitheoretical models based
on mass-transfer rates, and (4) scale-up from laboratory or
pilot-plant columns. The next four subsections discuss the
methods for absorbers and strippers. These same methods are
applied to distillation in Chapter 7. Suggested correlations of
mass-transfer coefficients for trayed towers are deferred to
§6.6, following the discussion of tray capacity. A final sub-
section presents a method for estimating column height based
on the number of equilibrium stages, stage efficiency, and tray
spacing. Some of the methods discussed form the basis for
the column-sizing calculations used in process simulators.

§6.5.2 Tray Efficiencies from Column
Performance Data

Performance data from industrial absorption and stripping
trayed columns generally include feed and product flow
rates and compositions, pressures and temperatures at the
bottom and top of the column, details of the tray design,
column diameter, tray spacing, average liquid viscosity, and
computed overall tray efficiency with respect to one or more
components. From these data, particularly if the system is
dilute with respect to the solute(s), the graphical or algebraic
methods described in §6.3 and 6.4 can estimate the number
of equilibrium stages, Nt. Then, knowing Na, (6-41) can be
applied to determine the overall stage efficiency, Eo. Values
for absorbers and strippers are typically low, especially for
absorption, for which Eo is often less than 50%, especially if
the absorbent is a hydrocarbon oil.

Drickamer and Bradford [6] computed the overall stage
efficiencies for five hydrocarbon absorbers and strippers with
column diameters ranging from 4 to 5 ft and equipped with
bubble-cap trays. The overall stage efficiencies for the key
component, n-butane in absorbers and n-heptane in strip-
pers, varied from 10.4% to 57%, primarily depending on the
molar-average liquid viscosity, which is a key factor for liquid
mass-transfer rates.

Individual component overall efficiencies differ because
of differences in component physical properties. The data of
Jackson and Sherwood [7] for a 9-ft-diameter hydrocarbon
absorber equipped with 19 bubble-cap trays on 30-inch tray
spacing, operating at 92 psia and 60∘F, is summarized in
Table 6.4 from O’Connell [8]. Values of Eo vary from 10.3%
for ethylene, the most-volatile species, to 33.8% for butylene,
the least-volatile species. The molar-average liquid viscosity
was 1.90 cP (centipoise).
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Table 6.4 Effect of Species on Overall Stage Efficiency

Overall

Component Stage Efficiency, %

Ethylene 10.3

Ethane 14.9

Propylene 25.5

Propane 26.8

Butylene 33.8

Source: H.E. O’Connell [8].

A more dramatic effect of absorbent species solubility on
overall stage efficiency was observed byWalter and Sherwood

[9], using laboratory bubble-cap tray columns ranging from
2 to 18 inches in diameter. Stage efficiencies varied over a

range from less than 1% to 69%. Comparing data for the water
absorption of NH3 (a very soluble gas) and CO2 (a slightly sol-
uble gas), they found a lower stage efficiency for CO2, with its

low gas solubility (high K-value), and a high stage efficiency
for NH3, with its high gas solubility (low K-value). Thus, both

solubility (or K-value) and liquid-phase viscosity are impor-
tant variables that affect stage efficiency.

§6.5.3 Empirical Correlations for
Tray Efficiency

From 20 sets of performance data from industrial absorbers
and strippers, Drickamer and Bradford [6] correlated key
component overall stage efficiency with just the molar aver-

age viscosity of the rich oil (liquid leaving an absorber or
liquid entering a stripper) over a viscosity range of 0.19 to

1.58 cP at the column temperature. The empirical equation

Eo = 19.2 − 57.8 log μL, 0.2 < μL < 1.6 cP (6-42)

where Eo is in percent and μ is in cP, fits the data with an

average deviation of 10.3%. Equation (6-42) should not be
used for non-hydrocarbon liquids and is restricted to the
viscosity range of the data.

Mass-transfer theory predicts that, when the solubility
or volatility of species being absorbed or stripped covers a

wide range, the relative importance of liquid-phase and gas-
phase mass-transfer resistances shifts. O’Connell [8] found
that the Drickamer–Bradford correlation, (6-42), was inade-

quate when species cover a wide solubility or K-value range.
O’Connell obtained a more general correlation by using a

parameter that includes not only liquid viscosity, but also
liquid density and a Henry’s law constant. Edmister [10] and
Lockhart et al. [11] suggested slight modifications to the

O’Connell correlation, shown in Figure 6.19, to permit its use
withK-values (instead of Henry’s law constants). The correlat-

ing parameter, KiMLμL∕ρL, suggested by Edmister and shown
in Figure 6.19, uses ML, liquid average molecular weight in
g/mol; μL, liquid viscosity in cP; and ρL, liquid density in

lb∕ft3. The data cover the following range of conditions:
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Figure 6.19 O’Connell correlation for plate efficiency of absorbers

and strippers.

Column diameter: 2 inches to 9 ft

Average pressure: 14.7 to 485 psia

Average temperature: 60 to 138∘F
Liquid viscosity: 0.22 to 21.5 cP

Overall stage efficiency: 0.65 to 69%

The following empirical equation by O’Connell [8] corre-

lates most of the data in Figure 6.19 to within about a 15%

deviation for water and hydrocarbon systems:

log Eo = 1.597 − 0.199

[
log

(
KMLμL

ρL

)]
− 0.0896

[
log

(
KMLμL

ρL

)]2
(6-43)

where Eo is in percent and other variables have the units shown

in Figure 6.19.

The data for Figure 6.19 are mostly for columns having

a liquid flow-path length across the tray, shown as zL in

Figure 6.3, from 2 to 3 ft. Theory and data show higher effi-

ciencies for longer flow paths. For short liquid flow paths, the

liquid flowing across the tray is usually completely mixed. For

longer flow paths, the equivalent of two or more successive,

completely mixed liquid zones exists. The result is a greater

average driving force for mass transfer, leading to a higher

stage efficiency—even greater than 100% in some distillation

operations! A column with a 10-ft liquid flow path may

have an efficiency 25% greater than that predicted by (6-43).

However, at high liquid rates, long liquid-path lengths are

undesirable because they lead to excessive liquid (hydraulic)

gradients. When the height of a liquid on a tray is appreciably

higher on the inflow side than at the overflow weir, vapor may

prefer to enter the tray in the latter region, leading to nonuni-

form bubbling. Multipass trays, shown in Figure 6.20a, are

used to prevent excessive hydraulic gradients. Estimates of the

required number of flow paths can be made with Figure 6.20b,

which suggests that a 10-foot-diameter column with a liquid

flow rate of 1,000 gpm should use a three-pass tray.
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[Based on figure from Koch Flexitray Design Manual, Bulletin 960,
Koch Engineering Co., Inc., Wichita, KS (1960).]

EXAMPLE 6.5 Prediction of Tray Efficiency for Acetone
Absorber.

Use the O’Connell correlation of Figure 6.19 and (6-43) to estimate

the percent tray efficiency of the acetone absorber of the industrial

example near the beginning of this chapter and the number of actual

trays required.

Solution

From Figure 6.19, the correlation parameter is KiMLμL

/
ρL, with the

units in the figure. Because the liquid is dilute in acetone, use the

properties of pure water at 25∘C:

ρL = 0.997 g∕cm3= 62.2 lb∕ft3, μL = 0.89 cP, ML = 18 g∕mol

Take the K-value for acetone as 2.0.

Therefore,
KiMLμL

ρL

= 2(18)(0.89)
(62.2)

= 0.52

Using (6-43), tray efficiency = Eo = 0.444 or 44.4%

From (6-41), if the number of equilibrium stages = Nt = 12.5, the

actual number of trays needed = Na = Nt∕Eo = 12.5∕0.444 = 28.2.

The number of trays in the industrial example is 30. The number of

trays in industrial columns is sometimes specified in multiples of 5.

EXAMPLE 6.6 Back-Calculation of Tray Efficiency
for a Refinery Absorber.

The following table provides performance data for a trayed absorber

in a Texas petroleum refinery, as reported by Drickamer and Bradford

[6]. Based on these data, back-calculate the overall stage efficiency

for n-butane and compare the result with the Drickamer–Bradford

correlation (6-42). Lean oil and rich gas enter the tower, and rich oil

and lean gas leave the tower.

Performance Data

Number of plates 16

Plate spacing, inches 24

Tower diameter, ft 4

Tower pressure, psig 79

Lean oil temperature, ∘F 102

Rich oil temperature, ∘F 126

Rich gas temperature, ∘F 108

Lean gas temperature, ∘F 108

Lean oil rate, lbmol/h 368

Rich oil rate, lbmol/h 525.4

Rich gas rate, lbmol/h 946

Lean gas rate, lbmol/h 786.9

Lean oil molecular weight, g/mol 250

Lean oil viscosity at 116∘F, cP 1.4

Lean oil gravity, ∘API 21

Stream Compositions, Mol%

Component Rich Gas Lean Gas Rich Oil Lean Oil

C1 47.30 55.90 1.33

C2 8.80 9.80 1.16

C3
= 5.20 5.14 1.66

C3 22.60 21.65 8.19

C4
= 3.80 2.34 3.33

nC4 7.40 4.45 6.66

nC5 3.00 0.72 4.01

nC6 1.90 3.42

Oil absorbent 70.24 100

Totals 100.00 100.00 100.00 100

Solution

First, check the consistency of the plant data by examining the overall

material balance and the material balance for each component. From

the above stream compositions, it is apparent that the compositions

have been normalized to total 100%. The overall material balance is

Total flow into tower = 368 + 946 = 1,314 lbmol∕h, and
Total flow from tower = 525.4 + 786.9 = 1,312.3 lbmol∕h

These totals agree to within 0.13%, which is excellent agreement.

The component material balance for the oil absorbent is

total oil in = 368 lbmol∕h and

total oil out = (0.7024)(525.4) = 369 lbmol∕h

These two totals agree to within 0.3%. Again, this is excellent agree-

ment. Component material balances give the following results:
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lbmol/h

Component Lean Gas Rich Oil Total Out Total In

C1 439.9 7.0 446.9 447.5

C2 77.1 6.1 83.2 83.2

C3
= 40.4 8.7 49.1 49.2

C3 170.4 43.0 213.4 213.8

C4
= 18.4 17.5 35.9 35.9

nC4 35.0 35.0 70.0 70.0

nC5 5.7 21.1 26.8 28.4

nC6 0.0 18.0 18.0 18.0

786.9 156.4 943.3 946.0

Again, there is excellent agreement, except for a difference of 6% for

n-pentane. Plant data are not always so consistent.
For the back-calculation of stage efficiency from performance

data, the Kremser equation is used to compute the number of equili-

brium stages required for the measured absorption of n-butane:

Fraction ofnC4 absorbed = 35

70
= 0.50

From (6-29),

1 − 0.50 = Ae − 1

AN+1
e − 1

(1)

To calculate the number of equilibrium stages, N, using Eq. (1), the

absorption factor, A, for n-butane must be estimated from L∕KV .

Because L andV vary greatly through the column, arithmetic aver-

ages of entering and leaving streams are appropriate:

L = average liquid rate = 368 + 525.4

2
= 446.7 lbmol∕h, and

V = average vapor rate = 946 + 786.9

2
= 866.5 lbmol∕h

The average tower temperature = (102 + 126 + 108 + 108)∕4 =
111∘F. Also assume that the given viscosity of the lean oil at

116∘F equals the viscosity of the rich oil at 111∘F; in other words,

μ = 1.4 cP.

If ambient pressure = 14.7 psia, tower pressure = 79 + 14.7 =
93.7 psia. Using Raoult’s law as an approximation for butane at

93.7 psia and 111∘F gives KnC4
= 0.7. Thus,

A = 446.7

(0.7)(866.5)
= 0.736

Therefore, from Eq. (1),

0.50 = 0.736N+1 − 0.736

0.736N+1 − 1
(2)

Using fzero in MATLAB to solve (2) gives N = Nt = 1.45. The per-

formance data shows that Na = 16. From (6-41),

Eo =
1.45

16
= 0.091 or 9.1%

Equation (6-22) is applicable to n-butane because it is about 50%

absorbed and is one of the key components. Other possible key com-

ponents are butenes and n-pentane.
From the Drickamer equation (6-42),

Eo = 19.2 − 57.8 log(1.4) = 10.8%

§6.5.4 Semitheoretical Models: Murphree
Efficiencies

Tray efficiencymodels, in order of increasing complexity, have
been proposed by Holland [12], Murphree [13], Hausen [14],
and Standart [15]. All four models assume that the vapor and
liquid streams entering each tray are of uniform composition.

TheMurphree vapor efficiency, which is the oldest and most
widely used, is derived with the additional assumptions of
(1) a uniform liquid composition on the tray equal to that
leaving the tray and (2) a plug flow of the vapor passing up
through the liquid, as shown in Figure 6.21. The development

presented is applicable to trayed columns for distillation, as
well as for absorption and stripping.

For species i, let

n = mass-transfer rate for absorption from gas to liquid

KG = overall gas mass-transfer coefficient based on a

partial-pressure driving force

a = vapor–liquid interfacial area per volume of combined

gas and liquid holdup (froth or dispersion) on the tray
Ab = active bubbling area of the tray (total cross-sectional

area minus liquid downcomer areas)
Zf = height of combined gas and liquid tray holdup

yi = bulk mole fraction of i in the vapor rising up through

the liquid on the tray

y∗i = vapor mole fraction of i in equilibrium with the com-

pletely mixed liquid mole fraction of i on the tray

Active bubbling
area

Liquid
flow

Downcomer
taking liquid
to next tray

below

Downcomer
bringing liquid

to tray

Tray n
xi,n

xi, n

yi,n

Zf

yi,n + 1

xi,n – 1

AbAd Ad

dz

Figure 6.21 Schematic top and side views of tray for derivation of

Murphree vapor-tray efficiency.
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The bulk vapor mole fraction, yi, changes as the vapor
passes up through the liquid on the tray. The differential rate
of mass transfer for a differential height of holdup on the
tray is

dni = KGa (yi − y∗i )PAb dZf (6-44)

where, using the two-film theory of mass transfer from §3.7,
KG includes both gas- and liquid-phase resistances to mass
transfer, so that

1

KG
= 1

kG
+ HivL

kL
(6-45)

For (6-45),

kG = individual mass-transfer coefficient for the gas phase
based on a partial-pressure driving force

kL = individual mass-transfer coefficient for the liquid
phase based on a concentration driving force

Hi =Henry’s law coefficient for component i. From (6-39),
Ki = Hi∕P

vL = liquid molar volume

Bymaterial balance, assuming a negligible change in the vapor
flow rate, V , across the stage,

dni = −V dyi (6-46)

where V = the molar gas flow rate up through the tray liquid.
Combining (6-45) and (6-46) to eliminate dni, separating

variables, and converting to integral form lead to

Ab∫
Zf

0

KGaP
V

dZf = ∫
yi, n

yi, n+1

dyi

y∗i, n − yi
= NOG (6-47)

where a second subscript to denote the tray number, n, is added
to the vapor mole fraction. The vapor enters tray n as yi, n+1 and
exits as yi, n. This equation defines NOG, which is the number
of overall gas-phase mass-transfer units.

The values of KOG, a, P, and V vary somewhat as the gas
flows up through the liquid on the tray, but if they, as well as
y∗i , are taken to be constant, (6-47) can be integrated to give

NOG =
KGaPZf

(V∕Ab)
= ln

(
yi, n+1 − y∗i, n
yi, n − y∗i, n

)
(6-48)

Rearranging (6-48), in terms of the fractional approach of
yi, n+1 to y∗i, n, which is in equilibriumwith liquid mole fraction,
xi,, defines the fractional Murphree vapor efficiency as

EMV =
yi, n+1 − yi, n

yi, n+1 − y∗i, n
= 1 − e−NOG (6-49)

where
NOG = − ln(1 − EMV ) (6-50)

If measurements give yi, n+1 = 0.64, and yi, n = 0.61, and
phase-equilibrium data yields y∗i, n = 0.60, then, from (6-49),

EMV = (0.64 − 0.61)∕(0.64 − 0.60) = 0.75

or a 75% approach to equilibrium. From (6-50),

NOG = − ln(1 − 0.75) = 1.386

The Murphree vapor efficiency does not include exit-
ing stream temperatures. However, it does imply that the
completely mixed liquid phase is at its bubble point, so the
equilibrium vapor-phase mole fraction, y∗i, n, can be obtained.

For multicomponent mixtures, values of EMV are compo-
nent-dependent and vary from tray to tray, but at each tray,
the number of independent values of EMV is one less than the
number of components. The dependent value of EMV is deter-

mined by forcing
∑

yi = 1. It is thus possible that a negative

value of EMV can result for a component in a multicompo-
nent mixture. Such negative efficiencies are possible because
of mass-transfer coupling among concentration gradients in a
multicomponent mixture, as discussed in Chapter 12. For a
binary mixture, values of EMV are always positive and equal
for the two components.

The tray liquid will only satisfy the complete-mixing
assumption of (6-49) if it travels a short distance across the
tray. For the more general case of incomplete liquid mixing, a
local Murphree vapor-point efficiency is defined by assum-
ing that liquid composition varies across a tray, but is uniform
in the vertical direction. Thus, for species i on tray n, at some
horizontal distance from the downcomer, as in Figure 6.22,

EOV =
yi,n+1 − yi,n

yi,n+1 − y∗i,n
(6-51)

Because xi varies across a tray, yi
∗ and yi also vary. How-

ever, the exiting vapor is then assumed to mix to produce a
uniform yi,n before entering the tray above. Because EOV is a
more fundamental quantity than EMV , EOV serves as the basis
for semitheoretical estimates of tray EMV and overall column
efficiency. Correlations of experimental data for mass transfer
on trays and their application to the estimation of EOV is pre-
sented in Chapter 7 in §7.4.3. With EOV known, the Murphree
vapor efficiency, EMV , can be calculated using equations from
the development.

Lewis [16] integrated EOV over a tray to obtain EMV for
several cases. For complete mixing of liquid on the tray
(uniform xi, n),

EMV = EOV (6-52)

For plug flow of liquid across a tray, with no mixing of
liquid or diffusion in the horizontal direction, Lewis derived

EMV = 1

λ
(
eλEOV − 1

)
(6-53a)

xi, n

yi,n

yi,n + 1

xi,n – 1

n

Figure 6.22 Schematic of tray for Murphree vapor-point efficiency.
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where
λ = mV∕L (6-53b)

and m = dy∕dx, the slope of the equilibrium line for a species,
using the expression y = mx + b. If b is taken as zero, then m
is the K-value, and for the key component, k,

λ = KkV∕L = 1∕Ak

IfAk, the key-component absorption factor, has the optimal or
typical value of 1.4, λ = 0.71.

Suppose the measured or predicted point efficiency is
EOV = 0.25. From (6-53a), EMV = 1.4[exp(0.71 × 0.25) −
1] = 0.27, which is only 9% higher than EOV . However, if
EOV = 0.9, EMV is 1.25, which is 39% higher. This surprising
result is due to the liquid concentration gradient across the
length of the tray, which allows the vapor to contact a liquid
having an average concentration of species k that is appre-
ciably lower than the concentration of k in the liquid leaving
the tray.

Equations (6-52) and (6-53) represent extremes between
complete mixing and no mixing. Gerster et al. [17] developed

a more realistic, but more complex, model that accounts for

partial liquid mixing:

EMV

EOV
=

1 − exp
[
−
(
η + NPe

)]
(η + NPe)

{
1 +

[(
η + NPe

)
∕η

]}
+ exp(η) − 1

η
{
1 +

[
η∕
(
η + NPe

)]} (6-54a)

where

η = NPe

2

[(
1 + 4λEOV

NPe

)1∕2
− 1

]
(6-54b)

EMV∕EOV is plotted as a function of λEOV from 1 to 10 in

Figure 6.23b, with a reduced range of λEOV from 0 to 3 in

Figure 6.23a. The parameter is a Peclet number for mass trans-

fer, NPe, listed as NPeM
, in Table 3.9. For this case, it is based

on the ratio of the velocity of liquid flowing across the tray to

the eddy diffusivity, and it is defined by

NPe = ZLu∕DE (6-55)
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Figure 6.23 (a) Effect of longitudinal mixing on Murphree vapor-tray efficiency. (b) Expanded range for effect of longitudinal mixing on

Murphree vapor-tray efficiency.
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where, ZL = liquid flow path length across the tray, as shown
in Figure 6.3; DE = eddy diffusivity in the liquid flow direc-
tion; and u = mean liquid velocity across the tray. When
NPe = 0, complete liquid mixing is achieved, and (6-52)
holds. When NPe = ∞, diffusion across the tray does not
occur, and (6-53) holds. From evaluation of experimental
measurements of DE in bubble-cap and sieve-plate columns
[18 to 21] NPe increases from 10 for a 2-ft-diameter column
to 30 for a single-pass 6-ft-diameter column.

Lewis [16] showed that, for straight, but not necessarily
parallel, equilibrium and operating lines, the overall stage effi-
ciency is related to the Murphree vapor efficiency by

Eo = log[1 + EMV (λ − 1)]
log λ

(6-56)

When the two lines are straight and parallel, λ = 1, and (6-56)
becomes Eo = EMV . Also, when EMV = 1, Eo = 1 regardless
of the value of λ.

§6.5.5 Tray Efficiencies by Scale-up of Data
with the Oldershaw Column

When vapor−liquid equilibrium data are unavailable, particu-
larly if the system is highly nonideal with possible formation
of azeotropes, tray requirements and the feasibility of achiev-
ing the desired separation must be verified by laboratory tests.
A useful apparatus is the small glass or metal sieve-plate
column with center-to-side downcomers developed by Old-
ershaw [22] and shown in Figure 6.24. Oldershaw columns
are typically 1 to 2 inches in diameter and can be assembled
with almost any number of sieve plates, which contain 0.035-
to 0.043-inch holes with a hole area of approximately 10%.
A detailed study by Fair, Null, and Bolles [23] presents the
overall tray efficiencies of Oldershaw columns operated over
a pressure range of 3 to 165 psia. The data are in conservative
agreement with data obtained from sieve-tray, pilot-plant,
and industrial-size columns ranging in size from 1.5 to 4 ft
in diameter, when operated in the range of 40% to 90% of
flooding, as described in §6.6. It may be assumed that similar
agreement might be realized for absorption and stripping.

The small-diameter Oldershaw column achieves essentially
complete mixing of the liquid on each tray, thus permitting

Weir

Downcomer

Column wall

Perforated
plate

Figure 6.24 Oldershaw column.

the measurement of a Murphree vapor-point efficiency, EOV ,

from (6-51). Somewhat larger efficiencies may be observed

in much-larger-diameter columns, due to incomplete liquid

mixing, as described in §6.5.4, resulting in a higher Murphree

tray efficiency, EMV , and, therefore, higher overall plate

efficiency, Eo.

Fair et al. [23] recommend a scale-up procedure using data

from an Oldershaw column: (1) Determine the flooding point,

as described in §6.6. (2) Establish operation at about 60% of

flooding. (3) Run the system to find a combination of plates

and flow rates that gives the desired degree of separation.

(4) Assume the commercial column will require the same

number of plates for the same ratio of L to V .

If reliable vapor−liquid equilibrium data are available, they

can be used with the Oldershaw data to determine the overall

column efficiency, Eo. Then (6-56) and Figure 6.23 are used

to estimate the average point efficiency. For commercial-size

columns, the Murphree vapor efficiency can be determined

from theOldershawcolumnpoint efficiency, usingFigure 6.23,

which corrects for incomplete liquid mixing. In general, the

tray efficiency of commercial columns is higher than for the

Oldershaw column at the same percentage of flooding.

EXAMPLE 6.7 Murphree Efficiencies.

Assume that the absorber column diameter from Example 6.1 is 3 ft.

If the overall stage efficiency, Eo, is 30% for the absorption of ethyl

alcohol, estimate the average Murphree vapor efficiency, EMV , and

the possible range of the Murphree vapor-point efficiency, EOV .

Solution

For Example 6.1, the system is dilute in ethyl alcohol, the main

component undergoing mass transfer. Therefore, the equilibrium and

operating lines are essentially straight, and (6-56) is applied. From

the data of Example 6.1, λ = KV∕L = 0.57(180)∕151.5 = 0.68.

Solving (6-56) for EMV , using Eo = 0.30, gives

EMV =
(
λEo − 1

)
∕ (λ − 1) =

(
0.680.30 − 1

)
∕ (0.68 − 1) = 0.34

For a 3-ft-diameter column, the degree of liquid mixing is probably

between complete mixing and plug flow. From (6-52) for the former

case, EOV = EMV = 0.34. From a rearrangement of (6-53a) for the

latter case, EOV = ln
(
1 + λEMV

)
∕λ = ln [1 + 0.68 (0.34)] ∕0.68 =

0.31. Therefore, EOV lies in the range of 31% to 34%. The differences

between Eo,EMV , and EOV for this example are quite small.

§6.5.6 Column Height

The number of trays, Na, and the tray spacing determine the

height of a column between the top tray and bottom tray. The

total column height is estimated by adding another 4 ft above

the top tray for removal of entrained liquid and 10 ft below

the bottom tray for bottoms liquid surge capacity. If the height

is greater than 250 ft, two or more columns arranged in series

may be preferable to a single column. However, a column at

the Shell Chemical Company complex in Deer Park, Texas,

stands 338 ft tall [Chem. Eng., 84 (26), 84 (1977)].
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§6.6 FLOODING, COLUMN DIAMETER, AND
TRAY LAYOUT FOR TRAYED COLUMNS

When trays are designed properly: (1) Vapor flows only up

through the open regions of the tray outside the downcomers.

(2) Liquid flows from tray to tray only through downcomers.

(3) Liquid neither weeps through the tray perforations nor

is carried by the vapor as entrainment to the tray above.

(4) Vapor is neither carried (occluded) downward by the

liquid in the downcomer nor allowed to bubble up through the

liquid in the downcomer. Tray layout design determines tray

diameter and division of total tray cross-sectional area, AT ,

into bubbling area, Ab, and liquid downcomer area, Ad, both

from the tray above and to the tray below. In Figure 6.20a,

the downcomer area, Ad, from the tray above is bounded

by dashed lines and the column perimeter. The downcomer

area, Ad, to the tray below is shaded grey and bounded by

solid lines and the column perimeter. Tray bubbling area, Ab,

lies between these downcomer areas, and arrows in the tray

bubbling area show the direction of liquid flow. When the

tray layout is fixed, the vapor pressure drop and mass-transfer

coefficients can be estimated.

§6.6.1 Flooding and Tray Diameter

Figure 6.25 is a representative plot showing the stable oper-

ating limits for a sieve-tray column in terms of vapor and

liquid flow rates. Four limits are shown: (1) excessive liquid
entrainment at low liquid rates, (2) entrainment (jet) flood-
ing at high vapor rates, (3) downcomer (choke) flooding at

high liquid rates, and (4)weeping of liquid to the tray below at

low vapor rates. As the vapor rate decreases, weeping becomes

excessive until all of the liquid on the tray dumps onto the

tray below. Entrainment flooding results in a spray, as shown

in Figure 6.4a, at low liquid rates, but it progresses to a froth,

as shown in Figure 6.4b, as the liquid rate is increased. In the

absence of significant entrainment, downcomer flooding takes

place at high liquid rates when liquid backup occurs, because

the downcomer cross-sectional area, Ad, cannot accommodate

the liquid flow. When the aerated liquid backup exceeds the

tray spacing, flooding occurs. Typically, downcomer flooding
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Figure 6.25 Limits of stable operation in a trayed tower.
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π
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Figure 6.26 Forces acting on a suspended liquid droplet.

is only critical at high pressures, and it rarely dominates if
the downcomer cross-sectional area is at least 10% of total
column cross-sectional area and if tray spacing is at least
24 inches. The usual design limit is entrainment flooding, par-
ticularly at low to moderate pressures. Entrainment flooding
is caused by excessive carry-up of liquid, at the molar rate e,
by vapor entrainment to the tray above. At incipient flooding,
(e + L) >> L and the downcomer cross-sectional area is
inadequate for the excessive liquid load (e + L). Entrainment
recycles liquid upward, increasing the downcomer load and
eventually causing column flooding. Entrainment rate, e,
should be kept below 10% of L.

For well-designed trays, column diameter is determined by
entrainment flooding by the carry-up of suspended droplets
by rising vapor or the throw-up of liquid by vapor jets at tray
perforations, valves, or bubble-cap slots. Souders and Brown
[24] correlated entrainment flooding data by assuming that the
carry-up of droplets controls entrainment. At low vapor veloc-
ity, a droplet settles out; at high vapor velocity, it is entrained.
At incipient vapor entrainment velocity (flooding velocity), uf ,
the droplet is suspended such that the vector sum of the gravi-
tational, buoyant, and drag forces, F, shown in Figure 6.26, is
zero. Thus, ∑

F = 0 = Fg − Fb − Fd (6-57)

Each term on the RHS of (6-57) can be written in terms of
droplet diameter, dp, as shown in Figure 6.26:

ρL

(πd3
p

6

)
g − ρV

(πd3
p

6

)
g − CD

(πd3
p

4

)
u2f
2
ρV = 0 (6-58)

where CD is the drag coefficient. Solving (6-58) for the flood-
ing velocity yields

uf =
(
4dpg

3CD

)1∕2(ρL − ρV

ρV

)1∕2
(6-59)

Souders and Brown simplified (6-59) to

uf = C

(
ρL − ρV

ρV

)1∕2
(6-60)
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where the parameter, C, in ft/s is determined from flooding
data for commercial-size columns, rather than frommeasuring
droplet diameters at flooding. Existing entrainment flooding
data covered column pressure from 10 mm Hg to 465 psia,
plate spacing from 12 to 30 inches, and liquid surface tension
from 9 to 60 dyne/cm. Parameter C increases with surface
tension, which increases with dp. Surface tension influences C
because it is a measure of the energy required to break liquid
into droplets. Parameter C also increases with tray spacing,
because greater spacing allows more time for droplets to
agglomerate to a larger dp, which increases settling rate.

Fair [25] improved the Souders–Brown correlation to
produce the general correlation of Figure 6.27, which is
applicable to commercial columns with bubble-cap and sieve
trays. Fair uses a flooding velocity based on a net vapor flow
area, An. For a single-pass tray, such as the one shown in
Figure 6.21, the net vapor flow area between trays is equal
to the total inside column cross-sectional area minus the
cross-sectional area blocked by one downcomer; in other
words, A − Ad. The flooding-factor parameter, CF , in units of
ft/s, in Figure 6.27 depends on tray spacing and the abscissa
ratio FLV = (LML∕VMV ) (ρV∕ρL)0.5, which is a kinetic-energy
ratio first used by Sherwood, Shipley, and Holloway [26] to
correlate packed-column flooding data. Note that LML and
VMV are the mass liquid and vapor flow rates, respectively.
The value of C in (6-60) is obtained from Figure 6.27 by
correcting CF for surface tension, foaming tendency, and the
ratio of vapor hole area Ah to tray active area Aa, according to
the empirical relationship

C = FSTFFFHACF (6-61)

where

FST = surface-tension factor = (σ∕20)0.2

FF = foaming factor

FHA = 1.0 for Ah∕Aa ≥ 0.10 and 5(Ah∕Aa) + 0.5

for 0.06 ≤ Ah∕Aa ≤ 0.1, and

σ = liquid surface tension in dyne∕cm

For nonfoaming systems, FF = 1.0, but for many absorbers, it
is 0.75 or less. Ah is the area open to vapor as it penetrates
the liquid on a tray. This area is the total cap slot area for
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Figure 6.27 Entrainment flooding factor of Fair in a trayed tower.
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trays.

bubble-cap trays, the perforated area for sieve trays, and the
full valve opening through which vapor enters the tray hori-
zontally for valve trays.

Figure 6.27 estimates CF conservatively, especially for
valve trays. This is shown in Figure 6.28, which compares
the entrainment-flooding data of Fractionation Research Inc.
(FRI) [27, 28] for a 4-ft-diameter column equipped with
Koch-Glitsch type A-1 and V-1 valve trays, at 24-inch spac-
ing, to the correlation in Figure 6.27, which is shown as a
solid line.

Column (tower) diameter, DT , is based on a fraction, f , of
flooding velocity, uf , calculated from (6-60), using C from
(6-61), based on CF from Figure 6.27. By the continuity
equation, molar vapor flow rate = design velocity (f uf ) × flow
area × molar density:

V = (f uf )(A − Ad)
ρV

MV
(6-62)

where A = total column cross-sectional area = πD2
T∕4. Com-

bining this result with (6-62) gives

DT =

[
4V MV

f uf π
(
1 − Ad∕A

)
ρV

]0.5

(6-63)

Typically, the fraction of flooding, f , is taken to be 0.80.
Oliver [29] suggests that Ad∕A can be estimated from FLV

in Figure 6.27 by

Ad

A
=

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0.1, FLV ≤ 0.1

0.1 + FLV − 0.1

9
, 0.1 ≤ FLV ≤ 1.0

0.2, FLV ≥ 1.0

Column diameter is calculated for both top and bottom
trays, with the larger of the two used for the entire column,
unless the two diameters differ appreciably, in which case the
column is swaged. Because of the need for internal access to
columns with trays, a packed column, discussed in §6.7, is
generally used if the diameter from (6-63) is less than 2 ft.

To use Figure 6.27, tray spacing must be selected. As
spacing is increased, the column height increases, but the
column diameter is reduced because higher velocities are
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tolerated. A 24-inch spacing allows for ease of maintenance,
and, as a result, it is common. A smaller spacing is desirable
for small-diameter columns with a large number of trays, and

larger spacing is used for large columns with few trays.
As shown in Figure 6.25, a minimum vapor rate exists,

below which liquid weeps through tray perforations, open-

ings, or risers instead of flowing completely across the active
area into the downcomer. Below this minimum, liquid–vapor
contact is reduced, causing tray efficiency to decline. The

ratio of vapor rate at flooding to the minimum vapor rate is
the turndown ratio, which is approximately 5 for bubble-cap
trays, 4 for valve trays, but only 2 for sieve trays. Thus, valve

trays are preferable to sieve trays for operating flexibility.
When vapor and liquid flow rates change appreciably,

column diameter, tray spacing, or hole area can be varied

to reduce column cost and ensure stable operation at high
efficiency. Tray-spacing variation is common for sieve trays
because of their low turndown ratio.

EXAMPLE 6.8 Diameter of Column for Ethanol
Absorption.

Use the Fair correlation to estimate the diameter of the ethanol

absorption column of Example 6.1. Assume a 24-inch tray spacing,

a foaming factor of 0.9, and a fraction of flooding of 0.8. The surface

tension is 70 dynes/cm.

Solution

Because tower conditions are almost the same at the top and bottom,

the column diameter is determined only at the bottom, where gas rate

is highest. From Example 6.1,

T = 30∘C
P = 110 kPa

V = 180 kmol∕h
L = 151.5 + 3.5 = 155.0 kmol∕h

MV = 0.98(44) + 0.02(46) = 44

ML = 151.5(18) + 3.5(46)
155

= 18.6

ρV = PM
RT

= (110)(44)
(8.314)(303)

= 1.92 kg∕m3

ρL = (0.986)(1,000) = 986 kg∕m3

FLV = (155) (18.6)
(180)44

(
1.92

986

)0.5

= 0.016

For tray spacing = 24 inches, Figure 6.27 gives

CF = 0.38 ft∕s,

FST =
( σ
20

)0.2

=
(
70

20

)0.2

= 1.285,FF = 0.90

Because FLV < 0.1,Ad∕A = 0.1, and FHA = 1.0

From (6-61),

C = 1.285(0.90)(1.0)(0.38) = 0.44 ft∕s

From (6-60),

uf = 0.44
(
986 − 1.92

1.92

)0.5

= 10 ft∕s

From (6-63), using SI units and time in seconds, the column diam-

eter is

DT =
[

4 (180∕3,600) (44.0)
(0.80)(10∕3.28)(3.14)(1 − 0.1)(1.92)

]0.5
= 0.82 m

= 2.68 ft

§6.6.2 High-Performance Trays

Since the 1990s, high-performance trays have been retrofitted

and newly installed in many industrial columns. Changes

to conventional sieve and valve trays have led to capacity

increases of more than 20% of that predicted by Figure 6.27

for sieve and valve trays. Tray efficiencies have also been

increased somewhat.

As shown by Stupin and Kister [42], an ultimate super-

ficial vapor velocity, independent of tray design and tray

spacing, exists for a countercurrent-flow contactor in which

vapor velocity exceeds the settling velocity of droplets. Their

formula, based on FRI data, uses the following form of (6-60):

uV ,ult = CV ,ult

(
ρL − ρV

ρV

)1∕2
(6-64)

where uV ,ult is the superficial vapor velocity in m/s, based

on the column cross-sectional area. The superficial vapor

velocity is defined as the velocity the vapor would have if it

filled the column’s cross-sectional area. The ultimate capacity

parameter, CV ,ult in m∕s, is independent of the superficial

liquid velocity, LS in m∕s, below a critical value, but above

that value, it decreases with increasing LS. CV ,ult is given by

the smaller of C1 and C2, both of which are in m/s:

C1 = 0.445(1 − F)
(

σ
ρL − ρV

)0.25

− 1.4LS, and (6-65)

C2 = 0.356(1 − F)
(

σ
ρL − ρV

)0.25

(6-66)

where

F = 1[
1 + 1.4

(
ρL − ρV

ρV

)1∕2
] (6-67)

ρ is in kg∕m3, and σ is the surface tension in dynes/cm.

EXAMPLE 6.9 Ultimate Superficial Vapor Velocity for
Ethanol Absorber.

For the ethanol absorber in Example 6.1, estimate the ultimate vapor

superficial velocity. Use the data from Example 6.8.

Solution

From (6.67),

F = 1[
1 + 1.4

(
986 − 1.92

1.92

)1∕2] = 0.0306
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Assume C2 is smaller than C1. From (6-66),

C2 = 0.356(1 − 0.0306)
(

70

986 − 1.92

)0.25

= 0.178 m∕s

From (6-64),

uV ,ult =
(
986 − 1.92

1.92

)1∕2
= 4.03 m∕s = 13.22 ft∕s

Now, check to see if C1 is smaller than C2. To apply (6-65) for C1, the

value of LS is required. This is related to the value of the superficial

vapor velocity, uV , as follows:

LS = uV

ρV LML

ρLVMV

= uV
(1.92)(155)(18.6)
(986)(180) (44.0)

= 0.000709 uV

With this expression for LS, (6-65) becomes

C1 = 0.445(1 − 0.0306)
(

70

986 − 1.92

)0.25

− 1.4(0.0007.9)uV

= 0.223 − 0.000993 uV m∕s

If C1 is the smaller, then, using (6-64),

uV ,ult = (0.223 − 0.000993 uV ,ult)
(
986 − 1.92

1.92

)1∕2

= 5.05 − 0.0225 uV ,ult

Solving with uV ,ult = 4.94 m∕s yields C1 = 0.223 − 0.000993(4.94)
= 0.218 m∕s. Thus, C2 is the smaller value, and uV ,ult = 4.03 m∕s =
13.22 ft∕s. This ultimate velocity is 32% higher than the flooding

velocity computed by the Fair correlation in Example 6.8.

§6.6.3 Tray Layout

When the tray diameter is known, the tray layout can be
created. The layout consists of the selection of tray type (sieve
or valve); the number of liquid passes across the tray, as illus-
trated in Figure 6.20; the tray spacing; the downcomer area;
the downcomer weir height at the top; and the downcomer
clearance at the bottom. These parameters are determined so
as to keep both weeping and entrainment below 10% of the liq-
uid flow rate. Equivalent clear-liquid height in the downcomer
should not exceed 50% of the tray spacing at low to moderate
pressures and should be less than 35% at high pressures. Tray
pressure drop should be approximately 0.05 psi (0.35 kPa)
for vacuum operation and no more than 0.15 psi (1.07 kPa)
at high pressures. Weir loading should not be greater than
8 gpm/inch of weir length. For sieve trays, the percent hole
area and hole diameter must be selected. For valve trays, the
type of valve and valve spacing are needed. Preliminary tray
layout calculations are best made with a process simulator, as
described in the following example. Final design layouts are
best carried out in cooperation with tray vendors.

EXAMPLE 6.10 Tray Layout for Ethanol
Absorber.

Use the CHEMCAD simulator to design a tray for the ethanol

absorber in Example 6.8.

Solution

Because only a small amount of ethanol is absorbed, all trays in the

column have close to the same loadings and compositions of vapor

and liquid. The following tray specifications are used with the flow

rates and compositions given in Example 6.8.

Input Data:

Tray type: Koch-Glitch A valve Flexitray (formerly Glitsch

V-1 ballast tray)

Tray spacing: 24 inches

% Entrainment flooding: 70%

% Hole area (based on tray active area): 15%

Simulation Results:

Weir height: 2.0 inches

Downcomer clearance height at bottom: 1.75 inches

The following results are obtained:

Tower diameter: 36 inches

No. of liquid passes: 1

Weir length: 18.3 inches

Liquid flow path length: 31 inches

Downcomer area: 31 in2

% Active area: 93.9%

Number of A valves: 78

Tray pressure drop: 0.158 psi (1.09 kPa)
Downcomer backup: 6.7 inches

Weir loading: 0.65 gpm∕inch

§6.7 RATE-BASED METHOD FOR
PACKED COLUMNS

Packed columns are continuous, differential-contacting
devices that do not have physically distinguishable, discrete
stages. Thus, packed columns are better described by mass-
transfer models than by equilibrium-stage concepts. However,
in practice, packed-tower performance is often presented on
the basis of equivalent equilibrium stages using a packed-
height equivalent to a theoretical stage, the HETP or HETS,
and defined by the equation

HETP = packed height

number of equivalent equilibrium stages
= lT

Nt

(6-68)
The HETP concept has no theoretical basis. Accordingly,

although HETP values can be related to mass-transfer coef-
ficients, such values are best obtained by back-calculation
from (6-68), using experimental data. To illustrate the HETP
concept, consider Example 6.1, which involves the recovery of
ethyl alcohol from a CO2-rich vapor by absorption with water.
From Example 6.2, the required Nt is 6.46. If experience
shows that the use of 1.5-inch metal Pall rings will produce an
average HETP of 2.25 ft, then the packed height from (6-68) is
lT = (HETP)Nt = 2.25(6.46) = 13.7 ft. If metal Intalox IMTP
#40 random packing has an HETP = 2.0 ft, then lT = 12.9 ft.
With Mellapak 250Y sheet-metal structured packing, the
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HETP might be 1.2 ft, giving lT = 7.75 ft. Usually, the lower
the HETP, the more expensive and complex the packing.

It is preferable to determine the packed height from theo-
retically based methods involving mass-transfer coefficients.
Consider the countercurrent-flow packed columns of packed
height lT shown in Figure 6.29. For packed absorbers and strip-
pers, operating-line equations analogous to those in §6.3.2 can
be derived. Thus, for the absorber in Figure 6.29a, a molar
material balance for the solute, around the upper envelope of
packed height, l, gives

xinLin + yVl = xLl + youtVout (6-69)

or, solving for y, assuming dilute solutions such that Vl =
Vin = Vout = V and Ll = Lin = Lout = L,

y = x
( L

V

)
+ yout − xin

( L
V

)
(6-70)

Similarly, for the stripper in Figure 6.29b,

y = x
( L

V

)
+ yin − xout

( L
V

)
(6-71)

In (6-69) to (6-71), mole fractions y and x represent bulk
compositions of the gas and liquid in contact at any vertical
location in the packing. For the case of absorption, with solute
mass transfer from the gas to the liquid stream, the two-film
theory of Chapter 3, illustrated in Figure 6.30, applies. A con-
centration gradient exists in each thin film. At the interface
between the two phases, physical equilibrium exists. Thus, as
with trayed towers, an operating line and an equilibrium line
are of great importance for packed towers.

For a given problem specification, the location of the two
lines is independent of whether the tower is trayed or packed.
Thus, the method for determining the minimum absorbent liq-
uid or stripping vapor flow rates in a packed column is identical
to that for trayed towers, as presented in §6.3 and illustrated in
Figure 6.10.

The rate of mass transfer for absorption or stripping can
be expressed in terms of mass-transfer coefficients for each
phase. Coefficients, k, based on a unit area for mass transfer
could be used, but the area for interfacial mass transfer in a
packed bed is difficult to determine. Accordingly, as with mass
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Figure 6.29 Packed columns with countercurrent flow:

(a) absorber; (b) stripper.
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transfer in the froth of a trayed tower, it is common to use
volumetric mass-transfer coefficients, ka, where the vari-
able a represents the interfacial area for mass transfer between
phases per unit volume of packed bed. At steady state, in the
absence of chemical reactions, the rate of solute mass trans-
fer through the gas-phase film must equal the rate through the
liquid film. If the system is dilute in solute, unimolecular diffu-
sion (UMD) is approximated by the equations for equimolar
counter-diffusion (EMD) discussed in Chapter 3. The solute
mass-transfer rate per unit volume of packed bed, r, is written
in terms of mole-fraction driving forces in each phase (or in
terms of a partial-pressure driving force in the gas phase and
a concentration driving force in the liquid), as in Figure 6.30.
Using mole fractions for absorption, with the subscript I to
denote the phase interface, the solute mass-transfer rate is

r = kya(y − yI) = kxa(xI − x) (6-72)

where kya is the volumetric mass-transfer coefficient for the
gas phase and kxa is the volumetric mass-transfer coefficient
for the liquid phase. It is assumed that the interface offers
no resistance to mass transfer. Thus, at the interface, phase
equilibrium exists between yI and xI. The composition at the
interface depends on the ratio kxa∕kya because (6-72) can be
rearranged to form

y − yI
x − xI

= −kxa
kya

(6-73)

Thus, as shown in Figure 6.31, a straight line of slope
−kxa∕kya, drawn from the operating line at the bulk compo-
sition point (y, x), intersects the equilibrium curve at (yI, xI).

The slope −kxa∕kya determines the relative resistances of
the two phases to mass transfer. In Figure 6.31, the distance
AE is the gas-phase driving force (y − yI), while AF is the
liquid-phase driving force (xI − x). If the resistance in the gas
phase is very low, yI is approximately equal to y. Then, the
resistance resides entirely in the liquid phase. This occurs in
the absorption of a slightly soluble solute in the liquid phase
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mass-transfer coefficients.

(a solute with a high K-value, e.g., CO2) and is referred to as a
liquid-film controlling process. Alternatively, if the resistance
in the liquid phase is very low, xI is nearly equal to x. This
occurs in the absorption of a very soluble solute in the liquid
phase (a solute with a low K-value, e.g., NH3) and is referred
to as a gas-film controlling process. It is important to know
which of the two resistances is controlling, so that its rate of
mass transfer can be increased by promoting turbulence and/or
increasing the dispersion of the controlling phase.

The composition at the interface between two phases is
difficult to measure, so overall volumetric mass-transfer coef-
ficients are defined in terms of overall driving forces between
the two phases. Using mole fractions,

r = Kya(y − y∗) = Kxa(x∗ − x) (6-74)

where Kya and Kxa are the overall volumetric mass-transfer
coefficients, and, as shown in Figure 6.31 and previously
discussed in §3.7, y∗ is the fictitious vapor mole fraction in
equilibrium with the bulk liquid mole fraction, x, and x∗ is
the fictitious liquid mole fraction in equilibrium with the bulk
vapor mole fraction, y. By combining (6-72) to (6-74), overall
coefficients can be expressed in terms of separate phase
coefficients:

1

Kya
= 1

kya
+ 1

kxa

(
yI − y∗

xI − x

)
(6-75)

and 1

Kxa
= 1

kxa
+ 1

kya

(
x∗ − xI
y − yI

)
(6-76)

In Figure 6.31, for dilute solutions, when the equilibrium
curve is a nearly straight line through the origin,

yI − y∗

xI − x
= ED

BE
= K (6-77)

and x∗ − xI
y − yI

= CF

FB
= 1

K
(6-78)

where K is the K-value for the solute. Combining (6-75) with
(6-77), and (6-76) with (6-78), gives

1

Kya
= 1

kya
+ K

kxa
(6-79)

and
1

Kxa
= 1

kxa
+ 1

Kkya
(6-80)

Column packed height is determined from the overall
gas-phase coefficient, Kya, when the liquid has a strong
affinity for the solute, so that the resistance to mass transfer is
mostly in the gas phase. This is analogous to a trayed tower,
for which the tray-efficiency analysis is commonly based on
KOGa or NOG. In the countercurrent-flow absorption column
in Figure 6.32 for a dilute system, a differential material
balance for a solute being absorbed in a differential height of
packing dl gives

−Vdy = Kya(y − y∗)ATdl (6-81)

where AT is the inside cross-sectional area of the tower. In
integral form, with nearly constant factors placed outside the
integral, (6-81) becomes

KyaAT

V ∫
lT

0

dl =
KyaATlT

V
= ∫

yin

yout

dy
y − y∗

(6-82)

Solving for the packed height,

lT = V
KyaAT ∫

yin

yout

dy
y − y∗

(6-83)

Chilton and Colburn [43] suggested that the RHS of (6-83) be
written as the product of two terms:

lT = HOGNOG (6-84)

where HOG = V
KyaAT

(6-85)

and
NOG = ∫

yin

yout

dy
y − y∗

(6-86)

Comparing (6-84) to (6-68) shows that HOG is analogous to
HETP, just as NOG is analogous to Nt.

HOG is the overall height of a (gas) transfer unit (HTU).
Experimental data show that HTU varies less with V than does
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Figure 6.32 Differential contact in a countercurrent-flow, packed

absorption column.
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Kya. The smaller the HTU, the more efficient the contacting.

NOG is the overall number of (gas) transfer units (NTU). It
represents the overall change in solute mole fraction divided

by the average mole-fraction driving force. The larger the

NTU, the greater the time or area of contact required.

Equation (6-86) was integrated by Colburn [44], who used

a linear equilibrium, y∗ = Kx, to eliminate y∗ and a linear,

solute material-balance operating line, (6-70), to eliminate

x, yielding

∫
yin

yout

dy
y − y∗

= ∫
yin

yout

dy
(1 − KV∕L)y + yout(KV∕L) − K xin

(6-87)

Letting L∕(KV) = A, the absorption factor, and integrating

(6-87) gives

NOG =
ln
{[
(A − 1)∕A

][(
yin − K xin

)
∕
(
yout − K xin

)]
+ (1∕A)

}
(A − 1)∕A

(6-88)

Using (6-88) and (6-85), the packed height, lT , can be

determined from (6-84). However, (6-88) is a very sensitive

calculation when A < 0.9.

NTU (NOG) and HTU (HOG) are not equal to the number

of equilibrium stages, Nt, and HETP, respectively, unless

the operating and equilibrium lines are straight and parallel.

Otherwise, NTU is greater than or less than Nt, as shown in

Figure 6.33, for the case of absorption. When the operating

and equilibrium lines are straight but not parallel,

HETP = HOG
ln(1∕A)

(1 −A)∕A
(6-89)

and

NOG = Nt
ln(1∕A)

(1 −A)∕A
(6-90)

Although most applications of HTU and NTU are based on

(6-84) to (6-86) and (6-88), alternative groupings have been

used, depending on the driving force for mass transfer and

whether the resistance to mass transfer is mostly in the gas

or the liquid to which HOL and NOL apply. These groupings

are summarized in Table 6.5. This table includes driving forces

based on partial pressures, p; mole ratios, X,Y; concentrations,
c; and mole fractions, x, y. For later reference, Table 6.5 also

provides groupings for UMD when solute concentration is not

dilute.

Table 6.5 Alternative Mass-Transfer Coefficient Groupings

Height of a Transfer Unit, HTU Number of a Transfer Unit, NTU

Driving Force Symbol

EM Diffusiona

or Dilute

UM Diffusion UM Diffusion Symbol

EM Diffusion

or Dilute

UM Diffusion UM Diffusion

1. (y − y∗) HOG
V

KyaS
V

K′
ya(1 − y)LMS

NOG ∫
dy

(y − y∗) ∫
(1 − y)LMdy

(1 − y)(y − y∗)

2. (p − p∗) HOG
V

KOGaPS
V

K′
OGa(1 − y)LMS

NOG ∫
dp

(p − p∗) ∫
(P − p)LMdy

(P − p)(p − p∗)

3. (Y − Y∗) HOG
V ′

KY aS
Va

KY aS
NOG ∫

dY
(Y − Y∗) ∫

dY
(Y − Y∗)

4. (y − yI) HG
V

kyaS
V

k′ya(1 − y)LMS
NG ∫

dy
(y − yI) ∫

(1 − y)LMdy
(1 − y)(y − yI)

5. (p − pI) HG
V

kGaPS
V

k′Ga(P − p)LMS
NG ∫

dp
(p − pI) ∫

(P − p)LMdp
(P − p)(p − pI)

6. (x∗ − x) HOL
L

KxaS
L

K′
xa(1 − x)LMS

NOL ∫
dx

(x∗ − x) ∫
(1 − x)LMdx

(1 − x)(x∗ − x)

7. (c∗ − c) HOL
L

KOLa(ρL∕ML)S
L

K′
OLa(ρL∕ML − c)LMS

NOL ∫
dc

(c∗ − c) ∫
(ρL∕ML − c)LMdx

(ρL∕ML − c)(c∗ − c)

8. (X∗ − X) HOL
L′

KXaS
L′

KXaS
NOL ∫

dX
(X∗ − X) ∫

dX
(X∗ − X)

9. (xI − x) HL
L

kxaS
L

k′xa(1 − x)LMS
NL ∫

dX
(xI − x) ∫

(1 − x)LMdx
(1 − x)(xI − x)

10. (cI − c) HL
L

kLa(ρL∕ML)S
L

k′La(ρL∕ML − c)LMS
NL ∫

dc
(cI − c) ∫

(ρL∕ML − c)LMdc
(ρL∕ML − c)(cI − C)

a The substitution Ky = K′
yyBLM

or its equivalent can be made.

∗In columns 3 and 4 of the table, S = AT
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Figure 6.33 Relationship between NTU and the number of theoretical stages Nt: (a) NTU = Nt; (b) NTU > Nt; (c) NTU < Nt.

In the above development, gas and liquid mass-transfer
coefficients are based on a mole-fraction driving force. How-
ever, other driving forces are often used for packed columns,
including partial pressure and mole ratio for a gas, and con-
centration and mole ratio for a liquid. In those cases, (6-72)
for the rate of component mass transfer, r, in moles per unit
time per volume of packed bed, is written in terms of these
other driving forces as

r = kya(y − yI) = kGa(p − pI) = kY (Y − YI)

for the gas phase, and

r = kxa(xI − x) = kLa(cI − c) = kX(XI − X)

for the liquid phase.
Occasionally, a concentration driving force is also used for the
gas phase, with the same kG symbol. When a concentration
driving force is used for either the gas or the liquid, the units
for the mass-transfer coefficient are length per unit time.

It is frequently necessary to convert a mass-transfer coef-
ficient based on one driving force to another coefficient based
on a different driving force. Table 3.12 provides the rela-
tionships among the different coefficients. A partial-pressure
driving force is common for the gas phase, with kG being the
symbol for the mass-transfer coefficient. A molar concentra-
tion driving force is common for the liquid phase, with kL
being the symbol for the mass-transfer coefficient.

In the three examples that follow, the first and second
demonstrate processes for which the gas phase resistance is
dominant, and the third deals with a system for which both
gas and liquid resistances exist.

EXAMPLE 6.11 Height of an Ethanol Absorber.

Repeat Example 6.1 for a tower packedwith 1.5-inchmetal Pall rings.

If HOG = 2.0 ft, compute the required packed height.

Solution

From Example 6.1, V = 180 kmol∕h, L = 151.5 kmol∕h, yin =
0.020, xin = 0.0, and K = 0.57. For 97% recovery of ethyl alcohol

by material balance,

yout =
(0.03)(0.02)(180)

180 − (0.97)(0.02)(180)
= 0.000612

A = L
KV

= 151.5

(0.57)(180)
= 1.477

yin
yout

= 0.020

0.000612
= 32.68

From (6-88),

NOG = ln{[(1.477 − 1)∕1.477](32.68) + (1∕1.477)}
(1.477 − 1)∕1.477

= 7.5 transfer units

The packed height, from (6-84), is lT = 2.0(7.5) = 15 ft. Nt was

determined in Example 6.1 to be 6.1. The 7.5 for NOG is greater than

Nt because the operating-line slope, L∕V , is greater than the slope of

the equilibrium line, K, so that Figure 6.33b applies.

EXAMPLE 6.12 Absorption of SO2 in a Packed Column.

Air containing 1.6% SO2 by volume is scrubbed with pure water

in a packed column that is 1.5 m2 in cross-sectional area and 3.5 m

in packed height. Entering gas and liquid flow rates are 0.062 and

2.2 kmol∕s, respectively. If the outlet mole fraction of SO2 in the gas

is 0.004 and the column temperature is near-ambient, with KSO2
=

40, calculate (a) NOG for the absorption of SO2, (b) HOG in meters,

and (c) Kya for SO2 in kmol∕m3-s-(Δy).

Solution

(a) The operating line is straight because the system is dilute in SO2.

A = L
KV

= 2.2

(40)(0.062)
= 0.89

yin = 0.016, yout = 0.004, xin = 0.0

From (6-88), we know that

NOG = ln{[(0.89 − 1)∕0.89](0.016∕0.004) + (1∕0.89)}
(0.89 − 1)∕0.89

= 3.75

(b) lT = 3.5 m. From (6-84), HOG = lT∕NOG = 3.5∕3.75 = 0.93 m.

(c) V = 0.062 kmol∕s, AT = 1.5 m2. From (6-85), Kya = V∕HOGAT

= 0.062∕[(0.93)(1.5)] = 0.044 kmol∕m3-s-(Δy).

EXAMPLE 6.13 Absorption of Ethylene Oxide.

A gaseous reactor effluent of 2 mol% ethylene oxide in an inert gas

is scrubbed with water at 30∘C and 20 atm. The gas feed rate is

2,500 lbmol∕h, and the entering water rate is 3,500 lbmol∕h. The
column diameter is 4 ft, and the column is packed in two 12-ft-high

sections with 1.5-inch metal Pall rings. A liquid redistributor is

located between the packed sections. At column conditions, the
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K-value for ethylene oxide is 0.85, and the estimated values of kya

and kxa are 200 lbmol∕h-ft3-Δy and 165 lbmol∕h-ft3-Δx. Calculate:
(a) Kya and (b) HOG.

Solution

(a) From (6-79),

Kya = 1

(1∕kya) + (K∕kya)
= 1

(1∕200) + (0.85∕165)
= 98.5 lbmol∕h-ft3-Δy

(b) AT = 3.14(4)2∕4 = 12.6 ft2

From (6-85), HOG = V∕KyaAT = 2,500∕[(98.5)(12.6)] = 2.02 ft.

In this example, both gas- and liquid-phase resistances are impor-

tant. The value of HOG can also be computed from values of HG

and HL, using equations in Table 6.5:

HG = V∕kya AT = 2,500∕[(200)(12.6)] = 1.0 ft, and

HL = L∕kxa AT = 3,500∕[(165)(12.6)] = 1.68 ft

Substituting these two expressions and (6-85) into (6-79) yields

the following relationship for HOG in terms of HG and HL:

HOG = HG = HL∕A, (6-91)

A = L∕KV = 3,500∕[(0.85)(2, 500)] = 1.65, and

HOG = 1.0 + 168∕1.65 = 2.02 ft

§6.8 PACKED-COLUMN LIQUID HOLDUP,
DIAMETER, FLOODING, PRESSURE DROP,
AND MASS-TRANSFER EFFICIENCY

The values of volumetric mass-transfer coefficients and HTUs
depend on gas and liquid velocities. These, in turn, depend on
gas and liquid flow rates and column diameter. The estimation
of column diameter for a given system, packing, and oper-

ating conditions requires the consideration of liquid holdup,
loading, flooding, and pressure drop. In this section, the corre-
lations for these characteristics stem from the extensive work
of Billet and co-workers [35, 37, 38, 39, 45, 47]. In their cor-
relations, the symbol a is the specific packing area (packing
surface area per unit volume of packed bed) and not the area

for interfacial mass transfer between phases per unit volume of
packed bed used in §6.7, as defined in (6-72). Instead, in this
section, Billet and co-workers use the symbol aph for interfa-
cial mass transfer area.

§6.8.1 Liquid Holdup

Figures 6.34 and 6.35 present data taken from Billet [45], and
shown by Stichlmair, Bravo, and Fair [46], for pressure drop
in the packed bed of an air–water system at 20∘C and 1 bar.
The 1.5-m-high column is 0.15 m in diameter and packed

with 25-mm metal Bialecki rings (similar to Pall rings in
Figure 6.7). Figure 6.34 is a plot of specific pressure drop
(pressure drop per unit height), ΔP∕l, in meters of water per
meters of packed height versus the superficial gas velocity,

uL = 80 m/h
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metal Bialecki rings.

[From R. Billet, Packed Column Analysis and Design, Ruhr-University
Bochum (1989) with permission.]
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[From R. Billet, Packed Column Analysis and Design, Ruhr-University
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uV , in m/s, with a parameter of superficial liquid velocity,

uL, in m/h. Superficial velocity is a term applied to flows

in towers, pipes, ducts, and similar structures that may not

contain obstructions such as packings. It is the velocity that

one of the phases would have if it were the only one flowing

and if there were no obstructions (e.g., packing) for a given

cross-sectional area. The superficial velocity of a phase is

equal to the phase volumetric flow rate divided by the cross-

sectional area.

EXAMPLE 6.14 Superficial Velocities in a Packed Bed.

Calculate the superficial liquid and gas velocities for ethanol absorp-

tion from CO2 into water, as described in Example 6.2, assuming

the use of a 3-ft-diameter column packed with 50-mm ceramic Pall
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rings. Use a process simulator to obtain molecular weights and

densities.

Solution

The calculations apply at the top of the packed column.

From Example 6.2, we determine the following values:

L = 149 kmol∕h,V = 180 − 3.5 + 5.7 = 182.2 kmol∕h

Molecular weights: ML = 18.02,MV = 43.2

Densities at column conditions: ρL = 995 kg∕m3,

ρV = 1.919 kg∕m3

Volumetric flow rates: QL = 149(18.02)∕995 = 2.70 m3∕h,

QV = 182.2(43.2)∕1.919 = 4,100 m3∕h = 1.14 m3∕s

Column inside cross-sectional area = 3.14(3)2∕4 = AT

= 7.065 ft2= 0.656 m2

Superficial velocities: uL = QL∕AT = 2.70∕0.656 = 4.12 m∕h,
uV = QV∕AT = 1.14∕0.656 = 1.74 m∕s

The actual velocities are much higher because the ceramic Pall rings

occupy approximately 25% of the bed volume and both the liquid and

vapor are flowing through the column. Amethod discussed below for

estimating the liquid holdup in the column allows the actual velocities

to be calculated.

In Figure 6.34, the lowest curve corresponds to zero liquid

flow. Over a 10-fold range of superficial air velocity, pressure

drop is proportional to velocity to the 1.86 power. At increas-

ing liquid flows, the gas-phase pressure drop for a given

velocity increases. Below a limiting gas velocity, the curve

for each liquid velocity is a straight line parallel to the dry

pressure-drop curve. In this region, the specific liquid holdup

(liquid holdup per unit volume of bed) in the packing for a

given liquid velocity remains constant, as seen in Figure 6.35.

For a liquid velocity of 40 m/h, the specific liquid holdup is

0.08 m3/m3 of packed bed (8% of the packed volume is liq-

uid), until a superficial gas velocity of 1.0 m/s is reached. The

packing of 25-mm metal Bialecki rings has a packed-column

void fraction, ε, of 0.94 (i.e., the rings occupy only 6% of

the packed volume). With a liquid holdup of 8%, the volume

available for gas flow is 100 − 6 − 8 = 0.86 or 86% of the

packed bed volume. From Figure 6.35, as the superficial water

velocity is increased from 0 to 40 m/h at a constant superficial

gas velocity of 1.0 m/s, the specific gas pressure drop rises

from 0.0155 to 0.031 m water/m packed height.

The upper superficial gas velocity limit for a constant liquid

holdup is the loading point. Below this point, the gas phase is

the continuous phase, and liquid trickles down over the sur-

face of the packing, without being influenced by the gas flow.

The liquid holdup depends only on the liquid flow. Above the

loading point, gas begins to hinder the downward flow of liq-

uid, and liquid holdup begins to load the bed, replacing gas

and causing a sharp pressure-drop increase. Finally, the gas

reaches a velocity at which the liquid is continuous across the

top of the packing and the column is flooded. At the flooding
point, the gas drag force is sufficient to entrain all of the liquid.
Both loading and flooding lines are shown as dashed lines in
Figure 6.35.

In the loading region, column operation is unstable. Typ-
ically, the superficial gas velocity at the loading point is
approximately 70% of that at the flooding point. Although a
packed column can operate in the loading region, a packed
column is best designed for operation at or below the loading
point, in the preloading region.

A dimensionless expression for specific liquid holdup,
hL, in the preloading region was developed by Billet and
Schultes [39, 45], using a database of over 3,500 data points
for more than 50 test systems and over 70 types of random
and structured packings. The liquid holdup depends on pack-
ing characteristics, as well as liquid viscosity, density, and
superficial velocity. It does not depend on the superficial gas
velocity, and it can be expressed as

hL =

(
12

NFrL

NReL

)1∕3(ah

a

)2∕3
(6-92)

where

NReL
= liquid Reynolds number = inertial force

viscous force
= uLρL

aμL

(6-93)

NFrL
= liquid Froude number = inertial force

gravitational force
= u2La

g
(6-94)

and the ratio of the specific hydraulic area of the packing
(hydraulic area per unit volume of packed bed), ah, to the
specific surface area of the packing (area per unit volume of
packed bed), a, is given by

ah∕a = ChN0.15
ReL

N0.1
FrL

, for NReL
< 5, and (6-95)

ah∕a = 0.85 ChN0.25
ReL

N0.1
FrL

, for NReL
≥ 5 (6-96)

Values of ah∕a > 1 are possible because of droplets and jet
flow in addition to the rivulets that cover the packing sur-
face [40].

Table 6.6 lists the values of a and Ch, together with pack-
ing void fraction, ε, and other constants for both random and
structured packings. At low liquid velocities, liquid holdup is
low, and it is possible that some of the packing is dry, caus-
ing packing efficiency to decrease dramatically, particularly
for aqueous systems with high surface tension. For adequate
wetting, liquid distributors and redistributors must be used,
and superficial liquid velocities should exceed the following
values:

Type of Packing Material uLmin
, m/s

Ceramic 0.00015

Oxidized or etched metal 0.0003

Bright metal 0.0009

Plastic 0.0012
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§6.8 Packed-Column Liquid Holdup, Diameter, Flooding, Pressure Drop, and Mass-Transfer Efficiency 173

EXAMPLE 6.15 Liquid Holdup for Two Packings.

An absorber uses an oil absorbent with a kinematic viscosity, μ∕ρ,
three times that of water at 20∘C. The superficial liquid veloc-

ity is 0.01 m∕s, which assures good wetting. The superficial gas

velocity is in the preloading region. Two packings are considered:

(1) randomly packed metal 1.5-inch CascadeMini-Rings (CMR) and

(2) metal Mellapak 250Y structured packing. Estimate the specific

liquid holdup for each.

Solution

From Table 6.6,

Packing a,m2∕m3 ε Ch

1.5-inch CMR 174.9 0.974 0.935

Mellapak 250Y 250.0 0.970 0.554

At 20∘C for water, the kinematic viscosity, μ∕ρ, is 1 × 10−6 m2∕s.
Therefore, for the oil, μ∕ρ = 3 × 10−6 m2∕s. From (6-93) and (6-94),

NReL
= 0.01

3 × 10−6a
, NFrL

= (0.01)2a
9.8

.

These equations yield the following values:

Packing NReL
NFrL

CMR 19.1 0.00178

Mellapak 13.3 0.00255

Use (6-96) for both packings, because NReL
> 5. For the CMR,

ah∕a = (0.85)(0.935)(19.1)0.25(0.00178)0.1= 0.882

For Mellapak,

ah∕a = 0.85(0.554)(13.3)0.25(0.00255)0.10 = 0.495

From (6-92) for CMR,

hL =
(
12

0.00178

19.1

)1∕3
(0.882)2∕3 = 0.0955 m3∕m3

From (6-92) for Mellapak,

hL =
(
12

0.00255

13.3

)1∕3
(0.495)2∕3 = 0.0826 m3∕m3

For the CMR random packing, the void fraction available for gas

flow is reduced by the liquid holdup from ε = 0.974 to (0.974 −
0.0955) = 0.879 m3∕m3. For Mellapak, the reduction is from

0.970 to (0.970 − 0.0826) = 0.887 m3∕m3.

§6.8.2 Pressure Drop, Flooding, and
Column Diameter

Liquid holdup, column diameter, and pressure drop in random

packed beds are closely related. The diameter must be such

that flooding is avoided and pressure drop is not excessive

[below 2 inches of water (equivalent to 0.072 psi)/ft of packed

height]. For stable operation, the preloading region is pre-

ferred, and the loading region should be avoided. Also, the

nominal packing diameter must not be greater than one-eighth

of the diameter of the column. Otherwise, poor distribution of

liquid and vapor flows can occur.

Flooding data for packed columns were first correlated by

Sherwood et al. [26], who used a liquid-to-gas kinetic-energy

ratio,

FLV =
(

LML

VMV

)(
ρV

ρL

)0.5

(6-97)

The superficial gas velocity at flooding, uV , was embedded

in a dimensionless capacity factor, (u2Va∕gε3), by considering

the square of the actual gas velocity, u2V∕ε2; a hydraulic radius,
rH = ε∕a, (i.e., the flow volume divided by the surface area of

the packing); and the gravitational constant, g. The capacity

factor was further multiplied by (ρV∕ρL)μ0.2. The result-

ing plot of
(
u2Va∕gε3

)
(ρV∕ρL)μ vs. FLV correlated flooding

data over two orders of magnitude of FLV for first-generation

packings.

In 1954, Leva [48] used experimental data on Raschig-ring

andBerl-saddle packings to extend thework of Sherwood et al.

[26] by adding lines of constant pressure drop. To improve

accuracy, the group a∕ε3 was replaced by a packing factor, FP,

which was back-calculated from experimental pressure-drop

data. The resulting chart became known as the generalized

pressure-drop correlation (GPDC). A further revision of

the correlation was published by Leva [49] in 1992. Leva’s

GPDC predicts a specific pressure drop at flooding greater

than 1.5 inches H2O∕ft of packed height. However, modern

random packings are found to flood at lower pressure drops,

causing more recent GPDC charts to drop the flooding curve.

Also, predicted pressure drops with GPDC charts are not

accurate enough for structured packings.

It is now common to use two generalized pressure-drop

charts—one for random packings and one for structured pack-

ings. Two such charts from Strigle [32] and Kister and Gill

[33] are shown in Figures 6.36 and 6.37. The abscissa in both

charts is FLV , given by (6-97). The empirical ordinate in both

charts is a modified empirical capacity factor given by

FC = uVF 0.5
P

(
ρV

ρL − ρV

)0.5

v0.05L (6-98)

with ρL and ρV in the same units, uV in ft∕s, FP in ft−1, and
the kinematic viscosity, vL, in centistokes. Values of FP are

included in Table 6.6.

For modern random and structured packings with pack-

ing factors, FP, between 9 and 60 ft−1, Kister and Gill [50]

show that the specific pressure drop at flooding is less than

2 inches H2O∕ft, as given by the simple empirical correlation

ΔPflood = 0.115F 0.7
P (6-99)

withΔPflood in inches H2O∕ft of packed height and FP in ft−1.
For packings with FP = 9, at the limit of the applicability of

(6-99), the predicted specific pressure drop at flooding is only
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Figure 6.36 Generalized correlation for specific pressure drop for towers with random packing.

[Reproduced from [32] with permission from Gulf Publishing Company]
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Figure 6.37 Generalized correlation for specific pressure drop for towers with structured packing.

[Reproduced from [56] with permission from the Institution of Chemical Engineers]
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0.54 inches of H2O∕ft of packing. Equation (6-99) is applica-
ble to all packings with exception of first-generation ceramic

Raschig rings andBerl saddles, which have values ofΔPflood in

inches H2O∕ft ranging from 2.5 for larger sizes to 4 for smaller

sizes.

An approximate method for estimating specific pressure

drop and packed diameter for packings other than Raschig

rings and Berl saddles is as follows:

1. Select a random packing or a structured packing and

select its packing factor in Table 6.6.

2. Calculate ΔPflood from (6-99).

3. Calculate FLV from (6-97).

4. For random packings, read FC from Figure 6.36 for ran-

dom packings or Figure 6.37 for structured packings.

5. Calculate the superficial vapor velocity from (6-98).

This is the estimated flooding velocity, uVf .

6. Select a fraction of flooding, f , from 50 to 70% of the

estimated flooding velocity.

7. Calculate the inside diameter of the packed tower from

the following modification of (6-63):

DT =
[
4VMV

f uf πρV

]0.5
(6-100)

8. Calculate FC using uV = f uVf , and for FLV , read off the

specific pressure drop from Figure 6.36 or 6.37.

Theoretical models for pressure drop are presented by

Stichlmair et al. [46], who used a particle model, and Billet

and Schultes [35, 39], who used a channel model. Both extend

equations for dry-bed pressure drop to account for the effect of

liquid holdup. Billet and Schultes [39] include predictions of

superficial vapor velocity at the loading point, which is useful

for predicting column diameter for operation at the loading

point or some fraction of it. These models are included in

some of the process simulators.

EXAMPLE 6.16 Flooding, Diameter, and Pressure Drop
for an NH3 Absorber.

Two hundred lbmol∕h of air containing 5 mol%NH3 enters a col-

umn packed with No. 2 Raschig Super Rings at 20∘C and 1 atm, so

that 90% of the ammonia is scrubbed by a countercurrent flow of

15,000 lb∕h of water. Estimate the superficial gas flooding velocity,

the column’s inside diameter for operation at 70% of flooding, and

the pressure drop per foot of packing.

Solution

Calculations are made for the bottom of the column, where the super-

ficial gas velocity is highest.

For the inlet gas,

MV = 0.95(29) + 0.05(17) = 28.4, V = 200 lbmol∕h.
ρV = PMV∕RT = (1)(28.4)∕[(0.730)(293)(1.8)]

= 0.0738 lb∕ft
3

For the exiting liquid,

NH3 absorbed = 0.90(0.05)(200)(17) = 153 lb∕h or 9.0 lbmol∕h
Water rate (assumed constant) = 15,000 lb∕h or 834 lbmol∕h
Mole fraction of ammonia = 9∕(834 + 9) = 0.0106

ML = 0.0106(17) + (0.9893)(18) = 17.9

L = 9 + 834 = 843 lbmol∕h
From Table 6.6, FP for No. 2 Raschig Super Rings is 15. From

(6-99), ΔPflood = 0.115F 0.7
P = 0.115(15) 0.7 = 0.766 inches H2O/ft of

packed height.

Let ρL = 62.4 Ib∕ft3, μL = 1.0 cP, and vL = 1.0 centistokes. From

(6-97),

FLV = (843)(17.9)
(200)(28.4)

(
0.0738

62.4

)0.5

= 0.091

From Figure 6.36 for random packings, FC = 1.28

Using (6-98),

uVf =
FC

F 0.5
P

(
ρV

ρL − ρV

)0.5

v0.05L

= 1.28

14.90.5
(

0.0738

62.4 − 0.0738

)0.5

10.05
= 9.64 ft∕s

Assume a fraction of flooding f = 0.70. Design superficial vapor

velocity = 0.7(9.64) = 6.75 ft∕s, so that

DT =
[
4V MV

f uVf πρV

]0.5
=

[
4 (200∕3600) (28.4)

0.7(9.64)(3.14)(0.0738)

]0.5
= 2.0 ft

From (6-100), FC is directly proportional to the superficial vapor

velocity. Therefore, FC at the design velocity = 1.28(0.7) = 0.90.

From Figure 6.36, ΔP = 0.60 inches H2O∕ft packed height.

§6.8.3 Mass-Transfer Efficiency

Packed-column mass-transfer efficiency is characterized by
HETP, HTUs, and volumetric mass-transfer coefficients.
Although the HETP concept lacks a theoretical basis, its sim-
plicity, coupled with the relative ease of making equilibrium-
stage calculations, has made it a widely used method for
estimating packed height. In the preloading region, with good
distribution of vapor and liquid, HETP values depend mainly
on the packing type and its size, DP, liquid viscosity, and
surface tension. For preliminary estimates, the following
relations, taken from Kister [33], can be used.

1. Pall rings and similar high-efficiency random packings
with low-viscosity liquids:

HETP, ft = 1.5DP (in inches) (6-101)

2. Structured packings at low-to-moderate pressure with
low-viscosity liquids:

HETP, ft = 100∕a (in ft2∕ft3) + 4∕12 (6-102)

3. Absorption with viscous liquid:

HETP = 5 to 6 ft
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4. Vacuum service:

HETP, ft = 1.5DP (in inches) + 0.5 (6-103)

5. High-pressure service (> 200 psia):

HETP for structured packings may be greater than pre-

dicted by (6-102).

6. Small-diameter towers, DT < 2 ft:

HETP (in ft) = DT (in ft), but not less than 1 ft

In general, lower values of HETP are achieved with

smaller-size random packings, particularly in small-diameter

columns, as well as for through-flow random packings and

structured packings with large values of a, which is the

packing surface area per packed volume.

Vendors of tower packings often display experimental val-

ues of HETP at a constant ratio of L∕V as a function of a

superficial-vapor-velocity F-factor, FV , defined by

FV = uV (ρV )0.5 (6-104)

where FV has units of (m∕s)(kg∕m3)0.5. When liquid and

vapor flows are distributed uniformly over the tower cross

section in the preloading region, the experimental HETP data

exhibit the characteristics shown in Figure 6.38. Point B is

the loading point, below which, in the preloading region, the

HETP remains relatively constant until point A is reached,

after which maldistribution of flow causes a rapid rise in

HETP. As the loading region is entered to the right of B, the

HETP sometimes drops because of increased liquid holdup,

but it then rises rapidly as entrainment increases and flood-

ing is approached at point C. In the preloading region, the

turndown ratio corresponds to (FV )B∕(FV )A.
Mass-transfer data for packed columns are usually corre-

lated in terms of volumetric mass-transfer coefficients and

HTUs, rather than in terms of HETPs. Because the data come

from experiments in which either the liquid- or gas-phase

mass-transfer resistance is negligible, the dominant resistance

can be correlated independently. For applications where both

resistances are important, they are added to obtain the overall

Preloading
region

A B

E F

C

HETP

FV = uv
0.5⟮   ⟯ρv

Figure 6.38 Typical variation of HETP with gas capacity factor in

packed towers.

resistance, according to the two-film theory discussed in §3.7.
This theory assumes equilibrium at the interface of the vapor
and liquid phases (i.e., the absence of mass-transfer resistance
at the interface).

Equations (6-72) and (6-79) define the overall gas-phase
coefficient in terms of the individual volumetric mass-transfer
coefficients and the mass-transfer rates in terms of mole-
fraction driving forces and the vapor–liquid K-value. In
(6-79), the term on the LHS is the overall mass-transfer
resistance. The two terms on the RHS from left-to-right are
the gas-phase mass-transfer resistance and the liquid-phase
mass-transfer resistance, respectively Often, one of the two
phase resistances is significantly larger than the other, and the
larger resistance is the controlling one.

Mass-transfer rates can also be expressed in terms of
liquid-phase concentrations and gas-phase partial pressure:

r = kGa(p − pI) = kLa(cI − c) = KGa(p − p∗) (6-105)

For gas partial pressure and liquid concentration driving
forces, it is convenient to relate them by Henry’s law, (6-39),
where yi = Hixi∕P. Replacing yi with pi∕P and xi with
cvL = cML∕ρL, and then dropping the component i subscript,
gives the modified Henry’s law,

p = H

(
ML

ρL

)
c = H′c (6-106)

At the equilibrium interface between the two phases,

pI = H′cI (6-107)

Let
p∗ = H′c (6-108)

Then, (6-105) can be converted to

1

KGa
= 1

kGa
+ H′

kLa
(6-109)

Other formulations for the mass-transfer coefficient are given
in Table 6.5, with the most common units as follows:

American

SI Units Engineering Units

r mol/m3-s lbmol/ft3-h

kya, kxa, Kya, Kxa mol/m3-s lbmol/ft3-h

kGa, KGa mol/m3-s-kPa lbmol/ft3-h-atm

kLa, KLa s−1 h−1

As shown in Table 6.5, mass-transfer coefficients are
directly related to HTUs, which have the advantages of
(1) only one dimension (length), (2) variation with column
conditions less than mass-transfer coefficients, and (3) a
relationship to an easily understood geometrical quantity,
height per equilibrium stage. Definitions of individual and
overall HTUs are included in Table 6.5 for the dilute solute
case. Substituting these into (6-79) gives

(HTU)G = HOG = HG + (KV∕L)HL (6-110)
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Figure 6.39 Effect of liquid rate on

absorption of O2 from air into water.

[Reproduced from [36] with permission of the

American Institute of Chemical Engineers]

Alternatively, (6-110) can be written for HOL:

(HTU)L = HOL = HL + HG∕(KV∕L) (6-111)

In the absorption or stripping of low-solubility gases (e.g.,
O2, N2, CO, and CO2), the solute K-value or Henry’s law
constant, H′, in (6-107), is large, making the liquid-phase
resistance in (6-109) to (6-111) large. Then, the gas-phase
resistance is negligible, and the rate of mass transfer is
liquid-phase-controlled. Such data are used to study the
effect of variables on volumetric liquid-phase mass-transfer
coefficients and HTUs. Figure 6.39 shows data for three
different-size Berl-saddle packings for stripping O2 from
water by air, in a 20-inch-I.D. column operating in the
preloading region, as reported in a study by Sherwood and
Holloway [36]. The rate of mass-transfer is controlled by
the liquid phase. The effect of liquid velocity on kLa is
pronounced, with kLa increasing by the 0.75 power of the
liquid mass velocity, uLρ. Gas velocity has no effect on kLa in
the preloading region. Figure 6.39 also contains data plotted
in terms of HL, where

HL = MLL
ρLkLaAT

(6-112)

Figure 6.39 shows clearly that HL = (HTU)L does not depend
as strongly on liquid mass velocity as kLa does.

Another liquid-phase mass-transfer-controlled system is
CO2–air–H2O. Measurements for Pall rings and Hiflow rings,
reported by Billet [45], are shown in Figure 6.40. For the
same system, Figure 6.41 shows the effect of gas velocity
on kLa in terms of the FV -factor at a constant liquid rate. Up

to an FV -factor of about 1.8 m-1∕2-s−1-kg1∕2, which is in the
preloading region, no effect of gas velocity is observed. Above
the loading limit, kLa increases with gas velocity because the
larger liquid holdup increases interfacial area for mass
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Figure 6.40 Effect of liquid load on liquid-phase mass transfer of

CO2.

[From R. Billet, Packed Column Analysis and Design, Ruhr-University
Bochum (1989) with permission.]
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transfer. Although not illustrated in Figures 6.39 to 6.41, a

major liquid-phase factor is the solute diffusivity in water, DL.

Data in the preloading region can usually be correlated by an

empirical expression, which includes the liquid velocity and

diffusivity:

kLa = C1D0.5
L un

L (6-113)

where n varies from 0.6 to 0.95, with 0.75 being a typical value.

The exponent on the diffusivity is consistent with the penetra-

tion theory presented in §3.6.2.

A convenient system for studying gas-phase-controlled

mass transfer is NH3–air–H2O. The low K-value and high

solubility of NH3 in H2O make the last terms in (6-79),

(6-109), and (6-110) negligible, so that gas-phase resistance

controls the rate of mass transfer. Figures 6.42 and 6.43 show

a greater effect of vapor velocity compared to liquid loading.

In Figure 6.42, the mass-transfer coefficient is proportional

to the 0.75 power of FV , and in Figure 6.43, the coefficient is

proportional to only the 0.25 power of the liquid loading. The

small effect of liquid loading is due to increases in holdup and

interfacial area.

For a given packing, the experimental data on kGa for differ-
ent systems in the preloading region is correlated satisfactorily

with an empirical relation of the form

kGa = C2D0.67
G Fm′

V un′
L (6-114)
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Figure 6.42 Effect of gas rate on gas-phase mass transfer of NH3.

[From R. Billet, Packed Column Analysis and Design, Ruhr-University
Bochum (1989) with permission.]
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Figure 6.43 Effect of liquid rate on gas-phase mass transfer of

NH3.

[From R. Billet, Packed Column Analysis and Design, Ruhr-University
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where DG is the gas diffusivity of the solute and m′ and n′ have
been observed by different investigators to vary from 0.65 to

0.85 and from 0.25 to 0.5, respectively, with a typical value for

m′ being 0.8.

The measurement and correlation of gas- and liquid-phase

mass-transfer coefficients and HTUs, as well as volumet-

ric interfacial surface area for mass transfer, are important

requirements for modern packed-tower design methods. Since

the early investigations of Sherwood and coworkers in 1940,

13 correlations for random packings and 9 correlations for

structured packings have been presented in the literature, as

reviewed byWang, Yuan, and Yu [34]. These are largely based

on the application of the two-film and penetration theories

in Chapter 3. In some cases, the values of kG and kL are

reported separately from a, and, in others, the combinations

kGa and kLa are used. The development of such correlations

for packed columns is difficult because, as shown by Billet

[37], the values of mass-transfer coefficients are significantly

affected by the technique used to pack the column and the

number of liquid feed-distribution points across the column,

which must be more than 25 points.

The Billet and Schultes correlations [39] are widely

accepted and included in process simulators. They [38] mea-

sured and correlated mass-transfer coefficients and specific

surface area for more than 30 different chemical systems in

columns with diameters ranging from 2.4 inches to 4.6 ft,

packed with more than 60 different types and sizes of random

and structured packings, including third-generation Hiflow

rings and fourth-generation Raschig Super-Rings. Their

semitheoretical mass-transfer theory assumes that the effec-

tive void space of the packing is equivalent to a multiplicity

of vertical flow channels, wherein the gas flows upward,

countercurrent to the liquid trickling down along the channel

walls, with continual remixing of the liquid at points of

packing contact. The penetration theory is used for mass

transfer in both phases and uniform distribution of gas and

liquid flows is assumed.

Their correlating equations for the mass-transfer coeffi-

cients include factors for the operating conditions, physical

properties, and liquid holdup. Two packing-specific constants,

CL and CV , included in Table 6.6, correct for the actual flow

paths.

The systems studied by Billet and Schultes include those

for which mass-transfer resistance resides mainly in the liquid

phase or mainly in the gas phase. The volumetric mass-transfer

coefficient for the liquid phase is defined by

r = (kLaph)(cLI
− cL) (6-115)

where aph is the specific interfacial area (area per unit volume

of packed bed) for mass transfer between phases. From the

penetration theory,

kL = 2(DL∕πtL)1∕2 (6-116)

where tL = the time of exposure of the liquid film before

remixing. Billet and Schultes assume that this time is based
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on a length of travel equal to the hydraulic diameter of the

packing, resulting in

tL = hLdH∕uL (6-117)

where the hydraulic diameter dH = 4ε∕a and hL is the specific

liquid holdup. Their theoretical equation, in the form of an

HTU expression, is

HL = uL

kLaph
=

√
π
2

(
4hLε

DLauL

)1∕2
uL

aph
(6-118)

After modification to include the constant CL, which appears

in Table 6.6 and was back-calculated for each packing to fit

the data, the final predictive equation of Billet and Schultes is

HL = 1

CL

(
1

12

)1∕6( 4hLε
DLauL

)1∕2
uL

a

(
a

aph

)
(6-119)

An analogous equation has been developed by Billet and

Schultes for the gas phase, where the time of exposure of the

gas between periods of mixing is determined empirically:

HG = 1

CV

(
ε − hL

)1∕2 (4ε
a4

) (
NReV

)−3∕4(
NScV

)−1∕3×(
uVa

DGaph

)
(6-120)

where CV is included to fit the experimental data,

NReV
= uVρV

aμV
, and (6-121)

NScV
= μV

ρVDG
(6-122)

Equations (6-119) and (6-120) contain a term, aph∕a, the
ratio of the phase interface area to the packing surface area,

which, from Billet and Schultes [39], is not the same as the

hydraulic area ratio, ah∕a, given by (6-95) and (6-96). Instead,
they give the following correlation:

aph

a
= 1.5(adh)−1∕2

(
NReL,h

)−0.2(
NWeL,h

)0.75(
NFrL,h

)−0.45
(6-123)

where dh = packing hydraulic diameter = 4
ε
a

(6-124)

and the following liquid-phase dimensionless groups use the

packing hydraulic diameter as the characteristic length:

Reynolds number = NReL,h
= uLdhρL

μL
(6-125)

Weber number = NWeL,h
= u2LρLdh

σ
(6-126)

Froude number = NFrL,h
= u2L

gdh
(6-127)

After calculating HL and HG from (6-119) and (6-120), the

overall HTU value, HOG, is obtained from (6-110), NOG is

obtained as described in §6.7, and the packed height is from

(6-84).

EXAMPLE 6.17 Packed Height from Mass-Transfer
Theory.

For the absorption of ethyl alcohol from CO2 with water, as con-

sidered in Example 6.1, a 2.5-ft-I.D. tower, packed with 1.5-inch

metal Pall-like rings, is used. It is estimated that the tower will oper-

ate in the preloading region with a pressure drop of approximately

1.5-inches H2O∕ft of packed height. From Example 6.11,NOG = 7.5.

Estimate HG, HL, HOG, HETP, and the required packed height in feet,

using the following estimates of flow conditions and physical prop-

erties at the bottom of the packing:

Vapor Liquid

Flow rate, lb/h 17, 480 6, 140

Molecular weight 44.05 18.7

Density, lb/ft3 0.121 61.5

Viscosity, cP 0.0145 0.63

Surface tension, dynes/cm — 101

Diffusivity of ethanol, m2/s 7.75 × 10−6 1.82 × 10−9

Kinematic viscosity, m2/s 0.75 × 10−5 0.64 × 10−6

Solution

Cross-sectional area of tower = (3.14)(2.5)2∕4 = 4.91 ft2

Volumetric liquid flow rate = 6,140∕61.5 = 99.8 ft3∕h
uL = superficial liquid velocity = 99.8∕[(4.91)(3,600)]

= 0.0056 ft∕s or 0.0017 m∕s

For this section of the tower, uL > uL,min, but the velocity is on the

low side.

uV = superficial gas velocity = 17,480∕[(0.121)(4.91)(3,600)]
= 8.17 ft∕s = 2.49 m∕s

The packing characteristics for the 1.5-inch metal Pall-like rings

are as follows (somewhat different from values for Pall rings in

Table 6.6):

a = 149.6 m2∕m3, ε = 0.952

Ch ≈ 0.7, CL = 1.227, CV = 0.341

Estimation of specific liquid holdup, hL:

From (6-93),

NReL
= 0.0017

(0.64 × 10−6)(149.6)
= 17.8

From (6-94),

NFrL
= (0.0017)2(149.6)

9.8
= 4.41 × 10−5
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From (6-96),

ah

a
= 0.85(0.7)(17.8)0.25

(
4.41 × 10−5

)0.10= 0.45

ah = 0.45(149.6) = 67.3 m2∕m3

From (6-92),

hL =
[
12

(
4.41 × 10−5

)
17.8

]1∕3
(0.45)2∕3= 0.0182 m3∕m3

Estimation of HL:

First compute aPh∕a, the ratio of phase interface area to packing sur-
face area.

From (6-124),

dh = 4
0.952

149.6
= 0.0255 m

From (6-125),

NReL,h
= (0.0017)(0.0255)(

0.64 × 10−6
) = 67.7

From (6-126),

NWeL,h
= (0.0017)2[(61.5)(16.02)](0.0255)

[(101)(0.001)]
= 0.000719

From (6-127),

NFrL,h
= (0.0017)2

(9.807)(0.0255)
= 1.156 × 10−5

From (6-123),

aPh

a
= 1.5(149.6)−1∕2(0.0255)−1∕2(67.7)−0.2

(0.000719)0.75(1.156 × 10−5)−0.45= 0.242

From (6-119), using consistent SI units,

HL = 1

1.227

(
1

12

)1∕6[ (4) (0.0182)(0.952)(
1.82 × 10−9

)
(149.6)(0.0017)

]1∕2
×

(
0.0017

149.6

)(
1

0.242

)
= 0.31 m = 1.01 ft

Estimation of HG:

From (6-121),

NReV
= 2.49∕

[
(149.6)

(
0.75 × 10−5

)]
= 2,220

From (6-122),

NScV
= 0.75 × 10−5∕7.75 × 10−6= 0.968

From (6-120), using consistent SI units,

HG = 1

0.341
(0.952 − 0.0128)1∕2

[
(4) (0.952)
(149.6)4

]1∕2
×

(2220)−3∕4(0.968)−1∕3
[

(2.49)
7.75 × 10−6(0.242)

]
= 1.03 m or 3.37 ft

Estimation of HOG:

From Example 6.1, the K-value for ethyl alcohol = 0.57,

V = 17,480∕44.05 = 397 lbmol∕h,
L = 6,140∕18.7 = 328 lbmol∕h,

and 1∕A = KV∕L = (0.57)(397)∕328 = 0.69

From (6-110),

HOG = 3.37 + 0.69(1.01) = 4.07 ft

The mass-transfer resistance in the liquid phase is less than the gas

phase, but not negligible.

Estimation of Packed Height:

From (6-89),

lT = 4.07(7.5) = 30.5 ft

Estimation of HETP:

From (6-89), for straight operating and equilibrium lines, with

A = 1∕0.69 = 1.45,

HETP = 4.07

[
ln (0.69)

(1 − 1.45)∕1.45

]
= 4.86 ft

§6.9 REACTIVE (CHEMICAL) ABSORPTION

In physical absorption, no significant chemical reactions
occur between the solute being absorbed from the gas and
the absorbent. Common absorbents in physical absorption,
as listed in Table 6.1, are water and hydrocarbon oils. Often,
the absorption step is followed by stripping or distillation to
recover the solute and recycle the absorbent.

Often, especially when the solute is an acid gas, it is more
efficient to use chemical absorption. Acid gases include CO2,
H2S, N2O, SO2, SO3, HCl, and HCN, for which a chemical
reaction with the absorbent occurs in the liquid phase. If the
absorbent is an aqueous solution of a strong base, such as
NaOH or KOH, ionic reactions occur that are irreversible and
either fast or instantaneous. For example, if the solute is CO2

and the absorbent is aqueous sodium hydroxide, the overall
reaction is

CO2 + 2 NaOH(aq) → Na2CO3(aq) + H2O

where the salt, Na2CO3, is soluble in water. The liquid leaving
the absorber may require further treatment.

Acid gases, particularly CO2 and H2S, are also removed
by aqueous amine solutions, including monoethanolamine
(MEA), diethanolamine (DEA), diethyleneglycol (DEG),
and triethyleneglycol (TEG), with slower, but reversible,
chemical reactions occurring in the liquid phase. In this case,
the reactions are reversed downstream of the absorber in a
subsequent operation to enable the recovery of the acid gases
and the recycling of the aqueous amine absorbent.

For both types of chemical absorption, fast chemical
reactions increase the rate of absorption by reducing the
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mass-transfer resistance of the liquid phase, increasing the
absorption capacity of the solvent used in the absorbent, and
increasing the selectivity for certain components of the gas. In
some cases, a hazardous chemical is converted to a safe one.

Of increasing industrial importance is the need for carbon
capture, or the disposal of CO2 after it has been absorbed and
recovered, in cases where it is not further processed for use
by the food, oil, or chemical industries. Carbon capture and
sequestration is the process of recovering CO2 from flue gases
in large power-generating plants or other industrial sources
and then transporting it to and depositing it in an underground
geological formation, from which it cannot escape. The goal
is to eliminate the release of large amounts of CO2 into the
atmosphere.

Gas–liquid reactions in absorbers are treated in a number
of books, including Astarita [51], Danckwerts [52], Sher-
wood, Pigford, and Wilke [53], Shah [54], and Doraiswamy
and Sharma [55]. In this subsection, the subject of reac-
tive absorption is introduced by considering an irreversible
reaction occurring mainly in the liquid film adjacent to the
two-phase interface in a packed tower. This subject can be
extended to more difficult cases involving reversible reactions
by the methods in Chapter 12, using process simulators.

Assume the gas fed to an absorber contains component A,
which is soluble in the countercurrently flowing nonvolatile
absorbent. Except for A, the feed gas is insoluble in the
absorbent. The absorbent includes component B, which reacts
irreversibly with A to produce nonvolatile products that are
soluble in the absorbent by the reaction

A + bB → soluble products

Composition profiles for A and B in the fluid films for three
cases are shown in the vicinity of the gas–liquid interface, I,
in Figure 6.44, where the driving forces for mass transfer are
taken as partial pressure in the gas phase and molar concentra-
tions in the liquid phase. In all three cases, the amount of B is
in excess of that required for complete reaction of A. Physical
equilibrium is assumed at the gas–liquid interface I.

In Case (a), the reaction between A and B is infinitely slow,
so no reaction occurs anywhere in the absorber. The absorption
is only physical, and the rate of absorption of A depends only
on the mass-transfer resistances in the gas and liquid phases.
The rate of absorption, in terms of resistances, is obtained by
combining (6-105), (6-108), and (6-109) to give the following
equation, where all terms without a component subscript apply
to component A:

r = p − H′c
1

kGa
+ H′

kLa

(6-128)

The first term in the denominator is the mass-transfer resis-
tance in the gas phase, and the second is the resistance in the
liquid phase. If A is very soluble in the liquid phase, the rate of
absorption is controlled by the gas phase; otherwise, the liquid
phase controls.

At the other extreme is Case (b). The chemical reaction
between A and B is instantaneous at the phase interface.
Accordingly, the partial pressure and concentration of A at

Case (b)

Case (c)

I

I

I

Case (a)

Gas
film

Gas
film

Gas
film

Liquid
film

PA

PA

PA

cB

cA

cB

cB

cA

Liquid
film

Liquid
film

Figure 6.44 Absorption with chemical reaction: (a) Infinitely slow

reaction; (b) Instantaneous reaction; (c) Intermediate reaction rate.

the phase interface is zero. The only resistance to the rate of

mass transfer of A to the liquid phase is in the gas phase, as

given by the following modification of (6-128):

r = p − 0
1

kGa

= kGap (6-129)

In Case (c), the reaction occurs at an intermediate rate, both

in the liquid film, adjacent to the phase interface, and in the

bulk liquid in the presence of excess B. The rate of mass trans-

fer of A depends on the resistances in the two phases and the

rate of the chemical reaction. If it is assumed that the reac-

tion is a pseudo first-order reaction in B, (6-128) is modified,

according to the treatment by Hatta, as described by Sherwood

et al. [53], to give

r = p
1

kGa
+ H′

kLaE
+ H′

kcBhL

(6-130)
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where the mass-transfer resistance in the gas phase is

unchanged, but the mass-transfer resistance in the liquid phase

is enhanced by the chemical reaction occurring in the liquid

film according to an enhancement factor, E, which is > 1. As

shown in Figure 6.45, the enhancement factor is a function

of the Hatta number, NHa, where N2
Ha is the ratio of the max-

imum possible chemical conversion in the liquid film to the

maximum mass-transfer rate through the film. For the pseudo

first-order reaction, where k is the reaction rate constant,

NHa =
(DAkcB)0.5

kL
(6-131)

The enhancement factor is also a function of the parameter Ei,

which is the enhancement factor for an instantaneous chemical

reaction, as given by

Ei = 1 + DBcBH′

bDApI
(6-132)

The third term in the denominator of (6-130) accounts for the

pseudo first-order reaction in B that occurs in the bulk liquid,

where hL is the fractional volumetric liquid holdup.

For Case (c), if the chemical reaction is fast, and occurs

only in the liquid film, and if the concentration of B drops to

zero at the phase interface, I, the third term in the denominator

of (6-130) is omitted.

As shown in Figure 6.45, the enhancement factor, E, attains
very large values (more than one order of magnitude increase)

at large values of the Hatta modulus and Ei. In cases where

the solute is only slightly soluble in the absorbent, the rate

of absorption into a nonreacting absorbent is controlling and

low. However, if the solute reacts with a component in the

absorbent, the enhancement can be so large that the much

lower resistance of the gas phase becomes controlling, with

the result that the rate of absorption is much higher. If the

reaction is instantaneous, the only resistance is that of the gas

phase. For a case of the absorption of CO2, Sherwood et al.

[53] show that the overall mass-transfer coefficient, KG, for
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Figure 6.45 Enhancement factor for absorption with chemical

reaction.

absorption in 2-N KOH is 76 times greater than for absorption

in water.

When the chemical reaction is instantaneous at the phase

interface, the required number of equivalent stages or the

number of transfer units decreases. Because the concentration

and partial pressure of the solute become zero, the equilibrium

curve is a horizontal line at an ordinate value of zero:

NOG = ∫
pin

pout

dp
p

= ln
pin
pout

(6-133)

For a 10-fold decrease, the partial pressure of the soluteNOG =
2.3. For a 100-fold decrease, NOG = 4.6.

CHAPTER 6 NOMENCLATURE

Abbreviations and Acronyms

GPDC generalized pressure drop correlation, §6.8.2

Latin Symbols

A, AT column inside cross-sectional area, (6-81)

Aa, Ab active bubbling area on a tray, (6-44)

Ad downcomer area, Figure 6.21

Ah hole area of a sieve tray; hydraulic area per unit

volume of packed bed, (6-95)

An net vapor flow area, equal to A − Ad for a

single-pass tray

a vapor–liquid interfacial area per volume of

combined gas and liquid holdup (froth or

dispersion) on the tray, (6-44); surface area of

packing per unit volume of packed bed, (6-95)

aph interfacial area per unit volume of packed bed,

(6-115)

C flooding parameter, (6-61)

CF flooding factor parameter, (6-61)

Ch packing parameter to calculate liquid holdup,

Table 6.6

CL packing factor to calculate HL, Table 6.6

CV packing factor to calculate HG, Table 6.6

CV ,ult ultimate capacity factor, (6-64)

dH packing hydraulic diameter, (6-117)

DE eddy diffusivity, (6-55)

DL solute diffusivity, (6-113)

Dp packing diameter, (6-101)

E enhancement factor, (6-135) and Figure 6.44

Ei enhancement factor for an instantaneous reaction,

(6-137)

Eo overall stage efficiency, (6-41)

F sum of gravity Fg, buoyant Fb, and drag Fd forces,

(6-57)

F gas capacity factor, (6-67)

FC modified empirical capacity factor, (6-98)
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FF foaming factor, (6-61)

FHA ratio of hole area to active tray area, (6-61)

FLV kinetic energy ratio, Figures 6.27, 6.36, 6.37

FP packing factor, Table 6.6

FST surface tension factor (6-61)

FV superficial-vapor-velocity F-factor, (6-104)

f fraction of flooding velocity, (6-62)

H′ modified Henry’s law, (6-106)

hL volumetric liquid holdup per unit volume of packed

bed, (6-92)

K′ overall mass-transfer coefficient corrected for bulk

flow, Table 6.5

L′ liquid molar flow rate, solute-free, Table 6.5

LS superficial liquid velocity, (6-65)

lT packed height, (6-68)
m slope of the equilibrium line, below (6-53b)

NHa Hatta number, (6-131)

Na actual number of trays required, (6-41)

Nt number of theoretical stages, (6-41)

ΔPflood pressure drop per unit of height at flooding, (6-99)

r rate of mass transfer per volume of packed bed,

(6-72)

rH hydraulic radius, flow volume per unit of packing

surface area, equal to dH∕4, below (6-97)

tL remixing time in penetration theory, (6-116)

uL volumetric liquid flow rate per unit of column

cross-sectional area, Figure 6.42

uf , uVf vapor flooding velocity, (6-59)

uV ,ult ultimate superficial vapor velocity in a trayed

column, (6-64)

V ′ vapor molar flow rate, solute free, Table 6.5

xi
s mole fraction solubility of solute, (6-40)

Zf height of combined gas and liquid holdup, (6-44)

ZL length of liquid flow path across a tray, (6-55)

Script Symbols

A absorption factor of a component = L∕KV , (6-18)

S stripping factor of a component = 1∕A = KV∕L,
(6-32)

Greek Symbols

ε packed column void fraction, Table 6.6

λ mV∕L, (6-53b)

ϕA fraction of a species not absorbed, (6-29)

ϕS fraction of a species not stripped, (6-31)

Subscripts

k key component, below (6-53a)

e effective average for all components, (6-29)

Superscripts

* composition in equilibrium with bulk phase

SUMMARY

1. A liquid can selectively absorb components from a gas.

A gas can selectively desorb or strip components from a

liquid.

2. The fraction of a component that can be absorbed or

stripped depends on the number of equilibrium stages

and the absorption factor, A = L∕(KV), or the stripping

factor, S = KV∕L, respectively.
3. Towers with sieve or valve trays, or with random or struc-

tured packings, are most often used for absorption and

stripping.

4. Absorbers aremost effective at high pressure and low tem-

perature. The reverse is true for strippers. However, the

high costs of gas compression, refrigeration, and vacuum

often preclude operation at the most thermodynamically

favorable conditions.

5. For a given gas flow, composition, degree of absorption,

choice of absorbent, and operating T and P, there is a min-

imum absorbent flow rate, given by (6-9) to (6-11), that

corresponds to an infinite number of stages. A rate of 1.5

times the minimum typically leads to a reasonable number

of stages. A similar criterion, (6-12), holds for a stripper.

6. The equilibrium stages and flow rates for an absorber

or stripper can be determined from the equilibrium line,

(6-1), and an operating line, (6-3) or (6-5), using graphi-

cal, algebraic, or numerical methods. Graphical methods,

as shown in Figure 6.12, offer visual insight into the

stage-by-stage changes in the compositions of the gas

and liquid streams and the effects of those changes on the

variables.

7. Estimates of overall stage efficiency for absorbers, defined

by (6-41), can be made with the correlations of Drickamer

and Bradford (6-42), O’Connell (6-43), and Figure 6.19.

More accurate procedures involve the use of a labora-

tory Oldershaw column or semitheoretical equations to

determine a Murphree vapor-point efficiency, (6-51). The

Murphree vapor-tray efficiency is obtained from (6-52)

to (6-54) and Figure 6.23. The overall efficiency is from

(6-56).
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8. Tray diameter is determined from (6-63), based on the

entrainment flooding considerations shown in Figure 6.27.

9. Packed-column height is determined using HETP, (6-68),

or HOGNOG from (6-84), with the latter having a more the-

oretical basis in the two-film theory of mass transfer. For

straight equilibrium and operating lines, HETP is related

to HOG by (6-89), and the number of stages to NOG by

(6-90).

10. In the preloading region, liquid holdup in a packed col-

umn is independent of vapor velocity and is determined

from (6-92). The loading point is typically 70% of the

flooding point, and most packed columns are designed

to operate in the preloading region from 50% to 70%

of flooding. The pressure drop at the flooding point is

estimated from (6-99). The GPDC charts of Figures 6.36

and 6.37 are used to determine pressure drop and column

diameter using (6-100).

11. Numerous rules of thumb for estimating the HETP of

packed columns exist. The preferred approach is to

estimate HOG from semitheoretical mass-transfer correla-

tions, such as those of (6-118) and (6-119), based on the

work of Billet and Schultes.

12. Reactive absorption occurs when the solute absorbed

from a gas reacts with the absorbent. The reaction may

be reversible or irreversible.

13. Fast chemical reactions increase the rate of absorption by

reducing the mass-transfer resistance of the liquid phase.
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STUDY QUESTIONS

6.1. What is the difference between physical absorption and chem-

ical (reactive) absorption?

6.2. What is the difference between an equilibrium-based and a

rate-based calculation method?

6.3. What is a trayed column? What is a packed tower?

6.4. What are the three most common types of openings in trays

for the passage of vapor?Which of the three is rarely specified

for new installations?

6.5. In a trayed tower, what is meant by flooding and weeping?

What are the two types of flooding, and which is more

common?

6.6. What is the difference between random and structured

packings?

6.7. For what conditions is a packed column favored over a trayed

tower?

6.8. In general, why should the operating pressure be high and the

operating temperature be low for an absorber, and the opposite

for a stripper?

6.9. For a given recovery of a key component in an absorber or

stripper, does a minimum absorbent or stripping-agent flow

rate exist for a tower or column with an infinite number of

equilibrium stages?

6.10. What is the difference between an operating line and an equi-

librium curve?

6.11. What is a reasonable value for the optimal absorption factor

when designing an absorber? Does that same value apply to

the optimal stripping factor when designing a stripper?

6.12. When stepping off stages on an Y–X plot for an absorber or

a stripper, does the process start and stop with the operating

line or the equilibrium curve?

6.13. What is the Kremser method? To what type of separation

operations is it applicable? What are major assumptions of

the method?

6.14. What is an absorption factor? What is a stripping factor?

6.15. Can the Kremser method be used to determine the required

number of equilibrium stages?

6.16. Why do longer liquid flow paths across a tray give higher stage

efficiencies?

6.17. What is the difference between the Murphree tray and point

efficiencies?

6.18. What is meant by turndown ratio? What type of tray has the

best turndown ratio? Which tray has the worst?

6.19. Why is the liquid holdup in a packed tower so important?

6.20. What is HETP? Does it have a theoretical basis? If not, why

is it so widely used?

6.21. Why are there so many different kinds of mass-transfer coef-

ficients? How can they be distinguished?

6.22. What is the difference between the loading point and the

flooding point in a packed column?

6.23. In reactive absorption, what are the differences in the conse-

quences of irreversible and reversible reactions?

EXERCISES

Section 6.1

6.1. Stripping in an absorber and absorption in a stripper.
In absorption, the absorbent is stripped to an extent that depends

on its K-value. In stripping, the stripping agent is absorbed to an

extent that depends on its K-value. Figure 6.1 shows that both absorp-
tion and stripping occur. Which occurs to the greatest extent in terms

of kmol/h? Should the operation be called an absorber or a stripper?

Why?

6.2. Advances in packing.
Prior to 1950, two types of commercial random packings were in

common use: Raschig rings and Berl saddles. Since 1950, many new

random packings have appeared. What advantages do these newer

ones have? By what advances in design and fabrication were achieve-

ments made? Why were structured packings introduced?

6.3. Bubble-cap trays.
Bubble-cap trays were widely used in towers prior to the 1950s.

Today, sieve and valve trays are favored. However, bubble-cap trays

are still specified for operations that require very high turndown

ratios or appreciable liquid residence time. What characteristics of

bubble-cap trays make it possible for them to operate satisfactorily

at low vapor and liquid rates?

Section 6.2

6.4. Selection of an absorbent.
In Example 6.6, a lean oil of 250 MW is used as the absorbent.

Consideration is being given to the selection of a new absorbent.

Available streams are:

Rate, gpm Density, lb/gal MW

C5s 115 5.24 72

Light oil 36 6.0 130

Medium oil 215 6.2 180

Which would you choose? Why? Which are unacceptable?

6.5. Stripping of VOCs with air.
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) can be removed from water

effluents by stripping with steam or air. Alternatively, the VOCs can
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be removed by carbon adsorption. TheU.S. Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) identified air stripping as the best available technology

(BAT) for this purpose. What are the advantages and disadvantages

of air stripping compared to steam stripping or carbon adsorption?

6.6. Best operating conditions for absorbers and strippers.
Prove by equations why absorbers are most efficiently operated at

high P and low T , whereas strippers are best operated at low P and

high T . Also prove, by equations, why a trade-off exists between the

number of stages and the flow rate of the separating agent.

Section 6.3

6.7. Absorption of CO2 from air.
The exit gas from an alcohol fermenter consists of an air–CO2

mixture containing 10 mol% CO2 that is to be absorbed in a 5.0-N

solution of triethanolamine, containing 0.04 mol CO2 per mol of

amine solution. Assume that the column operates isothermally at

25∘C, the exit liquid contains 78.4% of the CO2 in the feed gas to

the absorber, and absorption is carried out in a six-theoretical-plate

column. Then use the equilibrium data below to calculate (a) exit-gas

composition and (b) moles of amine solution required per mole of

feed gas.

Equilibrium Data

Y 0.003 0.008 0.015 0.023 0.032 0.043

X 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06

Y 0.055 0.068 0.083 0.099 0.12

X 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.11

Y = moles CO2/mole air; X = moles CO2/mole amine solution

6.8. Absorption of acetone from air.
Ninety-five percent of the acetone vapor in an 85 vol% air stream

is to be absorbed by countercurrent contact with pure water in a

valve-tray column with an expected overall tray efficiency of 50%.

The column will operate at 20∘C and 101 kPa. Equilibrium data for

acetone–water at these conditions are as follows:

Acetone in water, mol% 3.30 7.20 11.7 17.1

Acetone partial pressure in air, torr 30.00 62.80 85.4 103.0

Calculate (a) theminimumvalue of L′∕V ′, the ratiomolH2O∕mol air;

(b) the total number of equilibrium stages using a value of

L′∕V ′ of 1.25 times the minimum; and (c) the concentration of

acetone in the exit water.

FromTable 5.3 forN connected equilibrium stages, there are 2N +
2C + 5 degrees of freedom. The following values are specified in this

problem:

Stage pressures (101 kPa) N
Stage temperatures (20∘C) N
Feed stream composition C − 1

Water stream composition C − 1

Feed stream, T, P 2

Water stream, T, P 2

Acetone recovery 1

L / V 1

2N + 2C + 4

One more specification is needed. Take the gas feed rate at

100 kmol∕h.

6.9. Absorber-stripper system.
A solvent-recovery plant consists of an absorber followed by a

stripper, with both being trayed columns. Ninety percent of ben-

zene (B) in the inlet gas stream, which contains 0.06 mol B∕mol

B-free gas, is recovered in the absorber. The oil entering the top

of the absorber contains 0.01 mol B∕mol pure oil. In the exiting

liquid, X = 0.19 mol B∕mol pure oil. The operating temperature is

77∘F (25∘C).
Superheated steam is used in the stripper to remove benzene from

the benzene-rich oil at 110∘C. Concentrations of benzene in the oil =
0.19 and 0.01, in mole ratios, at inlet and outlet, respectively. The oil

(pure)-to–steam (benzene-free) flow rate ratio = 2.0. Vapors are con-

densed, separated, and removed. The additional data are MW oil =
200, MW benzene = 78, and MW gas = 32. The benzene equilibrium

data are provided in the following table:

Equilibrium Data at Column Pressures

X in Oil Y in Gas, 25∘C Y in Steam, 110∘C

0 0 0

0.04 0.011 0.10

0.08 0.0215 0.21

0.12 0.032 0.33

0.16 0.042 0.47

0.20 0.0515 0.62

0.24 0.060 0.795

0.28 0.068 1.05

Calculate (a) themolar ratio of B-free oil to B-free gas in the absorber;

(b) the number of theoretical plates for the absorber; and (c) the min-

imum steam flow rate required to remove benzene from 1 mol of oil

under given terminal conditions, assuming the stripper has an infinite

number of trays.

6.10. Steam stripping of benzene from oil.
A straw oil used to absorb benzene (B) from coke-oven gas is to

be steam-stripped in a sieve-plate column at 1 atm to recover B. Equi-

librium at the operating temperature is approximated by Henry’s law

in the form pB = HxB. It is known that, when the oil phase contains

10 mol%B, its partial pressure is 5.07 kPa. The oil is assumed to be

nonvolatile, and it enters containing 8 mol%B, 75% of which is to

be recovered. The steam leaving is 3 mol%B. (a) How many equilib-

rium stages are required? (b) How many moles of steam are required

per 100 mol of feed? (c) If the benzene recovery is increased to 85%

using the same steam rate, howmany equilibrium stages are required?

Section 6.4

6.11. Multicomponent, multistage absorption.
Consider the hydrocarbon gas absorption of Example 6.3, with

specifications shown in Figure 6.17. (a) Repeat the calculations

of Example 6.3 for N = 1, 3, 10, and 30 stages. Plot the percent

absorption of each of the five hydrocarbons and the total feed gas,

as well as percent stripping of the oil versus the number of stages

N. Discuss your results. (b) Solve Example 6.3 for an absorbent

flow rate of 330 lbmol∕h and three theoretical stages. Compare your

results to those of Example 6.3. What is the effect of trading stages

for absorbent?

6.12. Minimum absorbent flow.
Estimate the minimum absorbent flow rate required for the sepa-

ration in Example 6.3, assuming the key component is propane, with

an exit flow rate in the vapor measured at 155.4 lbmol/h.
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6.13. Isothermal, multistage absorption.
Solve Example 6.3 with the addition of a heat exchanger at each

stage, so as to maintain isothermal operation of the absorber at

(a) 125∘F and (b) 150∘F. What is the effect of temperature on absorp-

tion in this range of temperature? K-values at these temperatures are

as follows, compared to those at 97.5∘F:

K-values at 400 psia

Component T = 97.5∘F T = 125∘F T = 150∘F

C1 6.65 8.0 8.8

C2 1.64 2.0 2.4

C3 0.584 0.73 0.90

nC4 0.195 0.26 0.34

nC5 0.0713 0.098 0.135

Oil 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003

6.14. Multicomponent, multistage absorption.
One million lbmol/day of a gas of the composition below is

absorbed by n-heptane at −30∘F and 550 psia in an absorber with 10

theoretical stages, so as to absorb 50% of the ethane. Calculate the

required flow rate of absorbent and the distribution, in lbmol/h, of all

components between the exiting gas and liquid.

Component

Mole Percent

in Feed Gas

K-value @ −30∘F
and 550 psia

C1 94.9 2.85

C2 4.2 0.36

C3 0.7 0.066

nC4 0.1 0.017

nC5 0.1 0.004

6.15. Multistage stripper.
A stripper at 50 psia with three equilibrium stages strips

1,000 kmol∕h of liquid, at 300∘F, with the following molar compo-

sition: 0.03%C1, 0.22%C2, 1.82%C3, 4.47% nC4, 8.59% nC5, and

84.87% nC10. The stripping agent is 1,000 kmol∕h of superheated

steam at 300∘F and 50 psia. Use the Kremser equation to estimate

the compositions and flow rates of the stripped liquid and exiting

rich gas. Assume that no steam is absorbed. Calculate the dew-point

temperature of the exiting gas at 50 psia. If it is above 300∘F, what
can be done?

Component K-values are as follows:

Component K

C1 60

C2 28

C3 14

nC4 6.5

nC5 3.5

nC10 0.20

6.16. Stripping of VOCs from groundwater with air.
Groundwater, at a rate of 1,500 gpm and containing three volatile

organic compounds (VOCs), is to be stripped with air in a trayed

tower to produce drinking water that will meet U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) standards. Relevant data are given below.

Determine the minimum air flow rate in scfm (60∘F, 1 atm) and the

number of equilibrium stages required if an air flow rate of twice the

minimum is used, and the tower operates at 25∘C and 1 atm. Deter-

mine the composition in parts per million (ppm) for each VOC in the

resulting drinking water.

Concentration, ppm

Component K-value
Ground-

water

Max. for

Drinking

water

1,2-Dichloroethane (DCA) 60 85 0.005

Trichloroethylene (TCE) 650 120 0.005

1,1,1-Trichloroethane (TCA) 275 145 0.200

Note: ppm = parts per million by weight.

6.17. Stripping of SO2 and butadienes with N2.
SO2 and butadienes (B3 and B2) are stripped with nitrogen from

the liquid stream shown in Figure 6.46, so that the butadiene sul-

fone (BS) product contains less than 0.05 mol% SO2 and less than

0.5 mol% butadienes. Estimate the flow rate of nitrogen, N2, and the

equilibrium stages required. At 70∘C, K-values for SO2, B2, B3, and

BS are 6.95, 3.01, 4.53, and 0.016, respectively.

Feed liquid
70ºC (158ºF)

70ºC (158ºF)

Stripped liquid
L1

Gas stripping agent
Pure N2

<0.05 mol% SO2
<0.5 mol% (B3 + B2)

Rich gas
VN

30 psia (207 kPa)

N

1

SO2

1,3–Butadiene (B3)

1,2–Butadiene (B2)

Butadiene Sulfone (BS)

                 LN+1

10.0

8.0

2.0

100.0

 = 120.0

lN+1,

lbmol/h

Figure 6.46 Data for Exercise 6.17.

6.18. Trade-off between stages and pressure for absorption.
Determine by the Kremser method the separation that can be

achieved for the absorption operation indicated in Figure 6.47 for

the following conditions: (a) six equilibrium stages and 75 psia

operating pressure, (b) three stages and 150 psia, (c) six stages

and 150 psia. Assume an average temperature of 90∘F and use the

K-values below. What do you conclude about a trade-off between

pressure and stages?

Component K-value at 75 psia K-value at 150 psia

C1 2.9 14.0

C2 6.5 3.5

C3 1.95 1.05

nC4 0.61 0.33

nC5 0.19 0.105

nC10 0.0011 0.00055
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90ºF

lbmol/h
500

Lean gas

Absorber

Rich oil

90ºF

lbmol/h

1,660
168
96
52
24

2,000

C1
C2
C3

nC4
nC5

nC10

Figure 6.47 Data for Exercise 6.18.

6.19. Absorption of a hydrocarbon gas.
One thousand kmol/h of rich gas at 70∘F with 25%C1, 15%C2,

25%C3, 20% nC4, and 15% nC5 by moles is to be absorbed by

500 kmol∕h of nC10 at 90
∘F in an absorber operating at 4 atm. Cal-

culate, by the Kremser method, the percent absorption of each com-

ponent for 4, 10, and 30 theoretical stages. What do you conclude?

Use the following K-values:

Component K-value

C1 38

C2 7.6

C3 2.25

nC4 0.64

nC5 0.195

nC10 0.0014

6.20. Absorption of acetone with water.
Onemol/s of acetone in 10 mol∕s air is fed into an absorber where

95% of the acetone is to be absorbed by water. Assume the absorber

operates isothermally at 300 K and isobarically at 10 bar. At 300 K,

vapor pressures for water and acetone are 0.035 and 0.33 bars,

respectively. For an absorption factor of 1.4 for acetone, calculate

the number of equilibrium stages and a complete material balance,

taking into account stripping of water, assuming ideal solutions. Is

the assumption of ideal solutions reasonable? Prove your response

by calculations with a process simulator.

6.21. Stripping of VOCs from wastewater.
A wastewater stream containing benzene and ethylbenzene enters

the top of a stripper at 0.0475 m3∕s, where 99.9+ wt% of the VOCs

at 15∘C are to be removed with air entering the bottom at 2.41 m3∕s,
15∘C, and 103 kPa. For these conditions, the ideal-gas law is applica-

ble and a modified Raoult’s law, Ki = Ps
i∕xs

i P, can be used to estimate

theK-values of the VOCs, as in Example 6.4. Neglecting the stripping

of water and the absorption of air, calculate the number of equilibrium

stages required using the following data:

Organic

Compound

Concentration

in the

Wastewater, mg/L

Solubility in

Water at 15∘C,
mole fraction

Vapor

Pressure at

15∘C, kPa

Benzene 150 0.00041 7.85

Ethylbenzene 20 0.000032 0.693

Section 6.5

6.22. Comparison of measured overall stage efficiency with
correlations.

Using the data from Example 6.6, back-calculate Eo for propane

and compare the result with estimates from the Drickamer−Bradford
and O’Connell correlations. Use 2.0 for the K-value of propane, a

liquid density of 57.9 lb∕ft3, and an average liquid MW of 250.

6.23. Production of 95%H2 by absorption of HCs from a refin-
ery gas.

Fuel cell automotive systems are being considered that will

require hydrogen of 95% purity. A refinery stream of 800,000 scfm

(at 32∘F, 1 atm), containing 72.5% H2, 25% CH4, and 2.5% C2H6, is

available. To convert this gas to the required purity, oil absorption,

activated charcoal adsorption, and membrane separation are being

considered. For oil absorption, an available n-octane stream can be

used as the absorbent. Because the 95% H2 must be delivered at not

less than 375 psia, the absorber will operate at 400 psia and 100∘F.
If at least 80% of the hydrogen fed to the absorber is to leave in the

exit gas, determine the following: (a) the minimum absorbent rate

in gpm; (b) the absorbent rate if 1.5 times the minimum amount is

used; (c) the number of theoretical stages; (d) the stage efficiency

for each of the three species in the feed gas, using the O’Connell

correlation; (e) the number of trays actually required; and (f) the exit

gas composition, accounting for octane stripping. For part (g) of the

exercise, if the lost octane in part (f) is not recovered, estimate its

value if the process operates 7,900 h∕year and the octane is valued at
$1.00∕gal. Would the use of octane preclude use of this hydrogen in

fuel cells? Obtain the necessary properties from a process simulator.

6.24. Scale-up of absorber using Oldershaw-column data.
The absorber of Examples 6.1 and 6.7 is being scaled up by a

factor of 15, so a column with an 11.5-ft-diameter will be needed.

Because of the 30% efficiency for the original tray, a new design has

been developed and tested in an Oldershaw column. The resulting

Murphree vapor-point efficiency, EOV , for the new tray design for this

system is 55%. Estimate EMV and Eo. To estimate the length of the

liquid flow path, ZL, use Figure 6.20. Assume that u∕DE = 6 ft−1.

Section 6.6

6.25. Diameter of a valve-tray column.
Figure 6.48 shows the conditions at the bottom tray of a reboiled

stripper. If valve trays are used with 24-inch tray spacing, estimate

the column diameter for 80% of flooding.

546.2 Ibmol/h
6.192 cfs

y, mol%

Bottom tray

0.0006

0.4817

60.2573

32.5874

6.6730

C2

C3

nC4

nC5

nC6

C2

C3

nC4

nC5

nC6

x, mol%

621.3 Ibmo/h
171.1 gpm

230.5ºF
150 psia

0.0001

0.1448

39.1389

43.0599

17.6563

Figure 6.48 Data for Exercise 6.25.
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6.26. Flooding velocity and diameter of a valve tray.
Determine the flooding velocity and column diameter at the top

tray of a valve-tray absorber, using the following data:

Pressure 400 psia

Temperature 128∘F
Vapor rate 530 lbmol/h

Vapor MW 26.6

Vapor density 1.924 lb/ft3

Liquid rate 889 lbmol/h

Liquid MW 109

Liquid density 41.1 lb/ft3

Liquid surface tension 18.4 dyne/cm

Foaming factor 0.75

Tray spacing 24 inch

Fraction flooding 0.85

6.27. Sieve-tray column design.
For Exercise 6.23, if an octane absorbent flow rate of 40,000 gpm

is used in a sieve-tray column with 24-inch tray spacing, determine,

for an 0.80 foaming factor and 0.70 fraction flooding, the column

diameter based on conditions near the bottom of the column.

6.28. Trayed-column absorber design.
Repeat the calculations of Example 6.8 for a column diameter cor-

responding to 40% of flooding.

6.29. Trayed column for acetone absorption.
For the acetone absorber of Figure 6.1, estimate the column diam-

eter for a 0.85 foaming factor and a 0.75 fraction flooding, if sieve

trays are used.

6.30. Design of a VOC stripper.
A VOC stripper is to be designed for the flow conditions and sep-

aration of Example 6.4, with wastewater and air flow rates twice as

high. Determine (a) the number of equilibrium stages required and

(b) the column diameter for sieve trays.

Section 6.7

6.31. Absorption of SO2 in a packed column.
Air containing 1.6 vol% SO2 is scrubbed at 1 atm with pure

water in a packed column of 1.5-m2 cross-sectional area and 3.5-m

height, packed with No. 2 plastic Super Intalox saddles. The total

gas flow rate is 0.062 kmol∕s, the liquid flow rate is 2.2 kmol∕s,
and the outlet-gas SO2 concentration is y = 0.004. At the column

temperature, the equilibrium relationship is y∗ = 40x. (a) What

is L∕Lmin? (b) Calculate NOG and compare your answer to that

for the number of theoretical stages required. (c) Determine HOG

and the HETP from the operating data. (d) Calculate KGa from

the data based on a partial-pressure driving force, as in Item 2 of

Table 6.5.

6.32. Absorption of SO2 in a packed tower.
An SO2–air mixture is scrubbed with water in a packed tower

at 20∘C and 1 atm. Solute-free water enters the top at 1,000 lb∕h
and is well distributed over the packing. The liquor leaving contains

0.6 lb SO2∕100 lb of solute-free water. The partial pressure of SO2

in the gas leaving is 23 torr. The mole ratio of water to air is 25. The

necessary equilibrium data are tabulated below. (a) What percent of

the SO2 in the entering gases is absorbed in the tower? (b) During

operation, it was found that rate coefficients kp and kL remained sub-

stantially constant throughout the tower at

kL = 1.3 ft∕h, and
kp = 0.195 lbmol∕h-ft2-atm

At a point in the tower where the liquid concentration is 0.001 lbmol

SO2 per lbmol of water, what is the liquid concentration at the

gas−liquid interface in lbmol∕ft3? The solution density is 1 gm∕cm3.

Solubility of SO2 in H2O at 20∘C

lb SO2 Partial Pressure of

100 lb H2O SO2 in Air, torr

0.02 0.5

0.05 1.2

0.10 3.2

0.15 5.8

0.20 8.5

0.30 14.1

0.50 26.0

0.70 39.0

1.0 59

6.33. Stripping of benzene from wastewater in a packed
column.

Wastewater at 600 gpm, containing 10 ppm (by weight) of ben-

zene, is to be stripped with air in a packed column, operating at 25∘C
and 2 atm, to produce water containing 0.005 ppm of benzene. The

packing is 2-inch polypropylene Flexirings. The vapor pressure of

benzene at 25∘C is 95.2 torr. The solubility of benzene in water at

25∘C is 0.180 g∕100g. An expert in VOC stripping with air suggests

the use of 1,000 scfm of air (60∘F, 1 atm). At these conditions, for

benzene,

kLa = 0.067 s−1 and kGa = 0.80 s−1

Determine: (a) the minimum air-stripping rate in scfm (Is it less than

the rate suggested by the expert? If not, use 1.4 times your mini-

mum value.); (b) the stripping factor based on the air rate suggested

by the expert; (c) the number of transfer units, NOG; (d) the overall

mass-transfer coefficient, KGa, in units of mol∕m3-s-kPa and s−1, and

which phase controls mass transfer; and (e) the volume of packing

in m3.

Section 6.8

6.34. Scrubbing of GeCl4 with caustic in a packed column.
Germanium tetrachloride (GeCl4) and silicon tetrachloride

(SiCl4) are used in the production of optical fibers. Both chlorides

are oxidized at high temperature and converted to glass-like particles.

Because the GeCl4 oxidation is incomplete, the unreacted GeCl4
is scrubbed from its air carrier with 0.071 kg∕s of a dilute caustic

solution in a packed column operating at 25∘C and 1 atm. The dis-

solved GeCl4 has essentially no vapor pressure, and mass transfer is

controlled by the gas phase. Thus, the equilibrium curve is a straight

line of zero slope. Why? The entering gas is 23,850 kg∕day of air

containing 288 kg∕day of GeCl4. The air also contains 540 kg∕day
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of Cl2, which, when dissolved, will also have no vapor pressure. The

two liquid-phase reactions are as follows:

GeCl4 + 5OH− → HGeO−
3 + 4Cl− + 2H2O

Cl2 + 2OH− → ClO− + Cl− + H2O

Ninety-nine percent of both GeCl4 and Cl2 must be absorbed in

a 2-ft-diameter column packed to a height of 10 ft with 1∕2-inch
ceramic Raschig rings. The column is to operate at 75% of flooding.

For the packing, ε = 0.63, FP = 580 ft−1, and Dp = 0.01774 m.

The gas-phase mass-transfer coefficients for GeCl4 and Cl2, from

empirical equations and properties, are given by

Kya = kya

ky

(V∕AT )
= 1.195

[
DpV ′

μ
(
1 − εo

)]−0.36(NSc)−2∕3

εo − ε − hL

hL = 0.03591(L′)0.331

a = 14.69(808V ′∕ρ1∕2)n
(L′)0.111

n = 0.01114L′ + 0.148

where AT = column cross-sectional area in m2; ky = kmol∕m2-s;

V = molar gas rate in kmol∕s; Dp = equivalent packing diameter in

m; μ = gas viscosity in kg/m-s; ρ = gas density in kg∕m3; NSc =
Schmidt number = μ∕ρDi; Di = molecular diffusivity of compo-

nent i in the gas in m2/s; a = interfacial area for mass transfer in

m2/m3 of packing; L′ = liquid mass velocity in kg∕m2-s; and V ′ =
gas mass velocity in kg∕m2-s. For the two diffusing species, assume

DGeCl4
= 0.000006m2∕s

DCl2
= 0.000013m2∕s

(a) Determine the required packed height in feet based on the

controlling species (GeCl4 or Cl2). Is the 10 ft of packing adequate?

(b) Determine the percent absorption of GeCl4 and Cl2 based on the

available 10 ft of packing. If the 10 ft of packing is not sufficient,

select an alternative packing that is adequate.

6.35. Stripping of VOCs in a packed column.
For the VOC-stripping task of Exercise 6.33, the expert has

suggested a tower diameter of 0.80 m with a pressure drop of

500 N∕m2-m of packed height (0.612 inch H2O∕ft). Verify the

information from the expert by estimating (a) the fraction of flooding

using the GPDC chart of Figure 6.36, with FP = 24 ft2∕ft3; (b) the
pressure drop at flooding; and (c) the pressure drop at the operating

conditions of Exercise 6.33, using the GPDC chart.

6.36. Mass-transfer coefficients for a packed stripper.
For the VOC stripper of Exercise 6.33, the expert suggested cer-

tain mass-transfer coefficients. Check these by using the correlations

of Billet and Schultes, assuming that 2-inch plastic Flexiring packing

has the characteristics of 2-inch plastic Pall rings.

6.37. Scrubbing of NH3 with water in a packed column.
A 2 mol% NH3-in-air mixture at 68∘F and 1 atm is scrubbed with

water in a tower packed with 1.5-inch ceramic Berl saddles. The inlet

water mass velocity is 2,400 lb∕h-ft2, and the inlet gas mass velocity

is 240 lb∕h-ft2. The gas solubility follows Henry’s law, p = Hx,
where p is the partial pressure of ammonia, x is the mole fraction of

ammonia in the liquid, and H = 2.7 atm∕mole fraction. (a) Calculate

the packed height for 90% NH3 absorption. (b) Calculate the mini-

mum water mass velocity in lb∕h-ft2 for absorbing 98% of the NH3.

(c) The use of 1.5-inch ceramic Hiflow rings rather than Berl sad-

dles has been suggested. What changes would this cause in KGa,
maximum liquid rate, KLa, column height, column diameter, HOG,

and NOG?

6.38. Absorption of CO2 into caustic in a packed column.
Your company, for a carbon-credit exchange program, is consid-

ering a packed column to absorb CO2 from air into a dilute-caustic

solution. The air contains 3 mol% CO2, and a 97% absorption of

CO2 is mandated. The air-flow rate is 5,000 ft3∕minute at 60∘F and

1 atm. It may be assumed that the equilibrium curve is Y∗ = 1.75X,
where Y and X are mole ratios of CO2 to CO2-free carrier gas and

liquid, respectively. A column diameter of 2.5 ft with 2-inch Intalox

saddle packing is assumed for the initial design estimates. Also

assume that caustic solution has the properties of water. Calculate

(a) the minimum caustic solution-to-air molar flow rate ratio; (b)

the maximum possible concentration of CO2 in the caustic solution;

(c) the number of theoretical stages at L∕V = 1.4 times the minimum;

(d) the caustic solution rate; (e) the pressure drop per foot of column

height (what does this result suggest?); (f) the overall number of gas

transfer units NOG; and (g) the height of packing, using a KGa of

2.5 lbmol∕h-ft3-atm. Is this a reasonable way to get carbon credits?

6.39. Number of transfer units for an absorber.
A gas stream contains 80 mol% of inerts with a MW of 29 and

20 mol% of propane (MW = 44). An absorber is to be designed to

recover 95% of the propane with an HC oil having an average MW

of 300. The absorber will be a column with structured packing.

The entering-gas mass velocity at the bottom will be 5,000 lb∕h-ft2.
The liquid absorbent will enter the top at a mass velocity of

20,000 lb∕h-ft2. Equilibrium data for propane at the operating

conditions of the column are as follows:

x 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

y* 0.008 0.028 0.06 0.12 0.2

Determine the number of overall gas transfer units, NOG.
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Chapter 7

Distillation of Binary Mixtures

§7.0 INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

After completing this chapter, you should be able to:

• Explain the need in distillation for a condenser to produce reflux and a reboiler to produce boilup.

• Determine the five construction lines of the McCabe–Thiele method using material balances and vapor–liquid equi-

librium relations.

• Distinguish among five possible phase conditions of the feed.

• Apply the McCabe–Thiele method for determining minimum reflux ratio, minimum equilibrium stages, number of

stages for a specified reflux ratio greater than minimum, and optimal feed-stage location, given the required split

between the two feed components.

• Use aMurphree vapor-stage efficiency to determine the number of actual trays from the number of equilibrium stages.

• Determine the diameter of a trayed tower and the size of the reflux drum.

• Determine packed height and diameter of a packed column for distillation.

In distillation (fractionation), one or more feed mixtures
of two or more components are separated into two or more
products, including, and often limited to, an overhead distil-
late and a bottoms product, whose compositions differ from
that of the feed(s). Most often, the feed(s) is (are) a liquid or a
vapor–liquid mixture. The bottoms product is almost always
a liquid, while the distillate may be a liquid, a vapor, or a
mixture of the two. The separation requires that (1) a second
phase be formed so that both liquid and vapor are present and
can make contact while flowing countercurrently to each other
in a trayed or packed column; (2) components have different
volatilities so that they partition between phases to different
extents; and (3) the two phases are separable by gravity or
mechanical means. Distillation differs from absorption and
stripping in that the second fluid phase is created by thermal
means (vaporization and condensation) rather than by intro-
duction of a second phase (mass-separating agent) that may
contain an additional component or components not present
in the feed mixture(s).

According to Forbes [1], distillation dates back to at least
the 1st century a.d. By the 11th century, batch distillation
was used in Italy to produce alcoholic beverages. The liquid
feed was placed in a heated vessel, causing part of the liq-
uid to evaporate. The vapor passed out of the vessel into a
water-cooled condenser and dripped into a product receiver.
The word distillation is derived from the Latin word destillare,
which means “dripping.” By the 16th century, it was known
that the extent of separation could be improved by providing
multiple vapor liquid contacts (stages) in a so-called Recti-
ficatorium. The term rectification is derived from the Latin
words recte facere, meaning “to improve.” Today, almost pure
products are obtained by continuous, multistage contacting.

Multistage distillation is the most widely used industrial
method for separating chemical mixtures, despite the fact that
it can be very energy intensive, especially when the relative
volatility, α, (2-20), of the key components is low (< 1.50).
A recent survey by Pete Sharpe of Emerson Process Experts
[http://www.emersonprocessxperts.com/2010/04/reducing_
distil/#.U6NG3_ldXAy] reported that more than 40,000
distillation columns are operating in the United States. They
account for 40 to 60% of the energy consumed in the chemical
and petroleum refining industries, 19% of the energy used
by U.S. manufacturers, and 6% of the total U.S. energy con-
sumption. In petroleum refineries, distillation separates crude
oil into petroleum fractions, light hydrocarbons, and organic
petrochemicals. In the chemical industry, organic alcohols,
acids, ketones, etc., are recovered and purified.

The fundamentals of distillation are best understood by the
study of continuous binary distillation, the separation of a
two-component mixture. The more general and mathemati-
cally complex cases of continuousmulticomponent distillation
are covered in Chapters 9 to 12. Batch distillation is described
in Chapter 13.

Industrial Example

Figure 7.1 shows a binary distillation for the separation of

620 lbmol∕h of a mixture of 46 mol% benzene (the more

volatile component) from 54 mol% toluene. The purpose

of the 25-sieve-tray column, with a condenser, reflux drum,

and reboiler, is to separate the feed into a liquid distillate of

99 mol% benzene and a liquid bottoms product of 98 mol%

toluene. The column operates at near-ambient pressure, where

benzene and toluene form near-ideal mixtures with a relative

191
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Feed
bubble-point
liquid, 55 psia

cw = cooling water
Stm = steam

19.25
psia

620 lbmol/h
46 mol% benzene
54 mol% toluene

5-ft diameter,
24-in.-tray-spacing

sieve trays

Partial
reboiler

10,030,000
Btu/h

98 mol% toluene
251°F

99 mol% benzene
189°F

623 lbmol/h

Reflux

20.5 psia

18 psiaReflux drum

Distillate

708 lbmol/h

Boilup

Bottoms

Total condenser
11,820,000 Btu/h

25

16

13

10

1

cw

Stm

Figure 7.1 Continuous distillation of a binary mixture of benzene

and toluene.

volatility, α, in the range from 2.26 at the bottom tray to 2.52

at the top tray, as determined from Raoult’s law, (2-28). The
reflux ratio (reflux flow rate to distillate flow rate) is 2.215.

This is about 30% higher than the minimum ratio needed to

achieve the required separation.

The feed is a saturated (bubble-point) liquid at 55 psia.

When flashed adiabatically across the feed valve to the

feed-tray pressure of 19.25 psia, 23.4 mol% of the feed is

vaporized. A total condenser is used to obtain saturated

liquid reflux and liquid distillate at 189∘F and 18 psia. The

condenser heat is 11,820,000 Btu∕h. At the bottom of the

column, a partial reboiler is used to produce vapor boilup

and a saturated liquid bottoms product. The reboiler duty is

10,030,000 Btu∕h, which is close to the condenser duty.

The inside diameter of the column in Figure 7.1 is a

constant 5 ft. At the top, this corresponds to 84% of flooding,

while at the bottom, 81%. The column is provided with three

alternative feed locations. For the design conditions, the opti-

mal feed entry is between trays 12 and 13. Should the

feed composition or product specifications change, one of

the other feed trays could become optimal.

Columns similar to that in Figure 7.1 have been built for

diameters up to at least 30 ft. With a 24-inch tray spacing,

the number of trays in a single column is usually no greater

than 150. In many locations, wind loading becomes a limiting

factor in the construction of tall columns. For the sharp sep-

aration of a binary mixture with an α < 1.05, distillation can

require many hundreds of trays, so a more efficient separation

technique should be sought. Even when distillation is the most

economical separation technique, its efficiency, as defined in

§2.12, can be less than 10%.

In Figure 1.8, distillation is the most mature of all sep-
aration operations. Design and operation procedures are
well established (see Kister [3, 4]). Only when vapor–liquid
equilibrium, azeotrope formation, or other data are uncer-
tain is a laboratory and/or pilot-plant study necessary prior
to the design of a commercial unit. Table 7.1, taken par-
tially from Mix et al. [2], lists representative, industrial, and

Table 7.1 Representative Commercial Binary Distillation Operations

Binary Mixture

Average Relative

Volatility

Number of

Trays

Typical Operating Pressure,

psia

Reflux-to-Minimum-Reflux

Ratio

o-Xylene/m-xylene 1.17 130 15 1.12

Isopentane/n-pentane 1.30 120 30 1.20

Isobutane/n-butane 1.35 100 100 1.15

Ethylbenzene/styrene 1.38 34 1 1.71

Propylene/propane 1.40 138 280 1.06

Methanol/ethanol 1.44 75 15 1.20

Water/acetic acid 1.83 40 15 1.35

Ethylene/ethane 1.87 73 230 1.07

Toluene/ethylbenzene 2.15 28 15 1.20

Propane/1,3-butadiene 2.18 40 120 1.13

Ethanol azeotrope/water 2.21 60 15 1.35

Isopropanol/water 2.23 12 15 1.28

Benzene/toluene 3.09 34 15 1.15

Methanol/water 3.27 60 45 1.31

Cumene/phenol 3.76 38 1 1.21

Benzene/ethylbenzene 6.79 20 15 1.14

HCN/water 11.20 15 50 1.36

Ethylene oxide/water 12.68 50 50 1.19

Formaldehyde/methanol 16.70 23 50 1.17

Water/ethylene glycol 81.20 16 4 1.20
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continuous binary distillations in decreasing order of diffi-
culty of separation. Included are average values of relative

volatility, number of trays, typical column operating pressure,

and reflux-to-minimum-reflux ratio. Although the data in

Table 7.1 refer to trayed towers, distillation is also carried out
in packed columns.

Equilibrium-stage calculations for trayed columns and

rate-based calculations for packed columns for continuous
binary distillation are covered in this chapter. Column sizing

procedures presented in Chapter 6 for absorbers and strippers

are applicable here to binary distillation and to multicompo-
nent distillation as well. Methods for estimating tray efficiency

are also covered in this chapter and are applicable to both

binary and multicomponent distillation.

§7.1 EQUIPMENT AND DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS

Types of trays and packings for distillation are identical to

those used in absorption and stripping, as shown in Figures
6.2, 6.5, 6.7, and 6.8 and compared in Tables 6.2 and 6.3.

§7.1.1 Design and Analysis Factors

The following factors that influence the design or analysis of

a binary-distillation operation are:

1. Feed flow rate, composition, temperature, pressure,

and phase

2. Desired degree of component separation

3. Operating pressure (which must be below the critical

pressure of the mixture)

4. Pressure drop, particularly for vacuum operation

5. Reflux ratio

6. Number of equilibrium stages and stage efficiency or

HETP

7. Type of condenser (total, partial, or mixed)

8. Degrees of liquid reflux subcooling

9. Type of reboiler (partial or total)

10. Type of trays or packing

11. Column height

12. Feed-entry stage

13. Column diameter

14. Column internals and materials of construction

15. Heat lability and chemical reactivity of feed

components

16. Corrosion and materials of construction

17. Toxicity and flammability

§7.1.2 Initial Considerations of Design Factors

Temperature and phase of the feed are determined at the

feed-tray pressure by an adiabatic-flash calculation across the

feed valve. As the feed vapor fraction increases, the required
reflux rate increases, but the boilup rate decreases.

As column operating pressure is increased, temperatures in

the column increase in a manner similar to a vapor-pressure
plot. The operating pressure at the top of the column should
correspond to a saturated distillate temperature that is some-
what higher (e.g., 10 to 50∘F) than the supply temperature of

the cooling water to the overhead condenser. However, if this
pressure approaches the critical pressure of the more volatile
component, then a lower pressure must be used and a refrig-
erant is required as coolant. For example, in Table 7.1, the

separation of ethylene/ethane is conducted at 230 psia, giving
a column top temperature of −40∘F. Therefore, a refrigerant
is required to condense the overhead. Water at 80∘F for the
condenser cannot be used at any column operating pressure

because the critical temperature of ethylene is 48.6∘F (282 K).
If the estimated column pressure is less than atmospheric,

the operating pressure at the top is often set just above atmo-

spheric to avoid vacuum operation, unless the temperature at
the bottom of the column is limited by decomposition, poly-
merization, excessive corrosion, or other chemical reactions.
In that case, vacuum operation is necessary. For example, in

Table 7.1, vacuum operation is required for the separation
of ethylbenzene from styrene to maintain a temperature low
enough to prevent styrene polymerization in the reboiler.

For given (1) feed, (2) desired degree of separation, and

(3) operating pressure, a minimum reflux ratio (reflux rate to
distillate rate) exists that corresponds to an infinite number of
theoretical stages. This is similar to the minimum absorbent to
feed flow rate in absorption as described in §6.2. A minimum

number of theoretical stages exist that correspond to an infi-
nite reflux ratio. The design trade-off is between the number of
stages and the reflux ratio. A graphical method for determining

the data needed to establish this trade-off and to determine the
optimal feed-stage location is developed in the next section.

§7.2 McCABE–THIELE GRAPHICAL METHOD
FOR TRAYED TOWERS

Figure 7.2 shows a column containing the equivalent ofN equi-
librium stages, a total condenser, and a partial reboiler. Feed
enters the column at an intermediate stage. The overhead vapor
leaving the top stage is totally condensed and sent to a reflux

drum from which a liquid distillate is withdrawn and a liquid
reflux is returned to the top stage. In the partial reboiler, liq-
uid from the bottom stage is partially vaporized to give vapor
boilup that is returned to the bottom stage. The remaining liq-

uid is withdrawn as the bottoms product.
By means of multiple countercurrent stages arranged in a

two-section cascade with reflux and boilup, as discussed in
§5.3, a sharp separation between the two feed components is

possible unless an azeotrope exists, in which case one of the
two products will approach the azeotropic composition.

The feed, which contains a more volatile (light) component

(the light key, LK), and a less volatile (heavy) component
(the heavy key, HK), enters the column at feed stage f . At
feed-stage pressure, the feed of LK mole fraction zF may be
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Figure 7.2 Distillation column with a total condenser and partial

reboiler.

liquid, vapor, or a mixture of the two. The LK mole fraction is
xD in the distillate and xB in the bottoms product. Mole frac-
tions of the HK are (1 − zF), (1 − xD), and (1 − xB) in the feed,
distillate, and bottoms, respectively.

The goal of distillation is to produce a distillate rich in
the LK (i.e., an xD approaching 1.0) and a bottoms product
rich in the HK (i.e., xB approaching 0.0). Whether the sepa-
ration is achievable depends on α1,2 of the two components
(LK = 1 and HK = 2), where

α1,2 = K1∕K2 (7-1)

If the two components form ideal solutions and follow the
ideal-gas law in the vapor phase, Raoult’s law (2-28) applies,
giving

K1 = Ps
1∕P and K2 = Ps

2∕P

and from (7-1), the relative volatility is given by the ratio
of vapor pressures, α1,2 = Ps

1∕Ps
2, and is a function only of

temperature. As discussed in §4.2, as the temperature (and
therefore the pressure) increases, α1,2 decreases. At the mix-
ture convergence pressure (e.g., see §2.5.2 and Figure 2.2),
α1,2 = 1.0, and separation cannot be achieved at this or a
higher pressure.

The relative volatility in terms of equilibrium vapor and liq-
uid mole fractions from the K-value expressed as Ki = yi∕xi
(2-18) for a binary mixture is

α1,2 =
y1∕x1
y2∕x2

= y1(1 − x1)
x1(1 − y1)

(7-2)

Solving (7-2) for y1,

y1 =
α1,2x1

1 + x1(α1,2 − 1)
(7-3)

For components with close boiling points, the temperature

change over the column is small and α1,2 is almost constant.

Figure 7.3 shows a vapor–liquid equilibrium curve for the

benzene–toluene system for 1 atm, at which pure benzene

and pure toluene boil at 176 and 231∘F, respectively. These
two components are not close boiling and can be separated by

distillation. Using (7-3) with experimental x–y data, α varies

from 2.6 at the bottom of the column to 2.35 at the top.

Equilibrium curves for some average values of α1,2 are

shown in Figure 7.4. The higher the average value of α, the
easier the desired separation. Average values of α in Table 7.1

range from 1.17 to 81.2.

In 1925, McCabe and Thiele [5] published a graph-

ical method for combining the equilibrium curve with
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Figure 7.3 Equilibrium curve for benzene–toluene at 1 atm.
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material-balance operating lines to estimate, for a binary-feed

mixture and selected column pressure, the number of equi-

librium stages and reflux required for a specified split of the

feed components. The method is an extension of the graphical

staircase procedure used for absorbers and strippers described

in §6.3.4.

Although computer-aided methods discussed in Chapter 10

are more accurate and rapidly applied, the graphical McCabe–

Thiele method greatly facilitates visualization of the funda-

mentals of multistage distillation, including the effects of

specifications such as reflux, feed condition, and feed-stage

location. The effort required to learn and apply the method

is well justified. Furthermore, as discussed in §5.6.4, the

McCabe–Thiele method is representative of the design case.

It determines, for a specified separation, the minimum reflux

ratio, the minimum number of equilibrium stages, the number

of stages for a given reflux ratio, and the optimal feed-stage

location. Computer-aided methods are representative of the

simulation case. They calculate the separation achieved for

a fixed number of equilibrium stages, reflux, feed condition,

and feed-stage location. Thus, when a distillation column

is to be designed to separate a binary mixture, it is useful

to apply the McCabe–Thiele method prior to and during

computer-aided calculations with a process simulator. The

ChemSep program allows the user to produce McCabe–Thiele

plots of computer-produced simulations to facilitate changes

to simulation specifications that lead to a desired design.

Typical input specifications and results (outputs) from the

McCabe–Thiele construction for a single-feed, two-product

distillation are summarized in Table 7.2, where it is required

that, for the lighter component, xB < zF < xD. The distillate

can be a liquid from a total condenser, as shown in Figure 7.2,

or a vapor from a partial condenser. The feed-phase condition

must be known at column pressure, which is assumed to be

uniform throughout the column. The type of condenser and

reboiler must be specified, as well as the ratio of reflux to min-

imum reflux. From the specification of xD and xB for the LK,

distillate and bottoms rates, D and B, are fixed by material bal-

ances, as follows:

By overall material balance for the LK,

FZF
= xDD + xBB (7-4)

By overall total material balance,

F = D + B (7-5)

Combine (7-4) and (7-5) to eliminate B and solve for D,

D = F

(
zF − xB

xD − xB

)
(7-6)

and
B = F − D (7-7)

The graphical McCabe–Thiele construct determines (1) N,

the number of equilibrium stages; (2)Nmin, the minimum num-

ber of equilibrium stages; (3) Rmin = Lmin∕D, the minimum

reflux ratio; and (4) the optimal feed-stage location. The

Table 7.2 Specifications and Results for the McCabe–Thiele

Method for Binary Distillation

Specifications

F Total feed rate

zF Mole fraction of LK in the feed

P Column operating pressure (assumed uniform

throughout the column)

Phase condition of the feed at column pressure

Vapor–liquid equilibrium curve for the binary

mixture at column pressure

Type of overhead condenser (total or partial)

Type of reboiler (usually partial)

xD Mole fraction of LK in the distillate

xB Mole fraction of LK in the bottoms

R∕Rmin Ratio of reflux to minimum reflux

Results

D Distillate flow rate

B Bottoms flow rate

Nmin Minimum number of equilibrium stages

Rmin Minimum reflux ratio, Lmin∕D
R Reflux ratio, L∕D
VB Boilup ratio, V∕B
N Number of equilibrium stages

Optimal feed-stage location

Vapor and liquid compositions leaving each stage

remaining variables listed under Results, and the heating and

cooling requirements, can then be calculated.

As shown in Figure 7.5, the McCabe–Thiele method

includes five construction lines on a plot of y vs. x for the LK.
The lines are (1) a 𝟒𝟓∘ reference line; (2) an equilibrium
curve; (3) an operating line for the rectifying section; (4) an
operating line for the stripping section; and (5) a feed line,
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Figure 7.5 Construction lines for McCabe–Thiele graphical

method.
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called the q-line, for the phase or thermal condition of the

feed. Typical lines are shown in Figure 7.5, where the ranges

of y and x are from 0 to 1. The equilibrium line is obtained

from experimental data or calculated from an applicable EOS

or gE method described in Chapter 2. Equations for the lines

(3) to (5) are derived next.

§7.2.1 Rectifying-Section Operating Line

Figure 7.2 shows that the rectifying section extends from the

top stage, 1, to just above the feed stage, f . Consider a top

portion of the rectifying stages, including the total condenser,

as shown by the envelope in Figure 7.6a. A material balance

for the LK over the envelope for the total condenser and stages

1 to n is as follows, where y and x refer, respectively, to LK

vapor and liquid mole fractions. The subscripts on V ,L, y, and
x refer to the stages from which the streams leave.

Vn+1yn+1 = Lnxn + DxD (7-8)

Solving (7-8) for yn+1 gives the equation for the rectifying-

section operating line:

yn+1 =
Ln

Vn+1
xn +

D
Vn+1

xD (7-9)

This equation relates LK compositions yn+1 and xn of passing
streams Vn+1 and Ln, respectively.

Equation (7-9) is the locus of LKmole fractions of all pass-

ing streams between stages in the rectifying section. To be

plotted as a straight line, y = mx + b, L and V must not vary

from stage to stage in the rectifying section. This is the case if:

1. The two components have equal and constant molar

enthalpies of vaporization (latent heats).

2. Component sensible-enthalpy changes (CPΔT) and

heat of mixing are negligible compared to latent heat

changes.

3. The column is insulated, so heat loss is negligible.

4. Column pressure is uniform (no pressure drop).

These are the McCabe–Thiele assumptions leading to
the condition of constant molar overflow in the rectifying

section, where total molar flow rates remain constant as

liquid overflows each weir from one stage to the next. Since
a total material balance for the rectifying-section envelope in

Figure 7.6a gives Vn+1 = Ln + D, if L is constant, then V is

also constant for a fixed D. Rewriting (7-9) as in Figure 7.5,

y = L
V

x + D
V

xD (7-10)

Thus, the slope of the operating line in the rectifying section is
a constant L∕V , withV > L, giving L∕V < 1, as in Figure 7.6b.

For constant molar overflow in the rectifying and stripping

sections, only material balances and an equilibrium curve are
required. Energy balances are needed only to determine con-

denser and reboiler duties, after completing a McCabe–Thiele

calculation, as discussed in §7.3.5.
Liquid entering stage 1 at the top is the external reflux rate,

L0, and its ratio to the distillate rate, L0∕D, is the reflux ratioR.
Because of constant molar overflow, R = L∕D is a constant in
the rectifying section. Since V = L + D, the slope of the oper-

ating line is readily related to the reflux ratio:

L
V

= L
L + D

= L∕D
L∕D + D∕D

= R
R + 1

(7-11)

Similarly,
D
V

= D
L + D

= 1

R + 1
(7-12)

Combining (7-10) to (7-12) produces the most useful form of

the rectifying-section operating line:

y =
(

R
R + 1

)
x +

(
1

R + 1

)
xD (7-13)
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Figure 7.6 McCabe–Thiele operating line for the rectifying section.
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If for a total condenser, R and xD are specified, (7-13) plots
as a straight line in Figure 7.6b, with an intersection at y = xD
on the 45∘ line where y = x. The slope of the line is L∕V =
R∕(R + 1), and the intersection is at y = xD∕(R + 1) for x = 0.

In Figure 7.6b, the equilibrium stages are stepped off as in
§6.3.4 for absorption. Starting from point (y1 = xD, x0 = xD)
on the operating line and the 45∘ line, a horizontal line is drawn
to the left until it intersects the equilibrium curve at (y1, x1),
the compositions of the equilibrium phases leaving the top
stage. A vertical line is dropped from (y1, x1) until it intersects
the operating line at (y2, x1), the compositions of the passing
streams between stages 1 and 2. Horizontal- and vertical-line
constructions are continued, stage-by-stage, down the rectify-
ing section to give a staircase construction, which is arbitrarily
terminated in Figure 7.6b at stage 5. The optimal termination
stage is considered in §7.2.3.

§7.2.2 Stripping-Section Operating Line

The stripping section extends from the bottom stage to the feed
stage. Figure 7.7a shows an envelope around a bottom portion
of equilibrium stripping stages. Included is a partial reboiler
and stages from N to m + 1, below the feed entry. An envelope
material balance is,

L xm = Vym+1 + BxB (7-14)

Solving for ym+1,

ym+1 =
L
V

xm − B
V

xB (7-15)

or

y = L
V

x − B
V

xB (7-16)

where L and V are total molar flow rates in the stripping
section (which will be different from L and V in the recti-
fying section because of feed addition). They are subject to
the same constant-molar-overflow assumption used in the
rectifying section and they are not subscripted. The slope of

this stripping-section operating line for the compositions of
passing steams is L∕V . Because L > V , L∕V > 1, as seen in
Figure 7.7b. This is the inverse of the slope of the rectifying-
section operating line.

Vapor, V , leaving the partial reboiler is assumed to be in
equilibrium with the liquid bottoms product, B, making the
partial reboiler equivalent to one equilibrium stage. The vapor
rate leaving the reboiler is the boilup, VN+1 = V , and its ratio
to the bottoms product rate, VB = VN+1∕B, is the boilup ratio.
With the constant-molar-overflow assumption, VB is constant
in the stripping section. Since L = V + B,

L
V

= V + B
V

= VB + 1

VB
(7-17)

Similarly,
B
V

= 1

VB
(7-18)

Combining (7-16) to (7-18), the stripping-section operating-
line equation is:

y =
(

VB + 1

VB

)
x −

(
1

VB

)
xB (7-19)

If values of VB and xB are known, (7-19) can be plotted as a
straight line with an intersection at y = xB on the 45∘ line and
a slope of L∕V = (VB + 1)∕VB as in Figure 7.7b. The stages
are stepped off, in a manner similar to that for the rectifying
section construct, starting from the bottom at the intersection
of the operating line and the 45∘ line (y = xB, x = xB). A verti-
cal line is drawn upward from that point to an intersection with
the equilibrium curve at (y = yB, x = xB), which represents
the vapor and liquid leaving the partial reboiler. From that
point, the staircase is constructed by drawing horizontal and
then vertical lines between the operating line and equilibrium
curve, as in Figure 7.7b, where the staircase is arbitrarily ter-
minated at stage m. The next consideration is the intersection
of the two operating lines. This is determined by the selection
of the feed stage.
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Figure 7.7 McCabe–Thiele operating line for the stripping section.
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§7.2.3 Feed-Stage Considerations—the q-Line

When drawing operating lines for the rectifying and stripping

sections, xD and xB can be selected independently; however, R
and VB are not independent of each other but are related by the

feed phase condition.

Figure 7.8 shows five possible feed conditions, where the

feed (whose pressure must be, at least, incrementally higher

than the column pressure) has been flashed adiabatically to

the column pressure at the feed-stage location, In (a), the feed

is a bubble-point liquid that adds to the reflux, L, from the

stage above, to give L = L + F. In (b), the feed is a dew-point

vapor that adds to the boilup, V , coming from the stage below,

to give V = V + F. For the partially vaporized feed in (d),

F = LF + VF, L = L + LF and V = V + VF. In (c), the feed

is a subcooled liquid that causes some of the boilup, V , to

condense, giving L > L + F and V < V . In (e), the feed is a

superheated vapor that causes a portion of the reflux, L, to
vaporize, giving L < L and V > V + F.

Cases (a), (b), and (d) of Figure 7.8, cover well-defined

feed conditions from a saturated liquid to a saturated vapor,

the boilup V is related to the reflux L by the material balance

V = L + D − VF (7-20)

and the boilup ratio, VB = V∕B, is

VB = L + D − VF

B
(7-21)

Alternatively, the reflux rate can be obtained from the boilup
rate by

L = V + B − LF (7-22)

Although distillations can be specified by reflux ratio, R, or
boilup ratio, VB, by tradition R or R∕Rmin is used because the
distillate is often the more important product.

Cases (c) and (e) in Figure 7.8 are more difficult because
VB and R cannot be related by simple material balances. An
energy balance is necessary to convert sensible enthalpy of
subcooling or superheating into heat of vaporization. This is
conveniently done by defining a parameter, q, equal to the ratio
of the increase in molar liquid rate across the feed stage to the
molar feed rate:

q = L − L
F

(7-23)

or by material balance around the feed stage,

q = 1 + V − V
F

(7-24)

Values of q for the five feed conditions of Figure 7.8 are

Feed Condition q

Subcooled liquid > 1

Bubble-point liquid 1

Partially vaporized LF∕F = 1 − molar fraction vaporized

Dew-point vapor 0

Superheated vapor < 0

V = V

L = L + F L = L

V = V + F

V
V

L

L

F F

(a) (b)

V < V

L > L + F V

L

F

(c)

L = L + LF

V = V + VF

V

L

F

(d)

LF

VF

L < L V

F

L

(e)

V > V + F

Figure 7.8 Possible feed conditions:

(a) bubble-point liquid; (b) dew-point vapor;

(c) subcooled liquid;

(d) partially vaporized;

(e) superheated vapor.
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For subcooled liquids and superheated vapors, a more gen-
eral definition of q is:

q =
(hF)sat’d vapor temperature − (hF)feed temperature

(hF)sat’d vapor temperature − (hF)sat’d liquid temperature

(7-25)

In words, q = enthalpy change to bring the feed to a dew-point
vapor divided by enthalpy of vaporization of the feed (dew-
point vapor minus bubble-point liquid); that is:

For a subcooled liquid feed, (7-25) becomes

q =
ΔHvap + CPL

(Tb − TF)
ΔHvap

(7-26)

For a superheated vapor feed, (7-20) becomes

q =
CPV

(Td − TF)
ΔHvap

(7-27)

where CPL
and CPV

are molar heat capacities of the liquid and
vapor; ΔHvap is the molar enthalpy change from the bubble
point to the dew point; and TF,Td, and Tb are, respectively,
feed, dew-point, and bubble-point temperatures of the feed at
column operating pressure.

Instead of using (7-19) to locate the stripping-section oper-
ating line on theMcCabe–Thiele diagram, a q-line can be used
as shown in Figure 7.5. One point of this line is where the
rectifying- and stripping-section operating lines intersect. It is
derived by combining (7-10) with (7-16) to give

y(V − V) = (L − L)x + DxD + BxB (7-28)

However, overall, DxD + BxB = FzF (7-29)

and a total material balance around the feed stage gives

F + V + L = V + L (7-30)

Combining (7-28) to (7-30) with (7-23) gives the q-line
equation

y =
(

q
q − 1

)
x −

(
zF

q − 1

)
(7-31)

which is located on the McCabe–Thiele diagram of Figure 7.5
by noting that when x = zF, (7-31) reduces to the point y =
zF = x, which lies on the 45∘ line. From (7-31), the q-line
slope is q∕(q − 1). In Figure 7.5, the q-line is constructed for
a partially vaporized feed, where 0 < q < 1 and −∞ < [q∕
(q − 1)] < 0. Following placement of the rectifying-section
operating line and the q-line, the stripping-section operating
line is located by drawing a line from the point (y = xB, x = xB)
on the 45∘ line to and through the intersection of the q-line
and rectifying-section operating line, as in Figure 7.5. The
point of intersection lies somewhere between the equilibrium
curve and the 45∘ line.

As q changes from > 1 (subcooled liquid) to < 0 (super-
heated vapor), the q-line slope, q∕(q − 1), changes from pos-
itive to negative and back to positive, as shown in Figure 7.9.
For a saturated-liquid feed, the q-line is vertical; for a saturated
vapor, the q-line is horizontal.
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Figure 7.9 Effect of feed condition on the slope of the q-line.

§7.2.4 Number of Equilibrium Stages
and Feed-Stage Location

Following construction of the equilibrium curve, the 45∘ line,
the two operating lines, and the q-line, all shown in Figure 7.5,
the equilibrium stages required, as well as the location of the

feed stage, are determined by stepping off stages from the top

down or from the bottom up. An exact integer number of stages

is rare; usually fractions of stages arise. Normally the staircase

is stepped off from the top and continued to the bottom, start-

ing from the point (y = xD, x = xD) on the 45∘ line, as shown
in Figure 7.10a for a partially vaporized feed. In that figure,

point P is the intersection of the q-line with the two operating

lines. The feed-stage location is the transfer point for step-

ping off stages between the rectifying-section operating line

and the equilibrium curve to stepping off stages between the

stripping-section operating line and the equilibrium curve.

The smallest (optimal) number of total equilibrium stages

occurs when the transfer is made at the first opportunity

after a horizontal line of the staircase passes over point P.

In Figure 7.10a, the feed stage is stage 3 from the top and a

fortuitous total of exactly five stages is required (four in the

column plus a partial reboiler).

In Figure 7.10b, the transfer is delayed and the feed stage

is stage 5. But now a total of about 6.4 stages is required. The

stepping off of stages in the rectifying section could be con-

tinued indefinitely, finally approaching, but never reaching, a

feed stage at point, K, where the total number of equilibrium

stages = ∞.

In Figure 7.10c, the transfer is made early, at feed stage 2,

resulting again in more stages than the optimal number of five.

If the stepping off of stages had started from the partial reboiler

and proceeded upward, the staircase in the stripping section

could have been continued indefinitely, approaching, but never

reaching, point R.

When using a process simulator to make calculations of a

binary distillation, the required specification of the feed-stage

location is difficult. A McCabe–Thiele plot of the results will

clearly show if the feed stage specified is optimal. If not, it can

be changed and the simulation rerun.
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Figure 7.10 Optimal and non-optimal locations of feed stage: (a) optimal feed-stage location; (b) feed-stage location below optimal stage;

(c) feed-stage location above optimal stage.

§7.2.5 Limiting Conditions

For a given set of specifications (Table 7.2), a reflux ratio

can be selected anywhere from the minimum, Rmin, to an

infinite value (total reflux), where all overhead vapor is

condensed and returned to the top stage (thus, neither distil-

late nor bottoms is withdrawn). As shown in Figure 7.11b,

minimum reflux corresponds to the need for∞ stages, while

in Figure 7.11a the infinite reflux ratio corresponds to the

minimum number of stages. The McCabe–Thiele method can

determine the two limits, Nmin and Rmin. Then, for a practical

operation, Nmin < N < ∞ and Rmin < R < ∞.

Nmin, Minimum Number of Equilibrium Stages

As the reflux ratio increases, the rectifying-section operating-

line slope, given by (7-11), increases from L∕V < 1 to a

limiting value of L∕V = 1. Correspondingly, as the boilup

ratio increases, the stripping-section operating-line slope,
given by (7-17), decreases from L∕V > 1 to a limiting value of
L∕V = 1. At this limiting condition, shown in Figure 7.12 for
a two-stage column, both the rectifying- and stripping-section
operating lines coincide with the 45∘ line, and neither the
feed composition, zF, nor the q-line influences the stair-
case construction. This is total reflux because when L = V ,
D = B = 0. The total condensed overhead is returned as
reflux. The liquid leaving the bottom stage is totally vaporized
in the reboiler and returned as boilup.

If both distillate and bottoms flow rates are zero, the feed
to the column is zero, which is consistent with the lack of
influence of the feed condition. A distillation column can
be operated at total reflux to measure tray efficiency experi-
mentally because a steady-state operating condition is readily
achieved. Figure 7.12 demonstrates that at total reflux, the
operating lines are located as far away as possible from the
equilibrium curve, resulting in minimum stages.
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Figure 7.11 Limiting conditions for distillation: (a) total reflux, minimum stages; (b) minimum reflux, infinite stages; (c) perfect separation

for nonazeotropic (zeotropic) system.
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Figure 7.12 Construction for minimum stages at total reflux.

Rmin, Minimum Reflux Ratio

As the reflux ratio decreases from the limiting case of total

reflux, the intersection of the two operating lines and the q-line
moves away from the 45∘ line and toward the equilibrium

curve, thus requiring more equilibrium stages for a given LK
and HK split. Finally, a limiting condition is reached, if the
feed is a nearly ideal mixture, when the intersection of the two

operating lines with the q-line is at point P on the equilibrium
curve, as in Figure 7.13a. To reach P from the rectifying
section or the stripping section, an infinite number of stages is

required. P is called a pinch point because the two operating
lines pinch the equilibrium curve.

For a highly nonideal binary system, the pinch point
can occur above or below the feed stage. The former case

is illustrated in Figure 7.13b, where the rectifying-section
operating line intersects the equilibrium curve at P. In this
case, the intersection of the operating lines with the q-line
cannot occur on the equilibrium curve. The slope of this
rectifying-section operating line cannot be reduced further
because the line would then cross the equilibrium curve and
thereby violate the second law of thermodynamics. This
would require spontaneous mass transfer from a region of
low concentration to a region of high concentration, which
is impossible in a binary system. This is analogous to a
second-law violation by a temperature crossover in a heat
exchanger. Now, the pinch point does not occur at the feed
stage. Instead, it occurs entirely in the rectifying section,
where an infinite number of equilibrium stages exists. A
column cannot operate at minimum reflux because it cannot
have an infinite number of equilibrium stages.

The minimum reflux ratio can be determined from the slope
of the limiting rectifying-section operating line using a rear-
rangement of (7-11):

Rmin = (L∕V)min∕
[
1 − (L∕V)min

]
(7-32)

The limiting condition of infinite stages corresponds to a min-
imum boilup ratio for (L∕V)max. From (7-17),

(VB)min = 1∕
[(

L∕V
)
max

− 1
]

(7-33)

Perfect Separation

A third limiting condition is the degree of separation. As a
perfect split (xD = 1, xB = 0) is approached for R ≥ Rmin, the
number of stages required near the top and near the bottom of
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Figure 7.13 Construction for minimum reflux at infinite stages: (a) typical ideal or near-ideal system, pinch point at the feed stage; (b) typical

nonideal system, pinch point above the feed stage.

the column increases rapidly and without limit until pinches

are encountered at xD = 1 and xB = 0. If there is no azeotrope,

a perfect separation requires ∞ stages in both sections of the

column. However, this is not the case for the reflux ratio. In

Figure 7.13a, as xD is moved from 0.90 toward 1.0, the slope

of the operating line at first increases, but in the range of xD
from 0.99 to 1.0, the slope changes only slightly, so R changes

only slightly as it approaches a limiting value. Accordingly,

the value of the slope and, therefore, the value of R, is finite
for a perfect separation.

If the feed is a saturated liquid (q = 1), the combination of

(7-3) and (7-13) gives an equation for the minimum reflux of

a perfect binary separation (xD = 1):

Rmin =
1

zF(α − 1)
(7-34)

If the feed is a saturated vapor (q = 0), the result is,

Rmin =
α

zF(α − 1)
− 1 (7-35)

where in both cases, relative volatility, α, is at the feed

condition.

EXAMPLE 7.1 Distillation of a Mixture of Benzene and
Toluene.

Four hundred and fifty lbmol∕h (204 kmol∕h) of a mixture of

60 mol% benzene (LK) and 40 mol% toluene (HK) is to be separated

into a liquid distillate and a liquid bottoms product of 95 mol%
and 5 mol% benzene, respectively. The feed enters the column with

a molar percent vaporization equal to the distillate-to-feed ratio.

Use the McCabe–Thiele method to compute, at 1 atm (101.3 kPa):
(a) Nmin, (b) Rmin, and (c) number of equilibrium stages N, for

R∕Rmin = 1.3, and the optimal feed-stage location. Also, compare

the results with those from a process simulator. Use Raoult’s law to

compute vapor–liquid equilibria.

Solution

First calculate D and B. An overall material balance on benzene gives

0.60(450) = 0.95D + 0.05B (1)

A total balance gives 450 = D + B (2)

Combining (1) and (2) and solving, D = 275 lbmol∕h, B =
175 lbmol∕h, and D∕F = 0.611. Thus, the molar vaporization

of the feed is 61.1%.

Calculate the slope of the q-line:
VF∕F = D∕F = 0.611, and q for a partially vaporized feed is

LF

F
= (F − VF)

F
= 1 − VF

F
= 0.389

From (7-31), the slope of the q-line is

q
q − 1

= 0.389

0.389 − 1
= −0.637

(a) In Figure 7.14, where y and x refer to benzene, xD = 0.95 and

xB = 0.05. Theminimum stages are stepped off between the equi-

librium curve and the 45∘ line, giving Nmin = 6.7.

(b) In Figure 7.15, the q-line has a slope of −0.637 and passes

through the feed composition (zF = 0.60) on the 45∘ line. For

Rmin, an operating line for the rectifying section passes through

the point x = xD = 0.95 on the 45∘ line and through the

point of intersection of the q-line and the equilibrium curve

(y = 0.684, x = 0.465). The slope of this operating line is 0.55,

which from (7-13) equals R∕(R + 1). Solving, Rmin = 1.22.

(c) The operating reflux ratio is 1.3 Rmin = 1.3(1.22) = 1.59. From

(7-13), the rectifying-section operating-line slope is

R
R + 1

= 1.59

1.59 + 1
= 0.614

The two operating lines and the q-line are shown in Figure 7.16,

where the stripping-section operating line is drawn to pass

through the point x = xB = 0.05 on the 45∘ line and through the
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Figure 7.14 Minimum stages for Example 7.1.
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Figure 7.15 Minimum reflux for Example 7.1.

intersection of the q-line with the rectifying-section operating

line. The equilibrium stages are stepped off, first, between the

rectifying-section operating line and the equilibrium curve, and

then between the stripping-section operating line and the equi-

librium curve, starting from point A (distillate composition) and

finishing at point B (bottoms composition). For the optimal feed

stage, the transfer from the rectifying-section operating line to

the stripping-section operating line takes place at point P, giv-

ing N = 13.2 equilibrium stages, with the feed going into stage

7 from the top. This gives N∕Nmin = 13.2∕6.7 = 1.97. The bot-

tom stage is the partial reboiler, leaving 12.2 equilibrium stages

in the column. If the plate efficiency were 0.8, 16 trays would be

needed.

(d) The CHEMCAD process simulator was used to verify the

McCabe–Thiele results. With a process simulator, the number

of stages and the feed-stage location must be specified. The

specifications were 13 stages in the column plus a partial reboiler
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Figure 7.16 Number of stages and feed-stage location for

Example 7.1.

with the feed stage at 8 from the top, with a reflux ratio of 1.59

and a bottoms flow rate of 175 lbmol∕h. Three runs were made

with different methods for computing K-values: (1) Raoult’s law;

(2) Wilson equation; and (3) NRTL equation. The following

results were obtained. The product specifications were not quite

met, but the three K-value equations gave almost the same

results. The specifications could be met by specifying the two

product composition specifications and providing initial guesses

for the reflux ratio and the bottoms flow rate.

Method

Total

Stages

Feed Stage

from Top

Benzene

xD

Benzene

xB

McCabe–Thiele 13.2 7 0.950 0.050

Simulator with

Raoult’s law

14 8 0.957 0.068

Simulator with

Wilson equation

14 8 0.955 0.070

Simulator with

NRTL equation

14 8 0.956 0.070

§7.3 EXTENSIONS OF THE McCABE–THIELE
METHOD

§7.3.1 Setting Column Operating Pressure

Column pressure and condenser type are set by the algo-

rithm shown in Figure 7.17, which is formulated to
achieve, if possible, a reflux-drum pressure, PD, between

0 and 415 psia (2.86 MPa) at a minimum temperature of
120∘F (49∘C), corresponding to the use of water as condenser
coolant. Pressure and temperature limits depend on eco-
nomic factors. Columns can operate at a pressure higher than

415 psia provided it is well below the critical or convergence
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415 psia (2.86 MPa)

Figure 7.17 Algorithm for setting distillation-column pressure and condenser type.

pressure of the mixture. To obtain the column bottom pres-
sure, a condenser pressure drop of 0 to 2 psi (0 to 14 kPa)
and an overall column pressure drop of 5 psi (35 kPa) may be
assumed. When the number of trays is known, more refined
computations give approximately 0.1 psi∕tray (0.7 kPa∕tray)
pressure drop for atmospheric and super-atmospheric pressure
operation, and 0.05 psi∕tray (0.35 kPa∕tray) pressure drop
for vacuum operation. A bubble-point calculation on the
bottoms product is made to ensure that conditions are not
near-critical or above product-decomposition temperatures.
As the algorithm indicates, if the bottoms temperature is too
high, a lower temperature is mandated. This is achieved by
reducing the pressure in the reflux drum. This may result in
vacuum operation and/or the need for a refrigerant, rather
than cooling water, for the condenser.

§7.3.2 Condenser Type

Figure 7.18 shows three condenser operating modes. A
total condenser is suitable for reflux-drum pressures to

215 psia (1.48 MPa). A partial condenser is appropriate
from 215 psia to 365 psia (2.52 MPa) but is selected below
215 psia if a vapor distillate is desired. A mixed condenser
can provide both vapor and liquid distillates. A refrigerant is
often used as coolant above a condenser pressure of 365 psia
when components are difficult to condense. As illustrated
in Example 7.2, a partial condenser provides an additional
equilibrium stage, based on the assumption that liquid reflux
leaving the reflux drum is in equilibrium with the vapor
distillate.

§7.3.3 Subcooled Reflux

A distillation column is not always designed to provide reflux
at its bubble point. With a total condenser, additional cooling
can provide a subcooled liquid that can be divided into reflux
and distillate. With partial and mixed condensers, an addi-
tional heat exchanger can be added to provide subcooled reflux
or, in the case of the mixed condenser, subcooled distillate
as well.

Liquid
distillate

(a)

Liquid
distillate

Vapor
distillate

Vapor
distillate

(b) (c)

Figure 7.18 Condenser types: (a) total condenser; (b) partial condenser; (c) mixed condenser.
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When subcooled reflux enters the top tray, it causes some

vapor entering the top tray to condense. The latent enthalpy

of condensation of the vapor provides the sensible enthalpy to

heat the subcooled reflux to the bubble-point temperature. In

that case, the internal reflux ratio within the rectifying section

of the column is higher than the external reflux ratio from

the reflux drum. The McCabe–Thiele construction should be

based on the internal reflux ratio, which can be estimated from

the following equation, which is derived from an approximate

energy balance around the top tray:

Rinternal = R

(
1 +

CPL
ΔTsubcooling

ΔHvap

)
(7-36)

where CPL
and ΔHvap are per mole and ΔTsubcooling is the de-

grees of subcooling. The internal reflux ratio replaces R, the
external reflux ratio in (7-13). If a correction is not made for

subcooled reflux, the calculated number of equilibrium stages

is somewhat more than required. Thus, subcooled reflux is

beneficial.

EXAMPLE 7.2 McCabe–Thiele Method When
Using a Partial Condenser.

One thousand kmol∕h of 30 mol% n-hexane and 70% n-octane is

distilled in a column consisting of a partial reboiler, one equilibrium

stage, and a partial condenser, all operating at 1 atm. Figure 7.19

shows the y–x equilibrium curve. The feed, a bubble-point liquid,

is fed to the reboiler, from which a liquid bottoms is withdrawn.

Bubble-point reflux from the partial condenser is returned to the

plate. The vapor distillate contains 80 mol% hexane, and the reflux

ratio, L∕D, is 2. Assume the partial reboiler, plate, and partial

condenser are equilibrium stages. Determine if this problem is com-

pletely specified. If so, use the McCabe–Thiele method to calculate

the bottoms composition and kmol/h of distillate produced.
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Figure 7.19 Solution to Example 7.2.

Solution

From Table 5.4c, ND = C + 2N + 6 degrees of freedom, where N
includes the partial reboiler and the single stage in the column, but

not the partial condenser. With N = 2 and C = 2, ND = 12. Speci-

fied are:

Feed stream variables 4

Plate and reboiler pressures 2

Condenser pressure 1

Q (= 0) for plate 1 1

Number of stages 1

Feed-stage location 1

Reflux ratio, L∕D 1

Distillate composition 1

Total 12

Thus, the problem is fully specified and can be solved.

The diagram of the separator in Figure 7.19, includes the

McCabe–Thiele graphical solution, which is constructed as follows:

1. The point yD = 0.8 at the partial condenser is located on the

x = y 45o line.

2. Because xR (reflux composition) is in equilibrium with yD, the

point (xR, yD) is located on the equilibrium curve.

3. Since (L∕V) = 1 − 1∕[1 + L∕D] = 2∕3, the operating line

with slope L∕V = 2∕3 is drawn from the point yD = 0.8 on the

45∘ line until it intersects the equilibrium curve. Because the

feed is introduced into the partial reboiler, there is no stripping

section.

4. Three stages (partial condenser, plate 1, and partial reboiler)

are stepped off, and the bottoms composition xB = 0.135 is

read.

Distillate flow rate is determined from overall material balances.

For hexane, zFF = yDD + xBB. Therefore, (0.3)(1,000) = (0.8)D +
(0.135)B. For the total flow, B = 1,000 − D. Solving these two

equations simultaneously, D = 248 kmol∕h.
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§7.3.4 Reboiler Type

Reboilers for industrial-size distillation columns are usually
external heat exchangers of either the kettle or vertical
thermosyphon type shown in Figure 7.20. Either can pro-
vide the heat-transfer surface required. In the former case,
Figure 7.20a, liquid leaving the sump (reservoir) at the bottom
of the column enters the kettle, where it is partially vaporized
by transfer of heat from tubes carrying condensing steam
or another heat-transfer fluid. The bottoms product liquid
leaving the reboiler is assumed to be in equilibrium with the
vapor returning to the bottom tray. Thus, a kettle reboiler,
which is sometimes located in the bottom of a column, is a
partial reboiler equivalent to one equilibrium stage.

Vertical thermosyphon reboilers are shown in Figures 7.20b
and 7.20c. In the former, the bottoms product and reboiler
feed are both withdrawn from the column bottom sump. Cir-
culation through the reboiler tubes occurs because of a differ-
ence in the static heads of the supply liquid and the partially
vaporized fluid in the reboiler tubes. The partial vaporization
provides enrichment in the exiting vapor. But the exiting
liquid is then mixed with liquid leaving the bottom tray, which
contains a higher percentage of volatiles. This type of reboiler
thus provides only a fraction of a stage, and it is best to take
no credit for it.

In the more complex and less common vertical thermosy-
phon reboiler of Figure 7.20c, reboiler liquid is withdrawn

from the bottom-tray downcomer. Partially vaporized liquid
is returned to the column, where the bottoms product from the
bottom sump is withdrawn. This type of reboiler functions as
an equilibrium stage.

Thermosyphon reboilers are favored when (1) the bottoms
product contains thermally sensitive compounds; (2) bottoms
pressure is high; (3) only a small ΔT is available for heat
transfer; and (4) heavy fouling occurs. Horizontal thermosy-
phon reboilers may be used in place of vertical types when
only small static heads are needed for circulation, when the
surface-area requirement is very large, and/or when frequent
tube cleaning is anticipated. A pump may be added to a ther-
mosyphon reboiler to improve circulation. Liquid residence
time in the column bottom sump should be at least 1 minute
and perhaps as much as 5 minutes or more. Large columns
may have a 10-foot-high sump.

§7.3.5 Condenser and Reboiler Heat Duties

For a saturated-liquid feed, a total condenser, a partial reboiler,
and a column that fulfills the McCabe–Thiele assumptions,
reboiler duty and condenser duty are nearly equal. Otherwise
they are not, and it is customary to first compute the condenser
duty from an energy balance around the condenser and then
compute the reboiler duty from an overall energy balance:

FhF + QR = DhD + BhB + QC + Qloss (7-37)

Steam

Steam

(b)

(a)

(c)

Bottoms

Bottoms

Condensate

Condensate Condensate

Vapor

Bottoms

Steam

Figure 7.20 Reboilers for plant-size distillation

columns: (a) kettle-type reboiler; (b) condensate

vertical thermosyphon-type reboiler, reboiler

liquid withdrawn from bottom sump; (c) vertical

thermosyphon-type reboiler, reboiler liquid

withdrawn from bottom-tray downcomer.
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where molar flow rates and enthalpies are used with heat trans-

fer rates, Q. Except for small and/or uninsulated distillation

equipment, Qloss can be ignored. With the assumptions of the

McCabe–Thiele method, an energy balance for a total con-

denser is

QC = D(R + 1)ΔHvap (7-38a)

whereΔHvap = average molar heat of vaporization. For a par-

tial condenser,

QC = DRΔHvap (7-38b)

The reboiler duty, QR is computed from (7-37).

For partially vaporized feed and a total condenser, the

reboiler duty is less than the condenser duty, given by

QR = QC

[
1 − VF

D (R + 1)

]
(7-38c)

If saturated steam is the reboiler heating medium, the steam

rate is given by the energy balance

ms =
MsQR

ΔHvap
s

where ms = mass flow rate of steam, Ms = molecular weight

of steam, and ΔHvap
s = molar enthalpy of vaporization of sat-

urated steam at steam pressure.

The cooling water rate for the condenser is

mcw = QC

CPH2O
(Tout − Tin)

where mcw =mass flow rate of cooling water, CPH2O
= specific

heat of water, and Tout, Tin are cooling water temperature out

of and into the condenser, respectively.

§7.3.6 Feed Preheat

Feed pressure must be greater than the pressure in the column

at the feed tray. Excess feed pressure is dropped across a valve,

which may cause the feed to partially vaporize before entering

the column.

Second-law thermodynamic efficiency is highest if the feed

temperature equals the temperature in the column at the feed

tray. It is best to avoid a subcooled liquid or superheated vapor

by supplying a partially vaporized feed. This is achieved by

preheating the feed with the bottoms product or a process

stream that has a suitably high temperature to ensure a rea-

sonable ΔT driving force for heat transfer and a sufficient

available enthalpy.

§7.3.7 Optimal Reflux Ratio

For a specified separation of two key components, a dis-

tillation column operates between the limiting conditions

of minimum and total reflux. Figure 7.21a shows that as

reflux ratio R∕D is increased above Rmin∕D, the number of

equilibrium stages, N, decreases. Also, the column diameter

increases, and reboiler steam and condenser cooling-water
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Figure 7.21a Effect of reflux ratio on theoretical (equilibrium)

stages for two optimal representative distillation operations showing

minimum constraints.
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Figure 7.21b Optimal reflux ratio for a representative distillation

operation.

requirements increase. When the annualized fixed cost for the

column, condenser, reflux drum, reflux pump, and reboiler

is added to the operating cost of steam and cooling water

to obtain the total annual cost, an optimal reflux ratio of

R∕Rmin is determined, as shown for a particular separation in

Figure 7.21b.

The accepted range of optimal to minimum reflux ratio is

from 1.05 to 1.50, with the lower value applying to a diffi-

cult separation (e.g., α = 1.2) and the larger value for an easy

separation. However, because the optimal ratio is not sharply

defined, columns are often designed for flexibility at reflux

ratios greater than the optimum.
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§7.3.8 Other Extensions

As discussed by Seader et al. [6], the McCabe–Thiele method,

described above, can be extended to binary distillations with

multiple feeds, vapor and/or liquid sidestreams, and interstage

heat transfer. Also, they discuss the use of log–log coordi-

nates and the Kremser equations when product purities result

in large numbers of stages. However, these extensions are best

handled with process simulators using the methods described

in Chapter 10.

§7.4 ESTIMATION OF TRAY EFFICIENCY
FOR DISTILLATION

Methods for estimating tray efficiency for binary distillation

are analogous to those for absorption and stripping, with one

major difference. In absorption and stripping, the liquid phase

is often rich in heavy components, and thus liquid viscosity

is high and mass-transfer rates are low. This leads to low tray

efficiencies, usually less than 50%. For binary distillation,

particularly of close-boiling mixtures, both components are

near their boiling points and liquid viscosity is low, with

the result that tray efficiencies for well-designed trays are

often higher than 70% and can even be higher than 100% for

large-diameter columns where a crossflow effect is present.

A comprehensive treatment of the many factors involved in

modeling vapor–liquid contacting in trayed columns is given

by Lockett [7].

§7.4.1 Performance Data

Techniques for measuring performance of industrial distilla-

tion columns are described in an AIChE Equipment Testing
Procedure [8]. Overall column efficiencies, Eo, are generally

measured at conditions of total reflux to eliminate transients

due to fluctuations from steady state due to feed variations,

etc. However, as shown by Williams, Stigger, and Nichols

[9], efficiency measured at total reflux (L∕V = 1) can differ

from that at design reflux. A significant factor is how closely

to flooding the column is operated. Overall efficiencies are

calculated from (6-41) and total reflux data. Individual-tray,

Murphree vapor efficiencies, EMV , are calculated using (6-49).

Here, sampling from downcomers leads to variable results.

To mitigate this and other aberrations, it is best to work

with near-ideal systems. These and other equipment-specific

factors are discussed in §6.5.

Table 7.3, fromGerster et al. [10], lists plant data for the dis-

tillation at total reflux of a methylene chloride (MC)−ethylene
chloride (EC) mixture in a 5.5-ft-diameter column containing

60 bubble-cap trays on 18-inch tray spacing, operating at 85%

of flooding at total reflux. The following example illustrates

how such plant data can be used to calculate overall and Mur-

phree vapor efficiency.

Table 7.3 Performance Data for the Distillation of Methylene and

Ethylene Chlorides

Company Eastman Kodak

Location Rochester, New York

Column diameter 5.5 ft (65.5 inches I.D.)

No. of trays 60

Tray spacing 18 inches

Type tray 10 rows of 3-inch-diameter bubble

caps on 4-7/8-inch triangular

centers; 115 caps/tray

Bubbling area 20 ft2

Length of liquid travel 49 inches

Outlet-weir height 2.25 inches

Downcomer clearance 1.5 inches

Liquid rate 24.5 gal/min-ft = 1,115.9 lb/min

Gas FV -factor, (6-104) 1.31 ft∕s (lb∕ft3)0.5
Percent of flooding 85

Pressure, top tray 33.8 psia

Pressure, bottom tray 42.0 psia

Liquid composition, mole % methylene chloride:

From tray 33 89.8

From tray 32 72.6

From tray 29 4.64

Source: J.A. Gerster, A.B. Hill, N.H. Hochgrof, and D.B. Robinson, Tray
Efficiencies in Distillation Columns, Final Report from the University of
Delaware, AIChE, New York (1958).

EXAMPLE 7.3 Tray Efficiency from Performance
Data.

Using the performance data of Table 7.3, estimate: (a) the overall tray

efficiency for the section of trays from 33 to 29 and (b) EMV for tray

32. Assume the following values for αMC,EC:

xMC 𝛂MC,EC yMC from (7-3)

0.00 3.55 0.00

0.10 3.61 0.286

0.20 3.70 0.481

0.30 3.76 0.617

0.40 3.83 0.719

0.50 3.91 0.796

0.60 4.00 0.857

0.70 4.03 0.904

0.80 4.09 0.942

0.90 4.17 0.974

1.00 4.25 1.00

Solution

(a) The above x–α–y data are plotted in Figure 7.22. Four equilibrium
stages are stepped off from x33 = 0.898 to x29 = 0.0464 for total

reflux. Since the actual number of stages is also 4, Eo from (6-41)

is 100%.
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(b) At total reflux conditions, passing vapor and liquid streams

have the same composition, so the operating line is the 45∘ line.
Using this, together with the above performance data and the

equilibrium curve in Figure 7.22 for methylene chloride, with

trays counted from the bottom up:

y32 = x33 = 0.898 and y31 = x32 = 0.726

From (6-49), using x32 = 0.726 and y∗32 = 0.917 fromFigure 7.22,

(EMV )32 =
y32 − y31
y∗32 − y31

= 0.898 − 0.726

0.917 − 0.726
= 0.90 or 90%
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Figure 7.22 McCabe–Thiele diagram for Example 7.3.

§7.4.2 Empirical Correlations of Tray Efficiency

Based on 41 sets of data for bubble-cap-tray and sieve-tray
columns distilling hydrocarbons and a few water and miscible
organic mixtures, Drickamer and Bradford [11] correlated Eo
in terms of the molar-average liquid viscosity, μ, of the tower
feed at average tower temperature. The data covered temper-
atures from 157 to 420∘F, pressures from 14.7 to 366 psia,
feed liquid viscosities from 0.066 to 0.355 cP, and overall tray
efficiencies from 41% to 88%. The equation,

Eo = 13.3 − 66.8 log μ (7-39)

with Eo in percent and μ in cP, fits the data with average
and maximum percent deviations of 5.0% and 13.0%. A
plot of the Drickamer and Bradford correlation, compared
to performance data for distillation, is given in Figure 7.23.
Equation (7-39) is restricted to the above range of data and is
based mainly on hydrocarbon distillations.

As discussed in §6.5, mass-transfer theory predicts that
over a wide range of α, the relative magnitudes of liquid-
and gas-phase transfer resistances shifts. O’Connell [12]
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Figure 7.23 Drickamer and Bradford’s correlation for plate

efficiency of distillation columns.

found that the Drickamer−Bradford formulation is inadequate
for feeds having a large α. O’Connell developed separate
correlations in terms of μα for fractionators and for absorbers
and strippers. As shown in Figure 7.24, Lockhart and Leggett
[13] obtained a single correlation using the product of liquid
viscosity and an appropriate volatility as the correlating
variable. For fractionators, αLK,HK is used; for hydrocarbon
absorbers, the volatility is taken as 10 times the K-value of a
key component, one that is distributed between top and bottom
products. Data used by O’Connell cover a range of α from
1.16 to 20.5. The effect on Eo of the ratio of liquid-to-vapor
molar flow rates, L∕V , for eight different water and organic
binary systems in a 10-inch-diameter column with bubble-cap
trays was reported by Williams et al. [9]. While L∕V did have
an effect, it could not be correlated. For fractionation with
L∕V nearly equal to 1.0 (i.e., total reflux), their distillation
data, which are included in Figure 7.24, are in reasonable
agreement with the O’Connell correlation. For the distillation
of hydrocarbons in a 0.45-m-diameter column, Zuiderweg,
Verburg, and Gilissen [14] found the differences in Eo among
bubble-cap, sieve, and valve trays to be insignificant at 85% of
flooding. Accordingly, Figure 7.24 is assumed to be applicable
to all three tray types, but may be somewhat conservative
for well-designed trays. For example, data of Fractionation
Research Incorporated (FRI) for valve trays operating with
hydrocarbon systems, also included in Figure 7.24, show
efficiencies 10% to 20% higher than the correlation.

For just the distillation data plotted in Figure 7.24, the
O’Connell correlation fits the empirical equation

Eo = 50.3(αμ)−0.226 (7-40)

where Eo is in percent, μ is in cP, and α is at average column
conditions.
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Figure 7.24 Lockhart and Leggett version of the O’Connell correlation for overall tray efficiency of fractionators, absorbers, and strippers.

[Based on F.J. Lockhart and C.W. Leggett, in K.A. Kobe and J.J. McKetta Jr. Eds. Advances in Petroleum Chemistry and Refining, Journal of
Pharmaceutical Sciences, Vol. 1, 323–326 (1958).]

Table 7.4 Correction to Overall Tray Efficiency for Length

of Liquid Flow Path (0.1 ≤ μα ≤ 1.0)

Length of

Liquid Flow Path, ft

Value to Be Added

to Eo from Figure 7.24, %

3 0

4 10

5 15

6 20

8 23

10 25

15 27

Source: F.J. Lockhart and C.W. Leggett, in K.A. Kobe and J.J.

McKetta Jr. Eds. Advances in Petroleum Chemistry and Refining,
Journal of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Vol. 1, 323–326 (1958).

Reprinted with permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

The data in Figure 7.24 are mostly for columns with liq-
uid flow paths from 2 to 3 ft. Gautreaux and O’Connell [15]
showed that higher efficiencies are achieved for longer flow
paths because the equivalent of two ormore completelymixed,
successive liquid zones are present.

Provided that μα lies between 0.1 and 1.0, Lockhart and
Leggett [13] recommend adding the increments in Table 7.4
to the value of Eo from Figure 7.24 when the liquid flow path
is greater than 3 ft. However, at high liquid flow rates, long
liquid-path lengths are undesirable because they lead to exces-
sive liquid gradients and cause maldistribution of vapor flow,
in which case the multi-pass trays, shown in Figure 6.20a and
discussed in §6.5.3, are preferred.

EXAMPLE 7.4 Estimation of Stage Efficiency from
Empirical Correlations.

For the benzene−toluene distillation of Figure 7.1, use the Drick-

amer–Bradford and O’Connell correlations to estimate Eo and the

number of actual plates required. Obtain the column height, assum-

ing 24-inch tray spacing with 4 ft above the top tray for removal of

entrained liquid and 10 ft below the bottom tray for bottoms product

surge capacity. The separation requires 20 equilibrium stages plus a

partial reboiler that acts as an equilibrium stage.

Solution

The liquid viscosity is determined at the feed-stage condition

of 220∘F, with a liquid composition of 50 mol% benzene; μ of

benzene = 0.10 cP; μ of toluene = 0.12 cP; and average μ = 0.11 cP.

From Figure 7.3, the average α is

Average α =
αtop + αbottom

2
= 2.52 + 2.26

2
= 2.39

From the Drickamer–Bradford correlation (7-39), Eo = 13.3 −
66.8 log(0.11) = 77%. Therefore, Na = 20∕0.77 = 26.

Column height = 4 + 2(26 − 1) + 10 = 64 ft.

From the O’Connell correlation, (7-40), Eo = 50.3
[(
2.39

)(
0.11

)]−0.226 = 68%.
For a 5-ft-diameter column, the length of the liquid flow path is

about 3 ft for a single-pass tray and even less for a two-pass tray. From

Table 7.4, the efficiency correction is zero. Therefore, the number

of trays required is Na = 20∕0.68 = 29.4, or round up to 30 trays.

Column height = 4 + 2(30 − 1) + 10 = 72 ft.

§7.4.3 Models for Tray Efficiency

In the section of Chapter 6 on absorption and stripping, the
Murphree vapor-tray efficiency, EMV , (6-49) was defined and
related to the overall stage efficiency, Eo, (6-56). A semitheo-
reticalmodel was developed for the estimation ofEMV from the
number of overall gas-phase mass-transfer units, NOG, (6-49),
in terms of the overall volumetric gas-phase mass-transfer
coefficient, KGa, (6-48). The equations are applicable to
countercurrent vapor–liquid contacting operations on a tray,
including absorption, stripping, and distillation. A more
fundamental Murphree vapor-point efficiency, EOV , was also
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defined (6-51) and related to EMV for three cases: (1) complete
mixing of liquid on the tray (6-52); (2) plug flow of liquid (no
mixing) across the tray (6-53); and (3) the general case of par-
tial liquid mixing (6-54). In this section, the semitheoretical
model is further developed to enable the estimation of EOV for
binary distillation and absorption/stripping in trayed-columns.

After tray specifications are established, EOV can be esti-
mated using correlations for individual mass-transfer coeffi-
cients in terms of the numbers of individual transfer units. For
a vertical path of vapor flow up through the froth from a point
on the bubbling area of the tray, (6-50) can be applied to EOV
instead of EMV . Thus,

NOG = − ln(1 − EOV ) (7-41)

where, from (6-48),

NOG =
KGaPZf

(V∕Ab)
(7-42)

The overall, volumetric mass-transfer coefficient, KGa is
related to the individual volumetric mass-transfer coefficients
by the mass-transfer resistances, which from §3.7 are

1

KGa
= 1

kGa
+ (mPML∕ρL)

kLa
(7-43)

where the RHS terms are the gas- and liquid-phase resistances,
respectively. In terms of individual transfer units, defined by

NG =
kGaPZf

(V∕Ab)
(7-44)

NL =
kLaρLZf

ML(L∕Ab)
(7-45)

From (7-42) and (7-43),

1

NOG
= 1

NG
+ (mV∕L)

NL
(7-46)

Equations (7-41) to (7-46) are the basis for mass-transfer
correlations in terms of NL, NG, kL, kG, and a, for bubble-cap
and sieve trays. Important early mass-transfer correlations
were published by the AIChE [16] for bubble-cap trays, Chan
and Fair [17, 18] for sieve trays, and Scheffe and Weiland [19]
for one type of valve tray (Glitsch V-1). The 1984 method
of Chan and Fair [17, 18] used a correlation for the liquid
phase based on the work of Foss and Gerster [20], as reported
by the AIChE [16], and added a separate correlation for the
vapor phase based on experimental data. This correlation is
available in most process simulators.

More recent tray efficiency correlations for sieve trays are
those of Bennett et al., [21]; Chen and Chuang [22], and Garcia
and Fair [23, 24], both of which are based on simulating the
froth regime shown in Figure 6.4. Garcia and Fair use the dis-
persion structure of the froth as studied by Prado and Fair [35].
In 2007, Syeda et al. [25] considered both the spray and froth
regimes. Their experimental work with methanol and water
showed that the transition from the spray to the froth regime
was gradual with both occurring simultaneously as shown in
the following sketch, where a combination of jets (J), bubbles
(large, LB, and small, SB), splashes, and drops occur.

Drops

Splashes

Jets

Bubbles

They determined the overall Murphree vapor-point effi-
ciency from contributions by J, LB, and SB with

EOV = fJEJ + (1 − fJ)[fSBESB + (1 − fSB)ELB] (7-47)

where,

fJ = volume fraction of the gas transported as jets

(1 − fJ) = volume fraction of the gas transported as

both SB and LB

fSB = volume fraction of SB

(1 − fSB) = volume fraction of LB

EJ =Murphree overall point efficiency for J

ESB =Murphree overall point efficiency for SB

ELB =Murphree overall point efficiency for LB

The variables in (7-47) are determined as follows:

fJ, Fraction Jetting Model

Of the three available models for fJ (Prado and Fair [35],
Syeda et al. [25], and Vennavelli et al. [26]), the latter model
has a phenomenological basis and covers the entire range
of fraction jetting. It is based on a modified Froude number,
N′
Fr, which is proportional to the ratio of the volume of vapor

transported as jets, VJ , to the volume of vapor transported as
bubbles, VB, given by:

N′
Fr =

ubρ0.5V

(ρLghcl)0.5
= βVJ

VB
= β fJ

1 − fJ
(7-48)

where,

ub = vapor velocity based on the tray bubbling area,
Ab, m∕s

ρV , ρL = vapor and liquid mass densities, respectively, kg∕m3

g = acceleration due to gravity = 9.807 m∕s2

hcl = clear liquid height of the liquid holdup on the

tray in m

β = a proportionality constant.

The clear liquid height is given by an empirical expression
developed from experimental data by Bennett, Agrawal, and
Cook [27]:

hcl = αehf = αe

[
hw + C

(
QL

Lwαe

)2∕3
]

(7-49)
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where,
αe = ratio of clear liquid height to froth (dispersion) height,

given by,

αe = exp

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩−12.55
[

ub

(
ρV

ρL − ρV

)0.5
]0.91⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (7-50)

hf = froth (dispersion) height, m
hw =weir height, m

C = 0.5 + 0.438 exp (−137.6 hw) (7-51)

QL = volumetric liquid flow rate, m3∕s
Lw =weir length, m

Solving (7-48) for fJ as a function of N′
Fr and fitting the

resulting equation to experimental fraction jetting data of
Raper et al. [28] gives,

fJ = N′
Fr

0.0449 + N′
Fr

(7-52)

fSB, Fraction Small Bubbles Model

Syeda et al. developed the following equation for fSB, the frac-
tion of all bubbles that are small bubbles, using a turbulent
bubble-break-up theory:

fSB =
2
[
1 − exp

(
−KB

)]
2
[
1 − exp

(
−KB

)]
+ (d32LB∕d32SB)3 exp (−KB)

(7-53)

where,

KB is the product of the bubble breakage rate and time,
given by,

KB = 0.16

[
3.8 ρ0.1L ρ0.3V

σ0.4

]
(ubg)0.6tLB (7-54)

where,

d32LB = Sauter mean diameter of large bubbles, m

d32SB = Sauter mean diameter of small bubbles, m,

taken to be d32LB∕5
σ = surface tension, N∕m

tLB =mean residence time of large bubbles in the froth, s

The Sauter mean diameter, d32, is the most appropriate
mean diameter for mass-transfer calculations because it is
the surface-mean diameter. It is defined as the diameter
of a sphere that has the same volume/surface area ratio as the
entire population of bubbles of different sizes. The subscript
3 refers to the volume and the subscript 2 to the surface area.
The large bubble size in the froth is estimated from,

d32LB = 0.887D0.846
h u0.21h (7-55)

where,

Dh = sieve tray hole diameter, m

uh = vapor velocity based on hole area, m∕s

The mean residence time of the large bubbles in the froth is

tLB =
hf

ULB
(7-56)

where, ULB = rise velocity of the large bubbles through the
froth is

ULB = 2.5(VLB)1∕6 + ub (7-57)

where, VLB = volume of a spherical bubble of diameter,
d32LB, is

VLB = π
6
(d32LB)3 (7-58)

Using (7-54) to (7-58), the fraction of bubbles that are SB
is calculated from (7-53). The fraction of bubbles that are
LB = fLB = (1 − fSB).

EJ, Murphree Overall Point Efficiency for the Jets

Syeda et al. [25] use the spray model of Zuiderweg [29] to
calculate EJ . If (7-41) is applied to the jets by taking the expo-
nential of both sides,

EJ = 1 − exp (−NOGJ) (7-59)

where, NOGJ = number of overall gas-phase transfer units for
the jets

NOGJ = aibKOGJ

ub
(7-60)

where,

aib = interfacial area of jets per unit tray bubbling area

KOGJ = overall gas mass-transfer coefficient for the jets, m∕s

aib = 40

f 0.3HA

(
F2

bhcl

(
ρV∕ρL

)0.5
σ

)0.37

(7-61)

where,

fHA = fraction of hole area in the bubbling area

Fb = F-factor based on the bubbling area, (m∕s) (kg∕m3)0.5

Fb = ub

√
ρV (7-62)

KOGJ = 1

1

kGJ
+ m

kLJ

(
ρVML

ρLMV

) (7-63)

where,

kGJ = gas-phase mass-transfer coefficient, m∕s
kLJ = liquid-phase mass-transfer coefficient, m∕s

m = local slope of the y–x equilibrium line in the case of

a binary system

kGJ = 0.13

ρV
− 0.065

ρ2V
, for

(
1 < ρV < 80 kg∕m3

)
(7-64)

kLJ = 2 × 10−5

μ0.25L
(7-65)
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where μL = liquid viscosity, kg∕m-s

EJ is calculated from (7-59) using (7-60) to (7-65)
with (7-49) to (7-51) for hcl.

ESB, Murphree Overall Point Efficiency for SB

Because the diffusion path for SB is very small, they are

assumed to reach phase equilibrium in the froth with the

surrounding liquid. Thus, ESB = 1.

ELB, Model for Murphree Overall Point Efficiency for LB

The calculation of the Murphree overall point efficiency for

the LB is based on the application of (7-59):

ELB = 1 − exp (−NOGLB) (7-66)

where,

NOGLB = number of overall gas-phase transfer units for

the large bubbles

NOGLB = 1
1

NGLB
+ λ

NLLB

(7-67)

where,

λ = mV∕L

NLLB = number of liquid-phase transfer units for the large

bubbles

NGLB = number of gas-phase transfer units for the large

bubbles

Syeda et al. use the following modifications of (7-44) and

(7-45) to express the dependency of transfer units on interfa-

cial area between phases and residence times:

NGLB = kGLBaiGtG (7-68)

NLLB = kLLBaiLtL (7-69)

where,

kGLB = gas-phase mass-transfer coefficient for LB, m∕s

kLLB = liquid-phase mass-transfer coefficient for LB, m∕s

aiG and aiL are the interfacial areas per unit volume of

gas and liquid, m2∕m3

tG and tL are the mean residence times of gas and liquid

in the froth, s

These four variables above are related by the expression,

aiLtL = QV

QL
aiGtG (7-70)

By geometry aiG = 6∕d32LB (7-71)

tG =
hf

ub
(7-72)

The liquid phase mass-transfer coefficient is given by

Higbie [30] using the penetration theory (§3.6.2)

kLLB = 2

(
DL

πtG

)0.5

(7-73)

where, DL = liquid diffusivity, m2∕s
The gas phase mass-transfer coefficient for the interior of

the large bubbles (taking into account circulation), is esti-

mated from the numerical solution of Zaritsky and Calvelo

[31], given as an S-shaped plot of a Sherwood number, NShG
,

versus a gas-phase Peclet number for mass transfer,

NShG
= d32LBkGLB

DG
(7-74)

where DG = gas diffusivity, m2∕s, and

NPeM
= d32LBULB

DG
(7-75)

At values ofNPeM
> 200, NShG

is asymptotic at a value of 17.9.

Syeda et al. obtained the following curve fit for 40 < NPeM
<

200,

NShG
= −11.878 + 25.879 log10NPeM

− 5.64
(
log10NPeM

)2
(7-76)

At values of NPeM
< 4, NShG

approaches another asymptotic

limit of less than 7.

ELB is calculated from (7-66) using (7-67) to (7-76).

Calculation of EOV and EMV

From (7-47), EOV is calculated. From (6-54), EMV is calcu-

lated. The Syeda et al. method is applied in the following

example.

EXAMPLE 7.5 Estimation of Tray Efficiency Using the
Syeda, Afacan, and Chung Method [25].

In 1979, Sakata and Yanagi [32] of FRI reported tray efficiency data

for the binary system, isobutane–normal butane, at 1138 kPa for

total reflux operation (L∕V = 1) in a 1.22 m diameter distillation

column. Installed in the column were single path cross-flow sieve

trays with 0.0127 m diameter holes on 0.0381 m triangular centers.

The bubbling area of the tray was 0.859 m2
, approximately 74%

of. the column cross-sectional area, making the downcomer area

(100 − 74)∕2 = 13% of the column cross-sectional area. The outlet

weir was 0.94 m long and 0.0508 m high. The spacing of trays used

in the experiments was 0.61 m. The fractional hole area was 0.083

based on the bubbling area.
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For one of the data points, the conditions were as follows:

Liquid mass flow rate = 5.94 kg∕s Gas mass flow rate = 5.91 kg∕s
Liquid density = 493 kg∕m3 Gas density = 27.8 kg∕m
Liquid viscosity = 9 × 10−5 kg∕m-s Gas viscosity = 9.5 × 10−6 kg∕m-s

Liquid diffusivity = 1.03 × 10−8 m2∕s Gas diffusivity = 5.62 × 10−7 m2∕s
Surface tension = 5 × 10−3 N∕m Molecular weight = 58.12 kg∕kgmol

Relative volatility = 1.23 m = 1.0509, λ = 1.0631

From the data, predict the Murphree vapor point efficiency, EOV ,

using the method of Syeda et al. with the method of Vennavelli et al.

for the fraction jetting.

Solution

Calculation of key parameters:

Column inside total cross-sectional area = AT = πD2
T

4

= 3.14(1.22)2
4

= 1.168 m2

Tray bubbling area = Ab = 0.859 m2

Tray hole area = Ah = 0.083(0.859) = 0.0713 m2

Liquid volumetric flow rate = QL = 5.94∕493 = 0.01205 m3∕s
Gas volumetric flow rate = QG = 5.91∕27.8 = 0.2126 m3∕s

Gas velocity based on bubbling area = ub = QG

Ab

= 0.2126

0.859

= 0.2475 m∕s

Gas velocity based on hole area = uh = QG

Ah

= 0.2126

0.0713

= 2.982 m∕s
F-factor based on the bubbling area = Fb = ub

√
ρV

= 0.2475(27.8)0.5

= 1.305 (m∕s)
(
kg∕m3

)0.5
Calculation of fraction jetting:

From (7-50), αe = 0.3764; from (7-51), C = 0.5004; from (7-49),

hcl = 0.0387 m

From (7-48), N′
Fr = 0.0953

From (7-52), fraction jetting = fJ =
N′

Fr

0.0449 + N′
Fr

= 0.0953

0.0449 + 0.0953
= 0.680

Fraction of small and large bubbles = 1 − 0.680 = 0.320

Calculation of the fraction of all bubbles that are small bubbles:

From (7.55), d32LB = 0.0278 m; from (7-58), VLB = 1.120 × 10−5 m3

From (7-57), ULB = 0.6213 m∕s; from (7-56), tLB = 0.1654 s; from

(7-54), KB = 7.183

From (7-53), fraction of all bubbles that are small bubbles is,

fSB =
2
[
1 − exp (−7.183)

]
2
[
1 − exp (−7.183)

]
+ (5)3 exp (−7.183)

= 0.955

Fraction of all bubbles that are large bubbles = fLB = 1 − 0.955

= 0.045

Calculation of Murphree overall point efficiency for the jets:

From (7-64), kGJ = 0.00459 m∕s; from (7-65), kLJ = 0.000267 m∕s

From (7-63), KOGJ = 0.00227 m∕s; from (7-61), aib = 131.2

From (7-60) the number of overall gas-phase transfer units for the

jets is:
NOGJ =

aibKOGJ

ub

= 131.2(0.00227)
0.2475

= 1.203

From (7-59), EJ = 1 − exp (−NOGJ) = 1 − exp (−1.203) = 0.700

Calculation of Murphree overall point efficiencies for large and
small bubbles:

For the small bubbles, ESB = 1

For the large bubbles, the fraction fLB is about 5%. Therefore,

it contributes very little. A detailed calculation gives a value of

ELB = 0.012.

Calculation of overall Murphree vapor point efficiency from com-
bined contributions:

From (7-47), EOV = fJEJ + (1 − fJ)
[

fSBESB +
(
1 − fSB

)
ELB

]
=

0.680(0.700) + (1 − 0.680)[0.955(1) + (1 − 0.955)0.012] = 0.782

This compares to a value of 0.818 from the FRI experimental data.

Calculations were made to compare with FRI data for other oper-

ating conditions. The results are shown in the following plot.

Comparison of FRI Data with Predictions

0
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As the F-factor increases, the following table shows an increase

in the fraction of jetting and a rapid decrease in the fraction of large

bubbles.

Regime Fractions

Large Small

F-factor Jets Bubbles Bubbles

0.394 0.366 0.424 0.210

0.636 0.490 0.180 0.330

0.864 0.573 0.093 0.334

1.305 0.679 0.014 0.307

1.725 0.744 0.002 0.254

1.938 0.769 0.000 0.231

2.037 0.779 0.000 0.221

2.147 0.789 0.000 0.211
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Table 7.5 Tray Efficiency Models in Process Simulators

Model Aspen Plus CHEMCAD ChemSep

AIChE method (1958) x x x

Zuiderweg (1982) x x

Chan and Fair (1984) x x x

Chen and Chuang (1993) x

Garcia and Fair (2000) x

Syeda, Afacan, and Chung

(2007)

x

Vennavelli, Whiteley, and

Resetarits (2012)

x

§7.4.4 Tray Efficiency Models in Process
Simulators

For trayed columns, Aspen Plus, CHEMCAD, and ChemSep
have both equilibrium-stage and rate-based (non-equilibrium)
models. The rate-based models require tray-efficiency models
for estimating mass-transfer coefficients in vapor and liquid
phases. Table 7.5 is a list of the models available in the three
process simulators. This list could change, as the newermodels
by Syeda et al. and Vennavelli et al. become better known.

§7.4.5 Scale-up from Laboratory Data

Experimental pilot-plant or laboratory data are rarely nec-
essary prior to the design of columns for ideal or nearly
ideal binary mixtures. With nonideal or azeotrope-forming
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Figure 7.25 Comparison of Oldershaw column efficiency with point efficiency in 4-ft-diameter FRI column with

sieve trays: (a) cyclohexane/n-heptane system; (b) cyclohexane/n-heptane system; (c) isobutane/n-butane system.

solutions, use of a laboratory Oldershaw column of the type

discussed in §6.5.5 should be used to verify that the desired

degree of separation is attainable and to obtain an estimate

of EOV . The ability to predict the efficiency of industrial-size

sieve-tray columns from measurements with 1-inch glass

and 2-inch diameter metal Oldershaw columns is shown in

Figure 7.25, from the work of Fair, Null, and Bolles [33].

The measurements are for cyclohexane/n-heptane at vacuum

conditions (Figure 7.25a) and near-atmospheric conditions

(Figure 7.25b), and for the isobutane/n-butane system at

11.2 atm (Figure 7.25c). The Oldershaw data are correlated

by the solid lines. Data for the 4-ft-diameter column with sieve

trays of 8.3% and 13.7% open area were obtained, respec-

tively, by Sakata and Yanagi [32] and Yanagi and Sakata [34],

of FRI. The Oldershaw column is assumed to measure EOV .

The FRI column measured Eo, but the relations of §6.5.4 were

used to convert the FRI data to EOV . The data cover percent

flooding from 10% to 95%. Data from the Oldershaw column

are in agreement with the FRI data for 14% open area, except

at the lower part of the flooding range. In Figures 7.25b and

7.25c, FRI data for 8% open area show efficiencies as much

as 10% higher.

§7.5 COLUMN AND REFLUX-DRUM
DIAMETERS

As with absorbers and strippers, distillation-column diameters

are calculated for conditions at the top and bottom trays of the

tower, using the method of §6.6.1. If the diameters differ by
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1 ft or less, the larger diameter is used for the entire column.

If the diameters differ by more than 1 ft, it is often more eco-

nomical to swage the column, using the different diameters

computed for the sections above and below the feed.

§7.5.1 Reflux Drums

As shown in Figure 7.1, vapor flows from the top plate to

the condenser and then to a cylindrical reflux drum, usually

located near ground level. A pump is necessary to lift the reflux

to the top of the column. If a partial condenser is used, the drum

is oriented vertically to facilitate the separation of vapor from

liquid—in effect, acting as a flash drum.

Vertical Drums

Vertical reflux and flash drums are sized by calculating a

minimum drum diameter, DT , to prevent liquid carryover

by entrainment, using (6-63) in conjunction with the curve

for 24-inch tray spacing in Figure 6.27 and f = 0.85 (85%

of the flooding velocity), along with values in (6-61) of

FST = FHA = FF = 1.0. To handle process fluctuations and

otherwise facilitate control, vessel volume, VV , is determined

on the basis of liquid residence time, t, which should be at

least 5 min, with the vessel half full of liquid [20]:

VV = 2LMLt
ρL

(7-77)

where L is themolar liquid flow rate leaving the vessel. Assum-

ing a vertical, cylindrical vessel and neglecting head volume,

the vessel height, H, is

H = 4VV

πD2
T

(7-78)

However, if H > 4DT , it is generally preferable to increase DT
and decrease H to give H = 4D. Then

DT = H
4

=
(

VV

π

)1∕3
(7-79)

A height above the liquid level of at least 4 ft is necessary

for feed entry and disengagement of liquid droplets from the

vapor. Within this space, it is common to install a wire mesh

pad, which serves as a mist eliminator.

Horizontal Drums

When vapor is totally condensed, a cylindrical, horizontal

reflux drum is employed to receive the condensate. Equations

(7-77) and (7-79) permit estimates of the drum diameter,

DT , and length, H, by assuming a near-optimal value for

H∕DT of 4, with the same liquid residence time suggested

for a vertical drum. A horizontal drum is also used following

a partial condenser when the liquid flow rate is appreciably

greater than the vapor flow rate.

EXAMPLE 7.6 Diameter and Height of a Flash Drum.

Equilibrium vapor and liquid streams leaving a flash drum supplied

by a partial condenser are as follows:

Component Vapor Liquid

Flowrate, lb-mol/hr:

HCl 49.2 0.8

Benzene 118.5 81.4

Monochlorobenzene 71.5 178.5

Total 239.2 260.7

Flowrate, lb/h: 19,110 26,480

T, ∘F 270 270

P, psia 35 35

Density, lb/ft3 0.371 57.08

Determine the dimensions of a vertical flash drum.

Solution

Using Figure 6.27,

FLV = 26,480

19,110

(
0.371

57.08

)0.5

= 0.112

giving CF = 0.34 at a 24-inch tray spacing. From (6-63) with C =
CF in (6-60),

uVf = 0.34
(
57.08 − 0.371

0.371

)0.5

= 4.2 ft∕s = 15,120 ft∕h

From (6-63) with Ad∕A = 0 and f = 0.85,

DT =
[

(4) (19,110)
(0.85)(15,120)(3.14)(1)(0.371)

]0.5
= 2.26 ft

From (7-77), with t = 5 minutes = 0.0833 h,

VV = (2)(26,480)(0.0833)
(57.08)

= 77.3 ft3

From (7-78),

H = (4)(77.3)
(3.14)(2.26)2

= 19.3 ft

However, H∕DT = 19.3∕2.26 = 8.54 > 4. Therefore, redimension

VV for H∕DT = 4.

From (7-79),

DT =
(
77.3

3.14

)1∕3
= 2.91 ft and H = 4DT = (4)(2.91) = 11.64 ft

Height above the liquid level is 11.64∕2 = 5.82 ft, which is adequate.

Alternatively, with a height of twice the minimum disengagement

height, H = 8 ft and DT = 3.5 ft.

§7.6 RATE-BASED METHOD FOR PACKED
DISTILLATION COLUMNS

Improvements in distributors and fabrication techniques, and
more economical and efficient packings, have led to increas-
ing use of packed towers in new distillation processes and
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Table 7.6 Modified Efficiency and Mass-Transfer Equations for

Binary Distillation

λ = mV∕L (7-80)

m = dy∕dx = local slope of equilibrium curve (7-81)

Efficiency:

Equations (6-52) to (6-56) apply if λ is defined by (7-80)

Mass transfer:

1

NOG

= 1

NG

+ λ
NL

(7-82)

1

KOG

= 1

kGa
+ mPML∕ρL

kLa
(7-83)

1

Kya
= 1

kya
+ m

kxa
(7-84)

1

Kxa
= 1

kxa
+ 1

mkya
(7-85)

HOG = HG + λHL (7-86)

HETP = HOGln λ∕(λ − 1) (7-87)

retrofitting of existing trayed towers to increase capacity and

reduce pressure drop. Methods in §6.7 and §6.8 for estimating

packed-column parameters and packed heights for absorbers

are applicable to distillation and are extended here for use

in conjunction with the McCabe–Thiele diagram. Both the

HETP and HTU methods are covered. Unlike dilute-solution

absorption or stripping, where values of HETP and HTU

may be constant throughout, values of HETP and HTU vary,

especially across the feed entry, where appreciable changes in

vapor and liquid traffic occur. Also, because the equilibrium

line for distillation is curved, equations of §6.8 must be

modified by replacing λ = KV∕L with

λ = mV
L

= slope of equilibrium curve

slope of operating line
(7-80)

where m = dy∕dx varies with location. The efficiency and

mass-transfer relationships are summarized in Table 7.6.

§7.6.1 HETP Method for Distillation

In theHETPmethod, equilibrium stages are first stepped off on

aMcCabe–Thiele diagram,where equimolar counter-diffusion

(EMD) applies. At each stage, T , P, phase-flow ratio, and

phase compositions are noted. A suitable packing material is

selected, and the column diameter is estimated for operation

at, say, 70% of flooding by one of the methods of §6.8.

Mass-transfer coefficients for the individual phases are esti-

mated for the stage conditions from correlations in §6.8. From

these coefficients, values of HOG and HETP are estimated for

each stage and then summed to obtain the packed heights of

the rectifying and stripping sections. If experimental values

of HETP are available, they are used directly. In computing

values of HOG from HG and HL, or Ky from ky and kx, (6-110)

and (6-75) must be modified because for binary distillation,
where the mole fraction of the LK may range from almost 0
at the bottom of the column to almost 1 at the top, the ratio
(y1 − y∗)∕(x1 − x) in (6-77) is no longer a constant equal to the
K-value, but the ratio is dy∕dx, the slope, m, of the equilibrium
curve. The modified equations are given in Table 7.6.

EXAMPLE 7.7 Packed Height by the HETP Method.

For the benzene−toluene distillation of Example 7.1, determine

packed heights of the rectifying and stripping sections based on the

following values for the individual HTUs (see Table 6.5). Included

are the values of molar liquid flow rate to molar vapor flow rate for

each section from Example 7.1.

HG, ft HL, ft L∕V or L∕V

Rectifying section 1.16 0.48 0.62

Stripping section 0.90 0.53 1.40

Solution

Equilibrium-curve slopes, m = dy∕dx, are from Figure 7.16 and val-

ues of λ are from (7-81). HOG for each stage in Table 7.7 is from

(7-86), and HETP for each stage is from (7-87). Table 7.7 shows that

only 0.2 of stage 13 is needed and that stage 14 is the partial reboiler.

From the results in Table 7.7, 10 ft of packing should be used in each

section.

Table 7.7 Results for Example 7.7

Stage m λ = mV
L

or
mV
L

HOG, ft HETP, ft

1 0.47 0.76 1.52 1.74

2 0.53 0.85 1.56 1.70

3 0.61 0.98 1.62 1.64

4 0.67 1.08 1.68 1.62

5 0.72 1.16 1.71 1.59

6 0.80 1.29 1.77 1.56

Total for rectifying section: 9.85

7 0.90 0.64 1.32 1.64

8 0.98 0.70 1.28 1.52

9 1.15 0.82 1.34 1.47

10 1.40 1.00 1.43 1.43

11 1.70 1.21 1.53 1.40

12 1.90 1.36 1.62 1.38

13 2.20 1.57 1.73 1.37(0.2) = 0.27

Total for stripping section: 9.11

Total packed height, ft: 18.96

§7.6.2 HTU Method for Distillation in
Packed Columns

In the HTU methods, stages are not stepped off on a McCabe–
Thiele diagram. Instead, the diagram provides data to perform
an integration over the packed height usingmass-transfer coef-
ficients or transfer units.
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Figure 7.26 Distillation in a packed column.

Consider the packed distillation column and its McCabe–

Thiele diagram in Figure 7.26. Assume that V and L in the

rectifying section and V and L in the stripping section are

constant.

For equimolar counter diffusion (EMD), the rate of mass

transfer of the LK from the liquid to the vapor phase is

n = kxa(x − xI) = kya(yI − y) (7-88)

Rearranging,

−kxa
kya

= yI − y
xI − x

(7-89)

In Figure 7.26b, for any point (x, y) on the operating line, the

interfacial point (xI, yI) on the equilibrium curve is obtained

by drawing a line of slope (−kxa∕kya) from point (x, y) to the

point where it intersects the equilibrium curve.

By material balance over an incremental column height, l,
with constant molar overflow,

V dy = kya (yI − y) AT dl (7-90)

L dx = kxa (x − xI) AT dl (7-91)

whereAT is the cross-sectional area of the packed section. Inte-

grating over the rectifying section,

(lT )R = ∫
(lT )R

0

dl = ∫
y2

yF

V dy
kyaAT (yI − y)

= ∫
xD

xF

L dx
kxaAT (x − xI)

(7-92)

or

(lT )R = ∫
y2

yF

HGdy
(yI − y)

= ∫
xD

xF

HLdx
(x − xI)

(7-93)

Integrating over the stripping section,

(lT )S = ∫
(lT )S

0

dl = ∫
yF

y1

V dy
kyaAT (yI − y)

= ∫
xF

x1

L dx
kxaAT (x − xI)

(7-94)

or

(lT )S = ∫
yF

y1

HGdy
(yI − y)

= ∫
xF

x1

HLdx
(x − xI)

(7-95)

Values of ky and kx vary over the packed height, causing

the slope (−kxa∕kya) to vary. If kxa > kya, resistance to mass

transfer resides mainly in the vapor and, in using (7-95), it is

most accurate to evaluate the integrals in y. For kya > kxa, the
integrals in x are used. Usually, it is sufficient to evaluate ky and

kx at three points in each section to determine their variation

with x. Then by plotting their ratios from (7-89), a locus of

points P can be found, from which values of (yI − y) for any
value of y, or (x − xI) for any value of x, can be read for use

with (7-92) to (7-95). These integrals can be evaluated either

graphically or numerically.

EXAMPLE 7.8 Packed Height by the HTU Method.

Two hundred and fifty kmol/h of saturated-liquid feed of 40 mol%
isopropyl ether in isopropanol is distilled in a packed column oper-

ating at 1 atm to obtain a distillate of 75 mol% isopropyl ether and a

bottoms of 95 mol% isopropanol. This mixture forms an azeotrope at

78 mol% isopropyl ether. The reflux ratio is 1.5 times the minimum

and the column has a total condenser and partial reboiler. The

mass-transfer coefficients given below have been estimated from

empirical correlations in §6.8. Compute the packed volumes of the

rectifying and stripping sections.

Solution

From an overall material balance on isopropyl ether,

0.40(250) = 0.75D + 0.05(250 − D)

Solving,

D = 125 kmol∕h and B = 250 − 125 = 125 kmol∕h

The equilibrium curve at 1 atm is shown in Figure 7.27, where iso-

propyl ether is the LK.

The distillate composition of 75 mol% is safely below the

azeotropic composition. Also shown in Figure 7.27 are the q-line
and the rectifying-section operating line for minimum reflux. The

slope of the latter is measured to be (L∕V)min = 0.39. From (7-32),

Rmin = 0.39∕(1 − 0.39) = 0.64 and R = 1.5 Rmin = 0.96

L = RD = 0.96(125) = 120 kmol∕h
and V = L + D = 120 + 125 = 245 kmol∕h

L = L + LF = 120 + 250 = 370 kmol∕h
V = V − VF = 245 − 0 = 245 kmol∕h
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Figure 7.27 Operating lines and minimum reflux line for

Example 7.8.
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Figure 7.28 Mass-transfer driving forces for Example 7.8.

The rectifying-section operating-line slope = L∕V = 120∕245 =
0.49. This line and the stripping-section operating line are plotted in

Figure 7.27. The partial reboiler, R, is stepped off in Figure 7.28 to

give the following end points for determining the packed heights of

the two sections, where the symbols refer to Figure 7.26a:

Stripping Section Rectifying Section

Top (xF = 0.40, yF = 0.577) (x2 = 0.75, y2 = 0.75)
Bottom (x1 = 0.05, y1 = 0.18) (xF = 0.40, yF = 0.577)

Mass-transfer coefficients at three values of x are as follows:

kya kxa

x kmol∕m3-h-(mole fraction) kmol∕m3-h-(mole fraction)

Stripping section:

0.15 305 1,680

0.25 300 1,760

0.35 335 1,960

Rectifying section:

0.45 185 610

0.60 180 670

0.75 165 765

Mass-transfer-coefficient slopes are computed for each point x
on the operating line using the −kxa∕kya ratio according to (7-89),

and are drawn from the operating line to the equilibrium line in

Figure 7.28. These are tie lines because they tie the operating line

to the equilibrium line. Using the tie lines as hypotenuses, right

triangles are constructed, as shown in Figure 7.28. Dashed lines,

AB and BC, are then drawn through the points at the 90∘ triangle

corners. Additional tie lines can, as needed, be added to the three

plotted lines in each section to give better accuracy. From the tie

lines, values of (yI − y) can be tabulated for operating-line y-values.
Column diameter is not given, so the packed volumes are determined

from rearrangements of (7-92) and (7-94), with V = AT lT :

VR = ∫
y2

yF

V dy
kya(yI − y)

(7-96)

VS = ∫
yF

y1

V dy
kya(yI − y)

(7-97)

Values of kya are interpolated as necessary.

The results are:

y (yI − y) kya
V(or V)

kya(yI − y)
,m3

Stripping section:

0.18 0.145 307 5.5

0.25 0.150 303 5.4

0.35 0.143 300 5.7

0.45 0.103 320 7.4

0.577 0.030 350 23.3

Rectifying section:

0.577 0.030 187 43.7

0.60 0.033 185 40.1

0.65 0.027 182 49.9

0.70 0.017 175 82.3

0.75 0.010 165 148.5

By numerical integration, VS = 3.6 m3 and VR = 12.3 m3.
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CHAPTER 7 NOMENCLATURE

Abbreviations and Acronyms

J jets, §7.4.3
LB large bubbles, §7.4.3
SB small bubbles, §7.4.3

Latin Symbols

d32 Sauter mean diameter, (7-53)

DT drum diameter, (7-78)

H vessel height, (7-78)

ms mass flow rate of steam, below (7-38c)

mcw mass flow rate of cooling water, below (7-38c)

N′
Fr modified Froude number, (7-48)

QC,QR condenser, reboiler heat duties, below (7-38c)

q q-line, a line on the McCabe–Thiele diagram, (7-25)

R,Rmin reflux ratio L∕D, minimum reflux ratio = Lmin∕D,

Table 7.2

VB , boilup ratio, V∕B, (7-18)

VV vessel volume, (7-77)

zF mole fraction in the feed

Subscripts

B bottoms product

D distillate

I interface between phases

R rectifying section

S stripping section

SUMMARY

1. A binary mixture can be separated into two nearly pure

products economically by distillation if α >∼1.05 and no

azeotrope forms.

2. Distillation is the most mature and widely used separa-

tion operation, with design and operation practices well

established.

3. Product purities depend mainly on the number of equilib-

rium stages in the rectifying and stripping sections, and to

some extent on the reflux ratio. However, both the num-

ber of stages and the reflux ratio must be greater than their

minimum values corresponding to total reflux and infinite

stages, respectively. The optimal R∕Rmin is usually in the

range of 1.10 to 1.50.

4. Distillation is conducted in trayed towers equipped with

sieve or valve trays, or in columns packed with random or

structured packings. Many older towers are equipped with

bubble-cap trays.

5. Most distillation towers have a condenser that provides

cooling water, to obtain reflux, and a reboiler, heated with

steam, for boilup.

6. When the assumption of constant molar overflow is

valid, the McCabe–Thiele graphical method for binary

mixtures is convenient for determining stage and reflux

requirements. This method facilitates the visualization of

many aspects of distillation and provides a procedure for

locating the optimal feed stage.

7. Design of a distillation tower includes selection of operat-

ing pressure, type of condenser, degree of reflux subcool-

ing, type of reboiler, and extent of feed preheat.

8. For trayed columns, estimates of overall stage efficiency,

defined by (6-41), can be made with the Drickamer and

Bradford, (7-39), or O’Connell, (7-40), correlations.More

accurate procedures use data from a laboratory Oldershaw

column or the semitheoretical mass-transfer equations of

Syeda et al.

9. Tray diameter can be estimated by procedures in

Chapter 6.

10. Reflux and flash drums are sized by a procedure based on

vapor entrainment and liquid residence time.

11. Packed-column diameter and pressure drop are deter-

mined by procedures presented in Chapter 6.

12. The height of a packed column is established by the

HETP method or, preferably, the HTU method. Appli-

cation to distillation parallels the methods in Chapter 6

for absorbers and strippers, but differs in the manner in

which the curved equilibrium line is handled.
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STUDY QUESTIONS

7.1. What equipment is included in a typical distillation operation?

7.2. What determines the operating pressure of a distillation

column?

7.3. Under what conditions does a distillation column need to

operate under vacuum?

7.4. Why are distillation columns arranged for countercurrent flow

of liquid and vapor?

7.5. Why is the McCabe–Thiele graphical method still useful in

this era of more rigorous, computer-aided algebraic methods

used in process simulators?

7.6. Under what conditions does the McCabe–Thiele assumption

of constant molar overflow hold?

7.7. In the McCabe–Thiele method, between which two lines is

the staircase constructed?

7.8. What is meant by reflux ratio? What is meant by boilup ratio?

7.9. What is the q-line and how is it related to the feed condition?

7.10. What are the five possible feed conditions?

7.11. In theMcCabe–Thielemethod, are the stages stepped off from

the top down or the bottom up? In either case, when is it best,

during the stepping, to switch from one operating line to the

other? Why?

7.12. Can a column be operated at total reflux? How?

7.13. How many stages are necessary for operation at minimum

reflux ratio?

7.14. What is meant by a pinch point? Is it always located at the

feed stage?

7.15. What is meant by subcooled reflux? How does it affect the

amount of reflux inside the column?

7.16. Is it worthwhile to preheat the feed to a distillation column?

7.17. Why is the stage efficiency in distillation higher than that in

absorption?

7.18. What is unique about the Syeda et al. method for predicting

plate efficiency for sieve trays?

7.19. What small laboratory column is useful for obtaining plate

efficiency data?

7.20. What is meant by a rate-based design method?

EXERCISES

Note: Unless otherwise stated, the usual simplifying assumptions of

saturated-liquid reflux, optimal feed-stage location, no heat losses,

steady state, and constant molar liquid and vapor flows apply to each

exercise.

Section 7.1

7.1. Differences between absorption, distillation, and
stripping.

List as many differences between (1) absorption and distillation

and (2) stripping and distillation as you can.

7.2. Popularity of packed columns.
Prior to the 1980s, packed columns were rarely used for distil-

lation unless column diameter was less than 2.5 ft. Explain why, in

recent years, some trayed towers are being retrofitted with packing

and some new large-diameter columns are being designed for packing

rather than trays.

7.3. Use of cooling water in a condenser.
A mixture of methane and ethane is subject to distillation. Why

can’t water be used as a condenser coolant? What would you use?
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7.4. Operating pressure for distillation.
Amixture of ethylene and ethane is to be separated by distillation.

What operating pressure would you suggest? Why?

7.5. Laboratory data for distillation design.
Under what circumstances would it be advisable to conduct labo-

ratory or pilot-plant tests of a proposed distillation?

7.6. Economic trade-off in distillation design.
Explain the economic trade-off between trays and reflux.

Section 7.2

7.7. McCabe–Thiele Method.
In the 50 years following the development by Sorel in 1894 of a

mathematical model for continuous, steady-state, equilibrium-stage

distillation, many manual methods were proposed for solving the

equations graphically or algebraically. Today, the only method from

that era that remains in widespread use is the McCabe–Thiele graph-

ical method. What attributes of this method are responsible for its

continuing popularity?

7.8. Compositions of countercurrent cascade stages.
For the cascade in Figure 7.29a, calculate (a) compositions of

streams V4 and L1 by assuming 1 atm pressure, saturated-liquid and

-vapor feeds, and the vapor−liquid equilibrium data below, where

compositions are in mole percent. (b) Given the feed compositions in

cascade (a), how many stages are required to produce a V4 containing

85 mol% alcohol? (c) For the cascade configuration in Figure 7.29b,

with D = 50 mol∕s, what are the compositions of D and L1? (d) For

the configuration of cascade (b), how many stages are required to

produce a D of 50 mol% alcohol?

EQUILIBRIUM DATA, MOLE-FRACTION ALCOHOL:

x 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9

y 0.2 0.5 0.68 0.82 0.94

V4

V4

LR

L1

L1

100 mol/s
  70% alcohol
  30% H2O

100 mol/s
  30% alcohol
  70% H2O

100 mol/s
  30% alcohol
  70% H2O

4

3

1

(a) (b)

2

4
D = 50 mol/s

Total
condenser

3

2

1

Figure 7.29 Data for Exercise 7.8.

7.9. Stripping of air.
Liquid air is fed to the top of a perforated-tray reboiled stripper

operated at 1 atm. Sixty percent of the oxygen in the feed is to be

drawn off in the bottoms vapor product, which is to contain 0.2 mol%
nitrogen. Based on the assumptions and equilibrium data in the table,

calculate: (a) the mol% N2 in the vapor from the top stage, (b) the

vapor generated in the still per 100 moles of feed, and (c) the number

of equilibrium stages required.

Assume constant molar overflow equal to the moles of feed. Liq-

uid air contains 20.9 mol% O2 and 79.1 mol% N2. The equilibrium

data [Chem. Met. Eng., 35, 622 (1928)] at 1 atm are:

Temperature, K

Mole-Percent

N2 in Liquid

Mole-Percent

N2 in Vapor

77.35 100.00 100.00

77.98 90.00 97.17

78.73 79.00 93.62

79.44 70.00 90.31

80.33 60.00 85.91

81.35 50.00 80.46

82.54 40.00 73.50

83.94 30.00 64.05

85.62 20.00 50.81

87.67 10.00 31.00

90.17 0.00 0.00

7.10. Using operating data to determine reflux and distillate
composition.

Amixture of A (more volatile) and B is separated in a plate distil-

lation column. In two separate tests run with a saturated-liquid feed of

40 mol% A, the following compositions, in mol% A, were obtained

for samples of liquid and vapor streams from three consecutive stages

between the feed and total condenser at the top:

Mol% A

Test 1 Test 2

Stage Vapor Liquid Vapor Liquid

M + 2 79.5 68.0 75.0 68.0

M + 1 74.0 60.0 68.0 60.5

M 67.9 51.0 60.5 53.0

Determine the reflux ratio and overhead composition in each case,

assuming that the column has more than three stages.

7.11. Determining the best distillation procedure.
A saturated-liquid mixture of 70 mol% benzene and 30 mol%

toluene, whose relative volatility is 2.5, is to be distilled at 1 atm to

produce a distillate of 80 mol% benzene. Five procedures, described

below, are under consideration. For each procedure, calculate and

tabulate: (a) moles of distillate per 100 moles of feed, (b) moles of

total vapor generated per mole of distillate, and (c) mol% benzene

in the bottoms. (d) For each part, construct a y–x diagram. On this,

indicate the compositions of the overhead product, the reflux, and the

composition of the bottoms. (e) If the objective is to maximize total

benzene recovery, which, if any, of these procedures is preferred?

The procedures are as follows:

1. Continuous distillation followed by partial condensation. The feed

is sent to the reboiler, from which the bottoms is continuously

withdrawn. The overhead vapor enters the top of a helically coiled

partial condenser that discharges into a trap. The liquid is returned

as reflux to the reboiler, while the vapor is condensed as a distillate

containing 80 mol% benzene. The molar ratio of reflux to distillate

is 0.5.
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2. Continuous distillation in a column containing one equilibrium

stage. The feed is sent to the reboiler, from which bottoms is with-

drawn continuously. The overhead vapor from the stage enters

the top of a helically coiled partial condenser that discharges

into a trap. The liquid from the trap is returned to the stage,

while the uncondensed vapor is condensed to form a distillate

containing 80 mol% benzene. The molar ratio of reflux to distillate

is 0.5.

3. Continuous distillation in a column containing the equivalent of

two equilibrium stages. The feed is sent to the reboiler, fromwhich

bottoms is withdrawn continuously. The vapors from the top stage

enter the top of a helically coiled partial condenser that discharges

into a trap. The liquid from the trap is returned to the top stage

as reflux, while the uncondensed vapor is condensed to a distillate

containing 80 mol% benzene. The molar ratio of reflux to distillate

is 0.5.

4. The operation is the same as for Procedure 3, except that liquid

from the trap is returned to the bottom stage.

5. Continuous distillation in a column with the equivalent of one

equilibrium stage. The feed at its boiling point is introduced on

the stage. The bottoms is withdrawn from the reboiler. The over-

head vapor from the stage enters the top of a partial condenser that

discharges into a trap. The liquid from the trap is returned to the

stage, while the uncondensed vapor is condensed to a distillate of

80 mol% benzene. The molar ratio of reflux to distillate is 0.5.

7.12. Evaluating distillation procedures.
A saturated-liquid mixture of 50 mol% benzene and toluene is

distilled at 101 kPa in an apparatus consisting of a reboiler, one equi-

librium stage, and a total condenser. The reboiler is equivalent to an

equilibrium stage. The apparatus is to produce a distillate of 75 mol%
benzene. For each procedure below, calculate, if possible, the moles

of distillate per 100 moles of feed. Assume a relative volatility,

α, of 2.5.
Procedures: (a) No reflux with feed to the reboiler. (b) Feed to the

reboiler with a reflux ratio of 3. (c) Feed to the stage with a reflux

ratio of 3. (d) Feed to the stage with a reflux ratio of 3 from a partial

condenser. (e) Part (b) using minimum reflux. (f) Part (b) using total

reflux.

7.13. Separation of benzene and toluene.
A column at 101 kPa is to separate 30 kg∕h of a bubble-point

solution of benzene and toluene containing 0.6 mass-fraction toluene

into an overhead product of 0.97mass-fraction benzene and a bottoms

product of 0.98 mass-fraction toluene at a reflux ratio of 3.5. The feed

is sent to the optimal stage, and the reflux is at saturation temperature.

Determine the: (a) top and bottom products and (b) number of stages

using the following vapor–liquid equilibrium data.

EQUILIBRIUM DATA IN MOLE-FRACTION
BENZENE, 101 kPA:

y 0.21 0.37 0.51 0.64 0.72 0.79 0.86 0.91 0.96 0.98

x 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.95

7.14. Calculation of products.
A mixture of 54.5 mol% benzene in chlorobenzene at its bubble

point is fed continuously to the bottom stage of a column containing

two equilibrium stages, with a partial reboiler and a total condenser.

Sufficient heat is supplied to the reboiler to giveV∕F = 0.855, and the

reflux ratio L∕D in the top of the column is constant at 0.50. Under

these conditions using the equilibrium data in the table, what are the

compositions of the expected products?

EQUILIBRIUM DATA AT COLUMN PRESSURE,
MOLE-FRACTION BENZENE:

x 0.100 0.200 0.300 0.400 0.500 0.600 0.700 0.800

y 0.314 0.508 0.640 0.734 0.806 0.862 0.905 0.943

7.15. Loss of trays in a distillation column.
A continuous distillation with a reflux ratio (L∕D) of 3.5 yields

a distillate containing 97 wt% benzene (B) and a bottoms of 98 wt%
toluene (T). Due to weld failures, the 10 stripping plates in the bottom

section of the column are ruined, but the 14 upper rectifying plates are

intact. It is suggested that the column still be used, with the feed (F)
as saturated vapor at the dew point, with F = 13,600 kg∕h containing
40 wt% B and 60 wt% T. Assuming that the plate efficiency remains

unchanged at 50%: (a) Can this column still yield a distillate con-

taining 97 wt% B? (b) How much distillate is there? (c) What is the

residue composition in mole %?

For vapor–liquid equilibrium data, see Exercise 7.13.

7.16. Changes to a distillation operation.
A distillation column having the equivalent of eight theoretical

stages (seven stages + partial reboiler + total condenser) separates

100 kmol∕h of saturated-liquid feed containing 50 mol% A into a

product of 90 mol% A. The liquid-to-vapor molar ratio at the top

plate is 0.75. The saturated-liquid feed enters plate 5 down from the

top. Determine: (a) the bottoms composition, (b) the L∕V ratio in

the stripping section, and (c) the moles of bottoms per hour using

the equilibrium data below.

Unknown to the operators, the bolts holding plates 5, 6, and 7 rust

through, and the plates fall to the bottom. What is the new bottoms

composition?

It is suggested that instead of returning reflux to the top plate, an

equivalent amount of liquid product from another column be used as

reflux. If that product contains 80 mol% A, what is now the compo-

sition of (a) the distillate and (b) the bottoms?

EQUILIBRIUM DATA, MOLE FRACTION OF A:

y 0.19 0.37 0.5 0.62 0.71 0.78 0.84 0.9 0.96

x 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

7.17. Effect of different feed conditions.
A distillation unit consists of a partial reboiler, a column with

seven equilibrium plates, and a total condenser. The feed is a 50mol%
mixture of benzene in toluene. It is desired to produce a distillate con-

taining 96 mol% benzene, when operating at 101 kPa.

(a) With saturated-liquid feed fed to the fifth plate from the top,

calculate: (1) minimum reflux ratio (L∕D)min; (2) the bottoms

composition, using a reflux ratio (L∕D) of twice the minimum;

and (3) moles of product per 100 moles of feed.

(b) Repeat part (a) for a saturated vapor fed to the fifth plate from

the top.

Equilibrium data are in Exercise 7.13.

7.18. Conversion of distillation to stripping.
A valve-tray column containing eight theoretical plates, a partial

reboiler, and a total condenser separates a benzene−toluene feedmix-

ture containing 36 mol% benzene at 101 kPa. The reboiler generates

100 kmol∕h of vapor. A request has been made for very pure toluene,

and it is proposed to run this column as a reboiled stripper, with the

saturated-liquid feed to the top plate, employing the same boilup at

the still and returning no reflux to the column. Equilibrium data are

given in Exercise 7.13. (a) What is the minimum feed rate under the
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proposed conditions, and what is the corresponding composition of

the liquid in the reboiler at the minimum feed rate? (b) At a feed rate

25% above the minimum, what is the rate of production of toluene,

and what are the compositions in mol% of the product and distillate?

7.19. Poor distillation performance.
Fifty mol% methanol in water at 101 kPa is continuously distilled

in a seven equilibrium-plate, perforated-tray column, with a total con-

denser and a partial reboiler heated by steam. Normally, 100 kmol∕h
of feed is introduced on the third plate from the bottom. The overhead

product contains 90 mol% methanol, and the bottoms 5 mol%. One
mole of reflux is returned for eachmole of overhead product. Recently

it has been impossible to maintain the product purity in spite of an

increase in the reflux ratio. The following test data were obtained:

Stream kmol/h mol% alcohol

Feed 100 51

Bottoms 62 12

Distillate 53 80

Reflux 94 —

What is the most probable cause of this poor performance? What fur-

ther tests would you make to establish the reason for the trouble?

Could some 90% product be obtained by further increasing the reflux

ratio, while keeping the vapor rate constant?

Vapor–liquid equilibrium data at 1 atm [Chem. Eng. Prog., 48,
192 (1952)] in mole-fraction methanol are

x 0.0321 0.0523 0.075 0.154 0.225 0.349 0.813 0.918

y 0.1900 0.2940 0.352 0.516 0.593 0.703 0.918 0.963

7.20. Effect of feed rate reduction operation.
A fractionating column equipped with a steam-heated partial

reboiler and total condenser (Figure 7.30) separates a mixture of

50 mol% A and 50 mol% B into an overhead product containing

90 mol% A and a bottoms of 20 mol% A. The column has three

theoretical (equilibrium) plates, and the reboiler is equivalent to

one theoretical plate. When the system is operated at L∕V = 0.75

with the feed as a saturated liquid to the bottom plate, the desired

products are obtained. The steam to the reboiler is controlled and

Steam flow
controller

Flow
controller Level

controller

Distillate

Feed

Level
controller

Bottoms

Figure 7.30 Data for Exercise 7.20.

remains constant. The reflux to the column also remains constant. The

feed to the column is normally 100 kmol∕h, but it was inadvertently
cut back to 25 kmol∕h.What will be the composition of the reflux and

the vapor leaving the reboiler under these new conditions? Assume

that the vapor leaving the reboiler is not superheated. Relative volatil-

ity is 3.0.

7.21. Stages for a binary separation.
A saturated vapor of maleic anhydride and benzoic acid contain-

ing 10 mol% acid is a byproduct of the manufacture of phthalic anhy-

dride. It is distilled under vacuum at 13.3 kPa to give a product of

99.5 mol% maleic anhydride and a bottoms of 0.5 mol%. Calculate
the number of equilibrium stages using an L∕D of 1.6 times the min-

imum using the data below.

VAPOR PRESSURE, TORR:

Temperature, ∘C: 10 50 100 200 400

Maleic anhydride 78.7 116.8 135.8 155.9 179.5

Benzoic acid 131.6 167.8 185.0 205.8 227

7.22. Calculation of stages algebraically.
A bubble-point feed of 5 mol% A in B is to be distilled to

give a distillate containing 35 mol% A and a bottoms containing

0.2mol%A. The column has a partial reboiler and a partial condenser.

If α = 6, calculate the following algebraically: (a) the minimum num-

ber of equilibrium stages; (b) the minimum boilup ratio V∕B; and
(c) the actual number of equilibrium stages for a boilup ratio equal

to 1.2 times the minimum.

7.23. Distillation with a subcooled feed.
Methanol (M) is to be separated from water (W) by distillation,

as shown in Figure 7.31. The feed is subcooled: q = 1.12. Determine

the feed-stage location and the number of equilibrium stages required.

Vapor−liquid equilibrium data are given in Exercise 7.19.

Subcooled liquid

kg/h
14,460
10,440

M
W

99 mol% methanol

99 mol% water
Steam

1 atm

cw

L/D = 1.0

Figure 7.31 Data for Exercise 7.23.

7.24. Calculation of distillation graphically and analytically.
A saturated-liquid feed of 69.4 mol% benzene (B) in toluene (T)

is to be distilled at 1 atm to produce a distillate of 90 mol% benzene,

with a yield of 25 moles of distillate per 100 moles of feed. The feed

is sent to a steam-heated reboiler, where bottoms is withdrawn con-

tinuously. The vapor from the reboiler goes to a partial condenser

and then to a phase separator that returns the liquid as reflux to the
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reboiler. The vapor from the partial condenser is sent to a total con-

denser to produce distillate. At equilibrium, the mole ratio of B to T

in the vapor from the reboiler is 2.5 times the mole ratio of B to T in

the bottoms. Calculate analytically and graphically the total moles of

vapor generated in the reboiler per 100 mol of feed.

7.25. Operation at total reflux.
A plant has 100 kmol of a liquid mixture of 20 mol% benzene and

80 mol% chlorobenzene, which is to be distilled at 1 atm to obtain

bottoms of 0.1 mol% benzene. Assume α = 4.13. The plant has a col-

umn containing four theoretical plates, a total condenser, a reboiler,

and a reflux drum to collect condensed overhead. A run is to be made

at total reflux. While steady state is being approached, a finite amount

of distillate is held in a reflux trap. When the steady state is reached,

the bottoms contain 0.1 mol% benzene. What yield of bottoms can be

obtained? The liquid holdup in the column is negligible compared to

that in the reboiler and reflux drum.

Section 7.3

7.26. Trays for a known Murphree efficiency.
A 50 mol% mixture of acetone in isopropanol is to be distilled to

produce a distillate of 80 mol% acetone and a bottoms of 25 mol%.
The feed is a saturated liquid, the column is operated with a reflux

ratio of 0.5, and the Murphree vapor efficiency, EMV , is 50%. How

many trays are required? Assume a total condenser, partial reboiler,

saturated-liquid reflux, and optimal feed stage.

To step off non-equilibrium stages on a McCabe–Thiele diagram,

the EMV dictates the fraction of the vertical distance taken from the

operating line to the equilibrium line. This is shown in Figure 7.32 for

the first two trays from the bottom. For the first tray,EMV = EF∕EG =
0.7. The dashed curve for actual exit-phase compositions replaces the

thermodynamic equilibrium curve.

y 
= x

1.0

0

y

0 1.0
x

F

G

EF/EG × 100 = EMV

E

Figure 7.32 Use of EMV with McCabe–Thiele diagram for

Exercise 7.26.

The vapor–liquid equilibrium data are:

EQUILIBRIUM DATA, MOLE-PERCENT ACETONE:

Liquid 0 2.6 5.4 11.7 20.7 29.7 34.1 44.0 52.0

Vapor 0 8.9 17.4 31.5 45.6 55.7 60.1 68.7 74.3

Liquid 63.9 74.6 80.3 86.5 90.2 92.5 95.7 100.0

Vapor 81.5 87.0 89.4 92.3 94.2 95.5 97.4 100.0

7.27. Minimum reflux, boilup, and number of trays for known
efficiency.

A mixture of 40 mol% carbon disulfide (CS2) in carbon tetra-

chloride (CCl4) is continuously distilled. The feed is 50% vaporized

(q = 0.5). The distillate from a total condenser is 95 mol% CS2, and

the bottoms from a partial reboiler is 5 mol% CS2. The column oper-

ates with a reflux ratio, L∕D, of 4 to 1. TheMurphree vapor efficiency

is 80%. See Exercise 7.26 for using EMV with the McCabe–Thiele

diagram. (a) Calculate graphically the minimum reflux, the minimum

boilup ratio from the reboiler, V∕B, and the minimum number of

stages (including the reboiler). (b) How many trays are required

for the actual column at 80% Murphree vapor-tray efficiency by

the McCabe–Thiele method? The vapor–liquid equilibrium data at

column pressure in terms of CS2 mole fractions are:

x 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

y 0.135 0.245 0.42 0.545 0.64 0.725 0.79 0.85 0.905 0.955

7.28. Reboiler duty for a distillation.
A distillation unit consists of a partial reboiler, a bubble-cap col-

umn, and a total condenser. The overall plate efficiency is 65%. The

feed is a bubble-point liquid of 50 mol% benzene in toluene, which is

fed to the optimal plate. The column is to produce a distillate contain-

ing 95 mol% benzene and a bottoms of 95 mol% toluene. Calculate

for an operating pressure of 1 atm the: (a) minimum reflux ratio

(L∕D)min; (b) minimum number of actual plates; (c) number of actual

plates needed for a reflux ratio (L∕D) of 50%more than theminimum;

(d) kg/h of distillate and bottoms, if the feed is 907.3 kg∕h; and (e)

saturated steam at 273.7 kPa required in kg/h for the reboiler using

the enthalpy data below and any assumptions necessary. (f) Make

a rigorous enthalpy balance on the reboiler, using the enthalpy data

below and assuming ideal solutions. Enthalpies are in Btu/lbmol at

reboiler temperature:

hL hV

Benzene 4,900 18,130

Toluene 8,080 21,830

Vapor–liquid equilibrium data are given in Exercise 7.13.

7.29. Distillation of an azeotrope-forming mixture.
A continuous distillation unit, consisting of a perforated-tray col-

umn with a partial reboiler and a total condenser, is to be designed

to separate ethanol and water at 1 atm. The bubble-point feed con-

tains 20 mol% alcohol. The distillate is to contain 85 mol% alcohol,

and the recovery is to be 97%. (a) What is the molar composition of

the bottoms? (b) What is the minimum value of the reflux ratio L∕V ,

the reflux ratio L∕D, and the boilup ratio V∕B? (c) What is the mini-

mum number of theoretical stages and the number of actual plates, if

the overall plate efficiency is 55%? (d) If the L∕V is 0.80, how many

actual plates will be required?

Vapor–liquid equilibrium for ethanol−water at 1 atm in terms of

mole fractions of ethanol are [Ind. Eng. Chem., 24, 881 (1932)]:

x y T, ∘C x y T, ∘C
0.0190 0.1700 95.50 0.3273 0.5826 81.50

0.0721 0.3891 89.00 0.3965 0.6122 80.70

0.0966 0.4375 86.70 0.5079 0.6564 79.80

0.1238 0.4704 85.30 0.5198 0.6599 79.70

0.1661 0.5089 84.10 0.5732 0.6841 79.30

0.2337 0.5445 82.70 0.6763 0.7385 78.74

0.2608 0.5580 82.30 0.7472 0.7815 78.41

0.8943 0.8943 78.15
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7.30. Multiple feeds and open steam.
Solvent A is to be separated fromwater by distillation to produce a

distillate containing 95 mol% A at a 95% recovery. The feed is avail-

able in two saturated-liquid streams, one containing 40 mol% A and

the other 60 mol% A. Each stream contains 50 kmol∕h of component

A. The relative volatility is 3, and since the less volatile component

is water, it is proposed to supply the necessary reboiler heat in the

form of open steam. For the preliminary design, the operating reflux

ratio, L∕D, is 1.33 times the minimum, using a total condenser. The

overall plate efficiency is estimated to be 70%. How many plates will

be required, and what will be the bottoms composition? Determine

analytically the points necessary to locate the operating lines. Each

feed should enter the column at its optimal location.

The McCabe–Thiele method can be extended to multiple feeds

by adding one additional operating line for each feed as shown in

Figure 7.33 for two feeds, where F1 is the uppermost feed and F2

is the feed below F1. The section of stages between the top stage

and the feed stage for F1 has an operating line with a slope L∕V as

determined from the reflux ratio. The section of stages between the

two feed stages has an operating line with a slope L′∕V ′, where L′ =
L + L in F1 and V ′ = V − V in F1. In Figure 7.33, F1 is a saturated

vapor feed, while F2 is a saturated liquid feed.

The McCabe–Thiele method can also be extended to the use of

open steam instead of a reboiler by altering the operating line for

the stripping section as shown in Figure 7.34. The lower end of the

y =
 x

1.0

y

0
0 1.0

x = zF2 x = zF1

xB

x = xD

x

Saturated
liquid

assumed

L
V

Saturated vapor assumed

L
V

L′
V′

Figure 7.33 Construction for multiple feeds for Exercise 7.30.

xB

x = zF x = xD

x

1.0

0

y

0 1.0

y =
 x

L
V

L
V

Figure 7.34 Construction for open steam for Exercise 7.30.

operating line for the stripping section is moved to y = 0 (pure steam)

and x = xB because now these are the compositions of the passing

streams at the bottom of the column.

7.31. Optimal feed plate location.
A saturated-liquid feed of 40 mol% n-hexane (H) and 60 mol%

n-octane is to be separated into a distillate of 95 mol% H and a bot-

toms of 5 mol% H at 1 atm. The reflux ratio L∕D is 0.5, and a cooling

coil submerged in the liquid of the second stage from the top removes

sufficient heat to condense 50 mol% of the vapor rising from the

third stage down from the top. Vapor pressure data are listed below.

Use Raoult’s law to calculate the equilibrium curve. (a) Derive the

equations needed to locate the operating lines. (b) Locate the operat-

ing lines and determine the required number of equilibrium stages if

the optimal feed stage location is used.

Vapor pressure data in mmHg for n-hexane and n-octane:

Temperature, ∘F 155.7 175 200 225 250 258.2

n-hexane 760 1025 1480 2130 3000 3420

n-octane 121 173 278 434 654 760

7.32. Open steam for alcohol distillation.
One hundred kmol/h of a saturated-liquid mixture of 12 mol%

ethyl alcohol in water is distilled continuously using open steam at

1 atm introduced directly to the bottom stage. The distillate required

is 85 mol% alcohol, representing 90% recovery of the alcohol in the

feed. The reflux is saturated liquid with L∕D = 3. Feed is to the opti-

mal stage. Vapor–liquid equilibrium data are given in Exercise 7.29.

Calculate (a) the steam requirement in kmol/h; (b) the number of equi-

librium stages; (c) the optimal feed stage; and (d) the minimum reflux

ratio, (L∕D)min. Because of the closeness of the operating line to the

equilibrium curve at ethanol liquid mole fractions above about 0.7, it

may be worthwhile to use a supplemental McCabe–Thiele diagram to

zero in the y-x region from 0.7 to 1.0. See Exercise 7.30 for extending

the McCabe–Thiele method to the use of open steam.

7.33. Distillation of an azeotrope-forming mixture using open
steam.

A 10 mol% isopropanol-in-water mixture at its bubble point is

to be distilled at 1 atm to produce a distillate containing 67.5 mol%
isopropanol, with 98% recovery. At a reflux ratio L∕D of 1.5 times

the minimum, how many equilibrium stages will be required (a) if

a partial reboiler is used and (b) if no reboiler is used and saturated

steam at 101 kPa is introduced below the bottom stage? (c) Howmany

stages are required at total reflux? See Exercise 7.30 for extending the

McCabe–Thiele method to the use of open steam.

Vapor–liquid data in mole-fraction isopropanol at 101 kPa are:

T, ∘C 93.00 84.02 82.12 81.25 80.62 80.16 80.28 81.51

y 0.2195 0.4620 0.5242 0.5686 0.5926 0.6821 0.7421 0.9160

x 0.0118 0.0841 0.1978 0.3496 0.4525 0.6794 0.7693 0.9442

Notes: Composition of the azeotrope is x = y = 0.6854.

7.34. Comparison of partial reboiler with live steam.
An aqueous solution of 10 mol% isopropanol at its bubble point

is fed to the top stage of a stripping column, operated at 1 atm, to

produce a vapor of 40 mol% isopropanol. Two schemes, both involv-

ing the same heat expenditure, with V∕F (moles of vapor leaving the

top of the column/mole of feed) = 0.246, are under consideration.

Scheme 1 uses a partial reboiler at the bottom of a stripping col-

umn, with heat transfer from steam condensing inside a closed coil.

In Scheme 2, live steam is injected directly below the bottom stage.
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Determine the number of stages required in each case. Equilibrium

data are given in Exercise 7.33. See Exercise 7.30 for extending the

McCabe–Thiele method to the use of open steam.

7.35. Optimal feed stages for two feeds.
Determine the optimal-stage location for each feed and the

number of equilibrium stages required for the distillation separa-

tion shown in Figure 7.35, using the following vapor–liquid data

in mole fractions of water. See Exercise 7.30 for extending the

McCabe–Thiele method to the use of multiple feeds.

Equilibrium data for water (W)/acetic acid (A), 1 atm

xW 0.0055 0.053 0.125 0.206 0.297 0.510 0.649 0.803 0.9594

yW 0.0112 0.133 0.240 0.338 0.437 0.630 0.751 0.866 0.9725

Distillate
98 mol% water

1 atm

Bottoms
95 mol% acetic acid

Steam

kgmol/h
75
25

100

W
A

Feed 1, bubble-point liquid
L/D = 1.2(L/D)min

cw

kgmol/h
50
50

100

W
A

Feed 2, 50 mole % vaporized

Figure 7.35 Data for Exercise 7.35.

7.36. Optimal sidestream location.
Determine the number of equilibrium stages and optimal-stage

locations for the feed and liquid sidestream of the distillation process

in Figure 7.36, assuming that methanol (M) and ethanol (E) form an

ideal solution, such that relative volatility can be taken as constant

at 1.745. Figure 7.37 shows a typical construction for the exten-

sion of the McCabe–Thiele method to include a saturated-liquid

sidestream withdrawn from the rectifying section. As is the case

shown in Exercise 30, there are three operating lines. The slope of

the top operating line is determined from the reflux ratio. The middle

operating line from the saturated liquid sidestream stage to the feed

stage has a slope of L′∕V ′, where L′ = L − LS and V ′ = V . A similar

construction can be made if the saturated liquid sidestream stage lies

below the feed stage as in this exercise.

7.37. Use of an interreboiler.
Amixture of n-heptane (H) and toluene (T) is separated by extrac-

tive distillation with phenol (P). Distillation is then used to recover

the phenol for recycle, as shown in Figure 7.38a, where the small

25 mol% vaporized

kgmol/h
75
25

100

M
E

Distillate

96 mol% M

Bottoms

15 kgmol/h
80 mol% E

Liquid
side stream

95 mol% E

1 atm

L/D = 1.2 (L/D)min

Figure 7.36 Operating data for Exercise 7.36.

1.0

0

y

0

Saturated liquid
withdrawn

1.0
x

x = zF

xB

x = xS x = xD

y =
 x

L
V

L
V

L′
V′

Figure 7.37 Construction for an added liquid sidestream.

amount of n-heptane in the feed is ignored. For the conditions shown
in Figure 7.38a, determine the number of equilibrium stages required.

Note that heat must be supplied to the reboiler at a high temperature

because of the high boiling point of phenol, which causes second-law

inefficiency. Therefore, consider the scheme in Figure 7.38b, where

an interreboiler, located midway between the bottom plate and the

feed stage, provides 50% of the boilup used in Figure 7.38a. The

remainder of the boilup is provided by the reboiler. Determine the

number of equilibrium stages required for the case with the interre-

boiler and the temperature of the interreboiler stage.

When an interreboiler is used, an additional operating line will be

required on the McCabe–Thiele diagram. Below the feed stage, one

operating line will run from the feed conditions to the interreboiler

conditions and one from the interreboiler conditions to the reboiler

conditions. The slopes of the operating lines will differ by the differ-

ence between the molar vapor flow rates in the two sections.
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Saturated
liquid

kgmol/h
250
750

Toluene
Phenol

Saturated
liquid

kgmol/h
250
750

Toluene
Phenol

cw
cw

98 mol%
toluene

98 mol%
phenol

98 mol%
phenol

V/B = 1.15 (V/B)min

1 atm

Reboiler Reboiler

Interreboiler

Steam Steam

(a) (b)

98 mol%
toluene

1 atm

Figure 7.38 Operating data for Exercise 7.37.

Unsmoothed vapor–liquid equilibrium data at 1 atm [Trans.
AIChE, 41, 555 (1945)] are:

xT yT T, ∘C xT yT T, ∘C

0.0435 0.3410 172.70 0.6512 0.9260 120.00

0.0872 0.5120 159.40 0.7400 0.9463 119.70

0.1248 0.6250 149.40 0.8012 0.9545 115.60

0.2190 0.7850 142.20 0.8840 0.9750 112.70

0.2750 0.8070 133.80 0.9394 0.9861 113.30

0.4080 0.8725 128.30 0.9770 0.9948 111.10

0.4800 0.8901 126.70 0.9910 0.9980 111.10

0.5898 0.9159 122.20 0.9973 0.9993 110.50

7.38. Addition of intercondenser and interreboiler.
A distillation column to separate n-butane from n-pentane was

recently put on line in a refinery. Apparently, there was a design error

because the column did not make the desired separation, as shown

below [Chem. Eng. Prog., 61(8), 79 (1965)].
It is proposed to add an intercondenser in the rectifying section to

generate more reflux and an interreboiler in the stripping section to

produce additional boilup. Show by use of aMcCabe–Thiele diagram

how this might improve the operation. Assume the relative volatility

is constant at 2.6. See Exercise 7.37 for comments on extending the

McCabe–Thiele method to include an interreboiler.

Design Specification Actual Operation

Mol% nC5 in distillate 0.26 13.49

Mol% nC4 in bottoms 0.16 4.28

7.39. Air separation using a Linde double column.
Air can be partially separated by distillation using the Linde dou-

ble column, as shown in Figure 7.39. The column consists of a lower

section at elevated pressure surmounted by an atmospheric-pressure

column. The boiler of the upper column is also the reflux condenser

for both columns. Gaseous air, plus enough liquid to compensate

for heat leak into the column (more liquid if liquid-oxygen prod-

uct is withdrawn), enters the heat exchanger at the base of the lower

column and condenses, giving up heat to the boiling liquid and thus

supplying the column vapor flow. The liquid air enters an intermedi-

ate point in this column. The rising vapors are partially condensed to

form the reflux, and the uncondensed vapor passes to an outer row

of tubes and is totally condensed, the liquid nitrogen collecting in

an annulus, as shown. By operating this column at 4 to 5 atm, the

liquid oxygen boiling at 1 atm is cold enough to condense pure nitro-

gen. The liquid in the bottom section contains about 45 mol% O2 and

Nitrogen
product

Atmospheric-
pressure column

Oxygen
product

Air feed

Throttle valve

4 to 5 atm
column

Reflux
condenser-

boiler

Liquid
oxygen

Liquid
nitrogen

Figure 7.39 Double column for air separation for Exercise 7.39.
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335.6 lbmol/h benzene
0.9 lbmol/h monochlorobenzene

274.0 lbmol/h benzene
0.7 lbmol/h monochlorobenzene

Top tray

23 psia
204°F Figure 7.40 Data for Exercise 7.42.

forms the feed for the upper section. This double column can pro-

duce very pure O2 with high O2 recovery, and relatively pure N2. On

a single McCabe–Thiele diagram—using equilibrium lines, operat-

ing lines, q-lines, a 45∘ line, stepped-off stages, and other illustrative
aids—show qualitatively how stage requirements can be computed.

Assume a relative volatility of 2.5 for the lower column section and

4.0 for the upper column section. To use a single McCabe–Thiele

diagram, the upper column section can be placed above the 45∘ line
using mole fractions for N2 (the more volatile component), while the

lower column section can be placed below the 45∘ line using mole

fractions for O2.

Section 7.4

7.40. Comparison of tray efficiency.
Performance data for a distillation tower separating a 50∕50 by

weight percent mixture of methanol and water are as follows:

Feed rate = 45,438 lb∕h; feed condition = bubble-point liquid

at feed-tray pressure;

Wt% methanol in distillate = 95.04; Wt% methanol in

bottoms = 1.00;

Reflux ratio = 0.947; reflux condition = saturated liquid;

Boilup ratio = 1.138; pressure in reflux drum = 14.7 psia;

Type condenser = total; type reboiler = partial;

Condenser pressure drop = 0.0 psi; tower pressure

drop = 0.8 psi;

Trays above feed tray = 5; trays below feed tray = 6;

Total trays = 12; tray diameter = 6 ft; type tray = single-pass

sieve tray; flow path length = 50.5 inches;

Weir length = 42.5 inches; hole area = 10%;

hole size = 3∕16 inch;

Weir height = 2 inches; tray spacing = 24 inches;

Viscosity of feed = 0.34 cP; Surface tension of distillate =
20 dyne/cm;

Surface tension of bottoms = 58 dyne∕cm;

Temperature of top tray = 154∘F; temperature of bottom

tray = 207∘F

Vapor–liquid equilibrium data at column pressure in mole fraction

of methanol are

y 0.0412 0.156 0.379 0.578 0.675 0.729 0.792 0.915

x 0.00565 0.0246 0.0854 0.205 0.315 0.398 0.518 0.793

Based on the above data: (a) Determine the overall tray efficiency

assuming the reboiler is equivalent to a theoretical stage. (b) Estimate

the overall tray efficiency from the Drickamer−Bradford correlation.
(c) Estimate the overall tray efficiency from the O’Connell correla-

tion, accounting for length of flow path.

7.41. Oldershaw column efficiency.
For the conditions of Exercise 7.40, a laboratory Oldershaw col-

umn measures an average Murphree vapor-point efficiency of 65%.

Estimate EMV and Eo for (a) complete mixing on the tray, and (b) plug

flow of liquid with no longitudinal diffusion.

Section 7.5

7.42. Column diameter.
Figure 7.40 shows conditions for the top tray of a distillation

column. Determine the column diameter at 85% of flooding for a

valve tray. Use a liquid density of 52 lb∕ft3 and use the ideal gas law
to obtain the vapor density. Use a surface tension of 30 dyne∕cm
and assume a tray spacing of 24 inches. Make any other necessary

assumptions.

7.43. Column sizing.
Figure 7.41 depicts a propylene/propane distillation. Equilibrium

stages (not actual trays) are shown. Two sieve-tray columns in series

are used because a single column would pose structural problems.

Determine column diameters, tray efficiency using the O’Connell

correlation, number of actual trays, and column heights. Use a

relative volatility of 1.14 and a liquid viscosity of 0.4 cP.

Bubble-point
liquid feed

lbmol/h

360
240

135.8°F
300 psia

116°F
280 psia

L/D = 15.9

3.5 lbmol/h
of C390

180

9155

1C3
=

12.51 lbmol/h C3
=

C3

Figure 7.41 Data for Exercise 7.43.

7.44. Sizing a vertical flash drum.
Determine the height and diameter of a vertical flash drum for the

conditions shown in Figure 7.42. Use a process simulator to obtain

fluid densities.

lbmol/h

187.6
176.4
  82.5

nC4
nC5
nC6

lbmol/h

112.4
223.6
217.5

nC4
nC5
nC6

224.3°F
102.9 psia

Figure 7.42 Data for Exercise 7.44.
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7.45. Sizing a horizontal flash drum.
Determine the length and diameter of a horizontal reflux drum for

the conditions shown in Figure 7.43.

Saturated
liquid

1 atm

y

0.99
0.01

nC6
nC7

D = 120 lbmol/hL/D = 3

Figure 7.43 Data for Exercise 7.45.

7.46. Possible swaged column.
Results of design calculations for a methanol−water distillation

operation are given in Figure 7.44. (a) Calculate the column diameter

at the top and at the bottom for 80% of flooding, assuming sieve trays

on 24-inch tray spacing. Should the column be swaged? (b) Calculate

the length and diameter of the horizontal reflux drum. Use a process

simulator to obtain vapor and liquid flow rates and properties at the

top and bottom of the column.

Saturated
liquid

262.5°F, 40 psia

189°F
33 psia

188,975 lb/h
1.01 mol% methanol

462,385 lb/h
99.05 mol% methanol

442,900,000 Btu/h

Feed

32

9

1

Figure 7.44 Data for Exercise 7.46.

7.47. Tray calculation of flooding.
For the conditions given in Exercise 7.40, estimate the percent of

flooding for the top tray and the bottom tray.

7.48. Diameter of a distillation column.
Acetone (A) and water (W) at 100 kPa are to be separated in a

24-stage distillation column with a tray spacing of 24 inches and

an Ad∕A = 0.1, operating at 80% of flooding velocity, with a reflux

ratio of 1.025. Given the following information, estimate the column

diameter by the method of Example 6.8. Since the vapor velocity is

highest at the bottom, and not much lower at the top, the design will

be based on the bottom diameter: the top diameter need not be calcu-

lated. Feed: 20 mol∕s A, 330 mol∕s W, at the bubble point, 368 K.

Distillate: 19.9 mol∕s A, 0.3 mol∕s W, at the bubble point, 329 K.

Bottoms: 0.1 mol∕s A, 329.7 mol∕s W, at the bubble point 385 K.

Gas density = 870 g ∕m3 at the bottom. Liquid density at bottom can

be taken as 1,000 kg∕m3 and all liquid streams can be assumed to

have a MW of 18. The surface tension is 70 dynes∕cm, the foaming

factor is 0.9, and FHA = 1.

7.49. Column diameter for the separation of propylene from
propane.

The feed to a 198-tray, sieve-plate distillation column is a sat-

urated vapor mixture of 2.14 kg∕s of propylene and 1.54 kg∕s of

propane at a column pressure of 1,670 kPa. The column has been

designed to produce a vapor distillate of about 99 mol% propylene

and a liquid bottoms of about 99 mol% propane. The reflux ratio,

L∕D, is 16. The feed tray is at about the middle of the column. Calcu-

late with a process simulator the inside diameter in feet at the top

tray of the column, assuming the following data at the top of the

column: liquid density = 482 kg∕m3, vapor density = 34.6 kg∕m3,

surface tension = 4.3 dyne∕cm. The plate spacing is 2 ft, with two

liquid passes on each tray. The downcomers will occupy 15% of the

column cross-sectional area. Assume 80% of flooding. The tray effi-

ciency is 100% and the total tray pressure drop is 70 kPa and the

condenser pressure drop is 10 kPa.

Section 7.6

7.50. HETP calculation.
A mixture of benzene and dichloroethane is used to obtain HETP

data for a packed column that contains 10 ft of packing and operates

adiabatically at atmospheric pressure. The liquid is charged to the

reboiler, and the column is operated at total reflux until equilibrium

is established. Liquid samples from the distillate and reboiler give for

benzene xD = 0.653 and xB = 0.298. Calculate HETP in inches for

this packing using a McCabe–Thiele diagram or an algebraic ana-

log of it to obtain the number of equilibrium stages. What are the

limitations of using this calculated value for design?

Data for x–y at 1 atm (in benzene mole fractions) are

x 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90

y 0.11 0.22 0.325 0.426 0.526 0.625 0.720 0.815 0.91

7.51. Plate versus packed column.
Consider a distillation column for separating ethanol from water

at 1 atm. The feed is a 10 mol% ethanol bubble-point liquid, the bot-

toms contains 1 mol% ethanol, and the distillate is 80 mol% ethanol.

R∕Rmin = 1.5. Phase-equilibrium data are given in Exercise 7.29, and

constant molar overflow applies. (a) How many equilibrium stages

are required above and below the feed if a plate column is used?

(b) How many transfer units are required above and below the feed

if a packed column is used? (c) Assuming the plate efficiency is 80%

and the plate spacing is 18 inches, how high is the plate column?

(d) Using an HOG value of 1.2 ft, how high is the packed column?

(e) Assuming that HTU data are available only on the benzene–

toluene system, how would one go about applying the data to obtain

the HTU for the ethanol–water system using the work of Billet et al.

in Chapter 6?

7.52. Design of random and structured packed columns.
Plant capacity for the methanol–water distillation of Exercise 7.40

is to be doubled. Rather than installing a second, identical trayed

tower, a packed column is being considered. This would have a feed

location, product purities, reflux ratio, operating pressure, and capac-

ity identical to the present trayed tower. Two packings are being con-

sidered: (1) 50-mm metal Hiflow rings (a random packing), and (2)

Montz metal B1-300 (a structured packing).

For each of these packings, design the rectifying section of a

column to operate at 70% of flooding at the top of the column by

calculating: (a) liquid holdup, (b) column diameter, (c) HOG, and

(d) packed height. What are the advantages, if any, of each of the

packed-column designs over a second trayed tower? Which packing,

if either, is preferable?

7.53. Advantages of a packed column.
For the specifications of Example 7.1, design a packed column

using 50-mm metal Hiflow rings and operating at 70% of flooding

by calculating for each section: (a) liquid holdup, (b) column diam-

eter, (c) HOG, and (d) packed height. What are the advantages and

disadvantages of a packed column as compared to a trayed tower for

this service?
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Chapter 8

Liquid–Liquid Extraction with Ternary Systems

§8.0 INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

After completing this chapter, you should be able to:

• List situations where liquid–liquid extraction is preferred to distillation.

• Define the distribution (partition) coefficient and show its relationship to activity coefficients and the selectivity of a

solute between carrier and solvent.

• Make a preliminary selection of a solvent using group-interaction rules.

• Distinguish, for ternary mixtures, between Type I and Type II systems.

• For a specified recovery of a solute, calculate with the Hunter and Nash method, using a triangular diagram, minimum

solvent requirement and equilibrium stages for multistage ternary liquid–liquid extraction.

• Design a cascade of mixer-settler units based on mass-transfer considerations.

• Make an estimate of the size of an extraction column.

In liquid–liquid extraction (solvent extraction), a liquid
feed of two or more components is contacted with a second
liquid phase, called the solvent, which is immiscible or

only partly miscible with one or more feed components and
completely or partially miscible with one or more of the other
feed components. The solvent is selected to partially dissolve
certain species of the liquid feed, effecting at least a partial
separation of the feed components. The solvent may be a pure
compound or a mixture. If the feed is an aqueous solution, an
organic solvent is used; if the feed is organic, the solvent is
often water. Important exceptions occur in metallurgy for the

separation of metals and in bioseparations for the extraction
from aqueous solutions of proteins. Solid–liquid extraction
(leaching) involves the recovery of substances from a solid
by contact with a liquid solvent, such as the recovery of oil
from seeds by an organic solvent.

According to Derry and Williams [1], extraction has been
practiced since the time of the Romans, who used molten lead

to separate gold and silver from molten copper by extraction.
This was followed by the discovery that sulfur could selec-
tively dissolve silver from an alloy with gold. However, it was
not until the early 1930s that L. Edeleanu invented the first
large-scale extraction process, which involved the removal
of aromatic and sulfur compounds from liquid kerosene
using liquid sulfur dioxide at 10 to 20∘F. This resulted in
a cleaner-burning kerosene. Liquid–liquid extraction has

grown in importance since then because of the demand for
temperature-sensitive products, high purity, and availability
of better equipment and solvents with higher selectivity.

This chapter introduces liquid–liquid extraction by
treating a ternary system consisting of two miscible feed
components—the carrier, C, and the solute, A—plus solvent,
S, a pure compound. Components C and S are at most only

partially soluble, but solute A is completely or substantially

soluble in S. During extraction, mass transfer of A from

the feed to the solvent occurs, with less transfer of C to the

solvent, or S to the feed. Nearly complete transfer of A to

the solvent is seldom achieved in just one equilibrium stage.

In practice, a number of stages are used in one- or two-section

countercurrent cascades. Most commonly, the stages are

provided by mixer-settler units, columns with mechanical

agitation, or centrifugal devices. A wealth of information on

liquid–liquid extraction is given by Frank et al. in Section 15

of Perry’s Chemical Engineers’ Handbook [2].

Industrial Example

Acetic acid is produced by methanol carbonylation, acetalde-

hyde oxidation, or as a byproduct of cellulose acetatemanufac-

ture. In all cases, a mixture of acetic acid (n.b.p. = 118.1∘C)
and water (n.b.p. = 100∘C) is separated to give glacial acetic

acid (99.8 wt% min). When the mixture contains less than

50% acetic acid, separation by distillation is expensive

because of the high heat of vaporization of large amounts of

water. Thus, a solvent-extraction process becomes attractive.

Figure 8.1 shows an implementation of extraction, where two

distillation operations are required to recover solvent for recy-

cle. These additional separation operations are common to

extraction processes. A feed of 30,260 lb∕h of 22 wt% acetic

acid in water is sent to a single-section extraction column

operating at ambient conditions, where it is contacted with

71,100 lb∕h of ethyl-acetate solvent (n.b.p. = 77.1∘C), satu-
rated with water. The low-density, solvent-rich stream, called

the extract, exits from the top of the extractor with 99.8%

of the acetic acid in the feed. The high-density, carrier-rich

stream, called the raffinate, exiting from the extractor bottom,

231
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Figure 8.1 Liquid–liquid extraction process for recovering acetic acid.

contains only 0.05 wt% acetic acid. The extract is sent to a

distillation column, where glacial acetic acid is the bottoms

product. The overhead vapor, which is rich in ethyl acetate but

also contains appreciable water vapor, splits into two liquid

phases when condensed. These are separated in the decanter

by gravity. The lighter ethyl acetate-rich phase is divided into

reflux and solvent recycle to the extractor. The water-rich

phase from the decanter is sent, together with the raffinate

from the extractor, to a second distillation column, where

wastewater is the bottoms product and the ethyl-acetate-rich

overhead is recycled to the decanter. Makeup ethyl-acetate

solvent is provided for solvent losses to the glacial acetic acid

and wastewater.

Six equilibrium stages are required to transfer 99.8% of

the acetic acid from feed to extract using a solvent-to-feed

mass ratio of 2.35; the recycled solvent is water-saturated.

A rotating-disk contactor (RDC), described in §8.1.5, is

employed within the column to disperse the organic-rich

phase into droplets by horizontal, rotating disks, while the

water-rich phase is continuous throughout the column. The

column, which contains 40 rotating disks, has an inside

diameter of 5.5 ft and a total height of 28 ft. The disks are

rotated at 60 rpm by a 5-hp motor. Since the 1930s, thousands

of similar extraction columns, with diameters ranging up to at

least 25 ft, have been built. As discussed in §8.1, a number of

competitive extraction devices are suitable for the process in

Figure 8.1.

Liquid–liquid extraction is a reasonably mature operation,
although not as mature or as widely applied as distillation,
absorption, and stripping. Procedures for determining the
number of equilibrium stages to achieve a desired solute reco-
very are well established. However, for liquid–liquid phase
equilibrium, no simple limiting theory, like Raoult’s law for
vapor–liquid equilibrium, exists. Frequently, experimental
data are preferred over predictions based on activity-coefficient
correlations. Such data can be correlated and extended by
activity-coefficient equations such as NRTL or UNIQUAC,
discussed in §2.7. Also, considerable laboratory effort may
be required to find an optimal solvent. A variety of industrial
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Table 8.1 Representative Industrial Liquid–Liquid Extraction

Processes

Solute Carrier Solvent(s)

Acetic acid Water Ethyl acetate,

Isopropyl acetate

Aconitic acid Molasses Methyl ethyl ketone

Ammonia Butenes Water

Aromatics Paraffins Diethylene glycol,

Furfural, Sulfur

dioxide

Asphaltenes Hydrocarbon oil Furfural

Benzoic acid Water Benzene

Butadiene 1-Butene aq. Cuprammonium

acetate

Ethylene

cyanohydrins

Methyl ethyl ketone Brine liquor

Fatty acids Oil Propane

Formaldehyde Water Isopropyl ether

Formic acid Water Tetrahydrofuran

Glycerol Water High alcohols

Hydrogen peroxide Anthrahydroquinone Water

Methyl ethyl ketone Water Trichloroethane

Methyl borate Methanol Hydrocarbons

Naphthenes Distillate oil Nitrobenzene, Phenol

Phenol Water Benzene,

Chlorobenzene

Penicillin Broth Butyl acetate

Sodium chloride aq. Sodium

hydroxide

Ammonia

Vanilla Oxidized liquors Toluene

Vitamin A Fish-liver oil Propane

Vitamin E Vegetable oil Propane

Water Methyl ethyl ketone aq. Calcium chloride

equipment is available, making it necessary to consider

alternatives before making a final selection. Unfortunately,

no generalized capacity and efficiency correlations are avail-

able for all equipment types. Often, equipment vendors and

pilot-plant tests must be relied on to determine equipment size.

The petroleum industry represents the largest-volume

application for liquid–liquid extraction. Extraction processes

are well suited to the petroleum industry because of the need

to separate heat-sensitive liquid feeds according to chemical

type (e.g., aliphatic, aromatic, naphthenic) rather than by

molecular weight or vapor pressure. Table 8.1 lists some rep-

resentative industrial extraction processes. Other applications

exist in the biochemical industry, including the separation of

antibiotics and recovery of proteins from natural substrates; in

the recovery of metals, such as copper from ammoniacal leach

liquors; in separations involving rare metals and radioac-

tive isotopes from spent-fuel elements; and in the inorganic

chemical industry, where high-boiling constituents such as

phosphoric acid, boric acid, and sodium hydroxide need to

be recovered from aqueous solutions. In general, extraction is

preferred over distillation for:

1. Dissolved or complexed inorganic substances in organic

or aqueous solutions.

2. Removal of a contaminant present in small concentra-
tions, such as a color former in tallow or hormones in
animal oil.

3. A high-boiling component present in relatively small
quantities in an aqueous waste stream, as in the recovery
of acetic acid from cellulose acetate.

4. Recovery of temperature-sensitive materials, where ex-
traction may be less expensive than vacuum distillation.

5. Separation of mixtures according to chemical type
rather than relative volatility.

6. Separation of close-melting or close-boiling liquids,
where solubility differences can be exploited.

7. Separation of mixtures that form azeotropes.

The key to an effective extraction process is a suitable
solvent. In addition to being stable, non-toxic, inexpensive,
and easily recoverable, a solvent should be relatively immis-
cible with feed components other than the solute, and have
a different density from the feed to facilitate phase separa-
tion by gravity. It must have a high affinity for the solute,
from which it can be easily separated by distillation, crystal-
lization, or other means. Ideally, the distribution (partition)
coefficient (2-19) for the solute between the liquid phases
should be greater than one, or a large solvent-to-feed ratio
will be required. When the degree of solute extraction is
not particularly high and/or when a large extraction factor
(4-35) can be achieved, an extractor will not require many
stages. This is fortunate because mass-transfer resistance in
liquid–liquid systems is high. In this chapter, equipment for
liquid–liquid extraction is discussed and equilibrium- and
rate-based calculation procedures are presented for extraction
in ternary systems. Use of graphical methods is emphasized to
gain a visual perspective. Extraction calculations with process
simulators are presented in Chapter 10.

§8.1 EQUIPMENT FOR SOLVENT
EXTRACTION

Equipment similar to that used for absorption, stripping, and
distillation is sometimes used for extraction, but such devices
are inefficient unless interfacial tension and liquid viscosities
are low and differences in phase density are high. Generally,
mechanically agitated or centrifugal devices are preferred,
especially if many equilibrium stages are required. During
passage through extraction equipment, one phase is the dis-
persed phase (discontinuous phase) in the form of droplets
and, the other phase is the continuous phase. In static extrac-
tion columns of the spray, packed, and sieve tray type, it is
preferred to disperse the phase of higher entering volumetric
flow rate, unless the other phase has a high viscosity.

§8.1.1 Mixer-Settlers

In mixer-settlers, the two liquid phases are first mixed in
a vessel (Figure 8.2) by one of several types of impellers
(Figure 8.3) and then separated in a second vessel by
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Figure 8.2 Compartmented mixing vessel with turbine

agitators.

(b) (c)

(d) (e)

(a)

Figure 8.3 Some common types of mixing impellers:

(a) marine-type propeller; (b) centrifugal turbine; (c) pitched-blade

turbine; (d) flat-blade paddle; (e) flat-blade turbine.

gravity-induced settling (Figure 8.4). Any number of

mixer-settler units may be connected together to form a

multistage countercurrent cascade. However, floor space

can be a major factor. During mixing, one of the liquids is

dispersed in the form of small droplets in the other liquid.

The dispersed phase may be either the heavier or the lighter

phase. The mixing occurs in an agitated vessel with sufficient

residence time that a reasonable approach to equilibrium

(e.g., 80 to 90%) is achieved. The vessel may be compart-

mented as in Figure 8.2. If dispersion is easily realized

and equilibrium rapidly approached, as with liquids of low

interfacial tension and viscosity, mixing can be achieved by

(1) impingement in a jet mixer; (2) turbulence in a noz-

zle mixer, orifice mixer, or other in-line mixing device;

(3) shearing action if both phases are fed simultaneously into

a centrifugal pump; or (4) injectors, wherein the flow of one

liquid is induced by another.

Emulsion
in

Slotted
impingement

baffle

Tap for
scum

Heavy
liquid out

Light
liquid
out

Figure 8.4 Horizontal gravity-settling vessel.

The settling step is by gravity in a settler (decanter). In
Figure 8.4, a horizontal vessel, with an impingement baffle to
prevent the jet of the entering two-phase dispersion (emulsion)
from disturbing the gravity-settling process, is used. Vertical
and inclined vessels are also common. A major problem in
settlers is emulsification in the mixing vessel, which may
occur if the agitation is so intense that the dispersed droplet
size falls below 1 to 1.5 μm (micrometers). When this hap-
pens, coalescers, separator membranes, meshes, electrostatic
forces, ultrasound, chemical treatment, or other ploys are
required to speed settling. If the phase-density difference is
small, the rate of settling can be increased by substituting
centrifugal for gravitational force. Many single stage and
multistage mixer-settler units are available as described by
Bailes, Hanson, and Hughes [3] and Lo, Baird, and Hanson
[4]. As shown in Figure 8.5, the mixer and settler vessels can
be combined into one unit or they can be arranged vertically,
as in the Lurgi Tower Extractor. Often the settler volume is
larger than the mixer volume.

§8.1.2 Spray Columns

The simplest and one of the oldest extraction devices is the
spray column. Either the heavy phase or the light phase can be
dispersed, as seen in Figure 8.6. The droplets of the dispersed
phase are generated at the inlet, usually by spray nozzles.
Because of the lack of column internals, combined volumetric

Mixer-Settler stage

Settling section

Mixing
section

Aqueous out

Organic out

Aqueous and organic in

Figure 8.5a Combined Mixer-Settler Unit
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Figure 8.5b Lurgi Tower Extractor.
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Figure 8.6 Spray columns: (a) light liquid dispersed, heavy liquid

continuous; (b) heavy liquid dispersed, light liquid continuous.

throughputs can be large, depending upon phase-density

difference and phase viscosities. As in gas absorption, axial
dispersion (backmixing) in the continuous phase limits

these devices to applications where only one or two stages

are required.

§8.1.3 Packed Columns

Axial dispersion in a spray column can be reduced, but not

eliminated, by packing the column. This also improves mass

transfer by breaking up large drops to increase interfacial

area and promote mixing in drops by distorting droplet shape.

With the exception of Raschig rings [5], the packings used in

distillation and absorption are suitable for liquid–liquid
extraction; however, choice of packing material is more criti-
cal. For best performance, the packing should be preferentially
wetted by the continuous phase. Throughput, especially with
newer packings, is large. Because of backmixing, the HETS is
generally large, making packed columns suitable only when
few equilibrium stages are needed.

§8.1.4 Sieve-Tray Columns

Sieve trays reduce axial mixing and promote a stagewise
type of contact. The dispersed phase, which is analogous
to vapor bubbles in distillation, flows up the column, with
redispersion at each tray. The heavy phase is continuous,
flowing at each stage through a downcomer, and then across
the tray like a liquid in a distillation tower. If the heavy phase
is dispersed, upcomers are used for the light phase. Columns
have been built with diameters larger than 4.5 m. Holes
from 0.32 to 0.64 cm (1∕8 to 1∕4 inches) in diameter, spaced
1.27 to 1.81 cm apart are used, and tray spacings are closer
than in distillation—10 to 15 cm for low-interfacial-tension
liquids. Plates are usually built without outlet weirs on the
downspouts.

If designed and operated properly, extraction rates in sieve-
tray columns are high because the dispersed-phase droplets
coalesce and re-form on each tray. This destroys concentra-
tion gradients, which develop if a droplet passes through the
entire column undisturbed. Sieve-tray extractors are subject to
the same limitations as distillation columns: flooding, entrain-
ment, and, to a lesser extent, weeping. An additional problem
is scum formation at phase interfaces due to small amounts of
impurities.

§8.1.5 Columns with Mechanically
Assisted Agitation

If (1) interfacial tension is high, (2) density difference between
liquid phases is low, and/or (3) liquid viscosities are high, then
gravitational forces are inadequate for proper phase dispersal
and turbulence creation. In that case, mechanical agitation is
necessary to increase interfacial area per unit volume, thus
decreasing mass-transfer resistance. For packed and plate
columns, agitation can be provided by an oscillating pulse to
the liquid, either by mechanical or pneumatic means. Pulsed,
perforated-plate columns find considerable application in
the nuclear industry. The most prevalent agitated columns
are those that employ rotating agitators driven by a shaft
extending axially through the column. The agitators create
shear mixing zones, which alternate with settling zones. Nine
of the more popular mechanically-agitated devices are shown
in Figure 8.7a–i.

Agitation can also be induced in a column by moving
plates back and forth in a reciprocating motion (Figure 8.7j)
or in a novel horizontal contactor (Figure 8.7k). These devices
answer the 1947 plea of Fenske, Carlson, and Quiggle [7] for
equipment that can efficiently provide large numbers of stages
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mechanically assisted agitation:

(a) Scheibel column—first design;

(b) Scheibel column—second design;
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(d) Oldshue–Rushton (Mixco) column;

(Continued)

in a device without large numbers of pumps, motors, and
piping. They stated, “Despite . . . advantages of liquid–liquid
separational processes, the problems of accumulating 20 or
more theoretical stages in a small compact and relatively
simple countercurrent operation have not yet been fully
solved.” In 1946, it was considered impractical to design
for more than seven stages, which represented the number
of mixer-settler units in the only large-scale, commercial,
solvent-extraction process in use.

Perhaps the first mechanically agitated column of impor-
tance was the Scheibel column [8] in Figure 8.7a, in which
liquid phases are contacted at fixed intervals by unbaffled,
flat-bladed, turbine-type agitators (Figure 8.3) mounted on
a vertical shaft. In the unbaffled separation zones, located
between themixing zones, knittedwire-mesh packing prevents
backmixing between mixing zones, and induces coalescence
and settling of drops. The mesh material must be wetted by
the dispersed phase. For larger-diameter installations (>1 m),

Scheibel [9] added outer and inner horizontal annular baffles
(Figure 8.7b) to divert the vertical flow in the mixing zone
and promote mixing. For systems with high interfacial tension
and viscosities, the wire mesh is removed. The first two
Scheibel designs did not permit removal of the agitator shaft
for inspection and maintenance. Instead, the entire internal
assembly had to be removed. To permit removal of just the
agitator assembly shaft, especially for large-diameter columns
(e.g., >1.5 m), and allow an access way through the column
for inspection, cleaning, and repair, Scheibel [10] offered a
third design, shown in Figure 8.7c. Here the agitator assembly
shaft can be removed because it has a smaller diameter than
the opening in the inner baffle.

The Oldshue–Rushton extractor [11] (Figure 8.7d) consists
of a column with a series of compartments separated by annu-
lar outer stator-ring baffles, each with four vertical baffles
attached to the wall. The centrally mounted vertical shaft
drives a flat-bladed turbine impeller in each compartment.
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A third type of column with rotating agitators that appeared
about the same time as the Scheibel and Oldshue–Rushton
columns is the rotating-disk contactor (RDC) [12,13]
(Figure 8.7e), an example of which is described at the
beginning of this chapter and shown in Figure 8.1. It is an
extensively used device worldwide [4]. Horizontal disks,
mounted on a centrally located rotating shaft, are the agitation
elements. The ratio of disk diameter to column diameter is
0.6. The distance, H in m, between disks depends on column
diameter, DT , in m, according to H = 0.13(DT )0.67. Mounted
at the column wall are annular stator rings with an opening
larger than the agitator-disk diameter, typically 0.7 of DT .
Thus, the agitator assembly shaft is easily removed from the
column. Because the rotational speed of the rotor controls the

drop size, the rotor speed can be continuously varied over a
wide range.

A modification of the RDC concept is the asymmet-
ric rotating-disk contactor (ARD) [14], which has been in
industrial use since 1965. As shown in Figure 8.7f, the contac-
tor consists of a column, a baffled stator, and an offset multi-
stage agitator fitted with disks. The asymmetric arrangement,
shown in more detail in Figure 8.7g, provides contact and
transport zones that are separated by a vertical baffle, to which
is attached a series of horizontal baffles. This design retains the
efficient shearing action of the RDC, but reduces backmixing
because of the separate mixing and settling compartments.

Another extractor based on the Scheibel concept is the
Kuhni extraction column [15] in Figure 8.7h, where the
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column is compartmented by a series of stator disks made

of perforated plates. The distance, H in m, between stator

disks depends on column diameter, DT in m, according

to 0.2 < H < 0.3 (DT )0.6. A centrally positioned shaft has

double-entry, radial-flow, shrouded-turbine mixers, which

promote, in each compartment, the circulation action shown

in Figure 8.7i. The ratio of turbine diameter-to-column diam-

eter ranges from 0.33 to 0.6. For columns of diameter greater

than 3 m, three turbine-mixer shafts on parallel axes are

normally provided to preserve scale-up.

Rather than providing agitation by impellers on a vertical

shaft or by pulsing, Karr [16, 17] devised a reciprocating,

perforated-plate extractor column in which plates move up and

down approximately 27 times per second with a 6.5–25 mm

stroke. This uses less energy than pulsing the entire volume

of liquid. Also, the close spacing of the plates (25–50 mm)
promotes high turbulence and minimizes axial mixing, thus

giving high mass-transfer rates and low HETS. The annular

Teflon baffle plates in Figure 8.7j are placed in the plate stack

to minimize axial mixing. The perforated plates use large

holes (typically 9/16-inch diameter) and a high hole area

(typically 58%). The central shaft, which supports both sets of

plates, is reciprocated by a drive at the top of the column. Karr

columns are particularly useful for bioseparations because

residence time is reduced, and they can handle systems that

tend to emulsify and feeds that contain particulates.

A modification of the Karr column is the vibrating-plate

extractor (VPE) of Prochazka et al. [18], which uses per-

forated plates of smaller hole size and smaller percent hole

area. The small holes provide passage for the dispersed phase,

while one or more large holes on each plate provide passage

for the continuous phase. Some VPE columns have uniform

motion of all plates; others have two shafts for countermotion

of alternate plates.

Another novel device for providing agitation is the

Graesser raining-bucket contactor (RTL), developed in the

late 1950s [4] primarily for processes involving liquids of

small density difference, low interfacial tension, SX and a

tendency to form emulsions. Figure 8.7k shows a series of

disks mounted inside a shell on a horizontal, rotating shaft

with horizontal, C-shaped buckets fitted between and around

the periphery of the disks. An annular gap between the disks

and the inside shell periphery allows countercurrent, longi-

tudinal flow of the phases. Dispersing action is very gentle,

with each phase cascading through the other in opposite

directions toward the two-phase interface, which is close to

the center.

When fast extraction rates are needed as in bioseparations,

high-speed centrifugal extractors are favored, such as the Pod-

bielniak (POD) extractor, used for penicillin extraction [19].

They provide residence times as short as 10 s, and small liquid

holdups. PODs can separate liquid phases of density differ-

ences as small as 0.01 g∕cm3 without emulsification.

§8.1.6 Comparison of Industrial
Extraction Columns

Maximum loadings and sizes for industrial extraction columns,

as given by Reissinger and Schroeter [5, 20] and Lo et al. [4],

are listed in Table 8.2. As seen, the Lurgi tower, RDC, and

Graesser extractors have been built in very large sizes. Com-

bined volumetric throughputs per unit cross-sectional area

are highest for the Karr extractor and lowest for the Graesser

extractor. Table 8.3 lists the advantages and disadvantages of

the various types of extractors, and Figure 8.8 shows a selec-

tion scheme for commercial extractors. For example, if only a

small number of stages is required, a set of mixer-settler units

might be selected. If more than five theoretical stages, a high
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Table 8.2 Maximum Size and Loading for Commercial

Liquid–Liquid Extraction Columns

Column Type

Maximum Combined

Liquid Throughout,

m3∕m2-h

Maximum

Column

Diameter, m

Lurgi tower 30 8

Pulsed packed 20 3

Pulsed sieve tray 25 3

Scheibel 25 3

RDC 40 8

ARD 25 5

Kuhni 40 3

Karr 40 3

Graesser 10 7

Above data apply to systems of:

1. High interfacial surface tension (30 to 40 dyne∕cm).

2. Viscosity of approximately 1 cP.

3. Volumetric phase ratio of 1:1.

4. Phase-density difference of approximately 0.6 g∕cm3.

throughput, and a large load range (m3∕m2-h) are needed, and
floor space is limited, an RDC or ARD contactor should be

considered.

§8.2 GENERAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Liquid–liquid extraction involves more design variables than

distillation. To determine stages, one of the three cascade

arrangements in Figure 8.9, or an even more complex arrange-

ment, must be selected. Packed-column configurations are

shown in Figure 8.9, but other extraction equipment may be

preferred. The single-section cascade of Figure 8.9a, which

is similar to that used for absorption and stripping, will

transfer solute in the feed to the solvent. The two-section

cascade of Figure 8.9b is similar to that used for distillation.

Solvent enters at one end and reflux, derived from the extract,

enters at the other end. The feed enters in between. With two

sections, depending on solubilities, it is sometimes possible to

achieve a separation between two feed components; if not, a

dual-solvent arrangement with two sections, as in Figure 8.9c,

with or without reflux at the ends, may be advantageous. For

configurations 8.9b and 8.9c, calculations should be made

by a process simulator, as discussed in Chapter 10. For the

configuration of Figure 8.9a, it is useful and instructive to

make the graphical calculations described in this chapter.

Operative factors are:

1. Entering feed flow rate, composition, temperature, and

pressure

2. Type of stage configuration (one- or two-section)

Table 8.3 Advantages and Disadvantages of Different Extraction Equipment

Class of Equipment Advantages Disadvantages

Mixer-settlers Good contacting

Handles high viscosity and

interfacial tension

Handles wide flow ratio

Low headroom

High stage efficiency

Many stages available

Reliable scale-up

Large holdup

High power costs

High investment

Large floor space

Interstage pumping may be

required

Continuous, static counterflow

contactors

(no mechanical drive)

Low initial cost

Low operating cost

Simplest construction

High throughput except for

small density difference

Cannot handle high flow ratio

High headroom

Low stage efficiency

Difficult scale-up

Continuous counterflow

contactors with mechanical

agitation

Good dispersion

Reasonable cost

Many stages possible

Relatively easy scale-up

Limited throughput with small

density difference

Cannot handle emulsifying

systems

Cannot handle high flow ratio

Centrifugal extractors Handles low-density

difference between phases

Low holdup volume

Short holdup time

Low space requirements

Small inventory of solvent

Avoids emulsification

High initial costs

High operating cost

High maintenance cost
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No

Large number
of theoretical

stages
required (>5)

Small number
of theoretical

stages
required (<5)

Emulsion
formation, poor

separation

Small volume Separators, centrifugal extractors

Centrifugal extractors,
Graesser, RDC, ARD

Separators

Low height

Low height

Small floor
area

Small floor
area

High
throughput
(>50m3/h)

Small load
range

Pulsating sieve
tray column,
Kuhni, Lurgi
Tower Extractor

RDC, ARD
Large load

range

Small load
range

Large load
range

Low
throughput
(<50m3/h)

Process

Yes

Yes

Mixer-settler battery,
centrifugal extractors

Yes

Mixer-settler battery,
Graesser

Yes

Yes

All column types,
centrifugal extractors

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

With
reserva-
tions

Yes

Yes

Pulsating
packed column,
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Scheibel,
Oldshue–
Rushton

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Figure 8.8 Scheme for selecting extractors.

[Reproduced from [5] with permission of Institution of Chemical Engineers.]

3. Desired degree of recovery of one or more solutes for
one-section cascades

4. Degree of feed separation for two-section cascades

5. Choice of solvent(s)

6. Operating temperature (often ambient)

7. Operating pressure (greater than the bubble point of
both phases)

8. Minimum-solvent flow rate and actual-solvent flow
rate as a multiple of the minimum rate for one-section
cascades or reflux rate and minimum reflux ratio for
two-section cascades

9. Number of equilibrium stages

10. Emulsification and scum-formation tendency

11. Interfacial tension

12. Phase-density difference

13. Maximum residence time to avoid degradation

14. Type of extractor

15. Extractor cost and horsepower requirement

The ideal solvent has:

1. High selectivity for the solute relative to the carrier
to minimize the need to recover carrier from the
solvent

2. High capacity for dissolving the solute to minimize
solvent-to-feed ratio

3. Minimal solubility in the carrier

4. A volatility sufficiently different from the solute that
recovery of the solvent can be achieved by distillation,
but not so high that a high extractor pressure is needed,
or so low that a high temperature is needed if the sol-
vent is recovered by distillation
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Feed
Feed

Feed

Solvent T

Solvent S

Solvent SSolvent
Solvent-free

extract

Solvent-free
product A

A, B

Extract

Raffinate Solvent

(a)

Raffinate Solvent

Reflux

Reflux

(b)

Solvent T Solvent-free
Product B

(c)

SR

SR: Solvent S recovery, TR: Solvent T recovery

SR

TR

Figure 8.9 Common liquid–liquid extraction

cascade configurations: (a) single-section cascade;

(b) two-section cascade; (c) dual solvent with

two-section cascade. SR is solvent S recovery and

TR is solvent T recovery.

5. Stability to maximize the solvent life and minimize the
solvent makeup requirement

6. Inertness to permit use of common materials of
construction

7. Low viscosity to promote phase separation, minimize
pressure drop, and provide a high-solute mass-transfer
rate

8. Non-toxic and non-flammable characteristics to facili-
tate its safe use

9. Availability at a relatively low cost

10. Moderate interfacial tension to balance the ease of dis-
persion and the promotion of phase separation

11. Large difference in density relative to the carrier to
achieve a high capacity in the extractor

12. Compatibility with the solute and carrier to avoid con-
tamination

13. Lack of tendency to form a stable rag or scum layer at
the phase interface

14. Desirable wetting characteristics with respect to
extractor internals

Solvent selection is a compromise among all these proper-
ties. However, first consideration is usually given to selectivity
and environmental concerns, and second to capacity and cost.
From (2-19) in Chapter 2, the distribution (partition) coeffi-
cient, KD, for solute A between solvent S and carrier C can be
applied. Combining (2-19) with (2-15) and (2-17) gives

(KA)D = (xA)II∕(xA)I = (γA)I∕(γA)II (8-1)

where II is the extract phase, rich in S, and I is the raffinate
phase, rich in C. Similarly, for the carrier and the solvent,
respectively,

(KC)D = (xC)II∕(xC)I = (γC)I∕(γC)II (8-2)

(KS)D = (xS)II∕(xS)I = (γS)I∕(γS)II (8-3)

From (2-21), the relative selectivity, β, of the solute with
respect to the carrier is obtained by taking the ratio of (8-1) to
(8-2), giving

βAC = (KA)D
(KC)D

= (xA)II∕(xA)I
(xC)II∕(xC)I

= (γA)I∕(γA)II
(γC)I∕(γC)II

(8-4)

For high selectivity, βAC should be high, so at equilibrium there
is a high concentration of A and a low concentration of C in
the solvent. A first estimate of βAC is made from predictions of
activity coefficients (γA)I, (γA)II, and (γC)II at infinite dilution
where (γC)I = 1, or by using equilibrium data for the lowest tie
line on a triangular diagram of the type discussed in Chapter 4.
If A and C form a nearly ideal solution, the value in (8-4) of
(γA)I ≈ 1.

For high solvent capacity, (KA)D in (8-4) should be high.
From (8-2) it is seen that this is difficult to achieve if A and
C form nearly ideal solutions such that (γA)I = 1.0, unless A
and S have a great affinity for each other, which would result
in a negative deviation from Raoult’s law to give (γA)II < 1.
Unfortunately, such systems are rare.

For solvent recovery, (KS)D should be large and (KC)D as
small as possible to minimize solvent in the raffinate and car-
rier in the extract. This will be the case if activity coefficients
(γS)I and (γC)II at infinite dilution are large.

If a water-rich feed is to be separated, it is common to
select an organic solvent; for an organic-rich feed, an aqueous
solvent is preferred. In either case, the solvent chosen should
lower the activity coefficient of the solute. Consideration
of molecule group interactions can help narrow the search
before activity coefficients are estimated or equilibrium data
are sought. Organic group interactions for solvent-screening
purposes, based on 900 binary systems, as given by Robbins
[22], are shown in Table 8.4, where the solute and solvent
each belong to any of 12 different chemical groups. In this
table, a minus (−) sign for a given solute-solvent pair means
the solvent will desirably lower the activity coefficient of the
solute relative to its value in the feed.
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Table 8.4 Group Interactions for Solvent Selection

Solute Solvent Class

Class H-Donor Groups 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 Phenol 0 0 − 0 − − − − − − + +
2 Acid, Thiol 0 0 − 0 − − 0 0 0 0 + +
3 Alchol, Water − − 0 + + 0 − − + + + +
4 Active-H on Multihalo Paraffin 0 0 + 0 − − − − − − 0 +

H-Acceptor Groups

5 Ketone, Amide with no H on N Sulfone,

Phosphine, Oxide

− − + − 0 + + + + + + +

6 Tert Amine − − 0 − + 0 + + 0 + 0 0

7 Sec Amine − 0 − − + + 0 0 0 0 0 +
8 Pri Amine, Ammonia, Amide with 2H on N − 0 − − + + 0 0 + + + +
9 Ether, Oxide, Sulfoxide − 0 + − + 0 0 + 0 + 0 +

10 Ester, Aldehyde, Carbonate, Phosphate,

Nitrate, Nitrite, Nitrile, Intra Molecular

Bonding, e.g., O-nitro Phenol

− 0 + − + + 0 + + 0 + +

11 Aromatic, Olefin, Halogen Aromatic,

Multihalo Paraffin without Active-H,

Monohalo Paraffin

+ + + 0 + 0 0 + 0 + 0 0

Non H-Bonding Groups

12 Paraffin, Carbon Disulfide + + + + + 0 + + + + 0 0

(+) Plus sign means that compounds in the column group tend to raise activity coefficients of compounds in the row group.

(−) Minus sign means a lowering of activity coefficients of compounds in the row group.

(0) Zero means little or no effect on activity coefficients of compounds in the row group.

Choose a solvent that lowers the activity coefficient.

[Reproduced from [22] with permission of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers.]

Suppose it is desired to extract acetone from water. In
Table 8.4, Group 3 applies for this solute, and desirable
solvents are given in Groups 1 and 6. In particular, trichloro-
ethane, a Group 6 compound, is a selective solvent with high
capacity for acetone. If the compound is environmentally
objectionable, it is rejected.

A sophisticated solvent-selection method, based on the
UNIFAC group-contribution method for estimating activity
coefficients and utilizing a computer-aided constrained opti-
mization approach, has been developed by Naser and Fournier
[23]. A preliminary solvent selection can also be made

using tables of partition coefficients and Godfrey Miscibility

Numbers in Perry’s Chemical Engineers Handbook [2].

§8.2.1 Representation of Ternary Data

Chapter 4 introduced ternary diagrams for representing

liquid–liquid equilibrium data at constant temperature.

Such diagrams are available for a large number of systems

(Humphrey et al. [6]). For ternary systems, the most common

diagram is Type I in Figure 8.10a; much less common are

Type II systems, in Figure 8.10b, which include (1) n-heptane/

Solute
A

Solvent
S

Solvent
S

Carrier
C

Raffinate
phase

Plait
point

Extract
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R
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t 
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Tie line
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Figure 8.10 Common classes of ternary systems: (a) Type I, one immiscible pair; (b) Type II, two immiscible pairs.
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aniline/methylcyclohexane, (2) styrene/ethylbenzene/dieth-
ylene glycol, and (3) chlorobenzene/water/methyl ethyl ketone.
For Type I, the solute and solvent are miscible in all propor-
tions; in Type II, they are not. For Type I systems, the larger
the two-phase region on line CS, the greater the immiscibility
of carrier and solvent. The closer the top of the two-phase
region is to apex A, the greater the range of feed composi-
tion along line AC that can be separated with solvent S. In
Figure 8.11, only feed solutions in the composition range
from C to F can be separated because, regardless of how
much solvent is added, two liquid phases are not formed in the
feed composition range of FA (i.e., FS does not pass through
the two-phase region). Figure 8.11a has a wider range of feed
composition than Figure 8.11b. For Type II systems, a high
degree of insolubility of S in C and C in S will produce a
desirable high relative selectivity, but at the expense of solvent
capacity. Solvents that result in Type I systems are thus more
desirable.

Whether a system is of Type I or Type II often depends
on temperature. Figure 8.12 shows the data of Darwent and
Winkler [24] for the ternary system n-hexane (H)–methyl-
cyclopentane (M)–aniline (A) for temperatures of 25, 34.5,
and 45∘C. At the lowest temperature, 25∘C, the system is
Type II because both H and M are only partially miscible in
the aniline solvent. As temperature increases, the solubility of
M in aniline increases more rapidly than the solubility of H
in aniline, until 34.5∘C, the critical solution temperature for
M in aniline, where the system is at the border of Type II and
Type I. At 45∘C, the system is clearly of Type I, with aniline
more selective for M than H. Type I systems have a plait
point (see Figure 8.10a); Type II systems do not.

A

SC C

(a)

A

S

(b)

F

F

Figure 8.11 Effect of solubility on range of feed composition that

can be extracted.

Except in the near-critical region, pressure has little effect

on liquid–liquid equilibrium because it has little effect on

liquid-phase activity coefficients. The operating pressure need

only be greater than the bubble-point pressure. Most extractors

operate at near-ambient temperature, with the process being

nearly isothermal if the heat of mixing is small.

Laboratory or pilot-plant work, using actual plant feed and

solvent, is normally necessary to ascertain dispersion and coa-

lescence properties. Although rapid coalescence of drops is

desirable, this reduces interfacial area and leads to reduced

mass-transfer rates. Thus, compromises are necessary. Coa-

lescence is enhanced when the solvent phase is continuous and

mass transfer of solute is from the droplets. This phenomenon,

the Marangoni effect, is due to a lowering of interfacial ten-

sion by a significant solute presence in the interfacial film. If

solvent is the dispersed phase, the interfacial film is depleted of

solute, causing an increase in interfacial tension and inhibition

of coalescence.

For a given (1) feed liquid, (2) degree of solute extraction,

(3) operating pressure and temperature, and (4) solvent for a

single-section cascade, there is a minimum solvent-to-feed

flow-rate ratio that corresponds to an infinite number of

countercurrent equilibrium contacts. As with absorption and

stripping, a trade-off exists between the number of equilibrium

stages and the solvent-to-feed ratio. For a Type I system, this

ratio is best determined by a graphical method described next.

§8.3 HUNTER–NASH GRAPHICAL
EQUILIBRIUM-STAGE METHOD

For preliminary studies, stagewise extraction calculations for

Type I ternary systems are conveniently carried out with equi-

librium diagrams. In this section, procedures are developed

using the Hunter-Nash method [26] with equilateral-triangle

and right-triangle diagrams. Free triangular graph paper can

be downloaded from several websites, including http://www.

waterproofpaper.com/graph-paper/ternary-diagram-triangular

-graph-paper.shtml.

Figure 8.13 shows a schematic diagram for a countercur-

rent, continuous-flow, N-equilibrium-stage extraction cascade

operating isothermally at steady state. Each stage includes

mixing and phase separation. Stage numbering begins at the

feed end, opposite to the end at which the solvent enters.

Typically, mass, rather than molar flow rates are used. The

final raffinate feed rate is RN and the final extract feed rate

M MM

AHAHAH
T = 25°C T = 34.5°C T = 45°C

Figure 8.12 Effect of temperature on

solubility for the system n-hexane (H)/
methylcyclopentane (M)/aniline (A).

http://www
http://www.waterproofpaper.com/graph-paper/ternary-diagram-triangular-graph-paper.shtml
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Extract
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R2

En + 1En
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RN

Solvent S

n N–1 N

F

Figure 8.13 Countercurrent-flow, N-equilibrium-stage, liquid–liquid extraction cascade.

is E1. Phase equilibrium is assumed at each stage, so for

any intermediate stage n, the components in extract En and

raffinate Rn are in equilibrium. Mass transfer of all species

occurs at each stage. The feed, F, contains the carrier, C,

and the solute, A. It can also contain solvent, S, up to the

solubility limit. Entering solvent flow rate, S, can contain C

and A up to the solubility limits, but preferably contains little

of either. Because most liquid–liquid equilibrium data are

listed and plotted in mass rather than mole concentrations,

let: (yi)n = mass fraction of species i in extract leaving stage

n and (xi)n = mass fraction of species i in raffinate leaving

stage n.
Although Figure 8.13 implies that the extract is the light

phase, either phase can be the light phase. Assume the ternary

system is at temperature, T , such that liquid–liquid equilib-

rium data are as shown in the equilateral-triangle diagram of

Figure 8.14, whose coordinates were described in §4.4. The

bold line is the equilibrium curve (also called the binodal
curve because the plait point separates the curve into an

extract to the left and a raffinate to the right). The dashed lines

are tie lines connecting compositions of equilibrium phases

lying on the binodal curve. Because the tie lines slope upward

from the C side toward the S side, at equilibrium, the solute,

A, has a concentration higher in S than in C. This makes S an

effective solvent for extracting A from C. If the tie lines slope

downward, S is not an effective solvent.

Some systems, such as isopropanol–water–benzene, exhibit
a phenomenon called solutropy, wherein moving from the
plait point into the two-phase region of the diagram, the tie
lines first slope in one direction, but then the slope diminishes
until an intermediate tie line becomes horizontal. Below that tie
line, the remaining tie lines slope in the other direction. Some-
times the solutropy phenomenon disappears if mole-fraction
coordinates, rather than mass-fraction coordinates, are used.

§8.3.1 Determining the Number of
Equilibrium Stages

A degrees-of-freedom analysis for the ternary system cascade
of Figure 8.13 shows there are six variables that must be
specified for a ternary system. Four of the variables are F,
(xi)F, (yi)S, and T . The remaining two variables are selected
by choosing one of the following sets.

Set 1. S and (xi)RN
Set 4. N and (xi)RN

Set 2. S and (yi)E1
Set 5. N and (yi)E1

Set 3. (xi)RN
and (yi)E1

Set 6. N and S

where (xi)RN
and (yi)E1

and all equilibrium phases lie on the
equilibrium curve.

Calculations for sets 1 to 3 involve determination of N and
can be made directly using a graphical procedure on a trian-

Mmax
RN

S C (Carrier)

(Solute)

(Solvent)
90

A

80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10

1090

2080

3070

4060

5050

6040
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F
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M

Plait
point

Tie line
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Figure 8.14 Construction 1: Location of

product points.
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gular diagram. Process simulators do not allow these three

specification sets because N must be specified. Sets 4 to 6

involve a specified N and require a tedious, iterative graphical

procedure. Set 6 is often used with process simulators. First,

consider Set 1, with the procedures for Sets 2 and 3 being

minor modifications. The technique, called the Hunter–Nash
method [26], involves three construction steps on the triangu-

lar diagram. They are more difficult than the McCabe–Thiele

staircase-step method for distillation. Although the procedure

is illustrated here only for a Type I system, parallel principles

apply to a Type II system. The constructions are shown in

Figures 8.14, 8.15, and 8.17, where A is the solute, C the

carrier, and S the solvent. On the equilibrium curve, extract

compositions lie to the left of the plait point, while all raffinate

compositions lie to the right. Determination of N is as follows,

given feed, F, and solvent, S, flow rates and compositions,

and the final raffinate composition:

Construction 1 (Product Composition Points)

On Figure 8.14, locate mixing point M, which represents the

combined flow rate and composition of feed F plus entering

solvent S. Assume the following feed and solvent specifica-

tions, as plotted in Figure 8.14:

Feed Solvent

F = 250 kg S = 100 kg

(xA)F = 0.24 (xA)S = 0.00

(xC)F = 0.76 (xC)S = 0.00

(xS)F = 0.00 (xS)S = 1.00

By total and component material balances, the composition

of M = F + S = 350 kg is determined as follows:

(xC)MM = (xC)F F + (xC)S S

= 0.76(250) + 0(100) = 190 kg

(xC)M = 190∕350 = 0.543

(xS)MM = (xS)F F + (xS)S S

= 0(250) + 1(100) = 100 kg

(xS)M = 100∕350 = 0.286

Note that the component mass fractions for M sum to 1.000.

From these two (xi)M values, point M is located, as shown

in Figure 8.14. Based on properties of the triangular diagram

discussed in §4.4, point M must be located on the straight line

connecting F and S. Therefore, M can be located knowing just

one value of (xi)M , say, (xS)M. Also, the ratio S∕F is given by

the inverse-lever-arm rule as

S∕F = MF∕MS =100∕250 = 0.400

or

S∕M = MF∕SF =100∕350 = 0.286

Thus, point M can be located by two composition points or by

measurement, employing either of these ratios.

The combined flow rates and compositions of entering
streams, F and S, must also equal the combined flow rates and
compositions of the exiting streams, RN and E1. With point M
located, the composition of exiting extract E1 is determined
from overall total and component material balances for the
cascade:

M = RN + E1 = 350 kg

(xA)MM = 60 = (xA)RN
RN + (xA)E1

E1

(xC)MM = 190 = (xC)RN
RN + (xC)E1

E1

(xS)MM = 100 = (xS)RN
RN + (xS)E1

E1

Specify (xA)RN
= 0.025. Because it must lie on the equilib-

rium curve, RN can be located and the values of (xC)RN
and

(xS)RN
can be read from Figure 8.14. A straight line drawn

from RN through M locates E1 at the equilibrium-curve inter-
section, from which the composition of E1 can be read. Values
of the flow rates RN and E1 can then be determined from the
overall material balances above, or from Figure 8.14 by the
inverse-lever-arm rule:

E1∕M = MRN∕E1RN

RN∕M = ME1∕E1RN

with M = 350 kg. By either method, the results are:

Raffinate Product Extract Product

RN = 198.6 kg E1 = 151.4 kg

(xA) = 0.025 (xA) = 0.364

(xC) = 0.900 (xC) = 0.075

(xS) = 0.075 (xS) = 0.561

Again, the composition mass fractions for the two products are
seen to sum to 1.000.

Also included in Figure 8.14 is point Mmax, which lies on
the equilibrium curve along the straight line connecting F to S.
Mmax corresponds to the maximum possible solvent addition
if two liquid phases are to exist. By the inverse-lever-arm rule,
it is seen that a very large ratio of S to F exists.

Construction 2 (Operating Point and Operating Lines)

For vapor–liquid cascades, §6.3 and §7.2 describe an operating
line that is the locus of passing streams in a cascade. Referring
to Figure 8.13, material balances around groups of stages from
the feed end can be written as differences:

F − E1 = · · · = Rn−1 − En = · · · = RN − S = P (8-5)

Because the passing streams are differenced, P defines a
difference point, not amixing point, M. From the same geo-
metric considerations that apply to a mixing point, a difference
point also lies on a line through the points involved. However,
whereas M lies inside the diagram and between the two end
points, P usually lies outside the triangular diagram along
an extrapolation of the line through a pair of passing-stream
points forming differences, such as F and E1, RN and S,
and so on.
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Figure 8.15 Construction 2: Location of

operating point.

To locate the difference point, P, two straight lines

are drawn through the passing-stream point pairs (E1,F) and
(S,RN) established by Construction 2, as shown in Figure 8.15.
These lines are extrapolated until they intersect at difference

(operating) point P. Figure 8.15 shows the intersection at

point P. From (8-5), straight lines drawn through points for

any other pair of passing streams, such as (En, Rn-1), must

also pass through point P. Thus, the difference point becomes

an operating point, and lines drawn through pairs of points for

passing streams and extrapolated to pointP are operating lines.

The difference point has properties similar to a mixing

point. If F − E1 = P is rewritten as F = E1 + P, F can be

interpreted as the mixing point for P and E1. Therefore, by

the inverse-lever-arm rule, the length of line E1P relative to

the length of line FP is

E1P
FP

= E1 + P
E1

= F
E1

(8-6)

Thus, point P can be located with a ruler using either pair of

feed-product passing streams.

In Figure 8.15, the operating point,P, lies on the feed or raf-
finate side of the diagram. Depending on the relative amounts

of feed and solvent and the slope of the tie lines, point P may

lie on the solvent or feed side of the diagram, and inside or

outside of the diagram.

Construction 3 (Tie Lines and Equilibrium Lines)

The third type of construction involves the tie lines that define

the equilibrium curve, which is divided into the two sides (raf-

finate and extract) by the plait point. For Type I diagrams, the

plait point is the composition of two equilibrium phases that

become one phase. A material balance around stage n for any

of the three components is

(xi)n−1Rn−1 + (yi)n+1En+1 = (xi)nRn + (yi)nEn (8-7)

BecauseRn andEn are in equilibrium, their composition points

are at the two ends of a tie line. Typically, a diagram will not

contain all tie lines needed; however, more tie lines may be

added by centering them between existing tie lines, or by using

B

H

B A J 

D

D

E

C

A H

E

C

(a) (b)

F G

J

Plait
point

Plait
point

Figure 8.16 Use of conjugate curves to interpolate tie lines:

(a) Method 1. (b) Method 2.

either of two interpolation methods illustrated in Figure 8.16.

In Figure 8.16a, the conjugate line from the plait point to J
is determined from four tie lines and the plait point. From tie

line DE, lines DG and EF are drawn parallel to triangle sides

CB and AC, respectively. The intersection at point H gives a

second point on the conjugate curve. Subsequent intersections

establish additional points from which the conjugate curve is

drawn. Then, using the curve, additional tie lines are drawn

by reversing the procedure. If it is desired to keep the conju-

gate curve inside the two-liquid-phase region of the triangular

diagram, the method illustrated in Figure 8.16b is used, where

lines are drawn parallel to triangle sides AB and AC.

Stepping Off Stages

In Figure 8.17, equilibrium stages are stepped off by alternate

use of tie lines and operating lines. Constructions 1 and 2 have

been employed to locate points F,E, S,R1, and P. Starting at

the feed end of the cascade, Construction 3 is used to draw

a tie line from point E1 to equilibrium phase R1. Because R1
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number of equilibrium stages.

passes E2, Construction 2 requires that E2 lie at the intersec-
tion of a straight operating line drawn through points R1 and
P, and back to the extract side of the equilibrium curve. R2 is
located with a tie line from E2 by Construction 3. From R2,E3

is located with an operating line through P by Construction 2.
Continuing in this fashion by alternating between equilibrium
tie lines and operating lines, the specified point RN is reached
or passed. If the latter, a fraction of the last stage is taken. In
Figure 8.17, 2.8 equilibrium stages are required, where equi-
librium stages are counted by the number of equilibrium tie
lines used.

Procedures for specification Sets 2 and 3 are similar to that
for Set 1. Sets 4 and 5 can be handled by iteration on assumed
values for S and following the procedure for Set 1. Set 6 can
also use the procedure of Set 1 by iterating on E1.

From (8-6), it is seen that if the ratio F∕E1 approaches a
value of 1, operating point P will be located at a large distance
from the triangular diagram. In that case, by using an arbitrary
rectangular-coordinate system superimposed over the triangu-
lar diagram, the coordinates of P can be calculated from (8-6)
using the equations for the two straight lines established in
Construction 2. Operating lines for intermediate stages can

then be located on the triangular diagram so as to pass through
P. Details of this procedure are given by Treybal [25].

§8.3.2 Minimum and Maximum Solvent-to-Feed
Flow-Rate Ratios

The procedure of §8.3.1 for determining the number of
equilibrium stages to achieve a desired solute extraction for
a given solvent-to-feed ratio presupposes that this ratio is
greater than the minimum ratio, which corresponds to an
infinite number of stages, and less than the maximum ratio
that would prevent the formation of the required second liquid
phase. In practice, the minimum ratio is determined before
solving specification Sets 1 or 2. This is done by solving
Set 4 with N = ∞, where, as in distillation, absorption, and
stripping, the infinity of stages occurs at an equilibrium-curve
and operating-line pinch point. In ternary systems, the pinch
point occurs when a tie line coincides with an operating line.
Thus, the pinch point becomes a pinch line. The procedure is
involved because the location of the pinch line is not known.

Figure 8.18 shows the previous A–C–S system. The
composition points F, S, and RN are specified, but E1 is not

Plait
point Raffinate
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Extract
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O
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S
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2080
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4060

5050
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P1 = PminP3P2
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Operating line
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Figure 8.18 Determining minimum solvent-to-feed ratio.
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because the solvent rate is not known. The operating line OL is
drawn through the points S and RN and extended to the left and
right. This line is the locus of all possible material balances
determined by adding S to RN . Each tie line is then assumed
to be a pinch line by extending each tie line until it intersects
the line OL. In this manner, a sequence of intersections P1,P2,
etc., is found. If these points lie on the raffinate side of the
diagram, as in Figure 8.18, the pinch line corresponds to the
line extending to Pmin located at the greatest distance from RN .
If the triangular diagram does not have a sufficient number
of tie lines to determine that point accurately, additional tie
lines are introduced by the method illustrated in Figure 8.16.
If it is assumed in Figure 8.18 that no other tie line gives a
point Pi that is farther away from RN than P1, then P1 = Pmin.
With Pmin known, the point for the composition of E1 is at the
extract-side end of the tie line coinciding with the pinch line.
In Figure 8.18, the composition at that point is 51% A, 13.5%
C, and 35.5% S. An operating line can be drawn through point
F and extended to E1 at an intersection with the extract side
of the equilibrium curve.

From the compositions of the four points S,RN ,F, and E1,
the mixing point M can be found and material balances used
to solve for Smin∕F:

F + Smin = RN + E1 = M (8-8)

(xA)FF + (xA)S Smin = (xA)MM (8-9)

from which
Smin

F
= (xA)F − (xA)M

(xA)M − (xA) S
(8-10)

A solvent flow rate greater than Smin is required for extrac-
tion in a finite number of stages. In Figure 8.18, such a solvent
rate results in an operating point P to the right of Pmin, which
is a location farther away from RN . A reasonable value for
S might be 1.5 Smin. From Figure 8.18, the simultaneous
solution of (8-8) and (8-9) gives (xA)M = 0.185, from which,
by (8-10), Smin∕F = 0.30. In Figure 8.17, S∕F = 0.40, giving
S∕Smin = 1.33.

In Figure 8.18, the tie lines slope downward toward the raf-
finate side. If the tie lines slope downward toward the extract
side of the diagram, the above procedure for finding Smin∕F is
modified. The sequence of points P1, P2, etc., now occur on
the other side of the triangular diagram. However, the pinch
line now corresponds to the point, Pmin, that is closest to point
S, so an operating point, P, must be chosen between points
Pmin and S. For a system that exhibits solutropy, intersections
P1, P2, etc., are found on both sides of the diagram. Those on
the extract side determine the minimum solvent-to-feed ratio.

In Figure 8.14, mixing point M lies in the two-phase region.
As this point moves along the line SF toward S, the ratio S∕F
increases according to the inverse-lever-arm rule. In the limit, a
maximum S∕F ratio is reached when M = Mmax arrives at the
equilibrium curve on the extract side. Now all of the feed is
dissolved in the solvent, no raffinate is obtained, and only one
stage is required. To avoid this impractical condition, as well

as the other extreme of infinite stages, it is necessary to select a

solvent ratio, S∕F, such that (S∕F)min < (S∕F) < (S∕F)max. In

Figure 8.14, the mixing point Mmax is located as shown, from

which (S∕F)max is determined to be about 16.

EXAMPLE 8.1 Equilibrium Stages for Extraction.

Acetone is to be extracted from a 30 wt% acetone (A) and 70 wt%
ethyl acetate (C) feed at 30∘C, using pure water (S) as the solvent,

in the cascade shown at the bottom of Figure 8.19, which estab-

lishes the nomenclature for this example. The final raffinate is to

contain 5 wt% acetone on a water-free basis. Determine the minimum

and maximum solvent-to-feed ratios and the number of equilibrium

stages required for two intermediate S∕F ratios. The equilibrium data

plotted in Figure 8.19 are from Venkataratnam and Rao [28] and

correspond to a Type I system, but with tie lines sloping downward

toward the extract side. Thus, although water is a convenient solvent,

it does not have a high capacity, relative to ethyl acetate, for dissolv-

ing acetone. Also determine, for the feed, themaximumwt% acetone

that can enter the extractor. This example and Example 8.2 are taken

largely from an analysis by Sawistowski and Smith [29].

Solution

Point B represents the solvent-free raffinate. By drawing a straight

line from B to S, the intersection with the equilibrium curve on the

raffinate side, B′, is the raffinate composition leaving stage N.

Minimum S/F. Because the tie lines slope downward toward the

extract side, the extrapolated tie line that intersects the extrapolated

line SF closest to point S is sought. This tie line, leading to Pmin,

is shown in Figure 8.20. The intersection is not shown because it

occurs far to the left of the diagram. Because this tie line is at the feed

end of the extractor, location of extract composition D′
min is found as

shown in Figure 8.20. The mixing point, Mmin, for (S∕F)min is the

intersection of lines B′D′
min and SF. By the inverse-lever-arm rule,

(S∕F)min = FMmin∕SMmin.

Maximum S/F. If M in Figure 8.20 is moved along line FS toward S,

the intersection for (S∕F)max occurs at the point shown on the extract

side of the binodal curve. By the inverse-lever-arm rule, using line

FS, (S∕F)max = FMmax∕SMmax = 12.

Equilibrium stages for other S/F ratios. First consider S∕F = 1.75.

In Figure 8.19, the composition of the saturated extract D′ is obtained

from an extractor material balance,

S + F = D′ + B′ = M

For S∕F = 1.75, point M is located such that FM∕MS = 1.75. A

straight line must pass through D′, B′, and M. Therefore, D′ is

located by extending B′M to the extract envelope.

The difference point P is located to the left of the diagram. There-

fore, P = S − B′ = D′ − F. It is located at the intersection of exten-

sions of lines FD′ and B′S.
Step off stages, starting at D′, by following a tie line to L1. Then

V2 is located by noting the intersection of the operating line L1P with

the phase envelope. Additional stages are stepped off by alternating

between the tie lines and operating lines. Only the first stage is shown;

four are required.
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For S∕F = 5(S∕F)min = 3.0, M is determined and the stages are

stepped off in a similar manner to give two equilibrium stages. In

summary, for the countercurrent cascade:

S∕F (solvent∕feed ratio) 0.60 1.75 3 12

N (equilibrium stages) ∞ 4 2 1

xD (wt% acetone, solvent free) 64 62 50 30

If the wt% acetone in the feed mixture is increased from the base

value of 30%, a feed composition will be reached that cannot be

extracted because two liquid phases will not form (no phase split-

ting). This feed composition is determined by extending a line from

S, tangent to the equilibrium curve, until it intersects AC at point G in

Figure 8.20. The feed composition is 64 wt% acetone. Feed mixtures

with a higher acetone content cannot be extracted with water.

§8.3.3 Use of Right-Triangle Diagrams

Ternary countercurrent extraction calculations can also be
made on a right-triangle diagram, using ordinary graph paper,
as shown by Kinney [27]. No new principles are involved.
The disadvantage is that mass-percent compositions of only
two of the components are plotted; the third is determined,
when needed, by the difference from 100%. An advantage of
right-triangle diagrams is that either one of the coordinates can
be expanded, if necessary, to increase construction accuracy.

Figure 8.21 shows a right-triangle diagram for the A–C–S
system as in Figure 8.14. The compositions of S (the sol-
vent) and A (the solute) are plotted in mass fractions, xi.
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Figure 8.21 Right-triangle diagram for system of Figure 8.14.

For example, point M represents an overall liquid mixture
of (xA = 0.43, xS = 0.28). By calculation, xC, which is not
included in the diagram, is 1 − 0.43 − 0.28 = 0.29. Although
lines of constant xC are included in Figure 8.21, they are
usually omitted because they clutter the diagram. As with the
equilateral-triangle diagram, the binodal curve is shown with
extract and raffinate sides, tie lines connecting equilibrium
phases, and the plait point.

Because point M falls within the phase envelope, the
mixture separates into two liquid phases, given by points A′

and A′′ at the ends of the tie line passing through M. The
extract at A′′ is richer in the solute (A) and the solvent (S)
than the raffinate at A′. Point M might be the result of mixing
a feed, point F, consisting of 26,100 kg∕h of 60 wt% A in
C (xA = 0.6, xS = 0), with 10,000 kg∕h of pure solvent, point
S. The mixture splits into phases A′ and A′′. The location
of M and the amounts of extract and raffinate are given by
the same mixing rule and inverse-lever-arm rule used for
equilateral-triangle diagrams. The mixture separates sponta-
neously into 11,600 kg∕h of raffinate (xS = 0.08, xA = 0.32)
and 24,500 kg∕h of extract (xS = 0.375, xA = 0.48).

Figure 8.22 represents the portion of an n-stage, counter-
current-flow cascade, where x and y are weight fractions of
solute A in the raffinate and extract, respectively, and L and V
are total amounts of raffinate and extract. The feed to stage N
is LN+1 = 180 kg of 35 wt% of solute A in a saturated mix-
ture with carrier C and solvent S (i.e., xN+1 = 0.35), and the
solvent to stage 1 is VW = 100 kg of pure S (yW = 0.0). Thus,
the solvent-to-feed ratio is 100∕180 = 0.556. These points are
shown in Figure 8.23. The mixing point for LN+1 and VW is
M1, as determined by the inverse-lever-arm rule.

Suppose the final raffinate, LW , leaving stage 1 is to contain
xW = 0.05. By an overall balance,

M1 = VW + LN+1 = VN + LW (8-11)

Because VW , LN+1, and M1 lie on a straight line, the mixing
rule requires that VN , LW , and M1 also lie on a straight line.
Furthermore, because VN leaves stageN at equilibrium and LW
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yW = 0
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VW = 100
yW = 0
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VN2
yN2

LN + 1 = 55
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Figure 8.22 Multistage countercurrent contactors.
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Figure 8.22.

leaves stage 1 at equilibrium, these streams lie on the extract
and raffinate sides, respectively, of the equilibrium curve. The
resulting points are shown in Figure 8.23, where it is seen that
the solute in the extract is yN = 0.34.

Figures 8.22b and 8.22c include two additional cases of
solvent-to-feed ratio, each with the same compositions for the
solvent and feed, and the same value for xW :

Case

Feed

LN+1, kg

Solvent,

VW , kg

Solvent-to-

Feed Ratio

Extract

Designation

Mixing

Point

1 180 100 0.556 VN M1

2 55 100 1.818 VN2 M2

3 600 100 0.167 VN3 M3

For case 2, a difference point, P2, is defined in terms of
passing streams, as

P2 = VN2 − LN+1 = VW − LW (8-12)

In Figure 8.23, P2 is at the top of the diagram, where LWVW
and LN+1VN2 intersect. For case 3, difference point P3 lies at

the bottom, where LWVW and LN+1VN3 intersect.

Equilibrium stages for Figure 8.23 are stepped off as before

by alternating the use of equilibrium tie lines and operating

lines that pass through the difference point. Considering case 2,

with a solvent-to-feed ratio of 1.818, and stepping off stages

from stage N, a tie line from the point yN2 gives xN = 0.04. But

this is less than the specified xW = 0.05, so only a fraction of

a stage is required.

If stages are stepped off for case 3, starting from yN3, the

tie line and operating line coincide, giving a pinch point for a

solvent-to-feed ratio of 0.167. Thus, this ratio is the minimum

corresponding to∞ equilibrium stages.

For case 1, where the solvent-to-feed ratio is between that

of cases 2 and 3, the required number of stages lies between 1

and∞. The difference point and the steps for this case are not

shown in Figure 8.23, but the difference point is located at a

very large distance from the triangle because lines LWVW and

LN+1VN2 are nearly parallel. When the stages are stepped off,

using operating lines parallel to LWVW between one and two

stages are required.

§8.3.4 Extract Reflux

A two-section extraction cascade can be refluxed with extract,

as in Figure 8.24. Stages are numbered from the solvent end of

the process. L is used for raffinate flows andV for extract flows.

Extract reflux, LR, is provided by sending the extract, VN , to a

solvent-recovery step, which removes most of the solvent and

gives a solute-rich solution, LR + D, divided into product D
and extract reflux LR, which is returned to stage N. Raffinate

reflux can also be provided, but its use has been judged to be

of little benefit by Skelland [30].

A degrees-of-freedom analysis for a two-section cascade

with extract reflux is conveniently carried out by using, as ele-

ments, two countercurrent cascades, a feed stage, a splitter, and

a divider from Table 5.3. The result is ND = 2N + 3C +13. All
but four of the specifications usually are:

Variable Specification Number of Variables

Pressure at each stage N
Temperature for each stage N
Feed stream flow rate, composition,

temperature, and pressure

C + 2

Solvent composition, temperature, and

pressure

C + 1

Split of each component in the splitter

(solvent-removal step)

C

Temperature and pressure of the two

streams leaving the splitter

4

Pressure and temperature of the divider 2

2N + 3C + 9
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Figure 8.24 Liquid–liquid extraction with extract reflux.

The four additional specifications can be one of the follow-

ing three sets:

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3

Solvent rate Reflux ratio Solvent rate

Solute concentration

in extract

(solvent-free)

Solute concentration

in extract

(solvent-free)

Reflux ratio

Solute concentration

in raffinate

(solvent-free)

Solute concentration

in raffinate

(solvent-free)

Number of

stages

Optimal feed-stage

location

Optimal feed-stage

location

Feed-stage

location

Sets 1 and 2 are of interest in the design of a new extractor

because two specifications deal with products of designated

purities. Set 2 is analogous to the design of a binary distillation,

where purities of the distillate and bottoms, reflux ratio, and

optimal feed-stage location are specified. For a single-section

cascade, it is not feasible to specify the split of the feed with

respect to two components. Instead, as in absorption and

stripping, recovery of just one component in the feed is
specified.

A two-section cascade with extract reflux is particularly
desirable for Type II ternary systems, as shown in Figure 8.10b.
Without a plait point, the two-phase region extends across
the entire solute composition. Thus, while solvent-free solute
concentrations in the extract are limited for a Type I system,
no such limit exists for a Type II system. It is thus possi-
ble, with extract reflux, to achieve as sharp a separation as
desired between solute (A) and carrier (C).When reflux is used,
many stages may be required and triangular diagrams become
cumbersome. In that situation, it is preferred to carry out
extraction calculations with a process simulator as discussed in
Chapter 10.

§8.4 THEORY AND SCALE-UP OF
EXTRACTOR PERFORMANCE

Industrial extraction equipment can be selected using the
scheme of Figure 8.8. Often in the chemical industry, the
choice is between a cascade of mixer-settlers and a multi-
compartment column extractor with mechanical agitation, the
main considerations being stages required, floor space and
headroom available, and capital and operating costs. Methods
for estimating size and power requirements for mixer-settler
systems are described next. Size and performance of other
type extraction equipment is considered only briefly because
it is preferable to rely on the experience of vendors, who
have pilot-plant equipment. Detailed theory of liquid–liquid
extractors is found in Strigle [31], Thornton [32], and
Rydberg [33].

§8.4.1 Mixer-Settler Units

Preliminary Sizing

Finalmixer-settler unit design is donemost accurately by scale-
up from laboratory or pilot-plant equipment. However, prelim-
inary sizing can be done using rules-of-thumb and available
theory formulated in terms of correlations. Experimental
data of Flynn and Treybal [34] show that when viscosities
are less than 5 cP and the specific-gravity difference is
greater than about 0.10, the average residence time required
in the mixing vessel to achieve at least 90% stage effici-
ency may be as low as 30 s and is usually not more than 5 min-
utes, when an agitator-power input of 1,000 ft-lbf∕min-ft𝟑

(𝟒 hp∕𝟏,𝟎𝟎𝟎 gal) is used.
As reported by Ryan, Daley, and Lowrie [35], the capacity

of a settler vessel can be expressed in terms of C gpm of com-
bined extract and raffinate per ft2 of phase-disengaging area.
For a horizontal, cylindrical vessel of length L and diameter
DT , the economic ratio of L to DT is approximately 4. Thus,
if the phase interface is located at the middle of the vessel, the
disengaging area is DTL or 4D2

T . A typical value of C given
by Happel and Jordan [36] is about 5. Frequently, the settling
vessel will be larger than the mixing vessel, as is the case in
the following example.
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EXAMPLE 8.2 Preliminary Sizing of a Mixer-Settler
Unit Using Rules-of-Thumb.

Benzoic acid is to be continuously extracted from a dilute solution

in water using toluene in a series of mixer-settler vessels arranged

for countercurrent flow of 500 gpm of feed and 750 gpm of solvent.

Assuming a residence time, tres, of 2 minutes in each mixer and

a settling vessel capacity of 5 gal∕min-ft2, estimate: (a) diameter

and height of each mixing vessel, assuming H∕DT = 1; (b) agitator

horsepower for each mixing vessel; (c) diameter and length of each

settling vessel, assuming L∕DT = 4; and (d) residence time in

each settling vessel in minutes.

Solution

(a) Q = total flow rate = 500 + 750 = 1,250 gal∕min

V = volume = Qtres = 1,250(2) = 2,500 gal (334 ft3)
V = πD2

T H∕4, H = DT, and V = πD3
T∕4

DT = (4V∕π)1∕3 =
[
(4) (334)∕3.14

]1∕3
= 7.52 ft and H = 7.52 ft

(b) Horsepower = 4(2,500∕1,000) = 10 hp

(c) DT L = 1,250∕5 = 250 ft2, D2
T = 250∕4 = 62.5 ft2

DT = 7.9 ft, L = 4(7.9) = 31.6 ft

(d) Volume of settler = πD2
T L∕4 = 3.14(7.92)(31.6)4 = 1,548 ft2

or 1,548(7.48) = 11,580 gal

tres = V∕Q = 11,580∕1,250 = 9.3 min

Power Requirement of a Mixer Unit from a Correlation

Figure 8.25 shows a typical single-compartment mixing tank
for liquid–liquid extraction. The vessel is closed, with the two
liquid phases entering at the bottom, and the effluent, in the
form of a two-phase emulsion, leaving at the top. Rounded
heads of the type in Figure 8.2 are preferred, to eliminate stag-
nant fluid regions. All gas is evacuated from the vessel, so no
gas–liquid interface exists.

Mixing is accomplished by an impeller selected from
the many types available, some of which are displayed in
Figure 8.3. For example, a flat-blade turbine is common, as
in Figure 8.25. A single turbine is adequate unless the vessel
height is greater than the vessel diameter, in which case a com-
partmented vessel with two or more impellers are employed.
When the vessel is open, vertical side baffles are mandatory
to prevent vortex formation at the gas–liquid interface. For
closed vessels full of liquid, vortexing will not occur, but it is
common to install baffles to minimize swirling and improve
circulation. Although no standards exist for vessel and turbine
geometry, the following rules of thumb, with reference to
Figure 8.25, give good performance in liquid–liquid agitation:

Number of turbine blades = 6

Number of vertical baffles = 4

Vessel height-to-vessel diameter = H∕DT = 1

DT

Hi

H

Di
W

X X

X X

Effluent pipe

Baffle

Cover plate

Water inlet pipe
Organic phase

inlet pipe

Figure 8.25 Agitated vessel with flat-blade turbine and baffles.

Impeller diameter-to-vessel diameter = Di∕DT = 1∕3
Baffle width-to-vessel diameter = W∕DT = 1∕12
Vertical distance of impeller above vessel bottom-to-

vessel height = Hi∕H = 1∕2
To achieve a high extraction efficiency, say, between 90

and 100%, it is necessary to provide vigorous agitation. For a
given type of impeller and vessel impeller geometry, the agita-
tor power, P, can be estimated from an empirical correlation in
terms of a dimensionless power number, NPo, which depends
on an impeller Reynolds number, NRe:

NPo =
Pgc

N3D5
i ρM

(8-13)

NRe =
D2

i NρM

μM
(8-14)

where AE units are: P in ft-lbf∕h; gc = conversion factor =
4.17 × 108 lbm-ft∕(lbf-h2);N= impeller rotation rate in revolu-
tions/h (rph);Di = impeller diameter in ft; ρM = liquidmixture

density in lbm∕ft3; μM = liquid mixture viscosity in lbm∕ft-h;
with lbf = lb force and lbm = lb mass.

The impeller Reynolds number is the ratio of the inertial
force to the viscous force, with inertial force propor-
tional to (NDi)2ρMD2

i and viscous force proportional to μM
(NDi)D2

i ∕Di. Thus, the characteristic length in the Reynolds
number is the impeller diameter, Di, and the characteristic
velocity is NDi = impeller peripheral velocity.

The agitator power for a mixer is proportional to the
product of volumetric liquid flow produced by the impeller
and the applied kinetic energy per unit volume of fluid. The
result is: power, P, is proportional to (ND3

i )[ρM(NDi)2∕2gc],
which can be rewritten as (8-13), where the constant of
proportionality is 2NPo. The power number for an agitated
vessel serves the same purpose as the friction factor for flow
of fluid through a pipe. This is illustrated, over a wide range
of impeller Reynolds numbers in Figure 8.26a, taken from
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Figure 8.26 Power consumption of agitated

vessels. (a) Typical power characteristics.

[Reproduced from [37] with permission of John

Wiley & Sons.] (b) Power correlation for

six-bladed, flat-blade turbines with no vortex.

[Reproduced from [38] with permission of the

American Institute of Chemical Engineers.]

Rushton and Oldshue [37]. The upper curve, ABCD, is for a
vessel with baffles, while the lower curve, ABE, pertains to
the same tank with no baffles. In the low Reynolds-number
region, AB, viscous forces dominate and the impeller power
is proportional to μMN2D3

i . Beyond a Reynolds number of
about 200, a vortex appears if no baffles are present and
the power-number relation is given by BE. In this region,
the Froude number, NFr = N2Di∕g (the ratio of inertial to
gravitational forces) also becomes a factor. With baffles, and
NRe > 1,000 for region CD, fully developed turbulence exists,
inertial forces dominate, and the power is proportional to
ρMN3Di

5. Baffles greatly increase power requirements.
Figure 8.26b, from Laity and Treybal [38] shows experi-

mental data for liquid–liquid mixing in baffled vessels with
six-bladed, flat-blade turbines. The impeller Reynolds number
covers only the turbulent-flow region, where there is efficient
liquid–liquid mixing. The solid line represents batch mixing
of single-phase liquids. The data represent liquid–liquid mix-
ing, where agreement with the single-phase curve is achieved
by computing two-phase mixture properties from

ρM = ρCϕC + ρDϕD (8-15)

μM = μC

ϕC

(
1 + 1.5μDϕD

μC + μD

)
(8-16)

where ϕ is the volume fraction of tank holdup, with subscripts
C for the continuous phase and D the dispersed phase, such
that ϕD + ϕC = 1. For continuous flow from inlets at the bot-
tom of the vessel to a top outlet for the emulsion and with the

impeller located at a position above the resting interface, the
data correlate with Figure 8.26b.

With fully developed turbulent flow, the volume fraction of
a dispersed phase in the vessel closely approximates that in the
feed; otherwise, the volume fractions may be different, and the
residence times of the two phases in the tank will not be iden-
tical. At best, spheres of uniform size can pack tightly to give
a void fraction of 0.26. Therefore, ϕC > 0.26 and ϕD < 0.74 is
quoted, but some experiments have shown a 0.20–0.80 range.
At startup, the vessel is filled with the phase to be continu-
ous. Following initiation of agitation, the two feed liquids are
introduced at their desired flow ratio.

Based on the work of Skelland and Ramsey [39] and
Skelland and Lee [40], a minimum impeller rotation rate,
Nmin, is required for uniform dispersion of one liquid into
another. For a flat-blade turbine in a baffled vessel, their
equation in terms of dimensionless groups is:

N2
minρMDi

gΔρ
= 1.03

(
DT

Di

)2.76

ϕ0.106
D

(
μ2Mσ

D5
i ρMg2(Δρ)2

)0.084

(8-17)
where in AE units, g = 4.17 × 108 ft∕h2, Δρ is the absolute
value of the density difference in lbm∕ft3, and σ is the inter-
facial tension between the liquid phases in lbm∕h2. The group
on the left side of (8-17) is a two-phase Froude number; the
group at the far right is a ratio of forces:

(viscous)2 (interfacial tension)
(inertial) (gravitational)2
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EXAMPLE 8.3 Design of a Mixer Extraction Unit.

Furfural is extracted from water by toluene at 25∘C in an agitated

vessel like the one in Figure 8.25. The feed enters at 20,400 lb∕h,
while the solvent enters at 11,200 lb∕h. For a residence time, tres
of 2 minutes, estimate, for either phase as the dispersed phase:

(a) dimensions of the mixing vessel and diameter of the flat-blade

turbine impeller; (b) minimum rate of rotation of the impeller for

complete and uniform dispersion; (c) the power requirement of the

agitator at the minimum rotation rate.

Solution

Mass flow rate of feed,F = 20,400 lb∕h; feed density = 62.3 lb∕ft3;
Volumetric flow rate of feed = QF = 20,400∕62.3 = 327 ft3∕h;
Mass flow rate of solvent, S = 11,200 lb∕h; solvent density =
54.2 lb∕ft3;
Volumetric flow rate of solvent = QS = 11,200∕54.2 = 207 ft3∕h

Because the solute in the feed is dilute and there is sufficient agita-

tion to achieve uniform dispersion, assume that fractional volumetric

holdups of raffinate, R, and extract, E, in the vessel are equal to the

corresponding volume fractions in the combined feed. Thus,

ϕR = 327∕(327 + 207) = 0.612; ϕE = 1 − 0.612 = 0.388

(a) Mixer volume = (QF + QS)tres = V = (327 + 207)(2∕60) =
17.8 ft3.

Assume a cylindrical vessel with DT = H and neglect the volume

of the bottom and top heads and the volume occupied by the agitator

and the baffles. Then

V = (πD2
T∕4)H = πD3

T∕4

DT = [(4∕π)V]1∕3 = [(4∕3.14)17.8]1∕3 = 2.83 ft

H = DT = 2.83 ft

Make the vessel 3 ft in diameter by 3 ft high, which gives a volume

V = 21.2 ft3 = 159 gal. Assume that Di∕DT = 1∕3;Di = DT∕3 =
3∕3 = 1 ft.

(b) Case 1—Raffinate phase dispersed:

ϕD = ϕR = 0.612; ϕc = ϕE = 0.388;
ρD = ρR = 62.3 lb∕ft3; ρC = ρE = 54.2 lb∕ft3;
μD = μR = 0.89 cP = 2.16 lb∕h-ft;
μC = μE = 0.59 cP = 1.43 lb∕h-ft;
Δρ = 62.3 − 54.2 = 8.1 lb∕ft3;
σ = 25 dyne∕cm = 719,000 lb∕h2

where all lb are lbm.

From (8-15),

ρM = (54.2)(0.388) + (62.3)(0.612) = 59.2 lb∕h-ft

From (8-16),

μM = 1.43

0.388

(
1 + 1.5 (2.16) (0.612)

1.43 + 2.16

)
= 5.72 lb∕h-ft

From (8-17), using AE units, with g = 4.17 × 108 ft∕h2,

μ2Mσ
D5

i ρMg2 (Δρ)2
= (5.72)2(719,000)

(1)5(59.2)
(
4.17 × 108

)2(8.1)2
= 3.47 × 10−14

N2
min = 1.03

(
gΔρ
ρMDi

)(
DT

Di

)2.76
ϕ0.106

D

(
μ2Mσ

D5
i ρMg2(Δρ)2

)0.084

= 1.03

((
4.17 × 108

)
(8.1)

(59.2)(1)

)(
3

1

)2.76

(0.612)0.106(
3.47 × 10−14

)0.084
= 8.56 × 107 rph2

Nmin = 9,250 rph = 155 rpm

where, rpm = revolutions per minute.

Case 2—Extract phase dispersed:

Calculations similar to Case 1 above result in Nmin = 8,820 rph =
147 rpm.

(c) Case 1—Raffinate phase dispersed:

From (8-14),

NRe =
(1)2(9,250)(59.2)

5.72

From Figure 8.26b, a fully turbulent flow exists, with the power num-

ber given by its asymptotic value of NPo = 5.7.

From (8-13),

P = NPoN
3D5

i ρM

gc

= 5.7(9,250)3(1)5(59.2)(
4.17 × 105

)
= 640,000 ft-lbf∕h

P∕V = 0.323(1,000)∕159 = 2.0 hp∕1,000 gal

Case 2—Extract phase dispersed:

Calculations as in case 1 result in P = 423,000 ft-lbf∕h = 0.214 hp.

Power per unit volume = P∕V = 0.214(1,000)∕159
= 1.4 hp∕1,000 gal.

Mass-Transfer Efficiency

When dispersion is complete, both phases in the vessel are

perfectly mixed, and the solute concentrations in each phase

are uniform and equal to the concentrations in the two-phase

emulsion leaving the vessel. This is the CFSTR or CSTR

(continuous-flow stirred-tank reactor) model used in chemical

reactor design, sometimes called the completely back-mixed

or perfectly mixed model, first discussed by MacMullin and

Weber [41]. The Murphree dispersed-phase efficiency for

extraction, based on the raffinate as the dispersed phase, is

expressed as the fractional approach to equilibrium. In terms

of solute,

EMD =
cD,in − cD,out

cD,in − c∗D
(8-18)
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where c∗D is the fictitious solute concentration in equilibrium
with the bulk-solute concentration in the exiting continuous
phase, cC,out. The molar rate of solute mass transfer, n, from
the dispersed phase to the continuous phase is

n = KODa(cD,out − c∗D)V (8-19)

where the mass-transfer driving force is uniform throughout
the vessel and equal to the driving force based on exit con-
centrations; a is the interfacial area for mass transfer per unit
volume of liquid phases; V is the total volume of liquid in the
vessel; and KOD is the overall mass-transfer coefficient based
on the dispersed phase, given in terms of the resistances of the
dispersed and continuous phases by

1

KOD
= 1

kD
+ 1

mkC
(8-20)

where equilibrium is assumed at the interface between the
phases and m = the slope of the equilibrium curve for the
solute, plotted as cC versus cD:

m = dcC∕dcD (8-21)

For dilute solutions, changes in volumetric flow rates of raffi-
nate and extract are small, and the rate of solute mass transfer,
n, based on the change in solute concentration in the dispersed
phase is:

n = QD

(
cD,in − cD,out

)
(8-22)

whereQD is the volumetric flow rate of the dispersed phase. To
obtain an expression for EMD in terms ofKODa, (8-18), (8-19),
and (8-22) are combined to give

EMD

1 − EMD
=

cD,in − cD,out

cD,out − c∗D
(8-23)

Equating (8-19) and (8-22), and noting that the RHS of (8-23)
is the number of dispersed-phase transfer units for a perfectly
mixed vessel with cD = cD,out

NOD = ∫
cD,in

cD,out

dcD

cD − c∗D
=

cD,in − cD,out

cD,out − c∗D
= KODaV

QD
(8-24)

Combining (8-23) and (8-24) and solving for EMD,

EMD = KODaV∕QD

1 + KODaV∕QD
= NOD

1 + NOD
(8-25)

When NOD = KODaV∕QD ≫ 1, EMD = 1.

Drop Size and Interfacial Area

Estimates of EMD require experimental data for interfacial
area, a, and mass-transfer coefficients kD and kC. The droplets
in an agitated vessel cover a range of sizes and shapes; hence,
it is useful to define de, the equivalent diameter of a spherical
drop, using the method of Lewis, Jones, and Pratt [42],

de = (d2
1d2)1∕3 (8-26)

where d1 and d2 are major and minor axes of an ellipsoidal-
drop image. For a spherical drop, de is simply the drop
diameter. For the drop population, it is necessary to define

an average drop diameter as weight-mean, mean-volume,
surface-mean, mean-surface, length-mean, or mean-length
diameter [43]. Formass transfer calculations, the surface-mean
diameter, dvs (also called the Sauter mean diameter), is
appropriate because it is the mean drop diameter that gives the
same interfacial surface area as the entire population of drops
for the same mass of drops. It is determined from drop-size
distribution data for N drops by:

πd2
vs

(π∕6)d3
vs

=
π
∑

N

d2
e

(π∕6)
∑

N

d3
e

which, when solved for dvs, gives

dvs =

∑
N

d3
e∑

N

d2
e

(8-27)

With this definition, the interfacial surface area per unit vol-
ume of a two-phase mixture is

a = πNd2
vsϕD

(π∕6)Nd3
vs

= 6ϕD

dvs
(8-28)

Equation (8-28) is used to estimate the interfacial area, a, from
a measurement of dvs or vice versa. Early experimental inves-
tigations, such as those of Vermeulen, Williams, and Langlois
[44], found that dvs depends on a Weber number:

NWe =
(inertial force)

(interfacial tension force)
= D3

i N2ρC

σ
(8-29)

High Weber numbers give small droplets and high interfacial
areas. Gnanasundaram, Degaleesan, and Laddha [45] corre-
lated dvs over a wide range of NWe. Below NWe = 10,000, dvs
depends on dispersed-phase holdup, ϕD, because of coales-
cence effects. For NWe > 10,000, inertial forces dominate so
that coalescence effects are less prominent and dvs is almost
independent of holdup up to ϕD = 0.5. The correlations are

dvs

Di
= 0.052(NWe)−0.6e4ϕD ,NWe < 10,000 (8-30)

dvs

Di
= 0.39(NWe)−0.6,NWe > 10,000 (8-31)

Typical values of NWe for industrial extractors are less than
10,000, so (8-30) applies. Values of dvs∕Di are frequently in
the range of 0.0005 to 0.01.

Studies like those of Chen and Middleman [46] and
Sprow [47] show that dispersion in an agitated vessel is
dynamic. Droplet breakup by turbulent pressure fluctuations
dominates near the impeller blades, while for a reasonable
dispersed-phase holdup, coalescence of drops by collisions
dominates away from the impeller. Thus, there is a distribu-
tion of drop sizes, with smaller drops in the vicinity of the
impeller and larger drops elsewhere. When both drop breakup
and coalescence occur, the drop-size distribution is such that
dmin ≈ dvs∕3 and dmax ≈ 3 dvs. Thus, the drop size varies over
about a 10-fold range, approximating a Gaussian distribution.
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EXAMPLE 8.4 Droplet Size and Interfacial Area.

For the conditions and results of Example 8.3, with the extract phase

dispersed, estimate the Sauter mean drop diameter, the range of drop

sizes, and the interfacial area.

Solution
Di = 1 ft; N = 147 rpm = 8,820 rph;
ρC = 62.3 lb∕ft3; σ = 718,800 lb∕h2

From (8-29),

NWe = (1)3(8,820)2(62.3)∕718,800 = 6,742; ϕD = 0.338

From (8-30),

dvs = (1)(0.052)(6,742)−0.6 exp[4(0.338)] = 0.00124 ft

and (0.00124)(12)(25.4) = 0.38 mm

dmin = dvs∕3 = 0.126 mm; dmax = 3dvs = 1.134 mm

From (8-28),

a = 6(0.388)∕0.00124 = 1,880 ft2∕ft3

Mass-Transfer Coefficients

Mass transfer in agitated liquid–liquid systems is com-
plex. It must take into account what is happening (1) in the
dispersed-phase droplets, (2) in the continuous phase, and
(3) at the interface. The magnitude of kD depends on drop
diameter, solute diffusivity, and fluid motion within the drop.
According to Davies [48], when drop diameter is small (less
than 1 mm), interfacial tension is high (> 15 dyne∕cm), and
trace amounts of surface-active agents are present, droplets are
rigid (internally stagnant) and behave like solids. As droplets
enlarge, interfacial tension decreases, surface-active agents
become ineffective, and internal toroidal fluid circulation pat-
terns, caused by viscous drag of the continuous phase, appear
within the drops. For larger-diameter drops, the shape of the
drop oscillates between spheroid and ellipsoid or other shapes.

Continuous-phase mass-transfer coefficients, kC, depend
on the motion between the droplets and the continuous phase,
and whether the drops are forming, breaking, or coalesc-
ing. Interfacial movements or turbulence, called Marangoni
effects, occur due to interfacial-tension gradients, which
induce increases in mass-transfer rates.

A conservative estimate of the overall mass-transfer coeffi-
cient, KOD, in (8-20) can be made from estimates of kD and kC
by assuming rigid drops, the absence ofMarangoni effects, and
a stable drop size. For kD, the asymptotic steady-state solution
for mass transfer in a rigid sphere with negligible surrounding
resistance is given by Treybal [25] as

(NSh)D = kDdvs

DD
= 2

3
π2 = 6.6 (8-32)

where DD is the solute diffusivity in a dispersed phase droplet
and NSh is the Sherwood number.

Exercise 3.28 in Chapter 3 for diffusion from the surface of
a sphere into an infinite, quiescent fluid gives the continuous-
phase Sherwood number as:

(NSh)C = kCdvs

DC
= 2 (8-33)

where dvs is the surface-mean droplet diameter from (8-27)
and DC is the solute diffusivity in the continuous-phase.
However, if other spheres of equal diameter are located near
the sphere of interest, (NSh)C may decrease to a value as low
as 1.386, according to Cornish [49]. In an agitated vessel,
(NSh)C > 1.386. An estimate can be made with the correlation
of Skelland and Moeti [50], which fits data for three different
solutes, three different dispersed organic solvents, and water
as the continuous phase. Mass transfer was from the dispersed
phase to the continuous phase, but only for ϕD = 0.01. They
assumed a proportionality of the form

(NSh)C ∝ (NRe)
y
C(NSc)xC (8-34)

where (NSh)C = kCdvs∕DC (8-35)

(NSc)C = μC∕ρCDC (8-36)

For the Reynolds number, they assume the characteristic
velocity to be the square root of the mean-square, local fluc-
tuating velocity in the droplet vicinity based on the theory
of local isotropic turbulence of Batchelor [51], who uses the
following proportionality:

u2 ∝
(

Pgc

V

)2∕3(
dvs

ρC

)2∕3
(8-37)

Thus, (
NRe

)
C
= (u2)1∕2dvs ρC

μC
(8-38)

Combining (8-37) and (8-38) and dropping the proportionality
constant, ∝, (

NRe

)
C
= d4∕3

vs ρ2∕3C (Pgc∕V)1∕3
μC

(8-39)

where P = power and V = volume of the mixing vessel.
As discussed previously in conjunction with Figure 8.26, in

the turbulent-flow region, the following proportionalities exist:

Pgc ∝ ρMN3D5
i or for low ϕD, Pgc∕V ∝ ρCN3D5

i D3
T

Thus, (
NRe

)
C
= d4∕3

vs ρCND5∕3
i

μCDT
(8-40)

Skelland and Moeti correlated the mass-transfer coefficient
data with(

NSh

)
C

= kCdvs

DC
= 1.237 × 10−5

(
μC

ρCDC

)1∕3

×
(

D2
i NρC

μC

)2∕3
ϕ−1∕2

D

(
DiN

2

g

)5∕12
(8-41)

×
(

Di

dvs

)2(
dvs

DT

)1∕2(ρDd2
vsg
σ

)5∕4
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Where the last dimensionless group on the RHS is a droplet

Eotvos number, NEo,= gravitational force/surface tension

force. Equation (8-41) correlates 180 data points for an

average deviation of 19.71%.

EXAMPLE 8.5 Mass Transfer in a Mixer.

For the system, conditions, and results of Examples 8.3 and 8.4, with

the extract as the dispersed phase, estimate the:

(a) dispersed-phase mass-transfer coefficient, kD;

(b) continuous-phase mass-transfer coefficient, kC;

(c) Murphree dispersed-phase efficiency, EMD; and

(d) fractional extraction of furfural.

The molecular diffusivities of furfural in toluene (dispersed) and

water (continuous) at dilute conditions are DD = 8.32 × 10−5 ft2∕h
and DC = 4.47 × 10−5 ft2∕h. The slope of the distribution coefficient
for dilute conditions is m = 0.0985.

Solution

(a) From (8-32), kD = 6.6(DD)∕dvs = 6.6(8.32 × 10−5)∕0.00124 =
0.44 ft∕h.

(b) To apply (8-41) to the estimation of kC, first compute each dimen-

sionless group:

NSc = μC∕ρCDC = 2.156∕
[
(62.3)

(
4.47 × 10−5

)]
= 777

NRe = D2
i NρC∕μC = (1)2(8,820)(62.3)∕2.165 = 254.000

NFr = DiN
2∕g = (1)(8,820)2∕(4.17 × 108) = 0.187

Di∕dvs = 1∕0.00124 = 806; dvs∕DT = 0.00124∕3 = 0.000413

NEo = ρDd2
vsg∕σ = (54.2)(0.00124)2

(
4.17 × 108

)
∕718,800

= 0.0483

From (8-41), the Sherwood number for the continuous phase is,

NSh = 1.237 × 10−5(777)1∕3(254,000)2∕3(0.388)−1∕2(0.187)5∕12

× (806)2(0.000413)1∕2(0.0483)5∕4 = 109

which is much greater than 2 for a quiescent fluid.

kC = NShDC∕dvs = (109)
(
4.47 × 10−5

)
∕0.00124 = 3.93 ft∕h

(c) From (8-20) and the results of Example 8.4,

KODa =
{

1

1∕0.44 + 1∕ [(0.0985) (3.93)]

}
1,880 = 387 h−1

From (8-24), with V = πD2
T H∕4 = (3.14)(3)2(3)∕4 = 21.2 ft2,

NOD = KODaV∕QD = 387(212)∕207 = 39.6

From (8-25),

EMD = NOD∕(1 + NOD) = 39.6∕(1 + 39.6) = 0.975 = 97.5%

(d) By material balance,

QC(cC,in − cC,out) = QDcD,out (1)

From (8-18),

EMD = cD,out∕c∗D = mcD,out∕cC,out (2)

Combining (1) and (2) to eliminate cD ,out gives

cC,out

cC,in

= 1

1 + QDEMD∕(QCm)
(3)

and

fextracted =
cC,in − cC,out

cC,in

= 1 −
cC,out

cC,in

= QDEMD∕(QCm)
1 + QDEMD∕(QCm)

QDEMD

QCm
= (207)(0.975)

(327)(0.0985)
= 6.27

Thus,

fextracted =
6.27

1 + 6.27
= 0.862 or 86.2%

§8.4.2 Column Extractors

An extraction column, with or without mechanical agitation,
is sized by determining its diameter and height. Column
diameter must be large enough to permit the liquid phases to
flow through the column countercurrently without flooding.
Column height must be equivalent to the number of required
equilibrium stages to achieve the desired extraction. In this
section, only preliminary sizing is considered. Final sizing
is best determined by the vendor supplying the extraction
column.

For small columns, preliminary estimates of the diameter
and height can be made using the results of Stichlmair [52]
with toluene–acetone–water for QD∕QC = 1.5. Typical ranges
of l/HETS and the operating capacity equal to the sum of the
superficial phase velocities for extraction columns are given
in Table 8.5. The typical operating capacities in Table 8.5
are considerably lower than the maximum capacities given in
Table 8.2. Note that m3 of combined liquid phases per hour
per m2 of inside cross-sectional area of the column, as listed
in Table 8.2, is the same as the sum of the superficial velocities
UD + UC of the two liquid phases, as listed in Table 8.5.

Column Diameter. An accurate assessment of column diam-
eter for liquid–liquid extractors is more difficult than that for

Table 8.5 Performance of Several Types of Column Extractors

Extractor Type l∕HETS,m−1 UD + UC, m∕h

Packed column 1.5–2.5 12–30

Pulsed packed column 3.5–6 17–23

Sieve-tray column 0.8–1.2 27–60

Pulsed-tray column 0.8–1.2 25–35

Scheibel column 5–9 10–14

RDC 2.5–3.5 15–30

Kuhni column 5–8 8–12

Karr column 3.5–7 30–40

RTL contactor 6–12 1–2

[Reproduced from [52] with permission of John Wiley & Sons.]
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vapor–liquid contactors because of the importance of addi-
tional factors, including phase-density differences, interfacial
tension, rotating or reciprocating speed of internal agitation
devices, and the geometry of these internals. Column diameter
is best determined by scale-up from laboratory or pilot-plant
units. In general, the sum of the absolute superficial veloci-
ties of the liquid phases in the test unit is assumed to hold for
commercial units.

EXAMPLE 8.6 Diameter of an RDC.

Estimate the diameter of an RDC to extract acetone from a dilute

mixture with toluene into water at 20∘C. The flow rates for the

dispersed organic and continuous aqueous phases are 12,250

and 11,300 kg∕h, respectively. Assume the liquid densities are

ρC = 1,000 kg∕m3, ρD = 867 kg∕m3.

Solution

The volumetric flow rates are:

QC = 11,300∕1,000 = 11.3 m3∕h, QD = 12,250∕867
= 14.1 m3∕h

QC + QD = 11.3 + 14.1 = 25.4 m3∕h

From Table 8.5, the RDC typical operating capacity is from

15 to 30 m3∕m2-h.

From Table 8.2, the maximum RDC capacity = 40 m3∕m2-h.

Column cross-sectional area in m2 = AT = 25.4∕Capacity.

For typical operation, AT = 25.4∕15 to 25.4∕30 = 1.693 to 0.847m2.

Column diameter for typical operation = DT =
√

4AT

π
= from 1.468

to 1.038 m or 4.82 ft to 3.41 ft

Minimum column cross-sectional area = AT = 25.4∕40 = 0.635 m2

Minimum column diameter = 0.900 m = 2.95 ft

A vendor suggested a diameter of 4 ft.

Column Height. Despite compartmentalization, mechani-
cally assisted liquid–liquid extraction columns, such as the
RDC and Karr columns, operate more like differential devices
than staged contactors. Therefore, it is common to consider
stage efficiency for such columns in terms of height equivalent
to a theoretical stage (HETS). While not theoretically based,
HETS is preferred because it can be used to determine column
height from the number of equilibrium stages.

The large number of variables that influence efficiency
have made general correlations for HETS difficult to develop.
However, for well-designed and efficiently operated columns,
data indicate that the dominant physical properties influenc-
ing HETS are interfacial tension, viscosities, and density
difference between the phases. In addition, observations by
Reman [59] for RDC units, and by Karr and Lo [60] for Karr
columns, show that HETS increases with increasing column
diameter because of axial mixing.

A prudent procedure for determining column height is to
obtain values of HETS from small-scale laboratory experi-
ments and scale these values to commercial-size columns by
assuming that HETS varies with column diameter DT raised
to an exponent that may vary from 0.2 to 0.4, depending on
the system.

EXAMPLE 8.7 HETS for an RDC Extractor.

Estimate HETS for the conditions of Example 8.6, assuming five

equilibrium stages are required to achieve the desired degree of

extraction of acetone.

Solution

Because toluene has a viscosity of approximately 0.6 cP, this

is a low-viscosity system. However, the interfacial tension of

32 dyne∕cm is high. From Table 8.5, HETS for an RDC varies

from 0.29 to 0.40 m. For five equilibrium stages, the estimated

compartmented portion of the height is from 1.45 m to 2.0 m.

A vendor suggested a compartmented height of 3 m because of

concern for the possibility of appreciable axial dispersion.

CHAPTER 8 NOMENCLATURE

Abbreviations and Acronyms

ARD asymmetric rotating disk contactor,
Figure 8.7

CFSTR, CSTR continuous flow stirred tank reactor

RDC rotating-disk contactor, Figure 8.7

RPC reciprocating plate column, Figure 8.7

VPE vibrating plate extractor, Section 8.1.5

rph, rpm, rps revolutions per hour, minute, second

RTL raining-bucket contactor, Figure 8.7

Latin Symbols

A solute, (8-4)

AT column cross-sectional area, Example 8.6

C mass flow rate of carrier, (8-2)

c concentration

c∗D fictitious solute dispersed phase concentration in
equilibrium with bulk solute in the exiting
continuous phase, cD,out, (8-18)

Di impeller diameter, Figure 8.25

DT column or vessel diameter

de equivalent diameter of a spherical drop, (8-26)

dvs surface-mean (Sauter) diameter, (8-27)

E extract mass flow rate, Figure 8.13

EMD Murphree dispersed phase extraction efficiency,
(8-18)

F feed mass flow rate, Figure 8.13

H mixing vessel height, Figure 8.25

Hi vertical distance of impeller above vessel bottom
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(Ki)D distribution coefficient of component i, (8-1)

KOD overall mass-transfer coefficient based on the
dispersed phase, (8-19)

KODa overall volumetric mass-transfer coefficient based
on the dispersed phase, (8-19)

kD individual mass-transfer coefficient for the
dispersed phase, (8-20)

kC individual mass-transfer coefficient for the
continuous phase, (8-20)

L settling vessel length, Example 8.2

L raffinate mass flow rate, Figure 8.24

M mixing point, Figure 8.14

N number of equilibrium stages, Figure 8.13; number
of drops, (8-27), rate of impeller rotation, (8-13)

NEo Eotvos number, below (8-41)

NOD number of overall dispersed phase transfer units,
(8-24)

NPo power number, (8-13)

P difference point, (8-5); agitator power, (8-13)

Q volumetric flow rate, (8-22)

R raffinate mass flow rate

Rn mass flow rate of raffinate leaving stage n,
Figure 8.13

S solvent, (8-3)

S solvent mass flow rate

tres residence time, Example 8.2

U superficial phase velocities, Table 8.5

u mean local fluctuating velocity (8-37)

V volume, (8-19)

V extract mass flow rate, Figure 8.24

VW pure solvent feed (8-11)

W baffle width, Figure 8.25

(xi) mass fraction of i in the raffinate, (8-7)

(yi) mass fraction of i in the extract, (8-7)

Greek Symbols

βij relative selectivity of i with respect to j, (8-4)

ϕC volume fraction of continuous phase, (8-15)

ϕD volume fraction of dispersed phase, (8-15)

Subscripts

A solute

C carrier

C continuous phase

D dispersed phase

E extract, Example 8.3

e equivalent, (8-26)

i impeller, Figure 8.25

M mixing point, Figure 8.14

n stage number, Figure 8.13

R raffinate, Example 8.3

w final raffinate, (8-11)

Superscripts

I, II phase I, phase II, (8-1)

− line segment

SUMMARY

1. A solvent can be used to selectively extract one or more
components from a liquid mixture.

2. Although liquid–liquid extraction is a reasonably mature
separation operation, considerable experimental effort is
often needed to find a solvent and residence-time require-
ments or values of HETS or mass-transfer coefficients.

3. Mass-transfer rates in extraction are lower than in
vapor–liquid systems. Column efficiencies are frequently
low, especially when no mechanical agitation is provided.

4. Commercial extractors range from simple columns with
no mechanical agitation to centrifugal devices that spin
at several thousand revolutions per minute. The selection
scheme in Table 8.3 is useful for choosing suitable extrac-
tors for a given separation.

5. Solvent selection is facilitated by considering chemical
and physical factors given in Tables 8.4 and 8.2.

6. For extraction with ternary mixtures, phase equilibrium is
conveniently represented on equilateral- or right triangle
diagrams for both Type I (solute and solvent completely
miscible) and Type II (solute and solvent not completely
miscible) systems.

7. For determining equilibrium-stage requirements of
single-section countercurrent cascades for ternary sys-
tems, the graphical methods of Hunter and Nash
(equilateral triangle diagram) or Kinney (right triangle
diagram) are useful. These methods can also determine
minimum and maximum solvent requirements.

8. A two-section countercurrent cascade with extract reflux
can be employed with a Type II ternary system to enable
a sharp separation of a binary-feed mixture.

9. When few equilibrium stages are required, mixer-settler
cascades are attractive because each mixer can be
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designed to approach an equilibrium stage. With many
ternary systems, the residence-time requirement may be
only a few minutes for a 90% approach to equilibrium
using an agitator input of approximately 4 hp∕1,000 gal.
Adequate phase-disengaging area for the settlers may be
estimated from the rule of 5 gal of combined extract and
raffinate per minute per square foot of disengaging area.

10. For mixers utilizing a six-flat-bladed turbine in a closed
vessel with side vertical baffles, extractor design correla-
tions are available for estimating, for a given extraction,

mixing-vessel dimensions, minimum impeller rotation

rate for uniform dispersion, impeller horsepower, mean

droplet size, range of droplet sizes, interfacial area per unit

volume, dispersed- and continuous-phase mass-transfer

coefficients, and stage efficiency.

11. For column extractors, with and without mechanical agi-

tation, preliminary sizing of equipment is quickly carried

out. For final extractor selection and design, recommenda-

tions of equipment vendors and scale-up procedures based

on data from pilot-size equipment are desirable.
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STUDY QUESTIONS

8.1. When liquid–liquid extraction is used, are other separation

operations needed? Why?

8.2. Under what conditions is extraction preferred to distillation?

8.3. What are the important characteristics of a good solvent?

8.4. Can amixer-settler unit be designed to closely approach phase

equilibrium?

8.5. Under what conditions is mechanically assisted agitation nec-

essary in an extraction column?

8.6. What are the advantages and disadvantages of mixer-settler

extractors?

8.7. What are the advantages and disadvantages of continuous

counterflow mechanically assisted extractors?

8.8. What is the difference between a Type I and a Type II ternary

system? Can a system transition from one type to the other by

changing the temperature? Why?

8.9. What is meant by the mixing point? For a multi-stage extrac-

tor, is the mixing point on a triangular diagram the same for

the feeds and the products?

8.10. What happens if more than the maximum solvent rate is used?

What happens if less than the minimum solvent rate is used?

8.11. What are extract and raffinate reflux? Which one is of little

value?

8.12. What is the typical range of residence time for approaching

equilibrium in an agitated mixer when the liquid-phase vis-

cosities are less than 5 cP?

8.13. When continuously bringing together two liquid phases in an

agitated vessel, are the residence times of each of the two

phases in the vessel necessarily the same? If not, are there

any conditions where they would be the same?

8.14. Why is liquid–liquid mass transfer so complex in agitated

systems?

8.15. What are Marangoni effects? How do they influence mass

transfer?

EXERCISES

Section 8.1

8.1. Extraction versus distillation.
Explain why it is preferable to separate a dilute mixture of benzoic

acid in water by solvent extraction rather than by distillation.

8.2. Liquid–liquid extraction versus distillation.
Why is liquid–liquid extraction preferred over distillation for the

separation of a mixture of formic acid and water?

8.3. Selection of extraction equipment.
Based on Table 8.3 and the selection scheme in Figure 8.8, is an

RDC appropriate for extraction of acetic acid from water by ethyl

acetate in the process of Figure 8.1? What other types of extractors

might be considered?

8.4. Extraction devices.
What is the major advantage of the ARD over the RDC? What is

the disadvantage of the ARD compared to the RDC?

8.5. Selection of extraction devices.
Under what conditions is a cascade of mixer-settler units probably

the best choice of extraction equipment?

8.6. Selection of extraction device.
A petroleum reformate stream of 4,000 bbl∕day is to be contacted

with diethylene glycol to extract aromatics from paraffins. The ratio

of solvent to reformate volume is 5. It is estimated that eight theoreti-

cal stages are needed. Using Tables 8.2 and 8.3 and Figure 8.8, which

extractors would be suitable?

Section 8.2

8.7. Selection of extraction solvents.
Using Table 8.4, select possible liquid–liquid extraction solvents

for separating the following mixtures: (a) water–ethyl alcohol,

(b) water–aniline, and (c) water–acetic acid. For each case, indicate

which of the two components should be the solute.

8.8. Selection of extraction solvents.
Using Table 8.4, select liquid–liquid extraction solvents for

removing the solute from the carrier in the following cases:

Solute Carrier

(a) Acetone Ethylene glycol

(b) Toluene n-Heptane
(c) Ethyl alcohol Glycerine

8.9. Characteristics of an extraction system.
For extracting acetic acid (A) from a dilute water (C) solu-

tion into ethyl acetate (S) at 25∘C, estimate or obtain data for

(KA)D, (KC)D, (KS)D, and βAC. Does this system exhibit (a) high

selectivity, (b) high solvent capacity, and (c) easy solvent recovery?

Using a process simulator, try to find a better solvent than ethyl

acetate.
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8.10. Estimation of interfacial tension.
Very low values of interfacial tension result in stable emulsions

that are difficult to separate, while very high values require large

energy inputs to form the dispersed phase. It is best to measure the

interfacial tension for the two-phase mixture of interest. However, in

the absence of experimental data, propose a method for estimating

the interfacial tension of a ternary system using only the composi-

tions of the equilibrium phases and the values of surface tension in

air for each of the three components.

Section 8.3

8.11. Extraction of acetone by trichloroethane.
One thousand kg/h of a 45 wt% acetone-in-water solution is to be

extracted at 25∘C in a continuous countercurrent system with pure

1,1,2-trichloroethane solvent to obtain a raffinate containing 10 wt%
acetone. Using the following equilibrium and tie-line data, determine

with an equilateral-triangle diagram: (a) the minimum flow rate of

solvent; (b) the number of stages required for a solvent rate equal to

1.5 times minimum; and (c) the flow rate and composition of each

stream leaving each stage. Alternatively, use a ternary phase diagram

calculated from a suitable method for estimating activity coefficients

with a process simulator using the database of the simulator.

Acetone, Weight

Fraction

Water, Weight

Fraction

Trichloroethane,

Weight Fraction

Extract 0.60 0.13 0.27

0.50 0.04 0.46

0.40 0.03 0.57

0.30 0.02 0.68

0.20 0.015 0.785

0.10 0.01 0.89

Raffinate 0.55 0.35 0.10

0.50 0.43 0.07

0.40 0.57 0.03

0.30 0.68 0.02

0.20 0.79 0.01

0.10 0.895 0.005

The tie-line data are:

Raffinate, Weight

Fraction Acetone

Extract, Weight

Fraction Acetone

0.44 0.56

0.29 0.40

0.12 0.18

8.12. Using a right-triangle diagram for extraction.
Solve Exercise 8.11 with a right-triangle diagram using the given

equilibrium and tie-line data, or use a process simulator.

8.13. Extraction of isopropanol with water.
Adistillate of 45wt% isopropyl alcohol, 50 wt% diisopropyl ether,

and 5 wt% water is obtained from an isopropyl alcohol finishing unit.

The ether is to be recovered by liquid–liquid extraction in a column

extractor. Water, the solvent, enters the top and the feed enters the

bottom, so as to produce an ether-rich raffinate containing <2.5 wt%
alcohol, and an extract containing at least 20 wt% alcohol. The unit

will operate at 25∘C and 1 atm. Find the number of equilibrium stages

required. Is it possible to obtain an extracted alcohol composition of

25 wt%? Use the equilibrium data below or a phase diagram printed

from a process simulator that uses a suitable method for computing

activity coefficients.

Equilibrium data are as follows:

PHASE-EQUILIBRIUM (TIE-LINE) DATA AT 𝟐𝟓 ∘C, 1 ATM

Ether phase Water phase

Wt%

Alcohol

Wt%

Ether

Wt%

Water

Wt%

Alcohol

Wt%

Ether

Wt%

Water

2.4 96.7 0.9 8.1 1.8 90.1

3.2 95.7 1.1 8.6 1.8 89.6

5.0 93.6 1.4 10.2 1.5 88.3

9.3 88.6 2.1 11.7 1.6 86.7

24.9 69.4 5.7 17.5 1.9 80.6

38.0 50.2 11.8 21.7 2.3 76.0

45.2 33.6 21.2 26.8 3.4 69.8

ADDITIONAL POINTS ON THE PHASE BOUNDARY

Wt% Alcohol Wt% Ether Wt% Water

45.37 29.70 24.93

44.55 22.45 33.00

39.57 13.42 47.01

36.23 9.66 54.11

24.74 2.74 72.52

21.33 2.06 76.61

0 0.6 99.4

0 99.5 0.5

8.14. Extraction of trimethylamine from benzene with water.
Benzene and trimethylamine (TMA) are to be separated in a

three-equilibrium-stage liquid–liquid extraction column using pure

water as the solvent. If the solvent-free extract and raffinate products

are to contain, respectively, 70 and 3 wt% TMA, find the original

feed composition and the water-to-feed ratio with a right-triangle

diagram. There is no reflux. Equilibrium data are as follows:

TRIMETHYLAMINE–WATER–BENZENE COMPOSITIONS
ON THE PHASE BOUNDARY

Extract, wt% Raffinate, wt%

TMA H2O Benzene TMA H2O Benzene

5.0 94.6 0.4 5.0 0.0 95.0

10.0 89.4 0.6 10.0 0.0 90.0

15.0 84.0 1.0 15.0 1.0 84.0

20.0 78.0 2.0 20.0 2.0 78.0

25.0 72.0 3.0 25.0 4.0 71.0

30.0 66.4 3.6 30.0 7.0 63.0

35.0 58.0 7.0 35.0 15.0 50.0

40.0 47.0 13.0 40.0 34.0 26.0
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The tie-line data are:

Extract, wt% TMA Raffinate, wt% TMA

39.5 31.0

21.5 14.5

13.0 9.0

8.3 6.8

4.0 3.5

8.15. Extraction of diphenylhexane from docosane with
furfural.

The system docosane–diphenylhexane (DPH)–furfural is repre-

sentative of complex systems encountered in the solvent refining of

lubricating oils. Five hundred kg/h of a 40 wt% mixture of DPH in

docosane are to be extracted in a countercurrent systemwith 500 kg∕h
of a solvent containing 98 wt% furfural and 2 wt% DPH to produce

a raffinate of 5 wt% DPH. Calculate, with a triangular diagram, the

stages required and the kg/h of DPH in the extract at 45∘C and 80∘C.

BINODAL CURVES IN DOCOSANE–DIPHENYLHEXANE–
FURFURAL SYSTEM [IND. ENG. CHEM., 35, 711 (1943)].

Wt% at 45∘C Wt% at 80∘C
Docosane DPH Furfural Docosane DPH Furfural

96.0 0.0 4.0 90.3 0.0 9.7

84.0 11.0 5.0 50.5 29.5 20.0

67.0 26.0 7.0 34.2 35.8 30.0

52.5 37.5 10.0 23.8 36.2 40.0

32.6 47.4 20.0 16.2 33.8 50.0

21.3 48.7 30.0 10.7 29.3 60.0

13.2 46.8 40.0 6.9 23.1 70.0

7.7 42.3 50.0 4.6 15.4 80.0

4.4 35.6 60.0 3.0 7.0 90.0

2.6 27.4 70.0 2.2 0.0 97.8

1.5 18.5 80.0

1.0 9.0 90.0

0.7 0.0 99.3

The tie lines in the docosane–diphenylhexane–furfural system are:

Docosane Phase Furfural Phase

Composition, wt% Composition, wt%

Docosane DPH Furfural Docosane DPH Furfural

Temperature, 45∘C:
85.2 10.0 4.8 1.1 9.8 89.1

69.0 24.5 6.5 2.2 24.2 73.6

43.9 42.6 13.3 6.8 40.9 52.3

Temperature, 80∘C:
86.7 3.0 10.3 2.6 3.3 94.1

73.1 13.9 13.0 4.6 15.8 79.6

50.5 29.5 20.2 9.2 27.4 63.4

8.16. Selection of extraction method.
For each ternary system in Figure 8.27, indicate which one

would be the most economical: (a) simple countercurrent extraction,

(b) countercurrent extraction with extract reflux, (c) countercurrent

extraction with raffinate reflux, or (d) countercurrent extraction with

both extract and raffinate reflux.

SoluteF

SoluteF

Solute

y
1

y
1

y
1

y
1

F

SoluteF

Solvent Solvent

Solvent

1 2

3 4

Solvent

Figure 8.27 Data for Exercise 8.16.

8.17. Extraction of acetone from two feeds.
Two feeds—F1 at 7,500 kg∕h containing 50 wt% acetone and

50 wt% water, and F2 at 7,500 kg∕h containing 25 wt% ace-

tone and 75 wt% water—are to be extracted with 5,000 kg∕h of

1,1,2-trichloroethane at 25∘C to give a 10 wt% acetone raffinate.

Calculate the equilibrium stages required and the stage to which each

feed should be introduced using a triangular diagram. Equilibrium

data are in Exercise 8.11.

8.18. Extraction in a three-stage unit.
The three-stage extractor shown in Figure 8.28 is used to extract

the amine from a feed consisting of 40 wt% benzene (B) and 60 wt%
trimethylamine (T). The solvent (water) flow to stage 3 is 5,185 kg∕h
and the feed flow rate is 10,000 kg∕h. Solvent also is fed to stages 1

and 2. On a solvent-free basis, V1 is to contain 76 wt% T, and L3 is to

contain 3 wt% T. Determine the required solvent flow rates S1 and S2

using a triangular diagram. Solubility data are in Exercise 8.14.

8.19. Analysis of a multiple-feed countercurrent extraction
cascade.

The extraction process shown in Figure 8.29 is conducted with-

out reflux. Feed F′ is composed of solvent and solute, and is an

extract-phase feed. Feed F′′ is composed of unextracted raffinate and

solute and is a raffinate-phase feed. Derive the equations required

to establish the three reference points needed to step off the stages

in the extraction column. Show the graphical determination of these

points on a triangular diagram.

8.20. Extraction of acetone from water.
A 45% acetone (A)-55% water (by weight) feed is to be extracted

with 1,1,2-dichloroethane (TCE), the solvent, to reduce the concen-

tration of acetone below 10 wt %. Use 32 kg of solvent per 100 kg of

feed. Using a triangular diagram, how many equilibrium stages are

V2

L1

S2

Stage 2

V1

S1

Feed

Solvent
V3

L2

L3
Stage 3Stage 1

Figure 8.28 Data for Exercise 8.18.
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Figure 8.29 Data for Exercise 8.19.

required? Use the following tie-line data where for each of five exper-

iments, compositions are given in weight percent for the TCE-rich (I)

and water-rich (II) phases at equilibrium.

I II I II I II I II I II

A 58 49 52 40 39 30 37 23 21 15

Water 7 46 5 55 4 66 3 74 2 84

TCE 36 6 41 5 57 4 61 2 77 1

8.21. Extraction of hafnium from zirconium.
Zirconium (Zr), which is used in nuclear reactors, is associated

with hafnium (Hf), which has a high neutron-absorption cross

section and must be removed. Refer to Figure 8.30 for a proposed

liquid–liquid extraction process wherein tributyl phosphate (TBP) is

used as a solvent for the separation. One L∕h of 5.1-N HNO3 contain-

ing 127 g of dissolved Hf and Zr oxides per liter is fed to stage 5 of the

14-stage extraction unit. The feed contains 22,000 g Hf per million g

of Zr. Fresh TBP enters at stage 14, while scrub water is fed to stage

1. Raffinate is removed at stage 14, while the organic extract phase

removed at stage 1 goes to a stripping unit. The stripping operation

consists of a single contact between freshwater and the organic phase.

(a) Use the data below to complete a material balance for the process.

(b) Check the data for consistency. (c) What is the advantage of run-

ning the extractor as shown? Would you recommend that all stages

be used?

STAGEWISE ANALYSES OF MIXER-SETTLER RUN

Organic Phase Aqueous Phase

Stage

g oxide/

liter N HNO3

(Hf/Zr)

× (100)

g oxide/

liter N HNO3

(Hf/Zn)

× (100)

1 22.2 1.95 <0.010 17.5 5.21 <0.010

2 29.3 2.02 <0.010 27.5 5.30 <0.010

3 31.4 2.03 <0.010 33.5 5.46 <0.010

4 31.8 2.03 0.043 34.9 5.46 0.24

5 32.2 2.03 0.11 52.8 5.15 3.6

6 21.1 1.99 0.60 30.8 5.15 6.8

7 13.7 1.93 0.27 19.9 5.05 9.8

8 7.66 1.89 1.9 11.6 4.97 20

9 4.14 1.86 4.8 8.06 4.97 8.06

10 1.98 1.83 10 5.32 4.75 67

11 1.03 1.77 23 3.71 4.52 110

12 0.66 1.68 32 3.14 4.12 140

13 0.46 1.50 42 2.99 3.49 130

14 0.29 1.18 28 3.54 2.56 72

Stripper 0.65 76.4 3.96 <0.01

[Data from R.P. Cox, H.C. Peterson, and C.H. Beyer, Ind. Eng.
Chem., 50(2), 141 (1958). Exercise adapted from E.J. Henley and

H. Bieber, Chemical Engineering Calculations, McGraw-Hill, New

York, p. 298 (1959).]

8.22. Extraction of diphenylhexane from docosane with
furfural.

At 45∘C, 5,000 kg∕h of a mixture of 65 wt% docosane, 7 wt%
furfural, and 28 wt% diphenylhexane is to be extracted with pure

furfural to obtain a raffinate with 12 wt% diphenylhexane in a con-

tinuous, countercurrent, multi-stage liquid–liquid extraction system.

Phase-equilibrium data are given in Exercise 8.15. Determine (a)min-

imum solvent flow, (b) flow rate and composition of the extract at

the minimum solvent flow, and (c) number of equilibrium stages if a

solvent flow rate of 1.5 times minimum is used.

8.23. Extraction of diphenylhexane from docosane with
furfural.

At 45∘C, 1,000 kg∕h of a mixture of 0.80 mass fraction docosane

and 0.20 mass fraction diphenylhexane is extracted with pure furfural

to remove some diphenylhexane from the feed. Phase-equilibrium

data are given in Exercise 8.15. Determine: (a) composition and flow

rate of the extract and raffinate from a single equilibrium stage for

solvent flow rates of 100, 1,000, and 10,000 kg∕h; (b) minimum sol-

vent flow rate to form two liquid phases; (c) maximum solvent flow

rate to form two liquid phases; and (d) composition and flow rate of

the extract and raffinate if a solvent flow rate of 2,000 kg∕h and two

equilibrium stages are used in a countercurrent-flow system.

8.24. Extraction of acetone fromwater by 1,1,2-trichloroethane.
A liquid of 27 wt% acetone and 73 wt% water is to be separated

at 25∘C into a raffinate and extract by multistage countercurrent

liquid–liquid extraction with a solvent of pure 1,1,2-trichloroethane.

Equilibrium data are given in Exercise 8.11. Determine (a) mini-

mum solvent-to-feed ratio to obtain a raffinate essentially free of

acetone; (b) composition of extract at the minimum solvent-to-feed

ratio; and (c) composition of the extract stream exiting stage 2 (see

Figure 8.13), if a very large number of equilibrium stages is used

with the minimum solvent.

Section 8.4

8.25. Design of a mixer-settler unit for extraction.
Acetic acid is extracted from a 3 wt% dilute solution in water with

a solvent of isopropyl ether in a mixer-settler unit. The flow rates

of the feed and solvent are 12,400 and 24,000 lb∕h, respectively.
Assuming a residence time of 1.5 minutes in the mixer and a settling

vessel capacity of 4 gal∕min-ft2 of disengagement area, estimate:

(a) diameter and height of the mixing vessel, assuming H∕DT = 1;

(b) agitator horsepower for the mixing vessel; and (c) diameter,

length, and residence time in minutes of the settling vessel, assuming

L∕DT = 4.

8.26. Extraction in an available unit.
A countercurrent cascade of six mixer-settler units is available,

each unit consisting of a 10-ft-diameter by 10-ft-high mixing vessel

equipped with a 20-hp agitator, and a 10-ft-diameter by 40-ft-long

settling vessel. If this cascade is used for the acetic acid extraction

described in the introduction to this chapter, how many lb/h of feed

can be processed?
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Figure 8.30 Data for Exercise 8.21.

8.27. Agitator size for extraction of acetic acid.
Acetic acid is extracted from a dilute aqueous solution with

isopropyl ether at 25∘C in a countercurrent cascade of mixer-settler

units. In one unit, the following conditions apply:

Raffinate Extract

Flow rate, lb/h 21, 000 52, 000

Density, lb/ft3 63.5 45.3

Viscosity, cP 3.0 1.0

Interfacial tension = 13.5 dyne∕cm. If the raffinate is the dispersed

phase and the mixer residence time is 2.5 minutes, estimate for the

mixer: (a) dimensions of a closed, baffled vessel; (b) diameter of a

flat-bladed impeller; (c) minimum rate of impeller rotation in rpm for

uniform dispersion; and (d) agitator power requirement at the mini-

mum rate of rotation.

8.28. Droplet characteristics for extraction of acetic acid.
For Exercise 8.27, estimate (a) Sauter mean drop size, (b) range

of drop sizes, and (c) interfacial area of the two-phase liquid–liquid

emulsion.

8.29. Mass-transfer coefficient for extraction of acetic acid.
For the conditions of Exercises 8.27 and 8.28 and the data below,

estimate (a) dispersed-phasemass-transfer coefficient, (b) continuous-

phase mass-transfer coefficient, (c) Murphree dispersed-phase effi-

ciency, and (d) fraction of acetic acid extracted.

Diffusivity of acetic acid in the raffinate is 1.3 × 10−9 m2∕s and in
the extract is 2.0 × 10−9 m2∕s. The distribution coefficient for acetic

acid between the two phases is cD∕cC = 2.7.

8.30. Design of a mixer unit.
For the conditions and results of Example 8.2, determine the

following when using a flat-six-bladed turbine impeller in a closed

vessel with baffles and with the extract phase dispersed: (a) min-

imum rate of rotation of the impeller for complete and uniform

dispersion; (b) agitator power requirement at the minimum rota-

tion rate; (c) Sauter mean droplet diameter; (d) interfacial area;

(e) overall mass-transfer coefficient, KOD; (f) overall transfer units,

NOD; (g) Murphree efficiency, EMD; and (h) fractional benzoic acid

extraction. Use the following properties:

Interfacial tension = 22 dyne∕cm, and distribution coefficient for

benzoic acid = cD∕cC = 21.

Raffinate

Phase

Extract

Phase

Density, g∕cm3 0.995 0.860

Viscosity, cP 0.95 0.59

Diffusivity of benzoic acid, cm2∕s 2.2 × 10−5 1.5 × 10−5

8.31. Diameter of an RDC column.
Estimate the diameter of an RDC column to extract acetic acid

from water with isopropyl ether for Exercises 8.25 and 8.27, using

Table 8.5.

8.32. Diameter of a Karr column.
Estimate the diameter of a Karr column to extract benzoic acid

from water with toluene for the conditions of Exercise 8.30 using

Table 8.5.

8.33. HETS of an RDC column.
Estimate HETS for an RDC column operating under the condi-

tions of Exercise 8.31 using Table 8.5.

8.34. HETS of a Karr column.
Estimate HETS for a Karr column operating under the conditions

of Exercise 8.32 using Table 8.5.

8.35. Scale-up of a Karr extraction column.
A Karr column is to be sized to extract 99.95% of the methyl

vanillin in water using o-xylene. The feed rate is 6 m3∕h with a

vanillin concentration of 40 kg∕m3. The average partition coefficient

is 5.6, defined as the concentration of vanillin in xylene to its concen-

tration in water. Experiments with a Karr column of 2-inch diameter

and 1.5 meter plate-stack height give the optimal conditions as

610 mL∕min of feed and 270 mL∕min of xylene, for a stroke height

of 19.1 mm and 250 strokes∕min. Scale up this data to determine

the diameter of a commercial Karr column. In addition, the vendor’s

experience is that the HETS varies with the 0.38 exponent of the

column diameter. Using this information, estimate the height of the

commercial Karr column.
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Chapter 9

Approximate Methods for Multicomponent
Distillation

§9.0 INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

After completing this chapter, you should be able to:

• Select two key components, operating pressure, and a condenser type for a multicomponent distillation.

• Estimate the minimum number of equilibrium stages and distribution of non-key components by the Fenske equation,

minimum reflux ratio by the Underwood method, number of equilibrium stages for a reflux ratio greater than min-

imum by the Gilliland correlation, and determine a feed-stage location for a specified separation between two key

components.

Although rigorous methods are available for solving multi-

component separation problems, approximate methods con-

tinue to be useful for preliminary design, parametric studies to

establish optimal design conditions, process synthesis studies

to determine optimal separation sequences, and to obtain

initial input approximations for rigorous, iterative methods.

The approximate method of Kremser [1] and Edmister

[2] for single-section cascades used in absorption and strip-

ping was presented in Chapter 6. This chapter develops an

additional approximate method for preliminary design of mul-

ticomponent distillations, called the Fenske–Underwood–
Gilliland (FUG, Shortcut) method. It continues to be useful

in early stages of designing a distillation column. It can

quickly provide estimates of operating pressure, equilibrium

stages, and reflux ratio for a desired separation between two

key components. These estimates are required inputs for

rigorous calculations performed by process simulators. The

method is available in process simulators or it can be applied

by hand calculations.

§9.1 FENSKE–UNDERWOOD–GILLILAND
(FUG) METHOD

Figure 9.1 gives an algorithm for the FUGmethod, named after

the authors of the three main steps in the procedure. These

steps are applied to the distillation column in Figure 9.3. Most

commonly, the method is applied to a column with one feed,

a total condenser, and a partial reboiler. From Table 5.4, the

number of degrees of freedom for such a column is 2N +C + 9.

For a design case, the variables below are generally specified,

with the partial reboiler counted as an equilibrium stage:

Number of Specifications

Feed flow rate 1

Feed mole fractions C − 1

Feed temperature1 1

Feed pressure1 1

Adiabatic stages (excluding reboiler) N − 1

Stage pressures (including reboiler) N
Split of LK component 1

Split of HK component 1

Feed-stage location 1

Reflux ratio (> Rmin) 1

Reflux temperature 1

Adiabatic reflux divider 1

Pressure of total condenser 1

Pressure at reflux divider 1

Total 2N + C + 9

Note: Similar specifications can be written for a column with a

partial condenser.

1Feed temperature and pressure may correspond to known stream

conditions leaving the previous piece of equipment.

§9.1.1 Selection of Two Key Components

For the design case of Table 5.4, the specification of two

key components and their distribution between distillate and

bottoms is required for multicomponent feeds. Preliminary

guesses of the distribution of non-key components can, at

times, be sufficiently difficult to require the iterative proce-

dure indicated in Figure 9.1. However, generally only two and

seldom more than three iterations are necessary.

267
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Figure 9.1 Algorithm for multicomponent

distillation calculations by FUG method.
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Figure 9.2 Separation specifications for alkylation-reactor effluent.

Figure 9.2 shows a typical multicomponent hydrocarbon
feed to the recovery section of a petroleum refinery alkyla-
tion unit [3], where C4 hydrocarbons are combined to produce

C8 hydrocarbons for gasoline. Feed components are listed in

order of decreasing volatility. As described in §1.8.2, the dis-

tillation process uses a sequence involving a deisobutanizer to

separate isobutane, iC4, from n-butane, nC4, in series with a

debutanizer to separate nC4 from heavier (higher molecular

weight) hydrocarbons. Case 1 of Table 9.1 puts the deisobu-

tanizer first. Maximum allowable flow rates specified for nC4

in the isobutane recycle and iC4 in the n-butane product indi-
cate that iC4 is the LK and nC4 is the HK. These two keys are

adjacent in volatility. Since a fairly sharp separation between

these two keys is specified and non-key components are much

less volatile than the butanes, the non-key component separa-

tions are initially considered to be perfect.

Cases 2 and 3 put the debutanizer first and select nC4 as the

LK. Because no recovery or purity is specified for any com-

ponent less volatile than n-butane, iC5 or any heavier hydro-

carbon could be selected as HK for the debutanizer. Case 2

of Table 9.1 selects iC5, which is adjacent to n-butane. Set-
ting a limit of 13 lbmol∕h of iC5 in the distillate produces a

non-sharp split between n-butane and iC5. Since nC5 is close
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Table 9.1 Specifications of Key Component Splits and Preliminary Estimation of Non-Key Component Splits for Alkylation

Reactor Effluent

Case 2, Debutanizer Case 3, Debutanizer

Case 1, Deisobutanizer Column First Column First

Column First, lbmol/h (iC5 is HK), lbmol/h (C6 is HK), lbmol/hFeed

Component lbmol/h Distillate Bottoms Distillate Bottoms Distillate Bottoms

C3 30.7 (30.7) (0) (30.7) (0) (30.7) (0)

iC4 380 368a 12b (380.0) (0) (380.0) (0)

nC4 473 25b 448a 467a 6b 467a 6b

iC5 36 (0) (36) 13b 23a (13) (23)

nC5 15 (0) (15) (1) (14) (1) (14)

C6 23 (0) (23) (0) (23) 0.01b 22.99a

C7 39.1 (0) (39.1) (0) (39.1) (0) (39.1)

C8 272.2 (0) (272.2) (0) (272.2) (0) (272.2)

C9 31.0 (0) (31.0) (0) (31.0) (0) (31.0)

1,300.0 423.7 876.3 891.7 408.3 891.71 408.29

aBy material balance.
bSpecification

(Preliminary estimate.)

in volatility to iC5, a non-negligible amount of nC5 will also
likely appear in the distillate. Case 2 estimates distributions of
remaining non-key components, including a value of zero for
iC4 in the debutanizer bottoms product.

Case 3 in Table 9.1 selects C6 as the HK rather than iC5

as in Case 2. The HK is estimated to appear at a rate of
0.01 lbmol∕h in the distillate. Consequently, iC5 and nC5,
which fall between the LK and HK, will distribute between
the distillate and bottoms. Initially, the distributions for iC5

and nC5 are estimated to be the same as for Case 2.
Separation of close-boiling butane isomers in the deisobu-

tanizer is more difficult than separating iC5 from nC4 in the
debutanizer. From §1.8.2, Heuristic 2 favors Case 1, while
Heuristics 3 and 4 favor Cases 2 and 3. In practice, the
deisobutanizer is placed first in the sequence, and the bottoms
for Case 1 becomes the debutanizer feed. Selecting nC4 and
iC5 as the key components produces the separations indi-
cated in Figure 9.3, where preliminary estimates for non-key
components appear in parentheses. This separation has been
treated by Bachelor [4] and the FUG method is applied to it
in this chapter. Because nC4 and C8 make up 82.2 mol% of
the feed to the debutanizer in Figure 9.3, and differ widely
in volatility, the temperature difference between distillate
and bottoms is likely to be large. A feed of this type where
the major components are separated by small amounts of
components that are intermediate in volatility is often referred
to as a dumbbell feed. Furthermore, the LK split is rather
sharp, but the HK split is not. It will be shown that this case
provides a severe test of the FUG shortcut design procedure.

§9.1.2 Column Operating Pressure, Condenser
Type, and Feed Flash.

Figure 7.17 is useful for establishing a reasonable column
operating pressure in the third step of the shortcut design

Bottoms

Distillate

Feed
Debutanizer

Component

nC4 (LK)
(HK)iC5

nC5

iC4

lbmol/h

12
448
  36
  15
  23

39.1
272.2

31.0

876.3

C6

C8

C7

C9

Component

nC4
iC5
nC5

lbmol/h

6
23

  (14)
 (23)

  (39.1)
(272.2)

(31.0)

(408.3)

C6

C8

C7

C9

Component

iC4
nC4

nC5

iC5

lbmol/h

(12)
442
 13
 (1)

(468)

Figure 9.3 Specifications for debutanizer.

procedure of Figure 9.1. This step is necessary because col-

umn pressure must be specified before design calculations can

be made with a process simulator. If the outcome of a distilla-

tion design is unsatisfactory, a new pressure is assumed, and

the calculations are repeated.

A condenser is selected from the types shown inFigure 7.18.

The choice depends on the pressure, as indicated inFigure 7.17,

unless a particular distillate phase condition is desired.

The feed sent to the column may be at, below, or above

column pressure at the column feed entry. If above, the feed
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is flashed to column pressure. If below, a pump is required

to bring a liquid feed to column pressure or a compressor is

required for a vapor feed. When a liquid feed is flashed to

column pressure, the result may be a partially or completely

vaporized feed. If a particular feed phase condition is neces-

sary, it can be achieved by adding a feed heat exchanger. Also,

as an energy-conservation measure, a feed heat exchanger

might be provided to recover heat from a column bottoms

product.

EXAMPLE 9.1 Column Pressure and Condenser Type.

Determine column operating pressure, type of condenser, and feed

condition for the debutanizer of Figure 9.3. The feed sent to the col-

umn is a saturated liquid at a pressure of 105 psia. The component

feed flow rates are in Figure 9.3.

Solution

The calculations are conveniently made with a process simulator.

For this example, CHEMCAD was used, with the SRK EOS for

K-values and enthalpies. Applying the first step in Figure 7.17, the

bubble-point pressure at 120∘F (assumed condenser exit tempera-

ture) was determined for the distillate composition in Figure 9.3.

The result was 70 psia, assuming a saturated liquid leaving the

condenser. This indicates the use of a total condenser. The column

bottoms pressure was estimated by assuming a 2 psi drop in the

condenser and a 5 psi drop in the column. Thus, the column bottoms

pressure is assumed to be 70 + 2 + 5 = 77 psia. The bubble-point

temperature of the bottoms product at this pressure is 334∘F, which
is acceptable for hydrocarbons.

The feed tray pressure is between 72 and 77 psia. Assume a

pressure of 74 psia. Because the feed is at 105 psia, it is flashed

adiabatically across a valve before entering the column. By a

bubble-point calculation, the temperature of the feed upstream of the

valve is 201.8∘F. After the flash across the valve, the temperature is

181.4∘F with 13.4 mol% vaporization. The component molar flows

of the vapor and liquid feed entering the column, together with the

calculated K-values of the feed, distillate, and bottoms using the

SRK EOS, are given in the following table.

Component

Feed Vapor

181.4∘F, 74 psia
lbmol/h

Feed Liquid

181.4∘F, 74 psia
lbmol/h

Feed K-Values

181.4∘F, 74 psia

Distillate K-Values

120∘F, 70 psia
Bottoms K-Values

334∘F, 77 psia

Isobutane 3.31 8.69 2.467 1.354 6.314

n-butane 102.59 345.41 1.922 1.009 5.425

Isopentane 4.72 31.28 0.977 0.458 3.440

n-pentane 1.67 13.33 0.810 0.366 3.073

n-hexane 1.18 21.82 0.348 0.136 1.755

n-heptane 0.90 38.20 0.152 0.051 1.029

n-octane 2.79 269.41 0.067 0.019 0.602

n-nonane 0.14 30.86 0.029 0.0072 0.352

Total 117.30 759.00

N – 1

N

Total condenser

Total reboiler

yN

xN

xN + 1

y0

y1 x2

x1

yN – 1

1

2

Figure 9.4 Distillation column operation at total reflux.

§9.1.3 Fenske Equation for Minimum
Equilibrium Stages

A minimum number of equilibrium stages, Nmin, corresponds

to a condition of total reflux. In practice, this is achieved by

charging the column with feedstock and bringing it to steady

state without addition of further feed or withdrawal of prod-

ucts, as shown in Figure 9.4.

To facilitate derivation of the Fenske equation, stages are

numbered from the bottom up, instead of top down. All vapor

leaving top stage N is condensed and returned to stage N as

reflux. All liquid leaving bottom stage 1 is vaporized in the

reboiler and returned to stage 1 as boilup. For steady-state

operation within the column, heat input to the reboiler and heat

output from the condenser are made equal (assuming no heat
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losses). Then, by a material balance, vapor and liquid streams
passing between any pair of adjacent stages have equal molar
flow rates and compositions, for example, VN−1 = LN and
yi, N−1 = xi, N . However, molar vapor and liquid flow rates
change from stage to stage unless constant molar overflow
(L∕V) occurs, as discussed in §7.2.

Derivation of an exact equation for the minimum number of
equilibrium stages involves only the definition of the K-value
and the mole-fraction vapor–liquid equality between stages.
For component i at stage 1 in Figure 9.4,

yi,1 = Ki,1xi,1 (9-1)

For passing streams,
yi,1 = xi,2 (9-2)

Combining these two equations to eliminate y,

xi,2 = Ki,1xi,1 (9-3)

Similarly, for stage 2,

yi,2 = Ki,2xi,2 (9-4)

Combining (9-3) and (9-4),

yi,2 = Ki,2Ki,1xi,1 (9-5)

Equation (9-5) is readily extended in this fashion to give

yi,N = Ki,NKi,N−1 · · ·Ki,2Ki,1xi,1 (9-6a)

Similarly, for component j,

yj,N = Kj,NKj,N−1 · · ·Kj,2Kj,1xj,1 (9-6b)

Dividing (9-6a) by (9-6b),

yi,N

yj,N
= αNαN−1 · · · α2α1

(
xi,1

xj,1

)
(9-7)

Noting that yi,N = xi,N+1 and yj,N = xj,N+1 and rearranging
(9-7), gives (

xi,N+1
xi,1

)(
xj,1

xj,N+1

)
=

Nmin∏
k=1

αk (9-8)

where αk = Ki,k∕Kj,k, the relative volatility between compo-
nents i and j at stage k. Equation (9-8) relates the relative
enrichments of any two components i and j over N equilib-
rium stages to the relative volatilities of i to j. If these two
enrichments are specified, then N = Nmin. Although (9-8) is
exact, it is not used to calculate Nmin because the conditions at
each stage must be known to compute the relative volatilities.
Instead, a mean relative volatility, (αi, j )m is used, and (9-8)
simplifies to (

xi,N+1
xi,1

)(
xj,1

xj,N+1

)
= (αi,j)Nm (9-9)

Taking the log to base 10 of both sides of (9-9), and rearranging

the result gives,

Nmin =
log

{[(
xi,N+1

)
∕xi,1

] [
xj,1∕

(
xj,N+1

)]}
log

(
αi, j

)N
m

(9-10)

Equation (9-10) is the useful Fenske equation [5]. When i =
the LK and j = the HK, the minimum number of equilibrium

stages is influenced by the non-key components only by their

effect (if any) on the relative volatility between the key com-

ponents.

Equation (9-10) permits a rapid estimation of Nmin when

the split between two key components is specified. A more

convenient form of (9-10) is obtained by (1) replacing
(
αi, j

)
m

by a geometric mean of the top- and bottom-stage values, and

(2) replacing the product of the mole-fraction ratios by the

equivalent product of mole-distribution ratios in terms of

component distillate and bottoms flow rates d and b, respec-
tively (even though distillate and bottoms products are not

withdrawn from the column). Thus,

Nmin =
log

[(
di∕dj

) (
bj∕bi

)]
log

[(
αi, j

)
N

(
αi, j

)
1

]1∕2 (9-11)

The Fenske equation can also be written in terms of split
ratios, si = di∕fi where fi = di + bi and sj = dj∕fj where

fj = dj + bj:

Nmin =
log

[(
si

1 − si

)(
1 − sj

sj

)]
log

[(
αi,j

)
N

(
αi,j

)
1

]1∕2 (9-12)

In both (9-11) and (9-12), Nmin is determined by using

specified separations for i = LK and j = HK. Nmin depends on

the degree of separation of the two key components and their

mean α. It is independent of feed-phase condition because at

total reflux, there is no feed to the column. Equations (9-11)

and (9-12) are exact for Nmin = 2. For one stage, they are

equivalent to the equilibrium-flash equation for a single stage.

The Fenske equation is exact only if α does not vary and/or

the mixture forms ideal solutions. A good approximation of

the optimal number of equilibrium stages for a given split of

two components is twice the Nmin computed by the Fenske

equation. This rule is a useful starting point for rigorous

stage-calculations with process simulators as described in

Chapter 10. However, the Fenske equation should be applied

with caution when applied to mixtures that are not close to

ideal, especially if azeotropes form.

When the mixture forms nearly ideal solutions, but relative

volatilities vary appreciable from the top to the bottom stage of

the column because the feed contains components that cover

a wide range of boiling point, a modification of the Fenske
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equation by Winn [24] is more accurate. It is based on the
assumption that pairs of K-values fit the expression

Ki = ζi, jK
φi,j
j

where ζi,j and φi,j are constants over the temperature and pres-
sure range of the column. Dividing each side of (9-6a) by the φ
power of (9-6b), and combining with the above equation gives
the Winn equation for the LK and the HK:

Nmin =
log

[(
xLK,N+1

xLK,1

)(
xHK,1

xHK,N+1

)φLK,HK]
log ζLK,HK

(9-13)

EXAMPLE 9.2 Minimum Stages by the
Fenske Equation.

For the debutanizer shown in Figure 9.3 and considered in

Example 9.1, estimate Nmin by the Fenske equation. Calculate the

mean relative volatility from the K-values in Example 9.1.

Solution

The LK is n-C4 and the HK is iC5. Figure 9.3 specifies distillate

and bottoms flow rates for n-C4 as 442 and 6 lbmol∕h and for iC5

as 13 and 23, respectively. From the solution to Example 9.1, their

relative volatilities in the distillate and bottoms are, respectively:

1.009∕0.459 = 2.203 and 5.425∕3.446 = 1.577

(αLK,HK)m = [(2.203)(1.577)]1∕2 = 1.864

From (9-11),

Nmin =
log[(442∕6)(23∕13)]

log [1.864]
= 2.115

0.2704
= 7.82

§9.1.4 Distribution of Non-Key Components
at Total Reflux

The derivation of the Fenske equation in §9.1.3 is not restricted
to key components. Therefore, once Nmin is calculated for the
split of the two key components, (9-11) can be used to calcu-
late splits of all non-key components using that value of Nmin.
As discussed in §9.1.8, these values provide an approximation
to the product distribution when using a process simulator to
develop a design using more stages than Nmin.

Let i = a non-key component and j = the HK denoted by r.
Then (9-11) becomes(

di

bi

)
=

(
dr

br

)
(αi,r)Nmin

m (9-14)

Substituting fi = di + bi in (9-14) gives

bi =
fi

1 +
(
dr∕br

) (
αi,r

)Nmin

m

(9-15)

or
di =

fi
(
dr∕br

) (
αi.r

)Nmin

m

1 +
(
dr∕br

) (
αi,r

)Nmin

m

(9-16)

Equations (9-15) and (9-16) give the distribution of a
non-key component at total reflux as a function of Nmin, the
split of the HK, and the mean relative volatility of the non-key
with respect to the HK.

For accurate calculations, (9-15) and (9-16) are best used
to compute the smaller of bi and di. The other quantity is then
obtained by an overall material balance, fi = di + bi. TheWinn
equation, (9-13), can also be applied to non-key components
to calculate their distributions.

EXAMPLE 9.3 Distribution of Non-Key Components.

Estimate the product distributions for non-key components by the

Fenske equation for the conditions of Example 9.2.

Solution

Using the K-values from the solution to Example 9.1, the geomet-

ric mean relative volatilities of all components with respect to the

HK, isopentane, are calculated as in Example 9.2, with the following

results:

Component
(
αi,HK

)
m

isobutane 2.329

n-butane 1.864

isopentane 1.000

n-pentane 0.845

n-hexane 0.389

n-heptane 0.1825

n-octane 0.0852

n-decane 0.0401

The distillate and bottoms flow rates for n-butane and isopentane are
fixed because they are the two key components. For isobutane, (9-15)

is used to compute the bottoms flow rate:

biC4
=

fiC4

1 +
(
diC5

∕biC5

)(
αiC4 ,iC5

)Nmin

m

= 12

1 + (13∕23)(2.329)7.82m

= 0.028 lbmol∕h

from which, diC4
= 12 − 0.028 = 11.972 lbmol∕h.

For n-pentane, which distributes primarily to the bottoms product,

(9-16) is used to compute the distillate rate:

dnC5
=

fnC5

(
diC5

∕biC5

)(
αnC5 ,iC5

)Nmin

m

1 +
(
diC5

∕biC5

)(
αnC5 ,iC5

)Nmin

m

= 15(13∕23) (0.845)7.82
1 + (13∕23) (0.845)7.82

= 1.97

from which, bnC5
= 15 − 1.97 = 13.03 lbmol∕h.

The distribution of the additional four non-key components is cal-

culated by the same method as for n-pentane. The results for the

distribution of components at Nmin are:

Component Distillate, lbmol/h Bottoms, lbmol/h

isobutane 11.972 0.028

n-butane 442.0 6.0

isopentane 13.0 23.0

n-pentane 1.97 13.03

n-hexane 0.00811 22.99

n-heptane 3.69E-05 39.10

n-octane 6.66E-07 272.20

n-decane 2.09E-10 31.00

Total 468.95 407.35
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§9.1.5 Underwood Equations for
Minimum Reflux

The minimum reflux ratio is also a useful limiting condition.

Unlike minimum stages, there is a feed, and products are with-

drawn, but the column has ∞ equilibrium stages.

For distillation of an ideal binary mixture at minimum

reflux, as shown in Figure 7.13a, most of the stages are

crowded into a constant-composition zone that bridges the

feed stage. In this zone, all vapor and liquid streams have

compositions essentially identical to those of the flashed feed.

This zone constitutes a single pinch point (infinity of stages)

as shown in Figure 9.5a. If nonideal phase conditions are such

as to create a point of tangency between the equilibrium curve

and the operating line in the rectifying section, as shown in

Figure 7.12b, the pinch point occurs within the rectifying

section as in Figure 9.5b. Alternatively, the single pinch point

can occur in the stripping section (not shown in Figure 9.5).

Multicomponent systems are classified by Shiras, Hanson,

and Gibson [6] as having one (Class 1) or two (Class 2)

pinch points. For Class 1 separations, all components in the

feed distribute to both the distillate and bottoms products.

Then a single pinch point bridges the feed stage, as shown in

Figure 9.5c. Class 1 separations occur with narrow-boiling-

range mixtures or when the degree of separation between key

components is not sharp.

For Class 2 separations, one or more components appear in

only one of the products because some stripping or enriching

takes place before the pinch zone is encountered. If neither dis-

tillate nor bottoms product contains all feed components, two

pinch points occur away from the feed stage, as in Figure 9.5d.

Stages between the feed stage and the rectifying-section pinch

point remove heavy non-key (HHK) components that do not

appear in the distillate. Light non-key (LLK) components

that do not appear in the bottoms are removed by the stages

between the feed stage and the stripping-section pinch point.

However, if all feed components appear in the bottoms, the

stripping-section pinch point moves to the feed stage, as

shown in Figure 9.5e. The equations that predict the minimum

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 9.5 Location of pinch-point zones at minimum reflux:

(a) ideal binary system; (b) nonideal binary system with conditions

giving a point of tangency; (c) multicomponent system, all

components distributed (Class 1); (d) multicomponent system, not

all LLK and HHK distributing (Class 2); (e) multicomponent

system, all LLK, if any, distributing, but not all HHK distributing

(Class 2). (LLK = lighter than light key; HHK = heavier than

heavy key.)

reflux ratio for Class 1 separations differ from and are less
complex than those for Class 2 separations.

Consider the general case of a rectifying-section pinch
point at or away from the feed stage as shown in Figure 9.6.
A component material balance for component i, over all stages
gives

yi,∞V∞ = xi,∞L∞ + xi,DD (9-17)

A total balance over all stages is

V∞ = L∞ + D (9-18)

Since phase compositions do not change in the pinch zone, the
phase-equilibrium relation is

yi,∞ = Ki,∞xi,∞ (9-19)

Writing (9-17) to (9-19) for component j and combining
them with (9-17) to (9-19) for component i to eliminate yi,∞,
yj,∞, andV∞ gives the following equation for the internal reflux
ratio at the pinch point, after replacing Ki,∞∕Kj,∞ with (αi,j)∞.

L∞
D

=

[(
xi,D∕xi,∞

)
−

(
αi,j

)
∞
(
xj,D∕xj,∞

)](
αi,j

)
∞ − 1

(9-20)

Class 1 Separations

For Class 1 separations, flashed feed-and pinch-zone compo-
sitions are identical provided that the feed is neither subcooled
nor superheated. Thus, xi,∞ = xi,F and (9-20), with i = LK and
j = HK, becomes

(
L∞

)
min

F
=

(
LF∕F

) [ (
DxLK,D

)
∕
(
LFxLK,F

)
−

(
αLK,HK

)
F

(
DxHK,D∕LFxHK,F

) ](
αLK,HK

)
F
− 1

(9-21)

This equation is attributed to Underwood [7] and can be
applied to subcooled-liquid or superheated-vapor feeds by
using fictitious values of LF and xi,F computed by making
a flash calculation outside the two-phase region. As with
the Fenske equation, (9-21) applies to non-key components.
Therefore, for a specified split of two key components, the
distribution of non-key components is obtained by combining

V

V∞ L∞

D

L

Pinch-
point
zone

Figure 9.6 Rectifying-section pinch-point zone.
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(9-21) with the analogous equation for component i in place
of the light key to give

Dxi,D

LFxi,F
=

[ (
αi,HK

)
F
− 1(

αLK,HK
)

F
− 1

](
DxLK,D
LFxLK,F

)
+

[(
αLK,HK

)
F
−

(
αi, HK

)
F(

αLK,HK
)

F
− 1

](
DxHK,D
LFxHK,F

)
(9-22)

For a Class 1 separation,

0 <

(
Dxi,D

Fxi,F

)
< 1

for all non-key components. If so, the external reflux ratio
(entering the column) is obtained from the internal reflux ratio
by an enthalpy balance around the rectifying section in the
form(

Lmin

)
external

D
=

(
Rmin

)
external

=
(
Lmin

)
∞
(
hV∞

− hL∞

)
+ D

(
hV∞

− hV

)
D
(
hV − hL

)
(9-23)

where h is molar enthalpy and subscriptsV and L refer to vapor
leaving the top stage and external liquid reflux sent to the top
stage, respectively. For conditions of constant molar overflow,

(Rmin)external = (Rmin)∞ = (L∞)min∕D

Even when (9-21) is invalid because all feed components
do not distribute, it is useful because, as shown by Gilliland
[8], Rmin computed by assuming a Class 1 separation is ≥
the true minimum. This is because the distributing non-key
components in the pinch-point zones increase the separation
difficulty, thus increasing the reflux requirement.

EXAMPLE 9.4 Minimum Reflux for a Class 1
Separation.

Calculate the minimum internal reflux-to-feed ratio for Example 9.2

assuming a Class 1 separation. Check the validity of this assumption.

Solution

From Example 9.1, αLK,HK = αnC4 ,iC5
at column feed-stage condi-

tions is 1.922∕0.977 = 1.967. Feed liquid and distillate quantities

are given in Figure 9.3 and Example 9.1. From (9-21),

(L∞)min

F
=

759

876.3

[
(442∕345.41) − 1.967(13∕31.28)

]
1.967 − 1

= 0.414

Assuming the distillate rate is that of Figure 9.3, (L∞)min∕D =
0.414(976.3∕468) = 0.864

Because the feed contains components covering a wide range of

boiling point, it is very unlikely that the assumption of a Class 1 sep-

aration is valid. Using (9-22), this is found to be the case. Calculated

distillate flow rates of hexane to nonane are negative. The distillate

rate of iC4 is greater than its feed rate. Only nC5 distributes, probably

because it boils closely to the HK, for which the split is not sharp.

Class 2 Separations

For Class 2 separations, (9-17) to (9-20) still apply. However,

(9-20) cannot be used directly to compute the internal mini-

mum reflux ratio because values of xi,∞ are not easily relatable

to feed composition for Class 2 separations. Underwood [9]

devised a procedure to overcome this limitation. For the recti-

fying section pinch-point zone, he defined a quantity Φ by∑
i

(αi,r)∞ xi.D

(αi,r)∞ − Φ
= 1 + (R∞)min (9-24)

where subscript r is a reference component (e.g. the HK). Sim-

ilarly, for the stripping section, Underwood defined Φ′ by∑
i

(α′i,r)∞ xi.B

(α′i,r)∞ − Φ′ = 1 − (R′
∞)min (9-25)

whereR′
∞ = L′

∞∕B and the prime refers to the stripping-section

pinch-point zone. Underwood assumed that α values are con-

stant in the region between the two pinch-point zones and

that (R∞)min and (R′
∞)min are related by the assumption of

constant molar overflow between the feed entry and the

rectifying-section pinch point and between the feed entry and

the stripping-section pinch point. Hence,

(L′
∞)min − (L∞)min = qF (9-26)

where q is the feed condition given by (7-25). It is 1.0 for a sat-

urated liquid feed and 0.0 for a saturated vapor feed.With these

two critical assumptions, Underwood showed that at least one

common root θ (where θ = Φ = Φ′) exists between (9-24) and
(9-25).

Equation (9-24) is analogous to the following equation

derived from (9-19) and the relation αi,r = Ki∕Kr,∑
i

(αi,r)∞ xi.D

(αi,r)∞ − L∞∕[V∞(Kr)∞]
= 1 + (R∞)min (9-27)

where L∞∕[V∞(Kr)∞] is the absorption factor for a refer-

ence component in the rectifying-section pinch-point zone.

Although Φ is analogous to the absorption factor, a different

root of Φ is used to solve for (R∞)min (Shiras et al. [6]).

The common root θ is determined by multiplying (9-24)

and (9-25) by D and B, respectively, adding the equations, sub-
stituting (9-25) to eliminate (R′

∞)min and (R∞)min, and utilizing

the component balance zi,FF = xi,DD + xi,BB to obtain

∑
i

(αi,r)∞ fi
(αi,r)∞ − θ

= F(1 − q) (9-28)

When only the two key components distribute, (9-28) is

applied to the LK and HK and solved iteratively for a root of

θ in the region, αLK,HK > θ > 1. The following modification

of (9-24) is then solved for the internal reflux ratio (R∞)min:∑
i

(αi,r)∞di

(αi,r)∞ − θ
= D + (L∞)min (9-29)
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If any non-key components are suspected of distributing,
estimated values of xi,D cannot be used directly in (9-29). This
is particularly true when non-key components are intermedi-

ate in volatility between the keys or isomers of the keys. In
this case, (9-28) is solved for m roots of θ, where m is one less
than the number of distributing components. Each root of θ
lies between an adjacent pair of relative volatilities of the dis-
tributing species. In Example 9.4, nC5 distributes at minimum
reflux, but nC6 and heavier do not and iC4 does not. Thus, it is
only necessary to compute two roots of θ from (9-28), where,

using r = HK,

αnC4,iC5
> θ1 > 1.0 > θ2 > αnC5,iC5

With these two roots, (9-29) is written twice (once for i =
LK and once for i = nC5) and solved simultaneously to yield
(R∞)min and the unknown value of dnC5

. The solution must

satisfy the condition
∑
i

di = D.

With the internal reflux ratio (R∞)min known, the exter-
nal reflux ratio is computed by an enthalpy balance with

(9-23). This requires a knowledge of the rectifying-section
pinch-point compositions. Underwood [9] shows that

xi,∞ =
θxi,D

(R∞)min[(αi,r)∞ − θ]
(9-30)

with yi,∞ given by (9-17). The value of θ to be used in (9-30)
is the root of (9-29) satisfying the inequality,

(αHNK,r)∞ > θ > 0

where HNK refers to the heaviest non-key in the distillate
at minimum reflux. This root is equal to L∞∕[V∞(Kr)∞] in
(9-27). With wide-boiling feeds, the external reflux can be

higher than the internal reflux. Bachelor [4] cites a case where
the external reflux rate is 55% greater.

For the stripping-section pinch-point composition, Under-

wood obtains

x′i,∞ =
θxi,B

[(R′
∞)min + 1][(αi,r)∞ − θ]

(9-31)

where, here, θ is the root of (9-29) satisfying the inequality

(αHNK,r)∞ > θ > 0, where HNK refers to the heaviest non-key
in the bottoms product at minimum reflux.

The Underwood minimum reflux equations are widely
used, but often without examining the possibility of non-key

distribution. In addition, the assumption is frequently made
that (R∞)min equals the external reflux ratio.When the assump-
tions of constant α and constant molar overflow between the

two pinch-point zones are not valid, values of the Under-
wood minimum reflux ratio for Class 2 separations can be
appreciably in error because of the sensitivity of (9-28) to the

value of q, as will be demonstrated in Example 9.5. When
the Underwood assumptions appear valid and a negative min-
imum reflux ratio is computed, a rectifying section may not
be needed for the separation. The Underwood equations show

that the minimum reflux depends mainly on feed condition
and α and, to a lesser extent, on degree of separation, as is

the case with binary distillation, as shown in Chapter 7. As
with binary distillation, a minimum reflux ratio exists in a
multicomponent system for an assumed perfect separation
between the LK and HK.

An extension of the Underwood method for multiple feeds
is given by Barnes et al. [10]. Exact methods for determin-
ing minimum reflux are also available [11]. For calculations at
actual reflux conditions with a process simulator, knowledge
of Rmin is useful, but not essential because R can be varied
during the simulation. This is not the case for Nmin. It must be
known so that a fixed value of N > Nmin can be specified to
make the specified split between two key components.

EXAMPLE 9.5 Minimum Reflux for a Class 2
Separation.

Repeat Example 9.4 assuming a Class 2 separation and using the

Underwood equations.

Solution

Use the component feed rates and relative volatilities at feed condi-

tions from Example 9.1, Assume 1-q = molar fraction vaporized =
117.3∕876.3 = 0.134. From Example 9.4, assume that the only dis-

tributing non-key component is n-pentane. Applying (9-28),

2.329(12)
2.329 − θ

+ 1.864(448)
1.864 − θ

+ 1.00(36)
1.00 − θ

+ 0.845(15)
0.845 − θ

+ 0.389(23)
0.389 − θ

+ 0.1825(39.1)
0.1825 − θ

+ 0.0852(272.2)
0.0852 − θ

+ 0.0401(31)
0.0401 − θ

= 876.3(0.134)

Solving with fzero of MATLAB for two roots of θ that satisfy

αnC4 ,iC5
> θ1 > αiC5 ,iC5

> θ2 > αnC5 ,iC5

= 1.864 > θ1 > 1.00 > θ2 > 0.845

θ1 = 1.0443 and θ2 = 0.8587

These two values of θ are used with (9-29) along with the sum

of the component distillate rates to compute D, dnC5
, and (L∞)min.

Because the three equations are linear, they are solved with linsolve

of MATLAB, assuming that di = 12 lbmol/h for isobutane and 0 for

components heavier than n-pentane.

D + (L∞)min =
2.329(12)

2.329 − 1.0443
+ 1.864(442)

1.864 − 1.0443

+ 1.00(13)
1.00 − 1.0443

+
0.845(dnC5

)
0.845 − 1.0443

D + (L∞)min =
2.329(12)

2.329 − 0.8587
+ 1.864(442)

1.864 − 0.8587

+ 1.00(13)
1.00 − 0.8587

+
0.845(dnC5

)
0.845 − 0.8587

D = 12 + 442 + 13 + (dnC5
)

Solving these three equations gives

dnC5
= 3.5 lbmol∕h

D = 470.5 Ibmol∕h
(L∞)min = 244 Ibmol∕h
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and

(L∞)min∕D = 244∕468 = 0.521

The internal minimum reflux ratio of 0.521 at the rectifying pinch

point is considerably less than the value of 0.864 computed in

Example 9.4 for the invalid application of the Class 1 Underwood

method. Using a rigorous method, Bachelor [4] computes an internal

reflux ratio of 0.637. The reason for the discrepancy between 0.521

and the rigorous value of 0.637 is the invalidity of the constant molar

overflow assumption used by Underwood to obtain an analytical

solution. Using somewhat different K-values, Bachelor computes an

average temperature between the two pinch regions of 152∘F, which
is appreciably lower than the flashed-feed temperature 181.4∘F. The
relatively hot feed causes vaporization across the feed zone. More

vapor flows up the column in the rectifying section and less liquid

flows down in the stripping section. The value of q is decreased

significantly, causing a need for a higher minimum reflux ratio.

Bachelor also computes a minimum external reflux ratio of 0.624

(very close to the internal value) with an enthalpy balance.

§9.1.6 Gilliland Correlation for Actual Reflux
Ratio and Equilibrium Stages

Capital, and interest-on-capital costs, are related to the num-
ber of stages, whereas operating costs are tied to reflux ratio
and thus to fuel costs for providing heat to the reboiler. Less
reflux is needed if more stages are added, so operating costs
decrease as capital costs increase. The Gilliland correlation
[13] provides an approximate relationship between the num-
ber of equilibrium stages and the reflux ratio so that an optimal
reflux ratio can be readily determined.

For an industrial separation, the reflux ratio and equilibrium
stages must be greater than their minimum values. An operat-
ing reflux ratio is established by economic considerations at a
reflux >minimum reflux. The optimal number of stages could
be established at some value>minimum stages, but the former
choice is preferred because the reflux to Rmin is much closer
to 1.0 than is the ratio N/Nmin. The corresponding number of
equilibrium stages is then determined with the shortcut (FUG)
method using the empirical Gilliland correlation. As shown in
Figure 9.7, from studies by Fair and Bolles [12], an optimal

C
o

st

Refrigerant

Cooling water

1.0
0

1.1 1.2 1.3

R/Rmin

1.4 1.5

Figure 9.7 Effect of reflux ratio on cost.

value of R∕Rmin, based on relative operating cost at the time
of their study, was 1.05, for either cooling water or a refrig-
erant for the condenser. However, near-optimal conditions are
not sharply defined, but extend over a relatively broad range
of larger values of R∕Rmin. Superfractionators requiring many
stages commonly use a value ofR∕Rmin of approximately 1.10,
while columns requiring a small number of stages are designed
for a value of R∕Rmin of approximately 1.50. For intermediate
cases, a common rule of thumb is R∕Rmin = 1.30.

The number of equilibrium stages required for the separa-
tion of a binary mixture assuming constant relative volatility
and constant molar overflow depends on zi,F , xi,D, xi,B, q, R,
and α. From (9-11), for a binary mixture, Nmin depends on
xi,D, xi,B, and α, while Rmin depends on zi,F , xi,D, q, and α.
Accordingly, studies have assumed correlations of the form

N = N
{

Nmin

{
xi,D, xi,B, α

}
, Rmin

{
zi,F, xi,D, q, α

}
, R

}
(9-32)

Furthermore, studies have assumed that such a correlation
might exist for nearly ideal multicomponent systems even
though additional feed composition variables and values of α
for non-key components also influence the value of Rmin.

A simple, successful correlation is that of Gilliland [13],
which was modified later by Robinson and Gilliland [14].
The correlation is shown in Figure 9.8, where three sets of
data points, all based on accurate calculations, are the original
points from Gilliland [13], with added points of Brown and
Martin [15] and VanWinkle and Todd [16]. The 61 data points
cover the following ranges:

1. Number of components: 2 to 11 4. α : 1.11 to 4.05

2. q: 0.28 to 1.42 5. Rmin: 0.53 to 9.09

3. Pressure: vacuum to 600 psig 6. Nmin: 3.4 to 60.3

1.0

0.1

0.01
0.01 0.1

Van Winkle and Todd [16]

Gilliland data points [13, 14]

Brown-Martin data [15]

Molokanov Eq. for line [17]

R – Rmin

R + 1

N
 –

 N
m

in

N
 +

 1

1.0

Figure 9.8 Comparison of rigorous calculations with Gilliland

correlation.
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The line drawn through the data represents the equation devel-

oped by Molokanov et al. [17]:

Y = N − Nmin

N + 1
= 1 − exp

[(
1 + 54.4X
11 + 117.2X

)(X − 1

X0.5

)]
(9-33)

where

X = R − Rmin

R + 1
(9-34)

Equation (9-33) satisfies the end points (Y = 0,X = 1) and

(Y = 1,X = 0). At a value of R∕Rmin near the optimum of 1.3,

Figure 9.9 predicts an optimal ratio for N∕Nmin of approxima-

tely 2. The value of N includes one stage for a partial reboiler

and one stage for a partial condenser, if used. Alternatively, a

simpler equation by Eduljee [25] fits the Gilliland correlation

well except at the end points:

Y = 0.75
(
1 − X 0.5668

)
(9-35)

The Gilliland correlation is appropriate only for prelimi-

nary exploration of design variables. Although it was never

intended for final design, the correlation was widely used for

final designs of hydrocarbon distillation columns before digital

computers were available to make accurate equilibrium-stage

calculations. Robinson and Gilliland [14] state that a more

accurate correlation should utilize a parameter involving the

feed condition q. This effect is shown in Figure 9.9 using data
points for the sharp separation of benzene–toluene mixtures

fromGuerreri [18].Thedata,which cover feed conditions rang-

ing from subcooled liquid to superheated vapor (q = 1.3 to −
0.7), show a trend toward decreasing stage requirements with

increasing feed vaporization. The Gilliland correlation is con-

servative for feeds having low values of q. Donnell and Cooper
[19] state that this effect of q is important onlywhen the αLK,HK
is high, or when the feed is low in volatile components.

A serious problem with the Gilliland correlation can

occur when stripping is more important than rectification,

because the correlation is based on reflux and not boilup.

1.0

0.1
.01 0.1

R – Rmin
R + 1

q = 1.3

Gilliland

q = –0.7

N
 –

 N
m

in
N

 +
 1

1

Figure 9.9 Effect of feed condition on Gilliland correlation.

[Reproduced from [18] with permission from the Gulf Publishing

Company.]

For example, Oliver [20] considers a fictitious binary case

with specifications of zF = 0.05, xD = 0.40, xB = 0.001,

q = 1, α = 5, R∕Rmin = 1.20, and constant molar overflow.

By exact calculations, N = 15.7. From the Fenske equation,

Nmin = 4.04. From the Underwood equation, Rmin = 1.21.

From (9-32) for the Gilliland correlation, N = 10.3. This is

34% lower than the exact value. This limitation, caused by

ignoring boilup, is discussed by Strangio and Treybal [21].

EXAMPLE 9.6 Use of the Gilliland Correlation.

Use the Gilliland correlation to estimate the equilibrium-stage

requirement for the debutanizer of Examples 9.1 to 9.5 for a reflux

ratio 30% higher than the minimum value.

Solution

From Example 9.2, Nmin = 7.82. From results in Examples 9.4 and

9.5, three values of Rmin may be considered:

Underwood Class 1: 0.864

Underwood Class 2: 0.521

Rigorous: 0.637

Although all three of these are internal ratios in the pinch zone, they

will be used because the rigorous result of Bachelor [4] for the exter-

nal ratio is within 2% of the internal ratio.

The calculation is made with (9-33), which fits the Gilliland cor-

relation well. For example, using the Class 2 value of Rmin = 0.521,

X = R − Rmin

R + 1
= 1.3(0.521) − 0.521

1.3(0.521) + 1
= 0.0932

Y = N − Nmin

N + 1

= 1 − exp

[(
1 + 54.4 (0.0932)
11 + 117.2(0.0932)

)(
0.0932 − 1

0.09320.5

)]
= 0.5607

Solving, N = 19.1 and N∕Nmin = 19.1∕7.82 = 2.44

Equilibrium stages for the other two Rmin values are calculated in

the same manner, with the following results:

Rmin

Method

Underwood

Case 1

Underwood

Case 2 Rigorous

Rmin 0.864 0.521 0.637

N 17.8 19.1 18.6

Although the estimates of Rmin vary widely, the values of N do not.

§9.1.7 Feed-Stage Location

Implicit in the application of the Gilliland correlation is the

specification that stages be distributed optimally between rec-

tifying and stripping sections. Brown and Martin [15] suggest

that the optimal feed stage be located by assuming that the

ratio of stages above the feed to stages below is the same as

the ratio determined by applying the Fenske equation to the

separate sections at total reflux conditions. Thus, using feed
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conditions at the bottom of the rectifying section and at the

top of the stripping section,

NR

NS
≃ (NR)min

(NS)min

=

log
[(

xLK,D∕zLK,F
) (

zHK,F∕xHK,D
)]

log
[(
αBαF

)1∕2]
log

[(
zLK,F∕xLK,B

) (
xHK,B∕zHK,F

)]
log

[(
αDαF

)1∕2]
(9-36)

Where the subscripts R and S refer to the rectifying and strip-

ping sections, respectively and the relative volatilities are for

the LK with respect to the HK. Unfortunately, (9-36) is not

reliable except for fairly symmetrical feeds and separations.

A better approximation of the optimal feed-stage location

can be made with the Kirkbride [22] empirical equation:

NR

NS
=

[(
zHK,F
zLK,F

)(
xLK,B
xHK,D

)2(B
D

)]0.206

(9-37)

A severe test of both equations is provided by a fictitious

binary-mixture problem of Oliver [20] cited in the previous

section. Exact calculations by Oliver and calculations using

(9-36) and (9-37) give the following results:

Method NR∕NS

Exact 0.0827

Kirkbride (9-37) 0.1971

Fenske ratio (9-36) 0.6408

Although theKirkbride result is not very satisfactory, the result

from the Fenske ratiomethod ismuchworse. In practice, distil-

lation columns are provided with several feed entry locations,

leaving the task of selecting the optimal feed location to the

equipment operators.

EXAMPLE 9.7 Feed-Stage Location.

Use the Kirkbride equation to determine the feed-stage location for

the debutanizer of Example 9.1, assuming 19.1 total equilibrium

stages, 18.1 in the column and 1 for a partial reboiler.

Solution

Assume that the product distribution, computed in Example 9.3 for

total-reflux conditions, is a good approximation to the distillate and

bottoms compositions at actual reflux conditions. Then

B = 407.35 lbmol∕h, xnC4 ,B
= 6.0

407.35
= 0.0147

D = 468.95 lbmol∕h, xiC5 ,D
= 13

468.95
= 0.0278

From Figure 9.3,

znC4 ,F
= 448∕876.3 = 0.5112

and znC5 ,F
= 36∕876.3 = 0.0411

From (9-37),

NR

NS

=
[(

0.0411

0.5112

)(
0.0147

0.0278

)2 (407.35
468.95

)]0.206
= 0.444

Therefore, NR = (0.444∕1.444)(18.1) = 5.6 stages and NS = 18.1 −
5.6 = 12.5 stages. Rounding the estimated stage requirements leads

to one stage as a partial reboiler, 13 stages below the feed, and 6

stages above the feed. Because the split of the LK is much sharper

than that of the HK, it is reasonable that more stages are needed in

the stripping section.

§9.1.8 Distribution of Non-Key Components at
Actual Reflux

As shown in §9.1.3 to 9.1.5 for multicomponent mixtures, all

components distribute between distillate and bottoms at total

reflux; while at minimum reflux conditions, none or only a

few of the non-key components distribute. Distribution ratios

for these two limiting conditions are given in Figure 9.10

for the previous debutanizer example. For total reflux, the

Fenske-equation results from Example 9.3 plot as a straight

line on log–log coordinates. For minimum reflux, Underwood-

equation results from Example 9.5 are a dashed line.

Product–distribution curves for a reflux ratio between the

minimum and infinity might be expected to lie between lines

for total and minimum reflux. However, as shown by Stupin

and Lockhart [23] in Figure 9.11, this is not the case. Near

Rmin, product distribution (curve 3) lies between the two limits

(curves 1 and 4). However, for a high reflux ratio, non-key

distributions (curve 2) may lie outside the limits, thus causing

inferior separations.
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Figure 9.10 Component distribution ratios at extremes of

distillation operating conditions.
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Figure 9.11 Component distribution ratios at various reflux ratios.

Stupin and Lockhart provide explanations for Figure 9.11
consistent with the Gilliland correlation. As the reflux
ratio is decreased from total reflux while maintaining the
key-component splits, stage requirements increase slowly
at first, but then rapidly as minimum reflux is approached.
Initially, large decreases in reflux cannot be compensated for
by increasing stages. This causes inferior non-key distribu-
tions. As Rmin is approached, small decreases in reflux are
compensated for by large increases in stages; and the separa-
tion of non-key components becomes superior to that at total
reflux. It appears reasonable to assume that, at a near-optimal
R∕Rmin-ratio of 1.3, non-key-component distribution is close
to that estimated by the Fenske equation for total-reflux
conditions.

§9.2 USING THE SHORTCUT (FUG) METHOD
WITH PROCESS SIMULATORS

Because the shortcut (FUG) method is so useful for making
preliminary multicomponent distillation calculations prior to
rigorous ones, it is included in all process simulators. The
method is particularly useful for the design of distillation
columns for the separation of hydrocarbon mixtures. In the
following example, the FUG method is applied with three
process simulators to the debutanizer in Figure 9.3.

EXAMPLE 9.8 FUG Method by Process Simulators.

Use Aspen Plus, CHEMCAD, and ChemSep to apply the FUG

method with the following specifications taken from Figure 9.3 and

Example 9.1. Compare the results with those of the hand calculations

in Examples 9.2 to 9.7:

Component feed flow rates in Figure 9.3

LK and HK selection and splits in Figure 9.3

Feed temperature of 181.4∘F and pressure of 74 psia at column entry

point

Pressure leaving condenser = 70 psia.

Pressure at column top stage = 72 psia

Pressure at column bottom stage = 77 psia

Total condenser and partial reboiler

R∕Rmin = 1.3

SRK model for thermodynamic properties

Solution

Input for the three simulators differ somewhat, as shown in the table

below. In the ChemSep simulator, the FUG method is part of a rig-

orous simulation and is accessible only after a successful simula-

tion run:

Aspen Plus CHEMCAD ChemSep

Model DSTWU SHOR FUG

LK and HK splits By recoveries By split

fractions to

distillate

By recoveries

Pressure Distillate and

bottoms

pressures

Distillate

pressure and

column

pressure drop

Condenser, top,

and bottoms

pressures

Method for Nmin Winn Fenske Fenske

Method for feed

stage location

Kirkbride Fenske or

Kirkbride

Kirkbride

Can specify a range

of R∕Rmin values

Yes Yes Yes

Can specify N∕Nmin

instead of R∕Rmin

Yes No No

Results of calculations from the process simulators are as follows for

R∕Rmin = 1.3:

Aspen Hand

Plus CHEMCAD ChemSep calculations

Model DSTWU SHOR FUG FUG

Nmin 7.6 8.8 7.8 7.8

Rmin 0.608 0.553 0.545 0.521

R 0.791 0.719 0.709 0.677

N 16.2 19.9 18.7 19.1

Feed stage

from top

4.6 4.9 (Kirkbride)

6.8 (Fenske)

5.9 (Kirkbride) 5.6 (Kirkbride)

Condenser

duty, Btu/h

7,536,000 6,953,000 6,095,000 –

Reboiler

duty, Btu/h

9,864,000 9,263,000 9,163,000 –

Figure 9.12, from CHEMCAD results for Example 9.8, shows the

variation of the number of equilibrium stages with R∕Rmin covering

the range from 1.05 to 1.50. The optimal R∕Rmin is always within

this range, while as shown in Figure 9.12, the corresponding optimal

N∕Nmin is near the value of two.

This example is solved rigorously by a process simulator in

Chapter 10.
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Figure 9.12 Variation of N with R for debutanizer of Figure 9.3.

CHAPTER 9 NOMENCLATURE

Abbreviations and Acronyms

HNK heaviest non-key in the bottoms product, (9-30) and

(9-31)

Latin Symbols

bi moles of component i in the bottoms, (9-11)

di moles of component i in the distillate, (9-11)

fi moles of component i in the feed, (9-12)

k stage number, (9-8)

L∞ molar liquid flow rate at the rectifying section pinch

point, (9-26)

L′
∞ molar liquid flow rate at the stripping section pinch

point, (9-26)

R∞ reflux ratio the rectifying section pinch point = L∞∕D,

(9-24)

R′
min reflux ratio at the stripping section pinch point =

L′
∞∕B, (9-25)

si, sj split ratios, di∕fi and dj∕fj respectively, (9-12)

xi,∞ mole fraction of component i at the rectifying section
pinch point, (9-30)

x′i,∞ mole fraction of component i at the stripping section
pinch point, (9-31)

Greek Symbols

ζ, φ constants in the Winn equation, (9-13)

Φ, Φ′, θ roots of the Underwood equation, (9-24) and

(9-28)

Subscripts

m mean value, (9-9)

i.j components, (9-8); i = LK, j = HK, (9-12)

R rectifying section, (9-36)

r reference component in the Fenske equation, (9-14)

S stripping section, (9-36)

SUMMARY

1. The Fenske–Underwood–Gilliland (FUG) method for dis-

tillation of ideal and nearly ideal multicomponent mixtures

is useful for preliminary estimates of stage and reflux

requirements, prior to rigorous calculations with a process

simulator. The FUG method is available in most process

simulators.

2. Based on a specified split of two key components in the feed

mixture, the Fenske equation is used to determine Nmin at

total reflux. The Underwood equations are used to deter-

mine Rmin for an infinite number of stages. The empirical

Gilliland correlation relates Nmin and Rmin to estimate the

actual R and N.

3. Distribution of non-key components and feed-stage loca-

tion can be estimated with the Fenske and Kirkbride

equations, respectively.
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STUDY QUESTIONS

9.1. Rigorous, computer-based methods for multicomponent dis-

tillation are readily available in process simulators.Why, then,

is the FUG method still useful and widely applied for distil-

lation of multicomponent mixtures?

9.2. When calculating multicomponent distillation, why is it best

to list the components in order of decreasing volatility? In

such a list, do the two key components have to be adjacent?

9.3. What does the Fenske equation compute? What assumptions

are made in its derivation?

9.4. For what conditions should the Fenske equation be used with

caution?

9.5. Is use of the Fenske equation restricted to the two key compo-

nents? If not, what else can the Fenske equation be used for

besides the estimation of the minimum number of equilibrium

stages, corresponding to total reflux? What is a near-optimal

value of N∕Nmin.

9.6. What is a pinch point or pinch-point zone? For multicompo-

nent distillation, under what conditions is the pinch point at

the feed location? What conditions cause the pinch point to

migrate away from the feed location?

9.7. What is the difference between a Class 1 and a Class 2 sepa-

ration? Why is the Class 1 Underwood equation useful even

if the separation is Class 2?

9.8. What is internal reflux? How does it differ from external

reflux? Does the Underwood equation compute internal or

external reflux? How can one be determined from the other?

9.9. What is the optimal range of values for R∕Rmin?

9.10. What key parameter is missing from the Gilliland correlation?

9.11. When can a serious problem arise with the Gilliland

correlation?

9.12. What is the best method for estimating the distribution of

non-key components at the actual (operating) reflux?

EXERCISES

Section 9.1

9.1. Type of condenser and operating pressure.
A mixture of propionic and n-butyric acids, which can be

assumed to form ideal solutions, is to be separated by distillation

into a distillate containing 95 mol% propionic acid and a bottoms

of 98 mol% n-butyric acid. Select an appropriate type condenser

and estimate the distillation operating pressure. The normal boiling

points are 141.1∘C for propionic acid and 163.5∘C for n-butyric acid.

9.2. Type of condenser and operating pressure.
Two distillation columns are used to produce the products indi-

cated in Figure 9.13. Establish the type of condenser and an operating

pressure for each column for: (a) direct sequence (C2/C3 separa-

tion first) and (b) indirect sequence (C3/nC4 separation first). See

Section 1.8.2 for a discussion of sequences. Use a process simulator

with the SRK EOS to determine bubble-points and dew-points.

Sequence of
two

distillation
columns

kmol/h

160
365
    5

kmol/h
  5
24
  5

kmol/h
    5
230
    1

C2
C3

nC4
nC5

C1

C2
C3

C1

C2
C3

nC4

C3
nC4
nC5

kmol/h

160
370
240

25
5

Figure 9.13 Data for Exercise 9.2.

9.3. Type of condenser and operating pressure.
For each of the distillations D-1 and D-2 in Figure 9.14, establish

the type of condenser and an operating pressure. Use a process simu-

lator with the SRK EOS to determine bubble-points and dew-points.

C2
Benzene
Toluene

C1

kmol/h
D–1

D–2

20
5

500
100

C2
Benzene

C1

kmol/h

20
4.995

5

Toluene
Benzene

kmol/h

10
99.5

Benzene
Toluene

C2

kmol/h

0.005

0.5
485

Figure 9.14 Data for Exercise 9.3.

9.4. Stages for a deethanizer.
For the deethanizer in Figure 9.15, estimate the number of equi-

librium stages, assuming it is equal to 2.5 times Nmin.

9.5. Fenske equation for a column with a vapor sidestream.
For the complex distillation in Figure 9.16, use the Fenske

equation to determine Nmin between the: (a) distillate and feed,

(b) feed and sidestream, and (c) sidestream and bottoms. Use a

process simulator with Raoult’s law K-values to obtain bubble- and

dew-points and relative volatilities.
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   α, average
relative volatility

90°F

Comp.

C2
C3

nC4

C1

kmol/h

160
370
240
  25
    5nC5

2 kmol/h
of C2

Comp.

C1
C2

nC4

C3

nC5

2 kmol/h
of C3

8.22
2.42
1.00
0.378
0.150

Figure 9.15 Data for Exercise 9.4.

Feed 165 kPa

200 kPa

130 kPa

cw

Steam
Bottoms

Benzene
Toluene
Biphenyl

kmol/h
Vapor

side stream

180 kPa260
  80
    5

Benzene
Toluene
Biphenyl

Distillate

kmol/h

3
 79.4
   0.2

Toluene
Biphenyl

kmol/h

0.5
4.8

Benzene
Toluene

kmol/h

257
0.1

Figure 9.16 Data for Exercise 9.5.

9.6. Fenske equation for a binary distillation.
A 25 mol%mixture of acetone (A) in water (W) is to be separated

by distillation at 130 kPa into a liquid distillate containing 95 mol%
acetone and a liquid bottoms of 2mol% acetone. CalculateNmin by the

Fenske equation. Use a process simulator with the Wilson equation

for liquid-phase activity coefficients to obtain bubble points and rel-

ative volatilities.

9.7. Distribution of non-keys and minimum stages.
For the distillation in Figure 9.17, calculate Nmin and the distri-

bution of the non-key components by the Fenske equation, using a

process simulator with the SRK EOS to make bubble-point calcula-

tions and obtain relative volatilities.

9.8. Type of condenser, operating pressure, non-key distribu-
tion, and Nmin.

For the distillation in Figure 9.18, establish the condenser type

and operating pressure, calculate Nmin, and estimate the distribution

of the non-key components. Use a process simulator with the SRK

EOS to make bubble and dew point calculations and obtain K-values

for using the Fenske equation.

9.9. Effect of distillate rate on key-component recovery.
For Nmin = 15 at 250 psia, calculate and plot the percent recov-

ery of C3 in the distillate as a function of distillate flow rate for the

distillation of 1, 000 lbmol∕h of a feed containing by moles: 3% C2,

700 kPa

HK iC5  15 kmol/h

C3
iC4
nC4
iC5
nC5
nC6
nC7
nC8

LK nC4  6 kmol/h

kmol/h

2,500
400
600
100
200

40
50
40

Figure 9.17 Data for Exercise 9.7.

Distillation

C2
C2
C3
C3

nC4

LK
HK

C1

=

=

=

C3  5 lbmol/h

C2  1 lbmol/h

lbmol/h

1,000
2,500
2,000

200
100

50

Figure 9.18 Data for Exercise 9.8.

20% C3, 37% nC4, 35% nC5, and 5% nC6. Use a process simulator

with the SRK EOS to make bubble- and dew-point calculations and

obtain K-values for using the Fenske equation.

9.10. Class 1 Underwood equations.
Use the Underwood equations to estimate the minimum external

reflux ratio for the separation by distillation of 30 mol% propane in

propylene to obtain 99 mol% propylene and 98 mol% propane, if the

feed condition at a column pressure of 300 psia is: (a) bubble-point

liquid, (b) 50 mol% vaporized, and (c) dew-point vapor. For all three

cases, use a relative volatility of 1.125.

9.11. Class 2 Underwood equations.
For the conditions of Exercise 9.7, with bubble-point liquid feed at

column pressure, compute the minimum external reflux and non-key

distribution at Rmin by the Class 2 Underwood equations.

Use a process simulator with the SRK EOS to calculate the

bubble-point for the feed and obtain K-values at the feed condition.

Use MATLAB to solve the Class 2 Underwood equations.

9.12. Rmin and Nmin as functions of product purity.
Calculate and plot the external Rmin and Nmin against % product

purity for the separation by distillation of an equimolar bubble-point

liquid feed of isobutane/n-butane at 100 psia. The distillate is to have
the same iC4 purity as the bottoms is to have nC4 purity. Consider

purities from 90% to 99.99%. Discuss the results. Use a relative

volatility of 1.35.

Section 9.2

9.13. Reflux ratio by the FUG method.
Use a process simulator with the SRK EOS to determine by

the FUG method the reflux ratio required for the distillation in

Figure 9.19 for N/Nmin = 2.0. The column pressures are 19 atm in

the condenser, 20 atm at the feed plate, and 20.5 atm in the reboiler.
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Distillation

Propylene
Propane

Propylene
Propane

kmol/h

347.5
    3.5

351.0

Bottoms

Distillate

kmol/h

Feed

360
240

600

Figure 9.19 Data for Exercise 9.13.

The feed is at the bubble-point temperature at feed-tray pressure.

Assume that external reflux equals internal reflux at the upper pinch

zone. A total condenser and a partial reboiler are used.

9.14. Equilibrium stages by the FUG method.
A feed of 62 mol% para-dichlorobenzene in ortho-dichloro-

benzene is separated by distillation at atmospheric pressure into a

distillate containing 98 mol% para isomer and a bottoms of 96 mol%
ortho isomer. A total condenser and partial reboiler are used and the

feed is 10 mol% vaporized at the feed tray. Use a process simulator

with Raoult’s law to determine by the FUG method the number of

equilibrium stages required for R∕Rmin = 1.15.

9.15. Limitation of the Gilliland correlation.
Explain why the Gilliland correlation can give erroneous results

when the ratio of rectifying to stripping stages is small.

9.16. FUG method for HC distillation.
The hydrocarbon feed to a distillation column is a bubble-point

liquid at 300 psia with mole fractions: C2 = 0.08, C3 = 0.15, nC4 =
0.20, nC5 = 0.27, nC6 = 0.20, and nC7 = 0.10. Determine, using a

process simulator with the SRK EOS: (a) column pressure and type

of condenser, if condenser outlet temperature is 120∘F, for a sharp

separation between nC4 and nC5; (b) at total reflux, the separation

for eight equilibrium stages overall, for 0.01 mole fraction nC4 in the

bottoms product; (c) Rmin for the separation in part (b); and (d) the

number of equilibrium stages, at R∕Rmin = 1.5, using the Gilliland

correlation.

9.17. FUG method for HC distillation.
The following bubble-point feed mixture is to be separated by

ordinary distillation at 120 psia to obtain 92.5 mol% of the nC4 in

the liquid distillate and 82.0 mol% of the iC5 in the bottoms.

Component lbmol∕h

C3 5

iC4 15

nC4 25

iC5 20

nC5 35

100

Use a process simulator with the SRK EOS to (a) estimate Nmin by

the Fenske equation; (b) use the Fenske equation to determine the

distribution of non-key components between distillate and bottoms;

(c) use the Underwood method to estimate Rmin; (d) determine N by

the Gilliland correlation assuming R∕Rmin = 1.2, a partial reboiler,

and a total condenser; (e) estimate feed-stage location.

9.18. FUG method for a chlorination effluent.
Consider the separation by distillation of a chlorination effluent

to recover C2H5Cl. The feed is a bubble-point liquid at the column

pressure of 240 psia with the following composition.

Component Mole Fraction

C2H4 0.05

HCl 0.05

C2H6 0.10

C2H5Cl 0.80

Specifications are (xD∕xB) for C2H5Cl = 0.01 and (xD∕xB) for

C2H6 = 75. Use a process simulator with an appropriate thermody-

namic method to calculate by the FUG method: product distribution,

Nmin, Rmin, N at R = 1.5Rmin, feed-stage location. The column is to

have a partial condenser and a partial reboiler.

9.19. Number of stages by FUGmethod and feed-stage location.
The feed given below enters the feed tray of a sieve-plate column

as a saturated vapor. The column pressure may be assumed constant

at 1668 kPa. The column is designed to produce a propylene distillate

of 99.6 mol% and a bottoms product of 99.8 mol% of propane. Use a

process simulator with the SRK EOS to estimate by the FUG method

the number of equilibrium stages and the feed stage location for

R = 1.2Rmin.

Component kg/s

Acetylene 1.3 × 10−6

Ethylene 1.3 × 10−6

Ethane 3.3 × 10−4

Propylene 6.41

Propane 4.62

1,3 Butadiene 3.7 × 10−4

i-Butene 1.9 × 10−4

1-Butene 1.2 × 10−4

9.20. Distillation calculation by the approximate FUG method.
A feed at its bubble-point at 100 psia is fractionated at 100 psia to

produce a distillate containing 5% of the isobutane (HK) in the feed

and 3.5% of the propane (LK) in the bottoms. Use a process simulator

with the SRK EOS to calculate Nmin, Rmin, N for R∕Rmin = 1.2 and the

feed stage by the FUG method. The feed is as follows:

Component kmol/h in the feed

Ethane 60

Propene 90

Propane 180

Isobutane 180

Isobutene 250

n-Butane 240

9.21. Minimum reflux ratio by the Underwood equation.
An ideal ternary mixture A, B, and C, for which average α-values

and distillate and bottoms compositions are given, is to be fraction-

ated. Calculate the minimum reflux by the Underwood equation for

both Class 1 and Class 2 cases if the feed is a saturated liquid. Note

that the data given indicate that only the HK and the LK distribute.

However, at minimum reflux, this may not be so. Do your results indi-

cate that this is just a Class 1 separation?

Component xF α xD xB

A 0.047 2.50 0.1263 0.0000

LK B 0.072 1.57 0.1913 0.0013

HK C 0.881 1.00 0.6824 0.9987
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Chapter 10

Equilibrium-Based Methods
for Multicomponent Absorption,
Stripping, Distillation, and Extraction

§10.0 INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

After completing this chapter, you should be able to:

• Write MESH equations for an equilibrium stage in a multicomponent vapor–liquid cascade.

• Explain how equilibrium stages can be combined to form a countercurrent cascade of N equilibrium stages that can

be used to model absorption, stripping, distillation, and liquid–liquid extraction.

• Discuss the use of the tridiagonal-matrix algorithm used in equilibrium-based methods.

• Solve rigorously, with a process simulator, countercurrent-flow, multistage, multicomponent separation problems by

the sum-rates method, the inside-out method, and the simultaneous correction method.

Except for simple cases, such as binary distillation and
ternary liquid–liquid extraction, or when physical properties
or stage efficiencies are not well known, the design meth-
ods described in the previous chapters are suitable only for
preliminary design and parameter studies. Final design of
multistage, multicomponent separation equipment requires
rigorous determination of temperatures, pressures, stream
flow rates, stream compositions, and heat-transfer rates at
each stage by solving material-balance, energy-balance, and
equilibrium relations for each stage. Unfortunately, these
relations consist of strongly interacting nonlinear algebraic
equations, for which manual solution procedures are difficult
and tedious. However, once the procedures are programmed
for a high-speed digital computer, solutions are usually
achieved rapidly and almost routinely. This chapter discusses
the mathematical techniques and algorithms used in process
simulators, with applications to absorption, stripping, distil-
lation, and liquid–liquid extraction. Applications to the more
difficult operations of extractive, azeotropic, and reactive
distillation are covered in Chapter 11.

This chapter begins with the development of a mathemat-
ical model for a vapor–liquid or liquid–liquid equilibrium
stage. The model includes component Material balances,
phase Equilibrium relations, mole-fraction Sums, and
enthalpy (H) balances, referred to as the MESH equations.
Collectively, they represent a countercurrent-flow cascade
of stages. Because the collection constitutes a nonlinear set
of algebraic equations, their solution must be obtained by
an iterative procedure. A number of such procedures have
been developed specifically for solving the MESH equations.
These are mentioned in §10.2. All utilize an algorithm for
solving a tridiagonal-matrix equation, described in §10.4.1.

The three most widely used procedures are described in detail,
with applications to absorption, stripping, distillation, and
more complex vapor-liquid separators in §10.5.2 (sum-rates
method), §10.6 (simultaneous-correction method), and §10.7
(inside-out method). A strategy for solving liquid-liquid
extractors is offered in §10.8.

§10.1 SIMPLE MODEL FOR A VAPOR–LIQUID
EQUILIBRIUM STAGE

For any vapor–liquid or liquid–liquid equilibrium stage in a
countercurrent-flow cascade, assume (1) phase equilibrium is
achieved at each stage, (2) no chemical reactions occur, and
(3) negligible entrainment of liquid drops in vapor, negligible
occlusion of vapor bubbles in liquid, and complete separation
of two liquid phases in the case of extraction. Figure 10.1
represents such a stage, where stages are numbered down
from the top. The same representation applies to liquid–liquid
extraction if the higher-density liquid phases are represented
by liquid stream symbols and the lower-density liquid phases
are represented by vapor stream symbols.

Entering stage j is a single- or two-phase feed of molar
flow rate Fj, with overall composition in mole fractions zi, j of
component i, temperature TFj, pressure PFj, and corresponding
overall molar enthalpy hFj. Feed pressure is equal to or greater
than stage pressure Pj. If greater, (PF − Pj) is reduced to zero
adiabatically across Valve F.

Also entering stage j is interstage liquid from stage j − 1
above, if any, of molar flow rate Lj−1, with composition inmole
fractions xi, j−1, enthalpy hLj−1

, temperature Tj−1, and pressure

Pj−1, which is equal to or less than the pressure of stage j. Pres-
sure of liquid from stage j − 1 is increased adiabatically by a

284
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yi, j + 1
hVj + 1
Tj + 1
Pj + 1

xi, j
hLj
Tj
Pj
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Figure 10.1 Simple equilibrium stage.

hydrostatic head change across Head L (downcomer liquid),
as shown in Figure 10.1.

Similarly, from stage j + 1 below, interstage vapor of molar
flow rate Vj+1, with composition in mole fractions yi, j+1,
enthalpy hVj+1

, temperature Tj+1, and pressure Pj+1 enters

stage j. Any excess pressure (Pj+1 − Pj) is reduced to zero
adiabatically across Valve V (tray holes).

Leaving stage j is vapor of intensive properties yi, j, hVj
, Tj,

and Pj. This stream can be divided into a vapor sidestream of
molar flow rate Wj and an interstage stream of molar flow rate
Vj to be sent to stage j − 1 or, if j = 1, to leave as a product.
Also leaving stage j is liquid of intensive properties xi, j, hLj,
Tj, and Pj, in equilibrium with vapor (Vj + Wj). This liquid is
divided into a sidestream of molar flow rate Uj and an inter-
stage stream of molar flow rate Lj to be sent to stage j + 1 or,
if j = N, to leave as a product.

Heat can be transferred at a rate Qj from (+) or to (–) stage
j to simulate stage intercoolers, interheaters, intercondensers,
interreboilers, condensers, or reboilers.

Associated with each simple equilibrium stage are the fol-
lowing indexed MESH equations expressed in terms of the
variable set in Figure 10.1. However, variables other than those
shown in Figure 10.1 can be used, e.g., component flow rates
can replace mole fractions and sidestream flow rates can be
expressed as fractions of interstage flow rates.

1. M equations—Material balance for each component
(C equations for each stage).

Mi, j = Lj−1xi, j−1 + Vj+1yi, j+1 + Fjzi, j

−
(
Lj + Uj

)
xi, j −

(
Vj + Wj

)
yi, j = 0

(10-1)

2. E equations—phase-Equilibrium relation for each com-
ponent (C equations for each stage),

Ei, j = yi, j − Ki, jxi, j = 0 (10-2)

3. S equations—mole-fraction Summations (one for each
stage), (

Sy

)
j
=

C∑
i=1

yi, j − 1.0 =0 (10-3)

(
Sx

)
j
=

C∑
i=1

xi, j − 1.0 = 0 (10-4)

4. H equation—energy (entHalpy) balance (one for each
stage).

Hj = Lj−1hLj−1
+ Vj+1hVj+1

+ FjhFj

−
(
Lj + Uj

)
hLj

−
(
Vj + Wj

)
hVJ

− Qj = 0

(10-5)

where kinetic, potential, and other forms of energy changes are
ignored.

Unlike the treatment in §5.6, here all C component material
balances are included and the total material balance is omitted.
Also, the separate but equal temperature and pressure of the
equilibrium phases are replaced by the stage temperature and
pressure.

A total material-balance equation can be used in place
of (10-3) or (10-4). It is derived by combining these two

equations and
∑

zi, j = 1.0 with (10-1) summed over the C
components and over stages 1 through j to give

Lj = Vj+1 +
j∑

m=1

(
Fm − Um − Wm

)
− V1 (10-6)

In general, Ki, j = Ki, j{Tj,Pj, xj, yj}, hVj
= hVj

{Tj,Pj, yj}, and
hLj

= hLj
{Tj,Pj, xj}, where xj and yj (in bold) are vectors of

component mole fractions in streams leaving stage j. Because
these property relations are not counted as equations and the
three properties are not counted as variables, each equilibrium
stage is defined only by the 2C + 3 MESH equations.

A countercurrent cascade of N equilibrium stages,
as shown in Figure 10.2, is represented by N(2C + 3) such
equations in [N(3C + 10) + 1] variables. If N and all Fj,
zi, j, TFj

, PFj
, Pj, Uj, Wj, and Qj are specified, the model is

represented by N(2C + 3) simultaneous algebraic equations
in N(2C + 3) unknown variables. These comprise all xi, j, yi, j,
Lj, Vj, and Tj variables, where the M, E, and H equations are
nonlinear (because they include terms that are products of
unknowns) and must be solved by an iterative technique.

If the simple cascade of Figure 10.2 is applied to an
absorber, the only input streams to the cascade are F1

(absorbent feed) and FN (gas in). The only output streams are
V1 (gas out) and LN (liquid out). All other F, Q, U, and W
streams have zero values.
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Figure 10.2 Simple countercurrent cascade of N stages.

If the cascade in Figure 10.2 is applied to a reboiled stripper,
the only input streams are F1 (liquid in) and QN (with a neg-
ative value for heat input), where Stage N is a partial reboiler.
The only output streams are V1 (vapor out) and LN (liquid out).
All other F, Q, U, and W streams have zero values.

For an ordinary distillation column with a total condenser
and a partial reboiler, the only input streams are, say, Fj, and
QN (with a negative value for heat input), where Stage N is a
partial reboiler. There are three output streams: U1 (distillate
liquid), LN (bottoms liquid), and Q1 (heat output), where Stage
1 is a total condenser. All other F, Q, U, and W streams have
zero values. The reflux is L1 and the boilup is VN .

More complicated column configurations can have multi-
ple feed streams, vapor sidestreams, liquid sidestreams, and
intermediate heat exchangers.

§10.2 EVOLUTION OF METHODS FOR
SOLVING THE MESH EQUATIONS

A wide variety of iterative solution procedures for solving
nonlinear, algebraic equations have appeared in the literature.
Many of these procedures make use of equation partitioning
in conjunction with equation tearing and/or linearization by
Newton–Raphson techniques, which are described by Myers
and Seider [2]. Equation tearing was applied in §4.3 to a flash
computation.

Early, pre-digital computer attempts to solve (10-1) to
(10-5) or equivalent forms of these equations resulted in
the classical stage-by-stage, equation-by-equation calculation

procedures of Lewis–Matheson [3] in 1932 and Thiele–Geddes

[4] in 1933 based on equation tearing for solving ordinary
fractionators with one feed and two products. Composition-

independent K-values and component enthalpies were gener-

ally employed. The Thiele–Geddes method was formulated to

handle the Case II variable specification in Table 5.4 wherein

the number of equilibrium stages above and below the feed,
the reflux ratio, and the distillate flow rate are specified, and

stage temperatures and interstage vapor (or liquid) flow rates

were the iteration (tear) variables. Although widely used for

hand calculations in the years following its development,

the Thiele–Geddes method was often found to be numeri-
cally unstable when attempts were made to program it for a

computer. However, Holland [5] developed a Thiele–Geddes

procedure called the theta method, which was programmed

and applied with considerable success.

The Lewis–Mathesonmethodwas formulated for the Case I
variable specification in Table 5.4 to determine stage require-

ments when given the specifications for the separation of two

key components, a reflux ratio and a feed-stage location. Both

outer and inner iterations were required. The outer-loop tear

variables were themole fractions or flow rates of non-key com-

ponents in the products. The inner-loop tear variables were
the interstage vapor (or liquid) flows. The Lewis–Matheson

method was widely used for hand calculations, but was often

unstable when implemented on a computer.

Rather than an equation-by-equation solution procedure,

Amundson and Pontinen [6], in a significant development in
1958, showed that (10-1), (10-2), and (10-6) of the MESH

equations for a Case II specification could be combined and

solved component-by-component from simultaneous-linear-

equation sets for all N stages by an equation-tearing procedure

using the same tear variables as the Thiele–Geddes method.
Although tedious for hand calculations, the equation sets are

readily solved by a digital computer.

In a study in 1964, Friday and Smith [7] systematically

analyzed a number of tearing techniques for solving the

MESH equations. They considered the choice of output
variable for each equation and showed that no one tearing

technique could solve all problem types. For separators where

the feed(s) contain(s) only components of similar volatil-

ity (narrow-boiling case), a modified Amundson–Pontinen

approach was suggested. It was termed the bubble-point (BP)
method and was published by Wang and Henke [1] in 1966.
It was successful for near-ideal systems when implemented

on a digital computer. For a feed containing components

of widely different volatility (wide-boiling case), the BP

method was subject to failure and a so-called sum-rates (SR)
method was suggested. An implementation of the SR method
was published by Burningham and Otto [11] in 1967. For

intermediate cases, the equation-tearing technique may fail to

converge; in that case, Friday and Smith indicated that either

a simultaneous-correction (SC) method or a combined

tearing and SC technique was necessary.
Boston and Sullivan [8] in 1974 presented an alternative,

robust approach to obtain a solution to the MESH equations.

They tackled the problem of handling the variation ofK-values
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and enthalpies with temperature and composition. To do this,

they defined volatility and energy parameters, which are used

as the primary successive-approximation variables. A third

parameter, which is a combination of the phase flow rates

and temperature at each stage, was employed to iterate on

the primary variables. This two-tier approach was named the

inside-out method.
Current practice in process simulators is based mainly on

the SR, inside-out, and SC methods, all of which are treated in

this chapter. The SR method is designed specifically to handle

wide-boiling systems of the type in absorption and stripping.

The inside-out method is widely used in practice because it is

fast and provides flexibility in the choice of specified variables.

For the most difficult nonideal systems, the slower SC method

is employed but convergence may require good initial guesses

of the unknowns.

§10.3 STRATEGIES FOR APPLYING
PROCESS-SIMULATOR METHODS

Iterative methods employed in process simulators for solving

large sets of nonlinear algebraic equations are not 100%

successful. However if the recommendations given in this

subsection are followed, chances are excellent that a solution

to the MESH equations will be achieved.

§10.3.1 Aspen Plus Models

The first consideration is the selection of the model to be

used for a particular problem. Aspen Plus includes the three

rigorous equilibrium-stage vapor–liquid models listed in

Table 10.1. The RadFrac model handles almost all configura-

tions for single columns, including every absorber, stripping,

and distillation configuration in Table 5.4. A column can have

(1) multiple feeds, sidestreams, and interstage heat exchang-

ers, as shown for example in Figure 10.3; (2) pumparounds

of the type shown in Figure 10.4; (3) condensers of all

types shown in Figure 7.18, including subcooling with a

total condenser; and (4) kettle or thermosyphon reboilers in

Figure 7.20. Feeds to the column can enter between stages

or on a stage. Chemical reactions, solids, electrolyte streams,

and a second liquid phase can all be handled.

Although RadFrac is an equilibrium-stage model, Mur-

phree vapor tray efficiencies can be specified to obtain actual

tray conditions. Tray or packing internals can be specified

and column diameter calculated, together with pressure drop

across a tray or packing. Because RadFrac includes all three

(SR, inside-out, and SC) of the most widely used methods for

converging the MESH equations, it can handle narrow-boiling

to wide-boiling feeds and ideal to highly nonideal systems.

For most problems, the inside-out method, or a modification

of it, is the default method. MultiFrac and PetroFrac handle
interlinked columns.

§10.3.2 CHEMCAD Models

Table 10.2 lists the options and methods for the three,

rigorous, equilibrium-stage vapor–liquid models in the

CHEMCAD process simulator. The SCDS model handles

single columns, of almost every configuration imaginable,

Table 10.1 Aspen Plus Rigorous Vapor–Liquid Equilibrium-Stage Models

Model Options Methods Applications

RadFrac multiple feeds, sidestreams, interstage heat exchangers,

pumparounds, decanters, free-water, feed-stream entry

to (on) or between stages, condenser with subcooling,

kettle or thermosyphon reboiler, three-phase (VLL)

systems, strong liquid-phase nonideality, solids,

chemical reactions (equilibrium, conversion, or

rate-controlled), electrolyte systems (including reactions

and salt precipitation), Murphree tray efficiencies, sizing

of trayed and packed columns

SR, inside-out, SC Single Columns, ordinary distillation,
absorption, stripping, narrow to wide

boiling systems, reboiled absorption,

reboiled stripping, extractive distillation,

azeotropic distillation, three-phase

distillation, reactive distillation

MultiFrac multiple feeds, sidestreams, interstage heat exchangers,

pumparounds and bypasses, solids, free water,

feed-stream entry to (on) or above a stage, condenser

with subcooling, decanters, connecting streams between

columns or within each column, flow splitting, mixing

and heat exchange of connecting streams, Murphree tray

efficiencies, sizing of trayed and packed columns

SR, inside-out, SC Interlinked Columns, absorber-stripper
combination, heat-integrated columns, air

separation, Petlyuk towers, separated-wall

columns

PetroFrac multiple feeds, sidestreams, interstage heat exchangers,

kettle reboiler, pumparounds, free-water, side strippers,

connecting streams, external heat exchangers, condenser

with subcooling, feed furnace, Murphree tray

efficiencies, sizing of trayed and packed columns

SR, inside-out, SC Complex Petroleum Columns,
atmospheric crude unit with side

strippers, vacuum unit, catalytic cracker

main fractionator
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including all absorber, stripping, and distillation configura-

tions in Table 5.4. A column can have (1) multiple feeds,

sidestreams, and interstage heat exchangers, as shown for
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Figure 10.4 Sections of a distillation column showing bypasses

and pumparounds.

example in Figure 10.3; (2) condensers of all types, as shown

in Figure 7.18, including subcooling in a total condenser; and

(3) kettle or thermosyphon reboilers, shown in Figure 7.20.

Chemical reactions and a second liquid stream can be han-

dled. The TOWR model is more restricted, but is preferred

for hydrocarbon systems that use equation-of-state models for

K-values and enthalpies. All three models can be applied with

Table 10.2 CHEMCAD Rigorous Vapor–Liquid Equilibrium-Stage Models

Model Options Methods Applications

TOWR multiple feeds, sidestreams, interstage heat exchangers,

condenser with subcooling, free-water, kettle or

thermosyphon reboiler, solids, electrolyte systems (including

reactions and salt precipitation), Murphree tray efficiencies,

sizing of trayed and packed columns

inside-out Single Columns, ordinary distillation,
absorption, stripping, narrow to wide boiling

systems, reboiled absorption, reboiled

stripping

SCDS multiple feeds, sidestreams, interstage heat exchangers,

decanter, condenser with subcooling, kettle or thermosyphon

reboiler, three-phase (VLL) systems, strong liquid-phase

nonideality, solids, electrolyte systems (including reactions

and salt precipitation), chemical reactions (equilibrium,

conversion, or rate-controlled), Murphree tray efficiencies,

sizing of trayed and packed columns

SC Single Columns, ordinary distillation,
absorption, stripping, narrow to wide boiling

systems, reboiled absorption, reboiled

stripping, extractive distillation, azeotropic

distillation, three-phase distillation, reactive

distillation. heat-integrated columns,

divided-wall columns

TOWR PLUS multiple feeds, sidestreams, interstage heat exchangers,

decanter. condenser with subcooling, solids, electrolyte

systems (including reactions and salt precipitation), kettle or

thermosyphon reboiler, pumparounds and bypasses,

free-water, side strippers, Murphree tray efficiencies, sizing

of trayed and packed columns

inside-out Single or Column with Side Strippers,
Complex Petroleum Columns, atmospheric

crude unit with side strippers, vacuum unit,

catalytic cracker main fractionator,

divided-wall columns
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tray efficiencies and can calculate column diameter and
pressure drop for trayed and packed columns. TOWR PLUS

handles divided-wall columns, petroleum refinery crude units,

vacuum units, and other fractionators with side strippers. All
models handle solids and electrolyte systems.

§10.3.3 CHEMSEP Model

Table 10.3 lists the options and the method used by the
equilibrium-stage model in the ChemSep program of H.A.

Kooijman and R. Taylor, which was first used by students

in the Netherlands in 1988 and offered for licensing to
universities through the CACHE Corporation in 1992. The

equilibrium-stage model handles columns, of almost all con-
figurations, including all absorber, stripping, and distillation

configurations in Table 5.4. A column can have (1) multiple

feeds, sidestreams, and interstage heat exchangers, as shown
in Figure 10.3; (2) pumparounds of the type in Figure 10.4;

(3) condensers of all types, as shown in Figure 7.18, including

subcooling in a total condenser; and (4) reboilers of all types
shown in Figure 7.20, and a total reboiler. Chemical reactions

based on kinetics can be handled. The model can handle tray
efficiencies and can calculate column diameter and pressure

drop for trayed and packed columns.

§10.3.4 Degrees of Freedom and Specification
of Variables

All models in process simulators automatically perform a

degrees-of-freedom analysis. A run cannot be executed until

the correct number of input design variables are specified. In
effect, the number of variables that can and must be specified

is fixed. Nevertheless, a user must avoid making specifications

that are impossible. Some of the more common specifications
that lead to failure or incorrect solutions are:

1. Column temperature and/or pressure outside of the

range of the selected thermodynamic model.

2. Column pressure exceeds the convergence pressure of
the system (§2.5.2).

3. Unexpected phase splitting of a highly nonideal mix-

ture when using a model that does not handle VLL
systems.

4. Use of an absorbent that is more volatile than the com-
ponent to be absorbed.

5. Use of a stripping agent that is less volatile than the

component to be stripped.

6. Insufficient reflux resulting in the disappearance of liq-

uid before reaching the feed stage or the reboiler.

7. Insufficient boilup flow rate resulting in the disappear-

ance of vapor before reaching the feed stage or the

condenser.

8. Number of stages or reflux ratio less than the minimum

when specifying the splits of two key components.

9. Impossible partial condenser specification for a feed

mixture containing hydrogen or methane.

10. Impossible key-component splits for mixtures that

form azeotropes.

11. Too large a sidestream flow rate resulting in the with-

drawal of all vapor or liquid at that stage.

The user is forced to make the following required

specifications:

1. Type of condenser or “no condenser.”

2. Type of reboiler or “no reboiler.”

3. Total number, N, of equilibrium stages (numbered from

the top down), with the condenser (if present) numbered

1 even if it is not an equilibrium stage (i.e., a partial con-

denser), and the reboiler (if present) numbered N.

4. Stage location for every feed, sidestream, and external,

intermediate heat exchanger.

5. For each feed stream, the composition and two of the

three feed conditions (T , P, and fraction vaporized).

6. Stream pressure leaving the condenser (top pressure),

pressure drop across the condenser, and column pressure

drop in order that all stage pressures are fixed.

Depending upon the type separation, other specifications

may be mandatory. For the most common separators, the

remaining specifications that can be user-selected include:

1. Absorption—None.

2. Stripping—None.

3. Ordinary distillation—Two from distillate or bottoms

flow rate; reflux ratio or boilup ratio; split of LK; split

of HK. If a partial condenser: ratio of vapor distillate

to liquid distillate. If a total condenser: degrees of

subcooling if any.

Table 10.3 ChemSep Rigorous Vapor–Liquid Equilibrium-Stage Model

Model Options Methods Applications

ChemSep

Equilibrium-

Stage Model

multiple feeds, sidestreams, interstage heat exchangers,

pumparounds and bypasses, feed-stream entry to (on) or

between stages, condenser with subcooling, strong

liquid-phase nonideality, chemical reactions

(rate-controlled), Murphree tray efficiencies, sizing of

trayed and packed columns

SC Single Columns, ordinary distillation,
absorption, stripping, narrow to wide boiling

systems, reboiled absorption, reboiled

stripping, extractive distillation, azeotropic

distillation, reactive distillation total reflux

operation
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4. Reboiled absorption—One: bottoms flow rate or recov-

ery of a key component.

5. Reboiled stripping—One: bottoms flow rate or recovery

of a key component.

The design goal of a single-section separator, such as an

absorber or stripper, is the recovery of a key component.

The recovery is a function of the number of equilibrium

stages, N, and the ratio of the absorbent (stripping agent) flow

rate to the feed flow rate, both of which must be specified.

No degrees of freedom remain to specify the recovery of a

key component. A solution to this dilemma is to apply the

Kremser method of §6.4 with Figure 6.15 to make preliminary

calculations to establish a near optimal L∕V or V∕L ratio and

corresponding N.
For a two-section separator, such as ordinary distillation,

the splits between two key components can be specified.

However, if the system is near-ideal, it is preferable to first

use the FUG method of Chapter 9 to estimate minimum

reflux ratio, minimum equilibrium stages, actual number

of equilibrium stages as a function of reflux-to-minimum

reflux, and feed-stage location. These values are then used as

specifications and initial guesses to help a rigorous method

achieve a successful solution. If the system is highly nonideal,

the FUGmethod is not reliable, but can be used to make rough

estimates. Then, instead of specifying the two key-component

splits for the rigorous method, the user can input rough

estimates to specify the reflux ratio and a bottoms flow rate

consistent with the desired key-components split. It is then

possible to execute the rigorous method, examine the results,

and keep revising the specifications until the desired split is

approached. Then, specify the split.

§10.3.5 Rigorous-Method Steps

The SR, inside-out, and SC rigorous equilibrium-stage meth-

ods involve the following steps: (1) initialization, (2) iteration,

(3) damping or acceleration, and (4) convergence. Different

approaches are used for these steps depending on the method

selected.

Initialization

To solve the nonlinear system of equations, initial guesses

(estimates) are required of all unspecified variables. These

are the T , V , L, xi, j, and yi, j at each stage. Several default

techniques are applied depending upon the nature of the feed

(narrow boiling or wide boiling) and the degree of nonideality

of the system or the user can enter values or profiles. These

techniques include:

1. Flash calculation on the feed (or combined feeds) to

obtain vapor and liquid mole fractions that are assumed

the same for every stage (constant composition pro-

file). This method should not be used for wide-boiling

feeds.

2. Linear temperature profile based on a bubble- or
dew-point calculation of estimated distillate and
bottoms compositions.

3. Linear vapor and liquid flow-rate profiles in the recti-
fying and stripping sections based on a feed flash and
estimated reflux, distillate, and bottoms flow rates.

4. The first iteration of the sum-rates (SR) method for
wide-boiling feeds.

5. The first iteration of the bubble-point (BR) method for
narrow-boiling feeds.

6. User-provided estimates from experience or results of
previous runs on similar separations.

Iteration

Using the initial estimates, generated by default or supplied
by the user, calculations by a given method are performed
iteratively by updating the iteration results from the previous
iteration and repeating the calculations in the next iteration.
However, before proceeding with the next iteration, the results
are examined to determine if they have converged to within a
certain tolerance of a correct solution. If not, they are exam-
ined to see if they have improved compared to the previous
iteration.

Damping and Acceleration

At the end of each iteration, an error is calculated and com-
pared to a tolerance. If the error < tolerance, the problem is
converged and the results accepted. If the problem is not con-
verged and the error is greater than the error of the previous
iteration, the update is damped. The updates are usually in
the form of delta corrections (plus or minus) to the unspeci-
fied variables. For T , V , and L, the calculated corrections are
damped by multiplying them by a factor that is some fraction
(often between 0.3 and 0.7). In rare cases, where a line search
is made to determine an optimal multiplying factor, the rate
of convergence can be accelerated by multiplying by a factor
>1. For mole-fractions, corrections may result in unacceptable
values less than zero or greater than 1. If so, a fraction of the
correction is made, so the new value is some fraction of the
distance between the old value and zero or one. The damping
and acceleration techniques are usually opaque to users.

Convergence

A converged solution is achieved when the error < tolerance.
Different methods use different definitions of the error and
different ways to compute the tolerance. One method is to
substitute the computed values at the end of an iteration
and substitute them into the right-hand sides of the MESH
equations (10-1) to (10-5) to calculate the residuals, Mi, j, Ei, j,
(Sy)j, (Sx)j, and Hj. The residuals are normalized, squared, and
summed to give the error. Each method has its own procedure
for determining a tolerance, which is usually based on the
number of stages and components.
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§10.4 MAIN MATHEMATICAL PROCEDURES

Two main mathematical procedures are used by the three rig-
orous equilibrium-stage methods. One is an equation-tearing
(decoupling) approach where the MESH equations are solved
one or one group at a time. The other is a simultaneous-
correction approach, where the MESH equations are solved
simultaneously. The former involves solving a triadiagonal
sparse matrix for the liquid-phase mole fractions. The latter
involves solving for all of the unspecified variables using a
Newton–Raphson (NR) method.

§10.4.1 Tridiagonal Matrix Algorithm

Equation-tearing procedures are widely used in process simu-
lators because they are easy to implement, rapid in execution,
and require a minimum of computer memory. They are applied
to a wide variety of multicomponent, multistage separation
problems.

Because the system of equations to be solved is nonlinear,
user-provided initial guesses of unspecified variables (xi, j, yi, j,
Lj, Vj, and Tj) or a default method for generating them must
be supplied. An oft-applied initialization procedure begins by
guessing vectors V and T (called tear variables). Next, (10-2)
is substituted into (10-1) to eliminate the vector of y, followed
by the substitution into the resulting equation to eliminate L.
In this manner, equations for calculating y andL are decoupled
from the other equations.We now have C sets of N modified M
equations, one for each component. The equations are linear in
component mole fractions, if estimated K-values are provided.

Ajxi, j−1 + Bi, jxi, j + Ci, jxi, j+1 = Di, j (10-7)

where

Aj = Vj +
j−1∑
m=1

(
Fm − Wm − Um

)
− V1, 2 ≤ j ≤ N

(10-8)
Bi, j = −

[
Vj+1 +

j∑
m=1

(
Fm − Wm − Um

)
− V1 + Uj +

(
Vj + Wj

)
Ki, j

]
, 1 ≤ j ≤ N (10-9)

Ci, j = Vj+1Ki, j+1, 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1 (10-10)

Di, j = −Fjzi, j, 1 ≤ j ≤ N (10-11)

From an inspection of Figure 10.2, xi,0 = 0, VN+1 = 0,
W1 = 0, and UN = 0. Equations (10-7) to (10-11) are grouped
by component and partitioned into a series of separate sets,
one for each component. The output variable for each matrix
equation is xi over the entire N-stage cascade.

The set of equations for each component can be written as
follows in the form of an N × N tridiagonal matrix equation
that is solved by a modified Gaussian elimination algorithm
due to Thomas as described byWang and Henke [1]. Note that
for convenience, the i subscripts have been dropped from Bi, j,
Ci, j, and Di, j.

B1 C1 0 0 0

A2 B2 C2 0 0
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A3 B3 B3 0

(10-12)

The tridiagonal matrix algorithm of Thomas for solving the

linearized equation set (10-12) for each component is a Gaus-

sian elimination procedure involving forward elimination,

starting from Stage 1 and working toward Stage N to finally

isolate xi,N . Other values of xi, j are then obtained, starting

with xi,N−1 by backward substitution. Figure 10.5 shows, for

B1 C1 0 0 0

A2 B2 C2 0 0

0 A3 B3 C3 0

0 0 A4 B4 C4

0 0 0 A5 B5

⋅

x1
x2
x3
x4
x5

=

D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

(a)

1 p1 0 0 0

0 1 p2 0 0

0 0 1 p3 0

0 0 0 1 p4
0 0 0 0 1

.

x1
x2
x3
x4
x5

=

q1
q2
q3
q4
q5

(b)

1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 1

.

x1
x2
x3
x4
x5

=

r1
r2
r3
r4
r5

(c)

Figure 10.5 The coefficient matrix for the M equations of a

component at various steps in the Thomas algorithm for five stages.

The i subscript is deleted from x. (a) Initial matrix. (b) Matrix after

forward elimination. (c) Matrix after backward substitution.
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five stages, the matrix equations for a given component at the
beginning, middle, and end of the procedure.

The details of the procedure are as follows. For Stage 1,
(10-7) is B1xi,1 + C1xi,2 = D1, which can be solved for xi,1 in
terms of unknown xi,2 to give

xi,1 =
(
D1 − C1xi,2

)
∕B1

Let p1 =
C1

B1

and q1 =
D1

B1

Then xi,1 = q1 − p1xi,2 (10-13)

Thus, the coefficients in the matrix become B1 ← 1, C1 ← p1,
and D1 ← q1, where ← means “is replaced by.”

For Stage 2, (10-7) can be combined with (10-13) and
solved for xi,2 to give

xi,2 =
D2 − A2q1
B2 − A2 p1

−
(

C2

B2 − A2 p1

)
xi,3

Let q2 =
D2 − A2q1
B2 − A2 p1

and p2 =
C2

B2 − A2 p1

Then xi,2 = q2 − p2xi,3

Thus, A2 ← 0, B2 ← 1, C2 ← p2, and D2 ← q2. Only values
for p2 and q2 need be stored in memory.

In general,

pj =
Cj

Bj − Ajpj−1
(10-14)

qj =
Dj − Ajqj−1
Bj − Ajpj−1

(10-15)

Then xi, j = qj − pjxi, j+1 (10-16)

with Aj ← 0, Bj ← 1, Cj ← pj, and Dj ← qj. Thus, starting
with Stage 1, values of pj and qj are computed recursively
in the order p1, q1, p2, q2,… , pN−1, qN−1, qN . For Stage N,
(10-16) isolates xi,N as

xi,N = qN (10-17)

Successive values of xi are computed recursively by backward
substitution from (10-16) in the form

xi, j−1 = qj−1 − pj−1xi, j = rj−1 (10-18)

Equation (10-18) corresponds to the identity matrix.
The tridiagonal matrix algorithm avoids buildup of com-

puter truncation errors because none of the steps involve
subtraction of nearly equal quantities. Furthermore, computed
values of xi, j are almost always positive. The algorithm is
superior to alternative matrix-inversion routines. A modified
algorithm for difficult cases is given by Boston and Sullivan
[9]. Such cases can occur for columns with large numbers of
equilibrium stages and components whose absorption factors,
A = L∕KV , are less than unity in one section and greater than
unity in another.

EXAMPLE 10.1 Using the Tridiagonal Matrix
Algorithm for a First Iteration of Equilibrium-Stage
Calculations.

For the distillation specifications in Figure 10.6, initialize the stage

calculations using the tridiagonal matrix algorithm.

Total
condenser

1

All stages at
100 psia

F3 = 100 lbmol/h

Saturated liquid
at 100 psia

Component

C3 (1)
nC4 (2)
nC5 (3)

0.30
0.30
0.40

1.00

zi, 3

L1/U1 = 2.0
(saturated liquid)

L5 = 50 lbmol/h

Q
1

U
1

Stage
2

V
2 L

1

Stage
3

V
3

L
2

Stage
4

V
4

L
3

Partial
reboiler

5

V
5

L
4

Q
5

Figure 10.6 Specifications for distillation column of Example 10.1.

Solution

By an overall total material balance

Liquid distillate = U1 = F3 − L5 = 100 − 50 = 50 lbmol∕h

Then, L1 =
(
L1∕U1

)
U1 = (2) (50) = 100 lbmol∕h

By a total material balance around the total condenser,

V2 = L1 + U1 = 100 + 50 = 150 lbmol∕h

Initial guesses of tear variables are:

Stage j Vj, lbmol∕h Tj,
∘F

1 (Fixed at 0 by specifications) 65

2 (Fixed at 150 by specifications) 90

3 150 115

4 150 140

5 150 165

At 100 psia, the estimated K-values, at column pressure and the

assumed stage temperatures, are:

Ki,j

Stage 1 2 3 4 5

C3 (1) 1.23 1.63 2.17 2.70 3.33

nC4 (2) 0.33 0.50 0.71 0.95 1.25

nC5 (3) 0.103 0.166 0.255 0.36 0.49
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The matrix equation (10-12) for the first component C3 is developed

as follows. From (10-8) with V1 = 0, W = 0,

Aj = Vj +
j−1∑
m=1

(
Fm − Um

)
Thus, A5 = V5 + F3 − U1 = 150 + 100 − 50 = 200 lbmol∕h. Sim-

ilarly, A4 = 200, A3 = 100, and A2 = 100 in the same units. From

(10-9) with V1 = 0, W = 0,

Bj = −

[
Vj+1 +

j∑
m=1

(
Fm − Um

)
+ Uj + VjKi, j

]
Thus, B5 = −[F3 − U1 + V5K1,5] = −[100 − 50 + (150)3.33] =

−549.5 lbmol/h. Similarly, B4 = −605, B3 = −525.5, B2 = −344.5,
and B1 = −150 in the same units. From (10-10), Cj = Vj+1K1, j+1.

Thus, C1 = V2K1,2 = 150(1.63) = 244.5 lbmol∕h.
Similarly, C2 = 325.5, C3 = 405, and C4 = 499.5 in the same

units.

From (10-11), Dj = −Fjz1, j. Thus, D3 = −100(0.30) = −30
lbmol/h. Similarly, D1 = D2 = D4 = D5 = 0. Substitution of the

above values into (10-7) gives the tridiagonal matrix equation:

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−150 244.5 0 0 0

100 −344.5 325 0 0

0 100 −525.5 405 0

0 0 200 −605 499.5

0 0 0 200 −549.5

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x1,1
x1,2
x1,3
x1,4
x1,5

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0

0

−30
0

0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
Using (10-14) and (10-15), the forward step of the Thomas algorithm

becomes

p1 =
C1

B1

= 244.5∕(−150) = −1.630

q1 =
D1

B1

= 0∕(−150) = 0

p2 =
C2

B2 − A2p1

= 325.5

−344.5 − 100(−1.630)
= −1.793

By similar calculations, the matrix equation after the forward elimi-

nation procedure is

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 −1.630 0 0 0

0 −1 −1.793 0 0

0 0 1 −1.170 0

0 0 0 1 −1.346
0 0 0 0 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x1,1
x1,2
x1,3
x1,4
x1,5

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0

0

0.0867

0.0467

0.0333

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
Applying the backward steps of (10-17) and (10-18) gives

x1,5 = q5 = 0.0333

x1,4 = q4 − p4x1,5 = 0.0467 − (−1.346)(0.0333) = 0.0915

Similarly,

x1,3 = 0.1938, x1,2 = 0.3475, x1,1 = 0.5664

The matrix equations for nC4 and nC5 are solved similarly to give

xi,j

Stage 1 2 3 4 5

C3 0.5664 0.3475 0.1938 0.0915 0.0333

nC4 0.1910 0.3820 0.4483 0.4857 0.4090

nC5 0.0191 0.1149 0.3253 0.4820 0.7806∑
xi;j 0.7765 0.8444 0.9674 1.0592 1.2229

§10.4.2 Simultaneous-Correction Algorithm

Several methods can be employed to simultaneously solve

for all unknowns in a set of nonlinear algebraic equations.

They include the Newton–Raphson (NR) method, which is

limited to finding one solution, and the α branch-and-bound,

global-terrain, homotopy-continuation, and interval-Newton

methods, which strive to find all solutions. The NR method is

applied most widely in simultaneous-correction algorithms
for equilibrium-stage calculations in process simulators.

In the NR algorithm, n simultaneous equations, subscripted

with i, in terms of n generic variables, xj, subscripted with j,
are written in zero form:

fi
{

x1, x2,… , xn

}
= 0, i = 1, 2,… , n (10-19)

Initial guesses, marked by asterisks, are provided for the n
variables, and each of the n functions is expanded about these

guesses in a Taylor’s series that is terminated after the first

derivatives to give

0 = fi
{

x1, x2,… , xn

}
≈ fi

{
x∗1, x

∗
2,… , x∗n

}
+ ∂fi
∂x1

||||∗ Δx1 +
∂fi
∂x2

||||∗ Δx2 + … + ∂fi
∂xn

||||∗Δxn (10-20)

where the corrections are Δxj = xj − x∗j (10-21)

The n equations of (10-20) and (10-21) are linear and can

be solved directly for the corrections Δxj. If all are zero, the

guesses are correct and (10-19) has been solved; if not, the

corrections are added to the guesses to provide a new set of

guesses for (10-20). The procedure is repeated, for r itera-

tions, until all corrections, and thus all the functions, become

zero to within some tolerance. In recursion form, (10-20) and

(10-21) are

n∑
j=1

[(
∂fi
∂xj

)(r)
Δx(r)j

]
= −f (r)i , i = 1, 2,… , n (10-22)

x(r+1)j = x(r)j + Δx(r)j , j = 1, 2,… , n (10-23)
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EXAMPLE 10.2 Newton–Raphson Algorithm.

Solve the simultaneous, nonlinear equations

x1 ln x2 + x2 exp(x1) = exp(1)
x2 ln x1 + 2x1 exp(x2) = 2 exp(1)

for x1 and x2 to within ±0.001, by the Newton–Raphson algorithm.

Solution

In the form of (10-19), the two equations are

f1{x1, x2} = x1ln x2 + x2exp(x1) − exp(1) = 0

f2{x1, x2} = x2ln x1 + 2x1exp(x2) − 2exp(1) = 0

From (10-22), the linearized recursive form of these equations is(
∂f1
∂x1

)(r)
Δx(r)1 +

(
∂f1
∂x2

)(r)
Δx(r)2 = −f (r)1(

∂f2
∂x1

)(r)
Δx(r)1 +

(
∂f2
∂x2

)(r)
Δx(r)2 = −f (r)2

The form of the solution of these two equations is readily obtained

by the method of determinants to give

Δx(r)1 =

[
f (r)2

(
∂f1
∂x2

)(r)
− f (r)1

(
∂f2
∂x2

)(r)]
D

and

Δx(r)2 =

[
f (r)1

(
∂f2
∂x1

)(r)
− f (r)2

(
∂f1
∂x1

)(r)]
D

where D =
(
∂f1
∂x1

)(r)( ∂f2
∂x2

)(r)
−

(
∂f1
∂x2

)(r)( ∂f2
∂x1

)(r)
and the derivatives as obtained from the equations are(

∂f1
∂x1

)(r)
= ln

(
x(r)2

)
+ x(r)2 exp

(
x(r)1

)
(
∂f2
∂x1

)(r)
= x(r)2

x(r)1
+ 2exp

(
x(r)2

)
(
∂f1
∂x2

)(r)
= x(r)1

x(r)2
+ exp

(
x(r)1

)
(
∂f2
∂x2

)(r)
= ln

(
x(r)1

)
+ 2x(r)1 exp

(
x(r)2

)

r x(r)1 x(r)2 f (r)1 f (r)2 (∂f1∕∂x1)(r) (∂f1∕∂x2)(r) (∂f2∕∂x1)(r) (∂f2∕∂x2)(r) Δx(r)1 Δx(r)2

1 2.0000 2.0000 13.4461 25.5060 15.4731 8.3891 15.7781 30.2494 −0.5743 −0.5436
2 1.4247 1.4564 3.8772 7.3133 6.4354 5.1395 9.6024 12.5880 −0.3544 −0.3106
3 1.0713 1.1457 0.7720 1.3802 3.4806 3.8541 7.3591 6.8067 −0.0138 −0.1878
4 1.0575 0.9579 −0.0059 0.1290 2.7149 3.9830 6.1183 5.5679 −0.0591 0.0417

5 0.9984 0.9996 −0.0057 −0.0122 2.7126 3.7127 6.4358 5.4244 0.00159 0.000368

6 1.0000 1.0000 5.51 × 10−6 2.86 × 10−6 2.7183 3.7183 6.4366 5.4366 12.1 × 10−6 −3.0 × 10−6

7 1.0000 1.0000 0.0 −2 × 10−9 2.7183 3.7183 6.4366 5.4366 — —

As initial guesses, let x(1)1 = 2, x(1)2 = 2. Application of the

Newton–Raphson algorithm gives the following results, where,

at the sixth iteration, convergence is achieved with values of x1 =
1.0000 and x2 = 1.0000, which correspond closely to values of 0 for

f1 and f2.

§10.5 BUBBLE-POINT (BP) AND SUM-RATES
(SR) METHODS

The bubble-point (BP) method found wide use for equili-
brium-stage calculations for the distillation of narrow-boiling,
near-ideal mixtures until the availability of the inside-out
method. The BP method is no longer available in process sim-
ulators except for initialization. Its counterpart, the sum-rates
(SR) method, developed for wide-boiling, near-ideal mix-
tures, is still available in some process simulators and also
finds use in initialization. Common to both methods is the
tridiagonal matrix formulation in §10.4.1, as illustrated
in Example 10.1. That example concludes with a table of
liquid-phase mole fraction summations of the three compo-
nents for the five stages. The summations do not equal 1.0.
The BP and SR methods deviate at this point in the manner in
which the variables are updated to begin the next iteration.

§10.5.1 Initialization using the BP Method

In the BP method, the liquid-phase mole fractions are normal-
ized at each stage so as to sum to 1.0, using the equation,(

xi, j

)
normalized

=
xi, j

C∑
i=1

xi, j

(10-24)

Then, updated stage temperatures are obtained by bubble-point
temperature calculations using normalized xi, j values. Friday
and Smith [7] showed that bubble-point calculations are
effective for mixtures having a narrow range of K-values
because temperatures are not sensitive to composition. At the
other extreme, bubble-point calculations are sensitive to com-
position for wide-boiling systems and are not recommended.

The bubble-point equation is obtained by combining (10-2)
and (10-3) to eliminate yi, j, giving

C∑
i=1

Ki, jxi, j − 1.0 = 0 (10-25)

which is solved iteratively by the method described in §4.3.4.
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Corresponding, updated values of yi, j are determined from
(10-2).With a consistent set of values for xi, j, Tj, and yi, j, molar
enthalpies are computed for each liquid and vapor stream leav-
ing a stage. Then (10-5) and (10-6) are used to compute the
condenser and reboiler heat duties and updated values of Vj
and Lj. This first iteration of the BP method serves as the ini-
tialization step for other more robust methods.

§10.5.2 The SR Method

For wide-boiling systems, such as for most absorbers and
strippers, stage energy balances, (10-5), are much more sen-
sitive to stage temperatures than to interstage flow rates. In
this case, Friday and Smith [7] showed that an alternative
procedure, called the sum-rates (SR) method, devised by
Sujata [10], could be used to update the MESH equation
variables. This method was further developed to make use
of the tridiagonal-matrix formulation for the modified M
equations by Burningham and Otto [11].

Problem specifications consist of conditions and stage
locations for feeds, stage pressures, sidestream stage locations
and flow rates, interstage locations and heat-transfer rates,
and number of stages. The SR method is identical to the BP
method up to the solution of the tridiagonal matrix equation
for xi, j values that do not sum to 1.0 at each stage, as at the
end of Example 10.1. Instead of normalizing these values as
in the BP method, they are used directly to produce updated
values of Lj by applying (10-4) in a form referred to as the
sum-rates equation:

L(k+1)
j = L(k)

j

C∑
i=1

xi, j (10-26)

where k is the iteration number.
Corresponding updated values of V (k+1)

j are obtained from
a total material balance derived by summing (10-1) over the C
components, combining the result with (10-3) and (10-4), and
summing that result over stages j through N to give

Vj = Lj−1 − LN +
N∑

m=j

(
Fm − Wm − Um

)
(10-27)

Normalized xi,j values are calculated from (10-19). Corre-
sponding values of yi,j are computed from (10-2).

An updated set of Tj values is obtained by solving the
energy-balance relations (10-5) simultaneously for the N
stages. The temperatures are embedded in the specific
enthalpies for the unspecified vapor and liquid flow rates.
Typically, these enthalpies are nonlinear in temperature.

To obtain a new set of Tj from the energy equation (10-5),
the Newton–Raphson recursion equation is( ∂Hj

∂Tj−1

)(r)
ΔT (r)

j−1 +
(∂Hj

∂Tj

)(r)
ΔT (r)

j +
( ∂Hj

∂Tj+1

)(r)
ΔT (r)

j+1 = −H(r)
j

(10-28)

where

ΔT (r)
j = T (r+1)

j − T (r)
j (10-29)

∂Hj

∂Tj−1
= Lj−1

∂hLj−1

∂Tj−1
(10-30)

∂Hj

∂Tj
= −

(
Lj + Uj

)∂hLj

∂Tj
−

(
Vj + Wj

)∂hVj

∂Tj
(10-31)

∂Hj

∂Tj+1
= Vj+1

∂hVj+1

∂Tj+1
(10-32)

The partial derivatives depend upon the temperature depen-
dence of the enthalpy correlations.

Updates for Tj are then determined from

T (r+1)
j = T (r)

j + tΔT (r)
j (10-33)

where t is a damping factor that is useful when initial guesses
and true values are not reasonably close. Generally, t is taken
as 1, but an optimal value can be determined at each iteration
to minimize the sum of the squares of the functions,

N∑
j=1

[
H(r+1)

j

]2
When corrections ΔT (r)

j approach zero, the resulting values
of Tj are used with criteria, such as the sum of the squares of
temperature differences between iterations, to determine if
convergence has been achieved. Convergence is rapid for
absorbers and strippers with the SR method.

EXAMPLE 10.3 SR Method for an Absorber.

Use the SR method to design the hydrocarbon absorber of

Example 6.3, as shown in Figure 6.17.

Solution

From Table 10.1, it is seen that the SR method is an option with the

rigorous RadFrac model in Aspen Plus. It is particularly suitable for

hydrocarbon absorbers in petroleum refineries because the system is

near-ideal. The six components are selected by entering their names,

using all normal paraffins, including n-decane for the oil. The SRK
EOS is selected from Methods/Specifications for thermodynamic

properties and the default binary-interaction Parameters were and

must be accepted from Methods/Parameters/Binary Interaction. The

temperature and component molar flow rates of the absorbent are

entered, using the data in Figure 6.17, for a stream entering the top

stage of the absorber, together with a pressure of 400 psia. The feed

gas temperature and component molar flow rates are entered for the

inlet gas to the bottom stage, together with a pressure of 403 psia.

This bottoms pressure is assumed on the basis of a 30-tray absorber

with a pressure drop of 0.1 psi per tray. For the 6 equilibrium-stage

absorber block in Aspen Plus, the two allowable specifications

under Configuration are mandatory: no condenser (duty = 0) and

no reboiler (duty = 0). The SR option is selected for the absorber

block by choosing Setup/Convergence from the drop-down menu

Petroleum/wide-boiling. Convergence of the absorber was achieved

after four iterations in less than one second, despite very poor

starting guesses for xi, j, yi, j, Lj, Vj, and Tj. Values for the ratio of
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error-to-tolerance after each iteration were as follows, where it is

seen that the initial error was very large because of the poor guesses

for the initialization.

Iteration Error/Tolerance After Iteration

1 407.22

2 17.299

3 1.6185

4 0.082834

The converged summary for the two inlet and two exiting streams is

as follows.

Feed

Gas Absorbent

Lean

Gas

Rich

Oil

Temperature, ∘F 105 90 151.4 145.6

Pressure, psia 403 400 400 403

Component flow

rates, lbmol/h:

Methane 160.0 0.0 146.53 13.47

Ethane 370.0 0.0 270.50 99.50

Propane 240.0 0.0 99.96 140.04

n-Butane 25.0 0.05 1.41 23.64

n-Pentane 5.0 0.78 0.24 5.54

n-Decane
(absorbent oil)

0.0 164.17 0.83 163.34

Total 800.0 165.00 519.47 445.53

From the above flow rates, it is seen that an appreciable amount of

absorption occurs. The molar ratio of leaving rich oil-to-entering

lean oil is 445.53∕165.0 = 2.7. The % of feed gas absorbed is

approximately (800 − 519.47)∕800 = 0.35 = 35%. Absorption is an

exothermic process. In effect, condensation occurs, releasing heat.

This is clearly shown both in the absorber temperature profile of

Figure 10.7, plotted with Aspen Plus, and the above outlet stream

152
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Figure 10.7 Temperature profile for absorber of Example 10.3.

summary. Although the absorbent enters at 90∘F and the feed gas

enters at 105∘F, the rich oil leaves at 145.6∘F and the lean gas leaves

at 151.4∘F. However all four intermediate-stage (2 to 5) temperatures

are even higher, as high as 161.2∘F. It is not uncommon to provide

an interstage cooler on an absorber to reduce interstage temperatures

and, thereby, increase the amount of absorption. This is the subject

of one of the exercises.

Figure 10.8 is a plot of the vapor and liquid molar flow rate pro-

files. The vapor flow rate entering Stage 6 is the feed gas flow rate

of 800 lbmol∕h. It decreases by about 70 lbmol∕h across the bot-

tom stage (6). The changes are then small until the top stage (1) is

reached where the vapor flow rate decreases by about 150 lbmol∕h
to 519.4 lbmol∕hr. Thus, most of the absorption occurs at the top and

bottom stages.

The following table lists the percent and amount of each com-

ponent absorbed, and the arithmetic average absorption factor

(A = L∕KV) for the top and bottom stages. Only a small amount

of methane is absorbed, in agreement with the Kremser equation

(6-29). Large amounts of ethane and propane are absorbed, mainly

at the top and bottom stages, where the largest changes in stage

temperatures occur. The results in the table for these two com-

ponents are very close to those calculated from the Kremser

equation. As shown in Figure 10.9, the absorption of n-butane
is spread out over all stages. The absorption of n-pentane occurs

mainly at the bottom three stages. For n-butane and n-pentane,
the results in the table are also in agreement with the Kremser

equation, when their flow rates in the absorbent oil and feed gas

are considered separately as in Example 6.3. However, the results

in Example 6.3 differ markedly from those in this example because

(1) the absorption factors were estimated using the ratio L∕V =
entering molar liquid flow rate/entering molar vapor flow rate and

(2) K-values were determined at the average entering temperature.

Because of the large absorption rate, both were poor assumptions.

When the effect of the absorption factor on the fraction not absorbed,

as shown in the plot of the Kremser equation in Figure 6.15,
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Figure 10.8 Vapor and liquid flow rate profiles for absorber of

Example 10.3.
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Figure 10.9 Liquid mole-fraction profiles of n-butane and
n-pentane for absorber of Example 10.3.

is applied to the components in this example, the following conclu-

sions can be drawn:

1. Regardless of the number of stages, the % absorption of

methane remains constant at about the value in the table.

2. As the average absorption factor for the other four components

increases, the effect of increasing or decreasing the number

of stages changes from a small effect to a very large effect as

shown dramatically in Figure 6.15.

Component % Absorbed

Amount Absorbed,

lbmol/h

Average

Absorption Factor

Methane 8.4 13.47 0.0875

Ethane 26.9 99.50 0.290

Propane 58.4 140.04 0.700

n-Butane 94.4 23.59 1.69

n-Pentane 95.2 4.76 3.94

§10.6 SIMULTANEOUS-CORRECTION
METHOD

Rigorous BP and SR methods are relatively simple and easy
to implement on a computer. However, for highly nonideal
systems, they converge with difficulty or not at all. Fortu-
nately, other, more robust, procedures have been developed
that are much more robust. One such procedure applies the
simultaneous-correction (SC) technique.

To develop an SC procedure, it is necessary to select and
order the unspecified variables and corresponding functions
(MESH equations) in a matrix. Goldstein and Stanfield [16]
group the functions by type to efficiently handle problems
involving many components, but few stages. Typical appli-
cations are crude units, vacuum units, and catalytic cracking

main fractionators in petroleum refineries. For problems
involving many equilibrium stages but relatively few com-
ponents, it is more efficient to group the functions according
to stage location. The latter grouping, described here, was
devised by Naphtali and Sandholm [17]. Their procedure
utilizes an extension of the tridiagonal-matrix mathematical
procedure presented in §10.4.1. A computer program for
their method is given by Fredenslund et al. [18]. However,
implementations of the SC method in process simulators have
more flexible specifications.

The stage model of Figures 10.1 and 10.2 is again
employed. However, rather than solving the N(2C + 3)MESH
equations simultaneously, (10-3) and (10-4) are combined
with the other MESH equations to eliminate 2N variables
and thus reduce the problem to the simultaneous solution of
N(2C + 1) equations. This is done by first multiplying (10-3)
and (10-4) by Vj and Lj, respectively to give

Vj =
C∑

i=1
vi, j (10-34)

Lj =
C∑

i=1
li, j (10-35)

where mole-fraction definitions are used:

yi, j =
vi, j

Vj
(10-36)

xi, j =
li, j
Lj

(10-37)

Equations (10-34) to (10-37) are substituted into (10-1),
(10-2), and (10-5) to eliminate Vj, Lj, yi, j, and xi, j and intro-
duce component flow rates vi, j and li, j. As a result, the follow-
ing N(2C + 1) equations are obtained, where sj = Uj∕Lj and
Sj = Wj∕Vj are dimensionless sidestream flow rates.

Material Balance

Mi, j = li, j(1 + sj) + vi, j(1 + Sj) − li, j−1 − vi, j+1 − fi, j = 0
(10-38)

Phase Equilibria

Ei, j = Ki, jli, j

C∑
k=1

vk, j

C∑
k=1

lk, j

− vi, j = 0 (10-39)

Energy Balance

Hj = hLj

(
1 + sj

) C∑
i=1

li, j + hVj

(
1 + Sj

) C∑
i=1

vi, j

− hLj−1

C∑
i=1

li, j−1 − hVj+1

C∑
i=1

vi, j+1 (10-40)

− hFj

C∑
i=1

fi, j − Qj = 0

where fi, j = Fjzi, j.
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If N and all fi, j, TFj
, PFj

, Pj, sj, Sj and Qj are specified,

the M, E, and H functions are nonlinear in the N(2C + 1)
unknown (output) variables vi, j, li, j, and Tj for i = 1 to C and

j = 1 to N. Although other sets of specified and unknown

variables are possible, this set is considered here.

Equations (10-38), (10-39), and (10-40) are solved simul-

taneously by the Newton–Raphson iterative method in which

successive sets of the output variables are computed until the

values of the M, E, and H functions are driven to less than

the convergence tolerance. During the iterations, nonzero

values of the functions are called residuals, discrepancies, or

errors. Let the functions and output variables be grouped by

stage in order from top to bottom. This is done to produce a

block-tridiagonal structure for the Jacobian matrix of partial

derivatives so that a matrix form of the tridiagonal-matrix

algorithm can be applied. Let

X = [X1,X2,… ,Xj,… ,XN]T (10-41)

and F = [F1,F2,… ,Fj,… ,FN]T (10-42)

where Xj is the vector of output variables for stage j arranged
in the order

Xj =
[
v1, j, v2, j,… , vi, j,… , vC, j,Tj, l1, j, l2, j,… , li, j,… , lC, j

]T
(10-43)

and Fj is the vector of functions for stage j arranged in the

order

Fj =
[
Hj,M1, j,… ,Mi, j,… ,MC, j,E1, j,E2, j,… ,Ei, j,… ,EC, j

]T

(10-44)

The Newton–Raphson iteration is performed by solving for

the correctionsΔX to the output variables from (10-22), which

in matrix form becomes

ΔX(k) = −

[(
∂F
∂X

)−1
](k)

F(k) (10-45)

These corrections are used to update the set of output variables

from

X(k+1) = X(k) + tΔX(k) (10-46)

where t is a damping factor, whose use is described below in

the discussion on convergence.

The quantity (∂F∕∂X) is the following Jacobian or (N × N)
matrix of A, B, and C blocks of partial derivatives of all the

functions with respect to all the output variables.

B1 C1 0 0 . . 0
A2 B2 C2 0 . . 0
0 A3 B3 C3 . . 0

....

....
0 . . 0
0 . . 0 AN 1 BN 1 CN 1

0 . . 0 0 AN BN

∂F
∂X

(10-47)

This Jacobian is of a block-tridiagonal form, similar to
(10-12), because functions for stage j depend only on output
variables for stages j − 1, j, and j + 1. Each A, B, or C block
in (10-47) represents a (2C + 1) by (2C + 1) submatrix of
partial derivatives, where the arrangements of output variables
and functions are given by (10-43) and (10-44), respectively.
Blocks Aj, Bj, and Cj correspond to submatrices of partial
derivatives of the functions on stage j with respect to the out-
put variables on stages j − 1, j, and j + 1, respectively. Thus,
using (10-38), (10-39), and (10-40), and denoting only the
nonzero partial derivatives by +, by row or diagonal strings
of + … +, or by the following square or rectangular blocks
enclosed by connected strings,

++

++

it is found that the blocks have the following form, where + is
replaced by a numerical value (−1 or 1) in the event that the
partial derivative has only that value.

Xj–1

Hj

M1, j

E1, j

EC, j

MC, j
∂Fj

∂Xj–1

v1, j–1 ••• vC, j–1

+ ••••• ++

==

l1, j–1 ••• lC, j–1Tj–1

Output variables

F
un

ct
io

ns

Fj

–1

–1

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
••

Aj

(10-48)

Xj

Hj

M1, j

E1, j

EC, j

MC, j

∂Fj

∂Xj
Bj

v1, j ••• vC, j l1, j ••• lC, jTj

==

Output variables

F
un

ct
io

ns

Fj

•

•
•
•
•
•

+

+

+ +

+ +

+

•
•
•
•
•

+

+

+• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • • • • •
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

• • • • • • •

•

•

•

•

(10-49)
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∂Fj

∂Xj+1

v1, j+1 ••• vC, j+1 l1, j+1 ••• lC, j+1Tj+1

==

Output variables

F
un

ct
io

ns

Xj+1

Fj

•

•

••
••

••

+

–1

–1

+• • • •Hj

M1, j

E1, j

EC, j

MC, j

•

•

•

•

•

Cj

(10-50)

Thus, (10-45) consists of a set of N(2C + 1) simultaneous, lin-
ear equations in the N(2C + 1) corrections ΔX. For example,
the 2C + 2 equation in the set is obtained by expanding func-
tion H2 (10-40) into a Taylor series like (10-21) around the
N(2C + 1) output variables. The result is as follows after the
usual truncation of terms involving derivatives of order greater
than one:

0(Δv1,1 + . . . + ΔvC,1) −
∂hL1

∂T1

C∑
i=1

li, j(ΔT1)

−

(
∂hL1

∂l1,1

C∑
i=1

li,1 + hL1

)
Δl1,1 − · · ·

−

(
∂hL1

∂lC,1

C∑
i=1

li,1 + hL1

)
ΔlC,1 − · · ·

+

[( ∂hV2

∂v1,2

)
(1 + S2)

C∑
i=1

vi,2 + hV2
(1 + S2)

]
Δv1,2 + · · ·

+

[( ∂hV2

∂vC,2

)
(1 + S2)

C∑
i=1

vi,2 + hV2
(1 + S2)

]
ΔvC,2

+

[(∂hL2

∂T2

)
(1 + s2)

C∑
i=1

li,2 +
(∂hV2

∂T2

)
(1 + S2)

C∑
i=1

vi,2

]
ΔT2

+

[(∂hL2

∂l1,2

)
(1 + s2)

C∑
i=1

li,2 + hL2
(1 + s2)

]
Δl1,2 + · · ·

+

[( ∂hL2

∂lC,2

)
(1 + s2)

C∑
i=1

li,2 + hL2
(1 + s2)

]
ΔlC,2

−

(
∂hV3

∂v1,3

C∑
i=1

vi,3 + hV3

)
Δv1,3 − · · · (10-51)

−

(
∂hV3

∂vC,3

C∑
i=1

vi,3 + hV3

)
ΔvC,3

−
∂hV3

∂T3

C∑
i=1

vi,3ΔT3 + 0(Δl1,3 + · · · + ΔlC,3) = −H2

Partial derivatives of enthalpies and K-values depend on the
property correlations and are sometimes simplified by includ-
ing only the dominant terms.

Because the tridiagonal matrix algorithm can be applied
to the block-tridiagonal structure of (10-47), submatrices of
partial derivatives are computed only as needed. The solution
of (10-45) follows the scheme in §10.4.1, given by (10-13)
to (10-18) and represented in Figure 10.5, where matrices
and vectors Aj,Bj,Cj,−Fj, and ΔXj correspond to variables
Aj,Bj,Cj,Dj, and xj, respectively. However, the multiplication
and division operations in §10.4.1 are changed to matrix
multiplication and inversion, respectively. The steps are:

Starting at stage 1, C1 ← (B1)−1 C1,F1 ← (B1)−1F1, and
B1 ← I (the identity submatrix). Only C1 and F1 are saved.

For stages j from 2 to (N − 1), Cj ← (Bj − AjCj−1)−1Cj,

Fj ← (Bj − AjCj−1)−1(Fj − AjFj−1). Then Aj ← 0, and Bj ←
I. Save Cj and Fj for each stage.

For the last stage, FN ← (BN − ANCN−1)−1(FN − ANFN−1),
AN ← 0,BN ← I, and therefore,ΔXN = −FN . This completes
the forward steps. Remaining values of ΔX are obtained by
successive, backward substitution from ΔXj = −Fj ← −(Fj −
CjFj+1)

This procedure is illustrated by the following example.

EXAMPLE 10.4 Block-Tridiagonal-Matrix Equation.

Solve the following block-tridiagonal-matrix equation using the

functions in MATLAB.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1 2 1 2 2 1 0 0 0 9

2 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 7

1 2 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 8

0 1 3 1 2 1 1 2 1 12

0 0 1 2 2 0 1 2 0 8

0 0 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 8

0 0 0 0 1 2 2 1 1 7

0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 5

0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 2 6

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Δ

Δ

Δ

Δ
. Δ

Δ

Δ

Δ

Δ

=

Solution

The matrix equation is in the form

⎡⎢⎢⎣
B1 C1 0

A2 B2 C2

0 A3 B3

⎤⎥⎥⎦ ⋅
⎡⎢⎢⎣
ΔX1

ΔX2

ΔX3

⎤⎥⎥⎦ = −
⎡⎢⎢⎣
F1

F2

F3

⎤⎥⎥⎦
Following the procedure just given, starting at the first block row,

B1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
1 2 1

2 1 1

1 2 2

⎤⎥⎥⎦ , C1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
2 2 1

2 1 0

1 2 0

⎤⎥⎥⎦ , F1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
−9
−7
−8

⎤⎥⎥⎦
By standard matrix inversion

(B1)−1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎣

0 2∕3 −1∕3
1 −1∕3 −1∕3

−1 0 1

⎤⎥⎥⎦
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By standard matrix multiplication

(B1)−1(C1)−1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0

1 1 1

−1 0 −1

⎤⎥⎥⎦
which replaces C1, and

(B1)−1(F1) =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
−2
−4
1

⎤⎥⎥⎦
which replaces F1. Also

I =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

⎤⎥⎥⎦ replaces B1

For the second block row

A2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
0 1 3

0 0 1

0 0 2

⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,B2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
1 2 1

2 2 0

2 1 1

⎤⎥⎥⎦
C2 =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
1 2 1

1 2 0

1 1 0

⎤⎥⎥⎦ , F2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
−12
−8
−8

⎤⎥⎥⎦
By matrix multiplication and subtraction

(B2 − A2C1) =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
3 1 3

3 2 1

4 1 3

⎤⎥⎥⎦
which upon inversion becomes

(B2 − A2C1)−1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
−1 0 3

1 3∕5 −6∕5
1 −1∕5 −3∕5

⎤⎥⎥⎦
By multiplication

(B2 − A2C1)−1C2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎣

0 −1 −1
2∕5 2 1

1∕5 1 1

⎤⎥⎥⎦
which replaces C2. In a similar manner, the remaining steps for this
and the third block row are carried out to give

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎡⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

⎤⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0

1 1 1

−1 0 −1

⎤⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎣

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

⎤⎥⎥⎦⎡⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

⎤⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

⎤⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎣

0 −1 −1
2∕5 2 1

1∕5 1 1

⎤⎥⎥⎦⎡⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

⎤⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

⎤⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

⎤⎥⎥⎦

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⋅

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ΔX1

ΔX2

ΔX3

ΔX4

ΔX5

ΔX6

ΔX7

ΔX8

ΔX9

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

= −

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−2
−4
+1
+1

−22∕5
−16∕5
−1
−1
−1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

Thus, ΔX7 = ΔX8 = ΔX9 = 1. The remaining backward steps begin

with the second block row, where

C2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
0 −1 −1

2∕5 2 1

1∕5 1 1

⎤⎥⎥⎦ , F2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎣

1

−22∕5
−16∕5

⎤⎥⎥⎦
(F2 − C2 F3) =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
−1
−1
−1

⎤⎥⎥⎦
Thus, ΔX4 = ΔX5 = ΔX6 = 1. Similarly, for the first block row,

ΔX1 = ΔX2 = ΔX3 = 1

Problem specifications for the SC method are flexible.
However, number of stages, stage pressures, compositions,
flow rates, and stage locations for all feeds, sidestreams, and
interstage heat exchangers are necessary specifications. For
distillation columns, the specification of condenser and/or
reboiler duties is not desirable. Alternative specifications
are accomplished by removing heat-balance functions H1

and/or HN from the simultaneous equation set and replacing
them with discrepancy functions. For example, the bottoms
flow rate, B, can be specified in place of the reboiler duty by

replacing the HN function with
∑

li,N − B = 0.

If desired, (10-39) can be modified to accommodate actual
rather than equilibrium stages. Values of the Murphree vapor
tray efficiency, EMV , (§6.5.4) must then be specified. These are
related to phase compositions by the definition

(EMV )j = ηj =
yi, j − yi, j+1

Ki, jxi, j − yi, j+1
(10-52)

In terms of component flow rates, (10-52) becomes the follow-
ing discrepancy function, which replaces (10-39).

(Ei, j)MV =
ηjKi, jli, j

C∑
κ=1

vκ, j

C∑
κ=1

lκ, j

− vi, j +
(1 − ηj)vi, j+1

C∑
κ=1

vκ, j

C∑
κ=1

vκ, j+1

(10-53)
The SC method is readily extended to staged separators

involving three coexisting phases (e.g., three-phase distilla-
tion), two liquid phases (e.g., liquid–liquid extraction), reac-
tive absorption and distillation, and to interlinked separators.

EXAMPLE 10.5 Distillation of a Methanol–Water
Mixture.

Acommon industrial distillation is the separation of amethanol–water

mixture. Unlike ethanol and isopropanol, methanol does not form

an azeotropic mixture with water at near-ambient pressure. Also,

unlike ethanol and isopropanol, methanol is toxic. A 1,000 kmol∕h
saturated feed of 60 mol% methanol and 40 mol% water at 160 kPa
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is to be distilled to produce a saturated liquid distillate of 95 mol%
methanol and a bottoms product containing only 1 mol% methanol.

From past experience, set column pressures of 150 kPa at the top

and 165 kPa at the bottom, with negligible pressure drop through

the condenser. Use the SCDS model of CHEMCAD to complete

a process design of the distillation column, including the number

of equilibrium stages, feed-stage location, reflux ratio, duties of

the total condenser and partial reboiler, and a stream summary. In

addition, track the error-to-tolerance ratio of the iterations, starting

with the default initialization.

Solution

The following two approaches are employed:

1. Specify a reflux ratio and a bottoms flow rate (consistent with

the desired product purities) and obtain a converged solution.

Hopefully, the results of the run will not be far from the desired

solution. Using the converged solution as the starting point, the

two initial specifications are replaced by the two purity speci-

fications so as to achieve the desired solution. This approach is

useful for nonideal mixtures because it is almost always pos-

sible to achieve a converged solution when specifying a reflux

ratio and a bottoms flow rate, provided that the reflux flow rate

is large enough that the liquid flow rate in the rectifying section

does not decrease to zero as it approaches the feed stage.

2. Specify the two product purities and seek a converged solution,

using the default initialization. If the run fails, provide initial

guesses and try again.

For both approaches, a final converged solution that meets the

product purity specifications is only possible if the number of equilib-

rium stages and the reflux ratio exceed the minimum values by some

margin. Also, the feed-stage location must not be far from the opti-

mum. The number of equilibrium stages and the feed-stage location

must be specified when using SCDS. The preferred way to obtain

these two values is to use the Fenske and Kirkbride equations from

Chapter 9.

Distillate and bottoms flow rates

Methanol molar material balance∶ 600 = 0.95D + 0.01B

Total molar material balance∶D + B = 1, 000

Solving, B = 372.34 lbmol∕h and D = 627.66 lbmol∕h
Also, methanol flow rate in distillate = 0.95(627.66) =

596.28 lbmol/h

water flow rate in distillate = 0.05(627.66) = 31.38 lbmol∕h
methanol flow rate in bottoms = 0.01(372.34) = 3.72 lbmol∕h
water flow rate in bottoms = 0.99(372.34) = 368.62 lbmol∕h

Average Relative Volatility

The relative volatility at the top of the column is determined

from a distillate bubble-point calculation at 150 kPa. Because the

methanol–water system is nonideal, but far from exhibiting phase

splitting, the Wilson method is selected for estimating liquid-phase

activity coefficients. Using CHEMCAD, the result is a relative

volatility of 1.029∕0.451 = 2.28 at a temperature of 75.5∘C. The
calculation is repeated for the bottoms composition at a pressure

of 165 kPa, giving a relative volatility of 6.397∕0.946 = 6.76

at a temperature of 112.5∘C. The geometric mean relative

volatility = 3.93.

Results from the Shortcut (FUG) Method (SHOR)
of CHEMCAD

Using the shortcut model of CHEMCAD (SHOR) gives Nmin = 6.40

and Rmin = 0.3555.

For R∕Rmin = 1.5, N = 13.9.

Try a column with 13 equilibrium stages with a partial reboiler

counted as an additional equilibrium stage, and a reflux ratio of

1.5(0.3555) = 0.533. Thus, since the total condenser counts as

Stage 1 in CHEMCAD, even though it is not an equilibrium stage,

the column top stage is 2, the column bottom stage is 14, and the

reboiler is Stage 15.

The feed stage location is difficult to select. Because the relative

volatility is much larger in the stripping section than in the rectifying

section, try a location of Stage 9 from the column top stage, which is

Stage 10 in the CHEMCAD input specification.

Run Results Using Approach 1

In this approach, a reflux ratio of 0.533 and a bottoms molar flow

rate of 372.34 lbmol∕h were specified and the simulator provided

the default initialization, which was a linear temperature profile and

constant liquid molar flow rates leaving the stages in the rectifying

and stripping sections. The default damping factor and default tol-

erance of 3.87 × 10−3 for convergence were taken. The calculations

converged in 7 iterations with the following error sequence:

Iteration Error at End of Iteration

Initialization 4.10 × 10+6

1 2.74 × 10+5

2 1.58 × 10+5

3 1.27 × 10+5

4 1.15 × 10+5

5 1.11 × 10+4

6 6.88

7 2.17 × 10−5

The default initialization resulted in a large error. By the end of 4 iter-

ations, convergence was in doubt. However, iteration 5 was a dis-

tinct improvement and was followed by major improvements in the

final two iterations. The converged product purities were 93.1 mol%
methanol in the distillate and 4.26 mol% methanol in the bottoms.

A second run was made using the profiles from the first run,

with the two desired purity specifications replacing the reflux ratio

and the bottoms molar flow rate. Convergence was achieved in
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17 iterations using damping factors that were automatically generated

as follows:

Iteration(s) Damping Factor Error at End of Iteration(s)

1 0.03125 1.36 × 10+2

2-11 0.125 4.93 × 10+1

12-14 0.25 3.13 × 10+1

15 0.50 2.56 × 10+1

16 1.00 1.15 × 10+1

17 1.00 2.60 × 10−4

During the 17 iterations, the SC method resulted in a gradual

increase in the reflux ratio from the initial value of 0.533 to the final

converged value of 0.678.

To determine whether the feed-stage location is near optimal, a

McCabe–Thiele diagram in Figure 10.10 was plotted using the Tray

Composition report generated from the converged run based on the

purity specifications.

TheMcCabe–Thiele diagram shows that the feed stage is not opti-

mal. Two stages can be removed from the rectifying section and one

stage added to the stripping section.

Run Results Using Approach 2

The run was executed using Approach 2, but with 14 stages that

included the total condenser and the partial reboiler. The feed stage

was relocated to Stage 8 from the top. The twomethanol purities were

specified and the default initialization was used.

The default initialization gave a poor result with an error of

1.58 × 10+6 using a reflux ratio of 2.227. Damping factors as low as

0.0156 were used in early iterations, resulting in a rapid decline in

the reflux ratio. After 8 iterations, convergence was achieved with
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Figure 10.10 McCabe–Thiele plot of run results from approach 1

of Example 10.5.

an error of 9.98 × 10−6 compared to a tolerance of 3.87 × 10−3. The

converged reflux ratio was 0.706. The condenser and reboiler duties

were 37,200 MJ∕h and 37,100 MJ∕h, respectively. Calculated col-

umn diameters for 70 to 75% flooding ranged from 7 ft at the top to

5 ft at the bottom.

Convergence was achieved with both approaches despite poor

default initializations by damping the Newton–Raphson corrections

in early iterations.

EXAMPLE 10.6 Reboiled Absorber Using
the SC Method.

Figure 10.11 shows a reboiled absorber for the separation of a

hydrocarbon vapor feed. The absorbent oil is equivalent to n-decane.
The 770 lbmol∕h (349 kmol∕h) of bottoms product corresponds to

the amount of C3 and heavier in the two feeds, so the column is

designed as a deethanizer. Calculate stage temperatures, interstage

vapor and liquid flow rates and compositions, and reboiler duty by

the SC method.

Solution

This example can be solved with RadFrac of Aspen Plus, SCDS of

CHEMCAD or ChemSep. Here, the example is solved with the dig-

ital computer program of Sandholm and Naphtali [17], who devel-

oped the SC method. The convergence criterion was 2.856 × 10−2

based on the sum-of-squares of the discrepancy functions of (10-38)

to (10-40).

Initialization was by a crude method and was called the first iter-

ation. The combined feeds were flashed at 400 psia and a V∕L ratio

400 psia
throughout

columnlbmol/h

1

7

12

13

Overhead

Bottoms

Reboiled adsorber
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Feed
105°F, 400 psia

160.0
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nC5
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1
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770

T, °F V L

initial guesses

Figure 10.11 Specifications for reboiled absorber of Example 10.6.
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of 0.688 = 530∕770 = ratio of overhead-to-bottoms flow rates. The

computed vapor and liquid mole fractions below were the initial val-

ues used for every stage.

Species y x

C1 0.2603 0.0286

C2 0.4858 0.1462

C3 0.2358 0.1494

nC4 0.0153 0.0221

nC5 0.0025 0.0078

nC10 0.0003 0.6459

1.0000 1.0000

Figure 10.12 shows the convergence pattern. The corresponding sum

of squares of the discrepancy functions, was 2.865 × 107, a very large

error to begin iteration 2. At each iteration an optimal damping fac-

tor, t, was determined that corresponded to the smallest error. For

iteration 2, the optimal value, 0.34, caused only a moderate reduc-

tion in the sum of squares. The optimal value was 0.904 for iteration

3, with an error reduction of one order of magnitude. As shown in

Figure 10.9, each subsequent iteration produced at least two orders

of magnitude reduction in the sum-of squares error, with damping

factors close to or at 1.0. Convergence was achieved after 7 iterations.

In Figures 10.13 and 10.14, converged temperature and V∕L pro-

files are compared to the initial profiles. In Figure 10.13, converged

stage temperatures with respect to stage number are far from the lin-

ear initialization. Above the feed stage, the temperature increases

from the top down in a gradual, declining manner. The cold feed

causes a small temperature drop from Stage 6 to 7. Temperature also

increases from Stage 7 to 13. A dramatic increase occurs in moving

from the bottom stage to the reboiler. In Figure 10.14, the converged

V∕L profile is far from the initial guess.
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Figure 10.12 Convergence pattern for Example 10.8.

Figure 10.15 shows component flow-rate profiles for the key com-

ponents (ethane vapor, propane liquid). As expected, the values from

the initialization are in very poor agreement with converged values.
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Figure 10.13 Converged temperature profile for reboiled absorber

in Figure 10.8.
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Figure 10.8.
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Table 10.4 Product Compositions and Reboiler Duty for Reboiled

Absorber of Figure 10.8

Soave−Redlich−Kwong
Equation

Overhead component flow rates, lbmol/h

C1 159.99

C2 341.57

C3 28.12

nC4 0.04

nC5 0.18

Abs. oil 0.10

530.00

Bottoms component flow rates, lbmol/h

C1 0.01

C2 28.43

C3 211.88

nC4 25.11

nC5 7.18

Abs. oil 497.39

770.00

Reboiler duty, Btu/h 15,640,000

Bottoms temperature, ∘F 380.8

The converged propane–liquid profile is regular except at the bottom,

where a large decrease occurs because of vaporization in the reboiler.

The converged ethane–vapor profile has changes at the top, where

entering oil absorbs ethane, and at the feed stage, where substantial

ethane vapor is introduced.

Converged values for the reboiler duty, and overhead and bottoms

compositions, are given in Table 10.4 based on the SRK EOS for

thermodynamic properties.

EXAMPLE 10.7 HCN Absorber Using the SC Method
with Electrolyte Thermodynamics.

An off-gas located downstream from the main fractionator of a

fluid-catalytic cracker unit in a petroleum refinery contains 200 ppm

of HCN, a poisonous chemical. The gas flow rate is 1,000 kmol∕h
at 25∘C and 150 psia. The HCN concentration must be reduced to

5 ppm. HCN is soluble in water with a K-value of approximately

0.5 at these conditions. In water, it partially ionizes to hydrogen and

cyanide ions. Determine a suitable absorbent water flow rate and the

number of equilibrium stages required for an absorber

To meet the specification of 5 ppm, the fraction of HCN to be

absorbed is 195∕200 = 0.975 or the fraction not absorbed = 0.025.

The plot of the Kremser equation in Figure 6.15 shows that

this degree of absorption can only be achieved with an absorp-

tion factor greater than 1.0 and preferably about 1.4. Let,

A = L∕KV = 1.4 = L∕[0.45(1, 000). Solving L = 630 lbmol∕h
of water. To be safe, because of uncertainties in the K-value and the

effect of ionization of the HCN, let L = 750 lbmol∕h of water at

25∘C and 150 psia. Two runs were made with the SCDS model of

CHEMCAD using the electrolyte NRTL method with Henry’s law

for K-values. In both runs, the default initialization was used. Five

equilibrium stages were specified for the first run. The calculations

converged in 8 iterations with 6.5 ppm of HCN leaving in the

off-gas. The number of equilibrium stages was increased to 6 for the

second run. The calculations converged in 8 iterations with 4.7 ppm,

which meets the goal. In both runs, the amount of absorbed HCN

that ionized was negligible because of the very small dissociation

constant for HCN (a weak acid). In a third run, 0.2 lbmol∕h of HCl

(same flow rate as HCN), a strong acid, was added to the off-gas.

Again convergence was achieved in 8 iterations. All of the HCl was

absorbed and was completely ionized in the absorbent.

§10.7 INSIDE-OUT METHOD

In the BP, SR, and SC methods, the major computational

effort is expended in calculating K-values and enthalpies from

rigorous thermodynamic-property models because property

calculations are made at each iteration. Furthermore, at each

iteration, derivatives are required of (1) all properties with

respect to temperature and compositions of both phases for

the SC method; (2) K-values with respect to temperature

for the BP method, and (3) vapor and liquid enthalpies with

respect to temperature for the SR method.

In 1974, Boston and Sullivan [19] presented an algorithm

designed to reduce the time spent computing thermodynamic

properties when making equilibrium-stage calculations. As

shown in Figure 10.16, two sets of thermodynamic-property

models are employed: (1) a simple, approximate, empirical

set used frequently to converge inner-loop calculations, and

(2) a rigorous set used less often in the outer loop. The

MESH equations are always solved in the inner loop with the

approximate set. The parameters in the empirical equations

for the inner-loop set are updated only infrequently in the

outer loop using the rigorous equations. The distinguishing

Boston–Sullivan feature is the inner and outer loops, hence

the name inside-out method.

Another feature of the inside-out method shown in

Figure 10.16 is the choice of iteration variables. For the SC

method, the iteration variables are li, j, vi, j, and Tj. For the

BP and SR methods, the choice is xi, j, yi, j, Tj, Lj, and Vj. For

the inside-out method, the iteration variables for the outer

loop are the parameters in the approximate equations for the

thermodynamic properties. The iteration variables for the

inner loop are related to stripping factors, Si, j = Ki, jVj∕Lj.

The inside-out method takes advantage of the following

characteristics of the iterative calculations:

1. Component relative volatilities vary much less than

component K-values.

2. Enthalpy of vaporization varies less than phase

enthalpies.

3. Component stripping factors combine effects of temper-

ature and liquid and vapor flow rates at each stage.

The inner loop of the inside-out method uses relative

volatility, energy, and stripping factors to improve stability

and reduce computing time. A widely used implementation

is that of Russell [21], which is described here together with

further refinements suggested and tested by Jelinek [22].
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Figure 10.16 Incorporation of thermodynamic-property correlations into interactive loops. (a) BP and SR methods. (b) SC method.

(c) inside-out method.

§10.7.1 MESH Equations for Inside-Out Method

As with the BP, SR, and SC methods, the equilibrium-stage
model of Figures 10.1 and 10.2 is employed. The form of
the equations is similar to the SC method in that component
flow rates are utilized. However, in addition, the following
inner-loop variables are defined:

αi, j = Ki, j∕Kb, j (10-54)

Sb, j = Kb, jVj∕Lj (10-55)

RLj
= 1 + Uj∕Lj (10-56)

RVj
= 1 + Wj∕Vj (10-57)

where Kb is the K-value for a base or hypothetical reference
component, Sb, j is the stripping factor for the base com-
ponent, RLj

is a liquid-phase withdrawal factor, and RVj
is

a vapor-phase withdrawal factor. For stages without side-
streams, RLj

and RVj
reduce to 1. The defined variables in

(10-54) to (10-57) and (10-34) to (10-37) still apply, but the
MESH equations, (10-38) to (10-40), become as follows,
where (10-59) results from the use of (10-56) to (10-58) to
eliminate variables in V and the sidestream ratios s and S:

Phase Equilibria:

vi, j = αi, jSb, jli, j, i = 1 to C, j = 1 to N (10-58)

Component Material Balance:

li, j−1 − (RLj
+ αi, jSb, jRVJ

)li, j + (αi, j+1Sb, j+1)li, j+1
= −fi, j, i = 1 to C, j = 1 to N (10-59)

Energy Balance:

Hj = hLj
RLj

Lj + hVj
RVj

Vj − hLj−1
Lj−1 − hVj+1

Vj+1

−hFj
Fj − Qj = 0, j = 1 to N (10-60)

where Si, j = αi, jSb, j.

In addition, discrepancy functions can be added to the
MESH equations to permit any reasonable set of product
specifications.

§10.7.2 Rigorous and Complex
Thermodynamic-Property Models

The complex thermodynamic models referred to in
Figure 10.16 can include any of the models discussed in
Chapter 2, including those based on P–v–T equations of state
and those based on free-energy models for liquid-phase activ-
ity coefficients. These generate parameters in the approximate
thermodynamic-property models of the form

Ki, j = Ki, j{Pj,Tj, xj, yj} (10-61)

hVj
= hVj

{Pj,Tj, yj} (10-62)

hLj
= hLj

{Pj,Tj, xj} (10-63)

§10.7.3 Approximate Thermodynamic-Property
Models

The approximate property models in the inside-out method
are designed to facilitate calculation of stage temperatures and
stripping factors.

K-values

The approximate K-value model of Russell [21] and Jelinek
[22], which differs slightly from that of Boston and Sullivan
[19] and originated from a proposal in Robinson and Gilliland
[23], is (10-54) combined with

Kb, j = exp (Aj − Bj∕Tj) (10-64)

where A and B are parameters. Either a feed component
or a hypothetical reference component can be selected as
the base, b, with the latter preferred. It is determined from
vapor-composition weighting using the following relations:

Kb, j = exp

(∑
i

wi.j lnKi, j

)
(10-65)
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where wi, j are weighting functions given by

wi, j =
yi, j

[
∂ ln Ki, j∕∂ (1∕T)

]∑
i

yi, j

[
∂ ln Ki, j∕∂ (1∕T)

] (10-66)

A unique Kb model and values of αi, j in (10-54) are derived
for each stage j from values of Ki, j from the rigorous model.
At the top stage, the base component will be close to a light
component, while at the bottom stage, the base component
will be close to a heavy one. The derivatives in (10-66) are
obtained numerically or analytically from the rigorous model.
To obtain values ofAj andBj in (10-64), two temperaturesmust
be selected for each stage. For example, the estimated or cur-
rent temperatures of the two adjacent stages, j − 1 and j + 1,
might be selected. Calling these T1 and T2 and using (10-64)
at each stage:

B =
ln

(
KbT1

∕KbT2

)(
1

T2

− 1

T1

) (10-67)

and A = lnKbT1
+ B∕T1 (10-68)

For highly nonideal-liquid solutions, it is advisable to separate
the rigorous K-value expression of (2-27) into two factors

Ki = γiL

(
ϕiL∕ϕ̄iV

)
(10-69)

Then,
(
ϕiL∕ϕ̄iV

)
is used to determine Kb and, as proposed by

Boston [20], values of γiL at each stage are fitted at a reference
temperature, T∗, to the liquid-phase mole fraction by the linear
function

γ∗iL = ai + bixi (10-70)

with parameters a and b, to obtain the approximate estimates
of γ∗iL. Equation (10-59) is then modified by replacing αi, j with
αi, jγ∗iL, where

αi, j =

(
ϕiL∕ϕ̄iV

)
j

Kb, j
(10-71)

rather than the αi, j given by (10-54).

Enthalpies

Boston and Sullivan [19] and Russell [21] employ the same
approximate enthalpy models. Jelinek [22] does not use
approximate enthalpy models, because the additional com-
plexity involved in the use of two enthalpy models may not
always be justified to the extent that approximate and rigorous
K-value models are justified.

The basis for the enthalpy calculations is the same as for
the rigorous equations discussed in Chapter 2. Thus, for either
phase, from Table 2.5,

h = h∘V + (h − h∘V ) = h∘V + ΔH (10-72)

where h∘V is the ideal-gas mixture enthalpy, as given by
the polynomial equations (2-38) and (2-39), based on the
vapor-phase composition for hV and the liquid-phase com-
position for hL. The ΔH term is the enthalpy departure,

ΔHV = (hV − h∘V ), for the vapor phase, which accounts for

the effect of pressure, and ΔHL = (hL − h∘V ) for the liquid

phase, which accounts for the enthalpy of vaporization and
the effect of pressure on both liquid and vapor phases, as
indicated in (2-59). The enthalpy of vaporization dominates
the ΔHL term. The time-consuming parts of the enthalpy
calculations are the two enthalpy-departure terms, which are
complex when an equation of state is used. Therefore, in
the approximate enthalpy equations, the rigorous enthalpy
departures are replaced by the simple linear functions

ΔHVj
= cj − dj(Tj − T∗) (10-73)

and ΔHLj
= ej − fj(Tj − T∗) (10-74)

where the departures are modeled in terms of enthalpy per unit
mass instead of per unit mole, and T∗ is a reference tempera-
ture. The parameters c, d, e, and f are evaluated from rigorous
models at each outer-loop iteration.

§10.7.4 Inside-Out Algorithm

The inside-out algorithm of Russell [21] involves an initializa-
tion procedure, inner-loop iterations, and outer-loop iterations.

Initialization Procedure

First, it is necessary to provide reasonably good estimates of
stage values of xi, j, yi, j, Tj, Vj, and Lj. Boston and Sullivan [19]
suggest the following procedure:

1. Specify the number of theoretical stages, conditions of
all feeds, feed-stage locations, and pressure profile.

2. Specify stage locations for each product withdrawal
(including sidestreams) and for each heat exchanger.

3. Provide an additional specification for each product and
each intermediate heat exchanger.

4. If not specified, estimate each product-withdrawal rate,
and estimate each value of Vj. Obtain values of Lj from
the total material-balance equation, (10-6).

5. Estimate an initial temperature profile, Tj, by combin-
ing all feed streams (composite feed) and determining
bubble-and dew-point temperatures at average column
pressure. The dew-point temperature is the top-stage
temperature, T1, whereas the bubble-point temperature
is the bottom-stage temperature, TN . Intermediate-stage
temperatures are estimated by interpolation. Reference
temperatures T∗ for use with (10-70), (10-73), and
(10-74) are set equal to Tj.

6. Flash the composite feed isothermally at the average col-
umn pressure and temperature. The resulting vapor and
liquid compositions, yi and xi, are the estimated stage
compositions.

7. With the initial estimates from Steps 1 through 6, use
the complex thermodynamic-property correlation to
determine values of the stagewise outside-loop K and h
parameters Aj, Bj, ai, j, bi, j, cj, dj, ej, fj, Kb, j, and αi, j of
the approximate models.

8. Compute initial values of Sb, j, RLj
, and RVj

from

(10-55), (10-56), and (10-57).
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Inner-Loop Calculation Sequence

An iterative sequence of inner-loop calculations begins
with values for the outside-loop parameters listed in Step 7,
obtained initially from the initialization procedure and later
from outer-loop calculations, using results from the inner
loop, as shown in Figure 10.16c.

9. Compute component liquid flow rates, li, j, from the set
of N equations (10-59) for each of the C components by
the tridiagonal-matrix algorithm.

10. Compute component vapor flows, vi, j, from (10-58).

11. Compute a revised set of flow rates, Vj and Lj, from the
component flow rates by (10-34) and (10-35).

12. To calculate a revised set of stage temperatures, Tj,
compute a set of xi values for each stage from (10-37),
then a revised set of Kb, j values from a combination of
the bubble-point equation, (10-25), with (10-54), which
gives

Kb, j = 1∕
C∑

i=1
(αi, jxi, j) (10-75)

From this new set of Kb, j values, compute a set of stage
temperatures from a rearrangement of (10-64):

Tj =
Bj

Aj − ln Kb, j
(10-76)

At this point in the inner-loop iterative sequence, there is
a revised set of vi, j, li, j, and Tj, which satisfy the compo-
nent material-balance and phase-equilibria equations for
the estimated properties. However, these values do not
satisfy the energy-balance and specification equations
unless the estimated base-component stripping factors
and product withdrawal rates are correct.

13. Select inner-loop iteration variables as

lnSb, j = ln(Kb, jVj∕Lj) (10-77)

together with any other iteration variables. For an ordi-
nary distillation column, no other inner loop iteration
variables are needed if the condenser and reboiler duties
are specified. If reflux ratio (L∕D) and bottoms flow rate
(B) are specified rather than the two duties (which is the
more common situation), the two (10-60) equations for
H1 and HN are replaced by two discrepancy functions
D1 and D2 in terms of L∕D and B:

D1 = L1 − (L∕D)V1 = 0 (10-78)

D2 = LN − B = 0 (10-79)

For each sidestream, a withdrawal factor is added as
an inner-loop iteration variable, e.g., ln(Uj∕Lj) and
ln(Wj∕Vj), together with a specification on purity or
some other variable.

14. Compute stream enthalpies from (10-72) to (10-74).

15. Compute normalized discrepancies of Hj, D1, D2, etc.,
from the energy balances (10-60) and (10-78), (10-79),
etc., but compute Q1 from H1, and QN from HN where
appropriate. A typical normalization is (10-24).

16. Compute the Jacobian of partial derivatives of
Hj,D1,D2, etc., with respect to the iteration vari-
ables of (10-77), etc., by perturbation of each iteration
variable and recalculation of the discrepancies through
Steps 9 to 15, numerically or by differentiation.

17. Compute corrections to the inner-loop iteration vari-
ables by a SC iteration of the type discussed for the SR
and SC methods in §10.5.2 and 10.6.

18. Compute new values of the iteration variables from the
sum of the previous values and the corrections with
(10-46), using damping if necessary to reduce the sum
of squares of the normalized discrepancies.

19. Check whether the sum-of-squares is sufficiently small.
If so, proceed to the outer-loop calculation procedure
given next. If not, repeat Steps 15 to 18 using the latest
iteration variables. For any subsequent cycles through
Steps 15 to 18, Russell [21] uses Broyden [24] updates
to avoid re-estimation of the Jacobian partial deriva-
tives, whereas Jelinek [22] recommends the standard
SC method of recalculating the partial derivatives for
each inner-loop iteration.

20. Upon convergence of Steps 15 to 19, Steps 9 through
12 will have produced an improved set of primitive
variables xi, j, vi, j, li, j, Tj, Vj, and Lj. From (10-36), cor-
responding values of yi, j can be computed. The values
of these variables are not correct until the approximate
thermodynamic properties are in agreement with the
properties from the rigorous models. The primitive vari-
ables are input to the outer-loop calculations to bring
the approximate and complex models into successively
better agreement.

Outer-Loop Calculation Sequence

Each outer loop proceeds as follows:

21. Using the values of the primitive variables from Step 20,
compute relative volatilities and stream enthalpies from
the complex thermodynamic models. If they are in
close agreement with previous values used to initiate a
set of inner-loop iterations, both outer-and inner-loop
iterations are converged, and the problem is solved. If
not, proceed to Step 22.

22. Determine values of the stagewise outside-loop K and h
parameters of the approximatemodels from the complex
models, as in initialization Step 7.

23. Compute values of Sb, j, RLj
, and RVj

, as in initialization

Step 8.

24. Repeat the inner-loop calculation of Steps 9–20.

Although convergence of the inside-out method is not
guaranteed for all problems, the method is quite robust and
rapid. Convergence difficulties arise because of poor initial
estimates, which result in negative or zero flow rates at certain
locations in the column. To counteract this tendency, all
component stripping factors use a scalar multiplier, Sb, called
a base stripping factor, to give

Si, j = Sbαi, jSb, j (10-80)
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The value of Sb is initially chosen to force the results of the
initialization procedure to give a reasonable distribution of
component flows throughout the column. Russell [21] recom-
mends that Sb be chosen only once, but Boston and Sullivan
[19] compute a new Sb for each new set of Sb, j values.

For highly nonideal-liquid mixtures, the inside-out method
may fail to converge. If so, the SC method should be tried. If
the SC method also fails to converge, relaxation or continu-
ation methods, described by Kister [25], are usually success-
ful, but computing time may be an order of magnitude longer
than that for similar problems converged successfully with the
inside-out method.

EXAMPLE 10.8 Five-Stage Distillation by the
Inside-Out Method.

For the conditions of the ordinary distillation column shown in

Figure 10.6, track the results of the loops while obtaining a con-

verged solution by the inside-out method. Use the SRK equation of

state for thermodynamic properties.

Solution

The TOWRmodel (an inside-out method) of the CHEMCADprocess

simulator was used. The only initial assumptions were a condenser

outlet temperature of 65∘F and a bottoms-product temperature of

165∘F. The bubble-point temperature of the feed was 123.5∘F. In the
initialization procedure, the parameters A and B in (10-64), with T
in ∘R, were determined from the SRK equation, with the following

results:

Stage T, ∘F A B Kb

1 65 6.870 3708 0.8219

2 95 6.962 4031 0.7374

3 118 7.080 4356 0.6341

4 142 7.039 4466 0.6785

5 165 6.998 4576 0.7205

Values of the enthalpy coefficients c, d, e, and f in (10-73) and (10-74)
are not tabulated here but were computed for each stage, based on the

initial temperature distribution.

In the inner-loop calculation sequence, component liquid flow

rates were obtained from (10-59) by the tridiagonal-matrix method of

§10.4.1. The resulting bottoms-product flow rate deviates somewhat

from the specified value of 50 lbmol∕h. By modifying the compo-

nent stripping factors with a base stripping factor, Sb, in (10-80) of

1.1863, the error in the bottoms flow rate is reduced to 0.73%.

The initial inside-loop error from the solution of the normalized

energy-balance equations, (10-60), was only 0.04624. This reduced

to 0.000401 after two iterations through the inner loop.

At this point in the inside-out method, the revised column profiles

of temperature and phase compositions were used in the outer loop

with the SRK thermodynamic models to compute updates for the

approximate K and h parameters. Only one inner-loop iteration was

required to obtain satisfactory convergence of the energy equations.

The K and h parameters were again updated in the outer loop. After

one inner-loop iteration, the approximate K and h values were found

to be sufficiently close to the SRK values for overall convergence.

Thus, a total of only three outer-loop iterations and four inner-loop

iterations were required.

To illustrate the efficiency of the inside-out method, results from

each of the three outer-loop iterations were:

Outer-Loop
Stage Temperatures, ∘F

Iteration T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

Initial guess 65 — — — 165

1 82.36 118.14 146.79 172.66 193.20

2 83.58 119.50 147.98 172.57 192.53

3 83.67 119.54 147.95 172.43 192.43

Total Liquid Flows, lbmol/h
Outer-Loop

Iteration L1 L2 L3 L4 L5

Specification 100 — — — —

1 100.00 89.68 187.22 189.39 50.00

2 100.03 89.83 188.84 190.59 49.99

3 100.0 89.87 188.96 190.56 50.00

Component Flows in Bottoms Product, lbmol/h
Outer-Loop

Iteration C3 nC4 nC5 L5

1 0.687 12.045 37.268 50.000

2 0.947 12.341 36.697 49.985

3 0.955 12.363 36.683 50.001

It is seen that stage temperatures and total liquid flow rates are already

close to the converged solution after one outer-loop iteration. How-

ever, the composition of the bottoms product with respect to the light-

est component, C3, is not close to the converged solution until after

two iterations. The inside-out method does not always converge so

dramatically but is usually efficient, as shown in the following table

for four exercises in this chapter.

Total Number of Number of

Problem Inner Loops Outer-Loop Iterations

Exercise 10.9 7 6

Exercise 10.20 6 3

Exercise 10.31 17 9

Exercise 10.35 16 5

Computing time on a PC for each of these four exercises was less

than 1 second.

EXAMPLE 10.9 Distillation with Multiple Feeds,
Sidestreams, and Interstage Heat Exchangers by the
Inside-Out Method.

Use the RadFrac model in Aspen Plus with the inside-out method to

solve the complex distillation column shown in Figure 10.3. Use the

Peng–Robinson EOS for thermodynamic properties.

Solution

The specifications are included in Figure 10.3. Note that both vapor

and liquid distillates are produced. The molar flow rates for the vapor

distillate, liquid distillate, and liquid sidestream sum to molar flow

rates of ethane and propane in the two feeds. The molar flow rate of

the vapor sidestream equals the sum of the n-butane molar flow rates

in the two feeds. By material balance, the bottoms molar flow rate is
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40 lbmol∕h. This equals the sum of the molar feed rates for n-pentane
and n-hexane in the two feeds.

With the Peng–Robinson method, the default interaction parame-

ters in Aspen Plus were applied. However, the user must accept this

default. A partial vapor-liquid condenser was specified because both

vapor and liquid distillates are produced. The fraction of vapor distil-

late was 0.75. A kettle reboiler, counted as an equilibrium stage, was

accepted by default. The total number of stages was 16, counting the

partial condenser and the partial reboiler. The two feeds, both liquids,

were sent to Stages 6 and 9. The two specifications for the column

were a reflux flow rate of 150 lbmol∕h and a combined distillate flow

rate of 20 lbmol∕h. The liquid sidestream was located at Stage 3 with

a flow rate of 3 lbmol∕h. The vapor sidestream was located at Stage

13 with a flow rate of 37 lbmol∕h. An interstage cooler with a duty of
−200,000 Btu∕h was located at Stage 3 using the specification sheet
found under Blocks/B1/Configuration/Side Duties. Initialization of

the iterations was by default.

Convergence of the RadFrac block using the standard inside-out

method was achieved almost instantaneously in 5 outer-loop itera-

tions with the following error/tolerance sequence:

Outer Loop Iteration Error/Tolerance

1 51.605

2 6.788

3 2.989

4 1.001

5 0.026

Thus, because of the complexity of the distillation and the use of the

default initialization, the initial error was very high. However, the

error was quickly reduced by the inside-out method to a value below

the default tolerance.

The converged stream summary with flow rates in lbmol/h was as

follows:

Component

Feed

1

Feed

2

Vapor

Distillate

Liquid

Distillate

Liquid

Side-

stream

Vapor

Side-

stream Bottoms

Ethane 2.5 0.5 2.6 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

Propane 14.0 6.0 12.1 4.4 2.4 1.1 0.0

n-Butane 19.0 18.0 0.3 0.2 0.6 25.5 10.4

n-Pentane 5.0 30.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0 25.0

n-Hexane 0.5 4.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 4.6

Total 41.0 59.0 15.0 5.0 3.0 37.0 40.0

The attempt to obtain a near-pure n-butane product in the vapor

sidestream was a failure. In general, it is very difficult to obtain

near-pure sidestream products. Either the component must have a

K-value much different from adjacent components or a very large

reflux or boilup ratio is required.

The temperature of the distillates and reflux was 108.6∘F. The
bottoms temperature was 283.9∘F. Feed 1 at 300 psia was flashed

across a valve to column pressure of 241 psia, causing 4.3 mol%
of it to vaporize. The boilup flow rate leaving the reboiler was

212.7 lbmol∕h. The condenser duty was 900,000 Btu∕h, while the

reboiler duty was 1,566,000 Btu∕h.
This example was also solved, using the same specifications,

with the TOWR (inside-out) model of CHEMCAD. Convergence

was rapid and the results were almost identical to RadFrac.

EXAMPLE 10.10 Carbon Capture by Absorption of
CO2 by an Aqueous Amine Solution.

A gas stream at 56∘C and 1.07 bar has a composition in kmol/h of 200

CO2, 400 H2O, 4,000 N2, and 600 H2. It is to be scrubbed with aque-

ous monoethanolamine (MEA) at 50∘C and 1.05 bar in an absorber

to capture CO2. The absorbent flow rate is 750 kmol∕h of MEA in

5, 700 kmol∕h of water. Determine the percent capture of CO2 as a

function of the number of equilibrium stages.

Solution

The TOWR model of CHEMCAD was used with the Amine option

for thermodynamic properties. For one equilibrium stage, an adia-

batic flash of the combined gas and absorbent streams resulted in

97.1% CO2 absorbed. For two equilibrium stages, the TOWR model

converges in 9 iterations with a % capture of CO2 of 99.999.

§10.8 RIGOROUS METHODS FOR
LIQUID–LIQUID EXTRACTION

Rigorous equilibrium-stage models for multicomponent

liquid–liquid extraction include modifications of the sum-rates

(SR), simultaneous-correction (SC), and inside-out models for

vapor–liquid separation operations. The SR model is simpler,

but initialization is critical because of the highly nonideal

nature of the system. Reasonable initial guesses of stage

compositions may be necessary to converge the calculations.

Convergence is more likely with the inside-out model or the

SC model, especially if damping is used.

§10.8.1 The Isothermal Sum-Rates (ISR) Method

In industry, liquid–liquid extraction is usually adiabatic,

entering streams are often at ambient temperature, and heat

of mixing is negligible, resulting in a nearly isothermal

operation. If stage temperatures are specified, as discussed

by Friday and Smith [7] and Tsuboka and Katayama [12],

a simplified isothermal version of the sum-rates method

(ISR) is applicable. It is based on the equilibrium-stage

model in §10.1. For application to a liquid-liquid system,

liquid-phase and vapor-phase symbols correspond to raffinate

and extract, respectively and K-values become distribution

(partition) coefficients. With all stage temperatures specified,

the equilibrium-stage energy balances are ignored. However,

close attention must be paid to the possibility that phase

compositions may strongly influence KDi, j
values.

For the Tsuboka–Katayama ISR method, problem spec-

ifications are feed flow rates and compositions; feed-stage

locations; stage temperatures (frequently all equal); total

flow rates of side-streams; and the number of equilibrium

stages, N. Stage pressures must be greater than corresponding

bubble-point pressures to prevent vaporization.

With stage temperatures specified, the only tear variables

are Vj (extract flow rates). An initial set is obtained by assum-

ing a perfect separation for feed components and neglecting
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solvent mass transfer to the raffinate phase. This fixes approx-

imate values for exiting raffinate and extract flow rates.

Intermediate Vj values are obtained by linear interpolation.

The effect of compositions on KD-values can be consider-

able. It is best to provide initial estimates of xi, j and yi, j from

which values of KDi, j
are computed. Initial values of xi, j are

obtained by linear interpolation using the compositions of

the known entering and assumed exit streams. Corresponding

values of yi, j are obtained by material balance from (10-1).

Values of γiL, j and γiV , j are determined using an appropriate

activity-coefficient correlation from Chapter 2. Selection

of the NRTL equation is often preferred. Corresponding

KD-values are from an equation equivalent to (2-33).

Ki, j =
γiL, j

γiV , j
(10-81)

New xi, j values come from solving (10-12) by the tridiag-

onal matrix algorithm. These are compared to the assumed

values by

error =
N∑

j=1

C∑
i=1

|||x(r−1)i, j − x(r)i, j
||| (10-82)

where r is an inner-loop index. If the error is greater than the

tolerance, where, for example, the tolerance might be 0.01 NC,

an inner loop is used to improve the KD values by using nor-

malized values of xi, j and yi, j to compute new values of γiL, j
and γiV , j.

When the inner loop is converged, values of xi, j are used

to compute new values of yi, j from (10-2). A new set of tear

variables Vj is then obtained from the sum-rates relation

V (k+1)
j = V (k)

j

C∑
i=1

yi, j (10-83)

where k is an outer-loop index. Values of L(k+1)
j are obtained

from (10-6). The outer loop is converged when

error =
N∑

j=1

(
V (k)

j − V (k−1)
j

V (k)
j

)2

≤ tolerance (10-84)

where the tolerance may be 0.01 N. Convergence of the ISR

method depends on the effect of composition on theKD values.

EXAMPLE 10.11 Separation of Benzene from
n-Heptane by Extraction with Aqueous
Dimethylformamide (DMF).

The separation of benzene (B) from n-heptane (H) by distillation

is difficult, even though the normal boiling points differ by 18.3∘C,
because of liquid-phase nonideality. The relative volatility decreases

to less than 1.15 at high benzene concentrations [13]. Alternatively,

liquid–liquid extraction with a mixture of dimethylformamide

(DMF) and water [14] can be used. The solvent is more selective

Feed
20°C, 20 psia

20°C,
20 psia

throughout

Solvent
20°C, 20 psia

lbmol/h

H
B

300.0
100.0

400.0

Raffinate

Extract

1

5

lbmol/h

DMF
Water

750
250

1000

500
500

1000

Case A Case B

Figure 10.17 Specifications for Example 10.11.

for benzene than for n-heptane at 20∘C. For the two different

solvent compositions, shown in Figure 10.17, calculate interstage

flow rates and product compositions by the ISR method for a five

equilibrium-stage liquid–liquid extraction cascade.

Solution

Experimental phase-equilibrium data for the quaternary system [19]

were fitted to the NRTL equation by Cohen and Renon [15]. The

resulting binary-pair constants in (2-77) to (2-78) are

Binary Pair, ij τij τji αji

DMF, H 2.036 1.910 0.25

Water, H 7.038 4.806 0.15

B, H 1.196 −0.355 0.30

Water, DMF 2.506 −2.128 0.253

B, DMF –0.240 0.676 0.425

B, Water 3.639 5.750 0.203

For Case A, estimates of Vj (the extract phase), xi, j, and yi, j, based

on a perfect separation and linear interpolation by stage, are

yi, j xi, j
Stage
j V

j H B DMF Water H B DMF Water

1 1100 0.0 0.0909 0.6818 0.2273 0.7895 0.2105 0.0 0.0
2 1080 0.0 0.0741 0.6944 0.2315 0.8333 0.1667 0.0 0.0
3 1060 0.0 0.0566 0.7076 0.2359 0.8824 0.1176 0.0 0.0
4 1040 0.0 0.0385 0.7211 0.2404 0.9375 0.0625 0.0 0.0
5 1020 0.0 0.0196 0.7353 0.2451 1.0000 0.0 0.0 0.0

The converged solution for Case A gives the following stage flow

rates and compositions:

yi, j xi, j
Stage
j Vj H B DMF Water H B DMF Water

1 1113.1 0.0263 0.0866 0.6626 0.2245 0.7586 0.1628 0.0777 0.0009
2 1104.7 0.0238 0.0545 0.6952 0.2265 0.8326 0.1035 0.0633 0.0006
3 1065.6 0.0213 0.0309 0.7131 0.2347 0.8858 0.0606 0.0532 0.0004
4 1042.1 0.0198 0.0157 0.7246 0.2399 0.9211 0.0315 0.0471 0.0003
5 1028.2 0.0190 0.0062 0.7316 0.2432 0.9438 0.0125 0.0434 0.0003
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Computed products for the two cases are:

Extract, lbmol/h Raffinate, lbmol/h

Case A Case B Case A Case B

H 29.3 5.6 270.7 294.4

B 96.4 43.0 3.6 57.0

DMF 737.5 485.8 12.5 14.2

Water 249.9 499.7 0.1 5.0

1113.1 1034.1 286.9 365.9

On a percentage extraction basis, the results are:

Case A Case B

Percent of benzene feed extracted 96.4 43.0

Percent of n-heptane feed extracted 9.8 1.87

Percent of solvent transferred to raffinate 1.26 1.45

Thus, the solvent with 75% DMF extracts a much larger percent-

age of the benzene, but the solvent with 50% DMF is more selective

between benzene and n-heptane. For Case A, the stage variations of
K-values and the relative selectivity are shown in Figure 10.18, where

the relative selectivity is βB,H = KDB
∕KDH

. The distribution coeffi-

cient for n-heptane varies by a factor of almost 1.75 from Stage 5

to Stage 1, while the coefficient for benzene is almost constant. The

relative selectivity varies by a factor of almost 2.

Kwater

KDMF

   = Kbenzene / Kn-heptane

Kn-heptane

Kbenzene

β

K
, 
β

1000

100

10

1.0

0.10

0.01
1 2 3

Stage number

4 5

Figure 10.18 Distribution coefficient and relative selectivity

profiles for Example 10.11, Case A.

§10.8.2 The Simultaneous-Correction (SC)
and Inside-Out Methods

The SC method is used by the EXTR model of CHEMCAD

and the Extraction model of ChemSep. For EXTR, the user has

the option to include derivatives of the distribution coefficient

with respect to composition if convergence fails.

The inside-out algorithm is used in the EXTRACT model

of Aspen Plus. That model allows for side feeds and product

sidestreams. It consists of two nested iteration loops. The

K-value and enthalpy models are evaluated only in the outside

loop to determine parameters of simplified local models used

in the inner loop. The local model parameters are the outside

loop iteration variables. Convergence of the outer loop is

achieved by a combination of the bounded Wegstein method

and the Broyden quasi-Newton method. In the inside loop, the

MESH equations are expressed in terms of the local physical

property models. Convergence of the inner loop uses one

of the following methods, depending on difficulty: bounded

Wegstein, Broyden quasi-Newton, Schubert quasi-Newton,

and Newton. The tolerance for convergence becomes tighter

as the outside loop converges. These convergence methods

are included in MATLAB.

EXAMPLE 10.12 Extraction of Acetic Acid from
Water with Ethyl Acetate.

Use the EXTRACT model of Aspen Plus to determine the effect of

the number of equilibrium stages, from 2 to 8, on the percent extrac-

tion of acetic acid from water by ethyl acetate, using the feed and

recycle solvent flow rates in Figure 8.1. Assume both streams enter

the extraction unit at 30∘C and 1 bar. The operation is adiabatic. Use

the UNIFAC-LL method for estimating the distribution coefficients.

From the results for 8 stages, calculate the average molar flow rates

of the two countercurrently flowing streams and the average distri-

bution coefficient for acetic acid between ethyl acetate and water.

Compare the Aspen Plus results with predictions by the Kremser plot

of Figure 6.15, assuming the extract phase is analogous to the vapor

and the raffinate phase is analogous to the liquid, such that a strip-

ping factor applies. If 99.8% extraction of acetic acid is desired, does

the Kremser plot indicate that the solvent flow rate could be appre-

ciably reduced, without a large increase in the required number of

equilibrium stages?

Solution

The feed to the top stage of the EXTRACT model is the feed (1st

liquid phase), with the raffinate leaving at the bottom. The recycle

solvent (2nd liquid phase) enters the bottom stage, with the extract

leaving at the top. The key component of the 1st liquid phase is water.

The key component of the 2nd liquid phase is ethyl acetate. Initial

estimates of stage temperatures and stage pressures are those of the

feed and recycle solvent. Calculations converged in 9 iterations or
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less. Results for the % acetic acid extraction as a function of the num-

ber of equilibrium stages are as follows:

Number of

Equilibrium Stages

Percent Extraction

of Acetic Acid

Fraction of Acetic

Acid not Extracted

2 94.62 0.0538

3 98.44 0.0156

4 99.53 0.00472

5 99.85 0.00146

6 99.95 0.000455

7 99.986 0.000143

8 99.995 0.000045

Thus, 5 equilibrium stages are required.

From the 8-stage result, the average molar flow rate of the

feed/raffinate stream (L) is 1318 lbmol∕h. The average molar flow

rate of the recycle solvent/extract stream (V) is 1020 lbmol∕h. The
average distribution coefficient (KD) on a mole fraction basis is close

to 4.5. The stripping factor, S, is KDV∕L = 4.5(1020)∕1318 = 3.5.

This is a high stripping factor. Using it with the Kremser plot gives

results that agree well with values computed by Aspen Plus. If the

stripping factor is reduced to 2.0, the number of stages required for

99.98% extraction (0.0002 fraction of acetic acid not extracted) is

12.3, which is an unfavorably large increase.

CHAPTER 10 NOMENCLATURE

Abbreviations and Acronyms

BP bubble-point (method)

ISR isothermal sum-rates (method)

MESH equations for modeling an equilibrium stage

NR Newton–Raphson (method)

SC simultaneous-correction (method)

SR sum-rates (method)

Latin Symbols

Aj defined by (10-8)

Bi, j defined by (10-9)

Ci, j defined by (10-10)

Di, j defined by (10-11)

D1,D2 discrepancy functions, (10-78)

Ei, j phase equilibrium relation, (10-2) and (10-39)

(Ei, j)MV discrepancy function based on Murphree Vapor

efficiency, (10-53)

Fj vector of functions for stage j, (10-42)

fi, j fi, j = Fjzi, j, below(10-40)

Hj energy balance equation for stage j, (10-5)

ΔH enthalpy departure (h - ho) mixture enthalpy minus

ideal mixture enthalpy, (10-72)

Kb, j base K-value relation defined by (10-64)

li, j liquid flow rate of component i at stage j, (10-37)

Mi, j material balance equation for component i, stage j,
(10-1)

m index for stages, (10-9)

p, q tridiagonal matrix coefficients, section 10.4.1

RLj
liquid phase withdrawal factor = 1 + Uj∕Lj,

(10-56)

RVj
vapor-phase withdrawal factor = 1 + Wj∕Uj,

(10-57)

r iteration number, (10-22); inner-loop index,

(10-82)

Sj vapor sidestream ratio = Wj∕Vj, (10-38)

(Sy)j mole fraction summation equation for vapor on

stage j, (10-3)

(Sx)j mole fraction summation equation for liquid on

stage j, (10-4)

Sb, j inner-loop variable for inside-out

method = Kb, jVj∕Lj, (10-55)

sj liquid sidestream ratio = Uj∕Lj, (10-38)

t damping factor, (10-46)

U liquid sidestream flow rate, Fig. 10.1

vi, j vapor flow rate of component i at stage j, (10-36)

W vapor sidestream flow rate, Fig. 10.1

wi, j weighting function for inside-out method, (10-66)

X vector of output variables for stage j, (10-41)

Note that bold letters indicate vectors and over-barred vectors

denote a matrix.

Greek Symbols

αi, j inner-loop variable for inside-out

method = Ki, j∕Kb, j,, (10-54)

Δ correction (difference), below (10-21)

Subscripts

b reference component, (10-55)

k iteration number, (10-45)

n number of equations, (10-19)

Superscripts

* initial guesses for variables, (10-21); reference

values, (10-70)

k outer loop index, (10-83)

r iteration number, (10-22)

T transposed vector, (10-41)

− a matrix when placed over a (bold) vector, §10.6
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SUMMARY

1. Rigorous methods are readily available for computer-

solution of equilibrium-based models for multicompo-

nent, multistage absorption, stripping, distillation, and

liquid–liquid extraction.

2. The equilibrium-based model for a countercurrent-flow

cascade provides for multiple feeds, vapor sidestreams,

liquid sidestreams, and intermediate heat exchangers.

Thus, the model can handle almost any type of column

configuration.

3. The model equations include component and total material

balances, phase-equilibria relations, and energy balances.

4. Some or all of themodel equations can be grouped to obtain

tridiagonal-matrix equations, for which an efficient solu-

tion algorithm is available.

5. Widely used for iteratively solving the model equations are

the sum-rates (SR) method, the simultaneous-correction

(SC) method, and the inside-out method.

6. The bubble-point method is sometimes useful for initializ-

ing the other methods.

7. The SR method is generally restricted to absorption and

stripping problems involving wide-boiling feed mixtures

or, in the ISR form, to extraction problems.

8. The SC and inside-out methods are designed to solve any

type of column configuration for any type of feed mixture.

Because of its computational efficiency, the inside-out

method is often the method of choice; however, it may fail

to converge for highly nonideal-liquid mixtures, in which

case the slower SC method should be tried. Both permit

considerable flexibility in specifications.

9. When the SC and inside-out methods fail, slower relax-

ation and continuation methods, not covered here, are a last

resort.
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STUDY QUESTIONS

10.1. Why are rigorous solution procedures difficult and tedious

for multicomponent, multistage separation operations?

10.2. In the equilibrium-stage model, can each stage have a

feed, a heat exchanger, a vapor sidestream, and/or a liquid

sidestream? How many independent equations apply to

each stage for C components?

10.3. In the equilibrium-stage model equations, are K-values and

enthalpies counted as variables? Are the equations used to

compute these properties counted as equations?

10.4. For a cascade of N countercurrent equilibrium stages, what

is the number of variables, number of equations, and number

of degrees of freedom? What are typical specifications, and
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what are the typical computed (output) variables? Why is

it necessary to specify the number of equilibrium stages

and the locations of all sidestream withdrawals and heat

exchangers?

10.5. Early attempts to solve the MESH equations by hand calcu-

lations were the Lewis–Matheson and Thiele–Geddes meth-

ods. Why are they not favored for computer calculations?

10.6. What are the three methods most widely used to solve the

MESH equations?

10.7. How do equation-tearing and simultaneous-correction pro-

cedures differ?

10.8. What is a tridiagonal-matrix (TDM) equation? How is

it developed from the MESH equations? In the matrix

equation, what are the variables and what are the tear vari-

ables? What is a tear variable? Is there one TDM equation

for each component? If so, can each equation be solved

independently of the others?

10.9. What is meant by normalization of a set of variables?

10.10. Does the SRmethod use tridiagonal-matrix equations?What

are the tear variables in the SR method?

10.11. What limitation of the SR method is overcome by the SC

method? How does the SC method differ from the SR

method?

10.12. What is the difference between a tridiagonal-matrix (TDM)

equation and a block-tridiagonal-matrix (BTDM) equation?

How do the algorithms for solving these two types of

equations differ?

10.13. What is a Jacobian matrix? How is the Jacobian formulated?

10.14. What types of calculations consume the most time in the SR

and SC methods? How does the inside-out method reduce

this time?

10.15. For a given problem, would it be expected that the SC and

inside-out methods converge to the same result?

EXERCISES

Exercises for this chapter are divided into two groups: (1) those that

can be solved manually or with MATLAB and (2) those that are

best solved with a process simulator. The first group is referenced to

chapter section numbers. The second group of problems follows the

first group and is referenced to the type of separation operation.

Section 10.1

10.1. Independency of the MESH equations.
Show mathematically that (10-6) is not independent of (10-1),

(10-3), and (10-4).

10.2. Revision of MESH equations.
Revise theMESH equations to account for entrainment of drops in

the vapor, occlusion of bubbles in the liquid, and chemical reactions.

Section 10.4

10.3. Revision of MESH equations.
Revise the MESH equations (10-1) to (10-6) to allow for pump-

arounds of the type shown in Figure 10.4. Pumparounds are discussed

by Bannon and Marple [Chem. Eng. Prog., 74(7), 41–45 (1978)] and
Huber [Hydrocarbon Processing, 56(8), 121–125 (1977)]. Combine

the equations to obtain modified M equations similar to (10-7). Can

these equations still be partitioned in a series of C tridiagonal-matrix

equations?

10.4. The Thomas algorithm.
Use the Thomas algorithm to solve the following matrix equation

by manual calculations for x1, x2, and x3. Verify your result with

MATLAB. ⎡⎢⎢⎣
−160 200 0

50 −350 180

0 150 −230

⎤⎥⎥⎦ ⋅
⎡⎢⎢⎣

x1
x2
x3

⎤⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎣

0

−50
0

⎤⎥⎥⎦
10.5. The Thomas algorithm.
Use the Thomas algorithm to solve the following tridiagonal-

matrix equation by manual calculations for the x vector. Verify your

result with MATLAB.⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−6 3 0 0 0

3 −4.5 3 0 0

0 1.5 −7.5 3 0

0 0 4.5 −7.5 0

0 0 0 4.5 −4.5

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⋅

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x1
x2
x3
x4
x5

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0

0

100

0

0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

10.6. Substituting component flow rates for mole fractions.
Derive an equation similar to (10-7), but with vi , j = yi , jVj as

variables instead of liquid mole fractions. Can the equations still be

partitioned into a series of C tridiagonal-matrix equations?

10.7. Newton–Raphson method.
Solve by the Newton–Raphson method with manual calculations

the simultaneous, nonlinear equations

x21 + x22 = 17

(8x1)1∕3 + x1∕22 = 4

for x1 and x2 to within ±0.001. As initial guesses, assume:

(a) x1 = 2, x2 = 5; (b) x1 = 4, x2 = 5;
(c) x1 = 1, x2 = 1; (d) x1 = 8, x2 = 1.

Verify your results by using the fsolve function of MATLAB.

10.8. Newton–Raphson method.
Solve by the Newton–Raphson method the simultaneous, nonlin-

ear equations

sin(πx1x2) −
x2
2

− x1 = 0

exp(2x1)
[
1 − 1

4π

]
+ exp(1)

[
1

4π
− 1 − 2x1 + x2

]
= 0

for x1 and x2 to within ±0.001. As initial guesses, assume (a) x1 =
0.4, x2 = 0.9; (b) x1 = 0.6, x2 = 0.9; (c) x1 = 1.0, x2 = 1.0. Use the

fsolve function of MATLAB.

Section 10.5

10.9. First iteration of the BP method.
One thousand kmol/h of a saturated-liquid mixture of 60 mol%

methanol (M), 20 mol% ethanol (E), and 20 mol% n-propanol (P) is
fed to the middle stage of a distillation column having three equi-

librium stages, a total condenser, a partial reboiler, and an operating

pressure of 1 atm. The distillate rate is 600 kmol∕h, and the external

reflux rate is 2,000 kmol∕h of saturated liquid. Equilibrium stage

calculations using (10-1) to (10-6) are to be initialized with the

BP method. To initiate the iteration, assume a linear-temperature

profile based on a distillate temperature equal to the normal boiling

point of methanol (64.7∘C) and a bottoms temperature equal to the

arithmetic average of the normal boiling points of the other two
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alcohols (88.1∘C). Assuming ideal solutions with K-values from

vapor pressures, the following K-values apply to the five stages:

Stage 1 2 3 4 5

Temperature, K 337.9 343.7 349.6 355.4 361.3

K-values:

M 1.0086 1.2639 1.5702 1.9350 2.3665

E 0.5705 0.7309 0.9272 1.1654 1.4521

P 0.2505 0.3294 0.4281 0.5504 0.7002

Assume constant molar overflow such that the vapor rate leaving the

reboiler and each stage is 2, 600 kmol∕h. Use MATLAB to solve the

three tridiagonal matrix equations (one set for each component) for

an initial set of liquid-phase mole fractions. Then, normalize them

for each stage so as to sum to one.

Section 10.6

10.10. Block-tridiagonal-matrix equation.
Solve the nine simultaneous linear equations below, which have a

block-tridiagonal-matrix structure, using the Thomas algorithm with

manual calculations. Verify your result with MATLAB.

x2 + 2x3 + 2x4 + x6 = 7

x1 + x3 + x4 + 3x5 = 6

x1 + x2 + x3 + x5 + x6 = 6

x4 + 2x5 + x6 + 2x7 + 2x8 + x9 = 11

x4 + x5 + 2x6 + 3x7 + x9 = 8

x5 + x6 + x7 + 2x8 + x9 = 8

x1 + 2x2 + x3 + x4 + x5 + 2x6 + 3x7 + x8 = 13

x2 + 2x3 + 2x4 + x5 + x6 + x7 + x8 + 3x9 = 14

x3 + x4 + 2x5 + x6 + 2x7 + x8 + x9 = 10

10.11. Matrix structure for equations ordered by type.
Naphtali and Sandholm group the N(2C + 1) equations by stage.

Instead, group the equations by type (i.e., enthalpy balances, compo-

nent balances, and equilibrium relations). Using a three-component,

three-stage example, show whether the resulting matrix structure is

still block tridiagonal.

10.12. Thermally coupled distillation.
Revise (10-38) to (10-40) to allow two interlinked columns of the

type shown in Figure 10.19 to be solved simultaneously by the SC

method. Is the matrix equation that results from the SC procedure

still block tridiagonal?

Thermally coupled
distillation

Figure 10.19 Data for Exercise 10.12.

10.13. Ordering of variables and equations in SC method.
In (10-43), why is the variable order selected as v,T , l? What

would be the consequence of changing the order to l, v, T? In (10-44),
why is the function order selected as H,M,E? What would be the

consequence of changing the order to E,M,H?

Section 10.7

10.14. Scalar multiplier in the inside-out method.
Suggest in detail a method for determining the scalar multiplier,

Sb, in (10-80).

Distillation Problems

10.15. Rigorous equilibrium-stage calculation for distillation.
Calculate product compositions, stage temperatures, interstage

vapor and liquid flow rates and compositions, reboiler duty, and

condenser duty with a process simulator for the following column

specifications.

Feed (bubble-point liquid at 250 psia and 213.9∘F):

Component lbmol/h

Ethane 3.0

Propane 20.0

n-Butane 37.0

n-Pentane 35.0

n-Hexane 5.0

Column pressure = 250 psia; partial condenser and partial reboiler;

Distillate rate = 23.0 lbmol∕h; reflux rate = 150.0 lbmol∕h;
Number of equilibrium stages (exclusive of condenser and

reboiler) = 15;

Feed is sent to middle stage.

For this system at 250 psia,K-values and enthalpies may be computed

by the SRK EOS.

10.16. Optimal feed-stage location.
Find the optimal feed-stage location for Exercise 10.15.

10.17. Distillation with a vapor sidestream.
Revise Exercise 10.15 so as to withdraw a vapor sidestream at a

rate of 37.0 lbmol∕h from the fourth stage from the bottom.

10.18. Distillation with intercooler and interheater.
In Exercise 10.15, provide a 200,000 Btu∕hr intercooler on the

fourth stage from the top and a 300,000 Btu∕h interheater on the

fourth stage from the bottom.

10.19. Distillation with two feeds.
Using the PR EOS for thermodynamic properties, calculate with

a process simulator the product compositions, stage temperatures,

interstage vapor and liquid flow rates and compositions, reboiler duty,

and condenser duty for the following multiple-feed distillation col-

umn, which has 30 equilibrium stages exclusive of a partial condenser

and a partial reboiler and operates at 250 psia.

Feeds (both bubble-point liquids at 250 psia):

lbmol per Hour

Component

Feed 1 to Stage 15

from the Bottom

Feed 2 to Stage 6

from the Bottom

Ethane 1.5 0.5

Propane 24.0 10.0

n-Butane 16.5 22.0

n-Pentane 7.5 14.5

n-Hexane 0.5 3.0

Distillate rate = 36.0 lbmol∕h; Reflux rate = 150.0 lbmol∕h
Determine whether the feed locations are optimal.
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10.20. Effect of property methods on distillation calculations.
Use the Grayson–Streed correlation and the PR EOS for thermo-

dynamic properties to calculate product compositions, stage temper-

atures, interstage flow rates and compositions, reboiler duty, and con-

denser duty for the distillation specifications in Figure 10.20. Com-

pare your two sets of results with those in the Chemical Engineers
Handbook, 8th Edition, pp. 13–35. Why do the three solutions differ?

Feed
bubble-point liquid

at 120 psia

Bottoms

126.1 lbmol/h

Vapor distillate
48.9 lbmol/h

120 psia
throughout

1

5

9
lbmol/h

  5
15
25
20
35

C3
iC4
nC4
iC5
nC5

Figure 10.20 Data for Exercise 10.20.

10.21. Distillation of a light alcohol mixture.
Obtain a converged solution with a process simulator for the spec-

ifications in Exercise 10.9 using the UNIFAC method for K-values.

10.22. Distillation with two sidestreams.
Calculate with a process simulator using the PR EOS for prop-

erties, the product compositions, stage temperatures, interstage flow

rates and compositions, reboiler duty, and condenser duty for the dis-

tillation specifications in Figure 10.21, which represents an attempt to

obtain four nearly pure products from a single distillation operation.

Reflux is a saturated liquid. Why is such a high reflux ratio required?

1

10

14

24

28

20 psia

25 psia

14.08 lbmol/hL/D = 20

19.53 lbmol/h

24.78 lbmol/h

Feed
150°F, 25 psia

lbmol/h

14.08
19.53
24.78
39.94

nC4
nC5
nC6
nC8

Figure 10.21 Data for Exercise 10.22.

10.23. Distillation of a hydrocarbon mixture.
Repeat Exercise 10.20, but substitute the following specifications

for vapor distillate rate and reflux rate: recovery of nC4 in distillate =
98% and recovery of iC5 in bottoms = 98%. If the calculations fail

to converge, the number of stages may be less than the minimum

value. If so, increase the number of stages, revise the feed location,

and repeat until convergence is achieved.

10.24. Distillation with a specified split.
A saturated liquid feed at 125 psia contains 200 lbmol∕h of

5 mol% iC4, 20 mol% nC4, 35 mol% iC5, and 40 mol% nC5. This

feed is to be distilled at 125 psia in a column equipped with a total

condenser and partial reboiler. The distillate is to contain 95% of

the nC4 in the feed, and the bottoms is to contain 95% of the iC5

in the feed. Use a process simulator with the SRK equation for

thermodynamic properties to determine a suitable design. You may

wish to first use the FUG method discussed in Chapter 9 to establish

the minimum number of equilibrium stages and the minimum reflux

ratio. Twice the minimum number of stages, as estimated by the

Fenske equation should provide a reasonable number of actual

equilibrium stages.

10.25. Design of a depropanizer.
A depropanizer distillation column is to be designed with a pro-

cess simulator to operate at a feed stage pressure of 315 psia for

separating a feed into distillate and bottoms for the following flow

rates:

lbmol/h

Feed Distillate Bottoms

Methane (C1) 26 26

Ethane (C2) 9 9

Propane (C3) 25 24.6 0.4

n-Butane (C4) 17 0.3 16.7

n-Pentane (C5) 11 11

n-Hexane (C6) 12 12

Totals 100 59.9 40.1

The feed is 66 mol% vapor at tower pressure. Steam at 315 psia and

cooling water at 65∘F are available for the reboiler and condenser.

Assume a 2-psi column pressure drop. (a) Should a total condenser

be used for this column? (b)What are the feed temperature, K-values,

and relative volatilities (with reference to C3) at the feed tempera-

ture and pressure? (c) If the reflux ratio is 1.3 times the minimum

reflux, what is the actual reflux ratio? How many theoretical plates

are needed in the rectifying and stripping sections? (d) Compute the

separation of species. How will the separation differ if a reflux ratio

of 1.5, 15 theoretical plates, and feed at the ninth plate are chosen?

(e) For part (c), compute the temperature and concentrations on each

stage. What is the effect of feed plate location? How will the results

differ if a reflux ratio of 1.5 and 15 theoretical plates are used?

10.26. Separation of toluene from biphenyl.
Toluene is to be separated from biphenyl by ordinary distillation.

The specifications for the separation are:

lbmol/h

Feed Distillate Bottoms

Benzene 3.4

Toluene 84.6 2.1

Biphenyl 5.1 1.0

Temperature = 264∘F; pressure = 37.1 psia for the feed; reflux

ratio = 1.3 timesminimum refluxwith total condenser; top pressure=
36 psia; bottom pressure = 38.2 psia. Use a process simulator with

the SRK EOS, the FUG method of Chapter 9, and a rigorous method

of this chapter to: (a) determine the actual reflux ratio and the number

of theoretical trays in the rectifying and stripping sections and (b)

compute, for a D∕F ratio of (3.4 + 82.5 + 1.0)∕93.1, the separation
of components. Compare the results to the preceding specifications.

(c) If the separation of components computed in part (b) is not

sufficiently close to the specified split, adjust the reflux ratio to

achieve the specified toluene flow in the bottoms.
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10.27. Comparison of two distillation sequences.
A feed at 100∘F and 480 psia is to be separated by two ordinary

distillation columns into the indicated products.

lbmol/h

Species Feed Product 1 Product 2 Product 3

H2 1.5 1.5

CH4 19.3 19.2 0.1

C6H6 (benzene) 262.8 1.3 258.1 3.4

C7H8 (toluene) 84.7 0.1 84.6

C12H10 (biphenyl) 5.1 5.1

Two distillation sequences (see §1.8.2) are to be examined. In the first

sequence, CH4 is the LK in the first column. In the second sequence,

toluene is the HK in the first column. Use a process simulator with

the SRK EOS to compute the two sequences by estimating the actual

reflux ratio and stage requirements for both sequences by the FUG

method of Chapter 9. Using a rigorous method of this chapter, spec-

ify a reflux ratio of 1.3 times the minimum. Adjust isobaric column

pressures to obtain distillate temperatures of about 130∘F; however,
no column pressure should be less than 20 psia. Specify total con-

densers, except that a partial condenser should be used when methane

is taken overhead.

10.28. Separation of propylene from propane.
A process for the separation of a propylene–propane mixture

to produce 99 mol% propylene and 95 mol% propane is shown in

Figure 10.22. As shown, because of the high product purities and

the low α, 200 stages may be required. A tray efficiency of 100%

and tray spacing of 24 inches will necessitate two columns in series,

because a single tower would be too tall. Assume a vapor distillate

pressure of 280 psia, a pressure drop of 0.1 psi per tray, and a

2-psi drop through the condenser. The stage numbers and reflux

ratio shown are only approximate. Use a process simulator with

the SRK EOS and a rigorous method to determine the necessary

reflux ratio for the stage numbers shown. Pay close attention to the

determination of the proper feed-stage location to avoid pinch or

near-pinch conditions wherein several adjacent trays may not be

accomplishing any separation.

10.29. Design of stabilizer to remove hydrogen.
Stabilizers are distillation columns used in the petroleum industry

to perform relatively easy separations between light components

and considerably heavier components when one or two single-stage

flashes are inadequate. An example of a stabilizer is shown in

Figure 10.23 for the separation of H2, methane, and ethane from

benzene, toluene, and xylenes. Such columns can be difficult to

calculate because a purity specification for the vapor distillate cannot

be readily determined. Instead, it is more likely that the designer

will be told to provide a column with 20 to 30 actual trays and a

water-cooled partial condenser to provide 100∘F reflux at a rate

that will provide sufficient boilup at the bottom of the column to

meet the purity specification there. It is desired to more accurately

design the stabilizer column. The number of theoretical stages

shown is just a first approximation and may be varied. A desirable

bottoms product has no more than 0.05 mol% methane plus ethane

and the vapor distillate temperature should be about 100∘F. These
specifications may be achieved by varying the distillate rate and the

reflux ratio. Reasonable initial estimates for these two quantities

are 49.4 lbmol∕h and 2, respectively. Assuming a tray efficiency of

70% and SRK EOS for properties, use a process simulator to make

the calculations.

COMPRESSOR 1

70°F
1 atm.

CW

CW

402.9 Hp

COMPRESSOR 2
409.0 Hp

238°F, 296 psia

120°F, 65 psia

174°F, 67 psia

125.7°F, 294 psia

SURGE

TANK

INTERCOOLER
598,200 Btu/h

AFTERCOOLER
4,534,300 Btu/h

FEED PUMP

2.5 Hp

L/D = 15.9

INTERCOLUMN PUMP

30 Hp

Stm

FEED

100

1

200

4

3

101

62

2

1

PARTIAL CONDENSER

CW 30,700,000 Btu/h

Reflux
drum

REFLUX PUMP

30 Hp

BOTTOMS

135.8°F, 300 psia

PARTIAL
REBOILER

32,362,000 Btu/h

VAPOR DISTILLATE

116°F, 280 psia

C3H6

C3H8

347.49

3.51

lbmol/h

lbmol/h

C3H6

C3H8

360

240

lbmol/h

C3H6

C3H8

12.51

236.49
Figure 10.22 Data for

Exercise 10.28.
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2

3

Bottoms

Distillate

QC

QR

R = L/D

T = 100° F
P = 128 psia

P = 132 psia

T = 240° F
P = 275 psia

Feed

Feed
Component

Flow rate
(Ibmol/h)

Hydrogen
Methane
Ethane
Benzene
Toluene
Xylenes

8.3
30.7

9.4
576.0
666.0
458.0

11

T1

12

1

Figure 10.23 Data for Exercise 10.29.

Absorber and Stripper Problems

10.30. Absorber design.
An absorber is to be designed for a pressure of 75 psia to handle

2, 000 lbmol∕h of gas at 60∘F having the following composition:

Component Mole Fraction

Methane 0.830

Ethane 0.084

Propane 0.048

n-Butane 0.026

n-Pentane 0.012

The absorbent is an oil, which can be treated as n-undecane (C11H24).
Using a process simulator with the SRK EOS, calculate product rates

and compositions, stage temperatures, and interstage vapor and liquid

flow rates and compositions for the following conditions:

Number of

Equilibrium

Stages

Entering

Absorbent

Flow Rate lbmol/h

Entering

Absorbent

Temperature, ∘F

(a) 6 500 90

(b) 12 500 90

(c) 6 1,000 90

(d) 6 500 60

10.31. Absorption of a hydrocarbon gas.
Use a process simulator with the SRK EOS to calculate product

rates and compositions, stage temperatures, and interstage vapor and

liquid flow rates and compositions for an absorber having four equi-

librium stages with the specifications in Figure 10.24. Assume the oil

is nC10.

10.32. An intercooler for an absorber.
In Example 10.3, temperatures of the gas and oil, as they pass

through the absorber, increase substantially. This limits the extent of

absorption. Use a process simulator to repeat the calculations with

1

4

75 psia

Feed gas
90°F, 75 psia

Absorbent
90°F, 75 psia

1000 lbmol/h

lbmol/h

286
157
240
169
148

C1
C2
C3

nC4
nC5

Figure 10.24 Data for Exercise 10.31.

a heat exchanger that removes 500,000 Btu∕h from: (a) Stage 2;

(b) Stage 3; and (c) Stage 4. How effective is the intercooler? Which

stage is the preferred location for the intercooler? Should the duty

of the intercooler be increased or decreased, assuming that the

minimum-stage temperature is 100∘F when using cooling water?

The absorber oil is nC10.

10.33. Absorber with two feeds.
Using a process simulator with the SRK EOS, calculate prod-

uct rates and compositions, stage temperatures, and interstage vapor

and liquid flow rates and compositions for the absorber shown in

Figure 10.25. Assume the oil has the properties of nC12.

10.34. Reboiled absorber.
Using a process simulator with the SRK EOS, determine product

compositions, stage temperatures, interstage flow rates and compo-

sitions, and reboiler duty for the reboiled absorber in Figure 10.26.

Repeat the calculations without the interreboiler. Is the interreboiler

worthwhile? Should an intercooler in the top section of the column

be considered?

10.35. Reboiled stripper.
Using a process simulator with the SRK EOS, calculate the

product compositions, stage temperatures, inter-stage flow rates and

compositions, and reboiler duty for the reboiled stripper shown in

Figure 10.27.

Rich gas, 90ºF, 400 psia

Lean oil, 80ºF, 400 psia

250 lbmol/h

lbmol/h

360
  40
  25
  15
  10

C1
C2
C3

nC4
nC5

Secondary oil, 80ºF, 400 psia

lbmol/h
  13
    3
    4
    4
    5
135

     C1

C2

C3

nC4

nC5

Oil

1

4

7

8

400 psia

150,000 Btu/h

Lean gas

Rich oil

Figure 10.25 Data for Exercise 10.33.
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Absorbent oil
60ºF, 230 psia

Feed, 120ºF, 230 psia

lbmol/h

   46
  42
  66
  13
  49
  11
  20
  24
148

     C1
C2
C3

iC4
nC4
iC5
nC5
nC6
nC9

lbmol/h

40 nC9

1

9

13

15

230 psia

Interreboiler
1,000,000 Btu/h

Overhead

103 lbmol/h

Bottoms

Figure 10.26 Data for Exercise 10.34.

Feed
39.2°F, 150 psia

lbmol/h

0.22
59.51
73.57

153.22
173.22

58.22
33.63

     N2
C1
C2
C3

nC4
nC5
nC6

1

7

150 psia

Overhead vapor

Bottoms

99.33 lbmol/h

Figure 10.27 Data for Exercise 10.35.

Liquid–Liquid Extraction Problems

10.36. Liquid–liquid extraction with methanol.
A mixture of cyclohexane and cyclopentane is to be separated by

liquid–liquid extraction at 25∘C with methanol. Phase equilibria for

Feed

lbmol/h

700
300

Cyclohexane
Cyclopentane

Solvent

lbmol/h

1000Methanol

25 ºC

Raffinate

Extract

1

N

Figure 10.28 Data for Exercise 10.36.

this system may be predicted by the NRTL equation. Using a process

simulator, calculate product rates and compositions and interstage

flow rates and compositions for the conditions in Figure 10.28 with

1, 2, 5, and 10 equilibrium stages.

10.37. Liquid–liquid extraction of acetic acid with water.
The liquid–liquid extractor in Figure 8.1 operates at 100∘F and a

nominal pressure of 15 psia. For the feed and solvent flows shown, use

a process simulator to determine the number of equilibrium stages to

extract 99.5% of the acetic acid, using the NRTL equation for activity

coefficients. The NRTL constants may be taken as follows, with ethyl

acetate (1), water (2), and acetic acid (3). Alternatively, the databank

of the process simulator may be used.

I J Bij Bji αij

1 2 166.36 1190.1 0.2

1 3 643.30 −702.57 0.2

2 3 −302.63 −1.683 0.2

Compare the computed compositions of the raffinate and extract

products to those of Figure 8.1.
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Chapter 11

Enhanced Distillation and Supercritical
Extraction

§11.0 INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

After completing this chapter, you should be able to:

• Explain how enhanced-distillation methods work and how they differ from ordinary distillation.

• Explain how supercritical-fluid extraction differs from liquid–liquid extraction.

• Describe what residue-curve maps and distillation-curve maps represent on triangular diagrams for a ternary mixture.

• Explain how residue-curve maps limit feasible product-composition regions in ordinary and enhanced distillation.

• Calculate, with a simulation program, a separation by extractive distillation.

• Explain how pressure-swing distillation is used to separate a binary azeotropic mixture.

• Calculate, with a process simulator using a residue-curve map, a separation by homogeneous azeotropic distillation.

• Calculate, with a process simulator, using a residue-curve map and a binodal curve, a separation by heterogeneous

azeotropic distillation.

• Calculate, with a process simulator, a separation by reactive distillation.

• Explain why enormous changes in properties occur in the critical region.

• Calculate, with a process simulator, a separation by supercritical-fluid extraction.

When α < 1.10, separation by ordinary distillation may be

uneconomical and even impossible if an azeotrope forms.

In that event, techniques referred to by Stichlmair, Fair, and

Bravo [1] as enhanced distillation, should be explored:

1. Extractive Distillation: A method for separating a

close-boiling mixture by adding large amounts of a

relatively high-boiling solvent to alter the liquid-phase

activity coefficients (§2.6) so that the relative volatility,

α, of key components becomes more favorable. Solvent

enters the column a few trays below the top and exits

from the bottom without forming any azeotropes. If the

column feed is an azeotrope, the solvent breaks it and

may also reverse key-component volatilities.

2. Salt Distillation: A variation of extractive distillation

in which α of the key components is altered by adding

to the top reflux, a soluble, nonvolatile ionic salt, which

stays in the liquid phase as it passes down the column.

3. Pressure-Swing Distillation: A method for separating

a mixture that forms a pressure-sensitive azeotrope by

utilizing two columns in sequence at different pressures.

4. Homogeneous Azeotropic Distillation: A method for

separating a mixture by adding an entrainer that forms

a homogeneous minimum- or maximum-boiling azeo-

trope with feed component(s). Where the entrainer is

added depends on whether the azeotrope is removed

from the top or the bottom of the column.

5. Heterogeneous Azeotropic Distillation: A method for
separating amixture by forming aminimum-boiling het-
erogeneous azeotrope with an entrainer. The azeotrope
splits into two liquid phases in the overhead condenser.
One liquid phase is sent back as reflux; the other is sent
to another separation step or taken off as a product.

6. Reactive Distillation: A separation method involving
the addition of a chemical that reacts selectively and
reversibly with one or more feed constituents. The reac-
tion product is then distilled from the nonreacting com-
ponents. The reaction is later reversed to recover the
separating agent and reacting component. This oper-
ation, referred to as catalytic distillation if a catalyst
is used, is suited to reactions limited by equilibrium
constraints, since the product is continuously separated.
Reactive distillation also refers to chemical reaction
and distillation conducted simultaneously in the same
apparatus.

For ordinary multicomponent distillation, determination
of feasible distillation sequences, as well as column design
and optimization, is relatively straightforward. In contrast,
determining and optimizing enhanced-distillation sequences
are considerably more difficult. Rigorous calculations may
fail to converge because of liquid–solution nonidealities
and/or the difficulty of specifying feasible separations. To
significantly reduce the chances of failure, especially for
ternary systems, graphical techniques—described by Partin

320
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[2] and developed largely by Doherty and co-workers, and
by Stichlmair and co-workers, as referenced later—provide
guidance for the feasibility of enhanced-distillation sequences
prior to making rigorous column calculations. This chapter
presents an introduction to these graphical methods and
applies them to enhanced distillation. Doherty and Malone
[94], Stichlmair and Fair [95], and Siirola and Barnicki [96]
extend the treatment given here.

Also discussed in this chapter is supercritical extraction,
which differs considerably from conventional liquid–liquid
extraction because of strong nonideal effects, and requires
considerable care in the development of an optimal system.
The principles and techniques in this chapter are largely
restricted to ternary systems; enhanced distillation and super-
critical extraction are commonly applied to ternary mixtures
because the expense of these operations often requires that
a multicomponent mixture first be reduced, by distillation or
other means, to a binary or ternary system.

§11.1 USE OF TRIANGULAR GRAPHS

Figure 11.1 shows two isobaric vapor–liquid equilibrium
curves for a binary mixture in terms of the mole fractions of
the lowest-boiling component (A). All possible equilibrium
compositions are located on the diagrams. In Figure 11.1a,
compositions of the distillate and bottoms cover the range
from pure B to pure A for a zeotropic (nonazeotropic) system.
Temperatures, although not shown, range from the boiling
point of A to the boiling point of B. As the composition
changes from pure B to pure A, the temperature decreases.

In Figure 11.1b, a minimum-boiling azeotrope forms at C,
dividing the plot into two regions. For Region 1, distillate and
bottoms compositions vary from pure B (isopropyl alcohol)
to azeotrope C; in Region 2, they vary from azeotrope C to
pure A (isopropyl ether). The minimum-boiling azeotrope is
78 mol% isopropyl ether at 66∘C and 1 atm. In Region 2, the
temperature also decreases as the composition changes from

T
T–x

xA, yA

T–y

P = constant

0.5 1.00
Pure APure B

Azeotrope C

Figure 11.2 Multiple equilibrium solutions for an azeotropic

system.

pure A to azeotrope C. A distillation column at 1 atm cannot

separate the mixture into two nearly pure products. Depending

upon whether the feed composition lies in Region 1 or 2, the

column, at best, can produce only a distillate of azeotrope C

and a bottoms of either pure B or pure A. However, all equi-

librium compositions still lie on the equilibrium curve. From

Gibbs phase rule (4-1), with two components and two phases,

there are two degrees of freedom. Thus, if the pressure and

temperature are fixed, the equilibrium vapor and liquid compo-

sitions are fixed. However, as shown in Figure 11.2 for the case

of an azeotrope-forming binarymixture, two feasible solutions

exist within a certain temperature range. The solution observed

depends on the overall composition of the two phases.

In the distillation of a ternary mixture, possible equilib-

rium compositions do not lie uniquely on a single, isobaric

equilibrium curve because the Gibbs phase rule gives an addi-

tional degree of freedom. The other compositions are deter-

mined only if the temperature, pressure, and composition of

one component in one phase are fixed.
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equilibria for binary systems.

(a) Zeotropic system.

(b) Azeotropic system.
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55.7°C

78.5°C
Ethanol

64.7°C
Methanol

BC

A
Acetone
56.2°C

(b)

136.2°C
Ethylbenzene

127.1°C 135.1°C
2-Ethoxy-
ethanol

BC

A
Octane
125.8°C

(c)

97.2°C
1-Propanol

78.5°C
Ethanol

BC

A
Methanol

64.7°C

(a)

116.1°C

Region
2

Region
1

Azeotrope

Figure 11.3 Distillation curves for

liquid-phase compositions of ternary

systems at 1 atm. (a) Mixture not

forming an azeotrope. (b) Mixture

forming one minimum-boiling

azeotrope. (c) Mixture forming two

minimum-boiling azeotropes.

§11.1.1 Distillation Regions and Boundaries

As discussed in Chapters 4 and 8, the composition of a ternary
mixture can be represented on a triangular diagram, either
equilateral or right, where the three apexes represent pure
components. Although Stichlmair [3] shows that vapor–liquid
phase equilibria at a fixed pressure can be plotted by letting the
triangular grid represent the liquid phase, with superimposed
lines of constant equilibrium-vapor composition for two of
the three components, this representation is seldom used. It is
more useful, when developing a feasible-separation process
for a ternary mixture, to plot only equilibrium-liquid-phase
compositions on the triangular diagram. Figure 11.3, where
compositions are in liquid mole fractions, shows plots of
this type for three different ternary mixtures. Each curve is
the locus of possible equilibrium-liquid-phase compositions
during distillation of a mixture, starting from any point on the
curve. The boiling points of the three components and their
binary and/or ternary azeotropes at 1 atm are included on
the diagrams. The zeotropic alcohol system of Figure 11.3a
does not form any azeotropes. If a mixture of these three
alcohols is distilled, there is only one distillation region,
similar to the binary system of Figure 11.1a. Accordingly,
the distillate can be nearly pure methanol (A), or the bottoms
can be nearly pure 1-propanol (C). However, nearly pure
ethanol (B), the intermediate-boiling component, cannot be
produced as a distillate or bottoms. To separate this ternary
mixture into the three components, a sequence of two columns
is used, as shown in Figure 11.4, where the feed, distillate,

and bottoms product compositions must lie on a straight,
total-material-balance line within the triangular diagram.
In the direct sequence of Figure 11.4a, the feed, F, is first
separated into distillate A and a bottoms of B and C; then
B is separated from C in the second column. In the indirect
sequence of Figure 11.4b, a distillate of A and B and a bottoms

C

A

A AA + B

A + B + CA + B + C

B + C C C B

B

B

F

B + C

C

A B

F

A + B

(a) (b)

1 2 1 2

Figure 11.4 Distillation sequences for ternary zeotropic mixtures.

(a) Direct sequence. (b) Indirect sequence.
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of C are produced in the first column, followed by the separa-

tion of A from B in the second column.

When a ternary mixture forms an azeotrope, the products

from a single distillation column depend, as for a binary

mixture, on the feed composition. However, unlike the case of

the binary mixture, where the two distillation regions, shown

in Figure 11.1b, are well defined, determination of distillation

regions for azeotrope-forming ternary mixtures is complex.

Consider first the example of Figure 11.3b, for a mixture of

acetone (A), methanol (B), and ethanol (C), which are in the

order of increasing boiling point. The only azeotrope formed

at 1 atm is a minimum-boiling binary azeotrope, at 55.7∘C,
of the two lower-boiling components, acetone and methanol.

The azeotrope contains 78.4 mol% acetone. For this type of

system, as will be shown later, no distillation boundaries

for the ternary mixture exist, even though an azeotrope is

present. A feed composition located within the triangular

diagram can be separated into two binary products, consistent

with the total-material-balance line. Ternary distillate or bot-

toms products can be avoided if the column split is properly

selected. For example, the following five feed compositions

can all produce, at a high reflux ratio and a large number of

stages, a distillate of the minimum-boiling acetone-methanol

azeotrope, and a bottoms product of methanol and ethanol.

That is, little or no ethanol will be in the distillate and little or

no acetone will be in the bottoms.

Case Feed Distillate Bottoms

xacetone xmethanol xacetone xmethanol xacetone xmethanol

1 0.1667 0.1667 0.7842 0.2158 0.0000 0.1534

2 0.1250 0.3750 0.7837 0.2163 0.0000 0.4051

3 0.2500 0.2500 0.7837 0.2163 0.0000 0.2658

4 0.3750 0.1250 0.7837 0.2163 0.0000 0.0412

5 0.3333 0.3333 0.7837 0.2163 0.0000 0.4200

Alternatively, the column split can be a bottoms of nearly

pure ethanol and a distillate of acetone and methanol. For

either split, the straight, total-material-balance line passing

through the feed point can extend to the sides of the triangle.

A more complex case is the ternary mixture of n-octane
(A), 2-ethoxyethanol (B), and ethylbenzene (C) presented

in Figure 11.3c. A and B form a minimum-boiling binary

azeotrope at 116.1∘C, and B and C do the same at 127.1∘C.
A triangular diagram for this system is separated by a distil-
lation boundary (shown as a bold curved line) into Regions

1 and 2. A material-balance line connecting the feed to the

distillate and bottoms cannot cross this distillation bound-

ary, thus restricting the possible distillation products. For

example, a mixture with a feed composition inside Region 2

cannot produce a bottoms of ethylbenzene, the highest-boiling

component in the mixture. It can be distilled to produce a

distillate of the A–B azeotrope and a bottoms of a mixture

of B and C, or a bottoms of B and a distillate of all three

components. If the feed lies in Region 1 of Figure 11.3c,

it is possible to produce the A–B azeotrope and a bottoms

of a mixture of A and C, or a bottoms of C and a distillate

of an A and B mixture. Thus, each region produces unique

products.

To further illustrate the restriction in product composi-
tions caused by a distillation boundary, consider a feed mix-
ture of 15 mol% A, 70 mol% B, and 15 mol% C. For this
composition in Figure 11.3a or b, a bottoms product of nearly
pure C, the highest-boiling component, is obtained with a
distillate-to-bottoms ratio of 85/15. If, however, the mixture is
that in Figure 11.3c, the same feed split ratio results in a bot-
toms of nearly pure B, the second-highest-boiling component.

In conclusion, when distillation boundaries are present,
products of a ternary mixture cannot be predicted from com-
ponent and azeotrope compositions and a specified distillate-
to-bottoms ratio. These distillation boundaries, as well as the
mappings of distillation curves in the ternary plots of
Figure 11.3, can be determined using the two methods des-
cribed in §11.1.2 and §11.1.4.

§11.1.2 Residue-Curve Maps

Consider the simple batch distillation (no trays, packing, or
reflux) shown schematically in Figure 13.1. For any ternary-
mixture component, a material balance for its vaporization
from the still, assuming that the liquid is perfectly mixed
and at its bubble point, is given by (13-1), which can be
written as

dxi

dt
= (yi − xi)

dW
Wdt

(11-1)

where xi = mole fraction of component i in W moles of a per-
fectly mixed liquid residue in the still, and yi = mole fraction
of component i in the vapor leaving the still (instantaneous
distillate) in equilibrium with xi.

Because W decreases with time, t, it is possible to combine
W and t into a single variable. Following Doherty and Perkins
[4], let this variable be ξ, such that

dxi

dξ
= xi − yi (11-2)

Combining (11-1) and (11-2) to eliminate dxi∕(xi − yi):
dξ
dt

= − 1

W
dW
dt

(11-3)

Let the initial condition be ξ = 0 and W = W0 at t = 0. Then
the solution to (11-3) for ξ at time t is

ξ{t} = ln[W0∕W{t}] (11-4)

Because W{t} decreases monotonically with time, ξ{t} must
increase monotonically with time and is considered a dimen-
sionless, warped time. Thus, for the ternary mixture, the
distillation process can be modeled by the following set of
differential-algebraic equations (DAEs), assuming that a
second liquid phase does not form:

dxi

dξ
= xi − yi, i = 1,2 (11-5)

3∑
i=1

xi = 1 (11-6)

yi = Kixi, i = 1,2,3 (11-7)
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3∑
i=1

Kixi = 1 (11-8)

where, in the general case, Ki = Ki{T ,P, x, y}.
Thus, the system consists of seven equations in nine vari-

ables: P, T , x1, x2, x3, y1, y2, y3, and ξ. With the pressure
fixed, the next seven variables can be computed from (11-5)
to (11-8) as a function of the ninth variable, ξ, from a specified
initial condition. The calculation can proceed in the forward or
backward direction of ξ. The results, when plotted on a trian-
gular graph, are residue curves because the plot follows, with
time, the liquid-residue composition in the still. A collection
of residue curves, at a fixed pressure, is a residue-curve map.
A simple, but inefficient, procedure for calculating a residue
curve is illustrated in Example 11.1. Better, butmore elaborate,
procedures are given by Doherty and Perkins [4] and Bossen,
Jørgensen, and Gani [5]. The latter procedure is also applica-
ble when two separate liquid phases form, as is a procedure by
Pham and Doherty [6].

EXAMPLE 11.1 Residue-Curve Calculation.

Plot a portion of a residue curve for n-propanol (1), isopropanol (2),
and benzene (3) at 1 atm, starting from a bubble-point liquid with

20mol% each of 1 and 2, and 60mol% of component 3. ForK-values,

use a process simulator with a modified Raoult’s law (Table 2.2) and

theWilson equation to estimate the liquid-phase activity coefficients.

The normal boiling points of the three components in ∘C are 97.3,

82.3, and 80.1, respectively.Minimum-boiling azeotropes are formed

at 77.1∘C for components 1, 3 and at 71.7∘C for 2, 3.

Solution

A bubble-point calculation, using (11-7) and (11-8), gives starting

values of y of 0.1437, 0.2154, and 0.6409, respectively, and a value

of 79.07∘C for the starting temperature, from the ChemSep program

of Taylor and Kooijman [7].

For an increment in dimensionless time, ξ, the differential

equations (11-5) can be solved for x1 and x2 using Euler’s method

with a spreadsheet. Then x3 is obtained from (11-6). The cor-

responding values of y and T are from (11-7) and (11-8). This
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Figure 11.5 Residue curves for the

normal propanol–isopropanol–benzene

system at 1 atm for Example 11.1. (a)

Calculated partial residue curve. (b)

Residue-curve map.

procedure is repeated for the next increment in ξ. Thus, from (11-5)

for component 1:

x(1)1 = x(0)1 +
(
x(0)1 − y(0)1

)
Δξ

= 0.2000 + (0.2000 − 0.1437)0.1 = 0.2056

where superscripts (0) indicate starting values and superscript (1)

indicates the value after the first increment in ξ.
The value of 0.1 for Δξ gives reasonable accuracy, since the

change in x1 is only 2.7%. Similarly:

x(1)2 = 0.2000 + (0.2000 − 0.2154)0.1 = 0.1985

From (11-6):

x(1)3 = 1 − x(1)1 − x(1)2 = 1 − 0.2056 − 0.1985 = 0.5959

From a bubble-point calculation using (11-7) and (11-8),

y(1) = [0.1474, 0.2134, 0.6392]T and T (1) = 79.14∘C
The calculations are continued in the forward direction of ξ only to

ξ = 1.0, and in the backward direction only to ξ = −1.0. The results
are in the table below, and that portion of the partial residue curve

is plotted in Figure11.5a. The complete residue-curve map for this

system is given on a right-triangle diagram in Figure 11.5b.

ξ x1 x2 y1 y2 T, ∘C

−1.0 0.1515 0.2173 0.1112 0.2367 78.67
−0.9 0.1557 0.2154 0.1141 0.2344 78.71
−0.8 0.1600 0.2135 0.1171 0.2322 78.75
−0.7 0.1644 0.2117 0.1201 0.2300 78.79
−0.6 0.1690 0.2099 0.1232 0.2278 78.83
−0.5 0.1737 0.2081 0.1264 0.2256 78.87
−0.4 0.1786 0.2064 0.1297 0.2235 78.91
−0.3 0.1837 0.2047 0.1331 0.2214 78.95
−0.2 0.1889 0.2031 0.1365 0.2194 79.00
−0.1 0.1944 0.2015 0.1401 0.2173 79.05
0.0 0.2000 0.2000 0.1437 0.2154 79.07
0.1 0.2056 0.1985 0.1474 0.2134 79.14
0.2 0.2115 0.1970 0.1512 0.2115 79.19
0.3 0.2175 0.1955 0.1550 0.2095 79.24
0.4 0.2237 0.1941 0.1589 0.2076 79.30
0.5 0.2302 0.1928 0.1629 0.2058 79.34
0.6 0.2369 0.1915 0.1671 0.2041 79.41
0.7 0.2439 0.1902 0.1714 0.2023 79.48
0.8 0.2512 0.1890 0.1758 0.2006 79.54
0.9 0.2587 0.1878 0.1804 0.1989 79.61
1.0 0.2665 0.1867 0.1850 0.1973 79.68
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The residue-curve map in Figure 11.5b shows an arrow on each

residue curve. The arrows point from a lower-boiling compo-

nent or azeotrope to a higher-boiling component or azeotrope. In

Figure 11.5b, all residue curves originate from the isopropanol–

benzene azeotrope (lowest boiling point, 71.7∘C). One of the curves
terminates at the other azeotrope (n-propanol–benzene, which has a

higher boiling point, 77.1∘C) and is a special residue curve, called a

simple distillation boundary because it divides the ternary region

into two separate regions. All residue curves lying above and to the

right of this distillation boundary terminate at the n-propanol apex,
which has the highest boiling point (97.3∘C) for that region. All

residue curves lying below and to the left of the distillation boundary

are deflected to the benzene apex, whose boiling point of 80.1∘C is

the highest for this second region.

On a triangular diagram, all pure-component vertices and
azeotropic points whether binary azeotropes on the borders of
the triangle, as in Figure 11.5b, or a ternary azeotrope within
the triangle are singular or fixed points of the residue curves
because at these points, dx∕dξ = 0. In the vicinity of these
points, the behavior of a residue curve depends on the two

eigenvalues of (11-5). At each pure-component vertex, the
two eigenvalues are identical. At each azeotropic point, the
two eigenvalues are different. Three cases, illustrated by each
of three pattern groups in Figure 11.6a, b, and c are possible:

Case 1: Both eigenvalues are negative. This is the point
reached as ξ tends to∞, and is where all residue curves
in a given region terminate. Thus, it is the component or
azeotrope with the highest boiling point in the region.
This point is a stable node because it is like the low
point of a valley, in which a rolling ball finds a sta-
ble position. In Figure 11.6b, the stable node is pure
n-propanol.

Case 2: Both eigenvalues are positive. This is the point
where all residue curves in a region originate, and is the
component or azeotrope with the lowest boiling point in
the region. This point is an unstable node because it is
like the top of a mountain from which a ball rolls toward
a stable position. In Figure 11.6b, the unstable node is
the isopropanol–benzene azeotrope.

Unstable node

(a)

Stable node

Saddle Saddle

Stable node

(b)

(c)

Unstable node

Unstable nodeStable node

Saddle

Saddle

Saddle

Azeotrope

Figure 11.6 Residue-curve patterns: (a) near

pure-component vertices; (b) near-binary

azeotropes; (c) near-ternary azeotropes.

[Reproduced from [16] with permission from the

American Chemical Society.]
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Case 3: One eigenvalue is positive and one is negative.
Residue curves within the triangle move toward and then
away from such saddle points. For a given region, all
pure components and azeotropes intermediate in boiling
point between the stable node and the unstable node are
saddles. In Figure 11.5b, the upper region has one sad-
dle at the isopropanol vertex and another saddle at the
n-propanol–benzene azeotrope.

§11.1.3 Approximate Residue-Curve Maps

From Example 11.1, it is clear that manual calculations of
a residue-curve map require a considerable effort. However,
process simulators such as Aspen Plus [9] and CHEMCAD
compute residue maps rapidly. Alternatively, Doherty and
Perkins [10] and Doherty [8] have shown that the classification
of singular points as stable nodes, unstable nodes, and saddles
provides a rapid method for approximating a residue-curve
map, including approximate distillation boundaries, from
just the pure-component boiling points and azeotrope boiling
points and compositions. Boiling points of pure substances are
available in handbooks and databases, and extensive listings
of binary azeotropes are found in Horsley [11] and Gmehling
et al. [12]. The former lists more than 1,000 binary azeotropes.
The latter includes experimental data for more than 20,000
systems involving approximately 2,000 compounds, as well
as material on selecting enhanced-distillation systems. The
listings of ternary azeotropes are incomplete; however, in lieu
of experimental data, a homotopy-continuation method for
estimating homogeneous azeotropes of a multicomponent
mixture from a thermodynamic model (e.g., Wilson, NRTL,
UNIQUAC, UNIFAC) has been developed by Fidkowski,
Malone, and Doherty [13]. Eckert and Kubicek [97] present
an extension for computing heterogeneous azeotropes.

Based on experimental evidence for ternary mixtures, with
very few exceptions there are at most three binary azeotropes
and one ternary azeotrope. Accordingly, the following set of
restrictions applies to a ternary system:

N1 + S1 = 3 (11-9)

N2 + S2 = B ≤ 3 (11-10)

N3 + S3 = 1 or 0 (11-11)

where N is the number of stable and unstable nodes, S is the
number of saddles, B is the number of binary azeotropes, and
the subscript is the number of components at the node (sta-
ble or unstable) or saddle. Thus, S2 is the number of binary
azeotrope saddles. Doherty and Perkins [10] give a topological
relationship among N and S:

2N3 − 2S3 + 2N2 − B + N1 = 2 (11-12)

For Figure 11.5b, where there is no ternary azeotrope, N1 = 2,
N2 = 1, N3 = 0, S1 = 1, S2 = 1, S3 = 0, and B = 2.

Applying (11-12) gives 0 − 0 + 2 − 2 + 2 = 2. Equ-
ation (11-9) gives 2 + 1 = 3; (11-10) gives 1 + 1 = 2; and
(11-11) gives 0 + 0 = 0. Thus, all four relations are satisfied.

The topological relationships are useful for rapidly sketch-

ing, on a ternary diagram, an approximate residue-curve map,

including distillation boundaries, as described in detail by

Foucher, Doherty, and Malone [14]. Their nine-step proce-

dure is illustrated by an example from their article, shown

in Figure 11.7 that uses the flow chart in Figure 11.8.

Approximate maps are usually developed from data at 1 atm.

L
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Figure 11.7 Step-by-step development of an approximate

residue–curve map for a hypothetical system with two

minimum-boiling binary azeotropes, one maximum-boiling binary

azeotrope, and one ternary azeotrope.

[Reproduced from [14] with permission from the American Chemical

Society.]
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Input compositions and temperatures Initialize A
Fill in the edges

(step 1)

Determine pure component
singular point types (step 2)

Global/Local
indeterminacy

Rule out infeasible connections
with pure components

Calculate N2 and S2

(step 5)

Test data consistency
(step 6)

Connect it with the binary
saddles, when possible

Rule out infeasible connections
for the remaining binary saddlesLocal

indeterminacy

VLE model

Compute actual residue
curve map

Calculate Bib
(number of intermediate

boiling binary azeotropes)

Connect the temary
saddle to all binary

azeotropes and pure
component nodes

(step  4)

Make connections for the
binary saddles (step 8)

Ternary saddle?
(step 3)

N1 + B = 6?

Bib = S2?

(step 7)
Ternary node?

Yes Yes

No No

Yes Yes

No No

End

End

End

Figure 11.8 Flowchart of algorithm for sketching an approximate residue-curve map.

[Reproduced from [14] with permission from the American Chemical Society.]

In the description, the term species refers to both pure compo-

nents and azeotropes.

Step 0 Label the ternary diagramwith the pure-component,

normal-boiling-point temperatures. It is preferable

to designate the top vertex of the triangle as the

low boiler (L), the bottom-right vertex as the high

boiler (H), and the bottom-left vertex as the inter-

mediate boiler (I). Plot composition points for

the binary and ternary azeotropes and add labels

for their normal boiling points. This determines

the value of B. See Figure 11.7, Step 0, where

two minimum-boiling and one maximum-boiling

binary azeotropes and one ternary azeotrope are

designated by filled square markers. Thus, B = 3.

Step 1 Draw arrows on the edges of the triangle, in the

direction of increasing temperature, for each pair

of adjacent species. See Figure 11.7, Step 1, where

six species are on the edges of the triangle and six

arrows have been added.

Step 2 Determine the type of singular point for each pure-

component vertex using Figure 11.6 with the arrows

drawn in Step 1 of Figure 11.7. This determines the

values forN1 and S1. If a ternary azeotrope exists, go
to Step 3; if not, go to Step 5. In Figure 11.7, Step 2,

L is a saddle because one arrow points toward L and

one points away from L; H is a stable node because

both arrows point toward H, and I is a saddle. There-

fore, N1 = 1 and S1 = 2.
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Step 3 (for a ternary azeotrope): Determine the type

of singular point for the ternary azeotrope, if one

exists. The point is a node if (a) N1 + B < 4, and/or

(b) excluding the pure-component saddles, the

ternary azeotrope has the highest, second-highest,

lowest, or second-lowest boiling point of all species.

Otherwise, the point is a saddle. This determines

the values for N3 and S3. If the point is a node, go
to Step 5; if a saddle, go to Step 4. In Figure 11.7,

Step 3, N1 + B = 1 + 3 = 4.

However, excluding L and I because they are sad-

dles, the ternary azeotrope has the second-lowest

boiling point. Therefore, the point is a node, and

N3 = 1 and S3 = 0. The type of node, stable or

unstable, is still to be determined.

Step 4 (for a ternary saddle): Connect the ternary saddle,
by straight lines, to all binary azeotropes and to all

pure-component nodes (but not to pure-component

saddles), and draw arrows on the lines to indicate

the direction of increasing temperature. Determine

the type of singular point for each binary azeotrope,

by using Figure 11.6 with the arrows drawn in this

step. This determines the values for N2 and S2.
These values should be consistent with (11-10) and

(11-12). This completes the development of the

approximate residue-curve map, with no further

steps needed. However, if N1 + B = 6, then special

checks must be made, as given in detail by Foucher,

Doherty, and Malone [14]. This step does not apply

to the example in Figure 11.7, because the ternary

azeotrope is not a saddle.

Step 5 (for a ternary node or no ternary azeotrope):
Determine the number of binary nodes, N2, and

binary saddles, S2, from (11-10) and (11-12), where

(11-12) can be solved for N2 to give

N2 = (2 − 2N3 + 2S3 + B − N1)∕2 (11-13)

For the example of Figure 11.7, N2 = (2 − 2 + 0 +
3 − 1)∕2 = 1. From (11-10), S2 = 3 − 1 = 2.

Step 6 Count the binary azeotropes that are intermedi-

ate boilers (i.e., that are not the highest-or the

lowest-boiling species), and call that number Bib.

Make the following two data-consistency checks:

(a) The number of binary azeotropes, B, less Bib,

must equal N2, and (b) S2 must be ≤ Bib. For the

system in Figure 11.7, both checks are satisfied

because Bib = 2, B − Bib = 1, N2 = 1, and S2 = 2.

If these two consistency checks are not satisfied,

one or more of the boiling points may be in error.

Step 7 If S2 ≠ Bib, this procedure cannot determine a

unique residue-curve-map structure, which there-

fore must be computed from (11-5) to (11-8).

If S2 = Bib, there is a unique structure, which is

completed in Step 8. For the example in Figure 11.7,

S2 = Bib = 2; therefore, there is a unique map.

Step 8 In this final step for a ternary node or no ternary

azeotrope, the distillation boundaries (connections),

if any, are determined and entered on the triangular

diagram as straight lines, and, if desired, one or

more representative residue curves are sketched as

curved lines within each distillation region. This

step applies to cases of S3 = 0, N3 = 0 or 1, and

S2 = Bib. In all cases, the number of distillation

boundaries equals the number of binary saddles,

S2. Each binary saddle must be connected to a node

(pure component, binary, or ternary). A ternary

node must be connected to at least one binary

saddle. Thus, a pure-component node cannot be

connected to a ternary node, and an unstable node

cannot be connected to a stable node. The connec-

tions are made by determining a connection for

each binary saddle such that (a) a minimum-boiling

binary saddle connects to an unstable node that boils

at a lower temperature and (b) a maximum-boiling

binary saddle connects to a stable node that boils at

a higher temperature.

It is best to first consider connections with the

ternary node and then examine possible connec-

tions for the remaining binary saddles. In the

example of Figure 11.7, S2 = 2, with these saddles

denoted as L-I, a maximum-boiling azeotrope at

115∘C, and as I-H, a minimum-boiling azeotrope

at 105∘C. Therefore, two connections are made to

establish two distillation boundaries. The ternary

node at 100∘C cannot connect to L-I because 100∘C
is not greater than 115∘C. The ternary node can,

however, connect, as shown in Step 8 (i), to I-H

because 100∘C is lower than 105∘C. This marks the

ternary node as unstable. The connection for L-I

can only be to H, as shown in Step 8 (ii), because

it is a node (stable), and 120∘C is greater than

115∘C. This completes the connections. Finally, as

shown in Step 8 (iii) of Figure 11.7, three typical,

but approximate, residue curves are added to the

diagram. These curves originate from unstable

nodes and terminate at stable nodes.

Residue-curve maps are used to determine feasible distilla-

tion sequences for nonideal ternary systems. Matsuyama and

Nishimura [15] showed that the topological constraints just

discussed limit the number of possible maps to about 113.

However, Siirola and Barnicki [96] show 12 additional maps;

all 125 maps are called distillation region diagrams (DRD).

Doherty and Caldarola [16] provide sketches of 87 maps that

contain at least one minimum-boiling binary azeotrope and

also cover industrial applications, since minimum-boiling

azeotropes are much more common than maximum-boiling

azeotropes.
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§11.1.4 Distillation-Curve Maps

Residue curves represent the changes in residue composition

with time as the result of a simple, one-stage batch distilla-

tion. The curve points in the direction of increasing time, from

a lower-boiling state to a higher-boiling state. An alternative

representation for distillation on a ternary diagram is a dis-
tillation curve for continuous, rather than batch, distillation.

The curve is most readily obtained for total reflux (§9.1.3, the

Fenske method) at a constant pressure, usually 1 atm. The

calculations are made down or up the column, starting from

any composition. Consider making the calculations by mov-

ing up the column, starting from a stage designated as Stage 1.

Between equilibrium stages j and j + 1, at total reflux, passing

vapor and liquid streams have the same composition. Thus,

xi, j+1 = yi, j (11-14)

Also, since liquid and vapor streams leaving the same stage

are in equilibrium,

yi, j = Ki, xi, j (11-15)

To calculate a distillation curve, an initial liquid-phase compo-

sition, xi,1, is assumed. This liquid is at its bubble-point tem-

perature, which is determined from (11-8), which also gives

the equilibrium-vapor composition, yi,1 in agreement with

(11-15). The composition, xi,2, of the passing liquid stream is

equal to yi,1 by (11-14). The process is then repeated to obtain

xi,3, then xi,4, and so forth. The sequence of liquid-phase com-

positions, which corresponds to the operating line for total

reflux, is plotted on the triangular diagram and is analogous to

the 45∘ line on a McCabe–Thiele diagram (§7.2). Calculation

of a portion of a distillation curve is illustrated next.

EXAMPLE 11.2 Calculation of a Distillation Curve.

Calculate and plot a portion of a distillation curve for the starting

conditions in Example 11.1.

Solution

The starting values, x(1), are 0.2000, 0.2000, and 0.6000 for compo-

nents 1, 2, and 3, respectively. From Example 11.1, the bubble-point

calculation gives a temperature of 79.07∘C and y(1) values of 0.1437,
0.2154, and 0.6409. From (11-14), values of x(2) are 0.1437, 0.2154,
and 0.6409. A bubble-point calculation for this composition gives

T (2) = 78.62∘C and y(2) = 0.1063, 0.2360, and 0.6577. Subsequent

calculations are summarized in the following table:

Equilibrium

Stage x1 x2 y1 y2 T, ∘C

1 0.2000 0.2000 0.1437 0.2154 79.07

2 0.1437 0.2154 0.1063 0.2360 78.62

3 0.1063 0.2360 0.0794 0.2597 78.29

4 0.0794 0.2597 0.0592 0.2846 78.02

5 0.0592 0.2846 0.0437 0.3091 77.80

Figure 11.9 is the resulting distillation curve, where points repre-

sent equilibrium stages and are connected by straight lines.
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Figure 11.9 Calculated distillation curve for the normal

propanol–isopropanol–benzene system at 1 atm for Example 11.2.

Distillation curves can be computed more rapidly than

residue curves, and closely approximate them for reasons

noted by Fidkowski, Doherty, and Malone [17]. If (11-5)

(which must be solved numerically as in Example 11.1) is

written in a forward-finite-difference form,(
xi, j+1 − xi, j

)
∕Δξ = xi, j − yi, j (11-16)

In Example 11.1, Δξ was set to +0.1 for calculations that give
increasing values of T and to−0.1 to give decreasing values. If
the latter direction is chosen to be consistent with the direction

used in Example 11.2 and Δξ is set equal to −1.0, (11-16)
becomes identical to (11-14). Thus, residue curves (which

are true continuous curves) are equal to distillation curves

(which are discrete points through which a smooth curve is

drawn), when the residue curves are approximated by a crude

forward-finite-difference formulation, using Δξ = −1.0.
A collection of distillation curves, including lines for dis-

tillation boundaries, is a distillation-curve map, an example

of which, from Fidkowski et al. [17], is given in Figure 11.10.

The Wilson equation was used to compute liquid-phase

activity coefficients. The dashed lines are the distillation

curves, which approximate the solid-line residue curves.

This system has two minimum-boiling binary azeotropes,

one maximum-boiling binary azeotrope, and a ternary saddle

azeotrope. The map shows four distillation boundaries, desig-

nated by A, B, C, and D. These computed boundaries, which

define four distillation regions (1 to 4), are all curved lines

rather than the approximately straight lines in the sketches of

Figure 11.7.

Distillation-curve maps have been used by Stichlmair and

associates [1, 3, 18] for the development of feasible-distillation

sequences. In their maps, arrows are directed toward the

lower-boiling species, rather than toward the higher-boiling

species as in residue-curve maps.
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Figure 11.10 Comparison of residue curves to distillation curves.

[Reproduced from [17] with permission from the American Institute of

Chemical Engineers.]

§11.1.5 Feasible Product-Composition Regions
at Total Reflux (Bow-Tie Regions)

The feasible-distillation regions for azeotrope-forming ternary

mixtures are not obvious. Fortunately, residue-curve maps and

distillation-curve maps can be used to make preliminary esti-

mates of regions of feasible-product compositions for non-
ideal ternary systems. These regions are determined by super-

imposing a column material-balance line on either type of

curve-map diagram. Consider first the zeotropic ternary sys-

tem in Figure 11.11a, which shows an isobaric residue-curve

map with three residue curves. Assume this map is identical

to a corresponding distillation-curve map for total-reflux con-

ditions and to a map for a finite, but very high reflux, ratio.

Suppose ternary feed F in Figure 11.11a is continuously dis-

tilled isobarically, at a high R, to produce distillate D and

bottoms B. A straight line that connects distillate and bot-

toms compositions must pass through the feed composition at

some intermediate point to satisfy material-balance equations.

Three material-balance lines are included in the figure. For

a given line, D and B composition points, designated by open

squares, lie on the same distillation curve. This causes the

material-balance line to intersect the distillation curve at these

two points and be a chord to the distillation curve.

The limiting distillate-composition point for this zeotropic

system is pure low-boiling component, L. From the material-

balance line passing through F, as shown in Figure 11.11b,

the corresponding bottoms composition with the least amount

of component L is point B. At the other extreme, the limiting

bottoms-composition point is high-boiling component H. A

material-balance line from this point, through feed point F,

ends at D. These two lines and the distillation curve define

the feasible product-composition regions, shown shaded.

Note that, because for a given feed both the distillate and

bottoms compositions must lie on the same distillation curve,

shaded feasible regions lie on the convex side of the distilla-

tion curve that passes through the feed point. Because of its

appearance, the feasible-product-composition region is called

a bow-tie region.
For azeotropes, where distillation boundaries are present,

a feasible-product-composition region exists for each dis-

tillation region. Two examples are shown in Figure 11.12.

Figure 11.12a has two distillation regions caused by two

minimum-boiling binary azeotropes. A curved distillation

boundary connects the minimum-boiling azeotropes. In the

lower, right-hand distillation region (1), the lowest-boiling

species is the n-octane/2-ethoxy-ethanol minimum-boiling

azeotrope, while the highest-boiling species is 2-ethoxy-

ethanol. Accordingly, for feed F1, straight lines are drawn

from the points for each of these two species, through the

point F1, and to a boundary (either a distillation boundary or

a side of the triangle). Shaded, feasible-product-composition

regions are then drawn on the outer side of the distillation

curve that passes through the feed point. The result is that

distillate compositions are confined to shaded region D1 and

bottoms compositions are confined to shaded region B1. For
a given D1, B1 must lie on a straight line that passes through

D1 and F1. At total reflux, D1 and B1 must also lie on the

same distillation curve.

A more complex distillation-curve map, with four dis-

tillation regions bounded by thick solid lines, is shown in

Figure 11.12b for the acetone-methanol-chloroform system.

This system has two minimum-boiling binary azeotropes,

one maximum-boiling binary azeotrope, and one ternary

F

H

(a)

IL

F

B for pure L distillate

D for pure H bottoms

H

(b)

IL

Figure 11.11 Product-composition regions for a

zeotropic system. (a) Material-balance lines and

distillation curves. (b) Product-composition regions

shown shaded.

[Reproduced from [19] with permission from the American

Institute of Chemical Engineers.]
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Figure 11.12 Product composition regions for given feed compositions. (a) Ternary mixture with two minimum-boiling binary azeotropes at

1 atm. (b) Ternary mixture with three binary and one ternary azeotrope at 1 atm.

azeotrope. One shaded bow-tie region, determined in the

same way as for Region 1 in Figure 11.12a, is present for

each distillation region. For this system, feasible-product

composition regions are highly restricted.

A complicated situation is observed in distillation Region 2

on the left side of Figure 11.12a, where the lowest-boiling

species is the binary azeotrope of octane and 2-ethoxy-ethanol,

while the highest-boiling species is ethylbenzene. The com-

plicating factor in Region 1 is that feed F2 lies on or close to

an inflection point of an S-shaped distillation curve. In this

case, as discussed by Wahnschafft et al. [20], feasible-product

composition regions may lie on either side of the distillation

curve passing through the feed point. The feasible regions

shown are similar to those determined by Stichlmair et al.

[1], while other feasible regions are shown for this system

by Wahnschafft et al. [20]. As they point out, mass-balance

lines of the type drawn in Figure 11.12b do not limit feasi-

ble regions. Hoffmaster and Hauan [98] provide a method

for determining extended-product-feasibility regions for

S-shaped distillation curves.

In Figures 11.11b, 11.12a, and 11.12b, each bow-tie

region is confined to its distillation region, as defined by

the distillation boundaries. In all cases, the feed, distillate,

and bottoms points on the material-balance line lie within a

distillation region, with the feed point between the distillate

and bottoms points. The material-balance lines do not cross

the distillation-boundary lines. Is this always so? The answer

is no! Under conditions where the distillation-boundary line

is highly curved, it can be crossed by material-balance lines

to obtain feasible-product compositions. That is, a feed point

can be on one side and the distillate and bottoms points on the

other side of the distillation-boundary line.

Consider the example in Figure 11.13, from Widagdo

and Seider [19]. The highly curved distillation-boundary line

extends from a minimum-boiling azeotrope K of compo-

nents H and I to pure component L. This line divides the

triangular diagram into two distillation regions, 1 and 2. Feed

F1 can be separated into products D1 and B1, which lie on

distillation curve (a). In this case, the material-balance line

and the distillation curve are both on the convex side of the

distillation-boundary line. However, because feed point F1
lies close to the highly curved boundary line, F1 can also be

separated into D2 and B2 (or B3), which lie on a distillation

curve in Region 2 on the concave side of the boundary.

Thus, the material-balance line crosses the boundary from

the convex to the concave side. Feed F2 can be separated

into D4 and B4, but not into D and B. In the latter case,

the material-balance line cannot cross the boundary from

the concave to the convex side, because the point F2 does

not lie between D and B on the material-balance line. The

determination of the feasible-product-composition regions for

Figure 11.13 is left for an exercise at the end of this chapter.

D1

D D2

Region
1 Region

2

D4

F1

F2(a)

(b)
B1

B2
B3

B4

H I 

L

B

K

Figure 11.13 Feasible and infeasible crossings of distillation

boundaries for an azeotropic system

[Reproduced from [19] with permission from the American Institute of

Chemical Engineers.]
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A detailed treatment of product-composition regions is given
by Wahnschafft et al. [20].

§11.2 EXTRACTIVE DISTILLATION

Extractive distillation is used to separate azeotropes and close-
boiling mixtures. If the feed is a minimum-boiling azeotrope,
a solvent, with a lower volatility than the key components of
the feed mixture, is added just a few trays below the top of the
column so that (1) the solvent is present in the down-flowing
liquid, and (2) little solvent is stripped and lost to the overhead
vapor. If the feed is a maximum-boiling azeotrope, the solvent
enters the column with the feed. The components in the feed
must have different solvent affinities so that the solvent causes
an increase in the relative volatility of the key components,
to the extent that separation becomes feasible and econom-
ical. The solvent should not form azeotropes with any feed
components. Usually, a molar ratio of solvent to feed on the
order of 1 is required. The bottoms are processed to recover
the solvent for recycle and complete the separation. The name
extractive distillation was introduced by Dunn et al. [21] in
connection with the commercial separation of toluene from a
paraffin–hydrocarbon mixture, using phenol as solvent.

Table 11.1 lists industrial applications of extractive distil-
lation. Consider the case of the acetone–methanol system. At
1 atm, acetone (nbp = 56.2∘C) and methanol (nbp = 64.7∘C)
form a minimum-boiling azeotrope of 80 mol% acetone at
a temperature of 55.7∘C. Using UNIFAC (§2.8.1) to predict
vapor–liquid equilibria for this system at 1 atm, the azeotrope
is estimated to occur at 55.2∘C with 77.1 mol% acetone,
reasonably close to measured values. At infinite dilution
with respect to methanol, αA,M for acetone (A) with respect

Table 11.1 Some Industrial Applications of Extractive Distillation

Key Components

in Feed Mixture Solvent

Acetone–methanol Aniline, ethylene glycol, water

Benzene–cyclohexane Aniline

Butadienes–butanes Acetone

Butadiene–butene-1 Furfural

Butanes–butenes Acetone

Butenes–isoprene Dimethylformamide

Cumene–phenol Phosphates

Cyclohexane–heptanes Aniline, phenol

Cyclohexanone–phenol Adipic acid diester

Ethanol–water Glycerine, ethylene glycol

Hydrochloric acid–water Sulfuric acid

Isobutane–butene-1 Furfural

Isoprene–pentanes Acetonitrile, furfural

Isoprene–pentenes Acetone

Methanol–methylene bromide Ethylene bromide

Nitric acid–water Sulfuric acid

n-Butane–butene-2s Furfural

Propane–propylene Acrylonitrile

Pyridine–water Bisphenol

Tetrahydrofuran–water Dimethylformamide,

propylene glycol

Toluene–heptanes Aniline, phenol

to methanol (M), is predicted to be 0.74 by UNIFAC, with
a liquid-phase activity coefficient for methanol of 1.88. At
infinite dilution with respect to acetone, αA,M is 2.48; by
coincidence, the liquid-phase activity coefficient for acetone
is also 1.88.

Water is a possible solvent for the system because at 1 atm
(1) it does not form a binary or ternary azeotrope with acetone
and/or methanol, and (2) it boils (100∘C) at a higher temper-
ature. The resulting residue-curve map with arrows directed
from the azeotrope to pure water, computed by Aspen Plus
using UNIFAC, is shown in Figure 11.14, where it is seen that
no distillation boundaries exist. As discussed by Doherty and
Caldarola [16], this is an ideal situation for the selection of
an extractive distillation process. Their residue-curve map for
this type of system (designated 100) is included as an insert
in Figure 11.14

Ternary mixtures of acetone, methanol, and water at 1 atm
give the following separation factors, estimated from the UNI-
FAC equation, when appreciable solvent is present.

Relative Volatility, αA,M

Liquid-Phase

Activity Coefficient

at Infinite Dilution

Mol%

Water

Methanol-

rich

Acetone-

rich Equimolar Acetone Methanol

40 2.48 2.57 2.03 2.12 0.70

50 2.56 2.86 2.29 2.41 0.72

The presence of appreciable water increases the liquid-
phase activity coefficient of acetone and decreases that of
methanol; thus, over the entire concentration range of acetone
and methanol, αA,M is at least 2.0. This makes it possible, with
extractive distillation, to obtain a distillate of acetone and a
bottoms of methanol and water. The α values of acetone to
water and methanol to water average 4.5 and 2.0, respectively,
making it relatively easy to prevent water from reaching the
distillate, and, in subsequent operations, to separate methanol
from water by distillation.

(H) H2O 0.1

MeOH (I)

Acetone (L)

Azeotrope

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0.90.1

0.80.2

0.7
H100I

L

0.3

0.60.4

0.50.5

0.40.6

0.30.7

0.8

0.10.9

Figure 11.14 Residue-curve map for acetone–methanol–water

system at 1 atm.
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EXAMPLE 11.3 Extractive Distillation of Acetone
and Methanol.

Forty mol/s of a bubble-point mixture of 75 mol% acetone and

25 mol% methanol at 1 atm is separated by extractive distillation,

using water as the solvent, to produce an acetone product of not less

than 95 mol% acetone, a methanol product of not less than 98 mol%
methanol, and a water stream for recycle of at least 99.9 mol%
purity. Prepare a preliminary process design using the traditional

three-column sequence consisting of ordinary distillation followed

by extractive distillation, and then ordinary distillation to recover the

solvent, as shown for a different system in Figure 11.15.

Ethanol Water

D3

D3D2

Pure
ethanol

Solvent recycle

Pure
water

Pure
water

Ethanol
+ water

D1

F3=B2

B1 F1

F3F2
F1

B1

B3

F2

B3
Solvent

D1 D2

EthanolBinary
azeotrope

Water

Solvent

Figure 11.15 Distillation sequence for extractive distillation.

[Reproduced from [16] with permission from the American Chemical

Society.]

Table 11.2 Material and Energy Balances for Extractive-Distillation Process of Example 11.3

Material Balances

Species

Flow Rate, mol/s:

Column 2 Feed

Column 2

Solvent

Column 2

Distillate

Column 2

Bottoms

Column 3

Distillate

Column 3

Bottoms

Acetone 30 0 29.86 0.14 0.14 0.0

Methanol 10 0 0.016 9.984 9.926 0.058

Water 0 60 1.35 58.65 0.06 58.59

Total 40 60 31.226 68.774 10.126 58.648

Energy Balances

Column 1 Column 2

Condenser duty, MW 4.71 1.07

Reboiler duty, MW 4.90 1.12

Solution

Usually, in the first column, the feed mixture of acetone and

methanol would be partially separated by ordinary distillation,

where the distillate composition would approach that of the binary

azeotrope. The bottoms would be nearly pure acetone or nearly

pure methanol, depending upon whether the feed contains more or

less than 80 mol% acetone. In this example, the feed composition

is already close to the azeotrope composition; therefore, the first

column is not required, and the acetone–methanol feed is sent to

the second column, an extractive-distillation column equipped with

a total condenser and a partial reboiler, to produce a distillate of at

least 95 mol% acetone.

The ChemSep and CHEMCAD programs were used to make

the calculations, with the UNIFAC method for activity coefficients.

Number of stages, feed-stage location, solvent-entry stage, solvent

flow rate, and reflux-ratio requirements were manipulated until a

satisfactory design was achieved. The resulting material and energy

balances are summarized in Table 11.2.

For the extractive-distillation column, a solvent flow rate of

60 mol∕s of water is suitable. Using 28 theoretical trays, a 50∘C
solvent entry at tray 6 from the top, a feed entry at tray 12 from the

top, and a reflux ratio of 4, a distillate composition of 95.6 mol%
acetone is achieved. The impurity is mainly water. The acetone

recovery is 99.5%. A 6-ft-diameter column with 60 sieve trays on

2-ft tray spacing is adequate. A liquid-phase composition profile is

shown in Figure 11.16. The mole fraction of water (the solvent) is

appreciable, at least 0.35 for all stages below the solvent-entry stage.

Figure 11.17 shows distillation curves for the extractive distilla-

tion, where vapor and liquid curves are plotted. Arrows are directed

from the column bottom to the top.

For the water-recovery column, 16 theoretical stages, a bubble-

point feed-stage location of stage 11, and R = 2 are adequate for

a methanol distillate of 98.1 mol% purity and a water bottoms,

suitable for recycle, of 99.9 mol% purity. AMcCabe–Thiele diagram

in Figure 11.18 shows the locations of the theoretical stages. As

seen, the feed stage is optimally located. Water makeup is less than

1.5 mol∕s. A 2.5-ft-diameter column packed with 48 feet of 50-mm

metal Pall rings is suitable.
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Figure 11.16 Liquid composition profile for extractive-distillation

column of Example 11.3.
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Figure 11.17 Distillation-curve map for Example 11.3. Data points

are for theoretical stages.
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Figure 11.18 McCabe–Thiele diagram for methanol–water

distillation in Example 11.3.

One unfortunate aspect of the extractive-distillation col-

umn in Example 11.3 is the relatively low boiling point of

water. With a solvent-entry point of tray 6 from the top,

1.35 mol∕s (2.25% of the water solvent) is stripped from the

liquid into the distillate. Use of two other, higher-boiling sol-

vents listed in Table 11.1, aniline (nbp = 184∘C) or ethylene
glycol (nbp = 198∘C), results in far less solvent stripping.

Other possible solvents include methylethylketone (MEK)

and ethanol. MEK behaves in a fashion opposite to that of

water, causing the volatility of methanol to be greater than

acetone. Thus, methanol is the distillate, leaving acetone to be

separated from MEK.

In selecting a solvent for extractive distillation, factors

to be considered include availability, cost, corrosivity, vapor

pressure, thermal stability, heat of vaporization, reactivity,

toxicity, infinite-dilution activity coefficients in the solvent

of the components to be separated, and ease of solvent

recovery for recycle. In addition, the solvent should not form

azeotropes. Initial screening is based on the measurement or

prediction of infinite-dilution activity coefficients. Berg [22]

discusses selection of separation agents for both extractive

and azeotropic distillation. He points out that all successful

solvents for extractive distillation are highly hydrogen-bonded

liquids (Table 2.6), such as (1) water, amino alcohols, amides,

and phenols that form three-dimensional networks of strong

hydrogen bonds; and (2) alcohols, acids, phenols, and amines

that are composed of molecules containing both active hydro-

gen atoms and donor atoms (oxygen, nitrogen, and fluorine).

It is unusual to find a solvent to separate components having

the same functional groups.

Extractive distillation is also used to separate binary mix-

tures that form a maximum-boiling azeotrope, as shown in the

following example.

EXAMPLE 11.4 Extractive Distillation of Acetone
and Chloroform.

Acetone (nbp = 56.16∘C) and chloroform (nbp = 61.10∘C) form a

maximum-boiling homogeneous azeotrope at 1 atm and 64.43∘C that

contains 37.8 mol% acetone. They cannot be separated by ordinary

distillation at 1 atm. Instead, extractive distillation in a two-column

sequence, shown in Figure 11.19, with benzene (nbp = 80.24∘C) as
the solvent, is to be used. Benzene does not form azeotropes with the

feed components.

In the first column, feed, blended with recycled solvent, produces

a distillate of 99 mol% acetone. The bottoms is sent to the second

column, where 99 mol% chloroform leaves as distillate, and the bot-

toms, rich in benzene, is recycled to the first column with makeup

benzene. If the fresh feed is 21.89 mol/s of 54.83 mol% acetone,

with the balance chloroform, design a feasible two-column system

using a ratio of 3.1667 moles of benzene per mole of acetone plus

chloroform in the combined feed to the first column. Both columns

operate at 1 atm with total condensers, saturated-liquid reflux, and

partial reboilers. Use the UNIFAC method for estimating activity

coefficients. The combined feed to the first column is brought to the

bubble point before entering the column.
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Extractive
distillation

99 mol% Acetone 99 mol% Chloroform

Benzene-rich
recycled solvent

Makeup
benzene

Feed
acetone

chloroform

F F1 F2

B1

B2

1 2

D1 D2

Distillation

Figure 11.19 Process for the separation of acetone and chloroform

in Example 11.4.

Solution

Figure 11.20 shows the residue-curve map for the ternary system

acetone–chloroform–benzene at 1 atm. The only azeotrope is that of

acetone and chloroform. A curved distillation boundary extending

from that azeotrope to the pure-benzene apex divides the diagram

into two distillation regions. The first column, which produces nearly

pure acetone, operates in Region 1; the second column operates in

Region 2.

This ternary system was studied in detail by Fidkowski, Doherty,

and Malone [17]. A design based on their studies that uses the

CHEMCAD process simulator is summarized in Table 11.3. The

first column contains 65 theoretical stages, with the combined feed

entering stage 30 from the top. For a reflux ratio, R, of 10, acetone
distillate purity is achieved with an acetone recovery of better than

99.95%. In Column 2, which contains 50 theoretical stages with feed

entering at stage 30, an R of 11.783 gives the required chloroform

purity in the distillate but with a recovery of only 82.23%. This
is not serious because the chloroform leaving in the bottoms is

recycled with benzene to Column 1, resulting in a 98.9% overall

recovery of chloroform. The benzene makeup rate is 0.1141 mol∕s.
Feed, distillate, and bottoms compositions are designated in

Figure 11.20.

Table 11.3 Material and Energy Balances for Homogeneous Azeotropic Distillation of Example 11.4

Material Balances with Flows in mol/s

Species F F1 D1 B1 = F2 D2 B2

Acetone 12.0000 12.0000 11.9948 0.0052 0.0052 0.0000

Chloroform 9.8858 12.0000 0.1046 11.8954 9.7812 2.1142

Benzene 0.0000 76.0000 0.0207 75.9793 0.0934 75.8859

Energy Balances

Heat duty, kcal/h Column 1 Column 2

Condenser 950,000 891,600

Reboiler 958,400 1,102,000

Distilla
tion boundary

0.1Benzene 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Chloroform

0.6
D1

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5
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Figure 11.20 Residue-curve map for Example 11.4.

§11.3 SALT DISTILLATION

Water, used as a solvent in the extractive distillation of ace-
tone and methanol in Example 11.3, has the disadvantages
that a large amount is required to adequately alter the relative
volatility, α, and, even though the solvent is introduced into the
column several trays below the top, enough water is stripped
into the distillate to reduce the acetone purity to 95.6 mol%.
Thewater vapor pressure can be lowered, and thus the purity of
acetone distillate increased, by using an aqueous inorganic-salt
solution as the solvent. A 1927 patent by Othmer [23]
describes use of a concentrated calcium chloride brine. Not
only does calcium chloride, which is highly soluble in water,
reduce the volatility of water, but it also has a strong affinity
for methanol. Thus, α of acetone with respect to methanol is
enhanced. The separation of brine solution from methanol is
easily accommodated in the subsequent distillation, with the
brine solution recycled to the extractive-distillation column.
The vapor pressure of the dissolved salt is so small that it
never enters the vapor, provided entrainment is avoided.
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An even earlier patent by Van Raymbeke [24] describes the
extractive distillation of ethanol from water using solutions
of calcium chloride, zinc chloride, or potassium carbonate in
glycerol.

Salt can be added as a solid or melt into the column by
dissolving it in the reflux before it enters the column. This was
demonstrated by Cook and Furter [25] in a 4-inch-diameter,
12-tray rectifying columnwith bubble caps, separating ethanol
from water using potassium acetate. At salt concentrations
below saturation and between 5 and 10 mol%, an almost
pure ethanol distillate was achieved. The salt, which must be
soluble in the reflux, is recovered from the aqueous bottoms
by evaporation and crystallization.

Salt distillation is accompanied by several problems.
First and foremost is corrosion, particularly with aqueous
chloride-salt solutions, which may require stainless steel or
a more expensive corrosion-resistant material. Feeding and
dissolving a salt into the reflux poses problems described by
Cook and Furter [25]. The solubility of salt will be low in

the reflux because it is rich in the more-volatile component,
the salt being most soluble in the less-volatile component.
Salt must be metered at a constant rate and the salt-feeding
mechanismmust avoid bridging and prevent the entry of vapor,
which could cause clogging when condensed. The salt must
be rapidly dissolved, and the reflux must be maintained near
the boiling point to avoid precipitation of already-dissolved
salt. In the column, presence of dissolved salt may increase
foaming, requiring addition of antifoaming agents and/or an
increased column diameter. Concern has been voiced for the
possibility of salt crystallization within the column. However,
the concentration of the less-volatile component (e.g., water)
increases down the column, so the solubility of salt increases
down the column while its concentration remains relatively
constant. Thus, the possibility of clogging and plugging due
to solids formation is unlikely.

In aqueous alcohol solutions, both salting out and salting
in have been observed by Johnson and Furter [26], as shown
in the vapor–liquid equilibrium data in Figure 11.21. In
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Figure 11.21 Effect of dissolved salts on vapor–liquid equilibria at 1 atm. (a) Salting-out of methanol by saturated aqueous sodium nitrate.

(b) Salting-in of methanol by saturated aqueous mercuric chloride. (c) Effect of salt concentration on ethanol–water equilibria. (d) Effect of

p-toluenesulfonic acid (p-TSA) on phase equilibria of 2,6-xylenol–p-cresol.
[Reproduced from [26] with permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.]
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(a), sodium nitrate salts out methanol, but in (b), mercuric

chloride salts in methanol. Even low concentrations of potas-

sium acetate can eliminate the ethanol–water azeotrope, as

shown in Figure 11.21c. Mixed potassium-and sodium-acetate

salts were used in Germany and Brazil from 1930 to 1965 for

the separation of ethanol and water.

Surveys of the use of inorganic salts for extractive distil-

lation, including effects on vapor–liquid equilibria, are given

by Johnson and Furter [27], Furter and Cook [28], and Furter

[29, 30]. A survey of methods for predicting the effect of inor-

ganic salts on vapor–liquid equilibria is provided by Kumar

[31]. Column-simulation results, using the Newton–Raphson

method, are presented by Llano-Restrepo and Aguilar-Arias

[99] for the ethanol–water–calcium chloride system and by

Fu [100], for the ethanol–water–ethanediol–potassium acetate

system, who shows simulation results that compare favorably

with those from an industrial column.

Salt distillation can be applied to organic compounds that

have little capacity for dissolving inorganic salts by using

organic salts called hydrotropes. Typical are alkali and

alkaline-earth salts of the sulfonates of toluene, xylene, or

cymene, and the alkali benzoates, thiocyanates, and salicy-

lates. Mahapatra, Gaikar, and Sharma [32] found that the addi-

tion of aqueous solutions of 30 and 66 wt% p-toluenesulfonic
acid to 2, 6-xylenol and p-cresol at 1 atm increased the α
from approximately 1 to about 3, as shown in Figure 11.21d.

Hydrotropes can also enhance liquid–liquid extraction, as

shown by Agarwal and Gaikar [33].

§11.4 PRESSURE-SWING DISTILLATION

The temperature and composition of a binary azeotrope shifts

with a change in pressure. If a binary azeotrope disappears at

some pressure, or changes composition by 5 mol% or more

over a moderate range of pressure, consideration should be

given to using two ordinary distillation columns operating

in series at different pressures. This process is referred to as

pressure-swing distillation. Knapp and Doherty [34] list 36

pressure-sensitive, binary azeotropes, mainly from the compi-

lationofHorsley [11].Theeffect ofpressureon thecomposition
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Figure 11.22 Effect of pressure on azeotrope composition.

of two minimum-boiling azeotropes is shown in Figure 11.22.

The mole fraction of ethanol in the ethanol–water azeotrope

is 0.895 at 101.3 kPa. Below about 10 kPa, the azeotrope dis-

appears. An opposite change in composition with pressure is

seen in Figure 11.22 for the ethanol–benzene system. It forms

aminimum-boiling azeotrope at 44mol% ethanol at 101.3 kPa.

The percent ethanol in the azeotrope decreases with decreas-

ing pressure. Applications of pressure-swing distillation, first

noted by Lewis [35] in a 1928 patent, include separations of

the minimum-boiling azeotrope of tetrahydrofuran–water and

maximum-boiling azeotropes of hydrochloric acid–water and

formic acid–water.

Van Winkle [36] shows the effect of pressure on

a minimum-boiling azeotrope for A and B, with the

T–y–x curves shown in Figure 11.23a. As pressure is decrea-

sed from P2 to P1, the azeotropic composition moves toward

a smaller percentage of A in the azeotrope. An operable

pressure-swing sequence is shown in Figure 11.23b. The total

feed, F1, to Column 1, operating at lower pressure P1, is the

sum of fresh feed, F, which is richer in A than the azeotrope,

and recycled distillate, D2, whose composition is close to that

of the azeotrope at pressure P2. D2 and, consequently, F1 are

both richer in A than the azeotrope at P1. The bottoms, B1,

leaving Column 1 is almost pure A. Distillate, D1, which is

slightly richer in A than the azeotrope, but less rich in A than

Pressure P1 Pressure P2

P1 < P2

Pure AComposition

1 2

(a) (b)

Pure B Pure A

D2

D1

F1 F2F

D1

F2

T

F1

B1

D2
B2

P1

P2

F

Pure B

B1 B2
Pressure

P1

Pressure
P2

P1 > P2

A B

(c)

1
Feed

2

Figure 11.23 Pressure-swing distillation. (a) T–y–x curves at pressures P1 and P2 for minimum boiling azeotrope. (b) Distillation sequence

for minimum-boiling azeotrope. (c) Distillation sequence for maximum-boiling azeotrope.
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the azeotrope at P2, is fed to Column 2, where the bottoms,
B2, is almost pure B. Robinson and Gilliland [37] discuss the
separation of ethanol and water, where the fresh feed is less
rich in ethanol than the azeotrope. For that case, products are
still removed as bottoms, but nearly pure B is taken from the
first column and A from the second.

Pressure-swing distillation can also be used to separate
less-common maximum-boiling binary azeotropes. A se-
quence is shown in Figure 11.23c, where both products are
withdrawn as distillates, rather than as bottoms. In this case,
the azeotrope becomes richer in A as pressure is decreased.
Fresh feed, richer in A than the azeotrope at the higher pres-
sure, is first distilled in Column 1 at higher pressure P1, to
produce a distillate of nearly pure A and a bottoms slightly
richer in A than the azeotrope at the higher pressure. The
bottoms is fed to Column 2, operating at lower pressure P2,
where the azeotrope is richer in A than the feed to that col-
umn. Accordingly, distillate is nearly pure B, while recycled
bottoms from Column 2 is less rich in A than the azeotrope at
the lower pressure.

For pressure-swing-distillation sequences, because of the
high cost of gas compression, recycle ratio is a key design fac-
tor, and depends on the variation in azeotropic composition
with column pressure. The next example illustrates the impor-
tance of the recycle stream.

EXAMPLE 11.5 Pressure-Swing Distillation.

Ninety mol/s of a mixture of 2∕3 by moles ethanol and 1∕3
benzene at the bubble point at 101.3 kPa is to be separated into

99 mol% ethanol and 99 mol% benzene. The mixture forms a

minimum-boiling azeotrope of 44.8 mol% ethanol at 101 kPa and

68∘C. If the pressure is reduced to 27 kPa, as shown in Figure 11.22,
the azeotrope shifts to 36 mol% ethanol at 35∘C. This is a candidate
for pressure-swing distillation.

Apply the sequence shown in Figure 11.23b with the first col-

umn operating at a top-tray pressure at 30 kPa (225 torr). Because
the feed composition is greater than the azeotrope composition

at the column pressure, the distillate composition approaches the
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Figure 11.24 Computed results for Column 1 of pressure-swing distillation system in Example 11.5. (a) Liquid composition profiles.

(b) McCabe–Thiele diagram.

minimum-boiling azeotrope at the top-tray pressure, and the bottoms

is 99 mol% ethanol. The distillate is sent to the second column, which

has a top-tray pressure of 106 kPa. Feed to this column has an ethanol

content less than the azeotrope at the second-column pressure, so

the distillate approaches the azeotrope at the top-tray pressure, and

the bottoms is 99 mol% benzene. The distillate is recycled to the

first column. Design a pressure-swing distillation system for this

separation.

Solution

For the first column, which operates under vacuum, reflux-drum and

reboiler pressures are set at 26 and 40 kPa, respectively. For the sec-

ond column, operating slightly above ambient pressure, reflux-drum

and reboiler pressures are set at 101.3 and 120 kPa, respectively. Bot-

toms compositions are specified at the required purities. The distillate

for the first column is set at 37 mol% ethanol, slightly greater than

the azeotrope composition at 30 kPa. Distillate composition for the

second column is 44 mol% ethanol, slightly less than the azeotrope

composition at 106 kPa.Material-balance calculations on ethanol and

benzene give the following flow rates in mol/s.

Component F D2 F1 B1 D1 B2

Ethanol 60.0 67.3 127.3 59.7 67.6 0.3

Benzene 30.0 85.6 115.6 0.6 115.0 29.4

Totals: 90.0 152.9 242.9 60.3 182.6 29.7

Equilibrium-stage calculations for the columns were made with

the ChemSep program, using total condensers and partial reboilers.

For Column 1, runs were made to find optimal feed-tray locations

for the fresh feed and the recycle, using a reflux rate that avoided

any near-pinch conditions. The selected design uses seven theoreti-

cal trays (not counting the partial reboiler), with the recycle stream,

at a temperature of 68∘C, sent to tray 3 from the top and the fresh

feed to tray 5 from the top. An R = 0.5 is sufficient to meet specifi-

cations. The resulting liquid-phase composition profile is shown in

Figure 11.24a, where the desired lack of pinch points is observed.

The McCabe–Thiele diagram for Column 1 in Figure 11.24b has

three operating lines, and the optimal-feed locations are indicated.
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Figure 11.25 Computed results for Column 2 of pressure-swing distillation system in Example 11.5. (a) Liquid composition profiles.

(b) McCabe–Thiele diagram.

Because of the azeotrope, the operating lines and equilibrium curve

all lie below the 45∘ line. The condenser duty is 9.88 MW, while the

reboiler duty is 8.85 MW. The bottoms temperature is 56∘C. This
column was sized with the CHEMCAD program for sieve trays on

24-inch tray spacing and a 1-inch weir height to minimize pressure

drop. The resulting diameter is 3.2 meters (10.5 ft). A tray efficiency

of about 47% is predicted, so 15 trays are required.

A similar procedure was used to establish the optimal-feed tray,

total trays, and reflux ratio for Column 2. The selected design turned

out to be a refluxed stripper with only three theoretical stages (not

counting the partial reboiler). A reflux rate of only 25.5 mol∕s
achieves the product specifications, with most of the liquid traffic

in the stripper coming from the feed. The resulting liquid-phase

composition profile is shown in Figure 11.25a, where, again, no

composition pinches are evident.

The McCabe–Thiele diagram for Column 2 is given in

Figure 11.25b, where an optimal-feed location is indicated. The

condenser and reboiler duties are 6.12 MW and 7.07 MW. The

bottoms temperature is 84∘C. This column was sized like Column 1,

resulting in a column diameter of 2.44 meters (8 ft). A tray efficiency

of 50% results in 6 actual trays.

§11.5 HOMOGENEOUS AZEOTROPIC
DISTILLATION

An azeotrope can be separated by extractive distillation, using

a solvent that is higher boiling than the feed components and

does not form any azeotropes. Alternatively, the separation can

be made by homogeneous azeotropic distillation, using an

entrainer not subject to such restrictions. Like extractive dis-
tillation, a sequence of two or three columns is used. Alterna-

tively, the sequence is a hybrid system that includes operations

other than distillation, such as solvent extraction.

The conditions that a potential entrainer must satisfy have

been studied by Doherty and Caldarola [16]; Stichlmair, Fair,

and Bravo [1]; Foucher, Doherty, and Malone [14]; Stichlmair

and Herguijuela [18]; Fidkowski, Malone, and Doherty [13];

Wahnschafft and Westerberg [38]; and Laroche, Bekiaris,

Andersen, and Morari [39]. If it is assumed that a distillation

boundary, if any, of a residue-curve map is straight or cannot

be crossed, the conditions of Doherty and Caldarola apply.

These are based on the rule that for entrainer E, the two com-

ponents, A and B, to be separated, or any product azeotrope,

must lie in the same distillation region of the residue-curve

map. Thus, a distillation boundary cannot be connected to the

A–B azeotrope. Furthermore, A or B, but not both, must be a

saddle.

The maps suitable for a sequence that includes homoge-

neous azeotropic distillation together with ordinary distillation

are classified into the five groups illustrated in Figure 11.26a,

b, c, d, and e, where each group includes applicable residue-

curve maps and the sequence of separation columns used to

separate A from B and recycle the entrainer. For all groups, the

residue-curve map is drawn, with the lowest-boiling compo-

nent, L, at the top vertex; the intermediate-boiling component,

I, at the bottom-left vertex; and the highest-boiling com-

ponent, H, at the bottom-right vertex. Component A is the

lower-boiling binary component and B the higher. For the first

three groups, A and B form a minimum-boiling azeotrope; for

the other two groups, they form amaximum-boiling azeotrope.

In Group 1, the intermediate boiler, I, is E, which forms no

azeotropes with A and/or B. As shown in Figure 11.26a, this

case, like extractive distillation, involves no distillation bound-

ary. Both sequences assume that fresh feed F, of A and B, as

fed to Column 1, is close to the azeotropic composition. This

feed may be distillate from a previous column used to produce

the azeotrope from the original A and B mixture. Either the

direct sequence or the indirect sequencemay be used. In the

former, Column 2 is fed by the bottoms from Column 1 and

the entrainer is recovered as distillate fromColumn 2 and recy-

cled to Column 1. In the latter, Column 2 is fed by the distillate

from Column 1 and the entrainer is recovered as bottoms from

Column 2 and recycled to Column 1. Although both sequences
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L = A

Residue-curve map arrangement

Sequences

Applicable residue-curve map

Lowest boiler
Intermediate boiler
Highest boiler

L
I
H

=
=
=

Binary feed:
     A = Lower boiler
     B = Higher boiler
Entrainer:
     E

A

E

F

F

B

H = BI
 = E

L

HI 001

1 2

A

E

B

1 2

(a)

L = E

Residue-curve map arrangement Applicable residue-curve maps

Typical sequence

Lowest boiler
Intermediate
     boiler
Highest boiler

Binary feed:
     A = Lower boiler
     B = Higher boiler
Entrainer:
     E

H = BI = A

L

HI 410

(b)

L

HI 412 – m

L

HI 420 – m
L

HI 421 – m

L

HI 411

L
I

H

=
=

=

F

A

A,E azeotrope

B

1 2

Figure 11.26 Residue-curve maps and

distillation sequences for homogeneous azeotropic

distillation. (a) Group 1: A and B

form a minimum-boiling azeotrope, I = E, E forms

no azeotropes. (b) Group 2: A and B form a

minimum-boiling azeotrope, L = E, E forms a

maximum-boiling azeotrope with A. (Continued)

show entrainer combined with fresh feed before Column 1,
fresh feed and recycled entrainer can be fed to different trays
to enhance the separation.

In Group 2, low boiler L is E, which forms a maximum–
boiling azeotrope with A. Entrainer E may also form a
minimum-boiling azeotropewith B, and/or aminimum-boiling
(unstable node) ternary azeotrope. Thus, in Figure 11.26b,
any of the five residue-curve maps may apply. In all cases,
a distillation boundary exists, which is directed from the
maximum-boiling azeotrope of A–E to pure B, the high
boiler. A feasible indirect or direct sequence is restricted to
the subtriangle bounded by the vertices of pure components
A, B, and the binary A–E azeotrope. An example of an

indirect sequence is included in Figure 11.26b. Here, the
A–E azeotrope is recycled to Column 1 from the bottoms of
Column 2. Alternatively, as in Figure 11.26c for Group 3, A
and E may be switched to make A the low boiler and E the
intermediate boiler, which again forms a maximum-boiling
azeotrope with A. All sequences for Group 3 are confined to
the same subtriangle as for Group 2.

Groups 4 and 5, in Figures 11.26d and e, are similar to
Groups 2 and 3. However, A and B now form a maximum-
boiling azeotrope. In Group 4, the entrainer is the intermediate
boiler, which forms a minimum-boiling azeotrope with B. The
entrainer may also form a maximum-boiling azeotrope with
A, and/or a maximum-boiling (stable node) ternary azeotrope.
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L = A

Residue-curve map arrangement Applicable residue-curve maps

Typical sequence

Lowest boiler
Intermediate
     boiler
Highest boiler

Binary feed:
     A = Lower boiler
     B = Higher boiler
Entrainer:
     E

H = BI = E

L

HI 401

(c)

L

HI 402 – m

L

HI 411
L

HI 421-m

L

HI 412-m

L
I

H

=
=

=

F

A

A,E azeotrope

B

1 2

L = A

Residue-curve map arrangement Applicable residue-curve maps

Sequence

Binary feed:
     A = Lower boiler
     B = Higher boiler
Entrainer:
     E

H = BI = E

(d)

L

HI 314

L

HI 413

L

HI 414 – m

Lowest boiler
Intermediate
     boiler
Highest boiler

L
I

H

=
=

=

F

A

B,E azeotrope

B

1 2 Figure 11.26 (Continued) (c) Group 3: A and B form

a minimum-boiling azeotrope, I = E, E forms a

maximum-boiling azeotrope with A. (d) Group 4: A and

B form a maximum-boiling azeotrope, I = E, E forms a

minimum-boiling azeotrope with B.

A feasible sequence is restricted to the subtriangle formed

by vertices A, B, and the B–E azeotrope. In the sequence,

the distillate from Column 2, which is the minimum-boiling

B–E azeotrope, is mixed with fresh feed to Column 1, which

produces a distillate of pure A. The bottoms from Column 1

has a composition such that when fed to Column 2, a bottoms

of pure B can be produced. Although a direct sequence is

shown, the indirect sequence can also be used. Alternatively,

as shown in Figure 11.26e for Group 5, B and E may be

switched to make E the high boiler. In the sequence shown,

as in that of Figure 11.26d, the bottoms from Column 1 is

such that, when fed to Column 2, a bottoms of pure B can be

produced. The other conditions and sequences are the same as

for Group 4.

The distillation boundaries for the hypothetical ternary sys-

tems in Figure 11.26 are shown as straight lines. When a dis-

tillation boundary is curved, it may be crossed, provided that

both the distillate and bottoms products lie on the same side of

the boundary.

It is often difficult to find an entrainer for a sequence

involving homogeneous azeotropic distillation and ordinary

distillation. However, azeotropic distillation can also be
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HI 410

L = A

Residue-curve map arrangement Applicable residue-curve maps

Sequence

H = EI = B

(e)

L

HI 314

LL

HI 413 F

A

B,E azeotrope

B

1 2

Binary feed:
  A = Lower boiler
  B = Higher boiler
Entrainer:
  E

Figure 11.26 (Continued) (e) Group 5: A and B form a

maximum-boiling azeotrope, H = E, E forms a minimum-boiling

azeotrope with B.

incorporated into a hybrid sequence involving separation

operations other than distillation. In that case, some of the

restrictions for the entrainer and resulting residue-curve

map may not apply. For example, the separation of the

close-boiling and minimum-azeotrope-forming system of

benzene and cyclohexane using acetone as the entrainer vio-

lates the restrictions for a distillation-only sequence because

the ternary system involves only two minimum-boiling binary

azeotropes. However, the separation can be made by the

sequence shown in Figure 11.27. It involves (1) homogeneous

azeotropic distillation with acetone entrainer to produce a

bottoms product of nearly pure benzene and a distillate close

in composition to the minimum-boiling binary azeotrope of

acetone and cyclohexane; (2) solvent extraction of distillate

Azeotropic
distillation

Distillation

Recycle
acetone

Liquid–liquid
extraction

CH-acetone
azeotrope

Feed

CH
B

CH
B

= cyclohexane
= benzene

Makeup
acetone

Recycle
H2O

H2O
makeup

H2O
solvent

CH

B

Acetone
entrainer

2

1

3

Figure 11.27 Sequence for separating cyclohexane and benzene

using homogeneous azeotropic distillation with acetone entrainer.

with water to give a raffinate of cyclohexane and an extract of
acetone and water; and (3) ordinary distillation of extract to
recover acetone for recycle. In Example 11.6, the azeotropic
distillation is subject to product-composition-region restric-
tions.

EXAMPLE 11.6 Homogeneous Azeotropic Distillation.

Benzene (nbp = 80.13∘C) and cyclohexane (nbp = 80.64∘C) form a

minimum-boiling homogeneous azeotrope at 1 atm and 77.4∘C of

54.2 mol% benzene. Since they cannot be separated by distillation at

1 atm, it is proposed to separate them by homogeneous azeotropic

distillation using acetone as entrainer in the sequence shown in

Figure 11.27. The azeotropic-column feed consists of 100 kmol∕h of
75 mol% benzene and 25 mol% cyclohexane. Determine a feasible

acetone-addition rate so that nearly pure benzene is obtained as bot-

toms product. Acetone (nbp = 56.14∘C) forms a minimum-boiling

azeotrope with cyclohexane at 53.4∘C and 1 atm at 74.6 mol%
acetone. Figure 11.28 is the residue-curve map at 1 atm.

Solution

The residue-curve map shows a slightly curved distillation boundary

connecting the two azeotropes and dividing the diagram into distil-

lation regions 1 and 2. Fresh feed is designated in Figure 11.28 by

a filled-in box labeled F. If a straight line is drawn from F to the

pure acetone apex, A, the mixture of fresh feed and acetone entrainer

must lie somewhere on this line in Region 1. Suppose 100 kmol∕h
of fresh feed is combined with an equal flow rate of entrainer. The

mixing point, M, is located at the midpoint of the line connecting F

and A. If a line is drawn from the benzene apex, B, through M, to the

side that connects the acetone apex to the cyclohexane apex, it does

not cross the distillation boundary separating the two regions, but

lies completely in Region 1. Thus, the separation into a nearly pure

benzene bottoms and a distillatemixture ofmainly acetone and cyclo-

hexane is possible. This is confirmed with the Aspen Plus process

simulator for a column operating at 1 atm with 38 theoretical stages,

a total condenser, a partial reboiler, reflux ratio = 4, B = 75 kmol∕h
(equivalent to the benzene flow rate in the feed), and a bubble-point
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Figure 11.28 Residue-curve map for Example 11.6.
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Table 11.4 Effect of Acetone-Entrainer Flow Rate on Benzene

Purity for Example 11.6

Case

Acetone Flow Rate,

kmol/h

Benzene Purity in

Bottoms, %

1 50 88.69

2 75 94.21

3 100 99.781

4 125 99.779

combined feed to stage 19 from the top. The product flow rates are

listed in Table 11.4 as Case 3, where bottoms of 99.8 mol% ben-

zene is obtained with a benzene recovery of the same value. A higher

entrainer flow rate of 125 kmol∕h, included as Case 4, also achieves a
high benzene-bottoms-product purity and recovery. However, if only

75 kmol∕h (Case 2) or 50 kmol∕h (Case 1) of entrainer is used, a

nearly pure benzene bottoms is not achieved because of the distilla-

tion boundary restriction.

§11.6 HETEROGENEOUS AZEOTROPIC
DISTILLATION

Homogeneous azeotropic distillation requires that A and B
lie in the same distillation region of the residue-curve map
as entrainer E. This is so restrictive that it is difficult, if not
impossible, to find a feasible entrainer. The Group 1 map in
Figure 11.26a requires that the entrainer not form an azeotrope
but yet be the intermediate-boiling component, while the other
two components form aminimum-boiling azeotrope. Such sys-
tems are rare, because most intermediate-boiling entrainers
form an azeotrope with one or both of the other two compo-
nents. The other four groups in Figure 11.26 require formation
of at least one maximum-boiling azeotrope. However, such
azeotropes are far less common than minimum-boiling azeo-
tropes. Thus, sequences based on homogeneous azeotropic dis-
tillation are rare and a better alternative is needed.

A better, alternative technique that finds wide use is
heterogeneous azeotropic distillation to separate close-
boiling binaries and minimum-boiling binary azeotropes by
employing an entrainer that forms a binary and/or ternary
heterogeneous (two-phase) azeotrope. As discussed in §4.2.2,
a heterogeneous azeotrope has two or more liquid phases.
If it has two, the overall, two-liquid-phase composition is
equal to that of the vapor phase. Thus, all three phases have
different compositions. The overhead vapor from the column
is close to the composition of the heterogeneous azeotrope.
When condensed, two liquid phases form in a decanter. After
separation, most or all of the entrainer-rich liquid phase is
returned to the column as reflux, while most or all of the other
liquid phase is sent to the next column for further process-
ing. Because these two liquid phases usually lie in different
distillation regions of the residue-curve map, the restriction
that dooms homogeneous azeotropic distillation is overcome.
In heterogeneous azeotropic distillation, the components to
be separated need not lie in the same distillation region.

Heterogeneous azeotropic distillation has been practiced
for a century, first by batch and then by continuous processing.

Two of the most widely used applications are (1) the use of
benzene or another entrainer to separate the minimum-boiling
azeotrope of ethanol and water, and (2) use of ethyl acetate
or another entrainer to separate the close-boiling mixture of
acetic acid and water. Other applications, cited by Widagdo
and Seider [19], include dehydrations of isopropanol with
isopropylether, sec-butyl-alcohol with disec-butylether, chlo-
roformwithmesityl oxide, formic acidwith toluene, and acetic
acid with toluene. Also, tanker-transported feedstocks such as
benzene and styrene, which become water-saturated during
transport, are dehydrated using heterogeneous azeotropic
distillation.

Consider separation of the ethanol–water azeotrope by
heterogeneous azeotropic distillation. The two most widely
used entrainers are benzene and diethyl ether, but others are
feasible—including n-pentane. In 1902, Young [40] discussed
the use of benzene as an entrainer for a batch process, in
perhaps the first application of heterogeneous azeotropic
distillation. In 1928, Keyes obtained a patent [41] for a
continuous process, discussed in a 1929 article [42].

A residue-curve map, computed by Bekiaris, Meski, and
Morari [43] for the ethanol (E)–water (W)–benzene (B)
system at 1 atm, using the UNIQUAC equation (§2.7.3) for
liquid-phase activity coefficients (with parameters fromAspen
Plus), is shown in Figure 11.29. Superimposed on the map is
a bold-dashed binodal curve for the two-liquid-phase-region
boundary. The normal boiling points of E, W, and B are
78.4, 100, and 80.1∘C, respectively. The UNIQUAC equation
predicts that homogeneous minimum-boiling azeotropes AZ1
and AZ2 are formed by E and W at 78.2∘C and 10.0 mol%W,
and by E and B at 67.7∘C and 44.6 mol% E, respectively.
A heterogeneous minimum-boiling azeotrope AZ3 is pre-
dicted for W and B at 69.3∘C, with a vapor composition of
29.8 mol% W. The overall two-liquid-phase composition
is the same as that of the vapor, but each liquid phase is

0.0
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Figure 11.29 Residue-curve map for the ethanol water benzene

system at 1 atm.
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almost pure. The B-rich liquid phase is predicted to contain
0.55 mol% W, while the W-rich liquid phase contains only
0.061 mol% B. A ternary minimum-boiling heterogeneous
azeotrope AZ4 is predicted at 64.1∘C, with a vapor com-
position of 27.5 mol% E, 53.1 mol% B, and 19.4 mol% W.
The overall two-liquid-phase composition of the ternary
azeotrope equals that of the vapor, but a thin, dashed tie line
through AZ4 shows that the benzene-rich liquid phase con-
tains 18.4 mol% E, 79.0 mol% B, and 2.6 mol% W, while the
water-rich liquid phase contains 43.9 mol% E, 6.3 mol% B,
and 49.8 mol%W.

In Figure 11.29, the map is divided into three distillation
regions by three thick, solid-line distillation boundaries that
extend from AZ4 to binary azeotropes at AZ1, 2, and 3. Each
distillation region contains one pure component. Because
the ternary azeotrope is the lowest-boiling azeotrope, it is
an unstable node. Because all three binary azeotropes boil
below the boiling points of the three pure components, the
binary azeotropes are saddles and the pure components are
stable nodes. Accordingly, all residue curves begin at the
ternary azeotrope and terminate at a pure-component apex.
Liquid–liquid solubility (binodal curve) is shown as a thick,
dashed, curved line. However, this curve is not like the
usual ternary solubility curve, because it is for isobaric, not
isothermal, conditions. Thick dashes that represent vapor
composition in equilibrium with two liquid phases are super-
imposed on the distillation boundary that separates Regions 2
and 3. Compositions of the two equilibrium-liquid phases
for a particular vapor composition are obtained from the two
ends of the straight tie line that passes through the vapor com-
position point and terminates at the liquid solubility curve.
The only tie line shown in Figure 11.29 is a thin, dashed line
that passes through AZ4. Other tie lines, representing other
temperatures, could be added; however, in all distillations,

a strenuous attempt is made to restrict the formation of two
liquid phases to the decanter because when two liquid phases
form on a tray, the tray efficiency decreases.

Figure 11.29 shows how a distillation boundary is crossed
by the tie line through AZ4 to form two liquid phases in the
decanter. This phase split is utilized in a typical operation,
where the tower is treated as a column with no condenser, a
main feed that enters a few trays below the top of the column,
and the reflux of benzene-rich liquid as a second feed. The
composition of the combined two feeds lies in Region 1.
Thus, from the residue-curve directions, products of the tower
can be a bottoms of nearly pure ethanol and an overhead
vapor approaching the AZ4 composition. When that vapor
is condensed, phase splitting occurs to give a water-rich
phase that lies in Region 3 and an entrainer-rich phase in
Region 2. If the water-rich phase is sent to a reboiled stripper,
the residue curves indicate that a nearly pure-water bottoms
can be produced, with the overhead vapor, rich in ethanol,
recycled to the decanter. When the entrainer-rich phase in
Region 2 is added to the main feed in Region 1, the overall
composition lies in Region 1.

To avoid formation of two liquid phases on the top trays
of the azeotropic tower, the composition of the vapor leav-
ing the top tray must have an equilibrium liquid that lies out-
side of the two-phase-liquid region in Figure 11.29. Shown in
Figure 11.30, from Prokopakis and Seider [44], are 18 vapor
compositions that form two liquid phases when condensed, but
are in equilibriumwith only one liquid phase on the top tray, as
restricted to the very small expanded window. That window is
achieved by adding to the entrainer-rich reflux a portion of the
water-rich liquid or some condensed vapor prior to separation
in the decanter.

Figure 11.31, taken from Ryan and Doherty [45], shows
three proposed heterogeneous azeotropic distillation schemes
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[Reproduced from [44] with permission from John Wiley & Sons, Inc.]
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[Reproduced from [45] with permission

from John Wiley & Sons, Inc.]
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that utilize only distillation for the other column(s). Most

common is the three-column sequence in Figure 11.31a, in

which an aqueous feed, dilute in ethanol, is preconcentrated in

Column 1 to obtain a nearly pure-water bottoms product and

distillate close in composition to the binary azeotrope. The

latter is fed to the azeotropic tower, Column 2, where nearly

pure ethanol is recovered as bottoms. The tower is refluxed

by most or all of the entrainer-rich liquid from the decanter.

The water-rich phase, which contains ethanol and a small

amount of entrainer, is sent to the entrainer-recovery column,

which is a distillation column or a stripper. Distillate from the

recovery column is recycled to the azeotropic column. Alter-

natively, the distillate from Column 3 could be recycled to the

decanter. As shown in all three sequences of Figure 11.31,

portions of either liquid phase from the decanter can be

returned to the azeotropic tower or to the next column in the

sequence to control phase splitting on the top trays of the

azeotropic tower.

A four-column sequence is shown in Figure 11.31b.

The first column is identical to the first column of the

three-column sequence of Figure 11.31a. The second column

is the azeotropic column, which is fed by the near-azeotrope

distillate of ethanol and water from Column 1 and by a recycle

distillate, of about the same composition, from Column 4.

The purpose of Column 3 is to remove, as distillate, entrainer

from the water-rich liquid leaving the decanter and recycle

it to the decanter. Ideally, the composition of this distillate

is identical to that of the vapor distillate from Column 2.

The bottoms from Column 3 is separated in Column 4 into a

bottoms of nearly pure water, and a distillate that approaches

the ethanol–water azeotrope and is therefore recycled to the

feed to Column 2. Pham and Doherty [46] found no advantage

of the four-column over the three-column sequence.

A novel two-column sequence, described by Ryan and

Doherty [45], is shown in Figure 11.31c. The feed is sent to

Column 2, a combined preconcentrator and entrainer-recovery

column. The distillate from this column is feed for the

azeotropic column. The bottoms from Column 1 is nearly

pure ethanol, while Column 2 produces a bottoms of nearly

pure water. For feeds dilute in ethanol, Ryan and Doherty

found that the two-column sequence has a lower invest-

ment cost, but a higher operating cost, than a three-column

sequence. For ethanol-rich feeds, the two sequences are

economically comparable.

The ethanol–benzene–water residue-curve map of Figure

11.29 is one of a number of residue-curve maps that can lead

to feasible distillation sequences that include heterogeneous

azeotropic distillation. Pham and Doherty [46] note that a

feasible entrainer is one that causes phase splitting over a

portion of the three-component region, but does not cause

the two feed components to be placed in different distil-

lation regions. Figure 11.32 shows two other such maps,

where the dashed lines are liquid–liquid solubility (binodal)

curves.

Convergence of computer simulations for heterogeneous

azeotropic distillation columns by the methods described in

Chapter 10 is difficult, especially when convergence of the

entire sequence is attempted. It is preferable to uncouple

the columns by using a residue-curve map to establish, by

material-balance calculations, flow rates and compositions

of feeds and products for each column. This procedure

is illustrated for a three-column sequence in Figure 11.33,

where the dash-dot lines separate the three distillation regions,

the short-dash line is the liquid–liquid solubility curve, and the

remaining lines are material-balance lines. Each column in the

sequence is computed separately. Even then, the calculations

can fail because of nonidealities in the liquid phase and pos-

sible phase splitting, making it necessary to use more robust

methods such as the boundary-value, tray-by-tray method of

Ryan and Doherty [45], the homotopy-continuation method of

Kovach and Seider [47], or the collocation method of Swartz

and Stewart [48].

Figure 11.32 Two additional residue-curve

maps for heterogeneous azeotropic

distillations that lead to feasible distillation

sequences for the separation of ethanol–water

with benzene.
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Figure 11.33 Material-balance lines for the three-column sequence

of Figure 11.31a.

[Reproduced from [45] with permission from John Wiley and Sons.]

§11.6.1 Multiplicity of Solutions

Solutions to nonlinear mathematical models are not always

unique. The existence of multiple, steady-state solutions for

continuous, stirred-tank reactors has been known since at least

1922 and is described in textbooks on chemical reaction engi-

neering, where typically one or more of the multiple solutions

are unstable and, therefore, inoperable. The existence of mul-

tiplicity in steady-state separation problems is a relatively new

discovery. Gani and Jørgensen [49] define three types of mul-

tiplicity, all of which can occur in distillation simulations:

1. Output multiplicity, where all input variables are spec-
ified and more than one solution for the output variables,

typically sets of product compositions and temperature

profiles, are found.

2. Input multiplicity, where one or more output variables

are specified and multiple solutions are found for the

unknown input variables.

3. Internal-state multiplicity, where multiple sets of

internal conditions or profiles are found for the same

values of the input and output variables.

Output multiplicity for azeotropic distillation was first

observed by Shewchuk [50] in 1974. With different starting

guesses, two steady-state solutions for the dehydration of

ethanol by heterogeneous azeotropic distillation with benzene

were found. In a more detailed study, Magnussen, Michelsen,

and Fredenslund [51] found, with difficulty, for a narrow

range of ethanol flow rate in the top feed to the column, three

steady-state solutions, one of which was unstable. One of

the two stable solutions predicts a far purer ethanol bottoms
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Figure 11.34 Two multiple solutions for a heterogeneous

distillation operation.

product than the other stable solution. Thus, from a practical
standpoint, it is important to obtain all stable solutions when
more than one exists. Subsequent studies, some contradictory,
show that multiple solutions persist only over a narrow range
of D or B, but may exist over a wide range of R, provided
there are sufficient stages. Figure 11.34 shows composition
profiles for ethanol from two of five solutions found by
Kovach and Seider [47] for a 40-tray ethanol–water–benzene
heterogeneous azeotropic distillation. Solution II provides
almost pure ethanol; Solution III gives only 70 mol% ethanol.
It is important to compute all solutions; process simulators
compute only one solution. Finding these solutions is difficult
because (1) azeotropic columns are difficult to converge by
process simulators to even one solution, (2) multiple solutions
may exist only in a restricted range of input variables, (3)
multiple solutions can be found with process simulators only
by changing initial-composition guesses, and (4) the choice of
an activity-coefficient correlation and interaction parameters
can be crucial. The best results are obtained when advanced
mathematical techniques such as continuation and bifurcation
analysis are employed, as described by Kovach and Seider
[47]; Widagdo and Seider [19]; Bekiaris, Meski, Radu, and
Morari [52]; and Bekiaris, Meski, and Morari [43]. The last
two articles provide explanations whymultiple solutions occur
in azeotropic distillations. The following example illustrates
a technique using a process simulator to find one solution.
Black and co-workers [53–56] present a similar approach for
the design of a two-column system for heterogeous azeotropic
distillation of an ethanol-water mixture using n-pentane as the
entrainer.

EXAMPLE 11.7 Separation of Acetic Acid and Water
Using Heterogeneous Azeotropic Distillation with an
Entrainer of n-Propyl Acetate.

Design a distillation system with a process simulator to separate

1,000 kmol∕h of a 20 mol% aqueous acetic acid into nearly pure

acetic acid and water, using heterogeneous azeotropic distillation at

1 atm with n-propyl acetate as the entrainer. Select the UNIQUAC

method for calculating liquid-phase activity coefficients.
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Solution

The phase behavior of the acetic acid (AA)/water (W)/n-propyl

acetate (NPA) system at 1 atm was explored with Aspen Plus using

UNIQUAC for activity coefficients. The normal boiling points in ∘C
are 118.1 for AA, 100 for W, and 101.4 for NPA. Only one azeotrope

is predicted, a heterogeneous one, at 82.9∘C. The composition of the

azeotrope is 52.4 mol% W and 47.6 mol% NPA. W and AA, as well

as NPA and AA, are completely soluble in each other.

Figure 11.35a is a residue curve map from Aspen Plus for

the AA-W-NPA system at 1 atm. It shows that only two different

products can leave a distillation column: (1) a nearly pure AA

bottoms product and (2) an overhead vapor having the composition

of the azeotrope. Figure 11.35b from Aspen Plus shows a ternary

liquid-liquid triangular diagram for the system at 82.9∘C. Both

the binodal curve and tie lines are included. Of interest are the

compositions of the two liquid phases after total condensation of the

heterogeneous azeotrope. The water-rich phase contains less than

1 mol% NPA, while the NPA-rich phase contains approximately

15 mol% water.

Figure 11.31 depicts three common distillation sequences for

heterogeneous azeotropic distillation. They all include a pre-

concentration column. This column can be omitted here because

the feed is already concentrated in water. Furthermore, only an
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Figure 11.35a Residue curve map for the acetic acid (AA)—water (W)—n-propyl acetate (NPA) system at 1 atm.

azeotropic column is necessary because Figure 11.35a indicates that

with a sufficient number of equilibrium stages and reflux, it is pos-

sible to produce a nearly pure bottoms product of acetic acid and a

nearly pure water-rich product from the decanter that separates the

condensed azeotrope into two liquid phases.

The design of the azeotropic column can be made with Aspen

Plus, CHEMCAD, or ChemSep. The Aspen Plus flowsheet is

shown in Figure 11.35c. The feed, stream 1, enters B1, which is

modeled with a RadFrac block, using the Azeotropic Distillation

algorithm with the SC method to converge the calculations. The

acetic acid product leaves the partial reboiler at the bottom of

the column in stream 5. B1 does not include a condenser. Instead

the overhead vapor, stream 2, which may be close in composition

to the heterogeneous azeotrope, flows to B2, a Heater block that

condenses the overhead vapor to produce stream 3, comprised of

two liquid phases at the bubble point. That stream enters B3, a

Decanter block, which separates the two equilibrium liquid phases

into a water-rich product, stream 4, and an NPA-rich reflux, stream

6, which is recycled as reflux to B1. Athough the reflux (stream 6 in

Figure 11.35c) appears to enter the column with the feed, it enters

the top tray of the column. All three blocks use an option to check

for the presence of two equilibrium liquid phases on every tray in

the distillation column.
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as the Entrainer.
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Aspen Plus uses the sequential modular method to calculate the

three blocks, one-at-a-time, in sequence. However, in the flowsheet

of Figure 11.35c, B1 cannot be calculated because stream 6 is not

known. The flowsheet has one recycle loop that involves streams

2, 3, and 6. A calculation sequence can be initiated from anyone

of these three streams. If stream 2 is selected and provided an ini-

tial guess for its pressure, temperature, flow rate, and composition, it

becomes a “tear stream.” The calculation sequence becomes B2, B3,

and B1. If stream 2, calculated from B1, does not match the guess, to

within some tolerance, the sequence is repeated until convergence is

achieved.

Figure 11.35b can be used to obtain an initial guess for the flow

rate and composition of stream 2 by the mixing-point concept dis-

cussed in §8.3. Assuming a perfect separation in B1, the construction

lines for finding a mixing point, M, are included in Figure 11.35b.

These two lines are based on the total molar material-balance

equation,

M = F + R = OH + B (1)

where, M = mixing point, F = feed, R = reflux, OH = overhead

vapor, and B = bottoms. Assuming 1 atm pressure throughout the

process, the given and assumed stream conditions are:

F, Stream 1 R, Stream 6 OH, Stream 2 B, Stream 5

Vapor

Fraction

0 (Bubble

Point)

0 (Bubble

Point)

1 (Dew

Point)

0 (Bubble

Point)

Mole fraction:

Water 0.80 0.15 0.52 0.00

Acetic acid 0.20 0.00 0.00 1.00

n-Propyl acetate 0.00 0.85 0.48 0.00

Total kmol/h 1000 200

where the mole fractions in R and OH are shown in Figure 11.35b.

To obtain the approximate total flow rates of R and OH, the follow-

ing two component molar material balances are solved with mole

fractions from the above table.

NPA balance: 0.48OH = 0.85R (2)

W balance: 800 + 0.15R = 0.52OH (3)

Solving (2) and (3), OH = 1840 kmol∕h and R = 1040 kmol∕h.

Table 11.5 Converged Material Balance for Heterogeneous Azeotropic Distillation Process of Figure 11.35c

Feed,

Stream 1

Overhead Vapor,

Stream 2

Decanter Feed,

Stream 3

Distillate,

Stream 4

Bottoms,

Stream 5

Reflux,

Stream 6

Temperature,∘C 101.3 83.7 83.0 83.0 117.8 83.0

kmol/h:

Water 800.0 959.9 959.9 797.5 2.5 162.4

Acetic Acid 200.0 6.2 6.2 2.5 197.5 3.7

n-Propyl Acetate 2.4 897.9 897.9 2.4 0.0 895.5

Total 1002.4 1864.0 1864.0 802.4 200.0 1061.6

The purity of the acetic acid bottoms product is 98.7 mol%.

The purity of the water distillate product is 99.4.mol%.

Note that NPA is not in the feed to the process, but is internal

to the process. However, because a perfect separation will not be

obtained in B1, a very small amount may be lost to the distillate prod-

uct, stream 4. Assume it to be 4 kmol∕h and add it to the feed. Also,
a small amount of AA appears in the overhead vapor. Assume it to

be 15 kmol∕h. The only two streams needed for the input to Aspen

Plus are the feed, stream 1, and the tear stream, stream 2.

Input for the three blocks, B1, B2, and B3, are:

Block B1: Number of stages = 30; No condenser; Bottoms flow

rate = 200 kmol/h; Feed F sent to stage 7 (from the top);

Reflux, stream 6, sent to stage 1 (the top stage in the column);

stages 1 to 5 checked for phase splitting.

Block B2: Outlet vapor fraction = 0 (bubble-point liquid from the

three-phase flash)

BlockB3: Heat duty = 0; second liquid stream out is rich inNPA

The Aspen Plus run must achieve convergence of B1 and con-

vergence of the tear stream. Convergence of the latter depends on

the accuracy of the guess for the make-up flow rate of NPA in feed

stream 1. B1 was converged for each loop through the process, but

convergence of the NPA makeup was not achieved. The final uncon-

verged loss of NPA after 30 loops was 2.32 kmol∕h. The initially

assumed value of 4 was replaced with 2.32 and the run was repeated.

After repeating this procedure two more times, a final assumed NPA

make-up flow rate of 2.38 gave a reasonable convergence of the tear

stream. Phase splitting did not occur on any traywithin the distillation

column. Table 11.5 lists the converged material balance.

Figures 11.36a and 11.36b are plots of the temperature profile and

themolar liquid flow rate column profiles, respectively. Figure 11.36c

is a plot of the liquid-phase mole fraction column profiles for the

three components. Below the feed stage, the NPA mole fraction in

the liquid phase is negligible and the temperature and liquid flow

profiles are similar. At the top stage, the liquid phase is concentrated

in NPA, but its concentration drops rapidly to a negligible level

by stage 4, while the temperature increases dramatically and the

liquid flow rate is relatively constant until the feed enters the column

at stage 7.

The three Figure 11.36 plots can be used to determine if any pinch

points occur in the column. This is the subject of Exercise 11.21,

which also requires a study of the effect of the number of stages and

location of the feed stage on the product purities. That exercise also

considers the addition of an Aspen Plus MULT block and a design

specification to automatically determine the make-up NPA flow rate,

where the make-up is added to the reflux instead of to the feed.
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§11.7 REACTIVE DISTILLATION

Reactive distillation denotes simultaneous chemical reaction
and distillation. The reaction usually takes place in the liq-
uid phase or at the surface of a solid catalyst in contact with
the liquid. One application of reactive distillation, described
by Terrill, Sylvestre, and Doherty [57], is the separation of a
close-boiling or azeotropic mixture of components A and B,
where a chemically reacting entrainer E is introduced into the
column. If A is the lower-boiling component, it is preferable
that E be higher boiling than B and that it react selectively and
reversibly with B to produce reaction product C, which also
has a higher boiling point than component A and does not form
an azeotrope with A, B, or E. Component A is removed as dis-
tillate, and components B and C, together with any excess E,
are removed as bottoms. Components B and E are recovered
from C in a separate distillation, where the reaction is reversed
(C → B + E); B is taken off as distillate, and E is taken off as
bottoms and recycled to the first column.

Terrill, Sylvestre, and Doherty [57] discuss the application
of reactive entrainers to the separation of mixtures of p-xylene
and m-xylene, whose normal boiling points differ by only
0.8∘C, resulting in a relative volatility of only 1.029. Separa-
tion by ordinary distillation is impractical because, to produce
99mol% pure products from an equimolar feed, more than 500
theoretical stages are required. By reacting the m-xylene with
a reactive entrainer such as tert-butylbenzene using a solid
aluminum chloride catalyst, or chelated sodium m-xylene dis-
solved in cumene, stage requirements are drastically reduced.

Closely related to the use of reactive entrainers in distilla-
tion is the use of reactive absorbents in absorption, which is
widely practiced. For example, sour natural gas is sweetened
by the removal of H2S and CO2 acid gases by absorption into
aqueous alkaline solutions of mono- and di-ethanolamines.
Fast, reversible reactions occur to form soluble-salt complexes
such as carbonates, bicarbonates, sulfides, and mercaptans.
The rich solution leaving the absorber is sent to a reboiled
stripper, where the reactions are reversed at higher temper-
atures and often at lower pressures to regenerate the amine
solution as the bottoms and deliver the acid gases as over-
head vapor.

A second application of reactive distillation involves unde-
sirable reactions that may occur during distillation. Robinson
and Gilliland [58] discuss the separation of cyclopentadiene
from C7 hydrocarbons, where cyclopentadiene dimerizes. The
more volatile cyclopentadiene is taken overhead as distillate,
but a small amount dimerizes in the lower section of the
column and leaves in the bottoms with the C7s. Alterna-
tively, the dimerization can be facilitated, in which case the
dicyclopentadiene is removed as bottoms.

Reactive distillation can involve combining desirable chem-
ical reaction(s) and separation by distillation in a single dis-
tillation apparatus. This idea was first proposed by Backhaus,
who, starting in 1921 [59], obtained patents for esterification
reactions in a distillation column. This concept was verified
experimentally by Leyes and Othmer [60] for the esterifica-
tion of acetic acid with an excess of n-butanol in the presence
of sulfuric acid catalyst to produce butyl acetate and water.

Reactive distillation should be consideredwhenever the fol-
lowing hold:

1. The chemical reaction occurs in the liquid phase, in the
presence or absence of a homogeneous catalyst, or at the
interface of a liquid and a solid catalyst.

2. Feasible temperature and pressure for the reaction and
distillation are the same to ensure that reaction rates and
distillation rates are of the same order of magnitude.

3. The reaction is equilibrium-limited so that if one ormore
of the products can be removed by distillation, the reac-
tion can be driven to completion; thus, a large reactant
excess is not necessary for a high conversion. This is par-
ticularly advantageous when excess reagent recovery is
difficult because of azeotrope formation. For reactions
that are irreversible, it is more economical to take the
reactions to completion in a reactor and then separate
the products in a distillation column. In general, reactive
distillation is not attractive for supercritical conditions,
gas-phase reactions, reactions at high temperatures and
pressures, and/or reactions with solids.

Careful consideration must be given to the configuration of
reactive distillation columns. Important factors are feed entry
and product-removal stages, the possible need for intercoolers
and interheaters when the heat of reaction is appreciable, and
obtaining required residence time for the liquid phase. In the
following ideal cases, it is possible, as shown by Belck [61]
and others, for several two-, three-, and four-component sys-
tems to produce the desired products without the need for a
separate distillation.

Case 1: The reaction A ↔ R or A ↔ 2R, where R has a
higher volatility than A. In this case, only a reboiled rec-
tification section is needed. Feed A is sent to the column
reboilerwhere the reaction takes place.AsR is produced,
it is vaporized, passing to the rectification column, where
it is purified. Overhead vapor from the column is con-
densed, with part of the condensate returned as reflux.
Chemical reaction may also take place in the column. If
A and R form a maximum-boiling azeotrope, this con-
figuration is still applicable if the mole fraction of R in
the reboiler is greater than the azeotropic composition.

Case 2: The reaction A ↔ R or 2A ↔ R, where A has the
higher volatility. In this case, only a stripping section
is needed. Liquid A is sent to the top of the column,
from which it flows down, reacting to produce R. The
column is provided with a total condenser and partial
reboiler. Product R is withdrawn from the reboiler. This
configuration requires close examination because, at a
certain location in the column, chemical equilibriummay
be achieved, and if the reaction is allowed to proceed
beyond that point, the reverse reaction can occur.

Case 3: The reactions 2A ↔ R + S or A + B ↔ R + S,
where A and B are intermediate in volatility to R and S,
and R has the highest volatility. Feed enters an ordinary
distillation column somewhere near the middle. R is
withdrawn as distillate and S as bottoms. If B is less
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volatile than A, then B may enter the column separately
and at a higher level than A.

Commercial applications of reactive distillation include the
following:

1. Esterification of acetic acid with ethanol to produce
ethyl acetate and water

2. Reaction of formaldehyde and methanol to produce
methylal and water, using a solid acid catalyst [62]

3. Esterification of acetic acid with methanol to produce
methyl acetate and water, using a sulfuric acid catalyst,
as patented by Agreda and Partin [63], and described by
Agreda, Partin, and Heise [64]

4. Reaction of isobutene with methanol to produce methyl-
tert-butyl ether (MTBE), using a solid, strong-acid ion-
exchange resin catalyst, as patented by Smith [65–67]
and further developed by DeGarmo, Parulekar, and
Pinjala [68]

Consider the esterification of acetic acid (A) with ethanol
(B) to produce ethyl acetate (R) and water (S). The respective
normal boiling points in ∘C are 118.1, 78.4, 77.1, and 100.
Also, minimum-boiling, binary homogeneous azeotropes are
formed by B–S at 78.2∘C with 10.57 mol% B, and by B–R at
71.8∘Cwith 46mol%B. Aminimum-boiling, binary heteroge-
neous azeotrope is formed by R–S at 70.4∘C with 24 mol% S,
and a ternary, minimum-boiling azeotrope is formed by
B–R–S at 70.3∘C with 12.4 mol% B and 60.1 mol% R.
Thus, this system is exceedingly complex and nonideal. A
number of studies, both experimental and computational,
have been published, many of which are cited by Chang and
Seader [69], who developed a robust computational procedure
for reactive distillation based on a homotopy-continuation
method. More recently, other algorithms have been reported
by Venkataraman, Chan, and Boston [70] and Simandl and
Svrcek [71]. Kang, Lee, and Lee [72] obtained binary inter-
action parameters for the UNIQUAC equation (§2.7.3) by
fitting experimental data simultaneously for vapor–liquid
equilibrium and liquid-phase chemical equilibrium.

In all of the computational procedures, a reaction-rate term
must be added to the stage material balance. Chang and Seader
[69] modified (10-38) of the SC method (§10.6) to include a
reaction-rate source term for the liquid phase, assuming the
liquid is completely mixed:

Mi, j = li, j
(
1 + sj

)
+ vi, j

(
1 + Sj

)
− li, j−1 − vi, j+1 − fi, j

− (VLH)j
NRX∑
n=1

ςi,n,rj,n, i = 1, … C (11-17)

where(
VLH

)
j
= volumetric liquid holdup on stage j;

ς i,n = stoichiometric coefficient for component i and
reaction n using positive values for products and
negative values for reactants

rj,n = reaction rate for reaction n on stage j, as the
increase in moles of a reference reactant per unit
time per unit volume of liquid phase

NRX = number of reversible and irreversible reactions

Typically, each reaction rate is expressed in a power-law form
with liquid molar concentrations (where the n subscript is
omitted):

rj =
2∑

p=1
kp

NRC∏
q=1

cm
j,q =

2∑
p=1

Ap exp

(
−

Ep

RTj

) NRC∏
q=1

cm
j,q (11-18)

where

cj,q = concentration of component q at stage j

kp = reaction-rate constant for the pth term, where p = 1
indicates the forward reaction and p = 2 indicates
the reverse reaction, with k1 positive and k2 negative

m = exponent on the concentration

NRC =number of components in the power-law expression

Ap = pre-exponential (frequency) factor

Ep = activation energy

With (11-17) and (11-18), a reaction may be treated as
irreversible (k2 = 0), reversible (k2 negative and not equal
to zero), or at equilibrium. The latter can be achieved by
using very large values for the volumetric liquid holdup at
each stage in the case of a single, reversible reaction, or by
multiplying each of the two frequency factors, A1 and A2, by
the same large number. This greatly increases the forward
and backward reactions, but maintains the correct value for
the chemical-reaction equilibrium constant. For equilibrium
reactions, it is important that the power-law expression for the
backward reaction be derived from the power-law expression
for the forward reaction and the reaction stoichiometry, so as
to be consistent with the expression for the chemical-reaction
equilibrium constant. The volumetric liquid holdup for a
stage, when using a trayed tower, depends on (1) the active
bubbling area, (2) height of the froth as influenced by the weir
height, and (3) liquid-volume fraction of the froth. In general,
the liquid backup in the downcomer is not included in the
estimate of liquid holdup. When large holdups are necessary,
bubble-cap trays are preferred because they do not weep.
When the chemical reaction is in the reboiler, a large liquid
holdup can be provided.

The following example deals with the esterification of
acetic acid with ethanol to produce ethyl acetate and water.
Here, the single, reversible chemical reaction is assumed to
reach chemical equilibrium at each stage. Thus, no estimate
of liquid holdup is needed. In a subsequent example, chemical
equilibrium is not achieved, so holdup estimates are made,
and a tower diameter assumed.

EXAMPLE 11.8 Ethanol by Reactive Distillation.

A reactive-distillation column with 13 theoretical stages and

equipped with a total condenser and partial reboiler is used to pro-

duce ethyl acetate (R) at 1 atm. A saturated-liquid feed of 90 lbmol∕h
of acetic acid (A) enters stage 2 from the top, while 100 lbmol∕h
of a saturated liquid of 90 mol% ethanol (B) and 10 mol% water

(S) (close to the azeotropic composition) enters stage 9 from the

top. Thus, the acetic acid and ethanol are in stoichiometric ratio for

esterification. Other specifications are R = 10 and D = 90 lbmol∕h,
in the hope that complete conversion to ethyl acetate (the low boiler)
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will occur. Data for the homogeneous reaction are given by Izarraraz

et al. [73], in terms of the rate law:

r = k1cAcB − k2cRcS

with k1 = 29,000 exp (−14,300∕RT) and k2 = 7,380 exp (−14,300∕
RT), both in L/(mol-minute) with T in K. Because the activation

energies for the forward and backward steps are identical, the

chemical-equilibrium constant is independent of temperature and

equal to k1∕k2 = 3.93. Assume that chemical equilibrium is achieved

at each stage. Thus, very large values of liquid holdup are specified

for each stage. Binary interaction parameters for all six binary pairs,

for predicting liquid-phase activity coefficients from the UNIQUAC

equation (§2.7.3), are as follows, from Kang et al. [72]:

Binary Parameters

Components in Binary Pair, i–j ui, j/R, K uj,i/R, K

Acetic acid–ethanol 268.54 −225.62
Acetic acid–water 398.51 −255.84
Acetic acid–ethyl acetate −112.33 219.41

Ethanol–water −126.91 467.04

Ethanol–ethyl acetate −173.91 500.68

Water–ethyl acetate −36.18 638.60

Vapor-phase association of acetic acid and possible formation

of two liquid phases on the stages must be considered. Calculate

compositions of distillate and bottoms products and determine the

liquid-phase-composition and reaction-rate profiles.
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Figure 11.37 Profiles for reactive distillation in Example 11.8. (a) Relative volatility profiles. (b) Liquid-phase mole-fraction profiles.

(c) Reaction-rate profile.

Solution

Calculations were made with the SC method of the CHEMCAD pro-

cess simulation program, where the total condenser is counted as the

first stage. The only initial estimates provided were 163 and 198∘F
for the temperatures of the distillate and the bottoms, respectively.

Calculations converged in 17 iterations to the values below:

Product Flow

Rates, lbmol/h

Component Distillate Bottoms

Ethyl acetate 49.52 6.39

Ethanol 31.02 3.07

Water 6.73 59.18

Acetic acid 2.73 31.36

Total 90.00 100.00

All four components appear in both products. The overall conversion

to ethyl acetate is only 62.1%, with 88.6% of this going to the dis-

tillate. The distillate is 55 mol% acetate; the bottoms is 59.2mol%
water. Only small composition changes occur when feed locations

are varied. Two factors in the failure to achieve high conversion and

nearly pure products are (1) the highly nonideal nature of the quater-

nary mixture, accompanied by the large number of azeotropes, and

(2) the tendency of the reverse reaction to occur on certain stages. The

former is shown in Figure 11.37a, where the α values between ethyl

acetate and water and between ethanol and water in the top section

are no greater than 1.25, making the separations difficult.
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The liquid-phase mole-fraction distribution is shown in

Figure 11.37b, where, between feed points, compositions change

slowly despite the esterification reaction. In Figure 11.37c, the

reaction-rate profile is unusual. Above the upper feed stage (now

stage 3), the reverse reaction is dominant. From that feed point

down to the second feed entry (now stage 10), the forward reaction

dominates mainly at the upper feed stage. The reverse reaction is

dominant for stages 11–13, whereas the forward reaction dominates

at Stages 14 and 15 (the reboiler). The largest extents of forward

reaction occur at stages 3 and 15. Even with 60 stages, and with the

reaction confined to Stages 25 to 35, the distillate contains apprecia-

ble ethanol and the bottoms contains a substantial fraction of acetic

acid. For this example, development of a reactive-distillation scheme

for achieving a high conversion and nearly pure products represents

a significant challenge.

EXAMPLE 11.9 Reactive Distillation to Produce MTBE.

Following the ban on addition of tetraethyl lead to gasoline by the

U.S. Amendment to the Clean Air Act of 1990, refiners accelerated

the addition of methyl-tert butyl ether (MTBE) to gasoline to boost

octane number and reduce unburned hydrocarbons and CO2 in auto-

mobile exhaust. More than 50 MTBE plants were constructed, with

many using reactive distillation to produce MTBE from methanol.

However, by 2002, MTBE also fell into disfavor in the U.S. because

when it leaked from an underground tank at a gas station, it dissolved

easily and traveled quickly in groundwater, causing contamination in

wells and cancer in animals.

Using thermodynamic and kinetic data from Rehfinger and Hoff-

mann [74] for the formation of methyl-tert-butyl ether (MTBE) from

methanol (MeOH) and isobutene (IB), in the presence of n-butene
(NB), both Jacobs and Krishna [75] and Nijhuis, Kerkhof, and Mak

[76] found drastically different IB conversions when the feed stage

for methanol was varied. An explanation for these multiple solutions

is given by Hauan, Hertzberg, and Lien [77].

Compute a converged solution, taking into account the reaction

kinetics but assuming vapor–liquid equilibrium at each stage. The

column has a total condenser, a partial reboiler, 15 stages at V/L
equilibrium, and operates at 11 bar. The total condenser is numbered

stage 1 even though it is not an equilibrium stage. The mixed butenes

feed, consisting of 195.44mol/s of IB and 353.56mol∕s of NB, enters
stage 11 as a vapor at 350 K and 11 bar. The methanol, at a flow rate

of 215.5 mol/s, enters stage 10 as a liquid at 320 K and 11 bar. R = 7

andB = 197mol∕s. The catalyst is provided only for stages 4 through
11, with 204.1 kg of catalyst per stage. The catalyst is a strong-acid,

ion-exchange resin with 4.9 equivalents of acid groups per kilogram

of catalyst. Thus, the equivalents per stage are 1,000, or a total of

8,000 for the eight stages. Compute the product compositions and

column profiles.

Solution

The RADFRACmodel in Aspen Plus was used. Because NB is inert,

the only chemical reaction considered is

IB +MeOH ↔ MTBE

For the forward reaction, the rate law is formulated in terms of

mole-fraction concentrations as in Rehfinger and Hoffmann [74]:

rforward = 3.67 × 1012 exp (−92,440∕RT)xIB∕xMeOH (1)

The corresponding backward rate law, consistent with chemical equi-

librium, is

rbackward = 2.67 × 1017 exp (−134,450∕RT)xMTBE∕x2MeOH (2)

where r is in moles per second per equivalent of acid groups, R =
8.314 J∕mol-K, T is in K, and xi is liquid mole fraction.

The Redlich–Kwong equation of state (§2.5.1) is used to esti-

mate vapor-phase fugacities with the UNIQUAC equation (§2.7.3)

to estimate liquid-phase activity coefficients. The UNIQUAC binary

interaction parameters are as follows, where it is important to include

the inert NB in the system by assuming it has the same parameters as

IB and that the two butenes form an ideal solution. The parameters

are defined as follows, with all aij = 0.

Tij = exp
(
−

uij − ujj

RT

)
= exp

(
aij +

bij

T

)
(3)

Binary Parameters

Components in Binary Pair, ij bij, K bji, K

MeOH–IB 35.38 −706.34
MeOH–MTBE 88.04 −468.76
IB–MTBE −52.2 24.63

MeOH–NB 35.38 −706.34
NB–MTBE −52.2 24.63

The only initial guesses provided are temperatures of 350 and

420 K, for stages 1 and 17, respectively; liquid-phase mole frac-

tions of 0.05 for MeOH and 0.95 for MTBE leaving stage 17; and

vapor-phase mole fractions of 0.125 for MeOH and 0.875 for MTBE

leaving stage 17. The Aspen Plus input data are listed in the first and

second editions of this book. The converged temperatures for stages

1 and 17 are 347 and 420 K. Converged products are:

Flow Rate, mol/s

Component Distillate Bottoms

MeOH 28.32 0.31

IB 7.27 1.31

NB 344.92 8.64

MTBE 0.12 186.74

Total 380.63 197.00

The combined feeds contained a 10.3% mole excess of MeOH

over IB. Therefore, IB was the limiting reactant and the preceding

product distribution indicates that 95.6% of the IB, or 186.86 mol∕s,
reacted to form MTBE. The percent purity of the MTBE in the bot-

toms is 94.8%. Only 2.4% of the inert NB and 1.1% of the unreacted

MeOH are in the bottoms. The condenser and reboiler duties are 53.2

and 40.4 MW.

Seven iterations gave a converged solution. In Figure 11.38a,

most of the reaction occurs in a narrow temperature range of 348.6

to 353K. Figure 11.38b shows that vapor traffic above the two feed

entries changes by less than 11% because of small changes in tem-

perature. Below the two feed entries, temperature increases rapidly

from 353 to 420K, causing vapor traffic to decrease by about 20%. In
Figure 11.38c, composition profiles show that the liquid is dominated

by NB from the top down to stage 13, thus drastically reducing
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the reaction driving force. Below stage 11, liquid becomes richer in

MTBE as mole fractions of other components decrease because of

increasing temperature. Above the reaction zone, the mole fraction of

MTBE quickly decreases as it moves to the top stage. These changes

are due mainly to the large differences between the K–values for

MTBE and those for the other three components. The relative volatil-

ity of MTBE with any of the other components ranges from about

0.24 at the top stage to about 0.35 at the bottom. Nonideality in the

liquid influences mainly MeOH, whose liquid-phase activity coeffi-

cient varies from a high of 10 at stage 5 to a low of 2.6 at stage 17.

This causes the unreacted MeOH to leave mainly with the NB in the

distillate rather than with MTBE in the bottoms. The rate-of-reaction

profile in Figure 11.38d shows that the forward reaction dominates

in the reaction section; however, 56% of the reaction occurs on

stage 10, the MeOH feed stage. The least amount of reaction is

on stage 11.

The literature indicates that conversion of IB to MTBE depends

on the MeOH feed stage. In the range of MeOH feed stages from

about 8 to 11, both low- and high-conversion solutions exist. This

is shown in Figure 11.39, where the high-conversion solutions are

in the 90+ % range, while the low-conversion solutions are all less

than 10%. However, if component activities rather than mole frac-

tions are used in the rate expressions, the low-conversion solutions

are higher because of the largeMeOH activity coefficient. The results

in Figure 11.39 were obtained starting with the MeOH feed entering

stage 2. The resulting profiles were used as the initial guesses for the

run with MeOH entering stage 3. Subsequent runs were performed
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Figure 11.38 Profiles for reactive distillation in Example 11.9. (a) Temperature profile. (b) Vapor traffic profile. (c) Liquid-phase
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Figure 11.39 Effect of MeOH feed-stage location on conversion of

IB to MTBE.

in a similar manner, increasing the MeOH feed stage by 1 each time

and initializing with the results of the previous run.

High-conversion solutions were obtained for each run, until the

MeOH feed stage was lowered to stage 12, at which point conversion

decreased dramatically. Further lowering of the MeOH feed stage to

stage 16 also resulted in a low-conversion solution. However, when

the direction of change to the MeOH feed stage was reversed starting

from stage 12, a low conversion was obtained until the feed stage was

decreased to stage 9, at which point the conversion jumped back to

the high-conversion result.
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Huss et al. [101] present a study of reactive distillation

for the acid-catalyzed reaction of acetic acid and methanol to

produce methyl acetate and water, including the side reaction

of methanol dehydration, using simulation models and experi-

mental measurements. They consider both finite reaction rates

and chemical equilibrium, coupled with phase equilibrium.

The results include reflux limits and multiple solutions.

§11.8 SUPERCRITICAL-FLUID EXTRACTION

Solute extraction from a liquid or solid mixture is usually

accomplished with a liquid solvent at conditions of temper-

ature and pressure substantially below the solvent critical

point, as discussed in Chapter 8. Following extraction, solvent

and dissolved solute are subjected to subsequent separations

to recover solvent for recycle and to purify the solute.

In 1879, Hannay andHogarth [78] reported that solid potas-

sium iodide could be dissolved in ethanol, as a dense gas,

at supercritical conditions of T > Tc = 516 K and P > Pc =
65 atm. The iodide could then be precipitated from the ethanol

by reducing the pressure. This process was later called

supercritical-fluid extraction (SFE), supercritical-gas
extraction, and, most commonly, supercritical extraction.
By the 1940s, as chronicled by Williams [79], proposed appli-

cations of SFE began to appear in the patent and technical

literature. Figure 11.40 shows the supercritical-fluid region

for CO2, a common solvent for SFE, which has a critical point

of 304.2 K and 73.83 bar.

The solvent power of a compressed gas can undergo an

enormous increase in the vicinity of its critical point, as

shown for the solubility of p-iodochlorobenzene (pICB)
in ethylene in Figure 11.41, at 298 K for pressures from

2 to 8 MPa. This temperature is 1.05 times the critical

temperature of ethylene (283 K), and the pressure range strad-
dles the critical pressure of ethylene (5.1 MPa). At 298 K,

pICB is a solid (melting point = 330 K) with a vapor pressure
of the order of 0.1 torr. At 2 MPa, if pICB formed an ideal-gas
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Figure 11.41 Effect of pressure on solubility of pICB in

supercritical ethylene.

solution with ethylene, the concentration of pICB in the gas in

equilibrium with pure, solid pICB would be 0.00146 g∕L. But
the concentration from Figure 11.41 is 0.015 g∕L, an order of
magnitude higher. If the pressure is increased from 2 MPa to

almost the critical pressure at 5 MPa (an increase by a factor

of 2.5), the equilibrium concentration of pICB is increased

about 10-fold to 0.15 g∕L. At 8 MPa, the concentration is

40 g∕L, 2,700 times higher than predicted for an ideal-gas

solution. It is this dramatic increase in solubility of a solute at

near-critical solvent conditions that makes SFE of interest.

Why does the solvent power increase so dramatically

in the region of the critical pressure? The explanation lies

in the change of solvent density while the solute solubility

increases. A pressure–enthalpy diagram for ethylene is shown

in Figure 11.42, which includes the specific volume (recip-

rocal of the density) as a parameter. The range of variables

and parameters straddles the critical point of ethylene.
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Figure 11.42 Pressure–enthalpy diagram for ethylene.

[Reproduced from K.E. Starling, Fluid Thermodynamic Properties for Light Petroleum Systems, Gulf Publishing, Houston (1973). With permission.]
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The density of ethylene compared to the solubility of pICB is
as follows at 298 K:

Pressure,

MPa

Ethylene

Density, g∕L
Solubility of

pICB, g∕L

2 25.8 0.015

5 95 0.15

8 267 40

Although far from a 1:1 correspondence for the increase
of pICB solubility with ethylene density over this range of
pressure, there is a meaningful correlation. As the pressure
increases, closer packing of the solvent molecules allows them
to surround and trap solute molecules. This phenomenon is
most useful at reduced temperatures from about 1.01 to 1.12.

Two other effects in the supercritical region are favorable
for SFE. Molecular diffusivity of a solute in an ambient-
pressure gas is about four orders of magnitude higher than
in a liquid. For a near-critical fluid, the diffusivity of solute
molecules is usually one to two orders of magnitude higher
than in a liquid solvent, thus resulting in a lower mass-transfer
resistance in the solvent phase. In addition, the viscosity of
the supercritical fluid is about an order of magnitude lower
than that of a liquid solvent.

Industrial applications for SFE have been the subject of
many studies, patents, and venture capital proposals. How-
ever, when other techniques are feasible, SFE usually cannot
compete because of high solvent-compression costs. SFE is
most favorable for extraction of small amounts of large, rel-
atively nonvolatile and expensive solutes, as in bioextraction.
Applications are also cited by Williams [79] and McHugh and
Krukonis [80].

Solvent selection depends on the feed mixture. If only the
chemical(s) to be extracted is (are) soluble in a potential sol-
vent, then high solubility is a key factor. If a chemical besides
the desired solute is soluble in the potential solvent, then sol-
vent selectivity becomes as important as solubility. A num-
ber of gases and low-MW chemicals, including the following,
have received attention as solvents.

Solvent

Critical

Temperature,

K

Critical

Pressure,

MPa

Critical

Density,

kg/m3

Methane 192 4.60 162

Ethylene 283 5.03 218

Carbon dioxide 304 7.38 468

Ethane 305 4.88 203

Propylene 365 4.62 233

Propane 370 4.24 217

Ammonia 406 11.3 235

Water 647 22.0 322

Solvents with Tc < 373 K have been well studied. Most
promising, particularly for extraction of undesirable, valuable,
or heat-sensitive chemicals from natural products, is CO2,
with its moderate Pc, high critical density, low supercritical

viscosity, high supercritical molecular diffusivity, and Tc
close to ambient. Also, it is nonflammable, noncorrosive,

inexpensive, nontoxic in low concentrations, readily avail-

able, and safe. Separation of CO2 from the solute is often

possible by simply reducing the extract pressure. According

to Williams [79], supercritical CO2 has been used to extract
caffeine from coffee, hops oil from beer, piperine from pepper,

capsaicin from chilis, oil from nutmeg, and nicotine from

tobacco. However, the use of CO2 for such applications in

the U.S. may be curtailed in the future because of an April

2009 endangerment finding by the Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) that CO2 is a pollutant that threatens public

health and welfare, and must be regulated.

CO2 is not always a suitable solvent, however. McHugh

and Krukonis [81] cite the energy crisis of the 1970s that led

to substantial research on an energy-efficient separation of

ethanol and water. The goal, which was to break the ethanol-

water azeotrope, was not achieved by SFE with CO2 because,

although supercritical CO2 has unlimited capacity to dissolve

pure ethanol, water is also dissolved in significant amounts. A

supercritical-fluid phase diagram for the ethanol–water–CO2

ternary system at 308.2 K and 10.08 MPa, based on the data

of Takishima et al. [82], is given in Figure 11.43. These con-

ditions correspond to Tr = 1.014 and Pr = 1.366 for CO2. For

the mixture of water and CO2, two phases exist: a water-rich

phase with about 2 mol% CO2 and a CO2-rich phase with

about 1 mol% water. Ethanol and CO2 are mutually soluble.

Ternary mixtures containing more than 40 mol% ethanol are

completely miscible.

If a near-azeotropic mixture of ethanol and water, say,

85 mol% ethanol and 15 mol% water, is extracted by CO2 at
the conditions of Figure 11.43, a mixing line drawn between

this composition and a point for pure CO2 does not cross

into the two-phase region, so no separation is possible at these

conditions. Alternatively, consider an ethanol–water broth

from a fermentation reactor with 10 wt% (4.17 mol%) ethanol.
If this mixture is extracted with supercritical CO2, complete

dissolution will not occur and a modest degree of separation

of ethanol from water can be achieved, as shown in the next

H2O CO2

C2H5OH

Figure 11.43 Liquid–fluid equilibria for CO2–C2H5OH–H2O at

308–313.2 K and 10.1–10.34 MPa.
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example. The separation can be enhanced by a cosolvent

(e.g., glycerol) to improve selectivity, as shown by Inomata

et al. [83].

When CO2 is used as a solvent, it must be recovered

and recycled. Three schemes, discussed by McHugh and

Krukonis [81], are shown in Figure 11.44. In the first scheme

for separation of ethanol and water, the ethanol–water feed

is pumped to the pressure of the extraction column, where

it is contacted with supercritical CO2. The raffinate leaving

the extractor bottom is enriched with respect to water and

is sent to another location for further processing. The top

extract stream, containing most of the CO2, some ethanol,

and a smaller amount of water, is expanded across a valve to

a lower pressure. In a flash drum downstream of the valve,

ethanol–water condensate is collected and the CO2-rich gas is

recycled through a compressor back to the extractor. Unless

pressure is greatly reduced across the valve, which results in

high compression costs, little ethanol condenses.
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A second CO2 recovery scheme, due to de Filippi and

Vivian [84], is given in Figure 11.44b. The flash drum is

replaced by high-pressure distillation, at just below the pres-

sure of the extraction column, to produce a CO2-rich distillate

and an ethanol-rich bottoms. The distillate is compressed and

recycled through the reboiler back to the extractor. Both raf-

finate and distillate are flashed to recover CO2. This scheme,

though more complicated than the first, is more versatile.

A third CO2-recovery scheme, due to Katz et al. [85] for

coffee decaffeination, is shown in Figure 11.44c. In the extrac-

tor, green, wet coffee beans are mixed with supercritical CO2

to extract caffeine. The extract is sent to a second column,

where the caffeine is recovered with water. The CO2-rich raffi-

nate is recycled through a compressor (not shown) back to the

first column, from which the decaffeinated coffee leaves from

the bottom and is sent to a roaster. The caffeine-rich water

leaving the second column is sent to a reverse-osmosis unit,

where the water is purified and recycled to the water column.

All three separation steps operate at high pressure. The con-

centrated caffeine–water mixture leaving the osmosis unit is

sent to a crystallizer.

Multiple equilibrium stages are generally needed to

achieve the desired extent of extraction. A major problem in

determining the number of stages is the estimation of liquid

supercritical-fluid phase-equilibrium constants. Most com-

monly, cubic-equation-of-state methods, such as the Soave–

Redlich–Kwong (SRK) or Peng–Robinson (PR) equations are

used, but they have two shortcomings. First, their accuracy

diminishes in the critical region. Second, for polar compo-

nents that form a nonideal-liquid mixture, appropriate mixing

rules that provide a correct bridge between equation-of-state

methods and activity-coefficient methods must be employed,

e.g., Wong and Sandler [86], described next.

First consider the SRK and PR equations, discussed in

§2.5.2 and §2.5.3. For pure components, they contain two

parameters, a and b, computed from critical constants. They

are extended to mixtures by mixing rules for computing

values of am and bm from values for the pure components.

The simplest mixing rules, due to van der Waals, are:

am =
C∑

i=1

C∑
j=1

xixjaij (11-19)

bm =
C∑

i=1

C∑
j=1

xixjbij (11-20)

where x is a mole fraction in the vapor or liquid. Although

these two mixing rules are identical in form, the following

combining rules for aij and bij are different, with the former

being a geometric mean and the latter an arithmetic mean:

aij =
(
aiaj

)1∕2
(11-21)

bij =
(
bi + bj

)
∕2 (11-22)

As stated by Sandler, Orbey, and Lee [87], (11-19) to (11-22)

are usually adequate for nonpolar mixtures of hydrocarbons

and light gases when critical temperature and/or size differ-
ences between molecules are not large.

Molecular-size differences and/or modest degrees of polar-
ity are better handled by the following combining rules:

aij =
(
aiaj

)1∕2(
1 − kij

)
(11-23)

bij =
[(

bi + bj

)
∕2

] (
1 − lij

)
(11-24)

where kij and lij are binary interaction parameters back-
calculated from vapor–liquid equilibrium and/or density data.
Often the latter parameter is set equal to zero. Values of kij
suitable for use with the SRK and PR equations when the mix-
ture contains hydrocarbons with CO2, H2S, N2, and/or CO are
given by Knapp et al. [88]. In a study by Shibata and Sandler
[89], using experimental phase-equilibria and phase-density
data for the nonpolar binary system nitrogen-nbutane at
410.9 K over a pressure range of 30 to 70 bar, good pre-
dictions, except in the critical region, were obtained using
(11-19) and (11-20), with (11-23) and (11-24), and values
of kij = −0.164 and lij = −0.233 in conjunction with the PR
equation. Similar good agreement with experimental data was
obtained for the systems N2–cyclohexane, CO2–nbutane, and
CO2-cyclohexane, and the ternary systems N2–CO2–nbutane
and N2–CO2–cyclohexane.

For high pressures and mixtures with one or more strongly
polar components, the preceding rules are inadequate, and it
is desirable to combine the equation-of-state method with the
activity-coefficient method to handle liquid nonidealities. The
following theoretically based mixing rule of Wong and San-
dler [86] provides the combination. If the PR equation of state
and the NRTL activity-coefficient equation are used, theWong
and Sandler mixing rule leads to the following expressions for
computing am and bm for the PR equation:

am = RTQD∕(1 − D) (11-25)

bm = Q∕(1 − D) (11-26)

where Q =
C∑

i=1

C∑
j=1

xixj

(
b − a

RT

)
ij

(11-27)

D =
C∑

i=1
xi

ai

biRT
+ Gex(xi)

σRT
(11-28)

(
b − a

RT

)
ij
= 1

2

[(
bi −

ai

RT

)
+

(
bj −

aj

RT

)]
(1 − kij)

(11-29)

σ = 1√
2

[
ln

(√
2 − 1

)]
(11-30)

Gex

RT
=

C∑
i=1

xi

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

C∑
j=1

xjτjigji

C∑
k=1

xkgki

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(11-31)

gij = exp
(
− αijτij

)
(11-32)

with aij = aji.
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Table 11.6 Calculated Flow and Composition Profiles for Example 11.10

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

Leaving

Streams

Extract

Mole

Fraction

Raffinate

Mole

Fraction

Extract

Mole

Fraction

Raffinate

Mole

Fraction

Extract

Mole

Fraction

Raffinate

Mole

Fraction

Extract

Mole

Fraction

Raffinate

Mole

Fraction

Extract

Mole

Fraction

Raffinate

Mole

Fraction

Carbon

dioxide

0.98999 0.02870 0.99002 0.02870 0.99012 0.02870 0.99043 0.02870 0.99138 0.02874

Ethanol 0.00466 0.04053 0.00463 0.04023 0.00452 0.03929 0.00419 0.03645 0.00319 0.02775

Water 0.00535 0.93077 0.00535 0.93107 0.00536 0.93201 0.00538 0.93485 0.00543 0.94351

Total flow,

mol/s

3.0013 1.0298 3.0311 1.0294 3.0308 1.0285 3.0298 1.0255 3.0268 0.9987

Equations (11-25) to (11-32) show that for a binary sys-
tem using the NRTL equation, there are four adjustable binary
interaction parameters (BIPs): kij, αij, τij, and τji. For a temper-
ature and pressure range of interest, these parameters are best
obtained by regression of experimental binary-pair data for
VLE, LLE, and/or VLLE. The parameters can be used to pre-
dict phase equilibria for ternary and higher multicomponent
mixtures. However, Wong, Orbey, and Sandler [90] show that
when values of the latter three parameters are already avail-
able, even at just near-ambient temperature and pressure con-
ditions from a data source such as Gmehling and Onken [91],
those parameters can be assumed independent of temperature
and used to make reasonably accurate predictions of phase
equilibria, even at temperatures to at least 200∘C and pressures
to 200 bar. Regression of experimental data to obtain a value
of kij is also not necessary, because Wong, Orbey, and Sandler
show that it can be determined from the other three parameters
by choosing its value so that the excess Gibbs free energy from
the equation of state matches that from the activity-coefficient
model. Thus, application of the Wong–Sandler mixing rule to
supercritical extraction is facilitated.

Another phase-equilibrium prediction method applicable
to wide ranges of pressure, temperature, molecular size, and
polarity is the group-contribution equation of state (GC-EOS)
of Skjold-Jørgensen [92]. This method, which combines
features of the van der Waals equation of state, the Carnahan-
Starling expression for hard spheres, the NRTL activity-
coefficient equation, and the group-contribution principle,
has been applied to SFE conditions, and is useful when all
necessary binary data are not available.

When experimental K-values are available, or when the
Wong–Sandler mixing rule or the GC-EOS can be applied,
stage calculations for supercritical extraction can be made
using process simulators, as in the next example.

EXAMPLE 11.10 SFE of Ethanol with CO2.

One mol/s of 10 wt% ethanol in water is extracted by 3 mol∕s of
carbon dioxide at 305 K and 9.86 MPa in a countercurrent-flow

extraction column with five equilibrium stages. Determine the flow

rates and compositions of the exiting extract and raffinate.

Solution

This problem, taken from Colussi et al. [93], who used the GC-EOS

method, was solved with the Tower Plus model of the CHEMCAD

process simulator, at constant T and P, where composition changes

were small enough that K-values were constant and are defined as the
extract mole fraction divided by the raffinate mole fraction. They are

in good agreement with experimental data:

Component K-Value

CO2 34.5

Ethanol 0.115

Water 0.00575

The extraction of ethyl alcohol is 33.6%, with an extract of 69 wt%

pure ethanol (solvent-free basis) and a raffinate containing 93 wt%

water (solvent-free basis). Calculated stagewise flow rates and

component mole fractions are listed in Table 11.6, where stages are

numbered from the feed end.

CHAPTER 11 NOMENCLATURE

Abbreviations and Acronyms

DAEs differential algebraic equations, Section 11.1.2

DRD distillation region diagram, Section 11.1.3

NRC number of components, (11-18)

nbp normal boiling point, (1 atm)

NRX number of reactions, (11-17)

SFE supercritical fluid extraction, Section 11.8

Latin Symbols

Ap pre-exponential factor, (11-18)

B number of binary azeotropes, (11-10)

Bib number of intermediate-boiling binary azeotropes,

Section 11.1.3

cj,q concentration of component q at stage j, (11-18)

E entrainer, Section 11.5

Ep activation energy, (11-18)
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kp reaction rate constant, (11-18)

m exponent on concentration, (11-18)

N number of nodes, (11-9)

r reaction rate, (11-17)

S number of stable and unstable saddles, (11-9)

(VLH) volumetric liquid holdup, (11-17)

W moles of liquid residue, (11-1)

Greek Symbols

ξ dimensionless time, (11-2)

ς stoichiometric coefficient, (11-17)

Subscripts

o at t = 0

SUMMARY

1. Extractive distillation, salt distillation, pressure-swing

distillation, homogeneous azeotropic distillation, hetero-

geneous azeotropic distillation, and reactive distillation are

enhanced-distillation techniques to be considered when

separation by ordinary distillation is uneconomical or

unfeasible. Reactive distillation can be used to conduct,

simultaneously and in the same equipment, a chemical

reaction and a separation.

2. For ternary systems, a composition plot on a triangular

graph is very useful for finding feasible separations, espe-

cially when binary and ternary azeotropes form. With

such a diagram, distillation paths, called residue curves or

distillation curves, are readily tracked. The curves may be

restricted to certain regions of the triangular diagram by

distillation boundaries. Feasible-product compositions at

total reflux are readily determined.

3. Extractive distillation, using a low-volatility solvent that

enters near the top of the column, is widely used to sepa-

rate azeotropes and very close-boilingmixtures. Preferably,

the solvent should not form an azeotrope with any feed

component.

4. Certain salts, when added to a solvent, reduce the solvent

volatility and increase the relative volatility between the

two feed components. In this process, called salt distilla-

tion, the salt is dissolved in the solvent or added as a solid

or melt to the reflux.

5. Pressure-swing distillation, utilizing two columns oper-

ating at different pressures, can be used to separate an

azeotropic mixture when the azeotrope can be made to

disappear at some pressure. If not, it may still be practical

if the azeotropic composition changes by 5 mol% or more

over a moderate range of pressure.

6. In homogeneous azeotropic distillation, an entrainer is

added to a stage, usually above the feed stage. A minimum-

or maximum-boiling azeotrope, formed by the entrainer

with one or more feed components, is removed from the

top or bottom of the column. Applications of this technique

for difficult-to-separate mixtures are not common because

of limitations due to distillation boundaries.

7. A more common and useful technique is heterogeneous

azeotropic distillation, in which the entrainer forms, with

one or more components of the feed, a minimum-boiling

heterogeneous azeotrope. When condensed, the over-

head vapor splits into organic-rich and water-rich phases.

The azeotrope is broken by returning one liquid phase

as reflux, with the other sent on as distillate for further

processing.

8. A growing application of reactive distillation is to com-

bine chemical reaction and distillation in one column. To be

effective, the reaction and distillationmust be feasible at the

same pressure and range of temperature, with reactants and

products favoring different phases so that an equilibrium-

limited reaction can go to completion.

9. Liquid–liquid or solid–liquid extraction can be carried

out with a supercritical-fluid solvent at temperatures and

pressures just above critical because of favorable values

for solvent density and viscosity, solute diffusivity, and

solute solubility in the solvent. An attractive supercritical

solvent is carbon dioxide, particularly for extraction of

certain chemicals from natural products.
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STUDY QUESTIONS

11.1. What is meant by enhanced distillation? When should it be

considered?

11.2. What is the difference between extractive distillation and

azeotropic distillation?

11.3. What is the difference between homogeneous and heteroge-

neous azeotropic distillation?

11.4. What are the main reasons for conducting reactive distilla-

tion?

11.5. What is a distillation boundary? Why is it important?

11.6. To what type of a distillation does a residue curve apply?

What is a residue-curve map?

11.7. Is a residue curve computed from an algebraic or a differen-

tial equation? Does a residue curve follow the composition

of the distillate or the residue?

11.8. Residue curves involve nodes. What is the difference

between a stable and an unstable node? What is a

saddle?

11.9. What is a distillation-curve map? How does it differ from a

residue-curve map?

11.10. What is a region of feasible-product compositions? How is

it determined? Why is it important?

11.11. Under what conditions can a distillation boundary be crossed

by a material-balance line?

11.12. In extractive distillation, why is a large concentration of sol-

vent required in the liquid phase? Why doesn’t the solvent

enter the column at the top tray?

11.13. Why is heterogeneous azeotropic distillation a more feasible

technique than homogeneous azeotropic distillation?

11.14. What is meant by multiplicity? What kinds of multiplicity

are there?Why is it important to obtain all multiple solutions

when they exist?

11.15. In reactive distillation, does the reaction preferably take

place in the vapor or in the liquid phase? Can a homogeneous

or solid catalyst be used?

11.16. What happens to the solvent power of a compressed gas as it

passes through the critical region?What happens to physical

properties in the critical region?

11.17. Why is CO2 a desirable solvent for SFE?

EXERCISES

Section 11.1

11.1. Approximate residue-curve map.
The nhexane-methanol–methyl acetate system at 1 atm forms the

following three binary azeotropes and one ternary azeotrope.

At 1 atm, the molecular weights and normal boiling points of the

three components are:

Component

Molecular

Weight

Boiling Point,
∘C

n-Hexane 86.17 69.0

Methanol 32.04 64.7

Methyl acetate 74.08 57.0

Binary azeotropes (all minimum boiling):

Mixture, A/B Boiling Point, ∘C Wt% A/B Mol% A/B

n-Hexane/Methanol 50.6 72.1/27.9 49.0/51.0

n-Hexane/Methyl acetate 51.8 39.3/60.7 35.8/64.2

Methanol/Methyl acetate 53.5 19.0/81.0 35.2/64.8

Ternary azeotrope (minimum boiling):

Mixture, A/B/C Boiling Point, ∘C Wt% A/B/C Mol% A/B/C

n-Hexane/
Methanol/

Methyl acetate

47.4 48.6/14.6/36.8 37.2/30.1/32.7
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Sketch an approximate residue-curve map on a right-triangular

diagram and indicate the distillation boundaries. Determine for each

azeotrope and pure component whether it is a stable node, an unstable

node, or saddle.

11.2. Calculation of a residue curve.
For the system in Exercise 11.1, use a process simulator with the

UNIFAC equation to calculate a portion of a residue curve at 1 atm

starting from a bubble-point liquid with 20 mol% n-hexane, 60 mol%
methanol, and 20 mol% methyl acetate.

11.3. Calculation of a distillation curve.
For the same conditions as in Exercise 11.2, use a process simula-

tor with the UNIFAC equation to calculate a portion of a distillation

curve at 1 atm.

11.4. Distillation boundaries.
The acetone, benzene, and n-heptane system at 1 atm forms

two binary azeotropes. Sketch a distillation curve map on an

equilateral-triangle diagram, and indicate the distillation boundaries.

Determine for each azeotrope and pure component whether it is a

stable node, an unstable node, or saddle.

At 1 atm, the molecular weights and normal boiling points of the

three components are:

Component Molecular Weight Boiling Point, ∘C

n-Heptane 100.2 98.4

Benzene 78.11 80.1

Acetone 58.08 56.5

Binary azeotropes (all minimum boiling):

Mixture, A/B Boiling Point, ∘C Wt% A/B Mol% A/B

n-Heptane/Benzene 80.1 0.7/99.3 0.5/99.5

n-Heptane/Acetone 55.9 10.5/89.5 6.5/93.5

Benzene/Acetone No azeotrope

No ternary azeotrope

11.5. Calculation of a residue curve.
For the same ternary system as in Exercise 11.4, use a process sim-

ulator with UNIFAC to calculate a portion of a residue curve at 1 atm

starting from a bubble-point liquid composed of 20 mol% acetone,

60 mol% benzene, and 20 mol% n-heptane.

11.6. Calculation of a distillation curve.
For the same conditions as in Exercise 11.5, use a process simula-

tor with the UNIFAC equation to calculate a portion of a distillation

curve at 1 atm.

11.7. Feasible-product-composition regions.
Develop the feasible-product-composition regions for the system

of Figure 11.13, using feed F1.

11.8. Feasible-product-composition regions.
Develop the feasible-product-composition regions for the system

of Figure 11.10 if the feed is 50mol% chloroform, 25mol%methanol,

and 25 mol% acetone.

Section 11.2

11.9. Extractive distillation with ethanol.
Repeat Example 11.3, but with ethanol as the solvent. Use a pro-

cess simulator with the UNIFAC method for K-values.

11.10. Extractive distillation with MEK.
Repeat Example 11.3, but with MEK as the solvent. Use a process

simulator with the UNIFAC method for K-values.

11.11. Extractive distillation with toluene.
Repeat Example 11.3, but with toluene as the solvent. Use a pro-

cess simulator with the UNIFAC method for K-values.

11.12. Extractive distillation with phenol.
Four hundred lbmol/h of an equimolar mixture of n-heptane and

toluene at 200∘F and 20 psia is to be separated by extractive distilla-

tion at 20 psia, using phenol at 220∘F as the solvent, at a flow rate of

1,200 lbmol∕h. Using a process simulator with the UNIFAC method

for K-values, design a suitable two-column system to obtain reason-

able product purities with minimal solvent loss.

Section 11.4

11.13. Pressure-swing distillation.
Repeat Example 11.5, using a process simulator with the UNIFAC

method for K-values, for a feed of 100 mol∕s of 55 mol% ethanol and

45 mol% benzene.

11.14. Pressure-swing distillation.
Determine the feasibility of separating 100 mol∕s of a mixture of

20 mol% ethanol and 80 mol% benzene by pressure-swing distilla-

tion. If feasible, design such a system. Employ a process simulator

with the UNIFAC method for K-values. First apply the FUG method

to obtain initial estimates of stage and reflux ratio requirements. Then,

complete the design with rigorous calculations.

11.15. Pressure-swing distillation.
Design a pressure-swing distillation system to produce 99.8 mol%

ethanol for 100 mol∕s of an aqueous feed containing 30 mol%
ethanol. Employ a process simulator with the UNIFAC method for

K-values using the procedure of Exercise 11.14.

Section 11.5

11.16. Homogeneous azeotropic distillation.
In Example 11.6, a mixture of benzene and cyclohexane is sepa-

rated in a sequence of separation steps that begins with homogeneous

azeotropic distillation using acetone as the entrainer. Using a process

simulator with the Wilson equation for K-values, produce the best

design you can.

11.17. Homogeneous azeotropic distillation.
Devise a separation sequence to separate 100 mol/s of an equimo-

lar mixture of toluene and 2,5-dimethylhexane into nearly pure

products. Include in the sequence a homogeneous azeotropic distilla-

tion column using methanol as the entrainer and determine a feasible

design for that column. Use a process simulator with the UNIFAC

method to compute K-values.

11.18. Homogeneous azeotropic distillation.
A mixture of 16,500 kg∕h of 55 wt% methyl acetate and 45 wt%

methanol is to be separated into 99.5 wt%methyl acetate and 99 wt%
methanol. Use of one homogeneous azeotropic distillation column

and one ordinary distillation column has been suggested. Possible

entrainers are n-hexane, cyclohexane, and toluene. Determine fea-

sibility of using n-hexane as the entrainer for the sequence. If fea-

sible, use a process simulator with the UNIFAC method to estimate

K-values to prepare a design. If not, consider one of the other two

suggested entrainers. The following data are available.
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The molecular weights and normal boiling points of the five com-

ponents of interest are:

Component

Molecular

Weight Boiling Point, ∘C

Methyl acetate, A 74.08 57.1

Methanol, M 32.04 64.7

n-Hexane, H 86.17 69.0

Cyclohexane, C 84.16 80.7

Toluene, T 92.13 110.8

From the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, the homogeneous

binary azeotropes are:

Binary pair Boiling Point, ∘C Mol%

A-M 54.0 65.3, 34.7

A-H 51.8 64.2, 35.8

A-C 55.5 80.1, 19.9

M-T 63.7 88.3, 11.7

Also, heterogeneous binary azeotropes are formed by the pairs

M-H and M-C. No azeotrope is formed with the pair A-T.

The following two homogeneous ternary azeotropes are formed.

No ternary azeotrope is formed by A-M-T.

Ternary system Boiling Point, ∘C Mol%

A-M-H 45.0 24.5, 29.4, 46.1

A-M-C 50.8 40.7, 34.5, 24.8

Section 11.6

11.19. Heterogeneous azeotropic distillation.
Use a process simulator to design a three-column distillation

sequence to separate 150 mol∕s of an azeotropic mixture of ethanol

and water at 1 atm into nearly pure ethanol and nearly pure water

using heterogeneous azeotropic distillation with benzene as the

entrainer. K-values are correlated well with the UNIQUAC method

using the following values of
(
uij − ujj

)
:

i ↓, j → Water Benzene Ethanol

Water ---- 719.890 405.036

Benzene 1795.85 ---- 764.780

Ethanol −65.995 −85.507 ----

Using a process simulator, the UNIQUAC method can be used to

estimate all homogeneous and heterogeneous azeotropes.

11.20. Heterogeneous azeotropic distillation.
Use a process simulator to design a three-column distillation

sequence to separate 120 mol∕s of an azeotropic mixture of iso-

propanol and water at 1 atm into nearly pure isopropanol and

nearly pure water using heterogeneous azeotropic distillation with a

benzene entrainer. K-values are correlated well with the UNIQUAC

method using the following values of
(
uij–ujj

)
:

i ↓, j → Water Benzene Isopropanol

Water ---- 719.890 109.550

Benzene 1795.85 ---- 319.618

Isopropanol 300.190 54.883 ----

Using a process simulator, the UNIQUAC method can be used to

estimate all homogeneous and heterogeneous azeotropes.

11.21. Heterogeneous azeotropic distillation.
For the heterogeneous azeotropic distillation of Example 11.7,

study of the effect of the number of stages and feed-stage location

on product purities. Also consider the addition of an Aspen Plus

MULT block and a design specification to automatically determine

the make-up NPA flow rate, where the make-up is added to the reflux

instead of to the feed.

Section 11.7

11.22. Reactive distillation.
Repeat Example 11.9, with the entire range ofmethanol feed-stage

locations. Compare your results for isobutene conversionwith the val-

ues shown in Figure 11.39.

11.23. Reactive distillation.
Repeat Exercise 11.22, but with activities, instead of mole

fractions, in the reaction-rate expressions. Explain the difference in

results, if any.

11.24. Reactive distillation.
Repeat Exercise 11.22, but with the assumption of chemical equi-

librium on stages where catalyst is employed. Explain how the results

differ from Figure 11.39.

Section 11.8

11.25. Supercritical-fluid extraction with CO2.
Repeat Example 11.10, but with 10 equilibrium stages instead of

5. What is the effect of this change? Explain the results by means of

the Kremser method.

11.26. Model for SFE of a solute from particles.
An application of supercritical extraction is the removal of solutes

from particles of porous natural materials. Such applications include

extraction of caffeine from coffee beans and extraction of ginger oil

from ginger root. When CO2 is used as the solvent, the rate of extrac-

tion is found to be independent of flow rate of CO2 past the particles,

but dependent upon the particle size. Develop a mathematical model

for the rate of extraction consistent with these observations. What

model parameter would have to be determined by experiment?

11.27. SFE of 𝛃-carotene with CO2.
Cygnarowicz and Seider [Biotechnol. Prog., 6, 82–91 (1990)]

present a process for supercritical extraction of β-carotene from

water with CO2, using the GC-EOS method of Skjold–Jørgensen to

estimate phase equilibria. Repeat the calculations for their design

using a process simulator with the PR EOS and the Wong-Sandler

mixing rules. How do the designs compare?

11.28. SFE of acetone from water with CO2.
Cygnarowicz and Seider [Ind. Eng. Chem. Res., 28, 1497–1503

(1989)] present a design for the supercritical extraction of acetone

fromwater with CO2 using the GC-EOSmethod of Skjold–Jørgensen

to estimate phase equilibria. Repeat their design using a process sim-

ulator with the PR EOS and the Wong–Sandler mixing rules. How do

the designs compare?
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Chapter 12

Rate-Based Models for Vapor–Liquid
Separation Operations

§12.0 INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

After completing this chapter, you should be able to:

• Write equations that model a nonequilibrium stage, where equilibrium is assumed only at the interface between

phases.

• Explain component-coupling effects in multicomponent mass transfer.

• Explain the bootstrap problem and its application to distillation.

• Select methods for estimating transport coefficients and interfacial areas required for rate-based calculations.

• Explain differences among ideal vapor–liquid flow patterns employed for rate-based calculations.

• Use a process simulator to make rate-based calculations for distillation and other vapor–liquid separation problems.

Equations for equilibrium-based, continuous distillation

models were first published by Sorel [1] in 1893. They

consisted of total and component material balances around

top and bottom sections of equilibrium stages, including a

total condenser and a reboiler, and corresponding energy

balances with provision for heat losses, which are important

for small laboratory columns but not for insulated, indus-

trial columns. Sorel used graphs of phase-equilibrium data

instead of equations. Because of the complexity of Sorel’s

model, it was not widely applied until 1921. Then it was

adapted to graphical-solution techniques for binary sys-

tems, first by Ponchon and then by Savarit, who used an

enthalpy-concentration diagram. In 1925, a much simpler, but

less-rigorous, graphical technique was developed by McCabe

and Thiele. They eliminated the energy balances by assuming

constant vapor and liquid molar flow rates, except across

feed or sidestream withdrawal stages. When applicable, the

McCabe–Thiele graphical method, presented in Chapter 7,

is used, even today, for binary distillation, because it gives

valuable insights into changes in phase compositions from

stage to stage. McCabe–Thiele plots based on the two key

components in multicomponent distillation are also useful to

check for optimal feed-stage location.

Because some of Sorel’s equations are nonlinear, it is

not possible to obtain algebraic solutions unless simplify-

ing assumptions are made. Smoker [2] did that in 1938 for

the distillation of a binary mixture by assuming not only

constant molar overflow, but also constant relative volatility.

Smoker’s equation is still useful for superfractionators involv-

ing close-boiling binary mixtures, where that assumption is

close to being valid. In the early 1930s, two iterative numerical

methods were developed for obtaining a solution to Sorel’s

model for multicomponent mixtures. The Thiele–Geddes

method [3] computes the distillate and bottoms compositions

for a specified number of equilibrium stages, feed-stage loca-

tion, reflux ratio, and distillate flow rate. The Lewis–Matheson

method [4] computes the stages required and the feed-stage

location for a specified reflux ratio and split between two

key components. These two methods were widely used for

the simulation and design of single-feed, multicomponent

distillation columns prior to the 1960s.

Attempts in the late 1950s and early 1960s to adapt the

Thiele–Geddes and Lewis–Matheson methods to digital

computers had limited success. The breakthrough in comput-

erization of stage-wise calculations occurred when Amundson

and co-workers, starting in 1958, applied matrix algebra tech-

niques. This led to successful computer-aided methods, based

on sparse-matrix algebra, using Sorel’s equilibrium-based

model. The most useful of these models are presented in

Chapter 10. Although occasionally the computations fail to

converge, the methods are widely used and have become

flexible, fast, and robust.

Methods presented in Chapters 10 and 11 assume that

equilibrium is achieved at each stage with respect to both heat

and mass transfer. The assumption of temperature equality for

vapor and liquid phases leaving a stage is usually acceptable.

An exception may occur when temperature changes signif-

icantly from stage to stage. However, for many industrial

applications of distillation, and particularly of absorption

and stripping, the assumption of equilibrium of exiting-phase

compositions is not accurate. In general, exiting vapor-phase

mole fractions are not related to exiting liquid-phase mole

fractions by thermodynamic K-values. To overcome this

limitation of equilibrium-based models, Lewis [5], in 1922,

368
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proposed an overall stage efficiency for converting theo-

retical (equilibrium) stages to actual stages. Experimental

laboratory and plant data show that efficiency varies, depend-

ing on the application, over a range of 5 to 120%. The

highest efficiencies are for distillation in large-diameter

single-liquid-pass trays because of a crossflow effect, whereas

the lowest occur in absorption columns with high-viscosity,

high-molecular-weight absorbents.

An improved procedure to account for nonequilibrium

with respect to mass transfer was introduced by Murphree

[6] in 1925. It incorporates the Murphree vapor-phase tray

efficiency, (EMV )i, j, directly into Sorel’s model to replace the

equilibrium equation based on the K-value. Thus,

Ki, j = yi, j∕xi, j (12-1)

is replaced by(
EMV

)
i, j

=
(
yi, j − yi, j+1

)
∕
(
y∗i, j − yi, j+1

)
(12-2)

where i refers to the component, and j the stage, with stages

numbered down from the top. The * superscript designates

the equilibrium value. This efficiency is the ratio of the

actual change in vapor-phase mole fraction across a stage to

the change that would occur if equilibrium were achieved.

The equilibrium value, y∗i, j is obtained from (12-1), with

substitution into (12-2) giving(
EMV

)
i, j

=
(
yi, j − yi, j+1

)
∕
(
Ki, jxi, j − yi, j+1

)
(12-3)

Equations (12-2) and (12-3) assume: (1) uniform vapor and

liquid stream concentrations entering and exiting a tray;

(2) complete mixing in the liquid flowing across the tray;

(3) plug flow of the vapor up through the liquid; and

(4) negligible resistance to mass transfer in the liquid.

Application of EMV using empirical correlations has proved

adequate for binary and close-boiling, ideal, and near-ideal

multicomponent mixtures. However, deficiencies in the Mur-

phree efficiency model for multicomponent mixtures have

long been recognized. Murphree himself stated these deficien-

cies clearly for multicomponent mixtures and for cases where

the efficiency is low. He even argued that theoretical plates

should not be the basis of calculation for multicomponent

mixtures.

For binary mixtures, values of EMV are always positive

and identical for the two components. However, for multi-

component mixtures, values of EMV differ from component

to component and from stage to stage. The independent

values of EMV make it necessary to force the sum of the mole

fractions in the vapor phase to sum to 1, which introduces

the possibility of negative values of EMV . When using the

Murphree vapor-phase efficiency, the temperatures of the

exiting vapor and liquid phases are assumed identical and

equal to the exiting-liquid bubble-point temperature. Because

the vapor and liquid are not in equilibrium, the vapor temper-

ature does not correspond to its dew point. It is even possible,

algebraically, for the vapor temperature to correspond to an

impossible value that is below its dew point.

Values of EMV can be obtained from data or correlations,

and are more likely to be Murphree vapor-point (rather than
tray) efficiencies. These point values apply only to a particu-

lar location on the tray. To convert them to tray efficiencies,

vapor and liquid flow patterns must be assumed after the man-

ner of Lewis [7]. However, if vapor and liquid phases on a tray

are completely mixed, point efficiency equals tray efficiency.
Complete mixing on a tray is usually achieved in small Older-

shaw columns, as discussed in §6.5.5.

In 1957, Toor [8] showed that diffusion in a ternary mixture

is enormously more complex than in a binary mixture because

of coupling among component concentration gradients, espe-
cially when components differ widely inmolecular size, shape,

and polarity. Toor showed that, in addition to diffusion due to

a Fickian concentration driving force, gradient coupling could

result in (1) diffusion against a driving force (reverse diffu-

sion), (2) no diffusion even though a concentration driving
force is present (diffusion barrier), and (3) diffusion with zero

driving force (osmotic diffusion). Theoretical calculations by

Toor and Burchard [9] predicted the possibility of negative val-

ues of EMV in multicomponent systems, but EMV for binary

systems is restricted to 0–100%.

In 1977, Krishna et al. [10] extended the work of Toor
and Burchard and showed that when the vapor mole-fraction

driving force of component A is small compared to that of the

other components, the transport rate of A is controlled by the

other components, with the result that EMV for A is anywhere

from minus to plus ∞. They confirmed this prediction by
conducting experiments with the ethanol/tert-butanol/water
system and obtained values of EMV for tert-butanol ranging
from −2,978% to +527%. In addition, EMV for ethanol and

water sometimes differed significantly.

Two other tray efficiencies are defined in the literature: the
vaporization efficiency of Holland, which was first touted by

McAdams, and the Hausen tray efficiency, which eliminates

the assumption in EMV that the exiting liquid is at its bub-

ble point. The former cannot account for the Toor phenomena

and can vary widely in a manner not ascribable to a particu-
lar component. The latter appears to be superior to EMV , but is

considerably more complicated and difficult to use and, thus,

has not found many adherents.

Because of the difficulties in applying a tray efficiency

to an equilibrium-stage model for multicomponent systems,

development of a realistic, nonequilibrium transport- or rate-
based model has long been a desirable goal. In 1977,

Waggoner and Loud [11] developed a rate-basedmass-transfer

model limited to nearly ideal, close-boiling systems. However,

an energy-transfer equation was not included (because thermal

equilibriumwould be closely approximated for a close-boiling
mixture). The coupling of component mass-transfer rates

was ignored.

In 1979, Krishna and Standart [12] showed the possibility

of applying rigorous, multicomponent mass- and heat-transfer

theory to calculations of simultaneous transport. This led
to the development in 1985 by Krishnamurthy and Tay-

lor [14] of the first rate-based computer-aided model for

trayed and packed distillation columns and other continuous
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separation operations. The theory is treated in detail by Taylor
and Krishna [13]. Their model applies the two-film theory of
mass transfer discussed in §3.7, with the assumption of phase
equilibria at the interface, and provides options for vapor
and liquid flow configurations, including plug flow and per-
fectly mixed flow, on each tray. The model does not require
tray efficiencies or values of HETP. Instead, correlations
of mass-transfer and heat-transfer coefficients are fashioned
for the particular type of trays or packing employed. Taylor,
Kooijman, and Hung [15] extended the model in 1994 to
include (1) the effect of liquid-droplet entrainment in the vapor
and occlusion of vapor bubbles in the liquid, (2) a column-
pressure profile, (3) interlinking streams, and (4) axial
dispersion in packed columns. Unlike the 1985 model, which
required the user to specify the column diameter and tray
geometry or packing size, the 1994 version includes a design
mode that estimates column diameter for a specified fraction
of flooding or pressure drop. Rate-based models are available
in process simulators, including RateSep in the RadFrac
model of Aspen Plus, SCDS with the mass-transfer option in
CHEMCAD, and the nonequilibrium column option in Chem-
Sep. Use of rate-based models is highly recommended for
cases of low tray efficiencies (e.g., absorbers) and distillation
of highly nonideal multicomponent systems.

§12.1 RATE-BASED MODEL

A schematic diagram of a nonequilibrium stage, consisting of
a tray, a group of trays, or a segment of a packed section, is
shown in Figure 12.1. Stages are numbered from the top down.
The condenser, if present, is the first stage, even if it is a total
condenser.

§12.1.1 Model Variables

Entering stage j, at pressure Pj, are molar flow rates of feed

liquid FL
j and/or feed vapor FV

j with component i molar flow

Vj +1
yi,j +1

Hj +1

Tj +1

Qj

Tj

N

e

Stage j

Vapor
side stream

Wj

rV
j

Liquid
side stream

Uj

rj

Lj –1
Vj

Lj

Hj –1

Tj –1

V

V

VQj
L

Hj 
V

V

Tj

xi,j

Hj 
L

L

Hj 
VF

V

Hj 
LF
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xi,j –1

yi,j

L

L

L

Figure 12.1 Nonequilibrium stage for rate-based method.

rates, f Li, j and fVi, j, and stream molar enthalpies, HLF
j and HVF

j .

Also leaving (+) or entering (−) the liquid and/or vapor phases
at the stage are heat-transfer rates QV

j and QL
j , respectively.

Entering stage j from the stage above is liquid molar flow

rate Lj−1 at temperature TL
j−1 and pressure Pj−1, with molar

enthalpy HL
j−1 and component mole fractions xi, j−1. Entering

the stage from the stage below is vapor molar flow rate Vj+1
at temperature TV

j+1 and pressure Pj+1, with molar enthalpy

HV
j+1 and component mole fractions yi, j+1. Within the stage,

mass transfer of components occurs across the interface of

the two phases at molar rates Ni, j from the vapor phase to the

liquid phase (+) or vice versa (−), and heat transfer occurs

across the interface at rates ej from the vapor phase to the

liquid phase (+) or vice versa (−). Leaving the stage is liquid

at temperature TL
j and pressure Pj, with molar enthalpy HL

j ;

and vapor at temperature TV
j and pressure Pj, with molar

enthalpy HV
j . A fraction, rLj , of the liquid exiting the stage

may be withdrawn as a liquid sidestream at molar flow rate

Uj, leaving the molar flow rate Lj to enter the stage below or

to exit the column. A fraction, rVj , of the vapor exiting the

stage may be withdrawn as a vapor sidestream at molar flow

rate Wj, leaving the molar flow rate Vj to enter the stage above

or to exit the column. If desired, entrainment, occlusion, inter-

link flows, a second immiscible liquid phase, and chemical

reaction(s) can be included in the model.

§12.1.2 Model Equations

Recall that the equilibrium-stage model of §10.1 utilizes the

2C + 3 MESH equations for each stage: C component mass

balances, C phase-equilibria relations, two mole fraction sum-

mations, and one energy balance.

In the rate-based model, the mass and energy balances

around each stage are replaced by separate balances for each

phase. A stage can be a tray, a collection of trays, or a segment

of a packed section. In residual form, the equations are as

follows, where the residuals are on the LHSs and become

zero when computations converge. When not converged,

residuals are used to determine the proximity to convergence.

The following set of rate-based equations is referred to as the

MERSHQ equations.

Liquid-phase component material balance:

ML
i, j ≡ (

1 + rLj
)

Ljxi, j − Lj−1xi, j−1 − f Li, j − NL
i, j = 0,

i = 1, 2, … , C (12-4)

Vapor-phase component material balance:

MV
i, j ≡ (

1 + rVj
)

Vjyi, j − Vj+1yi, j+1 − fVi, j − NV
i, j = 0,

i = 1, 2, … , C (12-5)

Liquid-phase energy balance:

EL
j ≡ (

1 + rLj
)

LjH
L
j − Lj−1HL

j−1 −

(
C∑

i=1
f Li, j

)
HLF

j

+QL
J − eLj = 0 (12-6)
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Vapor-phase energy balance:

EV
j ≡ (

1 + rVj
)

VjH
V
j − Vj+1HV

j+1 −

(
C∑

i=1
fVi, j

)
HVF

j

+QV
J − eVj = 0 (12-7)

where at the phase interface, I,

EI
j ≡ eVj − eLj = 0 (12-8)

Equations (12-4) and (12-5) are coupled by the component

mass-transfer rates:

RL
i, j ≡ Ni, j − NL

i, j = 0, i = 1, 2, … ,C − 1 (12-9)

RV
i, j ≡ Ni, j − NV

i, j = 0, i = 1, 2, … ,C − 1 (12-10)

Mole-fraction summations for each phase are applied at the

vapor–liquid interface:

SLIj ≡
C∑

i=1
xIi, j − 1 = 0 (12-11)

SVIj ≡
C∑

i=1
yIi, j − 1 = 0 (12-12)

A hydraulic equation for stage pressure drop is

Hj ≡ Pj+1 − Pj − (ΔPj) = 0, j = 1, 2, 3, … ,N − 1

(12-13)

where the stage is assumed to be at mechanical equilibrium:

PL
j = PV

j = Pj (12-14)

and ΔPj is the gas-phase pressure drop from stage j + 1 to

stage j. Equation 12.13 is optional. It is included only when

it is desired to compute one or more stage pressures from

hydraulics. Phase equilibrium for each component is assumed

to exist only at the phase interface:

QI
i, j ≡ Ki, jx

I
i, j − yIi, j = 0, i = 1, 2, … ,C (12-15)

Because only C − 1 equations are written for the component

mass-transfer rates in (12-9) and (12-10), total phase material

balances in terms of total mass-transfer rates, NT , j, are added

to the system:

ML
T, j ≡ (

1 + rLj
)

Lj − Lj−1 −
C∑

i=1
f Li, j − NT, j = 0 (12-16)

MV
T, j ≡ (

1 + rVj
)

Vj − Vj+1 −
C∑

i=1
fVi, j + NT, j = 0 (12-17)

where

NT, j =
C∑

i=1
Ni, j (12-18)

Equations (12-4), (12-5), (12-9), (12-10), (12-16), (12-17),

and (12-18) contain terms for component mass-transfer

rates, estimated from diffusive and bulk-flow (convective)

contributions. The former are based on interfacial area,

average mole-fraction driving forces, and mass-transfer coef-

ficients that account for component-coupling effects through

binary-pair coefficients. Empirical equations are used for

interfacial area and binary mass-transfer coefficients, based

on correlations of data from bubble-cap trays, sieve trays,

valve trays, random packings, and structured packings. The

average mole-fraction driving forces for diffusion depend

upon assumed vapor and liquid flow patterns. The simplest

case is perfectly mixed flow on the tray for both phases, which

simulates small-diameter, trayed columns. Countercurrent

plug flow for vapor and liquid simulates a packed column

with no axial dispersion.

Equations (12-6) to (12-8) contain heat-transfer rates.

These are estimated from convective and enthalpy-flow con-

tributions, where the former are based on interfacial area,

average temperature-driving forces, and convective heat-

transfer coefficients from the Chilton–Colburn analogy for

the vapor phase (§3.5.2), and the penetration theory for the

liquid phase (§3.6.2).

K-values in (12-15) are estimated from equation-of-state

or activity-coefficient models discussed in Chapter 2. Tray or

packed-segment pressure drops are estimated from suitable

correlations.

§12.1.3 Degrees-of-Freedom Analysis

The total number of independentMERSHQ equations for each

nonequilibrium stage, is 5C + 5, as listed in Table 12.1. They

apply for N stages—that is, NE = N(5C + 5) equations—in

terms of 7NC + 14N + 1 variables, listed in Table 12.2.

The number of degrees of freedom is ND = NV − NE =
(7NC + 14N + 1) − (5NC + 5N) = 2NC + 9N + 1.

Table 12.1 Summary of Independent Equations for

Rate-Based Model

Equation No. of Equations

ML
i, j C

MV
i, j C

ML
T, j 1

MV
T, j 1

EL
j 1

EV
j 1

EI
j 1

RL
i, j C − 1

RV
i, j C − 1

SLI
j 1

SVI
j 1

Hj (optional)

QI
i, j C

Total 5C + 5
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Table 12.2 List of Variables for Rate-Based Model

Variable Type No. Variable No. of Variables

1 No. of stages, N 1

2 f Li, j NC

3 f Vi, j NC

4 TLF
j N

5 TVF
j N

6 PLF
j N

7 PVF
j N

8 Lj N

9 xi, j NC

10 rLj N

11 TL
j N

12 Vj N

13 yi, j NC

14 rVj N

15 TV
j N

16 Pj N

17 QL
j N

18 QV
j N

19 xIi, j NC

20 yIi, j NC

21 T I
j N

22 Ni, j NC

Total NV = 7NC + 14N + 1

If variable types 1 to 7, 10, 14, and 16 to 18 in Table 12.2

are specified, a total of 2NC + 9N + 1 variables are assigned

values and the degrees of freedom are totally consumed.

The remaining 5C + 5 independent variables in the 5C + 5

equations are xi, j, yi, j, x
I
i, j, y

I
i, j,Ni, j,T

L
j ,T

V
j ,T

I
j,Lj, andVj, which

are the variables to be computed from the equations. Proper-

ties KI
i; j, HLF

j ,HVF
j ,HL

j and HV
j are computed from thermo-

dynamic correlations in terms of the remaining independent

variables. Transport rates NL
i, j, NV

i, j, eLj , and eVj are from

transport correlations and certain physical properties, in

terms of the remaining independent variables. Stage pressures

are computed from pressure drops, ΔPj, stage geometry,

fluid-mechanics equations, and physical properties, in terms

of the remaining independent variables.

For a distillation column, it is preferable that QV
1 (heat-

transfer rate from the vapor in the condenser) and QL
N (heat-

transfer rate to the liquid in the reboiler) are not specified.

Instead, as in the case of a column with a partial condenser,

L1 (reflux rate) and LN (bottoms flow rate) are substituted.

These are referred to as standard specifications for ordinary
distillation. For an adiabatic absorber or stripper, all QL

j and

QV
j are set equal to 0, with no substitution of specifications.

§12.2 THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES AND
TRANSPORT-RATE EXPRESSIONS

§12.2.1 Thermodynamic Properties

Rate-based models use the same K-value and enthalpy cor-
relations as equilibrium-based models. However, K-values
apply only at the equilibrium interface between vapor and
liquid phases on trays or in packing. The K-value correlation,
whether based on an equation-of-state or activity-coefficient
model, is a function of interface temperature, interface com-
positions, and tray pressure. Enthalpies are evaluated at phase
conditions as they exit a tray. For the equilibrium-based
model, vapor is at the dew-point temperature and liquid is at
the bubble-point temperature, where both temperatures are
at the stage temperature. For the rate-based model, liquid is
subcooled and vapor is superheated, so they are at different
temperatures.

§12.2.2 Transport-Rate Expressions

Accurate enthalpies and, particularly, K-values are cru-
cial to equilibrium-based models. For rate-based models,
accurate predictions of heat-transfer rates and, particularly,
mass-transfer rates are also required. These depend upon
transport coefficients, interfacial area, and driving forces. It
is critical that mass-transfer-rate models for multicomponent
mixtures account for component-coupling effects through
binary-pair coefficients.

The general forms for componentmass-transfer rates across
the vapor and liquid films, respectively, on a tray or in a packed
segment, are as follows, where both diffusive and convective
(bulk-flow) contributions are included:

NV
i, j = aIjJ

V
i, j + yi, jNT, j (12-19)

and NL
i, j = aIjJ

L
i, j + xi, jNT, j (12-20)

where aIj is the total interfacial area for the stage and JPi, j is
the molar diffusion flux relative to the molar-average velocity,
where P stands for the phase (V or L). For a binary mixture,
as discussed in §3.7, these fluxes, in terms of mass-transfer
coefficients, are

JVi = cVt kVi
(
yVi − yIi

)
avg

(12-21)

and JLi = cLt kLi
(
xIi − xLi

)
avg

(12-22)

where cPt is total molar concentration of the phase, kPi is the
mass transfer coefficient for a binary mixture based on a
mole-fraction driving force, and the last factors in (12-21) and
(12-22) are mean mole-fraction driving forces over the stage.
The positive direction of mass transfer is assumed to be from
the vapor to the liquid phase. From the definition of the molar
diffusive flux:

C∑
i=1

Ji = 0 (12-23)

Thus, for the binary system (1, 2), J1 = −J2.
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§12.2.3 Mass-Transfer Coupling

As discussed in detail by Taylor and Krishna [13], multi-
component mass transfer is considerably more complex than
binary mass transfer because of component-coupling effects.
For example, for the ternary system (1, 2, 3), the fluxes for the
first two components are

JV1 = cVt κV11
(
yV1 − yI1

)
avg

+ cVt κV12
(
y2 − yI2

)
avg

(12-24)

JV2 = cVt κV21
(
yV1 − yI1

)
avg

+ cVt κV22
(
y2 − yI2

)
avg

(12-25)

The flux for the third component is not independent of the
other two, but is obtained from (12-23):

JV
3 = −JV

1 − JV
2 (12-26)

In these equations, the binary-pair coefficients, κP, are complex
functions related to inverse-rate functions described below and
called theMaxwell–Stefan mass-transfer coefficients.

For the general multicomponent system (1, 2, … , C), the
independent fluxes for the first C-1 components are given in
matrix form as

JV = cVt
[
𝛋V

] (
yV − yI

)
avg

(12-27)

JL = cLt
[
𝛋L

] (
xI − xL

)
avg

(12-28)

where JP, (yV − yI)avg, and (xI − xL)avg are column vectors of

length C − 1 and [𝛋P] is a (C − 1) × (C − 1) square matrix.
The method for determining average mole-fraction driving
forces depends, as discussed in §12.4, upon the flow patterns
of the vapor and liquid phases.

The fundamental theory for multicomponent diffusion is
that of Maxwell and Stefan, who, in the period from 1866
to 1871, developed the kinetic theory of gases. Their theory
is presented most conveniently in terms of rate coefficients,
B, which are defined in reciprocal diffusivity terms [13].
Likewise, it is convenient to determine [𝛋P] from a reciprocal
mass-transfer coefficient function, R, defined by Krishna and
Standart [12]. For an ideal-gas solution:[

𝛋V
]
=

[
RV

]−1
(12-29)

For a nonideal-liquid solution:[
𝛋L

]
=

[
RL

]−1 [𝚪L
]

(12-30)

where the elements of RP in terms of general mole fractions,
zi, are

RP
ii =

zi

kPiC
+

C∑
k=1
k≠i

zk

kPik
(12-31)

RP
ij = −zi

(
1

kPij
− 1

kPiC

)
(12-32)

where j refers to the jth component and not the jth stage,
and the values of k are binary-pair mass-transfer coefficients
obtained from experimental data.

For a four-component vapor-phase system, the combination

of (12-27) and (12-29) gives

⎡⎢⎢⎣
JV1
JV2
JV3

⎤⎥⎥⎦ = cVt

⎡⎢⎢⎣
RV
11 RV

12 RV
13

RV
21 RV

22 RV
23

RV
31 RV

32 RV
33

⎤⎥⎥⎦
−1 ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣

(
yV1 − yI1

)
avg(

yV2 − yI2
)
avg(

yV3 − yI3
)
avg

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (12-33)

with JV4 = −(JV1 + JV2 + JV3 ) (12-34)

and, for example, from (12-32) and (12-33), respectively:

RV
11 =

y1
kV14

+ y2
kV12

+ y3
kV13

+ y4
kV14

(12-35)

RV
12 = −y1

(
1

kV12
− 1

kV14

)
(12-36)

The term [𝚪L] in (12-30) is a (C − 1) × (C − 1) matrix of

thermodynamic factors that corrects for nonideality, which

often is a necessary correction for the liquid phase. When an

activity-coefficient model is used:

ΓL
ij = δij + xi

(
∂ ln γi

∂xj

)
T ,P,xk,k≠j=1,… ,C−1

(12-37)

For a nonideal vapor, a [𝚪V] term can be included in

(12-29), but this is rarely necessary. For either phase, if

an equation-of-state model is used, (12-37) can be rewritten

by substituting ϕ̄i, the mixture fugacity coefficient, for γi. The

term δij is the Kronecker delta, which is 1 if i = j and 0 if not.
The thermodynamic factor is required because it is generally

accepted that the fundamental driving force for diffusion is

the gradient of the chemical potential rather than the mole

fraction or concentration gradient.

When mass-transfer fluxes are moderate to high, an addi-

tional correction term is needed in (12-29) and (12-30) to

correct for distortion of composition profiles. Taylor and

Krishna [13] discuss this correction, which can have a serious

effect on the results. The calculation of low mass-transfer

flux, according to (12-19) to (12-32), is illustrated by the next

example.

EXAMPLE 12.1 Multicomponent Mass-Transfer Rates.

This example is similar to Example 11.5.1 on page 283 of Taylor and

Krishna [13]. The following results were obtained for tray n from a

rate-based calculation of a ternary distillation at 14.7 psia, involving

acetone (1), methanol (2), and water (3) in a 5.5-ft-diameter column

using sieve trays with a 2-inch-high weir. Vapor and liquid phases are

assumed to be completely mixed.

Component yn yn+1 yIn KI
n xn

1 0.2971 0.1700 0.3521 2.759 0.1459

2 0.4631 0.4290 0.4677 1.225 0.3865

3 0.2398 0.4010 0.1802 0.3673 0.4676

1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
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The computed products of the gas-phase, binary mass-transfer

coefficients and interfacial area, using the Chan–Fair correlation

mentioned in §7.4.3, are as follows in lbmol/(h-unit mole fraction):

k12 = k21 = 1,955; k13 = k31 = 2,407; k23 = k32 = 2,797

(a) Compute themolar diffusion rates. (b) Compute themass-transfer

rates. (c) Calculate the Murphree vapor-tray efficiencies assuming

the vapor and liquid phases are completely mixed.

Solution

Because rates instead of fluxes are given, the equations developed in

this section are used with rates rather than fluxes.

(a) Compute the reciprocal rate functions, R, from (12-31) and

(12-32), assuming linear mole-fraction gradients such that zi can

be replaced by (yi + yIi)∕2. Thus:

z1 = (0.2971 + 0.3521)∕2 = 0.3246

z2 = (0.4631 + 0.4677)∕2 = 0.4654

z3 = (0.2398 + 0.1802)∕2 = 0.2100

RV
11 =

z1
k13

+ z2
k12

+ z3
k13

= 0.3246

2.407
+ 0.4654

1.955
+ 0.2100

2.407

= 0.000460

RV
22 =

z2
k23

+ z1
k21

+ z3
k23

= 0.4654

2.797
+ 0.3246

1.955
+ 0.2100

2.797

= 0.000408

RV
12 = −z1

(
1

k12
− 1

k13

)
= −0.3246

(
1

1.955
− 1

2.407

)
= −0.0000312

RV
21 = −z2

(
1

k21
− 1

k23

)
= −0.4654

(
1

1.955
− 1

2.797

)
= −0.0000717

Thus, in matrix form:[
RV

]
=

[
0.000460 −0.0000312

−0.0000717 0.000408

]
From (12-29), by matrix inversion:[

𝛋V
]
=

[
RV

]−1 = [
2,200 168.2

386.6 2,480

]
Because the off-diagonal terms in the preceding 2 × 2 matrix are

much smaller than the diagonal terms, the effect of coupling in

this example is small.

From (12-27):[
JV
1

JV
2

]
=

[
κV
11 κV

12

κV
21 κV

22

][(
y1 − yI1

)
(y2 − yI2)

]
JV
1 = κV

11

(
y1 − yI1

)
+ κV

12

(
y2 − yI2

)
= 2,200(0.2971 − 0.3531) + 168.2(0.4631 − 0.4677)
= −121.8 lbmol∕h

JV
2 = κV

21

(
y1 − yI1

)
+ κV

22

(
y2 − yI2

)
= 383.6(0.2971 − 0.3521) + 2,480(0.4631 − 0.4677)
= −32.7 lbmol∕h

From (12-23):

JV
3 = −JV

1 − JV
2 = 121.8 + 32.7 = 154.5 lbmol∕h

(b) From (12-19), but with diffusion and mass-transfer rates instead

of fluxes:

NV
1 = JV

1 + z1N
V
T = −121.8 + 0.3246NV

T (1)

Similarly:

NV
2 = −32.7 + 0.4654NV

T (2)

NV
3 = 154.5 + 0.2100NV

T (3)

To determine component mass-transfer rates, it is necessary to

know the total mass-transfer rate for the tray, NV
T . The problem of

determining this quantity, when the diffusion rates, J, are known,
is referred to as the bootstrap problem (p. 145 in Taylor and

Krishna [13]). In chemical reaction with diffusion, NT is deter-

mined by the stoichiometry. In distillation,NT is determined by an

energy balance, which gives the change inmolar vapor rate across

a tray. For the assumption of constant molar overflow, NT = 0. In

this example, that assumption is not valid, and the change is

NV
T = Vn+1 − Vn = −54 lbmol∕h

From (1), (2), and (3):

NV
1 = −121.8 + 0.3246(−54) = −139.4 lbmol∕h

NV
2 = −32.7 + 0.4654(−54) = −57.8 lbmol∕h

NV
3 = −154.5 + 0.2100(−54) = −143.2 lbmol∕h

(c) Values of the EMV are obtained from (12-3), using K-values at

phase-interface conditions:

EMVi
=

(
yi,n − yi,n+1

)(
KI

i,nxi,n − yi,n+1
) (4)

From (4):

EMV1
= (0.2971 − 0.1700)

[(2.759)(0.1459) − 0.1700]
= 0.547

EMV2
= (0.4631 − 0.4290)

[(1.225)(0.3865) − 0.4290]
= 0.767

EMV3
= (0.2398 − 0.4010)

[(0.3673)(0.4676) − 0.4010]
= 0.703

General forms for heat-transfer rates across vapor and liquid

films of a stage are

eVJ = aIjh
V
(
TV − T I

)
+

C∑
i=1

NV
i, jH

V
i, j (12-38)

eLJ = aIjh
L
(
T I − TL

)
+

C∑
i=1

NL
i, jH

L
i, j (12-39)

where HP
i, j are the partial molar enthalpies of component i for

stage j and hP are convective heat-transfer coefficients. The

second terms on the RHS of (12-38) and (12-39) account for
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the transfer of enthalpy by mass transfer. Temperatures TV and

TL are the temperatures of vapor and liquid exiting the stage.

§12.3 METHODS FOR ESTIMATING
TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS AND
INTERFACIAL AREA

Equations (12-31) and (12-32) require binary-pair mass-

transfer coefficients for phase contacting devices, which must

be estimated from empirical correlations of experimental data

for different devices.

As discussed in §7.4.3, a number of semitheoretical tray

models for absorption, stripping, and distillation have been

published. They include the correlation of Hughmark [18] and

the AIChE method [16] for bubble-cap trays; the correlation

of Scheffe and Weiland [36] for Glitsch V-1 valve trays; and

the correlations of Harris [17], Zuiderweg [19], Chan and Fair

[20], Chen and Chuang [21], Garcia and Fair [22, 23], Syeda

et al. [24], and Vennavelli et al. [25] for sieve trays.

The Vennavelli et al. modification of the Syeda et al. corre-

lation is discussed in detail in §7.4.3.

Some mass-transfer correlations are presented in terms of

the number of transfer units, NV and NL, where, by definition,

NV ≡ kVahf ∕us (12-40)

NL ≡ kLahf z∕(QL∕W) (12-41)

where a = interfacial area∕volume of froth on the tray, hf =
froth height, us = superficial vapor velocity based on tray bub-

bling area, z = length of liquid-flow path across the bubbling

area, QL = volumetric liquid flow rate, and W = weir length.

The interfacial area for a tray, aI, is related to a by

aI = ahf Ab (12-42)

where Ab = bubbling area.

Both kP and aI are from correlations in terms of NV and NL.

Empirical correlations for mass-transfer coefficients and

interfacial-area density (area/packed volume) for random

(dumped) packings, have been published by Onda, Takeuchi,

and Okumoto [26] and Bravo and Fair [27]. For structured

packings, the empirical correlations of Bravo, Rocha, and Fair

for gauze packings [28] and for a wide variety of structured

packings [29] are available. A semitheoretical correlation by

Billet and Schultes [30], based on over 3,500 data points for

more than 50 test systems and more than 70 different types

of packings, is discussed in §6.8.3. It requires five packing

parameters and is applicable to both random and structured

packings.

Heat-transfer coefficients for the vapor film are usually esti-

mated from the Chilton–Colburn analogy between heat and

mass transfer (§3.5.2). Thus,

hV = kVρVCV
P (NLe)2∕3 (12-43)

where

NLe =
(

NSc

NPr

)
(12-44)

A penetration model (§3.6.2) is preferred for the liquid-phase

film:

hL = kLρLCL
P(NLe)1∕2 (12-45)

Spagnolo et al. [37] give a more detailed heat-transfer model,

specifically for sieve trays.

§12.4 VAPOR AND LIQUID FLOW PATTERNS

The simplest flow pattern corresponds to the assumption of

perfectly mixed vapor and liquid. Under these conditions,

mass-transfer driving forces in (12-27) and (12-28) are(
yV − yI

)
avg

=
(
yV − yI

)
(12-46)(

xI − xL
)
avg

=
(
xI − xL

)
(12-47)

where yV and xL are exiting-stage bulk mole fractions. These

flow patterns are valid for Oldershaw laboratory columns and

for industrial trayed towers with a short liquid flow path.

A plug-flow pattern for the vapor and/or liquid assumes

that the phase moves through the froth without mixing. This

requires that mass-transfer rates be integrated over the froth.

An approximation of the integration is provided by Kooijman

and Taylor [31], who assume constant mass-transfer coeffi-

cients and interface compositions. The resulting expressions

for the average mole-fraction driving forces are the same as

(12-46) and (12-47), except for a correction factor in terms of

NV or NL included on the RHS of each equation. Plug-flow

patterns are most applicable for packed towers. The perfectly

mixed flow and plug-flow patterns are the two patterns pre-

sented by Lewis [7] to convert EOV to EMV , as discussed in

§6.5. They represent the extreme situations in a trayed tower.

Except for small diameters, a partial liquid mixing model

that includes a turbulent Peclet number is best for trayed

towers. The Peclet number requires an estimate of the liquid

eddy diffusivity. As discussed by Lockett [39], 11 correla-

tions for the eddy diffusivity were proposed before 1986.

Unfortunately, they differed widely when plotted against

superficial velocity. In 1991, Bennett and Grimm [40] pub-

lished a correlation for the liquid-phase eddy diffusivity on a

sieve tray. Their correlation was based on the assumption that

backmixing occurs by physical transport of droplet elements

and was shown to be superior to previous correlations of

sieve-tray data.

For reactive distillation, a rate-based multicell (or mixed-

pool) model has proven useful. In this model, the liquid on the

tray is assumed to flow horizontally across the tray through a

series of perfectly mixed cells (perhaps 4 or 5). In the model

of Higler, Krishna, and Taylor [38], which is available in the

ChemSep program, the vapor phase is assumed to be perfectly

mixed in each cell. If desired, cells for each tray can also be

stacked in the vertical direction. Thus, a tray model might

consist of a 5 × 5 cell arrangement, for a total of 25 perfectly

mixed cells. It is assumed that the vapor streams leaving

the topmost tray cells are collected and mixed before being

divided to enter the cells on the next tray.
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§12.5 METHOD OF CALCULATION

As summarized in Table 12.1, N(5C + 5) equations must
be solved for the rate-based model of Figure 12.1 when the
pressure-drop equations are omitted. The equations contain
the variables listed in Table 12.2. Other parameters in the
equations are computed from these variables. When the
number of equations is subtracted from the number of vari-
ables, the degrees of freedom is 2NC + 9N + 1. If the total
number of stages and all column feed conditions, including
feed-stage locations (2NC + 4N + 1) variables are specified,
the number of remaining degrees of freedom, using the vari-
able designations in Table 12.2, is 5N. A computer program
for the rate-based model would generally require the user to
specify these 2NC + 4N + 1 variables. The degree of flexi-
bility provided to the user in the selection of the remaining
5N variables depends on the particular rate-based computer
algorithm, three of which are widely available: (1) ChemSep
from R. Taylor and H. A. Kooijman, (2) RateSep in the Rad-
frac model of Aspen Plus, and (3) the mass-transfer option
in SCDS of CHEMCAD. All these algorithms provide a
wide variety of correlations for thermodynamic and transport
properties and flexibility in the selection of the remaining 5N
specifications. The basic 5N specifications are

rLj or Uj, rVj or Wj, Pj, QL
j , and QV

j

However, substitutions can be made, as exemplified next for
the ChemSep program.

§12.5.1 ChemSep Program (www.chemsep.org)

In this section, ChemSep, which introduced the rate-based
method, is applied to illustrate applications to nonideal
distillation and absorption. ChemSep provides three sim-
ulation cases: (1) Flash; (2) Equilibrium Column; and (3)
Non-equilibrium Column. For each of the two Column cases,
a large number of tables and graphs can be viewed and/or
printed following a successfully converged run. In addition,
the Non-equilibrium Column case, which applies to both
trayed and packed towers, also includes the determination of
column diameter, pressure drop, and efficiency, with a sum-
mary of operating limits. The Non-equilibrium Column case
offers two options: a rate-based model and a stage-efficiency
model. These two models require (1) the specification of the
type of tray (bubble cap, sieve, or valve), for each set of trays,
or packing (random or structured) for each packed-section
height; (2) the selection of mass-transfer correlations for vapor
and liquid phases; (3) the choice of vapor and liquid flow
patterns, including mixed, dispersion (partially mixed), and
plug; and (4) considerations of pressure drop, entrainment,
and holdup. The column diameter is determined from a frac-
tion of flooding or a maximum pressure drop. In addition, the
tray layout is designed. The rate-based model computes actual
trays. It then back-calculates Murphree vapor tray efficien-
cies. The stage-efficiency model computes nonequilibrium
stages using the MESH equations for the equilibrium-stage
model of Chapter 10 after replacing the K-value equilibrium
equation (e.g., (10-2) with (12-3). The latter equation is based

on the Murphree vapor tray efficiency calculated from (a)
the selected mass-transfer correlations or (b) an overall tray
efficiency determined from a suitable correlation, such as
that of O’Connell (7-40) or (c) a constant value for the tray
efficiency or a set of tray efficiency values selected by the
user. For cases (b) and (c), the tray diameter and tray layout
design are not needed, but they are determined.

The rate-based model of ChemSep applies multicomponent
transport equations to trays or short heights (called segments)
of packing. Partial condensers and reboilers are treated as equi-
librium stages. The specification options include:

1. rLj and rVj : From each stage, either a liquid or a vapor
sidestream can be specified as (a) a sidestream flow rate
or (b) a ratio of the sidestream flow rate to the flow rate
of the remaining fluid passing to the next stage:

rLj = Uj∕Lj or rVj = Wj∕Vj as in Figure 12.1

2. Pj: Four options are available, all requiring the pressure
of the condenser, if any:

(a) Constant pressure for all stages in the tower and
reboiler.

(b) Top and bottom tower pressures. Pressures of
stages intermediate between top and bottom are
obtained by linear interpolation.

(c) Top tower pressure, and specified pressure drop per
stage to obtain remaining stage pressures.

(d) Top tower pressure, with stage pressure drops
fixed, specified, or estimated by ChemSep from
hydraulic correlations.

3. QL
j and QV

j : The heat duty must be specified for all
stage heaters and coolers except the condenser and/or
reboiler, if present. In addition, a heat loss for the tower
that is divided equally over all stages can be specified.
When a condenser (total without subcooling, total with
subcooling, or partial) is present, one of the following
specifications can replace the condenser heat duty: (a)
molar reflux ratio; (b) condensate temperature; (c) dis-
tillate molar flow rate; (d) reflux molar flow rate; (e)
component molar flow rate in distillate; (f) mole frac-
tion of a component in distillate; (g) fractional recov-
ery, from all feeds, of a component in the distillate; (h)
molar fraction of all feeds to the distillate; and (i) molar
ratio of two distillate components. For distillation, an
often-used specification is the molar reflux ratio.

A reboiler may be partial (by far the most common),
total with a vapor product, or total with a superheated vapor
product. The following specification options can replace
the reboiler heat duty: (a) molar boilup ratio; (b) reboiler
temperature; (c) bottoms molar flow rate; (d) reboiled-vapor
(boilup) molar flow rate; (e) component molar flow rate in
bottoms; (f) mole fraction of a component in bottoms; (g)
fractional recovery, from all feeds, of a component in the
bottoms; (h) molar fraction of all feeds to the bottoms; and (i)
molar ratio of two components in the bottoms. For distillation,
an often-used specification is the molar bottoms flow rate,
which must be estimated if it is not known.

http://www.chemsep.org
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The preceding number of optional specifications is con-
siderable. However, in addition, ChemSep also provides
“flexible” specifications that can substitute for the condenser
and/or reboiler duties. These are advanced options supplied
in the form of strings that contain values of certain allowable
variables and/ or combinations of these variables using the five
common arithmetic operators (+,−, ∗, ∕, and exponentiation).
The variables include stage variables (L, V , x, y, and T) and
interface variables (xI, yI, and T I) at any stage. Flow rates can
be in mole or mass units.

Certain options and advanced options must be used with
care because values might be specified that cannot lead to a
converged solution. For example, with a simple distillation
column of a fixed number of stages, N must be greater than
the Nmin needed to achieve specified distillate and bottoms
purities. As always, it is generally wise to begin a simulation
with a standard pair of top and bottom specifications, such as
reflux ratio and a bottoms molar flow rate that corresponds
to the desired distillate rate. These specifications are almost
certain to converge unless interstage liquid or vapor flow
rates tend to zero somewhere in the column. A study of the
calculated results will provide insight into possible limits in
the use of other options.

The set of linear and nonlinear equations for the rate-based
model is solved by the simultaneous-correction (SC) method
in a manner similar to that developed by Naphtali and Sand-
holm for the equilibrium-based model described in §10.6.
Thus, the variables and equations are grouped by stage so that
the Jacobian matrix is of block-tridiagonal form. However,
the equations for the rate-based model now number 5C + 6
or 5C + 5 per stage, depending on whether stage pressures
are computed or specified, compared to just 2C + 1 for the
equilibrium-based method.

Calculations of transport coefficients and pressure drops
require column diameter and dimensions of column internals.
These may be specified or computed. In the latter case, default
dimensions are selected for the internals, with column diam-
eter computed from a specified value for percent of flooding
for a trayed or packed column, or a specified pressure drop per
unit height for a packed column.

Computing time per iteration for the rate-based model may
be three or four times the computing time for the equilibrium-
based model. The number of iterations may be two to three
times that for the equilibrium-based model. Overall, the total
computing time for the rate-basedmodel is usually less than an
order of magnitude greater than that for the equilibrium-based
model. Computing time for the rate-based model is often less
than 1 minute.

Like the Naphtali–Sandholm equilibrium-based method,
the rate-based model utilizes mainly analytical partial deriva-
tives in the Jacobian matrix and requires initial estimates of
all variables. A method by Powers et al. [33] automatically
generates these estimates. They involve the usual assumptions
of constant molar overflow and a linear temperature profile.
The initialization of the stage mole fractions is made by
performing several iterations of the BP method using ideal
K-values for the first iteration and nonideal K-values there-
after. Initial interface mole fractions are set equal to estimated

bulk values, and initial mass-transfer rates are arbitrarily set
to values of ±10−3kmol∕h, with the sign dependent upon the
component K-value.

To prevent oscillations and promote convergence of the
iterations, corrections to certain variables from iteration-to-
iteration can be limited. Defaults are 10 K for temperature and
50% for flows. When a correction to a mole fraction would
result in a value outside the feasible range of 0 to 1, the default
correction is one-half of the step that would take the value to
a limit. For very difficult problems, multiple-pass options are
available.

Convergence of the SC method is determined from resid-
uals of the functions, as in the Naphtali–Sandholm method,
or from the corrections to the variables. ChemSep applies
both criteria and terminates when either of the following are
satisfied: ⎡⎢⎢⎣

N∑
j=1

Nj∑
k=1

f 2k, j

⎤⎥⎥⎦
1∕2

< ε (12-48)

N∑
j=1

Nj∑
k=1

|ΔXk, j|∕Xk, j < ε (12-49)

where fk, j = residuals in Table 12.1, N = number of stages,
Nj = number of equations for the jth stage, Xk, j = unknown
variables from Table 12.2, and ε = a small number with a
default value of 10−4. Unlike the Naphtali–Sandholm method,
the residuals are not scaled. Accordingly, the second criterion
is usually satisfied first.

From the results of a converged solution, it is highly
desirable to back-calculate values of EMV , component by
component and tray by tray, from (12-3) for trayed columns,
and HETP values for packed towers. ChemSep can also
perform rate-based calculations for liquid–liquid extraction.

EXAMPLE 12.2 Extractive Distillation.

A mixture of n-heptane and toluene cannot be separated at 1 atm by

ordinary distillation. Accordingly, an extractive distillation scheme

with methyl ethyl ketone as a solvent is used. As part of an initial

design study, use the rate-based model of ChemSep with the specifi-

cations listed in Table 12.3 to calculate a sieve-tray column.

Solution

The information in Table 12.3 was entered via the ChemSep menu

and the program was executed. A converged solution was achieved

in 8 iterations. The program initialized all of the variables. The pre-

dicted separation was as follows:

Component Distillate, lbmol/h Bottoms, lbmol/h

n-Heptane 54.87 0.13

Toluene 0.45 44.55

Methyl ethyl ketone 199.68 0.32

Predicted column profiles for pressure, liquid-phase temperature,

total vapor and liquid flow rates, component vapor and liquid mole

fractions, component mass-transfer rates, and values of EMV are

shown in Figure 12.2, where stages are numbered from the top down
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Figure 12.2 Column profiles for Example 12.2: (a) pressure profile; (b) liquid-phase temperature profile; (c) vapor and liquid flow rate

profiles; (d) vapor mole-fraction profiles; (e) liquid mole-fraction profiles; (f) mass-transfer rate profiles. (Continued)
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Figure 12.2 (Continued) (g) Murphree vapor-tray efficiencies.

Table 12.3 Specifications for Example 12.2

Total condenser delivering saturated liquid

Partial reboiler

Pressure at condenser outlet = 14.7 psia

Pressure at condenser inlet = 15.0 psia

Reflux ratio = 1.5

Bottoms flow rate = 45 lbmol/h

Total number of trays = 20

Feed 1 to Tray 10 from top:

55 lbmol/h of n-heptane
45 lbmol/h of toluene

100 lbmol/h of methyl ethyl ketone (MEK)

Saturated liquid at 20 psia

Feed 2 to Tray 15 from top:

100 lbmol/h of MEK

Saturated liquid at 20 psia

UNIFAC for liquid-phase activity coefficients

Chan–Fair correlation for mass-transfer coefficients

Plug flow for vapor

Mixed flow for liquid

85% of flooding

Tray spacing = 0.5 m (19.7 inches)

Weir height = 2 inches

and stages 2 to 21 are sieve trays. Back-calculated Murphree tray

efficiencies are summarized as follows:

Fractional Murphree Efficiencies

Component Range Median

n-Heptane 0.52 to 1.10 0.73

Toluene 0.70 to 0.79 0.79

Methyl ethyl ketone −3.23 to 1.14 0.76

The median values, based on experience, seem reasonable and give

confidence in the rate-based method. The 20 trays are equivalent to

approximately 15 equilibrium stages.

For sizing, the column is divided into three sections: 9 trays

above the top feed, 5 trays from the top feed to the bottom feed, and

6 trays below the bottom feed. Computed column diameters are,

respectively, 1.75 m (5.74 ft), 1.74 m (5.71 ft), and 1.83 m (6.00 ft).
Thus, a 1.83-diameter column is a reasonable choice. Average pre-

dicted pressure drop per tray is 0.06 psi. Computed heat-exchanger

duties are condenser: 2.544 MW (8,686,000 Btu∕h); and reboiler:

2.482 MW (8,475,000 Btu∕h).

EXAMPLE 12.3 Packed Column Design.

Repeat Example 12.2 for a tower packed with FLEXIPAC
®
2 struc-

tured packing, at 75%of flooding. The packing heights are as follows:

Section Packing Height, ft

Above top feed 13

Between top and bottom feeds 6.5

Below bottom feed 6.5

Solution

Each 6.5 feet of packing was simulated by 50 segments. Because of

the large number of segments, mixed flow is assumed for both vapor

and liquid. Convergence was achieved in 26 iterations. The predicted

separation, which is just slightly better than that in Example 12.2, is

as follows:

Component Distillate, lbmol/h Bottoms, lbmol/h

n-Heptane 54.88 0.12

Toluene 0.40 44.60

Methyl ethyl 199.72 0.28

ketone

The HETP profile is plotted in Figure 12.3. Median values

for n-heptane, toluene, and methyl-ethyl ketone, respectively, are

approximately 0.55 m (21.7 inches), 0.45 m (17.7 inches), and
0.5 m (19.7 inches). The HETP values for the ketone vary widely.

Predicted column diameters for the three sections, starting from

the top, are 1.65, 1.75, and 1.85 m, which are very close to the pre-

dicted sieve-tray diameters.
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Figure 12.3 Column HETP profiles for Example 12.3.
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EXAMPLE 12.4 Absorber Design.

Use the nonequilibrium column case of ChemSep to calculate the

separation achieved in an absorber with 20 sieve trays operating at

the conditions in Table 12.4. Use the default specifications for the

tray design.

Table 12.4 Specifications for Example 12.4

Column top pressure = 182 psia

Column bottom pressure = 184 psia

Weir height = 2 inches

Vapor in plug flow

Liquid in dispersed flow using the Bennett-Grimm method

Chen–Chuang method for mass-transfer coefficients

Chilton–Colburn analogy for heat transfer

Soave–Redlich–Kwong method for K-values

Vapor feed at 126∘F and 184 psia:

Component lbmol/h

Hydrogen 218

Nitrogen 87

Methane 136

Ethane 139

Propane 118

Isobutane 6

n-Butane 2

Isopentane 43

n-Hexane 14

n-Heptane 4

Liquid absorbent feed at 100∘F and 182 psia:

Component lbmol/h

n-Dodecane 165

n-Tridecane 165

Solution

Initial estimates of the variables were provided automatically by the

program. A total of 11 iterations were required. A column diameter

of 3.48 feet was computed with a fraction of flooding between 50 and

67%. The converged product compositions were as follows:

Component Lean Vapor, lbmol/h Rich Oil, lbmol/h

Hydrogen 215.7 2.3

Nitrogen 85.5 1.5

Methane 130.5 5.5

Ethane 116.2 22.8

Propane 65.7 52.3

Isobutane 1.2 4.8

n-Butane 0.2 1.8

Isopentane 0.0 43.0

n-Hexane 0.0 14.0

n-Heptane 0.0 4.0

n-Dodecane 1.9 163.1

n-Tridecane 1.9 163.1

Total 618.9 478.1

Murphree and overall tray efficiencies vary from component to

component and from tray to tray. For this absorber, of most interest

is the overall tray efficiency for the key component, propane, whose

absorption was 52.3∕118 = 0.443 or 44.3%. To obtain the overall

tray efficiency for propane, equilibrium column calculations were

made for a series of total equilibrium stages. The results pointed to

an overall tray efficiency for propane of 28%.

As chemical engineers become more informed of the prin-
ciples of mass transfer, and improved correlations for mass-
transfer and heat-transfer coefficients are developed for trays
and packings, use of rate-based models should accelerate, par-
ticularly for absorbers and nonideal mixtures. For best results,
these models will also benefit from more studies of vapor and
liquid flow patterns. More comparisons of rate-based models
with industrial operating data are needed to gain confidence in
the use of such models. Taylor, Kooijman, andWoodman [34],
and Kooijman and Taylor [31] present some comparisons.
Comparisons by Ovejero et al. [35], with distillation data
obtained in a column packed with spheres and cylinders of
known interfacial area, show very good agreement for three
binary and two ternary systems.

§12.6 NOMENCLATURE

Latin Symbols

Ab tray bubbling area, (12-42)

a tray froth interfacial area/froth volume, (12-40)

aIj total stage interfacial area, (12-20)

ct total molar concentration, (12-22)

e interface heat transfer rate on a stage, (12-6)

E liquid and vapor phase energy balance residuals,
(12-6) and (12-7)

f feed component molar flow rates, (12-4):

fk, j residuals, (12-48)

Hj stage pressure-drop residual, stage j, (12-13)

h convective heat transfer coefficient, (12-39)

hf froth height on stage, (12-41)

J molar diffusion flux, (12-19)

k thermal conductivity, (12-43)

ki mass transfer coefficient for component i based on
x or y driving force, (12-22)

M liquid and vapor component material balance
residuals, (12-4) and (12-5)

Ni component mass transfer rate on a stage,
Figure 12.1

NT total mass transfer rate on a stage, (12-18)

NV , NL number of vapor or liquid transfer units, (12-40)

ΔP tray pressure drop, (12-13)

QI phase interface equilibrium residual, (12-15)

R component mass-transfer rate residual, (12-9)

R reciprocal mass-transfer coefficient function,
(12-29)
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rVj vapor sidestream flow rate, (12-5)

rLj liquid sidestream flow rate, (12-4)

S component mole fraction residual, (12-11), (12-12)

U molar liquid sidestream, molar flow, Figure 12.1

us superficial vapor velocity based on bubbling area,
(12-40)

W molar vapor sidestream, molar flow, Figure12.1

Xk, j general residual, (12-49)

z general or mixture mole fraction, (12-31)

Greek Symbol

κP Maxwell-Stefan mass transfer coefficients, (12-24)

δ Kronecker delta, (12-37)

ε tolerance, (12-49)

Γ correction for non-ideality, (12-30)

Subscripts

T total

Superscripts

I interface

L liquid phase

P phase L or V

V vapor phase

partial molar

SUMMARY

1. Rate-based models of multicomponent, multistage vapor–

liquid separation operations became available in the late

1980s. These models are more accurate than equilibrium-

based models.

2. Rate-based models incorporate rigorous procedures for

component-coupling effects in multicomponent mass

transfer.

3. The number of equations for a rate-based model is greater

than that for an equilibrium-based model because separate

balances are needed for each of the two phases. In addi-

tion, rate-based models are influenced by the geometry

of the column internals. Correlations are used to predict

mass-transfer and heat-transfer rates. Tray or packing

hydraulics are also incorporated into the rate-based model

to enable prediction of column-pressure profiles. Phase

equilibrium is assumed only at the phase interface.

4. Computing time for a rate-based model is not generally

more than an order of magnitude greater than that for an

equilibrium-based model.

5. RateSep in the RadFrac model of Aspen Plus, SCDS

with the mass-transfer option in CHEMCAD, and the

non-equilibrium column case in ChemSep all offer con-

siderable flexibility in user specifications, so much so

that inexperienced users can easily specify impossible

conditions. Therefore, it is best to begin simulation studies

with standard specifications.
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STUDY QUESTIONS

12.1. For binary distillation, what assumption did Smoker add

to the McCabe–Thiele assumptions to obtain an algebraic

solution?

12.2. What assumptions did Murphree make in the development

of his tray efficiency equations?

12.3. For which situations does the Murphree efficiency appear to

be adequate? What are its deficiencies?

12.4. What unusual phenomena did Toor discover for diffusion

in a ternary mixture? Is a theory available to predict these

phenomena?

12.5. In the rate-based model, is the assumption of phase equilib-

rium used anywhere? If so, where? Is it justified?

12.6. The rate-based model requires component mass-transfer

coefficients, interfacial areas, and heat-transfer coefficients.

How are these obtained?

12.7. What are component-coupling effects in mass-transfer-rate

equations? Can they be appreciable?

12.8. Does the rate-based model account for the bulk-flow effect

in mass transfer?

12.9. Can the rate-based model be applied to packed columns?

12.10. Are tray flow patterns important in rate-based models?What

are the ideal flow-pattern models?

EXERCISES

Section 12.1

12.1. Entrainment and occlusion.
Modify the rate-based model of (12-4) to (12-18) to include

entrainment and occlusion.

12.2. Addition of chemical reaction.
Modify the rate-based model of (12-4) to (12-18) to include a

chemical reaction in the liquid phase under conditions of: (a) chemi-

cal equilibrium; (b) kinetic rate law.

12.3. Reducing equations in rate-based models.
Explain how the number of rate-based modeling equations can be

reduced. Would this be worthwhile?

Section 12.2

12.4. Mass-transfer rates and tray efficiencies.
The following results were obtained at tray n from a rate-based

calculation at 14.7 psia, for a ternary mixture of acetone (1), methanol

(2), and water (3) in a sieve-tray column assuming that both phases

are perfectly mixed.

Component yn yn+1 y1n K1
n xn

1 0.4913 0.4106 0.5291 1.507 0.3683

2 0.4203 0.4389 0.4070 0.900 0.4487

3 0.0884 0.1505 0.0639 0.3247 0.1830

The products of the computed gas-phase, binary mass-transfer coef-

ficients, and interfacial area from the Chan–Fair correlations are as

follows in units of lbmol/(h-unit mole fractions).

k12 = k21 = 1,750; k13 = k31 = 2,154; k23 = k32 = 2,503

The vapor rates are Vn = 1,200 lbmol∕h and Vn+1 = 1,164 lbmol∕h.
Determine: (a) component molar diffusion rates; (b) mass-transfer

rates; (c) Murphree vapor-tray efficiencies.

12.5. Reciprocal rate functions.
Write all the expanded equations (12-31) and (12-32) for RP for a

five-component system.

12.6. Perfectly mixed tray.
Repeat the calculations of Example 12.1 using 1 = methanol,

2 = water, and 3 = acetone. Are the results any different? If not,

why not? Prove your conclusion mathematically.

Section 12.3

12.7. Mass-transfer coefficients for trays.
Compare and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of

the available correlations for estimating binary-pair mass-transfer

coefficients for trayed columns.

12.8. Mass-transfer coefficients for packings.
Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the available cor-

relations for estimating binary-pair mass-transfer coefficients for

columns with random (dumped) and structured packings.
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Section 12.4

12.9. Modeling flow patterns.
Discuss how the method of Fair, Null, and Bolles [32] might be

used to model flow patterns in a rate-based model. How would the

mole-fraction driving forces be computed?

Section 12.5

12.10. Distillation of a non-ideal ternary mixture.
A bubble-point mixture of 100 kmol∕h of methanol, 50 kmol∕h

of isopropanol, and 100 kmol∕h of water at 1 atm is sent to the 25th

tray from the top of a 40-sieve-tray column equipped with a total

condenser and partial reboiler, operating at a nominal pressure of

1 atm. If the reflux ratio is 5 and the bottoms flow rate is 150 kmol∕h,
determine the separation achieved if the UNIFAC method is used to

estimate K-values and the Chan–Fair correlations are used for mass

transfer. Assume that both phases are perfectly mixed on each tray

and that operation is at about 80% of flooding.

12.11. Extractive distillation.
A sieve-tray column, operating at a nominal pressure of 1 atm,

is used to separate a mixture of acetone and methanol by extractive

distillation using water. The column has 40 trays with a total con-

denser and partial reboiler. The feed of 50 kmol∕h of acetone and

150 kmol∕h of methanol at 60∘C and 1 atm enters Tray 35 from the

top, while 50 kmol∕h of water at 65∘C and 1 atm enters Tray 5 from

the top. Determine the separation for a reflux ratio of 10 and a bot-

toms flow rate of 200 kmol∕h. Use the UNIFACmethod for K-values

and the AIChE method for mass transfer. Assume a perfectly mixed

liquid and a vapor in plug flow on each tray, with operation at 80%

of flooding. Determine the equilibrium stages (to the nearest stage)

to achieve the same separation.

12.12. Distillation with dumped packing.
Repeat Exercise 12.10, if a column packed with 2-inch stainless

steel Pall rings is used with 25 ft of rings above the feed and 15 ft

below. Be sure to use sufficient segments for the calculations.

12.13. Distillation with structured packing.
Repeat Exercise 12.10, if a columnwith structured packing is used

with 25 ft above the feed and 15 ft below. Be sure to use a sufficient

number of segments.

12.14. Effect of percent flooding, weir height, and percent hole
area.

Solve Exercise 12.10 for combinations of the following values of

percent flooding, weir height, and % hole area: 40, 60, and 80%; 1,

2, and 3 inches; 6, 10, and 14%.

12.15. Effect of percent flooding on Murphree vapor tray
efficiency.

The upper column of an air-separation system of the type shown

in Exercise 7.39 contains 48 sieve trays and operates at a nominal

pressure of 131.7 kPa. A feed at 80 K and 131.7 kPa enters the

top plate at 1,349 lbmol∕h with a composition of 97.868 mol%
nitrogen, 0.365 mol% argon, and 1.767 mol% oxygen. A second feed

enters tray 12 from the top at 83 K and 131.7 kPa at 1,832 lbmol∕h
with a composition of 59.7 mol% nitrogen, 1.47 mol% argon, and

38.83 mol % oxygen. The column has no condenser, but has a partial

reboiler. Vapor distillate leaves the top plate at 2,487 lbmol∕h,
with remaining products leaving the reboiler as 50 mol% vapor and

50 mol% liquid. Assume ideal solutions. Determine the effect of

flooding on the separation and the median EMV for oxygen, using a

rate-based model.

12.16. Extractive distillation in a sieve-tray column.
The following bubble-point, organic-liquid mixture at 1.4 atm is

distilled by extractive distillation with the following phenol-rich sol-

vent at 1.4 atm and the same temperature as the feed:

Component Feed, kmol/h Solvent, kmol/h

Methanol 50 0

n-Hexane 20 0

n-Heptane 180 0

Toluene 150 10

Phenol 0 800

The column has 30 sieve trays, with a total condenser and a partial

reboiler. The solvent enters the fifth tray and the feed enters tray 15

from the top. The pressure in the condenser is 1.1 atm; the pressure at

the top tray is 1.2 atm; and the pressure at the bottom is 1.4 atm. The

reflux ratio is 5 and the bottoms rate is 960 kmol∕h. Thermodynamic

properties can be estimated with the UNIFAC method for the liquid

phase and the SRK equation for the vapor phase. The Antoine

equation is suitable for vapor pressure. Use a rate-based program to

estimate the separation. Assume that the vapor and liquid are both

well mixed and that the trays operate at 75% of flooding. Specify

the Chan–Fair correlation for calculating mass-transfer coefficients.

In addition, determine from the tray-by-tray results the average

EMV for each component (after discarding values much different

than the majority). Try to improve the sharpness of the split by

changing the feed and solvent entry tray locations. How can you

increase the sharpness of the separation? List as many ideas as

possible.

12.17. Equilibrium-and rate-based methods.
A bubble-cap tray absorber is designed to absorb 40% of the

propane from a rich gas at 4 atm. The specifications for the entering

rich gas and absorbent oil are as follows:

Absorbent Oil Rich Gas

Flow rate, kmol/s 11.0 11.0

Temperature, ∘C 32 62

Pressure, atm 4 4

Mole fraction:

Methane 0 0.286

Ethane 0 0.157

Propane 0 0.240

n-Butane 0.02 0.169

n-Pentane 0.05 0.148

n-Dodecane 0.93 0

(a) Determine the number of equilibrium stages required and the splits

of all components. (b) Determine the actual number of trays required

and the splits andMurphree vapor-tray efficiencies of all components.

Discuss and compare the equilibrium-based and rate-based results.

What do you conclude?

12.18. Equilibrium-and rate-based methods.
A ternary mixture of methanol, ethanol, and water is distilled in a

sieve-tray column to obtain a distillate with not more than 0.01 mol%
water. The feed to the column is:
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Flow rate, kmol∕h 142.46

Pressure, atm 1.3

Temperature, K 316

Mole fractions:

Methanol 0.6536

Ethanol 0.0351

Water 0.3113

Determine for a distillate rate of 93.10 kmol∕h, a reflux ratio of 1.2,

a condenser outlet pressure of 1.0 atm, and a top-tray pressure of

1.1 atm, using UNIFAC for activity coefficients: (a) number of equi-

librium stages required and the corresponding split, if the feed enters

at the optimal stage; and (b) number of actual trays required if the

column operates at 85% of flooding and the feed is introduced to the

optimal tray. Compare the split to that in part (a). (c) In addition, com-

pute the component Murphree vapor-tray efficiencies. What do you

conclude about the two methods of calculation?

12.19. Distillation in a packed bed.
Repeat Exercise 12.18 for a column packed with 2-inch stainless

steel Pall rings.

12.20. Sizing a sieve-tray column.
It is required to absorb 96% of the benzene from a gas stream with

absorption oil in a sieve-tray column at a nominal pressure of 1 atm.

The feed conditions are as follows:

Vapor Liquid

Flow rate, kmol∕s 0.01487 0.005

Pressure, atm 1.0 1.0

Temperature, K 300 300

Composition, mol fraction:

Nitrogen 0.7505 0

Oxygen 0.1995 0

Benzene 0.0500 0.005

n-Tridecane (C13) 0 0.995

Tray geometry is as follows:

Tray spacing, m 0.5

Weir height, m 0.05

Hole diameter, m 0.003

Sheet thickness, m 0.002

Determine column diameter for 80%of flooding, the number of actual

trays required, and theMurphree vapor-tray efficiency profile for ben-

zene for the possible combinations of vapor and liquid flow patterns

on a tray. Could the equilibrium-based method be used to obtain a

reliable solution to this problem?
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Chapter 13

Batch Distillation

§13.0 INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

After completing this chapter, you should be able to:

• Derive the Rayleigh equation for a simple batch (differential) distillation and state the necessary assumptions.

• Calculate, by graphical and algebraicmeans for binary batch distillation, batch-still temperature, residue composition,

and instantaneous and average distillate compositions as a function of time.

• Calculate for binary batch rectification, by modified McCabe–Thiele methods, residue and distillate compositions

assuming equilibrium stages, no liquid holdup, and constant or variable reflux ratio to achieve constant distillate

composition.

• Explain the importance of liquid holdup.

• Calculate, using rigorous equilibrium-stage methods with a process simulator, multicomponent, multistage batch

rectification that includes a sequence of operating steps to obtain specified products.

• Apply the principles of optimal control to batch distillation.

A familiar example of a batch distillation is the laboratory
apparatus shown in Figure 13.1. Here, a liquid mixture is
charged to a still pot and heated to boiling. The vapor formed
is continuously removed and condensed to produce a distillate.
The compositions of the initial charge and distillate change
with time. There is no steady state. The still temperature
increases and the amount of lower-boiling components in the
still pot decreases as distillation proceeds.

Batch operations can be used to advantage when:

1. The capacity of a facility is too small to permit continu-
ous operation at a practical rate.

2. Seasonal or customer demands require distillation of
different feedstocks with one unit to produce different
products.

3. Several new products are to be produced with one dis-
tillation unit for evaluation by potential buyers.

4. Upstream process operations are batchwise and the
compositions of feedstocks for distillation vary with
time or from batch to batch.

5. The feed contains solids or materials that form solids,
tars, or resin that can plug or foul a continuous distilla-
tion column.

§13.1 DIFFERENTIAL DISTILLATION

The simple, batch distillation apparatus in Figure 13.1 was first
quantified by Lord Rayleigh [1] and is referred to as a differ-
ential distillation. There is no reflux. At any instant, vapor
leaving the still pot with composition yD is assumed to be in
equilibriumwith liquid (residue) in the still, which is assumed

to be perfectly mixed. For total condensation, yD = xD. The

still pot is assumed to be the only equilibrium stage because

there are no trays above the still pot. This apparatus is useful

for separating wide-boiling mixtures.

The following nomenclature is used for variables that are a

function of time, t, assuming that all compositions refer to a

particular species in the multicomponent feed:

D = instantaneous-distillate rate,mol∕h
QB = heat input rate to the still pot

QC = heat output rate from the condenser

V = instantaneous-overhead vapor rate,mol∕h
y = yD = xD = mole fraction in instantaneous distillate

leaving the still pot

W = moles of liquid (residue) left in still
x = xW = mole fraction in liquid (residue)
0 = subscript referring to t = 0

For any component in the mixture, the instantaneous rate of

output = DyD is equal to the

Instantaneous
rate of depletion
in the still

}
= − d

dt

(
WxW

)
= −W

dxW

dt
− xW

dW
dt

where distillate rate and, therefore, liquid-depletion rate in the

still, depend on the heat-input rate, QB, to the still. Rearrang-

ing the above expression, a component material balance at any

instant is

d
dt

(
WxW

)
= W

dxW

dt
+ xW

dW
dt

= −DyD (13-1)

385
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D, xD

V, yD

W, xW

Condenser

Distillate

Boilup

Still
pot

QC

QB

Figure 13.1 Differential (Rayleigh) distillation.

Multiplying (13-1) by dt:

WdxW + xWdW = yD(−Ddt) = yDdW

since by total balance, –Ddt = dW. Separating variables and
integrating from the initial charge condition of W0 and xW0

,

∫
xW

xW0

dxW

yD − xW
= ∫

W

W0

dW
W

= ln

(
W
W0

)
(13-2)

This is the Rayleigh equation, which was first applied to
batch distillation of wide-boiling mixtures such as HCl−H2O,
H2SO4−H2O, and NH3−H2O, where one stage is sufficient to
achieve the desired separation. Without reflux, yD and xW are
assumed to be in equilibrium, and (13-2) simplifies to

∫
x

x0

dx
y − x

= ln

(
W
W0

)
(13-3)

where xW0
is replaced by x0.

Equation (13-3) is easily integrated when pressure is
constant, temperature change in the still pot is relatively
small (close-boiling mixture), and K-values are composition-
independent. Then y = Kx, where if K is constant, (13-3)
becomes

ln

(
W
W0

)
= 1

K − 1
ln

(
x
x0

)
(13-4)

For a binary mixture, if the relative volatility α, instead of K,
is assumed constant, substitution of unsubscripted (7-3) into
(13-3), followed by integration and simplification, gives

ln

(
W0

W

)
= 1

α − 1

[
ln

(x0
x

)
+ α ln

(
1 − x
1 − x0

)]
(13-5)

If the equilibrium relationship y = f {x} is graphical or tabular,
integration of (13-3) can be performed graphically or numeri-
cally, as in the following three examples, which illustrate use
of the Rayleigh equation for binary mixtures.

EXAMPLE 13.1 Differential Distillation at a Constant
Boilup Rate.

A batch still is loaded with 100 kmol of an equimolar mixture of

benzene and toluene. Make plots of (a) still temperature, (b) instan-

taneous vapor composition, (c) still pot (residue) composition, and

(d) average total-distillate composition, all as a function of time.

Assume a constant boilup rate, and, therefore, constant D of

10 kmol∕h, and a constant α (benzene with respect to toluene) of

2.41 at a pressure of 101.3 kPa (1 atm).

Solution

Initially, W0 = 100 kmol. Let the mole-fraction composition refer to

the more volatile component, benzene, with x0 = 0.5. Solving (13-5)

for W at values of x from 0.5 in increments of 0.05, and determin-

ing corresponding values of time in hours from t = (W0 − W ), the
following table is generated:

t, h 2.12 3.75 5.04 6.08 6.94 7.66 8.28 8.83 9.35

W, kmol 78.85 62.51 49.59 39.16 30.59 23.38 17.19 11.69 6.52

x = xW 0.45 0.40 0.35 0.30 0.25 0.20 0.15 0.10 0.05

Instantaneous-vapor composition, y, is obtained from a rear-

rangement of (4-10) to y = αx∕[1 + (α − 1)x]. For α = 2.41,

y = 2.41x∕(1 + 1.41x). The average value of yD or xD over the time

interval 0 to t is related to x and W at time t by combining overall

component and total material balances to give

(
xD

)
avg

=
(
yD

)
avg

=
W0xW0

− Wx

W0 − W
(13-6)

Equation (13-6) is easier to apply than an equation that integrates the

distillate composition.

To obtain the still temperature, T–x–y data for benzene-toluene at
101.3 kPa are given in Table 13.1. Computed temperature and com-

positions as a function of time are shown in Figure 13.2.

Table 13.1 Vapor–Liquid Equilibrium Data

for Benzene (B)–Toluene (T) at 101.3 kPa

xB yB T, ∘C

0.100 0.208 105.3

0.200 0.372 101.5

0.300 0.507 98.0

0.400 0.612 95.1

0.500 0.713 92.3

0.600 0.791 89.7

0.700 0.857 87.3

0.800 0.912 85.0

0.900 0.959 82.7

0.950 0.980 81.4

Still temperature

yD (avg)

yD

xW
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Figure 13.2 Distillation conditions for Example 13.1.
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EXAMPLE 13.2 Differential Distillation Using Tabular
Equilibrium Data.

Repeat Example 13.1, but instead of using α = 2.41, use the

vapor–liquid equilibrium data in Table 13.1 to solve the problem

graphically or numerically with (13-3) rather than (13-5).

Solution

Equation (13-3) is solved by graphical integration by plotting 1∕(y −
x) versus x with a lower limit of x0 = 0.5. Using the data of Table 13.1

for y as a function of x, points for the plot (in terms of benzene) are

as follows:

x 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1

1/(y − x) 4.695 4.717 4.831 5.814 9.259

The area under the curve from x0 = 0.5 to a given value of x is

equated to ln(W∕W0), and W is computed for W0 = 100 kmol. In the

region from x0 = 0.5 to 0.3, the term 1∕(y − x) changes only slightly;
thus a numerical integration by the trapezoidal rule is readily

made.

For x = 0.5 to 0.4:

ln

(
W
W0

)
= ∫

0.4

0.5

dx
y − x

≈ Δx

[
1

y − x

]
avg

= (0.4 − 0.5)
(
4.695 + 4.717

2

)
= −0.476

W∕W0 = 0.625,W = 0.625(100) = 62.5 kmol

For x = 0.5 to 0.3:

ln

(
W
W0

)
= ∫

0.3

0.5

dx
y − x

≈ Δx

[
1

y − x

]
avg

= (0.3 − 0.5)
[
4.695 + 4.717 + 4.717 + 4.831

4

]
= −0.948

W∕W0 = 0.388,W = 0.388(100) = 38.8 kmol

These two values of W are in good agreement with those in

Example 13.1. A graphical integration from x0 = 0.4 to x = 0.1

gives W = 10.7, which is approximately 10% less than the result

in Example 13.1, which uses a constant value of the relative

volatility.

The Rayleigh equation, (13-1), for differential distillation

applies to any two components, i and j, of a multicomponent

mixture. Thus, if Mi is the moles of i in the still pot,

dMi

dt
= d

dt

(
WxWi

)
= −DyDi

Then, dMi∕dMj = yDi
∕yDj

(13-7)

For constant αi,j = yDi
xWj

∕yDj
xWi

, (13-7) becomes

dMi∕dMj = αi, j

(
xWi

∕xWj

)
(13-8)

Substitution of Mi = WxWi
for both i and j into (13-8) gives

dMi∕Mi = αi, jdMj∕Mj (13-9)

Integration from the initial-charge condition gives

ln(Mi∕Mi0
) = αi, jln

(
Mj∕Mj0

)
(13-10)

The following example shows that (13-10) is useful for deter-
mining the effect of relative volatility on the separation achiev-
able by differential distillation.

EXAMPLE 13.3 Effect of Relative Volatility in
Differential Distillation.

The charge to a simple batch still consists of an equimolar, binary

mixture of A and B. For values of αa,b of 2, 5, 10, 100, and 1,000

and 50% vaporization of A, determine the mole fraction and percent

vaporization of B in the total distillate.

Solution

For αA,B = 2 and MA∕MA0 = 1 − 0.5 = 0.5, (13-10) gives. MB∕MB0

= (MA∕MA0)1∕αA,B = (0.5)(0.5) = 0.7071. The vaporization of

B = (1 − 0.7071)(100) = 29.29%.
For 200 moles of charge, the amounts in the distillate are DA =

(0.5)(0.5)(200) = 50mol andDB = (0.2929)(0.5)(200) = 29.29mol.

Mole fraction of B in the total distillate = 29.29∕(50 + 29.29) =
0.3694.

Similar calculations for other values of αA,B give:

αa,b

% Vaporization

of B

Mole Fraction of B in Total

Distillate

2 29.29 0.3694

5 12.94 0.2057

10 6.70 0.1182

100 0.69 0.0136

1,000 0.07 0.0014

These results show that a sharp separation between A and B for

50% vaporization of A is achieved only if αA,B ≥ 100. Furthermore,

the purity achieved depends on the percent vaporization of A. For

αA,B = 100, with 90% of A vaporized, the mole fraction of B in the

total distillate increases from 0.0136 to 0.0247. For this reason, it is

common to conduct a binary, batch-distillation separation of LK and

HK in the following manner:

1. Produce a distillate LK cut until the limit of impurity of the HK

in the total distillate is reached.

2. Continue the batch distillation to produce an intermediate

(slop) cut of impure LK until the limit of impurity of LK in

the liquid remaining in the still is reached.

3. Empty the HK-rich cut from the still.

4. Recycle the intermediate (slop) cut to the next still charge.

For desired purities of the LK-HK cuts, the fraction of intermediate

(slop) cut increases as the LK-HK relative volatility decreases.
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§13.2 BINARY BATCH RECTIFICATION

For a sharp separation and/or to reduce the intermediate-cut
fraction, a trayed or packed column is added between the still
and the condenser to provide stages, as shown in Figure 13.3.
Also, a reflux drum is added after the condenser. In addition,
one or more drums are provided to collect distillate cuts. For
a column of a given diameter, the molar vapor-boilup rate is
fixed at a value safely below the column flooding point.

Two modes of operating a batch rectification are cited most
frequently because they are the most readily modeled. The
first is operation at a constant reflux rate or ratio (same as
a constant distillate rate), while the second is operation at a
constant distillate composition. With the former, the distillate
composition varies with time; with the latter, the reflux ratio
or distillate rate varies with time. The first mode is easily
implemented because of the availability of rapidly responding
flow-rate sensors. For the second mode, a rapidly responding
composition sensor is required. In a third mode, referred to as
the optimal-control mode, both reflux ratio (or distillate rate)
and distillate composition are varied with time to maximize
the amount of distillate, minimize operation time, and/or
maximize profit. Constant reflux is discussed first, followed
by constant composition. Optimal control is deferred to §13.7.

§13.2.1 Constant Reflux Operation

If R or D is fixed, instantaneous-distillate and pot-still bot-
toms compositions vary with time. Assume a trayed column
with total condenser, negligible holdup of vapor and liquid in
the condenser and column, phase equilibrium at each tray, and
constant molar overflow. Then, (13-2) applies with yD = xD.
The method of Smoker and Rose [2] facilitates the analysis
using a McCabe–Thiele diagram.

Initially, the composition of the LK in the liquid in the
still is the charge composition, xW0

, which is 0.43 in the
McCabe–Thiele diagram of Figure 13.4. If there are two
theoretical stages (the still pot and one equilibrium stage),
the initial distillate composition, xD0

, at time 0 can be found

by constructing an operating line of slope L∕V = (R∕R + 1),
such that exactly two stages are stepped off to the right from
xW0

to the y = x line in Figure 13.4. After an arbitrary time,
say, time 1, at still pot composition xW < xW0

, e.g., xW = 0.26
in Figure 13.4, the instantaneous-distillate composition is xD.

Main cut 1 Off cut Main cut 2

Figure 13.3 Batch rectification.
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Figure 13.4 Batch binary distillation with fixed L∕V and two

theoretical stages.

In this manner, a time-dependent series of points for xD as a
function of xW is established, with L∕V and the number of
stages held constant.

Equation (13-2) cannot be integrated analytically because
the relationship between yD = xD and xW depends on L∕V ,
the number of theoretical stages, and the phase-equilibrium
relationship. However, (13-2) can be integrated graphically
with pairs of values for yD = xD and xW obtained from the
McCabe–Thiele diagram, as in Figure 13.4, for a series of

operating lines of the same slope.
The time t required for this batch rectification can be com-

puted by a total material balance based on a constant boilup
rate V , to give an equation due to Block [3]:

t = W0 − Wt

V
(
1 − L

V

) = R + 1

V
(W0 − Wt) (13-11)

With a constant-reflux policy, instantaneous-distillate purity is
above specification at the beginning and below specification at
the end of the run. By an overall material balance, the average
mole fraction of LK in the accumulated distillate at time t is

xDavg
=

W0x0 − WtxWt

W0 − Wt
(13-12)

EXAMPLE 13.4 Constant Reflux Operation.

A three-stage batch rectifier (first stage is the still pot) is charged

with 100 kmol of a 20 mol% n-hexane in n-octane mixture. At

a constant-reflux ratio of 1 (L∕V = 0.5), how many moles of

charge must be distilled for an average product composition of

70 mol% nC6? The phase-equilibrium curve at column pressure

is given in Figure 13.5. If the boilup rate is 10 kmol∕h, calculate
distillation time.
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Figure 13.5 Solution to Example 13.4.

Solution

A series of operating lines and values of xW are located by the trial-

and-error procedure described earlier, as shown in Figure 13.5 for

xW0
= 0.20 and xW = 0.09. Using Figure 13.5, the following table is

developed:

yD = xD 0.85 0.60 0.5 0.35 0.3

xW 0.2 0.09 0.07 0.05 0.035

1

yD − xW

1.54 1.96 2.33 3.33 3.77

The graphical integration is shown in Figure 13.6. Assuming a

final value of xW = 0.1, for instance, integration of (13-2) gives

ln
100

W
= ∫

0.2

0.1

dxW

yD − xW

= 0.162

Hence, W = 85 and D = 15.

From (13-12): (xD)avg =
100(0.20) − 85(0.1)

(100 − 85)
= 0.77

1
y D

 –
 x

W

0 0.025 0.050 0.075 0.1
xW

xW0

0.15 0.2

4.0

3.5

3.0

2.5

2.0

1.5

Figure 13.6 Graphical integration for Example 13.4.

The (xD)avg is higher than the desired value of 0.70; hence, another

xW must be chosen. By trial, the correct answer is found to

be xW = 0.06, with D = 22, and W = 78, corresponding to a

value of 0.25 for the integral. From (13-11), distillation time is

t = (1 + 1)(100 − 78)∕10 = 4.4 h. When differential distillation is

used instead, Figure 13.5 shows that 70 mol% hexane distillate is not

achievable because the initial distillate is only 56 mol% hexane.

§13.2.2 Constant Distillate Composition

The constant-reflux-ratio policy described in the previous

section is easy to implement. For small batch-rectification

systems, it may be the least expensive policy. A more optimal

policy is to maintain a constant V but continuously vary R to

achieve a constant xD that represents the specified purity. This

requires a more complex control system, including a compo-

sition sensor on the distillate, which may be justified only for

large batch-rectification systems. Ellerbe [5] discusses other

methods of operating batch columns.

Calculations for the policy of constant xD can also be made

with the McCabe–Thiele diagram, as described by Bogart [4]

and illustrated in Example 13.5. The Bogart method assumes

negligible liquid holdup and constant molar overflow. An over-

all material balance for the LK, at any time t, is given by a

rearrangement of (13-12) at constant xD, for W as a function

of xW :

W = W0

[
xD − xW0

xD − xW

]
(13-13)

Or for xW as a function of W:

xW =
WxD − W0

(
xD − xW0

)
W

(13-14)

Differentiating (13-13) with respect to t for varying W and xW
gives

dW
dt

= W0

(
xD − xW0

)(
xD − xW

)2 dxW

dt
(13-15)

For constant molar overflow, the distillation rate is given by

the rate of loss of charge, W:

−dW
dt

= (V − L) = dD
dt

(13-16)

where D is now the amount of distillate, not the distillate rate.

Substituting (13-16) into (13-15) and integrating:

t =
W0

(
xD − xW0

)
V ∫

xW0

xWt

dxW

(1 − L∕V)(xD − xW )2
(13-17)

For fixed values of W0, xW0
, xD, V , and the number of

stages, the McCabe–Thiele diagram is used to determine

values of L∕V for a series of values of still pot composition

between xW0
and the final value of xW . These values are then

used with (13–17) to determine, by graphical or numerical

integration, the time for rectification or the time to reach any

still pot composition. The required number of stages can be

estimated by assuming total reflux for the final value of xW .
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While rectification is proceeding, the instantaneous-distillate

rate varies according to (13-16), which can be expressed in

terms of L∕V as
dD
dt

= V(1 − L∕V) (13-18)

EXAMPLE 13.5 Constant Distillate Composition.

A three-stage batch still (boiler and the equivalent of two equilib-

rium plates) is charged with 100 kmol of a liquid containing an

equimolar mixture of n-hexane and n-octane. A liquid distillate

of 0.9 mole-fraction hexane is to be maintained by continuously

adjusting the reflux ratio, while maintaining a distillate rate of

20 kmol∕h. What should the reflux ratio be after one hour when

the accumulated distillate is 20 kmol? Theoretically, when must

distillate accumulation be stopped? Assume negligible holdup and

constant molar overflow.

Solution

When the accumulated distillate = 20 kmol, W = 80 kmol, and the

still residue composition with respect to the light-key is given by

(13-14):

xW =
WxD − W0

(
xD − xW0

)
W

= 0.9(80) − 100(0.9 − 0.5)
80

= 0.4

For yD = xD = 0.9, a series of operating lines of varying slope, L∕V =
R∕(R + 1), with three stages stepped off, is used to determine the cor-

responding still pot residue composition, xw. By trial and error, Line 1

in Figure 13.7 is found for xw = 0.4, corresponding to an L∕V = 0.22.

The reflux ratio = (L∕V)∕[1 − (L∕V)] = 0.282. At the highest reflux

rate possible, L∕V = 1 (total reflux), and xw = 0.06, according to the

dashed-line construction shown in Figure 13.7. The corresponding

time by material balance is 0.06(100 − 20t) = 50 − 20t (0.9). Solv-
ing, t = 2.58 h.

xD = 0.9

xW = 0.4

xW = 0.06

Line 1
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Figure 13.7 Solution to Example 13.5.

§13.3 BATCH STRIPPING AND COMPLEX
BATCH DISTILLATION

A batch stripper consisting of a large accumulator (feed tank),

a trayed or packed stripping column, and a reboiler is shown

in Figure 13.8. The initial charge is placed in the accumulator

rather than the reboiler. The mixture in the accumulator is fed

to the top of the column and the bottoms cut is removed from

the reboiler. A batch stripper is useful for removing small

quantities of volatile impurities. For binary mixtures, the

McCabe–Thiele construction applies, and the graphical meth-

ods in §13.2 can be modified to follow, with time, the change

in composition in the accumulator and the corresponding

instantaneous and average composition of the bottoms cut.

Figure 13.9 depicts a complex batch-distillation unit,

described by Hasebe et al. [6], Barolo et al. [7], and Phimister

and Seider [8,9], which permits considerable operating flexi-

bility. The charge in the feed tank is fed to a suitable column

location. Holdups in the reboiler and condenser are kept to a

minimum. Products or intermediate cuts are withdrawn from

the condenser, the reboiler, or both. In addition, the liquid in

Main cut 1 Off cut Main cut 2

Feed tank

Figure 13.8 Batch stripping.

Main cut 1 Off cut Main cut 2

Main cut 1 Off cut Main cut 2

Feed tank

Figure 13.9 Complex batch distillation.
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the column at the feed location can be recycled to the feed

tank if it is desirable to make the composition in the feed tank

close to the composition of liquid at the feed location.

§13.4 EFFECT OF LIQUID HOLDUP

Except at high pressure, vapor holdup in a batch-distillation

rectifying column is negligible because of the small vapor den-

sity. However, the effect of liquid holdup on the trays and in

the condensing and reflux system can be significant when the

molar ratio of holdup to original charge is more than a few

percent. This is especially true when a charge contains low

concentrations of one or more of the components. The effect

of holdup in a trayed column is greater than in a packed column

because of the lower amount of holdup in the latter.

A batch rectifier is usually started up under total-reflux

conditions for an initial period of time prior to the withdrawal

of distillate. During this initial period, liquid holdup in the

column increases and approaches a value that is reason-

ably constant for the remainder of the run. Because of the

total-reflux concentration profile, the initial concentration

of light components in the remaining charge to the still is

less than in the original charge. At high liquid holdups, this

causes the initial purity and degree of separation to be reduced

from estimates based on methods that ignore liquid holdup.

Liquid holdup can reduce the size of product cuts, increase

the size of intermediate fractions that are recycled, increase

the amount of residue, increase the batch-cycle time, and

increase total energy input. Although approximate methods

for predicting the effect of liquid holdup are available, the

complexity of the holdup effect is such that it is best to use

rigorous batch-distillation models described in §13.5 to study

the effect on a case-by-case basis.

§13.5 STAGE-BY-STAGE METHODS FOR
BATCH RECTIFICATION

Stage-by-stage temperature, flow rates, and composition

profiles as a function of time are required for final design

or simulation of multicomponent batch rectification. Such

calculations involve the solution of differential-algebraic
equations (DAEs). The rigorous calculations are tedious, and
must be carried out on a digital computer.

§13.5.1 Rigorous Model

Meadows [10] developed the first rigorous multicomponent

batch-distillation model, based on assumptions of equilibrium

stages; perfect mixing of liquid and vapor on each stage; neg-

ligible vapor holdup; constant-molar-liquid holdup, M, on a

stage and in the condenser system; and adiabatic stages. Diste-

fano [11] extended the model and developed a computer-based

method for solving the equations. A more efficient method is

described by Boston et al. [12].

Vn Ln – 1

V1
V1

Q0

L0

Ln

Mn

LN

n

N – 2

N – 1

N

1

2

3

Vn + 1

Steam QN + 1

D
Overhead
product

MN + 1

VN + 1

M0

Section I
Overhead system

Section II
Typical plate

Section III
Reboiler system

Figure 13.10 Multicomponent batch-rectification operation.

[Reproduced from [11] with permission from John Wiley & Sons, Inc.]

Figure 13.10 shows the multicomponent batch-rectification

operation modeled by Distefano. The unit consists of a par-

tial reboiler (still pot), a column with N equilibrium stages or

their equivalent in packing, and a total condenser with a reflux

drum.Also included, but not shown in Figure 13.10, are a num-

ber of accumulator or receiver drums equal to the number of

overhead product and intermediate cuts. When product purity

specifications cannot be made for successive distillate cuts,

then intermediate (waste or slop) cuts are necessary. These are

usually recycled.

To initiate operation, feed is charged to the reboiler, to

which heat is supplied. Vapor leaving stage 1 at the top of

the column is condensed and passes to the reflux drum. At

first, a total-reflux condition is established for a steady-state,

fixed-overhead vapor flow rate. Depending upon the amount

of liquid holdup in the column and in the condenser, the liquid

amount and composition in the reboiler at total reflux differs

from the original feed.

Starting at time t = 0, distillate flows from the reflux drum

to a receiver (accumulator) at a constant molar flow rate,

and a reflux ratio is established. The heat-transfer rate to the

reboiler is adjusted to maintain the overhead-vapor molar

flow rate. Model equations are derived for sections (I) the

overhead condensing system, (II) column stages, and (III) the

reboiler section, as illustrated in Figure 13.10. For Section I,
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component material balances, a total material balance, and an
energy balance are:

V1yi,1 − L0xi,0 − Dxi,D
=

d
(
M0xi,0

)
dt

(13-19)

V1 − L0 − D = dM0

dt
(13-20)

V1hV1
−

(
L0 + D

)
hL0

= Q0 +
d
(
M0hL0

)
dt

(13-21)

where the derivative terms are accumulations due to holdup,
M0, which is assumed to be perfectly mixed. Also, for phase
equilibrium at Stage 1 of the column:

yi,1 = Ki,1xi,1 (13-22)

The working equations are obtained by combining (13-19)
and (13-22) to obtain a revised component material balance
in terms of liquid-phase compositions, and by combining
(13-20) and (13-21) to obtain a revised energy balance that
does not include dM0∕dt. Equations for Sections II and III in
Figure 13.10 are derived in a similar manner. The resulting
working model equations for t = 0+ are as follows, where
i refers to component, j refers to the stage, and M is molar
liquid holdup.

1. Component mole balances for the overhead-condensing
system, column stages, and reboiler, respectively:

dxi.0

dt
= −

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
L0 + D + dM0

dt
M0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ xi,0 +
[

V1Ki,1

M0

]
xi,1,

i = 1 to C (13-23)

dxi, j

dt
=

[
Lj−1
Mj

]
xi, j−1 −

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
Lj + Ki, jVj +

dMj

dt
Mj

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ xi, j

+
[

Ki, j+1Vj+1
Mj

]
xi, j+1, (13-24)

i = 1 to C, j = 1 to N

dxi,N+1
dt

=
(

LN

MN+1

)
xi,N

−
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣

VN+1Ki,N+1 +
dMN+1

dt
MN+1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ xi,N+1, (13-25)

i = 1 to C

where L0 = RD.

2. Total mole balances for the overhead-condensing sys-
tem and column stages, respectively:

V1 = D
(
R + 1

)
= dM0

dt
(13-26)

Lj = Vj+1 + Lj−1 − Vj −
dMj

dt
, j = 1 to N (13-27)

3. Enthalpy balances around the overhead-condensing sys-
tem, adiabatic column stages, and reboiler, respectively:

Q0 = V1

(
hV1

− hL0

)
− M0

dhL0

dt
(13-28)

Vj+1 =
1(

hVj+1
− hLj

)[
Vj

(
hVj

− hLj

)
− Lj−1

(
hLj−1

− hLj

)
+ Mj

dhLj

dt

]
,

j = 1 to N (13-29)

QN+1 = VN+1
(
hVN+1

− hLN+1

)
− LN

(
hLN

− hLN+1

)
+MN+1

(
dhLN+1

dt

)
(13-30)

4. Phase equilibrium on the stages and in the reboiler:

yi, j = Ki, jxi, j, i = 1 to C, j = 1 to N + 1 (13-31)

5. Mole-fraction sums at column stages and in the reboiler:

C∑
i=1

yi, j =
C∑

i=1
Ki, jxi, j = 1.0, j = 0 to N + 1 (13-32)

6. Molar holdups in the condenser system and on the col-
umn stages, based on constant-volume holdups, Gj:

M0 = G0ρ0 (13-33)

Mj = Gjρj, j = 1 to N (13-34)

where ρ is liquid molar density.

7. Variation of molar holdup in the reboiler, where M0
N+1

is the initial charge to the reboiler:

MN+1 = M0
N+1 −

N∑
j=0

Mj − ∫
t

0

D dt (13-35)

Equations (13-23) through (13-35) constitute an initial-
value problem for a system of ordinary differential and
algebraic equations (DAEs). The total number of equations
is (2CN + 3C + 4N + 7). If variables N,D,R = L0∕D, M0

N+1,
and all Gj are specified, and if correlations are available for
computing liquid densities, vapor and liquid enthalpies, and
K-values, the number of unknown variables, distributed as
follows, is equal to the number of equations.

xi,j CN + 2C
yi,j CN + C
Lj N
Vj N + 1

Tj N + 2

Mj N + 2

Q0 1

QN + 1 1

2CN + 3C + 4N + 7
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Initial values at t = 0 for all these variables are obtained from
the steady-state, total-reflux calculation, which depends only
on values of N, M0

N+1, x0N+1, Gj, and V1.
Equations (13-23) through (13-30) include first derivatives

of xi, j, Mj, and hLj. Except for MN+1, derivatives of the latter
two variables can be approximated with sufficient accuracy
by incremental changes over the previous time step. If the
reflux ratio is high, as it often is, the derivative of MN+1 can
also be approximated in the same manner. This leaves only
the C(N + 2) ordinary differential equations (ODEs) for the
component material balances to be integrated in terms of the
xi, j dependent variables.

§13.5.2 Rigorous Integration Method

The nonlinear equations (13-23) to (13-25) cannot be inte-
grated analytically. Distefano [11] developed a solution
method based on an investigation of 11 different numerical
integration techniques that step in time. Of particular concern
were the problems of truncation error and stability, which
make it difficult to integrate the equations rapidly and accu-
rately. Such systems of ODEs or DAEs constitute so-called
stiff systems as described later in this section.

Local truncation errors result from using approximations
for the functions on the RHS of the ODEs at each time step.
These errors may be small, but they can grow through sub-
sequent time steps, resulting in global truncation errors suf-
ficiently large to be unacceptable. The number of significant
digits in the computed dependent variables decrease as trun-
cation errors become large. Truncation errors can be reduced
by decreasing the time-step size.

Stability problems are much more serious. When instabil-
ity occurs, the computed values of the dependent variables
become totally inaccurate, with no significant digits at all.
Reducing the time step does not eliminate instability until a
time-step criterion, which depends on the numerical method,
is satisfied. Even then, a further reduction in the time step is
required to prevent oscillations of dependent variables.

Problems of stability and truncation error are conveniently
illustrated by comparing results obtained by using the explicit-
and implicit-Euler methods, both of which are first-order in
accuracy, as discussed by Davis [15] and Riggs [16].

Consider the nonlinear, first-order ODE:

dy
dt

= f {t, y} = ay2tey (13-36)

for y{t}, where initially y{t0} = y0. The explicit- (forward)
Euler method approximates (13-36) with a sequence of dis-
cretizations of the form

yk+1 − yk

Δt
= ay2k tkeyk (13-37)

where Δt is the time step and k is the sequence index. The
function f {t, y} is evaluated at the beginning of the current time
step. Solving for yk+1 gives the recursion equation:

yk+1 = yk + ay2k tkeykΔt (13-38)

Regardless of the nature of f {t, y} in (13-36), the recursion
equation can be solved explicitly for yk+1 using results from the

previous time step. However, as discussed later, this advantage
is counterbalanced by a limitation on the magnitude of Δt to
avoid instability and oscillations.

The implicit- (backward) Euler method also utilizes a
sequence of discretizations of (13-36), but the function f {t, y}
is evaluated at the end of the current time step. Thus:

yk+1 − yk

Δt
= ay2k+1tk+1eyk+1 (13-39)

Because the function f {t, y} is nonlinear in y, (13-39) cannot
be solved explicitly for yk+1. This disadvantage is counterbal-
anced by unconditional stability with respect to selection of
Δt. However, too large a value can result in unacceptable trun-
cation errors.

When the explicit-Euler method is applied to (13-23) to
(13-35) for batch rectification, as shown in the following
example, the maximum value of Δt can be estimated from the
maximum absolute eigenvalue, |λ|max, of the Jacobian matrix
of (13-23) to (13-25). To prevent instability,Δtmax ≤ 2∕|λ|max.
To prevent oscillations, Δtmax ≤ 1∕|λ|max. Applications of
the explicit- and implicit-Euler methods are compared in the
following batch-rectification example.

EXAMPLE 13.6 Selection of Time Step for a Batch
Distillation.

One hundred kmol of an equimolar mixture of n-hexane (A) and

n-heptane (B) is distilled at 15 psia in a batch rectifier consisting of

a total condenser with a constant liquid holdup, M0, of 0.10 kmol;

a single equilibrium plate with a constant liquid holdup, M1, of

0.01 kmol; and a reboiler. Initially the system is brought to the

following total-reflux condition, with saturated liquid leaving the

total condenser:

Stage T, ∘F xA KA KB M, kmol

Condenser 162.6 0.85935 — — 0.1

Plate, 1 168.7 0.70930 1.212 0.4838 0.01

Reboiler, 2 178.6 0.49962 1.420 0.5810 99.89

Distillation begins (t = 0) with a reflux rate, L0, of 10 kmol∕h
and a distillate rate, D, of 10 kmol∕h. Calculate the mole fractions

of n-hexane and n-heptane at t = 0.05 h (3 min), at each of the

three rectifier locations, assuming constant molar overflow and

constant K-values for this small elapsed time period. Use explicit-

and implicit-Euler methods to determine the influence of the time

step, Δt.

Solution

Based on the constant molar overflow assumption, V1 = V2 =
20 kmol/h and L0 = L1 = 10 kmol/h. Using the K-values and liquid

holdups given above, (13-23) to (13-25), with all dMj∕dt = 0,

become as follows:

Condenser:
dxA,0

dt
= −200xA,0 + 242.4xA,1 (1)

dxB,0
dt

= −200xB,0 + 96.76xB,1 (2)
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Plate:
dxA,1

dt
= 1,000xA,0 − 3,424xA,1 + 2,840xA,2 (3)

dxB,1
dt

= 1,000xB,0 − 1,967xB,1 + 1,162xB,2 (4)

Reboiler:
dxA,2

dt
=

(
10

M2

)
xA,1 −

(
28.40

M2

)
xA,2 (5)

dxB,2
dt

=
(
10

M2

)
xB,1 −

(
11.62

M2

)
xB,2 (6)

where

M2{t = t} = M2{t = 0} −
(
V2 − V1

)
t

Or

M2 = 99.89 − 10t (7)

Equations (1) through (6) can be grouped by component into the fol-

lowing two matrix equations:

Component A:

⎡⎢⎢⎣
−200 242.2 0

1, 000 −3, 424 2, 840

0 10∕M2 −28.40∕M2

⎤⎥⎥⎦ .
⎡⎢⎢⎣
xA,0
xA,1
xA,2

⎤⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
dxA,0∕dt
dxA,1∕dt
dxA,2∕dt

⎤⎥⎥⎦ (8)

Component B:

⎡⎢⎢⎣
−200 96.76 0

1, 000 −1, 967 1, 160

0 10∕M2 −11.62∕M2

⎤⎥⎥⎦ .
⎡⎢⎢⎣
xB,0
xB,1
xB,2

⎤⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
dxB,0∕dt
dxB,1∕dt
dxB,2∕dt

⎤⎥⎥⎦ (9)

Although (8) and (9) do not appear to be coupled, they are because

at each time step, the sums xA, j + xB, j do not equal 1. Accordingly,

the mole fractions are normalized at each time step to force them to

sum to 1. The initial eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrices, (8) and

(9), are computed fromMATLAB, using the eig function, with M2 =
99.89 kmol:

Component A Component B

λ0 –126.54 –146.86

λ1 –3, 497.6 –2, 020.2

λ2 –0.15572 –0.03789

It is seen that |λ|max = 3, 497.6. Thus, for the explicit-Euler method,

instability and oscillations can be prevented by choosing Δt ≤
1∕3, 497.6 = 0.000286 h.

If a Δt = 0.00025 h (just slightly smaller than the criterion)

is selected, it takes 0.05∕0.00025 = 200 time steps to reach

t = 0.05 h (3 min). No such restriction applies to the implicit-Euler

method, but too large a Δt may result in an unacceptable truncation

error.

Explicit-Euler Method

According to Distefano [11], the maximum step size for integration

using an explicit method is nearly always limited by stability consid-

erations, and usually the truncation error is small. Assuming this to

be true for this example, the following results were obtained using

Δt = 0.00025 h with a spreadsheet program by converting (8) and

(9), together with (7) for M2, to the form of (13-38). Only the results

for every 40 time steps are given.

Normalized Mole

Fractions in Liquid

for n-Hexane

Normalized Mole

Fractions in Liquid

for n-Heptane

Time, h Distillate Plate Still Distillate Plate Still

0.01 0.8183 0.6271 0.4993 0.1817 0.3729 0.5007

0.02 0.8073 0.6219 0.4991 0.1927 0.3781 0.5009

0.03 0.8044 0.6205 0.4988 0.1956 0.3795 0.5012

0.04 0.8036 0.6199 0.4985 0.1964 0.3801 0.5015

0.05 0.8032 0.6195 0.4982 0.1968 0.3805 0.5018

To show the instability effect, a time step of 0.001 h (four times

the previous time step) gives the following unstable results during the

first five time steps to an elapsed time of 0.005 h. Also included are

values at 0.01 h for comparison to the preceding stable results.

Normalized Mole

Fractions in Liquid

for n-Hexane

Normalized Mole

Fractions in Liquid

for n-Heptane

Time, h Distillate Plate Still Distillate Plate Still

0.000 0.85935 0.7093 0.49962 0.14065 0.2907 0.50038

0.001 0.859361 0.559074 0.499599 0.140639 0.440926 0.500401

0.002 0.841368 0.75753 0.499563 0.158632 0.24247 0.500437

0.003 0.852426 0.00755 0.499552 0.147574 0.99245 0.500448

0.004 0.809963 0.884925 0.499488 0.190037 0.115075 0.500512

0.005 0.874086 1.154283 0.499546 0.125914 −0.15428 0.500454

0.01 1.006504 0.999254 0.493573 −0.0065 0.000746 0.506427

Much worse results are obtained if the time step is increased

10-fold to 0.01 h, as shown in the following table, where at

t = 0.01 h, a negative mole fraction has appeared.

Normalized Mole

Fractions in Liquid

for n-Hexane

Normalized Mole

Fractions in Liquid

for n-Heptane

Time, h Distillate Plate Still Distillate Plate Still

0.00 0.85935 0.7093 0.49962 0.14065 0.2907 0.50038

0.01 0.859456 −0.79651 0.49941 0.140544 1.796512 0.50059

0.02 2.335879 2.144666 0.497691 −1.33588 −1.14467 0.502309

0.03 1.284101 1.450481 0.534454 −0.2841 −0.45048 0.465546

0.04 1.145285 1.212662 8.95373 −0.14529 −0.21266 −7.95373
0.05 1.07721 1.11006 1.191919 −0.07721 −0.11006 −0.19192

Implicit-Euler Method

If (8) and (9) are converted to implicit equations like (13-39), they

can be rearranged into a linear tridiagonal set for each component.

For example, the equation for component A on the plate becomes

(1, 000 Δt)x(k+1)A,0 − (1 + 3, 424 Δt)x(k+1)A,1 + (2, 840 Δt)x(k+1)A,2 = −x(k)A,1

The two tridiagonal equation sets can be solved by the tridiago-

nal matrix algorithm of §10.4.1 or with a spreadsheet program using

the iterative, circular-reference technique. For the implicit-Euler
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method, the selection of the time step, Δt, is not restricted by

stability considerations. However, too large a Δt can lead to unac-

ceptable truncation errors. Normalized, liquid-mole-fraction results

at t = 0.05 h for just component A are as follows for a number of

choices ofΔt, all of which are greater than the 0.00025 h used earlier
to obtain stable and oscillation-free results with the explicit-Euler

method. Included for comparison is the explicit-Euler result for

Δt = 0.00025 h.

Time = 0.05 h:

Normalized Mole Fractions in

Liquid for n-Hexane

Δt, h Distillate Plate Still

Explicit-Euler

0.00025 0.8032 0.6195 0.4982

Implicit-Euler

0.0005 0.8042 0.6210 0.4982

0.001 0.8042 0.6210 0.4982

0.005 0.8045 0.6211 0.4982

0.01 0.8049 0.6213 0.4982

0.05 0.8116 0.6248 0.4982

The preceding data show acceptable results with the implicit-Euler

method using a time step of 40 times the Δtmax for the explicit-Euler

method.

Stiffness Problem

Another serious computational problem occurs when integrat-
ing the equations. Because the liquid holdups on the trays and
in the condenser are small, the corresponding liquid mole frac-
tions, xi, j, respond quickly to changes. The opposite holds for
the reboiler with its large liquid holdup. Hence, the required
time step for accuracy is usually small, leading to a very slow
response of the overall rectification operation. Systems of
ODEs having this characteristic constitute stiff systems. For
such a system, as discussed by Carnahan and Wilkes [17],
an explicit method of solution must utilize a small time step
for the entire period even though values of the dependent
variables may all be changing slowly for a large portion of the
time period. Accordingly, it is preferred to utilize a special
implicit-integration technique developed by Gear [13,14] and
others, as contained in the public-domain software package
called ODEPACK (http://www.netlib.org/odepack/). Gear-
typemethods for stiff systems strive for accuracy, stability, and
computational efficiency by using multistep, variable order,
and variable-step-size implicit techniques. MATLAB contains
four Solvers for stiff ODEs: ode15s, ode23s, ode23t, and
ode23tb. The Solver, ode15s (http://www.mathworks.com/
help/MATLAB/ref/ode15s.html) applies Gear’s method and
can also solve DAEs.

A commonly used measure of the degree of stiffness is
the eigenvalue ratio |λ|max∕|λ|min, where λ values are the
eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix of the set of ODEs. For the
Jacobian matrix of (13-23) through (13-25), the Gerschgorin

circle theorem, discussed by Varga [18], can be employed to

estimate the eigenvalue ratio. The maximum absolute eigen-

value corresponds to the component with the largest K-value
and the tray with the smallest liquid molar holdup. When

the Gerschgorin theorem is applied to a row of the Jacobian

matrix based on (13-24),

|λ|max ≤
[(

Lj−1
Mj

)
+

(
Lj + Ki, jVj

Mj

)
+

(
Ki, j+1Vj+1

Mj

)]

≈ 2

[
Lj + Ki, jVj

Mj

]
(13-40)

where i refers to the most-volatile component and j to the

stage with the smallest liquid molar holdup. The minimum

absolute eigenvalue almost always corresponds to a row of

the Jacobian matrix for the reboiler. Thus, from (13-25):

|λ|min ≤
[(

LN

MN+1

)
+

(
VN+1Ki,N+1

MN+1

)]

≈
[

LN + Ki,N+1VN+1
MN+1

]
(13-41)

where i now refers to the least-volatile component and N + 1

is the reboiler stage. The largest value of the reboiler holdup

is M0
N+1. The stiffness ratio, SR, is

SR = |λ|max|λ|min

≈ 2

(
L + KlightestV

L + KheaviestV

)(
M0

N+1
Mtray

)
(13-42)

From (13-42), the stiffness ratio depends not only on the

difference between tray and initial reboiler molar holdups, but

also on the difference between K-values of the lightest (most

volatile) and heaviest (least volatile) components.

Davis [15] states that SR = 20 is not stiff; SR = 1,000 is

stiff; and SR = 1,000,000 is very stiff. For the conditions of

Example 13.6, using (13-42),

SR ≈ 2

[
10 + (1.212) (20)
10 + (0.581)(20)

] (
100

0.01

)
= 31,700

which meets the criterion of a stiff problem. A modification

of the computational procedure of Distefano [11], for solving

(13-23) through (13-35), is as follows:

Initialization

1. Establish total-reflux conditions, based on vapor and

liquid molar flow rates V0
j and L0

j . V0
N+1 is the desired

boilup rate or L0
0 is based on the desired distillate rate

and reflux ratio such that L0
0 = D(R + 1).

2. At t = 0, reduce L0
0 to begin distillate withdrawal, but

maintain the boilup rate established or specified for

the total-reflux condition. This involves replacing all

L0
j with L0

j − D. Otherwise, the initial values of all

variables are those established for total reflux.

http://www.netlib.org/odepack
http://www.mathworks.com/help/MATLAB/ref/ode15s.html
http://www.mathworks.com/help/MATLAB/ref/ode15s.html
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Time Step

3. In (13-23) to (13-25), replace liquid-holdup derivatives

by total-material-balance equations:

dMj

dt
= Vj+1 + Lj−1 − Vj − Lj

Solve the resulting equations for liquid mole fractions

using an appropriate implicit-integration technique and

a suitable time step. Normalize the mole fractions at

each stage if they do not sum to 1.

4. Compute a new set of stage temperatures and

vapor-phase mole fractions from (13-32) and (13-31),

respectively.

5. Compute liquid densities and holdups, and liquid and

vapor enthalpies, from (13-33) and (13-34), and deter-

mine derivatives of enthalpies and liquid holdups with

respect to time by forward-finite-difference approxima-

tions.

6. Compute a new set of liquid and vapor molar flow rates

from (13-26), (13-27), and (13-29).

7. Compute the new reboiler molar holdup from (13-35).

8. Compute condenser and reboiler heat-transfer rates

from (13-28) and (13-30).

Iteration to Completion of Operation

9. Repeat Steps 3 through 8 for additional time steps until

the completion of a specified operation, such as a desired

amount of distillate, mole fraction of a component in the

distillate, etc.

New Operation

10. Dump the accumulated distillate into a receiver, change

operating conditions, and repeat Steps 2 through 9. Ter-

minate calculations following the final operation.

The foregoing procedure is limited to narrow-boiling feeds

and the simple configuration shown in Figure 13.10. A more

flexible and efficient method, designed to cope with stiffness,

is that of Boston et al. [12], which uses a modified inside-out

algorithm of the type discussed in §10.7. Their method

can handle feeds ranging from narrow- to wide-boiling for

nonideal-liquid solutions. In addition, their method permits

multiple feeds, sidestreams, tray heat transfer, vapor distillate,

and flexibility in operation specifications.

§13.5.3 BatchSep Model of Aspen Plus

In Aspen Plus, rigorous calculations for batch rectifiers are

made with the BatchSep model. The column can consist of

equilibrium stages or nonequilibrium stages with specified

Murphree vapor efficiencies. The DAEs are solved by select-

ing a suitable integration method from a list consisting of

Gear, Runge-Kutta 4th order, implicit-Euler, or explicit-Euler

methods. Step sizes and tolerances can be specified or defaults

can be accepted. Condenser and Column pressure and holdup

profiles, the number of stages, and the number of operation

steps must be specified.

For operation step 1, a startup option is selected; either

an empty column or total reflux. For subsequent operation

steps, it is usually best to accept the conditions at the end of

the previous step. For each operating step, the selection of

two specification modes are necessary to satisfy the number

of degrees of freedom. For the first mode, the options are

reflux mass rate, reflux mole rate, reflux ratio, distillate mole

flow rate, and distillate mass flow rate. For the second mode,

the options include boilup mole rate, boilup mass rate, and

reboiler duty. In addition, a stop option is specified for each

operation step. These options include time and the many

different variables associated with the distillate, receiver,

or bottoms. For example, the first operation step can be

stopped when the average mole fraction of the most volatile

component in the receiver drops below a specified value.

BatchSep can also be used to conduct reactive batch distil-

lation with specified kinetics and it can handle a second liquid

phase.

As with continuous distillation, batch distillation calcula-

tions for some specifications are more easily converged than

others. Some specifications may be impossible to achieve.

Convergence is most likely to be attained by specifying the

time for each operation step to stop. The results can then

be analyzed and more desirable specifications selected for

stopping the operation steps.

EXAMPLE 13.7 Batch Rectification Using BatchSep.

300 lbmoles of a mixture of 2 moles of methanol (M) to every mol

of water (W) at 17 psia is charged to a batch rectifier consisting

of a reboiler, a column with 15 trays, a total condenser, and one

distillate accumulator (receiver). The molar liquid holdup of the

condenser-reflux drum is 0.2 ft3 and the total molar liquid holdup

for the 15 trays is 0.3 ft3. The pressure is 17 psia in the still pot,

15 psia in the condenser, and 15.5 psia on the top tray. The trays

are assumed to be equivalent to equilibrium stages. Following the

establishment of total reflux conditions, the column is operated at a

constant boilup of 400 lbmol/h with a reflux ratio of 7. The operation

is to be stopped when the average mole fraction of methanol in the

accumulator drops to 0.90. Vapor–liquid equilibrium is modeled

with the Wilson equation and the ideal gas law. Use the BatchSep

model of Aspen Plus to determine lbmoles of methanol product,

operation time after total reflux conditions are met, and composition

of the bottoms residual.

Solution

The Aspen Plus flow sheet is shown in Figure 13.11. Stream 1 is

the charge to still pot. The total condenser at the top of the column

connects a reflux drum. Stream 2 is the final distillate product, which

is sent to a receiver that is not shown. Stream 3 is the final bottoms

residual product.

Gear’s method was selected to solve the system of DAEs.

Defaults were used for step sizes. The total charge was 171.5 ft3.

Following establishment of total reflux, the mole fraction of

methanol in the distillate stayed relatively constant at 0.9997 until
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S1 C1 S3

S2

Figure 13.11 Aspen Plus flow sheet for Example 13.7.

at an elapsed time of 3.772 hours, it began to decrease. Finally after

4.244 hours, the average methanol mole fraction in the distillate

receiver dropped to the specified value of 0.90. During the final

0.472 hours, the calculated methanol mole fraction in the receiver

and the distillate vapor leaving the top tray were as follows:

Elapsed time, h

M mole fraction

in the receiver

M mole fraction

in the distillate vapor

3.772 0.9997 0.9087

3.815 0.9950 0.3810

3.900 0.9752 0.0025

3.986 0.9554 0.0004

4.072 0.9363 0.0000

4.158 0.9180 0.0000

4.244 0.9000 0.0000

The final accumulated distillate in the receiver consisted of

222.18 lbmol. The final bottoms residual was 77.82 lbmol of almost

pure water.

§13.5.4 CC-BATCH Model of CHEMCAD

In the CHEMCAD process simulator, rigorous calculations

for batch rectifiers are made with the CC-BATCH model.

The column can consist of equilibrium stages or nonequi-

librium stages with specified Murphree vapor efficiencies

(Regular VLE model). Alternatively, rate-based calculations

using mass-transfer correlations can be made with trays or

packings. Solutions are converged by either an inside-out

or simultaneous-correction method. If necessary, a damping

factor less than the default of 1 can be specified and/or the

convergence tolerance can be relaxed. Condenser and column

pressure and holdup profiles are specified, as are the number

of stages and number of operation steps.

For each operation step, a startup option is selected from

either total reflux or from the column content existing from the

previous operating step. For each operating step, a step size

and recording frequency are specified. The selection of two

specification modes satisfies the number of degrees of free-

dom. For the first mode, the options are reflux mass rate, reflux

mole rate, reflux ratio, condenser duty, distillate temperature,

distillate mass fraction, and distillate mole fraction. For the

second mode, the options are boilup mole rate, boilup mass

rate, distillate mole rate, distillate mass rate, distillate volume

rate, and reboiler duty. In addition, a stop option is specified for

each operation step. These options include time and many dif-

ferent variables associated with the distillate, accumulator, or

bottoms. For example, the first operation step can be stopped

when the average mole fraction in the accumulator of the most

volatile component drops below a specified value.

As with continuous distillation, batch distillation calcula-

tions for some specifications are more easily converged than

others. Some specifications may be impossible to achieve. For

CC-BATCH, convergence is most likely to be achieved by

specifying the time for each operation step to stop. The results

can then be analyzed to select more desirable specifications,

particularly for stopping the operation steps.

EXAMPLE 13.8 Batch Rectification using CC-BATCH.

One hundred lbmol of 25 mol% benzene (B), 50 mol% monochloro-

benzene (MCB), and 25 mol% ortho-dichlorobenzene (DCB) is

distilled in a batch rectifier consisting of a reboiler, 10 equilibrium

stages in the column, a reflux drum, and three distillate product

accumulators. The condenser-reflux drum holdup is constant at

0.20 ft3, and each stage in the column has a liquid holdup of 0.02 ft3.

Pressures are 18 psia in the reboiler and 16 psia in the reflux drum.

Pressure drop in the condenser is 0.5 psia with a pressure drop of

1.5 psi in column. Following initialization at total reflux, the batch is

distilled in three steps, each with a vapor boilup rate of 200 lbmol∕h
and a reflux ratio of 7. Thus, the distillate being sent to the accu-

mulators is at a rate of 25 lbmol∕h. Using the rigorous CC-BATCH

method, assuming ideal solutions and the ideal gas law, determine the

amounts and compositions of the accumulated distillate and reboiler

holdup at the end of each step, and plots of the compositions of the

(instantaneous) distillate, accumulator contents, and bottoms as a

function of time.

For a perfect separation, and neglecting the initialization to total

reflux, a one-hour operation would result in an accumulated prod-

uct of 100% B. A subsequent two-hour operation would produce an

accumulated product of 100%MCB, with a bottoms in the still pot of

100%DCB. For an initial set of operations, using three accumulators,

with the second being a slop cut, assume the following:

Step 1: Terminate at 0.7 h.

Step 2: Terminate at 0.4 h.

Step 3: Terminate at 1.8 h.

Solution

Figure 13.12 shows the flow sheet for the batch distillation. The

batch rectifier unit (1) and three accumulator drums (2, 3, and 4)

are shown. It is not necessary to connect the three drums to the

rectifier. Each stream leaving a drum is the accumulated product

for the particular operation step. The time-step size for the calcula-

tions was reduced from the default value of 0.05 h to 0.02 h. The

frequency for recording the step results was set for every 3 iterations.
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The problem was executed successfully with both the inside-out and

simultaneous-correction options. Results are given in Table 13.2,

where it is seen that the accumulated distillate cut from Operation

Step 1 is quite pure with respect to benzene (99.9 mol%). The slop
cut from Step 2 is 65.2mol%MCB. The cut from Step 3 is 91.6mol%
MCB, leaving a bottoms residual in the still pot of 99.7 mol% DCB.

The slop cut from Step 2 contains 14.2% of B in the feed and 13.3%
of MCB in the feed.

1

2

2

3

3

4

1

Figure 13.12 Flow sheet for batch distillation system of Example 13.8.
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Figure 13.13 Instantaneous distillation composition as a function of time for the three operation steps in Example 13.8.

A plot of the instantaneous-distillate composition in mole frac-

tions as a function of time, following the establishment of total reflux,

is shown in Figure 13.13 for all three operation steps. Step 1 is com-

pleted at 0.7 h, Step 2 at 1.1 h, and Step 3 at 2.9 h. Note that there are

periods of little change in composition and periods of rapid change.

This type of plot is useful in developing alternative operation steps to

obtain the most pure cuts for a given reflux ratio, while minimizing

the amount of the slop cut(s).
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Figure 13.14 is a plot of the average composition in the accumu-

lator drums as a function of time. Vertical lines separate the three

drums. As shown, the most rapid change in composition occurs in

the drum for Step 2. The rapid change during the last 0.2 h of Step 3
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Figure 13.14 Average accumulator composition as a function of time for the three operation steps in Example 13.8.
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Figure 13.15 Average bottoms residual composition as a function of time for the three operation steps in Example 13.8.

reduces the purity of the MCB in the accumulator. During the same

interval of time, the purity of DCB in the bottoms residual (still pot)

increases, as shown in Figure 13.15.
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Table 13.2 Results at the End of Each Operation Step for

Example 13.9

Operation Step

1 2 3

Operation time, h 0.7 0.4 1.8

Accumulation:

Total lbmol 21.4 10.2 47.2

Mole fractions:

B 0.999 0.348 0.002

MCB 0.001 0.652 0.916

DCB 0.000 0.000 0.082

Reboiler residual:

Total lbmol 78.4 68.2 21.0

Mole fractions:

B 0.044 0.001 0.000

MCB 0.637 0.632 0.003

DCB 0.319 0.367 0.997

To achieve a more optimal sequence of operation steps with

CC-BATCH, it is usually necessary to make several runs, each using

the plotted results to change the operating-step conditions for the

operation steps and possibly use different reflux ratios for the steps.

§13.6 INTERMEDIATE-CUT STRATEGY

Luyben [19] points out that design of a batch-distillation

process is complex because two aspects must be considered:

(1) the products to be obtained and (2) the control method

to be employed. Basic design parameters are the number of

trays, the size of the charge to the still pot, the boilup ratio,

and the reflux ratio as a function of time. Even for a binary

feed, it may be necessary to take three products: a distillate

rich in the most volatile component, a residue rich in the least

volatile component, and an intermediate cut containing both

components. If the feed is a ternary system, more intermediate

cuts may be necessary. The next two examples demonstrate

intermediate-cut strategies for binary and ternary feeds.

EXAMPLE 13.9 Intermediate Cuts.

One hundred kmol of an equimolar mixture of n-hexane (C6) and

n-heptane (C7) at 1 atm is batch-rectified in a column with a total

condenser. It is desired to produce two products, one with 95 mol%
C6 and the other with 95 mol% C7. Neglect holdup and assume a

boilup rate of 100 kmol∕h. Also assume a constant reflux ratio; thus,

the distillate composition will change with time. Determine a reason-

able number of equilibrium stages and the effect of reflux ratio on the

amount of intermediate cut.

Solution

To determine the number of equilibrium stages, a McCabe–Thiele

diagram, based on SRK K-values, is used in the manner of

Figures 13.4 and 13.5. For total reflux (y = x, 45∘ line), the minimum

number of stages for a 95 mol% C6 from an initial feed of 50 mol%
C6 is 3.1, where one stage is the boiler. For operation at twice Rmin,

5 stages plus the boiler are required.

Table 13.3 Batch Distillation of a C6–C7 Mixture

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5

Reflux ratio 2 3 4 8 9.54

C6 product, kmol 15.1 36.0 42.4 49.2 50.0

C7 product, kmol 34.4 40.7 44.3 49.2 50.0

Intermediate cut,

kmol

50.5 23.3 13.3 1.6 0.0

Mole fraction of C6

in intermediate

cut

0.67 0.59 0.57 0.54 No inter-

mediate
cut

Total operation

time, h

1.97 2.37 2.78 4.57 5.27

For each reflux ratio, the first product is the 95 mol%C6 distillate.

At this point, if the residue contains less than 95 mol% C7, then in a

second step, a second accumulation of distillate (the intermediate cut)

is made until the residue achieves the desired 95 mol% C7 composi-

tion. The reflux ratio is held constant throughout. The results, using

CC-BATCH of CHEMCAD, are given in Table 13.3. For no interme-

diate cut (by material balance), the C6 and C7 products must each be

50 lbmol at 95 mol% purity. From Table 13.3, this is achieved at a

constant reflux ratio of 9.54, with an operating time of 5.27 hours.

For lower reflux ratios, an intermediate cut, whose amount

increases as the reflux ratio decreases, is necessary. If the quantity

of feed is much larger than the capacity of the still pot, the feed can

be distilled in a sequence of charges. Then the intermediate cut for

binary distillation of a batch can be recycled to the next batch. In

this manner, each charge consists of fresh feed mixed with recycle

intermediate cut. As discussed by Luyben [19], the composition of

the intermediate cut is often not very different from the feed. This is

confirmed in Table 13.3. If the number of stages is increased from 6,

the reflux ratio for eliminating the intermediate cut can be reduced.

For example, if 10 equilibrium stages are used, the reflux ratio can

be reduced from 9.54 to approximately 6.

Intermediate-cut strategy for batch distillation of a ternary
mixture, as discussed by Luyben [19], is considerably more
complex, as shown in the following example.

EXAMPLE 13.10 Intermediate-Cut Strategy.

An equimolar ternary mixture of 150 kmol of C6, C7, and normal

octane (C8) is to be distilled at 1 atm in a five-stage batch-rectification

column with a boiler and a total condenser operating at a constant

reflux ratio. It is desired to produce three products: distillates of

95 mol% C6 and 90 mol% C7, and a residue of 95 mol% C8. Neglect

holdup and assume a boilup rate of 100 kmol∕h. Thus, the distillate
composition will change with time. Determine the effect of reflux

ratio on the intermediate cuts, using CC-BATCH with the SRK EOS

for K-values.

Solution

The difficulty in this ternary example lies in determining specifica-

tions for termination of the second cut. Unless R is high enough, it

will be an intermediate cut. Suppose R is held constant at 4 and the

intention is to terminate the second cut when the mole fraction of C7

in the instantaneous distillate reaches 90 mol% C7. Unfortunately,
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Table 13.4 Batch Distillation of a C6–C7–C8 Mixture

Case 1 Case 2

Reflux ratio 4 8

C6 product, kmol 35.85 46.70

First intermediate cut:

Amount, kmol 42.16 16.67

Mole fraction C6 0.373 0.316

Mole fraction C7 0.602 0.672

C7 product:

Amount, kmol 35.43

Mole fraction C6 0.011

Mole fraction C7 0.877 max 0.898

Second intermediate cut:

Amount, kmol 4.38

Mole fraction C6 0.000

Mole fraction C7 0.523

C8 product, kmol 46.82

Total operation time, h 8.48

computer simulations show that only a value of 88 mol% C7 can be

reached. Therefore, R is increased to 8. In addition, the third cut (the

C7 product) is terminated when the mole fraction of C8 in that cut

rises to 0.09 in the accumulator; and the second intermediate cut is

terminated when the mole fraction of C8 in the residue rises to 0.95,

the desired purity. Note that no purity specification has been placed

on the C7 product. Instead, it has been assumed that the desired purity

of 90 mol% C7 will be achieved with impurities of 9 mol% C8 and
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Figure 13.16 Ternary batch distillation with two intermediate (slop) cuts in Example 13.11.

1mol%C6. Acceptable results are almost achieved for the reflux ratio

of 8, as shown in Table 13.4 and Figure 13.16, where desired purity of

the C7 cut is 89.8 mol%. However, for a reflux ratio of 8, these results
may not correspond to the optimal termination specification for the

first intermediate cut. With a small adjustment in the reflux ratio, it

may be possible to eliminate the second intermediate cut. These two

considerations are the subject of Exercise 13.27.

Intermediate cuts and their recycle have been studied by a

number of investigators, including Mayur, May, and Jackson

[20]; Luyben [19]; Quintero-Marmol and Luyben [21]; Farhat

et al. [22]; Mujtaba and Macchietto [23]; Diehl et al. [24]; and

Robinson [25].

§13.7 OPTIMAL CONTROL BY VARIATION
OF REFLUX RATIO

An operation policy in which the composition of the instan-

taneous distillate and, therefore, the accumulated distillate,

is maintained constant is discussed in §13.2.2. This policy

requires a variable reflux ratio and accompanying distillate

rate. Although not as simple as the constant-reflux-ratio

method of §13.2.1, it can be implemented with a rapidly

responding composition (or surrogate) sensor and an associ-

ated reflux control system.

What is the optimal way to control a batch distillation:

(1) constant reflux ratio, (2) constant distillate composition,
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or (3) some other means? With a process simulator, it is fairly
straightforward to compare the first two methods. However,
the results depend on the objective for the optimization.
Diwekar [26] studied the following three objectives when
the accumulated-distillate composition and/or the residual
composition are/is specified:

1. Maximize the amount of accumulated distillate in a
given time.

2. Minimize the time to obtain a given amount of accumu-
lated distillate.

3. Maximize the profit. The next example compares the
first two control policies with respect to their ability to
meet the first two objectives.

EXAMPLE 13.11 Two Control Policies.

Repeat Example 13.9 under conditions of constant distillate compo-

sition and compare the results to those obtained at a constant reflux

ratio of 4 with respect to both the amount of distillate and time of

operation.

Solution

For Example 13.9, from Table 13.3 for a reflux ratio of 4, the

amount of accumulated distillate during the first operation step is

42.4 kmol of 95 mol% C6. The time required for this cut, which

is not listed in Table 13.3, is 1.98 hours. Using CC-BATCH, the

operation specifications for a constant-composition operation are

a boilup rate of 100 kmol∕h, as in Example 13.9, with a constant

instantaneous-distillate composition of 95 mol% C6. For the maxi-

mum distillate objective, the stop time for the first cut is 1.98 hours,

as in Example 13.9. The amount of distillate obtained is 43.5 kmol,

which is 2.6% higher than for operation at constant reflux ratio. The

variation of reflux ratio with time for constant-composition control

is shown in Figure 13.17, where the constant reflux ratio of 4 is also

shown. The initial reflux ratio, 1.7, rises gradually at first and rapidly
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Figure 13.17 Binary batch distillation under distillate-composition control in Example 13.11.

at the end. At 1 hour, the reflux ratio is 4, while at 1.98 hours, it is

15.4. For constant composition control, 42.4 kmol of accumulated

distillate are obtained in 1.835 hours, compared to 1.98 hours for

reflux-ratio control. Constant composition control is more optimal,

this time by almost 8%.

The maximization of distillate or minimization of operation
time, as well as maximization of profit, can be achieved by
using an optimal-reflux-ratio policy, as shown in studies
by Converse and Gross [27], Coward [28, 29], and Robinson
[25] for binary systems; by Robinson and Coward [30] and
Mayur and Jackson [31] for ternary systems; and Diwekar
et al. [32] for higher multicomponent systems. Often, this
policy is intermediate between the constant-reflux-ratio and
constant-composition controls in Figure 13.13 for Example
13.11. Generally, the optimal-reflux curve rises less sharply
than that for the constant-distillate-composition control, with
the result that savings in distillate, time, or money are highest
for the more difficult separations. For relatively easy separa-
tions, savings for constant-distillate-composition control or
optimal-reflux-ratio control may not be justified over the use
of the simpler constant-reflux-ratio control.

Determination of optimal-reflux-ratio policy for complex
operations requires a much different approach than that used
for simpler optimization problems, which involve finding
the optimal discrete values that minimize or maximize some
objective with respect to an algebraic function. For example,
in §7.3.7, a single value of the optimal reflux ratio for a
continuous-distillation operation is found by plotting, as in
Figure 7.21, the total annual cost versus R, and locating the
minimum in the curve. Establishing the optimal reflux ratio
as a function of time, R{t}, for a batch distillation, which is
modeled with differential or integral equations rather than
algebraic equations, requires optimal-control methods that
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include the calculus of variations, the maximum principle
of Pontryagin, dynamic programming of Bellman, and non-
linear programming. Diwekar [33] describes these methods
in detail. Their development by mathematicians in Russia
and the United States were essential for the success of their
respective space programs.

CHAPTER 13 NOMENCLATURE

Abbreviations and Acronyms

SR stiffness ratio, (13-42)

Latin Symbols

G volume holdup, (13-33)

Mi moles of i in the pot still, Wxi, (13-7)

W moles of liquid in still (residue), (13-1)

Greek Symbols

λ eigenvalue, (13-40)

Subscripts

W residue, (13-1)

0 initial value at t=0

Superscripts

k time-increment index, (13-22)

SUMMARY

1. The simplest case of batch distillation corresponds to the

condensation of a vapor rising from a boiling liquid and

is called differential or Rayleigh distillation. The vapor

leaving the liquid surface is assumed to be in equilibrium

with well-mixed liquid. The compositions of the liquid

and vapor vary as distillation proceeds. The instantaneous

vapor and liquid compositions can be computed as a

function of time for a given vaporization rate.

2. A batch-rectifier system consists of a reboiler, a column

with plates or packing that sits on top of the reboiler,

a condenser, a reflux drum, and one or more distillate

receivers.

3. For a binary system, a batch rectifier is usually operated at a

constant reflux ratio or at a constant distillate composition.

For either case, a McCabe–Thiele diagram can be used to

follow the process, if constant molar overflow and negli-

gible liquid holdups in trays (or packing), condenser, and

reflux drum are assumed.

4. A batch stripper is useful for removing impurities from

a charge. For complete flexibility, complex batch dis-

tillation utilizing both rectification and stripping can be

employed.

5. Liquid holdup on the trays (or packing) and in the con-

denser and reflux drum influences the course of batch recti-

fication and the size and composition of distillate cuts. The

holdup effect is best determined by rigorous calculations

for specific cases.

6. For accurate and detailed multicomponent batch-recti-

fication compositions, the rigorous model of Distefano as

implemented by Boston et al. is preferred. It accounts for

liquid holdup and permits a sequence of operation steps to

producemultiple distillate cuts. Themodel consists of alge-

braic and ordinary differential equations (DAE) that, when

stiff, are best solved by Gear-type implicit-integration

methods.

7. Two difficult aspects of batch distillation are (1) determina-

tion of the best set of operations for the production of the

desired products and (2) determination of the optimal-

control method to be used. The first, which involves the

possibility that intermediate cuts may be necessary, is

solved by computational studies using a batch distillation

simulation program. The second, which requires consider-

ation of the best reflux-ratio policy, is solved by optimal-

control techniques.
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STUDY QUESTIONS

13.1. How does batch distillation differ from continuous distilla-

tion?

13.2. When should batch distillation be considered?

13.3. What is differential (Rayleigh) distillation? How does it dif-

fer from batch rectification?

13.4. For what kinds of mixtures is differential distillation

adequate?

13.5. What is the easiest way to determine the average composi-

tion of the distillate from a batch rectifier?

13.6. Which is easiest to implement: (1) the constant-reflux pol-

icy, (2) the constant-distillate-composition policy, or (3) the

optimal-control policy? Why?

13.7. What is a batch stripper?

13.8. Can a batch rectifier and a batch stripper be combined? If so,

what advantage is gained?

13.9. What effects does liquid holdup have on batch rectification?

13.10. What are the assumptions of the rigorous batch distillation

model of Distefano?

13.11. Why is the Distefano model referred to as a differential-

algebraic equation (DAE) system?

13.12. What is the difference between truncation error and

stability?

13.13. How does the explicit-Euler method differ from the implicit

method?

13.14. What is stiffness and how does it arise? What criterion can

be used to determine the degree of stiffness, if any?

13.15. In the development of an operating policy (campaign)

for batch distillation, what is done with intermediate

(slop) cuts?

13.16. What are the common objectives of optimal control of a

batch distillation, as cited by Diwekar?

13.17. What is varied to achieve optimal control?

EXERCISES

Section 13.1

13.1. Evaporation from a drum.
A bottle of pure n-heptane is accidentally poured into a drum of

pure toluene in a laboratory. One of the laboratory assistants suggests

that since heptane boils at a lower temperature than toluene, the fol-

lowing purification procedure can be used:

Pour the mixture (2 mol% n-heptane) into a simple still pot. Boil

the mixture at 1 atm and condense the vapors until all heptane is

boiled away. Obtain the pure toluene from the residue.

You, a chemical engineer with knowledge of vapor–liquid equi-

librium, immediately realize that such a purification method will not

work. (a) Indicate this by a curve showing the composition of the

material remaining in the still pot after various quantities of the liq-

uid have been distilled. What is the composition of the residue after

50 wt% of the original material has been distilled? What is the com-

position of the cumulative distillate? (b) When one-half of the hep-

tane has been distilled, what is the composition of the cumulative

distillate and the residue? What weight percent of the original mate-

rial has been distilled?

Equilibrium data at 1 atm [Ind. Eng. Chem., 42, 2912 (1949)]

are:

Mole Fraction n–Heptane

Liquid Vapor Liquid Vapor

0.025 0.048 0.448 0.541

0.062 0.107 0.455 0.540

0.129 0.205 0.497 0.577

0.185 0.275 0.568 0.637

0.235 0.333 0.580 0.647

0.250 0.349 0.692 0.742

0.286 0.396 0.843 0.864

0.354 0.454 0.950 0.948

0.412 0.504 0.975 0.976
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13.2. Differential distillation.
A mixture of 40 mol% isopropanol in water is distilled at 1 atm

by differential distillation until 70 mol% of the charge has been

vaporized (equilibrium data are given in Exercise 7.33). What is the

composition of the liquid residue in the still pot and of the collected

distillate?

13.3. Differential distillation.
A 30 mol% feed of benzene in toluene is to be distilled in a batch,

differential-distillation operation. A product having an average com-

position of 45 mol% benzene is to be produced. Calculate the amount

of residue, assuming α = 2.5 and W0 = 100.

13.4. Differential distillation.
A charge of 250 lb of 70 mol% benzene and 30 mol% toluene is

subjected to differential distillation at 1 atm. Determine the compo-

sitions of the distillate and residue after 1/3 of the feed has been

distilled. AssumeRaoult’s andDalton’s laws and obtain a y-x diagram
using a process simulator.

13.5. Differential distillation.
A mixture containing 60 mol% benzene and 40 mol% toluene is

subjected to differential distillation at 1 atm, under three different

conditions:

1. Until the distillate contains 70 mol% benzene

2. Until 40 mol% of the feed is evaporated

3. Until 60 mol% of the original benzene leaves in the vapor

Using α = 2.43, determine for each of the three cases: (a) number

of moles in the distillate for 100 mol of feed; (b) compositions of

distillate and residue.

13.6. Differential distillation.
Fifteen mol% phenol in water is to be differential-batch-distilled

at 260 torr. What fraction of the batch is in the still pot when the total

distillate contains 98 mol%water?What is the residue concentration?

Vapor−liquid data at 260 torr [Ind. Eng. Chem., 17, 199 (1925)]:

x, wt% (H2O):

1.54 4.95 6.87 7.73 19.63 28.44 39.73 82.99

89.95 93.38 95.74

y, wt% (H2O):

41.10 79.72 82.79 84.45 89.91 91.05 91.15 91.86

92.77 94.19 95.64

13.7. Differential distillation with added feed.
A still pot is charged with 25 mol of benzene and toluene contain-

ing 35 mol% benzene. Feed of the same composition is supplied at

a rate of 7 mol∕h, and the heating rate is adjusted so that the liquid

level in the still pot remains constant. If α = 2.5, how long will it be

before the distillate composition falls to 45 mol% benzene?

13.8. Differential distillation with continuous feed.
A system consisting of a still pot and a total condenser is used to

separate A and B from a trace of nonvolatile material. The still pot

initially contains 20 lbmol of feed of 30 mol% A. Feed of the same

composition is supplied to the still pot at the rate of 10 lbmol∕h, and
the heat input is adjusted so that the total moles of liquid in the reboiler

remain constant. No residue is withdrawn from the still pot. Calculate

the time required for the composition of the overhead product to fall

to 40 mol% A. Assume α = 2.50.

Section 13.2

13.9. Batch rectification at constant reflux ratio.
Repeat Exercise 13.2 for the case of batch distillation carried out

in a two-equilibrium-stage column with L∕V = 0.9.

13.10. Batch rectification at constant reflux ratio.
Repeat Exercise 13.3 assuming the operation is carried out in a

three-equilibrium-stage column with L∕V = 0.6.

13.11. Batch rectification at constant reflux ratio.
One kmol of an equimolar mixture of benzene and toluene is fed to

a batch still containing three equivalent stages (including the boiler).

The liquid reflux is at its bubble point, and L∕D = 4.What is the aver-

age composition and amount of product when the instantaneous prod-

uct composition is 55 mol% benzene? Neglect holdup and assume

α = 2.5.

13.12. Differential distillation and batch rectification.
The fermentation of corn produces a mixture of 3.3 mol% ethyl

alcohol in water. If this mixture is batch distilled at 1 atm, calculate

and plot the instantaneous-vapor composition as a function of mol%

of batch distilled. If reflux with three theoretical stages (including the

boiler) is used, what is the maximum purity of ethyl alcohol that can

be produced by batch rectification?

Equilibrium data are given in Exercise 7.29.

13.13. Batch rectification at constant composition.
An acetone–ethanol mixture of 0.5 mole fraction acetone is to be

separated by batch distillation at 101 kPa.

Vapor–liquid equilibrium data at 101 kPa are as follows:

Mole Fraction Acetone

y 0.16 0.25 0.42 0.51 0.60 0.67 0.72 0.79 0.87 0.93

x 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90

(a) Assuming an L∕D of 1.5 times the minimum, how many stages

should this column have if the desired composition of the dis-

tillate is 0.90 mole fraction acetone when the residue contains

0.1 mole fraction acetone?

(b) Assume the column has eight equilibrium stages and the reflux

rate is varied continuously so that the top product is maintained

constant at 0.9 mole fraction acetone. Make a plot of the reflux

ratio versus the still pot composition and the amount of liquid left

in the still pot.

(c) Assume the same distillation is carried out at constant reflux

ratio (and varying product composition). A residue containing

0.1 and an (average) product containing 0.9 mole fraction

acetone is desired. Calculate the total vapor generated. Which

method of operation is more energy-intensive? Suggest operating

policies other than constant reflux ratio and constant distillate

compositions that lead to equipment or operating cost savings.

13.14. Batch rectification at constant composition.
Two thousand gallons of 70 wt% ethanol in water having a specific

gravity of 0.871 is to be separated at 1 atm in a batch rectifier oper-

ating at a constant distillate composition of 85 mol% ethanol with a

constant molar vapor boilup rate to obtain a residual wastewater con-

taining 3 wt% ethanol. If the task is to be completed in 24 h, allowing

4 h for charging, start-up, shutdown, and cleaning, determine: (a) the

number of theoretical stages; (b) the reflux ratio when the ethanol in

the still pot is 25 mol%; (c) the instantaneous distillate rate in lbmol/h

when the concentration of ethanol in the still pot is 15 mol%; (d) the
lbmol of distillate product; and (e) the lbmol of residual wastewater.

Vapor–liquid equilibrium data are given in Exercise 7.29.

13.15. Batch rectification at constant composition.
One thousand kmol of 20 mol% ethanol in water is to undergo

batch rectification at 101.3 kPa at a vapor boilup rate of 100 kmol∕h.
If the column has six theoretical stages and the distillate composition
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is to be maintained at 80 mol% ethanol by varying the reflux ratio,

determine: (a) time in hours for the residue to reach an ethanol mole

fraction of 0.05; (b) kmol of distillate obtained when the condition

of part (a) is achieved; (c) minimum and maximum reflux ratios

during the rectification period; and (d) variation of the distillate rate

in kmol/h during the rectification period. Assume constant molar

overflow, neglect liquid holdup, and obtain equilibrium data from

Exercise 7.29.

13.16. Batch rectification for constant composition.
Five hundred lbmol of 48.8 mol% A and 51.2 mol% B with a rela-

tive volatility αA,B of 2.0 is separated in a batch rectifier consisting of a

total condenser, a columnwith seven theoretical stages, and a still pot.

The reflux ratio is varied to maintain the distillate at 95 mol% A. The

column operates with a vapor boilup rate of 213.5 lbmol∕h. The rec-
tification is stopped when the mole fraction of A in the still is 0.192.

Determine the (a) rectification time and (b) total amount of distillate

produced.

13.17. Batch rectification of ethanol and water.
A batch distillation system consisting of two equilibrium stages,

a still pot, and a total condenser is to be used to distill 50 kmol of a

32∕68 mole% ethanol/water (E/W) mixture at 1 atm and a constant

reflux ratio L∕D = 2∕3. A final still pot composition of 4.5 mol%
ethanol is desired. Find the average distillate composition and the

amount of distillate collected. Equilibrium data are:

yE 0.45 0.52 0.57 0.60 0.63 0.68 0.77 0.83

xE 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80

Section 13.3

13.18. Batch stripping at constant boilup ratio.
Develop a procedure similar to that of section §13.3 to calculate a

binary batch stripping operation using the equipment arrangement of

Figure 13.8.

13.19. Batch stripping at constant boilup ratio.
A three-equilibrium-stage batch stripper (one stage is the boiler)

is charged to the feed tank (see Figure 13.8) with 100 kmol of

10 mol% n-hexane and 90 mol% n-octane. The boilup rate is

30 kmol∕h. If a constant boilup ratio (V∕L) of 0.5 is used, determine

the instantaneous bottoms composition and the composition of the

accumulated bottoms product at the end of 2 h of operation.

13.20. Batch distillation with a middle feed vessel.
Develop a procedure similar to that of §13.3 to calculate a

complex, binary, batch-distillation operation using the equipment

arrangement of Figure 13.9.

Section 13.4

13.21. Effect of holdup on batch rectification.
For a batch rectifier with appreciable column holdup: (a) Why is

the charge to the still pot higher in the light component than at the start

of rectification, assuming that total-reflux conditions are established

before rectification? (b) Why will separation be more difficult than

with zero holdup?

13.22. Effect of holdup on batch rectification.
For a batch rectifier with appreciable column holdup, why do tray

compositions change less rapidly than they do for a rectifier with neg-

ligible column holdup, and why is the separation improved?

13.23. Effect of holdup on batch rectification.
Based on the statements in Exercises 13.21 and 13.22, why is it

difficult to predict the effect of holdup?

Section 13.5

13.24. Batch rectification by rigorous method.
A charge of 100 lbmol of 35 mol% n-hexane, 35 mol% n-heptane,

and 30 mol% n-octane is to be distilled at 1 atm in a batch rectifier,

consisting of a still pot, a column, and a total condenser, at a constant

boilup rate of 50 lbmol∕h and a constant reflux ratio of 5. Before rec-
tification begins, total-reflux conditions are established. Then, the fol-

lowing three operation steps are carried out to obtain an n-hexane-rich
cut, an intermediate cut for recycle, an n-heptane-rich cut, and an

n-octane-rich residue:

Step 1: Stop when the accumulated-distillate purity drops below

95 mol% n-hexane.
Step 2: Empty the n-hexane-rich cut produced in Step 1 into a

receiver and resume rectification until the instantaneous-distillate

composition reaches 80 mol% n-heptane.
Step 3: Empty the intermediate cut produced in Step 2 into a

receiver and resume rectification until the accumulated-distillate

composition reaches 4 mol% n-octane.

Consider conducting the rectification in two different columns,

each with the equivalent of 10 theoretical stages, a still pot, and a total

condenser reflux-drum liquid holdup of 1.0 lbmol. For each column,

determine with a batch-distillation program in a process simulator

assuming ideal solutions, S, the compositions and amounts in lbmol

of each of the four products.

Column 1: A plate column with a total liquid holdup of 8 lbmol.

Column 2: A packed column with a total liquid holdup of 2 lbmol.

Discuss the effect of liquid holdup for the two columns. Are the

results what you expected?

13.25. Rigorous batch rectification with holdup.
One hundred lbmol of 10 mol% propane, 30 mol% n-butane,

10 mol% n-pentane, and the balance n-hexane is to be separated in

a batch rectifier equipped with a still pot, a total condenser with a

liquid holdup of 1.0 ft3, and a column with the equivalent of eight

theoretical stages and a total holdup of 0.80 ft3. The pressure in

the condenser is 50.0 psia and column pressure drop is 2.0 psi. The

rectification campaign, given as follows, is designed to produce

cuts of 98 mol% propane and 99.8 mol% n-butane, a residual cut

of 99 mol% n-hexane, and two intermediate cuts, one of which

may be a relatively rich cut of n-pentane. All five operating steps

are conducted at a molar vapor boilup rate of 40 lbmol∕h. Use a

batch-distillation program in a process simulator with the SRK EOS

to determine the amounts and compositions of all cuts.

Step Reflux Ratio Stop Criterion

1 5 98% propane in accumulator

2 20 95% n-butane in instantaneous

distillate

3 25 99.8% n-butane in accumulator

4 15 80% n-pentane in instantaneous
distillate

5 25 99% n-hexane in the pot

How might you alter the operation steps to obtain larger amounts of

the product cuts and smaller amounts of the intermediate cuts?

13.26. Stability and stiffness.
One hundred lbmol of benzene (B), monochlorobenzene (MCB),

and o-dichlorobenzene (DCB) is distilled in a batch rectifier that has
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a total condenser, a column with 10 theoretical stages, and a still pot.

Following establishment of total reflux, the first operation step begins

at a boilup rate of 200 lbmol∕h and a reflux ratio of 3. At the end of

0.60 h, the following conditions exist for the top three stages in the

column:

Top Stage Stage 2 Stage 3

Temperature, ∘F 267.7 271.2 272.5

V, lbmol/h 206.1 209.0 209.5

L, lbmol/h 157.5 158.0 158.1

M, lbmol 0.01092 0.01088 0.01087

Vapor Mole Fractions:

B 0.0994 0.0449 0.0331

MCB 0.9006 0.9551 0.9669

DCB 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Liquid Mole Fractions:

B 0.0276 0.0121 0.00884

MCB 0.9724 0.9879 0.99104

DCB 0.0000 0.0000 0.00012

In addition, still pot and condenser holdups at 0.6 h are 66.4 and

0.1113 lbmol, respectively. For benzene, use the preceding data with

(13-24) and (13-27) to estimate the liquid-phase mole fraction of ben-

zene leaving Stage 2 at 0.61 h by using the explicit-Euler method with

aΔt of 0.01 h. If the result is unreasonable, explain why, with respect
to stability and stiffness considerations.

13.27. Batch rectification of a ternary mixture.
One hundred kmol of 30 mol% methanol, 30 mol% ethanol, and

40 mol% n-propanol is charged at 120 kPa to a batch rectifier con-

sisting of a still pot, a column with the equivalent of 10 equilibrium

stages, and a total condenser. After establishing a total-reflux condi-

tion, the column begins a sequence of two operating steps, each for

a duration of 15 h at a distillate flow rate of 2 kmol∕h and a reflux

ratio of 10. Thus, the two accumulated distillates are equal in moles

to the methanol and ethanol in the feed. Neglect the liquid holdup in

the condenser and column. The column pressure drop is 8 kPa, with

a pressure drop of 2 kPa through the condenser. Using a batch dis-

tillation program in a process simulator with the UNIFAC method

for liquid-phase activity coefficients, determine the composition and

amount in kmol for the three cuts.

13.28. Batch rectification of a ternary mixture.
Repeat Exercise 13.27with the followingmodification: add a third

operating step. For all three steps, use the same distillate rate and

reflux rate as in Exercise 13.27. Use the following durations for the

three steps: 13 hours for Step 1, 4 hours for Step 2, and 13 hours

for Step 3. The distillate from Step 2 will be an intermediate cut.

Determine themole-fraction composition and amount in kmol of each

of the four cuts.

13.29. Batch rectification of a ternary mixture.
One hundred kmol of 45 mol% acetone, 30 mol% chloroform, and

25 mol% benzene is charged at 101.3 kPa to a batch rectifier consist-

ing of a still pot, a column containing the equivalent of 10 equilibrium

stages, and a total condenser. After establishing a total-reflux condi-

tion, the column will begin a sequence of two operating steps, each

at a distillate flow rate of 2 kmol∕h and a reflux ratio of 10. The

durations will be 13.3 hours for Step 1 and 24.2 hours for Step 2.

Neglect pressure drops and the liquid holdup. Using a batch distil-

lation program, in a process simulator with the UNIFAC method for

liquid-phase activity coefficients, determine the mole-fraction com-

position and amount in kmol of each of the three cuts.

Section 13.6

13.30. Reduction of intermediate cuts.
Using a batch distillation program in a process simulator, make

the following modifications to the C6–C7–C8 distillation in Example

13.10: (a) Increase the reflux above 8 to eliminate the second inter-

mediate cut. (b) Change the termination specification on the second

step to reduce the amount of the first intermediate cut, without failing

to meet all three product specifications.

Section 13.7

13.31. Batch rectification at conditions of varying pressure.
A hydrocarbon mixture comprised in mole fractions of, C3H8 =

0.1, i-C4H10 = 0.2, and a heavy component of average composition

C10H22 = 0.70. is subject to batch vaporization at a constant temper-

ature of 25∘C and varying pressure until 1 mol% of the residue is

i-C4H10. Determine the final pressure.What advantage might there be

in controlling the vaporization by pressure rather than temperature?

Vapor pressure for the components at 25∘C are:

Component Vapor Pressure, mm Hg

C3 7,139

i-C4 2,611

C10 1.37
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Chapter 14

Membrane Separations

§14.0 INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

After completing this chapter, you should be able to:

• Explain membrane processes in terms such as permeability, feed, sweep, retentate, permeate, and solute–membrane

interactions.

• Distinguish effects on membrane mass transfer due to permeability, permeance, solute resistance, selectivity,

concentration polarization, and fouling.

• Explain contributions to mass-transfer coefficients from membrane thickness and tortuosity; solute size, charge, and

solubility.

• Differentiate between isotropic and anisotropic membranes and between dense and microporous membranes.

• Distinguish among microfiltration, ultrafiltration, nanofiltration, and reverse osmosis in terms of average pore size

and unique role in purification.

• Describe four common membrane shapes and six common membrane modules.

• Distinguish among mass transfer through membranes by bulk flow, molecular diffusion, Knudsen diffusion, and

solution diffusion.

• Explain four common idealized flow patterns in membrane modules.

• Differentiate between concentration polarization and membrane fouling, and explain how to minimize effects of each

on membrane capacity and throughput.

• Calculate mass-transfer rates for dialysis and electrodialysis, reverse osmosis, gas permeation, and pervaporation.

• Explain osmosis and how reverse osmosis is achieved.

In a membrane-separation process, a mixture of two or more
components is partially separated by means of a semiper-
meable barrier (the membrane) through which some species
travel faster than others. The most general membrane process
is shown in Figure 14.1, where the feed mixture is separated
into a retentate (that part of the feed that does not pass
through the membrane) and a permeate (that passes through
the membrane). The feed, retentate, and permeate are usually
liquid or gas. The barrier is most often a thin, nonporous,
polymeric film, but may also be porous polymer, ceramic,
or metal material, or even a liquid, gel, or gas. To maintain
selectivity, the barrier must not dissolve, deform, disintegrate,
or break. The optional sweep, shown in Figure 14.1, is a liquid
or gas used to facilitate removal of the permeate. Industri-
ally important membrane-separation operations are listed in
Table 14.1.

In membrane separations: (1) the two products are usually
miscible, (2) the separating agent is a semipermeable barrier,
and (3) a sharp separation is often difficult to achieve. Thus,
membrane separations differ in some respects from the more
common separation operations of absorption, distillation, and
liquid–liquid extraction.

Althoughmembrane separations have been known for more
than 100 years [1], large-scale applications have appeared only
in the past 75 years. In the 1940s, porous fluorocarbons were

used to separate 235UF6 from 238UF6 [2]. In the mid-1960s,
reverse osmosis with cellulose acetate was first used to
desalinize seawater to produce potable water (drinkable water
with less than 500 ppm by weight of dissolved solids) [3].
Commercial ultrafiltration membranes followed in the late
1960s. In 1979, Monsanto Chemical Company introduced
a hollow-fiber polysulfone to separate gas mixtures—for
example, to enrich hydrogen and carbon-dioxide-containing
streams [4]. Commercialization of alcohol dehydration by
pervaporation began in the late 1980s, as did the large-scale
application of emulsion liquid membranes for removal of
metals and organics from wastewater. Also in the 1980s,
the application of membrane separations to bioprocesses
emerged, particularly ultrafiltration to separate proteins and
microfiltration to separate bacteria and yeast.

Replacement of more-common separation operations with
membrane separations has the potential to save energy and
lower costs. It requires the production of high-mass-transfer
flux, defect-free, long-life membranes on a large scale and the
fabrication of membranes into compact, economical modules
of high surface area per unit volume. It also requires consid-
erable pretreatment of process feeds and careful control of
operating conditions to prevent membrane deterioration and
avoid degradation of membrane functionality due to caking,
plugging, and fouling.

408
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Retentate
(reject, concentrate,

residue)
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Feed mixture

Sweep
(optional)

Membrane

Figure 14.1 General membrane process.

Table 14.1 Industrial Membrane-Separation Processes

1. Reverse osmosis:

Desalinization of brackish water

Treatment of wastewater to remove a wide variety of

impurities

Treatment of surface and groundwater

Concentration of foodstuffs

Removal of alcohol from beer

2. Dialysis:

Separation of nickel sulfate from sulfuric acid

Hemodialysis (removal of waste metabolites and excess body

water, and restoration of electrolyte balance in blood)

3. Electrodialysis:

Production of table salt from seawater

Concentration of brines from reverse osmosis

Treatment of wastewaters from electroplating

Demineralization of cheese whey

Production of ultra-pure water for the semiconductor industry

4. Microfiltration:

Sterilization of liquids, gases, and parenteral drugs

Clarification and biological stabilization of beverages

Bacterial cell harvest and purification of antibiotics

Recovery of mammalian cells from cell culture broth

Transdermal patches to control rate of delivery of drugs

5. Ultrafiltration:

Preconcentration of milk before making cheese

Clarification of fruit juice

Purification of recombinant proteins and DNA, antigens, and

antibiotics from clarified cell broths

Color removal from Kraft black liquor in papermaking

6. Pervaporation:

Dehydration of ethanol–water azeotrope

Removal of water from organic solvents

Removal of organics from water

7. Gas permeation:

Separation of CO2 or H2 from methane

Separation of uranium isotopes

Adjustment of the H2/CO ratio in synthesis gas

Separation of air into nitrogen- and oxygen-enriched streams

Recovery of helium

Recovery of methane from biogas

Dehydration of compressed air

8. Liquid membranes:

Recovery of zinc from wastewater in the viscose fiber

industry

Recovery of nickel from electroplating solutions

Industrial Example

A large-scale membrane process is in the manufacture of

benzene from toluene, which requires the separation of hydro-

gen from methane. After World War II, during which large

amounts of toluene were required to produce TNT (trinitro-

toluene) explosives, petroleum refiners sought other markets

for toluene. One was the use of toluene for manufacturing

benzene, xylenes, and a number of other chemicals, including

polyesters. Toluene can be catalytically disproportionated to

benzene and xylenes in an adiabatic reactor with the feed enter-

ing at 950∘F at a pressure above 500 psia. The main reaction is

2C7H8 → C6H6 + C8H10 isomers

To suppress coke formation, which fouls the catalyst, the

reactor feed must contain a large fraction of hydrogen at a par-

tial pressure of at least 215 psia. Unfortunately, the hydrogen

takes part in a side reaction, the hydrodealkylation of toluene

to benzene and methane:

C7H8 + H2 → C6H6 + CH4

Makeup hydrogen is usually not pure, but typically con-

tains 15 mol% methane and 5 mol% ethane. Thus, the reactor

effluent contains H2, CH4, C2H6, C6H6, unreacted C7H8,

and C8H10 isomers. As shown in Figure 14.2a for the reactor

section of the process, this effluent is cooled and partially

condensed to 100∘F at a pressure of 465 psia. At these condi-

tions, a good separation between C2H6 and C6H6 is achieved

in the flash drum. The vapor leaving the flash contains most of

the H2, CH4, and C2H6, with the aromatic chemicals leaving

in the liquid. The large amount of hydrogen in the flash-drum

vapor should be recycled to the reactor, rather than sending it

to a flare or using it as a fuel. However, if all of the vapor were

recycled, methane and ethane would build up in the recycle

loop, since no other exit is provided. Before the development

of acceptable membranes for the separation of H2 from CH4

by gas permeation, part of the vapor stream was purged from

the process, as shown in Figure 14.2a, to provide an exit for

CH4 and C2H6. With the introduction of a suitable membrane

in 1979, it became possible to install membrane separators, as

shown in Figure 14.2b.

Table 14.2 is thematerial balance of Figure 14.2b for a plant

processing 7,750 barrels (42 gal∕bbl) per day of toluene feed.
The permeation membranes separate the flash vapor (stream

S11) into a H2-enriched permeate (S14, the recycled hydro-

gen), and a methane-enriched retentate (S12, the purge). The

feed to the membrane system is 89.74mol%H2 and 9.26mol%
CH4. No sweep gas is necessary. The permeate is enriched to

94.5 mol%H2, and the retentate is 31.2 mol%CH4. The recov-

ery of H2 in the permeate is 90%, leaving only 10% of the H2

lost to the purge.

Before entering the membrane-separator system, the vapor

is heated to at least 200∘F (the dew-point temperature of

the retentate) at a pressure of 450 psia (heater not shown).

Because the hydrogen content in the feed is reduced in

passing through the separator, the retentate becomes more

concentrated in the heavier components. Without the heater,

undesirable condensation would occur. The retentate leaves
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Figure 14.2 Reactor section of process to disproportionate toluene

into benzene and xylene isomers. (a) Without a vapor-separation

step. (b) With a membrane-separation step. Note: Heat exchangers,

compressors, and pump not shown.

the separator at about the same temperature and pressure as the

heated flash vapor. Recycle hydrogen permeate (S14) leaves

at a pressure of 50 psia and a temperature lower than 200∘F
because of gas expansion. A disadvantage of the membrane

process is the need to recompress the recycle hydrogen to the

reactor inlet pressure.

The membrane is an aromatic polyamide polymer,

0.3-μm (micron) thick, with a nonporous layer in contact

with the feed, and a much-thicker, porous support backing

to give the membrane strength to withstand the pressure

differential of 450 − 50 = 400 psi. This large pressure differ-

ence is needed to force the hydrogen through the membrane,

which is in the form of a spiral-wound module made from flat

membrane sheets. The average flux of hydrogen through the

membrane is 40 scfh (standard ft3/h at 60∘F and 1 atm) per

Table 14.2 Material Balance for Toluene Disproportionation Plant; Flow Rates in lbmol/h for Streams in Reactor Section of Figure 14.2b

Component S02 S03 S24 S14 S05 S08 S15 S11 S12

Hydrogen 269.0 1,685.1 1,954.1 1,890.6 18.3 1,872.3 187.2

Methane 50.5 98.8 149.3 212.8 19.7 193.1 94.3

Ethane 16.8 16.8 16.8 5.4 11.4 11.4

Benzene 13.1 13.1 576.6 571.8 4.8 4.8

Toluene 1,069.4 1,333.0 2,402.4 1,338.9 1,334.7 4.2 4.2

p-Xylene 8.0 8.0 508.0 507.4 0.6 0.6

Total 1,069.4 336.3 1,354.1 1,783.9 4,543.7 4,543.7 2,457.4 2,086.3 302.4

ft2 of membrane surface area. From the material balance in

Table 14.2, the H2 transported through the membrane is

(1,685.1 lbmol∕h)(379 scf∕lbmol) = 639,000 scfh

The total membrane surface area required is 639,000∕40 =
16,000 ft2. Themembrane is packaged in pressure-vessel mod-

ules of 4,000 ft2 each. Thus, four modules in parallel are used.

Membrane separations are well developed for the applica-

tions listed in Table 14.1. Important progress is being made in

developing new membrane applications, efficient membrane

materials, andmodules. Applications covering wider ranges of

temperature and types of membrane materials are being inves-

tigated. Often, compared to other separation equipment, mem-

brane separators are more compact, less capital intensive, and

more easily operated, controlled, and maintained. However,

membrane units are modular in construction, with many par-

allel units required for large-scale applications, in contrast to

common separation techniques, where larger pieces of equip-

ment are employed as plant size increases.

A key to an efficient and economical membrane-separation

process is the membrane and how it is packaged to withstand

large pressure differences. Research and development ofmem-

brane processes deals mainly with the discovery of suitably

thin, selective membrane materials and their fabrication.

This chapter covers membrane materials and modules, the

theory of transport through membranes, and the scale-up of

membrane separators from experimental data. Emphasis is on

dialysis, electrodialysis, reverse osmosis, gas permeation, and

pervaporation. Microfiltration and ultrafiltration are applied

mainly to biochemical separations and are not covered in this

book. The theoretical principles apply as well to emerging

but less-commercialized hybrid membrane processes such

as membrane distillation, membrane gas absorption, mem-

brane stripping, membrane solvent extraction, perstraction,

and facilitated transport. The status of industrial membrane

technology and applications are covered in depth by Baker

[5] and in the handbook edited by Ho and Sirkar [6], which

includes emerging processes.

§14.1 MEMBRANE MATERIALS

Originally, membranes were made from processed natural
polymers such as cellulose and rubber; however, since 1930,
many are custom-made synthetically by condensation reac-
tions or from monomers by free-radical or ionic-catalyzed
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addition (chain) reactions. The resulting polymer is cate-

gorized as having (1) a long linear chain, such as linear
polyethylene; (2) a branched chain, such as polybutadiene; (3)

a three-dimensional, highly cross-linked structure typical of

a condensation polymer like phenol−formaldehyde; or (4) a

moderately cross-linked structure, such as butyl rubber or a

partially cross-linked polyethylene. The linear-chain polymers
soften with an increase in temperature, are soluble in organic

solvents, and are referred to as thermoplastic polymers. At
the other extreme, highly cross-linked polymers decompose

at high temperature, are not soluble in organic solvents, and

are referred to as thermosetting polymers. For polymeric
membranes, a classification based on the arrangement or

conformation of the polymer molecules is useful.

Polymers are amorphous or crystalline. The former refers

to a polymer that is glass-like in appearance and lacks crys-

talline structure, whereas the latter refers to a polymer that is
usually opaque and has a crystalline structure. If the temper-

ature of a glassy polymer is increased to the glass-transition
temperature, Tg, the polymer becomes rubbery. In rubbery

polymers, portions of the chain can move and the backbone

can rotate, resulting in high diffusion rates of the permeate.

In glassy polymers, thermal motion of the polymer is largely
curtailed, resulting in low permeate diffusion rates.

If the temperature of a crystalline polymer is increased to

the melting temperature, Tm, the polymer melts. However,

a thermosetting polymer never melts, it decomposes. Many

polymers have both amorphous and crystalline regions—that
is, a certain degree of crystallinity that varies from 5 to 90%,
making it possible for some polymers to have both a Tg
and a Tm. Glassy polymer membranes can operate below

or above Tg; crystalline polymer membranes must operate

below Tm.
Table 14.3 lists repeat units and values of Tg and/or Tm

for some of the many natural and synthetic polymers from

which membranes have been fabricated. Included are crys-

talline, glassy, and rubbery polymers. Cellulose triacetate is

the reaction product of cellulose and acetic anhydride. The
repeat unit of cellulose is identical to that shown for cellulose

triacetate, except that acetyl, Ac (CH3CO), groups are replaced

by H. The repeat units (degree of polymerization) in cellu-

lose triacetate number ∼ 300. Triacetate is highly crystalline,

of uniformly high quality, and hydrophobic.

Polyisoprene (natural rubber) is obtained from at least
200 different trees or plants found in the rubber-producing

countries in Asia. Polyisoprene has a very low glass-transition

temperature. Natural rubber has a degree of polymerization of

from about 3,000 to 40,000 and is hard and rigid when cold,

but soft, easily deformed, and sticky when hot. Depending on
the temperature, it slowly crystallizes. To increase strength,

elasticity, and stability of rubber, it is vulcanized with sulfur,

a process that introduces cross-links.

Aromatic polyamides (also called aramids) are high-

melting, crystalline polymers that have better long-term ther-
mal stability and higher resistance to solvents than do aliphatic

polyamides such as nylon. Some aromatic polyamides are

easily fabricated into fibers, films, and sheets. The polyamide

structure shown in Table 14.3 is that of Kevlar, a du Pont
trade name.

Polycarbonates, characterized by the presence of the

−OCOO− group in the chain, are mainly amorphous. The

polycarbonate shown in Table 14.3 is an aromatic form, but

aliphatic forms also exist. Polycarbonates differ from most
other amorphous polymers in that they possess ductility and

toughness below Tg. Because polycarbonates are thermoplas-

tic, they can be extruded into various shapes, including films

and sheets.
Polyimides are characterized by the presence of aromatic

rings and heterocyclic rings containing nitrogen and attached

oxygen. The structure shown in Table 14.3 is one of a num-

ber available. Polyimides are tough, amorphous polymers with

high resistance to heat and excellent wear resistance. They can
be fabricated into a wide variety of forms, including fibers,

sheets, and films.

Polystyrene is a linear, amorphous, highly pure polymer of

about 1,000 units of the structure shown in Table 14.3. Above
a low Tg, which depends on molecular weight, polystyrene

becomes a viscous liquid that is easily fabricated by extrusion

or injection molding. Polystyrene can be annealed (heated and

then cooled slowly) to convert it to a crystalline polymer with
a melting point of 240∘C. Styrene monomer can be copoly-

merized with other organic monomers, including acrylonitrile

and butadiene to form acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS)

copolymers.

Polysulfones are synthetic polymers first introduced in
1966. The structure in Table 14.3 is just one of many, all

of which contain the SO2 group, which gives the polymers

high strength. Polysulfones are easily spun into hollow fibers.

Membranes of closely related polyethersulfone have also been
commercialized.

Polytetrafluoroethylene is a straight-chain, highly crys-

talline polymer with a high degree of polymerization of the

order of 100,000, giving it considerable strength. It possesses

exceptional thermal stability and can be formed into films and
tubing, as can polyvinylidenefluoride.

The details of membrane preparation techniques, organized

by structure, are given by Baker [5].

To separate a binary chemical mixture, a polymer mem-
brane must possess high permeance and a high permeance

ratio for the two components being separated. The permeance

for a given species diffusing through a membrane of given

thickness is analogous to a mass-transfer coefficient, i.e.,
the flow rate of that species per unit cross-sectional area

of membrane per unit driving force (concentration, partial

pressure, etc.) across the membrane thickness. The molar

transmembrane flux (flow rate per unit cross-sectional area of

membrane) of species i is

Ni =
(

PMi

lM

)
(driving force) = P̄Mi

(driving force) (14-1)

where P̄Mi
is the permeance. In (14-1), lM is the membrane

thickness, and PMi
is its permeability. The permeability is

the fundamental property of the membrane material. The
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Table 14.3 Common Polymers Used to Make Membrane Materials

Polymer Type Representative Repeat Unit

Glass-Transition

Temp., ∘C
Melting

Temp., ∘C

Cellulose triacetate Crystalline

CH2

H3C

C CH n

CH2

300

Polyisoprene

(natural rubber)

Rubbery −70

Aromatic polyamide Crystalline 275

Polycarbonate Glassy 150

Polyimide Glassy 310–365

Polystyrene Glassy 74–110

Polysulfone Glassy 190

Polytetrafluoroethylene

(Teflon)

Crystalline 327

permeance depends upon the specific thickness of the mem-
brane material and is defined as the ratio of the permeability
of the membrane material to the membrane thickness.

Polymer membranes can be characterized as dense or
microporous. In dense, amorphous membranes, pores of
microscopic dimensions may be present, but they are gen-
erally less than a few Å (angstroms) in diameter. For this
case, diffusing species must dissolve into the polymer and
then diffuse through the polymer between the segments of
the macromolecular chains. Diffusion can be difficult, but
highly selective, for glassy polymers. If the polymer is partly
crystalline, diffusion will occur almost exclusively through
the amorphous regions, with the crystalline regions decreasing
the diffusion area and increasing the diffusion path.

Microporous membranes contain interconnected pores

and are categorized by their use in microfiltration (MF), ultra-

filtration (UF), and nanofiltration (NF). The MF membranes,

which have pore sizes of 200–100,000 Å, are used primarily

to filter bacteria and yeast and provide cell-free suspensions.

UF membranes have pore sizes of 10–200 Å and are used to

separate low-molecular-weight solutes such as enzymes from

higher-molecular-weight solutes like viruses or cell debris.

NF membranes have pore sizes from 1 to 10 Å and can retain

smaller molecules. NFmembranes are used in reverse osmosis

and pervaporation processes to purify liquids. The pores are

formed by a variety of proprietary techniques, some of which

are described by Baker [5]. Such techniques are valuable for

producing isotropic (symmetric), microporous, crystalline
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Figure 14.3 Anisotropic polymer membranes: (a) asymmetric, (b) caulked asymmetric, and (c) typical thin-film composite.

membranes. Permeability for microporous membranes is

high, but selectivity is low for small molecules, due in part

to pore-size distributions that can be variable and broad.

However mixtures of molecules smaller and larger than the

pore size may be separated almost perfectly by size.

The separation of small molecules is difficult. A high

permeability is not compatible with a high separation factor.

The beginning of the resolution of this dilemma occurred in

1963 with the fabrication by Loeb and Sourirajan [7] of an

anisotropic, asymmetric membrane of cellulose acetate by a

novel casting procedure. As shown in Figure 14.3a, the result-

ing membrane consists of a thin dense skin about 0.1–1.0 μm
thick, called the permselective layer, formed over a much

thicker microporous layer that provides support for the skin.

The flux rate of a species is controlled by the permeance of

the very thin permselective skin. From (14-1), it is seen that the

permeance of species i can be high because of the very small

value of lM, even though the permeability, PMi
, is low because

of the absence of pores. When large differences of PMi
exist

among molecules, both high permeance and high selectivity

can be achieved with anisotropic membranes.

A very thin, isotropic membrane is subject to formation

of minute holes in the permselective skin, which can render

the membrane useless. A solution to the defect problem

for an asymmetric polysulfone membrane was patented by

Henis and Tripodi [8] of the Monsanto Company in 1980.

They pulled silicone rubber, from a coating on the skin sur-

face, into the defects by applying a vacuum. The resulting

membrane, referred to as a caulked membrane, is shown in

Figure 14.3b.

Wrasidlo [9] in 1977 introduced the thin-film composite

membrane as an alternative to the asymmetric membrane.

In the first application, shown in Figure 14.3c, a thin, dense

film of polyamide polymer, 250 to 500 Å in thickness, was

formed on a thicker microporous polysulfone support. Today,

both asymmetric and thin-film composites are fabricated by a

variety of techniques.

Polymer membrane applications are usually limited to tem-

peratures below 200∘C and to mixtures that are chemically

inert. Operation at high temperatures and with chemically

active mixtures requires membranes made of inorganic materi-

als. These include microporous ceramics, metals, and carbon;

and dense metals, such as palladium, that allow the selective

diffusion of small molecules such as hydrogen and helium.

Examples of inorganic membranes are (1) asymmetric,

microporous α-alumina tubes with 40–100 Å pores at the

inside surface and 100,000 Å pores at the outside; (2) micro-

porous glass tubes, whose pores may be filled with other

oxides or the polymerization–pyrolysis product of trichloro-

methylsilane; (3) silica hollow fibers with 3–5 Å pores; (4)

porous ceramic, glass, or polymer materials coated with a

thin, dense, palladium metal film just a few μm thick; (5)

sintered metal; (6) pyrolyzed carbon; and (7) zirconia on sin-

tered carbon. Extremely fine pores (<10 Å) are necessary to

separate gas mixtures. Larger pores (>50 Å) are satisfactory

for the separation of large molecules or solid particles from

solutions containing small molecules.

EXAMPLE 14.1 Membrane Flux from Permeability.

A silica-glass membrane, 2-μm thick with pores <10 Å in diameter,

has been developed for separating H2 from CO at a temperature of

500∘F. From laboratory data, the membrane permeabilities for H2

and CO, respectively, are 200,000 and 700 Barrer, where the Barrer,
a common unit for gas permeation, is defined by:

1 Barrer = 10−10cm3 (STP) -cm∕
(
cm2-s-cmHg

)
where cm3 (STP)/(cm2-s) is the volumetric transmembrane flux of the

diffusing species in terms of standard conditions of 0∘C and 1 atm;

cm refers to the membrane thickness; and cmHg refers to the trans-

membrane partial-pressure driving force for the diffusing species.

The Barrer unit is named for R. M. Barrer, who published an early

article [10] on diffusion in a membrane, followed by a widely refer-

enced monograph on diffusion in and through solids [11].

If the transmembrane, partial-pressure driving forces for H2 and

CO, respectively, are 240 psi and 80 psi, calculate the transmembrane

fluxes in kmol∕m2-s. Compare the H2 flux to that for H2 in the indus-

trial application described at the beginning of this chapter.
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Solution

At 0∘C and 1 atm, 1 kmol of gas occupies 22.42 × 106 cm3. Also,

2 μm thickness = 2 × 10−4 cm, and 1 cmHgΔP = 0.1934 psi. There-

fore, using (14.1):

NH2
=

(200,000)
(
10−10

)
(240∕0.1934)

(
104

)(
22.42 × 106

) (
2 × 10−4

) = 0.0554
kmol

m2-s

NCO =
(700)

(
10−10

)
(80∕0.1934)

(
104

)(
22.42 × 106

) (
2 × 10−4

) = 0.000065
kmol

m2-s

In the application discussed at the beginning of this chapter, the flux

of H2 for the polymer membrane is

(1685.1)(1∕2.205)
(16,000) (0.3048)2(3600)

= 0.000143
kmol

m2-s

Thus, the flux of H2 through the ultra-microporous glass mem-

brane is more than 100 times higher than the flux through the

dense-polymer membrane. Large differences in molar fluxes through

different membranes are common.

The following are useful factors for converting Barrer to SI and

American Engineering units:

Multiply Barrer by 3.348 × 10−19 to obtain units of

(kmol-m)∕(m2-s-Pa).

Multiply Barrer by 5.584 × 10−12 to obtain units of

(lbmol-ft)∕(ft2-h-psi).

§14.2 MEMBRANE MODULES

Asymmetric and thin-film-composite anisotropic polymer-
membrane materials are available in one or more of the
three shapes shown in Figures 14.4a, b, and c. Flat sheets
have typical dimensions of 1m × 1m × 200 μm thick, with
a dense skin or a thin, dense layer of 500 to 5,000 Å in

thickness. Tubular membranes are typically 0.5 to 5.0 cm
in diameter and up to 6 m long. The thin, dense layer is on
the inside, as seen in Figure 14.4b, or on the outside tube
surface. The porous tube support is fiberglass, perforated
metal, or other suitable material. Very small-diameter hol-
low fibers, first reported by Mahon [12, 13] in the 1960s,
are typically 42 μm i.d. × 85 μm o.d. × 1.2 m long with a
0.1- to 1.0-μm thick dense skin. The hollow fibers shown
in Figure 14.4c provide a large membrane surface area per
unit volume. A honeycomb, monolithic element for inorganic
oxide membranes is included in Figure 14.4d. Elements of
hexagonal and circular cross section are available [14]. The
circular flow channels are 0.3 to 0.6 cm in diameter, with a
20- to 40-mm-thick membrane layer. The hexagonal element
in Figure 14.4d has 19 channels and is 0.85 m long. Both the
bulk support and the thin membrane layer are porous, but the
pores of the latter can be as small as 40 Å.

The shapes in Figure 14.4 are incorporated into modules
and cartridges, some of which are shown in Figure 14.5. Flat
sheets used in plate-and-frame modules are circular, square, or
rectangular in cross section. The sheets are separated by sup-
port plates that channel the permeate. In Figure 14.5a, a feed
of brackish water flows across the surface of each sheet in the
stack. Pure water is the permeate, while brine is the retentate.

Flat sheets are also fabricated into spiral-wound modules,
as in Figure 14.5b. A laminate, consisting of two membrane
sheets separated by spacers for the flow of feed and permeate,
is wound around a central, perforated collection tube to form a
module that is inserted into a pressure vessel. Feed flows axi-
ally in the channels created between the membranes by porous
spacers. Permeate passes through the membrane, traveling
inward in a spiral path to the central collection tube. From
there, the permeate flows in either axial direction through and
out of the tube. A typical spiral-wound module is 0.1–0.3 m
in diameter and 3 m long. The four-leaf modification in
Figure 14.5c minimizes permeate pressure drop because the
permeate travel is less for the same membrane area.

Porous support
layer

Thin, active layer

Thin
active
layer Permeate

Porous
support

Porous
support

Fiber bore

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Feed

Membrane
Permeate

Membrane

Channel

Reject

Porous support
tube

Figure 14.4 Common membrane shapes:

(a) flat, asymmetric or thin-film composite sheet;

(b) tubular; (c) hollow-fiber; (d) monolithic.
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Figure 14.5 Common membrane modules: (a) plate-and-frame, (b) spiral-wound; (c) four-leaf spiral-wound; (d) hollow-fiber; (e) tubular;

(f) monolithic.

Hollow-fiber modules for gas permeation and reverse

osmosis are of two types, both resembling shell-and-tube

exchangers. One type, shown in Figure 14.5d, is shell-fed.

The permeate passes through the fiber wall into the tube

side. The other type (not shown) is bore-fed into the tubes.

Permeate passes through the fiber wall into the shell side.

Typically, the fibers are sealed at one end and embedded into a

tube sheet with epoxy resin at the other end. A module might

be 1 m long × 0.1 to 0.25 m in diameter, and contain more

than 1 million hollow fibers.
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The tubular module in Figure 14.5e also resembles a heat
exchanger, but the feed flows through the tubes. Permeate
passes through the tube wall into the shell side of the module.
Tubular modules contain up to 30 tubes.

The monolithic module in Figure 14.5f contains from 1 to
37 elements in a housing. Feed flows through the circular chan-
nels, and permeate passes through the membrane and porous
support and into the open region between elements.

Table 14.4 is a comparison of the characteristics of four of
the modules shown in Figure 14.5. The packing density is the
membrane surface area per unit volume of module, for which
hollow-fiber membrane modules are clearly superior.

The high cost and moderate packing density of the
plate-and-frame module limits its use to high-value-added
separations such as electrodialysis, pervaporation, cell broth
clarification, and reverse osmosis where fouling can be a
problem. The spiral-wound module is very popular for most
applications because of its low cost and reasonable resistance
to fouling. Tubular modules are used only for low-flow appli-
cations or when resistance to fouling and/or ease of cleaning is
essential. Hollow-fiber modules, with their very high packing
density and low cost, are popular when fouling and cleaning
are minor considerations.

§14.3 MASS TRANSFER IN MEMBRANES

Membrane surface area requirements for a new application
must ultimately be based on laboratory data. Nevertheless,
because both the driving force and the permeability (or per-
meance) depend markedly on the mechanism of transport, it is
important to understand the nature of transport in membranes
to select an appropriate membrane process. This section deals
with the theoretical aspects of mass-transfer processes that
lead to proper choice of membrane. Applications to dialy-
sis, reverse osmosis, gas permeation, and pervaporation are
described.

Membranes can be macroporous, microporous, or dense
(nonporous). Only microporous or dense membranes are
permselective. Macroporous membranes are used to support
thin microporous and dense membranes when significant
pressure differences across the membrane are necessary to
achieve high flux. The theoretical basis for mass transfer
through microporous membranes is more highly developed
than that for dense membranes, so porous-membrane transport
is discussed first, with respect to bulk flow, liquid diffusion,
and then gas diffusion. This is followed by nonporous (dense)
membrane solution-diffusion transport, for liquid and gas
mixtures. External mass-transfer resistances in the fluid films
on either side of the membrane are treated where appropriate.
It is important to note that, because of the range of pore sizes
in membranes, the distinction between porous and nonporous
membranes is not always obvious. The distinction can be
made based only on the relative permeabilities for diffusion
through pores and diffusion through the solid, amorphous
regions of the membrane, respectively.

§14.3.1 Mass Transfer Through Porous
Membranes

Mechanisms for transport of liquid and gas molecules through
a porous membrane are depicted in Figures 14.6a, b, and
c, where flow is downward. If the pore diameter is large
compared to the molecular diameter and a pressure difference
exists, bulk, convective flow through the pores occurs, as
in Figure 14.6a. Bulk flow is undesirable because it is not
permselective; therefore, no separation between feed compo-
nents occurs. Permselective diffusion of components through
the pores takes place if fugacity, activity, chemical-potential,
concentration, or partial-pressure differences for components
exist across the membrane, but the total pressure is the same
on both sides of the membrane so no bulk flow occurs. Then a
separation occurs, as shown in Figure 14.6b. If the pores are of

Table 14.4 Typical Characteristics of Membrane Modules

Plate-and-Frame Spiral-Wound Tubular Hollow-Fiber

Packing density, m2/m3 30 to 500 200 to 800 30 to 200 500 to 9,000

Resistance to fouling Good Moderate Very good Poor

Ease of cleaning Good Fair Excellent Poor

Relative cost High Low High Low

Main applications D, RO, PV, UF, MF D, RO, GP, UF, MF RO, UF D, RO, GP, UF

Note: D, dialysis; RO, reverse osmosis; GP, gas permeation; PV, pervaporation; UF, ultrafiltration; MF, microfiltration.

(a) (c) (d)(b)

Figure 14.6 Mechanisms of mass transfer in membranes.

(Flow is downward.) (a) bulk flow through pores;

(b) diffusion through pores; (c) restricted diffusion

through pores; (d) solution diffusion through dense

membranes.
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the order of molecular size for at least some of the components
in the feed mixture, the diffusion of those components will
be restricted (hindered) as shown in Figure 14.6c, resulting
in an enhanced separation. Molecules larger than the pores
are prevented from diffusing through the pores. This special
case is highly desirable and is referred to as size exclusion or
sieving. Another special case exists for gas diffusion in which
the pore size and/or pressure (typically a vacuum) is such that
the mean free path of the molecules is greater than the pore
diameter, resulting in ballistic mass transfer via Knudsen
diffusion, which depends on molecular weight. This is not
shown in Figure 14.6.

Pore Resistance to Bulk Flow

Bulk flow is a pressure-driven flow of fluid through a
semi-permeable barrier. Consider bulk flow of a fluid due to a
pressure difference through an idealized straight, cylindrical
pore. If the flow is laminar (NRe = Dvρ∕μ < 2,100), which
is almost always true for small-diameter pores, flow veloc-
ity, v, given by the Hagen–Poiseuille law [15], is directly
proportional to the transmembrane pressure drop, P0 − PL:

v = D2

32μL
(P0 − PL) (14-2)

where D is pore diameter, large enough to pass all molecules;
μ is fluid viscosity; and L is pore length. This results in a
parabolic velocity profile for a Newtonian fluid. For a gas,
the mean free path of the molecules is small compared to the
pore diameter. If the membrane contains n such pores per unit
cross section of membrane surface area normal to flow, the
porosity (void fraction), ε, of the membrane is

ε = nπD2∕4 (14-3)

Then the superficial bulk-flow flux (mass velocity = mass
flow/unit membrane area), N, through the membrane is

N = vρε = ερD2

32μlM
(P0 − PL) =

nπρD4

128μlM
(P0 − PL) (14-4)

where lM is the membrane thickness and ρ and μ are fluid prop-
erties.

In real porous membranes, pores may not be cylindrical
and straight, making it necessary to modify (14-4). Kozeny,
in 1927, and Carman, in 1938, replaced cylindrical pores by a
bundle of capillary tubes oriented at 45∘ to the surface. Ergun
[16] extended this model by replacing, as a rough approxima-
tion, the pore diameter in (14-2) by the hydraulic diameter

dH = 4

(
Volume available for flow

Total pore surface area

)

=
4
(
Total pore Volume

Membrane volume

)
(
Total pore surface area

Membrane volume

) = 4ε
av

(14-5)

where the membrane volume includes the volume of the pores.
The specific surface area, av, which is the total pore surface

area per unit volume of just themembranematerial (not includ-

ing the pores), is

av = a∕(1 − ε) (14-6)

Pore length is longer than the membrane thickness and can be

represented by τlM , where τ is a tortuosity factor >1. Substi-

tuting (14-5), (14-6), and the tortuosity factor into (14-4) gives

N = ρε2(P0 − PL)
2(1 − ε)2 τa2vμlM

(14-7)

In terms of a bulk-flow permeability, (14-7) becomes

N = PM

lM
(P0 − PL) (14-8)

where

PM = ρε3
2(1 − ε)2 τa2vμ

(14-9)

Typically, τ is 2.5, whereas av is inversely proportional to the

average pore diameter, giving it a wide range of values.

Equation (14-7) may be compared to the semi-theoretical

Ergun equation [16], which represents the best fit of data for

flow of a fluid through a packed bed:

P0 − PL

lM
= 150μv0(1 − ε)2

D2
Pε3

+ 1.75ρv20(1 − ε)
DPε3

(14-10)

where DP is the mean particle diameter, v0 is the superficial

fluid velocity through the bed, and v0∕ε is the average velocity
in the void space outside the particles. Equation (14-10) with

just the first term on the RHS is the Kozeny–Carman equation.

It applies to the laminar-flow region and is also known as

Darcy’s law. The second term applies to the turbulent region.

For a spherical particle, the specific surface area is

av = πD2
P∕

(
πD3

P∕6
)

or DP = 6∕av (14-11)

Substitution of (14-11) into (14-10) for just the laminar-flow

region, and rearrangement into the bulk-flow flux form gives

N = ρε3(P0 − PL)
(150∕36)(1 − ε)2 a2vμlM

(14-12)

Comparing (14-12) to (14-7), it is seen that the term (150∕36)
in (14-12) corresponds to the term 2τ in (14-7), giving τ =
2.08, which is reasonable. Accordingly, (14-12) can be used

as a first approximation to the pressure drop for flow through

a porous membrane when the pores are not straight cylinders.

For gas flow, the density is taken as the average of the densities

at the two membrane faces.

EXAMPLE 14.2 Pressure Drop Through a Membrane.

It is desired to pass water at 70∘F through a supported polypropy-

lene membrane, with a skin of 0.003-cm thickness and 35% porosity,

at a volumetric flux of 200 m3∕m2 membrane surface area/day. The

pores can be considered straight cylinders of uniform diameter equal

to 0.2 μm. If the pressure on the downstream side of the membrane
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is 150 kPa, estimate the required pressure on the upstream side of

the membrane. The pressure drop through the membrane support is

negligible.

Solution

Equation (14-4) applies, where in SI units:

N∕ρ = 200∕(24)(3600) = 0.00232 m3∕m2-s,

ε = 0.35,DP = 0.2 × 10–6m, lM = 0.00003 m,PL = 150 kPa =
150,000 Pa, μ = 0.001 Pa-s

From a rearrangement of (14-4),

P0 = PL +
32μlM(N∕ρ)

εD2
P

= 150,000 + (32)(0.001)(0.00003)(0.00232)
(0.35)

(
0.2 × 10−6

)2
= 309,000 Pa or 309 kPa

Liquid Diffusion Through Pores

Consider diffusion through the pores of a membrane from a

liquid feed to a sweep liquid when identical total pressures,

but different component concentrations, exist on the two sides

of the membrane. There is no bulk flow through the membrane

due to lack of a pressure difference across the membrane.

However, if species diffuse at different rates, a separation can

be achieved. Assume the feed mixture is a liquid of solvent

and solutes i. At concentrations sufficiently low to neglect

solute-solute interactions, the transmembrane flux for each

solute is given by a modified form of Fick’s law (§3.1.1):

Ni =
Dei

lM

(
ci0

− ciL

)
(14-13)

whereDei
is the effective diffusivity, and ci is the concentration

of i in the liquid in the pores at feed-side (0) and permeate-side

(L) of the membrane. The effective diffusivity is

Dei
= εDi

τ
Kri

(14-14)

where Di is the molecular diffusion coefficient (diffusivity) of

solute i in the solution, ε the volume fraction of pores in the

membrane, τ the tortuosity, and Kri
is a restrictive factor for

the solute. The restrictive factor accounts for pore diameter,

dp, causing interfering collisions of diffusing solutes with the

pore wall, when the ratio of molecular diameter, dm, to pore

diameter exceeds about 0.01. The restrictive factor, for a given

solute, according to Beck and Schultz [17], is:

Kr =
[
1 − dm

dp

]4
,

(
dm∕dp

) ≤ 1 (14-15)

From (14-15), when dm∕dp = 0.01, Kr = 0.96, but when

dm∕dp = 0.3, Kr = 0.24. When dm > dp, Kr = 0, and the

solute cannot diffuse through the pore. This is the sieving

or size-exclusion effect in Figure 14.6c. As illustrated in
the next example, transmembrane fluxes for liquids through
microporous membranes are very small because effective
solute diffusivities are low.

For solute molecules not subject to size exclusion, a useful
selectivity ratio is defined as

Si, j =
DiKri

DjKrj

(14-16)

This ratio is greatly enhanced by the effect of restrictive dif-
fusion when the solutes differ widely in molecular weight and
one or more molecular diameters approach the pore diameter.
This is shown in the following example.

EXAMPLE 14.3 Solute Diffusion Through Membrane
Pores.

Beck and Schultz [18] measured diffusion rates of urea and sugars, in

aqueous solutions, in microporous mica membranes especially pre-

pared to give almost-straight elliptical pores of almost uniform size.

Based on the following data for amembrane and two solutes, estimate

transmembrane fluxes for the two solutes in g/cm2-s at 25∘C. Assume

the aqueous solutions on either side of the membrane are sufficiently

dilute that no multicomponent diffusional effects are present.

Membrane:

Material Microporous

Thickness, μm 4.24

Average pore diameter, Angstroms 88.8

Tortuosity, τ 1.1

Porosity, ε 0.0233

Solutes (in aqueous solution at 25∘C ):

Di × 106
molecular

diameter,
g∕cm3

Solute MW cm2∕s dm, Å ci0
ciL

1 Urea 60 13.8 5.28 0.0005 0.0001

2 β-Dextrin 1135 3.22 17.96 0.0003 0.00001

Solution

Calculate the restrictive factor and effective diffusivity from (14-15)

and (14-14), respectively.

For urea (1):

Kr1
=

[
1 − 5.28

88.8

]4
= 0.783

De1
=

(0.0233)
(
13.8 × 10−6

)
(0.783)

1.1
= 2.29 × 10−7cm2∕s

For β-dextrin (2):

Kr2
=

[
1 − 17.96

88.8

]4
= 0.405

De2
=

(0.0233)
(
3.22 × 10−6

)
(0.405)

1.1
= 2.78 × 10−8cm2∕s
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Because of large differences in molecular size, effective diffusivities

differ by an order of magnitude. From (14-16), selectivity is

S1,2 =
(
13.8 × 10−6

)
(0.783)(

3.22 × 10−6
)
(0.405)

= 8.3

Next, calculate transmembrane fluxes from (14-13), noting that

the given concentrations are at the two faces of the membrane.

Concentrations in the bulk solutions on either side of the membrane

may differ from concentrations at the faces, depending upon the

magnitudes of external mass-transfer resistances in boundary layers

adjacent to the two membrane faces.

For urea:

N1 =
(
2.29 × 10−7

)
(0.0005 − 0.0001)

4.24 × 10−4

= 2.16 × 10−7g∕cm2-s

For β-dextrin:

N2 =
(
2.768 × 10−8

)
(0.0003 − 0.00001)

4.24 × 10−4

= 1.90 × 10−8g∕cm2-s

Note that these fluxes are extremely low.

Gas Diffusion Through Porous Membranes

When the mixture on either side of a microporous membrane
is a gas, rates of diffusion can be expressed in terms of Fick’s
law (§3.1.1). If pressure and temperature on either side of the
membrane are equal and the ideal-gas law holds, (14-13) in
terms of a partial-pressure driving force is:

Ni =
Dei

cM

PlM

(
pi0

− piL

)
=

Dei

RTlM

(
pi0

− piL

)
(14-17)

where cM is the total gas-mixture molar concentration given as
P∕RT by the ideal-gas law and p is partial pressure.

For a gas, diffusion through a pore occurs by ordinary diffu-
sion, as with a liquid, and/or in series with Knudsen diffusion
when the pore diameter is very small and/or total pressure is
low. In the Knudsen-flow regime, collisions occur primarily
between gas molecules and the pore wall, rather than between
gas molecules. In the absence of a bulk-flow effect or restric-
tive diffusion, (14-14) is modified to account for both diffusion
mechanisms:

Dei
= ε

τ

[
1(

1∕Di

)
+ (1∕DKi

)

]
(14-18)

where DKi
is the Knudsen diffusivity, which from the kinetic

theory of gases for a straight, cylindrical pore of diameter dp is

DKi
=

dpv̄i

3
(14-19)

where, if DKi
is in cm2∕s, dp is in cm, and v̄i is the average

molecule velocity in cm/s given by

v̄i =
(
8RTgc∕πMi

)1∕2
(14-20)

where T is in K, M is molecular weight in kgm/kmol,
R = 84,784 kgf-cm∕kmol-K, and gc = 980.7 kgm-cm∕kgf-s2.
Combining (14-19) and (14-20) and simplifying,

DKi
= 4,850 dp(T∕Mi)1∕2 (14-21)

When Knudsen flow predominates, as it often does for micro-
pores, a selectivity based on the permeability ratio for species
A and B is given from a combination of (14-1), (14-17),
(14-18), and (14-21):

PMA

PMB

=
(

MB

MA

)1∕2
(14-22)

Except for gaseous species of widely differing molecular
weights, the permeability ratio from (14-22) is not large, and
the separation of gases by microporous membranes at low to

moderate pressures that are equal on both sides of the mem-
brane to minimize bulk flow is almost always impractical, as
illustrated in the following example. However, during WWII,
separation of the two UF6 isotopes of by the U.S. government
was accomplished by Knudsen diffusion, with a permeability
ratio of only 1.0043, at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, using thousands
of stages and acres of membrane surface. Tritium has also been
separated from hydrogen in this manner.

EXAMPLE 14.4 Knudsen Diffusion.

A gas mixture of hydrogen (H) and ethane (E) is to be partially sep-

arated with a composite membrane having a 1-μm-thick porous skin

with an average pore size of 20Å and a porosity of 30%. Assume

τ = 1.5. The pressure on either side of the membrane is 10 atm and

the temperature is 100∘C. Estimate permeabilities of the components

in Barrer.

Solution

From (14-1), (14-17), and (14-18), the permeability can be expressed

in mol-cm∕cm2-s-atm:

PMi
= ε

τRT

⎡⎢⎢⎣ 1(
1∕Di

)
+

(
1∕DKi

)⎤⎥⎥⎦
where ε = 0.30, R = 82.06 cm3-atm∕mol-K, T = 373 K, and

τ = 1.5.

At 100∘C, the ordinary diffusivity is given by DH = DE = DH,E =
0.86∕P in cm2/s with total pressure P in atm. Thus, at 10 atm,

DH = DE = 0.086 cm2∕s. Knudsen diffusivities are given by

(14-21), with dp = 20 × 10–8 cm.

DKH
= 4,850

(
20 × 10−8

)
(373∕2.016)1∕2 = 0.0132 cm2∕s

DKE
= 4,850

(
20 × 10−8

)
(373∕30.07)1∕2 = 0.0342 cm2∕s

For both components, diffusion is controlled mainly by Knudsen dif-

fusion.

For hydrogen:
1(

1∕DH

)
+

(
1∕DKH

) = 0.0114 cm2∕s.

For ethane:
1(

1∕DE

)
+ 1∕DKE

) = 0.00329 cm2∕s.
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PMH
= 0.30(0.0114)

(82.06)(373)(1.5)
= 7.45 × 10−8

mol-cm

cm2-s-atm

PME
= 0.30(0.00329)

(82.06)(373)(1.5)
= 2.15 × 10−8

mol-cm

cm2-s-atm

To convert to Barrer as defined in Example 14.1, note that

76 cmHg = 1 atm and 22,400 cm3 (STP) = 1 mol

PMH
= 7.45 × 10−8(22,400)(

10−10
)
(76)

= 220,000 barrer

PME
= 2.15 × 10−8(22,400)(

10−10
)
(76)

= 63,400 barrer

§14.3.2 Transport Through Nonporous
Membranes

Mass transfer through nonporous (dense) solid membranes

is the predominant mechanism in membrane separators for

reverse osmosis, gas permeation, and pervaporation (liquid

and vapor). As indicated in Figure 14.6d, gas or liquid species

absorb at the feed-side of the membrane, diffuse through the

membrane, and desorb at the permeate-side.

Liquid diffusivities are several orders of magnitude less

than gas diffusivities, and diffusivities of solutes in solids are

a few orders of magnitude less than diffusivities in liquids.

Thus, differences between diffusivities in gases and solids are

enormous. For example, at 1 atm and 25∘C, diffusivities in

cm2/s for water are

Water vapor in air 0.25

Water in ethanol liquid 1.2 × 10–5

Dissolved water in cellulose-acetate solid 1 × 10−8

As might be expected, small molecules fare better than

large molecules for diffusivities in solids. From the Polymer
Handbook [19], diffusivities in cm2/s for several species in

low-density polyethylene at 25∘C are

Helium 6.8 × 10–6

Hydrogen 0.474 × 10–6

Nitrogen 0.320 × 10–6

Propane 0.0322 × 10–6

Regardless of whether a nonporous membrane is used

to separate a gas or a liquid mixture, the solution-diffusion
model of Lonsdale, Merten, and Riley [20] is used with exper-

imental permeability data to design nonporous membrane

separators. This model is based on Fick’s law for diffusion

through solid, nonporous membranes based on the driving

force, ci0
− ciL

shown in Figure 14.7b, where concentrations

refer to solute dissolved in the membrane.

(a)

Feed side

Liquid Liquid

Gas Gas

Liquid

Liquid

Gas

Gas

ciF

Feed side
ciF

ciL

ci0

ciP

Porous
membrane

Permeate
side

(b)

ciL

c′i0

c′iL

ci0

ciP

Dense
membrane

Permeate
side

(c)

Feed side

piL

pi0

piP

Porous
membrane

Permeate
side

(d)

piF

Feed side
piF

ciL

pi0

piL

ci0

piP

Dense
membrane

Permeate
side

Figure 14.7 Concentration and partial-pressure profiles for solute

transport through membranes. Liquid mixture with (a) a porous and

(b) a nonporous membrane; gas mixture with (c) a porous and

(d) a nonporous membrane.

Concentrations in the membrane are related to the con-

centrations or partial pressures in the fluid adjacent to the

membrane faces by assuming thermodynamic equilibrium for

the solute at the fluid–membrane interfaces. This assumption

has been validated by Motamedian et al. [21] for permeation

of light gases through dense cellulose acetate at up to 90 atm.

Solution-Diffusion for Liquid Mixtures

Figures 14.7a and b show typical solute-concentration profiles

for liquid mixtures with porous and nonporous (dense) mem-

branes. Solute concentration decreases across the membrane,

and potentially on either side of the membrane, due to resis-

tances in corresponding diffusive boundary layers or stagnant

thin films.

For porous membranes, concentration profiles are contin-

uous from the bulk-feed liquid to the bulk-permeate liquid

because liquid is present continuously from one side to the

other. The concentration ci0
is the same in the liquid feed just

adjacent to the membrane surface and in the liquid just within

the pore entrance. This is not the case for the nonporous

membrane in Figure 14.7b. Solute concentration c′i0 is that

in the feed liquid just adjacent to the upstream membrane

surface, whereas ci0
is that in the membrane just adjacent to

the upstream membrane surface. In general, ci0
is smaller than

c′i0 but the two are related by a thermodynamic equilibrium

partition coefficient Ki0
defined by

Ki0
= ci0

∕c′i0 (14-23)
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Similarly, at the other face:

KiL
= ciL

∕c′iL (14-24)

Fick’s law for the dense membrane of Figure 14.7b is:

Ni =
Di

lM

(
ci0

− ciL

)
(14-25)

where Di is the diffusivity of the solute in the membrane. If
(14-23) and (14-24) are combined with (14-25), and the parti-
tion coefficient is assumed independent of concentration, such
that Ki0

= KiL
= Ki, the flux is

Ni =
KiDi

lM

(
c′i0 − c′iL

)
(14-26)

If themass-transfer resistances in the two fluid boundary layers
(films) are negligible:

Ni =
KiDi

lM
(ciF

− ciP
) (14-27)

In (14-26) and (14-27), PMi
= KiDi is the permeability for

the solution-diffusion model, where Ki accounts for the solute
solubility in the membrane and Di accounts for diffusion
through the membrane. Because Di is generally very small,
it is important that the membrane material have a large value
for Ki and/or a small thickness.

Di and Ki, and therefore PMi
, depend on the solute and

membrane. When solutes dissolve in a polymer membrane,
it will swell, causing both Di and Ki to increase. Other
polymer-membrane factors that influence Di, Ki, and PMi

are
listed in Table 14.5. However, the largest single factor is the
chemical structure of the membrane polymer. Because of the
many factors involved, it is important to obtain experimental
permeability data for the membrane and feed mixture of
interest. The effect of external mass-transfer resistances is
considered later in this section.

Solution-Diffusion for Gas Mixtures

Figures 14.7c and d show typical solute profiles for gas mix-
tures with porous and nonporous membranes, including the

Table 14.5 Factors That Influence Permeability of Solutes in

Dense Polymers

Factor

Value Favoring High

Permeability

Polymer density low

Degree of crystallinity low

Degree of cross-linking low

Degree of vulcanization low

Amount of plasticizers high

Amount of fillers low

Chemical affinity of solute for

polymer (solubility)

high

effect of external-fluid boundary layers. For a porous mem-

brane, a continuous partial-pressure profile is shown. For the

nonporous membrane, a concentration profile is shown within

the membrane, where the solute is dissolved. Fick’s law holds

for transport through the membrane. Assuming that thermo-

dynamic equilibrium exists at the fluid membrane interfaces,

concentrations in Fick’s law are related to partial pressures

adjacent to the membrane faces by Henry’s law in the form:

Hi0
= ci0

∕pi0
(14-28)

and HiL
= ciL

∕piL
(14-29)

If it is assumed that Hi is independent of total pressure and

concentration, and that temperatures are the same at both

membrane faces:

Hi0
= HiL

= Hi (14-30)

Combining (14-25), (14-28), (14-29), and (14-30), the flux is

Ni =
HiDi

lM

(
pi0

− piL

)
(14-31)

If the external mass-transfer resistances are neglected,

piF
= pi0

and piL
= piP

, giving

Ni =
HiDi

lM

(
piF

− pip

)
=

PMi

lM

(
piF

− pip

)
(14-32)

where PMi
= HiDi (14-33)

Thus, permeability depends on both gas solubility in the

membrane and its diffusivity when dissolved in the mem-

brane. An acceptable rate of transport can be achieved only

by using a very thin membrane and a high pressure on the

feed side. The permeability of a gas through a polymer mem-

brane is subject to factors listed in Table 14.5. Light gases

do not interact with the polymer or cause it to swell. Thus, a

light-gas permeant–polymer combination is readily charac-

terized. Often both solubility and diffusivity are measured.

An extensive tabulation is given in the Polymer Handbook
[19]. Representative data at 25∘C are given in Table 14.6. In

general, diffusivity decreases and solubility increases with

increasing molecular weight of the gas species, making it dif-

ficult to achieve a high selectivity. The effect of temperature

over a modest increment of about 50∘C can be represented

for both solubility and diffusivity by Arrhenius equations. For

example,

D = D0e−ED∕RT (14-34)

The modest effect of temperature on solubility may act

in either direction. However, an increase in temperature can

cause an increase in diffusivity, and a corresponding increase

in permeability. Typical activation energies of diffusion in

polymers, ED, range from 15 to 60 kJ∕mol.

Application of Henry’s law to rubbery polymers is well

accepted, particularly for low-molecular-weight penetrants,
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Table 14.6 Coefficients for Gas Permeation in Polymers

Gas Species

H2 O2 N2 CO CO2 CH4

Low-density polyethylene:

D × 106 0.474 0.46 0.32 0.332 0.372 0.193

H × 106 1.58 0.472 0.228 0.336 2.54 1.13

PM × 1013 7.4 2.2 0.73 1.1 9.5 2.2

Polyethylmethacrylate:

D × 106 — 0.106 0.0301 — 0.0336 —

H × 106 — 0.839 0.565 — 11.3 —

PM × 1013 — 0.889 0.170 — 3.79 —

Polyvinylchloride:

D × 106 0.5 0.012 0.0038 — 0.0025 0.0013

H × 106 0.26 0.29 0.23 — 4.7 1.7

PM × 1013 1.3 0.034 0.0089 — 0.12 0.021

Butyl Rubber:

D × 106 1.52 0.081 0.045 — 0.0578 —

H × 106 0.355 1.20 0.543 — 6.71 —

PM × 1013 5.43 0.977 0.243 — 3.89 —

Units are D in cm2∕s; H in cm3 (STP)∕cm3-Pa; PM in cm3 (STP)-cm∕cm2-s-Pa.

but is less accurate for glassy polymers, for which alternative

theories have been proposed. Foremost is the dual-mode

model first proposed by Barrer and co-workers [22–24] after

a comprehensive study of sorption and diffusion in ethyl cel-

lulose. In this model, sorption of penetrant occurs by ordinary

dissolution in polymer chains, as described by Henry’s law,

and by Langmuir sorption into holes or sites between chains of

glassy polymers. According to this theory, when downstream

pressure is negligible compared to upstream pressure, the

permeability for Fick’s law is given by

PMi
= HiDi +

DLi
ab

1 + bP
(14-35)

where the second term refers to Langmuir sorption, with

DLi
= diffusivity of Langmuir-sorbed species, P = penetrant

pressure, and a and b = Langmuir constants for sorption-site

capacity and site affinity, respectively.

Koros and Paul [25] found that the dual-mode theory

accurately represents data for CO2 sorption in polyethylene

terephthalate below its glass-transition temperature of 85∘C.
Above that temperature, the rubbery polymer obeys Henry’s

law. Mechanisms of diffusion for the Langmuir mode have

been suggested by Barrer [26].

An ideal dense-polymer membrane has a high permeance,

PMi
∕lM , for the penetrant molecules and a high separation

factor between components. The separation factor is defined

similarly to relative volatility in vapor–liquid equilibrium:

αA,B = (yA∕xA)
(yB∕xB)

(14-36)

where yi is the mole fraction in the permeate leaving the mem-

brane, corresponding to partial pressure piP
in Figure 14.7d,

while xi is the mole fraction in the retentate on the feed side

of the membrane, corresponding to partial pressure piF
in

Figure 14.7d. However, unlike vapor–liquid equilibrium, yi
and xi are not in equilibrium.

For separation of a binary gas mixture of A and B in the

absence of external boundary layer or filmmass-transfer resis-

tances, transport fluxes are given by (14-32):

NA = HADA

lM

(
pAF

− pAP

)
= HADA

lM

(
xAPF − yAPP

)
(14-37)

NB = HBDB

lM

(
pBF

− pBP

)
= HBDB

lM

(
xBPF − yBPP

)
(14-38)

When no sweep gas is used, the ratio of fluxes NA to NB

fixes the permeate composition, which is simply the ratio of

yA to yB in the permeate gas. Thus,

NA

NB

= yA
yB

=
HADA

(
xAPF − yAPP

)
HBDB

(
xBPF − yBPP

) (14-39)

If the downstream (permeate) pressure, PP, is negligible

compared to the upstream pressure, PF , such that yAPP ≪

xAPF and yBPP ≪ xBPF, (14-39) can be rearranged and

combined with (14-36) to give an ideal separation factor:

α∗A,B = HADA

HBDB

=
PMA

PMB

(14-40)
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Thus, a high separation factor results from a high solubility
ratio, a high diffusivity ratio, or both. The separation factor
depends on both transport phenomena and thermodynamic
equilibria.

When the downstream pressure is not negligible, (14-39)
can be rearranged to obtain an expression for αA,B in terms
of pressure ratio, r = PP ∕PF, and mole fraction of A on the
retentate side of the membrane. Combining (14-36), (14-40),
and the definition of r with (14-39):

αA,B = α∗A,B
[(

xB∕yB
)
− rαA,B(

xB∕yB
)
− r

]
(14-41)

Because yA + yB = 1 for a binary mixture, it is possible to sub-
stitute into (14-41) for xB, the identity:

xB = xByA + xByB

to give αA,B = α∗A,B

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
xB

(
yA
yB

+ 1

)
− rαA,B

xB

(
yA
yB

+ 1

)
− r

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (14-42)

Combining (14-36) and (14-42) and replacing xB with 1 − xA,
the separation factor becomes:

αA,B = α∗A,B
[

xA
(
αA,B − 1

)
+ 1 − rαA,B

xA
(
αA,B − 1

)
+ 1 − r

]
(14-43)

Equation (14-43) is an implicit equation for αA,B in terms of
the pressure ratio, r, and, xA, which is readily solved for αA,B
by rearranging the equation into a quadratic form. In the limit
when r = 0, (14-43) reduces to (14-40), where αA,B = α∗A,B =
PMA

∕PMB
.

Many investigators report values of α∗A,B. Table 14.7, taken
from the Membrane Handbook [6], gives data at 35∘C for var-
ious binary pairs with polydimethyl siloxane (PDMS), a rub-
bery polymer, and bisphenol-A-polycarbonate (PC), a glassy
polymer. For the rubbery polymer, permeabilities are high, but
separation factors are low. The opposite is true for a glassy
polymer. For a given feed composition, the separation factor
places limits on the achievable degree of separation.

Table 14.7 Ideal Membrane-Separation Factors of Binary Pairs for

Two Membrane Materials

PDMS,

Silicon Rubbery

Polymer Membrane

PC,

Polycarbonate Glassy

Polymer Membrane

PMHe
, barrer 561 14

α∗
He,CH4

0.41 50

α∗
He,C2H4

0.15 33.7

pMCO2
, barrer 4, 550 6.5

α∗
CO2 ,CH4

3.37 23.2

α∗
CO2 ,C2H4

1.19 14.6
pMO2

, barrer 933 1.48

α∗
O2 ,N2

2.12 5.12

EXAMPLE 14.5 Air Separation by Gas Permeation

Air can be separated by gas permeation with dense-polymer mem-

branes. In all cases, the membrane is more permeable to oxygen.

A total of 20,000 scfm of air is compressed, cooled, and treated to

remove moisture and compressor oil prior to being sent to a mem-

brane separator at 150 psia and 78∘F. Assume the air composition

is 79 mol% N2 and 21 mol% O2. A low-density, thin-film compos-

ite polyethylene membrane with solubilities and diffusivities given

in Table 14.6 is being considered.

If the membrane skin is 0.2 μm thick, calculate the material bal-

ance and membrane area, AM , in ft2 as a function of the cut, which
is defined as

θ = cut = fraction of feed permeated = nP

nF

(14-44)

where n = flow rate in lbmol∕h and subscripts F and P refer, respec-

tively, to feed and permeate. Assume 15 psia on the permeate side

with perfect mixing on both sides of the membrane, such that com-

positions on both sides are uniform and equal to entering and exit

compositions, respectively. Neglect pressure drop and mass-transfer

resistances external to the membrane. Comment on the practicality

of the membrane for making a reasonable separation.

Solution

Assume that standard conditions are 0∘C and 1 atm (359 ft3∕lbmol).

nF = Feed flow rate = 20,000

359
(60) = 3,343 lbmol∕h

For the low-density polyethylene membrane, from Table 14.6, apply-

ing (14-33), and letting A = O2 and B = N2:

PMB
= HBDB =

(
0.228 × 10−6

)(
0.32 × 10−6

)
= 0.073 × 10−12 cm3 (STP)-cm∕cm2-s-Pa

or, in AE units,

PMB
=

(
0.073 × 10−12

)
(2.54 × 12)(3600)(101,300)

(22,400)(454)(14.7)

= 5.43 × 10−12
lbmol-ft

ft2-h-psia

Similarly, for oxygen:

PMA
= 16.2 × 10−12

lbmol-ft

ft2-h-psia

Permeance values are based on a 0.2 -μm (or 0.66 × 10−6 ft)-thick

membrane skin.

From (14-1),

P̄Mi
= PM∕lM

P̄MB
= 5.43 × 10−12∕0.66 × 10−6

= 8.23 × 10−6 lbmol∕ft2-h-psia
P̄MA

= 16.2 × 10−12∕0.66 × 10−6

= 24.55 × 10−6 lbmol∕ft2-h-psia
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Material-balance equations:

For N2, xFB
nF = yPB

nP + xRB
nR (1)

where n = flow rate in lbmol∕h and subscripts F, P, and R refer,

respectively, to the feed, permeate, and retentate. Since θ = cut =
nP∕nF , (1 − θ) = nR∕nF .

Note that if all components of the feed have a finite permeability.

The cut, θ, can vary from 0 to 1. For a cut of 1, all of the feed becomes

permeate and no separation is achieved. Substituting (14-44) into

(1) gives

xRB
=

xFB
− yPB

θ
1 − θ

=
0.79 − yPB

θ
1 − θ

(2)

Similarly, for O2,

xRA
=

0.21 − yPA
θ

1 − θ
(3)

Separation factor:

From the definition of the separation factor, (14-36), with well-mixed

fluids, compositions are those of the retentate and permeate,

αA,B =
yPA

∕xRA(
1 − yPA

)
∕
(
1 − xRA

) (4)

Transport equations:

The transport of A and B through amembrane of areaAM , with partial

pressures at exit conditions, can be written as

NB = yPB
nP = AMP̄MB

(
xRB

PR − yPB
PP

)
(5)

NA = yPA
nP = AMP̄MA

(
xRA

PR − yPA
PP

)
(6)

where AM is the membrane area normal to flow, nP, through the mem-

brane. The ratio of (6) to (7) is yPA
∕yPB

, and subsequent manipula-

tions lead to (14-43),

where,

r = PP∕PR = 15∕150 = 0.1 and α∗
A,B = αO2 ,N2

= P̄MO2
∕P̄MN2

= (24.55 × 10−6)∕(8.23 × 10−6) = 2.98

From (14-43):

αA,B = α = 2.98

[
xRA

(α − 1) + 1 − 0.1α
xRA

(α − 1) + 1 − 0.1

]
(7)

Equations (3), (4), and (7) contain four unknowns: xRA
, yPA

, θ, and
αA,B = α. The variable θ is bounded between 0 and 1, so values of θ
are selected in that range. The other three variables are computed in

the following manner. Combine (3), (4), and (7) to eliminate α and

xRA
. Solve the resulting nonlinear equation for yPA

. Then solve (3) for

xRA
and (4) for α. Solve (6) for the membrane area, AM . The following

results are obtained:

θ xRA
yPA

αA,B AM, ft
2

0.01 0.208 0.406 2.602 22,000

0.2 0.174 0.353 2.587 462,000

0.4 0.146 0.306 2.574 961,000

0.6 0.124 0.267 2.563 1,488,000

0.8 0.108 0.236 2.555 2,035,000

0.99 0.095 0.211 2.548 2,567,000

Note that the separation factor remains almost constant, varying

by only 2%, with a value of about 86% of the ideal. The maxi-

mum permeate O2 content (40.6 mol%) occurs with the smallest

amount of permeate (θ = 0.01). The maximum N2 retentate content

(90.5 mol%) occurs with the largest amount of permeate (θ = 0.99).

With a retentate equal to 60 mol% of the feed (θ = 0.4), the N2

retentate content has increased only from 79 to 85.4 mol%. Fur-
thermore, the membrane area requirements are very large. The

low-density polyethylene membrane is not a practical membrane for

this separation. To achieve a reasonable separation, say, with θ = 0.6

and a retentate of 95 mol% N2, it is necessary to use a membrane

with an ideal separation factor of 5 and a higher O2 permeance. For

higher purities, a cascade of two or more stages is needed. These

alternatives are developed in the next two subsections.

§14.3.3 Module Flow Patterns

In Example 14.5, perfect mixing, as shown in Figure 14.8a,
was assumed. The three other idealized flow patterns shown,
which have no mixing, have received considerable attention
and are comparable to the idealized flow patterns used to
design heat exchangers. These patterns are (b) countercurrent
flow; (c) cocurrent flow; and (d) crossflow. For a given cut,
θ, (14-44), the flow pattern can significantly affect the degree
of separation and the membrane area. For flow patterns (b) to
(d), fluid on the feed or retentate side of the membrane flows
along and parallel to the upstream side of the membrane. For
countercurrent and cocurrent flow, permeate fluid at a given
location on the downstream side of the membrane consists
of fluid that has just passed through the membrane at that
location plus the permeate fluid flowing to that location. For
crossflow, there is no flow of permeate fluid along the mem-
brane surface. The permeate fluid that has just passed through
the membrane at a given location is the only fluid there.

For a given module geometry, it is not obvious which
idealized flow pattern to assume. This is particularly true for
the spiral-wound module of Figure 14.5b. If the permeation
rate is high, the fluid issuing from the downstream side of the
membrane may continue to flow perpendicularly to the mem-
brane surface until it finally mixes with bulk permeate fluid.
In that case, the idealized crossflow pattern might be appro-
priate. Hollow-fiber modules are designed to approximate
idealized countercurrent, cocurrent, or crossflow patterns. The
hollow-fiber module in Figure 14.5d is approximated by a
countercurrent-flow pattern.

Walawender and Stern [27] present methods for solving
all four flow patterns of Figure 14.8, under assumptions of a
binary feed of components A and B, with constant-pressure
ratio, r, and constant ideal separation factor, α∗A,B. Exact
analytical solutions are possible for perfect mixing (as in
Example 14.5) and for crossflow; numerical solutions are
necessary for countercurrent and cocurrent flow. A reasonably
simple, but approximate, analytical solution for the crossflow
case, derived by Naylor and Backer [28], is presented here.

Consider a module with the crossflow pattern shown in
Figure 14.9, where subscript i refers to either component A
or B. Feed passes across the upstream membrane surface in
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Figure 14.8 Idealized flow patterns in membrane modules: (a) perfect mixing; (b) countercurrent flow; (c) cocurrent flow; (d) crossflow.
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Figure 14.9 Crossflow model for membrane module.

plug flow with no longitudinal mixing. The pressure ratio, r =
PP ∕PF , and the ideal separation factor, α∗A,B, are assumed con-
stant. Boundary-layer or film mass-transfer resistances exter-
nal to both sides of the membrane are assumed negligible. At
the differential element, local mole fractions in the retentate
and permeate are xi and yi, and the penetrant molar flux is
dn∕dAM . Also, the local separation factor is given by (14-43)
in terms of the local xA, r, and α∗A,B. An alternative expression
for the local permeate composition in terms of yA, xA, and r is
obtained by combining (14-36) and (14-41):

yA
1 − yA

= α∗A,B
[

xA − ryA(
1 − xA

)
− r

(
1 − yA

)] (14-45)

A material balance for A around the differential-volume ele-
ment gives

yAdn = d
(
nxA

)
= xAdn + ndxA or

dn
n

= dxA
yA − xA
(14-46)

which is identical in form to the Rayleigh equation (13-2)
for batch differential distillation. If (14-36) is combined with
(14-46) to eliminate yA,

dn
n

=
[

1 + (α − 1) xA
xA(α − 1)(1 − xA)

]
dxA (14-47)

where α = αA,B. In Figure 14.9, subscript A in xA and yA is
replaced by subscript i, e.g., xi and yi.

In the solution to Example 14.5, it was noted that α = αA,B
is relatively constant over the entire range of cut, θ. Such is
generally the case when the pressure ratio, r, is small. If the
assumption of constant α = αA,B is made in (14-47) and inte-
gration is from the intermediate location of the differential
element to the final retentate, that is, from n to nR and from
xA to xRA

, the result is

n = nR

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
(

xA
xRA

)( 1
α−1

)(
1 − xRA

1 − xA

)(
1

α−1

)⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (14-48)

The mole fraction of A in the final permeate and the total
membrane surface area are obtained by integrating the values
obtained from solving (14-45) to (14-47):

yPA
= ∫

xRA

xFA

yAdn∕θnF (14-49)

By combining (14-49) with (14-47), (14-48), and the definition
of α, the integral in n can be transformed to an integral in xA,
which when integrated gives

yPA
= x

(
1

1−α

)
RA

(
1 − θ
θ

)
×
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
(
1 − xRA

)( α
α−1

)(
xFA

1 − xFA

)(
α

α−1

)
−x

(
α

1−α

)
RA

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
(14-50)

where α = αA,B can be estimated from (14-43) by using
xA = xFA

.
The differential rate of mass transfer of A across the mem-

brane is given by

yAdn =
PMA

dAM

lM

[
xAPF − yAPP

]
(14-51)

from which the total membrane surface area can be obtained
by integration:

AM = ∫
xFA

xRA

lMyAdn
PMA

(
xAPF − yAPP

) (14-52)
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Application of the crossflow model is illustrated in the next
example.

EXAMPLE 14.6 Gas Permeation in a Crossflow Module.

For the conditions of Example 14.5, compute exit compositions for

a spiral-wound module that approximates crossflow.

Solution

From Example 14.5: α∗
A,B = 2.98; r = 0.1; xFA

= 0.21

From (14-43), using xA = xFA
, αA,B = α = 2.60

An overall module material balance for O2 (A) gives

xFA
nF = xRA

(1 − θ)nF + yPA
θnF or xRA

=
(
xFA

− yPA
θ
)

(1 − θ)
(1)

Solving (1) and (14-50) simultaneously with MATLAB gives the fol-

lowing results:

θ xRA
yPA

Stage αS

0.01 0.208 0.407 2.61

0.2 0.168 0.378 3.01

0.4 0.122 0.342 3.74

0.6 0.0733 0.301 5.44

0.8 0.0274 0.256 12.2

0.99 0.000241 0.212 1,120

Comparing these results to those of Example 14.5, it is seen that for

crossflow, the permeate is richer in O2 and the retentate is richer in

N2. Thus, for a given cut, θ, crossflow is more efficient than perfect

mixing, as might be expected.

Included in the preceding table is the calculated degree of sepa-

ration for the stage, αS, defined on the basis of the mole fractions in

the permeate and retentate exiting the stage by

(
αA,B

)
S
= αS =

(
yPA

∕xRA

)(
1 − yPA

)
∕
(
1 − xRA

) (2)

The ideal separation factor, α∗
A,B, is 2.98. Also, if (2) is applied to

the perfect mixing case of Example 14.5, αS is 2.603 for θ = 0.01

and decreases slowly with increasing θ until at θ = 0.99, αS = 2.548.

Thus, for perfect mixing, αS < α∗ for all θ. Such is not the case for

crossflow. In the above table, αS < α∗ for θ > 0.2, and αS increases

with increasing θ. For θ = 0.6, αS is almost twice α∗.

Calculating the degree of separation of a binarymixture in a
membrane module utilizing cocurrent- or countercurrent-flow
patterns involves numerical solution of ODEs. These and
computer codes for their solution are given by Walawen-
der and Stern [27]. A representative solution is shown in
Figure 14.10 for the separation of air (20.9 mol% O2) for
conditions of α∗ = 5 and r = 0.2. For a given cut, θ, it is seen
that the best separation is with countercurrent flow. The curve
for cocurrent flow lies between crossflow and perfect mixing.
The computed crossflow case is a conservative estimate of
membrane module performance. Stern et al. [29] extend the
perfect mixing case for binary mixtures to multicomponent
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Figure 14.10 Effect of membrane module flow pattern on degree of

separation of air. A, perfect mixing; B, countercurrent flow; C,

cocurrent flow; D, crossflow.

mixtures. As with crossflow, countercurrent flow also offers
the possibility of a separation factor for the stage, αS, defined
by (2) in Example 14.6, that is considerably greater than α∗.

§14.3.4 Cascades

A single membrane module or a number of such modules
arranged in parallel or in series constitutes a single-stage
membrane-separation process. The extent to which a feed
mixture can be separated in a single stage is limited and
determined by the separation factor, α. This factor depends,
in turn, on module flow patterns; permeability ratio (ideal
separation factor); cut, θ; and the driving force for membrane
mass transfer. To achieve a higher degree of separation than
is possible with a single stage, a countercurrent cascade of
membrane stages—such as used in distillation, absorption,
stripping, and liquid–liquid extraction—or a hybrid process
that couples a membrane separator with another type of sepa-
rator must be devised. Membrane cascades, presented briefly
in §5.4, are discussed next and illustrated with an example.

A countercurrent recycle cascade of membrane separators,
similar to a distillation column, is depicted in Figure 14.11a.
The feed enters at stage F, somewhere near the middle of
the cascade. Permeate is enriched in components of high
permeability in an enriching section, while the retentate is
enriched in components of low permeability in a stripping
section. The final permeate is withdrawn from stage 1, while
the final retentate is withdrawn from stage N. For a cascade,
additional factors that affect the degree of separation are num-
ber of stages and recycle ratio (permeate recycle rate/permeate
product rate). As discussed by Hwang and Kammermeyer
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Figure 14.11 Countercurrent recycle cascades of membrane separators: (a) multiple-stage unit; (b) two-stage stripping cascade; (c) two-stage

enriching cascade; (d) two-stage enriching cascade with additional pre-membrane stage.

[30], it is best to manipulate the cut and reflux rate at each
stage so as to force compositions of the two streams entering
each stage to be identical. For example, the composition
of retentate leaving stage 1 and entering stage 2 would be
identical to the composition of permeate flowing from stage
3 to stage 2. This corresponds to the least amount of entropy
production for the cascade and, thus, the highest second-law
efficiency. Such a cascade is referred to as “ideal.”

Calculation methods for cascades, as discussed by Hwang
and Kammermeyer [30], utilize single-stage methods that
depend upon the module flow pattern, as described in the
previous section. The calculations are best carried out on a
computer, but results for a binary mixture can be conveniently
displayed on a McCabe–Thiele-type diagram of the type used
for distillation in Chapter 7. For a membrane cascade, the
component mole fraction in the permeate leaving each stage,
yi, is plotted against the mole fraction in the retentate leaving
each stage, xi. For a membrane cascade, the equilibrium curve
becomes the selectivity curve in terms of the stage separation
factor, αS.

In Figure 14.11, it is assumed that pressure drop on the feed
or upstream side of the membrane is negligible. Thus, only
the permeate must be pumped to the next stage if a liquid, or

compressed if a gas. In the case of gas, compression costs are
high. Thus, membrane cascades for gas permeation are often
limited to just two or three stages, with the most common con-
figurations shown in Figures 14.11b, c, and d.

Compared to one stage, the two-stage stripping cascade is
designed to obtain a purer retentate, whereas a purer permeate
is the goal of the two-stage enriching cascade. Addition
of a pre-membrane stage, as shown in Figure 14.11d, may
be attractive when feed concentration is low in the com-
ponent to be passed preferentially through the membrane,
desired permeate purity is high, separation factor is low,
and/or a high recovery of the more permeable component is
desired. Spillman [31] gives an example of the application of
enrichment cascades for the removal of carbon dioxide from
natural gas (simulated by methane) using cellulose-acetate
membranes in spiral-wound modules that approximate cross-
flow. The ideal separation factor, α∗CO2,CH4

, is 21. Results of
the calculations are given in Table 14.8 for a single stage
(not shown in Figure 14.11), a two-stage enriching cascade
(Figure 14.11c), and a two-stage enriching cascade with
an additional pre-membrane stage (Figure 14.11d). Carbon
dioxide flows through the membrane faster than methane. In
all three cases, the feed is 20 million (MM) scfd of 7 mol%
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Table 14.8 Separation of CO2 and CH4 with Membrane Cascades

Case 1: Single Membrane Stage:

Stream

A B C

Feed Retentate Permeate

Composition (mole%)

CH4 93.0 98.0 63.4

CO2 7.0 2.0 36.6

Flow rate (million SCFD) 20.00 17.11 2.89

Pressure (psig) 850 835 10

Case 2: Two-Stage Enriching Cascade (Figure 14.1):

Stream

A B C D E

Composition (mole%)

CH4 93.0 98.0 18.9 63.4 93.0

CO2 7.0 2.0 81.0 36.6 7.0

Flow rate (million SCFD) 20.0 18.74 1.26 3.16 1.90

Pressure (psig) 850 835 10 10 850

Case 3: Two-Stage Enriching Cascade with Premembrane Stage (Figure 14.11d):

Stream

A B C D E F G

Composition (mole%)

CH4 93.0 98.0 49.2 96.1 56.1 72.1 93.0

CO2 7.0 2.0 50.8 3.9 43.9 27.9 7.0

Flow rate (million SCFD) 20.0 17.95 2.05 19.39 1.62 1.44 1.01

Pressure (psig) 850 835 10 840 10 10 850

CO2 in methane at 850 psig (865 psia) and the reten-
tate is 98 mol% methane. For each stage, the downstream
(permeate-side) membrane pressure is 10 psig (25 psia). In
Table 14.8, for all three cases, stream A is the feed, stream B is
the final retentate, and stream C is the final permeate. Case 1
achieves a 90.2% recovery of methane. Case 2 increases
that recovery to 98.7%. Case 3 achieves an intermediate
recovery of 94.6%.

The following degrees of separation are computed from
data given in Table 14.8:

αS for Membrane Stage

Case 1 2 3

1 28 — —

2 28 57 —

3 20 19 44

It is also possible to compute overall degrees of separation for
the cascades, αC, for cases 2 and 3, giving values of 210 and
51, respectively.

§14.3.5 External Mass-Transfer Resistances

Thus far, resistances to mass transfer on both sides of the
membrane have been neglected. Thus, concentrations in the
fluid at the upstream and downstream faces of the membrane

have been assumed equal to the respective bulk-fluid con-
centrations. When mass-transfer resistances external to the
membrane are not negligible, gradients exist in the boundary
layers adjacent to the membrane surfaces, as is illustrated for
four cases in Figure 14.7. For given bulk-fluid concentrations,
the presence of these resistances reduces the driving force for
mass transfer and penetrant flux through the membrane.

Gas permeation by solution-diffusion (14-31) is slow com-
pared to diffusion in gas boundary layers, so external mass-
transfer resistances are negligible and PiF

= Pi0
and PiP

= PiL
in Figure 14.7d. Because diffusion in liquid boundary layers
is slow, concentration polarization, which is the accumula-
tion of non-permeable species on the upstream surface of
the membrane, cannot be neglected in membrane processes
that involve liquids, such as dialysis, reverse osmosis, and
pervaporation. Concentration polarization is of particular
importance in reverse osmosis, where the effect can reduce
the water flux and increase the salt flux, making it more
difficult to obtain potable water.

Consider the membrane process in Figure 14.7a, involving
liquids with a porous membrane. At steady state, the rate of
mass transfer of a penetrating species, i, through the three
resistances, assuming no change in area for mass transfer
across the membrane, is:

Ni = kiF

(
ciF

− ci0

)
=

Dei

lM

(
ci0

− ciL

)
= kiP

(
ciL

− ciP

)
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whereDei
is given by (14-14). If these three equations are com-

bined to eliminate the intermediate concentrations, ci0
and ciL

,

the result is:

Ni =
ciF

− ciP
1

kiF

+ lM
Dei

+ 1

kiP

(14-53)

The membrane process in Figure 14.7b, involves liquids

with a nonporous membrane, for which the solution-diffusion
mechanism, (14-26), applies for mass transfer through the

membrane. At steady state, for constant mass-transfer area,
the rate of mass transfer through the three resistances is:

Ni = kiF

(
ciF

− c′i0
)
= KiDi

lM

(
c′i0 − c′iL

)
= kiP

(
c′iL − ciP

)
If these three equations are combined to eliminate the interme-

diate primed concentrations,

Ni =
ciF

− ciP
1

kiF

+ lM
KiDi

+ 1

kiP

(14-54)

where in (14-53) and (14-54), kiF
and kiP

are mass-transfer

coefficients for the feed-side and permeate-side boundary
layers. The three terms in the RHS denominator are the

resistances to the mass flux. Mass-transfer coefficients depend
on fluid properties, flow-channel geometry, and flow regime.

In the laminar-flow regime, a long entry region may exist
where the mass-transfer coefficient decreases with distance,

L, from the entry of the membrane channel. Estimation of
coefficients is complicated because of fluid velocities that

change due to mass exchange between the two fluids. In
(14-53) and (14-54), the membrane resistances, lM∕Dei

and

lM∕KiDi, respectively, can be replaced by lM∕PMi
or P̄Mi

.

Mass-transfer coefficients for channel flow can be obtained
from the general empirical film-model correlation [32] for the

Sherwood number:

NSh = kidH∕Di = aNb
ReN

0.33
Sc (dH∕L)d (14-55)

whereNRe = dHvρ∕μ,NSc = μ∕ρDi, dH = hydraulic diameter,

v = velocity, and L = length of the channel.
Expressions for dH and values for constants a, b, and d are

as follows:

Flow

Regime

Flow

Channel

Geometry dH a b d

Turbulent, Circular tube D 0.023 0.8 0

(NRe > 10,000) Rectangular

channel

2hw∕(h + w) 0.023 0.8 0

Laminar, Circular tube D 1.86 0.33 0.33

(NRe < 2,100) Rectangular

channel

2hw∕(h + w) 1.62 0.33 0.33

where w =width of channel, h = height of channel, L = length
of channel, and D = inside diameter of channel.

EXAMPLE 14.7 Solute Flux Through a Membrane.

A dilute solution of solute A in solvent B is passed through a

tubular-membrane separator, where the feed flows through the tubes.

At a certain location, bulk solute concentrations on the feed and

permeate sides are 5.0 × 10–2 kmol∕m3 and 1.5 × 10–2 kmol∕m3,

respectively. The membrane vendor gives the permeance of the

membrane for solute A as 7.3 × 10–5 m∕s. If the tube-side Reynolds
number is 15,000, the feed-side solute Schmidt number is 500,

the diffusivity of the feed-side solute is 6.5 × 10–5 cm2∕s, and the

inside diameter of the tube is 0.5 cm, estimate the solute flux through

the membrane if the mass-transfer resistance on the permeate side

of the membrane is negligible.

Solution

Flux of the solute from the permeance form of (14-53) or (14-54):

NA =
cAF

− cAP

1

kAF

+ 1

P̄MA

+ 0

cAF
− cAP

= 5 × 10−2 − 1.5 × 10−2 = 3.5 × 10−2 kmol∕m3 (1)

P̄MA
= 7.3 × 10−5 m∕s

From (14-55), for turbulent flow in a tube, since NRe > 10,000:

kAF
= 0.023

DA

D
N0.8

Re N0.33
Sc

= 0.023

(
6.5 × 10−5

0.5

)
(15,000)0.8(500)0.33

= 0.051 cm∕s or 5.1 × 10−4 m∕s

From (1),

NA = 3.5 × 10−2

1

5.1 × 10−4
+ 1

7.3 × 10−5

= 2.24 × 10−6 kmol∕s-m2

The fraction of the total resistance due to the membrane is

1

7.3 × 10−5

1

5.1 × 10−4
+ 1

7.3 × 10−5

= 0.875 or 87.5%

§14.3.6 Concentration Polarization and Fouling

Gases produced during electrolysis accumulate on and around
the electrodes of the electrolytic cell, reducing the flow of
electric current. This is referred to as polarization. A similar
phenomenon, concentration polarization, occurs in mem-
brane separators when the membrane is permeable to A, but
relatively impermeable to B. Thus, molecules of B are carried
by bulk flow to the upstream surface of the membrane, where
they accumulate, causing their concentration at the surface
of the membrane to increase in a polarization layer. The
equilibrium concentration of B in this layer is reached when
its back-diffusion to the bulk fluid on the feed-retentate side
equals its bulk flow toward the membrane.
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Concentration polarization is most common in pressure-
driven membrane separations involving liquid mixtures, such

as reverse osmosis and ultrafiltration, where it reduces the flux

of A. The polarization effect can be serious if the concentra-
tion of B reaches its solubility limit on the membrane surface.

Then, a precipitate of gel may form, causing fouling on the

membrane surface or within membrane pores, resulting in a

further reduction in the flux of A. Concentration polarization
and fouling are most severe at high fluxes of A. Theory and an

example of concentration polarization and fouling is given in

§14.6 on reverse osmosis. The subject is covered in detail by
Baker [5].

§14.4 DIALYSIS

In the dialysis process in Figure 14.12, the feed is liquid

at pressure P1 and contains solvent, solutes of type A, and

solutes of type B and insoluble, but dispersed, colloidal
matter. A sweep liquid or wash of the same solvent is fed at

pressure P2 to the other side of the membrane. The membrane

is thin, with micropores of a size such that solutes of type A
can pass through by a concentration-driving force. Solutes of

type B are larger in molecular size than those of type A and

pass through the membrane only with difficulty or not at all.
Colloids do not pass through the membrane. This transport

of solutes through the membrane is called dialysis. With

pressure the solvent may also pass through the membrane,
but by a concentration driving force acting in the opposite

direction. The transport of the solvent is called osmosis,

which is discussed in §14.6. Solvent osmosis can be reduced
or eliminated if P1 – P2 is higher than the osmotic pressure.

The products of a dialysis unit (dialyzer) are a liquid diffusate
(permeate) containing solvent, solutes of type A, and little or

none of type B solutes; and a dialysate (retentate) of solvent,
type B solutes, remaining type A solutes, and colloidal matter.

Ideally, the dialysis unit would enable a perfect separation

Fast
dialysis

Microporous
membrane

Slow
dialysis

P1 ≈ P2

Osmosis

Liquid feed

Pressure, P1

Sweep
liquid

Pressure, P2

Solvent

Solutes A

Solutes B

Colloids (blocked
by membrane)

Solvent

Solutes A

Solutes B

Liquid
diffusate

Liquid
dialysate

Figure 14.12 Dialysis.

between solutes of type A and solutes of type B and any

colloidal matter. However, at best only a fraction of solutes of

type A are recovered in the diffusate, even when solutes of

type B do not pass through the membrane.

For example, when dialysis is used to recover sulfuric acid

(type A solute) from an aqueous stream containing sulfate

salts (type B solutes), the results obtained by Chamberlin and

Vromen [33] are:

Streams in Streams out

Feed Wash Dialysate Diffusate

Flow rate, gph 400 400 420 380

H2SO4, g/L 350 0 125 235

CuSO4, g/L as Cu 30 0 26 2

NiSO4, g/L as Ni 45 0 43 0

Thus, about 64% of the H2SO4 is recovered in the diffusate,

accompanied by only 6% of the CuSO4, and no NiSO4.

Dialysis is closely related to other membrane processes

that use other driving forces for separating liquid mixtures,

including (1) reverse osmosis, which depends upon a trans-

membrane pressure difference for solute and/or solvent

transport; (2) electrodialysis and electro-osmosis, which

depend upon a transmembrane electrical-potential difference

for solute and solvent transport, respectively; and (3) thermal

osmosis, which depends upon a transmembrane temperature

difference for solute and solvent transport.

Dialysis is attractive when concentration differences for

the diffusing solutes of interest are large and permeability dif-

ferences between those solutes and the other solute(s) and/or

colloids are large. Although dialysis has been known since

the work of Graham in 1861 [34], commercial applications

of dialysis do not rival reverse osmosis and gas permeation.

Nevertheless, dialysis has been used in separations, including

(1) recovery of sodium hydroxide from a 17–20 wt% caustic

viscose liquor contaminated with hemicellulose to produce

a diffusate of 9–10 wt% caustic; (2) recovery of chromic,

hydrochloric, and hydrofluoric acids from contaminating

metal ions; (3) recovery of sulfuric acid from aqueous solu-

tions containing nickel sulfate; (4) removal of alcohol from

beer to produce a low-alcohol beer (near beer); (5) recovery

of nitric and hydrofluoric acids from spent stainless steel

pickle liquor; (6) removal of mineral acids from organic com-

pounds; (7) removal of low-molecular-weight contaminants

from polymers; and (8) purification of pharmaceuticals. Also

of great importance is hemodialysis, in which urea, creati-

nine, uric acid, phosphates, and chlorides are removed from

blood, without removing essential higher-molecular weight

compounds and blood cells, in a device called an artificial

kidney.

Microporous-membrane materials used in dialysis are

usually hydrophilic and include cellulose, cellulose acetate,

various acid-resistant polyvinyl copolymers, polysulfones,

and polymethylmethacrylate. Typically they are less than

50 μm thick with pore diameters of 15 to 100Å. The most
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Figure 14.13 Artificial kidney.

[Reproduced with permission of J.D. Seader.]

common membrane modules are plate-and-frame devices and
hollow-fiber cartridges. Compact hollow-fiber hemodialyzers,
such as the one shown in Figure 14.13, contain several
thousand 200-μm-diameter fibers with a wall thickness of
20–30 μm and a length of 10–30 cm. Dialysis membranes can
be thin because pressures on either side of the membrane are
essentially equal. The differential rate of solute mass transfer
across the membrane is

dni = Ki(ciF
− cip

) dAM (14-56)

where Ki is the overall mass-transfer coefficient, in terms of
the three coefficients from the permeability form of (14-53):

1

Ki
= 1

kiF

+ lM
PMi

+ 1

kip

(14-57)

Membrane area is determined by integrating (14-56), taking
into account module flow patterns, bulk-concentration gradi-
ents, and individual mass-transfer coefficients in (14-57).

One of the oldest membrane materials used with aqueous
solutions is porous cellophane, for which solute perme-
ability is given by (14-14) with PMi

= Dei
and P̄MilM . If

immersed, cellophane swells to about twice its dry thick-
ness. The wet thickness should be used for lM . Typical
values of parameters in (14-13) to (14-15) for commercial
cellophane are: wet thickness = lM = 0.004 to 0.008 cm;
porosity = ε = 0.45 to 0.60; tortuosity = τ = 3 to 5; and
pore diameter = D = 30 to 50Å.

If a solute does not interact with the membrane material,
diffusivity, Dei

in (14-14) is the ordinary molecular-diffusion
coefficient, which depends only on solute and solvent prop-
erties and membrane porosity and tortuosity. In practice, the
membrane may have another profound effect on solute diffu-
sivity if membrane–solute interactions such as covalent, ionic,
and hydrogen bonding; physical adsorption and chemisorp-
tion; and increases in membrane polymer flexibility occur. It
is best to measure P̄Mi experimentally using process fluids.

Although transport of solvents, such as water, in a direc-
tion opposite to the solute can be described in terms of Fick’s
law, it is common to measure the solvent flux and report a
so-called water-transport number, which is the ratio of the
water flux to the solute flux, with a negative value indicating
transport of solvent in the solute direction. The membrane can
also interact with solvent and curtail solvent transport. Ideally,
the water-transport number should be a small value, less than
+1.0. Design parameters for dialyzers are best measured in

the laboratory using a batch cell with a variable-speed stir-
ringmechanism on both sides of themembrane so that external
mass-transfer resistances, 1∕kiF

and 1∕kiP
in (14-57), become

negligible. Stirrer speeds >2,000 rpm may be required to min-
imize mass-transfer resistance and concentration polarization.

A common dialyzer is the plate-and-frame type of
Figure 14.5a. For dialysis, the frames are vertical and a
unit might contain 100 square frames, each 0.75 m × 0.75 m
on 0.6-cm spacing, equivalent to 56 m2 of membrane surface.
A typical dialysis rate for sulfuric acid is 5 lb∕day-ft2. Recent
dialysis units utilize hollow fibers of 200-μm inside diameter,
16-μm wall thickness, and 28-cm length, packed into a heat
exchanger-like module to give 22.5 m2 of membrane area in a
volume that might be one-tenth of the volume of an equivalent
plate-and-frame unit.

In a plate-and-frame dialyzer, the flow pattern is nearly
countercurrent. Because total flow rates change little and
solute concentrations are small, it is common to estimate solute
transport rate by assuming a constant overall mass-transfer
coefficient with a log-mean concentration-driving force. Thus,
from (14-56):

ni = KiAM(Δci)LM (14-58)

where Ki is from (14-57). This design method is used in the
following example.

EXAMPLE 14.8 Recovery of H2SO4 by Dialysis.

A countercurrent-flow, plate-and-frame dialyzer is to be sized to

process 0.78 m3∕h of an aqueous solution containing 300 kg∕m3 of

H2SO4 and smaller amounts of copper and nickel sulfates, using a

wash water sweep of 1.0 m3∕h. It is desired to recover 30% of the

acid at 25∘C. From batch experiments with an acid-resistant vinyl

membrane, in the absence of external mass-transfer resistances,

a permeance of 0.025 cm∕min for the acid and a water-transport

number of +1.5 are measured. Membrane transport of copper

and nickel sulfates is negligible. Experience with plate-and-frame

dialyzers indicates that flow will be laminar and the combined exter-

nal liquid-film mass-transfer coefficients will be 0.020 cm∕min.

Determine the membrane area in m2.

Solution

mH2SO4
in feed = 0.78(300) = 234 kg∕h;

mH2SO4
in feed transferred = 0.3 (234) = 70 kg∕h;

mH2O
transferred to dialysate = 1.5(70) = 105 kg∕h;

mH2O
in entering wash = 1.0(1,000) = 1,000 kg∕h;

mP leaving = 1,000 − 105 + 70 = 965 kg∕h
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For mixture densities, assume aqueous sulfuric acid solutions and

from the appropriate table in Perry’s Chemical Engineers Handbook:

ρF = 1,175 kg∕m3; ρR = 1,114 kg∕m3; ρP = 1,045 kg∕m3;

mF = 0.78(1,175) = 917 kg∕h; mR leaving = 917 + 105 − 70

= 952 kg∕h

Sulfuric acid concentrations:

cF = 300 kg∕m3; cwash = 0 kg∕m3

cR = (234 − 70)
950

(1,114) = 192 kg∕m3

cP = 70

965
(1,045) = 76 kg∕m3

The log-mean driving force for H2SO4 with countercurrent flow of

feed and wash is

(Δc)LM = (cF − cP) − (cR − cwash)

ln

(
cF − cP

cR − cwash

) = (300 − 76) − (192 − 0)
ln

(
300 − 76

192 − 0

)
= 208 kg∕m3

The driving force is almost constant in the membrane module, vary-

ing only from 224 to 192 kg/m3.

From (14-57)

KH2SO4
= 1

1

PM

+
(
1

k

)
combined

= 1
1

0.025
+ 1

0.020

= 0.0111 cm∕min or 0.0067 m∕h

From (14-58), using mass units instead of molar units:

AM =
mH2SO4

KH2SO4

(
ΔH2SO4

)
LM

= 70

0.0067(208)
= 50 m2

§14.5 ELECTRODIALYSIS

Electrodialysis dates back to the early 1900s, when electrodes
and a direct current were used to increase the rate of dialysis.
Since the 1940s, electrodialysis has become a process that
differs from dialysis in many ways. Today, electrodialysis
refers to an electrolytic process for separating an aqueous,
electrolyte feed into concentrate and dilute or desalted water
diluate by an electric field and ion-selective membranes. An
electrodialysis process is shown in Figure 14.14, where the
four ion-selective membranes are of two types arranged in an
alternating-series pattern. The cation-selective membranes (C)
carry a negative charge, and thus attract and pass positively
charged ions (cations), while retarding negative ions (anions).
The anion-selective membranes (A) carry a positive charge
that attracts and permits passage of anions. Between each pair
of membranes is a compartment. Both types of membranes
are impervious to water. The net result is that both anions
and cations are concentrated in compartments on the left side
of A membranes, from which concentrate is withdrawn, and
ions are depleted in compartments on the right side of A
membranes from which the diluate is withdrawn. Compart-
ment pressures are essentially equal. A direct-current voltage

causes current to flow through the cell by ionic conduction

from cathode to anode. Both electrodes are chemically neutral

metals, with the anode being typically stainless steel and

the cathode platinum-coated tantalum, niobium, or titanium.

Thus, the electrodes are neither oxidized nor reduced.

The most easily oxidized species is oxidized at the anode

and the most easily reduced species is reduced at the cathode.

With inert electrodes, the result at the cathode is the reduction

of water by the half reaction

2H2O + 2e− → 2OH− + H2(g)
, E0 = −0.828 V

where E0 is the standard electrical potential at 25∘C for 1-M

solution of ions and partial pressures of 1 atmosphere for the

gaseous products.

The oxidation half reaction at the anode is

H2O → 2e− + 1

2
O2(g) + 2H+, E0 = −1.23 V

or, if chloride ions are present:

2Cl− → 2e− + Cl2(g) , E0 = −1.360 V

The corresponding overall cell reactions are:

3H2O → H2(g) +
1

2
O2(g)

+ 2H+ + 2OH−

or

2H2O + 2Cl− → 2OH− + H2(g)
+ Cl2(g) , E0

cell = −2.058 V

The net reaction for the first case is

H2O → H2(g)
+ 1

2
O2(g)

, E0
cell = −2.188 V

The electrode rinse solution that circulates through the com-

partments is typically acidic to neutralize the OH ions formed

near the cathode and prevent precipitation of compounds such

as CaCO3 and Mg(OH)2.

The most widely used ion-exchange membranes for elec-

trodialysis, first reported by Juda and McRae [35] in 1950, are

(1) cation-selective membranes containing negatively charged

groups fixed to a polymer matrix, and (2) anion-selective

membranes containing positively charged groups fixed to

a polymer matrix. The former, shown schematically in

Figure 14.15, includes fixed anions, mobile cations (called

counterions), and mobile anions (called co-ions). The latter

are almost completely excluded from the polymer matrix by

electrical repulsion, called the Donnan effect. For perfect

exclusion, only cations are transferred through the membrane.

In practice, the exclusion is better than 90%.

A cation-selective membrane may be made of polystyrene

cross-linked with divinylbenzene and sulfonated to produce

fixed sulfonate, −SO−
3 , anion groups. An anion-selective

membrane of the same polymer contains quaternary ammo-

nium groups such as −NH3
+. Membranes are typically 0.01 to

0.20 mm thick and are reinforced for mechanical stability. The

membranes are flat sheets, containing 30 to 50% water and

have a network of pores too small to permit water transport.
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Figure 14.14 Schematic diagram of the

electrodialysis process.

[From R.W. Baker, Membrane Technology and
Applications, 3rd Edition, John Wiley and

Sons, Ltd. (2012) with permission.]
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cation-exchange membrane.

A cell pair or unit cell contains one cation-selective mem-

brane and one anion-selective membrane. A commercial

electrodialysis system consists of a large stack of membranes

in a plate-and-frame configuration, which, according to

Applegate [2] and the Membrane Handbook [6], contains

100 to 600 cell pairs. In a stack, membranes of 0.4 to 1.5 m2

surface area are separated by 0.5 to 2 mm with spacer gaskets.

The total voltage or electrical potential applied across the

cell includes (1) electrode potentials, (2) overvoltages due
to gas formation at the two electrodes, (3) voltage required
to overcome the ohmic resistance of the electrolyte in each
compartment, (4) voltage required to overcome the resistance
in each membrane, and (5) voltage required to overcome
concentration-polarization effects in the electrolyte solutions
adjacent to the membrane surface.

For large stacks, the latter three voltage increments pre-
dominate and depend upon the current density (amps flowing
through the stack per unit membrane surface area). A typical
voltage drop across a cell pair is 0.5–1.5 V. Current den-
sities are in the range of 5–50 mA∕cm2. Thus, a stack of
400 membranes (200 unit cells) of 1 m2 surface area each
might require 200 V at 100 A. Typically 50 to 90% of brackish
water is converted to water, depending on concentrate recycle.

The concentration-polarization effect increases with in-
creasing current density for a given membrane surface area.
Figure 14.16 is a schematic of this effect for a cation-selective
membrane, where cc refers to cation concentration on the
concentrate side and cd refers to concentration on the dilute
side. The maximum or limiting current density occurs when
cd at the membrane reaches zero. Typically, an electrodialysis
cell is operated at 80% of the limiting current density, which
is determined by experiment, as is the corresponding cell
voltage or resistance.

The amount of gas formed at the electrodes at the ends
of the stack are governed by Faraday’s law of electrolysis.
One Faraday (96,520 coulombs) of electricity reduces at
the cathode and oxidizes at the anode an equivalent of oxi-
dizing and reducing agent corresponding to the transfer of
6.023 × 1023 (Avogadro’s number) electrons through wiring
from the anode to the cathode. In general, it takes a large
quantity of electricity to form appreciable quantities of gas in
an electrodialysis process.
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Of importance in design of an electrodialysis process are

the membrane area and electrical-energy requirements, as

discussed by Applegate [2] and Strathmann [36]. The mem-

brane area is estimated from the current density, rather than

from permeability and mass-transfer resistances, by applying

Faradays law:

AM = FQΔc
iξ

(14-59)

whereAM = total area of all cell pairs, m2;F = Faraday’s con-

stant (96,520 amp-s∕equivalent); Q = volumetric flow rate of

diluate (potable water), m3∕s; Δc = difference between feed

and diluate ion concentration in equivalents∕m3; i = current

density, amps∕m2 of a cell pair, usually about 80% of imax;

and ξ = current efficiency <1.00.

The efficiency accounts for the fact that not all of the cur-

rent is effective in transporting ions through the membranes.

Inefficiencies are caused by a Donnan exclusion of less

than 100%, some transfer of water through the membranes,

current leakage through manifolds, etc. Power consumption

is given by

P = IE (14-60)

where P = power in watts; I = electric current flow through

the stack in amps; and E = voltage across the stack. Electrical

current is given by a rearrangement of (14-59),

I = FQΔc
nξ

(14-61)

where n is the number of cell pairs.

The main application of electrodialysis is to the desalin-

ization of brackish water in the salt-concentration range of

500 to 5,000 ppm (mg/L). Below this range, ion exchange is

more economical, whereas above this range, to 50,000 ppm,

reverse osmosis is preferred. However, electrodialysis can-

not produce water with a very low dissolved-solids content

because of the high electrical resistance of dilute solutions.

Other applications include recovery of nickel and copper

from electroplating rinse water; deionization of cheese whey,

fruit juices, wine, milk, and sugar molasses; separation of

salts, acids, and bases from organic compounds; and recovery

of organic compounds from their salts. Bipolar membranes,

prepared by laminating a cation-selective membrane and an

anion-selective membrane back-to-back, are used to produce

H2SO4 and NaOH from a Na2SO4 solution.

EXAMPLE 14.9 Electrodialysis of Brackish Water.

Estimate membrane area and electrical-energy requirements for

an electrodialysis process to reduce the salt (NaCl) content of

24,000 m3∕day of brackish water from 1,500 mg∕L to 300 mg∕L
with a 50% conversion. Assume each membrane has a surface area of

0.5 m2 and each stack contains 300 cell pairs. A reasonable current

density is 5 mA∕cm2, and the current efficiency is 0.8 (80%).

Solution

Use (14-59) to estimate membrane area:

F = 96,520 A∕equiv
Q = (24,000)(0.5)∕(24)(3,600) = 0.139 m3∕s

MWNaCl = 58.5; i = 5 mA∕cm2 = 50 A∕m2

Δc = (1,500 − 300)∕58.5 = 20.5 mmol∕L or 20.5 mol∕m3

= 20.5 equiv∕m3

AM = (1)(96,520)(0.139)(20.5)
(50)(0.8)

= 6,876 m2

Each stack contains 300 cell pairs with a total area of 0.5(300) =
150 m2. Therefore, the number of stacks = 6,876∕150 = 46 in par-

allel. From (14-61), electrical current flow is given by

I = (96,500)(0.139)(20.5)
(300)(0.8)

= 1,146 A or I∕stack = 1,146∕46 = 25 A∕stack

To obtain the electrical power, the average voltage drop across

each cell pair is needed. Assume a value of 1 V. From (14-60) for

300 cell pairs:

P = (1,146)(1)(300) = 344,000 W = 344 kW

Additional energy is required to pump feed, recycle concentrate, and

electrode rinse.

It is instructive to estimate the amount of feed that would be elec-

trolyzed (as water to hydrogen and oxygen gases) at the electrodes.

From the half-cell reactions presented earlier, half a molecule of H2O

is electrolyzed for each electron, or 0.5 mol H2O is electrolyzed for

each faraday of electricity.

1,146 amps = 1,146 coulombs∕s
or (1,146)(3,600)(24) = 99,010,000 coulombs∕day
or 99,010,000∕96,520 = 1,026 faradays∕day

This electrolyzes (0.5)(1,026) = 513 mol∕day of water. The feed

rate is 12,000 m3∕day, or

(12,000)
(
106

)
18

= 6.7 × 108 mol∕day

Therefore, the amount of water electrolyzed is negligible.

§14.6 REVERSE OSMOSIS

Osmosis, from the Greek word for “push,” refers to passage

of a solvent, such as water, through a membrane that is much

more permeable to solvent (A) than to solute(s) (B) (e.g., inor-

ganic ions). The first recorded account of osmosis was in 1748

by Nollet, whose experiments were conducted with water, an

alcohol, and an animal-bladder membrane. Osmosis is illus-

trated in Figure 14.17, where all solutions are at 25∘C. In the

initial condition (Figure 14.17a), seawater of approximately

3.5 wt% dissolved salts and at 101.3 kPa is in cell 1, while pure
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Figure 14.17 Osmosis and reverse

osmosis phenomena: (a) initial condition;

(b) at equilibrium after osmosis; (c) reverse

osmosis.

water at the same pressure is in cell 2. The dense membrane

is permeable to water, but not to dissolved salts. By osmo-

sis, water passes from cell 2 to the seawater in cell 1, causing

dilution of the dissolved salts. At equilibrium, the condition of

Figure 14.17b is reached, wherein some pure water still resides

in cell 2 and seawater, less concentrated in salt, resides in cell

1. Because of the higher head of solution in cell 1, pressure P1

is now greater than pressure P2, in cell 2, with the difference,

π, referred to as the osmotic pressure.
Osmosis is not a useful separation process because solvent

is transferred in the wrong direction, resulting in mixing

rather than separation. However, the direction of transport of

solvent through the membrane can be reversed, as shown in

Figure 14.17c, by applying a pressure, P1, in cell 1, that is

higher than the sum of the osmotic pressure and pressure, P2,

in cell 2: that is, P1 − P2 > π. Now water in the seawater is

transferred to the pure water, and the seawater becomes more

concentrated in dissolved salts. This phenomenon, called

reverse osmosis (RO), is used to partially remove solvent

from a solute-solvent mixture. An important factor in devel-

oping a reverse-osmosis separation process is the osmotic

pressure, π, of the feed mixture, which is proportional to the

solute concentration. For pure water, π = 0.

In reverse osmosis, as shown in Figure 14.18, feed is a liq-

uid at high pressure, P1, containing solvent (e.g., water) and

solubles (e.g., inorganic salts and, perhaps, colloidal matter).

No sweep liquid is used, but the other side of the membrane is

maintained at a much lower pressure, P2. A dense membrane

such as an acetate or aromatic polyamide, permselective for

the solvent, is used. To withstand the large ΔP, the membrane

must be thick. Accordingly, asymmetric or thin-wall compos-

ite membranes, having a thin, dense skin or layer on a thick,

porous support, are needed. The products of reverse osmo-

sis are a permeate of almost pure solvent and a retentate of
solvent-depleted feed. A perfect separation between solvent

and solute is not achieved, since only a fraction of the solvent

is transferred to the permeate.

Reverse osmosis is widely used to desalinate and purify

seawater, brackish water, and wastewater. Prior to 1980, mul-

tistage, flash distillation was the primary desalination process,

but by 1990 this situation was dramatically reversed, making

RO the dominant process for new construction. The dramatic

Reverse
osmosis

Asymmetric or
thin-film

composite
membrane

P1 >> P2

Liquid feed

pressure, P1 pressure, P2

Water

Inorganic salts,
organics,
colloids,
microorganisms
(blocked by
membrane)

Permeate of
pure water

Liquid
retentate

Figure 14.18 Reverse osmosis.

shift from a thermally driven process to a more economical,

pressure-driven process was made possible by Loeb and

Sourirajan [7], who developed an asymmetric membrane that

allows pressurized water to pass through at a high rate, while

almost preventing transmembrane flows of dissolved salts,

organic compounds, colloids, and microorganisms. In 1980,

an improved membrane for RO, developed by John E. Cadotte,

was introduced by FilmTec (acquired by Dow Chemical in

1985). Known as FT30, it is now the predominate membrane

material used for RO because of its high rejection of salts

and dissolved organic compounds, and very stable, long-term

operability. Today more than 1,000 RO desalting plants are

producing more than 750,000,000 gal∕day of potable water.

One of the largest seawater RO plants, located in Ashkelon,

Israel on the Mediterranean coast. produces 330,000 m3∕day
(84,500,000 gal∕day), which is 13% of Israel’s domestic con-

sumer demand. The largest RO plant in the United States is in

Tampa Bay, Florida, with a production rate of 25 million gpd

(95,000 m3∕day), enough to satisfy the drinking needs of 10%
of the region.
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RO for the desalinization of water is accomplished mainly
with spiral-wound and hollow-fiber membrane modules uti-
lizing cellulose triacetate, cellulose diacetate, and aromatic
polyamide membrane materials. Cellulose acetates are sus-
ceptible to biological attack, and to acidic or basic hydrolysis
back to cellulose, making it necessary to chlorinate the feed
water and control the pH to within 4.5–7.5. Polyamides are
not susceptible to biological attack, and resist hydrolysis in
the pH range of 4–11, but are attacked by chlorine.

The preferred membrane for the desalinization of seawater,
which contains about 3.5 wt% dissolved salts and has an
osmotic pressure of 350 psia, is a spiral-wound, multileaf
module of polyamide, thin-film composite operating at a feed
pressure of 800 to 1,000 psia. With a transmembrane water
flux of 9 gal∕ft2-day (0.365 m3∕m2-day), this module can
recover 45% of the water at a purity of about 99.95 wt%. A
typical module is 8 inches in diameter by 40 inches long,
containing 365 ft2 (33.9 m2) of membrane surface. However,
the largest RO plants now use 16-inch diameter modules. Such
modules resist fouling by colloidal and particulate matter,
but seawater must be treated with sodium bisulfate to remove
oxygen and/or chlorine.

For desalinization of brackish water containing less than
0.5 wt% dissolved salts, hollow-fiber modules of high pack-
ing density, containing fibers of cellulose acetates or aromatic
polyamides, are used if fouling is not serious. Because the
osmotic pressure is much lower (<50 psi), feed pressures can
be <250 psia and transmembrane fluxes may be as high as
20 gal∕ft2-day.

Other uses of reverse osmosis, usually on a smaller scale
than the desalinization of water, include (1) treatment of
industrial wastewater to remove heavy-metal ions, non-bio-
degradable substances, and other components of possible
commercial value; (2) treatment of rinse water from elec-
troplating processes to obtain a metal-ion concentrate and
a permeate that can be reused as a rinse; (3) separation
of sulfites and bisulfites from effluents in pulp and paper
processes; (4) treatment of wastewater in dyeing processes;
(5) recovery of constituents having food value from wastewa-
ters in food-processing plants (e.g., lactose, lactic acid, sugars,
and starches); (6) treatment of municipal water to remove
inorganic salts, low-molecular-weight organic compounds,
viruses, and bacteria; (7) dewatering of food products such
as coffee, soups, tea, milk, orange juice, and tomato juice;
and (8) concentration of amino acids and alkaloids. In such
applications, membranes must have chemical, mechanical,
and thermal stability to be competitive with other processes.

As with all membrane processes where feed is a liquid,
three resistances to mass transfer must be considered: the
membrane resistance and the two boundary-layer resistances
on either side of the membrane. If the permeate is pure solvent,
there is no film resistance on that side of the membrane.

Although the driving force for water transport is the
concentration or activity difference in and across the mem-
brane, common practice is to use a driving force based on
osmotic pressure. Consider the reverse-osmosis process

of Figure 14.17c. At thermodynamic equilibrium, solvent

chemical potentials or fugacities on the two sides of the

membrane must be equal. Thus,

f (1)A = f (2)A (14-62)

From definitions in Table 2.2, (14-62) can be rewritten in terms

of activities:

a(1)A f 0A
{

T ,P1

}
= a(2)A f 0A

{
T ,P2

}
(14-63)

For pure solvent, A, a(2)A = 1. For seawater, a(1)A = x(1)A γ(1)A . Sub-

stitution into (14-63) gives

f 0A
{

T ,P2

}
= x(1)A γ(1)A f 0A

{
T ,P1

}
(14-64)

Standard-state, pure-component fugacities f 0 increase with

increasing pressure. Thus, if x(1)A γ(1)A <1, then from (14-64),

P1 > P2. The pressure difference P1 − P2 is shown as a hydro-

static head in Figure 14.17b. It can be observed experimentally,

and is defined as the osmotic pressure, π.
To relate π to solvent or solute concentration, the Poynting

correction of (2-30) is applied. For an incompressible liquid of

specific volume, vA,

f 0A
{

T ,P2

}
= f 0A

{
T ,P1

}
exp

[
vAL

(
P2 − P1

)
RT

]
(14-65)

Substitution of (14-64) into (14-65) gives

π = P1 − P2 = − RT
vAL

ln
(

x(1)A γ(1)A

)
(14-66)

Thus, osmotic pressure replaces activity as a thermodynamic

variable.

For a mixture on the feed–retentate side of the membrane

that is dilute in solute,

γ(1)A = 1

Also, x(1)A = 1 − x(1)B and ln
(
1 − x(1)B

)
≈ −x(1)B . Substitution

into (14-66) gives

π = P1 − P2 = RTx(1)B ∕vAL
(14-67)

Finally, since x(1)B ≈ nB∕nA, nAvAL
= V , and nB∕V = cB,

(14-67) becomes

π ≈ RTcB (14-68)

which was used in Exercise 1.6. For seawater, Applegate [2]

suggests the approximate expression

π = 1.12T
∑

m̄i (14-69)

where π is in psia, T is in K, and
∑

m̄i is the summation

of molarities of dissolved ions and nonionic species in the

solution in mol/L. More exact expressions for π are those of

Stoughton and Lietzke [38].
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In the general case, when there are solutes on each side of

the membrane, at equilibrium (P1 − π1) = (P2 − π2). Accord-
ingly, as discussed byMerten [37], the driving force for solvent

transport through the membrane is ΔP − Δπ, and the rate of

mass transport is

NH2O
=

PMH2O

lM
(ΔP − Δπ) (14-70)

where ΔP = hydraulic pressure difference across the mem-

brane = Pfeed − Ppermeate, and Δπ = osmotic pressure diffe-

rence across the membrane = πfeed − πpermeate. If the permeate

is almost pure solvent, πpermeate ≈ 0.

The flux of solute (e.g., salt), given by (14-26) in terms

of membrane concentrations, is independent of ΔP across the

membrane. Accordingly, the higher the ΔP, the purer the per-
meate water. Alternatively, the flux of salt may be conveniently

expressed in terms of salt passage, SP,

SP =
(
csalt

)
permeate

∕
(
csalt

)
feed

(14-71)

Values of SP decrease with increasing ΔP. Salt rejection is
given by SR = 1 − SP.

For brackish water of only 1,500 mg∕L NaCl at 25∘C,
(14-69) predicts π = 17.1 psia. For seawater of 35,000 mg∕L
NaCl at 25∘C, (14-69) predicts π = 385 psia, while Stoughton

and Lietzke [38] give 368 psia. From (14-70), ΔP must be

>Δπ for reverse osmosis to occur. For desalination of brackish

water by RO, ΔP is typically 400–600 psi, while for seawater,

it is 800–1,000 psi.

Feed water to an RO unit contains potential foulants, which

must be removed prior to passage through the membrane unit;

otherwise, performance and membrane life are reduced.

Suspended solids and particulate matter are removed by

screening and filtration. Colloids are flocculated and filtered.

Scale-forming salts require acidification or water softening,

and biological materials require chlorination or ozonation.

Other organic foulants are removed by adsorption or oxidation.

Concentration polarization on the feed side of RO mem-

branes is illustrated in Figure 14.19, where concentrations are

Skin

Porous
support

FeedPermeate

cwP
cwF

csF

csP

cwi

csi

csm

Figure 14.19 Concentration-polarization effects in reverse osmosis.

shown for water, cw, and salt, cs. Because of the high pres-

sure, activity of water on the feed side is somewhat higher than

that of near-pure water on the permeate side. This provides the

driving force for water transport through the membrane. The

flux of water to the membrane carries with it salt by bulk flow,

but because the salt cannot readily penetrate the membrane,

salt concentration adjacent to the surface of the membrane, csi
is >csF

. This difference causes mass transfer of salt by diffu-

sion from the membrane surface back to the bulk feed. The

back rate of salt diffusion depends on the mass-transfer coef-

ficient for the boundary layer on the feed side. The lower the

mass-transfer coefficient, the higher the value of csi
. This is

important because it fixes the osmotic pressure, and influences

the driving force for water transport according to (14-70).

Consider steady-state transport of water with back-diffusion

of salt. A salt balance at the upstream membrane surface gives

NH2O
csF

(SR) = ks

(
csi

− csF

)
Solving for csi

gives

csi
= csF

(
1 +

NH2O
(SR)

ks

)
(14-72)

Values of ks are estimated from (14-55). The concentration-

polarization effect is seen to be most significant for high water

fluxes and low mass-transfer coefficients.

A quantitative estimate of the importance of concentra-

tion polarization is derived by defining the concentration-

polarization factor, Γ, by a rearrangement of the previous

equation:

Γ ≡ csi
− csF

csF

=
NH2O

(SR)
ks

(14-73)

Values of SR are in the range of 0.97–0.995. If Γ > 0.2, con-

centration polarization may be significant, indicating a need

for design changes to reduce Γ.
Feed-side pressure drop is also important because it causes

a reduction in the driving force for water transport. Because

of the complex geometries used for both spiral-wound and

hollow-fiber modules, it is best to estimate pressure drops from

experimental data. Feed-side pressure drops for spiral-wound

modules and hollow-fiber modules range from 43 to 85 and

1.4 to 4.3 psi, respectively [6].

A schematic diagram of a reverse-osmosis for desalination

is shown in Figure 14.20. The source of feed water may be a

well or surface water, which is pumped through a series of pre-

treatment steps to ensure a long membrane life. Of particular

importance is pH adjustment. The pretreated water is fed by a

high-pressure discharge pump to a parallel-and-series network

of reverse-osmosismodules. The concentrate, which leaves the

membrane system at a pressure that is 10–15% lower than the

inlet pressure, is then routed through a power-recovery turbine,

which reduces the net power consumption by 25–40%. The
permeate, which may be 99.95 wt% pure water and about 50%
of the feed water, is sent to a series of post-treatment steps to

make it drinkable.
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Figure 14.20 Reverse-osmosis process.

EXAMPLE 14.10 Polarization Factor in Reverse
Osmosis.

At a certain point in a spiral-woundmembrane, the bulk conditions on

the feed side are 1.8 wt%NaCl, 25∘C, and 1,000 psia, while bulk con-
ditions on the permeate side are 0.05 wt% NaCl, 25∘C, and 50 psia.

For this membrane the permeance values are 1.1 × 10–5 g∕ cm2-s-atm

for H2O and 16 × 10–6 cm∕s for the salt. If external mass-transfer

resistances are negligible, calculate the flux of water in gal/ft2-day

and the flux of salt in g/ft2-day. If ks = 0.005 cm∕s, estimate the polar-

ization factor.

Solution

Bulk salt concentrations are

csF
= 1.8(1,000)

58.5(98.2)
= 0.313 mol∕L on feed side

csP
= 0.05(1,000)

58.5(99.95)
= 0.00855 mol∕L on permeate side

For water transport, using (14-69) for osmotic pressure and noting

that dissolved NaCl gives 2 ions per molecule:

ΔP = (1,000 − 50)∕14.7 = 64.6 atm

πfeed side = 1.12(298)(2)(0.313) = 209 psia = 14.2 atm

πpermiate side = 1.12(298)(2)(0.00855) = 5.7 psia = 0.4 atm

ΔP − Δπ = 64.6 − (14.2 − 0.4) = 50.8 atm

PMH2O
∕lM = 1.1 × 10−5g∕cm2-s-atm

From (14-70),

NH2O
= (1.1 × 10−5)(50.8) = 0.000559 g∕cm2-s

or
(0.000559)(3,600)(24)

(454)(8.33)(1.076 × 10−3)
= 11.9 gal∕ft2-day

For salt transport:

Δc = 0.313 − 0.00855 = 0.304 mol∕L or 0.000304 mol∕cm3

PMNaCl
∕lM = 16 × 10−6cm∕s

From (14-26):

NNaCl = 16 × 10−6(0.000304) = 4.86 × 10−9mol∕cm2-s

or
(4.86 × 10−9)(3,600)(24)(58.5)

1.076 × 10−3
= 22.8 g∕ft2-day

The flux of salt is much smaller than the flux of water.

To estimate the concentration-polarization factor, first convert

the water flux through the membrane into the same units as the salt

mass-transfer coefficient, ks, i.e., cm/s:

NH2O
= 0.000559

1.00
= 0.000559 cm∕s

From (14-71), the salt passage is

SP = 0.00855∕0.313 = 0.027

Therefore, the salt rejection = SR = 1 – 0.027 = 0.973.

From (14-73), the concentration-polarization factor is

Γ = 0.000559(0.972)
0.005

= 0.011

This small value indicates that polarization is not significant.

§14.7 GAS PERMEATION

Figure 14.21 shows gas permeation (GP) through a thin mem-

brane, where feed gas, at high pressure P1, contains some

low-molecular-weight species (MW < 50) to be separated

from small amounts of higher-molecular-weight species.

Usually a sweep gas is not needed, but the other side of

the membrane is maintained at a much lower pressure, P2,

often near ambient, to provide an adequate driving force.
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Figure 14.21 Gas permeation.

The membrane, often dense but sometimes microporous, is

permselective for the low-molecular-weight species A. If the

membrane is dense, these species are absorbed at the surface

and then transported through the membrane by one or more

mechanisms. Permselectivity depends on both membrane

absorption and transport rate. Mechanisms are formulated

in terms of a partial-pressure or fugacity driving force using

the solution-diffusion model of (14-32). The products are

a permeate enriched in A and a retentate enriched in B. A

near-perfect separation is generally not achievable. If the

membrane is microporous, pore size is extremely impor-

tant because it is necessary to block the passage of species

B. Otherwise, unless molecular weights of A and B differ

appreciably, only a very modest separation is achievable,

as was discussed in connection with Knudsen diffusion,

(14-21). Since the early 1980s, applications of GP with dense

polymeric membranes have increased dramatically. Major

applications are listed in Table 14.1. The largest industrial gas

permeation process is the separation of N2 from air (nitrogen

generator).

Gas permeation competes with absorption, pressure-swing

adsorption, and cryogenic distillation. Advantages of gas per-

meation, as cited by Spillman and Sherwin [39], are low capital

investment, ease of installation, ease of operation, absence of

rotating parts, high process flexibility, low weight and space

requirements, and low environmental impact. In addition, if

the feed gas is already at high pressure, a gas compressor is

not needed, thus no utilities are required.

Since 1986, the most rapidly developing industrial applica-

tion for GP has been air separation, for which available mem-

branes have separation factors for O2 with respect to N2 of

3 to 7. However, product purities are economically limited to

a retentate of 95–99.9% N2 and a permeate of 30–45% O2.

In the future, if highly selective membranes can be developed,

gas permeation will be used to separate close-boiling hydro-

carbon mixtures such as ethylene from ethane and possibly

close boiling organic vapor mixtures.

Gas permeation also competes favorably for H2 recovery

because of high separation factors. The rate of permeation of

H2 through a dense polymer membrane is more than 30 times

that for N2. GP can achieve a 95% recovery of 90% pure H2

from a feed gas containing 60% H2.

Early applications of GP used nonporous membranes

of cellulose acetates and polysulfones, which are still

predominant, although polyimides, polyamides, polycar-

bonates, polyetherimides, sulfonated polysulfones, Teflon,

polystyrene, and silicone rubber are also finding applications

for temperatures to at least 70∘C. High-performance polymers

for the separation of mixtures of O2 and N2 include poly-

trimethylsilylpropyne, tetrabromobisphenol A polycarbonate,

polytert-butylacetylene, Vectra polyester, polytriazole, and

polypyrrolone, with separation factors for these polymers

varying from 2.0 to 15.3.

Although plate-and-frame and tubular modules have been

used for gas permeation (e.g., the separation of helium

from natural gas), almost all large-scale applications use

spiral-wound or hollow-fiber modules because of their higher

packing density. Commercial membrane modules for gas per-

meation are available frommany suppliers. Feed-side pressure

is typically 300 to 500 psia, but is as high as 1,650 psia. Typical

refinery applications involve feed-gas flow rates of 20 million

scfd, but flow rates as large as 300 million scfd have been

reported [40]. When the feed contains condensables, it may

be necessary to preheat the feed gas to prevent condensation

as the retentate becomes richer in the high-molecular-weight

species. For high-temperature applications where polymers

cannot be used, membranes of glass, carbon, and inorganic

oxides are available, but are limited in their selectivity.

For dense membranes, external mass-transfer resistances

or concentration-polarization effects are generally negligible,

and (14-32) with a partial-pressure driving force can be

used to compute the rate of membrane transport. As dis-

cussed in §14.3.3 on module flow patterns, the appropriate

partial-pressure driving force depends on the flow pattern.

Cascades are used to increase degree of separation.

Progress is being made in the prediction of permeability of

gases in glassy and rubbery homopolymers, random copoly-

mers, and block copolymers. Teplyakov and Meares [41]

present correlations at 25∘C for the diffusion coefficient, Di,

and solubility, S, applied to 23 different gases for 30 different

polymers. Predicted values for glassy polyvinyltrimethyl-

silane (PVTMS) and rubbery polyisoprene are listed in

Table 14.9. D and S values agree with data to within ±20%
and ±30%, respectively.

Gas-permeation separators are claimed to be relatively

insensitive to changes in feed flow rate, feed composition, and

loss of membrane surface area [42]. This claim is tested in the

following example.
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Table 14.9 Predicted Values of Diffusivity and Solubility of Light

Gases in a Glassy and a Rubbery Polymer

Permeant Di × 1011, m2/s S × 104, mol/m3-Pa PM, Barrer

Polyvinyltrimethylsilane (Glassy Polymer)

He 470 0.18 250

Ne 87 0.26 66

Ar 5.1 1.95 30

Kr 1.5 6.22 29

Xe 0.29 20.6 18

Rn 0.07 69.6 15

H2 160 0.54 250

O2 7.6 1.58 37

N2 3.8 0.84 9

CO2 4.0 13.6 160

CO 3.7 1.28 14

CH4 1.9 3.93 22

C2H6 0.12 30.2 10

C3H8 0.01 98.1 2.8

C4H10 0.001 347 1.2

C2H4 0.23 17.8 12

C3H6 0.038 77.6 9

C4H8 0.0052 293 4.5

C2H2 0.58 16.8 32

C3H4 (m) 0.17 138.1 70

C4H6 (e) 0.053 318.5 50

C3H4 (a) 0.15 186.5 83

C4H6 (b) 0.03 226.1 20

Polyisoprene (Rubber-like Polymer)

He 213 0.06 35

Ne 77.4 0.08 18

Ar 14.6 0.58 25

Kr 7.2 1.78 25

Xe 2.7 5.68 45

Rn 1.2 18.7 64

H2 109 0.17 54

O2 18.4 0.47 26

N2 12.2 0.26 10

CO2 12.6 3.80 140

CO 12.1 0.38 14

CH4 8.0 1.14 27

C2H6 3.3 8.13 79

C3H8 1.6 25.4 123

C4H10 1.5 86.4 390

C2H4 4.3 4.84 62

C3H6 2.7 20.3 163

C4H8 1.5 73.3 333

C2H2 5.7 4.64 80

C3H4 (m) 4.1 35.3 433

C4H6 (e) 2.9 79.6 690

C3H4 (a) 4.5 47.4 640

C4H6 (b) 3.4 40.0 410

Note: m, methylacetylene; e, ethylacetylene; a, allene; b, butadiene.

EXAMPLE 14.11 Recovery of H2 by Gas Permeation.

The feed to a membrane separator consists of 500 lbmol∕h of a mix-

ture of 90% H2 (H) and 10% CH4 (M) at 500 psia. Permeance values

based on a partial-pressure driving force are

P̄MH
= 3.43 × 10−4 lbmol∕h-ft2-psi

P̄MM
= 5.55 × 10−5 lbmol∕h-ft2-psi

Flow patterns in the separator are such that the permeate side is

well mixed and the feed side is in plug flow. The pressure on the

permeate side is constant at 20 psia, and there is no feed-retentate side

pressure drop. (a) Compute the membrane area and permeate purity

if 90% of the hydrogen is transferred to the permeate. (b) For the

membrane area determined in part (a), calculate the permeate purity

and hydrogen recovery if (1) the feed rate is increased by 10%, (2) the

feed composition is reduced to 85%H2, and (3) 25%of themembrane

area becomes inoperative.

Solution

The following independent equations apply to all parts of this

example. Component material balances:

niF
= niR

+ niP
, i = H, M (1,2)

Dalton’s law of partial pressures:

Pk = pHk
+ pMk

, k = F, R, P (3,4,5)

Partial-pressure–mole relations:

pHk
= PknHk

∕
(
nHk

+ nMk

)
, k = F, R, P (6,7,8)

Solution-diffusion transport rates are obtained using (14-32),

assuming a log-mean partial-pressure driving force based on the

exiting permeate partial pressures on the downstream side of the

membrane because of the assumption of perfect mixing.

nip
= P̄MI

AM

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
piF

− piR

ln

(
piF

− piP

piR
− pip

)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, i = H, M (9,10)

Thus, a system of 10 equations has the following 18 variables:

AM nHF
nMF

PF PR PP

P̄MH
nHR

nMR
pHF

pHR
pHP

P̄MM
nHP

nMP
pMF

pMR
pMP

To solve the equations, eight variables must be fixed. For all parts of

this example, the following five variables are fixed:

P̄MH
and P̄MM

given above

PF = 500 psia; PR = 500 psia; PP = 20 psia
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For each part, three additional variables must be fixed.

(a) nHF
= 0.9(500) = 450 lbmol∕h

nMF
= 0.1(500) = 50 lbmol∕h

nHP
= 0.9(450) = 405 lbmol∕h

Solving Equations (1)–(10) above, using, MATLAB, the results are:

AM = 3.370 ft2

nMP
= 20.0 lbmol∕h; nHR

= 45.0 lbmol∕h; nMR
= 30.0 lbmol∕h

pHF
= 450 psia; pMF

= 50 psia; pHR
= 300 psia

pMR
= 200 psia; pHP

= 19.6 psia; pMP
= 0.94 psia

(b) Calculations are made in a similar manner using Equa-

tions (1)–(10). Results for parts (1), (2), and (3) are:

Part

(1) (2) (3)

Fixed:

nHF
, lbmol/h 495 425 450

nMF
, lbmol/h 55 75 50

Am, ft
2 3,370 3,370 2,528

Calculated, in lbmol/h:

nHP
424.2 369.6 338.4

nMP
18.2 25.9 11.5

nHR
70.8 55.4 111.6

nMR
36.8 49.1 38.5

Calculated, in psia:

pHF
450 425 450

pMF
50 75 50

pHR
329 265 372

pMR
171 235 128

pHP
19.18 18.69 19.34

pMP
0.82 1.31 0.66

From the above results:

Part

(a) (b1) (b2) (b3)

Mol% H2 in permeate 95.3 95.9 93.5 96.7

% H2 recovery in permeate 90 85.7 87.0 75.2

It is seen that when the feed rate is increased by 10% (Part b1),

H2 recovery drops about 5%, but the permeate purity is maintained.

When the feed composition is reduced from 90% to 85%H2 (Part b2),

H2 recovery decreases by about 3% and permeate purity decreases by

about 2%. With 25% of the membrane area inoperative (Part b3), H2

recovery decreases by about 15%, but the permeate purity is about 1%

higher. Overall, percentage changes in H2 recovery and purity are less

than the percentage changes in feed flow rate, feed composition, and

membrane area, thus confirming the insensitivity of gas-permeation

separators to changes in operating conditions.

§14.8 PERVAPORATION

Figure 14.22 depicts pervaporation (PV), which differs

from dialysis, reverse osmosis, and gas permeation in

that the phase on one side of the membrane is different

from that on the other. Feed to the membrane mod-

ule is a liquid mixture at pressure P1, which is high

enough to maintain a liquid phase as the feed begins to

be depleted of species A and B to produce liquid retentate.

A composite membrane is used that is selective for species A,

but with some finite permeability for species B. The dense,

thin-film side of the membrane is in contact with the liquid

side. The retentate is enriched in species B. Generally, a

sweep fluid is not used on the other side of the membrane, but

a pressure P2, which may be a vacuum, is held at or below the

dew point of the permeate, causing it to vaporize. Vaporization

may occur near the downstream face such that the membrane

operates with two zones, a liquid-phase and a vapor-phase

zone, as shown in Figure 14.22. Alternatively, the vapor phase

may exist only on the permeate side of the membrane. The

vapor permeate is enriched in species A. Overall permeabili-

ties of species A and B depend on solubilities and diffusion

rates. Generally, solubilities cause the membrane to swell.

The term pervaporation is a combination of the words

“permselective” and “evaporation.” It was first reported

in 1917 by Kober [43], who studied several experimen-

tal techniques for removing water from albumin–toluene

solutions. The economic potential of PV was shown by

Binning et al. [44] in 1961, but commercial applications

were delayed until the mid-1970s, when suitable membrane

materials became available. Major commercial applications

Fast
permeation

Asymmetric or
thin-film

composite
membrane

P1 > P2

Liquid feed

pressure, P1 pressure, P2

Species A

Vapor
permeate

Liquid
retentate

Slow
permeation

Species B

Liquid
phase
zone

Vapor
phase
zone

Figure 14.22 Pervaporation.
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now include (1) dehydration of ethanol; (2) dehydration of

other organic alcohols, ketones, and esters; and (3) removal of

dissolved organics from water. The separation of close-boiling

organic mixtures like benzene-cyclohexane is receiving much

attention. Applications to the separation of other hydrocarbon

and organic mixtures at elevated temperatures will require

advanced membranes and modules.

Pervaporation is favored when the feed solution is dilute in

the main permeant because sensible heat of the feed mixture

provides the permeant enthalpy of vaporization. If the feed

is rich in the main permeant, a number of membrane stages

may be needed, with a small amount of permeant produced

per stage and reheating of the retentate between stages. Even

when only one membrane stage is sufficient, the feed liquid

may be preheated.

Many pervaporation schemes have been proposed [6], with

three important ones shown in Figure 14.23. A hybrid pro-

cess for integrating distillation with pervaporation to produce

99.5 wt% ethanol from a feed of 60 wt% ethanol is shown in

Figure 14.23a. Feed is sent to a distillation column operating

at near-ambient pressure, where a bottoms product of nearly

pure water and an ethanol-rich distillate of 95wt% is produced.

The distillate purity is limited by the 95.6 wt% ethanol–water

azeotrope. The distillate is sent to a pervaporation unit, where

a permeate of 25 wt% alcohol and a retentate of 99.5 wt%
ethanol is produced. The permeate vapor is condensed under

vacuum and recycled to the distillation column. Figure 14.24

from Baker [5] shows the dramatic difference in separability

by pervaporation as compared to distillation. For pervapora-

tion, compositions refer to a liquid feed (abscissa) and a vapor

permeate (ordinate) at 60∘C for membranes of PVA, CTA, and

Anionic Polyelectrolyte under vacuum. There is no limitation

on ethanol purity, and the separation index is high for feeds of

>90 wt% ethanol.

A pervaporation process for dehydrating dichloroethylene

(DCE) is shown in Figure 14.23b. The liquid feed, which is

DCE saturated with water (0.2 wt%), is preheated to 90∘C at

0.7 atm and sent to a PVA membrane system, which produces

a retentate of almost pure DCE (<10 ppm H2O) and a perme-

ate vapor of 50 wt% DCE. Following condensation, the two

Pervaporation

Condenser

Phase
separatorPermeate

recycle

Ethanol–water
feed

Pump

(a)

(b)

Water

Recycle DCE-rich
permeate

Condenser

Condenser

Vacuum pump

Ethanol product

Pervaporation

Preheater

Water-saturated
dichloroethylene

feed

Purified DCE

Pervaporation

Nearly pure water

(c)

Wastewater
to treatment

Vacuum pump

Three-phase
separator

Three-phase
separator

Water-rich
liquid

Wastewater
feed

VOC-rich liquid

Vacuum pump

Figure 14.23 Pervaporation processes.

(a) Hybrid process for removal of water from

ethanol. (b) Dehydration of dichloroethylene.

(c) Removal of volatile organic compounds

(VOCs) from wastewater.
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Figure 14.24 Comparison of ethanol–water separabilities for

distillation and pervaporation with three different membranes.

[Reproduced from [5] with permission of John Wiley and Sons.]

resulting liquid phases are separated, with the DCE-rich phase

recycled and the water-rich phase sent to an air stripper, steam

stripper, adsorption unit, or hydrophobic, pervaporation mem-

brane system for residual DCE removal.

For removal of VOCs (e.g., toluene and trichloroethylene)

from wastewater, pervaporation with hollow-fiber modules of

silicone rubber can be used, as shown in Figure 14.23c. The

retentate is almost pure water (<5 ppb of VOCs) and the per-

meate, after condensation, is (1) a water-rich phase that is recy-

cled to themembrane system and (2) a nearly pure VOC phase.

A pervaporation module may operate with heat transfer

or adiabatically, with the enthalpy of vaporization supplied

by feed enthalpy. Consider the adiabatic pervaporation of a

binary liquid mixture of A and B. Ignore heat of mixing. For

an enthalpy datum temperature of T0, an enthalpy balance, in

terms of mass flow rates m, liquid sensible heats CP, and heats

of vaporization ΔHvap, gives(
mAF

CPA
+ mBF

CPB

)(
TF − T0

)
=

[(
mAF

− mAP

)
CPA

+
(
mBF

− mBP

)
CPB

](
TR − T0

)
+

(
mAP

CPA
+ mBP

CPB

)(
TP − T0

)
+ mAP

ΔHvap
A

+ mBP
ΔHvap

B (14-74)

where enthalpies of vaporization are evaluated at TP. After col-

lection of terms, (14-74) reduces to(
mAF

CPA
+ mBF

CPB

)(
TF − TR

)
=

(
mAP

CPA
+ mBP

CPB

)(
TP − TR

)
(14-75)

+
(
mAP

ΔHvap
A + mBP

ΔHvap
B

)
Permeate temperature, TP, is the dew point at the permeate

vacuum upstream of the condenser. The retentate temperature

is computed from (14-75).

Membrane selection is critical in the commercial appli-
cation of PV. For water permeation, hydrophilic membrane
materials are preferred. For example, a three-layer composite
membrane is used for the dehydration of ethanol, with water
being themain permeating species. The support layer is porous
polyester, which is cast on a microporous polyacrylonitrile or
polysulfone membrane. The final layer, which provides the
separation, is dense PVA, 0.1 μm in thickness. This composite
combines chemical and thermal stability with adequate perme-
ability. Hydrophobic membranes, such as silicone rubber and
Teflon, are preferredwhen organics are the permeating species.

Commercial membrane modules for PV are almost exclu-
sively of the plate-and-frame type because of the need for
gasketing materials that are resistant to organic solvents and
the ease of providing heat exchange for vaporization and
high-temperature operation. Hollow-fiber modules are used
for removal of VOCs from wastewater. Because feeds are
generally clean and operation is at low pressure, membrane
fouling and damage isminimal, resulting in a usefulmembrane
life of 2–4 years.

Models for transport of permeant through a membrane by
pervaporation have been proposed, based on the solution-
diffusion concept. They assume equilibrium between the
upstream liquid and the upstream membrane surface, and
between the downstream vapor and its membrane side.
Membrane transport follows Fick’s law, with a permeant
concentration gradient as the driving force. However, because
of phase change and nonideal-solution feed, simple equations
like (14-56) for dialysis and (14-32) for gas permeation are
inadequate.

A convenient PV model is that of Wijmans and Baker [46],
who express the driving force for permeation in terms of a
partial-vapor-pressure difference. Because pressures on both
sides of the membrane are low, the gas phase follows the
ideal-gas law. Therefore, at the upstream membrane surface
(1), permeant activity for component i is

a(1)i = f (1)i ∕f (0)i = p(1)i ∕Ps(1)
i (14-76)

where Ps
i is the vapor pressure at the feed temperature. Liquid

on the upstream side of the membrane is generally nonideal.
From Table 2.1:

a(1)i = γ(1)i x(1)i (14-77)

Combining (14-76) and (14-77):

p(1)i = γ(1)i x(1)i Ps(1)
i (14-78)

On the vapor side of the membrane (2), partial pressure is

p(2)i = y(2)i P(2)
P (14-79)

Thus, the driving force can be expressed as

γ(1)i x(1)i Ps(1)
i − y(2)i P(2)

P

The corresponding permeant flux, after dropping unnecessary
superscripts, is

Ni =
PMi

lM

(
γixiP

s
i − yiPP

)
(14-80)
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or

Ni = P̄Mi

(
γixiP

s
i − yiPP

)
(14-81)

where γi and xi refer to feed-side liquid, Ps
i is the vapor pres-

sure at the feed-side temperature, yi is the mole fraction in the

permeant vapor, and PP is total permeant pressure. Unlike gas

permeation, where PMi
depends mainly on permeant, polymer,

and temperature, the permeability for pervaporation depends

also on the concentrations of permeants in the polymer, which

can be large enough to cause swelling and cross-diffusion. It

is thus best to back-calculate and correlate permeant flux with

feed composition at a given feed temperature and permeate

pressure. Because of nonideal effects, selectivity can be a

strong function of feed concentration and permeate pressure,

causing inversion of selectivity, as illustrated next.

EXAMPLE 14.12 Pervaporation for Purification of
Ethanol.

Wesslein et al. [45] present the following experimental data for the

pervaporation of liquid mixtures of ethanol (1) and water (2) at a feed

temperature of 60∘C for a permeate pressure of 76 mmHg, using a

commercial polyvinylalcohol membrane:

Total Permeation Flux,wt% Ethanol

Feed Permeate kg/m2-h

8.8 10.0 2.48

17.0 16.5 2.43

26.8 21.5 2.18

36.4 23.0 1.73

49.0 22.5 1.46

60.2 17.5 0.92

68.8 13.0 0.58

75.8 9.0 0.40

At 60∘C, vapor pressures are 352 and 149 mmHg for ethanol and

water, respectively.

Liquid-phase activity coefficients at 60∘C for the ethanol

(1)–water (2) system are given by van Laar equations (§2.7.1):

ln γ1 = 1.6276

[
0.9232x2

1.626x1 + 0.9232x2

]2
ln γ2 = 0.9232

[
1.6276x1

1.6276x1 + 0.9232x2

]2
Calculate permeance for water and ethanol from (14-81).

Solution

For the first row of data, mole fractions in the feed, xi, and permeate,

yi, with MW1 = 46.07 and MW2 = 18.02, are

x1 =
0.88∕46.07

0.088

46.07
+ (1.0 − 0.088)

18.02

= 0.0364

x2 = 1.0 − 0.0364 = 0.9636

y1 =
0.10∕46.07
0.10

46.07
+ 0.90

18.02

= 0.0416

y2 = 1.0 − 0.0416 = 0.9584

Activity coefficients for the feed mixture are

γ1 = exp

{
1.6276

[
0.9232 (0.9636)

1.6276(0.0364) + 0.9232(0.9636)

]2}
= 4.182

γ2 = exp

{
0.9232

[
1.6276 (0.0364)

1.6276(0.0364) + 0.9232(0.9636)

]2}
= 1.004

From the total mass flux, component molar fluxes are

N1 =
(2.48)(0.10)

46.07
= 0.00538

kmol

h −m2

N2 =
(2.48)(0.90)

18.02
= 0.1239

kmol

h −m2

From (14-81), permeance values are

P̄M1
= 0.00538

(4.182)(0.0364)(352) − (0.0416)(76)
= 0.000107 kmol∕h-m2-mmHg

P̄M2
= 0.1239

(2.004)(1.0 − 0.364)(149) − (1.0 − 0.0416)(76)
= 0.001739 kmol∕h-m2-mmHg

Results for other feed conditions are computed in a similar manner:

Activity

Coefficient Permeance,

wt% Ethanol in Feed kmol/h-m2-mmHg

Feed Permeate Ethanol Water Ethanol Water

8.8 10.0 4.182 1.004 1.07 × 10−4 1.74 × 10−3

17.0 16.5 3.489 1.014 1.02 × 10−4 1.62 × 10−3

26.8 21.5 2.823 1.038 8.69 × 10−5 1.43 × 10−3

36.4 23.0 2.309 1.077 6.14 × 10−5 1.17 × 10−3

49.0 22.5 1.802 1.158 4.31 × 10−5 1.10 × 10−3

60.2 17.5 1.477 1.272 1.87 × 10−5 8.61 × 10−4

68.8 13.0 1.292 1.399 7.93 × 10−6 6.98 × 10−4

75.8 9.0 1.177 1.539 3.47 × 10−6 6.75 × 10−4

The PVA membrane is hydrophilic. As concentration of ethanol

in the feed liquid increases, sorption of feed liquid by the membrane

decreases, reducing polymer swelling. As swelling is reduced, the

permeance of ethanol decreases more rapidly than that of water, thus

increasing selectivity for water. For example, selectivity for water can

be defined as

α2.1 =
(100 − w1)P∕(w1)P
(100 − w1)F(w1)F

where w1 = weight fraction of ethanol. For cases of 8.8 and 75.8 wt%

ethanol in the feed, the selectivities for water are, respectively, 0.868

(more selective for ethanol) and 31.7 (more selective for water).
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Abbreviations and Acronyms

A anion selective membrane, Figure 14.14

C cation selective membrane, Figure 14.14

GP gas permeation, Section 14.7

MF microfiltration, Section 14.1

NF nanofiltration, Section 14.1

PV pervaporation, Section 14.8

RO reverse osmosis, Section 14.6

UF ultrafiltration, Section 14.1

Latin Symbols

AM membrane area, (14-5) in Example 14.5

av specific surface area, (14-5)

cM total molar concentration of a gas mixture, (14-17)

ci solute concentrations at various locations, (14-13)

Δc difference in ion concentrations, (14-59)

cs salt concentration, (14-72)

cw water concentration, Figure 14.19

D pore diameter, (14-2)

Di solute diffusivity in a membrane, (14-25)

DP particle diameter, (14-10)

De effective diffusivity, (14-13)

DL Langmuir diffusivity of sorbed species, (14-35)

dH hydraulic diameter, (14-5)

dm molecular diameter, (14-5)

dp pore diameter, (14-5)

E voltage, (14-60)

ED activation energy, (14-34)

Eo standard electrical potential, Section 14.5

F Faraday’s constant, (14-59)

f (0) standard state fugacity, (14-76)

I electric current, (14-60)

i current density (current/unit area), (14-59)

K overall mass transfer coefficient, (14-56)

Kr solute restrictive factor, (14-14)

Ki solute solubility in membrane, (14-27)

k mass-transfer coefficient, (14-54)

m̄ summation of molarities, (14-69)

m mass flow rate, (14-74)

N flux, mass flow/unit area, (14-4)

n number of cell pairs, (14-61)

P electrical power, (14-60)

PM permeability, (14-1)

P̄M permeance = permeability/unit membrane thickness,

(14-1)

Q diluate volumetric flow rate, (14-59)

r pressure ratio, PP/PF, (14-41)

Si, j selectivity ratio, (14-16)

SP salt passage, (14-71)

SR salt rejection, (14-71)

v0 superficial liquid velocity through the bed, (14-10)

Greek Symbols

α separation factor, (14-36)

α* ideal separation factor, (14-40)

Γ polarization factor, (14-73)

ξ current efficiency, (14-61)

θ fraction of feed permeated, (14-44)

π osmotic pressure, (14-66)

Subscripts

L outside membrane surface, Fig. 14.7

M membrane, (14-51)

0 feed membrane surface, Figure 14.7

P permeate, Figure 14.7

R retentate, Example 14.5

Superscripts

c concentrate side, Figure 14.16

d dilute side, Figure 14.16

SUMMARY

1. Separation of liquid and gas mixtures with membranes

is an emerging separation operation. Applications began

accelerating in the 1980s. The products of separation are

retentate and permeate.

2. The key to an efficient and economical membrane-

separation process is the membrane. It must have good

permeability, high selectivity, solute compatibility, high

capacity, stability, freedom from fouling, a long life, and

a reasonable cost.

3. Commercialized membrane-separation processes include

dialysis, electrodialysis, reverse osmosis, gas permeation,

pervaporation, ultrafiltration, and microfiltration.

4. Membranes for commercial separation processes are nat-

ural or synthetic, and glassy or rubbery polymers cast as a
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film from a solvent mixture. However, for high-tempera-

ture (>200∘C) operations with chemically reactive mix-

tures, ceramics, metals, and carbon find applications.

5. For high permeability and selectivity, dense, nonporous

membranes are preferred. For mechanical integrity, mem-

branes 0.1–1.0 μm thick are incorporated as a surface

layer or film on a thicker, porous asymmetric or composite

membrane.

6. To achieve a high surface area per unit volume, mem-

branes are fabricated into spiral-wound or hollow-fiber

modules. Less surface area per volume is available in

plate-and-frame, tubular, and monolithic modules.

7. Permeation through a membrane occurs by many mech-

anisms. For a microporous membrane, mechanisms

include bulk flow (no selectivity), liquid and gas diffu-

sion, Knudsen diffusion, restrictive diffusion, sieving,

and surface diffusion. For a nonporous membrane, a

solution-diffusion mechanism applies.

8. Flow patterns in membrane modules have a profound

effect on overall permeation rates. Idealized flow patterns

for which theory has been developed include perfect mix-

ing, countercurrent flow, cocurrent flow, and crossflow.

To overcome separation limits of a single membrane

module stage, modules can be arranged in series and/or

parallel cascades.

9. In gas permeation, filmmass-transfer resistances on either

side of the membrane are usually negligible compared to

the membrane resistance. For separation of liquid mix-

tures, external mass-transfer effects and concentration

polarization can be significant.

10. Component mass-transfer fluxes through a membrane can

be formulated as the product of two terms: (1) permeance

P̄Mi
, which is the ratio of the permeability, PMi

, to the

membrane thickness, lM; and (2) a driving force based on

concentration, partial pressure, fugacity, or activity.

11. In dialysis of a liquid mixture, a microporous membrane

is used to separate small solutes of type A from the sol-

vent and larger solutes of type B. The driving force is the

concentration difference across the membrane. Transport

of solvent can be minimized by adjusting pressure differ-

ences across the membrane to equal osmotic pressure.

12. In electrodialysis, a series of alternating cation- and

anion-selective membranes are used with a direct-current

voltage across an outer anode and an outer cathode to

concentrate an electrolyte.

13. In reverse osmosis, the solvent of a liquid mixture is

selectively transported through a dense membrane. By

this means, seawater can be desalinized. The driving

force for solvent transport is fugacity difference, which is

commonly expressed in terms of ΔP – Δπ, where π is the
osmotic pressure.

14. In gas permeation, mixtures of gases are separated by

differences in permeation rates through dense mem-

branes. The driving force for each component is its

partial-pressure difference, Δpi, across the membrane.

Both permeance and permeability depend on membrane

absorptivity for the particular gas species and species

diffusivity. Thus, PMi
= HiDi.

15. In pervaporation, a liquid mixture is separated with a

dense membrane by a vacuum on the permeate side of the

membrane so as to evaporate the permeate. The driving

force may be approximated as a fugacity difference

expressed by (γixiP
s
i − yiPP). Permeability varies with

concentration because of membrane swelling.
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STUDY QUESTIONS

14.1. What are the two products from a membrane separation

called? What is a sweep?

14.2. From what kinds of materials are membranes made? Can

a membrane be porous or nonporous? What forms pores in

polymer membranes?

14.3. What is the basic equation for computing the rate of mass

transfer through a membrane? Explain each of the four fac-

tors in the equation and how they can be exploited to obtain

high rates of mass transfer.

14.4. What is the difference between permeability and per-

meance? How are they analogous to diffusivity and the

mass-transfer coefficient?

14.5. For a membrane separation, is it usually possible to achieve

both a high permeability and a large separation factor?

14.6. What are the three mechanisms for mass transfer through a

porous membrane?Which are the best mechanisms for mak-

ing a separation? Why?

14.7. What is the mechanism for mass transfer through a dense

(nonporous) membrane?Why is it called solution-diffusion?

Does this mechanism work if the polymer is completely

crystalline? Explain.

14.8. How do the solution-diffusion equations differ for liquid

transport and gas transport? How is Henry’s law used

in solution-diffusion for gas transport? Why are the film

resistances to mass transfer on either side of the membrane

for gas permeation often negligible?

14.9. What are the four idealized flow patterns in membrane mod-

ules?Which is themost effective?Which is themost difficult

to calculate?

14.10. What is osmosis? Can it be used to separate a liquid mixture?

How does it differ from reverse osmosis? For what type of

mixtures is it well suited?

14.11. Can a near-perfect separation be made with gas permeation?

If not, why not?

14.12. What is pervaporation?

EXERCISES

Section 14.1

14.1. Differences between membrane separations and other
separations.

Explain, as completely as you can, how membrane separa-

tions differ from (a) absorption and stripping; (b) distillation;

(c) liquid−liquid extraction; (d) extractive distillation.

14.2. Barrer units for permeabilities.
For the commercial application of membrane separators discussed

at the beginning of this chapter, calculate the permeabilities of hydro-

gen and methane in Barrer units.

14.3. Membrane separation of N2 from CH4.
Anew asymmetric, polyimide polymermembrane has been devel-

oped for the separation of N2 from CH4. At 30
∘C, permeance values

are 50,000 and 10,000 Barrer∕cm for N2 and CH4, respectively. If

this new membrane is used to perform the separation in Figure 14.25,

Feed
5,500 kPa

30°C

kmol/h
   200
   800

1,000

N2
CH4

Retentate
5,450 kPa

30°C

Permeate
100 kPa

30°C

Membrane
separator

kmol/h
  180N2

CH4

kmol/h

20N2
CH4

Figure 14.25 Data for Exercise 14.3.
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determine the membrane surface area in m2, and the kmol/h of CH4

in the permeate. Base the driving force for diffusion on the arithmetic

average of the partial pressures of the entering feed and the exiting

retentate, with the permeate-side partial pressures at exit condition.

Section 14.2

14.4. Characteristics of a hollow-fiber module.
A hollow-fiber module has 4,000 ft2 of membrane surface area

based on the size of the fibers, which are 42 μm i.d. × 85 μm o.d. ×
1.2 m long each. Determine the (a) number of hollow fibers in the

module; (b) diameter of the module, assuming the fibers are on a

square spacing of 120 μm center-to-center; and (c) membrane surface

area per unit volume of module (packing density) m2∕m3. Compare

your result with that in Table 14.4.

14.5. Geometry of a membrane module.
A spiral-woundmodule made from a flat sheet of membranemate-

rial is 0.3 m in diameter and 3 m long. If the packing density (mem-

brane surface area/unit module volume) is 500 m2∕m3, what is the

center-to-center spacing of the membrane in the spiral, assuming a

collection tube 1 cm in diameter?

14.6. Characteristics of a monolithic element.
A monolithic membrane element of the type shown in

Figure 14.4d contains 19 flow channels of 0.5 cm in inside diameter

by 0.85 m long. If 9 of these elements are in a cylindrical module

of the type in Figure 14.5f, determine values for (a) module volume

in m3 and (b) packing density in m2∕m3. Compare your value with

those for other membrane modules in Table 14.4.

Section 14.3

14.7. Porous membrane with pressure differential.
Water at 70∘C passes through a polyethylene membrane of 25%

porosity with an average pore diameter of 0.3 μm and an average tor-

tuosity of 1.3. The pressures on the downstream and upstream sides

of the membrane are 125 and 500 kPa, respectively. Estimate the flux

of water in m3∕m2-day.

14.8. Knudsen flow in a membrane.
Aporous-glass membrane, with an average pore diameter of 40 Å,

is used to separate light gases at 25∘C when Knudsen flow may be

dominant. The pressures are 15 psia downstream and not >120 psia

upstream. The membrane has been calibrated with pure helium gas,

giving a constant permeability of 117,000 Barrer. Experiments with

pure CO2 give a permeability of 68,000 Barrer. Assuming that helium

is in Knudsen flow, predict the permeability of CO2. Is it in agreement

with the experimental value? If not, suggest an explanation. Refer-

ence: Kammermeyer, K., and L.O. Rutz, C.E.P. Symp. Ser., 55(24),
163–169 (1959).

14.9. Partial condensation and surface diffusion.
Twomechanisms for the gas transport through a porousmembrane

not discussed in §14.3 or illustrated in Figure 14.6 are (1) partial con-

densation in the pores by some components of the gas mixture to the

exclusion of other components, and subsequent transport of the con-

densed molecules through the pore, and (2) selective adsorption on

pore surfaces of some components and subsequent surface diffusion

across the pores. In particular, Rao and Sircar [48] have found that

the latter mechanism provides a potentially attractive means for sep-

arating hydrocarbons from hydrogen for low-pressure gas streams. In

porous-carbon membranes with continuous pores 4–15Å in diameter,

little pore void space is available for Knudsen diffusion of hydrogen

when the hydrocarbons are selectively adsorbed.

Typically, the membranes are not more than 5 μm in thickness.

Measurements at 295.1 K of permeabilities for five pure components

and a mixture of the five components are as follows:

Permeability, Barrer

Component

As a

Pure Gas

In the

Mixture

mol% in

the Mixture

H2 130 1.2 41.0

CH4 660 1.3 20.2

C2H6 850 7.7 9.5

C3H8 290 25.4 9.4

nC4H10 155 112.3 19.9

Total 100.0

A refinery waste gas mixture of the preceding composition is

to be processed through such a porous-carbon membrane. If the

pressure of the gas is 1.2 atm and an inert sweep gas is used on the

permeate side such that partial pressures of feed-gas components

on that side are close to zero, determine the permeate composition

on a sweep-gas-free basis when the composition on the upstream

pressure side of the membrane is that of the feed gas. Explain why

the component permeabilities differ so much between pure gas and

the gas mixture.

14.10. Module flow pattern and membrane area.
A mixture of 60 mol% propylene and 40 mol% propane at a flow

rate of 100 lbmol∕h and at 25∘C and 300 psia is to be separated with a

polyvinyltrimethylsilane polymer (see Table 14.9 for permeabilities).

The membrane skin is 0.1 μm thick, and spiral-wound modules are

used with a pressure of 15 psia on the permeate side. Calculate the

material balance and membrane area in m2 as a function of the cut

(fraction of feed permeated) for (a) perfect-mixing flow pattern and

(b) crossflow pattern.

14.11. Membrane area for gas permeation.
Repeat part (a) of Exercise 14.10 for the two-stage stripping cas-

cade and two-stage enriching cascade shown in Figure 14.11. How-

ever, select just one set of reasonable cuts for the two stages of each

case so as to produce 40 lbmol∕h of final retentate.
14.12. Concentration polarization in dialysis.

Repeat Example 14.7 with the following changes: tube-side

Reynolds number = 25,000; tube inside diameter = 0.4 cm; per-

meate-side mass-transfer coefficient = 0.06 cm∕s. How important is

concentration polarization?

14.13. Gas permeation through a rubber stopper.
Carbon dioxide at 2 atm and 25∘C is stored in a cylinder with a flat,

circular plug stopper of vulcanized rubber, 3 cm thick and 2 cm2 in

area. Experimental data at 25∘Cgive the solubility of CO2 in rubber as

0.90 cm3 (at 0∘C and 1 atm)∕cm3 of rubber/atm CO2 and the diffusiv-

ity of CO2 in rubber at 0.11 × 10−5 cm2∕s, independent of pressure.
Neglecting mass transfer resistances in the gas on either side of the

stopper and a pressure of 1 atm outside of the cylinder, calculate rate

of loss of CO2 from the cylinder in mol/s.

14.14. Liquid diffusion through a porous membrane.
At one face of 0.3-cm thick sintered silica is an aqueous solution

of 0.1-MKCl. Calculate the rate of diffusion of KCl through the silica

into pure water at the other face. Neglect mass-transfer resistances on

either side of the silica. The diffusivity of KCl is 1.87 × 10−5 cm2∕s.
The silica porosity is 0.3 and the tortuosity is 2.2. Assume a restrictive

factor of 1.0. Calculate the diffusion rate of KCl in mol/s-cm2 of silica

surface area. Neglect diffusion of water through the membrane.

14.15. Knudsen diffusion.
Pure hydrogen at 1 atm and 100∘C diffuses through 0.6-cm thick

plugs into pure nitrogen. In one case, the plug has straight pores of

130 Å in diameter. In the second case, the pores are straight with

a diameter of 18.3 × 10−4 cm. The mean-free path of hydrogen is
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1,400 Å. From Table 3.2, the diffusivity of hydrogen through nitro-

gen at 25∘C and 1 atm is 0.784 cm2∕s. Assuming that no nitrogen

flows through the pores, calculate the flux of hydrogen in mol/s-cm2

of pore cross-sectional area for each of the two cases.

Section 14.4

14.16. Dialysis to separate Na2SO4.
An aqueous process stream of 100 gal∕h at 20∘C contains 8 wt%

Na2SO4 and 6 wt% of a high-molecular-weight substance (A).

This stream is processed in a continuous countercurrent-flow

dialyzer using a pure water sweep of the same flow rate. The

membrane is a microporous cellophane with pore volume = 50%,

wet thickness = 0.0051 cm, tortuosity = 4.1, and pore diameter =
31Å. The molecules to be separated have the following properties:

Na2SO4 A

Molecular weight 142 1, 000

Molecular diameter, Å 5.5 15.0

Diffusivity, cm2∕s × 105 0.77 0.25

Calculate the membrane area in m2 for only a 10% transfer of

A through the membrane, assuming no transfer of water. What

is the % recovery of the Na2SO4 in the diffusate? Use log-mean

concentration-driving forces and assume the mass-transfer resis-

tances on each side of the membrane are each 25% of the total

mass-transfer resistances for Na2SO4 and A.

14.17. Removal of HCl by dialysis.
A dialyzer is to be used to separate 300 L∕h of an aqueous solu-

tion containing 0.1-M NaCl and 0.2-M HCl. Laboratory experiments

with the microporous membrane to be used give the following values

for the overall mass-transfer coefficient Ki in (14-56) for a log-mean

concentration-driving force:

Ki, cm/min

Water 0.0025

NaCl 0.021

HCl 0.055

Determine the membrane area in m2 for 90, 95, and 98% transfer of

HCl to the diffusate. For each case, determine the complete material

balance in mol/h for a sweep of 300 L∕h.

Section 14.5

14.18. Desalinization by electrodialysis.
An total of 86,000 gal∕day of an aqueous solution of 3,000 ppm of

NaCl is to be desalinized to 400 ppm by electrodialysis, with a 40%

conversion. The process will be conducted in four stages, with three

stacks of 150 cell pairs in each stage. The fractional desalinization

will be the same in each stage and the expected current efficiency is

90%. The applied voltage for the first stage is 220 V. Each cell pair

has an area of 1,160 cm2. Calculate the current density in mA/cm2,

the current in A, and the power in kW for the first stage. Reference:

Mason, E.A., and T.A. Kirkham, C.E.P. Symp. Ser., 55(24), 173–189
(1959).

Section 14.6

14.19. Reverse osmosis of seawater.
A reverse-osmosis plant is used to treat 30,000,000 gal∕day of

seawater at 20∘C containing 3.5 wt% dissolved solids to produce

10,000,000 gal∕day of potable water, with 500 ppm of dissolved

solids and the balance as brine containing 5.25 wt% dissolved solids.

The feed-side pressure is 2,000 psia, while the permeate pressure

is 50 psia. A single stage of spiral-wound membranes is used that

approximates crossflow. If the total membrane area is 2,000,000 ft2,

estimate the permeance for water and the salt passage.

14.20. Reverse osmosis with multiple stages.
A reverse-osmosis process is to be designed to handle a feed flow

rate of 100 gpm. Three designs have been proposed that differ in the

percent recovery of potable water from the feed:

Design 1: A single stage consisting of four units in parallel to

obtain a 50% recovery

Design 2: Two stages in series with respect to the retentate (four

units in parallel followed by two units in parallel)

Design 3: Three stages in series with respect to the retentate (four

units in parallel followed by two units in parallel followed by

a single unit)

Draw the three designs and determine the percent recovery of

potable water for Designs 2 and 3.

14.21. Concentration ofKraft black liquor by two-stage reverse
osmosis.

Production of paper requires a pulping step to break down wood

chips into cellulose and lignin. In the Kraft process, an aqueous

solution known as white liquor and consisting of dissolved inorganic

chemicals such as Na2S and NaOH is used. Following removal

of the pulp (primarily cellulose), a solution known as weak Kraft

black liquor (KBL) is left, which is regenerated to recover white

liquor for recycle. In this process, a 15 wt% (dissolved solids) KBL

is concentrated to 45 to 70 wt % by multiple-effect evaporation.

It is suggested that reverse osmosis be used to perform an initial

concentration to 25 wt%. Higher concentrations may not be feasible

because of the high osmotic pressure, which at 180∘F and 25 wt%
solids is 1,700 psia. Osmotic pressure for other conditions can be

scaled with (14-69) using wt% instead of molality.

A two-stage RO process, shown in Figure 14.26, has been

proposed to carry out this initial concentration for a feed rate of

1,000 lb∕h at 180∘F. A feed pressure of 1,756 psia is to be used

for the first stage to yield a permeate of 0.4 wt% solids. The feed

pressure to the second stage is 518 psia to produce water of 300 ppm

dissolved solids and a retentate of 2.6 wt% solids. Permeate-side

pressure for both stages is 15 psia. Equation (14-70) can be used

to estimate membrane area, where the permeance for water can

be taken as 0.0134 lb∕ft2-hr-psi in conjunction with an arithmetic

mean osmotic pressure for plug flow on the feed side. Complete the

material balance for the process and estimate the required membrane

areas for each stage. Reference: Gottschlich, D.E., and D.L.

Roberts. Final Report DE91004710, SRI International, Menlo

Park, CA, Sept. 28, 1990.

14.22. Osmotic pressure.
Many years before freeze drying was used, fruit juices were

concentrated by immersion in brine solutions of membrane packaged

RO - stage 1

RO - stage 2

Pump #1

Pump #2

Concentrated
KBL (25%)

Purified water
(300 ppm)

Feed
KBL (15%)

Figure 14.26 Data for Exercise 14.21.
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juice. A fruit juice containing 1 weight percent dissolved sucrose

(MW = 342) is to be concentrated at 10∘C by reverse osmosis using

a brine containing 35 g of NaCl (MW = 58.5) per 100 g water.

The membrane is a plastic bag permeable to water but not to salt or

sucrose. Calculate the difference in osmotic pressure at the beginning

of the reverse osmosis process.

Section 14.7

14.23. Recovery of VOCs by gas permeation.
Gas permeation can be used to recover VOCs (volatile organic

compounds) from air at low pressures using a highly selective mem-

brane. In a typical application, 1,500 scfm (0∘C, 1 atm) of air contain-

ing 0.5 mol% acetone (A) is fed to a spiral-wound membrane module

at 40∘C and 1.2 atm. A liquid-ring vacuum pump on the permeate side

establishes a pressure of 4 cmHg. A silicone-rubber, thin-composite

membrane with a 2-μm-thick skin gives permeabilities of 4 Barrer for

air and 20,000 Barrer for acetone.

If the retentate is to contain 0.05 mol% acetone and the permeate

is to contain 5 mol% acetone, determine the membrane area required

in m2, assuming crossflow. References: (1) Peinemann, K.-V., J.M.

Mohr, and R.W. Baker, C.E.P. Symp. Series, 82(250), 19–26 (1986);

(2) Baker, R.W., N. Yoshioka, J.M. Mohr, and A.J. Khan, J. Mem-
brane Sci., 31, 259−271 (1987).

14.24. Separation of air by gas permeation.
Separation of air into N2 and O2 is widely practiced. Cryogenic

distillation is most economical for processing 100 to 5,000 tons of

air per day, while pressure-swing adsorption is favorable for 20 to

50 tons∕day. For small-volume users requiring less than 10 tons∕day,
gas permeation finds applications, where for a single stage, either an

oxygen-enriched air (40 mol% O2) or 98 mol% N2 can be produced.

It is desired to produce a permeate of 5 tons∕day (2,000 lb∕ton) of
40 mol% oxygen and a retentate of nitrogen, ideally of 90 mol%
purity, by gas permeation. Assume pressures of 500 psia (feed side)

and 20 psia (permeate). Two companies who can supply the mem-

brane modules have provided the following data:

Company A Company B

Module type Hollow-fiber Spiral-wound

P̄M for O2, Barrer/μm 15 35

P̄MO2
∕P̄MN2

3.5 1.9

Determine the required membrane area in m2 for each company.

Assume that both module types approximate crossflow.

14.25. Removal of CO2 and H2S by permeation.
A joint venture has been underway for several years to develop a

membrane process to separate CO2 and H2S from high-pressure, sour

natural gas. Typical feed and product conditions are:

Feed Gas Pipeline Gas

Pressure, psia 1, 000 980

Composition, mol%:

CH4 70 97.96

H2S 10 0.04

CO2 20 2.00

To meet these conditions, the following hollow-fiber membrane

material targets have been established:

Selectivity

CO2—CH4 50

H2S—CH4 50

where selectivity is the ratio of permeabilities. PMCO2
= 13.3 Barrer,

and membrane skin thickness is expected to be 0.5 μm. Make

calculations to show whether the targets can realistically meet the

pipeline-gas conditions in a single stage with a reasonable membrane

area. Assume a feed-gas flow rate of 10 × 103 scfm (0∘C, 1 atm) with

crossflow. Reference: Stam, H., in L. Cecille and J.-C. Toussaint,

Eds., Future Industrial Prospects of Membrane Processes, Elsevier
Applied Science, London, pp. 135−152 (1989).

14.26. Separation of air with a low-density membrane.
A 0.1-μm thick, low-density polyethylene membrane with prop-

erties given in Table 14.6 is to separate 37,000 m3 (at 25∘C, 1 atm)∕h
of air (79 mol% N2, 21 mol% O2) into enriched O2 (A) and enriched

N2 (B). The pressure on the feed-retentate side of the membrane is

constant at 10 atm. The pressure on the permeate side is constant at

1 atm. Assume perfect mixing on both sides of the membrane and

neglect the mass-transfer resistances in the gases on both sides of

the membrane. Calculate the membrane surface area required and the

mole-fraction compositions of the retentate and permeate for a cut

fraction, θ, of 0.4.

Section 14.8

14.27. Separation by pervaporation.
Pervaporation is to be used to separate ethyl acetate (EA) from

water. The feed rate is 100,000 gal∕day of water containing 2.0 wt%
EA at 30∘C and 20 psia. The membrane is dense polydimethylsil-

oxane with a 1-μm-thick skin in a spiral-wound module that approx-

imates crossflow. The permeate pressure is 3 cmHg. The total mea-

sured membrane flux at these conditions is 1.0 L∕m2-h with a sep-

aration factor given by (14-36) of 100 for EA with respect to water.

A retentate of 0.2 wt% EA is desired for a permeate of 45.7 wt%
EA. Determine the required membrane area in m2 and the feed tem-

perature drop. Reference: Blume, I., J.G. Wijans, and R.W. Baker,

J. Membrane Sci., 49, 253−286 (1990).

14.28. Permeances for pervaporation.
For a temperature of 60∘C and a permeate pressure of 15.2mmHg,

Wesslein et al. [45] measured a total permeation flux of 1.6 kg∕m2-h

for a 17.0 wt% ethanol-in-water feed, giving a permeate of 12 wt%
ethanol. Otherwise, conditions were those of Example 14.12. Calcu-

late the permeances of ethyl alcohol and water for these conditions.

Also, calculate the selectivity for water.

14.29. Second stage of a pervaporation process.
Separation of benzene (B) from cyclohexane (C) by distillation at

1 atm is impossible because of a minimum-boiling-point azeotrope at

54.5 mol% benzene. However, extractive distillation with furfural is

feasible. For an equimolar feed, cyclohexane and benzene products of

98 and 99 mol%, respectively, can be produced. Alternatively, the use
of a three-stage pervaporation process, with selectivity for benzene

using a polyethylene membrane, has received attention, as discussed

by Rautenbach and Albrecht [47]. Consider the second stage of this

process, where the feed is 9,905 kg∕h of 57.5 wt% B at 75∘C. The
retentate is 16.4 wt% benzene at 67.5∘C and the permeate is 88.2 wt%
benzene at 27.5∘C. The total permeate mass flux is 1.43 kg∕m2-h and

selectivity for benzene is 8. Calculate flow rates of retentate and per-

meate in kg/h and membrane surface area in m2.
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Chapter 15

Adsorption, Ion Exchange, and Chromatography

§15.0 INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

After completing this chapter, you should be able to:

• Explain why a few grams of porous adsorbent can have an adsorption area as large as a football field.

• Differentiate between chemisorption and physical adsorption.

• Explain how ion-exchange resins function.

• Compare the three major expressions (called isotherms) used for correlating adsorption-equilibria data.

• List steps involved in adsorption of a solute, and which ones may control the rate of adsorption.

• Describe major modes for contacting adsorbents with fluids containing solute(s) to be adsorbed.

• Describe major methods for regenerating adsorbent.

• Calculate vessel size or residence time for the major modes of slurry adsorption.

• List the assumptions for ideal fixed-bed adsorption and explain the concept of width of mass-transfer zone.

• Explain the concept of breakthrough in fixed-bed adsorption.

• Calculate bed height, bed diameter, and cycle time for fixed-bed adsorption.

• Compute separations for a simulated-moving-bed operation.

• Calculate rectangular and Gaussian-distribution pulses in chromatography.

Adsorption, ion exchange, and chromatography are sorption
operations in which components of a fluid phase (solutes)
are selectively transferred to insoluble, rigid particles sus-

pended in a vessel or packed in a column. Sorption, a general

term introduced by J.W. McBain [Phil. Mag., 18, 916−935
(1909)], includes selective transfer to the surface and/or into

the bulk of a solid or liquid. In a sorption process, the sorbed

solutes are referred to as sorbate, and the sorbing agent is

the sorbent.
Sorption of a gas into a liquid and penetration of fluid

species into a nonporous membrane are absorption opera-

tions. Absorbed solutes are referred to as absorbate, whereas

the liquid or solid containing the absorbate is the absorbent.

Absorption in liquids was described in Chapter 6. Absorption

into nonporous membranes was described in Chapter 14.

In the adsorption process in Figure 15.1a, molecules, or

atoms or ions, in a gas or liquid, diffuse to the surface of a

solid, where they bond with the solid surface or are held by

weak intermolecular forces. Adsorbed solutes are referred to

as adsorbate, whereas the solid material is the adsorbent. To
achieve a large surface area for adsorption per unit volume,

porous solid particles with small-diameter, interconnected

pores are used, with adsorption occurring on the surface of

the pores.

In an ion-exchange process, as in Figure 15.1b, ions

of positive charge (cations) or negative charge (anions) in
a liquid solution, usually aqueous, replace dissimilar and

displaceable ions, called counterions, of the same charge

contained in a solid ion exchanger, which also contains
immobile, insoluble, and permanently bound Poynting cor-
rection co-ions of the opposite charge. Thus, ion exchange
can be cation or anion exchange. Water softening by ion
exchange involves a cation exchanger, in which a reaction
replaces calcium ions with sodium ions:

Ca2+(aq) + 2NaR(s) ↔ CaR2(s) + 2Na+(aq)

where R is the ion exchanger and subscripts (aq) and (s) refer to
aqueous and solid phases, respectively. The exchange of ions
is reversible and does not cause any permanent change to the
solid ion-exchanger structure. Thus, it can be used and reused
unless fouled by organic compounds in the liquid feed that
attach to exchange sites on and within the ion exchange resin.

The ion-exchange concept can be extended to the removal
of essentially all inorganic salts fromwater by a two-step dem-
ineralization process or deionization. In step 1, a cation resin
exchanges hydrogen ions for cations such as calcium, magne-
sium, and sodium. In step 2, an anion resin exchanges hydroxyl
ions for strongly and weakly ionized anions such as sulfate,
nitrate, chloride, and bicarbonate. The hydrogen and hydroxyl
ions combine to form water. Regeneration of the cation and
anion resins is usually accomplished with sulfuric acid and
sodium hydroxide, respectively.

In chromatography, one or more dissolved species are
selectively separated from other components in the fluid phase
by interaction with a species-selective sorbent. The sorbent
may be a solid adsorbent; an insoluble, nonvolatile liquid

451
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Figure 15.1 Sorption operations with solid-particle

sorbents. (a) Adsorption. (b) Ion exchange.

absorbent contained in the pores of a granular solid support;
or an ion exchanger. Time-dependent chromatography may
be carried out in three modes. In elution or differential
chromatography, the solutes to be separated move through
the chromatographic separator, with an inert, eluting fluid, at
different rates because of different sorption affinities during
repeated sorption-desorption cycles. Differential chromatog-
raphy is used to achieve high-purity separations of closely
related species. In “on-off” or frontal chromatography,
one or more solutes preferentially adsorb to the stationary
phase while fluid carries un-adsorbed components through
the separator. Regeneration may occur by changing the
thermodynamic state at the adsorbent surface (e.g., temper-
ature, pressure, fluid composition). Alternatively, the sorbate
may be displaced by mass action, as in ion exchange or
by a more strongly adsorbed species as in displacement
chromatography.

During adsorption, ion exchange, and frontal chromatog-
raphy, the solid separating agent becomes saturated or nearly
saturated with the molecules, atoms, or ions transferred from
the fluid. To recover the sorbed substances and allow the
sorbent to be reused, the sorbent is regenerated by desorbing
the sorbed substances. Accordingly, these two operations are
carried out in a cyclic manner. In differential chromatography,
regeneration occurs continuously, but at changing locations in
the separator.

Adsorption processes may be classified as purification or
bulk separation, depending on the concentration in the feed
of the components to be adsorbed. Although there is no sharp
dividing concentration, Keller [1] has suggested 10 wt%. Early
applications of adsorption involved only purification. Adsorp-
tion with charred wood to improve the taste of water has been
known for centuries. Decolorization of liquids by adsorption
with bone char and other materials has been practiced for at
least five centuries. Adsorption of gases by a solid (charcoal)
was first described by C.W. Scheele in 1773.

Commercial applications of bulk separation by gas adsorp-
tion began in the early 1920s, but did not escalate until

the 1960s, following inventions by Milton [2] of synthetic
molecular-sieve zeolites, which provide high adsorptive
selectivity, and by Skarstrom [3] of the pressure-swing
cycle, which made possible a fixed-bed, cyclic gas-adsorption
process. The commercial separation of liquid mixtures by
adsorption also began in the 1960s, following the invention by
Broughton and Gerhold [4] of the simulated moving bed for
adsorption.

Uses of ion exchange date back to the time of Moses, who,
while leading his followers out of Egypt, sweetened the bitter
waters of Marah with a tree [Exodus 15:23−26]. In ancient
Greece, Aristotle observed that the salt content of water was
reduced when it percolates through certain sands. Studies of
ion exchange were published in 1850 by both Thompson and
Way, who experimented with cation exchange in soils before
the discovery of ions.

The first major application of ion exchange occurred
over 100 years ago for water treatment to remove calcium
and other ions responsible for water hardness. Initially, the
ion exchanger was a porous, natural, mineral zeolite con-
taining silica. In 1935, synthetic, insoluble, polymeric-resin
ion exchangers were introduced. Today they dominate
water-softening and deionizing applications. Ion exchange
and filtration units for domestic water purification are on the
shelves of hardware stores.

Since the 1903 invention of chromatography by M. S.
Tswett [5], a Russian botanist, it has found widespread use
as an analytical, preparative, and industrial technique. Tswett
separated a mixture of structurally similar yellow and green
chloroplast pigments in leaf extracts by dissolving the extracts
in carbon disulfide and passing the solution through a column
packed with chalk particles. The pigments were separated by
color; hence, the name chromatography, which was coined by
Tswett in 1906 from the Greek chroma, meaning “color,” and
graphe, meaning “writing.” Chromatography has revolution-
ized laboratory chemical analysis of liquid and gas mixtures.
Commercial applications described by Bonmati et al. [6] and
Bernard et al. [7] began in the 1980s.
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Industrial Example

Pressure-swing gas adsorption is used for air dehydration

and for partial separation of air into nitrogen and oxygen.

Figure 15.2 shows a flow sheet for the dehydration of com-

pressed air as described by White and Barkley [8]. The unit

consists of two fixed-bed adsorbers, each 12.06 cm in diam-

eter and packed with 11.15 kg of 3.3-mm-diameter Alcoa

F-200 activated-alumina beads to a height of 1.27 m. The

external porosity (void fraction) of the bed is 0.442 and the

alumina-bead bulk density is 769 kg∕m3.

The unit operates on a 10-minute cycle, with 5 minutes

for adsorption of water vapor and 5 minutes for regeneration,

which consists of depressurization, purging of the water vapor,

and a 30 s repressurization. While one bed is adsorbing, the

other bed is being regenerated. The adsorption (drying) step

takes place with air entering at 21∘C and 653.3 kPa (6.45 atm)

with a flow rate of 1.327 kg∕minute, passing through the bed

with a pressure drop of 2.386 kPa. The dew-point temperature

of the air at system pressure is reduced from 11.2 to −61∘C
by the adsorption process. During the 270 s purge period,

about one-third of the dry air leaving one bed is directed to

the other bed as a downward-flowing purge to regenerate the

adsorbent. The purge is exhausted at a pressure of 141.3 kPa.

Thus, the pressure swings from about 650 to 140 kPa. By

conducting the purge flow countercurrently to the enter-

ing airflow, the highest degree of water-vapor desorption

is achieved.

Other equipment shown in Figure 15.2 includes an air com-

pressor, an aftercooler, piping and valving to switch the beds

from one step in the cycle to the other, a coalescing filter to

remove aerosols from the entering air, and a particulate filter

to remove adsorbent fines from the exiting dry air. If dry air is

needed at a lower pressure, an air turbine can be installed to

recover energy while reducing air pressure.

Particulate
filter

Dry air

Adsorber
no. 2

Coalescing
filter

Adsorber
no. 1

Purge Purge

Aftercooler
Gas

compressor

cw
Moist

air

Figure 15.2 Pressure-swing adsorption for the dehydration of air.

During the 5-minute adsorption period of the cycle, the

capacity of the adsorbent for water must not be exceeded.

In this example, the water content of the air is reduced from

1.27 × 10−3 kg H2O∕kg air to the very low value of 9.95 ×
10−7 kg H2O∕kg air. To achieve this exiting water-vapor

content, only a small fraction of the adsorbent capacity is uti-

lized during the adsorption step, with most of the adsorption

occurring in the first 0.2 m of the 1.27-m bed height.

Important progress is being made in bulk, adsorptive
separation of gas and liquidmixtures by development of adsor-
bent stationary phases with improved selectivity, increased
throughput, and more-efficient operation cycles. Hybrid sys-
tems that combine adsorption with membrane, centrifugation,
and other separation operations have been introduced. The
three sorption operations addressed in this chapter have found
many applications, as given in Table 15.1, compiled from
listings in Rousseau [9].

This chapter discusses (1) sorbents, including their equi-
librium, sieving, transport, and kinetic properties with respect
to solutes removed from solutions; (2) techniques for con-
ducting cyclic operations; and (3) equipment configuration
and design. Both equilibrium-stage and rate-based models
are developed. Although emphasis is on adsorption, basic
principles of ion exchange, and chromatography are also
presented. More detailed treatments of adsorption operations
are given by Rousseau [9] and Ruthven [10].

§15.1 SORBENTS

To be suitable for commercial use, a sorbent should have
(1) high selectivity to enable sharp separations; (2) high capac-
ity to minimize amount of sorbent; (3) favorable kinetic and
transport properties for rapid sorption; (4) chemical and ther-
mal stability, including extremely low solubility in the contact-
ing fluid to preserve the amount of sorbent and its properties;
(5) hardness and mechanical strength to prevent crushing and
erosion; (6) a free-flowing tendency for ease of filling or emp-
tying vessels; (7) high resistance to fouling for long life; (8) no
tendency to promote undesirable chemical reactions; (9) capa-
bility of being regenerated when used with commercial feed-
stocks containing trace quantities of high-MW species that
are strongly sorbed and difficult to desorb; and (10) low cost.

§15.1.1 Adsorbents

Most solids adsorb species from gases and liquids, but few nat-
urally occurring solids have a sufficient selectivity and capacity
to qualify as candidates for commercial adsorbents. Of impor-
tance is a large specific surface area (area per unit volume),
which is achieved by manufacturing techniques, like sinter-
ing together sub-micron sized particles, which results in solids
with a microporous structure. Pore sizes are usually given in
angstroms, Å; nanometers, nm; or micrometers (microns), μm;
which are related to meters, m, and millimeters, mm, by:

1 m = 102 cm = 103 mm = 106 μm (microns) = 109 nm

= 1010 Å (angstroms)
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Table 15.1 Industrial Applications of Sorption Operations

1. Adsorption
Gas purifications with removal of:

organics from vent streams

SO2 from vent streams

sulfur compounds from gas streams

water vapor from air and other gas streams

solvents and odors from air

NOx from N2

CO2 from natural gas

Gas bulk separations:

N2/O2

H2O/ethanol

Acetone/vent streams

C2H4/vent streams

Normal paraffins/isoparaffins, aromatics

CO, CH4, CO2, N2, A, NH3, H2

Liquid purifications with removal of:

H2O from organic solutions

organics from H2O

odors and taste bodies from H2O

sulfur compounds from organic solutions

colorizing agents

Liquid bulk separations:

Normal paraffins/isoparaffins

Normal paraffins/olefins

p-xylene/other C8 aromatics

p- or m-cymene/other cymene isomers

p- or m-cresol/other cresol isomers

Fructose/dextrose, polysaccharides

2. Ion Exchange
water softening

water demineralization

water dealkalization

decolorization of sugar solutions

recovery of uranium from acid leach solutions

recovery of antibiotics from fermentation broths

recovery of vitamins from fermentation broths

3. Chromatography
separation of monomeric sugars

separation of perfume ingredients

separation of C4−C10 normal- and iso-paraffins

Hydrogen and helium atoms are approximately 1 Å In size.

By the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry

(IUPAC) definitions, a micropore is <20 Å, a mesopore is

20–500 Å, and a macropore is >500 Å. Commercial adsor-

bents are granules, spheres, cylindrical pellets, flakes, and/or

particles, with diameters ranging from 20 μm to 1.2 cm and

specific surface areas from 300 to 1,200 m2∕g. Thus, a few

grams of adsorbent can have a surface area equal to that of a

football field (120 × 53.3 yards or 5,350 m2)! This large area

is made possible by a particle porosity from 30 to 85 vol%
with pore diameters from 10 to 200 Å. To quantify this,

consider a cylindrical pore of diameter dp and length L. The
surface area-to-volume ratio is

S∕V = πdpL∕
(
πd2

pL∕4
)
= 4∕dp (15-1)

If the fractional particle porosity is εp and the particle density
is ρp, the specific surface area, Sg, in area per unit mass of
adsorbent is

Sg = 4εp∕ρpdp (15-2)

For example, if εp is 0.5, ρp is 1 g∕cm3 = 1 × 106 g∕m3, and

dp is 20 Å (20 × 10−10 m), (15-2) gives Sg = 1,000 m2∕g.
Depending upon the forces between fluid molecules

and solid molecules, adsorption may be physical adsorp-
tion (van der Waals adsorption) or chemisorption (activated
adsorption). Physical adsorption from a gas occurs when inter-
molecular attractive forces between solid and gas molecules
are greater than those between gas molecules. In effect, the
resulting adsorption is like condensation, which is exothermic.
The magnitude of the heat of adsorption can be > or < than
heat of vaporization, and changes with amount of adsorption.

Physical adsorption occurs rapidly, and may result in a
monomolecular (unimolecular) layer, or two or more layers
thick (multimolecular). If unimolecular, it is reversible. As
physical adsorption takes place, it begins as a monolayer,
becomes multilayered, and then, if the pores are close to the
size of the molecules, capillary condensation occurs. The
amount adsorbed in the capillaries at equilibrium depends
on the direction from which equilibrium is approached.
Less capillary adsorption occurs if adsorption equilibrium
is approached by raising (rather than lowering) the partial
pressure or concentration of the species being adsorbed. This
phenomenon is called adsorption hysteresis. The adsorbate
density is of the order of magnitude of the liquid rather
than the vapor. Accordingly, maximum capacity of a porous
adsorbent is related more to pore volume than to surface
area. However, for gases at temperatures above their critical
temperature, adsorption is confined to a monolayer.

Chemisorption involves the formation of chemical bonds
(as in a chemical reaction) between adsorbent and adsorbate
in a monolayer, often with a release of heat larger than the
heat of vaporization. Because of its chemical-reaction nature,
chemisorption from a gas generally takes place only at temper-
atures greater than 200∘C and may be slow and irreversible.
Commercial adsorbents rely on physical adsorption to achieve
separations; solid catalysts rely on chemisorption to catalyze
chemical reactions. This chapter deals only with physical
adsorption.

Adsorption from liquids is more difficult to measure or
describe.When the fluid is a gas, the amount of gas adsorbed in
a confined space is determined from the measured decrease in
total pressure. For a liquid, no simple procedure for determin-
ing the extent of adsorption from a pure liquid exists; conse-
quently, experiments must be conducted using liquid mixtures.
When porous particles of adsorbent are immersed in a liquid
mixture, the pores, if sufficiently larger in diameter than the
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liquid molecules, fill with liquid. At equilibrium, because of
differences in the extent of physical adsorption among liquid
molecules, composition of the liquid in the pores differs
from that of bulk liquid surrounding adsorbent particles. The
observed exothermic heat effect is referred to as the heat of
wetting, which is much smaller than the heat of adsorption
for a gas. As with gases, the extent of equilibrium adsorption
of a given solute increases with concentration and decreases
with temperature. Chemisorption also occurs with liquids.

Table 15.2 lists, for six major types of solid adsorbents: the
nature of the adsorbent and representative values of the mean
pore diameter, dp; particle porosity (internal void fraction), εp;
particle density, ρp; and specific surface area, Sg. In addition,
for some adsorbents, the capacity for adsorbing water vapor at
a partial pressure of 4.6 mmHg in air at 25∘C is listed, as taken
from Rousseau [9]. Not included is specific pore volume, Vp,
which is given by

Vp = εp∕ρp (15-3)

Also not included in Table 15.2, but of interest when the adsor-
bent is used in fixed beds, are bulk density, ρb, and bed porosity
(external void fraction), εb, which are related by

εb = 1 − ρb

ρp
(15-4)

In addition, the true solid particle density (also called the crys-
talline density), ρs, can be computed from a similar expression:

εp = 1 −
ρp

ρs
(15-5)

Surface Area and the BET Equation

Specific surface area of an adsorbent, Sg, is measured by
adsorbing gaseous nitrogen, using the well-accepted BET
method (Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller [11]). Typically, the
BET apparatus operates at the normal boiling point of N2

(−195.8∘C) by measuring the equilibrium volume of pure
N2 physically adsorbed on several grams of adsorbent at a
number of different values of the total pressure in a vacuum
of 5 to 250 mmHg. Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller derived an
equation to model adsorption by allowing for the formation of
multimolecular layers. They assumed the heat of adsorption
during monolayer formation (ΔHads) is constant and that heat
effects associated with subsequent layers is equal to the heat
of condensation (ΔHcond). The BET equation is

P
v(P0 − P)

= 1

vmc
+ (c − 1)

vmc

(
P
P0

)
(15-6)

where P = total pressure, P0 = vapor pressure of adsorbate at
test temperature, v = volume of gas adsorbed at STP (0∘C,
760 mmHg), vm = volume of monomolecular layer of gas
adsorbed at STP, and c = a constant related to the heat of
adsorption ≈ exp[(ΔHcond − ΔHads)∕RT].

Experimental data for v as a function of P are plotted,
according to (15-6), as P∕[v(P0 − P)] versus P∕P0, from
which vm and c are determined from the slope and intercept
of the best straight-line fit of the data. The value of Sg is then
computed from

Sg = αvmNA

V
(15-7)

where NA = Avogadro’s number = 6.023 × 1023 molecules∕
mol, V = volume of gas per mole at STP conditions (0∘C,
1 atm) = 22,400 cm3∕mol, and α is surface area per adsorbed
molecule. If spherical molecules arranged in close two-
dimensional packing are assumed, the projected surface
area is:

α = 1.091

(
M

NAρL

)2∕3
(15-8)

where M = molecular weight of the adsorbate, and ρL = den-
sity of the adsorbate in g/cm3, taken as the liquid at the test
temperature.

Although the BET surface area may not always repre-
sent the surface area available for adsorption of a particular

Table 15.2 Representative Properties of Commercial Porous Adsorbents

Adsorbent Nature

Pore

Diameter

dp, Å

Particle

Porosity, εp

Particle

Density

ρp, g∕cm3

Surface Area

Sg, m
2∕g

Capacity for H2O

Vapor at 25∘C
and 4.6 mmHg,

wt% (Dry Basis)

Activated alumina Hydrophilic, amorphous 10−75 0.50 1.25 320 7

Silica gel: Hydrophilic/hydrophobic, amorphous

Small pore 22−26 0.47 1.09 750−850 11

Large pore 100−150 0.71 0.62 300−350 —

Activated carbon: Hydrophobic, amorphous

Small pore 10−25 0.4−0.6 0.5−0.9 400−1200 1

Large pore >30 — 0.6−0.8 200−600 —

Molecular-sieve carbon Hydrophobic 2−10 — 0.98 400 —

Molecular-sieve zeolites Polar-hydrophilic, crystalline 3−10 0.2−0.5 1.4 600−700 20−25
Polymeric adsorbents Hydrophilic to hydrophobic 30−400 0.4−0.55 0.3-1.0 50−700 —
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molecule, the BET test is reproducible and widely used to
characterize adsorbents.

Pore Volume and Distribution

Specific pore volume in units of cm3 of pore volume/g of
adsorbent, is determined for a small mass of adsorbent, mp,
by measuring the volumes of helium, VHe, and mercury, VHg,
displaced by the adsorbent. Helium is not adsorbed, but fills
the pores. At ambient pressure, mercury cannot enter the
pores because of unfavorable interfacial tension and contact
angle. Specific pore volume, Vp, is then determined from

Vp = (VHg − VHe)∕mp (15-9)

Particle density is

ρp =
mp

VHg

(15-10)

and true solid density is

ρs =
mp

VHe

(15-11)

Particle porosity is then obtained from (15-3) or (15-5).
Distribution of pore volumes over the range of pore

size is of great importance in adsorption. It is measured by
mercury porosimetry for large-diameter pores (>100Å);
by gaseous-nitrogen desorption for pores of 15–250 Å in
diameter; and by molecular sieving, using molecules of
different diameter, for pores <15 Å in diameter. In mercury
porosimetry, the extent of mercury penetration into the pores
is measured as a function of applied hydrostatic pressure. A
force balance along the axis of a straight pore of circular cross
section for the pressure and interfacial tension between mer-
cury and the adsorbent surface gives the following equation:

dp = −4σI cos θ
P

(15-12)

where for mercury, σI = interfacial tension = 0.48 N/m and
θ = contact angle = 140∘.With these values, (15-12) becomes

dp(Å) =
21.6 × 105

P(psia)
(15-13)

Thus, forcing mercury into a 100-Å-diameter pore requires a
pressure of 21,600 psia.

The nitrogen desorption method for determining pore-size
distribution in the 15–250-Å-diameter range is an extension
of the BET method for measuring specific surface area. By
increasing nitrogen pressure above 600 mmHg, multilayer
adsorbed films reach the point where they bridge the pore,
resulting in capillary condensation. At P∕P0 = 1, the entire
pore volume is filled with nitrogen. Then, by reducing the
pressure in steps, nitrogen is desorbed selectively, starting
with larger pores. This selectivity occurs because of the effect
of pore diameter on vapor pressure of the condensed phase in
the pore, as modeled by the Kelvin equation:

Ps
p = Ps exp

(
−4σvL cos θ

RTdp

)
(15-14)

where Ps
p = vapor pressure of liquid in pore, Ps = the normal

vapor pressure of liquid on a flat surface, σ = surface tension

of liquid in pore, and vL = molar volume of liquid in pore.

Vapor pressure of the condensed phase in the pores is less

than its normal vapor pressure for a flat surface. The effect of

dp on Ps
p can be significant. For example, for liquid nitrogen at

−195.8∘C, Ps = 760 torr, σ = 0.00827 N∕m, θ = 0, and vL =
34.7 cm3∕mol. Equation (15-14) then becomes

dp(Å) = 17.9∕ ln
(
Ps∕Ps

p

)
(15-15)

From (15-15) for dp = 30 Å, Ps
p = 418 torr, a reduction in

vapor pressure of almost 50%. At 200 Å, the reduction is

only about 10%. At 418 torr pressure, only pores less than

30 Å in diameter remain filled with liquid nitrogen. For

greater accuracy in applying the Kelvin equation, a correc-

tion is needed for the thickness of the adsorbed layer. This

correction is discussed in detail by Satterfield [12]. For a

monolayer, this thickness for nitrogen is about 0.354 nm,

corresponding to a P∕P0 in (15-6) of between 0.05 and

0.10. At P∕P0 = 0.60 and 0.90, the adsorbed thicknesses are

0.75 and 1.22 nm, respectively. The correction is applied by

subtracting twice the adsorbed thickness from dp in (15-14)

and (15-15).

EXAMPLE 15.1 Particle Porosity.

Using data from Table 15.2, determine the volume fraction of pores

in silica gel (small-pore type) filled with adsorbed water vapor when

its partial pressure is 4.6 mmHg and the temperature is 25∘C.At these
conditions, the partial pressure is considerably below the water vapor

pressure of 23.75 mmHg. In addition, determine whether the amount

of water adsorbed is equivalent to more than a monolayer, if the area

of an adsorbed water molecule is given by (15-8) and the specific

surface area of the silica gel is 830 m2∕g.

Solution

Take 1 g of silica gel particles as a basis. From (15-3) and data in

Table 15.2, specific pore volume = Vp = 0.47∕1.09 = 0.431 cm3∕g.
From the capacity value in Table 15.2, amount of adsorbed water =
0.11∕(1 + 0.11) = 0.0991 g. Assume density of adsorbed water is

1 g∕cm3, volume of adsorbed water = 0.0991 cm3, fraction of pores

filled with water = 0.0991∕0.431 = 0.230, and surface area of 1 g =
830 m2. From (15-8):

α = 1.091

[
18.02(

6.023 × 1023
)
(1.0)

]2∕3
= 10.51 × 10−16cm2∕molecule

Number of H2O molecules adsorbed =
(0.0991)

(
6.023 × 1023

)
18.02

= 3.31 × 1021

Number of H2O molecules in a monolayer for 830 m2

= 830(100)2
10.51 × 10−16

= 7.90 × 1021

Therefore, only 3.31∕7.90 or 42% of one monolayer is adsorbed.
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Activated Alumina

The four most widely used adsorbents in increasing order of
commercial usage are activated alumina, silica gel, carbon
(activated and molecular-sieve), and molecular-sieve zeolites
in Table 15.2, activated alumina, Al2O3, which includes
activated bauxite, is made by removing water from hydrated
colloidal alumina. It has a moderately high Sg, with an affinity
for water sufficient to dry gases to less than 1 ppm moisture.
Because of this, activated alumina is widely used for removal
of water from gases and liquids.

Silica Gel

SiO2, made from colloidal silica, is incompressible and has a
high Sg and high affinity for water and other polar compounds.
Related silicate adsorbents include magnesium silicate, cal-
cium silicate, various clays, Fuller’s earth, and diatomaceous
earth. Silica gel is also desirable for water removal. Surface
derivitization with long-chain, bonded alkanes followed by
end-capping provides selective adsorption of hydrophobic
species. Small-pore and large-pore types are available.

Activated Carbon

Partial oxidation of coconut shells, fruit nuts, wood, coal, lig-
nite, peat, petroleum residues, and bones produces activated
carbon. Macropores within the carbon particles help transfer
molecules to the micropores. Two commercial grades are
available, one with large pores for processing liquids and one
with small pores for gas adsorption. As shown in Table 15.2,
activated carbon is relatively hydrophobic and has a large
surface area. Accordingly, it is widely used for purification
and separation of gas and liquid mixtures containing nonpolar
and weakly polar organic compounds, which adsorb more
strongly than water. In addition, the bonding strength of
adsorption on activated carbon is low, resulting in a low heat
of adsorption and ease of regeneration.

Molecular-Sieve Carbon

Unlike activated carbon, which has pore diameters starting
from 10 Å, molecular-sieve carbon (MSC) has pores ranging
from 2 to 10 Å, making it possible to separate N2 from air. In
one process, small pores are made by depositing coke in the
pore mouths of activated carbon.

Molecular-Sieve Zeolites

As shown in Figure 15.3, most adsorbents have a range of pore
sizes, where the cumulative pore volume is plotted against

pore diameter. Exceptions are molecular-sieve zeolites. These

are crystalline, inorganic polymers of aluminosilicates and

alkali or alkali-earth elements, such as Na, K, and Ca, with

the stoichiometric, unit-cell formula Mx/m[(AlO2)x (SiO2)y]z
H2O. The M is the cation with valence m, z is the number

of water molecules in each unit cell, and x and y are integers

such that y∕x ≥ 1. The cations balance the charge of the AlO2

groups, each having a net charge of −1. To activate the zeolite,
the water molecules are removed by raising the temperature or

pulling a vacuum. This leaves the remaining atoms spatially

intact in interconnected, cage-like structures with six identical

window apertures each of from 3.8 to about 10 Å, depending

on the cation and crystal structure. These apertures act as

sieves, which permit small molecules to enter the crystal cage,

but exclude large molecules. Thus, compared to other types

of adsorbents, molecular-sieve zeolites are highly selective

because all apertures in the crystal have the same size.

Properties and applications of five of the most commonly

used molecular-sieve zeolites are given in Table 15.3, from

Ruthven [13]. Zeolites separate not only by molecular size

and shape, but also by polarity, so they can also separate

molecules of similar size. Zeolites have circular or elliptical

apertures. Adsorption in zeolites is a selective and reversible

filling of the crystal cages, so cage volume is a pertinent factor.

Although natural zeolite minerals have been known for more

than 200 years, molecular-sieve zeolites were first synthe-

sized by Milton [2], using reactive materials at temperatures

of 25–100∘C.
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Figure 15.3 Representative cumulative pore-size distributions of

adsorbent.

Table 15.3 Properties and Applications of Molecular-Sieve Zeolites

Designation Cation Unit-Cell Formula Aperture Size, Å Typical Applications

3A K+ K12[(AlO2)12(SiO2)12] 2.9 Drying of reactive gases

4A Na+ Na12[(AlO2)12(SiO2)12] 3.8 H2O, CO2 removal; air separation

5A Ca2+ Ca5Na2[(AlO2)12(SiO2)12] 4.4 Separation of air; separation of linear paraffins

10X Ca2+ Ca43[(AlO2)86(SiO2)106] 8.0
}

Separation of air;

13X Na+ Na86[(AlO2)86(SiO2)86] 8.4 removal of mercaptans
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A type A zeolite is shown in Figure 15.4a as a three-

dimensional structure of silica and alumina tetrahedra, each

formed by four oxygen atoms surrounding a silicon or alu-

minum atom. Oxygen and silicon atoms have two negative and

four positive charges, respectively, causing the tetrahedra to

build uniformly in four directions. Aluminum, with a valence

of 3, causes the alumina tetrahedron to be negatively charged.

The added cation provides the balance. In Figure 15.4a, an

octahedron of tetrahedra with six faces is evident, with one

near-circular window aperture at each face. A type X zeolite

is shown in Figure 15.4b. This unit-cell structure results in a

larger window aperture. Zeolites are treated in monographs

by Barrer [14] and Breck [15].

Polymeric Adsorbents

Of increasing commercial importance are polymeric adsor-

bents. Typically, they are spherical beads from 0.02 to 0.5 mm

in diameter. Synthetic polymer adsorbents are often made

from microspheres about 10–4 mm in diameter consisting of

vinylpyridine or copolymers of styrene or ethylvinylbenzene

Figure 15.4 Structures of molecular-sieve zeolites: (a) Type A unit

cell. (b) Type X unit cell.

with divinylbenzene. These are used to adsorb nonpolar

organics from aqueous solutions. Polymerized acrylic esters

can adsorb polar solutes. Synthetic polymer adsorbents can

be regenerated by leaching with organic solvents. Natural

polymer adsorbents are formed from hydrophilic, hydrogel-

forming polymers like agarose, large-pore dextran, and

microcrystalline cellulose. Their rigidity can be improved by

substitution and cross linking.

§15.1.2 Ion Exchangers

The first ion exchangers were naturally occurring inorganic

aluminosilicates (zeolites) used in experiments in the 1850s

to exchange ammonium ions in fertilizers with calcium ions

in soils. Industrial water softeners using zeolites were intro-

duced about 1910, but they were unstable in the presence of

mineral acids. Adams and Holmes [16] solved the instability

problem in 1935 when they synthesized the first organic-

polymer, ion-exchange resins by the polycondensation of

phenol and aldehydes. Depending upon the phenolic group,

the resin contains either sulfonic (−SO−
3 ) or amine (−NH+

3 )
groups for the reversible exchange of cations or anions.

Today, the most widely used ion exchangers are synthetic,

organic-polymer resins based on styrene- or acrylic-acid-type

monomers, as described by D’Alelio in U.S. Patent 2,366,007

(Dec. 26, 1944).

Ion-exchange resins are generally solid gels in spherical

or granular form, which consist of (1) a three-dimensional

polymeric network, (2) ionic functional groups attached to

the network, (3) counterions, and (4) a solvent. Strong-acid,

cation-exchange resins and strong-base, anion-exchange

resins that are fully ionized over the entire pH range are

based on the copolymerization of styrene and a cross-linking

agent, divinylbenzene, to produce the three-dimensional,

cross-linked structure shown in Figure 15.5a. The degree of

Figure 15.5 Ion-exchange resins: (a) Resin from

styrene and divinylbenzene; (b) Resin from acrylic

and methacrylic acid.
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cross-linking is governed by the ratio of divinylbenzene to

styrene. Weak-acid, cation exchangers are sometimes based

on the copolymerization of acrylic acid and methacrylic acid,

as shown in Figure 15.5b. These two cross-linked copoly-

mers swell in the presence of organic solvents and have no

ion-exchange properties.

To convert the copolymers to water-swellable gels with

ion-exchange properties, ionic functional groups are added

to the polymeric network by reacting copolymers with var-

ious chemicals. For example, if the styrene–divinylbenzene

copolymer is sulfonated, as shown in Figure 15.6a, the

cation-exchange resin, shown in Figure 15.6b, is obtained

with (−SO−
3 ) groups permanently attached to the polymeric

network to give a negatively charged matrix and exchange-

able, mobile, positive hydrogen ions (cations). The hydrogen

ion can be exchanged on an equivalent basis with other

cation counterions, such as Na+, Ca2+, K+, or Mg2+ to

maintain charge neutrality of the polymer. For example, two

H+ ions are exchanged for one Ca2+ ion. The liquid whose

ions are being exchanged also contains other ions of unlike

charge, such as Cl− for a solution of NaCl, where Na+ is

exchanged. These other ions are called co-ions. Often the

liquid treated is H2O, which dissolves to some extent in the

resin and causes it to swell. Other solvents, such as methanol,

are also soluble in the resin. If the styrene–divinylbenzene

copolymer is chloromethylated and aminated, a strong-base,

anion-exchange resin is formed, as shown in Figure 15.6c,

which can exchange Cl− ions for other anions, such as OH–,

HCO−
3 , SO

2−
4 , and NO−

3 .

Commercial ion exchangers in the H, Na, and Cl form are

available under the trade names of AmberliteTM, DuoliteTM,

DowexTM, Ionac
®
, and Purolite

®
, typically in the form of

spherical beads from 40 μm to 1.2 mm in diameter. When

saturated with water, the beads have typical moisture contents

from 40 to 65 wt%.Whenwater-swollen, ρp = 1.1–1.5 g∕cm3.

When packed into a vessel, ρb = 0.560–0.96 g∕cm3 with εb
of 0.35–0.40.

Before water is demineralized by ion exchange, poten-

tial organic foulants must be removed. As discussed by

McWilliams [17], this can be accomplished by coagulation,

clarification, prechlorination, and use of ion-exchanger traps

that exchange inorganic anions for anionic organic molecules.

The maximum ion-exchange capacity of a strong-acid

cation or strong-base anion exchanger is stoichiometric, based

on the number of equivalents of mobile charge in the resin.

Thus, 1 mol H+ is one equivalent, whereas 1 mol Ca2+ is two

equivalents. Exchanger capacity is usually quoted as eq/kg of

dry resin or eq/L of wet resin. Wet capacity depends on resin

water content and degree of swelling, whereas dry capacity is

fixed. For copolymers of styrene and divinylbenzene, maxi-

mum capacity is based on the assumption that each benzene

ring in the resin contains one sulfonic-acid group.

+ H2SO4

(a)

(b)

SO3H

SO3
–H+

CH2CH CH2CH

(c)

SO3
–H+ SO3

–H+

SO3
–H+

SO3
–H+

SO3
–H+

SO3
–H+

SO3
–H+

H+–O3S

SO3
–H+

H+–O3S

+ CH3OCH2Cl

CH2Cl

CH2CH CH2CH

+ (CH3)3N

CH2–N(CH3)3Cl

CH2CH CH2CH

CH2Cl

Figure 15.6 Introducing ionic

functional groups into resins.

(a) Sulfonation to a cation

exchanger. (b) Fixed and mobile

ions in a cation exchanger.

(c) Chloromethylation and

amination to an anion exchanger.
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EXAMPLE 15.2 Ion-Exchange Capacity.

A commercial ion-exchange resin is made from 88 wt% styrene and

12 wt% divinylbenzene. Estimate the maximum ion-exchange capac-

ity in eq/kg resin (same as meq/g resin).

Solution

Basis: 100 g of resin before sulfonation.

MW g gmol

Styrene 104.14 88 0.845

Divinylbenzene 130.18 12 0.092

Total 100 0.937

Sulfonation at one location on each benzene ring requires

0.937 mol of H2SO4 to attach a sulfonic acid group (MW = 81.07)

and split out one water molecule. This is 0.937 equivalent, with a

weight addition of 0.937(81.07) = 76 g. Total dry weight of sulfo-

nated resin = 100 + 76=176 g maximum ion-exchange capacity, or

0.937

(176∕1,000)
= 5.3 eq∕kg(dry)

Depending on the extent of cross-linking, resins from copolymers

of styrene and divinylbenzene are listed as having actual capacities

of from 3.9 (high degree of cross-linking) to 5.5 (low degree of

cross-linking). Although a low degree of cross-linking favors dry

capacity, almost every other ion-exchanger property, including wet

capacity and selectivity, is improved by cross-linking, as discussed

by Dorfner [18].

§15.1.3 Sorbents for Chromatography

Sorbents (called stationary phases) for chromatographic

separations consist primarily of a supporting silica, alumina,

or polymer substrate that may be bonded with alkane and/or

derivatized with various functional groups. Figure 15.7 shows

a classification of analytical chromatographic systems taken

from Sewell and Clarke [19]. A mixture to be separated can

be injected into a carrier fluid to form the mobile phase,
which may be a liquid (liquid chromatography) or a gas (gas
chromatography). Vaporization of a liquid by a carrier gas, to
give a gas mixture as the mobile phase, is common. An ideal

carrier fluid is inert and does not interact with the sorbent or

feed. Gas carriers commonly behave more ideally than liquid

carriers (solvents) which often interact and must be selected

to effect the desired sorbent distribution and separation.

The stationary sorbent phase is a solid, a liquid supported

on or bonded to a solid, or a gel. With a porous-solid adsor-

bent, the mechanism of separation is adsorption. If an ion

exchange mechanism is desired, a synthetic, polymer ion

exchanger is used. With a polymer gel or a microporous solid,

a separation based on exclusion (sieving), can be operative.

Partition chromatography uses liquid-supported or bonded

stationary phases, where the mechanism is absorption into

the liquid. The liquid stationary phase is chemically bonded

to the solid substrate to avoid stripping or dissolution of the

stationary liquid by the mobile liquid phase.

In chromatography columns >1 mm inside diameter,

sorbents in the form of particles are commonly flow- or

pressure-packed to form an adsorptive bed. Packed beds have

begun being displaced by monolithic and membrane packing

materials that decrease pressure drop, replace packed column

porosity with sorptive area, and increase throughput. In cap-

illary columns <0.5 mm inside diameter, sorbent typically

coats the inside wall, forming a wall-coated, open-tubular

(WCOT) column. If the coating is a layer of fine particulate

support material to which a liquid adsorbent is added, the

column is a support-coated, open-tubular (SCOT) column. If

the wall is coated with a porous adsorbent only, the column is

a porous-layer, open-tubular (PLOT) column.

Sorbent applied to the surface of glass, plastic, or aluminum

sheets supports thin-layer (or planar) chromatography. Sor-
bent applied to a sheet of cellulose material is used in paper
chromatography. Column back-pressure at operational

flow rates is used to classify liquid chromatography as low
pressure (50.8-76.1 psi; 0.35-0.525 MPa),medium pressure
(ca.150 psi; 1 MPa), or high pressure (> hundreds of psi;

tens of MPa). Automated packed-bed liquid chromatography

that employs gradient pumping, sample injection, in-line

detection, fraction collection, and other peripherals is called

high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC).

Porous alumina and silica gel substrates are widely used

chromatographic adsorbents. Carbon, magnesium oxide, and

carbonate substrates are less common. Alumina, a polar adsor-

bent, is preferred for separating components that are weakly or

moderately polar. More polar compounds are more selectively

retained by alumina in a column and elute later than less polar

species. Alumina is a basic adsorbent, preferentially retaining

acidic compounds. Silica gel is less polar than alumina and is

an acidic adsorbent, preferentially retaining basic compounds,

such as amines. Carbon is a nonpolar (apolar) stationary phase

with the highest attraction for nonpolar molecules.

Adsorbent-type sorbents are better suited for separation of

a mixture on the basis of chemical type (e.g., olefins, esters,

acids, aldehydes, alcohols) than for separation of individual

members of a homologous series. For the latter, partition
chromatography—wherein an inert-solid support, often

silica gel, is coated with a liquid phase—is preferred. For

gas chromatography, that liquid must be nonvolatile. For

liquid chromatography, the stationary liquid phase must

be insoluble in the mobile phase, but since this is difficult to

achieve, the stationary liquid phase is usually bonded to the

solid support. An example of a bonded phase is the result

of reacting silica with a chlorosilane. Both monofunctional

and bifunctional silanes are used, as shown in Figure 15.8,

where R is a methyl (CH3) group and R′ is a hydrocarbon

chain (C6, C8, or C18) where the terminal CH3 group is

replaced with a polar group, such as –CN or –NH2. If the

resulting stationary phase is more polar than the mobile

phase, it is normal-phase chromatography; otherwise, it is
reverse-phase chromatography.
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Figure 15.7 Classification of analytical chromatographic systems.

[Reproduced from [19] with permission of John Wiley & Sons, New York, © Thames Polytechnic.]

Figure 15.8 Bonded phases from the reaction of surface silanol

groups with (a) monofunctional and (b) bifunctional chlorosilanes.

In liquid chromatography, selection of the solvent car-

rier of the mobile phase influences the order of elution of

solutes. Solvent polarity is matched to that of the solutes, and

more-polar adsorbents are used for less-polar solutes while

less-polar adsorbents are used for more-polar solutes.

EXAMPLE 15.3 Chromatography Mode.

For the separation of each of the following mixtures, select an appro-

priate mode of chromatography from Figure 15.7: (a) gas mixture of

O2, CO, CO2, and SO2; (b) vaporized mixture of anthracene, phenan-

threne, pyrene, and chrysene; and (c) aqueous solution containing

Ca2+ and Ba2+.

Solution

(a) Use gas–solid chromatography, with a gas mobile phase and a

solid-adsorbent stationary phase.

(b) Use partition or gas–liquid chromatography, with a gas mobile

phase and a bonded liquid coating on a solid for the stationary

phase.

(c) Use ion-exchange chromatography, with a liquid as the mobile

phase and polymer resin beads as the stationary phase.

§15.2 EQUILIBRIUM CONSIDERATIONS

In adsorption, a dynamic equilibrium is established as a solute

distributes between the fluid carrier and the solid surface. This

is expressed in terms of (1) concentration (if the fluid is a liq-

uid) or partial pressure (if the fluid is a gas) of the adsorbate
in the fluid and (2) solute loading on the adsorbent, expressed
as mass, moles, or volume of adsorbate per unit mass or per

unit BET adsorbent surface area. Unlike vapor–liquid and

liquid–liquid equilibria, where phase distributions are always

described in the form of K-values, fluid−solid adsorption

equilibria is less developed. It is necessary to obtain equilib-

rium data for a particular solute, or mixture of solutes and/or

solvent, and the solid-adsorbent material of interest. If the data

are taken over a range of fluid concentrations at a constant
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temperature, a plot, called an adsorption isotherm, is made
of adsorbent solute loading versus solute concentration or
partial pressure in the fluid. This equilibrium isotherm places
a limit on the extent to which a solute is adsorbed from a
specific fluid mixture on a given adsorbent for one set of
conditions. As described in the following subsections, the
nature of the isotherms depends upon whether gas or liquid
solutes are adsorbed. The rate of solute adsorption is discussed
in Section 15.3.

§15.2.1 Pure-Gas Adsorption

Figure 15.9 from Brunauer et al. in [20, 21] shows five exper-
imental physical-adsorption isotherms for pure gases. The
simplest isotherm is Type I, which corresponds to unimolec-
ular adsorption, characterized by a maximum limit in the
amount adsorbed. This type describes gases at temperatures
above their critical temperature. The more complex Type II
isotherm is associated with multimolecular BET adsorption
and is observed for gases at temperatures below their crit-
ical temperature and for pressures below, but approaching,
the saturation pressure. The heat of adsorption for the first
adsorbed layer is greater than that for the succeeding layers,
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Figure 15.9 Brunauer’s five types of adsorption isotherms.

(P∕P0 = total pressure∕vapor pressure.)

each of which is assumed to have a heat of adsorption equal
to the heat of condensation. Both Types I and II are desirable
isotherms, exhibiting strong adsorption.

Type III isotherm in Figure 15.9 is undesirable because the
extent of adsorption is low except at high pressures. According
to BET theory, it corresponds to multimolecular adsorption
where heat of adsorption of the first layer is less than that of
succeeding layers. Fortunately, this type of isotherm is rare,
an example being adsorption of iodine vapor on silica gel. In
the limit, as heat of adsorption of the first layer approaches
zero, adsorption is delayed until the saturation pressure is
approached.

Derivation of the BET equation (15-6) assumes that an
infinite number of molecular layers can be adsorbed, thus
precluding the possibility of capillary condensation. In a
development by Brunauer et al. [20] before the development
of the BET equation, the number of layers is restricted by
pore size. Capillary condensation is assumed to occur at
a reduced vapor pressure in accordance with the Kelvin
equation (15-14). The resulting equation is complex, but
predicts observed adsorption isotherms of Types IV and V in
Figure 15.9, where the maximum extent of adsorption occurs
before the saturation pressure is reached. Types IV and V
are the capillary-condensation versions of Types II and III,
respectively.

As shown in Figure 15.9, hysteresis occurs in multimolec-
ular adsorption regions for isotherms of Types IV and V.
The upward adsorption branch of the hysteresis loop is due
to simultaneous, multimolecular adsorption and capillary
condensation. Only the latter occurs during the downward
desorption branch. Hysteresis can also occur in any isotherm
when strongly adsorbed impurities are present. Measurements
of pure-gas adsorption require adsorbents with clean pore
surfaces, which is achieved by pre-evacuation.

Linear Isotherm

Figure 15.10 shows physical-adsorption data of Titoff [22]
for ammonia gas on charcoal, as discussed by Brunauer [21].
The five adsorption isotherms of Figure 15.10 cover pressures
from vacuum to almost 800 mmHg and temperatures from
−23.5 to 151.5∘C. For ammonia, the normal boiling point
is −33.3∘C and the critical temperature is 132.4∘C. For the
lowest-temperature isotherm, up to 160 cm3 (STP) of ammo-
nia per gram of charcoal is adsorbed, which is equivalent
to 0.12 g NH3∕g charcoal. All five isotherms are of Type I,
as shown in Figure 15.9. When the amount adsorbed is low
(<25 cm3∕g), isotherms are almost linear, and a form of
Henry’s law, called the linear isotherm, is obeyed:

q = kp (15-16)

where q is equilibrium loading or amount adsorbed of a
given species/unit mass of adsorbent; k is an empirical,
temperature-dependent constant for the component; and p is
the partial pressure of the species. As temperature increases,
the amount adsorbed decreases because of Le Chatelier’s
principle for an exothermic process.
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Figure 15.10 Adsorption isotherms for NH3 on charcoal.

As discussed by Brunauer [21], other useful represen-

tations of the data are obtained by making crossplots of

Figure 15.10 to obtain adsorption isobars and adsorption

isosteres (adsorbed volumes). The latter curves for constant

amounts adsorbed resemble vapor-pressure plots, for which

the adsorption form of the Clausius–Clapeyron vapor-pressure

equation applies

d ln p
dT

= −ΔHads

RT2
(15-17)

or
d log p
d(1∕T)

= −ΔHads

2.303RT
(15-18)

Equations (15-17) and (15-18) are used to determine the

exothermic heat of adsorption. For the data in Figure 15.10,

−ΔHads is initially 7,300 cal∕mol, but decreases as the amount

adsorbed increases, reaching 6,100 cal∕mol at 100 cm3∕g.
These values can be compared to the heat of vaporization of

NH3, which at 30∘C is 4,600 cal∕mol.

Adsorption-isotherm data for 18 different pure gases and

a variety of solid adsorbents are analyzed by Valenzuela

and Myers [23]. In Figure 15.11, adsorption isotherms for a

given pure gas at fixed temperature vary markedly with the

adsorbent. For propane vapor at 25–30∘C and pressures up to

101.3 kPa, the highest specific adsorption is with Columbia

G-grade activated carbon, while the lowest is with Norton

Z-900H, a zeolite molecular sieve. Columbia G-grade acti-

vated carbon has about twice the adsorbate capacity of Cabot

Black Pearls activated carbon. Their compilation of data also

show that for a given adsorbent, loading depends strongly

on the gas. This is illustrated in Table 15.4 for a temperature

of 38∘C and a pressure range of 97.9 to 100 kPa from the

data of Ray and Box [24] for Columbia L activated carbon.

Included in the table are normal boiling points and critical

temperatures. As might be expected, the species are adsorbed

in approximately the inverse order of volatility.

Correlation of experimental gas adsorption isotherms is

the subject of numerous articles and books. As summarized

by Yang [25], approaches have ranged from empirical to
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Figure 15.11 Adsorption isotherms for pure propane vapor at

298–303 K.

Table 15.4 Comparison of Equilibrium Adsorption of Pure

Gases on 20–40 mesh Columbia L Activated Carbon Particles

(Sg = 1, 152 m2/g) at 38 ∘ C and ∼ 1 atm

Pure gas q, mol/kg Tb,
∘F Tc,

∘F

H2 0.0241 –423.0 –399.8

N2 0.292 –320.4 –232.4

CO 0.374 –313.6 –220.0

CH4 0.870 –258.7 –116.6

CO2 1.64 –109.3 87.9

C2H2 2.67 –119 95.3

C2H4 2.88 –154.6 48.6

C2H6 3.41 –127.5 90.1

C3H6 4.54 –53.9 196.9

C3H8 4.34 –43.7 216.0

theoretical. In practice, the classic equations of Freundlich and

Langmuir, discussed next, are dominant because of their sim-

plicity and ability to correlate Type I isotherms.

Freundlich Isotherm

The equation attributed to Freundlich [26], but which accord-

ing to Mantell [27], was devised earlier by Boedecker and van

Bemmelen, is empirical and nonlinear in pressure:

q = kp1∕n (15-19)

where k and n are temperature-dependent constants for a par-

ticular component and adsorbent. The constant, n, lies in the

range of 1 to 5, and for n = 1, (15-19) reduces to the linear

isotherm (15-16). Experimental q–p isothermal data can be fit-

ted to (15-19) by a nonlinear curve fit or by converting (15-19)

to the following linear form, and using a graphical method or

a linear-regression program to obtain k and n:

log q = log k + (1∕n) log p (15-20)

In the graphical method, data are plotted as log q versus

log p; the best straight line through the data has a slope of
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(1∕n) and an intercept of log k. In general, k decreases, while

n increases with increasing temperature, approaching a value

of 1 at high temperatures. Although (15-19) is empirical, it

can be derived by assuming a heterogeneous surface with

a nonuniform distribution of heat of adsorption (Brunauer

[21]). The Freundlich equation does not predict a maximum

loading, as shown in Figure 15.9 for a Type I isotherm.

Instead, loadings continue to increase with increasing solute

concentration or partial pressure, as shown in Figure 15.11 for

Columbia G.

Langmuir Isotherm

The Langmuir equation [28] predicts Type I isotherms

with a maximum loading. It is derived from mass-action

kinetics, assuming that chemisorption is the reaction. Let

the surface of the pores of the adsorbent be homogeneous

(ΔHads = constant), with negligible interaction forces between

adsorbed molecules. If θ is the fraction of surface covered by

adsorbed molecules, (1–θ) is the fraction of bare surface, and

the net rate of adsorption is the difference between the rate of

adsorption on the bare surface and the rate of desorption on

the covered surface:

dq∕dt = kap(1 − θ) − kdθ (15-21)

where ka and kd are the adsorption and desorption kinetic

constants, and p is the partial pressure of the solute. At

equilibrium, dq∕dt = 0 and (15-21) reduces to

θ = Kp
1 + Kp

(15-22)

where K = ka∕kd is the adsorption-equilibrium constant and

θ = q∕qm (15-23)

where qm is the maximum loading corresponding to complete

surface coverage. Thus, the Langmuir adsorption isotherm is

restricted to a monomolecular layer. Combining (15-23) with

(15-22) results in the Langmuir isotherm:

q = Kqmp
1 + Kp

(15-24)

At low pressures, if Kp ≪ 1, (15-24) reduces to the

linear isotherm, (15-16), while at high pressures where

Kp ≫ 1, q = qm. At intermediate pressures, (15-24) is non-

linear in pressure. Although originally devised by Langmuir

for chemisorption, (15-24) is widely applied to physical-

adsorption data.

In (15-24), K and qm are treated as constants obtained

by fitting the nonlinear equation to experimental data or by

employing the following linearized form, numerically or

graphically:
p
q
= 1

qmK
+ p

qm
(15-25)

Using (15-25), the best straight line is drawn through a plot

of p∕q versus p, giving a slope of (1∕qm) and an intercept of

1∕(qmK). Theoretically, K should change rapidly with tem-

perature but qm should not, because it is related through vm by

(15-7) to Sg. The choice between the nonlinear Freundlich and

Langmuir isotherms depends on whether the experimental

adsorption isotherm predicts an asymptotic limit for q at high

pressure or not.

Other Adsorption Isotherms

Valenzuela and Myers [23] fit isothermal, pure-gas adsorption

data to the three-parameter isotherms of Toth:

q = mp
(b + pt)1∕t

(15-26)

where m, b, and t are constants for a given adsorbate-adsorbent
system and temperature.

Honig and Reyerson devised the three-constant UNILAN

equation:

q = n
2s

ln

[
c + pes

c + pe−s

]
(15-27)

where n, s, and c are the constants for a given system and

temperature. The Toth and UNILAN isotherms reduce to the

Langmuir isotherm for t = 1 and s = 0, respectively.

EXAMPLE 15.4 Freundlich and Langmuir Isotherms.

Data for the equilibrium adsorption of pure methane gas on activated

carbon (PCB from Calgon Corp.) at 296 K were obtained by Ritter

and Yang [34]:

q, cm3 (STP) of

CH4∕g carbon
45.5 91.5 113 121 125 126 126

P = p, psia
40 165 350 545 760 910 970

Fit the data to: (a) the Freundlich isotherm, and (b) the Langmuir

isotherm. Which isotherm provides a better fit? Do the data give a

reasonable fit to the linear isotherm?

Solution

Using the linearized forms of the isotherm equations, a spreadsheet

or MATLAB can be used to do a linear regression:

(a) Using (15-20), log k = 1.213, k = 16.34, 1∕n = 0.3101, and

n = 3.225. Thus, the Freundlich equation is:

q = 16.34p0.3101

(b) Using (15-25), 1∕qm = 0.007301, qm = 137.0, 1∕(qmK) =
0.5682, and K = 0.01285. Thus, the Langmuir equation is

q = 1.760p
1 + 0.01285p
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The predicted values of q from the two isotherms are:

q, cm3 (STP) of CH4/g Carbon

p, psia Experimental Freundlich Langmuir

40 45.5 51.3 46.5

165 91.5 79.6 93.1

350 113 101 112

545 121 115 120

760 125 128 124

910 126 135 126

970 126 138 127

The Langmuir isotherm fits the data significantly better than the

Freundlich isotherm. Average percent deviations ln q are 1.01% and

8.64%, respectively. One reason for the better Langmuir fit is the

trend to an asymptotic value for q at the highest pressures. Clearly,

the data do not fit a linear isotherm.

§15.2.2 Gas Mixtures and Extended Isotherms

Commercial applications of physical adsorption involve

mixtures rather than pure gases. If adsorption of all com-

ponents except one (A) is negligible, then adsorption of A

is estimated from its pure-gas adsorption isotherm using

the partial pressure of A. If adsorption of two or more

components in the mixture is significant, the situation is

complicated. Experimental data show that one component

can increase, decrease, or have no influence on adsorption of

another, depending on interactions of adsorbed molecules.

A simple theoretical treatment is the extension of the Lang-

muir equation by Markham and Benton [29], who neglect

interactions and assume that the only effect is the reduc-

tion of the vacant surface area for the adsorption of A

because of adsorption of other components. For a binary

gas mixture of A and B, let θA = fraction of surface covered

by A and θB = fraction of surface covered by B. Then,

(1 − θA − θB) = fraction of vacant surface. At equilibrium:(
kA

)
a
pA

(
1 − θA − θB

)
=

(
kA

)
d
θA (15-28)(

kB
)

a
pB

(
1 − θA − θB

)
=

(
kB

)
d
θB (15-29)

Solving these equations simultaneously, and combining results

with (15-23), gives

qA =
(
qA

)
m

KApA
1 + KApA + KBpB

(15-30)

qB =
(
qB

)
m

KBpB
1 + KApA + KBpB

(15-31)

where (qi)m is the maximum amount of adsorption of species

i for coverage of the entire surface. Equations (15-30) and

(15-31) are readily extended to a mixture of j components:

qi =
(qi)mKipi

1 +
∑

j

Kjpj

(15-32)

In a similar fashion, as shown by Yon and Turnock [30], the

Freundlich and Langmuir equations can be combined to give

the following extended relation for gas mixtures:

qi =
(qi)0Kip

1∕ni
i

1 +
∑

j

Kjp
1∕nj
j

(15-33)

where (qi)0 is the maximum loading, which may differ from

(qi)m for a monolayer. Equation (15-33) represents data

for nonpolar, multicomponent mixtures in molecular sieves

reasonably well. Broughton [31] has shown that both the

extended-Langmuir and Langmuir-Freundlich equations lack

thermodynamic consistency. Therefore, (15-32) and (15-33)

are frequently referred to as nonstoichiometric isotherms.

Nevertheless, for practical purposes, their simplicity often

makes them the isotherms of choice.

Both (15-32) and (15-33) are also referred to as constant-
selectivity equilibrium equations because they predict a sep-

aration factor (selectivity), αi, j, for each pair of components,

i, j, in a mixture that is constant for a given temperature and

independent of mixture composition. For example, (15−32)
gives

αij =
qi∕qj

pi∕pj
= (qi)mKi

(qj)mKj

As with vapor–liquid and liquid–liquid phase equilibria

for three or more components, data for binary and multi-

component gas-solid adsorbent equilibria are scarce and less

accurate than corresponding pure-gas data. Valenzuela and

Myers [23] include experimental data on adsorption of gas

mixtures from 9 published studies on 29 binary systems,

for which pure-gas-adsorption isotherms were also obtained.

They also describe procedures for applying the Toth and

UNILAN equations to multicomponent mixtures based on the

ideal-adsorbed-solution (IAS) theory of Myers and Prausnitz

[32]. Unlike the extended-Langmuir equation (15-32), which

is explicit in the amount adsorbed, the IAS theory, though

more accurate, is not explicit and requires an iterative solution

procedure. Additional experimental data for higher-order

(ternary and/or higher) gas mixtures are given by Miller,

Knaebel, and Ikels [33] for 5A molecular sieves and by

Ritter and Yang [34] for activated carbon. Yang [25] presents

a discussion of mixture adsorption theories, together with

comparisons of these theories with mixture data for activated

carbon and zeolites. The data on zeolites are the most diffi-

cult to correlate, with the statistical thermodynamic model

(SSTM) of Ruthven and Wong [35] giving the best results.
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EXAMPLE 15.5 Extended-Langmuir Isotherm.

The experimental work of Ritter and Yang, cited in Example 15.4,

also includes adsorption isotherms for pure CO and CH4 and a binary

mixture of CH4 (A) and CO (B). Ritter and Yang give the following

Langmuir constants for pure A and B at 294 K:

qm, cm
3(STP)∕g K, psi−1

CH4 133.4 0.01370

CO 126.1 0.00624

Use these constants with the extended-Langmuir equation to pre-

dict the specific adsorption volumes (STP) of CH4 and CO for a vapor

mixture of 69.6 mol% CH4 and 30.4 mol% CO at 294 K and a total

pressure of 364.3 psia. Compare the results with the following exper-

imental data of Ritter and Yang:

Total volume adsorbed, cm3/(STP)/g 114.1

Mole fractions in adsorbate:

CH4 0.867

CO 0.133

Solution

pA = yAP = 0.696(364.3) = 253.5 psia

pB = yBP = 0.304(364.3) = 110.8 psia

From (15-30):

qA = 133.4(0.0137)(253.5)
1 + (0.0137)(253.5) + (0.00624)(110.8)

= 89.7 cm3(STP)∕g

qB = 126.1(0.00624)(110.8)
1 + (0.0137)(253.5) + (0.00624)(110.8)

= 16.9 cm3(STP)∕g

The total amount adsorbed = q = qA+ qB= 89.7+16.9 = 106.6 cm3

(STP)∕g, which is 6.6% lower than the experimental value. Mole

fractions in the adsorbate are xA = qA∕q = 89.7∕106.6 = 0.841

and xB = 1 − 0.841 = 0.159. These adsorbate mole fractions devi-

ate from the experimental values by 0.026. For this example, the

extended-Langmuir isotherm gives reasonable results.

§15.2.3 Liquid Adsorption

When porous adsorbent particles are immersed in a confined

pure gas, the pores fill with adsorbed gas. The amount of

adsorbed gas is determined by the decrease in total pressure.

With a liquid, the pressure does not change, and no simple

experimental procedure has been devised for determining

the extent of adsorption of a pure liquid. If the liquid is a

homogeneous binary mixture, it is customary to designate

one component the solute (1) and the other the solvent (2).

The assumption made is that the change in composition

of the bulk liquid in contact with the porous solid is due

entirely to adsorption of the solute; solvent adsorption is

thus tacitly assumed not to occur. If the liquid mixture is

dilute in solute, the consequences are not serious. If, however,

experimental data are obtained over the entire concentra-

tion range, the distinction between solute and solvent is

arbitrary and the resulting adsorption isotherms, as discussed

by Kipling [36], can exhibit curious shapes, unlike those

obtained for pure gases or gas mixtures. To illustrate this,

let n0 = total moles of binary liquid contacting the adsorbent,

m = mass of adsorbent, x01 = mole fraction of solute before

contact with adsorbent, x1 =mole fraction of solute in the bulk

solution after adsorption equilibrium is achieved, and qe
1 =

apparent moles of solute adsorbed per unit mass of adsorbent.

A solute material balance, assuming no adsorption of

solvent and a negligible change in the total moles of liquid

mixture, gives

qe
1 =

n0(x01 − x1)
m

(15-34)

If isothermal data are obtained over the entire con-

centration range, processed with (15-34), and plotted as

adsorption isotherms, the resulting curves are not as shown in

Figure 15.12a. Instead, curves of the type in Figures 15.12b

and c are obtained, where negative adsorption appears to occur

as in Figure 15.12c. Such isotherms are best referred to as

composite isotherms or isotherms of concentration change,
as suggested by Kipling [36]. Likewise, adsorption loading,

qe
1, of (15-34) is more correctly referred to as surface excess.
Under what conditions are composite isotherms of the

shapes in Figures 15.12b and c obtained? This is shown

by examples from Kipling in Figure 15.13, where various

combinations of hypothetical adsorption isotherms for solute

(A) and solvent (B) are shown together with resulting com-

posite isotherms. When the solvent is not adsorbed, as seen in

Figure 15.13a, a composite curve without negative adsorption

is obtained. In all other cases of Figure 15.13, negative values

of surface excess appear.

Valenzuela and Myers [23] tabulate literature values for

equilibrium adsorption of 25 different binary-liquid mixtures.

With one exception, all 25 mixtures give composite isotherms

of the shapes shown in Figures 15.12b and c. The exception

is a mixture of cyclohexane and n-heptane with silica gel, for

which surface excess is almost negligible (0 ± 0.05 mmol∕g)
from x1 = 0.041 to 0.911. They also include literature refer-

ences to 354 binary sets, 25 ternary sets, and 3 sets of data for

higher-order liquid mixtures.

When data for the binary mixture are available only in the

dilute region, solvent adsorption, if any, may be constant, and

all changes in total amount adsorbedaredue to the solute. In that

case, the adsorption isotherms are of the form of Figure 15.12a,

which resembles the shape obtained with pure gases. It is then

common to fit the data with concentration forms of the Fre-

undlich (15-19) or Langmuir (15-24) equations:

q = kc1∕n (15-35)

q = Kqmc
1 + Kc

(15-36)
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[Reproduced from Kipling [36].]

Candidate systems for this case are small amounts of

organics dissolved in water and small amounts of water

dissolved in hydrocarbons. For liquid mixtures dilute in two

or more solutes, multicomponent adsorption may be esti-

mated from a concentration form of the extended-Langmuir

equation (15-32) based on constants, qm and K, obtained from

experiments on single solutes. However, when solute−solute
interactions are suspected, it may be necessary to determine

constants from multicomponent data. As with gas mixtures,

the concentration form of (15-32) also predicts constant

selectivity for each pair of components in a mixture.

EXAMPLE 15.6 Adsorption of VOCs.

Small amounts of VOCs in water can be removed by adsorption.

Generally, two or more VOCs are present. An aqueous stream

containing small amounts of acetone (1) and propionitrile (2) is

to be treated with activated carbon. Single-solute equilibrium data

from Radke and Prausnitz [37] have been fitted to the Freundlich

and Langmuir isotherms, (15-35) and (15-36), with the average

deviations indicated, for solute concentrations up to 50 mmol∕L:

Absolute Average

Acetone in Water (25∘C): Deviation of q, %

q1 = 0.141c0.5971 (1) 14.2

q1 =
0.190c1

1 + 0.146c1
(2) 27.3

Propionitrile in water (25∘C):

q2 = 0.138c0.6582 (3) 10.2

q2 =
0.173c2

1 + 0.0961c2
(4) 26.2

where qi = amount of solute adsorbed, mmol/g, and ci = solute con-

centration in aqueous solution, mmol/L.

Use these single-solute results with an extended Langmuir-type

isotherm to predict the equilibrium adsorption in a binary-solute,

aqueous system containing 40 and 34.4 mmol∕L, respectively, of
acetone and propionitrile at 25∘C with the same adsorbent. Compare

the results with the following experimental values from Radke and

Prausnitz [37]:

q1 = 0.715 mmol∕g; q2 = 0.822 mmol∕g; and qtotal = 1.537 mmol∕g

Solution

From (15-32), the extended liquid-phase Langmuir isotherm is

qi =
(qi)mKici

1 +
∑

j

Kjcj

(1)

From (2), (q1)m = 0.190∕0.146 = 1.301 mmol∕g.

From (4), (q2)m = 0.173∕0.0961 = 1.800 mmol∕g.

From (5):

q1 =
1.301(0.146)(40)

1 + (0.146)(40) + (0.0961)(34.4)
= 0.749 mmol∕g
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q2 =
1.800(0.0961)(34.4)

1 + (0.146)(40) + (0.0961)(34.4)
= 0.587 mmol∕g

Summing, qtotal = 1.336 mmol∕g.
Compared to experimental data, the percent deviations for q1, q2,

and qtotal, respectively, are 4.8%, −28.6%, and −13.1%. Better

agreement is obtained by Radke and Prausnitz using IAS theory. It is

expected that a concentration form of (15-33) would also give better

agreement, but that requires that the single-solute data be refitted for

each solute to a Langmuir−Freundlich isotherm of the form

q = q0Kc1∕n

1 + Kc1∕n
(2)

§15.2.4 Ion-Exchange Equilibria

Ion exchange differs from adsorption in that one sorbate (a
counterion) is exchanged for a solute ion, the process being
governed by a reversible, stoichiometric, chemical-reaction
equation. Thus, selectivity of the ion exchanger for one
counterion over another may be just as important as the
ion-exchanger capacity. Accordingly, the law of mass action
is used to obtain an equilibrium ratio rather than to fit data
to a sorption isotherm such as the Langmuir or Freundlich
equation.

As discussed by Anderson [38], two cases are important. In
the first, the counterion, initially in the ion, is exchanged with
a counterion from an acid or base solution, e.g.,

Na+(aq) + OH−
(aq) + HR(s) ↔ NaR(s) + H2O(l)

Hydrogen ions leaving the exchanger immediately react with
hydroxyl ions to form water, leaving no counterion on the
right-hand side of the reaction. Accordingly, ion exchange
continues until the aqueous solution is depleted of sodium
ions or the exchanger is depleted of hydrogen ions.

In the second, more-common, case, the counterion being
transferred from exchanger to fluid remains as an ion. For
example, exchange of counterions A and B is expressed by:

An±
(l) + nBR(s) ↔ ARn(s)

+ nB±
(l) (15-37)

where A and B must be either cations (positive charge) or
anions (negative charge). For this case, at equilibrium, a
chemical-equilibrium constant based on the law of mass
action can be defined:

KA,B =
qARn

cn
B±

qn
BRcAn±

(15-38)

where molar concentrations c and q refer to the liquid and
ion-exchanger phases, respectively. The constant, KA,B is not
a rigorous equilibrium constant because (15-38) is in terms
of concentrations instead of activities. Although it could be
corrected by including activity coefficients, it is used in the
form shown, with KA,B referred to as amolar selectivity coef-
ficient for A displacing B. For the resin phase, concentrations
are in equivalents per unit mass or unit bed volume of ion

exchanger. For the liquid, concentrations are in equivalents per

unit volume of solution. For dilute solutions, KA,B is constant

for a given pair of counterions and a given resin.

When exchange is between two counterions of equal

charge, (15-38) reduces to a simple equation in terms of

equilibrium concentrations of A in the liquid solution and

in the ion-exchange resin. Because of (15-37), the total con-

centrations, C and Q, in equivalents of counterions in the

solution and the resin, remain constant during the exchange.

Accordingly:

ci = Cxi∕zi (15-39)

qi = Qyi∕zi (15-40)

where xi and yi are equivalent fractions, rather than mole frac-

tions, of A and B, such that

xA + xB = 1 (15-41)

yA + yB = 1 (15-42)

and zi = valence of counterion i. Combining (15-38) with

(15-42) gives, for counterions A and B of equal charge,

KA,B = yA(1 − xA)
xA(1 − yA)

(15-43)

At equilibrium, xA and yA are independent of total equiv-

alent concentrations C and Q. Such is not the case when the

two counterions are of unequal charge, as in the exchange of

Ca2+ and Na+. A derivation for this general case gives

KA,B =
(

C
Q

)n−1
yA(1 − xA)n
xA(1 − yA)n

(15-44)

Thus, for unequal counterion charges, KA,B depends on the

ratio C∕Q and on the ratio of charges, n, as defined in (15-37).
When KA,B data for a system of counterions with a partic-

ular ion exchanger are not available, the method of Bonner

and Smith [39], as modified by Anderson [38], is used

for screening purposes or preliminary calculations. In this

method, KA,B is

Ki, j = Ki∕Kj (15-45)

where values for relativemolar selectivitiesKi andKj are given

in Table 15.5 for cations with an 8% cross-linked, strong-acid

Table 15.5 Relative Molar Selectivities, K, for Cations with
8% Cross-Linked Strong-Acid Resin

Li+ 1.0 Zn2+ 3.5

H+ 1.3 Co2+ 3.7

Na+ 2.0 Cu2+ 3.8

NH+
4 2.6 Cd2+ 3.9

K+ 2.9 Be2+ 4.0

Rb+ 3.2 Mn2+ 4.1

Cs+ 3.3 Ni+ 3.9

Ag+ 8.5 Ca2+ 5.2

UO2+
2 2.5 Sr2+ 6.5

Mg2+ 3.3 Pb2+ 9.9

Ba2+ 11.5
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Table 15.6 Approximate Relative Molar Selectivities, K, for
Anions with Strong-Base Resins

I− 8 OH−(Type II) 0.65

NO−
3 4 HCO−

3 0.4

Br− 3 CH3COO− 0.2

HSO−
4 1.6 F− 0.1

NO−
2 1.3 OH− (Type I) 0.05−0.07

CN− 1.3 SO2−
4 0.15

Cl− 1.0 CO2−
3 0.03

BrO−
3 1.0 HPO2−

4 0.01
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Figure 15.14 Isotherms for ion exchange of Cu2+ and Na+ on

Dowex 50-X8 as a function of total normality in the bulk solution.

[Reproduced from [45] with permission of Springer Science + Business

Media B.V.]

resin, and in Table 15.6 for anions with strong-base resins.
For values of K in these tables, the units of C and Q are,

respectively, eq/L of solution and eq/L of bulk bed volume of

water-swelled resin.
A typical cation-exchange resin of the sulfonated styrene–

divinylbenzene type, such as Dowex 50, as described
by Bauman and Eichhorn [40] and Bauman, Skidmore,

and Osmun [41], has an exchangeable ion capacity of

5 ± 0.1 meq∕g of dry resin. As shipped, water-wet resin might
contain 41.4 wt% water. Thus, wet capacity is 5(58.6∕100) =
2.9 meq∕g of wet resin. If bulk density of a drained bed of wet
resin is 0.83 g∕cm3, bed capacity is 2.4 eq∕L of resin bed.

A separation factor, SP = SA,B, which ignores the valence

of the exchanging ions, can be defined for an equilibrium stage.
For binaries in terms of equivalent ionic fractions:

SA,B = yA(1 − xA)
xA(1 − yA)

(15-46)

which is identical to (15-43). Data for an exchange between

Cu2+ (A) and Na+ (B) (counterions of unequal charge) with
Dowex 50 cation resin over a wide range of total-solution nor-

mality at ambient temperature are shown in terms of yA and
xA in Figure 15.14, from Subba Rao and David [42]. At low
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Figure 15.15 Relative separation factor of Cu2+ and Na+ for ion

exchange on Dowex 50-X8 as a function of total normality in the

bulk solution.

[Reproduced from [45] with permission of Springer Science + Business

Media B.V.]

total-solution concentration, the resin is highly selective for
copper ion, whereas at high total-solution concentration, the
selectivity is reversed to slightly favor sodium ions. A similar
trend was observed by Selke and Bliss [43, 44] for exchange
between Ca2+ and H+ using a similar resin, Amberlite IR-120.
Selectivity sensitivity is shown dramatically in Figure 15.15,
from Myers and Byington [45], where the natural logarithm
of the separation factor, SCu2+,Na+ , as computed from data of
Figure 15.14with (15-46), is plotted as a function of equivalent
ionic fraction, xCu2+ . For dilute solutions of Cu2+, SCu2+,Na+
ranges from 0.5 at a total concentration of 4-N to 60 at 0.01-N.
In terms of KCu2+,Na+ of (15-44), with n = 2, the correspond-
ing variation is only from 0.6 to 2.2.

EXAMPLE 15.7 Ion-Exchange Equilibrium.

An Amberlite IR-120 ion-exchange resin similar to that of Example

15.2, but with a maximum ion-exchange capacity of 4.90 meq∕g of

dry resin, is used to remove cupric ion from awaste stream containing

0.00975-M CuSO4 (19.5 meq Cu2+/L solution). The spherical resin

particles range in diameter from 0.2 to just over 1.2 mm. The equi-

librium ion-exchange reaction is of the divalent-monovalent type:

Cu2+(aq) + 2HR(s) ↔ CuR2(s) + 2H+
(aq)

As ion exchange takes place, the meq of cations in the aqueous solu-

tion and in the resin remain constant.

Experimental measurements by Selke and Bliss [43, 44] show

an equilibrium curve like Figure 15.14 at ambient temperature. It is

markedly dependent on total equivalent concentration of the aqueous

solution, with the following equilibrium data for cupric ions with a

19.5 meq∕L solution:

c, meq Cu2+/L solution 0.022 0.786 4.49 10.3

q, meq Cu2+/g resin 0.66 3.26 4.55 4.65
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These data follow a highly nonlinear isotherm.

(a) From the data, compute the molar selectivity coefficient, K, at

each value of c for Cu2+ and compare it to the value estimated

from (15-45) using Table 15.5.

(b) Predict the milliequivalents of Cu2+ exchanged at equilibrium

from 10 L of 20 meqCu2+/L, using 50 g of dry resin with 4.9 meq

of H+/g.

Solution

(a) Selke and Bliss do not give a value for the resin capacity, Q, in

eq/L of bed volume. Assume a value of 2.3. From (15-44):

KCu2+ ,H+ =
(

C
Q

)
yCu2+ (1 − xCu2+ )2
xCu2+ (1 − yCu2+ )2

where C∕Q = 0.0195∕2.3 = 0.0085.

xCu2+ = cCu2+∕19.5 and yCu2+ = qCu2+∕4.9

Using the above values of c and q from Selke and Bliss:

q, meq Cu2+/g xCu2+ yCu2+ KCu2+ , H+

0.66 0.00113 0.135 1.35

3.26 0.0403 0.665 1.15

4.55 0.230 0.929 4.04

4.65 0.528 0.949 1.30

The average value of K is 2.0. Values in Table 15.5 when sub-

stituted into (15-45) predict KCu2+ , H+ = 3.8∕1.3 = 2.9, which is

higher.

(b) Assume a value of 2.0 for KCu2+ , H+ with Q = 2.3 eq∕L. The
total-solution concentration, c, is 0.02 eq∕L. Equation (15-44)

becomes

2.0 =
(
0.02

2.3

) yCu2+ (1 − xCu2+ )2
xCu2+ (1 − yCu2+ )2

(1)

Initially, the solution contains (0.02)(10) = 0.2 equivalent of

cupric ionwith xCu2+ = 1.0. Let a = equivalents of Cu exchanged.

Then, at equilibrium, by material balance:

xCu2+ = 0.02 − (a∕10)
0.02

(2)

yCu2+ = (a∕50)
0.0049

(3)

Substitution of (2) and (3) into (1) gives

2.0 = 0.0087

[
(a∕50)
0.0049

] [
1 − 0.02 − (a∕10)

0.02

]2
[
0.02 − (a∕10)

0.02

] [
1 − (a∕50)

0.0049

]2 (4)

Solving (4), a nonlinear equation for a with MATLAB, gives

0.1887 eq of Cu exchanged. Thus, 0.1887∕[(0.020)(10)] = 0.944

or 94.4% of the cupric ion is exchanged.

Equilibria in Chromatography

As discussed in §15.1.3, separation by chromatography invol-

ves many sorption mechanisms, including adsorption on

porous solids, absorption or extraction (partitioning) in liquid-

supported or bonded solids, and ion transfer in ion-exchange

in resins. Thus, at equilibrium, depending upon the sorption

mechanism, equations such as (15-19), (15-24), (15-32), and

(15-33) for gas adsorption; (15-35) and (15-36) for liquid

adsorption; (6-37) to (6-40) for gas absorption; (8-1) for liquid

extraction; and (15-38), (15-43), and (15-44) for ion exchange

apply.

At equilibrium, the distribution (partition) constant for

solute, i, is
Ki = qi∕ci (15-47)

where q is concentration in the stationary phase and c is con-

centration in the mobile phase. Solutes with the highest equi-

librium constants will elute from the chromatographic column

at a slower rate than solutes with smaller constants.

§15.3 KINETIC AND TRANSPORT RATE
CONSIDERATIONS

The design of adsorption, ion exchange, and chromatographic

units involves multiple kinetic and mass-transfer steps. For

example, consider adsorption in a column packed with porous

adsorbent particles, as shown in Figure 15.16, adapted from

Athalye et al. [46]. Mass transfer of solute occurs by a series

of four rate-limiting processes.

1. Solute is transported along the axis of the column by

bulk flow (convection) and parallel to the axis by disper-

sion through interstices (voids) of the bed of adsorptive

particles.

porous particles

Figure 15.16 Transport-rate processes in adsorption.
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2. Solute moves from bulk flow to the outer surface of

an adsorbent particle through a thin, stagnant film or

boundary layer via external (interphase) solute mass

transfer.

3. Solute diffuses within quiescent, fluid-filled pores and

to the inner surfaces of the internal porous structure via

internal (intraphase) solute mass transfer.

4. Solute adsorbs to the internal pore surfaces of the adsor-
bent.

Adsorbed solute may also move via surface diffusion along the

internal porous surface of the adsorbent particle.

For chemisorption, which involves bond formation, or

biospecific (e.g., antibody-antigen) interactions, the rate of

the fourth kinetic step may be slow and even controlling.

For physical adsorption, however, Step 4 is rapid relative to

Steps 1–3 and is often considered instantaneous because it

depends only on the collision frequency and orientation of the

molecules with the pore surface. Thus, consideration is often

limited to the first three steps.

During regeneration of the adsorbent, the reverse of the four

steps occurs, where Step 4, physical desorption, is considered

instantaneous. Adsorption and desorption are accompanied by

heat transfer because of exothermic heat of adsorption and

endothermic heat of desorption. These are often negligible for

liquid sorption. Mass transfer exernal to the particle is limited

to convection, dispersion, and boundary layer transport, but

heat transfer external to the particle also occurs by these mech-

anisms as well as by thermal radiation between particles when

the fluid is a gas, and by conduction at points of contact by

adjacent particles. Conduction and radiation also transfer heat

within the particles, in addition to conductive and convective

heat transfer by fluid within the pores.

Consider a fixed bed of adsorbent particles in which solute

concentration and temperature change continuously with time

and location. For a given particle at a particular time, pro-

files of temperature and solute concentration in the fluid are

as shown in Figures 15.17a and b for adsorption and desorp-

tion, respectively, where subscripts b and s refer to bulk fluid

and particle outer surface, respectively. The fluid concentra-

tion gradient is usually steepest within the particle, whereas the

temperature gradient is usually steepest in the boundary layer

surrounding the particle. Thus, while resistance to heat trans-

fer is mainly external to the adsorbent particles, the primary

resistance to mass transfer resides within the adsorbent parti-

cle. All gradients in Figure 15.17 approach asymptotic values

at end points.

§15.3.1 External Transport

Rates of convective mass and heat transfer between the outer

surface of a particle and surrounding bulk fluid during an

adsorption process are represented by

rate of mass transfer of i = ni = kcA(cbi
− csi

) (15-48)

rate of heat transfer = q = hA(Ts − Tb) (15-49)

Bulk
fluid

Bulk
fluid

Adsorbent
particle

Adsorbent
particle

(a)

Ts

cs

Ts

cs

Tb

Tb

cb

cb

(b)

Figure 15.17 Solute concentration and temperature profiles for a

porous adsorbent particle surrounded by a fluid: (a) adsorption

(b) desorption.

where kc = mass-transfer coefficient based on concentration
units and A is the area for mass and heat transfer.

For a spherical particle surrounded by an infinite, quiescent
fluid, mass- and heat-transfer coefficients are small. Assume
an insoluble, solid, spherical particle of radius Rp and diameter
Dp = 2Rp, suspended in an infinite-fluid medium. The radial
distance out from the center of the particle is r. The parti-
cle is heated so that, at steady state, its surface temperature is
constant at Ts. The fluid is quiescent (no free convection) and
radiation is ignored, so heat transfer through the fluid is by con-
duction. The thermal conductivity, k, of the fluid is constant,
and temperature far from the particle is Tb. Fourier’s second
law of heat conduction in the fluid, for spherical coordinates, is

d
dr

(
kr2

dT
dr

)
= 0 (15-50)

for r ≥ Rp, where r is the radial distance from the center of
the particle. The boundary conditions are

T{r = Rp} = Ts (15-51)

T{r = ∞} = Tb (15-52)

If (15-50) is integrated twice with respect to r:

T = −C1

r
+ C2 (15-53)

where C1 and and C2 are integration constants. Substitution
of the boundary conditions, (15-51) and (15-52), results in an
expression for the temperature profile in the fluid surrounding
the particle:

T − Tb

Ts − Tb
=

Rp

r
, r ≥ Rp (15-54)

The heat flux at the particle’s outer surface is given by
Fourier’s first law of heat conduction applied to the fluid
adjacent to the particle outer surface:

q
A

||||r=Rp

= −k
dT
dr

||||r=Rp

(15-55)
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From (15-54):

dT
dr

|||||r=Rp

= −(Ts − Tb)
Rp

(15-56)

Applying Newton’s law of cooling for the heat flux at the outer

surface of the particle:

q
A

||||r=Rp

= h(Ts − Tb) (15-57)

where h is the heat-transfer coefficient.

Combining (15-55) to (15-57):

h = k∕Rp (15-58)

which rearranges into a Nusselt number:

NNu = hDp∕k = 2 (15-59)

A similar development for convective mass transfer using

Fick’s laws of diffusion gives

NShi
= kci

Dp∕Di = 2 (15-60)

where Di is the diffusivity of component i in the mixture.

When the fluid is not quiescent, but flows past a particle,

convection increases the convective mass- and heat-transfer

coefficients above the values computed from (15-59) and

(15-60). Furthermore, transport coefficients now vary around

the particle periphery, the largest value occurring where the

fluid first impinges on the particle. Correlations of transport

data are usually developed for coefficients averaged over the

surface of the particle. Typical correlations are those of Ranz

and Marshall [47] for Nusselt numbers as high as 30 and

Sherwood numbers to 160:

NNu = 2 + 0.60N1∕2
Re N1∕3

Pr (15-61)

NShi
= 2 + 0.60N1∕2

Re N1∕3
Sci

(15-62)

where from Table 3.9,

NPr = Prandtl number = Cpμ∕k

NSci
= Schmidt number = μ∕ρ Di

NRe = Reynolds number = Dp G∕μ

where Dp is the characteristic length and G is the mass flow

per unit area (mass velocity).

All fluid properties are evaluated at the average temperature

of the film. Equations (15-61) and (15-62) reduce to (15-59)

and (15-60), respectively, when G is zero.

When particles are packed in a bed, fluid-flow pat-

terns are difficult to model, and single-particle correlations

(15-61) and (15-62) cannot be used to estimate average

external-transport coefficients for the particles. Ranz [48]

showed that equations of the same form as (15-61) and

(15-62) correlate external-transport data for beds packed with

spherical particles. However, most early investigators, starting

with Gamson et al. [49], developed correlations in the form of

the Chilton and Colburn j-factors [50], given in Table 3.9 and

discussed in §3.5.

jD = NStM
N2∕3
Sc = f {NRe} (15-63)

jH = NStN
2∕3
Pr = f {NRe} (15-64)

where from Table 3.9,

NStM
= kcρ∕G and NSt = h∕CPG

where different Reynolds number functions apply to differ-

ent regions. Various forms of the Reynolds number have been

used, including DpG∕μ and DpG∕εbμ, in attempts to account

for bed void fraction, εb, where G is the superficial mass veloc-

ity based on the empty-bed cross-sectional area, and G∕εb (a

larger value) is the effective mass velocity through the void

region of the bed. Notable among correlations of this type are

those of SenGupta and Thodos [51], Petrovic and Thodos [52],

and Dwivedi and Upadhay [53].

A study by Wakao and Funazkri [54] reanalyzed 37 sets

of previously published mass-transfer data, with Sherwood-

number corrections for axial dispersion. The resulting correla-

tion, which represents a return to the form of (15-62), is

NShi
= 2 + 1.1N1∕2

Re N1∕3
Sci

(15-65)

The data cover Schmidt numbers of 0.6 to 70,600, Reynolds

numbers of 3 to 10,000, and particle diameters from 0.6 to

17.1 mm. Particle shapes include spheres, short cylinders,

flakes, and granules. By analogy, the corresponding equation

for fluid-particle convective heat transfer in packed beds is

NNu = 2 + 1.1N1∕2
Re N1∕3

Pr (15-66)

When (15-65) and (15-66) are used with beds packed

with nonspherical particles, Dp is the equivalent diameter

of a spherical particle. The following suggestions have been

proposed for computing equivalent diameters from particle

geometry. These suggestions may be compared to a short

cylinder with diameter, D, equal to length, L.

1. Dp = diameter of a sphere with the same external sur-

face area:

πD2
p = πDL + πD2∕2

and Dp = (DL + D2∕2)0.5 = 1.225D

2. Dp = diameter of a sphere with the same volume:

πD3
p∕6 = πD2L∕4 and Dp = (3D2L∕2)1∕3 = 1.145D

3. Dp = 4 times the hydraulic radius, rH, where for a

packed bed,

4rH = 6∕av

av = external particle surface area∕volume of particle

Thus,

av =
πDL + πD2∕2

πD2L∕4
= 6

D
and Dp = 4rH = 6D

6
= 1.0D
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The hydraulic radius concept is equivalent to replacing Dp in

the Reynolds number by ψD
′
P, where ψ is sphericity and D

′
P

is given by Suggestion 2: The sphericity is defined by:

ψ = Surface area of a sphere of same volume as particle

Surface area of particle

For a cylinder of D = L,

ψ =
πD2

p

πDL + 2

(
πD2

4

) = π(1.145D)2
3

2
πD2

= 0.874

andψD′
P = (0.874)(1.145D)= D, the diameter of the cylinder.

Suggestions 2 and 3 are widely used. Suggestion 3 is con-
veniently applied to crushed particles of irregular surface and
isotropic shape, but with no obvious longer or shorter dimen-
sion In that case, D′

P is taken as the size of the particle and the
sphericity is approximately 0.65, as discussed by Kunii and
Levenspiel [55].

EXAMPLE 15.8 External Transport Coefficients in a
Packed Bed.

Acetone vapor in a nitrogen stream is removed by adsorption in a

fixed bed of activated carbon. At a location in the bed where the

pressure is 136 kPa, the bulk gas temperature is 297 K, and the bulk

mole fraction of acetone is 0.05, estimate the external gas-to-particle

mass-transfer coefficient for acetone and the external particle-to-gas

heat-transfer coefficient. Additional data are:

Average particle diameter = 0.0040 m

Gas superficial molar velocity = 0.00352 kmol∕m2-s

Solution

Because the temperature and composition are known only for the

bulk gas and not at the particle external surface, gas properties at

bulk gas conditions are used. From the CHEMCAD process simula-

tor, relevant properties for use in (15-65) and (15-66) are:

Viscosity = μ = 0.0000165 Pa-s (kg∕m-s); Density = ρ =
1.627 kg∕m3

Thermal conductivity = k = 0.0240 W∕m-K =
0.024 × 10–3 kJ∕m-K-s

Heat capacity at constant pressure = 31.45 kJ∕kmol-K

Molecular weight = M = 29.52

Thus, specific heat CP = 31.45∕29.52 = 1.065 kJ∕kg-K

Other parameters are:

Gas mass velocity G = 0.00352(29.52) = 0.1039 kg∕m2-s

Assume ψ = 0.65; therefore, Dp = 0.65(0.004) = 0.0026 m

The acetone gas diffusivity, Di, in nitrogen at 297 K and 136 kPa is

0.085 × 10–4 m2∕s; independent of composition and

NRe = DpG∕μ = 0.0026(0.1039)∕(0.0000165) = 16.4

NSc = μ∕pDi = 0.0000165∕(1.627)(0.0000085) = 1.19

NPr = CPμ∕k = (1.065)(0.0000165)∕(0.000024) = 0.73

From (15-65):

NSh = 2 + 1.1(16.4)0.6 (1.19)1∕3 = 8.24

From (15-65), the mass-transfer coefficient for acetone is

kci
= NSh(Di∕Dp) = 8.24(0.0000085∕0.0026)
= 0.027 m∕s = 0.088 ft∕s

From (15-66):

NNu = 2 + 1.1(16.4)0.6(0.73)1∕3 = 7.31

h = NNu(k∕Dp) = 7.31(0.0240∕0.0026)
= 67.5 W∕m2–K or 11.9 Btu∕h-ft2-∘F

§15.3.2 Internal Transport

Porous, adsorbent particles have a sufficiently high, effective

thermal conductivity that temperature gradients within the

particle are usually negligible. However, internal (intraphase)

mass transfer in the particle is the largest resistance to equilib-

rium solute partitioning between fluid carrier and stationary

phases, and must be considered. Mechanisms for mass trans-

fer in the pores are analogous to those described for porous

membranes in §14.3. However, in membranes, transport of

solute occurs through the membrane, whereas in sorption, net

solute transport occurs radially inward into the interior of the

particle during sorption and radially outward from the interior

in desorption.

Internal transport in porous particles may be described like

that for catalytic chemical reactions in porous catalyst pellets.

The first pore model was that of Thiele [56], who considered

a first-order, isothermal, irreversible reaction on the surface of

a single, straight, cylindrical pore closed at one end. Thiele’s

treatment was extended to a porous spherical pellet byWheeler

[57], who utilized an effective diffusivity, De, for sorption.

Consider the porous spherical pellet in Figure 15.18, where

fluid concentration, c, refers to the solute. A material balance

Rp

cb

cs

cc

c

r
0

Δr

Figure 15.18 Solute concentration profile in adsorbent particle.
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in moles or mass per unit time over a spherical-shell volume

of thickness Δr involves diffusion of solute into the shell at

radius r + Δr, adsorption within the shell, and diffusion out at
radius r. Using Fick’s first law:

4π(r + Δr)De
∂c
∂r

||||r+Δr
= 4πr2Δr

∂q
∂t

+ 4πr2De
∂c
∂r

||||r (15-67)

Dividing by 4πΔr, taking the limit as Δr → 0, and collecting

terms,

De

(
∂2c
∂r2

+ 2

r
∂c
∂r

)
= ∂q

∂t
(15-68)

where q is the amount adsorbed per unit volume of porous

pellet and effective diffusivity De applies to the entire

spherical-shell surface area even though only about 50% of it

is available as pores for diffusion. For liquid-phase diffusion in

the pores, the effective diffusivity is given by (14-14), in terms

of volume fraction of pellet pores, solute molecular diffusivity

in the fluid within the pore, pore tortuosity, and a possible

restrictive factor for large solute molecules. For gas-phase

diffusion in pores, the effective diffusivity is given by (14-18),

which accounts for possibility of Knudsen diffusion, with

diffusivity DK for very small pore diameters and/or low total

pressures. Although (14-14) and (14-18) strictly apply only to

equimolar counterdiffusion, they can be used as an approxi-

mation for unimolecular diffusion of solute molecules dilute

in carrier fluids. A diffusion mechanism not accounted for

directly in (14-18) is that of surface diffusion along the pore

wall due to a concentration gradient of adsorbate (adsorbed

solute) along the wall.

Fick’s first law for diffusion through a fluid in a pore is

ni = –DiA(dci∕dx) (15-69)

where ni is the molar rate of ordinary diffusion of i through
a fluid in the x-direction, perpendicular to cross-sectional

area, A, for diffusivity, Di, and concentration, ci, in moles/unit

volume of fluid. A modified Fick’ s first law applies to sur-

face diffusion, as suggested by Schneider and Smith [58].

Thus,

(ni)s = –(Di)sAs(ci)s∕dx (15-70)

where As is the pore surface area, (ci)s is the surface concen-
tration of adsorbate in moles/unit surface area, and (Di)s is the
surface diffusivity as defined by (15-70).

For convenience, (15-70) is converted to the flux form of

(15-69) so that the two diffusion mechanisms can be combined

in a single transport rate equation. In flux form, (15-69) is

Ni = ni∕A = –Di(dci∕dx) (15-71)

The corresponding flux form of (15-70) is obtained by dividing

both sides by pore cross-sectional area and converting sur-

face concentration, (ci)s, in moles/unit surface area to the load-

ing, q, in mol/g of adsorbate, by using the product of pore

surface/pore volume times the reciprocal of the adsorbent par-
ticle density times the particle porosity.

(Ni)s = −(Di)s
ρp

εp

(
dqi

dx

)
(15-72)

Substituting linear adsorption, qi = Kici, into (15-72) and
adding the result to (15-71), the total flux is

Ni = −
[

Di +
(
Di

)
s

ρpKi

εp

]
dci

dx
(15-73)

In terms of the effective diffusity employed in (15-68):

De =
εp

τ

{[
1

1∕Di + 1∕DK

]
+ (Di)s

ρpKi

εp

}
(15-74)

Equation (15-74) should be used with caution, because, as dis-
cussed by Riekert [59], tortuosity, τ, for pore-volume diffusion
may not be the same as for surface diffusion.

Based on the study by Sladek, Gilliland, and Baddour [60],
values of surface diffusivity of light gases for physical adsorp-
tion are typically from 5 × 10–3 to 10–6 cm2∕s, the larger val-
ues applying to cases of a low differential heat of adsorption.
For nonpolar adsorbates, the surface diffusivity in cm2∕s may
be estimated from the following correlation [60],

Ds = 1.6 × 10–2 exp[–0.45(–ΔHads)∕mRT] (15-75)

where m = 2 for conducting adsorbents such as carbon and
m = 1 for insulating adsorbents.

EXAMPLE 15.9 Effective Diffusivity in Porous
Silica Gel.

Porous silica gel particles 1.0 mm in diameter, with a particle density

of 1.13 g∕cm3, a porosity of 0.486, an average pore radius of 11 Å,

and a tortuosity of 3.35 are used to adsorb propane from helium. At

100∘C, diffusion in the pores is controlled by both Knudsen and sur-
face diffusion. Estimate the effective diffusivity. The differential heat

of adsorption is −5,900 cal∕mol. At 100∘C, the adsorption constant

(for a linear isotherm) is 19 cm3∕g.

Solution

Pore diameter, dp,= 22 Å = 22 × 10−10 m = 22 × 10−8 cm.

Molecular weight of propane, Mi,= 44.06.

From (14-21), the Knudsen diffusivity for propane is

DK = 4,850 (22 × 10–8)(373∕44.06)1∕2 = 3.7 × 10–3 cm2∕s

From (15-75), using m = 1,

DS = 1.6 × 10–2 exp{(–0.45)(5,900)∕[(1)(1.987) (373)]}
= 4.45 × 10–4 cm2∕s

Equation (15-67) reduces to De = (εp∕τ)DK + (ρpK∕τ)DS

= (0.486∕3.35)(3.17 × 10−3) + (1.13)(19)(4.45 × 10−4)∕3.35
= 0.46 × 10−3 + 2.85 × 10−3 = 3.31 × 10−3cm2∕s
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Schneider and Smith [58] report a value of 1.22 × 10–3 cm2∕s for
De with a value of 0.88 × 10–3 for the contribution of surface diffu-

sion. Thus, the estimated contribution from surface diffusion is high

by a factor of about 3. In either case, the contribution due to surface

diffusion is large. A review of surface diffusion is given by Kapoor,

Yang, and Wong [61].

§15.3.3 Mass Transfer in Ion Exchange
and Chromatography

As discussed by Helfferich [62], two major mass-transfer

resistances occur in ion exchange: the external mass-transfer

resistance due to the boundary layer surrounding the ion-

exchange bead and the internal diffusional resistance due

to the resin bead. Either or both can be rate-controlling; in

either case, the resin bead diameter is an important factor.

In general, external mass-transfer is rate-controlling at very

low exchange-ion concentrations, say below 0.01-N, whereas

internal mass transfer (particle diffusion) controls at high

concentrations (say above 1.0-N). It has also been observed

that a large separation factor, as defined by (15-46), favors

external mass-transfer control, and that divalent ions diffuse

more slowly through the resin than monovalent ions. Usually,

the rate-determining step is not the chemical reaction between

exchanging ions and resin.

The external mass-transfer coefficient for flow of fluid

through a fixed bed of ion-exchange resin is obtained from

the same relation, (15-65), used for fixed-bed adsorption.

For internal mass transfer, it is customary to assume the

ion-exchange resin bead is a single quasi-homogeneous

phase and that diffusivity of the diffusing ion is constant at

a given temperature. Then, (15-68) can be used, where De is

a diffusivity determined by experiments. These depend on:

(1) ion size and charge, with smaller, monovalent ions diffus-

ing faster; (2) degree of cross-linking and resin swelling, with

larger diffusivities favored by swelling and less cross-linking;

and (3) temperature.

Diffusivity measurements in ion-exchange resins have been

made with isotopes of the ions to obtain self-diffusion coeffi-

cients independent of ion concentration. Typical data are those

of Soldano [63], shown in Figure 15.19 for Na+, Zn2+, and
Y3+ in a sulfonated styrene–divinylbenzene cation exchanger

at 0.2 and 25∘C. Note that order-of-magnitude diffusivities for

small molecules are:

0.1 cm2∕s in the gas phase
1 × 10–5 cm2∕s in the liquid phase

1 × 10–7 cm2∕s in polymers

Figure 15.19 demonstrates that diffusivities depend on the

degree of cross-linking and ionic charge. Values are much less

than those found in liquids, especially for divalent and trivalent

ions, which have diffusivities even smaller than those for small

molecules in polymers.

For chromatography in packed beds, equations (15-65) and

(15-66), if necessary, may be used to determine external mass
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Figure 15.19 Self-diffusion coefficients for cations in a resin as a

function of cross-linking with divinylbenzene.

[Reproduced from Soldano [63].]

and heat transport coefficients, respectively. Where internal

mass transfer resistance is negligible (e.g., for relatively slow

percolation velocities and/or monolithic or stacked membrane

stationary phases) the rate for convective dispersion must be

considered. Appropriate relations are discussed in §15.3.2 of

the third edition of this book. If a coated flat plate or a tube

with a coated inner wall is used, correlations discussed in

Chapter 3 are applicable. In some cases, entry regions of finite

length exist, particularly for laminar flow, such that transport

coefficients vary with axial location, decrease with length, and

eventually approach an asymptotic value. For internal sor-

bent diffusion, Fick’s second law applies, and the effective

diffusivity depends on factors discussed in §15.3.2.

§15.4 EQUIPMENT FOR SORPTION
OPERATIONS

A variety of configurations and operating procedures are

employed for commercial sorption-separation equipment due

mainly to the wide range of sorbent particle sizes and the

need, in most applications, to regenerate the solid sorbent.

§15.4.1 Adsorption

For adsorption, Table 15.7 lists widely used equipment and

operations. The devices are classified into the three operat-

ing modes in Figure 15.20. In slurry adsorption, shown in

Figure 15.20a, a powdered adsorbent such as activated carbon,

of dp < 1 mm, is added with water to an agitated tank to form

a slurry. The internal resistance to mass transfer within the

pores of small particles is small. However, even with good

stirring, the external resistance to mass transfer from bulk

liquid to the external surface of the adsorbent particles may

not be small because small particles tend to move with the

liquid. Thus, the rate of adsorption may be controlled by
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Table 15.7 Commercial Methods for Adsorption Separations

Phase Condition of Feed Contacting Device Adsorbent Regeneration Method Main Application

Liquid Slurry in an agitated vessel Adsorbent discarded Purification

Liquid Fixed bed Thermal reactivation Purification

Liquid Simulated moving bed Displacement purge Bulk separation

Gas Fixed bed Thermal swing (TSA) Purification

Gas Combined fluidized bed–moving bed Thermal swing (TSA) Purification

Gas Fixed bed Inert-purge swing Purification

Gas Fixed bed Pressure swing (PSA) Bulk separation

Gas Fixed bed Vacuum swing (VSA) Bulk separation

Gas Fixed bed Displacement purge Bulk separation

Powdered
adsorbent

Batch
liquid Slurry to

filtration

Saturated adsorbentFeed

Feed

Moving beds

(c)

(b)(a)

Adsorber

Adsorption
step

Desorption
step

Fixed beds

Regenerated adsorbent

Regenerator

Heavy product
or desorbate

Heavy product
or desorbate

Purge

Purge

Light product
or raffinate

Light product
or raffinate

Figure 15.20 Contacting modes for adsorption and ion exchange: (a) Stirred-tank, slurry operation; (b) Cyclic fixed-bed, batch operation;

(c) Continuous countercurrent operation.

external mass transfer. The main application of this operation

is removal of small amounts of large, dissolved molecules,

such as coloring agents, from water. Spent adsorbent, which

is removed from the slurry by sedimentation or filtration, is

discarded because it is difficult to desorb large molecules. The

slurry system, also called contact filtration, can be operated

continuously.

Fixed-bed adsorption with a cyclic-batch operating

mode, shown in Figure 15.20b, is widely used with either

liquid or gas feeds. Adsorbent particle sizes range from 0.05 to

1.2 cm. Both bed pressure drop and solute mass-transfer rate

increase with decreasing particle size. The optimal particle

size is determined mainly from these two considerations.

To avoid jiggling, fluidizing the bed, or blowing out fines

during adsorption, the feed flow is often downward. For

removal of small amounts of dissolved hydrocarbons from

water, spent adsorbent is removed from the vessel and reacti-

vated thermally at high temperature or discarded. Fixed-bed

adsorption, also called percolation, is used for removal of

dissolved organic compounds from water. For purification

or bulk separation of gases, the adsorbent is almost always

regenerated in-place by one of the five methods listed in

Table 15.7 and considered next.

In thermal (temperature)-swing-adsorption (TSA), the
adsorbent is regenerated by desorption at a temperature higher

than used during adsorption, as shown in Figure 15.21. Bed

temperature is increased by (1) heat transfer from heating

coils located in the bed, followed by pulling a moderate

vacuum; or (2) more commonly, by heat transfer from an

inert, non-adsorbing, hot purge gas, such as steam. Following

desorption, the bed is cooled before adsorption is resumed.

Because bed heating and cooling requires hours, a typical

cycle time for TSA is hours to days. Therefore, if the quantity

of adsorbent in the bed is to be reasonable, TSA is practical

only for purification involving small adsorption rates.

In pressure-swing adsorption (PSA), adsorption takes

place at an elevated pressure, whereas desorption occurs at

near-ambient pressure, as shown in Figure 15.21. PSA is used

for bulk separations because the bed can be depressurized and

repressurized rapidly, making it possible to operate at cycle
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Figure 15.21 Schematic representation of pressure-swing and

thermal-swing adsorption.

times of seconds to minutes. Because of these short times, the

beds need not be large even when a substantial fraction of the

feed gas is adsorbed. If adsorption takes place at near-ambient

pressure and desorption under vacuum, the cycle is sometimes

referred to as vacuum-swing adsorption (VSA).
PSA and VSA are widely used for air separation. If a

zeolite molecular-sieve adsorbent is used, equilibrium is

rapidly established and nitrogen is preferentially adsorbed.

Non-adsorbed, high pressure product gas is a mixture of oxy-

gen and argon with a small amount of nitrogen. Alternatively,

if a carbon molecular-sieve adsorbent is used, the particle

diffusivity of oxygen is about 25 times that of nitrogen. As

a result, the selectivity of adsorption is controlled by mass

transfer, and oxygen is preferentially adsorbed. The resulting

high-pressure product is nearly pure nitrogen. In both cases,

the adsorbed gas, which is desorbed at low pressure, is impure.

For the separation of air, large plants use VSA because it is

more energy-efficient than PSA. Small plants often use PSA

because the cycle is simpler.

Indisplacement-purge (displacement-desorption)cycles,
a strongly adsorbed purge gas is used to displace adsorbed

species. Another step is then required to recover the purge

gas. Displacement-purge cycles are viable only where TSA,

PSA, and VSA cannot be used because of pressure or temper-

ature limitations. One application is separation of medium-

MW linear paraffins (C10–C18) from branched-chain and

cyclic hydrocarbons by adsorption on 5A zeolite. Ammonia,

which is separated from the paraffins by flash vaporization, is

used as the purge.

In an inert-purge-swing regeneration, desorption is at

the same temperature and pressure as the adsorption step,

because the gas used for purging is non-adsorbing (inert) or

only weakly adsorbing. This method is used only when the

solute is weakly adsorbed, easily desorbed, and of little or no

value. The purge gas must be inexpensive so that it does not

have to be purified before recycle.

Most commercial adsorption applications involve fixed

beds that cycle between adsorption and desorption. Thus, com-

positions, temperature, and/or pressure at a given bed location

vary with time. Alternatively, a continuous, countercurrent

operation, where such variations do not occur, can be envis-

aged, as shown in Figure 15.20c and discussed by Ruthven

and Ching [65]. A difficulty with this scheme is the need

to circulate solid adsorbent in a moving bed to achieve

steady-state operation. The first commercial application of

countercurrent adsorption and desorption was the moving bed

used by the Hypersorption process for recovery, by adsorption

on activated carbon, of light hydrocarbons from various gas

streams in petroleum refineries, as discussed by Berg [66].

Only a few units were installed because of problems with

adsorbent attrition, difficulties in regenerating the adsorbent

when heavier hydrocarbons in the feed gas were adsorbed,

and unfavorable economics compared to distillation. Newer

adsorbents with a much higher resistance to attrition and

possible applications to more difficult separations are reviving

interest in moving-bed units.

A fluidized bed can be used instead of a fixed bed for

adsorption and a moving bed for desorption, as shown in

Figure 15.22, provided that particles are attrition-resistant.

In the adsorption section, sieve trays are used with raw

gas passing up through the perforations and fluidizing the

adsorbent. The fluidized particles flow like a liquid across

the tray, into the downcomer, and onto the tray below. In the

Raw
gas

Steam for
heating

Steam for
desorption

Tray

Clean gas

Desorption
section

Adsorbent flow
Gas flow

Adsorption
section

Adsorbent
carrier gas

Gas lift line

Preheating tube

Desorption
tube

Recovered
solvent

Condensate

Figure 15.22 PurasivTM process with a fluidized bed for adsorption

and moving bed for desorption.

[Reproduced from [64] with permission of the American Institute of

Chemical Engineers.]
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(Feed)
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moving-bed
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Figure 15.23 Sorbex hybrid simulated-moving-bed

process for bulk separation. AC, adsorbent chamber;

RV, rotary valve; EC, extract column; RC, raffinate

column.

[Reproduced from [67] with permission of the American

Institute of Chemical Engineers.]

food industry, this type of tray is rotated. From the adsorption
section, the solids pass to the desorption section, where, as
moving beds, they first flow down through preheating tubes
and then through desorption tubes. Steam is used for indirect
heating in both sets of tubes and for stripping in the desorption
tubes. Moving beds, rather than fluidized beds on trays, are
used in desorption because the stripping-steam flow rate is
insufficient for fluidizing the solids. At the bottom of the unit,
the regenerated solids are picked up by a carrier gas, which
flows up through a gas-lift line to the top, where the solids
settle out on the top tray to repeat the adsorption cycle. Keller
[64] reports that this configuration, which was announced
in 1977, is used in more than 50 units worldwide to remove
small amounts of solvents from air. Other applications of TSA
include removal of moisture, CO2, and pollutants from gas
streams.

A successful countercurrent adsorption system for com-
mercial separation of liquid mixtures is the simulated-moving-
bed system for the UOP Sorbex process. As shown in
Figure 15.23, it is a hybrid system with two added distillation
columns. As described by Broughton [67], the bed is held
stationary in one column, which is equipped with a number
(perhaps 12) of liquid feed entry and discharge locations. By
using a rotary valve (RV) to shift the locations of feed entry,
desorbent entry, extract (adsorbed) removal, and raffinate
(nonadsorbed) removal, countercurrent movement of solids
is simulated by a downward movement of liquid. For the valve
positions shown in Figure 15.23, Lines 2 (entering desorbent),
5 (exiting extract), 9 (entering feed), and 12 (exiting raffinate)
are operational, with all other numbered lines closed. Liquid is
circulated down through and, externally, back up to the top of
the column by a pump. Ideally, an infinite number of entry and
exit locations exist and the valve would continuously change
the four operational locations. Since this is impractical, a
finite number of locations are used and valve changes are
made periodically.

In Figure 15.23, when the valve is moved to the next posi-
tion, Lines 3, 6, 10, and 1 become operational. Thus, raffinate
removal is relocated from the bottom to the top of the bed.
Thus, the bed has no top or bottom. Humphrey and Keller
[68] cite 100 commercial Sorbex installations. Applications

include separations of p-xylene fromC8 aromatics; n-paraffins
from branched and cyclic hydrocarbons; olefins from paraf-
fins; p- or m-cymene (or cresol) from cymene (or cresol) iso-
mers; and fructose from dextrose and polysaccharides.

§15.4.2 Ion Exchange

Ion exchange employs the same modes of operation as adsorp-
tion. Although use of fixed beds, as in Figure 15.20b in a cyclic
operation is most common, stirred tanks are used for batch
contacting, with an attached strainer or filter to separate resin
beads from the solution after equilibrium is approached. Agi-
tation is mild to avoid resin attrition, but sufficient to achieve
suspension of resin particles.

To increase resin utilization and achieve high efficiency,
efforts have been made to develop continuous, countercurrent
contactors, two of which are shown in Figure 15.24. The Hig-
gins contactor [69] operates as a moving, packed bed by using
intermittent hydraulic pulses to move incremental portions of
the bed from the ion-exchange section up, around, and down
to the backwash region, down to the regenerating section, and
back up through the rinse section to the ion-exchange section
to repeat the cycle. Liquid and resin move countercurrently.
The Himsley contactor [70] has a series of trays on which the
resin beads are fluidized by upward flow of liquid. Periodically
the flow is reversed tomove incremental amounts of resin from
one stage to the stage below. The batch of resin at the bottom
is lifted to the wash column, then to the regeneration column,
and then back to the top of the ion-exchange column for reuse.

§15.4.3 Chromatography

Operation modes for industrial-scale chromatography are
of three major types (Ganetsos and Barker [71]). The first,
and most common, is a transient mode that is a scaled-up
version of an analytical chromatograph, referred to as batch,
elution, or differential chromatography. Packed columns of
diameter up to 4.6 m and packed heights to 12 m have been
reported. As shown in Figure 15.25 and discussed by Wankat
[72], a recycled solvent or carrier gas is fed continuously into
a sorbent-packed column. The feed mixture and recycle is
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Figure 15.25 Large-scale, batch elution chromatography process.

pulsed into the column by an injector. A timer or detector (not
shown) splits the column effluent by residence time, sending
it to different separators (condensers, evaporators, distillation
columns, etc.). Each separator is designed to remove a par-
ticular feed component from the carrier fluid. An additional
cleanup step is required to purify the carrier fluid before it
is recycled to the column. Separator 1 produces no product
because it handles an effluent pulse containing carrier fluid
and two or more feed components, which are recovered and
recycled to the column. Thus, the batch chromatograph oper-
ates somewhat like a batch-distillation column, producing a
nearly pure cut for each component in the feed and slop cuts for
recycle. The system shown in Figure 15.25 is designed to sep-
arate a binary system. If three more separators are added, the
system can separate a five-component feed into five products.

The second operational mode is on–off or frontal chro-
matography. The mobile phase (gas or liquid) containing
solute(s) is fed continuously to a packed chromatographic bed
until the adsorbed solute content in the entire bed approaches
saturation. Whereupon, desorbing mobile phase(s) is/are
applied to the bed to desorb captured solute(s). Desorbing
phases often consist of an isocratic step, or gradient change
in solvent composition that changes the pH, ionic strength,
or polarity within quiescent fluid-filled pores. This change
induces desorption of solute(s) adsorbed from the original
feed. Repetition of the adsorption/desorption cycle is often
interspersed by a cleaning step in order to maximize packed
bed capacity.

The third operational mode is displacement chromato-
graphy. Following near-saturation of a packed bed with
adsorbed solute(s) loaded from a mobile feed phase, a similar
mobile phase is applied to the bed, except that it contains a
solute (the displacing agent) whose affinity for the adsorbent
exceeds that of adsorbed solute(s). The displacing agent
produces consecutive zones of eluting solutes, in order of
lowest to highest affinity for the stationary packed resin.
Displaced solute concentrations in these zones exceeds that
for corresponding solutes in the feed solution. Thus, use of a
displacing agent both purifies and concentrates solute(s) in a
dilute feed. Upon removal of the displacer by an appropriate
change in fluid phase composition, the load/elute process may
be repeated.

§15.5 SLURRY AND FIXED-BED
ADSORPTION SYSTEMS

In this section, design procedures are presented and illus-
trated by example for the most common sorption operations,
including three modes of slurry adsorption; thermal-swing
adsorption; pressure-swing adsorption; continuous, counter-
current adsorption; simulated-moving-bed systems; and an
ion-exchange cycle.
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§15.5.1 Slurry Adsorption (Contact Filtration)

Three modes of adsorption from a liquid in an agitated ves-

sel are of interest. First is the batch mode, in which a batch

of liquid is contacted with a batch of adsorbent for a period

of time, followed by discharge of the slurry from the vessel,

and filtration to separate solids from liquid. The second is a

continuous mode, in which liquid and adsorbent are contin-

uously added to and removed from the agitated vessel. In the

third, semi-batch or semi-continuous mode, liquid is contin-
uously fed, then removed from the vessel, where it is contacted

with adsorbent, which is retained in the vessel contacting zone

until it is nearly spent.

Design models for batch, continuous, and semicontinuous

modes are developed next, followed by an example of their

applications. In all models, the slurry is assumed to be per-

fectly mixed in the turbulent regime to produce a fluidized-like

bed of sorbent. Perfect mixing is approached by using a liquid

depth of from one to two vessel diameters, four vertical wall

baffles, and one or two marine propellers or pitched blade tur-

bines on a vertical shaft.With proper impeller speed, axial flow

achieves complete suspension. For semi-continuous operation,

a clear liquid region is maintained above the suspension for

liquid withdrawal.

Because small particles are used in slurry adsorption and

the relative velocity between particles and liquid in an agitated

slurry is low (small particles tend to move with the liquid),

the rate of adsorption is assumed to be controlled by external,

rather than internal, mass transfer.

Batch Mode

The rate of solute adsorption, as controlled by external mass

transfer, is

−dc
dt

= kca(c − c∗) (15-76)

where c is the solute concentration in the bulk liquid; c∗ is the
concentration in equilibrium with the adsorbent loading, q; kc
is an external liquid-phase mass-transfer coefficient; and a is

external surface area of adsorbent per unit volume of liquid.

Starting from feed concentration, cF , the instantaneous bulk

concentration, c, at time t, is related to the instantaneous adsor-
bent loading, q, by material balance:

cFQ = cQ + qS (15-77)

where the adsorbent is assumed to be initially free of adsor-

bate, Q is the liquid volume (assumed to remain constant for

dilute feeds), and S is the mass of adsorbent. Equilibrium con-

centration, c∗, is given by an appropriate adsorption isotherm:

a linear isotherm using concentration in place of partial

pressure (15-16), Langmuir isotherm (15-36), or Freundlich

isotherm (15-35). For example, a rearrangement of the latter

gives

c∗ = (q∕k)n (15-78)

To solve (15-76) and (15-77) for c and q as a function of

time, starting from cF at t = 0, (15-77) is combined with an

equilibrium isotherm, for example, (15-78), to eliminate q. The
resulting equation is combined with (15-76) to eliminate c∗

to give an ODE for c in t, which is integrated analytically or
numerically. Values of q are obtained from (15-77).

If the equilibrium is represented by a linear isotherm,

c∗ = q∕k (15-79)

an analytical integration gives

c = cF

β
[
exp

(
−kcaβt

)
+ α

]
(15-80)

where β = 1 + Q
Sk

(15-81)

α = Q
Sk

(15-82)

As contact time approaches ∞, adsorption equilibrium
is approached. For the linear isotherm, from (15-80), or
combining (15-77) with c = c∗ and (15-79):

c{t = ∞} = cFα∕β (15-83)

Continuous Mode

When both liquid and solids flow continuously through a per-
fectly mixed vessel, (15-76) converts to an algebraic equation
because, as in a perfectly mixed reaction vessel (CSTR), con-
centration c throughout the vessel is equal to the outlet con-
centration, cout. In terms of vessel residence time, tres:

cF − cout
tres

= kca(cout − c∗) (15-84)

or, rearranging,

cout =
cF + kcatresc

∗

1 + kcatres
(15-85)

Equation (15-77) becomes

cFQ = coutQ + qoutS (15-86)

where Q and S are now flow rates. An appropriate adsorp-
tion isotherm relates c∗ to qout. For a linear isotherm, (15-79)
becomes c∗ = qout∕k, which when combined with (15-86) and
(15-85) to eliminate c∗ and qout, gives

cout = cF

(
1 + γα

1 + γ + γα

)
(15-87)

where α is given by (15-82) and

γ = kcatres (15-88)

The corresponding qout is given by rearranging (15-86):

qout =
Q(cF − cout)

S
(15-89)

For a nonlinear adsorption isotherm, such as (15-35) or
(15-36), (15-84) and (15-86) are combined with the isotherm
equation, but it may not be possible to express the result
explicitly in qout. Then, as in Example 15.10, a numerical
solution is required.
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Semi-continuous Mode

The most difficult mode to model is the semi-continuous
mode, where adsorbent is retained in the vessel, but feed liq-
uid enters and exits the vessel at a fixed, continuous flow rate.
Both concentration, c, and loading, q, vary with time. With
perfect mixing, the outlet concentration is given by (15-85),
where tres is the liquid residence time in the suspension, and c∗

is related to q by an appropriate adsorption isotherm. Variation
of q in the batch of solids is given by (15-76), rewritten in
terms of the change in q, rather than c:

S
dq
dt

= kca(cout − c∗)tresQ (15-90)

where, for this mode, S is the batch mass of adsorbent in sus-
pension and Q is the steady, volumetric-liquid flow rate.

Both (15-90) and (15-85) involve c∗, which can be replaced
by a function of instantaneous q by selecting an appropriate
isotherm. The resulting two equations are combined to elim-
inate cout, and the resulting ODE is then integrated analyti-
cally or numerically, with MATLAB, to obtain q as a function
of time, from which cout as a function of time can be deter-
mined from (15-85) and the isotherm. The time-average value
of cout is then obtained by integration of cout with respect to
time. These steps are illustrated in Example 15.10. For a linear
isotherm, the derivation is left as an exercise.

EXAMPLE 15.10 Three Modes of Slurry Adsorption.

An aqueous solution containing 0.010 mol phenol∕L is to be treated

at 20∘C with activated carbon to reduce the concentration of phenol

to 0.00057 mol∕L. The adsorption-equilibrium data are well fitted to

the Freundlich equation:

q = 2.16c1∕4.35 (1)

or rearranging,

c∗ = (q∕2.16)4.35 (2)

where q and c are in mmol/g and mmol/L, respectively. In terms of

kmol/kg and kmol/m3, (2) becomes

c∗ = (q∕0.01057)4.35 (3)

All three modes of slurry adsorption are to be considered. From

the results of Example 4.9, the minimum amount of adsorbent is

5 g∕L of solution. Laboratory experiments with adsorbent particles

1.5 mm in diameter in a well-agitated vessel have confirmed that

the rate of adsorption is controlled by external mass transfer with

kc = 5 × 10−5 m∕s. Particle surface area is 5 m2∕kg of particles.

(a) Using twice the minimum amount of adsorbent in an agitated

vessel operated in the batch mode, determine the time in seconds

to reduce phenol content to the desired value. (b) For operation in

the continuous mode with twice the minimum amount of adsorbent,

determine the required residence time in seconds. Compare it to

the batch time of part (a). (c) For semi-continuous operation with

1,000 kg of activated carbon, a liquid feed rate of 10 m3∕h, and a

liquid residence time equal to 1.5 times the value computed in part

(b), determine the run time to obtain a composite liquid product

with the desired phenol concentration. Do you believe the results are

reasonable?

Solution

(a) Batch mode:

S∕Q = 2(5) = 10 g∕L = 10 kg∕m3; kca = 5 × 10−5(5)(10)
= 2.5 × 10−3 s−1; cF = 0.010 mol∕L = 0.010 kmol∕m3

From (15-77),

q = cF − c
S∕Q

= 0.010 − c
10

(4)

Substituting (4) into (3),

c∗ =
(
0.10 − c
0.1057

)4.35

(5)

Substituting (1) into (15-76),

−dc
dt

= 2.5 × 10−3
[

c −
(
0.010 − c
0.1057

)4.35
]

(6)

where c = cF = 0.010 kmol∕m3 at t = 0, and t for c = 0.00057

kmol∕ m3 is wanted. By numerical integration using the ode45

function in MATLAB, t = 1,140 s.

(b) Continuous mode:
Equation (15-84) applies, where all quantities are the same as those

determined in part (a) and cout = 0.00057 kmol∕m3. Thus

tres =
cF − cout

kca(cout − c∗)

where c∗ is given by (3) with q = qout, and qout is obtained from

(15-86). Thus,

tres =
0.010 − 0.00057

2.5 × 10−3
[
0.00057 −

(
0.010 − 0.00057

0.1057

)4.35
] = 6,950 s

This is appreciably longer than the batch residence time of 1,140 s.

In the batch mode, the concentration-driving force for external mass

transfer is initially (c − c∗) = cF = 0.010 kmol∕m3 and gradually

declines to a final value, at 1,140 s, of

(c − c∗) = cfinal −
(
0.010 − cfinal

0.1057

)4.35
= 0.000543 kmol∕m3

For the continuous mode the concentration-driving force for external

mass transfer is always at the final batch value of 0.000543 kmol∕m3,

which here is very small.

(c) Semi-continuous mode:
Equation (15-90) applies with: S = 1,000 kg; cF = 0.010 kmol∕m3;

Q = 10 m3∕h; tres = 10,425 s; kca = 2.5 × 10−3s−1; c∗ is given in

terms of q by (3); and cout is given by (15-85). Combining (15-90),

(3), and (15-85) to eliminate c∗ and cout gives, after simplification,

dq
dt

=
(

γ
1 + γ

)
Q
S

[
cF −

( q
0.01057

)4.35
]

(7)

where γ is given by (15-88) and t is the time the adsorbent remains in

the vessel. For values of γ, Q∕S, and cF equal, respectively, to 26.06,

0.01 m3∕h-kg, and 0.010 kmol∕m3, (7) reduces to

dq
dt

= 0.00963

[
0.010 −

( q
0.01057

)4.35
]

(8)
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Table 15.8 Results for Part (c), Semicontinuous Mode, of

Example 15.10

kmol/m3

Time t, h q, kmol/kg cout ccum

0.0 0.0 0.000370 0.000370

5.0 0.000481 0.000371 0.000370

10.0 0.000962 0.000398 0.000375

15.0 0.001440 0.000535 0.000401

15.7 0.001506 0.000570 0.000407

20.0 0.001905 0.000928 0.000476

21.0 0.001995 0.001052 0.000501

22.0 0.002084 0.001195 0.000529

23.0 0.002172 0.001356 0.000561

23.2 0.002189 0.001390 0.000568

23.3 0.002197 0.001407 0.000572

where t is in hours and q is in kmol. By numerical integration of (8)

using the ode45 function of MATLAB, starting from q = 0 at t = 0,

q is obtained as a function of t as given in Table 15.8. Included are

corresponding values of cout computed from (15-85) combined with

(3) to eliminate c∗, giving

cout =
cF + γ(q∕0.01057)4.35

1 + γ
= 0.010 + 26.06(q∕0.01057)4.35

27.06

Also included in Table 15.8 are the cumulative values of c for the

liquid effluent that exits the vessel during the period from t = 0 to

t = t, as obtained by integrating cout with respect to time:

ccum = ∫
t

0

coutdt∕t.

From Table 15.8, it is seen that the loading, q, increases almost

linearly during the first 10 h, while the instantaneous phenol con-

centration, cout, in the exiting liquid remains almost constant. At

15.7 h, instantaneous cout has increased to the specified value of

0.00057 kmol∕m3, but ccum is only 0.000407 kmol∕m3. Therefore,

the operation must continue. Finally, at between 23.2 and 23.3 h, ccum
reaches 0.00057 kmol∕m3 and the operation is terminated. During

operation, the vessel contains 1,000 kg or 2 m3 of adsorbent particles.

With a liquid residence time of almost 3 h, the vessel must contain

10(3) = 30 m3. Thus, the vol% solids in the vessel is 6.7. This is

reasonable. If adsorbent in the vessel is doubled, the time is doubled.

§15.5.2 Fixed-Bed Adsorption (Percolation)

In the continuous and semi-continuous operation modes of

slurry adsorption, the liquid exiting the vessel always contains

un-adsorbed solute. If a fixed bed is used, it is possible to

obtain a nearly solute-free liquid or gas effluent until the

adsorbent in the bed approaches saturation. Fixed beds are

used frequently for gas purification and bulk separation.

Ideal Fixed-Bed Adsorption

Consider the flow of a fluid containing an adsorbable solute

through a fixed bed of adsorbent. Assume: (1) external and

internal mass-transfer resistances are very small; (2) plug flow

is achieved; (3) axial dispersion is negligible; (4) adsorbent is

initially adsorbate-free; and (5) the adsorption isotherm begins

at the origin. Then local equilibrium between fluid and adsor-

bent is achieved instantaneously. As shown in Figure 15.26,

a shock-like wave, called a stoichiometric front, forms. It

moves as a sharp adsorbate concentration front through the bed

and is referred to as an ideal (local equilibrium) fixed-bed
adsorption. Upstream of the front, adsorbent is saturated with

adsorbate and the concentration of solute in the fluid is that

of the feed, cF . Loading on the adsorbent is the qF in equilib-

rium with cF . Length (height) and weight of the bed section

upstream of the front are LES and WES, respectively, where

ES refers to the equilibrium section or equilibrium zone.
In the upstream region, the adsorbent is spent. Downstream

of the stoichiometric front and in the exit fluid, concen-

tration of solute in the fluid is zero, and the adsorbent is

adsorbate-free. In this section, length and weight are LUB and

WUB, respectively, where UB refers to unused bed.

After a time period, called the stoichiometric time, the
wave front reaches the end of the bed and the solute con-

centration in the effluent rises to the inlet value, cF. No

further adsorption is possible because the bed is spent. This

is referred to as the breakpoint and the ideal wave front is a

breakthrough curve.

For ideal fixed-bed adsorption, location of the concen-

tration wave front L in Figure 15.26, as a function of time,

is determined by material balance and adsorption equilib-

rium. At equilibrium, the loading is in equilibrium with the

feed and is designated by qF = f {cF}, where f {cF} is given

by an adsorption isotherm. Before breakthrough occurs,

feed solute = adsorbate, as given by:

QFcFtideal = qFSLideal∕LB (15-91)

where QF is volumetric feed flow rate, cF is solute concen-

tration in the feed, qF is loading per unit mass of adsorbent

in equilibrium with the feed concentration, S is total mass of

adsorbent in the bed, LB is bed length, and tideal is the time for

an ideal front to reach Lideal < LB, Thus,

Lideal = LES = QFcFtideal
qFS

LB (15-92)

LUB = LB − LES (15-93)

WES = S
LES

LB
(15-94)

WUB = S −WES (15-95)

Nonideal Fixed-Bed Adsorption

In a nonideal fixed-bed adsorber, assumptions leading to

(15-91) are not valid. Internal transport resistance and, in

some cases, external transport resistance are finite. Axial

dispersion can also be significant, particularly at low flow

rates in shallow beds. Local equilibrium between fluid and

adsorbent is not achieved instantaneously, and broad concen-

tration fronts like those in Figure 15.27 develop with time. In
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Figure 15.27 Solute wave fronts in a fixed-bed adsorber with

mass-transfer effects. (a) Concentration–distance profiles.

(b) Breakthrough curve.

Figure 15.27a, typical fluid solute concentration profiles are

given as a function of distance through the bed at increasing

times t1, t2, and tb from initiation of flow through the bed.

At t1, no part of the bed is saturated. At t2, the bed is almost

saturated for a distance Ls. At Lf , the bed is almost clean.

Beyond Lf , little mass transfer occurs at t2 and the adsorbent is
still mostly unused. The region between Ls and Lf is called the

mass-transfer zone, MTZ at t2, where adsorption takes place.
Because it is difficult to determine where the MTZ zone

begins and ends, Lf can be taken where c∕cF = 0.05, with

Ls at c∕cF = 0.95. From time t2 to time tb, the S-shaped

front moves through the bed. At tb, the leading point of the

MTZ just reaches the breakthrough point. Rather than using

c∕cF = 0.05, the breakthrough concentration can be the mini-
mum detectable or maximum allowable solute concentration
in the effluent fluid.

Figure 15.27b is a typical plot of the ratio of the outlet-
to-inlet solute concentration in the fluid as a function of time
from the start of flow. The S-shaped curve is the breakthrough
curve. Prior to tb, the outlet solute concentration is less than
some maximum permissible value, say, cout∕cF = 0.05. At
tb, this value is reached, adsorption is discontinued, and
regeneration is initiated or the spent adsorbent is discarded.
If adsorption were to be continued for t > tb, the outlet solute
concentration would rise rapidly, to approach the inlet con-
centration as the outlet end of the bed became saturated. The
time to reach cout∕cF = 0.95 is te.

The breakthrough-curve steepness determines the bed
length. For the ideal case, with a stoichiometric wave front,
(15-91) applies and the bed is totally utilized before break-
through occurs. As the width of the breakthrough curve and
the corresponding MTZ width increases, less and less bed
capacity can be utilized. The situation is further complicated
by the fact that steepness of the concentration profiles shown
in Figure 15.27a can increase or decrease with time, depend-
ing on the shape of the adsorption isotherm, as shown by
DeVault [73].

Consider a nonideal case with finite external and internal
mass-transfer resistances. But, retain the assumptions of neg-
ligible axial dispersion and plug flow, with the added stipula-
tion of constant interstitial fluid velocity, u, through the bed.
The superficial fluid velocity is εbu, where εb is the external
bed void fraction. A solute mass balance for the fluid flowing
through an adsorption bed of cross-sectional area, Ab and dif-
ferential length, Δz, for a differential-time duration, dt, gives

εbuAbc|z = εbuAbc|z+Δz + εbAbΔz
∂c
∂t

+ (1 − εb)AbΔz
∂q
∂t

Dividing by εbAbΔz and taking the limit as Δz → 0 gives the
partial differential equation (PDE) for the change in the bulk
fluid solute concentration, c, with time and location in the bed:

u
∂c
∂z

+ ∂c
∂t

+ (1 − εb)
εb

∂q
∂t

= 0 (15-96)

where q is the volume-average adsorbate loading per unit
mass. It accounts for the variation of q throughout the adsor-
bent particle, due to internal mass-transfer resistance, by
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averaging the rate of adsorption over the adsorbent particle.
The volume-average adsorbate loading for a spherical particle
is given by

q = 3

R3
p ∫

Rp

0

r2qdr (15-97)

where Rp is the radius of the adsorbent particle and r is the
radial distance from the center of the particle.

Equation (15-68) gives the solute concentration in the fluid
within the pores of an adsorbent particle. Equations (15-68)
and (15-96) are coupled by the continuity condition at the par-
ticle surface:

De

(∂c
∂r

)
Rp

= kc

(
c − cRp

)
(15-98)

where kc is the external mass-transfer coefficient and De
is the effective diffusivity in the particle, as discussed in
§15.3. The simultaneous solution of (15-96) to (15-98)
and (15-68) is a formidable task, which can be avoided by
using the linear-driving-force (LDF) model formulated by
Glueckauf and Coates [74, 75] and discussed in detail by
Yang [25] and Ruthven [10]. This model is widely used to
simulate and design fixed-bed adsorbers. It is based on the
following relation, which replaces (15-68) and (15-98):

∂q
∂t

= k(q∗ − q) = kK(c − c∗) (15-99)

where q∗ is the adsorbate loading in equilibrium with solute
concentration, c, in the bulk fluid; c∗ is the solute concen-
tration in equilibrium with average loading q; k is an overall
mass-transfer coefficient, which includes both external-
and internal-transport resistances; and K is the adsorption-
equilibrium constant for a linear adsorption isotherm of the
form q = Kc. A suitable relationship for the factor kK is

1

kK
=

Rp

3kc
+

R2
p

15De
(15-100)

where the first RHS term represents the external mass-transfer
resistance, kcav, since for a sphere, surface area/unit volume,
av, is given by

4πR2
p∕

[
4

3
πR3

p

]
= 3∕Rp

The second RHS term in (15-100) is the internal resistance,
which was first developed by Glueckauf [75], but can also be
derived by assuming a parabolic adsorbate loading profile in
the particle, as shown by Liaw et al. [76].

The analytical solution of (15-96) with the LDF mass-
transfer model, is summarized by Ruthven [10] and discussed
by Klinkenberg [77] for the case where initially the bed is free
of adsorbed solute. The solution was first obtained by Anzelius
[78] in terms of Bessel functions for the analogous problem
of heating or cooling a packed bed of depth z with a fluid. A
useful approximate solution is that of Klinkenberg [79]:

cf

cF
≈ 1

2

[
1 + erf

(√
τ −

√
ξ + 1

8
√
τ
+ 1

8
√
ξ

)]
(15-101)

where

ξ = kKz
u

(
1 − εb

εb

)
= Dimensionless distance coordinate

(15-102)

τ = k
(

t − z
u

)
= Dimensionless time coordinate corrected

for displacement (15-103)

erf(−x) = −erf(x) (15-104)

erf(x) = 2√
π∫

x

0

e−η
2
dη (15-105)

where ξ and τ are coordinate transformations for z and t, which
convert the equations to a much simpler form. The approxi-

mation (15-101) is accurate to < 0.6% error for ξ > 2.0. The

erf(x), which is included in most spreadsheet programs, is 0.0

at x = 0 and asymptotically approaches 1.0 for x > 2.0, where

x is a dummy variable.

Klinkenberg [79] also includes the following approximate

solution for profiles of solute concentration in equilibrium

with the average sorbent loading:

c∗

cF
= q

q∗F
≈ 1

2

[
1 + erf

(√
τ −

√
ξ − 1

8
√
τ
− 1

8
√
ξ

)]
(15-106)

where c∗ = q∕K and c∗∕cF = q∕q∗F , where q∗F is the loading in

equilibrium with cf.

EXAMPLE 15.11 Breakthrough Curves Using the
Klinkenberg Equations.

Air at 70∘F and 1 atm, containing 0.9 mol% benzene, enters a

fixed-bed adsorption tower at 23.6 lb∕min. The tower has an inside

diameter of 2 ft and is packed to a height of 6 ft with 735 lb of

4 × 6 mesh silica gel (SG) particles with a 0.26 cm effective diam-

eter and an external void fraction of 0.5. The adsorption isotherm

for benzene has been determined to be linear for the conditions of

interest:

q = Kc∗ = 5,120 c∗ (1)

where q = lb benzene adsorbed per ft3 of silica gel particles, and

c∗ = equilibrium concentration of benzene in the gas, in lb benzene

per ft3 of gas.

Mass-transfer experiments simulating conditions in the

2-foot-diameter bed fit the linear-driving-force (LDF) model of

(15-99):
∂q
∂t

= 0.206K(c − c∗) (2)

where time is in minutes and 0.206 is the constant k in min−1, which

includes resistances both in the gas film and in the adsorbent pores,

with the latter resistance dominant.

Using the approximate concentration-profile equations of

Klinkenberg [77], compute a set of breakthrough curves and the time

when the benzene concentration in the exiting air rises to 5% of the

inlet. Assume isothermal, isobaric operation. Compare breakthrough

time with time predicted by the ideal equilibrium model.
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Solution

For the ideal equilibrium model, the breakthrough curve is vertical,

and the bed becomes completely saturated with benzene at the feed

concentration, cF .

MW of entering gas = 0.009(78) + 0.991(29) = 29.44

Density of entering gas = (1)(29.44)∕(0.730)(530) = 0.076∕lb∕ft3

Gas flow rate = 23.6∕0.0761 = 310 ft3∕min

Benzene flow rate in entering gas = (23.6∕29.44) (0.009)(78) =
0.562 lb∕min

cF = 0.562

310
= 0.00181 lb benzene∕ft3 of gas

From (1),

q = 5,120(0.00181) = 9.27
lb benzene

ft3 SG

The total adsorption of benzene at equilibrium

= 9.27(3.14)(2)2(6)(0.5)
4

= 87.3 lb

Time of operation = 87.3∕0.562 = 155 min

For the actual nonideal fixed-bed operation, taking into account

external and internal mass-transfer resistances, from (15-102) and

(15-103),

ξ = (0.206)(5,120)z
u

(
1 − 0.5

0.5

)
= 1,055 z∕u

u = interstitial velocity = 310

0.5

(
3.14 × 22

4

) = 197 ft∕min (3)

ξ = 1,055

197
z = 5.36z, where z is in ft.

When z = bed height = 6 ft, ξ = 32.2 and

τ = 0.206
(

t − z
197

)
(4)

For t = 155 min (the ideal time), and z = 6 ft. Using (4), τ = 32.

Thus, breakthrough curves should be computed from (15-101) for

values of τ and ξ no greater than about 32. For example, when ξ =
32.2 (exit end of the bed), and τ = 30, which corresponds to a time

t = 145.7 minutes, the concentration of benzene in the exiting gas,

from (15-101), is

c
cF

= 1

2

[
1 + erf

(
300.5 − 32.20.5 + 1

8(30)0.5
+ 1

8(32.2)0.5

)]
= 1

2
[1 + erf (−0.1524)] = 1

2
erfc(0.1524)

= 0.4147 or 41.47%

This far exceeds the specification of c∕cF = 0.05 or 5% at the exit.

Thus, the time of operation of the bed is considerably less than the

ideal time of 155 min.

Figure 15.28 shows breakthrough curves computed from

(15-101) over a range of the dimensionless time, τ, for values
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Figure 15.28 Gas concentration breakthrough curves for

Example 15.11.

of the dimensionless distance, ξ, of 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 32.2,
where the last value corresponds to the bed exit. For c∕cF = 0.05 and

ξ = 32.2, τ is seen to be nearly 20.

From a rearrangement of (4), with z = 6 ft, the time to break-

through is t = 20∕0.206 + 5∕197 = 97.1 minutes, which is 62.3% of

the ideal time.

Equation (15-101) can be used to compute the bulk concentration

of benzene at various locations in the bed. For example, for τ = 20,

the results are as follows:

ξ z, ft c∕cF

2 0.373 1.00000

5 0.932 0.99948

10 1.863 0.97428

15 2.795 0.82446

20 3.727 0.53151

25 4.658 0.25091

30 5.590 0.08857

32.2 6.000 0.05158

The fractional adsorbent loading, at various positions in the bed,

can be computed from (15-106), using q = 5,120c. Figure 15.29

is a plot of the results for τ, while tabular results are given in the

next table below the plot. The maximum loading corresponds to

c = cF . Thus, qmax = 9.28 lb benzene∕ft3 of SG. As expected, the

curves in Figure 15.29 are displaced to the right from the curves of

Figure 15.28.
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Figure 15.29 Adsorbent loading breakthrough curves for

Example 15.11.
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ξ z, ft
c∗

cF

= q
q∗

F

q,
lb benzene

ft3 SG

2 0.373 0.99998 9.28

5 0.932 0.99883 9.27

10 1.863 0.96054 8.91

15 2.795 0.77702 7.21

20 3.727 0.46849 4.35

25 4.658 0.20571 1.909

30 5.590 0.06769 0.628

32.2 6.000 0.03827 0.355

Values of q are plotted in Figure 15.30 and integrated over the bed

length to obtain the average bed loading:

qavg = ∫
6

0

qdz∕6

The result is 5.72 lb benzene∕ft3 of SG, which is 61.6% of the max-

imum loading based on inlet benzene concentration.

If the bed height were increased by a factor of 5, to 30 ft

(ξ = 161), the ideal time of operation would be 780 min or 13 h.

With mass-transfer effects taken into account, as before, the dimen-

sionless operating time to breakthrough is computed to be τ = 132,

or breakthrough time from (4) is

t = 132

0.206
+ 30

197
= 641 minutes

which is 82.2% of the ideal time. This represents a substantial

increase in bed utilization.

Effect of Adsorption Isotherm on the Solute
Concentration Wave-Front Pattern

Figure 15.28 shows that as the dimensionless distance, ξ,
through the bed increases, the solute concentration wave front

broadens. This is shown quantitatively, for Example 15.11, in

Figure 15.31 in a plot of the width of the MTZ as a function

of dimensionless time up to a value of τ = 20 (where the

front breaks through the 6-ft-long bed). MTZ broadening

increases from ∼2 feet at τ = 6 to ∼4 feet at τ = 20. The rate

of broadening slows as τ increases; however, calculation for a
deeper bed showed that broadening persisted even at τ = 100.
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Figure 15.31 Broadening of wavefront in Example 15.11.

This is a typical result with a linear adsorption isotherm (curve

A in Figure 15.32a) or with an unfavorable Type III isotherm

(curve C in Figure 15.32a). A favorable Type I Langmuir or

Freundlich isotherm (curve B in Figure 15.32a) rapidly dimin-

ishes wave-front broadening to produce a “self-sharpening”

wave front, as illustrated in Figure 15.32b.

The wave broadening effect has been evaluated by DeVault

[73] and others. A semi-quantitative explanation of its cause

can be described using an equation for the velocity of the solute

concentration wave front, uc, derived as follows. Assume that

(15-96) applies for the variation of solute concentration, c,
as a function of time and location in the fixed bed. However,

assume the internal mass-transfer resistance in the absorbent

particles is negligible so that q can be replaced with q. By the

chain rule:
∂q
∂t

= ∂q
∂c

∂c
∂t

(15-107)

By the rules of implicit partial differentiation,

uc =
(∂z
∂t

)
c
= −

(∂c
∂t

)
(
∂c
∂z

) (15-108)

Combining (15-96) with (15-107) and (15-108) gives:

uc =
u

1 +
(
1 − εb

εb

)
dq
dc

(15-109)
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isotherm.

This is the solute velocity of the concentration wave front
in terms of interstitial fluid velocity, u, and slope, dq∕dc, of
the adsorption isotherm. If dq∕dc is constant, the wave front
moves at a constant value.

In general, wave velocity, uc, is much less than interstitial
velocity, u, and the superficial fluid velocity, us = εu. For
example, suppose εb = 0.5 and the equilibrium adsorption iso-
therm is q = 5,000c. Then dq∕dc = 5,000 and from (15-109),
uc∕u = 0.0002. If u is 3 ft∕s, the superficial fluid velocity is
1.5 ft∕s, and the velocity of the solute concentration wave
front is only 0.0006 ft∕s. If the bed were 6 ft in height, it would
take 2.78 h for the concentration wave front to pass through
the bed compared to 2 s for the fluid to pass through the bed.

Using (15-109), for a curved adsorption isotherm, regions
of the wave front at a higher concentration move at a velocity
different from regions at a lower concentration. For a linear
isotherm (curve A in Figure 15.32a), the MTZ width and
wave pattern remain constant. For a Freundlich or Langmuir
isotherm (curve B in Figure 15.32a) high-concentration
regions move faster than low-concentration regions, and the
wavefront steepens with time until a constant-pattern wave
front (CPF) develops, as shown in Figure 15.32b. For the
unfavorable type of isotherm (Curve C in Figure 15.29a),
low-concentration regions travel faster and wave fronts
increasingly broaden with time. Cooney and Lightfoot [80]
proved the existence of an asymptotic wave-front solution.
Sircar and Kumar [81] developed analytical solutions for CPF
and Cooney [82] estimated CPF profiles and breakthrough
curves for Freundlich and Langmuir isotherms.

Scale-Up for Constant-Pattern Front

When the constant-pattern-front assumption is valid, it
becomes possible to determine the length of a full-scale
adsorbent bed from breakthrough curves obtained in labo-
ratory experiments. This widely used technique is described
by Collins [83] for purification applications. The adsorbent
bed is considered to be the sum of two sections: (1) LES,
the length of the ideal fixed-bed adsorber, plus (2) LUB, an
additional length that depends on the observed width of the
MTZ and the shape of the c/cF profile within that zone. The
total required bed length is

LB = LES + LUB (15-110)

The ideal, fixed-bed adsorber contribution, LES, is deter-
mined by material balance from the amount of solute in the

feed for time = 0 to ideal breakthrough time, tb, and equi-
librium loading on the adsorbent for the solute concentration
given by the adsorption isotherm. Thus,

cFQFtb = qFρb(bed volume) = qFρbAB(LES)

which rearranges to:

LES = cFQFtb
qFρbAB

(15-111)

where QF is the volumetric feed rate.
LUB is determined from experimental laboratory data

for the same feed composition and superficial velocity to
be used for the commercial adsorber. The data must include
the time, tb, when breakthrough first occurs, and time, te,
when the absorbent in the bed is spent, as shown in Figure
15-27b. To determine LUB, the data for an experimental bed
of length, Le, are plotted as cout∕cF versus time. An equivalent
time-to-breakthrough for an ideal bed, ts, is located such that
in Figure 15.33, area A is equal to area B. The ideal wave front
velocity is Le∕ts, and

LUB = Ideal wavefront velocity × (ts − tb) =
Le

ts
(ts − tb)
(15-112)
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Figure 15.33 Determination of equivalent ideal bed length, ts
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Instead of positioning the stoichiometric front for equal
areas as in Figure 15.33, the LUB can be determined from the
experimental breakthrough-curve by computing ts from

ts = ∫
te

0

(
1 − c

cF

)
dt (15-113)

If, in Figure 15.33, ts is located midway between tb and te,
such that the shape of the experimental breakthrough curve
below area B is equivalent to the curve above area A, then
LUB = MTZ∕2, i.e., one-half of the width of themass-transfer
zone. In the absence of experimental breakthrough data, a con-
servative estimate of MTZ is 4 ft.

The following example illustrates the Collins scale-up
method.

EXAMPLE 15.12 Scale-Up for Fixed-Bed Adsorption.

Collins [83] reports the experimental data below for water-vapor

adsorption from nitrogen in a fixed bed of 4A molecular sieves.

Bed depth = 0.88 ft, T = 83∘F, P = 86 psia, G = entering gas molar

velocity = 29.6 lbmol∕ h-ft2, entering water content = 1,440 ppm

(by volume), initial adsorbent loading = 1 lb∕100 lb sieves, and bed

bulk density = 44.5 lb∕ft3. For the entering gas moisture content,

cF , the equilibrium loading, qF , equals 0.186 lb H2O∕ lb solid.

cout, ppm cout, ppm
(by volume) Time, h (by volume) Time, h

<1 0−9.0 650 10.8

1 9.0 808 11.0

4 9.2 980 11.25

9 9.4 1,115 11.5

33 9.6 1,235 11.75

80 9.8 1,330 12.0

142 10.0 1,410 12.5

238 10.2 1,440 12.8

365 10.4 1,440 13.0

498 10.6

Determine the bed height required for a commercial unit to be oper-

ated at the same temperature, pressure, and entering gasmass velocity

and water content to obtain an exiting gas with no more than 9 ppm

(by volume) of water vapor with a breakthrough time of 20 h.

Solution

cF = 1,440(18)
106

= 0.02592 lb H2O∕lbmol N2

G = QF

πD2∕4
= 29.6 lbmol N2∕h-ft

2 of bed cross-section

Initial moisture content of bed = 0.01 lb H2O∕lb solid.

From (15-111), revised for a gas flow rate based on the lbmol of N2

instead of volume in ft3 of N2,

LES = cFGt
qFρb

= (0.02592)(29.6)(20)
(0.186 − 0.01)(44.5)

= 1.96 ft

Use the integration method to obtain LUB. From the experimental

data:

Take te = 12.8 h (1,440 ppm) and tb = 9.4 h (9 ppm).

By numerical integration of breakthrough-curve data, using (15-113),

ts = 10.93 h.

From (15-112), LUB = 0.88

10.93
(10.93 − 9.40) = 0.12 ft

From (15-110), LB = 1.96 + 0.12 = 2.08 ft.

The bed utilization is
1.96

2.08
× 100% = 94.2%

Alternatively, an approximate calculation can be made. Let

tb, the beginning of breakthrough, be 5% of the final ppm, or

0.05 (1,440) = 72 ppm. Using the experimental data, this corre-

sponds to tb = 9.76 h. Let te, the end of breakthrough, be 95%

of the final ppm, or 0.95(1,440) = 1,370 ppm, corresponding

to te = 12.25 h. Let ts = the midpoint or (9.76 + 12.25) 2 = 11 h.

The ideal wave-front velocity = Le ∕ts = 0.88∕11 = 0.08 ft∕h. From
(15-112), LUB = 0.08(11 − 9.76) = 0.1 ft. MTZ = 0.2 ft and LB =
1.96 + 0.1 = 2.06 ft.

§15.5.3 Temperature (Thermal)-Swing
Adsorption (TSA)

As in Figure 15.34, temperature-swing adsorption (TSA), in

its simplest configuration, is carried out with two fixed beds

in parallel, operating cyclically. While one bed is adsorbing

solute at near-ambient temperature, T1 = Tads, the other bed

is regenerated by desorbing adsorbate at a higher temperature,

T2 = Tdes, at which the equilibrium adsorbate loading is much

less for a given concentration of solute in the fluid. Although

the desorption step might be accomplished in the absence of

a purge fluid by simply vaporizing the adsorbate, readsorption

of some solute vapor would occur upon cooling the bed. Thus,

it is best to remove the desorbed adsorbate with a purge. The

desorption temperature is high, but not so high as to cause dete-

rioration of the adsorbent. TSA is best applied to the removal

of contaminants present at low concentrations in the feed fluid.

In that case, nearly isothermal adsorption and desorption is

achieved.

An ideal TSA cycle involves four steps: (1) adsorption at T1

to breakthrough, (2) heating of the bed to T2, (3) desorption at

T2 to a low adsorbate loading, and (4) cooling of the bed to T1.

Practical cycles do not operate with isothermal steps. Instead,

Steps 2 and 3 are combined for the regeneration part of the

cycle, with the bed being simultaneously heated and desorbed

with preheated purge gas until the temperature of the effluent

approaches that of the inlet purge. Steps 1 and 4 may also be

combined because, as discussed in detail by Ruthven [10], the

thermal wave precedes the MTZ front. Thus, adsorption takes

place at essentially the feed-fluid temperature.

The heating and cooling steps cannot be accomplished

instantaneously because of the relatively low thermal con-

ductivity of the adsorbent particles in the bed. Although heat

transfer can be done indirectly from jackets surrounding the

beds or from coils located within the beds, bed temperature

changes are more readily achieved by preheating or precool-

ing a purge fluid, as shown in Figure 15.34. The purge fluid

can be a portion of the feed or effluent, or some other fluid.

The purge fluid can also be used in the desorption step. When
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Figure 15.34 Temperature-Swing

Adsorption.

the adsorbate is valuable and easily condensed, the purge

fluid might be a non-condensable gas. When the adsorbate is

valuable, but not easily condensed, and is essentially insoluble

in water, steam may be used as the purge fluid, followed by

condensation of the steam to separate it from the desorbed

adsorbate. When the adsorbate is not valuable, fuel and/or air

can be used as the purge fluid, followed by incineration of the

adsorbent. Often the amount of purge used in the regeneration

step is much less than the amount of feed to the bed in the

adsorption step. In Figure 15.34, the feed fluid is a gas. The

spent bed is heated and regenerated with preheated feed gas,

which is then cooled to condense the desorbed adsorbate.

Because of the time to heat and cool a fixed bed, cycle times

for TSA are long, usually hours or days. Longer cycle times

require longer bed lengths, which result in a greater percent

bed utilization during adsorption. However, a lead-trim-bed

arrangement of two absorbing beds in series should be con-

sidered when the MTZ width is an appreciable fraction of bed

length such that bed capacity is poorly utilized. When the lead

bed is spent, it is switched to regeneration. At this time, the

trim bed has an MTZ occupying a considerable portion of the

bed, and that bed becomes the lead bed, with a regenerated bed

becoming the trim bed. In this manner, only a fully spent

bed is switched to regeneration and three beds are used. If the

feed flow rate is high, beds in parallel may be required.

Adsorption is usually conducted with the feed fluid flow-

ing downward. Desorption can be either downward or upward,

but the upward direction is preferred because it is more effi-

cient. Consider the loading fronts shown in Figure 15.35 for

regeneration counter-flow to adsorption. Although the bed is

shown horizontal, it must be positioned vertically. The feed

fluid flows down, entering at the left and leaving at the right. At

q/qF

z

Purge flow direction

Time = 0

q/qF

t1

t2
t3

t4

q/qF

q/qF

q/qF

z

z

z

z

Figure 15.35 Sequence of loading profiles

during countercurrent regeneration.
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time t = 0, breakthrough has occurred, with a loading profile

as shown at the top, where the MTZ is about 25% of the bed.

If the purge fluid for regeneration also flows downward (enter-

ing at the left), the adsorbate will move through the unused

portion of the bed, and some desorbed adsorbate will be read-

sorbed in the unused section and then desorbed a second time.

If counter-flow regeneration is used, the unused portion of the

bed is never in contact with desorbed adsorbate.

During a countercurrent regeneration step, the loading

profile changes progressively with time, from time = 0 to

t4 as shown in Figure 15.35. The right-side end of the bed,

where purge enters, is desorbed first. After regeneration,

residual loading may be uniformly zero or, more likely, finite

and nonuniform, as shown for time, t4, at the bottom of

Figure 15.35. If the latter, then the useful cyclic capacity,

called the delta loading, is as shown in Figure 15.36.

The Klinkenberg equations, (15-101) and (15-106), are

not valid for calculations of the concentration and loading

profiles during desorption because the loading is not uniform

at the beginning of desorption. A numerical solution for the

desorption step can be obtained using a procedure discussed

by Wong and Niedzwiecki [84]. Although their method was

developed for adsorption, it is readily applied to desorption. In

the absence of axial dispersion and for constant fluid velocity,

(15-96) and (15-99) can be rewritten as:

u
∂ϕ
∂z

+ ∂ϕ
∂t

+ (1 − εb)
εb

kK(ϕ − ψ) = 0 (15-114)

∂ψ
∂t

= k(ϕ − ψ) (15-115)

where ϕ = c∕cF (15-116)

ψ = q∕q∗F (15-117)

and cF and q∗F are taken at the beginning of the adsorption step.

Boundary conditions are:

At t = 0∶ ϕ = ϕ{z} at the end of the adsorption step

and ψ = ψ{z} at the end of the adsorption step, where, for

counter-flow desorption, it is best to let z start from the bed

bottom (called z′) and increase in the direction of purge-gas
flow. Thus, u in (15-114) is positive.

At z′ = 0: ϕ = 0 (no solute in the entering purge gas) and
ψ = 0.

Partial differential equations (15-114) and (15-115) in inde-
pendent variables z and t can be converted to a set of ordinary
differential equations (ODEs) in independent variable t by the
method of lines (MOL), which was first applied to parabolic
PDEs by Rothe in 1930, as discussed by Liskovets [85], and
subsequently to elliptic and hyperbolic PDEs. The MOL is
developed by Schiesser [86]. The lines refer to the z′-locations
of the ODEs. To obtain the set of ODEs, the z′-coordinate is
divided into N increments or N + 1 grid points that are usually
evenly spaced, with 20 increments being sufficient. Letting i
be the index for each grid point in z′, starting from the end
where the purge gas enters, and discretizing ∂ϕ∕∂z′, (15-114)
and (15-115) become

dϕi

dt
= −u

(
Δϕ
Δ z′

)
i

−
(
1 − εb

εb

)
kK(ϕi − ψi) i = 1,N + 1

(15-118)

dψi

dt
= k(ϕi − ψi) i = 1,N + 1 (15-119)

where initial conditions (t = 0) for ϕi and ψi are as given
above. Before first-order ODEs (15-118) and (15-119) can be
integrated, a suitable approximation for (Δϕ∕Δz′) must be
provided. In general, for a moving-wave front problem of the
hyperbolic type as in adsorption and desorption, the simple
central difference (

Δϕ
Δz′

)
i

≈ ϕi+1 − ϕi−1
2Δz′

(15-120)

is not adequate. Wong and Niedzwiecki [84] found that a
five-point, biased, upwind, finite-difference approximation,
used by Schiesser [86], is very effective. This approxima-
tion, which is derived from a Taylor’s series analysis, places
emphasis on conditions upwind of the moving front. At an
interior grid point:(
Δϕ
Δz′

)
i

≈ 1

12Δz′
[
−ϕi−3 + 6ϕi−2 − 18ϕi−1 + 10ϕi + 3ϕi+1

]
(15-121)
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Figure 15.36 Delta loading for

regeneration step.
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Note that the coefficients of the ϕ-factors, inside the square

brackets, sum to 0. At the last grid point, N + 1, where the

purge gas exits, (15-121) is replaced by(
Δϕ
Δz′

)
N+1

≈ 1

12Δz′
[
3ϕN−3 + 16ϕN−2 + 36ϕN−1

− 48ϕN + 25ϕN+1
]

(15-122)

For the first three node points, the following approximations

replace (15-121):(
Δϕ
Δz′

)
1

≈ 1

12Δz′
[
−25ϕ1 + 48ϕ2 − 36ϕ3 + 16ϕ4 − 3ϕ5

]
(15-123)(

Δϕ
Δz′

)
2

≈ 1

12Δz′
[
−3ϕ1 − 10ϕ2 + 18ϕ3 − 6ϕ4 + ϕ5

]
(15-124)(

Δϕ
Δz′

)
3

≈ 1

12Δz′
[
ϕ1 − 8ϕ2 + 0ϕ3 + 8ϕ4 − ϕ5

]
(15-125)

Because values of ϕ1 (at z′ = 1) are given as a boundary con-

dition, (15-123) is not needed.

Equations (15-118) to (15-125) with boundary conditions

for ϕ1 and ψ1, constitute a set of 2N ODEs as an initial-value

problem, with t as the independent variable. Values of ϕi
and ψi at the different axial locations can change with t at
vastly different rates. For example, suppose in Figure 15.35

for desorption fronts, the bed length, L, is divided into 20

equal-length increments (21 points in ψi and ϕi) starting

from the right-hand side where the purge gas enters. It is

seen that initially, ψ21, where the purge gas exits, is not

changing at all, while ψ5 is changing rapidly. Near the end

of the desorption step, ψ21 is changing rapidly, while ψ5 is

not. Identical observations hold for ϕi. This type of response,

referred to as stiffness, is described by Schiesser [87] and

Press et al. [88]. If attempts are made to integrate the ODEs

with simple Euler or Runge-Kutta methods, not only are

truncation errors encountered, but, with time, values of ϕi
and ψi go through enormous instability, characterized by

wild swings between large and impossible positive and neg-

ative values. Even if the length is divided into more than 20

increments and very small time steps are used, instability is

often encountered. The subject of stiffness is also discussed in

Section 13.5.2.

Integration of a stiff set of ODEs is most efficiently car-

ried out by variable-order, variable-step-size implicit methods

first developed by Gear [89] and included in a widely avail-

able software package called ODEPACK, described by Byrne

and Hindmarsh [90]. MATLAB contains a collection of seven

solvers for systems of ODES. For stiff systems, ode15s is often

the solver of choice.

EXAMPLE 15.13 Thermal-Swing Adsorption.

In Example 15.11, benzene is adsorbed from air at 70∘F and 1 atm

onto silica gel in a 6-ft-long fixed-bed adsorber. Breakthrough occurs

at close to 97.1 minutes for ϕ = 0.05. At that time, values of ϕ =
c∕cF and ψ = q∕q∗

F in the bed are distributed as follows, where z′ is
measured backward from the bed exit for the adsorption step. These

results were obtained numerically using the method of lines with

equations (15-118) to (15-125), and are in close agreement with the

Klinkenberg solution given in Example 15.11.

z′, ft ϕ = c∕cF ψ = q∕q∗
F

0.0 0.05227 0.03891

0.3 0.07785 0.05913

0.6 0.11314 0.08776

0.9 0.16008 0.12690

1.2 0.22017 0.17850

1.5 0.29394 0.24387

1.8 0.38042 0.32310

2.1 0.47678 0.41459

2.4 0.57825 0.51469

2.7 0.67861 0.61786

3.0 0.77108 0.71728

3.3 0.84969 0.80603

3.6 0.91057 0.87858

3.9 0.95281 0.93207

4.2 0.97848 0.96690

4.5 0.99172 0.98636

4.8 0.99731 0.99531

5.1 0.99921 0.99857

5.4 0.99987 0.99960

5.7 1.00000 1.00000

6.0 1.00000 1.00000

If the bed is regenerated isothermally with pure air at 1 atm

and 145∘F, and benzene desorption during the heat-up period is

neglected, determine the loading, q, profile at times of 15, 30,

and 60 minutes for air stripping at interstitial velocities of: (a)

197 ft∕minute, and (b) 98.5 ft∕minute. At 145∘F and 1 atm, the

adsorption isotherm, in the same units as in Example 15.11, is

q = 1,000c∗ (1)

giving an equilibrium loading of about 20% of that at 70∘F. Assume

that k is unchanged from the value of 0.206 in Example 15.11.

Solution

This problem was solved by the method of lines, with 20 increments

in z′, using a stiff ODE function. Derivative functions were (15-118)

to (15-122) and (15-124) to (15-125). The computed loading pro-

files are plotted in Figures 15.37a and b, for desorption interstitial

velocities of 197 and 98.5 ft∕minute, where z is distance from the

feed gas inlet end for adsorption. The curves are similar to those

in Figure 15.27. For the 197-ft∕minute case, desorption is almost

complete at 60 minutes with less than 1% of the bed still loaded
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Figure 15.37 Regeneration loading profiles for Example 15.13.

(a) Regeneration air interstitial velocity = 197 ft∕min.

(b) Regeneration air interstitial velocity = 98.5 ft∕min.

with benzene. If this velocity were used, this would allow 97.1 – 60 =
37.1 minutes for heating and cooling the bed before and after desorp-

tion. For the 98.5 ft∕minute case at 60 minutes, about 5% of the bed

is still loaded with benzene. This may be acceptable, but the result-

ing adsorption step would take a little longer because initially, the bed

would not be clean. Several cycles are required to establish a cyclic

steady state, whose development is considered in the next section, on

pressure-swing adsorption.

§15.5.4 Pressure-Swing Adsorption (PSA)

Pressure-swing adsorption (PSA) and vacuum-swing adsorp-
tion (VSA), in their simplest configurations, are carried out
with two fixed beds in parallel, operating in a cycle, as in
Figure 15.38. Unlike TSA, where thermal means is used to
effect the separation, PSA and VSA use mechanical work to
increase the pressure or create a vacuum. While one bed is
adsorbing at one pressure, the other bed is desorbing at a lower
pressure, as is illustrated in Figure 15.21. Unlike TSA, which
can be used to purify gases or liquids, PSA and VSA are used
only with gases, because a change in pressure has little or
no effect on equilibrium loading for liquid adsorption. PSA
was originally used only for purification, as in the removal
of moisture from air by the “heatless drier,” invented by
C.W. Skarstrom in 1960 to compete with TSA. However, by

Exhaust

Feed

Product

Purge

Bed
2

Bed
1

Figure 15.38 Pressure-swing-adsorption cycle.

the early 1970s, PSA was being applied to bulk separations

such as the partial separation of air to produce either nitrogen

or oxygen and to the removal of impurities and pollutants from

other gas streams. PSA can also be used for vapor recovery,

as discussed and illustrated by Ritter and Yang [91].

A typical sequence of steps in the Skarstrom cycle, operat-

ing with two beds, is shown in Figure 15.39, where tc is the

cycle time. Each bed operates alternately in two half-cycles

of equal duration: (1) pressurization followed by adsorption,

and (2) depressurization (blowdown) followed by a purge.

The feed gas is used for pressurization, while a portion of the

effluent product gas is used for purge. Thus, in Figure 15.39,

while adsorption is taking place in Bed 1, part of the gas leav-

ing Bed 1 is routed to Bed 2 to purge that bed in a direction

counter to the direction of flow of the feed gas during the

adsorption step. When moisture is to be removed from air, the

dry-air product is produced during the adsorption step in each

of the two beds. In Figure 15.39, the adsorption and purge

steps represent less than 50% of the total cycle time. In many

commercial applications of PSA, these two steps consume a

much greater fraction of the cycle time because pressurization

Col. 1

Col. 2

Product

PurgeFeed BlowdownPressurization

0.3 tc 0.5 tc 0.8 tc tc

P

0

Figure 15.39 Sequence of cycle steps in PSA.
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and blowdown can be completed rapidly. Therefore, cycle
times for PSA and VSA are short, typically seconds to min-
utes. Thus, small beds have relatively large throughputs. With
the valving shown in Figure 15.38, the entire cyclic sequence
can be programmed to operate automatically. With some
valves open and others closed, as in Figure 15.38, adsorption
takes place in Bed 1 and purge takes place in Bed 2. During
the second half of the cycle, the valve openings and beds are
switched.

Since the introduction of the Skarstrom cycle, improve-
ments have been made to increase product purity, product
recovery, adsorbent productivity, and energy efficiency, as
discussed by Yang [25] and by Ruthven, Farooq, and Knaebel
[92]. Among these modifications are use of:

1. three, four, or more beds;

2. a pressure-equalization step in which both beds are
equalized in pressure following the purge of one bed
and adsorption in the other;

3. pretreatment or guard beds to remove strongly adsorbed
components that might interfere with the separation of
other components;

4. purge with a strongly adsorbing gas; and

5. an extremely short cycle time to approach isothermal
operation, if a longer cycle causes an undesirable
increase in temperature during adsorption and an unde-
sirable decrease in temperature during desorption.

Separations by PSA and VSA are controlled by adsorption
equilibrium or adsorption kinetics, where the latter refers to
mass transfer external and/or internal to the adsorbent parti-
cle. Both types of control are important commercially. For the
separation of air with zeolites, adsorption equilibrium is the
controlling factor, with nitrogen more strongly adsorbed than
oxygen and argon. For air with 21% oxygen and 1% argon,
oxygen of about 96% purity can be produced. When carbon
molecular sieves are used, oxygen and nitrogen have almost
the same adsorption isotherms, but the effective diffusivity of

oxygen is much larger than that of nitrogen. Consequently, a
nitrogen product of very high purity (>99%) can be produced.

PSA and VSA cycles have been modeled successfully for
both equilibrium and kinetic-controlled cases, with models
and computational procedures similar to those used for TSA.
The models are particularly useful for optimizing cycles. Of
particular importance in PSA and TSA is the determination
of the cyclic steady state. In TSA, following the desorption
step, the regenerated bed is usually clean. Thus, a cyclic
steady state is closely approached in one cycle. In PSA and
VSA, this is often not the case, and complete regeneration is
seldom achieved or necessary. It is only required to attain a
cyclic steady state whereby the product obtained during the
adsorption step has the desired purity. At cyclic steady state,
the difference between a loading profile after adsorption and
desorption is equal to the solute in the feed. Starting with a
clean bed, the attainment of a cyclic steady state for a fixed
cycle time may require tens or hundreds of cycles.

Consider an example of cyclic steady state from a study by
Mutasim and Bowen [93] on the removal of ethane and carbon
dioxide from nitrogen with 5A zeolite, at ambient temperature
with adsorption and desorption for 3 minutes each at 4 bar and
1 bar, respectively, in beds 0.25 m in length. Figures 15.40a
and b show the computed development of the loading and gas
concentration profiles at the end of each adsorption step for
ethane, starting from a clean bed. At the end of the first cycle,
the bed is still clean beyond about 0.11 m. By the end of the
10th cycle, a cyclic steady state has almost been attained, with
a clean bed existing only near the very end of the bed. Exper-
imental data points for ethane loading at the end of 10 cycles
agree reasonably well with the computed profile from a
mathematical model.

Modeling of PSA and VSA cycles is carried out with the
same equations as for TSA. However, the assumptions of
negligible axial diffusion and isothermal operation may not be
valid. For each cycle, the pressurization and blowdown steps
are often ignored and the initial conditions for adsorption
and desorption are the final conditions for the desorption
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and adsorption steps, respectively, of the previous cycle.
Rigorous calculations are best made with Aspen Adsorption,
which is not included in Aspen Plus, but is a core element of
AspenONE. Aspen Adsorption can handle complex gas and
liquid adsorption processes including TSA, PSA, and VSA.
Options include: rate-based and equilibrium-based models;
addition of axial dispersion; cylindrical and radial beds; and
specification of cycle steps, with consideration of cyclic
steady state.

§15.6 CONTINUOUS, COUNTERCURRENT
ADSORPTION SYSTEMS

Slurry and fixed-bed modes of adsorption, shown in Figures
15.20a and b, are traditional modes of adsorber operation. A
third mode of operation, shown in Figure 15.20c, is a con-
tinuous, countercurrent, moving-bed operation, often referred
to as a true-moving-bed (TMB) system. It has an important
advantage because, as in a heat exchanger, an absorber, and
other separation cascades, countercurrent flow maximizes
the average driving force for transport. In adsorption, this
increases the efficiency of adsorbent use, giving lower capital
and operating costs.

§15.6.1 True and Simulated Moving Bed Systems

In Figure 15.20c, the fluid feed is separated with two sections:
an adsorber and a regenerator (desorber). The solid adsor-
bent particles move through the two sections of the system.
However, as discussed in detail by Ruthven and Ching [65]
and Wankat [94], the advantage of countercurrent operation
can be achieved without movement of the adsorbent particles
by a simulated-moving-bed (SMB) operation. A widely used
implementation of an SMB is shown in Figure 15.23, wherein
adsorbent particles remain fixed in a bed. The SMB can be
used for purification or bulk separation.

Operation of a simulated moving bed is best understood by
studying the two representations of a four-section system and
the accompanying fluid composition profile in Figure 15.41.
The feed to be separated is a binary mixture of A and B.
A desorbent, D, is used for regeneration. The schematic
representation in Figure 15.41a shows a TMB, with circu-
lation of solid adsorbent S down through four dense-bed
sections in a closed cycle. Figure 15.41b represents an SMB
system, made up of four sections divided into 12 fixed-bed
subsections, shown as rectangles, with periodic movement
of fluid inlet and outlet ports, shown as circles. The sections
in Figure 15.41a are sometimes referred to as zones, and the
fixed-bed subsections in Figure 15.41b are often referred to
as beds and sometimes columns. In the equivalent TMB case
of Figure 15.41a, fluid of changing composition with respect
to feed components A and B, and desorbent D, flows upward
through the downward-flowing adsorbent beds. From the top
of Section IV, fluid rich in D is recirculated to Section I. Fluid
feed is shown as a binary mixture of A and B, which enters
between Sections II and III. Component A is more strongly

adsorbed than D, which is more strongly adsorbed than B.
The desired result is that A is almost completely separated
from B. However, appreciable amounts of D may appear in
both the B-rich raffinate and A-rich extract. Thus, makeup D
is added to the recirculated fluid.

Each of the four sections in Figure 15.41a performs a differ-
ent primary function. More detail follows for the case where
D, as well as A and B, are adsorbed. A typical component com-
position profile is shown in Figure 15.41c.

Section I: Desorb A. Entering S contains adsorbed A and
D. Ideally, entering fluid is nearly pure D. Exiting S con-
tains adsorbed D. Exiting fluid is A and D, part of which
is withdrawn as A-rich extract.

Section II: Desorb B. Entering S contains adsorbed A, B,
and D. Entering fluid is A and D. Exiting S contains
adsorbed A and D. Exiting fluid is A, B, and D.

Section III:Adsorb A. Entering S contains adsorbed B and
D. Entering fluid is A, B, and D from Section II and fresh
feed of A and B. Exiting S contains adsorbed A, B, and
D. Exiting fluid is B and D, part of which is withdrawn
as B-rich raffinate.

Section IV: Adsorb B. Entering S contains adsorbed D.
Entering fluid is B and D. Exiting S contains adsorbed
B and D. Ideally, exiting fluid is nearly pure D.

The steady-state separation achieved by the TMB in
Figure 15.41a is close approximation to that achieved by the
SMB, shown for a commercial Sorbex system in Figure 15.23
and by a simpler representation in Figure 15.41b. In both
figures, it is seen that four sections are provided with a total
of 12 ports for fluid feeds to enter, or fluid products to exit.
In Figure 15.41b, it is clear that ports divide each section into
subsections, four for Section I, three for Section II, three for
Section III, and two for Section IV. As each section is divided
into more subsections (thereby adding more ports), the SMB
system more closely approaches the separation achieved in
the corresponding TMB. In Figure 15.41b, only ports 2, 6,
9, and 12 are open. After an increment of time (called the
switching time or port-switching interval, t*, those ports are
closed and 3, 7, 10, and 1 are opened. In this manner, the
ports are closed and opened in sequence in the direction
shown. By periodically shifting feed and product positions by
one port position in the direction of fluid flow, movement of
solid adsorbent in the opposite direction within the sections
is simulated. Because of stream additions and withdrawals
between sections, flow rates in each of the four sections are
different. Figure 15.23 shows a pump for controlling the
fluid flow rate at the bottom of the SMB. Although sections
are switched, the pump is not. Therefore, the pump must be
programmed for four different flow rates depending on the
section to which the pump is currently connected.

A number of models have been developed for designing and
analyzing SMBs. These include: (1) TMB equilibrium-stage
model using a McCabe–Thiele-type analysis, (2) TMB local
adsorption-equilibrium model, (3) TMB rate-based model,
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Figure 15.41 Four-section TMB and SMB systems.

and (4) SMB rate-based model. The first three assume

steady-state conditions with continuous countercurrent flows

of fluid and solid adsorbent, approximating SMB operation

with a TMB. The SMB rate-based model applies to transient

operation for start-up, approach to a cyclic steady state, and

shut-down. The simplest of the four approaches is the TMB

equilibrium-stage model, but it is difficult to apply to mul-

ticomponent systems with nonlinear adsorption-equilibrium

isotherms. The TMB local adsorption-equilibrium model,

although ignoring the effects of axial dispersion and

fluid-particle mass transfer, has proved useful for estab-

lishing reasonable operating flow rates in multiple sections

of an SMB because its behavior is often determined largely

by adsorption equilibria. For a linear adsorption isotherm,

Wankat [95] has successfully applied this method to SMBs

with large numbers of sections for feeds dilute in solutes.

Methods for solving the TMB local adsorption equilibrium

model for multicomponent systems, including concentrated

mixtures, with nonlinear adsorption isotherms, have been

presented by a number of investigators. They include Storti

et al. [96], who extended the pioneering work of Rhee, Aris,

and Amundson [97] for a single section to the commonly used

four-section unit, and Mazzotti et al. [98] for multicomponent

systems. For a final design, rigorous rate-based models are

preferred. These models, which account for axial dispersion in

the bed, particle-fluid mass-transfer resistances, and nonlinear

adsorption isotherms, are available in the program Aspen

Chromatography, which is not included in Aspen Plus, but is a
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core element of AspenONE. Aspen Chromatography is useful
for both TMB steady-state operation and SMB dynamic oper-

ation. The local adsorption equilibrium and rate-based models

are described next, followed by illustrative examples, two of
which are solved using Aspen Chromatography. Equations

are given for four-section units, but are readily extended to

more sections.

Steady-State Local Adsorption Equilibrium TMB Model

The TMB model describes continuous, steady-state, multi-

component adsorption with countercurrent flow of the fluid
and solid adsorbent, as shown in Figure 15.42 for a single

section of height Z of a multisection system, subject to these

assumptions:

• One-dimensional plug flow of both phases with no chan-

neling

• Constant volumetric flow rates, of Q for the liquid and

QS for the solid

• Constant external void fraction, εb, of the solids bed

• Negligible axial dispersion and particle-fluid mass trans-

fer resistances

• Local adsorption equilibrium between solute concentra-
tions, ci, in the bulk liquid and adsorption loading, qi, on

the solid

• Isothermal and isochoric conditions

For a differential-bed thickness, dz, where component i
undergoes mass transfer between the two phases, the mass

balance is:

Q
dci

dz
− S

dqi

dz
= 0 (15-126)

Boundary conditions are

z = 0, ci = ci, in and z = Z, qi = qi,in

The solution to (15-126) depends on the equilibrium adsorp-

tion isotherm. Typically, when the fluid is a liquid dilute in
solutes, a linear isotherm, qi = Kici, is used, where qi is on

qi ci

S
qi, out

Q
ci, in

S
qi, in

Q
ci, out

dz Z

z

Figure 15.42 TMB local-adsorption-equilibrium model for a single

section.

a particle volume basis so that Ki is dimensionless. For the

bulk separation of liquid mixtures, where concentrations of

the feed components and desorbent are not small, a nonlinear,

extended-Langmuir equilibrium-adsorption isotherm of the

constant-selectivity form, Example 15.6, is appropriate:

qi =
(qi)mKici

1 +
∑

j

Kjcj

(15-127)

In either case, the solution of Rhee, Aris, and Amundson

[97], when extended to multiple (e.g., four) sections, as by

Storti et al. [96], predicts constant component concentrations

in each section, but with discontinuities at either one or both

section boundaries. Typical concentration profiles are shown

in Figure 15.43 for a four-solute system (1, 2, 3, and 4), where

a set of stationary rectangular (shock-like) waves of constant

concentration exists in the fluid phase in each section. The

concentration profile for the desorbent (component 5) is not

shown. Note that the concentrations of the four solutes for

this local equilibrium assumption are negligible in Sections I

and IV, where only desorbent is present.

Local equilibrium theory is useful to determine approxi-

mate values of required solid adsorbent and fluid flow rates

in each section of a TMB in order to achieve a perfect

separation of two solutes. The description of the method,

first developed by Ruthven and Ching [99] and extended

by Zhong and Guiochon [100], is facilitated by applying

local adsorption-equilibrium theory to the simple case of

the separation of a feed dilute in binary solutes, A and B.

Assume diluent, D, does not adsorb and Henry’s law governs

adsorption equilibrium, with KA > KB (i.e., A is more strongly

adsorbed). First, a set of flow-rate ratios, mj, one for each

section, j, are defined:

mj =
Qj

Qs
= volumetric fluid phase flow rate

volumetric solid particle phase flow rate

(15-128)

For conditions of local adsorption equilibrium, the following

necessary and sufficient conditions at each section for com-

plete separation are

KA < mI < ∞ (15-129)

KB < mII < KA (15-130)

KB < mIII < KA (15-131)

0 < mIV < KB (15-132)

Constraint (15-130) ensures that net flow rates of components

A and B will be positive (upward) in section I. Constraint

(15-132) ensures that the net flow rates of components A

and B will be negative (downward) in Section IV. Constraints

(15-130) and (15-131) are most important because they ensure

sharpness of the separation. They cause net flow rates of A

and B to be negative (downward) and positive (upward),

respectively, in the two central sections II and III. Inequality
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constraints (15-129) to (15-132) may be converted to equality
constraints with a safety margin, β.

QI∕QS = KAβ (15-133)

(QI − QE)∕QS = KBβ (15-134)

(QI − QE + QF)∕QS = KA∕β (15-135)

(QI − QE + QF − QR)∕QS = KB∕β (15-136)

Solving (15-133) to (15-136) by eliminating Q1 gives

QS = QF

KA∕β − KBβ
(15-137)

QE = QS(KA − KB)β (15-138)

QR = QS(KA − KB)∕β (15-139)

Then, using (15-133),

Q1 = QC + QD = QSQAβ (15-140)

Therefore, QC = QSKAβ − QD (15-141)

whereQC = fluid recirculation rate before addingmakeup des-
orbent. By an overall material balance,

QD = QE + QR − QF (15-142)

Restrictions on flow-rate ratios, mII and mIII in inequality con-
straints (15-130) and (15-131), are conveniently represented
by the triangle method of Storti et al. [101], as shown in
Figure 15.44. If values of mII and mIII within the triangular
region are selected, a perfect separation is possible. However,
if mII < KB, some B will appear in the extract; if mIII > KA,
some Awill appear in the raffinate. If mII < KB and mIII > KA,
extract will contain some B and raffinate will contain some A.

The permissible range for safety margin, β, in (15-133) to
(15-139) is determined from inequality constraints (15-130)
and (15-131). Let

γi, j =
mj

Ki
=

Qj

QSKi
(15-143)
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Figure 15.44 Triangle method for determining necessary values of

flow rate ratios.

In Section II, it is required that γA,II > 1 and γB, II < 1. In

terms of safety margin, β, (15-143) is used to give correspond-
ing equalities, QII∕ QS = KA∕β and QII∕QS = KBβ, assuming

equal β in all four sections. Equating these two equalities for

the same safety margin gives β =
√

KA∕KB, which is the max-

imum value of β for a perfect separation, the minimum value

being 1.0. Above the maximum value of β, some sections

will encounter negative fluid flow rates. Below a β value of

1.0, a perfect separation will not be achieved. As the value

of β increases from minimum to maximum, fluid flow rates

in the sections increase, often exponentially. Thus, estimation

of operating flow rates is generally carried out using a value

of β close to, but above, 1.0, e.g., 1.05 (unless this exceeds

the maximum value of β). Note that as the separation factor,

KA∕KB, approaches 1.0, not only does the separation become

more difficult, but also, the permissible range of β becomes
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smaller. In the triangle method, of Figure 15.44, the upper

left corner of the triangle corresponds to β = 1, while the

maximum value of β occurs when mII = mIII, which falls on

the 45∘ line between the values KA and KB. Extensions of the

above binary procedures for estimating operating flow rates

to cases of both constant selectivity Langmuir adsorption

isotherms and to more complex nonlinear isotherms are given

by Mazzotti et al. [102] and for multicomponent systems by

Mazzotti et al. [98]. With nonlinear adsorption isotherms, the

right triangle of Figure 15.44 is distorted to a shape with one

or more curved sides.

EXAMPLE 15.14 Operation with a TMB for
Steady-State, Local Adsorption Equilibrium
Conditions.

Fructose (A) is separated from glucose (B) in a four-section SMB

unit. The aqueous feed of 1.667 mL∕min contains 0.467 g∕min of A,

0.583 g∕min of B, and 0.994 g∕min of water. For the adsorbent and

expected concentrations and temperature of the operation, Henry’s

law holds, with constants of KA = 0.610 and KB = 0.351 for fluid

concentrations in g/mL and loadings in g/mL of adsorbent particles.

Water is assumed not to adsorb. Estimate operating flow rates in

mL/min to achieve a perfect separation of fructose from glucose for

a TMB. Note that the extract will contain fructose, while the raffinate

will contain glucose. Conversion of the results to SMB operation

will be made in Example 15.15.

Solution

Equations (15-137) to (15-142) apply. The minimum value of β is

1.0, while the maximum value is
√

KA∕KB =
√
0.610∕0.351 = 1.32.

Calculations are most conveniently carried out with a spreadsheet.

With reference to Figure 15.41 for the case of a TMB, the results for

values of β = 1.0, 1.05, 1.20 are:

Volumetric Flow Rates, mL/min

β = 1.0 β = 1.05 β = 1.20

Feed, QF 1.667 1.667 1.667

Solid particles, QS 6.436 7.848 19.132

Extract, QE 1.667 2.134 5.946

Raffinate, QR 1.667 1.936 4.129

Recirculation, QC 2.259 2.624 5.596

Makeup desorbent, QD 1.667 2.403 8.408

QI 3.926 5.027 14.004

QII 2.259 2.893 8.058

QIII 3.926 4.560 9.725

QIV 2.259 2.624 5.596

Note that the lowest section fluid flow rates, QI to QIV, cor-

respond to β = 1.0. At β = 1.2, section fluid flow rates, as well

as the adsorbent particles flow rate, become significantly higher.

The most concentrated products (extract and raffinate) and the

smallest flow rate of makeup desorbent are also achieved with the

lowest β value.

Steady-State TMB Model

This model assumes plug flow at isothermal, isobaric, and

constant-fluid-velocity conditions in each section j (j = 1

to 4). For each component i (i = 1 to C) the following

equations apply, where each section begins at z = 0, where

the fluid enters, and ends at z = Lj. Unlike the previous local

adsorption-equilibrium model, axial dispersion and fluid-

particle mass transfer are taken into account.

1. Mass-balance equation for solute i in bulk fluid phase f ,
in section j:

−DLj

d2ci,j

dz2
+ ufj

dci,j

dz
+ (1 − εb)

εb
Ji,j = 0 (15-144)

where the first term accounts for axial dispersion with

eddy diffusivity DL, J is solute mass-transfer flux

between the bulk fluid phase and the sorbate in the

pores of the solid, and uf is the interstitial fluid velocity,

where for an adsorbent bed of cross-sectional area, Ab,

ufj
=

Qj

εbAb
(15-145)

2. Mass-balance equation for the sorbate, s, on the solid

phase:

us

dqi,j

dz
− Ji,j = 0 (15-146)

where us is the true moving-solid velocity given by

us =
QS

(1 − εb)Ab
(15-147)

3. Fluid-to-solid mass transfer:

Ji,j = ki,j(q∗i,j − qi,j) (15-148)

4. Adsorption isotherm (e.g., the multicomponent,

extended-Langmuir equation)

q∗i,j = f {all ci,j} (15-149)

This system of 4C second-order ODEs and 4C first-order

ODEs, together with the algebraic equations for mass-transfer

rates and adsorption equilibria, requires 12C boundary condi-

tions, i.e., 3C for each section. At the entrance, z = 0, to each

section, a boundary condition that accounts for axial disper-

sion is required. This has been discussed extensively in the

literature, e.g., Danckwerts [103]. Used most often is

ufj
(ci,j,0 − ci,j) = −εbDLj

dci,j

dz
(15-150)

where ci,j,0 is the concentration of component i entering (z = 0)

section j.
For continuity of bulk fluid concentrations and sorbate

loadings in moving from one section to another, the following

boundary conditions apply at adjacent sections:

At Sections I and II where extract is withdrawn:

ci,I,z=Lj
= ci,II,z=0 (15-151)
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qi,I,z=Lj
= qi,II,z=0 (15-152)

At Sections III and IV where raffinate is withdrawn:

ci,III,z=Lj
= ci,IV,z=0 (15-153)

qi,III,z=Lj
= qi,IV,z=0 (15-154)

At Sections II and III where the feed enters:

ci,III,z=0 =
QII

QIII

ci,II,z=LII
+ QF

QIII

ci,F (15-155)

qi,II,z=Lj
= qi,III,z=0 (15-156)

At Sections IV and I where makeup desorbent enters:

ci,I,z=0 =
QIV

QI

ci,IV,z=LII
+ QD

QI

ci,D (15-157)

qi,IV,z=Lj
= qi,I,z=0 (15-158)

where the volumetric fluid flow rates, which change from

section to section, are subject to

QI = QIV + QD (15-159)

QII = QI − QE (15-160)

QIII = QII + QF (15-161)

QIV = QIII − QE (15-162)

It is important to note that for an SMB, solid particles do

not flow down through the unit, but are retained in stationary

beds in each section. To obtain the same true velocity differ-

ence between the fluid and solid particle phase, the upward

fluid velocity in the SMB must be the sum of the absolute true

velocities in the upward-moving fluid and downward-moving

solid particle phases in the TMB. Thus, using (15-145) and

(15-147),

(Qj)SMB = (Qj)TMB +
(

εb

1 − εb

)
(QS)TMB (15-163)

The TMB model can be solved by a number of techniques,

as discussed by Constantinides and Mostoufi [104], with the

Newton shooting method being preferred. An example of the

application of the steady-state TMB model is given after the

next subsection that treats dynamic SMB models.

Dynamic SMB Model

Equations for this model are subject to the same assumptions

as for the steady-state TMB model. Changes in the equations

permit the model to take into account time of operation, t,
and to use a fluid velocity relative to the stationary solid parti-

cles. In addition, equations now must be written for each bed

subsection (also referred to as a column), k, between adjacent

ports, as shown in Figure 15.41b. The revised equations are

1. Mass-balance equation for solute i in bulk fluid phase f ,
in subsection k:

∂ci,k

∂t
− DLk

∂2ci,k

∂z2
+ ufk

∂ci,k

∂z
+ (1 − εb)

εb
Ji,k = 0

(15-164)

2. Mass-balance equation for the sorbate, s, on the solid

phase:
∂qi,k

∂t
− Ji,k = 0 (15-165)

where the interstitial fluid velocity for SMB operation is

related to that for TMB operation at a particular location by

(uf )SMB = (uf )TMB + |(us)|TMB (15-166)

SMB and TMB models are further connected by an

equation that relates the solid velocity in the TMB model to

a port-switching time, t∗, and bed height between adjacent

ports, Lk, for use in this SMB model:

us =
Lk

t∗
(15-167)

Boundary conditions for the TMB model apply to SMB

models. In addition, initial conditions are needed for fluid

concentrations, ci,k, and sorbate loadings, qi,k, throughout the

adsorbent beds; e.g., at t = 0, ci,k = 0 and qi,k = 0.

The SMB model, which involves PDEs, rather than ODEs,

is much more difficult to solve than the steady-state TMB,

because it involves moving concentration fronts. In Aspen

Chromatography, the dynamic SMB equations are solved by

discretizing the first- and second-order spatial terms of the

PDEs to obtain a large set of ODEs and algebraic equations,

which constitute a DAE (differential algebraic equations) sys-

tem. A number of discretization or differencing methods are

provided. Each complete cycle of the SMB model provides a

different result, which ultimately leads to a cyclic steady state.

Studies have shown that if the number of bed subsections per

section is at least four and the number of cycles is 10 or more,

the steady-state TMB result closely approximates the SMB

result. Therefore, if only steady-state results are of interest,

the simpler steady-state TMB model is best employed.

All four models can be used for gas or liquid feeds, with the

latter being the most widely applied to industrial separations.

Regardless of the model used for design of an SMB (dynamic

SMB or steady-state TMB), the information required is:

1. Flow rate and feed composition (binary of A and B, or

multicomponent).

2. Adsorbent, S, and desorbent, D.

3. Nominal bed operating temperature, T , and pressure, P.

4. Adsorption isotherm for all components, with known

constants at the bed operating conditions.

5. Desired separation, which may be purity (on a

desorbent-free basis) or desired recovery of the most

strongly adsorbed component in the extract.
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Not initially known, but required before calculations can be

made, are:

6. Total bed height and inside diameter of the adsorption

column.

7. Amount of adsorbent in the column.

8. Desorbent recirculation rate.

9. Flow rates of extract and raffinate.

10. Overall mass-transfer coefficients for transport of

solutes between bulk fluid and sorbate layer on the

adsorbent.

11. Eddy diffusivity for axial dispersion.

12. Spacing of inlet and outlet ports.

Guidance on initial values for items 6, 10, and 11 is some-

times provided in patents for similar separations. For example,

for the separation of xylene mixtures using para diethylben-

zene as desorbent, Minceva and Rodrigues [105] suggest:

• Molecular-sieve zeolite adsorbent with a spherical parti-

cle diameter, dp, between 0.25 and 1.00 mm and a parti-

cle density, ρp, of 1.39 g∕cm3

• Operating temperature between 140∘C and 185∘C with

an operating pressure sufficient to maintain a liquid

phase

• Liquid interstitial velocity, uf , between 0.4 and 1.2 cm∕s
• Four sections with 8 to 24 subsections (beds)

For a commercial-size unit, the following are suggested:

• Bed height, Lk, in each subsection from 40 to 120 cm

• An estimate of the overall mass-transfer coefficient, ki,j,

for solute transport between bulk fluid and sorbate layer

on the adsorbent

• An axial diffusivity,DL, defined in terms of a Peclet num-

ber, where

NPe =
uf (characteristic length)

DL
(15-168)

Characteristic lengths equal to bed depth or particle diame-

ter have been used. Most common for TMB and SMB is bed

depth, with Peclet numbers in the 1000–2000 range.

EXAMPLE 15.15 Operation with an SMB.

Use the results of the fructose-glucose separation of Example 15.14,

for β = 1.05, with the steady-state TMBmodel of Aspen Chromatog-

raphy to estimate product compositions obtained with the following

laboratory-size SMB unit:

Number of sections = 4

Number of subsections (beds) in each section (column) = 2

All bed diameters = 2.54 cm

All bed heights = 10 cm

Bed void fraction = 0.40

Particle diameter = 500 microns (0.5 mm)
Overall mass-transfer coefficient for A and B = 10 min−1

Peclet number high enough that axial dispersion is negligible

Solution

To use Aspen Chromatography, the recirculating liquid flow rate

for a TMB must be converted to an SMB using (15-163), and the

solid particle flow rate must be converted to a port-switching time

given by (15-167). From (15-163), using the results for β = 1.05 in

Example 15.14,

(QC)SMB = 2.624 +
(

0.40

1 − 0.40

)
7.848 = 7.856 mL∕min

The total liquid rate in Section I of the SMB is

(QI)SMB = (QC)SMB + QD = 7.856 + 2.403 = 10.259 mL∕min

This is the maximum volumetric flow rate in the SMB and it is of

interest to calculate the corresponding interstitial fluid velocity. From

(15-145),

(uf1
)SMB = (Q1)SMB

εbAb

= 10.259

0.40

[
3.14(2.54)2

4

]
= 5.06 cm∕min = 0.0844 cm∕s

This fluid velocity is low, but it corresponds to a desirable bed

diameter-to-particle diameter ratio of 2.54∕0.05 = 49. To increase

fluid velocity to, say, 0.4 cm/s, the bed diameter would be decreased

to 1.17 cm, giving a bed diameter-to-particle diameter of 23, which

would still be acceptable.

From (15-147), the true velocity of the solid particles in each

bed is

us =
QS

(1 − εb)Ab

= 7.848

(1 − 0.40)
[
3.14(2.54)2

4

] = 2.58 cm∕min

From (15-167), port-switching time for subsection bed height, L, of
10 cm is,

t∗ = L
us

= 10

2.58
= 3.88 min

The following results were obtained with Aspen Chromatography for

a steady-state TMB:

Feed Desorbent Extract Raffinate

Flow rate, mL/min 1.667 2.403 2.134 1.936

Concentrations, g/L:

Fructose 280.0 0.0 211.6 12.7

Glucose 350.0 0.0 8.4 295.3

Water 596.0 996.0 861.7 795.8

Mass fraction on water-free basis:

Fructose 0.444 0.962 0.040

Glucose 0.556 0.038 0.960

As seen in the table, a reasonably sharp separation between fructose

and glucose is achieved. In Exercise 15.34, modifications to the input

data are studied in an attempt to improve separation sharpness.
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EXAMPLE 15.16 Recovery of Paraxylene in an SMB.

Minceva and Rodrigues [105] consider the industrial-scale separa-

tion of paraxylene (PX) from a liquid mixture of other C8 aromat-

ics (ethylbenzene, EB, metaxylene, MB, and orthoxylene, OX) in a

four-section SMB. Feed to the unit is 1,450 L∕min with a composi-

tion in wt% of 14.0 EB, 49.7 MX, 12.7 OX, and 23.6 PX. The adsor-

bent is a molecular-sieve zeolite with a particle density of 1.39 g∕cm3

and a particle diameter of 0.092 cm that packs a bed with an external

void fraction of 0.39. The desorbent is paradiethylbenzene (PDEB).

With reference to Figure 15.41, the number of subsections is 6, 9,

6, and 3, respectively, in Sections I to IV. The height of each bed

subsection is 1.135 m, with a bed diameter of 4.117 m. The opera-

tion takes place at 180∘C and a pressure above 12 bar, sufficient to

prevent vaporization. At these conditions, the extended liquid-phase

Langmuir adsorption isotherm (see Example 15.6) correlates adsorp-

tion equilibrium, yielding the following constants. Note that this is

a constant-selectivity isotherm; therefore, the selectivity relative to

paradiethylbenzene is tabulated.

Component qm, mg/g K, cm3/mg Selectivity

Paraxylene 130.3 1.0658 0.9969

Paradiethylbenzene 107.7 1.2935 1.0000

Ethylbenzene 130.3 0.3067 0.2689

Metaxylene 130.3 0.2299 0.2150

Orthoxylene 130.3 0.1884 0.1762

The desorbent does not have the most desirable equilibrium

adsorption property because its selectivity does not lie between that

of paraxylene and the other C8 components of the feed. The overall

mass-transfer coefficient between sorbate and bulk fluid, in (15-148),

is 2 min−1 for each component. For axial dispersion, assume a Peclet

number of 700 in (15-168) with a characteristic length equal to the

bed height.

Using Aspen Chromatography with the TMB model as an

approximation of the SMB, determine steady-state flow rates and
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Figure 15.45 Concentration profiles in the

liquid for SMB of Example 15.16.

compositions of extract and raffinate, together with the composition

profiles in the four sections for the following operating conditions:

Extract flow rate = 1,650 L∕min

Raffinate flow rate = 2,690 L∕min

Circulation flow rate, (QC)SMB, before adding makeup DPEB =
5,395 L∕min

Port-switching interval, t∗ = 1.15 min

Solution

By an overall material balance, the DPEB makeup flow rate is

QD = QE + QR − QF = 1,650 + 2,690 − 1,450 = 2,890 L∕min

From the switching time, using (15-167), with a 1.135-m bed height,

us = 1.135∕1.15 = 0.987 m∕min = 98.7 cm∕min

The adsorbent bed cross-sectional area, Ab = 3.14(4.117)2∕4 =
13.31 m2

From (15-147), the volumetric flow rate of the solid particles in the

TMB is

QS = us(1 − εb)Ab = 0.987(1 − 0.39)(13.31) = 8.014 m3∕min

= 8,014 L∕min

Liquid flow rates in the four sections are as follows, where

both (Qj)SMB and (Qj)TMB flow rates are included, where the former

are computed by material balance and the latter from (15-163). For

example,

(QI)SMB = (QC)SMB + QD = 5,395 + 2,890 = 8,285 L∕min

(QI)TMB = (QI)SMB − [0.39∕(1 − 0.39)]QS

= 8,285 − 0.639(8,014) = 3,164 L∕min

Section in Figure 15.45 (Qj)SMB, L/min (Qj)TMB, L/min

I 8,285 3,164

II 6,635 1,514

III 8,085 2,964

IV 5,395 274
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Results of the Aspen Chromatography calculations for the steady-

state TMB model, but on an SMB basis are:

Wt% of Component Feed Desorbent Extract Raffinate

Ethylbenzene 14.0 0.0 0.00 7.63

Metaxylene 49.7 0.0 0.00 27.09

Orthoxylene 12.7 0.0 0.00 6.92

PDEB 0.0 100.0 80.79 57.85

Paraxylene 23.6 0.0 19.21 0.51

Note that an excellent separation between paraxylene and the

other feed components is achieved. However, both the extract and

raffinate contain a substantial fraction of desorbent, PDEB. The des-

orbent in both products is recovered by the hybrid SMB-distillation

process shown in Figure 15.23. Component concentration profiles

in the four sections, as computed by Aspen Chromatography,

are shown in Figure 15.45. In Sections I and III particularly, the

profiles differ considerably from the flat profile predictions of the

simple, local-equilibrium TMB model. The circulating desorbent is

predicted to be essentially pure PDEB.

§15.7 ION-EXCHANGE CYCLE

Although ion exchange has a wide range of applications, water

softening with gel resins continues to be the major one. Usu-

ally a fixed bed is used, which is operated in a cycle of four

steps: (1) loading, (2) displacement, (3) regeneration, and (4)

washing. The solute ions removed from water in the loading

step are mainly Ca2+ and Mg2+, which are absorbed by resin

while an equivalent amount of Na+ is transferred from resin

to water as feed solution flows down through the bed. If mass

transfer is rapid, the solution and resin are at equilibrium at

all points in the bed. With a divalent ion (e.g., Ca2+) replac-
ing a monovalent ion (e.g., Na+), the equilibrium expression is

given by (15-44), where A is the divalent ion. If (Q/C)n−1KA,B

≫ 1, equilibrium for the divalent ion is very favorable (see

Figure 15.32a) and a self-sharpening front of the type shown

in Figure 15.32b develops. In that case, which is common, ion

exchange is well approximated using simple stoichiometric or

shock-wave front theory for adsorption, assuming plug flow.

As the front moves down through the bed, the resin behind

(upstream) the front is in equilibrium with the feed compo-

sition. Ahead (downstream) of the front, water is essentially

free of the divalent ion(s). Breakthrough occurs when the front

reaches the end of the bed.

Suppose the only cations in the feed are Na+ and Ca2+.
Then, from (15-44):

KCa2+, Na+

(Q
C

)
=

yCa2+
(
1 − xCa2+

)2
xCa2+

(
1 − yCa2+

)2 (15-169)

where Q is total concentration of the two cations in the resin,

in eq/L of bed of wet resin, and C is total concentration of

the two ions in the solution, in eq/L of solution. One mole of

Na+ is 1 equivalent, while 1 mole of Ca2+ is 2 equivalents. The

quantities yi and xi are equivalent (rather than mole) fractions.

From Table 15.5, using (15-45), the molar selectivity factor is

KCa2+, Na+ = 5.2∕2.0 = 2.6

For a given loading step during water softening, values of Q
and C remain constant. Thus, for a given equivalent fraction,

xCa2+ in the feed, (15-169) is solved for the equilibrium yCa2+ .
By material balance, for a given bed volume, the time uL for

the loading step is computed. The loading wave-front velocity

is uL = L∕tL where L is the height of the bed. Equivalent

fractions ahead of and behind the loading front are shown

in Figure 15.46a. Typically, feed-solution superficial mass

velocities are about 15 gal∕h-ft2, but can be much higher at

the expense of larger pressure drops.

At the end of the loading step, the bed voids are filled with

feed solution, which must be displaced from the bed. This

is best done with a regeneration solution, which is usually a

concentrated salt solution that flows upwards through the bed.

Thus, the displacement and regeneration steps are combined.

Following displacement, mass transfer of Ca2+ from the resin

beads to the regenerating solution takes place while an equiv-

alent amount of Na+ is transferred from the solution to the

resin. In order for equilibrium to be favorable for regenera-

tion with Na+, it is necessary for (Q∕C) KCa2+, Na+ ≪ 1. In

that case, which is just the opposite for loading, the wave front

during regeneration sharpens quickly into a shock-like wave.

This criterion can be satisfied by using a saturated salt solution

to give a large value for C.

During displacement and regeneration, two concentration

waves move through the bed. The first is the displacement

front; the second, the regeneration front. For plug flow and

negligible mass-transfer resistance, the resin and solution are

in equilibrium at all locations in the bed. Again (15-169) is

used to solve for the equilibrium equivalent fractions, which

are shown for the displacement and regeneration steps in

Figure 15.46b. The displacement time, tD, is determined from

yCa
2+ = 0

xCa
2+ = 0

yCa
2+ = 0

xCa
2+ = 0

Loading
wave front

(a)

yCa
2+ = y*Ca

2+ 

xCa
2+ = (xCa

2+)feed 

yCa
2+ = (y*Ca

2+)L
 

xCa
2+ = (x*Ca

2+)feed 

yCa
2+ = (y*Ca

2+)L
 

xCa
2+ = x*Ca

2+

uL

Regeneration
wave front

(b)

uR uD

Displacement
wave front

Figure 15.46 Ion exchange in a

cyclic operation with a fixed bed.

(a) Loading step. (b) Displacement

and regeneration steps.
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the interstitial velocity, uD, of the fluid during displacement:

tD = L∕uD (15-170)

Regeneration time, tR, is determined by material balance,
from which the regeneration wave-front velocity is uR = L∕tR.
In general, the mass velocity of the regeneration solution is
less than that of the feed solution. The cycle is completed by
displacing, with water, the salt solution in the bed voids. The
cycle calculations are illustrated by the following example.
Calculations can also be made with Aspen Chromatography.

EXAMPLE 15.17 Ion-Exchange Cycle.

Hard water, containing 500 ppm (by weight) of magnesium carbon-

ate and 50 ppm of NaCl, is to be softened at 25∘C in an existing

fixed bed of gel resin with a cation capacity of 2.3 eq∕L of bed

volume. The bed is 8.5 ft in diameter and packed to a height of

10 ft, with a wetted-resin void fraction of 0.38. During the loading

step, the recommended throughput is 15 gal∕min-ft2. During dis-

placement, regeneration, and washing, the flow rate is reduced to

1.5 gal∕min-ft2. The displacement and regeneration solutions are

water saturated with NaCl (26 wt%). Determine: (a) flow rate of

feed solution in L/min, (b) loading time to breakthrough in hours, (c)

loading wavefront velocity in cm/min, (d) flow rate of regeneration

solution in L/min, (e) displacement time in hours, and (f) additional

time for regeneration in hours.

Solution

Molecular weight, M, of MgCO3 = 83.43

Concentration of MgCO3 in feed =
500(1,000)

83.43(1,000,000)
= 0.006 mol∕L or 0.012 eq∕L

M of NaCl = 58.45

Concentration of NaCl in feed = 50(1,000)
58.45(1,000,000)

= 0.000855 mol∕L or eq∕L

(a) Bed cross-section area = 3.14(8.5)2∕4 = 56.7 ft2.

Feed-solution flow rate = 15(56.7) = 851 gpm or 3,219 L∕min

(b) Behind the loading wave front:

xMg2+ = 0.012

0.012 + 0.000855
= 0.9335

Since no NaCl in the feed is exchanged:

C = 0.012 eq∕L and Q = 2.3 eq∕L

From Table 15.5,

KMg2+ ,Na+ = 3.3∕2 = 1.65

From (15-169), for Mg2+ instead of Ca2+ as the exchanging ion,

with xMg2+ = that of the feed from Figure 15.46a:

1.65
(

2.3

0.012

)
=

yMg2+ (1 − 0.9335)2

0.9335(1 − yMg2+ )2

Solving: yMg2+ = 0.9961. Thus, sodium ion is displaced from the

resin almost completely.

Bed volume = (56.7)(10) = 567 ft3 or 16,060 L

Total bed capacity = 2.3 (16,060) = 36,940 eq

Mg2+ absorbed by resin = 0.9961(36,940) = 36,796 eq

Mg2+ entering bed in feed solution = 0.012(3,219) =
38.63 eq∕min

tL = 36,796

38.63
= 953 minutes or 15.9 h

(c) uL = L∕tL = 10∕953 = 0.0105 ft∕min or 0.320 cm∕min.

(d) Flow rate of regeneration solution = (1.5∕15)(3,219)
= 321.9 L∕min.

(e) Displacement time = time for 321.9 L∕min to displace liquid in

the voids. Void volume= 0.38 (16,060) = 6,103 L and tD = 6103∕
321.9 = 19 min

(f) For a 26 wt% NaCl solution at 25∘C, density from Perry’s
Chemical Engineers′ Handbook = 1.19443 g∕cm3.

Flow rate of Na+ in regeneration solution

= 321.9(1,000)(1.19443)(0.26)
58.45

= 1,710 eq∕min

NaCl concentration in regenerating solution = 1,710∕321.9 =
5.31 eq∕L = cR

From (15-169), noting conditions in Figure 15.46:

Q
cR

KMg2+ , Na+ = 1.65
(
2.3

5.31

)
= 0.715

This is less than 1, but not much less than 1. Therefore, the regenera-

tion wave front may not sharpen rapidly. Assume a shock-wave-like

front anyway.

From (15-169),

0.715 =
0.9998(1 − xMg2+ )2

xMg2+ (1 − 0.9998)2
.

Solving:

xMg2+ = 0.999763

This means that downstream of the regeneration wave front, but

upstream of the displacement wave front, the liquid contains very

few sodium ions.

§15.8 CHROMATOGRAPHIC SEPARATIONS

Separation of multicomponent mixtures into more than two
products usually requires more than one separation device.
For example, if a four-component mixture (A, B, C, D) is to
be separated by distillation into pure products, a sequence of
three trayed columns is almost always used. If the order of
decreasing volatility is A, B, C, and D, the first column might
produce a distillate of nearly pure A; the second column a
distillate of nearly pure B; and the third column a distillate
of nearly pure C and a bottoms of nearly pure D. Four other
sequences are possible, depending upon the selection of the
split for each column.

Chromatography is one of the few separation techniques
that can separate a multicomponent mixture into nearly pure
components in a single device, generally a column packedwith
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Figure 15.47 Movement of concentration waves during separation in a chromatographic column.

a suitable sorbent. The degree of separation depends upon col-
umn length, differences in component affinities for the sorbent,
and the composition and flow rate of the eluting fluid.

As an example of what is called elution, batch, or differen-
tial chromatography, consider a mixture of three components,
A, B, and C, in order of decreasing affinity for the sorbent,
S. If the separation is achieved by adsorption, then A is the
most strongly adsorbed. A feed mixture, insufficient to load
the sorbent, is introduced as a pulse into the feed end of the
packed chromatographic column. The resulting initial concen-
trations for the three components are shown in Figure 15.47a,
where most of the bed remains clean of adsorbates. An
elutant, such as a carrier gas or solvent that has little or no
affinity for the sorbent, is now introduced continuously into
the feed end of the bed, causing the three components to
desorb, with C desorbing most readily. However, as the des-
orbed components are carried down the bed by the elutant into
cleaner regions of the bed, the components are successively
readsorbed and then redesorbed to produce three waves, as
shown in Figure 15.47b. Because of differences in affinities
for the sorbent, the three waves, which initially overlap con-
siderably, gradually overlap less (Figure 15.47c), and finally,
if the column is long enough, become completely separated,
as in Figure 15.47d and e. In that case, the components are
eluted from the column, one at a time. In Figure 15.47e,
all components but A have been eluted. As the separated
waves elute, the area under each component wave is pro-
portional to the mass of the component moving through the
packed column.

Differential chromatography is limited to a batch process
in which the feed is introduced as pulses into an elutant carrier
gas or solvent, which then contacts the sorbent. All feed

components have affinities for the sorbent, but the elutant
does not. Chromatography in the broader sense, as mentioned
by Ruthven [10], refers to any separation process involving
partitioning of components between a flowing fluid and a
solid adsorbent (or a solid-supported liquid absorbent). The
previously presented simulated-moving-bed (SMB) system,
which uses a circulating desorbent that may also partition,
may be viewed as a chromatographic process.

§15.8.1 Equilibrium-Based Chromatography
with Linear Isotherm

A simple and useful wave theory for differential chromatog-
raphy is based on isothermal conditions, with plug flow,
negligible axial dispersion, and local equilibrium everywhere.
This theory, when developed for adsorption, results in the
stoichiometric wave-front shown in Figure 15.26. For chro-
matography, where solutes are pulsed into the column, the
wave pulse in Fig 15.48a, rather than a wave-front, results.
For a stoichiometric (equilibrium) wave, the pulse is a
square wave rather than the Gaussian-like waves shown in
Figure 15.47. Gaussian waves result when (1) axial dispersion
occurs, (2) mass-transfer resistances are important, (3) radial
variations of the fluid velocity occur, and/or (4) solute pulses
are not square waves.

If the sorbent is nonporous, like a gel, and the adsorption
isotherm is linear (q = Kc) for each solute i, then (15-109)
applies and each solute wave velocity, ui, in terms of the inter-
stitial fluid velocity, u, is given by

ui =
u

1 + 1−εb
εb

Ki

(15-171)
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Figure 15.48 Ideal solute wave pulses in a chromatographic

column.

This equation applies to both the leading and trailing edges of

the feed pulse and was used byWankat [106] to produce solute

movement diagrams.When the elutant is dilute in solutes, such

that the sorption equilibrium constants depend only on tem-

perature, (15-171) applies independently to each solute. For a

strongly sorbed solute, such as B in Figure 15.48b, K is large,

and the second term in the denominator dominates, so that

solute moves through the bed much slower than elutant. For

a weakly sorbed solute, such as A in Figure 15.48b, K is small

and the denominator is not much greater than one, so its veloc-

ity may not be significantly smaller than the elutant velocity.

In Figure 15.48b, the wave velocities of both the leading

and trailing edges of the wave pulses are constant, with

uA > uB. For each solute, the pulse time to move through a

column of length L is ti = L∕ui. The wave pulse of A reaches

the end of the column in less time than the B wave pulse.

In Figure 15.48c, the product-concentration ratios, cA∕cAF
and cB∕cBF

, are shown at the end of the bed as a function

of time. The widths of these product waves are identical to

the widths of the feed pulses, as illustrated in the following

example. This simple equilibrium-wave pulse theory for lin-

ear isotherms can be used to obtain an approximate estimate

of the separation achievable in a chromatographic column.

Unfortunately, the estimate is not conservative when com-

puting necessary column lengths, because the pulses broaden

due to rate-limiting mass transfer resistances illustrated in

Figure 15.16 and described in §15.3. This will be described in

greater detail after the following example.

EXAMPLE 15.18 Separation by Pulse Chromatography.

An aqueous solution of 3 g/cm3 each of glucose (G), sucrose (S),

and fructose (F) is to be separated in a chromatographic column,

packed with an ion-exchange resin of the calcium form. In the range

of expected solute concentrations, the sorption isotherms are linear

and independent, with qi = Kici, where qi is in grams sorbate per

100 cm3 resin and ci is in grams solute per 100 cm3 solution. From

experiments:

Solute K

Glucose 0.26

Sucrose 0.40

Fructose 0.66

The superficial solution velocity, us, is 0.031 cm∕s and bed void

fraction is 0.39. If a 500-second pulse, tP, of feed is followed by elu-

tion with pure water, what length of column packing is needed to

separate the three solutes if sorption equilibrium is assumed? How

soon after the first pulse begins can a second 500-second pulse begin?

Solution

Interstitial solution velocity = us∕εb = 0.031∕0.39 = 0.0795 cm∕s
Wave velocity for glucose from (15-171):

uG = 0.0795

1 +
(
1 − 0.39

0.39

)
(0.26)

= 0.0565 cm∕s

Similarly,

uS = 0.0489 cm∕s and uF = 0.0391 cm∕s

The smallest difference in wave velocities is between glucose and

sucrose. Therefore, the separation between these two waves deter-

mines the column length. The minimum column length, assuming

equilibrium, corresponds to the time at which the trailing edge of the

glucose wave pulse, together with the leading edge of the sucrose

wave pulse, leaves the column. Thus, if tP is the duration of the first

pulse and L is the length of the packing:

tP + L
uG

= L
uS

(1)

Thus, 500 + L
0.0565

= L
0.0489

Solving, length of packing, L = 182 cm. The glucose just leaves the

column at

500 + 182

0.0565
= 3,718 s

The locations of the three wave fronts in the column at 3,718 s

are shown in Figure 15.49. The time at which the second pulse

Fructose

0 126 145

Packing length, cm

157 182

Sucrose Glucose

Figure 15.49 Locations of solute waves of first pulse for Example

15.20 at 3,718 s.
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begins is determined so that the trailing edge of the first fructose

wave pulse just leaves the column as the second pulse of glucose

begins to leave the column. This time, based on the fructose, is 500 +
182∕0.0391 = 5,155 s. It takes the leading edge of a glucose wave

182∕0.0565 = 3,220 s to pass though the column. Therefore, the sec-

ond pulse can begin at 5,155 − 3,220 = 1,935 s. This establishes the

following ideal cycle: pulse: 500 s, elute: 1,435 s, pulse: 500 s, elute:

1,435 s, etc. In the real case, where we account for mass-transfer

resistance, as shown in the next example, the column will have to

be longer.

§15.8.2 Rate-Based Chromatography with Linear
Isotherm

A plot of solute concentrations in the elutant as a function of
time is a chromatogram. When mass-transfer resistances,
axial dispersion, and/or other nonideal phenomena are not
negligible, the solute concentrations in a chromatogram will
not appear as square waves, but will exhibit the wave shapes
in Figure 15.50. Carta [107] developed analytical solutions for
chromatographic response to periodic injections of rectangu-
lar feed pulses, taking into account mass-transfer resistances
for solute mixtures having linear, independent adsorption
isotherms. Carta’s solution for the linear driving force (LDF)
approximation is readily applied to the determination of the
necessary length of packing and frequency of feed pulses for
the chromatographic separation of a feed mixture.

For each solute in the feed, (15-96) is assumed to apply,
along with the linear driving force approximation (15-99),
the linear isotherm, and (15-100) for the overall mass-transfer
resistance for each solute. For periodic, rectangular feed
pulses, the boundary conditions for feed pulses of duration,
tF, each followed by an elution period of duration, tE, are for
each solute concentration, ci{z, t}:

Initial condition:

At t = 0, ci{z, 0} = 0 (15-172)

Feed pulse:

At z = 0, ci{0, t} = (ci}F ,

for (j − 1)(tF + tE) < t < j(tF + tE) − tE (15-173)

Elution period:

At z = 0, ci{0, t} = 0, for j(tF + tE) − tE < t < j(tF + tE)
(15-174)

where j = 1, 2, 3, . . . is an index that accounts for the peri-

odic nature of the feed and elution pulses. Thus, with j = 1,
the feed pulse takes place from t = 0 to t = tF and the elution
pulse is from tF to tF + tE.

Carta solved the linear system of (15-96), (15-99), and
(15-100) for conditions (15-172) to (15-174) by the Laplace
transformmethod to obtain the following dimensionless series
solution, which is applied to each solute in the feed pulse:

X = rF

2r
+ 2

π

∞∑
m=1

[
1

m
exp

(
−

m2nf

m2 + r2

)
sin

(mπrF

2r

)
× cos

(
mθf

r
− mπrF

2r
−

mβnf

r
−

mrnf

m2 + r2

)]
(15-175)

where

X = c∕cF (15-176)

r = k
2πK

(tF + tE) (15-177)

rF = k
πK

tF (15-178)

nf =
(1 − εb)kz

εbu
(15-179)

θf = kt∕K (15-180)

β = εb

(1 − εb)K
(15-181)

K = q∕c (15-182)

and where

k = 1

Rp

3kc
+

R2
p

15De

(15-183)

When nonlinear adsorption isotherms such as the Freundlich

equation (15-35), the Langmuir equation (15-36), or exten-

sions thereof to multicomponent mixtures [e.g., concentration

forms of (15-32) or (15-33)] are necessary, the analytical solu-

tion of Carta is not applicable. However, the method of lines,

using five-point, biased, upwind finite-difference approxima-

tions, as described earlier in the section on thermal-swing

adsorption, can be used to obtain numerical solutions.

EXAMPLE 15.19 Calculation of a Chromatogram.

Use Carta’s equation with the following properties to compute the

chromatogram for the conditions of Example 15.18 with a packing

length of 182 cm. Does a significant overlap of peaks result?

Property Glucose Sucrose Fructose

K 0.26 0.40 0.66

De, cm
2/s 1.1 × 10−8 1.8 × 10−8 2.8 × 10−8

kc, cm/s 5.0 × 10−3 5.0 × 10−3 5.0 × 10−3

εb = 0.39, Rp = 0.0025 cm, u = 0.0795 cm∕s
z = 182 cm, tE = 2,000 s, and tF = 500 s

Solution

Values of k and the computed dimensionless parameters from

(15-177) to (15-181) and (15-183) are as follows:

Glucose Sucrose Fructose

r 40.22 42.66 40.06

rF 16.09 17.07 16.03

nf 94.13 153.6 238.0

θf 0.1011 t 0.1072 t 0.1007 t
β 2.459 1.598 0.9687

k, s−1 0.0263 0.0429 0.0665

where t is in seconds
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Values of X = c∕cF are computed using these parameters with

(15-175) for values of time, t, in the neighborhood of times for the

equilibrium-based waves. The resulting chromatogram for glucose

is shown in Figure 15.50a, compared to the equilibrium rectangular

wave (shown as a thin line) determined in Example 15.18 using

(15-171). The areas under the two curves should be identical. The

equilibrium-based wave appears to be centered in time within the

mass-transfer-based wave.

Figure 15.50b, contains the complete computed chromatogram

for the three carbohydrates. It is seen that the effect of mass trans-

fer is to cause the peaks to overlap significantly. To obtain a sharp

separation, it is necessary to lengthen the column or reduce the feed

pulse time, tF .
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Figure 15.50 Computed chromatograms for Example 15.19.

(a) Comparison of ideal to nonideal wave for fructose.

(b) Computed chromatogram for nonideal eluant.

CHAPTER 15 NOMENCLATURE

Abbreviations and Acronyms

BET Brunauer–Emmett–Teller equation, (15-6)

IAS ideal absorbed solution, Section 15.2.2

LDF linear driving force approximation, (15-99)

LES length of bed upstream of the front, (15-92)

LUB length of unused bed, (15-93)

MTZ mass-transfer zone, Figure 15.27

PSA pressure swing adsorption, Section 15.5.4

SMB simulated moving bed, Section 15.6

SP separation factor, (15-46)

TMB true moving-bed system, Section 15.6

TSA thermal-swing adsorption, Section 15.5.3

VSA vacuum-swing adsorption, Section 15.5.4

WES weight of bed upstream of the front, (15-94)

WUB weight of unused bed, (15-95)

Latin Symbols

A pore cross-sectional area, (15-69)

Ab adsorbent bed cross-sectional area, above (15-96)

As pore surface are, (15-70)

a external surface area of adsorbent/volume of liquid,
(15-76)

a external particle surface area/volume of particle,
Section 15.3.1

C total solution ion concentration, (15-39)

c solute concentration, (15-35); constant in the BET
equation (15-6)

Dp particle diameter, (15-59)

Di molecular diffusivity, (15-60)

(Di),s surface diffusivity, (15-70)

De effective diffusivity, (15-68)

DL axial eddy diffusivity, (15-144)

DK Knudsen diffusivity, (15-74)

dp pore diameter, (15-1)

G superficial (empty vessel) gas mass
flow/cross-sectional area, (15-64)

ΔHads heat of monolayer adsorption, (15-17)

ΔHcond heat of condensation for more than a monolayer,
Section 15.1.1

Ji,j mass transfer flux of component i in section j,
(15-144)

K adsorption equilibrium constant, (15-22)

KA,B molar selectivity coefficient, (15-38)

Ki,j relative molar selectivities, Ki/Kj, (15-45)

k overall mass-transfer coefficient for external and
internal particle transport resistances, (15-99)

ka rate of adsorption, (15-21)

kd rate of desorption, (15-21)

kc convective external mass transfer coefficient,
(15-48)

ki,j fluid-to-solid mass-transfer coefficient, (15-148)

L pore length, (15-1)

LB bed length, (15-91)

Le experimental bed length, (15-112)

Lj section length, above (15-144)

Lk bed height between adjacent ports, (15-167)

Lideal length of ideal stoichiometric front, (15-91)
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mp mass of adsorbent, (15-9)

no total moles of binary liquid contacting the

adsorbent, (15-34)

ni molar rate of diffusion of i, (15-69)

P0 vapor pressure of absorbate in BET equation, (15-6)

Ps
p vapor pressure of liquid in a pore, (15-15)

Q liquid volume, (15-77); volumetric liquid flow rate,

(15-86)

QF volumetric feed-flow, (15-91)

QS volumetric flow rate of solid, above (15-126)

q amount adsorbed (loading) per unit mass of

adsorbent, (15-16)

qF loading per unit mass of adsorbent in equilibrium

with feed concentration, (15-91)

Rp radius of spherical particle, (15-51)

r radial distance from the particle center, (15-67)

S pore surface area, (15-1); mass of adsorbent,

(15-77); adsorbent flow rate, (15-86); solid

adsorbent circulation rate, Figure 15.41

Sg specific surface area, (15-2)

SA,B separation factor, (15-46)

Ts surface temperature, (15-51)

Tb bulk temperature, (15-52)

t time

u interstitial fluid velocity, (15-96)

us superficial velocity, (15-146)

V pore volume (15-1)

Vp specific pore volume, (15-3)

X c/cF, (15-176)

xi equivalent fraction, (15-39)

yi equivalent fraction, (15-40)

z bed height, Example 15.11)

Greek Symbols

ϵb external void fraction of bed, (15-96)

εp particle porosity, (15-2)

ξ dimensionless distance, (15-102)

ψ sphericity, Section 15.3.1; parameter (15-117)

τ interstitial tortuosity factor, (15-74); dimensionless

time, (15-103)

ρb bulk density, (15-4)

ρp particle density, (15-2)

ρs crystalline (true) particle density, (15-5)

θ surface fraction covered, (15-21)

ϕ parameter, (15-116)

Subscript

f bulk fluid phase, (15-164)

k subsection, (15-164)

Superscripts

n stoichiometric coefficient, (15-38)

* at equilibrium, (15-76)

SUMMARY

1. Sorption is a generic term for the selective transfer of

a solute from the bulk of a liquid or gas to the surface

and/or into the bulk of a solid or liquid. Thus, sorption

includes adsorption and absorption. The sorbed solute is

the sorbate.

2. For commercial applications, a sorbent should have high

selectivity, high capacity, rapid solute transport rates, sta-

bility, strength, and ability to be regenerated. An adsorbent

should have small pores to give a large surface area per

unit volume.

3. Physical adsorption of pure gases and gas mixtures is eas-

ily measured; adsorption of pure liquids and liquid mix-

tures is not.

4. Widely used adsorbents are carbon (activated and

molecular-sieve), molecular-sieve zeolites, silica gel, and

activated alumina.

5. Themost widely used ion exchangers are water-swellable,

solid gel resins based on the copolymerization of styrene

and a cross-linking agent such as divinylbenzene. They

can be cation or anion exchangers. Ions are exchanged

stoichiometrically on an equivalent basis. Thus, Ca2+ is

exchanged for 2 Na+.

6. Sorbents for chromatographic separations are typically

solid, or liquid absorbents supported on or bonded to an

inert solid, or gel.

7. The most commonly used adsorption isotherms for gases

and liquids are linear, Freundlich, and Langmuir. The lat-

ter asymptotically approaches the linear isotherm at low

concentrations, and at high concentration gives an asymp-

totic value representing maximum surface coverage. For

mixtures, extended versions of the isotherms are available.

8. Ion-exchange equilibrium is represented by an equi-

librium constant based on the law of mass action. For

dilute conditions in chromatography, a linear equilibrium

isotherm can be employed.

9. For physical adsorption, the rate is almost instantaneous

after solutes reach the sorbing surface. Thus, only exter-

nal and internal mass-transfer resistances need be con-

sidered. External mass-transfer coefficients are obtained

from correlations like the Chilton–Colburn j-factor type.
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Internal mass transfer is based on a modified Fick’s first

law using an effective diffusivity that depends on such fac-

tors as particle porosity, pore tortuosity, bulk molecular

diffusivity, surface diffusivity, and pore restrictions. Dif-

fusivities in ion-exchange resin gels depend strongly on

the degree of cross-linking of the resin.

10. Sorption systems include slurries in various modes of

operation, fixed-bed, and simulated, continuous, counter-

current units. When sorbent regeneration is necessary, the

system is operated on a cycle. For fixed beds, the com-

mon cycles are temperature-swing adsorption (TSA) and

pressure-swing adsorption (PSA). Ion exchange includes

a displacement regeneration step. using a displacement

fluid. In chromatography, adsorption and regeneration

take place in the same column.

11. The adsorption isotherm is of great importance because it

relates, at equilibrium, the concentration of the solute in

the fluid to its loading as a sorbate in and/or on the sorbent.

Most commonly, the overall rate of adsorption is expressed

in the form of a linear driving force (LDF) model, where

the driving force is the difference between bulk concen-

tration and concentration in equilibrium with the loading.

The coefficient in the LDF equation is a combined overall

mass-transfer coefficient and area for sorption.

12. In ideal, fixed-bed operation, solute–sorbate equilibrium

between the flowing fluid and static bed is assumed every-

where. For plug flow and negligible axial dispersion, the

result is a sharp concentration front thatmoves like a shock

wave (stoichiometric front) through the bed. Upstream of

the front, the sorbent is spent and in equilibrium with the

feed mixture. Downstream, the sorbent is free of sorbate.

The stoichiometric front travels through the bed at a much

slower velocity than the interstitial feed velocity. The time

for the front to reach the end of the bed is the breakthrough

time.

13. When mass-transfer effects are included, the concen-

tration front broadens into an S-shaped curve such that

at breakthrough only a portion of the sorbent is fully

loaded. When mass-transfer coefficients and sorption

isotherms are known, these curves can be computed with

Klinkenberg’s equations. When shapes of experimental

concentration fronts exhibit a constant pattern, because of

favorable adsorption equilibrium, commercial-size beds

can be scaled-up from breakthrough data by the method of

Collins.

14. Thermal-swing adsorption (TSA) is used to remove small

concentrations of solutes from gas and liquid mixtures.

Adsorption is carried out at ambient temperature and des-

orption at an elevated temperature. Because bed heating

and cooling between adsorption and desorption is not

instantaneous, TSA cycles are long, typically hours or

days. The desorption step, starting with a partially loaded

bed, can be computed by the method of lines, using a stiff

integrator.

15. Pressure-swing adsorption (PSA) is used to separate air

and enrich hydrogen-containing streams. Adsorption is

carried out at an elevated or ambient pressure, whereas

desorption occurs at ambient pressure or in a vacuum; the

latter is called vacuum-swing adsorption (VSA). Because

pressure swings can be made rapidly, PSA cycles are

short, typically seconds or minutes. It is not necessary to

regenerate the bed completely, but if not, a number of the

initial cycles are needed to approach a cyclic steady-state

operation.

16. Although continuous, countercurrent adsorption with

a moving bed is difficult to achieve successfully in

practice, an SMB system is popular, particularly for

separation of solutes in dilute aqueous solutions and for

bulk-liquid separations. Design procedures for SMB sys-

tems require solution of differential-algebraic equations

(DAEs).

17. Design calculations for ion-exchange operations are based

on an equilibrium assumption for the loading and regen-

eration steps.

18. In batchwise, elution chromatography, feed is periodically

pulsed into a column packed with sorbent. Between feed

pulses, an elutant is passed through the column, causing

the less strongly sorbed solutes to move through the col-

umn more rapidly than more strongly sorbed solutes. If

the column is long enough, a multicomponent feed can be

completely separated, with solutes eluted one by one from

the column. In the absence of mass-transfer resistances, a

rectangular feed pulse is separated into individual solute

rectangular pulses, whose position–time curves are read-

ily established. When mass-transfer effects are important,

rectangular pulses become Gaussian distribution curves

that are predicted by the analytical solution of Carta, pro-

vided that a linear adsorption isotherm applies and axial

dispersion is negligible.
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STUDY QUESTIONS

15.1. In adsorption operations, what are the adsorbate and the

adsorbent?

15.2. How is a large surface area for adsorption achieved?

15.3. What is meant by ion exchange? How does ion exchange

differ from deionization?

15.4. What kinds of sorbents are used in chromatography?

15.5. In adsorption processes, what distinguishes a purification

from a bulk separation?

15.6. What three inventions made possible the bulk separation of

mixtures by adsorption?

15.7. What is meant by regeneration?

15.8. What are some of the features of an effective adsorbent?

15.9. Can the specific surface area of an adsorbent be estimated

from its average pore diameter? If so, what equation is used

and under what assumptions is it derived?

15.10. Why is it easy to measure the amount of adsorption of a pure

gas, but difficult to measure adsorption from a pure liquid?

15.11. Name five of the most important commercial adsorbents?

What is the distinguishing feature of molecular-sieve zeo-

lites?

15.12. For what is the BET equation used? Does it assume physical

or chemical adsorption? Does it assume monomolecular or

multimolecular layer adsorption?

15.13. What experimental techniques can be used to measure

pore-size distribution?

15.14. What kinds of materials are most commonly used as ion

exchangers?

15.15. Describe the different chromatographic methods?

15.16. How is it possible to use a liquid sorbent in chromatography?

15.17. What is meant by loading in adsorption?

15.18. What is an adsorption isotherm? How can the heat of adsorp-

tion be determined from a series of isotherms?

15.19. What is capillary condensation? What effect does it have on

an adsorption isotherm?

15.20. In Figure 15.9, which isotherm(s) is (are) favorable and

which unfavorable?

15.21. What is the equation for a linear adsorption (also called

Henry’s law)?

15.22. What is the major difference between the shapes of the

isotherms predicted by the Freundlich and Langmuir

isotherms? Which one is based on theory?

15.23. What is meant by an extended adsorption isotherm?

15.24. What makes the determination of an equation for an

adsorption isotherm of a binary or multicomponent liquid

mixture difficult, leading to weird-shaped curves as shown

in Figure 15.13?

15.25. Why is the maximum loading of an ion exchanger fixed?

What fixes it?

15.26. Does the valences of the ions being exchanged influence the

equilibrium expression? How?
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15.27. What are the four steps that occur during the adsorption of

a solute from a gas or liquid mixture? Which step is almost

instantaneous such that equilibrium can be assumed?

15.28. Within the particle, why are mass and heat transfer not

analogous?

15.29. For mass transfer outside a spherical particle, what is the

smallest value of the Sherwood number? What is the basis

for this value?

15.30. What is the recommended equation for predicting the exter-

nal mass-transfer coefficient for flow through a packed bed

of particles?

15.31. What mechanisms of internal mass transfer must be consid-

ered for gas adsorption?

15.32. What is the difference between slurry adsorption (contact

filtration) and fixed-bed adsorption (percolation)? When

should each be considered and not considered?

15.33. How do pressure-swing and thermal-swing adsorption

differ?

15.34. What are inert-purge swing and displacement purge?

15.35. How does VSA differ from PSA?

15.36. What is meant by a simulated countercurrent adsorption

system?

15.37. What are the three common modes for conducting slurry

adsorption? Which mode requires the smallest residence

time for the liquid feed? What controls the rate of slurry

adsorption, external or internal mass transfer?

15.38. What is ideal fixed-bed adsorption? What assumptions are

necessary for it to apply? What is meant by the stoichiomet-

ric front? What is meant by breakthrough?

15.39. What is a mass-transfer zone (MTZ) and what causes it? Is

it desirable? If not, why not?

15.40. For fixed-bed adsorption, what is the difference between the

superficial velocity, interstitial velocity, and the concentra-

tion wave velocity? Which is the largest and which is the

smallest?

15.41. What is the linear driving-force (LDF) model of Glueckauf?

Why is it so useful?

15.42. What is the Klinkenberg approximation? Why is it useful

in computing concentration and loading profiles, and break-

through curves for fixed-bed adsorption?

15.43. What is the Collins technique for sizing a fixed-bed adsorp-

tion vessel?

15.44. Describe a typical thermal-swing adsorption cycle.

15.45. What is meant by the delta loading?

15.46. What is the basis for the method of lines for solving partial

differential equations?

15.47. Why are cycle times for TSA much larger than for PSA?

15.48. Describe the steps in the Skarstrom cycle.

15.49. Why can the Skarstrom cycle be completed in seconds or

minutes?

15.50. What is the difference between a true-moving-bed (TMB)

system and a simulated-moving-bed (SMB) system?

15.51. Why it difficult to carry out a continuous, countercurrent

adsorption process using a TMB system?

15.52. Under what conditions is a circulating desorbent used to sep-

arate a binary mixture by a SMB system?

15.53. How is port switching used in an SMB system?

15.54. Why are sections used in an SMB system?

15.55. How is the trianglemethod used to determine flow-rate ratios

in a TMB unit?

15.56. What are the assumptions made in the steady-state TMB

model?

15.57. How does the dynamic SMB model differ from the TMB

model?

15.58. Can axial dispersion be significant in SMB systems?

15.59. Describe a typical ion exchange cycle.

15.60. In batch, elution chromatography, what causes different

solutes to pass through the chromatography column with

different residence times?

15.61. In batch, elution chromatography, what is the differ-

ence between the equilibrium wave pulse theory and the

rate-based theory?

EXERCISES

Section 15.1

15.1. Adsorbent characteristics.
Porous particles of activated alumina have a BET surface area

of 310 m2∕g, εp = 0.48, and ρp = 1.30 g∕cm3. Determine: (a) Vp in

cm3/g; (b) ρs, in g/cm
3; and (c) dp in Å.

15.2. Surface area of molecular sieves.
Carbon molecular sieves are available from a Japanese manufac-

turer in two forms:

Form A Form B

Pore volume, cm3/g 0.18 0.38

Average pore diameter 5 Å 2.0 μm

Estimate Sg of each form in m2/g.

15.3. Characteristics of silica gel.
Representative properties of small-pore silica gel are: dp = 24 Å,

εp = 0.47, ρp = 1.09 g∕cm3, and Sg = 800 m2∕g. (a) Are these values
reasonably consistent? (b) If the adsorption capacity for water vapor

at 25 ∘C and 6 mmHg partial pressure is 18% byweight, what fraction

of a monolayer is adsorbed?

15.4. Specific surface area from BET data.
The following data were obtained in a BET apparatus for adsorp-

tion equilibrium of N2 on silica gel (SG) at −195.8∘C. Estimate Sg

in m2/g of silica gel. How does your value compare with that in

Table 15.2?

N2 Partial

Pressure, torr

Volume of N2 Adsorbed in cm3

(0∘C, 1 atm) per gram SG

6.0 6.1

24.8 12.7

140.3 17.0

230.3 19.7

285.1 21.5

320.3 23.0

430 27.7

505 33.5
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15.5. Maximum ion-exchange capacity.
Estimate the maximum ion-exchange capacity in meq/g resin for

an ion-exchange resin made from 8 wt% divinylbenzene and 92 wt%
styrene.

Section 15.2

15.6. Adsorption isotherms and heat of adsorption.
Shen and Smith [Ind. Eng. Chem. Fundam., 7, 100–105 (1968)]

measured equilibrium-adsorption isotherms at four temperatures

for benzene vapor on silica gel having the following properties:

Sg = 832 m2∕g, Vp = 0.43 cm3∕g, ρp = 1.13 g∕cm3, and average

dp = 22 Å. The adsorption data are:

Moles Adsorbed/g Gel × 105
Partial Pressure of

Benzene, atm 70∘C 90∘C 110∘C 130∘C

5.0 × 10−4 14.0 6.7 2.6 1.13

1.0 × 10−3 22.0 11.2 4.5 2.0

2.0 × 10−3 34.0 18.0 7.8 3.9

5.0 × 10−3 68.0 33.0 17.0 8.6

1.0 × 10−2 88.0 51.0 27.0 16.0

2.0 × 10−2 — 78.0 42.0 26.0

(a) For each temperature, obtain a best fit of the data to (1) linear, (2)

Freundlich, and (3) Langmuir isotherms. Which isotherm(s), if any,

fit(s) the data reasonably well? (b) Do the data represent less than

a monolayer of adsorption? (c) From the data, estimate the heat of

adsorption. How does it compare to the heat of vaporization (conden-

sation) of benzene?

15.7. Adsorption-equilibria data.
The separation of propane (C3) and propylene (C=

3 ) is accom-

plished by distillation, but at the expense of more than 100 trays

and a reflux ratio greater than 10. Consequently, the use of adsorp-

tion has been investigated in a number of studies. Jarvelin and

Fair [Ind. Eng. Chem. Res., 32, 2201–2207 (1993)] measured

adsorption-equilibrium data at 25∘C for three different zeolite

molecular sieves (ZMSs) and activated carbon. The data were fitted

to the Langmuir isotherm with the following results:

Adsorbent Sorbate qm K

ZMS 4A C3

C=
3

0.226

2.092

9.770

95.096

ZMS 5A C3

C=
3

1.919

2.436

100.223

147.260

ZMS 13X C3

C=
3

2.130

2.680

55.412

100.000

Activated carbon C3

C=
3

4.239

4.889

58.458

34.915

where q and qm are in mmol/g and p is in bar. (a) Which component

is most strongly adsorbed by each adsorbent? (b) Which adsorbent

has the greatest capacity? (c) Which adsorbent has the greatest selec-

tivity? (d) Based on equilibrium considerations, which adsorbent is

best?

15.8. Fitting zeolite data to isotherms.
Ruthven and Kaul [Ind. Eng. Chem. Res., 32, 2047–2052 (1993)]

measured adsorption isotherms for a series of gaseous aromatic

hydrocarbons on well-defined crystals of NaX zeolite over ranges

of temperature and pressure. For 1,2,3,5-tetramethylbenzene at

547 K, the following equilibrium data were obtained with a vacuum

microbalance:

q, wt% 7.0 9.1 10.3 10.8 11.1 11.5

p, torr 0.012 0.027 0.043 0.070 0.094 0.147

Obtain a best fit of the data to the linear, Freundlich, and Langmuir

isotherms, with q in mol/g and pressure in atm. Which isotherm gives

the best fit?

15.9. Fitting adsorption data to isotherms.
Lewis, Gilliland, Chertow, and Hoffman [J. Am. Chem. Soc., 72,

1153–1157 (1950)] measured adsorption equilibria for propane (C3),

propylene (C=
3 ), and binary mixtures thereof on activated carbon and

silica gel. Adsorbate capacity was high on carbon, but selectivity was

poor. Selectivity was high on silica gel, but capacity was low. For

silica gel (751 m2∕g), the pure-component data below were obtained

at 25∘C:

Propane Propylene

P, torr q, mmol/g P, torr q, mmol/g

11.1 0.0564 34.2 0.3738

25.0 0.1252 71.4 0.7227

43.5 0.1980 91.6 0.7472

71.4 0.2986 194.3 1.129

100.0 0.3850 198.3 1.168

158.9 0.5441 271.5 1.401

227.5 0.7020 353.2 1.562

304.2 0.843 550.7 1.918

387.0 1.010 555.2 1.928

468.0 1.138 760.6 2.184

569.0 1.288

677.8 1.434

775.0 1.562

The followingmixture data were measured with silica gel at 25∘C,
over a pressure range of 752–773 torr:

Total

Pressure,

torr

Millimoles

of Mixture

Adsorbed/g

yC3
, Mole

Fraction in Gas

Phase

xC3
, Mole

Fraction in

Adsorbate

769.2 2.197 0.2445 0.1078

760.9 2.013 0.299 0.2576

767.8 2.052 0.4040 0.2956

761.0 2.041 0.530 0.2816

753.6 1.963 0.5333 0.3655

766.3 1.967 0.5356 0.3120

754.0 1.974 0.6140 0.3591

753.6 1.851 0.6220 0.5550

754.0 1.701 0.6252 0.7007

760.0 1.686 0.7480 0.723

— 2.180 0.671 0.096

760.0 1.993 0.8964 0.253

760.0 1.426 0.921 0.401

(a) Fit the pure-component data to Freundlich and Langmuir

isotherms. Which gives the best fit? Which component is most

strongly adsorbed? (b) Use the results of the Langmuir fits in part (a)

to predict binary-mixture adsorption using the extended-Langmuir

equation, (15-32). Are the predictions adequate? (c) Ignoring the
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pure-component data, fit the binary-mixture data to the extended-

Langmuir equation, (15-32). Is the fit better than that obtained in part

(b)? (d) Ignoring pure-component data, fit the binary mixture data

to the extended-Langmuir−Freundlich equation, (15-33). Is the fit

adequate? Is it better than that in part (c)? (e) For the binary-

mixture data, compute the relative selectivity, αC3 ,C
=
3
= yC3(

1 − xC3

)
∕
[
xC3

(
1 − yC3

)]
, for each condition. Does αC3 ,C

=
3

vary

widely or is the assumption of a constant value reasonable?

15.10. Adsorptions isotherms.
As shown in Figure 15.10, adsorption is strongly influenced by

temperature. Given below are data provided by a supplier of BPL

carbon for adsorption of gaseous n-hexane, in a table of V , volume

adsorbed in cm3 liquid∕100 g carbon, with corresponding values of

T/V[log 10(fs∕f )], where T is in K, f is the hydrocarbon fugacity in

mm Hg, and fs is the fugacity in mmHg of the saturated liquid. An

adsorption process is carried out at 760 mm Hg with a gas containing

hexane at a concentration of 0.2 mol% for temperatures of 20∘C and

40∘C. Calculate the equilibrium capacity of the bed in g of hexane/g

carbon at each temperature. The vapor pressure of hexane at 20∘C is

120 mm Hg and at 40∘C it is 276 mm Hg. Hexane liquid density is

0.615 g∕cm3 and MW = 86.17.

V, cm3 liquid /100 g BPL T/V[log10(fs/f)]

40.0 2.5

27.0 5.0

10.0 10.0

3.5 15.0

1.2 20.0

15.11. Extended-Langmuir–Freundlich isotherm.
In Example 15.6, pure-component, liquid-phase adsorption

data are used with the extended-Langmuir isotherm to predict a

binary-solute data point. Use the mixture data below to obtain the

best fit to an extended-Langmuir–Freundlich isotherm of the form

qi =
(q0)ikic

1∕ni
i

1 +
∑

j

kjc
1∕nj
j

(1)

Data for binary-mixture adsorption on activated carbon (1,000 m2 ∕g)
at 25∘C for acetone (1) and propionitrile (2) solutes in water are as

follows. Water is assumed not to adsorb.

Solution Concentration,

mol/L Loading, mmol/g

c1 c2 q1 q2

5.52E – 5 7.46E – 5 0.0192 0.0199

6.14E – 5 7.71E – 5 0.0191 0.0198

1.06E – 4 1.35E – 4 0.0308 0.0320

1.12E – 4 1.46E – 4 0.0307 0.0319

3.03E – 4 2.32E – 3 0.0378 0.263

3.17E – 4 2.34E – 3 0.0378 0.264

3.25E – 4 3.89E – 4 0.0644 0.0672

1.42E – 3 1.58E – 3 0.161 0.169

1.42E – 3 1.61E – 3 0.161 0.169

1.43E – 3 1.60E – 3 0.161 0.169

2.09E – 3 3.84E – 4 0.250 0.0390

2.17E – 3 3.85E – 4 0.251 0.0392

4.99E – 3 5.24E – 3 0.291 0.307

5.06E – 3 5.31E – 3 0.288 0.305

7.41E – 3 2.42E – 2 0.237 0.900

7.52E – 3 2.47E – 2 0.236 0.896

2.79E – 2 7.59E – 3 0.802 0.251

4.00E – 2 3.44E – 2 0.715 0.822

4.02E – 2 3.42E – 2 0.717 0.834

15.12. Liquid mixture adsorption data.
Sircar and Myers [J. Phys. Chem., 74, 2828–2835 (1970)] mea-

sured liquid-phase adsorption at 30∘C for a binary mixture of cyclo-

hexane (1) in ethyl alcohol (2) on activated carbon. Assuming no

adsorption of ethyl alcohol, (15-34) gives these results:

x1 qe
1
, mmol/g x1 qe

1
, mmol/g

0.042 0.295 0.440 0.065

0.051 0.485 0.470 0.000

0.072 0.517 0.521 −0.129
0.148 0.586 0.537 −0.362
0.160 0.669 0.610 −0.643
0.213 0.661 0.756 −1.230
0.216 0.583 0.848 −1.310
0.249 0.595 0.893 −1.180
0.286 0.532 0.920 −1.230
0.341 0.383 0.953 −0.996
0.391 0.192 0.974 −0.470

(a) Plot the data as qe
1
against x1. Explain the shape of the curve. (b) In

what concentration region does the Freundlich isotherm fit the data?

Determine the constants in the Freundlich isotherm.

15.13. Fitting liquid adsorption-equilibrium data.
Both the adsorptive removal of small amounts of toluene from

water and small amounts of water from toluene are important in

the process industries. Activated carbon is particularly effective for

removing soluble organic compounds (SOCs) from water. Activated

alumina is effective for removing soluble water from toluene. Fit

each of the following two sets of equilibrium data for 25∘C to the

Langmuir and Freundlich isotherms. For each case, which isotherm

provides a better fit? Can a linear isotherm be used?

Toluene (in Water) Water (in Toluene)

with Activated Carbon with Activated Alumina

c, mg/L q, mg/g c, ppm (by Weight) q, g/100g

0.01 12.5 25 1.9

0.02 17.1 50 3.1

0.05 23.5 75 4.2

0.1 30.3 100 5.1

0.2 39.2 150 6.5

0.5 54.5 200 8.2

1 90.1 250 9.5

2 70.2 300 10.9

5 125.5 350 12.1

10 165 400 13.3

15.14. Ion exchange and regeneration.
Derive (15-44) and use it to solve the following problem. Sulfate

ion is to be removed from 60 L of water by exchanging it with chlo-

ride ion on 1 L of a strong-base resin with relative molar selectivities

listed in Table 15.6 and an ion-exchange capacity of 1.2 eq∕L
of resin. The water to be treated has a sulfate-ion concentration
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of 0.018 eq∕L and a chloride-ion concentration of 0.002 eq∕L.
Following the attainment of equilibrium ion exchange, the treated

water will be removed and the resin will be regenerated with 30 L

of 10 wt% aqueous NaCl. (a) Write the ion-exchange reaction.

(b) Determine the value of KSO2−
4

, Cl− . (c) Calculate equilibrium

concentrations cSO2−
4
, cCl− , qSO2−

4
, and qCl

− in eq/L for the initial ion

exchange step. (d) Calculate the concentration of Cl− in eq/L for the

regenerating solution. (e) Calculate cSO2−
4
, cCl− , qSO2−

4
, and qCl− upon

reaching equilibrium in the regeneration step. (f) Are the separations

sufficiently selective?

15.15. Equivalent fractions for ion exchange.
Silver ion in methanol was exchanged with sodium ion using

Dowex 50 cross-linked with 8% divinylbenzene by Gable and

Stroebel [J. Phys. Chem., 60, 513–517 (1956)]. The molar selectivity

coefficient was found to vary somewhat with the equivalent fraction

of Na+ in the resin as follows:

xNa+ 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9

KAg+; Na+ 11.2 11.9 12.3 14.1 17.0

If the wet capacity of the resin is 2.5 eq∕L and the resin is initially

saturated with Na+, calculate the equilibrium equivalent fractions if

50 L of 0.05-M Ag+ in methanol is treated with 1 L of wet resin.

15.16. Recovery of glycerol by ion exclusion.
Ion exclusion is a process that uses ion-exchange resins to separate

nonionic organic compounds from ionic species contained in a polar

solvent, usually water. The resin is presaturated with the same ions

as in the solution, thus eliminating ion exchange. However, in the

presence of the polar solvent, resins undergo considerable swelling

by absorbing the solvent. Experiments have shown that a nonionic

solute will distribute between the bulk solution and solution within

the resin, while only ions exchange.

A feed solution of 1,000 kg contains 6 wt% NaCl, 35 wt%
glycerol, and 47 wt% water. It is to be treated with Dowex-50

ion-exchange resin in the sodium form, after prewetting with water,

to recover 75% of the glycerol. The data for the glycerol distribution

coefficient,

Kd = mass fraction in solution inside resin

mass fraction in solution outside resin

are from Asher and Simpson [J. Phys. Chem., 60, 518–521 (1956)]:

Mass Fraction

Glycerol in Solution
Kd

Outside Resin 6 wt% NaCl 12 wt% NaCl

0.10 0.75 0.91

0.20 0.80 0.93

0.30 0.83 0.95

0.40 0.85 0.97

If the prewetted resin contains 40 wt% water, determine the kg of

resin (dry basis) required.

Section 15.3

15.17. External transport coefficients in a fixed-bed.
Benzene vapor in an air stream is adsorbed in a fixed bed of

4 × 6 mesh silica gel packed to an external void fraction of 0.5. The

bed is 2 ft in diameter and air flow is 25 lb∕minute (benzene-free

basis). At a bed location where pressure is 1 atm, temperature is

70∘F, and the benzene mole fraction is 0.005, estimate the external

gas-to-particle mass-transfer and heat-transfer coefficients.

15.18. External transport coefficients in a fixed bed.
Water vapor in an air stream is to be adsorbed in a 12.06-cm-

diameter column packed with 3.3-mm-diameter Alcoa F-200

activated-alumina beads with external porosity of 0.442. At a

location in the bed where the pressure is 653.3 kPa, temperature is

21∘C, gas flow rate is 1.327 kg∕minute, and dew-point temperature

is 11.2∘C, estimate the external gas-to-particle mass-transfer and

heat-transfer coefficients.

15.19. Effective diffusivity of acetone.
For the conditions of Example 15.8, estimate the effective dif-

fusivity of acetone vapor in the pores of activated carbon whose

properties are: ρp = 0.85 g∕cm3, εp = 0.48, average dp = 25 Å, and

tortuosity = 2.75. Consider bulk and Knudsen diffusion, but ignore

surface diffusion.

15.20. Effective diffusivity of benzene vapor.
For the conditions of Exercise 15.17, estimate the effective

diffusivity of benzene vapor in the pores of silica gel with the fol-

lowing properties: ρp = 1.15 g∕cm3, εp = 0.48, average dp = 30 Å,

and tortuosity = 3.2. Consider all mechanisms of diffusion. The

adsorption-equilibrium constant is given in Example 15.11, and the

differential heat of adsorption is −11,000 cal/mol.

15.21. Effective diffusivity of water vapor.
Using data in Exercise 15.18, estimate the effective diffusivity

of water vapor in the pores of activated alumina with the follow-

ing properties: ρp = 1.38 g∕cm3, εp = 0.52, average dp = 60 Å, and

tortuosity = 2.3. Consider all mechanisms of diffusion except surface

diffusion.

Section 15.5

15.22. Comparison of slurry adsorption modes.
Adsorption, with activated carbon made from bituminous coal, of

soluble organic compounds (SOCs), to purify surface and ground-

water is a proven technology, as discussed by Stenzel [Chem. Eng.
Prog., 89(4), 36−43 (1993)]. The less-soluble organic compounds,

such as chlorinated organic solvents and aromatic solvents, are the

more strongly adsorbed.Water containing 3.3 mg∕L of trichloroethy-

lene (TCE) is to be treated with activated carbon to obtain an effluent

with only 0.01 mg TCE/L. At 25∘C, adsorption-equilibrium data for

TCE on activated carbon are correlated with the Freundlich equation:

q = 67c0.564 (1)

where q = mg TCE∕g carbon and c = mg TCE∕L solution.

TCE is to be removed by slurry adsorption using powdered

activated carbon with an average dp of 1.5 mm. In the absence of

any laboratory data on mass-transfer rates, assume the small-particle

absorption rate is controlled by external mass transfer with a

Sherwood number of 30. Particle surface area is 5 m2∕kg. The

molecular diffusivity of TCE in low concentrations in water at 25∘C
is 1.02 × 10−5 cm2∕s from the Wilke−Chang equation in Chapter 3.

(a) Determine the minimum amount of adsorbent needed. (b) For

operation in the batch mode with twice the minimum amount of

adsorbent, determine the time to reduce TCE content to the desired

value. (c) For operation in the continuous mode using twice the mini-

mum amount of adsorbent, obtain the required residence time. (d) For

operation in the semi-continuous mode at a feed rate of 50 gpm and

for a liquid residence time equal to 1.5 times that computed in part (c),

determine the amount of activated carbon to give a reasonable vol%

solids in the tank and a run time of not less than 10 times the liquid

residence time.
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15.23. Comparison of slurry adsorption modes.
Repeat Exercise 15.22 for water containing 0.324 mg∕L of ben-

zene (B) and 0.630 mg∕L of m-xylene (X). Adsorption isotherms at

25∘C for these low concentrations are independent and given in the

same units as in Exercise 15.22 as

qB = 32 c0.428B (1)

qX = 125 c0.333X (2)

The SOC concentrations are to be reduced to 0.002 mg∕L each.

The molecular diffusivity for both benzene and m-xylene is

1.04 × 10-5 cm2∕s.
15.24. Comparison of slurry adsorption modes.

Repeat Exercise 15.22 for water containing 0.223 mg∕L chlo-

roform whose concentration is to be reduced to 0.010 mg∕L. The
adsorption isotherm at 25∘C is given by q = 10 c0.564 in the same

units as in Exercise 15.22. The molecular diffusivity for chloroform

at low concentrations is water is 1.13 × 10−5 cm2∕s.
15.25. Intraparticle diffusion resistance.

The volume-average adsorbate loading of a spherical particle is

given by (15-97). Show that a parabolic adsorbate loading profile

proposed by Liaw et al., [76], q = a0 + a1r + a2r
2, may be used to

obtain a transport-rate resistance term for intraparticle diffusion for

a thermodynamic driving force given by the difference between the

solute concentration on the particle at its outer surface (r = Rp) and
the volume-average adsorbate loading. Prove this by equating the rate

of accumulation of adsorbate within the particle to Fick’s first law for

diffusion into the particle evaluated at the particle outer surface.

15.26. MTZ concept.
Three fixed-bed adsorbers containing 10,000 lb of granules of

activated carbon (ρb = 30 lb∕ft3) each are to be used to treat 250 gpm
of water containing 4.6 mg∕L of 1,2-dichloroethane (D) to reduce

the concentration to less than 0.001 mg∕L. Each carbon bed has a

height equal to twice its diameter. Two beds are to be placed in series

so that when Bed 1 (the lead bed) becomes saturated with D at the

feed concentration, that bed is removed. Bed 2 (the trailing bed),

which is partially saturated at this point, depending upon the width of

the MTZ, becomes the lead bed, and previously idle Bed 3 takes the

place of Bed 2. While Bed 1 is off-line, its spent carbon is removed

and replaced with fresh carbon. The spent carbon is incinerated. The

equilibrium adsorption isotherm for D is given by q = 8 c0.57, where
q is in mg/g and c is in mg/L. Once the cycle is established, how

often must the carbon bed be replaced? What maximum MTZ width

allows saturated loading of the lead bed?

15.27. MTZ concept.
The fixed-bed adsorber arrangement of Exercise 15.26 is to be

used to treat 250 gpm of water containing 0.185 mg∕L of benzene (B)

and 0.583 mg∕L of m-xylene (X). However, because the two solutes

may have considerably different breakthrough times, more than two

operating beds in series may be needed. Adsorption isotherms are

given in Exercise 15.23, where q is in mg/g and c in mg/L. From

laboratory measurements, widths of the mass-transfer zones are esti-

mated to be MTZB = 2.5 ft and MTZX = 4.8 ft. Once the cycle is

established, how often must the carbon be replaced?

15.28. Comparison of models.
Air at 80∘F, 1 atm, 80% relative humidity, and a superficial

velocity of 100 ft∕minute passes through a 5-ft-high bed containing

2.8-mm-diameter spherical particles of silica gel (ρb = 39 lb∕ft3).
The adsorption-equilibrium isotherm for water vapor at 80∘F is

given by

qH2O
= 15.9pH2O

where q is in lb H2O∕lb gel and p is in atm. The overall mass-transfer

coefficient can be estimated from (15-100), using an effective diffu-

sivity of 0.05 cm2∕s, and with kc estimated from (15-65) using the

diffusivity of water vapor in air as 0.26 cm2∕s, the density of the gas
as 0.0727 lb∕ft3, and the gas viscosity as 1.75 x 10-5 kg∕m-s.

Using the approximate concentration-profile equations of

Klinkenberg, compute a set of breakthrough curves and determine

the time when the exiting-air humidity reaches 0.0009 lb H2O∕lb dry
air. Assume isothermal and isobaric operation. Compare the break-

through time with the time for the equilibrium model. At break-

through, what is the approximate width of the mass-transfer zone?

What is the average loading of the bed at breakthrough?

15.29. Treatment of wastewater by fixed-bed adsorption.
A train of four 55-gallon cannisters of activated carbon is to be

used to reduce the nitroglycerine (NG) content of 400 gph of waste-

water from 2,000 ppm by weight to less than 1 ppm. Each cannister

has a diameter of 2 ft and holds 200 lb activated carbon (ρb =
32 lb∕ ft3). Each cannister is also equipped with a liquid-flow dis-

tributor to promote plug flow through the bed. The effluent from the

first cannister is monitored so that when a 1-ppm threshold of NG is

reached, that cannister is removed from the train and a fresh cannister

is added to the end of the train. The spent carbon is mixed with coal

for use as a fuel in a coal-fired power plant at the process site. Using

the following pilot-plant data, estimate how many $700 cannisters

are needed each month and the monthly cost.

Pilot-plant data:
Tests with the 55-gallon cannister used in the commercial process:

water rate = 10 gpm; NG content in feed = 1,020 ppm by weight.

Breakthrough correlation:
tB = 3.90 L − 2.05, where tB = time, h, at breakthrough of the

1-ppm threshold and L = bed depth of carbon in ft.

15.30. Sizing of fixed-bed adsorption unit.
Air at a flow rate of 12,000 scfm (60∘F, 1 atm) containing

0.5 mol% ethyl acetate (EA) and no water vapor is to be treated with

activated carbon (C) (ρb = 30 lb∕ft3) with an equivalent particle

diameter of 0.011 ft in a fixed-bed adsorber to remove EA. Subse-

quently the EA is stripped from C by steam at 230∘F. Based on the

following data, determine the diameter and height of the carbon bed,

assuming adsorption at 100∘F and 1 atm and a time to breakthrough

of 8 h with a superficial gas velocity of 60 ft∕minute. If the bed

height-to-diameter ratio is unreasonable, what change in design basis

would you suggest?

Adsorption isotherm data (100∘F ) for EA:

pEA, atm q, lb EA/lb C pEA, atm q, lb EA/lb C

0.0002 0.125 0.0020 0.227

0.0005 0.164 0.0050 0.270

0.0010 0.195 0.0100 0.304

Breakthrough data at 100∘F and 1 atm for EA in air at a gas super-
ficial velocity of 60 ft/minute in a 1-ft dry bed:

Mole Fraction EA

in Effluent

Time,

Minutes

Mole Fraction EA

in Effluent

Time,

Minutes

0.00005 60 0.00100 95

0.00010 66 0.00250 120

0.00025 75 0.00475 160

0.00050 84
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15.31. Scale-up of laboratory data for fixed-bed adsorption.
A small laboratory fixed bed 10.16 cm in diameter and 16 cm in

length, containing 600 g of activated carbon (C), has been used to

adsorb n-butanol (B) from air containing 365 ppm of B. Measure-

ments of the effluent concentration in terms of cout∕cF as function of

time t are:

cout/cF 0.0019 0.003 0.008 0.018 0.04 0.07 0.15 0.24 0.66 0.81 0.94 1.00

t, hr 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 10 11 12 13

Other pertinent data are: entering superficial gas velocity, us =
58 cm∕s; T = 25∘C; P = 737 mm Hg; bed porosity, ε = 0.456;

average particle diameter, dp = 0.37 cm; and butanol MW =
74.12 g∕mol.

A cylindrical vessel with an inside diameter of 2 ft and a height of

5 ft is available to conduct the adsorption on an industrial scale. The

vessel can be packed with carbon to a 4 ft height. Plot the laboratory

data and determine: (a) the mass velocity of the gas as it enters the bed

in g gas/cm2-h, (b) the equilibrium loading of the carbon laboratory

bed in g B/g C, and (c) the fraction of the laboratory bed utilized in the

experiment if the breakthrough time is taken at cout∕cF = 0.05. For the

industrial application calculate: (d) the gas flow rate in kg/h for the

same entering superficial velocity used in the laboratory experiment,

(e) the fraction of the industrial bed that can be utilized; and (f) the

estimated breakthrough time in h.

15.32. Desorption of benzene.
In Examples 15.11 and 15.13, benzene is adsorbed from air at

70∘F in a 6-ft-high bed of silica gel and then stripped with air at

145∘F. If the bed height is changed to 30 ft, the following data are

obtained for breakthrough at 641 minutes for the adsorption step:

z, ft ϕ = c/cF ψ = q∕q∗
F z, ft ϕ = c/cF ψ = q∕q∗

F

15 1.000 1.000 23 0.722 0.701

16 0.999 0.999 24 0.599 0.575

17 0.997 0.997 25 0.468 0.444

18 0.992 0.990 26 0.343 0.321

19 0.978 0.975 27 0.235 0.217

20 0.951 0.944 28 0.150 0.137

21 0.901 0.890 29 0.090 0.081

22 0.825 0.808 30 0.050 0.044

If the bed is regenerated isothermally with pure air at 1 atm and

145∘F, and the desorption of benzene during the heat-up period is

neglected, determine the loading, q, profile at a time sufficient to

remove 90% of the benzene from the 30-ft bed if an interstitial pure

air velocity of 98.5 ft∕minute is used. Values of k and K at 145∘F are

given in Example 15.11.

Section 15.6

15.33. Simulated moving bed.
A dilute feed of 3-phenyl-1-propanol (A) and 2-phenyl ethanol

(B) in a 60∕40 wt% ratio methanol−water mixture is to be fed to a

four-section laboratory SMB to separate A from B. The feed rate

is 0.16 mL∕minute, with 0.091 g∕L of A and 0.115 g∕L of B. The

desorbent is the 60∕40 wt% methanol−water mixture. For this dilute

mixture of A and B and the adsorbent to be used, a linear adsorption

isotherm applies, with KA = 2.36 and KB = 1.40. Assume that nei-

ther methanol nor water adsorb. The external void fraction, εb, of the

adsorbent beds is 0.572. A switching time of 10 minutes is to be used.

Using the steady-state, local-composition TMB model for a perfect

separation of A from B with β = 1.15, estimate initial values for the

volumetric flow rates of the extract, raffinate, desorbent, and solid

particles. Convert the value of the recirculation rate for the TMB to

that for the SMB and compute the resulting volumetric-liquid flow

rates in each of the four sections.

15.34. Steady-State TMB.
In the steady-state TMB run of Example 15.15, results from appli-

cation of the steady-state, local-equilibrium TMB model in Example

15.14, were used with a β of 1.05 to establish flow rates of the raf-

finate, extract, makeup desorbent, recirculation, and solid particles

so as to approach a perfect separation between fructose and glucose.

While the separation was not perfect, it was reasonably good. What

results are achieved in Example 15.15 if the overall mass-transfer

coefficients approach infinity?

Section 15.7

15.35. Softening of hard water.
Repeat Example 15.17, except for a feed containing 400 ppm (by

weight) of CaCl2 and 50 ppm of NaCl.

Section 15.8

15.36. Equilibrium model for a chromatographic column.
An aqueous solution, buffered to a pH of 3.4 by sodium citrate and

containing 20 mol∕m3 each of glutamic acid, glycine, and valine, is

separated in a chromatographic column packed with Dowex 50W-X8

in the sodium form to a depth of 470 mm. The resin is 0.07 mm in

diameter and packs to a bed void fraction of 0.374. Equilibrium data

follow a linear law, as in Example 15.18, with the following dimen-

sionless constants determined by Takahashi and Goto [J. Chem. Eng.
Japan, 24, 121123 (1991)]:

Solute K

Glutamic acid 1.18

Glycine 1.74

Valine 2.64

The superficial solution velocity is 0.025 cm∕s. Using equilibrium

theory, what pulse duration achieves complete separation? What is

the time interval between elution and the second pulse?

15.37. Mass-transfer resistances in a chromatographic column.
Repeat Exercise 15.36 using Carta’s equation to account for mass

transfer with the following effective diffusivities:

Solute De, cm
2/s

Glutamic acid 1.94 × 10−7

Glycine 4.07 × 10−7

Valine 3.58 × 10−7

Assume kc = 1.5 × 10−3 cm∕s. Establish a cycle of feed pulses and

elution periods that will give the desired separation.
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Answers to Selected Exercises

Chapter 1
1.6 2,750 kPa

1.11(b) 80.8%
1.12(b) 96.08%
1.15(b) 98.8%

Chapter 2
2.3(b) 0.00257

2.7 427 kg∕m3

2.16 2,060 kJ∕h
2.17 924,000 Btu∕h
2.18(e) 3.05%
2.19(b) 4,883,000 Btu∕h

Chapter 3
3.2 991 lb/day

3.4(a) 2,260 h

3.8(a) 1.91 × 10−7 mol∕s-cm2

3.14 0.218 cm

3.17 2.1 × 10−5 cm2∕s
3.20(c) 169,500 h

3.24 4.4 cm

3.26(a) 2.54 × 10−6 kmol∕s-m2

3.27 3.73 m

3.28(d) 380 s

3.30 3.44 × 10−5 kmol∕s-m2

3.33(b) 4.08 s

3.35(b) 1.24 × 10−4 mol∕s-cm2-atm

Chapter 4
4.1(c) 4C + 10

4.3(d) C + 3

4.11 4

4.12(b) 196 kJ∕kg of feed

4.27 126 psia

4.31 211∘F
4.37(c) 65% of nC8

4.39(a) –61∘F
4.48(a) 4.4 kg, (b) 504 kg

4.58 99.96%
4.60 97.73%

Chapter 5
5.3(c) 85.5%
5.4(e) 13.1 g

5.5(b) 74.3%, (e) 100%
5.6(d) 1,748 kg

5.9(b) 7,169 kg∕h
5.10(b) 2,766 kg∕h
5.13 Need 5 more specs

5.19 Need 5 more specs

5.21 ND = 19

5.23(c) 2(N + M) + C + 16

5.25(c) 2(N + M) + C + 15

Chapter 6
6.7(a) 1.74

6.9(b) 9 to 10 stages

6.12 165 lbmol∕h
6.16 0.005 ppm DCA

6.23(b) 375,000 gpm

6.25 3.56 ft

6.28 1.15 m

6.30(b) 6.0 ft

Chapter 7
7.9(a) 90.4%, (c) 8
7.13(b) 10 + reboiler

7.14 0.90 and 0.28 for benzene

7.15(b) 43.16 kmol∕h
7.21 8 + reboiler

7.23 20 stages + reboiler, feed at 17 from top

7.25 63.49 kmol

7.27 9 to 10 trays + reboiler

7.29(d) 26 plates + reboiler

7.31(b) 4 + reboiler

7.33(c) 8

7.35 32 + reboiler, feeds at 17 and 27 from the top

7.40(c) 55.9%
7.46(a) 14.7 and 21.2 ft

Chapter 8
8.11(a) 233 kg∕h, (b) 5
8.13 2.5 stages

8.15 5 stages

8.17 5 stages

8.23(b) 64 kg∕h, (c) 142,000 kg∕h
8.26 139,000 lb∕h
8.28(a) 0.32 mm, (c) 1,234 ft2∕ft3
8.30(a) 81 rpm, (b) 5.6 Hp, (c) 0.53 mm, (d) 2,080 ft2∕ft3,
(e) 0.202 ft∕h, (f) 26.3

Chapter 9
9.4 28.3 stages

9.5(a) 7.1, (b) 5.3, (c) 2.3
9.7 8.4 stages

9.11 272.8 kmol/h reflux rate

9.17(c) 1.175, (e) 6 or 7 from top

Chapter 10
10.4 0.3674, 0.2939, 0.1917

10.5 –16.67, –33.333, –33.333, –33.333, –33.333
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10.7(a) 1.0, 4.0

10.8(a) 0.2994, 0.9030

10.10 x1 = –2.62161, x2 = 3.72971

10.16 Stage 8 or 9

10.18 Reb. duty = 1,014,000 Btu/h

10.20 Cond. duty = 1,002,600 Btu/h

10.22 Reb. duty = 3,495,000 Btu/h

10.28 14.00

10.35 Reb. duty = 4,470,000 Btu/h

10.37 5 to 6 stages

Chapter 11
11.9 57 stages, 70 mol∕s solvent, 7 ft diam.

for extractive colm.

11.16 100 stages, 115 kmol∕h methanol, R = 10

Chapter 12
12.17(a) 15, (b) 20 trays

12.18(a) 24, feed to stage 20 from the condenser

12.19 23 m above, 4 m below

Chapter 13
13.1(b) 29.9 wt% distilled

13.3 57.9 moles

13.7 2.14 h

13.9 0, 0.571 isopropanol

13.10 35 lbmol

13.11 0.548 kmol distilled

13.13(a) 9 stages

13.15(a) 7.28 h

13.16(a) 4.60 h

13.25(a) 22.8 h, (b) 50.6 lbmol

13.28 26, 8, 26, 40 kmol

13.29 26.6, 48.4, 25 kmol

Chapter 14
14.3 48,800 m2, 281 kmol∕h
14.5 2 mm

14.7 41,700 m3∕m2-day

14.11 Case 1 195 m2∕stage, permeate = 60 lbmol∕h
14.16 545 m2, 65% recovery

14.18 73 amp∕m2, 25.6 amp

14.20 75% recovery for Des. 2

14.23 548,000 ft2

14.25 197,000 ft2 for crossflow

14.28 EtOH permeance = 4.62 × 10−5 kmol∕h-m2-mm Hg

Chapter 15
15.1(a) 0.369 cm3∕g, (b) 2.5 g∕cm3, 47.6 angstroms

15.3(b) 0.87

15.4 52.1 m2∕g
15.5 5.35 meq∕g
15.14(b) 0.15

15.16 4,170 kg dry resin

15.17 0.0741 m∕s and 170.1 J∕m2-s-K

15.20 0.0054 cm2∕s
15.22(a) 0.66 g∕L, (b) 12.2 h

15.23(c) 1,845 h

15.26 13.8 days

15.27 279 days

15.28 679 min ideal, 451 min actual, 2.6 ft

15.29 84 cannisters

15.41 660 s, 1,732 s
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A
Absorption (absorber), 6, 8, 137

applications, 139

chemical (reactive), 180–182

design considerations, 143–144

equipment, 138–143

graphical design method, 144–148

industrial example, 137–138

Kremser method, 148–151

rigorous equilibrium-based methods,

284–297

rigorous rate-based methods,

368–380

stage (plate, tray) efficiency, 154–160

Absorption factor, 149

Acentric factor, 23

Activity, 17–18

Activity coefficient, 17–18

Activity coefficient models, 30

binary interaction parameters, 29

NRTL, 30, 32–33, 137

UNIFAC, 30, 34–35, 137

UNIQUAC, 30, 33–34, 137

Wilson, 30–32

Adiabatic flash, 96

Adsorbate loading, 483

Adsorbents, 455, 457–458

activated alumina, 455, 457

activated carbon, 455, 457

molecular-sieve carbon, 455–458

molecular-sieve zeolites, 455,

457–458

polymeric, 455, 458

silica gel, 455, 457

Adsorbent properties, 453–456

BET equation, 455–456

pores, 454–456

porosity, 454–456

specific pore volume, 455

specific surface area, 454–456

Adsorption (adsorber), 7, 451–458,

462–467, 470–502

applications, 454

bulk separation, 452

chemisorption, 454–455, 464

countercurrent, 476–478

displacement purge, 476–477

equipment, 475–478

fixed-bed, 476, 482–487

fluidized-bed, 476–478

gas, 105, 452–453, 462–470

industrial example, 453

kinetics, 464, 493

liquid, 103, 466–467

monomolecular, 454–455, 464

moving-bed (simulated), 476, 478,

494–500

multimolecular, 454–455, 462

physical, 454–455, 462, 465, 471

pressure-swing, 16, 476–477,

492–494

regeneration, 471, 476–477, 483,

488–490, 493–494

scale-up, 487–488

simulated moving-bed, 476, 478,

494–500

slurry, 475–476, 479–481

thermal-swing, 476–477, 488–491

transport, 470–474

external, 471–473

internal, 473–474

true moving bed (TMB), 494–495

local-equilibrium model, 496, 502

triangle method, 497–498

vacuum-swing, 476–477, 492

Adsorption equilibrium, 103, 461–467

constant-selectivity, 467, 496, 498

extended isotherms, 466

Freundlich isotherm, 463–465

Henry’s law (linear isotherm), 462,

496

isotherms of concentration change,

466–467

Langmuir isotherm, 464–465

Toth, 464

UNILAN, 464

Agitated columns for extraction,

235–238

axial dispersion, 235

design, 239–243

superficial velocities in, 258–259

Amagat’s law, 30

Analogies, 68–72

Chilton-Colburn, 70

Churchill-Zajic, 71–72

Friend-Metzner, 70–71

Prandtl, 70

Reynolds, 69–70

Anion, 432–433, 468

Anode, 432–433

Antoine equation, extended, 21

Availability, 37–39

Axial dispersion (backmixing), 235

Azeotropes, 31–32, 123

estimating all, 326

heterogeneous, 93

homogeneous, 93

maximum-boiling, 31–32, 92

minimum-boiling, 31–32, 92

ternary, 328

Azeotropic distillation, 320, 334,

339–351

B
Balances

availability (exergy), 37–39

energy, 38

entropy, 38

material (mole or mass), 9

Batch distillation, 385–403

advantages of, 466

constant distillate composition,

470–471

constant reflux, 469–470

complex, 471–472

differential, 466–471

holdup, effect of, 472

rigorous model, 474–476

Rayleigh, 466–468

stripping, 471–472

Barrer unit, 413–414

Billet-Shultes correlations

holdup, 169–170

mass transfer, 177–179

Binodal curve, 244

Blasius equation, 64

Block-flow diagram, 2

Boilup, 6, 122, 197

Boilup ratio, 195, 197

Bubble cap, 139–141

Bubble-cap columns, 141

Bubble point, 90, 97

Bubble-point (BP) method, 286,

294–295

Bulk-flow in mass transfer, 47, 49

C
Carman-Kozeny (Kozeny-Carman)

equation, 417

Carrier, 231

521
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Cascades, 118–125

cocurrent, 119
countercurrent, 120

crosscurrent, 119–120

liquid–liquid, 119–121

membrane, 123–124

single-section, 119–121
two-section, 121–123

vapor-liquid, 121–123

Case

design, 127

simulation, 127
Catalytic distillation, 420

Cathode, 432–433

Cation, 432–433, 468

Chemical potential, 16, 18

Chromatography, 451–452, 460–461,
475, 478–479, 503–506

applications, 454

bonded phase, 460

equilibria, 470

equilibrium-based model, 505–504

equilibrium wave pulse theory, 505
equipment, 478–479

gas, 460–461

high-performance liquid, 460–461

liquid, 460–461

mobile phase, 460
rate-based model, 506

stationary phase, 452–453, 460, 470

Chilton-Colburn analogy, 70

j-factors, 68
Churchill-Zajic analogy, 71–72
Cloud-point titration, 99

Co-ion, 432–433

Components

distribution of, 271–272, 278–279

key, 9, 345–346
recovery of, 9

Composition, measures of, 11

mass ratio, 98

molality, 11

molarity, 11

mole %, 11
mole ratio, 105

normality, 11

ppb, 11

ppm, 11

volume %, 11
weight %, 11

Compressibility factor, 23

Concentration polarization, 428–430,

433, 437

Condenser, 172
duty, 206

type, selection of, 204

Continuity equation, 162

Continuous phase, 233

Convergence pressure, 25

Corresponding states, law of, 23

Counter ion, 519

Critical solution temperature, 243

D
Dalton’s law, 17, 146

Darcy’s law, 503

Decanter, 234

Degrees of freedom analysis, 88, 94,

125–132

elements, 126, 128

separation cascades, 127, 129–130

rigorous models, for, 289–290

stream variables, 126

Density, liquid

Rackett equation, 21

Derived thermodynamic properties,

25–27

Design variables, 126

Desublimation, 106

Dew point, 90, 97

Dialysis, 7, 430–431

applications, 409

Diabatic stages, 122

Diffusion, 46–50, 102

anisotropic materials, in, 47

eddy (turbulent), 46–47, 69

equimolar counterdiffusion (EMD),

48

Fick’s first law, 47

Fick’s second law, 59

Knudsen, 57, 417, 419, 439

forced, 46

ordinary (concentration), 46

pressure, 46

thermal, 46

multicomponent, 371

mutual, 47

pores, in, 57, 418–419, 454–456

restrictive, 464

steady-state, 47–51

surface, 57, 471, 474

unimolecular diffusion (UMD),

49–50

unsteady state, 58–59

velocities, 48

Diffusivity (diffusion coefficient),

51–58

binary, 51

effective, in porous solid, 57,

418–419, 474

Fuller-Schettler-Giddings equation,

51–52

gas mixture, 51–53

Hayduk-Minhas equation, 54

high pressure,52

mass, 61
momentum, 61

Nernst-Haskell equation, 56

restrictive factor, 418, 464

self, 51

Stokes-Einstein equation, 53
tortuosity, 57, 417–418, 474

Vignes equation, 55

Wilke-Chang equation, 53

Dimensionless groups in transport, 68

Eotvos number, 258
Froude number, 254

Nusselt number, 62, 68

Peclet number, 61, 68

Peclet number for mass transfer,

61, 68
Power number, 253

Prandtl number, 61, 68

Reynolds number, 61, 68, 170, 179

Schmidt number, 61, 68, 190

Sherwood number, 62, 68

Stanton number, 68, 69
Stanton number for mass transfer,

68, 70

Weber number, 256

Discontinuous (dispersed) phase, 233

Distillation, 5, 8, 11, 171–176
azeotropic, 320, 339–351

batch, 385–403

binary, 385–390

multicomponent, 391–401

binary, 191–219, 466–472
applications, 192–193

industrial example, 191–193

McCabe-Thiele method, 193–208

packed column design, 216–219

HETP method, 217
HTU method, 217–219

design considerations, 193

efficiency, stage (plate), 208–215

Drickamer-Bradford correlation,

209

flow patterns, effect, 369, 371, 375
liquid flow-path length, 155, 160,

210
Lockhart-Leggett correlation,

209–210

Murphree, 157–160
vapor efficiency, 158–160

vapor-point efficiency, 158

O’Connell correlation, 154–155,

209–210

operating pressure, 203–204
overall, 154, 209–210

performance data, 154–155, 208

scale-up, 160, 215
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Syeda et al. method, 210–214
Vennavelli et al. method, 211–214

enhanced, 320
extractive, 320, 332–334
heterogeneous azeotropic, 320,

339–342
homogeneous, azeotropic, 320,

343–347
multicomponent
approximate methods, 171–176,

267
batch, 391–401

distribution of nonkey components,
278–279

feed-stage location, 277–278

Fenske-Underwood-Gilliland
(FUG) method, 267–280

Gilliland correlation for stages and
reflux, 276–277

key components, selection of,

267–269
Kirkbride equation for feed-stage

location, 276–277
minimum reflux ratio by
Underwood equations, 273–276

minimum stages by Fenske
equation, 270–272

operating pressure, selection of,
269–270

pinch points, 273

rigorous methods,
Amundson-Pontinen method, 286

Boston-Sullivan method, 286,
304–309

Bubble-point (BP) method, 286,

294–295
Burningham-Otto method, 286,

295
convergence criteria, 290, 295

equation tearing, 286, 291
equilibrium-stage model,
284–286

Fredenslund-Gmehling-Rasmussen
method, 297

Friday-Smith analysis, 286,
294–295

Goldstein-Stanfield method, 297

Inside-out method, 304–308
Lewis-Matheson method, 286

MESH equations, 285–287,
290–291, 295, 297, 304

Naphtali-Sandholm method,

297–300
Newton-Raphson method, 286,

291, 293, 295, 298
Simultaneous-correction method,
297–300

Sum-rates (SR) method, 286–287,

294–295

Theta method of Holland et al.,

286

Thiele-Geddes method, 286

Thomas algorithm, 291–292

tridiagonal matrix algorithm, 284,

291–292

Wang-Henke (BP) method, 286,

294–295

phase contacting methods, 5

pressure-swing, 320, 337–338

product-composition region, feasible,

330–332

rate-based model, 368–380

Krishna, et al., 369–370,

373–375

Taylor, et al., 369, 373–375

reactive, 320, 352–353

Chang-Seader method, 353

residue curve, 323–324

residue curve map, 323–324,

326–330

salt, 320, 335–337

sequences,

direct, 322–323

indirect, 322–323

Distillation boundary, 323, 326, 328,

330

Distillation curve, 322, 329

Distillation curve map, 329

Distribution ratio (coefficient), 32, 98,

241

Donnan effect (exclusion), 432

Dortmund Data Bank (DDB)

software package (DDBST),

16, 31, 34

Downcomer, 160–162

flooding, 161

Drag coefficient, 68

E
Eddy diffusivities, 46–47

Efficiency, stage

Murphree tray, 157–160

Overall of Lewis, 154, 449

Electrodialysis, 432–434

applications, 409

Electrolysis, 432–434

Electrolyte solution models, 36

Energy balance, 38
Energy-separating agent (ESA), 4

Enhanced Distillation, 320–357

Enhancement factor, 182

Enthalpy

ideal gas, 20

liquid, 20

nonideal gas, 26

of vaporization, 21, 26
Entrainer, 320, 339

Entrainment, 196

flooding, 161–162

Entropy

balance, 37–38
ideal gas, 20

irreversible increase in,38

liquid, 20, 26

nonideal gas, 26

production, 38
Eotvos number, 258

Equation-of-state (EOS), 23

formulation of K-value, 18

Equation-of-state models, 23–27

Benedict-Webb-Rubin (BWR), 24
GC-EOS (Skjold-Jorgensen), 362

generalized, 24

ideal-gas law, 24

Lee-Kessler-Plöcker (LKP), 24

mixing rules, 24

Peng-Robinson (PR), 24–25
Redlich-Kwong (RK), 24–25

Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRK),

24–25

Equation tearing, 286, 291

Equilibrium, thermodynamic,
chemical (reaction), 87

physical (phase), 16–19, 87

Equilibrium curve, 91

Equilibrium stage, 4

Equipment
absorption, 138–143

adsorption, 475–478

distillation, 196–200

liquid–liquid extraction, 233–240

membranes, 414–416
stripping, 144, 146, 148–200

Ergun equation, 417

Euler method, 393

Exergy, 37–38

Excess thermodynamic functions,

28, 34
Extensive variables, 93–94,

125–126

Extraction (extractor), 6

liquid–liquid, 6, 8, 231–259

solvent, 231, 240–242
ternary, 231

supercritical-fluid, 357, 359

Extraction factor, 165

Extractive distillation, 320, 332, 334

applications, 332
solvent, 320

Extract phase, 241

Extract reflux, 251–252
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F
F-factor, 176
Fanning friction factor, 64, 68, 70–71

Faraday’s law, 433–434

Feasible product composition region,
322–323, 330–332

Feed-stage location

Fenske equation, 270–272
Kirkbride equation, 276–277

McCabe-Thiele method, 198–199

optimal, 2071

Fenske equation, 270–272
Fenske-Underwood-Gilliland method,

267–280

Fick’s law, 47, 504–509, 529–530
Film theory

film theory of Nernst, 73–74

penetration theory, 74
surface-renewal theory, 75

Film thickness, 76

Fixed-bed adsorption (Percolation), 476,

482–487
breakthrough, 482–483

constant-pattern front, 487

favorable adsorption isotherm,
486–487

ideal (local) equilibrium, 483

Klinkenberg approximations, 484
linear driving force (LDF), 484, 506

mass-transfer zone (MTZ), 483, 488

stoichiometric front, 482–483

Flash calculations, 93–97
adiabatic, 96

isothermal, 94–96

non-adiabatic, 96
percent vaporization, 96

two-phase, 93–97

three-phase, 107–108
Flash drum, 216

Flash vaporization, 4, 93–97

adiabatic, 96

isothermal, 94–96
Flooding, 198, 215–218

packed column, 173–175

Strigle correlation, 173–174
Kister-Gill correlation, 173–174

plate column

downcomer, 161–162
entrainment, 161–163

Fair correlation, 162

Free-energy models, 29–34

Freundlich adsorption isotherm,
463–465

Friction factor, 64, 68

Fanning, 64, 68, 70–71
Friday-Smith analysis, 286, 294–295

Friend-Metzner analogy, 70–71

Froude number, 170, 179, 327

FUG method, 267–280

Fugacity, 17–18, 148

partial, 18

Fugacity coefficient, 17–18

partial, 18l

G
Gamma-phi formulation of K-value, 18

Gas absorption, 104

Gas-liquid system, 104

Gas permeation, 7, 421–428, 438–440

applications, 409

Gas-solid system, 105–107

Gaussian elimination, 368

Gibbs free-energy

models, 29–34

NRTL, 30, 32–33

UNIQUAC, 30, 33–34

Wilson, 30–32

Gibbs’ phase rule, 88–89

Gilliland correlation, 276–267

Glass-transition temperature, 411

Glassy polymers, 411

Graesser raining-bucket contactor,

238

Group methods, 148

Kremser method, 148–150

H
Half reaction, 432

Hayduk-Minhas equation, 54

Heat-transfer coefficient, 61–62

Heavy key, 9, 117, 172

Henry’s law, 19, 73, 76, 105, 206

Heterogeneous azeotrope, 93

Heterogeneous azeotropic distillation,

320, 343–347

HETP (HETS), 154, 164, 167,

175–176, 258–259

Holdup

packed columns, liquid–liquid, 254

packed columns, vapor-liquid,

169–170

Hollow-fiber membrane module,

414–416

Homogeneous azeotrope, 93

Homogeneous azeotropic distillation,

320, 339–342

HTU, 166–167, 175, 217–218

Hunter-Nash extraction method,

243–250

Hybrid systems, 161, 170, 175–176,

528

Hydraulic diameter, 179

Hydrogen bonds, 27–28

Hydrotrope, 337

I
Ideal-gas properties, 18, 20

Ideal K-value, 18–19

Ideal mixtures, 20

Ideal solutions, 17–20

Impellers, 233–234

Industrial Examples

absorption, 137–138

adsorption, 453

binary distillation, 191–193

liquid–liquid extraction, 231–232

membrane separation, 409–410

Inside-out method, 304–308

MESH equations, 305

Intensive variables, 88, 94, 125–126

Interfacial tension force, 235, 239, 243

Ion exchange, 451, 454, 458–459,

468–469, 502–503

applications, 454

equilibria, 468–469

equipment, 478–479

Ion exchanger, 451–452, 458–459

Isothermal flash, 94–96

J
Jacobian matrix, 298

j-factors of Chilton and Colburn, 68

K
Karr reciprocating-plate column, 238

Key components in distillation,

9, 345–346

Kinetic energy ratio (of Sherwood),

162, 173

Kirkbride equation, 276–277

Knudsen diffusion, 57, 417, 419, 439

Kremser group method, 148–150,

356–359

absorption, 148–150

equation, 149

plot, 150

stripping, 149, 356–357

K-values, 17–19

expressions (forms)

activity coefficient, 18, 29–34

electrolyte solution models, 36

equation-of-state, 18, 23–27

Henry’s law, 19, 144–145, 206

ideal, 18–19

modified Raoult’s law, 19

polymer solution models, 39

Poynting correction, 19

PSRK model, 35

Raoult’s law, 18–19, 206

solubility-based, 19

selection of a model, 37

Kuhni extraction column, 237–238
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L
Langmuir adsorption isotherm,

464–465

Lee-Kessler-Plöcker method, 24

Light key, 9, 117

Liquid adsorption, 103

Liquid-liquid equilibrium coefficient,

18–19

Liquid–liquid equilibrium stage, 98,

102

multicomponent system, 101–102

ternary system, 98–101

Liquid–liquid extraction, 6, 8,

165–167, 231

applications, 233

design considerations, 239–-243

equipment, 233–238

advantages and disadvantages, 239

HETS, 258–259

maximum loading, 238–239,

258–259

maximum size, 239

scale-up, 252

selection of, 238–240

graphical design methods

Hunter-Nash method, 243–250

minimum and maximum solvent

rate, 247–248

operating points and lines,

344–247

right-triangle method, 250–251

industrial example, 231–232

preferred to distillation, when, 233

reflux, extract and raffinate, 251–252

rigorous design methods, 309–310

isothermal sum-rates method,

309–310

ternary, 243–251

Liquid-liquid miscibility boundaries,

98–100, 244

Liquid-solid equilibrium, 102, 103

Loading of adsorbate in adsorbent,

483–484

Loading point in packed columns,

169

Local composition concept, 30–31

Longitudinal mixing (dispersion), 159,

300, 334–337

Lost work, 37–38

M
McCabe-Thiele method for binary

distillation, 193–208

boilup, 6, 122, 197

condenser duty, 206

condenser type, 204

constant molar overflow assumption,

196
equilibrium curve, 196

equilibrium stages, number of,

199–200

feed line (q-line), 198–199
feed preheat, 207
feed-stage location, 198–199

heavy key, 193–194

light key, 193–194

minimum number of stages, 200–201

minimum reflux ratio, 201
multiple feeds, 226

Murphree efficiency, use of, 225

open steam, 226

operating lines, 196–197

perfect separation, 201
reboiler duty, 206

reboiler type, 206

reflux, subcooled, 207–208

reflux ratio, 196

sidestreams, 227

Marangoni interface effect, 76, 309, 330
Mass-mean diameter, 652

Mass-separating agent (MSA), 6

Mass transfer, 7, 46–47, 60–62

adsorption, in, 568–572

boundary layer, 64–66
bulk-flow effect, 46–47, 49

coefficient, 62

extraction, for, 255–258

individual, 62, 78, 158, 176

membranes, in, 416–424
overall, 76–78, 107–111,

157–158

volumetric, 166, 175–176, 220

driving forces, 78

droplet (particle), for,
external, 255–258, 568–570

internal, 255–258, 571–572

fluid-fluid interface, at

film theory of Nernst, 73–74

penetration theory of Higbe, 74

surface renewal theory of
Danckwerts, 75

fully developed flow, in, 65–66

interfacial area, 371–372, 375

laminar flow, 60–67

boundary layer on a flat plate,
64–65

falling liquid film, 60–64

fully developed flow in a tube,

65–67

entry region, 66
Graetz solution 66

Hagen-Poiseuille equation 66

Leveque solution, 68

large driving force, case of, 79–80

liquid-liquid extraction columns,
234–240

Marangoni effect, 76

mechanisms, 46

membranes, in, 416–429

multicomponent, 372–373
bootstrap problem, 374

Maxwell-Stefan equations, 373

packed bed, 140, 164, 216–217, 235

particle, for

external, 330–331, 568–570
internal, 330–331, 571–572

penetration depth, 59
rate, 68

turbulent flow, in, 68–72

Chilton-Colburn analogy, 70
Churchill-Zajic analogy, 71–72

Friend-Metzner analogy, 70–71

Reynolds analogy, 69–70

two-film theory of Whitman, 76–78,

237–238

Material balance, 9
Maximum-boiling azeotropes, 31–32,

92

Melting temperature, polymer, 411

Membrane cascades, 123–124,

426–428
Membrane materials, 410–413

asymmetric, 413–414

carbon, 413

caulked asymmetric, 413

ceramics, 413
inorganic, 413

metals, 413

polymers, 410–413

amorphous, 411

crystalline, 411–412
melting temperature, 411

degree of polymerization, 411

glassy, 411–412

glass-transition temperature,

411–412

permselective layer (skin), 413,
416

repeat units, 411

rubbery, 411–412

thermoplastic, 411

thermosetting, 411
thin-layer composite, 498–499

transport in, 502–509

Membrane modules, 414–416

flow patterns in, 424–426

cocurrent flow, 424–426
countercurrent flow, 424–426

crossflow, 424–426

perfect mixing, 424–426
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Membrane modules, (continued)
hollow-fiber, 414–416

monolithic, 414–416

plate-and-frame, 414–416

spiral-wound, 414–416

tubular, 414–416

Membrane separations, 7, 408–444

applications, 409

cut, 423

dialysis, 7, 430–431

electrodialysis, 432–434

gas permeation, 7, 421–428,

438–440

industrial example, 409–410

osmosis, 434

pervaporation, 7, 441–444

reverse osmosis, 7, 434–437

Membranes, transport in, 416–423

bulk flow, 417

external resistances, 428–429

gas diffusion, 419

ideal separation factor, 422–423

Knudsen diffusion, 417, 419, 439

liquid diffusion, 418

restricted (hindered) diffusion, 418

separation factor, 422

sieving (size exclusion), 417–418

solution-diffusion, 82, 421–423

MESH equations, 285–287, 290–291,

295, 297, 304

Method of lines (MOL), 490, 506

Minimum-boiling azeotrope, 31–32, 92

Minimum number of equilibrium stages,

200–201, 347–348

Minimum reflux ratio, 201–202,

349–353

Minimum work of separation, 38

Mixer-settlers, 233–234, 252–258

design and scale-up, 252–258

drop size, 256–257

flat-blade turbine, use of, 233–234,

253

interfacial area, 256–257

mass transfer, 255–258

minimum impeller rate of rotation,

254

Murphree dispersed-phase efficiency,

255–258

power consumption, 253–254

mixing rules, 24–25, 361–362

Wong-Sandler,362

Models, 138

equilibrium-based, 138

rate-based, 138, 368–380

rigorous,

Molecular-sieve carbon, 455, 457

Molecular-sieve zeolites, 455–458

Molecules, classification of, 28

Momentum diffusivity, 68

Moving-bed adsorber, 476, 478,

494–500

Multiple solutions (multiplicity), 347

Murphree efficiencies, 157–159, 255

extraction, 255

Gerster et al. flow integration, 159

Lewis flow integration, 158

N
Nernst-Haskell equation, 56

Newton-Raphson method, 286, 291,

293, 295, 298

Newton’s law of cooling, 61, 569

Nodes, 326

saddle, 326

stable, 325

unstable, 325

Nonideal liquid solutions, 27–29

Nonkey components in distillation,

272

NRTL equation, 32–33, 55–56

NTU, 167–168, 336–337

Number of transfer units (NTU),

167–168

Nusselt number, 62, 68, 568–570

O
Occlusion, 139

ODEPACK, 491

Oldershaw column, 160

Oldshue-Rushton column, 236

Operating lines

Hunter-Nash method, 245–247

McCabe-Thiele method, 196–197

Optimal control of batch distillation,

401–403

slop (intermediate) cuts, 387, 400

variation of reflux ratio, 389–390

Osmosis,434

Osmotic pressure, 435–435

P
Packed column (tower), 164–180,

235

diameter, 175

distributor, 140–141

F-factor, 176
flooding, 173–175

height, 164

HETP (HETS), 164, 166–168,

175–176

HTU, 166–167, 175–179

liquid holdup, 169–170

loading, 169–170

preloading, 170

mass transfer, 175–179, 568–570

Billet-Schultes correlations,
177–179

NTU, 166–168

packings, 141–143, 171–172

pressure drop, 173–174

rate-based method, 164–179
redistributor, 141

Packings, 141–142, 1781–172

random (dumped), 141–142

characteristics, 171–172

structured (arranged, ordered),
142–143

characteristics, 172

Parachor, 54–55
Partial condensation, 4

Partial vaporization, 4
Particle density, 454–456

Particle porosity, 454–456

Partition coefficient, 17

Patched solutions, 63, 67

Peclet number for heat transfer, 61, 68

Peclet number for mass transfer, 61, 68,
213–214, 336

Penetration theory of Higbe, 74

Peng-Robinson (PR) equation, 24–25

binary interaction coefficient, 25

Perforated trays, 139, 141
Permeability, 498, 507–509, 526

Permeance, 498

Permeate, 7, 493

Pervaporation, 7, 441–444

applications, 409
Phase equilibria, 16–19, 88, 94, 102,

107

gas-liquid, 104

gas-solid, 105–107

liquid-liquid, 19, 58, 97–102
solid-liquid, 19, 138–144

thermodynamic quantities, 18

vapor-liquid, 17–20, 88–97

Phase equilibrium ratio (K-value),

16–17

Phase splitting, 30, 33
Pinch points in distillation, 273

Plait point, 100, 244

Podbielniak centrifugal extractor, 238

Poynting-correction, 19

Polymer membranes, 410–413
dense (nonporous), 412–413

macroporous, 416

microporous, 416, 419

Polymer solution models, 36

Pore-size distribution, 456
Power number, 253

Prandtl analogy, 69

Prandtl number, 61, 68
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Predictive models

Predictive Peng-Robinson UNIFAC,

36

PSRK, 35

UNIFAC, 34–35

VTPR, 36

Pressure, operating, 203–204, 347

Pressure drop

packed column, 169–175

trayed tower, 164

Pressure-swing adsorption (PSA), 16,

476–477, 492–494

Pressure-swing distillation, 401,

419–420

Process, chemical, 4

auxiliary operations, 1

batch, 1

continuous, 1

key operations, 1

semicontinuous, 1

Process-flow diagram, 2

Processes, industrial chemical, 1–3

Process simulators, 1

Product composition region, feasible,

330–332

PSRK model for K-values, 35

Pumparounds, 287

Q
q−line, 91, 198–199

R
Rachford-Rice method, 94–96

Rackett liquid-density equation, 21

Raffinate phase, 6, 241

Random-walk motion, 47

Raoult’s law, 18–19, 122–123, 148, 206

deviations from, 28

modified, 19, 123, 128, 194, 206

Rate-based model, 164, 216, 368–380

mass and heat transfer, 369

packed column method, 164–179,

216–219, 376

plate column method, 375

RDC (rotating disk column), 237

Reactive distillation, 320, 352–353

Reboiler

duty, 206

selection of, 206

Rectifying section, 196–197

Recycle technique, 6

Redlich-Kwong (RK) equation, 24–25,

42–46

Reduced conditions, 23

Reference (datum) state

component, 23

elemental, 23

Reflux, 6, 194–195

extract, 251–252

ratio, 196

minimum, 201, 202, 349–352

optimal, 207

Reflux drum, 216

Rejection, 435, 437

Relative selectivity, 18

Relative volatility, 18, 90–92

Residence-time distribution, 75

Residue curve, 323–324

Residue curve map, 323–324, 326–330

nodes, 407

saddle, 407

stable, 406

unstable, 406

Resins, ion exchange, 458, 475

Retentate, 7, 493

Reverse osmosis, 7, 434–438

applications, 409

Reynolds analogy, 69–70

Reynolds number, 61, 68, 170, 179, 253,

257

Rigorous equilibrium-stage models

Aspen Plus, 287

CHEMCAD, 287–289

ChemSep, 289

steps, 296

initialization, 296

iteration, 296

damping and acceleration, 296

convergence, 296

Rotating-disk column, 237

RTL (Graesser raining-bucket

contactor), 238

Rubbery polymers, 439–440

S
Salt distillation, 320, 335–337

Salting in and salting out, 336

Salt passage, 437

Saturated liquid, 90

Saturated vapor, 90

Sauter mean diameter, 256, 652

Scale-up, 215

Scheibel columns, 236

Schmidt number, 61, 68, 240, 331

Second-law analysis, 37–39

Second-law efficiency, 38–39

Separation methods, 4–8

barrier, 7

force field or gradient, 7

general, 4

phase addition, 6–7

phase creation, 4–6

Separations, 1

cost as a function of concentration, 8

feasible, 8

industrial methods, 1–3
influencing factors, 21

Influencing properties, 4

parallel units, need for, 8

specifications for, 125–127

staging, ease of, 8
technological maturity, 8

use maturity, 8

Separation sequences, 11

Separation specifications, 9

component recoveries, 9
product purities, 9

Separation techniques, 3

phase creation, 4

phase addition, 6

barrier,7
external fields,7

Settler (decanter), 233–234, 252

Sherwood number, 62–68

average, 63, 65

extraction, 257

local, 65–66
packed beds, 472–473

single particle, 471–472

Sieve-tray columns, 138–141, 235
flow regimes, 138–140

Silica gel, 455, 457
Simulated moving-bed adsorber, 476,

478, 494–500

Simultaneous-correction method,

297–300

Single-section cascade, 118–119
Single-stage equilibrium, 94

Slop (intermediate) cuts, 387, 400

Slurry adsorption (contact filtration),

475–476, 479–481

batch mode, 578
continuous mode, 578

semicontinuous mode, 578–579

Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRK) equation,

24–25

Solute, 137, 231

Solution-diffusion, 416, 420–423
Solutropy, 136, 244

Solvent, 118, 231

ideal, 240–241

selection by group interactions,

241–242
Sorel distillation model, 368–369

Sorbate, 451–452

Sorbents, 451, 453–458

Sorption, 451

Sphericity, 473
Spiral-wound membrane modules,

414–416, 424

Spray tower (column), 140, 234–235
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Stage

Stage efficiency

Murphree point, 158–159

Murphree tray, 157–160, 489

Overall (Lewis), 154–155, 160

Drickamer-Bradford correlation,

155

O’Connell correlation, 155

performance data, 156

Stanton number for heat transfer,

68–69

Stanton number for mass transfer,

68, 70

Stiff differential equations, 393, 491

Euler implicit method, 393

stiffness ratio, 365

Stream variables, 126

Stripping (stripper), 9, 12, 137, 146,

148–150

design considerations, 143–144

equipment, 138–143

graphical design method,

144–147

equilibrium curve, 146

minimum stripping vapor flow rate,

146

number of equilibrium stages,

146–147

operating line, 146

stage efficiency, 154–155

Kremser algebraic design method,

148–150, 356–357

operating conditions, 144

rigorous design methods, 374–378,

380–393

Stripping agent, 144

Stripping factor, 149

Stripping section, 122, 172, 197

Sum-rates (SR) method, 286–287,

294–295

Supercritical-fluid extraction, 320,

357–362

Superficial velocity, 228

Surface diffusion, 471, 474

Surface renewal theory of Danckwerts,

75

T
Temperature

infinite surroundings, 38

reference (datum), 20, 23

Ternary liquid-liquid phase diagrams,

99–101, 242–243

classes (type I and II), 242–243

equilateral triangular, 99–101,

242–243

right triangular, 250–251

Thermal diffusivity, 69

Thermodynamic properties

departure equations, 26

derived functions, 25–26

excess functions, 34

ideal mixtures, 20

nonideal mixtures, 27–29

Thermodynamics, 27

Theorem of corresponding states,

23

Thermal-swing adsorption (TSA),

476–477, 488–491

Three-phase flash, 107–108

Tie-line, 100, 107, 242, 244

Tortuosity, 57, 504

Transfer units, height of

individual, 167, 176

overall, 166–167, 176

Transfer units, number of

individual, 167

overall, 166–167, 256

Tray (plate), 139, 141, 300

bubble-cap, 139–141

diameter, 161–163

entrainment, 161–163

Fair correlation, 162

F-factor, 176
foaming, 162

flooding, 161–163

downcomer, 161

entrainment, 161

Fair correlation, 162

high-capacity, 163

interfacial area, 165

liquid flow passes, number of,

155–156

mass transfer, 157–160

perforated (sieve), 139–141

pressure drop, 140, 164

regimes of contacting, 138–140

residence time, 140

sieve, 139–141

spacing, 161–162

stable operation, limits, 161

turndown ratio, 163, 176

ultimate capacity, Stupin-Kister,

163

valve, 139–141

Trayed (plate) tower (column),

138–141

height, 160

Tray spacing, 161–162

Tridiagonal matrix, 284, 291–292

Turndown ratio, 163–176

Two-section cascade, 118–119,

121–123, 193

Two-film theory of Whitman, 76–78

gas (vapor)–liquid case, 76–78

liquid–liquid case, 78

T-y-x plot, 90

U
Underwood equations, 273–275

UNIFAC equation, 34–35

UNIQUAC equation, 30, 33–34

Upcomer, 235

V
Valve cap, 139–141

Valve-tray columns, 139–141

Vapor-liquid-liquid system, 107–108

Vapor pressure data, 22

Velocity

flooding, 161–163, 173

interstitial, 483, 487

superficial, 169

Volume, molar, 20–21

Vortex, 253–254

VPE (vibrating-plate extractor), 238

W
Water softening, 452, 502

Weber number, 1791, 330

Weeping, 139–140, 161

Wilke-Chang equation, 53

Wilson equation, 30–32

Work

lost, 37–39

minimum, 38–39

Y
y-x plot, 90

Z
Zeolites, 455, 457–458

Zeotropic system, 89, 402
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Universal (ideal) gas law constant, R
1.987 cal∕mol-K or Btu∕lbmol-∘F
8315 J∕kmol-K or Pa-m3∕kmol-K

8.315 kPa-m3∕kmol-K

0.08315 bar-L∕mol-K

82.06 atm-cm3∕mol-K

0.08206 atm-L∕mol-K

0.7302 atm-ft3∕lbmol-∘R
10.73 psia-ft3∕lbmol-∘R
1544 ft-lbf∕lbmol-∘R
62.36 mmHg-L∕mol-K

21.9 in. Hg-ft3∕lbmol-∘R

Atmospheric pressure (sea level)

101.3 kPa = 101, 300 Pa = 1.013 bar

760 torr = 29.92 in. Hg

1 atm = 14.696 psia

Avogadro’s number

6.022 × 1023 molecules∕mol

Boltzmann constant

1.381 × 10−23 J∕K-molecule

Faraday’s constant

96490 charge∕g-equivalent

Gravitational acceleration (sea level)

9.807 m∕s2 = 32.174 ft∕s2

Joule’s constant (mechanical equivalent of heat)

4.184 J∕cal
778.2 ft-lbf∕Btu

Planck’s constant

6.626 × 10−34 J-s∕molecule

Speed of light in vacuum

2.998 × 108 m∕s

Stefan-Boltzmann constant

5.671 × 10−8 W∕m2-K4

0.1712 × 10−8 Btu∕h-ft2-∘R4
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